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Annual Index to Periodicals.

THIS invaluable publication sprang directly from the " Review of

Reviews." It is a classified subject-index of all the important articles

that appear in the periodicals of the English-speaking world. Even where there is

no opportunity of referring to the original articles owing to the absence of a good

library, the Index is most suggestive, if only as affording a handy guide to a

list of the persons who have written upon any givea subject, the

titles of their articles, and the dates at which they appeared.

For those who have access to libraries containing the bound periodicals of

the English-speaking world, it is invaluable. In that mighty maze without a

plan, the Index is an unfailing clue by which the student can find his way at once

to the article which he seeks.

The ANNUAL INDEX is universally admitted to be the best work

in its line ever published, and " an absolutely indispensable work of reference
"

for Librarians, Booksellers, Journalists, Clergymen, and all Con-

tributors to the Literature of our time.

The whole set of these Indexes (with the exception of the Volume for 1892),

from the year 1890 to 1902, can be supplied at 15s. each.

The Set

Vol. I., covering the year 1890.

Vol. II., covering the year 1891.

Vol. III., covering the year 1892

[Out of print]

Vol. IV., covering the year 1893.

Vol. V., covering the year 1894.

Vol. VI., covering the year 1895.

comprises

:

Vol. VII., covering the year 1896.
Vol. VIII., covering the year 1897.
Vol. IX., covering the year 1898.
Vol. X., covering the year 1899.
Vol. XL, covering the year 1900.
Vol. XII., covering the year 1901.
Vol. XIII., covering the year 1902.

Price of each Volume, 15s. net, post free.

"REVIEW OF REVIEWS * OFFICE: MOWBRAY HOUSE,

NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, W.C.
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THE TRAGEDY IN BELGRADE.

The assassination of the Servian King and Queen resulted from the mistake made by Alexander in choosing as his

wife the unfortunate Draga Maschine. The above is the portrait of the charming Princess Lily Mirko of Montenegro, who-

at one time was talked of as likely to marry King Alexander. She was born a Constantinovitch, and is a member of the

Obrenovitch family.
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The Progress of the World.
LONDON, July ist, 1903. against their will, adopted methods of barbarism

The civilised world was startled in their attack upon their Sovereigns, they admitted,

The Servian last month by the news that the but the responsibility, they pointed out—with an
Massacre. Kingand . obvious sincerity which

Queen of

Servia had been assas-

sinated in their palace at

Belgrade by officers of

the army who had sworn

them allegiance. It was

even more amazed when

it learned that the perpe-

trators of the massacre

considered themselves
marvels of heroic patriot-

ism, and that in the midst

of the acclamations of the

.populace they had
marched to the Cathedral

in order to render praise

and thanks to Almighty

God for His share in the

bloody business. The
disgust of the outside

world did not abate when
it was realised that the

Servian conspirators actu-

ally believed that they had

earned the gratitude of

humanity and the bene-

diction of the Almighty.

That they had* sorely Colonel Alexander Maschine.

3

recalls some recent pas-

sages in our own history

—did not lie at their

door. It was all the fault

of the Royal aide-de-camp

who, finding the palace

threatened by the con-

spirators, made an attack

upon the heroic Servian

army by firing his revolver.

They no more intended

to kill the king than Lord

Salisbury intended to

annex territory or to seize

goldfields. But what could

the gallant patriots of the

heroic Servian army do

when aides-de-camp take

the initiative in such law-

less and high-handed

fashion ? The people who

begin the war must bear

its burden.

_ So with
The

Self-approbation a clear

of consci-
Assassins. ,

ence ana

an invincible conviction
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King Peter Karageorgevitch.

of their own rectitude, the officers rushed from

room to room in the dark—the electric light

having been turned off at the main—hunting for

their prey. Their blood was up. Some of their

number were killed and wounded by the easily

overpowered resistance of the faithful few, and so

it came to pass, when they found the royal lovers

hidden behind a secret door leading from the bath-

room, they riddled them with bullets, slashed them

with sabres, and then flung them out of the window into

the park, in strict accordance with the precedent of

Jezebel. But they lived for two hours after they fell.

No scavenger dogs, as in the case of the queen of Ahab,

came to remove the royal carrion, and after it was day,

when the Russian Minister, M. Tcharykoff, passed

the palace, he recognised in the mangled corpses the

bodies of the Sovereigns to whom he was accredited

Belgrade gave itself up to jubilant rejoicings. The

gory-handed assassins were feted in cafe's and

eulogised in the Cathedral by the Archbishop, whose

flexibility proclaims him a veritable Vicar of Bray of

the Balkans. It all seems very ghastly to us, almost

as ghastly as our junketings and Cathedral services

during the recent war seemed to all outsiders. But

blood seems to drug the consciences of the peoples,

and to' render them incapable of seeing their own

conduct as others see it.

The Servian National Assembly,

The Censure which the late King had caused to

Europe. De elected for the purpose of ap-

proving his recent coup d'etat, and,

according to current report, of appointing Queen

Draga's brother as heir to the Servian throne, unani-

mously elected Peter Karageorgevitch to the vacant

throne, after having passed what was equivalent to

an act of indemnity for the assassins, or, as they re-

garded themselves, the executioners of the late King.

The old exile on the shores of Lake Leman promptly

responded to the summons, and hastened to Belgrade

to mount the blood-stained steps of the Servian throne.

Scandalised monarchs in Vienna and in St. Petersburg

saluted him on his accession, but suggested more or

less emphatically that his first business should be to

punish the murderers of his predecessor. England,

however, with a sudden access of virtue, withdrew her

representative from Belgrade, and her lead was followed

by the representatives of France, the United States, and

several smaller Powers. Considering that Servia did

not withdraw M. Mijatovitch from London when Lord

Kitchener was devastating the Dutch Republics in a

way which resulted in the death of thousands of women
and children, the " heroic patriots " at Belgrade are

much scandalised at this exhibition of English prudery.

As for King Peter, he could not help himself. He
could not hang the men who had summoned him to

Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria.

An interested Neighbour of King Peter.
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the throne, and who were his only support. So he let

bygones be bygones, and rides out in the park with

no other escort but that of Colonel Maschine, who
blew up the palace gate with dynamite and began

the whole bloody business. I knew Colonel Maschine

at The Hague, where he was one of the delegates

at the Conference of Peace. He was a quiet, mild

man, whom I would no more have suspected of

assassination than I could have anticipated that an

equally pleasant man, Lord Milner, would drench

South Africa in blood.

The withdrawal of Sir G. Bonham
The Relief

from Belgrade will have no practical

Saying D— ! consequences. It is merely Eng-

land's way of saying " Damn !

"—in

diplomatic accents. It is a relief to the feelings; but if

Governments take to swearing in this fashion where

is the thing to stop ? Why should we recall Sir G.

Bonham for the deposition and murder of a King

whose deposition and exile had practically been

assented to by the Great Powers most nearly con-

cerned ? No doubt the conspirators went too far, and

spared neither man nor woman in their rage
;
but, after

4 f

flictogrnph hi
The Sultan of Turkey.

[AW//.

Count Benckendorff.

New Russhn Ambassador at the Court of St. James's.

The Turks are the hereditary foes of the Servians, and the Sultan is

certain to be taking a deep interest in affairs at Belgrade.

all, the butchery of Belgrade isViot for a moment
to be compared to the butchery of the Armenians in

Constantinople. Yet Sir Nicholas O'Conor was not

withdrawn from the Bosphorus. If the diplomatic

" Damn " is to be used at all, it ought to be dispensed

impartially. President Roosevelt has not gone

so far as this in his championship of the Jews

at Kishineff, but his decision to forward the

Jewish petition to the Tsar—who will certainly

decline to receive it : Emperors no more tolerate

such intermeddling than would American Presidents

—

wrould seem to indicate a desire on his part to relieve

his feelings to a degree which, if indulged in, would

lead inevitably to the withdrawal of Mr. McCormick
from St. Petersburg. Then, of course, Count Cassini

could be withdrawn from Washington as Russia's

protest against the lynchings of negroes in the South

and the systematised re-establishment of slavery

by Southern Legrees, and so the big, big D
would be passed back and forth until, feelings all

round having found relief, the incident would be

closed, the Ambassadors would return to their posts,

and no one would be a penny the worse excepting

only the poor unfortunates on whose behalf we all

took to swearing.
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Wahre Jacob.}

One Reason for the Social Democrat Success.
The Cow of Militarism and German Michel.

The victory of the Social Democrats
The Victory at the German General Election is a

or tne
Social Democrats. m°re significant sign of the times

than the Servian massacres. The
Social Democrats were exposed before the election to

a vigorous frontal^ attack by the German Emperor.

He let himself go at Essen with a vehemence which

astonished everybody, and exhorted every gofod

citizen to have no communion or relationship

with the editor of the Vorwarts, the Berlin organ of

the Social Democratic party. As a reply the Socialist

vote in the Essen district went up from 4,000 to

20,000, a remarkable result of Imperial electioneering.

In Saxony the Socialists have simply swept the board.

They return 22 out of 23 members. As one of the

leaders of British democracy remarked to me the other

day, the voting at Essen and in Saxony is the reply

of the democracy to scandalous immorality in high

places. The spectacle of Krupp at Capri and the

Crown Princess and her husband filled the ballot-

boxes with Socialist tickets. It is to be hoped that

the lesson will not be lost on those nearer home who,

Its Causes
and

Consequences.

like King Peter, are apt to say that bygones should

be bygones, and who declare that the most flagrant

immorality, no matter with what criminal complica-

tions it may be aggravated, ought not to be a bar to

the appointment of anybody to positions of trust and
power.

The fact that the Social Democrats

have increased their total votes

from two millions to three, and have

now 81 members in the Reichstag

instead of 58, will have far-reaching results. It

will encourage the Socialists everywhere to regard

themselves as the party of the future. It may
indirectly increase the difficulties of English Liberal

whips in preventing splits between the Libs, and the

Labs, of the Lib-Lab. party. As it was due, partially

at least, to a popular revolt against the taxes on food,

the Social Democrats of Germany have put a click in

the gallop of Mr. Chamberlain towards the abyss

of Protection. Although they have won the

greatest success of the elections — the other

parties remaining very much where they were

—

they have only eighty-one votes in the Reichstag.

They have polled one-third of the Electorate, and
have secured just one-fifth of the seats. They
are, however, increasing at the rate of 200,000 votes

per annum. They represent the protest of the people

against the arbitrary power, the militarism, the exces-

sive expenditure of the present rkgimc. These Social

Democrats may not be altogether cut according to

the English Liberal's pattern. But they stand for

Peace, Retrenchment and Reform, and, more than all

else, they stand for Liberty. Why should we not

rejoice at their success, and hasten to hail them a*

the rising power in the Fatherland? They have
given a shake to the foundations of the Kaiser's

self-confidence. If he does not take heed, the next

warning may be not a shake, but an earthquake.

Interest in domestic politics has
The Last Throw Deen almost entirely absorbed by

Ruined Gamester. tne desperate machinations of Mr.

Chamberlain to capture the Unionist

party organisation for his Protective craze. He plays

like Napoleon the Third for the ruin of the Republic

to which he had sworn allegiance by securing control

of the machine. The spectacle is intensely interest-

ing. If for a moment, even for a single moment,
I could by an exercise of imagination compel myself to

regard th \ possibility of his success as even thinkable,

I should not be interested so much as horrified and
angry. As he has just as much chance of success

as if he were building all his hopes upon persuading
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Britons to live like fishes under water, I can contem-

plate his manoeuvres with amused compassion. It is

true that the Colonial Secretary is knocking his

head against a granite wall with such vehemence

that the subsequent proceedings will interest

him no more ; but that is a very comforting reflection

for a nation which he has discredited for so many
years. We can therefore set ourselves to enjoy in

luxurious anticipation the last scene in the last act of

the long tragedy of his career. It is as enthralling as

a stage play—more enthralling, indeed, than most.

The element of farcical comedy mingles with the

grimmest tragedy. Mr. Chamberlain—the ruined

gamester—tries one last throw in his gamble with the

food of the people ; while Mr. Balfour—poor dear !

—

keeps up with ludicrous gravity the pretence that his

colleague and master is after nothing particular

—

*' only inquiring," as befits a Minister in a Cabinet

whose Premier has " no settled convictions."

When Parliament re-assembled after

A Ministry the Whitsuntide Recess, expectation

Sixes and Sevens. was on tiptoe as to the effect which

Mr. Chamberlain's plunge in favour

of Protection would have upon the Cabinet. It was

known that some at least of the Ministers were strongly

opposed to any tampering with the bases of our com-

mercial prosperity, and there was the keenest curiosity

as to whether the Free Traders and the Protectionists

could contrive any modus vivendi which would avert

an immediate break-up. The question was raised by

Mr. Chaplin's amendment, directed against the repeal

of the shilling duty on corn. When the debate began,

the Speaker, Mr. Gully, who has hardly added to the

lustre of his high office, announced that he would not

permit any discussion of Mr. Chamberlain's new

departure. But if the Speaker proposes, the House dis-

poses, and for two days no other subject was discussed

than that which he declared had not to be alluded to.

The first sensation of the debate was the reappearance

of Sir Michael Hicks Beach. He was burning with

indignation—first, against the Ministry, because it had

repealed the corn tax which he had imposed as a

permanent tax for revenue only; secondly, against

the Prime Minister for his failure to support him in the

repeated protests which he had made against the

enormous increase in our national expenditure ; and

thirdly, and jnost of all, with Mr. Chamberlain for

bringing forward a policy which was not only economi-

cally unsound, but was much more calculated to dis-

unite than to unite the Empire. Black Michael spoke

-with authority and not as the scribes, and when he

sat down anything seemed possible.

Mr. Ritchie

and
the Concordat.

It was soon apparent, however, that

Ministers had patched up a Con-

cordat. The blessed word " In-

quiry " was invoked as a spell to keep

the Cabinet from going to pieces. Ministers were

going to inquire with open minds into the subject

brought forward by Mr. Chamberlain. - The condi-

tions of this Concordat appear to have been two.

The first Was that Mr. Chamberlain was to hold hjs

tongue and take no part in the debate. The second, that

the Chancellor of the Exchequer was to have his way

with the Budget, and was to be permitted to make the

following emphatic statement as to his own views on

the matter :

—

So far as members of the Government who. have spoken on
this matter are concerned, all that has been said has been that

the question of the preferential treatment of the Colonies should

be discussed and inquired into. For my own part, I feel bound
to say that I should be surprised if inquiry should show any prac-

tical means of carrying out that policy. I avow myself a con-

vinced Free Trader ; and I do not share the views of those who
think that any practical means can be devised for overcoming
the difficulties which present themselves to me in connection
with their proposals; and, as at present advised, I cannot be, a

party to a policy which, in my opinion, would be detrimerjtial

both to the country and to the Colonies.

Mr. Arthur Elliott followed on the same side.

Speaking with the authority of the Secretary to the

/

Sir Michael Hicks Beach.
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Photograph by\

The late Cardinal Vaughan.

[Lafayette.

A Premier with
no

Settled

Convictions.

Treasury, he emphatically condemned any departure

from the settled policy of Free Trade. He spoke

v/ith vehemence and conviction. And all the time

Mr. Chamberlain spoke never a word.

When the debate was resumed next

day, it seemed as if the Cabinet

might go to pieces at any moment.

Vigorous speeches were made by

Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward Grey, but the situation

was saved by Mr. Balfour, who, in a speech of singular

ingenuousness, proclaimed that he had no settled

opinions upon the subject, and therefore he appealed

to the House to allow him and his colleagues time to

inquire into the whole subject. The following passage

is characteristic of the^ author of a Defence of Philo-

sophic Doubt :

—

Supposing that, as the result of a tax upon food-stuffs a
general tax upon food -stuffs, it were possible to stop this process
by which, not merely in foreign countries, but in our own
Colonies, there was being created under a system of Protection
an enormous number of vested manufacturing interests

—

supposing it were possible by such a policy as that, not indeed
to obtain full Free Trade, for that is beyond the power of any
conceivable combination, but to obtain a large measure of Free
Trade in manufactured goods from the Colonies, I am not sure

that would not be worth while.

And on these dreamy suppositions he succeeded in

staving off disaster. It reminds us of the children's

rhyme—"If ifs and ans were pots and pans, there'd

be no work for tinkers."

The net result of the debate was to

Lord Goschen's secure breathing time for the Minis-
Protest.

trv Mr Chamberlain, in a letter

to a correspondent, proclaimed that

" we were in for a big fight," the inquiry, in his eyes,

being merely a euphemism for a campaign. While

he was setting himself to work to capture the party

machine for Protection, Lord Goschen, another

ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer, raised a discussion

on the subject in the House of Lords in a speech

which attacked Mr. Chamberlain's nostrum with

eloquence and passion. He would have nothing to

do, he declared, with what was " a gamble with the

food of the people." Replying with scorn to Mr.

Chamberlain's declaration that we must take our

place with dying Empires if we would not grant a

preference to our Colonies, he said :

—

Forward this Empire must go, not as a dying Empire, but as

a living Empire in the world, and our statesmen must endeavour
to realise the fair dream of a cemented Empire, without the

nightmare of tampering with the people's food.

He did not quote, as he might have done, a notable

declaration on the subject of the vitality of the Empire

made by Mr. Chamberlain himself only seven years

ago. Speaking on June 9th, 1 896, addressing Colonists,

he said :

—

We ask you who come from the Colonies to attach yourselves-

closer to us. The benefit is not all on our side. It is not to a
decrepit ruin that you are asked to cling. There are no signs,

here of waning life or of decaying greatness. The continued

growth of this country is almost as remarkable as the growth of
those sister nations that we call our Colonics. Surely, then, it

is better for your commerce and for our commerce that we all

alike should share in the free interchange of commodities between
300 millions of people, than that we should be engaged m
setting up barriers one against the other, and in exciting a com-
petition from which all will be sufferers.

The surprise of the debate was the
Negotiation speech of Lord Lansdowne, who-

Revolver. rested his defence of Mr. Chamber-

lain's " Inquiry " on the ground of

the helplessness of Great Britain in negotiating com-

mercial treaties. He wanted to negotiate with a

revolver in his pocket, and to be able to threaten to.

close our markets to Powers which set up tariff walls-

against us. It is somewhat odd that it did not seem

to occur to Lord Lansdowne that if we were to go-

revolvering against Governments which clapped high

duties on our goods, among the very first to claim the

attention of our six-shooter would be the Governments,

of Canada and Australia, on whose behalf Mr.

Chamberlain would have us to impose duties on alb
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goods coming from other countries. If ever retaliation

were justifiable it might be justified by the conduct of

these Colonies of our jown who have built high tariff

walls against the manufactures of the Mother Country

for the protection of their own infant industries. But

so far from retaliating upon the Colonial builders of

tariff walls, we are now told that because they may

take a brick or two off the top to give us an advantage

against the foreigner, we must tax all our food imports

from other countries in order to give the Protectionist

Colonies an advantage in our market ! Until the

Colonies offer us Free Trade within the Empire all talk

of Zollvereins is misleading and mendacious nonsense.

Lord Balfour of Burleigh having

The asserted his devotion to the prin-

Duke's Attitude. c iples Qf Free Trade, the Duke of

Devonshire, in his honest ponderous

fashion, declared that nothing could be more fatal to

the Empire than any policy which inflicted privation

upon our people. But as the economic advantage of

Free Trade was so clear, why not confound its adver-

saries by the inquiry for which they were clamour-

ing :—
The best friends of Free Trade will be found to be those who

are willing usefully to enter into a full and fair inquiry, not as to

its principles, which, perhaps, we may take for granted, but as

to its conseaviences and results. And I believe for myself that

the result of any such inquiry will be to establish more firmly the

essential principles which underlie our policy, although it may
be found, possibly, that some modification and alteration of our

arrangements may tend to strengthen and consolidate and make
more unassailable a system founded on such principles.

So the Concordat held. Mr. Chamberlain went on

preparing for his big fight, and the Free Traders of

the Cabinet sat still, relying confi-

dently upon the result of the full

and fair inquiry which is to con-

found the Protectionists.

The declarations

Without Dear 0f Mr. Chamber-
Bread ... ,

no Preference, lam, it was stated,

were merely per-

sonal expressions of his own indi-

vidual opinion. But out in the

Colonies they were received as

Ministerial declarations. A cable-

gram from Sir John See to the

Westminster Gazette having set that

point at rest, Sir H. Campbell-

Bannerman challenged Mr. Balfour

for explanations. Mr. Balfour,

being caught in a very tight

corner, extricated himself by a

speech in which he committed the

Ministry to a recognition of the possibility of adopt-

ing a policy of retaliation, in case any foreign

Power ventured to penalise British Colonies

who gave a preference to British goods. The
debate was closed by an outburst from Mr.

Chamberlain, who displayed his customary malevo-

lent
. dexterity in exciting animosity — this time

against Geanany, whose only offence appears to

have been an acceptance of Lord Salisbury's assur-

ance of the fiscal independence of the Colonial

Government with its inevitable corollary. This,

seemed to some an attempt to ride off fron*

the dear food issue. But his declaration of May
28th will never , ba forgotten. " If you give a
preference to the Colonies," he declared, " you must
tax food." Major Rasch, a Tory who was last

month a recipient of a Birthday honour, sent

to the Times his estimate of the popularity of this

avowal. If you venture to enter a labourer's

cottage to propose a tax on bread the only

question wras whether you went out by the door or

the window, an estimate which is entirely in accord

with the opinion of Mr. Punch, whose artist had

already indicated the use that Hodge would make of

his hobnailed boot if Mr. Chamberlain came to his

cottage with his plea for dear bread.

Lord Rosebery spoke wisely and well

The Prospacts at a meeting of the Liberal League

the Inquiry. on the disastrous consequences which

a preferential system would have

upon the unity of the Empire. It is evident that
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Map showing the Districts afife:ted by the French
Expedition to Figuig.

there will be no Protectionist cave on the Liberal

side. Mr. Chamberlain has rent the Unionist Party

into two hostile camps, but he has united the Liberals

and the Labour Party in defence of the bread of the

people. At the end of the month the subject was

again brought up in the House of Lords, when Lord

Selborne admitted, almost in so many words, that the

much-talked-of inquiry was to be nothing more than

a general discussion in the Press and elsewhere on

the wide and vague subject, which includes the reim-

position of the Cora Laws, preference to the Colonies,

Retaliation, Protection, and Old Age Pensions. At the

Constitutional Club Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamberlain

made speeches in which they flattered each other so ful-

somely as to lead a cynic to predict an early split

—

for there are never such effusive compliments in public

unless there are serious differences in private. For

the moment everyone is demanding an inquiry, but no

steps are being taken to conduct the much-talked-of

investigation in a scientific spirit. All that politicians

are inquiring about is as to the most effective statis-

tical or sophistical brickbat to fling at the other

fellow's head.

It is freely rumoured that if it had

not been for the King's determination

that nothing should happen to spoil

his contemplated visit to Ireland the

Ministry would have gone to pieces ere now. The

same Royal determination is alleged as the explana-

tion of the readiness of Mr. Wyndham to make

concessions to the Nationalists in the Irish

Land Bill. He made a stand at first on the first

The
Kind's Visit

to

Ireland.

clause, and secured the defeat of Mr. Redmond's
amendment, striking out what is. known as the

minimum, by a majority of 41. For a moment the

Bill seemed to be in danger. But whether owing to

Royal pressure or to some other cause, Mr. Wyndham
found it expedient to meet the views of the Nationalists

in substance if not in the precise form they had been

originally embodied, and the Bill is now understood

to be out of danger. The King will have a right

royal welcome in Ireland, although the Nationalist

M.P.'s will not grace his progress by their presence.

He is believed to have stopped the Boer War, to have

stamped out coercion, to have insisted on the Land
Bill, and to have a Home Rule Bill up his sleeve.

" And faith," whispers many a parish priest, " did he

not have a private talk with his Holiness ? Who knows

but he may have made his confession ?
"

Meanwhile, amid the alarums and
The excursions of Protectionists and Free

Campaign. Traders, the Bill for destroying the

London School Board is forgotten.

The only mention made of it last month was the pub-

lication of a report that it was to be withdrawn. In the

country the Passive Resistance war has begun in

Mr. Forster Stanford.
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earnest. Mr. Banour and Dr. Clifford have been writing

letters about it, but the matter is not one to be settled by

dialectics. All over the country the spirit of resistance

is spreading—resistance which, at Hastings at least,

was by no means passive—the roughs of the town

having seized the opportunity of chivying an auctioneer

imported to conduct the sales of goods seized on dis-

tress warrants for non-payment of the new Church-

rate. Every new distraint adds fresh recruits to the

army of revolt, and, although the West End clubs

ignore the movement, it threatens to become very

serious. Nor is this surprising. As Dr. Clifford says

in his letter in reply to Mr. Balfour :

—

Let me imagine the impossible ! A body of police goes to the

palatial abode of the Archbishop of Canterbury, and with them

certain bailiffs, charged by the State to compel Dr. Davidson to

pay a rate for the support of teachers who insist that Biptismal

Regeneration is false,
.
opposed to the teaching of the New

Testament, and contrary to the spirit of the Christianity of

Christ Jesus ; that the Baptist Church is the only true Church

of Christ ; that the Archbishop, though a good man who may
perhaps be saved by the " uncovenanted mercies of God," is a

.

heretic and a schismatic ; and that the " Church " over which he

presides Ts not a Church of Christ at all, but only a " body," a

cause," a " sect of a sect " guihy of 44 the sin of schism "
; and

suppose that the rate is levied for the purpose of building schools

in'o which many of the children of England must go, and for

The Emperor Menclik of Abyssinia, whose forces

may save the situation in Somaliland.

supporting teachers who have covenanted to impart these ideas,

would not his Grace refuse to pay, and say to the bailiffs,
44 You

may take what you please ; I cannot consent by any act of mine
to any legislation which makes me an accomplice in such

teaching " ?

The question of Army reform has

,R
lftar

In

and
als° bCCn forSotten-

Even the

National. danger of our forces in Somaliland

has attracted but little attention. The

French bombardment of Figuig has been ignored. The

only military

matter that has

caused any talk

has been the

trial and the

acquittal of cer-

tain British

officers who
were accused

of having be-

haved inde-

cently to one

Forster Stan-

ford, a civilian,

to whom they

had already

paid ,£1,560 to

stop proceed-

ings in a civil

court. Much indignation has been expressed at the

decision of the court-martial, implying, as it does, that

the conduct of which they were admittedly guilty

was not inconsistent with their claim to wear the

King's uniform as officers and gentlemen. There is

really nothing surprising about the decision-

Their conduct was on all fours with the way in whici.

the whole British Army, with the enthusiastic approve

of the whole British nation—barring a few pro-Boers

—

acted in South Africa. There were seven of them

—

all military men. They set upon a civilian whose

manners they did not like, although they had not been

above profiting by his company, and maltreated him.

They stripped off his clothes, ducked him in the foun-

tain, cut off half his moustache, photographed him in

a humiliating position, and then rapped him with a

cane. These " methods of barbarism " are now de-

clared to be not incompatible with their honour as

officers and gentlemen. In the South African War

we also were seven to one. We also attacked an

objectionable civilian, and subjected not only him-

setf but his family to the grossest indignities and

the most harrowing cruelty, and then, having so dis-

tinguished ourselves, we passed upon the performers

of this international " ragging " a verdict of not guilty.

General Egerton,

New Commander in Somaliland.
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And it must be remembered, in their favour, that the

officers did not, as the nation did, steal the property

of their victim.

It is a relief to turn from these

French squalid reminders of a great national
Ambassadors .

of Peace. crime to the pleasanter theme of

international amity and good feeling

suggested by President Loubet's visit to London. It

will be over before these pages meet the eye of the

reader, but it is to be followed by the visit of M.

D'Estournelles, one of the ablest and most resolute of

French statesmen, who, on the 23rd inst., will be

entertained as an honoured guest by an influential

company of Members of Parliament in the dining-

room of the House of Commons. M. D'Estournelles

is following up the admirable work which he accom-

plished for the cause of peace and arbitration at the

Hague Conference. He has formed an influential

group of Deputies in the French Chamber, pledged to

work for the cause of international peace. He comes

to London to explain what has been done in Paris,

and to suggest the formation of a similar group in the

British Parliament. His visit cannot fail to do good,

if only it gives new life and adds new members to

the British group of the International Parliamentary

Conference.
' That Conference will meet in Sep-

FarHament
texnDer at Vienna, where the building

at of the Austrian Parliament has been

placed at its disposal. There will be

soiree's and banquets and opera gala nights on each of

the four days of its session. But it is more than an

International picnic. It will discuss, among other

important questions, an admirable suggestion made by

Mr. W. R. Cremer, M.P., that the signatories of the

Hague Convention should supplement that instrument

by making separate treaties among themselves pro-

Vienna.

viding for the establishment of Courts of the First

Instance consisting solely of their own representatives

for the settlement of international disputes. These

Courts would settle many controversies without

bringing in the foreigner. But in ever)' case, if either

disputant were discontented with its decision, he

would have a right of appeal to the Hague Tribunal,

whose verdict would be final. This Court of the First

Instance is a capital idea. It is a variant which is

entirely in accord with the spirit of the original type

of the Commissions d'Enquete provided for by the

Hague Convention, and sooner or later it will be

adopted by the Governments of the world.

It is always refreshing to come upon
Hindu Philosophy instances of success achieved against

Oxford. great odds by the might of individual

initiative. Last year a penniless

Brahmin, Swami Upadhaya by name, conceived the

idea that our ancient universities would be improved

by the institution of chairs of Hindu philosophy.

So he set off like the disciples of old, without staff or

scrip, without money in his wallet, to convert the Dons

of Oxford and of Cambridge to a sense of their need.

Strange to say he met with a very favourable reception

at Oxford. At Cambridge he succeeded in forming an

influential committee which have undertaken to see

to it that a three years' course of lectures in Hindu

philosophy shall be delivered at the University, pro-

vided a competent Hindu lecturer were forthcoming.

Last month the Swami started for India, where I

doubt not he will succeed in raising the requisite

funds—a mere trifle of ^1,000—and, what is still

more important, in securing the services of the ablest

exponent of Hindu philosophy to be found in India.

He expects to return next year with his lecturer, and

confidently anticipates to see the establishment of

similar lectureships in Oxford and in Edinburgh.

"REVIEW OF REVIEWS" RECEPTIONS.
LAST month, instead of meeting at Mowbray House, the friends and supporters of the Review of Reviews

met in the garden at Cambridge House, Wimbledon. The weather at first was very unpropitious, but later

in the month it cleared up, and on June 27th our Garden Party was attended by nearly two hundred
persons, representing every nation in Europe, with the exception of the Portuguese, Roumanians and Turks, not

excluding the Albanians, Servians and Macedonians. In addition to the European contingent, there were present

Japanese, Persians, Indians, Cingalese, Armenians, Syrians, Moroccans, besides half-a-dozen Boers of the Transvaal
and the Orange Free State. The United States was well represented, and most of the British Colonies. The weather
was delightful. The topic for discussion was the formation of an International Centre for the foreign colonies of
London, and an International Committee was nominated to see what could be done in the matter. On July 4th

the meeting was devoted to the commemoration of the American Independence. Although there was a few

Europeans, the company consisted chiefly of the English-speaking race. On July nth fifty representatives of

gymnastic classes of girls' clubs in London gave a performance. On July 18th the last At Home of the

season will be held, when the topic of discussion will be " Zionism
;
or, the return of the Jews to Palestine."

Owing to holiday engagements, we find it impossible to continue the Garden Parties later than July 18th,

of which fact will friends kindly take notice. We hope to resume the At Homes at Mowbray House at the

beginning of October.
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Diary for June.

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE MONTH.
June I.—A disastrous fire takes place at Eton College, in the

house of Mr. Kindersley ; two boys are unable to escape and
are suffocated ... The Co-operative Congress opens at Don-
caster ... Mr. A. Darroch is appointed to the Chair of Educa-
tion in Edinburgh University ... The Lieutenant-Governor of

British Columbia dismisses the Premier ... The International

Congress of Miners, representing 1,271,500 miners, meets at

Brussels ... The Chilian Congress opens
... About 90,000 textile workers go on
strike in Philadelphia, U.S.A., for

shorter hours and increased wages.

June 2.—The Co-operative Congress
continues its sitting at Doncaster; a
resolution is carried protesting against

any tampering with the free trade policy

of this country ... The Irade for the uni-

fication of the Ottoman debt is issued

... The Japanese Cotton Spinners' Union
petition their Government to accept the

Chinese indemnity in silver ... It is

ascertained that sixty-four persons are

killed by the tornado in Georgia, U.S.A.,
and two hundred are injured ... The
United States Supreme Court refuses to

grant a writ of habeas corpus applied for

on behalf of Mr. Whitaker Wright, and
declares the offence to be extraditable ...

The Miners' International Congress

unanimously adopts a proposal for a

minimum rate of wages, and a resolution

pledging miners to participate in politi-

cal movements.
June 3.—The British vessel, Arequipa^

founders at her moorings off Valparaiso

owing to a sudden and terrific gale ...

Mr. James Fairbairn Finlay is appointed

to be a Member of the Council of India,

in succession to the late Sir James West-
land, K.C.S.I. ... The Co-operative Con-
gress concludes its sittings at Doncaster ...

Mr. Chamberlain writes to the editor of the British Australasian

on the subject of Colonial opinion on preferential tariffs.

June 4.—The 4th of June celebration at Eton College is

abandoned this year owing to the fire ... Sir Donald Currie

addresses a letter to Mr." Chamberlain defending the South
African Conference against the various Chambers of Commerce
... Sir Arthur Lawley remits the remaining portion of the

sentences of the ex-burghers who were convicted during the war
of military offences ... Forest fires are raging in Canada, New
Brunswick, and part of Maine and New York State, U.S.A. ...

Hofmann's Gold Medal is presented to Sir William Ramsey at

the International Congress of Chemical Experts at Berlin.

June 5.—Distress warrants are issued at the Stroud Police

Court against two Nonconformist ministers and two laymen
who refuse to pay the education rate ... The Committee of

Inquiry into the employment of foreigners on British ships issues

its report ... Three levees to the north of Quincy (Illinois) give

way and leave 58,000 acres of land at the mercy of the flood ...

Sir W. Crookes delivers an address on " Modern Views of

Matter " before the Chemical Congress at Berlin.

June 6.—Mr. P. A. McHugh is arrested in Sligo on a warrant

issued some months ago ... General Louis Botha issues an

invitation to burghers to meet at Heidelberg on June 20th to

discuss important measures ... The Legislative Council of the

Orange River Colony adopts the Bloemfontein Customs Con-
vention ... President Roosevelt returns to Washington after his

Western tour, having travelled 14,000 miles and made 263
reported speeches ... Mr. Chamberlain addresses a long letter

io a correspondent on preferential tariffs.

V

'holograph by] [Mills.

Rev. Marshall Hartley.

New President of the Wesleyan Conference.

June 7.—The King and Queen are present at a service at St.

Paul's Cathedral, in which an appeal is made on behalf of the

London hospitals.

June 8.—The Legislative Assembly of the Transvaal agree to

the exclusion of coloured persons and aliens from the municipal

franchise ... A French force of 3,500 men proceed against the

Moorish villages in the Figuig district ... A complete version

of Mr. Seddon's Hokitika speech on inter-Imperial Pre-

ferential Tariffs, is published ... Great

damage continues to be wrought by the

floods in the Mississippi valley ... Dr.

Jameson is elected leader of the Progres-

sive party at the Cape.

June 9.—Mr. Seddon, in the British

Australasian^ complains of the attitude

of hostility assumed by certain British

statesmen towards Mr. Chamberlain's

preferential tariff proposals ... A serious

fire occurs in Peking which destroys the

buildings of the Board of Revenue ... At
a meeting of the Associated Chambers of

Agriculture in London, the proposal to

fix a day to discuss Mr. Chamberlain's

fiscal policy is dropped, no one support-

ing it ... Two hundred Roumanian Jews
pass through Vienna on their way to

America ... A boiler accident takes place

on board H.M.S. Good Hope ; Lieut.

Webber and five men are severely

injured (two have since died).

June 10.—A large part of the city of

St. Louis, U.S.A., is flooded by the

breaking of the Illinois Central Railway
Embankment ... The Canadian House
of Commons grant bonds to the value

9,300,000 dols. in aid of the extension

of the Canadian Pacific Railway to

F.dmonton.

June II.—The King and Queen open
the new Out- Patients' Department of the

London Hospital ... The King and
Queen of Servia are assassinated in the Palace at Belgrade,

along with the Queen's two brothers, the Premier, and several

Ministers, by a portion of the Army, which proclaims Prince

Peter Karageorgevitch, King of Servia ... The people of Figuig

in Morocco, submit to the French Commander.
June 12.—General Kuropatkin, the Russian Minister of War,

arrives at Tokio and is received as the guest of the Emperor of

Japan ... Signor Gioletti, Minister of Interior, the Italian Cabinet,

resigns ... At a conference of the Miners' Federation of Great

Britain at Bath a resolution is passed condemning the vacil-

lating policy of the Prime Minister and the new tariff scheme of

the Colonial Secretary ... The King and Queen of Servia are

buried in the old cemetery of St. Mark's, Belgrade ... A writ

of attachment is issued against Mr. Lewis, L.C.C., of Oxford

Street, for his contempt of Court for permitting a building to

be made at Holies Street without the consent of the Portland

Trustees.

June 13.—Signor Zanardelli notifies to the King of Italy the

resignation of his Ministry, as his health is not strong enough
to support the burden of Government ... A special commission
of the French Chamber of Deputies adopts the principle of the

Separation of Church and State ... A Parliamentary paper is

issued on native taxation in South Africa ... A fire breaks out

in Greenock which destroys the Ardgowan Distillery and sets on
fire a neighbouring flour mill ; seven persons are killed and
many injured.

June 15.—The King receives the members of the Inter-

national Telegraph convention at Windsor Castle ... There are

great floods in the Thames Valley owing to a three da*ys' con-
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tinuous rain ... The Joint Committee of the Lords and Com-
mons on municipal trading hold their first meeting and elect

L >rd Crewe as their chairman ... Prince Peter Karageorgevitch

is unanimously chosen King by the Servian Senate and
Skupshtina.

June 16.—The Servian Skupshtina and Ministers attend a

thanksgiving service at the Cathedral at Belgrade ... In the

Legislative Council of the Transvaal the Customs Union Draft

Ordinance is read a second time ... The New South Wales
Parliament meets at Sydney ... The Hungarian Premier, M. de
Szell, announces that the resignation of his Ministry is accepted

by the Emperor-King ... M. Rouvier submits the French
Budget for 1904 to the Chamber.
June 17.—The result of the German elections indicates an

enormous increase in the Social Democratic vote ... The Chinese
Government yields to the representations of America and Japan,
and will not transfer the commercial treaty negotiations from
Shanghai to Peking.

June 18.—A terrible explosion occurs at Woolwich in the

lyddite department ; 16 men are killed and 17 are seriously

injured ... In the Canadian House of Commons a motion by
Mr. Tarte, declaring the Government should at once adopt a
fiscal policy firmly protective of Canadian interests, is rejected

by 102 votes to 50 ... The Council of Australian Chambers of

Commerce, sitting at Adelaide, carries a resolution declaring

itself unable, without further information, to express a definite

opinion on preferential trade ... Baron d'Estournelles de
Constant expresses satisfaction at the proposal to inaugurate

direct relations between the Parliaments of Great Britain and
France.

June 19.—A court of inquiry as to the cause of the explosion

is opened at Woolwich Arsenal ... A Scotch express train

performed the journey of 299 miles from Euston to Carlisle

without a stop ... The floods in the Thames valley continue,

the river steadily rising ... The Cape Colony Parliament gives

a first reading to a Bill authorising an expenditure on railways

of two millions ... The Australian Chamber of Commerce
at Adelaide deprecates the proposal to exclude coloured 1 sailors

from serving on mail steamers.

June 20.—A Finnish newspaper is suspended for seven days
for publishing a notice displeasir*g to the Russian authorities ...

The United States adopts an attitude similar to that of Great
Britain with reference to the new Servian King ... Lord
Kitchener issues an order to the Army severely reprobating

recent cases of assault by British soldiers on natives of India ...

Major-General Egerton is appointed to command the forces in

Somaliland ... Mr. McIIu^h, M.P., is released from Sligo

Gaol ... A mass meeting of Jews is held in the Great Assembly
Hall, Mile End, to protest against the Kishineff massacre of

Jews in Russia.

June 22.—A yellow-book is issued in France which contains

documents regarding France and the Holy See ... The debate
in the Cape House of Assembly continues on the Customs'
Convention.

June 23.—Troops from India for Somaliland Expedition
leave Bombay ... The British Minister leaves Belgrade ... The
Cape "Ragging" case concludes, the prisoners are all found
non-guilty of any of the charges, and their swords are returned

to them ... The Handel Festival is held at the Crystal

Palace.

June
,

24.—General Manning reports from Damot the safe

arrival of the Obbia Force ... The French Senate approves a

scheme involving an expenditure of 256,ooD,ooofr. on the im-

provement of ten French ports and canals connected therewith . .

.

King Peter of Servia arrives at Belgrade ... A convent near

Erzerum is attacked by Kurds and six priests killed ... The
Khedive of Egypt arrives in London ... At the Oxford Com-
memoration honorary degrees are conferred on Lord Lindley,

Sir George White, and M. Henri Poincare ... The trial of the

Mother of the Refuge of Our Lady of Compassion at Tours, in

France, ends
;
judgment is reserved for a week.

. June 25.—King Peter takes the oath to the Constitution of

Servia ... The second ballot in the German elections takes place

... President Roosevelt resolves to transmit to the Russian

Government a petition from a Jewish organisation in the United
States, with respect to the treatment of Jews in Russia ...

Mr. Balfour publishes a letter on the policy of passive

resistance.

June 26.—The Obbia force arrives safely at Bohotle ... The
funeral of the late Cardinal Vaughan takes place at Mill Hill ...

The Emperor of Germany replies courteously to Kin^ Peter of
Servia's notification of his accession ... The debate on the
Customs Convention is continued in the Cape Parliament.

June 27.—Lord Rosebery announces to the London County
Council a proposal by Messrs. Wernher, Beit and Co. to place

,£300,000 at the disposal of the Council in order to build and
equip an institution in London similar to that at Charlottenburg,
in Berlin, for the training of young men in all branches of
technology and science. ... Count Hedervary forms a Hun-
garian Cabinet. ... The Emperor of Germany lunches with
Admiral Cotton on board of the United States Battleship
Kearsage at Kiel. ... King Peter of Servia publishes a free

amnesty ... A railway disaster occurs in Spain, by which
nearly 200 passengers lose their lives ... A demonstration
takes place in Edinburgh in opposition to Mr. Chamberlain's
fiscal proposals. ... There is a fatal Apine accident in Switzer-
land ; a professor and two pupils are killed.

June 29.—The Customs Convention is accepted by the Cape
House of Assembly after the Attorney-General announced that

the Ministry would stand or fall by it, as it stood ... Mr. A. R.
Guinness is elected Speaker of the New Zealand House of
Representatives ... Dr. Bowers is consecrated Bishop Suffragan
of Thetford ... It is resolved at a meeting at the Mansion House
to commemorate the achievements of Sir H. Bessemer by some
suitable educational work.

June 36.— It is reported from Somaliland that the Abyssinians
have defeated the Mullah's forces ... The Premier of Servia
announces that the present Government will continue in power
until after the elections, which are fixed for September 14.

PARLIAMENTARY.
House of Lords.

June 11.—Reassemble after Whitsuntide Recess ... County-
Councils (Bills before Parliament) ... Borough Funds Act,
1872, is read a second time.

June 12.—Committees are appointed to consider the question
of municipal trading, and the provisions of the Port of London
Bill ... Bills advanced a stage.

June 15.—The fiscal policy of the Empire ; speeches by
Lord Goschen, the Duke of Devonshire, and Lord Lansdowne.
June 16.—Railway concessions in China ; statement by Lord

Lansdowne.
June 18.—The Sovereign Declaration Bill is read a first

time ... Other Bills advanced a stage.

June 19.—Commercial relations with Germany and Canadian
Tariffs, and papers relating to the subject ; statement by Lord
Lansdowne ... The Servian Government and King ; statement
by Lord Lansdowne.
June 22.— Staff College Regulations

;
speech by Lord Hard-

wicke ... Holyrood Palace and the Office of Works ... Second
reading of a Bill to provide for the bishoprics of Southwark
and Birmingham.
June 23.—Lord Russell moves the second reading of Divorce

Bill
;
speech by the Lord Chancellor. The second reading is

negatived without a division ... Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries Bill ... County Councils (Bills in Parliament) Bill

... Several Bills pass through Committee.
June 25.—Second reading of a Bill to abolish the Declaration

required to be made by the Sovereign on his accession
; speeches

by Lord Grey, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Duke of
Norfolk, and Lord Rosebery. On a division the second reading
is lost by 109 votes against 62.

June 26.— Bishoprics of Southwark and Birmingham Bill

passes through Committee ... The New Zealand Court of
Appeal and the Privy Council ... The Lord Chancellor's
explanation.

June 29.—Finance Bill : The extent of the inquiry on the
fiscal policy of the country ; speeches by Lord tansdowne,
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Lord Rosebcry, Lord Selborne, Lord Goschen, and the Duke of

Devonshire.

June 30.—The Royal Assent is given by Commission to

several Bills which have passed bcth Houses.

Hou9e of Commons.
June 8.—The House of Commons reassembles after the Whit-

suntide recess ... Civil Service Estimates : The Post-Office and
Telephones ; statement by Mr. Austen Chamberlain. The vote

is agreed to.

June 9.—Finance Bill : Mr. Chaplin moves his amendment

;

speeches by Sir M. Hicks-Beach, Mr. Ritchie, Sir H. Fowler,

Mr. Austin Taylor, Mr. Bryce, Mr. Arthur Elliot, Sir John
Gorst and Mr. W. Crooks.

June 10.—Finance Bill : Mr. Chaplin's amendment ; speeches

by.Sir C. Dilke, Mr. Blake, Mr. Asquith, Sir E. Grey, Mr.
Balfour and Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman. On a division Mr.
Chaplin's amendment is rejected by 424 votes against 28 ... The
debate is adjourned.

June 11.—Supply: Local Government Board, Civil Service

Estimates, Care of Pauper Children ; speeches by Mr. Ernest

Flower and Mr. \V
i
Crooks ... Motor-Cars ; speech by Mr.

Long.

June 12.—Finance Bill : adjourned debate, second reading

carried ; speeches by Mr. J. Walton, Sir E. Vincent, the

Chancellor of the* Exchequer, Sir H. Fowler ... Other Bills

advanced a stage.

June 15.—The Irish Land Bill in Committee; speeches by
Mr. Wyndham and Mr. J. Redmond.
June 16.—The Irish Land Bill : Mr. J. Redmond's amend-

ment ; speeches by Mr. Dillon, Sir E. Grey, Mr. Wyndham,
Mr. J. Redmond, Mr. Morley, Mr. T. P. O'Connor and
others. The amendment is rejected on division by 217 votes

against 176—majority only 41. Progress reported.

June 17.—The Servian Question ... Fiscal ^inquiry ; state-

ment by Mr. Balfour ... Adjournment of the House moved by
Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman for the misunderstanding created

in themind of theGovernment ofNew South Wales by the speeches

of the Premier and the Colonial Secretary ; speechesby Mr. Balfour,

SirC. Dilke, Lord H. Cecil, Sir E. Grey, and Mr. Chamber-
lain. The motion is rejected on division by 252 votes against

132 ... The proceedings on the Irish Land Bill are resumed.

June 18.—Preferential Tariffs ; speeches by Mr. Labouchere
and Mr. Balfour. Supply : Scotch Education.

June 19.—Third reading of the Elementary Education Amend-
ment Bill re defective and epileptic children ... County Courts

Jurisdiction Extension Bill ; speech by Lord H. Cecil.

June 22.—Finance Bill in Committee : Clause I., remission of
grain duty, indirect taxation ; speeches by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, Sir H. Campbell-Ban-
nerman, and many others.

June 23.—Finance Bill in Committee : export duly on coal ;

speeches by Mr. J. Walton, Mr. Ritchie, Sir E. Grey ... The
Finance Bill passes through Committee ... The Employment of
Children Bill by the Standing Comm&tee. The Government
clause is carried by a majority of 23 ; as a compromise the age is

raised from nine to ten.

June 24.—Irish Land Bill in Committee on first clause

;

speeches by Mr. Wyndham, Mr. Dillon, Mr. W. O'Brien, Mr.

J. Redmond ... Third reading Finance Bill carried without a
division.

June 25.—Supply : Home Office Vote of j£156,499 is con-
sidered ... Lead-poisoning in pottery manufactories

;
speeches by

Sir C. Dilke and Mr. Asquith, Mr. Burns and Mr. Akers-
Douglas. Vivisection. The vote is agreed to.

June 26.—County Courts Jurisdiction Extension Bill
; speeches

by Lord H. Cecil and the Attorney-General. On a division the

third reading is carried by 160 votes against 10. Other Bilk
are advanced a stage.

June 29.—Consideration of the Irish Land Bill is resumed at

Clause 4 ; speeches by Mr. Tully, Mr. W. O'Brien, Colonel
Saunderson, Mr. T. Redmond and Mr. Wyndham. Clause 10 is

agreed to before the House rises.

June 30.—Irish Land Bill in Committee : Clause 21 is

reached and progress reported.

SPEECHES.
June 2.—Mr. Haldane, at Linton, condemns Mr. Chamber-

lain's preferential tariff scheme.

June 3.—Sir Edward Grey, at Belfond, says he will support
the Irish Land Bill if it proves in Committee a really workable
one for Ireland. He criticises Mr. Chamberlain's tariff

scheme.

June 4,—Mr. Lloyd-George, at Blaenavon, on Mr. Chamber-
lain's tariff scheme, which he considers absurd. He also

criticises the continued waste of national resources in the expedi-
tions in Africa ... Mr. Snowden, at Norwich, says Mr.
Chamberlain's fiscal policy would be disastrous to the workers

June 5.—Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, at Perth, deals with
Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal proposals.

June 8.—Sir W. Wedderburn, in London, describes the con-
dition of natives of India in the Transvaal as far worse now than
during the reign of the Dutch Republic.

June 9.—Lord Rosebery, at Stratford, criticises adversely Mr.
Chamberlain's preferential tariff proposals.

June 10.—Lord Rosebery, in London, on the City and fiscal

policy ... Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman on the vandalism of the
Government's London Education Bill.

June 12.—Lord Rosebery, in London, makes an important
speech on the subject of Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal policy ... The
Bishop of Hereford, in London, against ' forced labour in South
Africa ... Mr. Winston Churchill, in London, on South
Africa.

June 13.—Mr. Lloyd-George, at Oxford, on Mr. Chamber-
lain's fiscal policy.

June 15.—Mr. Chaplin, at Sleaford, regrets the repeal of the
corn duty.

June 16.—Sir J. Gordon Sprigg, at Cape Town, on South .

African Customs Convention and the preferential tariff.

June 19.—Mr. Chamberlain, in London, on Colonial expan-
sion and Imperial responsibility ... Sir R. Jebb, at Bangor, on
some aspects of modern university education.

June 20.—The Bishop of Winchester, at Guildford, on the
progress of educational development.

June 22.—Dr. Smartt, in the Cape Colony House of Assembly r

on preferential tariffs ... Mr. Lloyd-George, at Stratford, on pas-

sive resistance to the Government's Education Act.

June 23.—Mr. Bryce, in London, on the 'fallacies advanced
in favour of the policy of Protection.

June 25.—Mr. Seddon, at Wellington, New Zealand, on pre-

ferential tariffs ... Lord Halifax, in London, on the religious

education of children in schools.

June 26.—Mr. Balfour, in London, on the tariff question and
its objects ... Mr. Chamberlain on his views of the extent to

which Imperialism will gain by an inquiry into the fiscal policy

of this nation ... Mr. Asquith, at Boston, on the extreme clanger

to this country of the revolution recommended by the Prime
Minister and Mr. Chamberlain in. our existing fiscal system.

June 27.—Sir W. Harcourt, at Malwood, severely criticises Mr.
Chamberlain's plans ... Sir George Trevelyan, at Welcombe, on
the danger to this country of fiscal reconstruction ... M. Waldeck-
Rousseau, in Paris, on anti-clerical legislation.

June 29.—Mr. Bryce, in Aberdeen, says Protection may be a
gain to the rich, it is always a loss to the poor.

June 30.—Sir E. Grey, in London, on preferential tariffs.

OBITUARY.
June 3.—Dr. A. A. Common (Great English astronomer), 61,

June 5.—Archdeacon Ainslie, 69.

June 8.—Canon Moberley, D.D., Oxford, 57.

June 9.—Miss Margaret Dicksee (painter), 45.
une 10.— Sir Lo Feng Luh, K.C.V.O. (at Fuchow), 55.

June 12.—Canon John Denton, '73.

June 19.—Cardinal Vaughan, 71 ... Mrs. E. Tyas Cook,
authoress, 46.

June 21.—Major J. Burton Poh& U.S.A., 64/
June 23.—Sir Joseph Pease, M.P., 7$.

June 28.—Miss Constant Bache (musical writer), 56.

June 29 —Mr. Edward McDermott (journalist), 83.
June 30.—" Dan Godfrey," 71.
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Current History in Caricature
" O wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see ourselves as ithers see us."

—

Burns.

THE destruction of the Obrenovitch Dynasty by
assassination, which is the great European event
of the month, is too sombre to lend itself readily

to caricature. The Papagallo of Rome is almost the
only comic paper which touches upon the subject, and its

cartoon betrays little sense of the heinousness of the

crime.

11 Papagallo.}

The Royal dignity is offered to M. Peter Karageorgiovic, who accepts and promises justice,

fidelity and obedience to the Constitution. Three diplomacies writhe themselves because ihey
suffer d* hysteria that is the consequence of the events, whilst the others are asking Saturn for'

justice and humanity and he promises to h ;ar theirs prayers favorably.

At home almost the only topic that excites interest has
been Mr. Chamberlain's extraordinary plunge into the
Protectionist abyss. Mr. Gould has practically the
monopoly on the subject, and those who wish to see a
collection of the famous pictures over which men of ever)'

party and of none laughed last month, will find them
reproduced in miniature in the Character Sketch that is

devoted to the political cartoonist of
the Westminster Gazette. The artist

of Lnstige Blatter portrays Mr. Cham-
berlain as a Red Indian in full war
paint attacking a pacific German bag-
man.
As for the other cartoons bearing

upon this subject, they will be found
in " Wake up ! John Bull."

The American group of cartoons on
the subject of Mr. Chamberlain has
not yet been harvested. One or two,
however, have arrived which suggest
that the Colonial Secretary will soon
command a good deal of attention
from the hand of the American car-
toonist.

The German elections, \vhic*h have
resulted in so striking a victory for the
Social Democrats, have been the sub-
ject for many a German cartoon. The
Socialists were naturally in high favour.

One cartoon represents the rise of the
Socialist tide as another passage of
the Red Sea, in which the army of
the modern Pharaoh perishes like that
of his namesake in Egypt.

[No. 25. Thirty-first year.

lusttgt BlSttr*.}

The Colonial Secretary :
" Stand ! Your money or your Hie."

Minneapolis Joumal.\ [May 20

Swopping Horses in the Middle of the Stream.
17
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Another "very effective cartoon which might well he

adopted by those in other countries than Germany illus-

trates the extent to which militarism is crushing the home.

I)t> W&fr* Jacob.) [June x6.

The Destruction in the Red Sea.

Another clever cartoon represents the contrast between
the back and front view of the German Empire.

Der Wahre J.\cob.\ [No. 33.

Militarism as the Guard to our Homes.

In America the possibility that cx- President Cleveland
may be nominated once more as Democratic candidate

for the Presidency has now attained sufficient substance

to make it worth while to caricature Cleveland in the

Republic Press.

Der \\\ih>c Jacob.}

Before the

The Stage.
[June 16.

Behind.

He Sees Only Himself.

Diogenes Cleveland :
u I've been looking for an

the Democratic Party, but I suppose I must take it."

Note.—In the old Roman davs Diogenes, a pf

Lantern for an honest man, but failed to find one.

an to lead

searched with a
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One of the most effective cartoons appearing in the

United States last month is the superb illustration of the

American man in the street's conception of the Monroe
Doctrine.

From India the cartoons in the Hindi Panch would
seem to indicate that the Eastern Question attracts .more
attention in India than it does in England.

[May 31st.

Ei'ROPA (musingly) :
" Wonder if you are going to be roasted after all ?

"

Turkey :
" They have been trying to do it, mVam, these many ye^rs

but somehow I have managed to escape their tender mercies, and by the
grace of Allah hope to again, and again, and yet again."

From the further East the Manchurian Question affords

an unfailing topic for the pencil of the German artist.

7udg*.\

The Game of Grab.

.

[June 30.

Uncle Sam (to European Powers) : "Grab anything in sigh* - entleraen, .

but do not tread on my feet."

In South Africa the antagonism between the capitalists

of Johannesburg and the labour party affords a clever

cartoonist of the Owl a. capital subject for his pencil.

Owt]

Gold Bug:

Planting Them.
' I have an underground job for you too."

IMay 8.

Lustige Bl&tter.\ [No. 23.

The Manchurian Question.
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MR. F. CARRUTHERS GOULD.
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F.C.G" OF THE "W.G."

I
THOUGHT at first that I would take as subject

for this article the four leading Unionist cham-
pions of Free Trade against Mr. Chamberlain

But on consideration it seemed to me that neither

Lord Goschen, Mr. Ritchie, the Duke of Devonshire,

nor Sir Michael Hicks-Beach was so truly and con-

spicuously the great antagonist of the Colonial

Secretary's latest delusion as the genial and gifted

caricaturist who is known to the world as " F.C.G."
of the "W.G."

Mr. Gould,
ofthe Westmin-
ster Gazette,
has surpassed

himself in his

pictorial pen-

cillings of the

political situa-

tion ever since

Mr. Chamber-
lain elected to

go to destruc-

tion via the

Zollverei n.

The absurdity

of the position

of the Prime
Minister, the

pushful tactics

of the Colonial

Secretary, and
the general
topsy-turvey-

(iom i n tro-
duced into our

politics afford-

ed a tempting
field for the

makers of political cartoons, and as Mr. Gould has long

ago made this field his own, he last month practically

reigned supreme. His clever cartoons hit off the

situation far more deftly and revealed the fundamental

factors of the problem far more vividly than the efforts

of the polemical statistician. His cartoons hit the Man
in the Street full in the eye. They silenced criticism

and instructed while they amused, and insinuated a

sound principle while they provoked a hearty laugh.

Ix>rd Rosebery years ago proclaimed " F.C.G. " to

be one of the few remaining political assets of the

Liberal Party. It is much to be regretted that

"F.C.G. " failed to permeate the ex-leader of the

Liberal Party with his genial optimism and his

persistent fidelity. " F.C.G. T sticks to his post,

"Come rain, come shine."
1

In the dark hours of

Westminster Gazette.)

Shivering on the Brink.

Arthur: " I hope he won't take me out of my depth. I don't half like it. It's awfully cold.

The- Duke :
" Beastly nuisance havin' to undress."

The Othek Ministers :
" Let's wait and see how they get on."

Liberal dissension and of national disgrace, " F.C.G.

"

is always to the fore, good-humouredly holding up
his accentuating mirror to men and events, constantly

ingeminating unity among bickering friends, and, by
the genial coercion of his genius, compelling his ad-

versaries to see the humorous absurdity of their position.

In this way " F.C.G. " is more than a Liberal asset.

He belongs to the nation. He is John Bull without

his choler, without his stiffness, a good-humoured
John Bull,
genial, facile,

and natural, a

John Bull up-

to-date indeed.

His cartoons

are as much
sought after

by the Tories

as by the
Liberals. Mr.
Chamberlain
is reported to

cherish his

collection of

Gould car-
toons of J. C.

with as much
pride as his

collection of

orchids. Other
politicians
may have the

ear of the pub-
lic. "F.C.G."
has both' their

ear and their

eye. All that

Sir John Ten-
niel was in his prime " F.C.G." is to-day, with this im-
portant difference, that Sir John Tenniel was laboriously

delivered of a finished drawing of a fixed conven-
tional type once a week, whereas " F.C.G." produces
his political cartoons with portraits revised up to the
latest moment every evening.

Mr. Gould, like nearly every other journalist who
has made his mark in these later days, was an old Pall
Mall-ex. He began his political career on Truth, but
he graduated on the old Pall Mall, in the days when
the Pall Mall Gazette was what the Westminster is to-

day. When it was first suggested in the conclave at

Northumberland Street that he should be asked to do
an occasional cartoon, two objections were taken. The
first was to his drawing, and the second to his alleged
lack of political ideas ! They were both overruled, and

[June 5.
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Fall Mall Budget.} [August 29, 1&S9.

The Giant Labour.

Will he break his bonds ?

Pall Mall Budget.)

In the Wilderness.
[Nov. as, x8»>

" Mr. Chamberlain, attended by several members of his family, hns left for
Egypt. The party is accompanied by Mr. Jesse Collings, as that gentleman-
has been recommended by his medical advisers to seek an opportunity for
entire rest from mental exertion."

Fall Mall Budget.]

Salvation all Round.

The Booth Besom : General ready for a clean sweep.

[Oct. 23, iSjo.

rail Mall Budge/.) [March 13, i^i.

The New Colossus of "Rhodes.'
" During Mr. Cecil Rhodas's short stav with us he ha* had Londoo

at bis feet."

SPECIMENS OF MR. GOULD'S EARlIER^O^Go
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Mr. Gould began to contribute more
or less regularly to the Pall Mall
Gazette and its weekly Budget in

1887. In those early days Mr.
Gould used to come for instructions

once a week. Editor, proprietor

and staff would club their brains in

order to suggest ideas to Mr. Gould,
who, being essentially a modest man,
was always ready to abandon his

own notions and adopt those of his

editorial chief. He Was a jewel of

an artist. Whatever defects he might
have had in the technique of his

drawing were more than compen-
sated for in his loyalty to the ideas

of his chief, and his unswerving con-

viction that in political cartoons the

idea is everything. Too many people

who use pencils seem to imagine
that their pictures are published for

the purpose of displaying their artis-

tic talent in the shop window of the

world. Mr. Gould knew better. We
wanted his pencil to explain, to em-
phasise, to accentuate political ideas.

He accepted the position frankly,

and has stuck to it ever since.

In those days Mr. Gouldswas by no means so keen

or so well-informed a politician as he is to-day. He
was a Liberal always, but as a political cartoonist he

had been kept in leading-strings. His chief work
.beyond the innumerable caricatures of friends and

Pall Mil: Budget.}

The Babes in the Wooa
[May a4 , 1888.

Pall Mall Budget.}

W. H. Smith. M.P.,
at Primrose League,

April 18.

The Three Balfours.
John Morley, M.P.,

at Blackburn,
April 18.

" Mr. Chamberlain is now th;i guest of Sir William Harcourt at Lyndhurst in the New Forest,
is understood that the visit has no political significance."

enemies on the Stock Exchange, where he used to

employ himself as a broker, was the constructing the

cartoons which illuminated the Christmas number of
Truth. Mr. Voules was an exacting although an
appreciative taskmaster. He knew what he wanted

in the way of illustrations to his

text, and he ordered them as he
might order a sauce for his chop.

Mr. Gould's fertile fancy had but

little freedom of scope when it was
cabined, cribbed, and confined

within the two covers of the Truth
Christmas number. He was often

little more than a facile automatic
hand, who threw into line the

detailed instructions of Mr. Voules.

Not that Mr. Gould ever com-
plained. He stuck to his work
manfully, never in the least resent-

ing the conditions of his labour,

and remaining on the best of terms

with his taskmaster. But when, a
few years ago, after several

years' service, he was released from
the task of illustrating Truth to

order, and allowed the free hand
in an ample field at Tudor Street,

he heaved a sigh of relief, and
began fo* the first time to reveal

the sterling stuff that was within

him.

If Mr. Voules discovered him

[April 26,

T. P. O'Conncr, M.P.
at Liverpool,

April 15.
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Which is Mepttstopbeles?

[Jaa. 13, 1SS7.

Mr. Kxiey aad Mr. J * t^i ChaabcriaiD «rnc«?tf the perfjnxxxz of
together su the Lyceum

his chief, to whom he seems almost to ascribe

such attributes of the Deity as infinite knowledge
directed by infinite wisdom, both working in an

atmosphere of perfect confidence and love. The
result is that the Westminster Gazette is ambidex-
trous. The right hand helps the left and the left

hand helps the right, and the left hand is as

efficient as the right. Mr. Gould is as indispens-

able to the Westminster as Mr. Spender, but if

Mr. Gould were cut off from Mr. Spender he

would feel crippled indeed.

Frank Carruthers Gould was bom sixty years

ago in the ancient and somewhat corrupt town
of Barnstaple ; he is therefore a man of Devon,
and Devonians, although they condescend to be

considered as Englishmen, are always Devon-
ians fi st and foremost, just as Englishmen are

content to be described as Britons to humour
the susceptibilities of their Scotch fellow-sub-

jects, but always think of themselves as English

first and only secondly as Britons. His father

was an architect, and the boy was brought up in

the midst of paper, pencils and politics. As it

was said of the poet, "he lisped in numbers,
for the numbers came." so it may be said of

Mr. Gould that he was a caricaturist almost

as a facile instrument for embodying
other people's ideas in cartoons, to

Sir George Newnes belongs the

credit of realising the political value

of his brains. The appointment of

a caricaturist as assistant editor of

a great daily paper was one of those

strokes of genius which have made
Sir George Newnes famous. Mr.
Gould, happy in thus securing a free

field for his talents with both pen and
pencil,was not less happy in his chief.

In Mr. Alfred Spender Mr. Gould
had a colleague and a director after

his own heart. From the outside

public point of view they were only

too well matched. They were too

much of a pair. It might have
l>eeu better if either of them had
been able to supply to the other a

little more of the vinegar which
adds spice to the salad. Both are

so genial, so good-humoured, so

fair-minded, and so courteous in

their warfare, that in times of crisis

the reader is apt to sigh for a ruder

note, a more smashing blow, than

are to be found in the Westminstei-

But while this objection may be

taken from the outside, this remark-

able compatibility conduces to the

smoothest of working w,thin. Mr.

Gould is enthusiastic in praise of
Forty Winks in the House.

V
A sketch by F. C. G.
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Westminster Gazette.] [June a.

Not Dead Yet

!

Brer Rabbit, having been told that Brer Zollverein Fox is d-*ad because he
couldn't get any more corn-tax, goes to see for himself.

Brer Rabbit (looking in at the door) :
" Mighty funny. Brer Fox look

like he dead, yit he don't do like he dead. Dead fokes hists der behime
kg and hollers ' Wahoo !

' w'en a man come ter see urn."

Sho nuff. Brer Fox iif up his foot en holler " Wahoo !
" en Brer Rabbit

he tear out de house^ltke de dogs wuz atter 'im.

Westminster Gazette."] [June 11.

The Incendiary and the Fireman.
Captain Wells, Chief of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, has been appointed

Chief Agent of the Conservative Party, in succession to Captain Middleton.
He finds the Unionist premises well alight.

Westminster Gazette.] [June 15.

In the Government Nest
The Goschkn Hen :

" Why do you let that other bird occupy your

The Balfour Hen :
" I can't keep her out : and besides, what's the use

of my sitting? I've got no settled convictions."
[Lord Goschen will raise this afternoon in the House of Lords the question

of the position of the Government with regard to Mr. Chamberlain's
Preferential Tariffs programme.]

Wes . minster Gazett:.] I June 16.

The Zollverein Cake Walk.
Old Joe a-kicking up behind and before,

And a yellow gal a-kicking up behind old Joe.

MUZZLED -BUT
1 1 1

Westminster Gazette.] [Jane 17.

It is rumoured that a Cabinet concordat has been arranged under which
Mr. Chamberlain is not to make any speeches about bis programme until the
end of the Session. Letters and explanatory communications, however, are
apparently easily obtainable.

Westminster Gazette.] [June 18.

"When So Disposed."

Mrs. Balfour-Gamp : "Don't ask me whether I won't take none, or

whether I will, but leave the bottle on the chimley-piece, and let me put my
lips to it when I am so dispoged."—Martin Chuzzlewit.

[Mrs. Gamp has already applied herself to the bottle.— Vide Mr. Balfour's

speech last night.]

CARTOONS OF LAST MONTH.
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in his cradle. The fierce excitement of political

,
controversy, which has absorbed him all his life, first

exerted its power over his childish brain before

he was ten years of age. His first caricature was
suggested by the candidature of Sir Wm. Frazer

at the General Election of 1855. The carica-

tures of those early days are unfortunately lost, but

they are remembered sufficiently to show that in this,

as in other things, the child was father of the man.
As a schoolboy he used his gift for the amusement
of his fellow-scholars, and tne classical dictionary

then first opened for him a vista of possibilities as to

the utilisation of ancient heroes and demi-gods for the

purposes of caricature.

As nothing i» sacred to the sapper, so no
dignitary, no matter how dignified, was sacred to

the pencil of the youthful caricaturist. He im-

partially accentuated, to use his favourite phrase,

the peculiarities of the features of the keeper of the

town gaol, and of his Worship the Mayor. He
entered a bank and caricatured the customers.

He came to London, entered a stockbroker's . office,

became a member of the Stock Exchange, and cari-

catured the members of the House. He made his

money in the City. He had little or no idea of con-

verting his drawings into cash. But his fate found
him in the person of Mr. Voules, of Truth. In 1879,
he made his debut as the artist of the Christmas num-
ber of Truth, and year after year he continued to

produce the large portrait-crammed cartoons grouped
according to the wishes ofthe editors. In those days
he worked chiefly from photographs, and he worked
to order. This collar work was useful, and he kept it

up till 1895.
It was not till 1887 that he began to do work for

the Pall Mall Gazette. Mr. Gould thinks that he first

came on in order to do the Parnell Commission. That
was not the case. He was doing pretty regular work
for the Pall Mall two years before the famous
exposure of Pigott. What is probably the cause of

this confusion in his memory is the fact that it was at

the Parnell Commission that he first did sketches from
life from day to day. Before that time he had worked
more or less from photographs. After 1889 he drew
from the life.

Some of his earlier cartoons were more elaborately

finished than those which he dashes off from
clay to day. But from the first they are all

characteristic of the man and of his style. After I

left the Pall Mall Gazette Mr. Gould began to do
the House of Conmons with pen and pencil for Mr.
Cook, and afterwards for Mr. Spender. This gave
him an admirable opportunity for studying by day and
by night our leading politicians. Mr. Tenniel having
once created a type, say, of Palmerston, or of Disraeli,

or of Gladstone, stuck to the type and ignored the

ravages of time in the features of his subject. Mr.
Gould, carrying accuracy to the other extreme, watches
his victims day by day, and keeps his caricatures up-

to-date. If, for instance, Mr. Chamberlain were to grow

a beard, or Mr. Balfour were to shave off his mous-

tache, the public would learn of the change from Mr.

Gould's pictures sooner than from the photographer's

windows. The method has its disadvantages. The
public becomes familiar not with the politician as he

is, but as they have learned to recognise him in cari-

cature, and even Mr. Gould might shrink from repre-

senting Mr. Chamberlain without his eye-glass, if

the Colonial Secretary did abandon that indispensable

article of attire.

When Mr. Cook left the Westminster for the Daily

Neivs, and Mr. Gould became assistant editor, he

found the post which, of all others, most closely

corresponded to his earliest ideal. " If I had had my
choice when I was young, I should have selected the

work I am doing now—the developing of political ideas

on a daily paper." He wrote the descriptions of the

debates in Parliament, and illustrated them with thumb-

Pall Mall Budget.

\

The Grand Old Lion.

nail or quarter-plate sketches. Constant attendance in

the gallery, session after session, Parliament after Par-

liament, have given him a close and minute familiarity

with statesmen and politics which few editors possess.

Mr. Gould is a capital writer as well as a first-class

caricaturist, but his pen is so much overshadowed by
his pencil that few people know that if Mr. Gould
never did another drawing he would be in great

request as one of the most capable, industrious, and
well-informed journalists of our time.

Mr. Gould is also a capital lecturer. At one time

he travelled the country, visiting no fewer than eighty

towns with his lantern and his lecture on Parliamentary

life. Those who heard him know that he is as witty

and as humorous in his speech as he is with his

pencil, and those who have not heard him live in

hope that some day he will consent to reappear to
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Westminster Gazette.}

Mother Hubbard's Latest Idea.

Mother Chamberlain Hi bbard: " Want an Old Age Persion bone,

d«> you? Well, the cupboard is still bare, but I've thought of a capital way
of getting one. Bite a bit offyour own tail I

"

[lo invite the working classes t-< submit to dear food in order to get Old
Age Pensions is like n king a dog to eat his own tail.]

Westminster Gazette]

Wheel and Woe.
[June 23.

Westminster Ga ettej

Spectacular Deception.

ta :
" Now then, gents, you may think this loaf is a little 'un, but you

just look at it through these Patent Imperial Protection double magnifying

Spectacles and you'll se.: th? loaf as large as you like."

J hk W6RK1NC Mas : "That's all very well, mister, but we want to eat

the-loaf. not to look ,t it."

[June 24.

Hedging.

John Bull: "Ah, my boy, I've just caught ycu in time! What are

you trying to do? "

Joe :
" Only scratching out the first bit about ' Dearer Fcod.' It doesn't

seem to be catching on so well as the bit about 1 Ketaliation ' and ' Germany.'

"

John Bull :
" That won't do at all i What you have written you have

written, you know."

[June 25

Priming the Premi2r.

rumoured that Mr. Balfour is taking home lessons from an eminent
Pn/essor of Political Economy. The name of the Professor has not trans-

Feed, but we hazard a guess.

[June 30.

Sir William Harcourt. spanking at Malwood on Saturday, sa'd that there

had been a kite flown at Birmingham which had fluttered the dovecotes, but

there were some kinds of kites, especially financial kites, which had the

habit of coming down head foremost.

[The above cartoon illustrates one of the dangers to which the Chamberlain

kite is expos/r^>sed*j

CARTOONS OF LAST MONTH.
D iy i iL+uu uy
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itcgrafihby\ [£. H. Mills.

Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Gould at Home.

amuse, to instruct, and to enlighten audiences from
the public platform. Mr. Gould told me that he
found the work too wearing. It was not so much the

lecture as the tax of talk exacted mercilessly before

and after the lecture by the hospitable host. Few
hosts indeed are there who have the consideration of
Lord Rosebery—one of the few householders who
understand that guests are often much more in need
of rest for their minds than of food for their bodies.

Of Mr. Gould's work as an author, the most
ambitious and the most successful is his admirable
" Modern Froissart," in which we have a humorous
annual history of modern England, told in the most
dexterous adaptation of the quaint phraseology of the

mediaeval chronicler. Even if he had done nothing
else, his "Froissart " would have given him a first place
among the humorists of pen and pencil who are
mercifully vouchsafed to these latter days to light up a
sad and strenuous time with the gleam of their mirth.

The distinctive note of Mr. Gould's work is good
humour. " I etch in vinegar, not in vitriol," he says,

and that witness would be still truer if he added that

be never forgot to sugar his vinegar. There is never
any malice in his drawings. His innumerable carica-

tures of Mr. Chamberlain have only once brought a

remonstrance from their subject. Mr. Gould main-
tains with an air of positive conviction that it is

suicidal for the caricaturist to hit his enemies too
hard. " Ifyou bludgeon them in a cartoon they cease
to look at your performance, and where are you then ?

"

he asks. What the political propagandist wants—and
Mr. Gould is propagandist to his pencil tip—is to catch

the eye of the unconverted. It is no use preaching to

the converted. You cannot serve up too strong meat
for the thoroughgoing partisan, but you only thereby

confirm him in his convictions or his prejudices. His
opponent will never touch your highly peppered dish.

So Mr. Gould, while not forgetting to put vinegar in

his salad, always puts sugar in his vinegar. To
change the metaphor, he contrives to infuse many
ideas into darkened minds which would have simply

put up their shutters if they had been startled by
the glare of a searchlight. The Unionist and Pro-

tectionist laughs and passes on still wedded to the

error of his ways, treading the downward path, but with

an uneasy conviction that after all the laugh may be
against him in the long run, and that " F.C.G." may be
right after all.

The second distinctive characteristic of " F.C.G."
is his masterly grasp upon the essential factors, both
dogmatical and personal, of modern politics. He is

always on the nail. He seldom strays far from his

happy hunting ground at Westminster. Foreign
politics he usually leaves alone. But in hitting off

with a happy phrase, and a not less happy picture, the

innermost truth of a political situation, he is unrivalled.

With him familiarity does not breed contempt. He is

never cynical. He is always keen, and he always gets

to the very heart of the situation.

As a caricaturist his aim is ever to accentuate in a
kindly spirit the characteristic features of those whom
he portrays. Nine years ago he said :

—

I do not profess to be a good draughtsman, and I am painfully
conscious of hardness and crudeness, but my leading motive is to

get a grip of the idea I wish to convey, and to give the life and
expression of a face. I am consoled for my shortcomings as an
artist by the feeling that sometimes good, academic drawing
takes the real life out of a thing. For caricature is not a mere
matter of careful drawing ; it is more a faculty of appreciation.

This faculty enables one to store in the memory the lines which
make up and give the life expression to a face, and to put
subjects before the public in a form which may be crude but
which bears the impress of reality. Caricaturists are not made.
Like Topsy, they grow ; and like some larvae, they eat their way
out through the husks of their surroundings."

He recently described his method of working up
his germ ideas in the World's Work. In the January
number of the Strand he defined the three essentials

of a good caricaturist as—(i) a keen interest in

politics
; (2) a clear idea of what you want to convey

;

and (3) a capacity to produce recognisable likenesses

of your subjects. Mr. Gould has all these, especially

the last. It is marvellous the effect he produces by a
single line. He can transform an unmistakable like-

ness of Mr. Chamberlain into an equally unmistakable
likeness of Disraeli by the simple addition of a curl

and a goatee.

It is impossible in the space at our command to

attempt anything like an exhaustive survey of the

more famous of Mr. Gould's successes. Among
statesmen he is admittedly most happy in his

delineation of Mr. Chamberlain. But he was almost
as successful in his portraiture of his late fellow-

Devonian Archbishop Temple. Mr. Gladstone he
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sketched excellently but never without a certain

respectful deference. Occasionally as when he pictured

the G.O.M. as a knight in armour on the battlements

his sketch was not caricature but the best kind of por-

traiture. He has always luxuriated on Mr. Balfour,

whose long thin legs and somewhat academic face

have figured in numberless cartoons. " F.C.G."
had an ugly trick of exaggerating the prominence
of the late W. H. Smith's teeth, which was not

very pleasant ; it is almost the only instance

in which "F.C.G." harped upon a personal defect.

He has been very happy with Lord Rosebery.

His sketches of the Liberal leader ploughing his

lonely furrow, or as the penguin in the animal gym-
khana, aptly hit off the pert perkiness of the ex-Prime
Minister. Lord Salisbury was not one of his successes.

On the other hand, the Duke of Devonshire is better

known to the man in the street by Mr. Gould's

caricatures than by his portraits. Mr. Morley and
Mr. Asquith are among his failures. But Lord
Halsbury, Lord Goschen, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, all

rank high among his successes.

Mr. Gould seldom or never caricatures the King,

nev.er the Queen, and very seldom any foreign person-

age. His sketches of President Kruger as Brer

Rabbit, as the parrot that would not say " suzerainty,"

and as the tortoise, are inimitable. In his drawings,

public men appear as beasts, birds, and fishes, as

heroes in nursery rhymes, as personages in "Alice in

Wonderland." He seldom or never borrows from
mythology or from Scripture to illustrate his pictures.

Even Shakespeare is left alone. Dickens and the

author of " Uncle Remus " are his chief classics.

The inscriptions below his pictures are often the

quintessence of wit. What, for instance, could be a

more delightful Hibernicism than that in which the

Irishman, after puzzling through Mr. Chamberlain's

speeches, declares :

—

" Begorrah, it's as plain as a pikestaft. We're to be shtarved

to death while we live to get Ould Age Penshins whin we die."

What could be more cutting than the dialogue

between Mr. Balfour and Sir M. W. Ridley, as they

examine a picture of a mounted Boer with his

Mauser :

—

Mr. Balfour :
" Fancy, Ridley, they've actually got

horses."

Sir M. W. Ridley : "And look, Arthur, they've got rifles

too ! What a shame 10 deceive us."

But there is no need to quote samples. It is

enough to examine the copious specimens of Mr.
Gould's work which we reproduce as the best

character sketch of Mr. Gould that we can give.

Mr. Gould is in his prime. He is sixty, but he is

still young, vigorous, and hopeful. His sons are

treading in his steps, and bid fair to keep up the

reputation of the family. Everyone who knows Mr.

Photograph by} \ F. //. Mii/s.

Interior in Mr. Gould's House, Showing Decorations.

Gould—and his acquaintances are legion—esteems him.
No one has an ill word to say against him. And it

will probably be regarded as the most signal achieve

ment in political caricature that Mr. Gould has drawn
his cartoons through the hottest fights of modern
politics, and has never pained a friend nor hit a foe

below the belt.

He is a truly gentle, perfect knight, and all men do
praise him, and there is no man to say him nay.

As a rule, Mr. Gould does not essay the heroic or

even the pathetic. But some of his Gladstonian

cartoons were cast in the heroic vein, and for simple

pathos his sketch of Mr. Gladstone as "The Old
Pilot " would be hard to beat.

His portrait gallery contains as its chef d'atmre
Mr. Chamberlain in every phase of his multifarious

evolutions— since 1887, that is, for Mr. Gould did

not begin soon enough to catch Joseph as a Radical.

It would be an interesting task to collect all the forms
and shapes in which " F.C.G." has caricatured " J.C."

Joseph has a countenance that is made for caricature.

Mr. Morley's, on the other hand, is an almost

impossible face for the cartoonist.
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A Clairvoyant Vision of the Assassinations

at Belgrade.

THE assassination of the King and the Queen at

Belgrade, whichoccurred in the early hours of the

morning of June nth, was foreseen in London
on the night of March 20th, 1903. The bloody tragedy

in the palace was seen clairvoyantly three months before

it took pl&ce, and described in the hearing of at least

a dozen credible witnesses. The feet was reported

next day to the. Servian Minister, who, on March 24th,

made inquiry as to the accuracy of the information

and entered in his journal a brief statement of the

vision described by the clairvoyant as he took it down
from the lips of the principal witness. Four days

later he wrote a private letter to King Alexander, with

an urgent warning against assassination, specially em-
phasising the danger of an t attack being made upon
him within the walls of his own palace.

Of that warning no heed was taken, and on

June nth the King and the Queen were murdered
almost exactly as the clairvoyant had seen the tragedy

performed. There were some slight discrepancies.

There is some difference of recollection among those

present as to whether the Queen escaped or whether

she shared the fate of her husband, but with that

exception the prediction was literally fulfilled.

Compared with this remarkable instance of clair-

voyant vision of things to come, the famous warning of

the soothsayer who warned Julius Caesar to beware of

the Ides of March sinks into insignificance. The fact

has gone the round of the world. It is therefore well

to place the details on permanent record.

In the newspaper reports many inaccuracies occur,

but the following narrative may be relied upon as

authentic.

I.—THE FIRST QUESTION OF FACT.

In drawing up the statement of facts connected
with this extraordinary case, I hesitated a good deal

as to the best and simplest way of telling the story.

At first I thought of giving the statements, one after

another, of the fifteen persons who were present at the

meeting where the prediction was first delivered.

That no doubt would have had its advantages, and
its adoption, if the Review were the report of the

proceedings of a scientific society, would have been
a matter of course. But on mature reflection it

seemed to me that as in a trial for murder the

first thing to be done is to establish the fact

that someone has been murdered, after which
evidence is taken for the purpose of ascertaining

by whom the murder has been committed, so in an
investigation as to a case of alleged clairvoyant pre-

vision the first thing to be done is to produce evidence

which will establish beyond all controversy the fact

that such a prediction was actually uttered, was

communicated to an official authority, and by him
first entered in his archives, and afterwards reported

to the person whom it most concerned. After this

preliminary fact has been established, we can then

go on to collect the evidence of witnesses who
are in a position to testify at first hand as to how
and by whom the prediction in question first

came to be made. Hence the first and vital

question is not who was the clairvoyant or who
were present when her description was given. The
essential points are whether in the month of March
such a prediction was made, whether it was conveyed
to the representative of the murdered monarch, and
whether a warning based upon that prediction was sent

to the King* < On these points there is fortunately no
flaw in the evidence. It is clear and precise, and it

rests upon the first-hand testimony of an unimpeachable
witness, who carefully committed to writing at the time
the substance of the information which he received.

THE FIRST WITNESS.

M. Chedomille Mijatovitch, the Servian Minister

accredited to the Court of St. James by the late King
of Servia, is no ordinary person. He is far and away
the best known, the most distinguished, and the most
respected diplomatist the Balkan Peninsula has yet

produced. Nor is he merely a diplomatist. He is a

statesman, a scholar, a historian and a man of pro-

found religious convictions. It was he who,
twenty years ago, helped to found the Christian Mes-
senger, which is still published at Belgrade for the

purpose of infusing evangelical fervour into the Greek
Orthodox Church. He translated Bunyan's " Pilgrim's

Progress" into Servian, as well as Dr. Brown's

"Commentaries to the Gospels," and it was thanks

to his facile and industrious pen that the population of

the Balkans became acquainted with the best sermons
of Canon Liddon and of Mr. Spurgeon. He first

became known as an able and courageous Minister of

State in the dark days of 1876, and from that time to

the present day he has constantly been summoned to

the counsels of the King at times of crisis. He was a

member of the late Servian Senate. He has repre-

sented Servia diplomatically at Constantinople, as well

as in London. He was the Servian Plenipotentiary at

the Conference at The Hague, and no delegate from
any of the minor, or indeed of the major, States con-

tributed more_ to secure the success of the Conference
outside the walls of the House in the Wood. He is

also the author of many historical works displaying

painstaking research and deep erudition. His wife, an
English lady, is also a writer, and her books have
done much to make Servia and the Servians known
to the Western world. M. Mijatovitch commanded the

confidence of both King Milan and King Alexander.
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He is well known in most of the capitals of Europe,

and wherever he is known he is universally popular.

THE SERVIAN MINISTER'S STATEMENT.

It would be difficult to have a witness of greater

repute than M. Mijatovitch as to the fact which first

of all has to be established, viz., that a warning was

sent to the late King, based on information received

from a clairvoyant, whose statement is as follows :

—

"I, Chedomille Mijatovitch, now residing at 51,

Palace Gardens Terrace, Kensington, make this

statement, as being, to the best of my knowledge and

belief, a full and exact narrative of what I know of

this remarkable affair.

" I have long taken a deep interest in psychical

research, and this brought me five or six years ago

to make the acquaintance of Mr. Stead, the editor of

Borderland and the Review of Reviews. Know-
ing my interest in these subjects, Mr. Stead invited

me to be present at a meeting in his office in

Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London, on Friday

afternoon, March 20th, 1903, when a psychometrist

of some repute was to give a demonstration of her

capacity to receive impressions from articles held in

her hand, of the origin and nature of which she had

no information. The following is an extract from

Mr. Stead's letter :

—

" * On Friday next at our At Home we shall have a

very good clairvoyant at Mowbray House. She has

undertaken to do from twelve to twenty tests. That
is to say, ten or twenty articles will be submitted to

. her at random, of all of which she will know nothing,

and she will state what she sees in connection with

each. I hope that you will be able to come and to

bring with you one or two articles, the clairvoyant

reading of which might be of interest or value. If,

for instance, you could bring a shred from that his-

torical garment, of which Mr. L spoke, which is

in your possession, and which he said he would place

at my disposal for the purpose of this investigation,

or if you had any other article which was penetrated

. with the atmosphere either of, say, King Milan or

Queen Draga, it would be very interesting to see if

we could get anything out of them.'

" I accepted the invitation. The rooms at Mowbray
House were crowded. The lady, whose name I was
told was Mrs. Burchell, complained that the conditions

were bad, and the experiment was a failure.

" Among the articles brought to Mowbray House for

submission to the psychometrist was the signature of

King Alexander. The name was signed in Cyrillic

characters on a sheet of paper which was enclosed in

an envelope. It was prepared in order to see

whether the psychometrist from handling the envelope

could * sense ' and describe the person of the King.

That was the sole object of the experiment. Nothing
more was claimed or expected.

" Owing to the number of articles offered for experi-

ment, and owing also to the abrupt termination of

the trials, the envelope with the King's signature was

not produced at Mowbray House. It was not sub-

mitted to Mrs. Burchell as a test. While I was
present nothing was said as to its existence.

44 When I quitted Mowbray House the King's signa-

ture was left with one of the company, Mr. L , who
remained behind to dine with Mr. Stead, Mrs. Burchell,

and some others. I was unable to stay to dinner, as

I had to go to the Court at Buckingham Palace that

evening. I returned home, feeling that the experi-

ment had been a complete failure.

" On the following morning, Saturday, March 21st, I

was surprised to receive a visit at my house, 51, Palace

Gardens Terrace, from Mr. L . He said that

after the dinner in the restaurant a seance had been
held, at which he had submitted the envelope contain-

ing the King's signature to Mrs. Burchell. He told

me that on receiving the envelope she had been
thrown into a state of violent agitation. She had
then described the assassination of the King and the

attempted assassination of the Queen in the interior

of his palace. He gave me many details which had
convinced him that Mrs. Burchell had actually seen in

clairvoyant vision the assassination of my sovereign in

the interior of his palace.

the entry in his journal.
" On the following Tuesday, March 24th, I made

it my business to call at Mowbray House in order to

ascertain from Mr. Stead his version of what had
happened. I briefly told him what Mr. L
had told me, and asked him whether such a scene had
actually been described. On returning home I made
an entry in my journal, of which the following is an
exact copy :

—

" London (51, Palace Gardens Terrace),
44 March 24th, 1903.

" This afternoon I went to Mowbray House, Nor-
folk Street, Victoria Embankment, to see Mr. William

Stead (the Editor of Review of Reviews), and to

ask him what it was that his clairvoyante of last Friday

(March 20th) said of King Alexander. Mr. Stead

told me.
" Mr. L gave her into her hand a small

paper. She held it for a moment, and then said : :

—
4 This is the signature of a young man in a very high

position ! Yes, it is the signature of a king.' (She

then proceeded to describe King Alexander's appear-

ance.) 'He has his Queen at his side; she is a
brunette, older than he. But, oh God ! what do I see !

Oh, it is too terrible.'' . . . And then, Mr. Stead said,

she suddenly fell on her knees, clasped excitedly her
hands, and with closed eyes and uplifted head she

prayed to the Great Spirit to—save them, if possible !

4

I see them both, the King and Queen ; and there is

a dark man with the dagger in hand. He tries to kill

them ; it is a terrible struggle ; the Queen escapes

unhurt, but the King is assassinated.' Stead said

Mrs. Bourcher {sic), the clairvoyante, was terribly

agitated. She described what she saw in the presence

of several ladies and gentlemen, who were deeply

impressed with it."
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IHE WARNING TO THE KING.

"Four days later, on March 28, I wrote a letter to

King Alexander, in the course of which I felt it my
duty to warn him as to impending danger. I did not

keep a copy of my letter, but I perfectly well remem-
ber the passage in question. I hold the Post Office

receipt for the registered letter addressed "A sa

Majesty le Roi, Belgrade, Serbie." I wrote as

follows :

—

"
' I know your Majesty will laugh as you usually

laughed when I spoke to you about clairvoyance, so I

am not going to give you all particulars about the

latest experience which I have had, but I implore your

Majesty to take all possible measures for your personal

safety, not only when you drive about or when you go

to the church or the theatre or to the park, but when
in your palace especially, because I have reason to

believe that an attempt will be made to assassinate

you in your own palace.
,

" My wife read my letter before it was sent off, and
she confirms the accuracy of this account of its con-

tents. I may say that I had often talked to King
Alexander about psychic experiences, but he always

mocked, and would not take them seriously. I never

before sent him any warning as to an attempt on his

person.

" I was myselfso deeply impressed by the importance

of the clairvoyant's vision that I half expected that

the King, despite his scepticism, would summon me to

Belgrade in order to hear more details. This expecta-

tion was not realised. He neither sent for me or

took any notice of my warning.

"When the news arrived of his tragic end, my
thoughts instantly recurred to the warning which I had
sent him, and I stated to several representatives of the

Press the fact, which was duly published in the London
evening newspapers of June nth."

The foregoing narrative is sufficient, if it stood
alone, to establish the fact that the prediction was
made, and of the warning sent to Belgrade. It is

quite possible that M. Mijatovitch's letter will be
found among the papers of the late King. That he
sent it is attested not only by his own word and by
that of Madame Mijatovitch, who has confirmed the

statement of her husband, but also by the Notting
Hill Post-office's certificate of a registered letter sent

to the King of Servia.

II.—WHO FIRST HEARD THE PREDICTION ?

Having thus established the essential fact that the
prediction was communicated to the Servian Minister
in March, we now come to the secondary question as
to how, when, and where the clairvoyant vision took
place. As I was the host on the occasion, I append
a statement under my own name :

—

STATEMENT OF MR. STEAD.

I invited a numerous company, including M. Mijato-
vitch, Earl Grey, Mr. L , Mr. Gilbert Elliot, etc.,

to come on Friday, March 20th, 1903, to witness an
experiment in psychometry by Mrs. Burchell at our

weekly At Home in Mowbray House.
The At Home at Mowbray House began at four in

the afternoon. The psychometric experiment began
an hour later, in the presence of seventy or eighty

persons. In about half* an hour it was seen that the

conditions were adverse, and Mrs. Burchell went
upstairs to give private sittings, where she succeeded

much better, while the company remained below and
discussed psychometry. This went on till after seven.

As the company was departing Miss C (now
Mrs. L ) tried on a beautiful Court dress

brought by Mr. L , and Mr. Metcalf, Mrs.

Brenchley and Mrs. Manks described the impressions

which they received from the dress. About eight we
went up to the restaurant of Gatti and Rodesano,
Strand. The following is a list of the company
present, with their addresses :

—

(I sat at the head of the table, with Mrs. Burchell

on my right and Mrs. Manks on my left. Mr. L
sat at the opposite end of the table, next to my private

secretary, on the other side to Mrs. Burchell.)

THE NAMES OF THE WITNESSES.

W. T. Stead, Cambridge House, Wimbledon, with
his sister and daughter.

Gilbert Elliot, Highfield, Mottingham, Kent.
Andrew Glendinning, 11, St. Philip's Road, Dalston.

C. E. Money, Peterstield.

Mr. and Mrs. L .

Mr. H. Blackwell, Queen's Road, Finsbury Park.
Mr. D. Macdonald, Eupatoria, St. Stephen's Road,

Hounslow.
Mr. Metcalf, Queen's Road, Finsbury Park.

Mrs. Burchell, Girlington Road, Bradford.

Mrs. Brenchley, 111, St. Thomas's Road, Finsbury
Park.

Mrs. Manks, 166, Marylebone Road, London.
Mrs. Wilson, St. Clement's Mansions.
My Private Secretary, Mowbray House.
The names of Mr. and Mrs. L and their

addresses are in my possession, but they prefer

that at present they should only be mentioned by
their initials.

All those persons, with the exception of Mr. Money,
remained until after Mrs. Burchell's prediction, which
was uttered after ten o'clock. At that time we had
been together about six hours, and were rather tired

and disappointed, and were certainly not expecting
anything unusual. The sitting after dinner was in no
sense a test sitting, like that which had been prepared
in the afternoon. No preparations were made for

taking notes, and, so far as I know, none were taken.

WHAT TOOK PLACE AT DINNER.

During dinner the conversation was general. We
talked at my end of the table about many things, and
as Mr. L was present, I talked about him
and about Servia. But so far as I can remember the

name of the King was never mentioned, nor was
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anything said that directly or indirectly could suggest

the idea of his assassination. No such thought was
present to my mind. As for Mrs. Burchell, she is a

plain North Country woman, who dispenses medicine
of her own making, who has had a family of ten

children, and who did not seem to me a person who
had either interest in or knowledge of the Balkan
Peninsula. She has since, in the St. Jameis Gazette

written, " As to my knowledge of Servian affairs, I

was then completely ignorant, and did not know either

the King's name or the Queen's antecedents or name,
or anything in connection with them in any way."

She was tired and silent at dinner, depressed by the

consciousness of the afternoon failure at psychometry,

and I addressed most of my remarks to Mrs. Manks.

THE SEANCE AFTER DINNER.

After the dinner there were several descriptions

given by Mrs. Burchell of the impressions which she

received in connection with various members of the

company. It was in her description of the impressions

she received from Mr. L that he nodded from
time to time ; an indiscretion which led to a protest

from my private secretary. This, however, had
nothing to do with the vision of the assassination.

When the prediction was made Mrs. Burchell had her

eyes closed. I had no idea, while she was speaking,

whether she was describing a tragedy that had taken

place long ago or was predicting what would happen.

I did not know what was in the envelope which she

placed to her brow until after all was over. When
the paper was taken out of the envelope, not being

able to decipher the Cyrillic characters, I asked

Mr. I, whose name it was. He replied, " The
King." He then entered into conversation with Mrs.

Burchell, but I did not hear what she said.

The other two clairvoyantes present, Mrs. Brenchley

and Mrs. Manks, declared that they saw the same
scene when it was in progress, and Mrs. Brenchley

was only one degree less excited than Mrs. Burchell.

It was she who added the detail about the Russian

uniforms.

Immediately after this vision Mrs. Burchell left with

other of my guests. A few remained for another hour,

when other delineations and predictions were made,
of which, however, it is unnecessary to speak here.

As I was on my way home in the midnight train

to Wimbledon I met a journalistic friend of mine,

Mr. Arthur Hawkes, then London editor of the

Manchester Dispatch, and told him what had taken

place. He has given me the following brief note of

the .conversation as it was graven on the tablets of his

memory :

—

" I read of the assassination of the King and Queen
of Servia on arriving at Madeira from Capetown on

June 22nd, and in the Daily Telegraph saw an account

of a prediction of the crime at a dinner given by Mr.

Stead on March 20th. I immediately told Mr. Reed,

of Johannesburg, who had called my attention to the

paragraph, that I was present at the meeting at Mow-
bray House on the afternoon of that day, and missed

being at the dinner through having left Mowbray
House before the afternoon meeting was concluded.

But going home late that evening I accidentally met

Mr. Stead at Waterloo, and rode with him as far as

Wimbledon. On the way he told me about the

dinner and seance, saying that a lady had pre-

dicted the assassination of King Alexander and

Queen Draga. Not being a credulous person I

laughed at the prophecy, and said that anybody might

predict one assassination and not be far wrong, but to

be asked to believe that the murder of a King and

Queen together could be foreseen was more than I

could stand. I state this fact merely as confirmatory

of the abundant evidence that the assassination was

foreseen, and do not covet psychic gifts.

"Arthur Hawkes.
" 8, Trinity Road, Wimbledon,

"June 28th, 1903."

His evidence is valuable as proving—(1) that my
impression at the time was that both King and Queen

were assassinated
; (2) that the prediction seemed

palpably absurd to an experienced journalist to whom
it was communicated.

STATEMENT OF MR. L .

Mr. L , on being asked to describe what had

passed at the dinner and after it, said that he was

present when the envelope containing the King's

signature was given to Mrs. Burchell, that he heard

her description of the King and Queen, and of their

murder in the palace, and that on the following

morning he communicated the facts, which were

vividly present to his mind, to M. Mijatovitch. He
had opened the envelope during the dinner and had

showed the signature to Mr. Stead's private secretary,

who sat next to him at a considerable distance from

Mrs. Burchell, who sat at the extreme end of the table.

At the seance after dinner she did not take the sheet

of paper out of the envelope. It was not until after the

prediction was finished that it was taken out of the

envelope and Mr. L was asked what the word

in Cyrillic characters referred to. It was a plain sheet

of paper, without any crest or sign to suggest Royalty.

With the exception of himself and Mr. Stead's private

secretary no one in the room knew what the

envelope contained. The description of the King

and the Queen were exact. Mrs. Brenchley, another

clairvoyante present, added the detail that the soldiers

seemed to wear Russian uniforms. The Servian

uniform very closely resembles the Russian. He did

not take notes. Everything passed very rapidly.

After Mrs. Burchell finished he entered into conversa-

tion with her. She told him that the murder she had

witnessed would certainly take place unless great care

was taken to prevent it. She did not mention Servia,

nor did she give the name either of the King or the

Queen.

THE STATEMENTS OF OTHER WITNESSES.

As might be expected from the prolonged and

broken up sittings, the fifteen witnesses who were
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present at the scene vary in a little their recollection

of the precise details. But with the exception of my
private secretary, who remembers nothing, and of
" Sylvanus," whose letters are sufficient to put him out

of court as a serious witness, all the other members
of the company state that they clearly remember Mrs.

Burcheirs agitation after she took the envelope in her

hands, and they all assert that they heard her

describe on her knees a tragic scene inside a palace

where a King was murdered, while the Queen prayed

in vain for the murderers to stay their hand.

Of the witnesses Mrs. L , who had never before

witnessed such a scene, gives the clearest and most
detailed accounts. Mrs. Burchell also has a vivid

recollection of what passed; but although they all

diner in the degree of the fulness of their memory of

details, they all are absolutely at one as to the central

fact, of the tragic vision, described by Mrs. Burchell

after she grasped the envelope with the King's signa-

ture.

NEGATIVE EVIDENCE.

My private secretary, who was not paying much
attention to what passed, does not remember anything

that Mrs. Burchell said when she fell on her knees.

He does not even remember that she did fall on her

knees, and the incident has so completely escaped his

memory, that he is of opinion that he must have left

the room before it took place. This, however, was
not the fact. Others who were present Can swear

that he did not leave till Mrs. Burchell had finished.

Mr. Macdonald, who appears to have written two
letters to the St. James's Gazette over the signature

"Sylvanus," which reveal some of his defects as

a witness, can remember the incident. He recalls

the fact that Mrs. Burchell stated the envelope was
from Royalty, and he admits that she made statements

that could be applied to Servia and to its murdered
monarch. He endeavours to explain it away by
saying that she knew of the relationship between
Mr. L and the family of the King. There is no
such relationship. Neither was Mr. L~ a friend of

the King. In his first letter "Sylvanus" tried to

explain the prediction away, but in a second letter

he roundly asserts that Mrs. Burchell "gave no
such prediction as that which has been generally

reported." As a dozen other guests are prepared
to swear that they heard her make the prediction,

and as the Servian Minister deemed it his duty to

report it to the King eight days later, the worth of
44
Sylvanus's " statement may be estimated at its

true value. Of the fifteen persons present when
Mrs. Burchell made her prediction, two were deter-

mined and inveterate sceptics, four were clairvoyantes,

five believed in the reality of clairvoyance, and four

were persons who, like Mr. Balfour, had no settled

convictions on the question.

III.—WHAT ACTUALLY TOOK PLACE.

After the assassination I asked my former guests to

write out or to tell me exactly what they remembered

of the famous s'eance. The following narrative is

compiled from the communications made to me
together with my own recollection of what took

place.

It was after ten o'clock at the restaurant when
Mr. L thrust an envelope into Mr. Stead's hand,

saying, " Try her with that." Mr. Stead took the

envelope, not knowing what it contained, and waited

till the good lady had finished a description to the

last of her sitters. She was getting tired, and wished
to go home. Mr. Stead put the envelope in her

hands, and asked her to try once more and see if she

could get anything with it

Mrs. Burchell took the envelope in her two hands
and sat for a moment still. She turned the envelope
round and round once or twice, and then said in a
loud, clear voice, " Royalty ! Aji important person

—

a king!"
The announcement riveted attention, and we

listened eagerly for what was to follow. Mrs. Burchell

spoke with extreme rapidity, and in breathless excite-

ment ' There was nothing to indicate that the

medium was in a trance. She had been talking quite

normally just before Mr. Stead gave her the envelope.

Her eyes were closed, but this might have been done
to aid in abstracting from her surroundings. She
spoke exactly as if she were looking through a window
into an interior, and describing what she saw to us

who were beside her. Near to her were two other

clairvoyants, Mrs. Brenchley and Mrs. Manks.
Mrs. Burchell began by saying, " Royalty ! An

important person—a king. He is standing in a room
in his palace. He is dark ; stout body, and long

neck. With him is a lady, the Queen—brunette. And
there," pointing to a corner of the room, " I see a
child."

Then, becoming very excited, the medium ex-

claimed

—

" Terrible ! terrible ! It is all bloody. I cannot
bear to look. Oh, it is terrible ! I cannot bear it.

I see a very dark man rushing into the chamber.
He tries to kill the King. The lady implores them
to spare him. Oh "

And with a cry of horror Mrs. Burchell suddenly
flung herself upon her knees in such a way Mr. Stead
thought she would fall, and stretched out his hand
to save her. She did not fail, however, but with

clasped hands the medium continued in a voice of
agonised entreaty :

—

" They are killing him. Oh, save him, save him !

The Queen falls on her knees and implores them tp

save her life—they will not listen—Oh, what tumult,

what bloodshed ! How terrible—they kill him ; she
pleads in vain. Now they fling her on one side and
stab her with a dagger. And—oh !—oh "

And then Mrs. Burchell, exhausted with emotion,
was falling over on her side on to the floor, when Mr.
Stead got her up and put her on her seat.

When Mrs. Burchell fell on her knees* Mrs.
Brenchley sprang up, saying, " Yes, yes, I get it in
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the air. They are killing him ; I see it." " And I

also/' said Mrs. Manks, clasping hands with Mrs.

Brenchley, and both following her distracted cries and
utterances with cries of " Yes, yes ! We see it ; she

is quite right."

Mrs. Burchell in her agitation dropped the envelope

on the floor. Mrs. Brenchley picked it up, and
holding it continued to

describe the scene in an
agitation only a little less

than Mrs. Burchell's, ex-

claiming, " Oh, the blood

—how horrible ! Look
how dark it becomes

—

see the soldiers are com-
ing upon us— shooting

down all they meet "

"What are they like?"

asked someone.
" They seem to me like

Russian uniforms; but it

is dark and I cannot see

clearly."

Mrs. Brenchley, it may
be stated, visited Russia

last year.

"Now the King is

dead !
" she cried. " But

oh, what confusion, what
bloodshed !

"

Ail these ejaculatory

comments were rapidly

uttered as Mrs. Burchell

was being helped to her

seat, and not much notice

was taken of them at the

time. Mrs. Brenchley,

however, declares that she

has a lively recollection

of what she saw and what
she said.

Mr. Stead turned an inquiring gaze to Mr. L ,

who had given him the envelope. We were all under
the impression of the extraordinary dramatic force with

which Mrs. Burchell had described the death scene

and acted the despairing pleading of the Queen. But
none of us knew in what Court the tragedy had been
or was to be enacted.

" What was in the envelope ? " Mr. Stead asked.
** Look/' said Mr. L . Opening the envelope,

Mrs. BurchelL

he took out a sheet of notepaper on which was the

signature " Alexander."
" It is the King !

" said he.

"But," said Mr. Stead, "her description—was it

correct ?
"

" It was exact," he replied. " The palace, the

King, the Queen, Her description is exact."

And then the medium,
who had been silent as

if recovering from the

emotion through which

she had passed, said to

my friend, " Depend upon
it, it will all happen as I

have seen it, if nothing is

done to prevent it, and
that ere long."

Mrs. BurchelTs own
version is that she added,
" Even then, although

they may postpone it, it

will certainly come to

pass."

The whole of the fore-

going narrative has been

submitted in proof to all

the sitters. All of them
—with the exception of

my private secretary, who
cannot remember, and

Mr. Macdonald, who first

explains the prediction

and then denies that it

was ever made—confirm

the general accuracy of

the whole story. All the

rest remember the ex-

treme agitation of the

clairvoyante, the dramatic

rendering of the entreaties

of the Queen, the description of the murder of the

King in the interior of his palace in a scene of terrible

tumult and bloodshed.

In the next number of the Review I shall publish

the sequel to this story, telling how the Society for

Psychical Research investigated this case. It is a

narrative which sheds a flood of light upon the methods
of this Society, and will be read with interest by all

interested in the subject.
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FREE TRADE v. IMPERIAL RECIPROCITY
I.—FOR FREE TRADE.

The editor of the Fortnightly Review renders a

good service to the cause of Free Trade by the four

articles which he publishes this month. It is true

that half of the sixty-six pages devoted to the subject

are Protectionist, but the Free Trade half is so good,

and the Protectionist half so bad, that the cause of

Free Trade is better helped than if there had been no
Protectionist articles at all.

M. Yves Guyot.

M. Yves Guyot's paper, which begins the series, is

the most important, for it is mainly devoted not to

predicting what Projection will do, but what it has

done when tried in France. The article is entitled

"Mr. Chamberlain's Programme in the Light of

French Experience." Before dealing with this side of

the problem, M. Guyot subjects Mr. Chamberlain's

nebulous, project to severe criticism on its inherent

merits. Firstly, though Mr. Chamberlain points to

Germany and the United States as examples, he does

not propose to imitate the better sides of their fiscal

systems. The German Zollverein is a customs union

between the different States, and the customs duties

collected are divided among the different States

according to population. In America, the customs

are collected for the profit of the Union as a

unit. Under Mr. Chamberlain's system the self-

governing colonies will continue to preserve their

economic autonomy. The result is that interests will

be eternally clashing. " Under Protectionism," says

M. Guyot, " economic rivalry gives place to political

rivalry." Every district imagines itself sacrificed to

other districts, and every industry to other industries.

In France the whole art of M. Me'line, who has been

the Protectionist leader for twenty-five years, has

consisted in uniting groups of often contradictory

interests, always to the detriment of the consumer.
w
Beetroot strikes a bargain with wine; cotton and

iron come to an unde s landing." The instability of

French Cabinets is di e to the fact that Ministries

come to grief because some Protectionist appetite

has not been satisfied, and Protectionists are quite

insatiable :

—

France is cut into sections by the Protectionist spirit, and it is

a strange delusion to suppose that differential tariffs will draw
<lo6er the bonds of solidarity between the United Kingdom -and

the self-governing colonies. Every cV-ony will think that it is

sacrificed to the others.

M. Guyot points out that 44 per cent, of Australasian

exports to Great Britain are wool, and if raw material

were exempted, while gold, copper, silver, and tin

could not be privileged, there would be no resource

but to put a high duty on mutton, thus, favouring New
Zealand. On the other hand, the new system would

favour Canada, 55 per cent, of whose'exports is com-
posed of foodstuffs and timber.

As for the Old Age Pensions bribe, M. Guyot
says :

—

To assume, therefore, that Protective duties will suffice to

meet expenses of this kind is to run counter to the best authenti-

cated economic facts. When a Proective Tariff fulfils its

purpose it yields no revenue. In France the duty on wheat
produces the best financial result when wheat is scarce and bread
is dear. Under a Protectionist system a bad harvest makes a
good Budget, and a good harvest a bad Budget. In 1897, a
bad harvest year, the duties on cereals brought in 5$ million

francs ; in 1898 78 million, and they would have brought in

even more if they had not been suspended. They fell to 20
millions in 1900, and to 13,800,000 francs in 1902. How could

any pension fund be made dependent on such fluctuating

resources? If Mr. Chamberlain's duties had their full effect,

they ought to extinguish any receipts by excluding the commod-
ities at which they were aimed. Then what wculd become of
the fund for " old age pensions " and 44 other social reforms " ?

THE EXPERIENCE OF FRANCE.

M. Guyot gives a quantity of statistics to show how
the protection of food in France affects retail prices.

The difference between the price of wheat in Paris

and London is almost exactly the difference of the

French import duty on corn :

—

M. des Essars has picked out the catalogue prices of forty-^ix

articles sold by the leading grocers of London and Paris, and
assuming that the buyer buys one unit of each of these crm-
moditics, he finds that he will have to pay iooir. 95 in Paris,

and 84ft. 09 in London, or exactly 3078 per cent, more in

Paiis than in London. But the French prices include llfr. 34
customs and octroi duty, whereas these represent only ifr. 57 in

the English prices, so that the net price of the Paris goods is

c8fr. oi, and of the London 82fr. 52, or a difference of 16

francs, making 19 per cent, to the detriment of Paris.

These high prices are entirely in the interests of

the producers. Not ten persons in a hundred of the

working population of France have any interest in

Protection :

—

Mr. Chamberlain supposes himself a democrat, but his scheme
of duties on food is oligarchical. It is a reversal of the formula
of Helvetius, imported into England by Priestley, and
popularised by Bentham :

44
the interest of the greatest number."

From the " Positivist " Standpoint.

Professor Beesly in the Positivist Review, writing

on " Free Trade versus the Empire," says :

—

I want the fullest and frankest discussion, because I am rure

it cannot be carried far without breaking i*p hoth the old parties

and producing the new cleavage in politics which I have often

advocated in this Reznew. An oppressive amcunt of equivoca-

tion and insincerity will be gradually discarded, and most of
those who began by grouping themselves as Free Traders will

sooner or later settle down into opponents of Imperialism.

From the Liberal Standpoint.

The New Liberal Review for July is a special

number devoted almost altogether to Mr. Chamber-
lain's departure. Thereby it renders good service to

Free Trade ; there are seven articles, dealing with the

37
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subject from different points of view, and dealing with

it practically, and not. from the point of view of

electoral manoeuvres.

The Reasons for Free Trade.

The first article is by Mr. Alfred Emmott, M.P.,

and deals with " Preferential Trade." His argument

may be summed up as follows :

—

The real argument for Free Trade is that a nation cannot in

the long run sell without buying or buy without selling, and that

the individual or society will most profitably produce what he
can best sell if he himself can buy what he wants at the lowest

possible price. To increase the home demand by protective

duties is to raise the cost of production and the cost of consump-
tion in the country where the duties are levied, and this must
handicap the exporter in his external trade. This is particularly

the case in a country like England, dependent on its export

trade for much of its daily bread. England's chief exports

must be manufactured goods. If the cost of production is

raised the difficulty of selling profitably abroad must be in-

creased.

Now, if the food of the people is taxed, either wages will go
down or remain the same, or go up. In the two former con-

tingencies the worker would suffer ; in the latter the cost of
production would be raised. Mr. Chamberlain states (and so
far without a shadow of proof) that wages would go up. If so,

the cost of production would be increased, and the question

arises as to how and where we can obtain an enhanced price for

the j£ 1 75,000,000 of our exports which now go to foreign

countries ? No one pretends they can be absorbed at home or
in the British Empire. They must to a large extent go to foreign

countries, and we obviously endanger the trade if we raise the
cost of these goods. The very foundation of our foreign export
trade is cheap imports and cheap food, and depending as we do
on our export trade for much of our food, our ports are open to

all the world. So we have Free Trade, not because it pays
other nations, but because it pays us, and is in effect vital to the

maintenance of our industrial position.

Retaliation, says Mr. Emmott, will lead not to the reduction
of foreign tariffs but to their increase.

The Colonial View.

Mr. E. T. Cook follows with an excellent paper
showing " The Colonial View," in which he gives a
number of valuable citations from the speeches of

Colonial politicians, showing ^the absurdity (in spite of
Mr. Seddon's bray) of the claim that the Colonies
expect or even demand that we would give them
privileges. Sir Wilfrid Laurier's statement about the

Canadian preference is categorical :

—

We give England this preference, and we ask nothing in

return. Why do we give it ? Out of gratitude—pure gratitude.

England has given us the greatest of all boons—the right to

jjovern ourselves. I touched lightly on the subject in my Liver-

pool speech, and it must be the keynote of my explanation of
the action of the Canadian Government. . . . Before we brought
in our tariffwe looked carefully round the world, and we found
England to be practicallyjthe only country which receives our
products freely. We desired to show England our gratitude.

—

{Daily Chronicle, 1 897.)

Mr. Seddon himself confessed that New Zealand's

offer of preferential treatment was " conceived in the

desire to help—to give, and not a desire to take." And
this only as late as June, 1902. In fact, Mr. Cook points

out that the threat that the Colonies will resent the

failure of Mr. Chamberlain's scheme is nonsense. In

any case there can be no equal give-and-take :

—

Mr. Chamberlain is seeking to draw States together by means
of inequality of sacrifice. I have shown that his case for a quid

pro quo does not in duty exist ; but I think jt can be shown also

that it would not serve its purpose. The conditions of true

reciprocity—which is a quidpro quo on equitable terms—are not

present. Colonial trade is predominantly with Great Britain.

British trade is predominantly with foreign countries. Therefore,

by the necessity of the case, a scheme of "mutual preference"
would confer a larger proportional benefit on the one side than
on the other.

"Ties of Interest."

Mr. L. Chiozza Money, writing also on the Colonial

aspect of the question, under the above title gives

some very useful figures showing how little we cant

expect to gain from the capture of the Colonial

markets. In the case of Canada, ;£i 8,000,000 of
the ^29,000,000 worth of goods which she imports

from non-British countries is made up exclusively of

goods which Canada buys abroad because we do not

produce them, and which therefore she will continue

to buy abroad, tariff or no tariff. This ^18,000,000
is made up of coal, breadstuffs, cotton, minerals,,

timber, wool, etc., all either things which we.do not

produce or which she will always get more cheaply

from the United States. There is therefore only

;£i 1,000,000 of Canada's trade with foreigners of

which we could capture even a part.

Australia buys only ^12,000,000 from non-Britisb

countries, and of this only ,£6,000,000 or ^8,000,000
offer us any prospect of gain, the remainder being

coffee, wines, beans, manures, etc., which we do not

export.

The Canadian figures are, however, for years since

the preferential tariff was established, so that we
have practically nothing to gain here. Mr. Money-
gives the following estimate of the amount of Colonial

imports which we might supply :

—

Colony. Total Imports.
Goods im-
ported from

Foreign Coun-
tries,

liberal esti-

mate of Goods
imported from
Foreign Coun-
tries which we
might supply.

Australia .

New Zealand . .

Natal
Cape of Good Hope .

Canada ....
Newfoundland . .

£
41,502,000
11,353,000

9,556,000
21,416,000

38,414,000
1,513,000

£
12,436,000
2,018,000

1,554,000
4,367,000
28,821,000

473,000

£
7,000,000
750,000
750,000

2,000,000
10,000,000

200,000

123,754,000 49,669,000 20,700,000

Another Colonial View.

Mr. A. H. Adams even goes further, for he declares

that Mr. Chamberlain has offered the Colonies some-
thing they display an exceeding reluctance to accept,

and abstains from offering them • something they

emphatically desire. There is little enthusiasm in the

Colonies for a system of preferential tariffs. The
Colonies resent the threat of more or less open compe-
tition with the factories of England, which would

endanger their industries and lower their standard of

living. New Zealand at present patronises German
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and American goods, because they are cheaper, more
satisfactory, and more promptly supplied :

—

Mr. Chamberlain asks that the Colony should henceforth con-

fine its marketing to one small group of islands at the furthest

possible geographical distance from it—a market that hereto-

fore has shown little disposition to study the requirements of

its customer I

Mr. Spender's Views.

Mr. A. J. Spender writes on " The New Departure

and How to Meet It." One of his suggestions, which

is of some value, is that

some effort ought to be made to bring the British Free-Traders

into relation with the Colonial Free-Traders and to induce them
to help by putting the case, which proves, as we think, that the

new departure is as dangerous to the Colonies as to Great

Britain.

Mr. Spender does not believq in the bogey that the

Colonies will take offence because, while they impose
heavy duties on our goods, we merely let theirs in

free. He insists, rightly, that Liberals will make a

great mistake if they regard any nominal truce declared

in favour of inquiry, while the Protectionist policy are

pursuing their propaganda ; and foresees a social-

khaki programme, in which Mr. Chamberlain will

claim that every vote given to a Liberal is a vote first

against the Empire, and secondly against Old-Age
Pensions, higher wages, etc. Mr. Spender has

nothing to say about " old shibboleths," but gives the

following sound advice :

—

We must turn back to the annals of the Anti-Corn-Law
League and emulate the unwearying activity of the thousands of
zealous men, high and humble, who spread the light by speech
and pen through the towns and villages of the United Kingdom.

Protection in France.

Mr. Frederick Lees has a well-informed article in

the New Liberal on the "Failure of Protection in

France." He says that Frenchmen who are familiar

with English life are almost invariably Free-Traders.
Deamess of food and other necessaries of life—in

France prices are sometimes twice or even three times
as high as in England— -is only one of the evil results

of Protection. France has driven away many of her
foreign customers, and French industries have been
outstripped by competitors who started much later in

the race of commerce.
The New Liberal complements a useful series of

articles by publishing about thirty pages of quotations
from speeches and interviews with Conservative,
Liberal and Labour leaders, all instinct with oppo-
sition to the latest Empire-wrecking scheme.

The Views of " Diplomaticus."

" Setting Back the Clock of Empire "—that is how
u
Diplomaticus " characterises Mr. Chamberlain's

scheme in the July Fortnightly. He deals with the
five pro-Protectionist claims seriatim. The first is

that it will unify the Empire. "Diplomaticus"
declares that, on the contrary, it will inevitably lead
to new and perilous dissensions. The extension,
prosperity, and loyalty of the Empire have increased
in proportion as trade restrictions and preferences

between its component parts have been abolished.

Under a Preference system we lost an Empire;

under a system of fiscal autonomy we gained one.

The second argument is that Protection will increase

the British trade and raise wages. " Diplomaticus

"

replies that the market for expansion in colonial trade

is very limited. Our loss in foreign trade will be

great, and the exclusion of foreign agricultural pro-

ducts will merely stimulate foreign industry. This

actually happened seventy years ago, when German
capitalists were compelled by our Corn Laws to

transfer their capital from the land to the factory,

which transfer has proved one of the causes of the

German industrial development. As for wages,
" Diplomaticus " quotes Professor Thorold Rogers, that

" when the prices of the necessaries of life rise, the

wages of labour do not rise with them."

A " FATAL CANKER."

As for the claim that Protection will revive agricul-

ture, " Diplomaticus " points out that rural depopula-

tion is not governed by the price of corn. Depopula-

tion exists everywhere, and it is more serious in the

United States and in Germany than in England. Nor
will Protection supply an instrument for retaliation.

We do not need retaliation, and Peel's advice " to

fight hostile tariffs with free imports " has been proved

right by the fact that we trade most with the three

great Protectionist Powers in the world. Besides, our

olonial tariffs are just as hostile to us as most foreign

tariffs :

—

These are the grounds—very inadequately stated, I am
afraid—which, to my mind, condemn Mr. Chamberlain's

scheme, so far as it has been disclosed to us. I am convinced

that it would not prove beneficial even to the cause it is designed

to serve. Although I do not believe it would do the United

Kingdom any lasting harm—for Protection is no longer the fatal

canker it once was—I am certain that it would hamper our

further industrial progress, and that it would sow the seeds of

disintegration in our now happily united Empire.

What Protection Would Result In.

The Editor of the Contemporary Review evidently

does not agree with his confreres in regarding Mr.
Chamberlain's escapade as an earthquaking event.

He allots a modest eleven pages to the subject in his

new number. But these pages are from the pen of

Lord Welby, and are a valuable mine of positive

reasons why Protection cannot be introduced as long

as the English people keep a remnant of common-
sense.

OUR TRADE UNDER PROTECTION.

Lord Welby extracts the essence of the controversy

by saying that " To Mr. Chamberlain the welfare of

the 42,000,000 who dwell at home k but a local

matter; and he would sacrifice their interests to a

dream of Empire." After which he proceeds to

examine what Protection did in the past, and what it

would do in the future. From 181 5 to 1842 Pro-

tection held the field. If the Protectionists are right,

though food might be dear, trade should have

flourished, labour would have been fully employed,
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and wages would have been high. In reality British

foreign trade during nearly thirty years made no pro-

gress at all.

The declared value of British and Irish exports, which in 1815,
the last year of the war, had amounted to ^49,653,000, amounted
on the average of the years 1840, 1841 and 1842 to a little over

,£50,000,000. Trade, therefore, judged by that test, was
stationary during a period of twenty-seven years, though popu-
lation had increased from about 11,000,000 in England and
Wales to 1 6,000,coo in 1842.

HOW LABOUR FARED.

The condition of labour was still worse :

—

On the first of January in one year 1,400,000 persons were in

receipt of poor-law relief, so that one person in eleven was a

pauper. One-tenth of the population of Manchester and one-

seventh of the population of Liverpool lived in cellars. It

was officially stated that 8,020,000 persons were dependent for

their daily bread on hand-loom weaving, and it had been proved
that the weaver had to exist on 2jd. a day. Oat of 10,000 per-

sons whose circumstances were investigated in Manchester, 6,000
had about is. 2:1. a week for each individual. So far, then,

Protection had not secured abundance of employment or high

wages. Protection restricted trade, and in consequence restricted

employment, and thus made bad times worse than they need
have been.

The price of wheat rose more than a quarter

between 1835 and 1838, equal to a year increased

expenditure in a working-man's family, or 10 percent,

on weekly wages of £1—which wages are, of course,

exceptionally high for that time. Protection, in

addition to the import duties reaped by the Govern-

ment, took ^18,000,000 from the pockets of the

already overtaxed people, which went to the landlords

and other protected classes.

FRUITS OF FREE TRADE.

During the Free Trade period wheat fell in price

nearly 50 per cent, tea 50 per cent., sugar 70 per

cent. In 1842 nearly 1,200 articles paid Customs
duties. In 1875 only eight duties of importance

remained. The labourer at present gets 65 per cent.,

the factory operative 75 per cent., and the skilled

mechanic 90 per cent, more of the necessaries of life

than he did fifty years ago.

Lord Welby exposes the delusion that our trade is

endangered, or that if it is endangered, the danger

comes from foreign Protectionism. We cannot pro-

duce cheaply if we live badly :

—

Mr. Chamberlain begins by taxing the raw material of our

manufacture. He proposes to tax our food to make food dear.

But food is the raw material of labour. Labour insufficiently

fed will never be efficient labour.

HOW TO KILL INDUSTRY.

Lord Welby gives the following striking example of

the effect of Protection on home industries :

—

In the day* of Protection there was a preferential duty in

favour of Canadian timber. This duty was originally imposed
not as a protective or preferential duty, but in order during the

great war to ensure a supply of timber from Canada when we
could not rely on a supply from the Baltic. The war ceased,

but this preferential duty in favour of Colonial timber was not

repealed. It remained as a bounty to the Canadian timber

exporter at the expense ofthe home consumer. U nder it Colonial

timber was taxed io>. a load, and foreign timber 55*. a load. There
was a considerable import into this country of mahogany, a

wood of Central America not produced in Canada, but the duty

of 55s. applied to all foreign timber, and mahogany paid 55s.
At that rate it did not pay the home manufacturer to employ
home labour upon it in the making of furniture. It was therefore
exported under drawback to France and Belgium, made into

furniture there, and brought back into England under a duty of

20 per cent. Home trade was restricted, and home labour
deprived of employment by the ignorance of a Government and
a legislature which could not grasp the consequences of such
tinkering policy. Have we any security that in the building up
afresh of preferential and retaliatory tariffi like ignorance will

not prevail with like sorry results to trade ?

"NOT AN ACCURATE FINANCIER."

As for the increase of wages bait, Lord Welby says

plainly that retaliatory tariffs must restrict trade, and

restricted trade means diminished employment of

labour, which will mean lower, not higher, wages.
" Mr. Chamberlain is not an accurate financier," says

Lord Welby, putting it very mildly :

—

His Majesty's Ministers are about to enter on a war of tariffs

without real knowledge as to its consequences, and with as light

a heart as they entered on the war in South Africa, without
* calculating the resources of the foe or the means by which the

war could be carried on most effectively.

Lord Goschen s Condemnation.

The Monthly Review has a contribution from Lord

Goschen on mt Mr. Chamberlain's Proposals," which

turns out, however, to be practically a reprint of his

speech in the House of Lords. But Lord Goschen's

arguments bear repeating. He points out firstly that

while it may be true that the past doctrines of Free

Trade are not necessarily applicable to our modern

state, it does not result, therefore, that Protection is

right. Lord Goschen says that a com tax of a shilling

or two could not possibly protect agriculture and

re-people the land ; whereas a five-shilling duty would

do more harm to the urban physique than it

would benefit the peasants. We cannot gain any-

thing from Colonial preference if that preference

is given to us in the form of a rise of

Colonial duties on non-British imports, and than is

the only form we are likely to get it in. Lord

Goschen does not believe that Protection would

raise wages ; and he points out that for the great mass

employed by the Government, the municipalities, the

railways, etc., there is no machinery by which wages

could be raised. Of the Old Age Pensions 7

trap, he

says that if the Colonial wheat-growing area is

vastly increased, as is expected, the revenue from

the new imposts will decline ; while the liability for

pensions, once assumed, can never be got rid of.

As for retaliation, it was the tariff wars which raged

furiously before England adopted Free Trade which

convinced Sir Robert Peel of the futility of re-

taliation.

Mr. Ralph Neville's Views.

Mr. Ralph Neville, K.C., in the same review,

points out clearly why it is impossible to hope for

increased wages :

—

When once the remuneration of the working-class exceeds the

hare necessities of ixistence, there is no necessary connection

between wages and prices. A rise in wages is the result of a

combined demand. Such demand is usually successful where
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the profits of capital are so good as to induce the employer to

forego some of his gain rather than risk the stoppage of his

business. In any other case it is almost certain to fail. The
British working-man is hardly fool enough to suppose that his

employer will raise his wages because food is dearer. He has

some practical knowledge gained by experience to guide him.

Wages can rise only when production, and consequently em-
ployment, is increased. Where, under a preferential tariff,

are we to look for increased employment ? There seem to be

only two possible sources : increased trade with our Colonies

and improvement in British agriculture. Both fields for ex-

tension are very limited, for the British population of the

Colonies is hardly more than 25 per cent, of the home popula-

tion, and the greater part of Colonial imports are already of

British origin ; while as for British agriculture, not more than

some fifteen per cent, of the population are engaged in it.

Against this must be set the loss resulting from a rise in the

price of food, which would act detrimentally on the home market
by reducing, pro ianto> the effective demand of all. The effect

would be felt by each, in inverse proportion to his wealth, since

the smaller the income the greater the proportion consumed in

food. A shrinkage in the purchasing power of the bulk of the

forty millions at home would produce the result of over produc-

tion in an intensified, because a more permanent, form. Finally,

a rise in the price of food accompanied by a rise in wages might
limit employment by restricting foreign trade.

" Gulliver's Last Voyage."

The Monthly Review for July goes in strongly for

Free Trade. There is a delightful editorial skit,

entitled "Gulliver's Last Voyage," in which Mr.
Chamberlain's antics and their fruit, if successful, are

amusingly depicted. The following is Mr. Cham-
berlain's programme, according to the writer :

—

Whereas it is evident that what little trade this country
possesses is in an unsatisfactory condition, being still on the

increase, and whereas being free it is conducted with less friction

than that of any other people, and whereas the said trade

consists of an exchange of goods, partly with the other great

nations, and partly with certain islands or independencies of
our own, such as those inhabited by the Canpackers and
Cornstalks, and whereas we have hitherto treated all thess

upon an equal footing, while by giving a preference to the one
class over the other we might create a new kind of jealousy,

and greatly widen the area of Internecine leeling, and whereas
we might also thereby provide ourselves with a new offensive

weapon, which whenever used will irritate our neighbours, and
whenever not used will exasperate our said independencies,
Now, therefore We, the Great Chamberlain of this kingdom, by
virtue of Our officious position and of the authority vested in

Us by some or all of Our late colleagues, duly proclaim Our
will as aforesaid, and give notice that Tenders of Submission to

the same will be received at The Orchid House, Highbury, or
at the office of the Bored of Work, Palace of Westminster, and
we hold Ourselves bound to accept the lowest and any other
such tender.

And the following is its result :

—

The Canpackers and Cornstalks being now able to supply the
whole country with meat and bread, the cost of living was as
low as ever it was ; but foreign trade having diminished in

the same or a greater proportion, there were many who could
find no employment, and to one that has no wages no cost is

low enough. Merchants and manufacturers suffered heavily

;

several in their despair threw themselves into the Official

Receiver, where they perished among the refuse of the city.

On the other hand, the dividend-earning or treasured classes,

as they were called, now lived at ease ; but their comfort was
much impaired by the continual apprehension of war. For
while their food came from many sources and from foreign

countries of great power, it had been impossible for an enemy
to deprive them of any but a small part of the supply ; whereas
now the eggs all came, as it were, in one or two baskets only,

and these must be defended against the whole Archipelago.
Nor could it be doubted that the danger was constantly im-
pending, for Mr. Chamberlain's policy had been entirely suc-

cessful in raising Internecine feeling to a pitch hitherto unhoped
for. The Jocoserians (British) were so perpetually alarmed by
these considerations that they could neither sleep quietly in their

beds nor have any relish for the common pleasures or amuse-
ments of life. When they met an acquaintance in the morning
the first question was about the Internecine situation, how the

country could best find alliances, and what hopes they had of
avoiding an invasion or a blockade. And this kind of talk they
would run after in the magazines with the same temper that

boys discover, in delighting to read terrible stories of giant-

killers and hobgoblins, which they greedily listened to with
bragging, and then dare not go to bed for fear.

The third year was that in which was to be begun the pay-
ment of Mr. Chamberlain's annuities or pensions to all such as

had won their wager and come to the age of sixty-five. When
the pay-day drew near, however, it was discovered that the
tariff-boxes, out of which the money should have been provided,

were as empty as the day they were put up. For the imports of
food now coming only from the Colonies entered without pay-
ment of fines. The working men cried out that they were not
to be welshed out of their winnings ; the Government knew not
which way to turn. They dared not use fines against their own
independencies, but were driven to raise the standing tariffs yet
higher, and so cut off all their remaining foreign trade, and the

last check upon the universal disposition towards war. The
popular fury was thus diverted against aliens ; it was made un-
lawful for any foreigner to set foot in the island, and all were to

be counted foreigners who had been abroad for more than six

months in any year.

At this juncture of affairs Mr. Chamberlain returned ; but
found his entry impeded by the new alien immigration act, of
which he had not so much as heard. I cannot doubt that the
law would shortly have been remitted in his favour ; but he was
unhappily discovered to be holding communication with an
agent of his on shore, one Collings, by means of a necromancer
named Marconi ; whereupon the Cocksure was ordered to

sail again within the hour. Mr. Chamberlain was set ashore on
the coast of Boulevardia (France) ; but he was afterwards

rumoured to be living in hiding in his own country, having
1

returned thither in the disguise of a Jesuit or Good Shepherd,
an order reputed so blameless that against them no laws of search

were ever enforced.

II.—FOR IMPERIAL RECIPROCITY.
The Inconsequence of Sir Robert Giffen.

Sir Robert Giffen contributes to the Nineteenth

Century a curiously inconsequent article. In the first

half of it he demonstrates conclusively that preferential

duties will work nothing but mischief, and in the

second place he goes on to recommend their adoption

as a sop to the Colonists. He maintains that the

political question is more important than the economic
one, and that we must humour the Colonies by adopt-

ing a bad economic system that is fraught with many
dangers, rather than stick to a sound economic system
for fear of annoying them and alienating their

affections.

THE FUTILITY OF THE PREFERENTIAL SYSTEM.

In the first part of his paper Sir Robert Giffen

proves, from the simple statement of the figures of our
Colonial trade, that it is impossible to do any sensible

good to the trade between Great Britain and the

Colonies by the means of reciprocity arrangements or

any other Protectionist device :

—

Apart from any objections on theoretical economic grounds,
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there are not the elements of a deal. The bonus we can
give to the Colonies is too small to be of any real value to

them, and what bonus they can give us in return is infini-

tesimal. The truth is that the internal trade of the British

Empire, being already on a free trade basis, cannot be increased

by a protectionist device, though it may possibly be diminished.

It follows equally that any idea of increasing the wages of

English working men by first taxing their food so as to stimulate

the development of our manufacturing is fantastic. No develop-

ment of trade and manufacturing being in prospect even with
the Colonies by such a device, there can be "o increase in

wages as the result of mutual preferences. As Colonial trade,

moreover, is to be developed at the expense of foreign trade,

the mere increase of such trade, even if it were in prospect,

would not lead to a rise in wages. It is only the balance of

increase compared with the simultaneous decrease of foreign

trade that could be counted, which might be a very small sum
indeed, even if Colonial trade sensibly increased. It is un-
necessary, however, to consider this theoretical point. There is

no visible advantage of any sort in these mutual preferences at all.

THE POPULARITY OF FREE TRADE.

Sir Robert GifTen does not in the least believe that

the cause of Free Trade is losing ground. He
says :

—

I do not share apprehensions very generally entertained as to
the decay and discrediting of free trade. On the contrary, while
there has been a great deal of protectionist talk in the world for

many years past, there has been an equally constant increase of
the amount and proportion of the world's business done under
free-trade conditions. This is partly due to the rise and growth
of big States which have free trade within their own borders.
The United States, Germany, France and Russia, and others,

are far more free-trading than protectionist. They have partial

protection applicable to small portions of their total industry,
but the rule is free trade. How small the protected portion
is in some cases is shown by the calculation of American
statisticians that protected industries in the United States do not
employ five per cent, of the occupied population. There
is little reason to apprehend any serious deviation from the
practice of free trade, which is much better established and
predominates throughout the world far more than would be
supposed from 'the floods of protectionist talk and writing that
are inflicted on us.

AN ABSURD NON-SEQUITUR.

In the following passage Sir Robert GirTen sums up
what he calls hie " final conclusion " :

—

The final conclusion is that while a system of mutual

Sreferences holds out no promise of economic advantage to the
[other Country and the Colonies, and will be a ticklish thing

to establish and maintain, bringing with it inevitable deceptions
and misunderstandings which may tend to disintegrate the
Empire rather than bind it together, yet there are good political
reasons at this juncture for taking counsel with the Colonies as
to the practical issues of Imperial union and for arranging with
them a good understanding on this topic, among others, so that
the commercial relations between the Empire and foreign
countries may be adjusted on the basis of imperial unity, giving
foreign countries no opening for the attempts that have been
made to distinguish between different parts and penalise any
part for its dealings in matters of inter-Imperial trade.

Mr. Kidd's Casuistry.

Mr. Benjamin Kidd, writing in the Nineteenth
Century, makes one dialectical point which would
evoke a cheer on a platform, but which will not stand
a moment's serious examination. Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman's point that 30 per cent of our population
live on the verge of starvation is, he says, the very

best argument as to the unsatisfactory results of Free

Trade :—
By the very unconsciousness of its irony the speech is as

telling and as terrible an indictment as has ever been urged even
by the most extreme reformer against those conditions of modern
trade and production in England upon which in the last resort

our fiscal policy rests.

A depleted agricultural population of the kind which Dr.
Paton, of Nottingham, has mourned for years, a stagnant manu-
facturing export trade in which Germany has almost overhauled
us, a home population which in these islands is now increasing

more slowly than that of any other Great Power of the world,

excluding France—a population of 41,000,000, of whom we are

told that one-third is permanently on the verge of hunger : this

is no inheritance to boast of in the household of the great

mother at whose dugs civilisation has drawn such deep and
exhausting draughts during her fifty years of free trade.

Mr. Kidd ignores Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's
whole point, which obviously is that even at present

food is too expensive for a great part of the people,

and even the Protectionists admit with what Mr.
Dicey calls " wonted frankness " that its price will

increase. Mr. Kidd mentions that when the corn
duty was being vehemently opposed in Parliament,

the price of meat through natural causes had gone up
from id. to 2d. a pound in England, and he uses

this as an argument why a slight increase in the price

of corn would not matter, which is about as logical

as saying that because Mr. Kidd loses a ten-pound
note, he is better able to spend ten shillings on his

lunch. However, Mr. Kidd knows what he wants,

and in that respect he is to be preferred to Mr.
Dicey :

—

The old order is not simply passing ; it has practically

passed. Between the systems of rational economy like that of
Germany, exclusive and self-contained, and representing other
principles of civilisation than ours, and a system like that of the
United States, involving the unrestrained tendencies of modern
capitalism run riot and passing beyond the control of the
electorate towards monopoly, we stand at present like an un-
armed people between two fires. We may consider that we
represent a higher ideal, but in our progress towards it we are
now threatened by the perfectly effective weapons of those on
either side of us. Our fiscal system, while it gives us no defence
against Germany on the one hand, leaves us, on the other hand,
peculiarly defenceless against the characteristic tendencies in pro-
duction now extending outwards from the United States.

It is that the time has come when there is only one effective

policy possible for us. We must become masters in our own
household. There is only one basis from which we can move
against the prevailing tendencies in the world. The industry of
the United kingdom, with its limited base of production, draw-
ing the greater proportion of its supplies from outside, has, if

my interpretation of the situation so far described be correct, no
inherent power of indefinitely protecting itself under existing

tendencies from becoming a mere annex of American finance

with all that that implies. To move with effect we must have a
basis of production wide enough and under our own control.

There is only one such basis left us in the world—that within
the frontiers of the British Empire. We must reorganise in the
interests of the people, and as against the tendencies in question,
our national inheritance.

" Calchas' " Quackery.

"Galenas'" article in the Fortnightly, entitled
" Cobdenism and Capital," is mostly made up of
figures misinterpreted. " Calchas " goes the whole
length for Protection, though only last month he was
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lamenting its evils in another European State. There

is one particular blunder which "Catenas" makes

which is very common among uninstructed dabblers

in political economy. In order to show our decline

in exports, he arbitrarily omits " coal and ships."

The omission of coal from their tables (why not

knives or pepper-castors?) is a common trick of

magazine writers when they want to make their figures

fit in with their fancies. But surely " Calchas " must

be aware that coal (and even ships) are products which

are obtained by labour, which labour would be

engaged in producing other exports if it were not

engaged in mining. If England produced nothing

but coal and ships, supplied the whole world with

them, and got everything she wanted in exchange,

"Calchas " would apparently argue that there were no
industries at all in the country, and that we were

ruined. " Calchas " would be one of the very first to

cry out if we had forgotten the art of shipbuilding and
were buying ships abroad; but our supplies of ships to

other nations, which are paid for just as any other

goods, count for nothing with him.

There are plenty of other fallacies in " Calchas*

"

paper. Cobdenism, he says, was true in its time, but

is not true now, he says, which is simply a way of

saying that arithmetic has altered in the last half-

century. With protected capital, he says, the cost of

production must decrease. This, on his own admis-

sion, must, like Cobdenism, be a temporary truth, for

he declares that unprotected capital was " a powerful

factor " in the development of commerce which fol-

lowed the adoption of Free Trade in this country.

But if all the laws of political economy are temporary,

how does " Calchas " know the pre-destined moment
at which the new cycle of Protectionism comes in ?

He had better consult Mrs. Burchell.

Dr. Beattie Crozier.

Dr. Beattie Crozier has fewer figures, but as many
fallacies as " Calchas." But how these Protectionists

agree ! One set, like " Calchas," declare that Cobden-
ism was once true, but is false now because other

nations don't adopt Free Trade. Dr. Crozier declares

that if all the world were Free Trade to-morrow, all

nations would be ruined, bar a few which at present

happen to be on the top. According to Dr. Crozier,

the few efficient nations would ruin the industries and
agriculture of the backward nations, and the latter

would become mere appendages, producing nothing

themselves. This is the reductio ad absurdum of
Mr. Seddon's golden sovereign nonsense. Dr. Crozier
pictures a day under Free Trade on which all the

backward nations would sit with their hands idle,

overwhelmed with the exports of two or three States

for which they would give nothing in return. But he
is mistaken in thinking that this would mean general
misery. The exporting nations would be happy, for

they would achieve that delightful economic ideal of
exporting everything and importing nothing (thereby
attaining enormous wealth), whereas the importing

nations would get everything they want, return nothing,

and do no work. The ruined nations would get

everything for nothing and would be as happy as

South Sea Islanders.

Dr. Crozier declares that " the greatest produce for

the world and for each nation is to be got, not from
universal Free Trade, but from large, enclosed, self-

sufficient nationalities, grouped according to race and
geographical distinctions, and following in trade the

principle of Protection." But what on earth have
nationality, race and geographical distinction got to

do with production ? If " nationality " and " race
"

have anything to do with it, we should have to

exclude the greater part of our own possessions, the

Germans Poland, the French Brittany, and so on. If

"geographical distinction" means proximity (what

else can it mean?), we could have no Zollverein. And
if the units are to be " large," why would " universal

Free Trade " be disastrous ? Where is the arbitrary
" large " to be limited ? If largeness has anything to

do with it, " universal Free Trade " would be the

ideal, and all the small nations should immediately

abandon Protection.

There is a lot more of this sort of thoughtless

twaddle in Dr. Crozier's article, which is interesting

only because it shows the danger of loose thinking

and looser expression. The first thing a philosopher

should do is to learn to think clearly and express him-

self coherently. Then he may write what nonsense
he likes.

" Maga " Jubilant.

Under the heading of " A Self-Sustaining Empire,"
Blackwood indulges in an historical retrospect of the

old controversy between Free Trade and Protection.

It describes the Free Trade movement as mainly a
class movement which became in the end very

hysterical. Fiscal reform undoubtedly was necessary,

and had been already considerably advanced before

Cobden precipitated the revolution. " Maga " chortles

with delight over the fulfilment of its prophecies of

1850. It exults that the tide has turned, that forty

years of Free Trade ecstasy have been succeeded by
twenty years of reaction and doubt and fresh con-

troversy. " At last we have come round again to the

irrepressible Corn Duty." It contrasts its own pro-

phecy of the decay of agriculture and the withdrawal

of land from cereal cultivation with the exuberant pro-

phecies of Free Traders, and triumphantly considers

itself the truer prophet It objects to the term
" Zollverein," or " Customs Union," and suggests
" Imperial Reciprocity." It lays stress on the impor-

tance of checkmating the Trusts. It insists that by
wholesale capture of the raw materials of every staple

industry, American Trusts hope to establish world-

wide monopolies. It urges that the main issue lies

between the old Colonial school and the new, between
Goldwin Smith and Mr. Chamberlain, between the
" Whigs and prigs and pedants " of half a century ago
and the business men of the present day. This

delighted supporter of Mr. Chamberlain's proposals
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concludes by a reference to the Cobden Club Crusade,

and observes that

—

It will be interesting to see if the British people of to-day are

as gullible and inflammable as their fathers were when Cobden
first discovered the religious possibilities of the cheap loaf.

The late Lord Carnarvon.

The Empire Review opens with extracts from a

speech by the late Lord Carnarvon, at the Mansion
House, in 1887. His lordship spoke on the prospects

of union between the Mother Country and her

Colonies, and dealt with the two lines of " defence

and commercial relations." Two paragraphs may be

cited here :

—

I look, then, to a closer union, commercially, of this country

and her Colonies as tending in the direction of safety with

regard to this burning question of foreign bounties and tariffs,

for I am convinced that the closer that commercial union is, the

more we shall be enabled to act together, not in aggression, but

in legitimate commercial self-defence. . . . Agreeing as I do
with the remark that the time is coming on fast when, solvitur
ambulando, this question will be concluded and brought to a

settlement perhaps not so much by argument as by the logic of

facts—in dealing with this question do not let us too much
invoke the old dead formulas ; do not let us attempt to be too

logical on the matter ; do not, above all, let us forget the

enormous change that has taken place in England, in the world,

in our Colonies, and, above all, in the relations of those Colonies

to us during the last quarter of a century.

French Experience.

Charles Lyon discusses our fiscal policy from the

French standpoint in the Empire Review, and says :

—

Most of the food-products now sent from France to England
can be obtained from the Colonies, and the Colonies would be
encouraged to send them by Preferential Duties in their favour.

As regards French manufactured goods consisting mainly of

textile fabrics, and " articles de luxe," they might well stand a
ten per cent, duty without the trade in these articles being much
diminished. The proof of this assertion is that France does a

heavy trade in these very articles with the United States of

America, notwithstanding the heavy Protective Duties levied in

that country.

The Chances of Success.

Mr. J. H. Yoxall, M.P., predicts that at the next

crisis it is not Mr. Chamberlain but Mr. Ritchie who
will have to yield or go. He regards Mr. Balfour at

Mr. Chamberlain's mercy, and prophesies that the

next General Election, if delayed till 1904, will be
fought upon Protection pure and simple. If the

Tories are beaten, the Liberal Government may last

no longer than the last, and after three years of Pro-

tectionist agitation, a second General Election may
send Mr. Chamberlain to power.

Mr. C. A. Cripps defines in the National Review
the position of a politician who is convinced of the

general expediency of free interchange in foreign trade,

but who cannot accept the so-called absolute prin-

ciples of Free Trade. His paper is rather abstract.

He pleads for inquiry, and believes in the value of

an instrument for retaliation. He maintains that it

is possible to oppose the protection of home industries

without fully accepting Free Trade. He admits

however, that a Protectionist policy founded on the

desire to make the community self-contained would
restrict our foreign trade and reduce our population.

Protection and Federation.

Mr. J. Saxon Mills, in the same review, attempts

to identify Protectionism with Imperial Federation,

with which it has nothing to do. He says :

—

I notice that many are still inclined to face the future with
the bonds of sentiment alone, the "silken ties" of sentiment,

as Lord Brassey describes them. These " silken ties " are to

be preferred to the " squalid bonds " of material interests.

Much nonsense is talked on this subject. • The Imperial senti-

ment in the Colonies is not simply an emotion of present affec-

tion of the Empire and the home country. It is also and
chiefly an instinct of hopeful aspiration towards a more com-
plete and formal union. If we throw back upon the Colonies
their present proposals, we shall not only close that door, in my
view the only door, to Imperial Federation, but we shall go far

to discourage and destroy that very sentiment upon which we
propose to rely as our only principle of unity.

Surely Mr. Mills knows there is no question of our
throwing back upon the Colonies their present pro-

posals. The question, not yet settled, is whether
they will throw back ours—if we make them, which is

doubtful.

The One Chance of the Unionist Party.

The article in the National Review on " The Crisis

in the Unionist Party," signed " Englishman," shows
clearly how Mr. Balfour's nerveless wobbling puts the

fear of God into them. The whole article is a piteous

appeal to Mr. Balfour to plump straight for Mr.
Chamberlain, and in truth I agree with the writer

that Mr. Balfour would look less ridiculous if he did.

The writer is quite sure that the main body of

Unionists will bow down to the new graven image.

He says it doesn't matter if only Mr. Ritchie and
Sir Michael Hicks-Beach secede, and that the Duke
of Devonshire's loss would merely be deplored. But
if Mr. Balfour wavers, the Tory pyramid is broken
irremediably. The party must be " officially and irre-

vocably committed to Mr. Chamberlain's policy." Mr.
Balfour's separation from Mr. Chamberlain would
mean a grave disaster. There is only one patriotic

course.

Imperialism in the fight for preferential trade will mean support
of preferential trade. Resistance to preferential trade will neces-

sarily involve, as the controversy develops, a more or less anti-

colonial attitude. Politics must resolve themselves into a clear

cleavage between Free Trade, Radicalism, anti-Imperial from the

beginning, and Mr. Chamberlain's Imperialism. The Unionist
Party, if it is to survive, cannot be confounded with the former,
and must be identified with the latter. There is no middle way.

" Inquiry" cannot continue long to be the substitute

for action on the part of the Prime Minister. His
mental gifts fit him to be one of the most damaging
assailants of Cobdenism :

—

For this reason the Prime Minister's appearance on the plat-

form from the outset of the autumn campaign in declared
identity with the Colonial Secretary's policy of fiscal federation

would be of incalculable advantage to the cause of preferential

tariffs, to the prospects of the Unionist Party, and to the future

career of its leader.

Of course, all this is politics, not political economy.
But in view of the exhibition which Mr. Benjamin
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Kidd and Dr. Beattie Crozier make of themselves, the

Protectionist writers would do well to imitate our
4 Englishman " and leave political economy alone.

III.—ON THE FENCE.
Mr. Dicey's Delicacies.

After Sir" Robert Giffen with his facts and figures

comes Mr. Edward Dicey, who manages to fill eighteen

pages of the Nineteenth Century without contributing

to the controversy a single fact or argument worth

quoting. His article is a muddle of contradictory

considerations, mostly engaged with how people would
vote under certain hypothetical conditions. Mr. Dicey
begins by describing, wisely and not without wit, Mr.
Chamberlain's programme as "The Paulo Post Future"

of our political grammar, a tense signifying " a con-

tingency which might occur if some event should

happen which had not yet taken place." But his own
paper is written just in this indefinite tense. He s ays

that if he were a British workman he would vote

against dear bread, and tells us further on that such

a vote would be measured by heads, not by brains

—

a just but unkind reflection upon himself.

Mr. Dicey, if not inspiring, is naive. He goes into

raptures over Mr. Chamberlain's " wonted frankness
"

in " admitting that a corn duty such as he contem-
plates may possibly, or even probably, affect the

selling price of bread." How good of Mr. Chamber-
lain to admit a fact so seriously questioned by all the

great economists. " Every one of the countries which
rallied to Protection," says Mr. Dicey, " ... has
actually gained ground commercially in comparison
with England." This is quite on a par with Mr.
Dicey's other statement that " Wars have been more
frequent, more costly, and more murderous throughout

Europe under democratic institutions than they were
in the days of monarchical or aristocratic rule."

Finally, Mr. Dicey shows his naivete by his complaint
that a poor, inoffensive old gentleman like Mr.
Chamberlain should be " unfairly abused " by his

opponents. How Mr. Chamberlain would grin

!

Here is a piece of subtle statecraft which shows the

value of Mr. Dicey's contribution to the dispute :

—

I hold, therefore, that the Liberal party would have shown
more astuteness if they had expressed sympathy in the abstract
with any policy which had in view the aggrandisement of the
British Empire, but had objected to the policy propounded by
Mr. Chamberlain on the ground that it had not been sufficiently

studied out, and that, in any case, thelime was not ripe for its

accomplishment.

Wobbling.

Sir Wemyss Reid is a Free Trader, of course, but
one of those Free Traders who are ashamed of their

faith, whose advocacy does more harm than good

;

indeed, the best arguments in favour of Free Trade
have so far come from the Protectionists themselves.
In short, Sir Wemyss Reid tells us to discard " old

shibboleths " and meet the enemy with modern arms
of precision—which is another way of saying that he
agrees with Mr. Arnold White and the rest of the

militant school who don't want Protection, but who
are ashamed of being associated with the stalwarts of
the traditional Free - Trade and Anti - Imperialist
Party, the only real bulwark of Free Trade, as Sir
Wemyss would realise if he were just a little bit more
intelligent. Sir Wemyss admires " boldness " in dis-

cussing the problem—and cites Lord Rosebery !

There is only one thing in his comments worth
quoting, and it is, characteristically, a tip to Mr.
Chamberlain, not to his antagonists :

—

Mr. Chamberlain's suggestion that the increased revenue we
should obtain from the adoption of a protective tariff would
enable us to establish a system of old-age pensions I think it

better for the moment to leave unnoticed. Mr. Chamberlain
would have been wiser if he had not dangled this bait before the
eyes of the working classes. It is highly problematical whether
a tax upon food would enable us to establish such a pension
system, and, even if it did, most working men have sufficient
intelligence to know that it is from their pockets that the fund
for establishing old-age pensions would be drawn.

.

Fire Extinguishing in London and "America.
Mr. Harold Spender contributes to the Pall Mall

Magazine an interesting and well- illustrated paper con-
cerning the London Fire Brigade. Some of the figures
which he gives concerning the strength of fire brigades
in London, New York, and Chicago are very remarkable.
He says that the London Fire Brigade has only 26 men
per 100,000, Berlin 47, Paris 69, Brussels 99, and New
York 182. The excessive number credited to New York
is due to the fact that they have a large number of
volunteers called " Hook and Ladder Companies w who
are trained by special drill to save lives from high
buildings, and are entirely distinct from the corps
employed in fire extinction. Chicago has twenty-seven
such companies, New York twenty-three, but London
has none. As to fire alarms, the contrast is even more
remarkable. London has 750 street fire-alarms, New
York 3,293, and Chicago 2,792. Mr. Spender suggests
that the American system of training horses to harness
themselves is superior to the English method by which
the horses stand harnessed all day long. Chicago has
twenty-seven chemical engines, London none. New
York finds search-lights very useful for night fires, and
we continue to confine ourselves to acetylene lights.

Chicago has two water towers for very high buildings,
but we have none.

The pearl of Temple Bar for July is the second part of
Mr. Reginald Wyon's description of his tour in Albania.
The reader feels as though he had himself witnessed the
scenes recorded by the writer, and forms a very high
opinion of the character of the Albanians. Except for

their readiness to kill—they say a man's life is only worth
the price of a cartridge—the Albanians compare most
favourably with some civilised peoples. Another travel

paper is by W. P. H. Trowbridge, who tells of his trip

from London to Paris by water, all the way. A more
serious article is that by the editor of the United Service
Magazine on the land forces of Great Britain. He pro-

poses that every boy, without exception, shall, if physically

fit, receive a certain amount of military training, including
shooting, whilst at school, and that as many young men
as are needed to fill the home rank branch of the national

Army shall be enlisted annually, by compulsion, if

necessary.
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THE SERVIAN TRAGEDY.

There are two articles in the July Contemporary

dealing with the Servian tragedy and its results, the

first by " Ivanovich," whoever he may be, the second

by Dr. E. J. Dillon. The papers agree strangely in

style, and in certain other things.

The Real Heirs of King Alexander.
" Ivanovich," at the beginning of his article, makes

the important point that the Obrenovitch dynasty is

by no means " extinct," as is generally supposed. The
Salic Law does not exist in Servia,and Queen Draga's

sisters, as descendants of Milosch, are heiresses pre-

sumptive. " The furious violence practised towards

Draga's family may be accounted for by the constitu-

tional position of the women descended from Milosch."
" A descendant of Milosch's eldest daughter would

have as good a legal right to dispute the title of

Karageorgevitch as the sons of Duncan had to con-

test that of Macbeth." Of the tragedy itself,

" Ivanovich " says :

—

Belgrade is less than two days by the Oriental express from

Paris, but the psychical state of the French officer is hundreds

of years in advance of that of the Servian colonel and lieutenants

who tried to clear off" by massacre the Obrenovitch dynasty.

The ultra modern circumstances which accompanied their work
render it more revolting. Officers who had studied in the

Zurich Polytechnic School knew how to use dynamite without

injury to themselves when they wanted to break in doors massive

as those of a church. Those who had been told off to cut the

electric wires communicating with lamps had indiarubber gloves.

They searched by the light of composite candles they had

brought in their pockets for the hiding-place of the King and

Queen. When they discovered the fugitives, some of the

officers held high the candles for their comrades to lay on and

not spare the unfortunate pair. There was no attempt to resist.

All Alexander wanted was "to die with Draga/' and this

elevated him into the region of romance. It may hereafter

furnish a theme to Servian bards. Another modern circumstance

makes one's flesh creep. The bodies, flung out of a window,

lay on a garden walk until dawn, when a soldier received an

order to wash them there with a fireman's hydrant, and when
they had been cleansed to lay them on the tables of the palace

kitchen for dissection.

The Chief Conspirator.

The Queen received two pistol balls and sixty-two

sword cuts and slashes, and her corpse bore black

and blue marks that testified to a merciless pounding

with strong fists. On Alexander's body there were

six revolver wounds, all deadly, and forty-two sword

wounds. The writer knew Colonel Maschine, and

describes him thus :

—

Colonel Maschine resembles outwardly an eminent Irishman

who had also a genius for conspiracy, but had a sentimental,

tender nature, in spite of his impassive exterior and the ruthless-

ness of the war he waged against his own class—the Irish land-

lords. I mean the late C. S. Parnell. Parnell, however, had a

fair face and light brown hair, came of a highly-cultured race,

had gentlemanly feeling, and held his own witn the agitators

around him not by fighting or flattering or entertaining, but by

standing aloof and wrapping himself up in mystery. We are

now apt to underrate gentlemanly qualities, which are really the

finest flowers of the ages. Maschine—to continue my com-

f)arison, which only applies to appearance—is dark as night, and

las a silky beard, black as jet, and a wolfish mouth in laughing.

Otherwise he might strike one as a dreamer, or at any rate as

contemplative. He is not a gentleman, howeyer^in bearing, or

in small matters that demand self-restraint or self-sacrifice. But
Scrvia, perhaps, cannot boast of a single gentlemanly man in

the good old acceptation of the term. Servians educated in

Paris can and often do take a varnish, but it is only a thin

coating. The arch conspirator with whom I am dealing had
the instincts of those barbarians who surrounded the Greek
Emperors in all the sumptuous gorgeousness of Byzantine
apparel. They were masters, like him, in the art of bringing
conspiracies to successful issues. If they had dogmatic faith,

they were devoid of moral sense, treacherous and cruel, and
found pleasure in torturing their victims.

" Ivanovich " describes the King as graceless and
fidgety, and the Queen as handsome, but not alto-

gether pleasing :

—

The splendid eyes could express any feeling that boiled her
blood, softened her heart, raised or agitated her soul. Her
nose inclined to classical regularity, with a very faint inclination

to retroussi ; and she had the prettiest, sauciest, most perfectly-

formed little mouth imaginable.

She was the only woman the King was ever

attached to, and from a domestic point of view the

pair led a blameless life :

—

Nothing pleased Alexander more than to see Draga with her
maid inspect the linen that had come from the wash. She
looked it over minutely, seeing where a stitch might be wanted.
This domestic task she never failed to discharge. She darned
herself the King's cycling stockings and his socks, and knitted

the former. He read to her while she worked. She checked
all the house accounts once a week, and ordered tradespeople who
overcharged to be deprived of the palace custom. The " Home,
sweet home " sentiment accounted for Alexander's constancy in

the face of paternal and maternal opposition.

" Ivanovich " ends with a not altogether pleasing

sketch of the new King, who he declares cannot help
becoming a tyrant.

Dr. Dillon's Views.

Dr. Dillon seems to think that the King earned, if

he did not deserve, his fate. He was an intelligent,

fairly well instructed lad, utterly devoid of education.

He had a strong will and a steady nerve, combined
with other qualities less desirable from an ethical

point of view :

—

He courted his destiny with fatuity, provoked it with perse-

verance. For latter-day Servia is inhabited by a people qf
coarse, hard-headed swineherds and farmers who, though
passionately fond of license which they take for freedom, are,

like most Oriental races, easily led by the right ruler. But
Alexander, far from being equipped by nature or education as a
ruler of men, was, like his father, utterly devoid of self-mastery,

the first condition of all good leadership. His government was
the embodiment of contraries, the practical outcome of political

paradoxes : to-day he would proclaim a veritable Saturnalia,

to-morrow a rigime of absolute despotism, one month a batch of

Cabinet Ministers would be cooped up in dungeons or tried for

their lives, and another month would see the criminals whose
execution had just been declared to be a State necessity raised

to the highest offices in the realm. His political maxims, if one
may give this name to uncontrollable impulses, remind one of
the simple notions of the Hibernian farmer who fed his pigs to
excess one day and kept them wholly without food the next,
44

in order that the fat and the lean of the bacon might be
properly mixed." Alexander thus used up every party in the
State ; he mortally offended the people's representatives, leaning
on the support of the army, and finally humiliated the army at a
moment when he had no support at all. He scorned all advice,
ignored warnings, misinterpreted unmistakable tokens of the
coming storm. And at last educated officers, men who had
sworn to offer up their lives to preserve his, organised the blood
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hath of June nth, defiling the annals of their country with an
indelible stain and involving in a common but unmerited obloquy

the mass of the Servian people.

He says that the King was warned three days before

the tragedy that he must proclaim Peter Karageorge-

vitch as heir, otherwise he was lost. The following

account of the tragedy was given to him by one of the

murderers :

—

We were wild with passion, trembling with excitement, in-

capable of receiving any impressions from the things and people

around us. Hence we cannot say who shot the King in the

bead, who in the heart. But I have a vivid recollection of some
things. I remember turning out the electric light and going to

fetch candles to light my comrades on the way. That done, I

remained together with them to the end. I remember our

breaking into the King's bedroom, finding it empty, and then

looking into the Queen's wardrobe room, where we found the

pair. Who fired first ? I don't know ; nobody knows. At first

we did not fire at all. We drew our sabres and cut off the

fingers of the King and Queen ; four fingers were hewn from the

King's hand. Then we fired.

Mr. Herbert Vivian's Difficulty.

Mr. Herbert Vivian, in the Fortnightly, looks out

upon the world with the eyes of a child, and he has

seen a lot of marvellous things in Servia. He is

delighted with the Servians, but being an honest

Absolutist of the white rose type, he is horrified with

their recent doings ; and having the faith, as well as

the eyes, of the infant, he is quite sure they will punish

the evil-doer. The Servian murderers, he says, are

merely a variety of Anarchist (just like Oliver Crom-
well) ; and their deeds threaten the whole foundation

of society.

Of course Mr. Vivian was charmed with the King
and Queen. He was charmed with her common
sense, a quality he ungailantly says is rare in her sex

(and not universal in his). The King was above all

things a patriot ; he laboured incessantly, with infinite

pains and brilliant foresight.' The hatred of the

Queen was mere feminine jealousy :

—

When the news came that the King had chosen a daughter of

his own people to share his throne, a hundred damsels protested

their own superior charms, wagging their tongues in impotent
calumnies unceasingly.

Mr. Vivian reconciles his love of Servia and his

hate of regicide as follows :

—

The late Revolution was not the handiwork of Servia. It

was engineered by the low cunning of a handful of discredited

ruffians. Examine the list of the conspirators and provisional

ministry : not a single name is associated with an honourable
career or any deed of distinction. Gaol-birds, bankrupts, needy
lawyers, and gutter journalists are the new rulers of Servia,

maintained in parlous authority by a gang of drunken young
officers, half-maddened by their taste of blood. We are not to

believe that the nation, or even the army, participated in the

recent crime. The nation knew nothing of it until the whole
tragedy was over. Then a reign of terror set in and the un-
armed populace was impotent to protest ; even the decencies of
monming were forcibly prohibited and orders were carried out
enforcing signs of hollow joy.

But, as two wrongs make a right, he thinks

apparently tnat another regicide may wipe out the

stain. " If I were a bookmaker, I would gladly lay

very long odds against the reign of Prince Peter out-

lasting the year."

THE HIGH TIDE OF AMERICAN IMMIGRATION.
To the American Review of Reviews Mr. S. E.

Moffatt contributes an interesting illustrated paper

on American immigration. The immigration for the

year ending April, 1903, totalled to no less than

803,272, and thus formed a record year. There are

seventeen States in the American Union which have
a smaller population.

,

WHERE THEY COME FROM.

The bulk of these immigrants now come from Italy,

Austria-Hungary, and Russia. From some European
countries America is taking more than the surplusage

of births over deaths. For every boy born in South

Italy two men migrate to America. The Slovaks

of Hungary are being transplanted bodily, about

8,000 more than the natural increase of their popula-

tion entering the United States last year. With the

exception of Ireland, all countries send more men
than women, with the result that in 1900 there were

3,356,630 persons in the States with foreign fathers

and native mothers and only 1,670,780 with foreign

mothers and native fathers.

Russia stands third on the immigration list, but prac-

tically all are Jews; in fact, only 1,526 real Russians

entered America last year. The Italians are first,

with 152,915 South . Italians and 27,620 North

Italians. The immigration from the German Empire
has declined to one-ninth its maximum of 1882. The
English-speaking accession is estimated at 75,000, of

which 46,000 came from the United Kingdom, and
most of the remainder from Canada. Nearly a third

of the immigrants remain in New York. The total of

immigrants given above is, says Mr. Moffatt, below

the mark, as it includes only immigrants from over-

sea, and leaves out Canadians and Mexicans, of whom
there is a considerable inflow.

AMERICANISING THE IMMIGRANTS.

Mr. Moffatt shows that there is no danger of foreign

States being formed within the American Republic.

Assimilation goes on even more rapidly than immi-

gration :—

Some German critics call us a heterogeneous collection of

nationalities
;
yet the last census showed that there were fewer

people in the United States who could not speak English than

there were in Germany who could not speak German. There

were fewer people in the United States of foreign birth in 1900
than ten years before. The number of newspapers printed in

foreign languages had declined, both absolutely and relatively,

and the number printed in English had greatly increased. The
English papers were more than sixteen times as numerous in

1900 as all the rest combined, and about twenty-eight times as

numerous as those in any single foreign language. Twenty
years ago there were exactly as many papers in German alone,

in proportion to the English, 'as there are now in ail foreign

languages put together.

Mr. Moffatt does not believe in the theory

of "undesirable races." Lack of education is

the only accusation that can be brought against

them, "but their children absorb education like a

sponge."
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RING EDWARD ON HIMSELF.

Helene Vacaresco continues in the Strand her

sketches of " Sovereigns I have Met." In the July
number she gives some personal reminiscences of

King Edward the Seventh when, as Prince of Wales,

,

he visited the King and Queen of Roumania at their

summer residence at Sinai. She describes how the

Queen devised tableaux vivants, consisting of imper-

sonations of Characters from Shakespeare's plays, the

initial letters of the names making together the title of

Prince of Wales. A French quatrain concluded the

show by comparing the Royal visitor to his ancestor

Henry the Fifth, as equally worthy of the love of

England. This pleased the Prince greatly. He had
the lines written down for him to show to his mother
and the Princess. The writer and her mother,

in the course of conversation with the Prince, were
favoured with this frank utterance :

—

"Yes," he said, "I have been a most fortunate man—heir

to a great throne and yet able to enjoy liberty. I have an
admirable mother, an exquisite wife and charming children, a
whole nation—nay, many nations in one—to love and please.

I sometimes wonder how I manage not to become selfish and
hard-hearted. Yet I pity misery and want, and when I have
seen a worried or an anxious face I cannot sleep before I have
inquired into the cause of the poor creature's distress. I catch

very vivid impressions when I travel, and I daily write to the

Princess such descriptions of landscapes and people as I well can
cram into a reasonable letter. She keeps these, and could one
day make a book out of my travelling notes. I wish you could

see the Princess. She possesses a soul as perfect as her face,

which you must know is very sweet and beautiful. . . .

ON THE CHANGE FROM PRINCE TO KING.

"No one can tell," he said, " the vast difference which the

change of position creates between an Heir-Apparent and the

Sovereign he afterwards becomes. I feel persuaded that even
my face will change when I become a king. I fervently

desire that the moment will be long in coming. I know I am
in many ways rendering real service to my country as Heir-
Apparent. I thus become acquainted not only with the people
of England, but with all the interesting people abroad. I

have learnt the organisation of every State, and many a foreign

politician has developed in my presence his plans and methods
and views. There is nothing like travelling to form the mind
of a Prince, and I have alwajs loved going from land to land.

How your country has reminded me oflndia ! The feeling that

I shall never go to India again is very strong within me, and it

saddens me. You cannot imagine, even in your dreams, the

beauty of India and its lasting splendour."

ARE PRINCES HAPPY?

Asked whether Princes were happier than other

men, the Prince answered :

—

I do not think that Princes are more liable to feel grief than

other mortals ; nor, indeed, to feel it to the same extent. You
see, if we are really awake to the callings of our position and
its innumerable duties, we have no time to nourish our emotions

;

and then there is a great consolation in the certainty that so

many share your sorrows or your joys. For instance, I have
been a very happy man—a perfectly happy man

;
yet this does

not mean that 1 nave not often mourned and grieved.

These and similar reflections, adds the writer, " re-

vealed King Edward's strong and cheerful mind; a

mind which openly rejects hypocrisy, cultivates gaiety

and self-possession, deems the best courage to be that

kind of moral courage to which every hour and duty

of the day is precious—the highest quality of a

Sovereign."

THE RECORD OF THE OPPOSITION IN WAR TIME.

In a review of Mr. Fortescue's "History of the

British Army," Sir Herbert Maxwell treats in Comhill

of what he calls the insanely fractious and unscrupulous

proceedings of the Opposition in Parliament during

the period of 1763 to 1793. Evidently in those

days the claims of conscience were more considered

than the apparent claims of country, and statesmen

were not cowards like those whom, in recent years,

the Jingo fever struck dumb with terror. Sir Herbert

says :

—

In 1775 Fox and Burke vehemently opposed Bills for the
embodiment of the Militia ; next year Fox wrote of the
** terrible news" of Howe's victory over the Americans at
Brooklyn, and Burke passed a glowing encomium upon the
incendiaries of New York. In 1778, when France threw in
her lot with the American insurgents, Fox denounced the
raising of new regiments without the consent of Parliament,
and poured scathing obloquy upon the gentlemen of the North,
and the burgesses of Liverpool, Manchester, Edinburgh, and
Glasgow, who, in that hour of supreme need, raised what
were to become and remain some of the most famous corps in
the King's army. In 1779, when the imminence of French
invasion had caused the Government to issue a proclamation
directing the removal of cattle and supplies in the event of a
hostile landing, the Duke of Richmond called a public meeting
in Sussex, of which county he was Lord-Lieutenant, held the
proclamation up to ridicule, and announced his intention not to
comply with it. ** Su:h," exclaims Mr. Fortescue, "was the
Whig Opposition ; such had been the Tory Opposition in Marl-
borough s time ; such, it would seem, are all Oppositions at all

times ; and yet the country looks for success in war !

"

Sir Herbert thinks " we are not quite so bad as we
once were," and attributes the change to our " singu-
larly able newspaper press." He says, " Let the
country once be involved in war, and the over-
whelming sense of the constituencies is—the Union
Jack, right or wrong." Surely the prophets of Israel

are read in vain every Sunday in our churches if

writers like Sir Herbert Maxwell can think it better to
support our country in the wrong than the enemy in
the right ! He goes on to say " that it has given the
present Leader of the Opposition considerable trouble
to explain away an ill-chosen allusion to ' methods of
barbarism.' " Has it ?

Few who had to face the fight last winter with hunger
and cold, starvation and misery, fully realised that the
aftermath would be reaped in the hot July sunshine.
Men, women and children, enfeebled by the pinching-
famine of the winter, cannot resist the onslaught of
disease, and many a one is fainting and falling in the
battle— Vce victis / If ever country and sea-air were
sadly needed by the dweller in the congested areas of
London's "cities of the poor" it is surely this year.
Ten shillings send a child, fifteen shillings an adult,,
away for a fortnight's life-giving stay by sea or meadow.
Renewed health and strength are cheaply bought at that
price. But what of those to whom this small sum is an.
absolute and hopeless barrier ? Who will be the " friend-
less people's friend," and send the needed money to
F. I erbert Stead, Warden, Robert Browning Settle-
ment, York Street, Walworth, S.E. ?
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THE LEADER OF THE GERMAN SOCIALISTS.

A Character Sketch of August <Bebel.

Miss Edith Sellers contributes to the Fortnightly

Review a very interesting sketch of Herr Bebel, " the

leader of the strongest party in Germany." She
says:

—

BEBEL AS ORATOR.

Even Herr Betel's enemies admit that as a Parliamentary

orator he is without a rival in Germany. Some of his speeches,

indeed, are perfect models of eloquence, original in 4 matter,

terse and vigorous in style. His language is singularly

beautiful ; and the Fates have given him one of the very sweetest

voices in all Europe. He has not, it is true, that power of

exciting wild enthusiasm which his colleague, Herr Liebknecht,

possessed. For t^at he is himself too many-sided, perhaps, too

"sweetly reasonable," his friends would say. None the less he
is by far the most convincing speaker in the Reichstag. There
is a certain fatalistic ring about many of his utterances, which is

in itself singularly impressive. As men listen to him a curious

—and eminently unpleasant—sense of the inevitableness of the

changes he advocates steals over them : the very calmness with

which he enunciates his doctrines seems to render them the more
incontrovertible. Although there is rarely a trace of violence in

his speeches, until within quite recent days they were un-

doubtedly somewhat ruthless in tone; for he is the veriest

Mahomet in his views as to the measure to be meted out to

opponents ; he smites them hip and thigh when they fall into

tus power.

AS INDIVIDUALIST.

Bebel is not a demagogue ; he rules his followers with

a strong hand, and shows restiveness but scant consi-

deration. In his early days he was a strong indi-

vidualist, a Radical of the Bradlaugh type, one with

infinite scorn for the feeble folk who wish the State to

fight for them their battles. He got some of his early

teaching from Jesuits. He is German to the core,

and the thought of a united Germany appealed to

him strongly:

—

" United Germany," he once exclaimed, with bitter scorn, in

reply to some taunt or other in the Reichstag, " I was fighting

for a united Germany at a time when the Hohenzollerns and the

Jankers to a man were against it—its bitterest opponents ; at a
time, too, when Prince Bismarck himself used to * spotten mit

bohnischem Lacheln iiberden Zauber, der in dem Worte deutsch

iu liegen scheint.'
"

HOW HE BECAME A SOCIALIST.

Bebel was cradled into Socialism by wrong :

—

From the day of his arrival in Leipzig, Bebel had been sorely

troubled in his mind by the signs of poverty and suffering he met
with at every turn. The conditions of labour there were then

much the same as they had been in England in the early 'forties,

that is to say, the life of the great mass of the workers was one
long struggle to ward off starvation. Even when in full health

and strength, it was no easy task for a man to provide bread for

his children ; and when evil days came, if he were laid a'side

but for a week, he must turn them out to beg, or see them
hunger. Bebel was keenly alive to the intolerable misery of this

state of things ; the injustice of it, too, drove him wild with

indignation. What had these men, his own comrades, done, he

asked, that this fate should be theirs—hard work, early and late,

scant rations, and the end of it all, charity or starvation ? The
whole world was so completely out of joint, he felt, that it must
be put right, and with all possible speed.

HIS TALENTS AS ORGANISER.

It was Liebknecht who finally convinced him that

in the re-organisation of society on a Socialist basis

lay the one hope of securing fair treatment for the

poor, and it was under Liebknecht's influence that he
joined the Socialist party :

—

Bebel is a propagandist by instinct ; no sooner did he become
a Socialist than he promptly set to work to preach Socialism
from the very housetops ; and so great was his influence among
the working-classes in Leipzig, that he soon induced the majority
of them to embrace his new creed. He then carried his gospel
into more distant regions ; he went about from town to town
holding meetings, and wherever he went he made converts,

although he had to fight, on the one hand, against Lassalle's

followers, the State Socialists, and, on the other, against the

Anarchists. Meanwhile he had developed a quite extraordinary
talent as an organiser, and in conjunction with Herr Liebknecht
was striving his hardest to wield into a united party the various

groups into which the German Socialists were then divided. It

is owing, in a great measure, to the work he did in those days
that the Social Democrats are to-da^y the best organised and best

disciplined party in the Reichstag.

AS POLITICAL PROPHET.

During the Franco-German War, Bebel opposed
the treatment of the French as foes ; he was denounced
as a traitor; and he and Liebknecht were finally

arrested on a charge of treason which collapsed igno-

miniously. But Bismarck succeeded in having him
locked up for two years on the charge of preaching

dangerous doctrines and of plotting against the State.

But Bebel was right in his forecast of the results of

annexing Alsace-Lorraine, and many Germans, says

Miss Sellers, have come round to his point of view
in the last thirty years :

—

" For our own sakes, if not for hers, we must restore to France
the provinces we have conquered," he told his fellow-country-

men roundly. " If we hold back but a single village, we shall

drive the French into the arms of Russia, and transform all

Europe into a huge camp."

The First Violinist of the Age.

Miss Marie Hall and her romantic career are
sketched by " Ignota" in the Woman at Home. Born
in Newcastle, the daughter of a harpist, and taught the
violin at four years of age, she developed a marvellous
oower. The writer says :

—

It is absolutely true that she was at one time playing in the
streets for bread, and she is most anxious that this fact should
not be hidden ; the point is one of considerable interest, because
in one sense she owed to this apparently humiliating fact, one
which some have attempted to conceal, all her future. One
night Canon Fellowes heard playing in the street of a provincial

town, which seemed to him of exceptional quality, and even
under such unfavourable circumstances he realised something
quite masterly in the fashion in which the fiddle was being

handled. He asked the little player to come in, and as his first

impression was confirmed, it was through him ultimately that

she was able to enjoy a course of three years' study with Mr.
Max Mossel.

Introduced to Kubdik, she was advised by him to take
lessons with his old master, Sevcik, at Prague. The
writer recounts how she has taken London by storm. No
such enthusiasm has been created since the days of

Rubinstein as she has created. Yet she is only nineteen

years of age. Next to her art, it is interesting to learn

that her chief absorption is in the career of her little

brother, who, though nine years old, has already given
proof of exceptional musical genius.
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THE VICEREINE OF INDIA.

Lady Curzon of Kedleston is the subject of a

picturesque sketch by Mrs. Sarah Tooley in the

Woman at Home. She quotes as her preface a

couplet from an Indian poet on Lady Curzon :
" A

Rose of roses bright, A Vision of embodied light."

On her maternal side Lady Curzon comes from John
Carver, the first Puritan Governor of Plymouth, and
on her father's side from James Van Leiter, a Dutch
colonist who settled in Maryland in 1760. Her first

thirteen years in Chicago were followed by further

education in Washington. Mrs. Tooley makes the

significant remark that her father's wealth had less

power to gain her an entrance into the exclusive

circles of the old Washington families than into London
society. On becoming the most distinguished belle

in Washington, the favourite of the Clevelands, then

at the White House, she was brought but in London
society by Mr. Bayard, then American Ambassador.

MR. CURZON AT COLLEGE.

It was then she met Mr. Curzon, a bachelor of thirty-

four years. Of him the writer tells this incident :

—

He had been a distinguished pupil at Eton, and carried all

before him when he entered Balliol College, Oxford, where his

cleverness and self-sufficiency called forth the following verse

from a waggish undergraduate :

—

My name is George Nathanul Curzon,
I am a most superior person

;

My cheeks are pink, my hair is sleek.

And I dine at Bhnheim twice a week.

Married in Washington In 1895, Mrs. Curzon spent

part of her honeymoon in fighting the Southport Elec-

tion for her husband. Mrs. Tooley thus describes

her heroine :

—

Lady Curzon is a gifted child of nature and her abilities have
received the highest culture. She is* well read, musical, and
makes her chief friends amongst clever people. To the usual

educational knowledge she unites the broad outlook upon life

bom of travel in many lands and intercourse with some of the

finest intellects of the day. She possesses social genius, a 44
level

head," is not without ambition, and is eminently feminine and
attractive.

HER INDIAN CAREER.

Of her Indian career she says that the Vice-Regal
pair have struck the keynote of their administration

by giving prominence to native rulers, and showing
the utmost courtesy to the people. The Vice-Regal
Court is no longer a palace of pleasure for Anglo-
Indian officials :

—

While probably no previous Viceroy has toiled harder in

controlling and mastering the intricacies of Indian government
than Lord Curzon, no Vicereine has maintained the social side

of the position more successfully than Lady Curzon. Her
beautiful gowns sparkled.with Indian embroideries and jewels,

and her tiny daughters had their muslin frocks of native texture.

Everything which the Vicereine could do to encourage the home
industries, especially those of women, was done ; and great was
her satisfaction when Queen Alexandra ordered her coronation

dress to be manufactured and embroidered in India.

The. last wish of Queen Victoria as Lady Curzon
first went to India was for the medical training of

women for work in the zenanas. Consequently Lady
Curzon has raised ^30,000 for endowing Victoria

scholarships for the training of Indian midwives.

MAZZINI A FUTILE IDEALIST.

Mr. Sidney Lowe contributes to CornhiU a critical

study of Mazzini. While recognising his nobility and
strenuous ideals, Mr. Lowe describes the great Italian

as essentially a visionary. He " started life with a.

budget of theoretical opinions, largely though perhaps

unconsciously derived from the French philosophers of

the eighteenth century, and these remained with him
to the end."

SPINNING ROPES OF SAND.

He " did not in the least understand the significance

of the historic drama enacted under his eyes" :—
The development of the new world-empires, of the Greater

Britain, Russia, United Germany, the United States, did not

appeal to him. His survey seldom travelled beyond Europe,
and in his Europe the Mediterranean nations still occupied a
disproportionate place. He could not realise how comparatively

insignificant, in the larger world that was opening, Italy and her

troubles, Austria and her policies, had become.
For the most part of his life Mazzini was engaged in spinning

ropes of sand. He might have known that Italy could not be
liberated by popular htmites, or by the smuggling of surreptitious

muskets. A great military Power, with its grip upon the fortresses

and the strategic points, was not to be expelled in this amateurish
fashion. Cavour and Victor Emmanuel, the two shrewd states-

men who really made United Italy, quite understood this.

They knew that the Austrians could only be overthrown by
regular troops in a regular campaign. They relied on bayonets

—French bayonets, as well as Piedmontese and Lombard—not

on stilettos.

It is the tragedy of Mazzini's life that he lived long enough to

see' Rome become the capital of the Italian nation, and yet

regarded this consummaticn with something akin to despair.

MRS. CARLYLE ON MAZZINI.

Mr. Lowe quotes a shrewd remark of Mrs.
Carlyle concerning Mazzini :

—

Mrs. Carlyle was more tolerant of his "idealisms" than ner

husband, though she 4"was out of all patience" with his.

dabbling in ill-planned conspiracy, in which valuable lives urere

recklessly wasted. 44 Are there not things more important than
my head?" he asked her.

44 Certainly," she answered, * 4 but

the man who has not sense enough to keep his head on his

shoulders till something is to be gained by parting with it, has
not sense enough to manage any important matter."

Mazzini, too, had his romance. He corresponded

in very passionate terms with Giuditta Sidoli, the widow
of one of the Lombard patriots. Th6 passion cooled

down to a steady affection. At Lausanne a girl of

seventeen literally died of love for him. His kindness

to the outcast and to the lower creatures is thus

sympathetically recalled :

—

A considerable part of his slender income was devoted to

works of charity. He started a school for hurdy-gurdy boys in

London, and took much trouble to improve the condition of these

poos little waifs ; and for years he supported a destitute Italian

woman whom he had found starving on a door-step. His relaxa-

tions, besides the society of his friends, were the guitar, an
occasional visit to the opera, and much tobacco.

He had a singular power of taming birds, and in his prison

cell at Savona he had found a companion in a thrush whjch had
fluttered through the open loop-hole and remained with him.
To animals and children he was always tender. At one of the
many conversations, in which Mazzini and Ledru-Rollin planned
the wrecking of thrones and the uprising of the Peoples^ the two
desperate revolutionaries allowed their cigars to go out, because
they found the smoke was making a dog uncomfortable. Vet
this was the man who had gone very far indeed on the way
towards justifying, if not abetting, political assassination.
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NAPOLEON AS SCOUNDREL.
By Dr. Goldwin Smith.

In the Atlantic Monthly for June Dr. Goldwin

Smith devotes ten pages to a denunciation of what he

calls the " cult of Napoleon," whom he regards as the

paragon of men who were great without being good.

Transcendent in genius and energy, he has hardly been

surpassed in disregard of moral ties or in the evil

which he wrought his kind. In certain points his

elevation to power was a relief and a blessing to

France.

A CENTRALIST DESPOT.

But he was no child of the Revolution or propa-

gator of its principles. He was merely a reactionary

autocrat,
* inspired solely with the desire of concen-

trating and mechanically perfecting government in his

own hands. He restored aristocracy with entail, he

restored the : State Church in its worst form, and
reduced the legislative assemblies to mere ciphers.

He extinguished the freedom of the Press, reduced

public education to » a -mechanical system centralised

in his own hands, and wished even to suppress philo-

sophy and the study of humanity. His most familiar

agencies of government were espionage and the

secret police. A central despotism was his ideal from

the first, and it remained his ideal to the last. His

institutions took no root in the French heart. He
was ruined by his crimes. If his heart had been open
to noble emotions he might have saved France from

a century of revolutions and counter-revolutions

through which she has since passed. His treatment

of the Church was peculiarly odious. He made her

grovel at his feet, and sanctify his buccaneering expe-

ditions with her Te Deums. At one time he even
appears to have dreamed of proclaiming himself a
divine person, and have inscribed on a canopy over

his chair of state, " I am that I am."

" NO COUNTRY."

He was not so much a wicked man as one entirely

deprived of moral sense. He had no country and
no patriotism. He never learnt to write French,

hardly to pronounce it. He committed the worst

crimes without compunction. He practised cold-

blooded murder without hesitation, and on one
occasion massacred two thousand prisoners of war
because it was inconvenient to keep and feed them.
From fabrication and forgery he shrank no more than
from murder. He habitually fabricated news, and
published them as if they were translations from
English newspapers. He once entertained the idea

of palming off a supposititious child upon the country
as his heir. His finance was the unscrupulous plunder
of every State that fell under his power. He was
under no delusions as to his own character. He told

Talleyrand frankly, " I am base, essentially base," and
he went on to explain that he had no scruple what-
ever about committing what others would regard as

dishonourable -actions. Josephine, who knew him

well, expected that he would have her murdered in

order to prepare the way for her successor, for she did
not realise the possibility of the Pope being coerced
into granting a divorce. In his statecraft he was
perfidious. He ensnared Venice and sold her to

Austria, and kidnapped the King of Spain and his

heir like a common sharper in order that he might
rob them of their kingdom. No promises could bind
him, and his wars had so brutalised him that*he never
even took into account the human suffering through
which his objects were to be obtained. He told

Metternich that he heeded little the death of a million

men. Even the unspeakable horrors of the retreat

from Moscow never touched his heart ; and the

bulletin announcing that his army had perished in

Russia showed not the slightest feeling, and wound up
coolly with the words, " The Emperor never was in

better health." When he took command of the army
its revolutionary ardour disappeared, and it became a
mere host of buccaneers fed by plunder.

A BLUNDERER OF GENIUS.

Even his military genius, which Dr. Smith admits

to be supreme, was badly flawed. He had unequalled
advantages, both in the absolute control of the political

and military machine, in the revolutionary enthusiasm of

the troops with which he won his earlier victories, and
in the decrepitude of the States against which he was
pitted. But he was guilty of . enownous mistakes
which against other adversaries would have been
fatal. One of these was the Egyptian expedition ;

another was his insane desire to invade England ; the
third was the way in which he goaded Villeneuve to

try conclusions with Nelson at Trafalgar; and the

fourth—the climax of all his follies—was the invasion-

of Russia. At the battle of Leipzig he caused a

hideous catastrophe by neglecting to throw bridges

over the Elster. And no two battles were ever worse
fought than Borodino and Waterloo. Caesar, Marl-
borough, and Wellington have * careers of almost
unbroken success, whereas Napoleon's closed in utter

and redoubled disaster.

His wars stunted the stature of the nation and
impaired its physique. His conquests utterly failed

to inoculate the nations with Liberal ideas. The sole-

opinion in which they unanimously agreed was in a
burning hatred of the rapacity, insolence, and lust of
the French armies. The world at large owes to

Napoleon a vast recrudescence of militarism, with

all the destructive barbarism attendant thereon. 'The

only lasting benefit which he involuntarily conferred

upon Europe was that he permanently reduced the

power of France, and deprived her of the conquests
by which his predecessors had been able to disturb

the balance of power and overshadow Europe.

There is a pleasant travel paper by Lady Vcrney,
entitled " Morocco Bound," in the July number of Good,
Words, ,
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EMERSON: A GREAT AMERICAN PROPHET.

Bv President Eliot.

The Atlantic Monthly publishes an address which

President C. W. Eliot, of Harvard University, delivered

in Symphony Hall, Boston, on the 24th May. The
title of the lecture is " Emerson, the Seer." It is a

very enthusiastic appreciation of Emerson as a seer

and a foreseer, and claims for him a prophetic quality

in the three great fields of thought—education, social

organisation, and religion. He was a prophet and an

inspirer of reform rather than a reformer. His whole

philosophy of life_ was developed by the time he was

forty years of age, nor did he write anything after 1843
the germinal expression of which may not be found in

his journals, sermons, and lectures written before that

date.

THE PROPHET IN EDUCATION.

Beginning with education, Mr. Eliot maintains that

Emerson saw with a clearness to which very few

people have yet attained the fundamental necessity

of the school a. the best civilising agency after steady

labour, and the only sure means of permanent and
progressive reform. He also was a great believer in

the education of men ay manual labour. Labour, he
said, is God's education :

" a man should have a farm

or a mechanical craft for his culture." He also

insisted upon the importance of athletic sports, and of

the cultivation of fine manaers. Americans are only

just beginning to carry into practice Emerson's wisdom
of sixty years ago. In innumerable details he antici-

pated the educational experience of later genera-

tions.

A VISION OF ENGLAND.

Without following Professor Eliot in his. analysis of

the prophecies of Emerson in relation to social and
political life, I may quote the following passage which

he selects from Emerson's writings of fifty-six years

ago as an instance of startling anticipation of the

sentiments of to-day :

—

And so, gentlemen, I feel in regard to this aged England,

with the possessions, honours, and trophies, and also with the

infirmities of a thousand years gathering around her, irretriev-

ably committed as she now is to many old customs which cannot

be suddenly changed ; pressed upon by the transitions of trade,

and new and all incalculable modes, fabrics, arts, machines, and
competing populations— I see her not dispirited, not weak, but

well remembering that she has seen dark days before—indeed

with a kind of instinct that she sees a little better in a cloudy

day, and that in storm of battle and calamity she has a secret

vigour and a pulse like a cannon.

THE PROPHET IN RELIGION.

But Emerson's great work was in the field of

religion. In nothing was he more prophetic, more
truly a prophet of coming states of human opinion.

He taught that religion is absolutely natural, not

supernatural, and that in all ages prophets are born.

In his view the life and works of Jesus fail entirely

within the field of human experience. His teaching

obliterated the distinction between secular and sacred.

For him all things were sacred, just as the universe

was religious. Inspiration was not the rare con-

veyance of supernatural power to an individual, but
the constant incoming into each man of the " divine

soul which also inspires all men." All the features

of the contest over the higher criticism are foretold

by EJmerson in " The American Scholar." It was a

fundamental article of his creed that although con-

formity is the virtue in most request, " Whoso would
be a man must be a non-conformist." Mr. Eliot

says :

—

The essence of Emerson's teaching concerning man's nature
is compressed into the famous verse :

—
" So nigh is grandeur to our dust,

So near is God to man.
When Duty whispers low. Thou must,
The youth replies, I can."

He concludes by saying :

—

It is reasonable to expect that as Semitic exploration and
discovery advance the world will learn much about the historical

and poetical sources of their inspiration. Then the Jewish and
Christian peoples may come nearer than they do now to Emer-
son's conceptions of inspiration and worship, of the naturalness

of revelation and religion, and of the infinite capacities of man.

AMERICAN THE ENGLISHVARIATIONS FROM
LANGUAGE.

Mr. Herbert Horwill contributes to the Leisure

Hour a paper on " The Pitfalls of American English,"

which illustrates how even in a common language the

difference of use is beginning to create a new language,

or at least dialect. Beginning with the meal, the

writer says :

—

Once we demand "biscuits." We receive hot rolls. We
should have asked for "crackers." We conclude our meal,

perhaps, by ordering an ice, but still we are not understood.

Ice is in such general use for all kinds of purposes that when we
want "ice-cream" we must say so. We go shopping—not,

however, in the "shops," but in the
44

stores/'

We inquire our way about of the
41

floor-walkeT," who
directs us to the

44 clerks" or 44 sale-ladies" who will wait on us.
44 Shop-assistant" is unknown in America, and "shop-girl"

would be insulting. For ironmongery we proceed to the depart-

ment of 44 hardware," and for dress materials to that of 44 dry
goods." Games and athletic appliances are classified as " sport-

ing goods." At the sign of 44 notions" we must not expect to

gam any ideas, except that of the novelty of using this word to

signify haberdashery. Clothes made to measurement are known
as " custom made." We find that

44
calico " means a printed

cotton cloth, and that for a 44 blouse," a 44 shirt-front," and a
reel of cotton " we must ask for a 44

shirt waist " or 44 waist,"

a " bosom," and a 44 spool of thread " respectively. What we
call

44 boots" are in America 44 shoes," while our 44 shoes" are
44 low shoes,"

44
ties," or

44 Oxfords." Other curiosities that will

strike our attention are
44 rubbers" for

44 goloshes," 44 picture

mats" for "picture mounts," and a stall of more or less

damaged publications labelled
44
hurt books."

A newcomer is likely to be puzzled by the locution
44 good

and " which has no reference to virtue, but is another way of
saying 44 very." Its use may be understood from such sentences

as
44

it's freezing good and hard." 44 'Twill be good and cold

to-morrow." ^x-^^w>^x^^
The nobler aspect of Imperialism is well expressed by

the Sultan of Pahang as he witnessed the Colonial

Review at the Coronation. He said :
" I consider that I

am very much greater than any of my predecessors

because I am a part of something so very great." This
is, perhaps, one of the most striking things in Mr. A. F.

White's sketch in the Young Man of Mr. Hugh Clifford,

C.M.G., British Resident in the Malay Peninsula.
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A HEROINE OF TRAVEL.
Mrs. French Sheldon, F.R.G.S., is introduced by

Mr. A. F. White to the readers of the Young Woman
as a famous woman explorer. She evidently deserves

the name. The daughter of lovers of travel, and
accustomed from childhood to meet distinguished

explorers and to hear from their own lips of their

exploits, this American lady has accomplished what

none of her sex has ever attempted before :

—

She has led an expedition consisting wholly of natives,

without the aid of a single white man, through the heart of the

East African jungle. She has ruled over her followers like a

queen, earning from them the title of Bibe Bwana, or Woman
Master, met the swarthy Sultans of powerful tribes on equal

terms, and made her way among native peoples, sometimes
hostile and threatening, by the sheer force of her indomitable

pluck and womanly tact. She descended to the shores of Lake
ChaJa down almost perpendicular cliffs, a feat which so high an
authority as Sir Harry Johnston believed to be impossible.

She is a many-sided woman, having distinguished

herself as novelist, playwright, and translator ; she is

licensed doctor of medicine and has seriously studied

sculpture, science and ethics. She saved the life of

Garibaldi when a mere girl. She says that she has

never found a people so debased and uncivilised that

she has not been able to find some way of appealing

to them. She had, however, to establish her autho-

rity over a mutinous troop by threatening to shoot the

ring-leaders. By shooting a sacred eagle instead,

which opportunely hovered overhead, her authority

was confirmed once for all.

a kidnapper's night attack.

She had much more perilous adventures, however.

She says :

—

One day an Arab slave-dealer got into the encampment and
stole into my tent with the idea of carrying me off to sell to an
old Sultan in the northern part of East Africa, who had made a

great bid for a white wife. I allowed this man to come into my
camp one dark night with his slaves, though I did not at all

relish his presence, and was in fact very suspicious of his inten-

tions. He stole past the askari who guarded my tent, but I am
a light sleeper, and awoke just in time to see him crawl into my
tent and take my gun. Seizing my pistol, which lay loaded

beside me, I fired two shots in quick succession, the second

striking him in the upper part of the arm. In an instant the

vhole camp was aroused and was in full cry after the wretch,

who, despite his wound, had taken to flight. My orders to the

men were to capture him instantly, but they doubtless shot him
instead. There was nothing more said about his fate.

WAKING IN a PYTHON'S EMBRACE.

Her most horrifying experience was of another

kind:—
One night I was lying asleep in my palanquin, placed inside

my tent, when I awoke with a sense of indefinable fear. Some-
thing cold and clammy seemed to be moving about me—in fact,

almost touching me—and the Tattans of the palanquin were

cricking as if under the pressure of a mangle. I struggled to slide

oot of the palanauin without rising from my recumbent position to

avoid touching the thing. At that moment the askari entered

with a lantern, and to my unutterable horror I saw that it was what
I had feared—a python. The man called loudly for help, and

about a dozen others came rushing in, armed with knives, and

cat the reptile to pieces.

In the course of her travels she has gone through

the ceremony of bbod-brotherhood with thirty-five

dusky potentates.

A NIGHT IN A STORM ON ACONCAGUA.
Major Rankin completes in Longman's Magazine

an account of his ascent of Aconcagua, when .he

spent a night in the open at 22,000 feet. As he
ascended the last 3,000 feet his followers desertep! him,

and he attained the summit altogether alone. He
gives a vivid impression of the magnificent panorama
of mountain range and ocean disclosed to view. He
was on the summit at half-past one. A tiny cloudlet,

and then a flake of snow, warned him of a brewing

storm.

THE HORRORS OF THE BLIZZARD.

He remembered Sir Martin Conway's statement

that life would be impossible in a storm on the

upper reaches of Aconcagua, so :

—

With one glance at the cairn I turned and hurried down the

way I came. Half an hour later an enormous cloud rose off the

Pacific, and in ten minutes the whole sky was darkened, and
snow fell in deadly earnest. The rest is a confused mental
tangle of intense cold, blinding snow, semi-darkness, crushing

falls, despair, and the certainty of death. The further. I went
the worse grew the storm ; soon I could only see a few feet in

front of me. But I managed, as occasional rents in the pall of

falling darkness helped me, to get upon the great northern snow
slope, and blundered on, shouting in my agony for help—cries

which the jeering rocks sent back to me unanswered. Twice on
slippery hard snow I fell, and was at once whirled down the

slope at a terrific pace. I clawed at the snow with my axe, but

it would not grip on the hard surface, and I felt myself whirling

onward at lightning speed to destruction. It was a most
horrible sensation. But both times by some miracle I came to

a patch of stones which stopped me.

The deadly cold of that blizzard at 22,000 feet

paralysed him with despair, and he felt he could go
no further. He found by the side of a big rock a

little scooped-out hollow in the snow. This he

thought his appointed grave. It was half-past four,

and the snow was falling as thickly as ever. He
tried to trace a scrawl of farewell in his pocket-

book to his wife, and with the storm still in

progress he fell into dreamless sleep.

THE SENSATION OF A DEAD MAN.

When he woke he thought he was dead. The sight

of the deep blue sky, the white peaks and the crescent

moon rilled his soul with exultation. Then, strangely

enough, the sight of his toes turned inward towards

him, made him feel squeamish, and he argued that if

he felt squeamish he could not be dead. He gradu-

ally released himself from the frozen snow and wit-

nessed a dawn of indescribable splendour. He had

bivouacked in the storm near the summit of the

mountain, and had survived. Slowly he hobbled

down to his tent, which by rare luck he discovered,

and eventually reached his wife at Inca. That he

survived at all is a marvel. His toes, however have

had to be amputated

The new Fourth Party supplies material for Mr.

Alexander Mackintosh's portraiture in the Woman at

Home. He remarks on the new life and colour which

have been lent to the previously humdrum movement of

the House of Commons by the sudden emergence of

these young men.
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FOUR DAYS IN A FACTORY.
By a Lady Investigator.

The Hon. Mrs. Bertrand Russell contributes to the

July Contemporary a brief but very interesting account

of her experience as a sham factory-hand. The expe-

riment is, of course, not a new one, but Mrs. Russell

wanted her information for practical use among the

poor, and not for newspaper sensations. As an

American, she was much struck by the fact that in

London women and girls are constant habitukes of

public-houses. In America women are practically

never seen in public-houses. In England, girls of

fourteen, on beginning factory life, are at once initiated

into drinking, and are expected to pay for beer and
whisky out of their first week's wages. They are even

asked to join " spirit clubs," paying so many pennies

a week for several weeks before a wedding or a holi-

day, and the money thus saved is spent in one drinking

bout in the factory or in the public-house :

—

" But it is not only the young men who do the paying," said

Matilda to me one evening. " Before holiday times girls save

up fheir money, and go into a public-house directly they are

paid off. Then each girl stands a 2d. whisky to her friends,

and it" it is a party of five or six friends, each girl has five or

six glasses, and pays iod. or is. Sometimes they go together

in even a larger party, and spend each one as much as 2s. or

2s. 6d." " How can they possibly afford it," I asked, "when
their wages are only ios. a week or under ?" "They pay first

and afford it afterwards," she answered.

HOW FACTORY LIFE GOES.

Mrs. Russell disguised herself -in old clothes and
burling pins, which latter, she says, are the unmistak-

able mark of the girl factory-hand. She had some
difficulty in getting taken on, owing to her ignorance

of work. It meant getting up at 4.30 in the morning
and waiting outside factories. AH the girls in the

factory in which she worked got up at the same time,

and worked till 8 o*clock without food, with the

result that " languor and lack of interest " marked
their work. Arrivals after six were fined id., and those

who failed to turn up before 6.30 were not admitted
till 8.30, and were fined 4d.

They had for dinner more bread, and butter and tea, and one
or two of them would generally go out to fetch a ha'porth of
fried potatoes and two ha'porths of fried fish or some pastry,

which they ate by themselves or shared with the others. I never
saw them eat any meat except once or twice in a sandwich, or a
meat stew. They were extremely generous in offering me their

food, and seemed a little hurt when I invariably refused. They
talked very freely as they ate about their tastes and interests and
friends, and I found it difficult not to answer their questions as

openly as they answered mine. Towards the end of the time,

indeed, as I gTew to know and like the girls, my necessary deceit

was really painful and .seemed a most unfair return for their

generous and implicit faith in me. Every girl had a bloke, and
they wanted to know if my bloke ever " 'it me," as theirs con-

stantly did, they said.

" What does your bloke do?" they asked.
" He's out of a job," I was obliged to answer.
" Is 'e in one of them unemployed processions?"
" No," I answered, "he's too grand for that."
" A good job 'e isn't," they said, " they're all boozers. They

goes to the next pub and gets drunk."
At about a quarter-past five a curious unrest pervaded 'the

room, and the girls began to slack wopk and to tidy their hair

and put away their aprons. ' The instant the bell went at five-

thirty there was a bolt for the mess-room, and the girls were
dressed in hat and jacket and out in the street almost before the
bell had stopped. Those girls who lived in my direction walked
with me until I was so tired that I had to get into a 'bus, Clara,

my "mate," on one arm, pretty Lizzie, with her earrings and
bold bright eyes, on the other ; several other girls rollicking in

front, a few more straggling behind. They were in riotous

spirits, and pulled an occasional door-bell as we passed along,

and shouted at every man we "met. They saw me into my 'bus

with many " good-nights," which they repeated with redoubled
shouts and laughter as a little later they drove past the 'bus in

the open cart of some kind waggoner.
My second and third days passed in a very similar manner,

and the better I got to know tne girls, the more I admired their

kindliness and generosity. On my last day, Friday, I was taken
into the yard and shown the shed where the hot water for the
tea was boiled. At one side was an old brick fireplace, and this

the girls filled with hemp rubbish and lighted up, and we had a
splendid blaze at which to warm ourselves. Nine weeks before
one of their mates had caught fire there, through her own care-

lessness, and had been badly burnt. Now she was coming out
of the hospital, and the girls were raising a subscription *

' to get
some clothes round her," as they said. There was a rumour
that the machinery was out of order, and that the factory might
be closed for a week, which meant no wages, but in spite of this

prospect of destitution, these generous creatures subscribed each,

one 6d. or 3d. to the fund.

DRINK AND GENEROSITY.

Drinking is the great vice of the factory :

—

Another girl named Edith, aged seventeen, told me that she
was going to be married on Easter Sunday to her "bloke, who
was always drunk." When I remonstrated with her, she said
that she was fond of him, and that she was not a drunkard her-
self. Annie, who was only sixteen, talked of having been,

drunk as most girls would speak of having a headache, and said

that she had been drunk on Christmas Day, Boxing Day and
Sunday in the holidays, though she could drink sixpennyworth
of whisky without getting silly. Lily, on the other hand, a tall,

fine-looking girl of nineteen, confessed that one glass of beer
made her light-headed, and that she was drunk very often,
" not every night," as her mate ^declared, " but on Saturday^
and Sundays and holidays."

I did not see any of the 'girls drink anything or go into a
public-house during my four days, but that was partly because
they had just spent all their money during the holidays, and
partly because even in my short time I was able to make
teetotalism the fashion. I do not believe that all or even the?

majority of these girls are often really drunk, but I know that
they think nothing of going into a public-house and of getting
drunk occasionally. The reasons for this are obvious. As
children, all these girls were constant habitu&s of public-

houses, fetching the drink for their parents. The public-

house was* never a forbidden place to them, and as soon
as they became wage - earners it was , their first resort

.

Tired out with a long day's work on insufficient food, the
quickest and pleasantest pick-me-up was to be found in
their old haunts, "with the landlady all smiles behind the
counter," as one girl said, and the lower their wages the more
reckless and improvident their manner of spending them. Then
all their social events are celebrated with drink—weddings,
birthdays, even funerals, and all holidays mean a drinking bout.
For six weeks before Christmas these girlseach contributed 2d. a
week to a "spirit club." On the day before Christmas this

money, amounting to several pounds, was spent on whisky and
port wine (with a little ginger beer for a few teetotallers), and
was drunk in the factory at breakfast and dinner time. And then
those girls who felt they had not had enough, went out to a
neighbouring public-house and got more drink. .

In the August number of the Young Man there will

appear a fully illustrated sketch of Mr. F. C, Gould.
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AUSTRALIA AS A "COSMIC HUMORIST.

Her " Six Hatters " Signal to the Human Race.

Mr. FrrcHETT, in the Australasian Review of
Reviews, devotes considerable space to the discussion

of the question—Whether there is such a thing as

Australian humour? He answers his own question

in the sketch he gives of " Australian Contemporary
History." The individual Australian may not be a

humorist, but collectively the Australian nation is a

supreme wag, and is much given to indulging in

what Mr. Fitchett calls cosmic jests.

THE FIRST GREAT AUSTRALIAN JOKE.

Mr. Fitchett comments upon the demand of the

Federal Government that no letters should be allowed

to come to Australia if any coloured persons were
employed on the mail boats. Mr. Fitchett says :

—

That the mail boats of an Empire in which seven persons out

of every eight belong to the coloured races can be forbidden to

have a coloured face amongst their crews, is an absurdity of

quite exquisite quality. The Federal Government, it is

announced, will—for the sake of boycotting men of coloured

skins—make separate mail arrangements on its own account

—

and will certainly pay many thousands of pounds more every

year for the luxury of doing so. But that we should insist on a
new and separate

s
mail Service by way of protest against the

existence of all the coloured varieties of the human race helps to

make Australia ridiculous. And it hardly pays a nation to

turn itself, or its policy, into a sort of cosmic jest.

COSMIC JEST NO. 2.

When the Sultan of Johore came to Australia there

was some difficulty about allowing him to land as £e is

a coloured man, and the legislation of Australia treats

all coloured men as undesirable immigrants. The
Sultan is said to have taken the joke in good
part, and merely to have remarked that King Edward
VII. had received him as his guest, and the absurdity

of the situation led to action on the part of the Prime
Minister :

—

'

It is clear in this case Sir Edmund Barton only rescued the

law from contempt by promptly suspending it. The spectacle of
the Federal Government sending hasty telegrams to all its ports

directing that the Sultan of Johore, who is simply visiting

Australia, had not to be treated as an undesirable immigrant has
in it an element of decided humour. Unfortunately, the humour
is at the expense of Australia.

THE UNEMPLOYED JOKIST.

Mr. Fitchett says :

—

As winter draws on the unemployed trouble grows naturally,

both in scale and seriousness, in all the States. The trend of

recent legislation is to regard the" State as a semi-divine pro-

vidence, and to hold it responsible for the supply of everything

the citizen needs, from tender youth to extreme age. So the

clamour grows loud that the State shall provide work for

everybody who needs it : and work at sufficient rates of pay
and under conditions not too distressing. In New South Wales
a number of the unemployed were put on reliefwork at 7s. a day

;

this was reduced, in the interests of economy, to 6s. a day ;

whereupon these remarkable ** unemployed " all struck ! It

illustrates the perplexed social conditions of Australia when
coalmine proprietors offer 9s. for eight hours' work, and offer

it in vain ; while deputations besiege the Government asking it

to find work for the unemployed.

A SIGNAL OF THE SIX HATTERS.

The champion joke of the waggish Commonwealth
vas the refusal to permit the Six Hatters to land on

Australian soil. The refusal was not persisted in

long, but notwithstanding lasted long erough to

impress the imagination of the world. Mr.* Fitchett

says :

—

The case of the Six Hatters makes visible for the popular
imagination in a concrete and picturesque way, the trend of our

legislation ; and it is clear that public sentiment in Great
Britain has been arrested and made uneasy by the sight. No
.ingenuity of explanation can alter the fact that a cluster of

artisans, whom any State might be eager to welcome, and who
came out to do skilled work at high wages, were for a time

forbidden to land on Australian soil. It is true that, after a
while, and with much public clamour, they were admitted ; but

the incident is accepted by the outside world as a proclamation

of the fact that Australia does not want any more population.

The tens of thousands of stalwart men pouring into Canada are

not only themselves wealth in its best form ; they take great

sums of money with them. One group of immigrants alone,

destined for a particular district, took £350,000 in hard cash

with them. The new immigration will transfigure Canadian
history. Australia has, against Canada, the one handicap of

distance ; but for climate, and the general conditions of life and
work, it can offer advantages far beyond anything to be found in

Canada. The main difference is that Canada eagerly welcomes
new population, and even goes in search of it. Australia hoists

as its signal to the human race the case of the Six Hatters.

MORE DEBT AND FEWER PEOPLE.

The cream of the joke, which it must be admitted

is a somewhat cruel one, is that the population of

Australia remains stationary and its debt increases

with leaps and bound? :

—

To put the matter quite fairly, however, it should be added
that Australia has for the immigrant, as against Canada, one
bad handicap ; but it is of our own creation. In Canada, the

national debt is some £16 per head, and this is a shrinking

quantity. It has been reduced by a procession of surpluses, that

ot last year alone amounting to ,£2,500,000. Now, the average

burden of public debt lying on each Australian was at the

Canadian level, or about £17 14s. a head—forty years ago ; but

since 187 1 we have piled up our debt to Alpine proportions,

in 188 1 it averaged over £28 per hea4 ; by 1891 it had climbed

to nearly £48 per head ; in 1902 it has reached the dizzy- altitude

°f £SS I 7S« 4^. P«r head ! And while our debt has expanded

in this fashion, our population has been practically stationary.

To put it briefly, an emigrant to Canada takes on his shoulders,

as his proportion of the public debt, ,£16 ; an immigrant landing

in Australia has to carry the burden of over £54. It is idle to

pretend that this handicap of debt is not against the increase of

population.

••The Fleetest Thing on Earth."

It is thus that " The Momentous Motor " is described

in the Windsor by Mr. C. J. L. Clarke. He £ives a

series of graphic illustrations, heightened by pictorial

contrasts, of the distinctions of the motor. He points

out that the hawk, which flies at the rate of 150 miles an

hour, can surpass the motor-car in speed, but nothing on

the earth's surface so far has done so. The University

boat crew move at fifteen miles an hour, a record cyclist

at forty-five miles, a railway locomotive reaches sixty-

five miles, but the motor attains ninety miles. A motor-

car, a battleship, and an ocean liner are the only things

that have ever travelled 1,000 miles without stopping.

The elephant, though three times the weight of a racing

motor-car, is comparatively a mere mouse in strength.

The racing engines will seldom develop less than seventy-

five horse power. The ordinary street motor develops

only six. The cost of running makes it the cheapest

means of transit imaginable.
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COMFORT VERSUS CHILDREN.
An American Plea for Small Families.

President Roosevelt's recent condemnation of

the limitation of families has provoked an American
" Paterfamilias " to write a reply, which the North
American Review has not hesitated to print. It is a

much more outspoken utterance than any high-class

American magazine has hitherto ventured to publish.

This writer boldly challenges President Roosevelt's

dictum, and his paper is valuable as a frank exposition

of the sentiment which but for the continual influx of

foreign immigrants would bring the American popula-

tion to a standstill.

DO WE MARRY FOR EACH OTHER, OR MARRY FOR
CHILDREN ?

" Paterfamilias " begins by boldly denying that the

propagation of the race is the chief function for which

marriage was instituted. He says :

—

I hold that marriage is mainly for- the highest good of the two
individuals concerned, and that the rearing of children is only

incidental and to be considered only as it adds to their happiness.

I deny that marriage is solely an institution for the promotion of

self-sacrifice and misery and the propagation of children. If so,

it is a failure. It is an institution to make all happy, and not to

make slaves of parents at the very outset of maturity. My
observation and experience have been that in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred, in large families there has been an immense
amount of suffering and privation, and that the mother has

usually had to bear the greater portion of it.

THE AMERICAN MANAGE: OLD STYLE.

" Paterfamilias " was one of a large family, and it is

evident that the early impressions of his mother's

sufferings have fixed for him the point of view. He
says :—

It makes me sick to look at friends of mine who ten years ago
were young and happy, and are now prematurely old and wan
and sad. The young fellow who used to have the elastic step

and the bright laugh is now gaunt and dyspeptic, and has

populistic views of life. His wife who was such a pretty girl,

whom we all liked so well, who played and sang so nicely and
was the charm of any social gathering, now looks like a little

old hen. Her face is careworn, her look is haunted ; she
betrays every evidence of being drained mentally, physically and
spiritually, to minister to four or five youngsters who must have
** the best " of things, and who are lucky to get enough to make
a decent appearance. I cannot remember in my youth a woman
of thirty who was not accounted old, and I have verified this

many times by looking over family albums. Women of thirty

to-day, whether married or single, are considered young, and
there are plenty who at the age of forty-five have the bloom and
beauty of youth. That was something unknown in my boy-
hood ; and it is unknown in a great portion of this country

to-day, morc's the pity !

THE AMERICAN MANAGE : NEW STYLE.

" Paterfamilias " thinks that the new generation has

determined to change this. He says :

—

The young couple who get married in the city or the small

village at this day have become accustomed to many things with
which they are not willing to part. They have learned to dress

well, to have expensive pleasures, the theatre, concerts, visits,

and the like, which have been inspirations in their lives. They
do not look forward to a life of self-sacrifice. They want to

retain these things. They have had a little home fitted up, and
they do not want to give it up ; and as usually the husband has

all he can do-to support two, there is little anxiety to increase

the number. If one or two children are born, it is considered

enough, among those who are intelligent and even tolerably

educated. There is no room for more, because, in the first

place, there is no money, and because the wife does not want to-

care for more. If more come the wife has either to give up all

expectation of living in the social atmosphere of her friends or
the family will be plunged into debt. The result is, that

families are small and are growing smaller. The wives are no-

longer pack-mules, but are getting some of the comforts of life.

Why shouldn't they ?

IS FRANCE AN EXAMPLE OR A WARNING?
The usual answer to the question which " Pater-

familias" puts is to point a finger of horror at the
stationary population of modern France. This in-

spires " Paterfamilias " with no dread :

—

It seems to me that the French are about the happiest people
I know— and I do not refer to Paris, but to the other cities, the
villages and the country. It seems to me that the French are
the most frugal and comfortable people I know, and they just

barely succeed in reproducing the race without any increase at

all. I do not see why the Frenchman should be contrasted with
the rabbit, to the discredit of the former. I have never noticed
in history that large families and intellectuil and moral develop-
ment seemed to go together. Until some better example than*

France can be brought along, I shall feel confirmed in my
views.

It may be noted that " Paterfamilias " asserts that

in all the expressions of opinion called forth by Presi-

dent Roosevelt's diatribe against limited families, no
American woman was forthcoming publicly to declare

that she agreed with the President. The one question

which " Paterfamilias" does not answer is one, however,
which must be faced. If the French and the English-

speaking races decide not to increase and multiply and
replenish the earth, while the Germans, Russians, and
Chinese continue flooding the world with limitless

numbers of children, where will the French, English,

and Australians be a century hence ?

Insurance Against Childbirth.

" IGNOTA," writing On "Justice to Womanhood," in
the Westminster Review for July, states her objection to
Mrs. Montefiore's demand that working-women should
insure against childbirth. " IgnotaV idea is that all

women who bear children should be maintained by the
State for the month while they are bringing new citizens

into the world :

—

Mrs. Montefiore argues that the women of the twentieth
cntury must, in order to secure their own freedom and that of
the race, insist on the necessity for themselves of professional and
technical instruction equal to that given to men, must organise
themselves for the amelioration of the conditions of their work,
and, finally, must provide against the exigencies of childbirth by
means of a * 4 maternal insurance," in which each should share in
proportion to the amount of her contributions. I must confess
that to me this last suggestion appears more of the nature of a
temporary and somewhat doubtful palliative than of a remedy,
because it seems to ignore the fact that the father, as well as the
mother, is responsible for the existence of the child, and there-

fore also owes to it parental duty. I see no reason whatever,
except the carelessness of a male Parliament as to matters
affecting women, why in England women who, under our
Factory Acts, are by law excluded from the factory for one
month after childbirth, should not receive, when necessitc*us> and
without incurring the degradation of pauperism, help from the
State, adequate to the cost of maintenance of the mother and
child during the period of enforced seclusion, as is already the
case in Denmark.
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THE LAKE OF THE TRUE EL DORADO.
It is a very strange tale which Mr. Benjamin Taylor

tells in the English Illustrated^ under the title of " A
Quest for Sunken Treasure." Away up in the heights

of the Andes, just north of the equator, some 9,000
feet above the sea, lies in the plateau of Bogoti the

Lake Guatavita. This plateau is supposed to be the

birthplace of the potato, which to this day is its

principal crop. This lake is being drained by a
joint stock company with the consent of the Govern-
ment of Colombia, and the purpose of its draining,

sordid in itself, rests on a basis of quaint romance :

—

This lake, says Dr. Zerda, is the celebrated " El Dorado."
Here, it is said, the Cacique of Guatavita was covered with a
sticky substance, over which gold dust was strewn, which golden
covering constituted his vestment when making the sacrifices.

The term "El Dorado," it should be explained, means the

Golden One, or the Golden Man, not the Golden City, as is

commonly supposed.

The Cacique of Guatavita, who had an army of

30,000 men, used to rule there over a million

people :

—

This lake, between nine and ten thousand feet above the level

of the sea, on the summit of a conical mountain, they regarded
as the residence of their protecting deity, to whom they thought
it necessary to make offerings twice a year. In consequence, all

the Cacique's subjects assembled at the stated times, with their

gold offerings, and forming in grand procession, advanced with
music to the lake. Arrived there, the Cacique and the principal

chiefs embarked on the lake in large canoes, by steps formed in

the bank, and the people at the same time spread themselves all

around the lake. On arriving at the centre of the lake the chiefs

anointed the Cacique, and powdered him over with a profusion
of gold-dust, hence the name of El Dorado—the Golden One.
On a signal given, the people turned their backs on the lake,

and at the moment when the Cacique plunged in, they shouted
and threw in over their shoulders, as far as they could, their

own offerings. This done, the Cacique landed, and returned to

his capital, in the same manner as he came, persuaded that the
sins committed by himself and his people during the last six

months were expiated.

This annual deposit must naturally have mounted
up to a huge sum :

—

According to a calculation made from a basis laid down by
Monsieur de la Kier, of the Royal Institute of Paris, who
examined every document relating to the lake, Captain Cochran
was assured that there ought to be gold and precious stones yet
buried in it to the amount of one billion one hundred and
twenty millions sterling ! After the Spaniards conquered the
country, they so cruelly prosecuted the natives to obtain gold,
that most of them threw what they had left into this lake. The
then Cacique himself caused to be cast into the centre of it the
burdens of fifty men laden with gold-dust.

Previous explorations have always been rewarded
with lucrative results. The lake is said to be 1,200
feet long by 1,000 feet broad, and about 46 feet deep
at its deepest part

" Navigation Above the Clouds," the title of a paper
in Harper's, by Mr. E. C. Rost, does not refer to balloon
voyages. It is the description of a trip by steamer across
the lake of Titicaca, in Peru, 12,540 feet above the sea
level. There are three twin screw steamers plying on the
lake, which measures 1 17 miles across, and is the highest
lake in the world on which there is steam navigation.

DO PLANTS AND ANIMALS THINK?
This is the question raised in Harper's by Mr. N.

S. Shaier, Professor of Geology at Harvard. His
theme is " Plant and Animal Intelligence." He
reports that " naturalists are tending towards the idea

that there is some form of intelligence resident iri all

organic forms, not only in those of the animals, but

also in the lowlier plants." The automaton hypothesis

is giving way before the evidence in favour of intelli-

gent action. He says :
" that a chimpanzee thinks,

whether he chinks that he does so or not, rests upon
as good evidence as that which affirms the existence

of chemical laws in the processes of the sun." Fol-

lowing the series of species downward through the

vertebrates in pursuit of a point where intelligence

gives place to automatism, the investigator finds no
such point Even in the protozoa there are actions

such as motion, feeding, choice of stations, etc., in

no way essentially different from like actions in the

higher vertebrates. The writer concludes, "Seeing
that there is reason to conclude that plants are

derived from the same primitive stock as animals, wq
are in no condition to say that intelligence cannot
exist among them. In fact, ail that we can discern

supports the view that throughout the organic realm
the intelligence that finds its fullest expression in man
is everywhere at work." It may be remembered that

a professor of psychology in one of the English

universities argued that the trend of recent scientific

opinion was towards regarding Nature as a realm of

social sentiency. Ancient animism seems to be
returning, only on a higher form and on a surer basis.

Old Ladies in Distress : A Hint for Girls.

Som E years ago an appeal in the Nineteenth Century
by Miss Frances Lowe, on behalf of the aged, ailing,

indigent gentlewoman, met with a success which con-
siderably brightened the lives of many of that estimable
but silently-suffering class. Several readers of the
Nineteenth Century undertook to give a small weekly
pension to these indigent gentlefolk, several of whom are
still enjoying it. But some of the charitable have died,

leaving ten old ladies minus the weekly pension of 2s. 6d.
to 5s., which makes all the difference to them between
existence and starvation. Could not a dozen comfortably-
off girls who would enthusiastically assist at a Charity
Bazaar make it the immediate business of their lives to

collect this from friends and strangers ? If each girl or
grown-up set herself to collect 5s. a week for one old lady
so long as she needs it, the thing would be done. May I

suggest to any girl who intends to do this that it is much
easier to get women (or men possibly) \ to promise to
give 3d. or 6d. a week than a bigger sum ; and surely
there is hardly a well-off girl who could not get ten
of her friends to promise od. a week if she undertakes
to collect it, and send it or take it to the old lady.

The names and addresses of the old ladies (all of
whose lives are thoroughly blameless and deserving)
will be sent to anyone willing to do this, or any sums
may be sent to Mrs. Roberts, Hearth and Home,
10, Fetter Lane, who has kindly promised to act as
Hon. Treasurer.
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FRANCE AS "THE PLAYGROUND OF EUROPE."

Just now, when we are all thinking of our summer
holiday, M. Farges's article in the second June
number of the Revue des Deux Mondes

y
on what he

calls a new industry, is not only interesting in itself,

but has the added merit of being topical. Briefly, he
desires to see the industry of " tourisme "—by which,

of course, he means all the arrangements for the

accommodation of Cook and other tourists which are

so highly organised in Switzerland—imitated in

France, not of course slavishly, but with adaptability

and distinction. Let us remember, he says, that

France is the country of amiability and of smiles—in

a word, let us receive the foreigner, not with the

correct and banal artificiality of the hotel-keeper, but

with the courtesy, cordial arid yet reserved, of an old

race who, knowing the value of their country, do the

honours of it with grace. He considers it reasonable

to estimate that the profits of this to France would be
double those earned by Switzerland, that is to say,

about eight million pounds sterling per annum. But
he also contemplates a social result. " When foreigners

shall no longer be contented with amusing them-
selves in the cosmopolitan circles of Paris or at the

watering-places ; when they shall obtain a near view
of our country with the qualities of labour, thrift and
intelligence displayed by its inhabitants, they will

take away with them, another idea of us. They will

not perhaps love us any more, but they will have a

higher esteem and respect for us. We have every-

thing to gain from being better known." But the

question immediately arises, How is this to be done?
How is France to compete with Switzerland for the

proud title of "The Playground of Europe"? M.
Farges recommends first the improvement of the

hotels. These are excellent in France, as a rule, but

he says that the hotel which is at the same time clean,

comfortable, and fairly cheap, is still too rare. The
ordinary hotel in France caters almost entirely for the

commercial traveller, whose needs are totally different

from those of the tourist. Secondly, as regards means
of communication, he does not think that France has

much to leam from other countries ; he only recom-
mends certain reforms in the length of time allowed
for return tickets, and greater facilities for circular

tours, excursions, and family tickets. Apart from the

railways, he urges that a public service of auto-

mobiles should be established in the country districts,

and he also advises the improvement of the postal,

telegraphic and telephonic services. The French
guide-books, notably those of M. Joanne, are

deservedly praised, but he considers that in map-
making France has been distanced by other countries.

Finally, he recommends the formation of corps of

guides and porters like that which exists at Chamou-
nix. Not the least interesting part of the article is

the account which he gives of the professional school

in which Swiss hotel-keepers are systematically

trained in every conceivable part of their future

.duties.

A CANADIAN LOURDES.
A writer in the Sunday at Home gives a very

interesting illustrated account of St. Anne de Beaupre'

and her miracles. A little wooden chapel erected to
St Anne as an offering of gratitude for deliverance

from a storm on the St. Lawrence 250 years ago has
grown into a large church, which has become the
centre of innumerable pilgrimages and the scene of
marvellous cures. The crutches, walking-sticks, and
artificial legs left by those who had been healed form
piles heaped up against the columns of the church.

Of many instances of cure one or two may be
cited:

—

On July 26th, 1 8$7, a farmer's daughter was helping her
father to load hay, when she suddenly lost her balance, fell from
the top of the load, and struck a hay-fork, one of the prongs

Ciercing her chest below the collar-bone and coming out at her
ack after passing through her left lung. The father feared that

whsn he drew out the fork the child would bleed to death. He
uncovered his h<&4, fell on his knees, and promised that if St.

Anne would cure the child he would have a high monument set

up in her honour and would publish the fact m the Annals.
Then, making the sign of the cross, he drew the fork ,out. Not
a drop of blood fell from the wound and the child rapidly
recovered.

Another child, mangled' by a hay-mower in motion,

recovered without pain on the parents promising a
high mass and a pilgrimage.

A poor woman, crippled with rheumatism, both in hands and
feet, comes on pilgrimage, and is instantaneously cured. Still

another good woman had been bedridden for three years, when
as a last resource she was taken to Beaupre and carried int6 the
church After Mass they brought her the relic of St. Anne to

venerate, and at the very moment when they applied it to the
most suffering part of her body, she felt a sensation both extra-

ordinary and indescribable. She felt cured, and able to rise up
and walk. Then she began to cry, to iaugh, to speak, without
being quite aware of what she was doing. Then she rose up
and began to walk, to the great wonder of all those who saw
her."

A case is mentioned in which the mere promise of
announcing the cure, if effected, in the newspapers
was sufficient to secure the saint's intervention

!

These and similar stories have brought vast numbers
of pilgrims. The writer says :

—

Seventeen hundred and fifty pilgrims from'Quebec and other
parts arrived on the 10th, and on the nth there came a steam-
boat containing 900 pilgrims from the neighbourhood of
Montreal. So it goes on all through the summer, the pilgrims

coming by thousands daily, in special trains and by specially

chartered steamers, from north, south, east, and west. It is a.

very pleasant trip, especially by steamer from the centres of
population along the river ; and with the combined attractionsof
a summer excursion and the hope of temporal or spiritual advan-
tage, the priestly organisers at Quebec have not much difficulty

in filling up the ranks of the pilgrims.

" Writing for intelligent Protestant readers,'
1

the
narrator thinks it necessary to adopt a sceptical

attitude, either denying the deadly nature of the
diseases said to be cured, or attributing the cures to

the effect of excitement on the nerves. He remarks
that the editor of the Annals, which records the

miracles, promises to say two masses a week for

subscribers to his paper and'their. families—if subscrip-

tions are paid in advance.
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FRENCH PUBLIC HEALTH.

M. Monod, who bears a name greatly honoured in

the French Protestant world, contributes to the Revue
de I*aris a most thoughtful and interesting article on
the French Public Health. On the whole, the French

are a most extraordinarily healthy people
;
perhaps

this is owing in a measure to the fact that, with but

few exceptions, they, the poor of La Belle France, are

hard-working, sober, and moderate in all things. Even
now, however, as regards many questions affecting

public health, France has remained quite curiously

mediaeval ; the smallest and most ill-managed work-

house infirmary in this country can boast of a better-

trained nurse than the largest and most important

Paris hospital. This is the more strange when it is

remembered that many Frenchwomen receive the

most admirable and thorough obstetrical training.

THE LACK OF TRAINED NURSES.

This state of things may in time be remedied ; but it

is 'doubtless owing in a measure to the fact that till

lately both private and public nursing was undertaken

by the religious orders, the nuns, though untrained in

the English sense, being in many cases devoted arid

highly bred women, who took their duties very

seriously. Now these have been replaced by a class

who take up nursing because they cannot get anything

else to do, and tbe average sick nurse often does not

enter on her calling till well over middle age. Of
late, however, the Government have waked up very

actively to the importance of hygiene, and exactly ten

years ago a law was passed entitling every French
citizen who cared to apply for it to free medical

treatment ; some quarter million cases are so treated

each year.

CHOLERA AND YELLOW FEVER.

France has long made edicts against two awful

scourges which have as yet scarcely touched Great
Britain, the one is cholera, the other yellow fever.

The last really bad epidemic pf cholera was in 1884,

but not till nine years ago were the great French sea-

ports provided with Public Officers of Health armed
with full authority to deal with possible sources of con-

tagion from without

EVERY MAN FOR HIMSELF!

M. Monod points out that as regards general health

each Frenchman has to look after himself, and he
gives many examples to show how very superior Great

Britain is to France in everything that concerns public

regulations. To give one small example, no French
public authority can compel the owner of a well to

discontinue its use, not even if it has been proved
beyond doubt that the water drawn from the well has

been the cause of an outbreak of typhoid fever. All

that the State can do in such a case is to order the

owner of the well to clean it. What may be called

the Pasteur microbe theory is widely recognised on
the Continent, and undoubtedly as regards phthisis a

great advance has been made. This, however, has by
no means been owing entirely to the Government,

private individuals have taken the matter in hand,

and now most of the great French towns have sana-

toriums where the very poor are treated and cured
gratuitously.

MURDER HOUSES.

As regards the spread of infectious disease, France
is hopelessly behind this country ; no effort is made
to compel a proper system of disinfection to be
carried out after such illnesses as scarlet fever, diph- «

theria, etc., and no fine is imposed, as in England, on
those who go through an infectious illness without

informing the local authority. M. Monod apparently

believes in the existence of what he styles " murder
houses." He declares that there are certain quarters

of Paris where disease clings to the walls of the

dwellings, and where each year a certain number of

lodgers die of such diseases as consumption and
cancer. He ends his most interesting article by
giving a short synopsis of the new law of 1902, which
will, he thinks, make a great difference to the national

health, but which has only been in operation since

February 15th of this year.

GIBRALTAR AND MALTA: A FRENCH VIEW.
M. Pinon, in a long article in the second June

number of the Revue des Deux Morules
y
discusses

Gibraltar and Malta, and comes to the conclusion

that the position is now radically changed. Great
Britain could retain her pre-eminence in the Mediter-

ranean as long as the coasts of North Africa belonged
to Mahommedan States, but to-day Bizerta weighs

very heavily in the balance of forces and interests.

Not even the definite annexation of Egypt, he thinks,

could compensate Great Britain for the advantage

which France derives from her Algerian and
Tunisian Empire. In fact, Great Britain has

been thrown by events into the arms of Italy.

Without an understanding with Italy, and if Spain was
no longer neutral, then Malta and Gibraltar would
be no more than isolated, and therefore vulnerable,

fortresses. M. Pinon goes on to question the loyalty

of the Maltese. The union of the Island with Great

Britain is not, he says, a marriage of inclination ; and
the Powers in 1 814, in assigning it to Great Britain,

simply regularised a seizure and did not trouble about

the wishes of the population. In this connection M.
Pinon attributes to Mr. Chamberlain's famous visit to

Malta the beginnings of the conflict between the

Maltese and the British power. Of course the article

was written before the latest achievement of Mr.
Chamberlain in reverting to the old constitution of

Malta against the wishes of the elected members of the

Council. Still, M. Pinon comes to the conclusion

that the unfriendliness of the Maltese is not so much a

peril as a symptom.

I BEG to state that the inventor of the new flashlight

method of photograph, and of the electric smoke-and-
dust trapping lamp, is Mr. J. Hubert^ of 138, High Road,
Chiswick. W.
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AN ARTIST IN TUNIS.

In the ArtJournal of July Mr. A. Brunet-Debaines,

the artist, gives us some interesting impressions of his

tour in Tunis. He writes :—
It is not without a certain apprehension that the tourist starts

on a visit to Tunis. Should he have come from the " midi

"

of France or from the Mediterranean seaports, on reaching

Tunis he will be impressed by the novelty of the scenes. The
difference between Marseilles and Tunis is striking. Whereas
in the former city the houses, with their white or yellow facades

and red roofs, make against the blue sky a gay though detached

effect, in Tunis the immediate impression is of a soft harmony
caused by the white terraced houses opening out quietly on the

axurc sky. It is true that there is greater animation at

Marseilles ; but then our dark and formal clothes make a blot

on the picture.

At Tunis nothing clashes, the harmony is so perfect. The gay

note, quite in keeping, is given by the crowd moving along the

streets. Instead of the white burnous which are so monotonous
in Algeria, there are costumes most varied in shape and colours,

most delicate in tint. Occasionally a jarring note is struck bv

Jewesses in crude colours. Tunis is quite " la fleur de 1'Orient,

as the Arabs have poetically named it.

The mixed quarter is inhabited by Europeans, and has quite a

cosmopolitan aspect. In the large avenues of well- built houses

there are many cafe's, with Tsigane orchestras, which compare
favourably with those of thegTeat European cities. It is to the

credit also of the architects that they have followed the Arab
style, which is as architectural as it is beautiful. As examples

of decorative colouring effected in modern edifices by enamellied

tiles may be cited the Courts of Justice, the Allaoui College, and
the Civilian Hospital.

The Cathedral, in the Moorish Byzantine style, does not lack

grandeur. It is situated in the Avenue de la Marine, facing

the French Residence, of which the gardens boast some fine

specimens of exotic plants.

Entering by the Porte de France into Medina, the transition is

quite marked. The Place de la Bourse is crowded with people,

mostly Arabs, some of whom are grouped round itinerant mer-

chants. One proceeds by the Rue de la Kasba and Rue de
TEglise to the civil prison.

THE MOSQUES AND BAZAARS.

Farther on, at the end of an arcade, is the great mosque of
Oliver, Djama-ez-Zitouna, from which at prayer times can be
seen many Arabs going up and coming down a staircase leading

to a fine colonnade ; some are carrying their prayer-books, others

are telling their b^ads. All have that lofty bearing which
distinguishes them ; it is, truly, an imposing sight. Soon
afteT passing this building one reaches the bazaars, a labyrinth

of long and narrow galleries, in which the tourist is continually

amused, and he runs a great risk of losing his way. The
galleries, which are not covered, are traversed by beams, on
which the dealers, in order to protect their goods from the

burning sun, hang materials of various colours, which the sun
strikes in a marvellous way, and having just left the sombre
arcades the effect is accentuated.

Occasionally these galleries are covered in by planks of wood
carelessly joined, which allow rays of sunlight to pass, these

beams of light falling on the passer-by and producing charming
colour effects. Nothing could be more fantastic than the dis-

appearance and reappearance of these rays of light, the cause of

which one fails to notice at first.

The most attractive gallery to the visitor is that of the tailors,

wheTe an auction sale is held each morning. Here the dealers

go in groups to put up for sale their richly-coloured materials,

embroidered with gold and silver, of most beautiful handiwork.
In contrast to Europe, where a fine mediaeval or Renaissance

monument is out of its element when surrounded by modern
houses, the picture in Tunis is always complete, the various

parts making a perfect ensemble.

It is curious to find in the street an Arab barber working in

the open air, and a little further on several groups of people

looking at a snake-charmer, a bard, and other side-shows. At

the end of a narrow street the visitor will see a fine silhouette of

a minaret, from which at prayer time a muezzin will make his

appeal to the faithful in a nasal voice.

THE WOMEN OF TUNIS.

Women are rarely seen in the streets of Tunis, and, with the
exception of the Jewesses, they are all veiled when promenading.
The lower classes have a black band over the eyes. The aristo-

cratic women, when they do not go out in carriages closed by
blinds, walk through the town sheltered from curious glances by
a black embroidered covering put over their heads and held in

both hands a little below their eyes.
j

The Jewesses, who are dressed in garments similar to the
Mussulmans, are distinguishable from the latter by the way they

dress their hair high on their heads, and covered with a piece of

black embroidered material, over which is draped a long white
veil which surrounds them, leaving their faces uncovered.

Foot-paths are comparatively rare in this Mussulman town.
The drivers of vehicles shout " Barra !

" (Take care ! ") energeti-

cally, and the artist sketching in the streets has frequently to

move to allow a carriage or even a crowd to pass. I remember
one day feeling myself pushed from behind while drawing. I

turned round, thinking to be troubled by a joker, but it was a
blind man finding his way alone through the streets. These
blind unfortunates are legion, and are to be found in all classes

of society.

Another sight to cause sadness to the visitor is to meet in the

street a band of from fifteen to twenty prisoners, chained one to

another by the neck, on their way to the gaol. Their attitude

is more of resignation than of internal revolt.

A visit to the poor quarter is one of the most interesting. The
coal market at the end of the Rue d'ltalie is a field for study of

this description.

Even amongst the crowd of misery in sordid clothing is to be
seen the noble air that is so noticeable amongst the upper
classes; the actions remain dignified. It would be good for

young artists, after they had studied the masterpieces of Euro*
pean museums, to complete their studies at this living museum
of natural grace.

A Donkey Story.

Miss Elizabeth Magill, a painter of Royal pets, is

the subject of an illustrated interview by Mr. A. F.

White in the Young Woman. She is said to be
quite unique in the rapidity with which she com-
pletes her sketches. Strange to say, she was diverted

from music to painting when a girl of sixteen by the

spontaneous advice of a phrenologist. She is a
great lover of animals, and has been on the committee
of the Anti-Vivisection Society. Readers will probably
most remember the article by the following story. Miss
Magill said :

—

I am going to tell you a story about some donkeys which I

can vouch for as absolutely true. I had been painting two of

these animals, and though they had been rather troublesome at

first they succumbed to the allurements of the carrots which I

had provided, and behaved very well. A day or two after the

picture was finished, and I thought I had seen the last of my
long-eared visitors, the servant heard a great knocking at the

door of the studio, which opens on the street, and there were
three donkeys outside waiting to come in. Two of them Were
the identical animals who had sat for the picture, and the other

was evidently a friend which they had brought with them. They
had run away from their own mews, and come here because they

had been treated so well.

The numerous friends and admirers of the Rev. R. J.

Campbell will enjoy Mr. Raymond Blathwayt's '* Appre-
ciation" of the new pastor of the City Temple, which
appears in the July Quiver. It also contains an inspiring

paper by Mr. D. L. Woolmer, entitled " Up the Ladder,"
which describes how many poor boys from London gutters

have risen to positions of usefulness at home and abroad.
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PROSPECTS IN THE CIVIL SERVICE.
The series of papers on Prospects in the Profes-

sions contributed to Corn/till reaches with the July
number the Home Civil Service.

THE SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION.

As it is of no small interest to the general public to

know how their public officers are trained, as well as
to parents and others contemplating preparation for

Civil Service examinations, the extract given from
the official notice issued by the Civil Service
Commissioners as to the examinations may be
repeated here :

—

At the Examinations exercises will be set in the following ,

subjects only, the maximum of marks for each subject being
fixed as follows, viz. :

—

Marks.

SOD
50O
500
7SO
750

English Composition
Sanskrit Language and Literature
Arabic Language and Literature
Greek Language and Literature
Latin Language and Literature
English Language and Literature (including special

period named by the Commissioners)
French Language and Literature
German Language and Literature
Mathematics (pure and applied)
Advanced Mathematical subjects (pure and applied) ...

Natural Science, i.e., any number not exceeding three of
the following subjects :

—

Chemistry 600 ^

Physics 600
Geology 600
Botany 600
Zoology 600
Animal Physiology 6od /

Greek History (Ancient, including Constitution)
Roman History (Ancient, including Constftution)
English History
General Modern History (period to be selected by Candi-

dates from list in the syllabus issued by the Commis-
sioners, one period at least to include Indian History)

Logic and Mental Philosophy (Ancient and Modern)
Moral Philosophy (Ancient and Modern)
Political Economy and Economic History
Political Science (including Analytical Jurisprudence,

Early History of Institutions, and Theory of Legisla-
tion) ...

s

Roman Law ... ..

English Law. Under the head of " English Law " shaii
be included the following subjects, viz. :—(i) Law of
Contract ; (2) Law of Evidence ; (3) Law of Consti-
tution ; (4) Criminal Law ; (5) Law of Real Property ;

and of these five subjects Candidates shall be at liberty
to offer any four, but not more than four ŷ

Candidates will be at liberty to offer themselves for examina-
tion in any or all of these subjects. No subjects are obligatory.

THE WORK IN THE SERVICE.

The examination is held regularly every August.
When the ordeal is safely passed, the competitor, after
being medically certified, is admitted as junior inside
a public department. It is pleasant to find from the
testimony of one who speaks from experience, that
public servants are no longer distinguished from
private servants in that the latter work and the former
are idle. The writer says :

—

The new entrant, fresh from lands where afternoons are always
holiday, will probably find the work consideiably more severe
Uuin he had expected. In the pood old days the Government
C'erk was said to play, like the Trafalgar Square fountains, from

500
500
500
900
900

1,800

400
400
500

50O
400
400
500

5oo

500

500

twelve to four o'clock ; but the salutary effects of open competi-
tion have now made themselves felt throughout the Service ; a
keen and strenuous spirit prevails everywhere, and if the new-
comer wishes to succeed, he must work quite as hard as, if not
harder than, most of his contemporaries in City businesses or the
open professions. He will find, also, that the charges of
gidantry and red-tapism so commonly showered on Public
epartments are no more than any private firm would have to

face if it was compelled to keep a complete record of all its

decisions and to justify them before the innumerable search-
lights of the House of Commons, and that a Government Clerk
has as much opportunity of doing first-rate work as any profes-

sional man, and the new "junior," as soon as he finds his legs,

will realise that even his work is largely of a deliberative and
consultative character, more akin to that of a managing clerk in

the world outside. The danger will be lest he mistake himself
for a statesman—a complaint from which most young " Com-
petition Wallahs " suffer for a while, and which the older hands
watch with more amusement than sympathy ; but he will soon
learn that he is only a small wheel in a great machine.

The highest pay procurable in any of the offices is

stated to be ^1,200 a year.

SCOURING THE FLOOR OF THE PACIFIC.
The Windsor opens with a very interesting paper

by the Hon. W. E. Meehan, Fish Commissioner of
the State of Pennsylvania, describing what his country-
men have learned of the floor of the Pacific. The
U.S.S. Albatross has investigated the ocean depths
around the Hawaiian Islands, and has practically

drawn up a map of the bottom of the Pacific between
San Francisco and the Hawaiian Islands. Their
record sounding took five miles of wire rope. The
bottom was touched at a depth of 28,878 feet, practi-

cally the height of Mount Everest. The writer states :

—

If the waters of the Pacific could be drained, there would be
revealed a vast stretch of territory comprising enormous plateaus,
great valleys for which no parallels etist on the land surface

—

lofty mountains, beside which the Himalaya and the Andes
would look like hillocks, and tremendous hollows or basins,
only to be compared with those on the face of the moon. The
summits of these great subterranean mountains, projecting above
the present water surface, are the islands which dot the Pacific.

By the aid of the Tanner-Sigsbee net many impor-
tant discoveries have been made. This net can be
operated at any depth with accuracy. "When the
desired sounding is reached, the mouth of the net
opens, and remains open until ready to be hauled
aboard." From 5 to 10 per cent, of the fishes found
were new to science, though in several cases familiar

to the natives. Some of the specimens found are
very beautiful, though one, the Lion fish, was a
freak of horror. But in the greatest depths
there is little or no animal life. The exploring
party found the water at great depth to be
extremely cold. At the bottom of the Moser
Basin it was only three degrees above freezing. They
found also that the floor of the Pacific was
almost paved with manganese discs and nodules
ranging in size from cannon balls to peas. On land
surface manganese is found only in small quantities,

and never in native form excepting in meteoric iron.

The dredgings show that there is "a bewildering
wealth " of the valuable metal at the bottom of the
ocean.
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HOW TO ORGANISE AN ART MUSEUM.

In the July number of the Magazine ofArt Lieut-

Col. G. T. PJunkett proposes an admirable plan for

housing an industrial art collection by school or

country, and at the same time by subject. In this

way the student of one particular school can see

together in a series of apartments opening out of one
another all the different objects relating to that

school—architecture, statuary, furniture, textiles, iron-

work, bronze, etc., etc. ; while the craftsman or

designer who wishes to study only one subject, say

furniture of the different schools or countries, would
have in the same way a series of rooms containing

furniture opening out of one another, and he would
not waste his time in wandering through the entire

collection to find the specimens of the branch of the

industrial art he wishes to inspect.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE BUILDING.

Lieut.-Col. Plunkett writes :

—

A large building would be divided into a number of compart-
ments or courts, by partitions running through it longitudinally

and transversely. The transverse partitions would divide the

space according to the various schools or periods under which
artistic productions may be conveniently grouped, such as early

Italian, Italian of the Middle Ages, Italian of the Sixteenth

Century, Italian of later times, early French or Merovingian
and Carlovingian relics, French, Gothic, French Renaissance,

Louis XIV. style, Louis XV. style, Louis XVI. style and many
other national schools and periods.

The longitudinal partitions would then divide the collections

according to the kind of object and the material from which it

is made, taking in order from one side of the building to the

other. Architectural details and models, statuary, furniture

with internal decorations, textile fabrics, lace and embroidery,
ironwork, bronze and brass, gold and silver plate, jewellery

and enamels, ivories, bookbindings, illuminations, pottery and
porcelain, glass, and any bther sub-divisions found desirable.

SECTIONS DEVOTED TO PERIODS.

The visitors, then, who wished to see the arts of any one
school or period—say the French of Louis XIV.—could inspect

the architecture, the sculpture, the furniture and room decora-

tion, the textiles, lace, metal-work, and so on, of that period

only ; whilst a designer who wished to study furniture only

could pass through in succession the work of the furniture-makers

of the Middle Ages, of the cinque cento and later times in Italy,

and of the mediaeval Gothic Renaissance, Louis XIV., Louis
XV., and Louis XVI., periods in France, and then through the

English furniture, and so on, without having his attention dis-

tracted by any other class of objects.

We next come to the question of supplying catalogues or

guides by which the visitors to a museum may be assisted, and,

in fact, induced, to take an intelligent interest in the objects col-

lected for their benefit ; it is also one of the very greatest

importance.

At Dublin the visitor, on entering, is offered for one half-

penny a guide which in ten pages contains as much information

as will enable him to pass a few hours in the building pro-

fitably. In this halfpenny guide references are also given to the

parts of the more important general guide which is being pre-

pared ; the latter consists of a large number of parts and chap-

ters, each of which is printed separately, as soon as ready, and
sold for one penny.
Of course, the perusal of these brief guides will, it may be

hoped, lead many to consult more copious treatises, such as the

South Kensington handbooks, while one great advantage in

bringing them out in penny parts is that any one of them can,

when desirable, be revised or re-written without any serious

loss.

LIQUEURS.

M. Dastre contributes to the first June number of

the Revue des Deux Mondes one of his informing,

scientific articles on those aromatised drinks which

are known generically as liqueurs. It will be remem-

bered that in 1900 the French Government forbade

the manufacture and sale of any essence recognised as

dangerous and declared as such by the Academy of

Medicine. About two years later the Minister of the

Interior requested the Academy of Medicine to decide

which of all the essences in common use were par-

• ticularly poisonous, and ought to Be either absolutely

forbidden or specially regulated. The Academy

declined to make the two lists which the Government

asked for, it declined to set up a scale of harmfulness

;

instead, it preferred to condemn them all wholesale,

as well as their common principle, namely, that of

alcohol :—all these beverages, it said, were uniformly

detestable. It particularly condemned those appetisers

of which the poisonous effect is much increased by

their being swallowed before a meal. Naturally this

wholesale condemnation had no effect at all. How
could a Government completely upset its Budget by

attempting to forbid the consumption of ail alcohol

;

obviously no Government that attempted to do that

could live a day either in France or in any other

country. M. Dastre, however, points out that a

beginning might at any rate be made by attacking

that particular form of alcoholism which is called

" absinthisme," by which is meant the abuse of

liqueurs in general.

We need not follow M. Dastre in his highly

technical study of the comparative intoxicating effect

of pure alcohol and of the other ingredients in the

various liqueurs of commerce. Modern medical

science distinguishes three kinds of alcoholism

—

(1) Due to the abuse of wine
; (2) to the abuse of

spirits
; (3) to the abuse of liqueurs ; while alcoholism

itself is also distinguished as either (1) tem-

porary; (2) the result of drinking bouts leading to

delirium tremens
; (3) a sort of chronic soaking, the

subject being always more or less intoxicated. Of
course in practice these different classes are not

always clearly marked off from one another, and it

often happens that a lover of spirits will take for a

time to drinking wine or liqueurs, and so on.

Enough, however, appears to be known about the

mischief done by absinthisme, especially its heavy

hereditary transmission of epilepsy, to make it a

subject for legislation. At any rate, it is clear that

the harmful effects of liqueurs are not solely due to

the alcohol contained in them, but are also due to

the various essences which give them their distinctive

colour and taste. Generally speaking, the most

expensive absinthe is the most injurious. It is

evident from M. Dastre's article that legislation will in

future have to begin by scheduling as poisons these

highly toxic essences.
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The Reviews Reviewed.
THE AMERICAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS.

The American Review of Reviews for July contains a

considerable number of interesting articles dealing with

the topics of the moment. The editor of Forestry and
Irrigation^ for instance, describes forest fires in the

United States, which he says destroy annually ten

millions sterling worth of property. The United States,

however, suffer as much from water as from fire, and Mr.

C. M. Harger describes the recent floods in the Middle
West, where in May ten inches of rain fell in twenty-four

hours. The Western rivers, swollen by the floods, changed
their courses in many cases, and rushing through populous

towns tore away the buildings, swept away railway bridges,

and inflicted enormous damage to both life and property.

Mr. Silas C. Adams describes the latest results of an
Arctic.explbration. The longest and most elaborate paper

deals with the past and future of the Erie Canal. By this

canal the average cost of transportation from Buffalo to

New York will, when the canal is enlarged, be only one-

fifth of the railway rate. When the changes now con-

templated are carried out, New York expects that it will

once more become the master of the trade of the West.
The article by Mr. W. M. Morrison completes and

confirms the account of the Congo Free State given in

the Character Sketch of King Leopold. The other

articles describing this year's immigration, the American
invasion of Uganda, and the Welfare Work in the great

establishment of the International Harvester Company in

Chicago are noticed elsewhere, the latter two in " Wake
Up ! John Bull."

THE AUSTRALASIAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
The Australasian Review ofReviews is notable chiefly

on account of the continued series of protests which Dr.
Fitchett feels it his duty to make against the length to

which the movement for a White Australia has been
carried. There is also an interesting account of the
great Railway Strike in Victoria, illustrated by portraits
of the leading actors in that seven days' war. There is

another article entitled "Sorrows of Some IU-Used
Words," " by a Tired Australian," who turns to merciless
ridicule the antics which his compatriots carry on in the
name of " White Australia," " No Sweating," " Unde-
sirable Immigrants," etc. Australian legislation on these
subjects is " riddled with cant and insincerity ; it bristles
with examples of decent phrases turned to what may be
called indecent uses."

THE NEW LIBERAL REVIEW.
The New Liberal for July is an armoury of facts and

arguments against Protection. With these I have dealt
elsewhere. There are only four general articles in the
number: Mr. W. H. Dawson deals with the German
elections, which he . says were fought upon one question,
whether the interests of trade and industry* should be
sacrificed to the interests of the landowners. It had been
estimated

—

tbat if the Tariff should be passed in its present form the average
German family of five, husband, wife, and three children, would
have to pay from £6 to £7 io>. more per year for foodstuffs of
all kinds. What that would mean for the working classes, who
are already sufficiently handicapped by restricted resources, may
be imagined.

Mr. Atherley Jones writes on " The Tragedy of Fin-
land," without saying anything new except his attribution

of the attack on the Finns to M. Pobedonostseff, who
was in reality only a supporter, and by no means the
original inspirer of the anti-Finnish crusade. Mr.
Leicester Harmsworth puts " The Case for the Crofter,"
which he maintains is a case for land legislation on
the Irish pattern. Mr.' A. W. Myers writes on "The
Revival of Lawn Tennis."

THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
The National Review for July is a rather dull number.

I have summarised elsewhere the articles dealing with
the Zollverein controversy.

ANGLO-FRENCH QUESTIONS.

M. Eugene Etienne, Vice-President of the French Cham-
ber of Deputies, deals at some length with " The Colonial
Controversies between England and France." He bears
tribute to British administrative success in Egypt, but
concludes by saying that France expects the fulfilment
of the evacuation promise, and that the Egyptian status-

quo cannot last for ever. In Morocco he demands that
the status quo should last, and condemns any form of
partition. As regards Siam, he says that France desires
no new acquisitions of territory, but that she has the
right of exercising a more than nominal control over the
valley of the Mekong. As regards the French shore, he.
expects that we, not France, should make an offer. The-
only point on which France is uncompromising is that
the French fishermen should be able to pursue their
business freely. Another Anglo-French article is that of
the Hon. Mrs. Stuart-Wortley, who writes brightly on
"Social and Literary' Relations between England and
France."

BUNG IN TEARS AND PIETY.

Mr. C. Howard Tripp, Managing Director of Ind, Coope
and Co., writing under the misleading title of " A Practical
Scheme for Solving the Licensing Problem," goes for

poor Mr. Arthur Chamberlain, declares his Birmingham
scheme has failed utterly, and sheds salt tears over the
unjust robbery of the righteous publican. " Has religion

ceased its force?" he asks lachrymosely. It has, I am
glad to say. Because it appears that Mr. Tripp's religion

demands the giving of fixity of tenure to licenses, and the
bringing in of a Compensation Act " under which proper
and full compensation to all interests would be awarded."
Mr. Tripp is an excellent brewer, no doubt, but a sad
logician. When complaining of Mr. Arthur Cham-
berlain's predatory raids, he declares that the result

of cancelling licenses is to increase drinking, and he
proves this to his own satisfaction by a long array of
figures. If this is so, why should Mr. Tripp as a brewer
waste the pages of the National Review in lamenting the
brewers' losses ?

OTHER ARTICLES.

The Archbishop of Armagh contributes some common-
place verses. Mr. A. M. Low, in his American chronique,
makes a ferocious attack on Count Cassini, which the
Count will survive. Curiously enough, Mr. Low, after
using Count Cassini's alleged callousness over the
Kischineff business as a stick for his malice, proceeds
to recount with proper scorn the latest instance of the
negrophobe madness of the Americans in the Southern
States. The Rev. J. Llewelyn Davi'es writes on "The
Church, Dissent, and the Nation."
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THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
The Contemporary Review has an important article

by Lord Welby on " Mr. Chamberlain's Fiscal Policy,"

and two articles on Servia, which I notice elsewhere.

Sir James Crichton-Brown replies to Mr. Ronald
McNeill's defence of Froude, and all I can say from

reading the two articles is, that both are overwhelmingly

convincing. Major-General Robinson, writing on Army
Commissions, gives the following table of the expenses

for meals which a second lieutenant has to meet :

—

In an average infantry regiment his reasonable expenditure for

living—i.e. j for meals alone—should not exceed his pay, but it

does amount to just about his entire pay— i.e., 5s. 3d. a day, or

a little over £9$ a year. His expenditure is thus made up :

—

Breakfast and luncheon (between them) 2s. 3d.

Dinner 2s. 3d.

Beer, coffee and other liquids os. od.

5s. 3d.

(I exclude wine, tobacco, and afternoon tea, as some may say

that these are not essential.) Is this expenditure excessive,

compared with that of young men of civil life, at colleges or

cluhs !

Then comes the expense of his uniform and plain clothes, of

regimental moves, of the ordinary social amusements of the

station he is in, and other small claims which_are incident to

his position.

Without entering into more detail, I may say that £100 a

year private income in addition to pay, conceding the latest

concessions recommended as granted, thus becomes an allowance

on which a subaltern can only live with the exercise of a most

strict economy.
" A FAMOUS WAR-SCARE."

Mr. Charles Lowe contributes a paper under the above

heading, which is not very complimentary to the late M.
de Blowitz, and still less complimentary to the Times.

The famous war-scare is that or 1875, when war between

Germany and France was supposed to be imminent, and
to have been averted owing to M. de Blowitz's famous

despatch to the Times, which led to Russian and British

intervention. According to Mr. Lowe, who cites docu-

ments innumerable, the scare was a " fake," for which

Prince GortchakofTs vanity and the credulity of French

diplomatists were chiefly responsible. Early in 1875 Herr
von Radowitz, German Minister at Athens, was sent on

an extraordinary mission to St. Petersburg to take the

place of Prince Reuss during the latter's illness :—

Bismarck had found Gortchakoff wanting in some matters of

diplomatic form—which he specifies in his " Reminiscences,"

and sent Radowitz as " a counter move againr.t him of a personal

more than political character." In order to conceal his chagrin

at this rebuff, or rather reproof, Gortchakoff felt it necessary to

offer some other explanation of the Radowitz mission to the

foreign diplomatists, and thus caused it to be whispered about

that Radowitz had come to sound Russia and offer her a free

hand in the East as the price of her neutrality in the event of

Germany declaring war on France !

This was the origin of the great scare, and Mr. Lowe
shows that the Times at first discredited Blowitz's letter,

and after his death claimed that it was genuine, and that

he alone had averted war. The prolonged intrigue and
misunderstanding described by Mr. Lowe is too detailed

to be summarised here, but his article is well worth

reading.

FRUITS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR.

Captain Fletcher-Vane has a paper on " The Fruits of

the War in South Africa " :—

Undoubtedly and most obviously the spirit of Africanderism

has been enormously strengthened. The gallant defence of the

Republics has made the blood stir in the veins of every Cape
Dutchman from the Zambesi to Cape Agulhas. Photographs
of De Wet, of Botha, of Delarey, of Danie Theron are to be
found in every homestead in Cape Colony. These have become
national heroes and are creative of nationality. If a South
African poet arose now their deeds would be sung throughout
the length and breadth of the continent.

Alongside of this purely Dutch spirit there is no less another
new growth—the Africander spirit among English Colonials.

This, of course, has been germinating for decades, but it has not
boldly forced its way through the earth heretofore, owing to

the fact that the two races had been in antagonism, and therefore

the more purely insular patriotism had been worked as an
antidote to the South African one.

Capt. Vane makes the following severe comments on
the conduct of the Colonials :

—

There is no person on earth that the Dutchman despises as
much as he does the Colonial soldier, whether ne is an over-sea
Colonial or one of his own breed. The reason is not, as some
have tried to show, that he resents the interference of these

outsiders in Colonial affairs, and all the more resents the action

of his brother Africander. Anyone who accepts this version of
the story will be misled. The Dutchman does not object to the

Colonial soldier simply on account of his Colonialism, though in

respect to his own compatriots he wonders why they took up
a line against him. But he strenuously objects to the manner in

which the Colonial has waged war. We who have been
through it know that our Colonial comrades were, in fact, little

better than English-speaking Bashi-Bazouks.

OTHER ARTICLES.

There are two other articles, one by Mr. Robert
Donald, entitled " The Trust and the Town," and the
other by Professor Muirhead on " The Survival of the
Soul," which deals with Mr. Myers' book.

BLACKWOOD.
There is a great deal of quaint and curious reading in

the July number. Its most serious article is the last, that
quoted elsewhere, on " A Self-Sustaining Empire.,,

It

laments our having rebuffed the Shah of Persia in such a
way as to cause him to fling himself into the arms of
Russia, with Russian ascendency at Teheran as a conse-
quence ; and it earnestly enforces by right of our historical

position and present trade in the Persian Gulf Lord
Lansdowne's declaration, that any attempt to establish

a foreign naval foothold in the Gulf would be resisted

with all our powers. The author of " Musings Without
Method n endeavours to gibbet Sir James Crichton-

Brown for his attack upon Mrs. Carlyle. In the course

of much satiric advice to young journalists he reminds
them that already the star of the journalist is paling

before the supremacy of the advertiser. Mr. Andrew
Lang, after exposing the ruthless massacre of prisoners

by Covenanters and those under the influence of
Covenanting preachers, describes, under the heading of
"A Christian Under the Covenant," the more merciful

policy of Sir James Turner, the original of Scott's
" Dugald Dalgetty." Mr. Harold Parsons revives the

memory of Captain John Smith of Virginia, whom he
describes as the founder of the United States, and as the

Jacobean counterpart to the Elizabethan Drake. A
review of a history of Scottish literature remarks with

pleasure that " the period of the kailyard assault on the

dignity of Scottish literature synchronised with the

beginning of a remarkable development of interest in the

older vernacular literature.
n Under the heading of

" Personalia
:
' "Sigma" contributes several pages of

gossip about noted or eccentric lawyers of bygone days.
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THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.

The Fortnightly for July leads off with sixty-six pages
equally divided between the condemnation and advocacy
of Protection. Which means that the miscellaneous

papers are less numerous than usual, though not on the

whole less interesting. I have dealt elsewhere with the

Zollverein controversy, with Mr. Herbert Vivian's charac-

teristic article on the Servian revolution, and with Miss
Sellers's character sketch of Herr BebeL

THE BI-CENTENARY OF ST. PETERSBURG.

Miss Mary J. Johnston paints a vivid picture of " The
Building of St. Petersburg." St. Petersburg was built on
an uninhabited swamp. Workmen had to be brought
from all parts of Russia, and what with floods, disease,

and starvation 100,000 of them died during the first year.

The city was peopled by ukaz
%
hundreds of nobles, mer-

chants, and tradespeople being ordered to leave their

comfortable homes in Moscow and elsewhere, to live in

wooden huts in the new capital. Apparently insuperable
difficulties were got over by the energy of the Tsar.
When stones were wanted every lar^e vessel entering the
port was commanded to bring m thirty blocks, and every
peasant's cart entering the city had to bring in three blocks.
To encourage seamanship no rowing boats were allowed
on the river. Twenty-five years after the foundation ot

the city it contained a population of 75,000. But as late

as 17 14 wolves prowled about the city in search of
food.

THE ANGLO-FRENCH ENTENTE.

Mr. Frederick Lees has a paper entitled "Some Pro-
moters of Anglo-French Amity." He credits a good deal
of the recent rapprochement to M. Delcasse*, whom he
describes as a resolute and sagacious statesman. After

M. Delcasse* he mentions M. Cambon, the French
Ambassador. Dr. Barclay is the most prominent of non-
official propagandists. M. Passy's services are to the
cause of peace in general. Baron d'Estournelles de
Constant presides over a group of one hundred French
deputies formed to support the cause of arbitration in

Parliament. M. Leroy-Beaulieu, M. Lavisse, and M.
Molinari support the cause in their writings ; but why
does Mr. Lees omit M. Finot, who has propagandised in

favour of an Anglo-French alliance more recently and
more vigorously than any of these ? Finally, there is the
considerable group of Frenchmen, headed by M. de
Coubertin and M. Demolins, whose admiration for

English educational methods makes them strong advo-
cates of better relations.

THE ETERNAL CARLYLEAN.

Mr. W. H. Mallock makes a vigorous defence of
Froude against the attacks of Sir J. Crichton Browne,
and particularly of Mr. W. S. Lilly. He says that the
faults which Froude ascribed to Carlyle only look black
because they are placed in artificial contrast with a
Carlyle ideally perfect who was the gratuitous invention
of his admirers. Just as, according to Froude's assail-

ants, Mr. Froude caricatured what Carlyle really was,
so do these assailants caricature what Froude said about
Carlyle :—

A port of the charge preferred against himself, Mr. Froude
admits to have been correct. He did garble his evidence. He
did suppress facts ; hut he did this, as he shows us, not in order
to blacken his friend's memory, but to screen it. Whether Mr.
Froude was right in acting thus or no, the point here to be noted
b that his fault, if fault there was, was of a kind precisely

opposite'to that with which the literary vulgar taxed him.

Touching on the Ashburton affair, Mr. Mallock main-
tains that Carlyle gave good cause for offence to his

wife :— . .

As everybody who knows anything of the human heart knows
there is an infidelity of mental devotion, of admiration, and of
pre-occupation, compared with which an infidelity of the mere
flesh is trivial, and of this deeper infidelity Carlyle was, beyond
doubt, guilty. That this infidelity was variegated by returns to

his marital allegiance—that between the hours of cloud there

were many moments of sunshine—this no doubt is true, and is

also in fullest accordance with the ordinary behaviour of men in

circumstances of this kind. But the fact remains that Carlyle's

conduct in this respect wounded Mrs. Carlyle in a far profounder
manner than any infidelity of a more tangible kind could have
done.

THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW.
The Westminster Review for July is a very good

number. It opens with a sarcastic paper upon Mr.
Chamberlain's ignorance of the Zollverein. The writer

quotes a mild expression of regret by a moderate Liberal
Hamburg editor that the British Colonial Secretary
should not know that Free Trade within the German
States is an institution which does not belong to the
competence of the several federated States, and that he
has not even heard that Hanover lost its quality as a
State as long ago as thirty-seven years. Mr. J. G. Godard
has & long and powerful paper entitled " Benevolent
Despotism," the moral of which is that there is no such
thing. Despotism cannot be benevolent ; it must begin
by conquest, and continue to exist by studying its own
interest and sacrificing remorselessly the welfare of the
subject populations.

HOME RULE AND THE KING'S VISIT.
1

There is another paper of considerable interest by Mr.
Crosby entitled " Home Rule and the King's Visit to

Ireland." Mr. Crosby thinks that the proper thing to do
would be for the King to announce in the next speech
from the throne the appointment of a Royal Commission
to inquire into the best means of giving Ireland the
management of her own affairs, consistent with justice to

all classes alike and the safety and welfare of the
Empire. The Royal Commission would at once summon
a conference in Dublin, which would discuss Home Rule
as the recent conference discussed the Land Question.
Their decision would be submitted to the Royal Commis-
sion, which in turn would report to Parliament what
ought to be done. Thus the responsibility for bringing
forward the measure of Home Rule would , be takeu
entirely away from the Imperial Parliament All repre-

sentative men in Ireland would be able to make their

views known at the conference, and any scheme backed
by all Ireland would have a good chance of acceptance
by the Imperial Parliament.

Mr. Franklin Thomasson writes once more upon the
wickedness of private land monopoly. He *s persuaded
that the level of the wages of unskilled labour will always
be kept down to the barest minimum by the necessity

labourers are under of paying competitive land rent for

permission to make use of the natural materials and
forces of the globe. There are a couple of papers dealing
with the question of women, one by " Ignota " reviewing
M. de Morsier's statement of the women's question from
the French point of view, and Mrs. Montefiore's paper on
"The Economic Independence of Women in the Nine-
teenth Century " which appeared in LHumaniti Nouvelle.

Mrs. Dig^s deals with Mrs. Woolsey in her review and
rejoinder to her book on " Republics versus Women."
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

With the exception of the Zollverein papers, which
are dealt with among the Leading Articles, there is

nothing in the Nineteenth Century which needs detailed

summary.
t

THE DANES AND GERMANISATION.

The condition of the Danes in North Schleswig is

dealt with by Mr. W. Hartmann, who describes the

unavailing attempts at Germanisation made by the

Prussian Government. Teaching in the schools is carried

on in German, and the elder children are forbidden to

speak Danish even in the playground. The public

hoisting of the Danish flag is forbidden, but every

Danish house contains a miniature flagstaff with the
" Dannebrog " displayed. The Danish Press is perse-

cuted, and imprisonments of editors are common. Ex-
pulsion from the country is another means of terrorism.

As the result the Danish language is heard everywhere
except among officials and immigrants.

RADIUM.

Sir Oliver Lodge writes on " Radium and Its Lessons,"

mentioning many curious facts. Radium, for instance,

when brought near a diamond in the dark will make it

glow, whereas it has no effect upon a paste diamond. Sir

Oliver Lodge protests against the current idea that the
discovery of radium in any way shakes the long accepted
laws of science. On the contrary, it confirms them, as
the instability of matter which radium proves was
theoretically required if the electric theory of its constitu-

tion were true, and radium completes this theory instead

of destroying it. Radium gives us in embryo a trans-

mutation of the elements :

—

The recognised elements which we know so well must clearly

be comparatively stable and persistent forms, but it does not
follow that they are infinitely stable and perpetual ; the proba-
bility is that every now and then, whether by the shock of
collision or otherwise, the rapidity of motion necessary for

instability will be attained by some one atom, and then that

particular atom will fling off the fragment and emit the rays of
which we have spoken, and begin a series of evolutionary

changes of which the details may have to be worked out

separately for each chemical element. If there be any truth in

this speculation, matter is an evanescent and transient phenome-
non, subject to gradual decay and decomposition by the action

of its own internal forces and motions, somewhat as has been
suspected, and to some extent ascertained to be the case for

energy.

MOTORING AND THE LAW.

Mr. W. B. Woodgate contributes a paper on " The
Motor and the Birthright of the Highway," in which he
makes the distinction that motor traffic has only a
statutory right to use the roads, whereas horse and
pedestrian traffic has a right under common law. It

appears in fact that a pedestrian or driver can do any-
thing that is not prohibited on the road, whereas a
motor-driver can do only what he is allowed to do by
statute—" while the motor needs statute to bring it on to
the road, other traffic requires statute to denude it of any
of its common-law privileges." Mr. Woodgate argues in

favour of registration and numbering, and against grant-
ing motors unlimited speed privileges. The roads, he
says, are meant primarily for use, whereas fast motoring
is mainly a pastime. Motor-buses and motor-vans do
not need to exceed the present time-speed :

—

When children of the poor, whose facilities and locality

of pastime are far more limited than those of the wealthy classes,

desire to multiply hoops in thoroughfares, or to seek enjoyment
at impromptu football or skittle-cricket on the macadam, they
are promptly tabooed by the police ; and divers local councils

very properly enact by-laws against the dangers of children's
hoops in the roadways. While disclaiming any sentiment of
Socialism, it seems to the writer to be an anomaly to*

recognise a claim for pastime on the highway that may result
in any curtailment of the enjoyment of that highway by the rest
of the public, and which is inconsistent so long as use of the
highway is refused to the toys of the children of the poor. Any
legislature that would overlook this and would legislate for
higher motor velocity for machines designed almost exclusively^
for pastime and not for commerce, risks the imputation of legis-

lating for the classes against the masses ; for plutocrat pastime to-

be privileged to the detraction of public convenience.

BUDDHISM AND CHRISTIANITY.

Mr. George Shann, in a paper on "St. Luke and
Buddhism," shows the many close resemblances between,
the mythical origins of Buddhism and Christianity :

—

In the first place, there is a curious correspondence, not only
between the facts recorded concerning the origin of the two lives,

but also in respect of the way of presenting these facts ; Gautama
Buddha was said to have been supernaturally begotten, yet he i&
called the son of a king because Suddhodana, the husband of his»

mother, is styled a king ; in the same way Jesus Christ is called
the son, or descendant of King David, although the pedigree from*
David is traced only to Joseph, who, as we are distinctly told,

had nothing to do with the birth of his wife's first-born son.
Again, Gautama, who was also a first-born child, came into the
world when his mother was away from home on a journey, a.

circuinstance to which Buddhist writers attach great importance,
since it was one of the essential conditions of Buddhahood ; Su
Luke, alone of the Evangelists, thought it necessary to record
the fact that Jesus also was born while his mother was away
from home and on a Journey. We learn, too, from Buddhist
writings that when Gautama was born there was rejoicing
among the devas, or spirits of the upper air ; while according
to St. Luke the shepherds of Bethlehem witnessed a similar
rejoicing of the angels at the birth of Jesus. When the
new-born Gautama was first formally presented to his " father/'

Suddhodana, there was among the spectators an aged saint who
adored the child and prophesied that he would be a Buddha and
would show the way of salvation to men ; St. Luke tells us that

Jesus was presented in the Temple while still an infant and that a
similar prophecy was then uttered by Simeon, who was apparently
an old man. During his youth Gautama was not appreciated at
his true worth, but on one occasion, b«l_„ put to the test by the
elders of his tribe, he astonished them, not only by his skill inu

manly exercises, but also by his wisdom ; it is recorded in Luke
that tesus also, at the age of Iwelve, astonished the doctors irk

the Temple by His understanding and answers. When the time
approached for Gautama to attain his Buddhahood and to exercise
its functions he was moved to leave his home and to go out into>

the wilderness, where he underwent much fasting and many
temptations ; on one occasion the tempter Mara appeared to him
and promised him universal dominion if he would only give ur>
his quest for enlightenment, and at the crisis of his attainment to>

Buddhahood it is recorded that he fasted seven times seven days,
and seven nights, during which time he was again tempted by
Mara, who tried to induce him to break his fast prematurely, but
he overcame this temptation also, and after his fast the spirit

Brama came and ministered to him
;
very similar events are

recorded in Luke concerning the preparation of Jesus for His
public ministry.

OTHER ARTICLES.
Mr. Lionel G. Robinson writes on " Constitutional

Government in Hungary." Mr. C. Milnes Gaskell com-
plains of " The Pollution of Our Rivers," and mentions
that on the Calder River in time of flood forty dead dogs,
would pass one spot on a single day. Mr. R. Boswortl*
Smith has one of his charming natural history papers.

" Our noisy, bustling city life may be no more than a
necessary transition state between Arcady and the
millennium." This is the suggestion of Mr. Marcus Reed,
in Macmillari's.
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THE EMPIRE REVIEW.
The Empire Review for July deals with a wide variety

of topics. Papers on our fiscal policy require mention
elsewnere. Mr. Bashford writes on " European Bogeys,"

and earnestly protests against the folly of Germano-
phobes in striving to stir up bad blood between two great

nations. Mr. Byers Maxwell points out how extremely
defective is our present control of the national expendi-

ture, and hopes that the present committee dealing with

that subject will recommend the appointment of a com-
mittee of the House of Commons to examine the expen-

diture more thoroughly than is possible at present.

The Black problem in South Africa is discussed by
Mr. I. Dobbie, who pleads for a conference similar

to that which has established the Customs Union to

arrange for uniformity and steadiness of treatment
of the native and his industrial education. Mr. J. G.
Lorimer argues for the development of East Africa

and Uganda by means of immigration, if possible

of Europeans, if not, of carefully selected British

Indians. "If Russia invades India," Dr. Oldfield

declares that the Indians will regard the question
as simply one of change of masters, and of pecuniary
preference. The needs of the West Indies demand,
according to Mr. Percy Thornton, a confederation of the
existing Governments under a Governor-General with
functions entirely administrative and advisory, supported
by a proportion of revenue from the existing Colonies, to

deal with local defence, communications, education and
general re-organisation. Mr. Harold Bolton writes a
curious letter on Servia. He declares that the Tsar's re-

cognition of the new Servian King has hastened by several
decades the extinction of monarchy in Europe. He
proposes that the Hague Board of Arbitration might, in

the event of a similar outrage in another European State,
vote certain specific Powers to do policeman's work and
punish the murderer.

THE STRAND.
The July numoer of the Strand is chiefly notable for

Helene Vacaresco's personal reminiscences of King
Edward VII., noticed elsewhere. Mr. Wallis Myers
collects a number of stories of eccentric cricket
matches. He mentions the matches of more than a
century ago : of one-legged versus one-armed Greenwich
Pensioners, in which the two-armed players generally
had the best of it. Another paper touching on the
season's sports is that by Mr. T. D. Dutton on famous
walkers of the past. He mentions a lawyer, Foster
Powell, who in 1792 walked from London to York
and back again, 394 miles, in little more than $\ days ;

Captain Barclay, 1809, who walked 1,000 miles in 1,000
hours

; Josiah Eaton, who walked the 5 1 miles between
London and Colchester on twenty successive days ; Mary
Callback, who, when 84 years of age, walked from
Penzance to London to see the Great Exhibition in
1 85 1 ; and Weston. A miscellaneous assortment of
information about tunnels, especially the Alpine tunnels,
is given by Mr. Hilary Beckles. Mr. Arthur Hill con-
tributes a very readable narrative of the London Gazette,
the Government's newspaper, as he calls it. Started
under other titles in Cromwell's time, it assumed the
name of the London Gazette in 1665. It has for 130
years been printed by Messrs. Harrison, in St. Martin's
Lane. Its size varies from one page to 146 pages. In
the days of the Crimean War, the crowds outside waiting
for its appearance were extraordinary. The first news of
the Battle of Alma arrived on a Saturday, and it was

made known by special copies of the Gazette distributed

to the theatres, communicated to the Lord Mayor, and
sold by Messrs. W. H. Smith, who, for the first time,

suspended their " no Sunday " rule.

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.
The Atlantic Monthly for June is a number of excep-

tional excellence and interest. Two of the articles

—

Dr. Goldwin Smith's diatribe against the first Napoleon,
and President C. W. Eliot's eulogium upon Emerson as
a great American prophet—are noticed elsewhere. The
magazine opens with a very interesting account of
American experience in the training of negroes as^

soldiers in the regular army. In drill, fidelity and
smartness the negro regular is in the first rank.

They are natural horsemen and riders. Their braver)
is unquestioned. Their greatest faults are gambling and
quarrelling among themselves.
There is a long paper describing as a " Forgottenv

Patriot " Thomas Day, the obscure Don Quixote of the
eighteenth century, who is only remembered by the present
generation as the author of " Sandford and Merton."
The writer claims that Day stands with Clarkson and
Wilberforce in the opposition to slavery, with Pitt and
Russell in the reform of Parliament, and with Burke
and Chatham in support of the cause of American
Independence.

The Cosmopolitan.

The most important paper in the June Cosmopolitan
is that of Dr. Albeit Shaw on "Journalism as a Pro-
fession." Dr. Shaw believes in country training for

journalists

I am a great believer in country training. I think newspaper
work in a smaller town or city affords the best opportunity for

the beginner to learn all parts of his trade. He will get on
much faster afterwards in the city for having learned all that a
country newspaper office can teach him. On the other hand, I
am also a great believer in the country as a place for the able
and self-respecting city newspaper man who has grown weary
of the burdens and exactions of work in a metropolitan news-
paper office, and who yearns for a little more chance to develop
his own personality. I have known various cases where such
men, still young, took what they had saved out of their salaries,

bought newspapers in smaller cities or country towns, soon
became leading men in their communities, learn to keep early

hours, and " live happy ever after.

Pall Mall Magazine.
The Pall Mall Magazine for July opens with sc

sentimental but interesting account of Hever Castle,
where Henry VIII. wooed and won fair Anne Boleyn.
Mr. Frederick Lees contributes a character sketch of
M. Paul Cambon, the French Ambassador in London,
from which we learn that M. Cambon is not afraid of the
Americanisation of the world, but he has his doubts
concerning the feminist movement. Mr. William Sharp
having exhausted the literary geography of Great Britain,
now turns attention to Switzerland, and gives as his first

instalment the Lake of Geneva and its associations. Sir
F. C. Burnand begins a series of stories entitled " Three
Swindles." Georg Brochner sketches the life of Bjorn-
son at Aulestad. There is the usual quantum of fiction
and miscellaneous articles, but with all due respect to the
editor it may be suggested that a single page containing
a couple of cartoons is a meagre allowance to justify the
title

<: The Month in Caricature."
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THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
The North American Review for June opens with a

paper by Dr. W. North Rice on " The Wesleyan Bi-

centenary." In dealing with Wesley, Dr. Rice lays par-

ticular stress on the social consequences of the great

religious revival. It was the humane spirit of Wesley-
anism which inspired the legislative reforms which
abolished the old ferocious penal code, which protected

the poor against exploitation and vice, and which
abolished slavery. Wesley himself established the first

dispensary. I have quoted briefly elsewhere from Lord
Coleridge's article on Mr. Chamberlain, and from Mr.
Sydney Brooks' on " Politics in England."

MR. HARRISON ON TENNYSON.

Mr. Frederic Harrison deals with Sir Alfred LyalPs

estimate of Tennyson. Mr. Harrison predicts that

posterity will be content to remember only half, or even
one-third, of Tennyson's output. He considers "The
Princess " as the poet's most typical triumph. Tennyson
as a thinker he comments on as follows, and illustrates

with a story :

—

The problems of Infinity, Eternity, the brevity and littleness

of human life loomed ever darker, and never rested in any com-
plete and final answer. He was ever '

' in many a subtle question

versed," and "ever strove to make it true." But to the last he
never quite beat his music out. He faced the spectres of the

mind ; but he never absolutely laid them. I remember as a
young man when first admitted to his company, he turned to me,
with that grand assumption which he affected to those with
whom he disagreed, saying with a most cadaverous air : " If I

thought as you do, I should go and drown myself." I smiled ;

for the absurdity as well as the ill manners of such an outburst

amused me. I replied quietly, looking, I am sure, as cheerful

as he looked disconsolate :
" No I Mr. Tennyson, if you thought

as I do about Life and Death—you would be a happy man I

THE ALASKA BOUNDARY.
Mr. R. W. Parker writes strongly on the Alaska

Boundary Dispute. He begins by saying that America
cannot arbitrate the claims, as " she cannot let others be
the judges whether they are to have privileges in our pro-

perty," and adds that the American Commissioners will

never admit that there is any question with reference to

the principle on which the boundary line should be laid

out. He maintains that the treaty between England and
Russia makes it absolutely plain that the whole shore,

including gulfs, bays and inland seas, was to belong to

Russia down to latitude 54 deg. 40 min., and that the
word " ocean " included all tidal estuaries. As an instance

of his contention that we recognised the American claim
in the past, Mr. Parker says that in 1876, upon the escape
of a prisoner some fifteen miles up the Stikine River, the

Canadian Government ordered a survey, and abandoned
jurisdiction because the point of escape was in American
territory.

A DEFENCE OF SOUTH AMERICA.

Mr. Marrion Wilcox makes out a very strong and
logical defence of the South American States against the
* American Business Man," whose attack on South
Americans and on the Monroe Doctrine I noticed in the

May number of this Review. Mr. Wilcox admits the

defects of South American rule, but he maintains that we
have no material to prove that they are not merely
passing through a temporary stage, such as England was
m from 1415 to 1558 :

—

•The friends of Latin-America in the United States may be
allowed to extract some comfort from the reflection that the

abuses which exist are not a vigorous new growth, but belong to

the old order of things destined to pass away; that the

characteristic faults of the sixteenth century conquerors and

rulers have been perpetuated by a limited class only, and only in

those republics which are oppressed by political adventurers as

the colonies from which they sprang were oppressed by viceroys

and governors sent from Europe. We realise the improvement
that has taken place when we contrast widely separated periods

in the history of the same regions ; and it is quite certain that in

recent years progress, in nearly all parts of South and Central
America, has been decidedly more rapid than ever before, as a
result of the pressure of public opinion at home and abroad,
which grows stronger every year with the increase of immigra-
tion and the extension of commercial relations.

THE NORTHERN SECURITIES DECISION.

Mr. Carman F. Randolph, commenting on the Northern
Securities case, advises the following as a better way of
dealing with unfair combinations :

—

An Act of Congress authorising a commission to fix just rates

for freight carried by " natural rivals " who, having '* destroyed
every motive for competition," actually abuse their powers,
would be a lawful and effective regulation of inter-State com-
merce.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Mr. T. W. Russell writes on the Irish Land Bill, but
his comments are somewhat out of date in view of the
latest developments. Mr. Choate reprints his address,
delivered in London, on the Supreme Court of the United
States.

THE ARENA.
The Robert Browning Settlement.

In the Arena for June Mr. B. O. Flower, writing unaer
the title of " The Story of a Victorious Social Experi-
ment,ff describes the work done by the Robert Browning
Settlement at Walworth, which he characterises as " a
striking example of the quiet, unostentatious work being
carried forward in the great centres of civilisation." The
Settlement he describes as the moral and intellectual

centre of Walworth.* The principles of the founders, he
says, are—(1) Labour for the betterment of the com-
munity as a whole ; (2) Efforts to improve the individual
by broadening his moral and mental horizon, developing
character, and increasing the means for the enjoyment of
life ; (3) Aid for tke helpless, including the sick, the
crippled, the aged, victims of injustice, and little children

;

and (4) Elevation of civic life. " Eight years of toil have
wrought a transformation that may well prove an inspira-
tion to those who at times almost despair in the presence
of that greatest shame of civilisation—the ever-broaden-
ing slums of the great metropolitan centres."

ADVERTISING.

In the same magazine there is an interview with Mr.
N. C. Fowler, Jun., on " Advertising, Past, Present and
Future." Mr. Fowler says that advertising has increased
twelvefold in the last quarter of a century, and that the
grand total of North American advertising cannot be far
short of 300,000,000 dols. a year. Questioned on the
moral qualities of modern advertising, Mr. Fowler replied
that it is as a rule neither above nor below the business
of the time. Advertising has greater educational value
to-day than it ever had before ; it is better written and
better presented. Mr. Fowler adds, however, that the
advertising of unnecessary luxuries is largely responsible
for the present unnatural ways of living ; and that the
advertising of patent medicines, etc., has probably done
more towards injuring the health of the people than any
other agent. " If it were not for advertising the American
people would not be a dosing people, nor would they be
so constantly ailing." The formation of trusts, he con-
cludes, will curtail the quantity of advertising.
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THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE.
The July number opens with an article by Sylvester

Stewart which most thoroughly upsets the theories

advanced by many motorists who predict that the auto-

mobile will wipe out the railway.

STEEL RAILS V. MACADAM.
Mr. Stewart devotes his attention chiefly to an

article by Sir Henry Norman, upon the doom of the
railway, and destroys its arguments piecemeal. He
admits that the automobile has a great future, but it can
never compete with cars which run on steel rails. The
fact that the traction or pull of a vehicle on the very
best macadam road is at least four times as great as on
steel rails makes Sir Henry's claims of 44 equal comfort,

capacity, and economy " look rather ridiculous :

—

If the immense traffic of a long-distance railway, on which
hundreds of trains must run at night, were transferred to a
macadam road, that road would have to be lighted its entire

length, or every vehicle would have to carry a light as powerful
as, or more powerful than, the railway locomotive now carries.

As a locomotive on macadam could not round curves with a

train of more than two cars, it would be necessary to use ten to

twenty times as many locomotives as now, which would mean
much greater expense for light.

As for " equal speed w being attained by the automobile
on macadam, Mr. Stewart says :

—

Sixty miles per hour is safe on rails ; fifteen miles is dangerous
on macadam, as would soon be realised if the immense traffic on
one of our railways were thrown on to a macadam road. On a
railway we see thousands of cars daily passing thousands of
others, almost touching, yet so accurately guided by the rails

that accidents are rare, and would be much rarer ifwe could be
satisfied with fifteen miles per hour, all that we could expect

from passenger and freight vehicles running on macadam.

The chief mission of the automobile is to change city

streets from manure yards to clean thoroughfares. The
horse is unfit for use on city streets. He occupies too
much space ; he is too hard to steer, and he has the
wrong kind of feet on him.

TO DEVELOP KLONDIKE.
Mr. John D. McGillivray contributes an interesting

article upon the gold-bearing gravels of Alaska. He
says that no miner who understands gravel has gone into

the north who has not said that it is one of the best
gravel regions in the world. The climate, according to

the writer, is not bad. He says :

—

I have spent five winters on the Yukon and the past winter in

London and New York, and I must say that we have a better

climate on the Yukon in winter and in summer than either in

New York or London. With us the air is dry. There is no
wind. And while the thermometer goes down in winter to as

much as 70 degrees below zero (though it is seldom more than

50 degrees below) having no wind and having no dampness in

the atmosphere, we wear less clothes and suffer less incon-

venience than we would in New York or London in the colder

days of winter, or in San Francisco with its fogs and winds.

He generally bemoans what he calls the ridiculous

regulations which the Canadian Government has placed
upon mines. Fortunately the United States Government
is more sensible. The great drawback and difficulty in

Alaska is the lack of roads. Mr. McGillivray suggests a
method by which the Federal Government can assist the
miners so that at their own expense they can make
waggon roads and trails :

—

I would suggest that all moneys received from the sale of
gravel mines in Alaska be turned over to the War Department
to be expended for the building of waggon roads in the different

districts of Alaska. At first the income from this source will

not be very large, because the Federal Government has not pro-

vided land offices and the other machinery necessary to acquire

patents for claims. As this source would not bring in revenue

enough, I would suggest another source of revenue, and that is

that a tax of say one dollar or two dollars per year be levied on
each claim located in Alaska, to be expended for the same pur-

pose and in the same way.

ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE.
Emile Guarini writes upon the application of elec-

tricity to agriculture. By far the most important is the

adaption of electric motors to the work of ploughing.

Electricity is used to run various machines used for

cutting straw, hay, carrots, for breaking up oil-cake,

threshing wheat, etc. One of the most novel machines
is said to be much used in Galicia ; it is used for felling

trees, and is said to do its work very well and quickly.

In Algeria electricity is used for driving a sort of collector

which picks up grapes from the ground and carries them
to the press.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Mr. F. M. Kimball concludes his series of articles upon
the use of the small electric motor, Mr. Kershaw gives

his third paper upon the promotion of industrial effi-

ciency and national prosperity. Commercial manage-
ment of factories by S. Andrews, iron pipe in struc-

tural work by E. P. Watson, and liquid fuel for power
purposes by A. L. Williston make up a very interesting

number.
,

PAGE'S MAGAZINE.
Mr. Rous-Marten continues his interesting articles

upon British locomotives for abroad in the July
number.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS.

Fire protection of workshops forms the subject of an
interesting article by Mr. J. \V. G. Simonds. He deals

with the many different systems in use. He concludes
with the automatic sprinklers which are now pretty gene-
rally fitted in fair-sized shops. He says :

—

I have been present at various times at tests of these sprinklers,

and they have always seemed to perform their work very satisfac-

torily. They are undoubtedly fully capable of holding a fire

in check, and the automatic fire alarm, which is a special and
most useful factor in the system, calls attention to a fire having

started. Perhaps the most eloquent testimony this form of

appliance can have is the large rebate allowed by fire insurance

companies, for it has certainly not been my experience that fire

offices allow any reductions unless they have very good grounds
for so doing.

THE GREAT MANCHURIAN RAILWAY.

An interesting article on the Manchurian railway is

contributed by Mr. Alfred Stead. It is illustrated by some
good photographs, chiefly of the work of construction.

The cost of the whole line is 308 million roubles. The
railway was built almost entirely by Chinese labour,

directed by Russian engineers and under engineers. To
a great extent the labour had to be brought in from
Northern China, and the coolies employed had not the

most rudimentary idea of engineering work. The average

wage for this work is iod. a day. The steel work of the

numerous bridges comes chiefly from Russia and Belgium,

having been brought by sea to inkow, on the Liao
River. On the southern section of the line there are many
stone bridges, some having a length of 1,400 feet. The
stations are built of stone, and the line is well laid. The
railway guards are stationed every 1 5 versts, and there

are never less than twelve men in a post. The railway is

the connecting link which makes it possible to travel

from Paris to Dalny—the Far Eastern* terminus—in a
fortnight
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ASIATIC QUARTERLY REVIEW.
The Asiatic Quarterly Review for July contains

several very interesting papers, which I regret not to be
able to notice at greater length ; the first is by Mr. C. W.
Whish, who discusses the Indian problem of social inter-

course, both in India and in England. He thinks that
the English people ought to do more to show hospitality

to Indian visitors, and he suggests that special efforts

should be made to open up as many opportunities to
Indians as possible of enjoying the charm of English
home -life at its best. Periodical social gatherings should
be arranged where Indian visitors could meet members of
Parliament and others. He thinks that there should be a
topic for discussion as well as refreshments. He also sug-
gests that itwould bewell to revive the salon, so as to afford

social centres where our Indian fellow-subjects could meet
for the social discussion of political subjects. He also

urges that something should be done to protect Indian
students from the danger of the metropolis, and would
utilise the Imperial Institute as a general meeting-place.

THE INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Mr. A. R. Bonus reviews with hostile intent Mr.
Digbie's " British India." A considerable portion of the
review is devoted to Sir William Wedderburn's paper on
the grievances of our Indian subjects in the Transvaal,
and the discussion which it evoked at the East Indian
Association. Sir William Wedderburn sketches the
way in which we first of all complained of President
Kruger's ill-treatment of our Indian fellow-subjects, and
then forthwith proceeded to treat them worse our-

selves. He proceeds to give us conclusions as to what
ought to be done at once, which are to be found in the
following passage :

—

First, that before any anti-Indian legislation is sanctioned, a
full and formal inquiry as to the necessity for such legislation

should be made by an impartial authority under the direction of
the Colonial Office ; secondly, that the burden of proof lies

entirely upon those who desire to impose disabilities upon the

Indians, or any other class of His Majesty's subjects ; and thirdly,

*that pending the inquiry, the Pretoria notification of April 8th
last should be withdrawn, so as to place all the parties on a fair

- and equal footing. So for as we can judge from the records,

trade jealousy and race prejudice have been the principal inciting

•causes of enmity.

BOXERISM A BENEFIT TO CHINA.

A Chinese contributor, of the name of Taw Sein Ko,
writes jubilantly concerning Reformed China and Her
Destiny. In the course of his paper he makes one
remark that is somewhat novel : he maintains that Boxer-
ism has rendered indirectly good service to China, and

E
roved among other things the high regard in which female
onour is held by the Celestials. In the slaughter of

nearly two hundred missionaries no dishonour was done
to feminine modesty. The race which has a respect for

woman and esteems female chastity even above life

deserves a high place in the nations.

THE ORIGIN OF THE MINOTAUR.
Mr. Lucas, in an interesting paper describing Crete as

the bridge by which the culture of Asia passed into

Europe, suggests a curious explanation of the old legend
of the Minotaur :

—

The bull-fights depicted on the palace walls of Knossos, with
the practically nude toreadors of both sexes, may have originated

the other legend. Such a sport was, of course, highly

dangerous, and only too likely to be accompanied by frequent

fatal accidents. If the Knossians compelled or persuaded

subject cities to* furnish youths and maidens to be trained for

these bull-fights, the legend that captives were transported to

Crete and devoured by a bull-like monster requires but little

imagination to account for its growth.

EAST AND WEST.
A great shock has been given to public sentiment

by the suggestion, founded on Mr. Booth's and Mr. Rown-
tree's researches, that nearly one-third of the population

of the United Kingdom is in a state of poverty, i.e.
t ill-

fed, ill-clad, ill-housed. Yet a much more terrible state

of affairs is alleged in East and West to prevail in India.
" Rusticus," writing on " a peasantry of paupers," avers

The bulk of the King's people are paupers, without organi-

sation and without a poor-law. The ordinary course of their

passage through life is one of debt and distress ; its sole relief

being an occasional period of starvation, which ends the sufier-

ing Tor many. By far the greatest number of his Majesty's

subjects are always on one side or the other of the line that

marks the minimum of subsistence.

WANTED : SYMPATHY WITH THE NATIVES.

In consequence, our well-intentioned Indian Govern-
ment, he says, seems to be confronted by the not very

remote prospect of a pauperised population and a

national insolvency. He refers to the action taken by

the Indian Famine Union. Another writer, Jiwanram
Mehtaji, puts in a plea for the peasant. He says the

ryot is a born debtor, and he much prefers dealing with

the money-lender to dealing with the Government. The
money-lender is an intermediary, who understands both.

The writers plea is for greater sympathy with the

natives and endeavour to understand his position

on the part of the Indian officials. He says "a
little accessibility, a smiling face, and a few kind

words may go a long way to induce the poor ryot to

speak out his mind without fear of consequences.

The Indian heart is always responsive to kindness." A
similar pathetic note is struck in unsigned reminiscences

of forty years ago. The writer laments the departure of

"the old disinterested intimacy" that used to ppevail

between Englishmen and natives. He says " the English

in India are constituting a new caste—the white official

caste. Need it be more exclusive than our Brahmin
caste ?

n

THE LAW OF KINDNESS.
The writer admits the absorption of administrative

duties, but he proceeds :

—

Even more important than the work of administration proper,

more useful than laws and statutes, than rules and regulations, is

the law of kindness, especially as administered by women, its

natural custodians. The due observance of this first law of our

nature will win the hearts of millions in India—a conquest

worthy even of world-conquerors. And, in order that such

harvest of hearts may ripen in time, the soil must be ready to

receive the seed of sympathy. The East must meet the West

half way. A little humour on our side, a little more apprecia-

tion of the difficulty of others, a little more courage in facing the

situation and dealing with the facts of life as they stand ; above

all, a freer social intercourse between the women of the two

races—these will help to solve almost all the political and admini-

strative problems which are now being given op tr. ierprur.

The suggestion that the English representatives of

Western democracy and Christianity should be estab-

lishing in India the highest and stiffest and most unap-

proachable caste of all has in it a touch of terrible satire,

all the more terrible because so gently suggested. Very

different is the ideal of the modern conqueror from that

mentioned by Mr. G. M. Tripathi, writing on the Hindu

ideal of poverty. In the legendary time the Brahmanic
Avatar of Vishnu, having conquered the Kshatriyas,

handed over their territories to the Brahmans, who

returned them to their original owners, in order that they

might be left to devote all their time to their religious

and philosophic pursuits. He goes on to show how

Buddhistic India developed the Hindu ideal of poverty

as the sine qud non for him who would benefit the world.
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THE WORLD'S WORK.
T heartily congratulate Mr. Henry Norman upon the

very admirable magazine which he is now editing, and
which is not only a credit to himself but also to British

magazinedom. The July number is capital from every
point of view, it is admirably illustrated, its contents are
varied, there is not a dull article in the whole number, and
it is full of interesting information brightly told. It is

true that the editorial record and comment upon the
March of Events is somewhat meagre and might be
extended with advantage ; the items deal only with
questions of Protection, the assassination at Belgrade and
the massacre at Kisheneff, but that is almost the only
criticism I have to offer upon the magazine.

THE GORDON-BENNETT RACE.

The most important paper in the magazine deals with
the motor world and occupies twenty-two pages, the
greater part of which is devoted to the Gordon-Bennett
race. Mr. Norman says that two firms are about to put
on the market motor-cars priced at 120 guineas, and that
each firm is building a thousand for sale this season. He
points out that while horse-drawn vehicles within the last

nine months have killed 320 persons and injured 2,142,
there was not a single person killed last year in the
London district by motor-cars. Mr. Norman also con-
tributes a very sensible and lucid paper upon the Pre-
ferential Trade, and promises to devote next month's issue

to a complete guide to the study of Protection in theory
and practice at home and abroad. Mr. Chalmers Roberts
describes a new form of recreation which electric tram-
ways are introducing into our country districts. The tram-
tripper promises to be a great feature in the rural life in

England in the near future. There is a brief paper
describing the introduction of the railless trams
which are now being used in Germany. These trams
are driven on ordinary roads by overhead wires,

and the saving in the cost of construction is esti-

mated at j£6,ooo a mile.

AN AMERICAN SCULPTOR.

Another admirable paper is Mr. Arthur Goodrich's
account of Solon Borglum in a paper entitled " The
Sculptor of the Wild West." Mr. Borglum is of Danish
descent, but was born in St. Louis, and he, better than
any other sculptor of the present day, has succeeded in

embodying the spirit of the Wild West with its horses and
buffaloes in sculpture. In his work, says Mr. Goodrich,
there is a swinging rush of the stampeded herd, the sway
of the wind in the prairie grass, and the mystical union of
all with the horse and its rider. There are several papers
dealing with life in the country ; one gives a pleasant
account ofopen-air life and camping out Another, which
ts illustrated with a numrjer 01 caarming pnotograpns,
<lescribes the difficulties in the way of those who go back
to the land and endeavour to live in the country on limited

means. Mr. Tighe Hopkins writes a paper on inter-

national language, in which I am glad to see he rectifies

an omission in a similar paper of his which appears in the
Westminster Gazette. In reference to Esperanto, he says
that Esperanto is holding its own against many rivals ; it

is so simple, that with the help of Mr. O'Conner's admirable
grammar, published at the Review of Reviews office,

it can be understood in an hour, and after mastering
this, and committing to memory some nine hundred
voids, you have a working knowledge of the language.

**No international language will succeed," says Mr.
Hopkins, "which cannot be learned within a month."
Esperantists say that a fortnight is enough to learn it in,

and the cost of the acquisition is is. 6d.

GERMAN MAGAZINES.
The Socialistischi /ilonatshefte contains an article

by William Duwell, which should have great interest to
English readers. It tells of the fearful worm disease of
which cases are now reported from Cornwall. Mr. Duwell
bitterly attacks the decision of the conference on the sub-
ject, which assembled on April 6th this year. It decided
that no drastic measures were to be taken against the
plague until further researches had been made. Mean-
while the number of sufferers increases rapidly year by
year. In 1897 there were 125 ; in 1901, 1,029; an^ in

the first nine months of last year 1,200. A man may be
discharged from hospital cured, and before long be
back again as bad as ever. The only satisfactory thing
about the scourge that has as yet been found
out is that women escape the attacks of the
worms entirely. The plague was imported into

Italy from the Tropics, thence workmen carried it to

Austria-Hungary, and Hungarian workmen brought it to

Germany. They were supposed to be rigidly examined
before being permitted to work in the mines, but the
examination was superficial and sometimes was not even
made. In fact, according to Mr. Duwell, the mine
authorities have all along thrown many obstacles in

the way of preventive measures. These, he says, entail

expense, which must be avoided at all costs. The worm
itself is from six to eight millimetres long—the female
four millimetres longer—and belongs to the Dochmius
species. The eggs are laid in the human body, but,

unless they are voided, do not germinate. The sanitary
arrangements—or lack of arrangements—prevalent in the
mines afford the best possible germinating ground for

the eggs, 100 of which occupy no more space than
a pin's head. The larvae are carried about on boots or
any other mud-bearing body, and those find their way
everywhere. Miners' work makes it impossible to avoid
handling earth and mud, so that many larvae find their

way from hands to face and mouth and stomach. Some
men have as many as 300 to 400 worms, which suck the
blood and poison the system.
The Deutsche Revue contains several interesting

articles. Sir Hiram Maxim writes upon that favourite

topic of his, " Our Injustice Towards China." He says that

the sending of missionaries to China cannot be justified

either by reason or ethics. He points out the superior

and more ancient civilisation of the Chinese, their

happier family life. China has never attacked a Christian
nation, she has always tried to be entirely independent
of the rest of the world. Sir Hiram's conclusion, how-
ever, detracts considerably from the value of the article.

He says :
" In my opinion the mission propaganda is

simply the discharge of a misdirected and wrongly-
placed effort. If we have a class of men amongst us
which we cannot make useful at home or abroad, and it

we must spend money in sending these people as mis-
sionaries, it would be better to send them to Greece,
Italy, Spain, and Portugal to plant and tend trees in the
unfruitful hills of these countries, by which effort mankind
would be greatly benefited instead of sending them to

old highly-civilised nations, like China, in order to unfold
a harmful propaganda, which, even if successful, would
benefit no one in the least. To coin a motto :

' It is more
blessed to plant one tree than to save a thousand souls.'

"

The Deutsche Rundschau contains, amongst others,

articles by E. Fitgcr on the Anglo-Russian rivalry in

Persia, by Marie von Bunscn on widow burning in India,

and by Carl Krebs on Clara Schumann. Richard
Ehrenberg concludes his paper on the Parish House in

Hamburg in the series devoted to the description of the
rise and significance of great businesses.
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THE REVUE DE PARIS.
We have noticed elsewhere M. Monod's very suggestive

and interesting paper on the public health ; also a
Berliner's article on the German elections. The visit of

King Edward to Portugal has inspired M. Chaumie to

describe at some length the relations which have so long
bound that country to Great Britain. The writer con-
siders that the day may come when the British Empire
will not only absorb the Portuguese Colonies, but also

Portugal herself! In any case, he severely blames the

French Government for having practically neglected its

country's interests in Portugal, and he wishes to point
out how dangerous it is for a small country to link its

destinies in any way to one which is mighty and ambi-
tious. It would appear as if the Revue de Paris had
become quite definitely the organ of the French Colonial

party, for out of fifteen articles published in the two June
numbers, three deal directly or indirectly with foreign

and colonial affairs. Of the three, the least important is

that on Portugal and her relations with England, while

the most interesting is undoubtedly M. de Guzman's
paper on the several parts played by French capitalists

and French colonists in Tonkin.
Perhaps because the French are such thrifty and indus-

trious people they attach a far greater importance than is

done here to the possession of capital. There are few
examples in France of the boy who, starting out with
half-a-crown in his pocket, lives to become a millionaire.

The French lad only possessed of half-a-crown would cer-

tainly be lacking in the spirit of enterprise, one might
almost saythe spirit ofgambling, which sometimes enables
the shrewd Scotch boy gradually to accumulate from the
humblest beginning a vast fortune. On the other hand,
a Frenchman is content to start a business with far less

capital than would here be considered safe or wise, and
M. Guzman believes that with a sum of^400 a French-
man can emigrate to Tonkin, and, after an interval of
comparatively few years, accumulate many thousands of
pounds. He admits that

?
in order to ensure success, the

kind of man he has in his eye must be himself a strong
and determined worker, full of hope and determination,
and willing to put his own shoulder to the wheel. The
French Government offer every kind of concession
to the right kind of colonist ; still, the writer gives
a very melancholy, and obviously a very true, pic-

ture of the many difficulties which meet from the outset
the Frenchman who goes to Tonkin much as his English
brother goes to Canada. He points out that many
Frenchmen arriving at Hanoy are eager at once to

accept far larger concessions than they can have any
hope of turning to profit, without a more practical know-
ledge of the country, and of its possibilities, than they are
likely to acquire in a few months' stay in the capital.

He very warmly recommends a would-be Colonial land-
owner to take a subordinate position on the estate of a
French planter who is known to be successful, for after an
apprenticeship of two years so spent he will be able to

place a few hundreds of pounds to far better advantage
than he could have done thousands at an earlier stage of his
knowledge of Tonkin. The man who can start with a
capital of some five or six thousand pounds he advises
to go in for rice culture, but he apparently considers
equally profitable the raising of rice, coffee, tea, and
cotton. The whole article is interesting, as it strikes

almost for the first time in the French press the warning
note with which we are so familiar here, and which may be
briefly summed up by the words, " No man who is rich

and idle, or who is industrious and penniless, can hope
to make a fortune in Greater France."

General Trochu continues his notes on the Crimean
War, and he pays a high tribute to a certain General
Simpson, whom he implies had been raised from the
ranks, and the terms of whose despatch, when describing
the taking of the Malakoff Tower, filled the French com-
mander with emotion, for in it the British leader did not
hesitate to give all the credit to the French, thus injuring

his own car

LA NOUVELLE REVUE.
The only really interesting and noteworthy article in

the two numbers of La Aouvet/e Revue is that which
deals with the lot of the half million children workers of

France. In this matter, France is now in the same
position as was the England of 1803, and had it not been
for the efforts made by such philanthropists as the iate

Lord Shaftesbury, our country might still be undermined
by this most horrible evil. Indeed, quite recently have
we not seen honoured members of the theatrical pro-

fession coming forward to defend the practice of allow-

ing quite little children to take part in theatrical perform-
ances ?

M. Dagan, the writer of this excellent paper, has made
the subject of the child worker one of exhaustive inquiry.

He finds that an extraordinary number of children are em-
ployed in the delightful cake shops and confectioners which
are one of the glories of mercantile Paris. Sometimes the
poor little creatures engaged in this branch of trade work
from twelve to seventeen hours a day, and in some cases
they are expected to be up all Saturday night preparing
for Sunday's work, for the Paris confectioner does most
business on the day when other people are idle. Strangely
enough the children employed by confectioners are in
almost every case apprentices ; not only do they earn
nothing, but often a premium of from £% to £20 has been
paid in order that they may learn the business. Yet
another trade in which boys play a great part is that of
printing ; and many girl children are employed, at a
wage of twenty francs a month, in all those businesses
which concern what may be called the luxury of clothes.

The Bishop of Nancy lately made a determined effort to
put an end to the child worker in certain religious houses
which make a speciality of fine needlework, and the letter

written by the Bishop to the Cardinal Prefect of the
Roman Tribunal, which had for difficult task that of
deciding between a certain convent which employed
child workers, and its ecclesiastical superior, is quoted at
great length. It is to be hoped that M. Dagan's eloquent
pages will cause the French Government to look well
into this question, so important for the welfare of the
nation.

Very disappointing are the half-dozen hitherto un-
published letters of Sainte-Beuve. They were apparently
written when he was quite a lad, and contain nothing of
importance or interest, and equally slight are the papers
dealing with the work of Rostand, and with the Drama of
Maeterlinck. M. Cim, in his Literary Recollections,
which are well worth reading by all those who care for
the French literature of the nineteenth century, gives an
amusing account of the first women members of the
famous Sociite des gens de lettres. At first there was a
very decided feeling against admitting ladies, but as at
the time by far the most remarkable and popular writer
in France happened to be " that great-hearted woman
and large-hearted man n known as George Sand, the
men writers had to admit the blue-stockings after all,

and now the Socie'te' has a very large number of lady-

members.
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LA REVUE.
La Revue fo£ June ist opens with a paper by Mr.

Thomas O'Donnell, M.P., on " Ireland ; Its Language,
Its Liberty," which places— I think for the first time

—

the main facts of the Gaelic revival before the Continental

e. Mr. O'Donnell records that since 1893 the Gaelic
e has founded 412 branches, and that in 1901 it

published 250,000 copies of Gaelic works of various kinds
—that is to say, double the amount of English publications

in Ireland in the same year. Professor J. Jussieu, writing

on " Le Krach de l
,
IntellectuelIe,

,, records the failures of

Feminism, and of co-education in particular. He points

out that even women's colleges recruit their profes-

sorial staffs from among men, and claims that women
have shown themselves decidedly intellectually inferior.

The question of the rights of women has nothing to

do with the question of intellectual equality. Legiti-

mate feminism's object is to see that society shall make
women suffer as little as possible from their natural

inferiority—in other words, shall play the part of a Society

for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. But intellectual

feminism as tested in America, says M. Jussieu, has
proved a failure. This article is appropriately followed

by a paper on " Nos Droits sur VAnimal," in which
M. Camille M&inand shows good reason for thinking

that animals are not really inferior to men. The fact

that they do not progress is merely proof that they have
attained the perfection of their species, a perfection

which we are far from. M. Jussieu has just been showing
that women do not progress, so if M. Mllinand is right,

women are superior to men ; or, to put it otherwise, as

animals are equal to men, and women are lower, women
art lower than animals.

BRITTANY.

Count Austin de Croze writes on the Great Misery of
Brittany, apropos of the recent famine, which he declares

was not due to the failure of the sardine fishing, which
occupies only a small part of the people, but to lack of

foresight, indolence, routine, clerical exploitation, and
alcoholism, which he declares are national vices. The
average Breton is of an apathy and improvidence in-

credible. The fishers never insure their boats, and lose

heavily every year ; they specialise in one kind of fishing

and are helpless when it fails, and the country is overrun

with publicans. Famine is therefore periodical, and
returns each winter without exception, and Count de
Croze denounces the appeal for assistance of last winter

as a mere political manoeuvre.

SERUM IN POWDERS AND PASTILLES.

Dr. R. Romme describes the new methods invented by
Drs. Martin and Calmette for replacing the subcutaneous
injection of antidiphtheric and antitetanic serum. Dr.

Martin administers serum in the form of a pastille which
destroys all bacilli in the throat of a diphtheritic patient.

Dr. Calmette has invented a powder which when laid on
a wound within a short time after infection effectually

prevents lockjaw, a complaint which Dr. Romme asserts

kills a fifth of the children born in hot countries, in Indo-

China and in Africa. The serum acts exactly in the

same way as when injected under the skin, and keeps

its antitetanic qualities indefinitely ; and the operation

is as simple as the laying of a pinch of powder on a cut.

There is an article on Enrico Corradini, as " The Poet of

Caesarism.
,, Max Nordau concludes tragically his story

44 Panna."
THE FRENCH ARMY.

The second nutnber opens with an important article

by M. Messimy on " The Armed Peace," the burden of

which he alleges France can alleviate. Compared with
America, he says, Europe is in the situation of an old
business house, burdened with heavy debts, encumbered
with a uselessly great staff, competing with powerful and
young houses which have reduced their expenses to a
minimum, are perfectly equipped, and have no debts.

France is, of course, most burdened of all, for she spends

35 per cent, of her resources on military preparations.
Every Frenchman is born into the world with a debt
of 750 francs upon his shoulders. For every million

Frenchmen 5,620 are annually called under the flag, as
against 4,120 Germans and 2,810 Russians. M. Messimy
states that to get these recruits weaklings have to be
taken, and he says that the mortality in the French
army is three and a half times greater than that of the
German. In view of the non-increase of the French
population, M. Messimy recognises that this is inevitable
if France is to keep up as large an army as her rivals.

His recommendation is to abandon this ambition, and to

reduce the army by at least 100,000. He also urges that
the number of generals should be cut down by half, and
younger men appointed. The military budget would fall

from 910,000,000 francs to 775,000,000 francs, and the
army as a fighting machine would be superior to the
present.

THE INSURANCE OF FUTURE CHILDREN.

Augusta Moll-Weiss, in a short paper entitled "To
Conquer the Mothers," suggests that every couple before
marrying should compulsorily insure the future of their

children. She suggests that five centimes a day would
be a sufficient premium. At every birth the mother
would receive a certain sum, which would diminish as
the child grew older and capable of shifting for itself.

She demands also the foundation of " schools of mothers,"
where young girls should be taught, in addition to house-
keeping, how to bring up children.

There are several other interesting papers in this

number, notably one on Eugene Tchinkoff, a new
Russian writer. Tigrane Yergate deals with the poetry
of the Greek Literary Movement, and M. Georges
Pellissier with the last novels of Anatole France and of
Edouard Rod.

REVUE DES DEUX MONDES.
The Revues des Deux Mondes for June are both

interesting numbers. We have noticed elsewhere M.
Dastre's article on liqueurs ; M. Pinon's on Gibraltar

and Malta ; and M. Farge's on how to make France
" the Playground of Europe."

THE SORCERY CASE.

M. de Se*gur continues his account of the trial of the

Marshal of Luxembourg for sorcery. The most appall-

ing charges were made against the Marshal, of orgies and
sacrifices offered up to the devil, and that he had not

only had three children by his sister-in-law, the Princess

of Tingry, but that he had put them to death. As a peer
of France, Luxembourg had the right of being tried by
the Parliament, but the King had established his species

of Star Chamber to investigate all these sorcery cases,

and the Marshal's submission to this was afterwards

made a great reproach against him. The so-called trial

dragged on until ultimately Louis XIV. ordered the

prisoner to be released from the Bastille ; but on con-
dition that he should leave Paris for one of his country
estates, and should not come nearer than twenty leagues

to the capital.
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THE ITALIAN REVIEWS.
The Civiltd Cattolica (June 6th) takes advantage of

the recent visits of King Edward and the German
Emperor to the Vatican—visits which it hails with the

highest satisfaction—to publish one of its periodical

articles in favour of the Temporal Power, but without

bringing forward any fresh argument. The Nuova
Antologia (May 16th), on the other hand—and English

readers are more likely to be in accord with this view

—

points out how the visits demonstrate once again the

entire independence of the Holy See in the exercise of all

its spiritual functions. But while it rejoices unreservedly

over the visit of Edward VII., it voices a certain dis-

content felt in Rome at the unexpected splendour with

-which the German Emperor was pleased to invest his

visit to the Vatican, making it appear as though this, and
not his visit to the Quirinal, was the main reason for his

presence in Rome.
The same number of the Civil'Id contains an ex-

ceedingly interesting account of the great " Dictionary

of the Bible," on which the Abbe* Vigouroux—now one of

the secretaries of the new Biblical Commission in Rome

—

set to work over a dozen years ago, and of which he has

already superintended the publication of twenty-two out

of the thirty-five parts. Mgr. Mignot, Archbishop of

Albi, supplies the introduction, the illustrations are

numerous,and the work in every sense up-to-date. A series

of articles aims at showing how the Popes have invariably

done their utmost to suppress slavery ; another series dis-

cusses the Christianisation of China in the eighth century,

as proved from certain ancient Chinese inscriptions.

English subjects receive even more than their usual

share of attention in the Nuova Antologia this month.

Professor C. Segre* bases an article on Addison and Boling-

broke on the volumes dealing respectively with these

authors by W. J. Courthope and Walter Sichel, and the

editor himself. Maggiorino Ferraris deals exhaustively

with State-aided agriculture in Australia, and its possible

effects on Italjan commerce, quoting largely from W. P.

Reeves's recent volumes on "State Experiments in

Australia and New Zealand." A summary is also given

of a recent article in the Bibliotheque Universelle of

Lausanne on the interesting problem started by Dr.

Engel, of Berlin, whether Shakespeare ever visited Italy.

The probabilities seem all in favour of such a visit,

which, however, would seem to have been restricted to

the Northern provinces, as Shakespeare never introduces

either Rome, Naples or Florence.

In the Rassegna Nasionale (June ist), Dr. Willoughby

Wade discusses the frequent recurrence to the knife in

Italian quarrels, and suggests that no one should be

allowed to carry a knife with a blade more than four centi-

metres in length when sharpened at the point. With such

restriction the woundc inflicted would scarcely ever

prove fatal.

The Rivista d'ltalia is a comparatively recent

monthly review which hitherto has not reached us. Its

interests are rather literary than political, the number
before us containing one article in honour of Carducci,

and another, highly enthusiastic, in praise of d'Annunzio's

recent volume of verse, " Laus Vitae," that has just been

placed upon the Roman Index. The religious views of

the magazine may further be gauged from an article by
Professor Labanca, who, in urging the re-establishment

of chairs of theology in the Italian universities, in order

that the subject should not be left wholly to ecclesiastics,

commends the teaching of Christianity on an historical

and undenominational basis in all primary and secondary

schools receiving State aid.

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
Elsevier opens with an interesting sketch of the late

Nicolaas Beets, preacher and littirate'ur^ with illustra-

tions of events in his career. Beets earned popularity

and celebrity (not always the same thing) unconsciously

;

he did not seek it, but had greatness thrust upon him, and
this article—only one of the many which have appeared—
will be eagerly read by Dutchmen. There is no art study

in this issue of Elsevier, which is exceptional, but we
have a popular scientific study on Ice Floes. One
often finds in the Dutch magazines certain notions

which strike a British reader as odd ; for instance,

the idea of an article on ice in the June number is queer

from our point of view. British editors would reserve

such a contribution for December, except in the case

of the comic journal which issues a Christmas number in

June. In another Dutch magazine for this month is a

poem on an autumn evening. This appears to be a trifle

previous ; nevertheless, the article on ice is good reajiing,

and these remarks are not to be regarded as depreciatory

of its quality. The struggle for existence, says the writer,

affects not only living creatures, but also the dumb world

of ice plains and floes ; and he tells us how this principle

works in connection with these reasonless and ungainly

masses. The idea is a fanciful one, but novel and attrac-

tive ; it amuses us to imagine that these blocks of ice

adapt themselves to their surroundings ! The notion

that a block of ice rounds off its corners and does other

things, presumably with full consciousness, is entertain-

ing. It suggests a new sort of fairy story for the Christ-

mas issue

!

In Onze Eeuw> Dr. Chantepie de la Saussaye has a

powerful essay on the latter-day tendency to make a

religion of almost everything; he quotes the famous

remark of Brunetiere on this subject, and shows us how
this mental seeking after ideals, after something to

worship, is likely to affect the human race. Will it finally

bring everyone to the belief in and the worship of an

Almighty Power? is the kind of question which the

thoughtful person will ask himself ; it is highly probable.

If we make a religion of human suffering (as Brunetiere

hints), then we are getting well on the road ! The ques-

tion of State-controlled railways is often touched upon by

long-suffering travellers and others, and opinions vary

(naturally !) on the advisability of handing over the rail-

ways to the Government. In the number under review

there is an article on this subject, and the author arrives

at the conclusion that State exploitation is not desirable.

He believes that the balance of argument is against it,

and mentions the Dutch strike in support of the conten-

tion. An essay on the political eloquence of Demosthenes
contributes to the make-up of a good number of this

excellent review.

De Gids has several articles of deep interest. The
first is on the vexed subject of heredity and fertilisa-

tion, and goes deeply into the beginnings of life and the

complex doings of the gardener who creates new species

and kindred matters. Impressions of Russia come from

Mr. Engelen, who went to St. Petersburg in September
of last year as a member of the Association formed to

study criminology ; he has a good deal to tell concerning

the Russians, and his article stands as companion to

that on the Conditions of Life in Finland under Russian

rule.

Admirers of Ellen Terry will be interested in Mr.

Sidney Dark's paper, " Concerning Ellen Terry," in the

July number of CasseWs Magazine.
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A New Polish Periodical.

La Pologne Contemporaine is the title of a new
fortnightly album published in French at Paris, but
devoted, as its name implies, to Poland, its politics,

literature and art. Although published in France, its

contributors and illustrators are Poles of distinction,

resident in Russian Poland, whose names for obvious
reasons are withheld. The first number is admirably
printed and is illustrated with reproductions of Poland
landscapes by Ruszcyc, Stanislawski, and others, and the
literary matter is devoted to a very interesting descrip-

tion of the history and resources of the divided
kingdom. Poland, both politically and artistically, is

happily now undergoing a great renascence ; and the
unity of culture and aspirations which continues to

exist, in spite, or because, of its political division, gives
good cause for faith in its future. The Poles are at pre-

sent beating the Prussians on their own ground ; they
are holding their own in Austria, and in Russia they are
progressing materially at a much greater speed than their

masters, for it is one of the curiosities of Russian
administration that the subject races are economically
favoured at the expense of the Great Russians. But the
new Poland is hardly known in Western Europe.
Foreigners write about it ignorantly, and Poles write

about it in Polish. A periodical, published in a well-

known language, but written by Poles, is, therefore, just

what was wanted, and La Pologne Contemporaine pro-
mises to fill the gap. It is published at 5, Rue de l'Odeon,
Paris.

Harper.
There is much in Harper's for July to make it a very-

pleasant companion of holiday hours. There is a delight-

ful criticism of" Romeo and Juliet" by Mr. Arthur Symons,
with striking drawings by E. A. Abbey, R.A. New York,
a port of all the world, is described with illustrations and
in picture-prose by Mr. B. G. Fife. The business organisa-
tion of Dr. Rainsford's church, in the crowded quarters of
New York, is described at length by Mr. D. G. Phillips.

The innumerable organisations for the elevation of the
neighbourhood are indicated, and its chief service shown
to be the provision of social life for its members. Society
and sympathy are, after all, proved to be the greatest
needs of man. The standard of pronunciation of
English is discussed by Mr. Lounsbury, professor of

English at Yale, in a sketch ofthe principal pronouncing
dictionaries. A deeper note is sounded in Dr. Chamber-
lain's discussion of the survival of human personality.

He regards the extent to which the abnormal has been
put forward in attempts to prove life after death as a
relapse rather than a step upward, belonging rather to

the proofs which convinced the human mind in its more
infantile stages. In personality Itself lies the clearest

proof of its immortal destiny. " Faith is, in fact, the
consensus of all factors which go to make up human
personality in the dictum which it emits concerning the
nitere."

The Temple.
Plexty of pictures and the pleasantly leaded type

first attract the eye to this magazine. The July number
has in it some four articles calling for mention. The
Paris Mont de Ptete" is visualised in a series of striking

photographs. The writer objects to the name as sugges-
tive of charity and pauperism. Contrary to the common
impression, transactions increase during times of pros-

perity and decrease during times of depressed trade. In

direct opposition to the statement of other observers, the
writer declares that the French are ashamed to be seen
using this public institution, and only do so furtively and
under stress of circumstance. Mr. Forbes describes
Ceylon as " the Emerald Isle of the East," and gives
sketches of its life. Mr. Harold Simpson tells how to
run a trout fisher)', and traces the growth of the trout

from the first artificial mixing of milt and eggs. The use
of the River Rhone in the development of " wonderful
electric power" is described. The turbine in question
yields a force of 10,000 horse power, besides feeding

15,000 electric lamps.

The English Illustrated.

The Midsummer number of the English Illustrated is

in many respects a most beautiful production. The first

paper, by Mr. Henry Lee, on " I Fioretti Delle Primavera,"
tells the story of the spring in words and legends
worthy of their theme, while the pictures accompanying it

are some of the most exquisite photographs of woodland
scenery. The legend from the Engadine, of the struggle

between King Snow and King Sun for the month Maya,
fairest of all women, is too long to be repeated here, but
it is of a piece with the charm of the whole study. A
grotesque foil to this prose pictorial poem on spring is the
paper by Mr. C. Van Noorden on quaint errors by
Dickens' illustrators—Cruikshank, Cattermole, Browne
and Leech. The pictures are given which diverge in detail

from Dickens' description. Mr. Taylor's account of the
draining of the Lake of El Dorado in search for hidden
treasure claims separate notice. Mons. Beaugeard-
Durand describes, with photographic illustrations, the
French Academy, " Under the Dome of the Palais
Mazarin," and gives much curious information about the
Immortal Forty. The joys of rock climbing, first tasted
abroad amid the Alps, are now pursued at home, as Mr.
Ernest Baker shows in his account of scrambles on the
high Peak. Wharncliffe Crags, near Sheffield, are said
to afford some four dozen different scrambles. The
birthday heroes of the month are Mr. Balfour, Mr.
Bernard Shaw, and Mr. Stephen Phillips. With sketch
and portrait goes a useful bibliography.

Scrlbner.

It is a very pleasant number which Scribner pro-

vides us for July. A remarkably interesting paper is the
description and narrative of Gettysburg given by General
John B. Gordon, of the Confederate Army. It is a vivid

reminiscence, with plenty of colour. Arthur Healing's
account of the Canadian rivermen is full of the most
sensational adventures in shooting the rapids, and the
pictures are as exciting as the prose. Mr. John Heard
tells how he slept in the room and bed of Andreas Hofer
in the Tyrol, a favour generally restricted to the inn-

keeper's family. In that very room, in the old patriot's

very dress, he, to use his own phrase, "upset into

English" the "Tyroler Adler." The singular im-
pression produced by the sight of the cedars
of Lebanon is reported by Mr. L. G. Leary.
Mr. Charles Magoon, of the Bureau of Insular Affairs,

tells how the War Department introduced civil govern-
ment into Cuba and the Philippines. Strange to say, the

Bureau of Insular Affairs, which corresponds to the

Colonial Office of other Governments, is in the pacific

Republic a section of the War Department. The writer

properly lays stress on the fact that the army has set civil

government on its feet in these new lands.
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LEARNING LANGUAGES B\ LETTER-WRITING.
LAST month I heard with great pleasure of the

decision by the congregation at Oxford relative to

an Honour School for Modern Languages. But it

is now publicly stated that the candidate for honours in a
modern language has not the slightest need to study pro-
ficiency in speaking the tongue chosen ; that is to say, in

the words of the statute :
" A candidate shall be at

liberty to enter his name for an oral examination in

French, and shall be examined accordingly, but colloquial

proficiency in the French language shall have no
weight in the distribution of honours." I read
the words over and over, and my astonishment
grows as I read. What does proficiency in modern
languages mean to an Oxford Don ? Ordinary folks think
boys and girls, men and women should learn French
and German in order that they may speak the language
and profit by its literature. But at Oxford the last is

first and the first nowhere. One lives and learns —back-
wards. My information may be all wrong. Will any
reader who can, correct my bewilderment, for at present I

can only grasp the idea that Oxford authorities say to

students :
" Certainly learn to speak a modern language

if you like and be examined orally—but we can scarcely

advise it. It is pure waste of time which should be spent
otherwise if you desire to gain Honours."

A FRENCH MODERN LANGUAGE SOCIETY,

.t is almost needless to tell again about the contrast
between the teaching profession here and abroad. In
France and Germany the teacher is a Civil servant,

belonging to ' a central organisation, and movable from
place to place, receiving a pension, etc., just as civil

servants do here. Moreover, as a Civil servant public

political discussions are hardly advisable. Again, aliens

are not, as a rule, permitted on the staff of the Lyce'e or
college. A French boy learns English from a French-
man, and so on. Thus, as the Education Department
arranges the school curriculum, French modern language
teachers have scarcely felt the need of a special organisa-

tion of their own.
But teachers, in the main, are eminently practical, ar I

the new programme of the Government has brought to

the front a want which, though felt, has scarcely until

now been pressing. French teachers ofmodern languages
are now required to use the newest methods, yet have
considerable latitude allowed them in carrying out those
methods. This means that one man may have an
experience which it would be good for his fellows to

know. Last February, therefore, professors of modern
languages in Paris were invited to meet and discuss the
formation of a Modern Language Society, which it was
hoped, though consisting at first of Parisians, would
extend through France. More than one hundred and
twenty teachers responded to the summons, and the
society was at once started with a provisionary committee
of twenty-nine members, and on May 28th the first

general assembly met, and the first bulletin of the Society
was issued the same month.
The aims of the Society are to search out the best

methods of carrying out the Government programme ; to

study all questions on the theory and practice of modern
language teaching ; to keep teachers acquainted with all

that is interesting in this matter in France and abroad.
And here is an aphorism from one of the speakers :

" Resignation is a virtue in a martyr, but a vice in a
teacher

9

n and the French M.L.A. certainly does not
intend to practise resignation. Coming back to our own

side of the Channel, we find, however, that our Modern
Language Association, as a body, has to practise it. We
find a committee admirable in its devotion to duty,

editors, secretaries, treasurer, giving freely their time, and,

what is more, their health, in the endeavour to join

together all interested in modern language teaching. But
with how small a result ! A membership which finds

twenty new adherents a year is a subject of congratula-

tion, and a journal, published at a loss, has always

to fall back upon the hardest working of the teachers to

supply the deficiency. When parents come forward and
subscribe to our Modern Language Association, then

shall we find the teaching of modern languages in our

schools a success as it is abroad, and not a miserable

farce as it often is here, if we judge by results, for which

rarely the teachers, almost invariably the parents, are to

blame. As some parents may read this, and some

language teachers who are not yet members of the M.L.A.,

I give here the address of the hon. sec. : W. M.

Poole, Esq., M.A., H.M.S. Pritue George, Channel

Squadron ; and the treasurer, de V. Payen-Payne,

9, Stonor Road, West Kensington.

FRENCH BOOKS.

The wife of a pastor in Paris has sent me a list of books

suitable for children of various ages. This valuable list

I may print if needed, but I delay it for a while until I

can find a London firm who would act as agents—it is a

nuisance to send to Paris for a single book.
In Les Antiales Politique* et LitUraircs of June 23rd

is an account of the unfortunate Alexander of Servia and

his wife, from a lady who used to visit Queen Nathalie in

1900. The sketch is most interesting. The same journal

has some cleverly written details of various members of

the Acade*mie Francaise. The Annates may be obtained

direct from 15, Rue Saint Georges, Paris—2jd. a number

if with illustrations, i|d. without ; it is good reading

for adults who need a French weekly. Four francs the

half-year, or 6j francs with supplements.

NOTICES.

Comrades All, No. 3, the organ of the International

Correspondence, may be obtained at this office, price

eightpence. Published each year at Easter.

A French lawyer invites an English boy of eleven or

twelve to stay with his son during the holidays, near

Caen.
Several parents in France and Germany offer an

exchange of homes—a son or daughter for an English

girl or boy, over fifteen as a rule.

Pastor and Madame Bieler d'Aubigne* will receive

boys and girls as usual in their Holiday Home, Maisoa

Blanche, Puidoux, Vaud.
Some highly-cultivated Swiss ladies would take Eng-

lish lady teachers at moderate fees for the holidays, if

they would share a room.
A German young, lady, whose correspondent is a

Scotch girl, wants to obtain an engagement and perfect

her English. She is a brilliant musician.

Three Englishmen, over twenty-five, want German
correspondents. Will foreign friends please notice ?

Professor Rippman has just written a most valuable

notice of the cases in which the use of the phonograph

will be of importance to the teacher. I have not space

to report properly, so refer all to the School World tot

June (Macraillan and Co., St. Martin's Street, Charing

Cross, price 6d.).
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ESPERANTO : THE AUXILIARY INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE.

Oni generate diras ke la parolo estas natura eco de V homo.

Jes, sed ni devas pensi, ke gi estas ilo- speciala, absolute necesa

de la lingvajo, t. e. de 1' komunikado dc 1' ideoj.

m Ni rimarku unue, ke la parolo ne estas memvena ce la homo.
Gi estas eco, sed eco, kiun oni devas akiri. Por parol i oni

bezooas esti lerninta paroli.—S. Meyer, in VEsperantiste.

It is generally said that speech is a natural quality of man.
Yes, but we ought to think (remember) that it is a special

instrument absolutely necessary to the language essence, that is,

to the communication of ideas.

We must remark first that speech is not spontaneous amongst
men. It is a quality, but a quality which one must acquire.

In order to speak, one needs tobe learning to speak. *

A GATHERING AT HAVRE.

AN unofficial friendly meeting between various

Esperantists will take place at Havre, about July
28th. Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes of Kelghley, several

London Esperantists, the President of the French Cycling

Tourist Club and Mr. De Beaufront intend to be present.

There is no time for any special official arrangements,
but anyone desiring to go would do well to write to

M. Cassagne, 3 AMe Robert, Havre. The trip from
Southampton to Havre would be very delightful. There
are excursions from Friday to Tuesday, the return fare

for which is about 22s. ;
probably about that time there

may be even cheaper ones. Will any readers who think

of going send me a reply postcard, and I will let them
know how many others will be going and on what dates.

A tiny rosette of green ribbon would serve as a mark of

recognition.

ESPERANTO AND THE BLIND.

I give here the letter from Mr. Thilander, which I

mentioned last month. I may add that the small
Esperanto book by Mr. Cart—which has been trans-

lated into English by Mr. Rhodes, and which is intended
to be used in all countries—is a special manual for the

blind, and is already prepared in Braille type for the
French. An English version will be prepared if the
friends of the blind will come forward and help with the
expense. Such friends know well that Braille type is

costly. I have no doubt that if orders for two hundred
copies are received the preparation of the Braille edition

will be set in hand at once. Will readers notice and
help?

Dear Sir,—Some years ago, when reading the first number of
Progress I ever saw, I could not help thinking that it would
be a great blessing to the blind of all nationalities if they could
read such an excellent magazine, and thereby become acquainted
with their companions of misfortune of other countries. So I

presented a copy of my English-Swedish Grammar to the Braille

Library at Stockholm, hoping that some of its readers might be
able to learn English. But I soon found how difficult it is to

learn a foreign language alone, and quite impossible to blind

people who, if they have succeeded in getting a grammar, never
<an obtain any complete dictionary. This fact put international

language in my thoughts.

It is annecessary to speak at length upon the immense import-
ance for humanity of the introduction of a neutral language, one
by whose means persons of all nationalities could mutually con-
Terse and correspond, and in which works having an equal
interest for all peoples could be published. Everyone can
easily appreciate this. And if it is so with the seeing, so much
the more with the blind, who are so few and poor in comparison
with the seeing. It is generally known how difficult it is to the

educated blind to obtain school-books and works on science,

because they are, especially in small countries, too few to enable
the societies and institutions to publish sufficient such books.
And it is also known how cultivating of mind correspondence is,

more especially foreign correspondence.

I was, therefore, very glad to hear about "Volapiik." I

began to study that language, but it was very soon rejected ; I

had no time to take up a language quite artificial and with no
real ground. I studied the French and Latin tongues, but they

were too difficult for the blind at large. Then someone told

me about the International language '* Esperanto." Thinking
that it was a new " Volapiik," I did not take notice of it until

a friend sent me a Braille copy of the Esperanto-Swedish
Dictionary, asking me to look at it. On doing so I could not
forbear exclaiming :

" But Esperanto is scarcely an artificial

language. I have, perhaps, found the International language
for the blind I have been seeking."

It made me master of the Esperanto language in a few hours,

as I already knew a little French and English. Everyone who
knows the rudiments of grammar can learn Esperanto in, at

most, a few weeks. Since that time several of my friends have
acquired it, and many are going to do so, now that we have
instruction books.

Some eight months ago I received a letter from the French
Professor Cart, who told me that he had opened an Esperanto
course in the Blind Asylum at Lausanne, where he occasionally

was dwelling. I began to correspond with his pupils, and,

indeed, they wrote the language in such a manner as to make
me sure that Esperanto would in future become a good help for

the educated blind.

In France the leaders of this affair are Professor Cart and
Professor Guileau (of L'Institution des Jeunes Aveugles), who
has written a " History of the Blind " in Esperanto. An Italian

is just studying Esperanto in order to make it known to his

blind countrymen. In England I know one or two blind

Esperantists, but the English blind stand yet in the need of an
instruction book, and most of all of a competent leader.

I am sure Esperanto will find many friends amongst the

educated blind in England, for the English understand so soon
the practical utility of such ideas. In this connection I wish to

announce that the little propagandist lesson-book by M. Cart,

specially written for the use of the blind,—but at present pub-
lished only in ordinary type, not the Braille type,—is now
published at the Review of Reviews office, price 6d. (by

post 6Jd.). Any societies for the blind ordering the book in

quantities will be supplied at a reduced price.

NEWS IN BRIEF.

The free lessons have been given up for the summer.
Mr. Moscheles, the president of the club, kindly held

at his house an Esperanto At Home on June 13th. In
spite of the shocking weather there were over fifty

persons present. After short speeches by the secretary

and Mr. O'Connor, Mr. Moscheles delivered a most
interesting address, the latter part of which was in the
Esperanto language. A short message from Dr. Zamen-
hof was read before the proceedings terminated. It ran
as follows :

" Malgrau cia malfacileco mi esperas ke
Anglujo okupos la unuan lokon en la Esperanta afero."

Will readers kindly turn to the June Review for

information about the thirteen British societies—lack of
space prevents a repetition here ?

O'Connor's complete instruction book may be obtained
at the Office of the Review of Reviews, price is. 7d.

post free ; also some leaflet stories.

I have not, I think, mentioned the only English
Esperanto journal, La Lumo, of Montreal, Canada

—

Offices, 79, St. Christopher Street. The subscription is

2s. 6d. a year, and English stamps will be accepted in

payment The editor, Mr. Saint Martin, is a devoted
Esperantist, and the Lumo has a large circulation.
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The Book of the Month

OUR GRAND MONARQUE IN INDIA; OR, THE FAILURE OF
LORD CURZON.

THIS book is called "The Failure of Lord
Curzon." It is a misnomer. It is rather an

impeachment of the whole system of Indian

administration, of which the superior person who
officiated as the Imre Kiralfi of Empire at the

Delhi Durbar is but the latest figure-head. The
book, which appears to be simply a pamphlet

bound in boards, is a
dynamite bomb which,

if it exploded in the

right place, might burst

the Indian Empire as

it now is into irremedi-

able ruin. For the

author of " The Failure

of Lord Curzon" sets

himself to prove—and,

so far as the reader

without special know-
ledge can discover, does

actually prove—that the

British Empire in India

as at present adminis-

tered is no beneficent

Providence brooding
over its hundred million

subjects in order to

foster them into life and
strength ; but is, in very

terrible truth, the Vam-
pire Empire, which Mr.
W. Digby portrayed,

draining with the un-

ceasing suction of its

insatiate lips the very

life-blood of the miser-

able wretches who, by
an evil destiny, were

doomed to perish be-

neath its infernal grasp.

The author, it is an

open secret, is an Anglo-

Indian ex-official, who
has devoted twenty-eight

years of his life to the

task of governing the country. He is an ex-civilian

of good repute, lately Commissioner of one of those

great Indian provinces with a dozen million of

inhabitants, in executive rank next to a Governor.

And it is this which makes his verdict all the

* The Failure of Lord Curzon. An Open Letter to the Earl of Rosebery,

by 44 Twenty-eight Years in India." 1. Fisher Unwin. ic6 pp., 2s. 6d.

By specialpermission of the Proprietors of 44 Punch"\ [June 10.

" Let Curzon Holde What Curzon Helde."

(The Curson motto.)

more damning. If what' he says is true, instead

of being proud of our Indian Empire we ought

to cover our heads with shame when we hear

it named Instead of being our glory, it is our

shame. For instead of regenerating India we are

ruining it. The population, instead of increasing

under our beneficent sway, is perishing by millions.

Last census revealed the

staggering fact that the

number of our human
flock had diminished by

twenty- five millions
below our own estimate.

Where are these twenty-

five millions ? The

Vampire knows.
The indictment which

the author brings
against Lord Curzon is

that, instead of mending

matters, he has made
everything worse than

he found it. He sets

himself to prove :

—

1. That Lord Curzon, in

a short four years, has

offended beyond forgiveness

the educated classes of

Indians.

2. That, though continu-

ally face to face with famine,

he has refused to take the

most experienced advice,

while his policy is pushing

the mass of the agricultural

population lower and lower

in the slough of misery and

starvation.

3. That, although most

conciliatory in language, he

has initiated a manner of

dealing with native princes

which must engender dis-

content.

India (to the Viceroy) : " Stand not upon the order of your going, but—
stay ! "—Macbeth, Act III., Sc. 4 {slightly altered).

Of these three counts,

the second is so im-

measurably the most

important, that I will

confine myself almost exclusively to the evidence

which the author adduces in support of his com-

plaint. In brief, what he has to say is that the

Government of India is a rack-renting landlord

of a vast pauper warren of starving tenants, and

that Lord Curzon, instead of reducing the sum
wrung from the wretched peasants, has given another
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Hindi Punch.}

Lord Curzon as Smiing Fortune.

[May, 1902.

turn to the screw, with results which are visible not
in outrage or revolutionary outbreaks, but in death.

Deaths by the million brand with ineffaceable infamy
the period of his rule.

But now for a summary of the case. The author
begins by pointing out that our attractive and even
splendid superstructure of administration is based on a
poverty, often a misery, among the masses of the people
that would be incredible if it were not so well attested.

The steady increase of taxation, necessitated by the

Russophobia which is the bane and the blight of our
governing classes, is eating the life out of the Indian
races. An influentially signed petition of Anglo Indian
notables appealed piteously to the Government of
India never to exact from landlord or tenant heavier
taxation than the equivalent of a 55 per cent, income-
tax. According to the Pioneer, a newspaper of unim-
peachable Imperialism, the sums levied from the

peasants of the Bombay Presidency were increased
from 33 to 100 per cent. The Revenue Department,
in face of the protests of their own local officers,

forced an increase of 38 per cent, in the face of

admitted depression. In the words of the Pioneer*
" Stupidity, blindness, indifference, greed, settled down
like the fabled harpies on the ryot's bread, and bore
off with them all that he subsisted upon." Is it any
wonder that the ryot dies ?

The excuse of course is that the military charges
must be increased to place India in a posture of
defence against the Russian bugbear. Since 1875
the debt of India has been more than doubled. It

was 95 millions then. It is ^190,000,000 now. The
cost of the army has risen from 120 to 230 million

rupees per annum. The money must be found some-
where, and for the fool-fury of the Russophobist in

Fleet Street; the Indian peasant pays and dies.

The effect follows close upon the heels of the cause.

In twenty years the Government increased the sum
extorted from Madras by 33 per cent., or more than
a million sterling per annum. Result, that in the
famine of 1877-8 three million Madrasees died of
starvation, and in eleven years 850,000 tenants (heads
of families) have been sold up and ruined. In
Bombay the land tax has risen by 30 per cent, or
more at each of three successive settlements, and
Bombay is rarely spoken of nowadays but as the home
of famine and its offspring, plague. In the Central

Provinces the sum levied to pay for soldiers to stand

on guard against a nightmare was increased by from
50 to 90 per cent. Result, a decrease in the last

decade of a million souls.

The poverty of the people who have to foot the
bill run up by the Russophobists is appalling. In
Behar, one of the richest provinces of Bengal, some
twelve millions of the peasants during many
months of the year live or die on one meal a
day.

These statements relate to a period antecedent ta
Lord Curzon's advent. Later statements are unpro-

curable, because Lord Curzon has put the gag upon
his officials. Any official who so far forgets himself

as to admit that famine is caused by any but natural

causes, finds his career ended. " Mum's the word "

in India to-day. Yet, although the detailed and
truthful reports of other days are no longer suffered to

Bhimseu.]

Lord Curzon's Pet Toy.
(July, 1S99.
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appear, " famine is more widespread than ever, and
the land revenue is being steadily enhanced."

Lord Curzon's reply to this is to point to the

evidence of India's prosperity in the shape of the

surpluses, due to the excessive severity with which the

arrears of taxes have been collected, and the rise in

the value of the rupee. " An immense sum of money
which had accumulated as arrears of land revenue

—

the 55 per cent income tax—during a period of

severe plague and famine, was ruthlessly extorted in

the year following the famine in addition to the exces-

sive current land revenue." The need for this rack-

renting was the addition of 30,000 men made to the

Indian Army as the direct result of the criminal folly

of our officers who, instead of delimiting the Afghan
frontier, egged on the Afghans to provoke the Russians

to the fatal fight of Penjdeh.

The result of this constant increase of taxation has

been to drive the wretched peasants to the money-
lenders, without whose aid they cannot pay their taxes.

In order to check the terrible evil resulting from
whole districts passing into the hands of the gombeen
man, Lord Curzon, by one of those well-meaning but

arbitrary acts which characterise his administration,

has destroyed the ancient right of the peasant to deal

with his land as if it were a heritable and transferable

property. Act VI. of 1901 has destroyed 'both rights,

a new section amending the earlier law laying down
that the occupancy or interest of the occupant in the

land shall not be transferable without the previous

sanction of the Collector. The Land Revenue official

" can exclude from succession a son, a purchaser, or a
creditor without assigning any reason, and without

his decision being called in question by a Court of

law." This the author denounces as a high-handed

destruction of a peasant proprietary. It rather seems
to us as a desperate resource, intended to check the

results of excessive taxation, and in so doing it renders

the payment of that taxation impossible in the future.

I have left myself but little space to notice the

other counts in the indictment of Lord Curzon.
They may be briefly summarised thus :

—

1. The Municipality of Calcutta from 1876 till

Lord Curzon's advent consisted of fifty elected and
twenty-five nominated members. Lord Curzon
reduced the elective members to twenty-five, so that

the official whom he appoints as chairman controls

the whole body. Result, bitter discontent and the

neglect of the sanitation of native wards.

2. By his University Commission he has attempted

to root out the indigenous colleges that have grown
up all over India in nearly every big town, and to

introduce a system modelled on that of Oxford. This

excited such a storm of indignation that he has

abandoned the proposal, disingenuously throwing the

blame for the suggestion upon his own nominees.

3. Lord Curzon began by forbidding the native

princes of India to visit Europe without his permis-

sion, but the edict was secretly withdrawn. In

dealing with the States of Chota Nagpur he destroyed

with a stroke of the pen an independence enjoyed
from time immemorial. He has interfered in the
administration of native states. At the Delhi Durbar
he denied to the princes of India their ancient salutes
by artillery, and refused them the courtesy of an
exchange of visits. At the Durbar all the show
and splendour were reserved for Lord Curzon himself.

4. He disregarded the advice of the Punjaub
Government, and created a new sub-province under
his own direct control, which since its creation has
involved us in two frontier wars.

5. He has suspended for two years the operation of

the new law prepared to secure fair wages for the

Assam coolies, whose earnings have not increased for

twenty-five years, although the price of food has gone
up by 44 per cent. When Sir H. Cotton, then Chief

Commissioner of Assam, insisted on dealing justly

with the coolies, Lord Curzon, instead of making him
Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, let him retire from

the service, being apparently scared by the outcry of

the tea planters.

6. He has uprooted honest dealing between culti-

vators and the Water Department, and placed
"

absolutely at the mercy of the Collector, the Civil C
being absolutely divested of jurisdiction in the I

inttima t>Mnck.\

Lord Curzon at the Durbar.

—

-
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7. He has utterly failed to ueal with the painful

question of intoxicants and opium. The revenue
from liquor alone in Assam has increased by 250 per

cent in the past ten years. The excise revenue has

risen from 75 5,000 in 1875 to j£4i 2 39.0o° m
1 901.

So far the author. His indictment of Lord
Curzon is less convincing than his impeachment of

the rack-renting vampire system, of which he is only

the latest and most conspicuous exponent. We can-

MaraOa Punch.] [Sept. 1899.

Lord Curzon Crashing Kalia, the Five-headed Serpent

of Bankruptcy.

not forget how sternly Lord Curzon insisted upon
justice being meted out to the military who were

guilty of outrages on natives. We are grateful to

him for withdrawing our garrisons from beyond the

frontier. We recognise, even in some of those things

for which our author blames him, an anxious desire

to remedy the evils resulting from excessive taxation.

But no Viceroy can do any good in India unless he

cuts down the military charges, develops local self-

government, trains the natives to take the government
of India, as far as possible, into their own hands, and,

in short, shows by his every act his conviction that

the domination of one race by another is only a

temporary pis allcr, and that the supreme glory of the

British Government in India would be to render its

supersession by a native administration practicable.

A parent who always keeps his son in pupilage fails in

the first duty of fatherhood.

The financial difficulty is, however, the most acute.

It springs directly from the spirit of insensate Jingoism,

and especially from the cultivation of distrust and \

hatred of our great northern neighbour. The whole
of the increase in military expenditure since 1875,
amounting to no million rupees a year, might have
been avoided if we had but endeavoured to do to the

Russians what, under the same circumstances, we
would have expected the Russians to do to us. We
have gained nothing, absolutely nothing, by the

sedulous cultivation of hatred, malice, and all un-

charitableness towards our great northern neighbour.

But the luckless natives of India have' had to pay for

all our follies and our crimes. They have long paid

in cash. Now they are paying with their lives.

When will the end come ?

It is impossible to read such books as this without

recalling the pregnant and eloquent words of Carlyle

on the condition of the French peasants at the eve of

the French Revolution :

—

With the working people, again, it is not so well. Masses
indeed ; and yet, singular to say, if with an effort of imagination

ihou follow them into their clay hovels, into their garrets and
hutches, the masses consist all of units

; every unit of whom
has his own heart and sorrows, stands covered there with his

own skin, and if you prick him he will bleed. Every unit of

these masses is a miraculous man, even as thou thyself art . . .

with a spark of Divinity, what thou callest an immortal soul in

him. Dreary, languid do these struggle in their obscure

remoteness, their hearth cheerless, their diet thin. For them,
in this world, rises no Era of Hope

;
hardly even in the other

—

if it be not hope in the gloomy rest of Deatn, for their faith too .

is failing, untaught, uncomforted, unfed. A dumb generation,

.

their voice only an inarticulate cry. There is dearth, an in-

dubitable scarcity of bread. And these people pay the tailk.
.

And you want further to take their salt from them ! And you
know not what it is you are stripping barer, or as you call it,

governing ; what by the spurt of your pen, or your cold dastard .

indifference, you will fancy you can starve always with impunity,

always till the catastrophe come ! Ah, Madame, such Govern-
ment by blind man's buff stumbling along too far, will end in

the culbuU ginirale.

The culbute gtnSrale, the general upset, we know,

what that was in France. We can even dimly
imagine what it would be in India, if our fellow-

subjects, mad with starvation, decided that it would be
better to risk dying in hunger riots rather than tamely

to die by the million in a tax-made famine

!
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE MONTH.

A NATIONAL STOCKTAKING.
Figures Cheering and the Reverse from the

Census.

There is something repulsive to the ordinary man in

three hundred pages of tabulated figures. But in these

days of gloomy predictions of national ruin, and lurid pic-

tures of the decline and fall of the Empire, a course of

statistics is probably the best tonic that can be prescribed.

It certainly should have a stimulating effect, for though
'the statistics of trade and population may be dry, they
are not gloomy. How do we stand as a nation ? Are
we progressing or retrograding ? What are the funda-
mental facts of our present condition ? No figures are

more useful in attempting to answer these questions

than those set forth in the decennial Census returns.

Last month there were issued the
u Summary Tables for

England and Wales n (Eyre and Spottiswoode, 2s. 6d.),

and the fortieth annual edition of that most useful and
. admirable epitome of the civilized world, " The States-

man's Year Book" (Macmillan, ios. 6d. net). From
these two publications I have taken a few of the most
interesting and salient facts.

town versus country.

The marked tendency of the last sixty years, since the

gigantic development of the means of communication,
has been for the rural population to drift to the cities.

At the present time the urban population of England is

twenty-five millions, the rural only seven and a half.

The increase in the last ten years has been three and a
lialf millions, or 12*17 per cent. Of this total the towns
claim 3,300,000. The rural population is practically

stationary, the net increase for ten years beings only

200,000. In other words, the town population is

-advancing in numbers at the rate of 15*22 per cent., while

^the increase registered in the counties is only 2*94 per

cent. Every year this feature of our national life becomes
more pronounced. In 1891 75 per cent, of the people

•of England lived in towns, and only 25 per cent,

in the country. In 1901 the urban population had
increased to 77 per cent, of the whole, leaving only 23 per

cent, in the rural districts. In Scotland the same ten-

dency is observable. In the last ten years there has been
an actual decrease in the rural population of4*60 per cent.

The predominance of England, as the land of cities and
towns, in the partnership of the United Kingdom, becomes
with every decade more pronounced. Between 1 891 and
1901 its proportion of the total population increased from
72*2 to 74*1 per cent.

large decrease in overcrowding.

It is clear, therefore, that the vital problems that

confront the country in the future are those connected
with the evils of city life. Of these, that of overcrowding
is one of the most important. On this question, the

census returns show a most satisfactory record of

progress. The returns do not present the figures in the

most convenient form, but, with some little trouble, it is

possible to discover the salient facts. From these it is

apparent that overcrowding, though still a grave and
serious evil, is a diminishing and not a growing one. In

spite of an increase of population of three and a half

millions, the number of the overcrowded has been de-

creased by 626,305. In 1 89 1, one in every nine of the

population was overcrowded, now it is one in every
twelve.' In forty years, if this rate of progress be
maintained, we may hope to see the last of the

overcrowded tenements that are not merely a disgrace,

but a danger to our great cities. Even more satisfactory

than these totals is the evidence the figures afford that

the advance has been all along the line. The number
of tenements has increased by 905,867, but the increase

of tenements with less than five rooms is only 80,821.

One-roomed tenements have actually been decreased by

35,279, and two-roomed by 39,119. How general has
been the improvement will be seen by a glance at the

following table comparing conditions in 1901 and 1891 :—

NUMBERS OF OVERCROWDED.

I9OI. 189I.

In one room 245,246 358,372
In two rooms 884,662 1,163,948
In three rooms 809,599 95M7*
In four rooms 729,652 821,973

Total 2,669,159 3.295.464

London is still the great offender in regard to over-

crowding, 725,996 persons are to-day living in over-

crowded conditions within the capital of the Empire.
But even here substantial progress can be recorded, for

in 189 1 the numbers were close upon 900,000.

THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE PEOPLE.

The tables devoted to cataloguing the occupations of

the people contain much interesting and curious in-

formation. Of the male population over ten years of

age five-sixths are engaged in gainful occupations.
The figures are—males over ten, 12,134,259 ; occupied

10,156,076, unoccupied 1,977,283. Out of a female popu-
lation over ten of 13,189,585 only 4,171,751, or less than
one-third, are engaged in any occupation for which they

receive pay. Looking at the affairs of the people as a
whole, we arrive at the following list of the occupations
that employ the largest numbers of the English people.

They arearranged according to their numerical importance
—(1) domestic offices ; (2) conveyance ofmen and goods ;

(3) metals, machinery; (4) textile fabrics; (5) agricul-

ture ; (6) dress ; (7) food, tobacco, drink ; (8) building
trades, all employing over a million persons

; (9) mines
and quarries; (10) professional occupations; (11) com-
mercial occupations, employing over half-a-million ; (12)

paper and books ; (13) woodand furniture trades, employing
over 200,000 ; (14) general and local government ; (15)

defence ; (16) bricks and pottery ; (17) chemicals, soup,

etc.; (18) skins and leather, employing over 100,000.

WOMEN—THE PREDOMINANT SEX.

The great preponderance of women is another interest-

ing fact brought out by the census returns. Women out-

number men in England and Wales by more than a
million, the actual figures being 15,728,613 men to

16,799,23° women. This disproportion is much more
marked in the towns than in the country, where the
balance between the sexes is pretty even. In the rural

districts there are only 40,000 more women than men.
Bournemouth is a most flagrant instance of the inequality
of the sexes, for there live in it only 17,000 men and
nearly 30,000 women. Women's predominance is con-
fined to numbers, for even at this day she has not made
any serious inroad upon the occupations and profes-
sions formerly confined to men. Man has an absolute
monopoly of the defence of the country and of engineering,
no woman being returned in either class. In the legal
profession, in the fishing industry, in the building trades,
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and in all occupations connected with gas, water and
electricity, his monopoly is hardly challenged. In the

building trades the disproportion is especially striking —
702 women to 1,042,364 men. Nor have women obtained

a very secure foothold in the literary and scientific pro-

fessions—they number only 1,953 to 15,458 men. In
domestic offices they are, of course, supreme. In the

manufacture of textile fabrics, in all occupations coming
under the head of dress, and in the teaching profession

women are in a minority. In the medical profession,

including nurses, they largely outnumber men, though
there are only 212 lady doctors. " Women," Ruskin once
said, " are, in general, far nobler, purer, more divinely

perfect than men, because they come less in contact with

•evil." He might tyave pointed to the Census returns in

confirmation of this idea. For though, as we have seen,

women form the larger proportion of the population, they
contribute a comparatively small number to the prison,

pauper, and lunatic class of the community. They are

only one-seventh of the inmates of our prisons ; and in

the workhouses there are only 88,000 women as against

120,000 men. It is a curious fact that marriage, which,
if prison statistics have any bearing on the subject, seems
to act as a restraint on men, has the contrary effect upon
women. There are considerably more married women
in prison than unmarried. Perhaps another confirmation
of Ruskin's theory ! Marriage, too, is a safeguard against

the workhouse, for it is the unmarried and the widowed
who constitute the vast majority of the inmates.

THE FOREIGNER WITHIN OUR GATES.

The number of the foreigners settled in England is

very small, only 247,758 persons in all. Of these 135,377
are living in London. The great majority of foreigners

settled in our midst are Russians and Poles. There are

53*537 in London alone. Germans, French, Italians are
next in order of numbers. It is a curious fact that there

is an actual decrease of 2,000 in the numbers of Ameri-
cans living in England. The number of American men
has slightly increased, it is the American women who
have decreased by over 2,000. Can this be some indica-

tion of the extent to which the American woman has
invaded the English marriage market ?

The Drink Peril in Scotland.—Mr. Arthur Sher-
wdl is one of those rare writers who possess the gift of
handling statistics and detailed facts so as to illuminate
and not obscure their subject. In " The Drink Peril in

Scotland " (Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier), he places
before us with convincing clearness the present state of
the question, and then outlines a broad and comprehen-
sive plan for dealing with a situation that is full of peril

to the best interests of the community. From the
statistics of crime, insanity, and death from intemper-
ance, he shows that Scotland is making no substantial
progress towards temperance, but in some deplorable
directions matters are steadily getting worse. In the
second portion of his little volume he points out that a
reduction of licences, local veto, and the adoption of a
national time limit, although they may check the evil,

cannot cope with it. Constructive reforms are required
to supplement restrictive legislation, and Mr. Sherwell
pleads for the elimination of private profit from the drink
traffic, and the utilisation of profits in the provision of
effective counter-attractions to the public-house, in

accordance with the scheme elaborated by Mr. Rowntree
and himself in their book " The Temperance Problem and
Social Reform.0

A MUSICAL DEVOTEE.*
A defect in the " Dictionary of Music and Musicians,*

edited by Sir George Grove, surely is the omission in the
appendix of any mention of its editor, late the first

Director of the Royal College of Music. To this en-
thusiastic amateur the art of music probably owes more
than it does to the work of the professional critics ; he
has certainly done more than they with his stimulating
and sympathetic analytical notes to educate the public
in Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, and other great
composers, and for this we may forgive a little narrow-
ness and conservatism towards modern music. His
versatility of interests seems otherwise to have been
unlimited, as we learn from the " Life " just completed by
Mr. C. L. Graves. Here it is stated George Grove left

school at the age of sixteen for the engineering " shops,"
and was for the rest of his life his own teacher. As a
civil engineer he superintended (184 1-3) the erection on
Morant Point, Jamaica, of the first cast-iron lighthouse,

and (1843-6) he was engaged in Bermuda in the erection

of a similar structure. The next years (1847-9) ne t0°k
an active part in the construction of the Britannia
Tubular Bridge at Bangor ; in 1850 he was appointed
Secretary to the Society of Arts ; and in 1852 Secretary
to the Crystal Palace. Next he is devoted to literary

work, and after completing his translation of Guizot's
" Etudes sur les Beaux Arts," we find him working with
Dr. William Smith on the famous " Dictionary of

• the Bible," in connection with which he made two
journeys to Palestine (1858 and 1861). In 1865 he threw
himself ardently into the Palestine Exploration Fund
movement, and he was secretary till 1868. In 1866 he
wrote two papers on Tennyson's lyrics, and from 1868 to

1883 ne was editor of Macmillatfs Magazine. In 1873
he resigned the secretaryship of the Crystal Palace to
become literary adviser to Messrs. Macmillan, and to
undertake the editorship of the " Dictionary of Music *

;

and in 1876 he finished his well-known " Geography
Primer." From 1882 to 1894 he was Director of the
Royal College of Music, and in 1896 his long-waited book
on Beethoven's Symphonies was published. So far as
technical musical equipment goes he certainly had none.
As a boy he played the piano a little, and sang in choral
classes. But as soon as he was appointed secretary at the
Crystal Palace he began to attach himself particularly to
the music, and the famous analytical programmes by " G."
originated in the suggestion of a friend. He says :

—

We were going to celebrate the birthday of Mozart in 1856,
when the Crystal Palace music was just beginning to struggle
into existence, and Mr. Manns said to me how much he wished
that I would write a few words about Mozart himself and about
the works to be performed. I tried it, and that gave me
the initiation ; and after that, as the Saturday concerts progressed,
I -went on week by week. I wrote about the symphonies
and concertos because I wished to try to make them clear to
myself and to discover the secret of the things that charmed me
so ; and then from that sprang a wish to make other amateurs
see it in the same way.

For upwards of forty seasons Sir George Grove con-
tinued to write the lion's share of the analyses to the
Crystal Palace programmes. The wonderful voyage of
discovery to Vienna with Sir Arthur Sullivan in search of
Schubert MSS. took place in 1867, and his musical
researches caused him to make many other trips to the
Continent, notably in connection with his articles on
Beethoven and Schubert.

• " Life of Sir Gsorge Grore," by C L. Graves. Macrailla* Cloth.
Pp. 484. ias. 6d. nctt.
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CHAPTER XXVIL—THE DREAM OF
BLASTUS.

" Isn't Blastus going it
!

" said Lord William. " I

wonder what started him on this scent
!

"

He was alone in the sanctum of the Grizzled Gordon
waiting for Mildred. He had just returned from Bir-

mingham, full of enthusiasm for Mr. Arthur Chamber-
lain, with whose views on the Licensing Question he
was in hearty accord. Mildred had been very nice

to him since her return from Rome. He was even
beginning to hope that she had finally dismissed the

Canadian, and he was waiting Mildred's arrival with

the intention of asking her to name the day. He was
fidgety and nervous. Every footfall on the stairs

made him start. He had no idea how the girl would
take it She had been gracious since his return.

But to marry right off, or even in the autumn, that was
another matter.

The rain poured steadily down from a gloomy sky.

The River Thames, Lord William knew too well, was as

steadily rising in its bed. The wettest June on record

had already converted the valley of the Upper Thames
into one vast lake. Mildred's bungalow above
Windsor was submerged. She had taken refuge in

Rockstone Hall, where her aunt had been improving
the opportunity by reading her a long lecture upon the

duty of marrying without further loss of time. Mildred
was not indisposed to agree with her if she had been
left alone. But her combative nature was roused by
the supremely superlative assumption of authority on
the part of her aunt, and out of mere perversity she
was arguing herself into a positive conviction that

nothing in the world could be worse for her than

marriage just then, and that of all conceivable

husbands Lord William was about the worst.

The aunt ignored her " silly nonsense " with such a
supercilious air of seeing through all that kind of
nonsense, that Mildred, in a moment of irritation,

yielded to the temptation of paying out her aunt by
failing to keep her appointment with her lover at the

office of the paper. The deluge of rain she knew
would be a sufficient excuse, and so, to spite her too

strenuous relative, she disappointed her patient lover,

and, to ease her uneasy conscience, she sent him a

telegram, putting the blame upon the weather.
" As if I would have minded a waterspout, if only

my aunt had not been so horrid," said Mildred as she

wrote out her telegram. And then, going upstairs to

her own room, she sat for a long time with glistening

eyes upbraiding herself for her own folly, and feeling

very much disposed to rush off to town there and
then, and to agree to anything Lord William cared to

propose. But it was too late now. She could not

beat the telegram. He would have left the office, and

i

she would not run after him for worlds. So she sat

by herself, disconsolate and forlorn, wondering why in

the world she should have let her aunt get upon her

nerves in this fashion.

And while Mildred sat by herself in her room at

Rockstone Hall, looking out over the rain-drenched
park, Lord William sat by himself alone, wondering
why she had not come. It was wet, no doubt, but

she had never allowed the weather to spoil an appoint-

ment before. She was never late. And now it was
half-an-hour past the time she had fixed. Something
must have happened. He became very uneasy. Yet

there was nothing for it but to wait. By way of

keeping his mind quiet he took up a proof which lay

on the editor's desk and he began to read. At first he

did not quite understand what the writer was driving at

When it dawned upon him that it was ajeu d'csprit,

he entered into the spirit of it, and was so absorbed
in his reading that he never noticed Mildred's tele-

gram, which the office boy laid softly unopened on

the desk.

The article, which was of some length, began by

describing the parlous condition of Blastus on his

return from Africa. Signs of defeat and of igno-

minious dismissal from office were thickening round

the political horizon. Nothing was going well with

the Ministry. No one saw more clearly than he the

suicidal absurdity ofthe Education Act, the maddening
futility of their Army schemes ; and he had no faith

in the Land Bill. "We shall be beaten on our

record," he said to himself one evening ruefully,

" dismissed for incompetence. That we shall be

turned out is certain. But oh ! for some new issue

which, even if it precipitated and emphasised our

defeat, would enable us to accept Defeat with

Honour."
With these thoughts brewing in his mind Blastus

fell asleep. And in his sleep he seemed to be carried

swiftly by some invisible agency to a great valley.

" Where,am I " ? he asked in some bewilderment. And
a Voice out of the Silence replied :

" You stand where

Mr. Balfour can never come. It is the Valley of

Decision. Choose well, for on your choice depends

your destiny."
t

And Blastus, feeling for the first time in his life that
j

he was in the presence of One wiser than he, seized
j

the opportunity. " As I have to make nry mind for

two, tell me how I can best attain my end ? " And the

Voice replied, " To hide your trail you must make a

new track. To induce men to forget your old

blunders you must make a new and worse blunder

still. To cover up your past betrayals you must dazzle

the world by a new and still more stupendous

apostacy. There is no other way."
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"There's some truth in what you say," said

Blastus, "although you need not say it in quite so

nasty a way. But I am a practical man, and this is

the Valley of Decision. Let us see what is possible

and what is not. I want something that will come
home to every one, hit 'em between the eyes till

they see stars and forget South Africa."

As he spoke it seemed to him as if there approached
him the Double or Astral form of M. Pobedonostseff,

the Procurator of the Holy Synod.
" Halloa," said Blastus, " what brings you here ?

"

"I bring you a policy," said the aged Russian.
" Why not repudiate Constitutionalism ? Have I not
written that Parliamentary Government is the greatest

imposture of our time? What I have written you
have proved. Was there ever a greater fraud than to

use your Khaki majority to upset your School Boards ?

The farce of representative government is played

out. The majority of the human race knows nothing

of it. It has broken down everywhere. Hoist the

standard of Autocracy, and go to the country with the

cry, ' Down with the Constitution !
'

"

" There might be something in that," said Blastus,
" if I were sure of two things, first, that I should be
the autocrat, and second, that I should live for ever.

I am sixty-seven, and I should have hardly enough
time to consolidate my dynasty before my throne

would be vacant."

The Russian sighed and passed.
*"» " Not good enough," said a musical voice, so close

to his ear that Blastus started. "Not nearly good
enough. Who knows anything of autocracy and
constitutionalism? Not the masses to whom you
appeal. I bring you a much more popular cry," and
as he turned his wondering eyes upon the speaker he
saw and marvelled at the seductive fascination of her

charms. Modesty alone she lacked; there was a
saucy leer in her eye as she whispered, " If you want
to sweep the country, go in for the repeal of the Ten
Commandments—especially the Seventh."

Blastus nodded with critical appreciation at first.

" These musty shibboleths have served their turn,"

he remarked, " it is absurd to brandish them before

the eyes of the men of this enlightened generation.

They didn't know everything down in Judee, nor

even on Mount Sinai. I never see the Laws hung up in

church " " Oh la ! Blastus," interrupted his saucy

visitor, poking him in the ribs with her jewelled finger,

" when do you ever go to church ? " Blastus frowned.
M Oftener than you think, perhaps. You forget I've

been married three times myself. But I never see

them without wishing to take them down and replace

them by something more up-to-date. And as to the

Seventh Commandment, when my favourite London
paper devoted its columns to the discussion ' Marriage

a Failure,' I felt there must be something in it. One
thing is certain, these antiquated anachronisms of pro-

hibitory dogmas have not been a success, and there

is no doubt they are very unpopular. I could hitch

the movement on to the agitation against the Jews.

Why should Moses make laws for Birmingham, which
makes gods for the world ? Let me see—a Bill to

repeal the Ten Commandments, that sounds sensa-

tional. But the pro-Boers would say it was a piece

of retrospective legislation designed to give us

indemnity for what we've done in Africa. Thanks
very much. There is a good deal in your sugges-

tion. But it is not quite good enough."

The syren vanished, and in her stead stood the

figure of Julian the Apostate. Blastus knew him at

once, and extended a cordial greeting.

" Arcades ambo !

" he exclaimed cheerily.

The Imperial philosopher frowned. " You are in

search of a policy of sensation," he remarked some-
what stiffly. " I have brought you what you want.

You want something up-to-date that appeals to the

modern man's consciousness of superior intelligence,

something that will give the Imperial spirit free

scope, and afford you ample opportunity for perora-

tions against ancient superstitions and antiquated

dogmas."
" Right you are

!

" said Blastus. " Fill me that bill

and I am content."
" Then," said the Emperor passionately, " here is

your battle cry, ' Down with Christianity !
' When I

died, I muttered ' Thou hast conquered, O Galilean !

'

I thought that His fanatic faith had triumphed over

the art and philosophy of Hellas. But with your
aid who knows but that in another round we
may down the Galilean after all. Here is your
battle cry,

c In hoc signo vincesl
1 Down with

Christianity !

"

"Hold hard," said Blastus. "You forget that

I'm a bit of a Christian myself, a Unitarian sort of a
Christian. But there is a good deal in what you say.

I have an open mind, a very open mind where my
interest is concerned, and, as you say, this programme
would certainly create a sensation. But how about
our clerical friends—pretty rough on them, I fear.

However, you cannot make omelettes without breaking

eggs, and somebody has to go to the wall—the one
thing essential is that it is somebody else and not

Blastus."

The august Shade made a gesture of disdain. " I

do not understand^these things," he said, " but this I do
understand. The expectations of the Galilean and His
followers have been falsified by events. They were

to make disciples of the whole world, and after 1900
years not J^ialf mankind have even made pretence of

being Christians. 'At His name every knee shall

bow.' How can intelligent people pin their faith to

One whose prophesies have been so conspicuously

falsified. He came to deliver mankind from sin, and
to make all men love as brethren. Has He abolished

sin, and does brotherly love govern your lives?

Have we learned nothing in 1900 years? Must
human reason be fettered by musty shibboleths forged

in the carpenters' shops and fishermen's boats of

Galilee ? Modern Science has pulverised the old

orthodoxy. The whole system has broken down.
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What are its fruits? Religious wars, the Spanish
Inquisition, the horrors of the slave trade, the misery

of the sweating system. Raise the banner of Anti-

Christ and you will be sure to conquer !

"

" If only I could be sure," said Blastus. " But Brad-
laughism has gone off a good deal. The Rationalist

Press Association has sold 30,000 copies of Haeckel,

but that is hardly good enough to go upon. At the

same time there is much force in what you say. I

put the Christianity of the masses to a test when we
made war against the Boers, and it was clear the

masses had not enough religion to hurt. That the

abolition of Christianity would give a wide field to an
expansive Imperialism is very true, but after all

Christianity—neither in Belgrade nor in London

—

seems to prevent us politicians having a free hand. So
I am afraid your scheme won't do. Although, look you,

I have an open mind and am ready to take the whole
matter into my careful consideration, I cannot say

that I have any settled convictions upon the evidences

of Christianity, and after all the lapse of time, it seems
to me that an inquiry "

But the Emperor had vanished, and in his place

there stood the familiar figure of Lord Beaconsfield.
" Don't apologise," said the idol of the Primrose

League, "for the—ahem—reverse of complimentary
things you said of me. That was in the days of your
ignorance. I have come to help you."

" Very good of you," said Blastus. " I am in a
pretty tight place."

" Not tighter than the quarter I used to occupy,"

replied the Earl. " If you would wear my wig and
my goatee I should mistake you for my double. But
all these advisers who have been with you went wrong
on the cardinal point."

" And what was that ?" asked Blastus. " Some of

them seem very smart. And there is no doubt," he
added, "that the Ten Commandments are deuced
unpopular."

44 The cardinal point," said his visitor, " that they

all miss is, that it is necessary for you to crown your
career by a supreme act of final apostacy. Nothing
short of that will catch the eye and hold the ear of

the groundlings. Subject each of these proposals in

turn to that test, and you will see that they all fail. You
have never been much of a constitutionalist No one
has ever heard you rhapsodise over the Ten Command-
ments ; and as for Christianity, most of your clerical

friends will tell you that a Unitarian is little better, and
sometimes even worse, than an Infidel."

" But what, then, can I do ? " asked Blastus uneasily,

feeling as if his last chance was going. "I have
thrown overboard almost every principle with which I

started in politics, and to-day the locker is empty."
" Not quite," said Lord Beaconsfield ;

" you have
still one principle left which you can sacrifice, one
cause which you have not betrayed. Unfurl the

banner of Protection! Tax the food of the

people
"

Blastus gave a start of horror. Then, covering his

face with his hands, he cried, " Is thy servant a dog
that he should do this thing ?

"

" That is a point upon which I have no authentic

information, but, dog or no dog, this thing you will

have to do."

Blastus writhed. "Tax the food of the people!

Anything but that. Did you not yourself say that

Protection was not only dead, but damned ?
"

The Earl smiled grimly. " I said so, yes, and it is

true. But it may suit you all the better on that

account. If you only are seeking something that will

give you Defeat with Honour try Protection ! You
have always been a convinced and enthusiastic Free

Trader. You have eaten so many of your words in

the past, it ought not to puzzle you now to gulp

down your Free Trade professions. Free Trade is.

not quite so antiquated as the British Constitution. It

is not to be compared for the mustiness of its

shibboleths to the Ten Commandments. Neither is-

it anything like such a failure, compared with the

expectations of its Founder, as Christianity. But
Protection has two supreme advantages. Its adoption

would be the fitting culmination of a career of apostacy

—that will cause the public to forget every other

question. And better than any other issue, it wilL

afford you free scope to incite your countrymen to*

hate their neighbours, and for you to pose as the

supreme patriot."

At this point the proof broke off. Lord William

looked up. The Grizzled Gordon had entered un-
observed, and was looking down upon him with a
somewhat pitying compassion.

" What is the matter ? " he asked.
" I am afraid," said the editor, " now that Joe has

upset the apple-cart, there will be a General Election

this autumn, and we shall be so busy you will see
very little of Mildred."

" Confound him ! " said Lord William heartily, and,,

clapping his hat upon his head, he strode out moodily
into the rain.

CHAPTER XXVIII. —THE MORAL MUR-
DERERS OF BELGRADE.*

" At last, Mrs. O'Neill, at last
!

" cried her niece, as
she came rushing into the bedroom. "Here is a
telegram from uncle."

Mrs. O'Neill eagerly snatched the missive from the

girl's hand. For three months and more no word had
reached their little household as to the whereabouts of
Mr. O'Neill. When last heard of, he had started on
an expedition for the rescue of Nedelca, the Bulgarian:

beauty, who had been carried off by a Turkish band
from the ruins of her father's home. Mrs. O'Neill

had been uneasy, but not desperately alarmed. Her
husband had often been missing for months. He had
always turned up again. She had implicit faith in his

* The chapter describing the adventures of O'Xtill in Macedonia appeared
in the April and May numbers of the Review.
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luck. But the news to hand from day to day of the

excesses of the Turks in Macedonia and the absence
of all news from her husband had preyed upon her

spirits, and it was with an intense delight she read the

telegram. It was dated Salonica, June 1st, and ran

thus :

—

"Safe and sound. Been in prison. Write Bel-

grade."

Some days later came a brief note, explaining his

silence.

" When last you heard from me I was starting with

Petko and his band to rescue Nedelca. We did
rescue her, but before we could leave the village we
were attacked by a Turkish force. We kept them at

bay all day, and at night, with the aid of dynamite
bombs flung in the darkness into the Turkish ranks,

Petko, with Nedelca and most of his band, broke
through the Turkish lines and escaped. I was less

lucky. I lost my way in the darkness, and blundered
into the Turkish camp. It w^s a miracle they did

not shoot me offhand, but they brought me before

their commander, and he, after questioning me,
ordered me to be taken to Salonica forthwith. His
orders were obeyed. I was bound with ropes of

twisted hay and marched southward. On ap-

proaching Salonica I was told I must await

further orders. I was flung into a foul dun-

geon which from above smelt like a cesspool.

There I remained with other prisoners for two
months. Some of us died. All of us were sick.

But at last a consular cavass happening to pass that

way, I was able to get a note to my consul, who after

much pains, succeeded in securing my release. We
were half-starved, had no water for washing, and as

we had no drain we literally ate, lived and slept in

sewage. I am quite well again, and am ordered

to Belgrade, where I hear stirring events are toward,

and I must be on the spot."

O'Neill, as his letter tells us, had had a very

narrow escape for his life. He was emaciated with

privation and with fever, but his mind was clear and his

pulse firm. So he saw no reason why he should not

resume his duties as special correspondent Belgrade,

he understood, was to be the storm centre of the

Balkans. The King, Alexander, had been written off

as impossible. The only question was, how and
where he had to be disposed of. The word had gone
round that, with the consent of Russia and Austria,

the King and the Queen were to be kidnapped and
transported beyond the frontier, and that Peter Kara-

georgevitch was to be proclaimed King in their stead.

To his infinite chagrin, as he was travelling by

leisurely stages from Nisch northwards, the news came
on the morning of June nth that the blow had fallen,

that the Obrenovitch dynasty had been wiped out,

and that Peter Karageorgevitch was to be summoned
to the throne. The country was quiet. There was
no sign of excitement at the railway station. No pity

was expressed. The people seemed to regard the

massacres with apathy or silent approval.

Hurrying to Belgrade by the first train, O'Neill

found the Servian capital en fete. Flags were flying

everywhere. The officers who had slain the King
were saluted as men who had saved their country.

Nowhere was there audible anything but enthusiastic

expressions of admiration for the men who had caused
the dynasty of Obrenovitch to perish from the earth.

From the railway station he hurried to the Russian
Minister, M. Tcharykoff, whom he had met in bygone
years when, before his appointment to Belgrade,

M. Tcharykoff had represented Russia as her diplo-

matic representative at the Vatican. He found
M. Tcharykoff, who is one of the rising dip-

lomats in the Russian service, much upset by
the tragedy. He recounted how that very morn-
ing he had come upon the mangled bodies of
Queen Draga and her royal spouse still breathing

under the window from which they had been flung.

" Riddled with bullets and slashed with swords, the

sight was horrible, most horrible. And yet," he
added, " the strange thing is the absolute conviction of

the officers that they had earned by their murder a

right to the congratulations of mankind."
"It will scare the Sultan out of his wits," said

Cl^eill, "and I should hardly think the precedent

will be relished in your country."

M. Tcharykoff shrugged his shoulders. " But what
are you going to do about it ? " he asked.

O'Neill made no reply, and shortly after left the-

room and went back to his hotel.

As he remained in Belgrade until the arrival of the

new King, he had ample opportunity ofascertaining par-

ticulars at first hand from the officers who had in their

phrase " executed " Alexander and the woman Draga*
What impressed him most was the curious way in

which they regarded themselves as patriots who had
made a great sacrifice for the good of their country..

When O'Neill attended the Te Deum celebrated in the
Cathedral by the Archbishop, who had been the Court
Chaplain of the murdered monarch, he was struck by
the sincere conviction of all present as to the

nobility of their motives and the heroism of their

actions. " I have seen nothing like it," said O'Neill to

himself, " since the GI.V.'s went to St. Paul's after

their exploits in the Transvaal."

The notion that anyone could find fault with the

way in which they had carried out the execution of
the King and Queen never dawned upon them for"

some days. He had long talks with Colonel Maschine,,

whom O'Neill had known and liked at the Hague,,
where, with his brother conspirator, M. Velkovitch,

he had represented the Servian Government at the

Parliament of Peace. From him and other officers he
soon discovered that nothing was further from their

minds than the notion that they had committed a
crime.

"You see," said a Servian officer to O'Neill,
" it was our head or his head. We were all proscribed

;

more than a hundred of us were marked for slaughter.

We got our blow in first. One of the last acts of the
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obstinate young man was to insist that orders should
be given for our execution. If we had waited we had
all been dead men."

" I don't put it quite in that way," said another
colonel, who was dining with O'Neill at the hotel of
the Servian Crown. " When we supped at this very
table before going to the Palace, we felt that it was
no mere matter of self-defence. We owed it to our
Country to execute the Traitor who had abolished

her Constitution, and had just put together a packed
assembly of his creatures in order to proclaim
Madame Draga's brother, the insolent upstart Nicolin,

heir to the Servian Throne."
"We did not intend to kill him," said Colonel

Maschine. " We wished to 'save him. But to under-
take the execution of a king is to take your life in

your hand. One of ours was killed, in opening the

gate, with dynamite. General Petrovitch, the King's
jtide-de-camp, attacked us, and as he put out the

lights there was considerable confusion. We were in

the dark, our only light the flashes of the revolvers,

w-hich were by no means only used on one side. So
in the welter many died, including the unhappy
Avoman who was the cause of all the mischief."

. "That is all very well," said O'Neill, "but that

does not explain the cold-blooded killing of her
brothers and the murder of the Ministers."

"Does it not?" said another officer. " I should
.have thought it did. When once it was death in the

palace there must be death elsewhere."
" Besides," said Colonel Maschine, " although some

rive score died, was ever a guilty monarch punished
with so slight a loss of blood ? We struck down the

guilty ; the innocent we spared. In revolutions the

people who have least to do with the movement suffer

most. The thing had to be done, and done quickly.

Otherwise there would have been civil war, in which
thousands might have perished."

" And really, sir," said a priest, with a rich, deep,

penetrating voice, " it is not for England to criticise

,us Servians. She has ever been our enemy. And
her own hands are not clean. Better, surely, to

execute a guilty king and queen than to make
war on independent republics and kill scores of

thousands of innocent men. Reasons of State, which
justify war, may also justify the execution of a guilty

king. You English cut off the head of King Charles

;

that, too, was the work of patriotic officers."

" Not without due trial in Westminster Hall," said
> O'Neill.

" What a "pedantic excuse
!

" said one, Isidore

Jakovitch. "We also tried our King, although not
in Westminster Hall. The whole of Servia turned
itself into an assize court, and condemned him to

death if he should refuse to abdicate. Well, he did

refuse the abdication, and said that he was going to

stay where he was, and see who dared touch him.
" The people could not bear any longer this out-

rageous conduct of the King, Queen, and Co., and it

was decided that the execution should take place.

This was entrusted to some officers, who did it admir-
ably, correctly, punctually, and heroically, and the
whole world is astonished at a deed that has not its

equal in the history of all nations. A king and his

satellites have been condemned by the nation, and
have been executed by the soldiers. Everything was
taken into consideration, everything had been calcu-
lated, the time of action came, and everything went as
smooth as clockwork."

" It is not pleasant to be executioner," said Colonel
Maschine. " But we were at least not paid for our
work. None of us profited a piastre. All of us risked
our lives. We have rendered our Fatherland a
tremendous service and we are highly satisfied with
our success."

O'Neill was silent One by one the officers left the
kotel and he remained alone. At last he also went
out and mused under the silent stars over the conver-
sation of the officers.

" It is good," he said to himself, " sometimes to see
ourselves as others see us. These moral murderers of
Belgrade seem to have as little notion of the shock
their crime has given to the vorld as

"

Hark, what was that? The report of a revolver
rang through the midnight air. He ran towards the
spot whence the report had proceeded. He found a
Servian officer weltering in his blood.

" They did not think me worthy to take part in

their glorious deed," he gasped. " There is nothing
left for me but to die."

He had shot himself through the heart.

"Strange thing human nature," said O'Neill.

"Another brilliant proof of the devotion of the
patriot army ! It is time I got out of this."

So O'Neill left the moral murderers who flourish in

the meridian of Belgrade, and hastened home to

readjust his moral ideas in the meridian of West-
minster.

CHAPTER XXIX.—LEFT BEHIND.
" Garn ! " exclaimed Piggy, carefully placing his

ticket inside his shirt, after wrapping it up in several
pieces of brown paper. He would have wrapped it

in golden cloth, if he had but possessed that material,

for the grey cardboard slip was the most precious
thing in the whole world to him at that moment ; it

was his ticket for the fortnight's camping out of the
St. Anne's Working Boys' Club, Green Lanes Alley,

Mile End Road.
" Blime me if it ain't Goi^s 'srewth," returned the

boy he had addressed, "you're Arthur ain't got a
ticket, there ain't no more. I arst Mr. Lane, so's I

might give it Arthur parsshV by the Tube : I'm goin'
there now."

"See 'ere, my cheerful bloke," remarked Piggy
decidedly, " I'll go'n arst Mr. Lane meself abart
Arthur's ticket ; don't you go interferin', an' if you've
bin stuffin' me you look out, that's all."

" I ain't got none meself," said the boy dolefully,
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"an* I ain't stuffin'." Piggy never heard him; he
was elbowing his way back to the dingy room where
the Rev. Charles Lane sat at a battered writing-table

making up accounts. Charles Lane's head reeled when
he contemplated those rows of figures, for nearly

every one of them was being forced to do double
work, and it is not easy to make one shilling do the

work of two, though it has to be possible to the

secretary of the average East-end Club when it comes
to holiday time.

He was a haggard, deep-eyed young man, with a
thin, ascetic face and a tired expression, an East-

end worker's face
;
you can see the type at any Settle-

ment—the expression comes of the hopeless contem-
plation of unspeakable misery. He was a half cousin

of Lord Gordon's, and his Settlement was largely

supported from Rockstone Hall.

Piggy stood beside him for some time, not daring

to interrupt the progress of Mr. Lane's pen, as it

travelled slowly up the long line of figures. At last

the kind eyes looked up and saw him, and the pen
paused. "Well, Piggy?" Piggy shifted uncomfort-

ably from one foot to the other, and he drew a grimy
hand across his upper lip. " It's Arthur's ticket, sir.

I'll take it, sir, if you please. He can't get off till all

'ee's papers is sold."

"Arthur!" exclaimed Mr. Lane sharply, "hasn't

he got a ticket ?
"

" No, sir
;
Tommy Stitt 'ee siys, sir, as how there

worn't one for 'im to get."

Mr. Lane drew a big ledger towards him, and drew
the pen down the list of names leaf after leaf, his brow
puckered painfully, then he closed it with a sharp clap,

that sounded like the crack of doom to Piggy's heart.
" Sorry, Piggy, but the whole three hundred are out.

I can't tell how Arthur was overlooked. I meant him
to go specially, he has had such a bad time during the

winter, and you could have helped him about."

Piggy went very grey, and drew his hand across his

mouth again, with a deep breath. "Little Arthur,

sir," he said pleadingly ;
" 'ee carnt be left behin'."

"I'm awfully sorry," said Mr. Lane, "awfully

sorry, but we are in debt you see, Piggy, and we
really cannot take any more than we can pay for.

Next year
"

Piggy uttered a little deep cry. " Next year

!

where would Arthur be next year if he did not get

the long-dreamt-of fortnight this year ?
"

"Poor little chap," murmured Mr. Lane, with a
weary glance at his waistcoat pocket Only that

morning he had pawned his watch, the only valuable

he possessed, for the sake of the two times ten

shillings that would take two extra boys for the short

camping-time by the sea.

Then his deep eyes travelled across the piled-up

table to Piggy, standing on one foot, breathing deeply,

with a set, hard face, and very blue eyes. These
boys among whom he toiled were fruitful of surprises.

Boys whose lives are a neck-to-neck race with the

Wolf sometimes develop extraordinary characteristics.

Poverty and need, and large-eyed want are nursing

mothers to heroic ideas. John Lane was not in the

least astonished when Piggy, after much groping after

his treasure, suddenly laid it on the blotting pad, and
asked him austerely if it could be changed for another

in the name of Arthur Moore.
" Arthur's 'ee's bin tarkin' abart this for nigh a

year," he said, " an' if 'ee's left behin' 'ee'll fair break

'is 'eart, sir, 'ee's a delicate little chap, an' wif that 'ere

leg too."

John Lane nodded, and made out the fresh ticket.

" You're a soldier, Piggy 1 " he remarked admiringly

as he handed it over to the boy, " and this will stand

to you. Good-bye."
Piggy—other name unknown—was a strong spirk

of the lawless and unruly order which had been
wholly overcome and brought into the paths of well-

doing by a love of romance. Absurd as it sounds, it

was the boy's innate poesy in his cramped nature

which drew him to Arthur, the cripple. Arthur could

read; and not only that, he knew endless stories

about all sorts of wonderful people and things, for his

mother had hailed from Tory Island, and imbued her

son with all the wild mystic lore of wave-beaten,

rain-driven island shore, haunted valley, and hero-

haunted hill. Arthur Moore,- aged thirteen, now
motherless, fatherless, and homeless, spoke to the

ragged partner of his garret corner with all the

glamour of the crowned bard. And the outcome of

his interminable stories of heroes long dead and gone
to dust was this act of golden self-sacrifice, before

which the deeds of Fin Macool or Nhuda of the

Silver Hand paled into puny insignificance.

It was raining ; not the customary gentle drizzle of

the English June, but a torrential downpour which
would not have disgraced the breaking of the monsoon
in wild Southern seas. Arthur stood propped against

the railings at the back of St. Paul's with his two
remaining Westminster's under one dripping sleeve,

while he displayed a wet contents sheet over his

crutch handle. He was soaked to the bone
;
every

bone in his exuberant anatomy displayed itself with

unnecessary conspicuousness under his wet coat.

His battered hat was an aqueduct for two separate

dingy streams which emptied themselves down the

back of his neck. His feet squelched in his worn
shoes, and his short leg dangled painfully forward.

But no cun that ever shone could have put more
brightness into the pinched thin face, or a deeper joy

into the grey Irish eyes.

"I siy, Piggy!" he called, "just look at this 'ere,

will yer?
"

He pointed at the bill of contents, on which was
displayed in large letters, " Approaching change in the

weather—Great Heat Wave expected."
" Lord, won't it be jus' lovely ! " he exclaimed with

a little gasp. " I can 'ardly 'old meself, Piggy, I'm that

glad." He dragged himself across the pavement to

give a paper to a passer-by, and came painfully back
to the railings, his face aglow. " Wish I may never
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die,' Piggy, if I didn't dream I wos a-settin' in the sea,

an* me eyes wide open, right 'ere abart half an 'our

ago!"
" Goin' hoff yer bloomin' chump," said Piggy dis-

contentedly ;
" 'ere's yer ticket ; Mr. Lane said as I was

to give it yer."

Arthur snatched at the paper-enfolded ticket with a

hungry avidity that made the dripping fruit-seller on
the opposite pavement wonder. He thrust it into

some fold of his garments where it might keep dry,

and felt as if he held the key to Paradise. Piggy found

a temporary relief to his hidden feelings by pretending

to be a high-spirited horse, and kicking up a shower of

liquid mud from the gutter on the pavement, an amuse-
ment rudely interrupted by a passing policeman,

greatly to Piggy's indignation.

Arthur sold his last paper, and they went back to

the garret together. They had a corner of that

garret to themselves, these two waifs, and it was the

corner by the old-fashioned oblong skylight. When
they looked upwards they could see the stars in the

dim London sky. Piggy always went to sleep with

his face turned up to that slip of sky, and he always

went with the sound of Arthur's voice in his ears,

telling him strange things by land and sea. To-night,

as it had been for many nights past, the tale was of

the impossible delights of that renounced fortnight.

Arthur had been twice at Deal for the Working Boys'

camp, and he dreamt over the joys of those sunny
days, as your true poet ever does, gloating on their

blue beauty, and their wealth of flower and tree, and
green grass growing. Piggy found it very trying to

listen to. ,

" Gam I " he said with bitter scorn, " I don't believe

the 'arf of it. Sleepin' in a tent, an' swimmin' in the

sea, an' no coppers—yer tryin' to stuff me—there !

"

"— Strewth I'm tellin' yer, no more ! " responded
Arthur, who was familiar with the incredulity of

Piggy's ignorance. " I'm tellin' yer, there's miles o'

grass, an' the flowers grow jus' everywhere, an' yer

can pick 'em, many's yer like. Some of 'em's yellow,

an' some's white, an' there's pink and red, and blue

like the sky. An' there's a lidy lives dawn there, an'

she comes in a pony-cart, an' takes me with all the

other boys, an' gives us tea an' sandwitches and cike

—

an' there's an old castle there, where they ust to shet

people down, an' let their grub into the dungeons wif

a basket"
Piggy sniffed. " Fat lot yer thinks of that!" he

exclaimed. " Why, at the Tower there's the haxe they

cut the prisoners' 'eads hoff wif
!

" and he turned over

on his scrap of sacking, pretending to go to sleep.

Oh, but his little heart was sore !
" What the eye

hath not seen, the heart will not yearn for," says the

Malay proverb, but though Piggy had never been
away from the great city where he had tossed about

like stray flotsam or jetsam on the ocean, yet the

country was Paradise to him, even as it was to Arthur.

Behind Piggy's grim exterior lay that imagination

which sees through sleepless eyes. It had been

starved as the boy's own physical self, till he met
with his crippled friend ; it had grown ever since, fed

and watered with the fire and dew of the Celtic

legends, told in an uncouth vocabulary, by a child.

All that was good in him had thriven and grown
till, warped and drawn as was his body, the spirit was
that of the strong man. He heard the song of the

sea-blowing wind, saw the dim blue of hill and stream

in the warm haze of the summer day ; all that was
beautiful bloomed in his hidden garden; the seed

planted in bitter winter nights when they could not
sleep for the cold, and Arthur's teeth rattled as he
talked ; of tales told in blighting February days, when
the rain splashed icily on the cold pavements ; the

dusty Ides of March; gusty April and chilly May,
had all their own particular times of remembrance,
and through ail times and seasons ran his longing for

the sea.

What boy is there on God's earth who does not,

once in his lifetime, like the reindeer, break for the

sea and drink in its salt sparkle and wild illimitable

freedom, to store them in his veins till death takes him
away ? Piggy yearned for the sea, till it became an
actual physical pain. He would sit up of nights and
strain his bony hands across his thin chest to ease its

intolerable longings. " Only so many days more," he
would say, " and I'll see it. I'll put meself right in,

an' let the waves go over me," and once he awoke
Arthur to tell him what a wave was like.

Measure by these exquisite hopes and pangs of
anticipation the extent of Piggy's sacrifice. Ajthur, he
knew, only kept his soul in that crippled underfed
body by looking to that one fortnight in the country.

If Arthur were left behind he would die. Therefore,

since Piggy could not contemplate life without him,
he must go in Piggy's place.

Arthur did not go without lamentation because his

friend was not with him. He framed a small petition

to Mr. Lane, which brought the tears to that gentle-

man's quiet eyes, but there was no help for it, and
Piggy remained to sell Arthur's papers at the Tube
station.

He bore his disappointment with a stoical cheerful-

ness in public But even the pas seul he danced on
the pavement partook of the melancholy in his soul,

and the plaudits of the bus-drivers brought him no
comfort.

That little narrow space behind St. Paul's is a bad
place in which to make a first essay in motoring.

Moreover, it is an exceedingly awkward place in

which to lose one's head ; there is not sufficient scope,

so to speak, for an uncontrolled motor-car.

This was suddenly brought home to Piggy's mind
while he was watching an elderly gentleman carry a
little girl across the road from where he stood. The
little girl had taken a great interest in him, and he
took a most unusual interest in her; first, because
she had presented him with sixpence, " To buy ooself

boots wif"; and she kept looking over her grand-
father's shoulder, and kissing an infinitesimal hand to
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him. Piggy gravely kissed his back again ; then he
became aware of an infuriated motor, in which sat an
agitated lady, with pink hair and a pinkish-mauve

complexion, twirling the steering gear wildly, and
screaming at the top of a shrill voice. The motor
travelled in erratic curves ; at that moment he looked

it was speeding quicker and more quickly away;
suddenly it turned and came full flight across the road,

right at the old gentleman's back.

But Piggy's bare feet went quicker than the light July

wind. In some miraculous fashion he got there first,

and threw his weighty with all the added impetus of

headlong flight, against the elderly gentleman, and flung

him sidelong on the pavement. The little girl shot

out of his arms, and fell into a laundry basket which

two women were carrying. The motor mopped up
Piggy's lean figure, and carried him for a little distance,

then dropped him, and went on to the retribution

which awaited it at the Mansion House. The crowd
picked up the old gentleman's £lk hat, and restored

him to the little girl. He took her by the hand, and
fitting the hat on his bald head, hurried up to where
Piggy was lying with his head on a policeman's chest.

" God bless my soul
!

" he exclaimed fussily " what's

the matter ? What happened ? I thought there was
an earthquake."

The ready laugh of the crowd,, which waits even on
tragedy, went round and was hushed into silence by
the policeman's voice, as he told the tale of Piggy's

deed.

The old gentleman could hardly contain himself.

" God bless my soul

!

n he ejaculated tremulously.
" Saved my life did he—and little Mab's. Get a cab
somebody—d'ye hear me, get a cab."

The Rev. Charles Lane came up from St. Anne's in

great haste, and found the old gentleman sitting by
the hospital cot, where lay a very different Piggy
to the one he had known. He sat there a long time,

waiting.

At last Piggy opened his eyes, and they met the

young clergyman's, very large, and clear and full of a
great wonder.

"
t
Oh my God !

" said Piggy, in tones very low and
distinct and reverent, " is this the sea ? Arthur I

Arthur, ain't it beautiful ?
"

Charles Lane laid his head between his hands, and
whispered to himself and the old gentleman fell upon
his knees, and buried his face in the nurse's apron.

And that was how an untaught, unhoused, uncared-
for little street arab purchased a fortnight's bliss for

twenty little boys in the future, who, like himself, are

born of the streets, and condemned to its pitiless,,

stony bareness, and no one remembers him but a
httle cripple who sells newspapers and a little girl

who is growing to womanhood, and, when he has
time, a busy, weary East-end clergyman.

[Readers who wish to help in the good work of
sending London children to the seaside can send
their subscriptions to the Secretary, Holiday Fund*
Review of Reviews Office, Norfolk Street, Strand*

Bis dat qui cito dat.]
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Wake Up! John Bull.
An Illustrated Supplement to the "Review of Reviews."

Issued as an integral part of the Review of Reviews of July, 1903.No. 25.]

The Attack on Free Trade and Cheap Food.

A Catechism for the ChamWlainites.

TO anxious inquirers—in the Cabinet and out of it—who are taking part in the great " inquest of the

nation," opened by Mr. Chamberlain's sudden onslaught upon the foundations of our industrial prosperity,

the following Catechism, containing an arrangement of statistics and other information—which it is
#
to

be hoped will commend itself to the Duke of Devonshire—is respectfully dedicated.

INTRODUCTORY 9' What has been the first results ?

Q. Have you any objection to an inquiry into Free

Trade ?

A. Not the least in the world. We court inquiry at all

times into the accuracy of the multiplication table, the

evidences of Christianity, or the economic advantages of

Free Trade.

Q. Then why do you object to the Policy of Inquiry ?

A. Because it is a transparent fraud, a dishonest sub-

terfuge invented for the purpose of keeping together a
divided Ministry which has no settled opinions on
a vital question on which our daily bread depends.

i of the WorU.\
The Latest Puzzle.

[June 21.

Mr. John Bull has commenced a study of the question as to which is best
for him—Free Trade or Protection.

Q. Why has the question been raised ?

A. Because it is the last throw of a desperate gamester
who, having lost the honour of his country and the
prestige of our arms in South Africa, is now endeavouring
to retrieve his wrecked fortunes by a gamble in the bread
o! the people.

A. Mr. Chamberlain has shattered the Unionist Party
and united the Opposition. He has sealed the fate of
the present Ministry, and doomed himself to political

extinction.

THE SO-CALLED BALANCE OF TRADE.
Q. Do we not import far more goods than we export ?

A. Certainly we do. In 1901 we imported goods
valued at 522 millions, and exported goods valued at

280J millions.

Q. Then is not the balance of trade against us ?

A. If I give you goods worth ^500, and you give mc
goods valued at ^280, the balance is against me, not
against you. We pay for our imports by our exports.

Q. But if you give me ^500 worth of stuff, and I give

you ^280 worth, then must I not give you a cheque for

the difference ?

A. Certainly, unless I owe you ^220 for interest on
money you have lent me, or as payment for work which
I have done for you. In that case the account would be
balanced.

Q. But do you mean to tell me that Britain has not to

pay in solid gold for the difference between exports and
imports ?

A. I mean to tell you just that very thing. Poor Mr.
Seddon made himself the laughing-stock of the world by
saying that Britain had to send abroad 160 million golden
sovereigns to pay for the balance against her, but there is

no such export of sovereigns. What gold is exported is

included in the total of our exports.

Q. How do you account for Mr. Seddon's mistake ?

A. By sheer ignorance repeating absurd fallacies, until

they appear to be true.

Q. But is it not possible that the foreigner is paying off

the money he has borrowed, and that the excess of
imports represent the return of our capital invested
abroad ?

A. It might be possible, but it is not the fact. The
excess of imports over exports has continued for years,
but the amount of British capital invested abroad has
increased every year.

Q. What evidence have you for that ?

A. The evidence of the Income-tax returns, whicn
show that the income received by income taxpayers from
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A ROUGH ROAtM

Town Crier.] Uune 5.

investments abroad has actually more than doubled in
the last twenty years.

Q. Are these figures official, and can you quote them
precisely ?

A. They are official, and they can be quoted exactly.
Last month, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in reply to
-a question in the House of Commons, said :—" In 1 88 1-2

our investments abroad were ^30,600,000 ; in 1891-2,
-£54700,000; and -1901-2, ,£62,600,000. That is to say,
instead of reducing the capital invested abroad we have
more than doubled it in twenty years."

Q. Is that the only proof that we are not living on our
capital ?

• A. We are increasing our capital all round. Judge for
yourself. Here are the figures of the increase of British
wealth in the fifteen years between 1886 a id 1890.

The yield of a penny income tax .. ^660,000
Property assessed to Income tax.. ,£158,167,981
Deposits in savings banks .. .. ^,84,675,308
Total external trade ^258,750,000

£4 8s. 2d.

Cheques cleared at Clearing

External trade per head

House ^8,960,000,000
Shipping entered and cleared .. 16,750,000 tons
Shipping built 602,749 tons

On Mr. Chamberlain.

Q. Why are people now discussing Protection ?

A. Because Mr. Chamberlain has declared himself in

favour of dearer bread.

Q. Is Mr. Chamberlain an authority upon the subject ?

A. A very great authority—on both sides of the ques-
tion.

Q. What do you mean by that ?

A. Only this : That everything Mr. Chamberlain now
says in favour of Protection can be most effectively
answered by quoting what he has formerly^said in favour
of Free Trade.

Q, Can you give an illustration of this ?

A. Easily. Mr. Chamberlain now proposes to tax the
food of the people. But in the House of Commons, on
August 1 2th, 1 88 1, he said: "Is anyone bold enough
to propose that we should put duties upon food ? . . . One
thing I am ceitain of: if this course is ever taken, and
if the depression were to continue, or lo recur, it would
be the signal for a state of things more dangerous and
more disastrous than anything which has been seen in

this country since the repeal of the Corn Laws. . . The
reaction against such a policy would be attended by
consequences so serious, that I do notJike to contem-
plate them."

Q. But does he not say that dearer food would mean
higher wages ?

A. He says so now ; but in the same speech in 1 881 he
said exactly the contrary. He then said : "A tax on
food would mean a decline in wages. It would certainly
involve a reduction in their productive value ; the same
amount of money would have a smaller purchasing
power."

Q. But as a matter of fact does Protection not increase
wages?

John Buil.\

Joseph's Dream.
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a. As a matter of fact its tendency is all the other
way. It usually reduces them. In Victoria the duty on
woollens was raised in 1892 from 33 to 44 per cent. In

1893 the woolworkers had to accept an all round reduc-
tion of wages. In 1886 the duty on clothing was raised

to 33 per cent., and in 1892 to 55 per cent. In 1893, it

was found that before the duty was raised the wage for

making trousers was 12s. to 14s. per dozen. After the
duty was raised the wages fell to 6s. 6d. to 8s. per dozen.

In 1892 the duty on boots was raised to 5s. a pair. A
month later wages were reduced 12 £ per cent.

Q. But can we not trust Mr. Chamberlain when he tells

us that wages would go up ?

A You have a very simple but effective test of the
value of Mr. Chamberlain's promises—in the South
African War. That war was to cost only ;£ 10,000,000,

and be over in six weeks, after which prosperity would
return with a rush. It lasted nearly three years and
cost£2 50,000,000, and every one agrees that the country
is much less prosperous than it was under President
Kruger.

Q. Then Mr. Chamberlain has not always believed in

Protection ?

A. Certainly not. He has repeatedly warned the
working-men against being entrapped by the cry of
*' Fair Trade," raised by men " who would tax the food

of the people in order to raise the rents of the landlord."

—Birmingham, January 5th, 1885.

Q. What was his conviction about Protection in those
clays ?

A He told his constituents at Birmingham in January,
1885:

—" Protection very likely might, it probably would,

have this result : it would increase the incomes of owners
of great estates, and it would swell the profits of the

capitalists who were fortunate enough to engage in the

best protected industries. But it would lessen the total

production of the country, it would diminish the rate of

wages, and it would raise the price of every necessary of

life."

Q. But he now says that it would increase our
exports?

A. Yes, he says that now, but on August 12th, 1881-,

he said exactly the contrary. " It would raise the price

of every article produced in the United Kingdom, and
it would indubitably bring about the loss of that gigantic

export trade which the industry and energy of the

country, working under conditions of absolute freedom,

have been able to create."

Q. What is the reason which he alleges for this change
of front ?

A The desire of the Canadians to have a preference

over the Americans in selling their wheat in the English

markets.
-Q. Has he not always been in favour of this ?

A Oh, dear no. In 1S96, speaking at the Canada
Club, he said that to agree to the Canadian proposal
** would involve a most serious disturbance of our trade,

a great change in the principles which have guided our

commercial policy. It involves the imposition of a duty,

it may be a small one, but it is a duty upon food and
vpon raw material. . . . The tendency is to increase the

cost of living, which would intensify the pressure on the

working-classes of this country, and it would also have a

tendency to increase the cost of production, which would
put us, of course, in a worse position than now in

competition with foreign countries in neutral markets."

Q. That is rather strong. And this was only seven

years ago?
A Yes, seven years ago, and eleven years after he had

ceased to be a Radical. He ridiculed as absurd the very
scheme which he is now advocating. He said :

—

This proposal requires that we should abandon our system in

favour of theirs and it is in effect that while the Colonies should
be left absolutely free to impose what protective duties they
please both on foreign countries and upon British commerce,
they should be required to make a small discrimination in favour
of British trade, in return for which we are expected to change
our whole system and impose duties on food and raw material.

Well, I express again my own opinion when I say that there is

not the slightest chance that in any reasonable time this country
or the Parliament of this country would adopt so one-sided an
agreement. The foreign trade of this country is so large and the
foreign trade of the Colonies is comparatively so small that a
small preference given to us upon that foreign trade by the
Colonies would make so trifling a difference—would be so small
a benefit to the total volume of our trade—that I do not believe
the working classes of this country would consent to make a
revolutionary change for what they would think to be an infini-

tesimal gain.

Q. But did not Mr. Chamberlain say that our Colonies
took more of our manufactures than all the protected
States in Europe and the United States ?

A. He did. But he-omitted to explain that he included
the exports to India and the Free-Trading Colonies in his

total. Our exports to the Protectionist Colonies are much
less than those to Europe and the United States.

Q. Is it true that our trade with the foreigner is rapidly
decreasing?

A. It is not decreasing at all ; it is increasing. In
1892 we exported ;£ 152,000,000 worth of goods to
foreign countries. In 1902 our exports had risen to

£ 1 68,000,000, deducting ships.

Q. Then, can we not trust Mr. Chamberlain's state-

ments ?

A. Judge from one single example. He told the Con-
stitutional Club, June 26th, that the ten millions of our
fellow-subjects who live in Protectionist Colonies took
£10 per head per annum of British goods. This is utterly

untrue. These Colonies take thirty-eight millions of

Minneapolis Timet.] [June it.

Joseph Chambeffbua** Position.
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British goods, or less than £4. per head. Canada, which

has given us a preference of 33 \ per cent., only takes £2
per head.

CANADA AND HER PREFERENCE.
Q. But has Canada not granted us a preference on

British goods imported into Canada ?

A. Yes. But Mr. Chamberlain told the Canadian
Premier only last year that it really benefited American
rather than British trade. In the five years before the

Canadians gave us this preference, the proportion of

British imports into Canada averaged 32 per cent. ; in

the five years under preference it fell to 25 per cent.

Q. How did that come about ?

A. Because even after the 32 per cent, is deducted, the

Canadian tariff is still so high as to exclude our goods.

Q. What authority is there for this ?

A Mr. Chamberlain, who at the Coronation Colonial

Conference told the Canadians :
" So long as a preferen-

tial tariff, even a munificent preference, is sufficiently

protective to exclude us altogether, or nearly so, from
your markets, it is no satisfaction to us that you have
imposed even greater disability upon the same goods
if they come from foreign markets, especially if the

articles in which foreigners are interested come in under
more favourable conditions."

Q. Will a preferential tariff give us a monopoly of the

Colonial market ?

A. It will not, and the experience of Canada is the

best proof of that. In 1901, for instance, when we had
33i per cent, preference on our goods, Canada bought
223,000,000 of American goods and only£$,500,000 worth
of British goods.

Q. But did not the preference of 33! per cent, give a
great stimulus to British trade in Canada ?

A. British imports into Canada increased under the
J

preferential tariff, but they did not increase so much as
'

the Canadian imports from France, which had no pre-

ference.

Q. Can you give us the exact figures ?

A. With pleasure. Here they are in thousands of

dollars :

—

Exports to Canada of—

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1 901

Great Britain.

1,000 Dols.

... 33.ooi

... 29,328

... 32,408

... 36,816

... 44.9*2

... 42,966

France.

1,000 Dols.

2,782

2,507
4,090
3.879
4,464
5,503

Germany.
1,000 Dols.

6,454
5,785

5,763
7,38i

8,706

6,677

United States.

1,000 Dols.

59,200
66,140
83,020
97,102
109,208
H5,97i

Q. Then preference does not give us a monopoly ?

A. Of course not, especially when we do not produce
the articles which they buy from the foreigner. How
can any preference enable us to supply Canada with the
cotton she gets from the Southern States, or the claret

which she imports from France ?

Q. Does Canada levy heavy duties on our goods ?

A. After deducting the preference the Canadian duty
averages about 17 per cent, cd valorem. Neither
Canada nor Australia will listen to any proposal to
give us free trade in their markets.

Q. Would it not be a good thing for us if they did ?

A. Certainly. But they flatly refused. Last year the
Colonial Premiers passed the following resolution :

—

"That this Conference recognises that, in the present
circumstances of the Colonies, it is not practicable to

adopt a general system Of free trade as between the

IVestminsttr Gazette.] [June 13.

{With apologies to Lewis Carroll and Sir John Tenm'el.)

ZOLLVERKINY.

And as in peckish thought he stood,

The Zollverein, with eyes of flame,

Came trusting through protection
wood,

And tariffed as it came !

Shall one be two? Nay, through
and through

The treefrade blade went cheaper-
cheap !

He left it dead, and with its head
He gave a peelish leap.

"And hast thou slain the Zollver-
ein?

Come to my arms, ray roscy boy !

O gladstone light ! O cobdeo
bright

!

"

He bradlaughed in his joy.

Twas kopje and the wildey bores
Did rade and remount in the

veldt:
All limitable were the soars,

And the Schoard Bools outknelt.

Mother Country and the British Dominions beyond the

sea."

Q. What then is the meaning of the Zollverein ?

A. Zollverein is a German word meaning Customs
Union. As it exists in Germany, all the German States

federated in the German Empire have absolute free trade
among themselves, and all goods imported into any part

of Germany pay the same duty. The same rule prevails

in the United States.

Q. What is the rule in the British Empire ?

A. We allow goods from* all parts of the Empire to-

come into our market free, but Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand clap heavy duties upon all British goods
which we send into their market

Q. Does not Mr. Chamberlain want to change this ?

A. He did in 1895, but he soon found that the
Colonies would not listen to his proposals. So now, as
he cannot get the Colonies to allow our goods to go in

duty free, he proposes that we should not only continue
to let their goods in freely as before, but that we should
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clap a tax upon all goods coming from other countries,

even although they put lower duties on our goods than

those levied by the Colonies.

WHY PREFERENCE MEANS DEAR FOOD—
Q. Why can we not give preference to the Colonies

without taxing our food ?

A. Because for once Mr. Chamberlain spoke the truth

when he said, "If you are to give a preference to the

Colonies . . . you must put a tax on food."—May 28th,

1903.

Q. But why must we tax food ?

A. Because the Colonies only compete with the

foreigner in sending us food and raw materials. Our
imports in 190 1 were :—

From Colonies.
Foreig/countriis.

Foodstuffs, free 29,585,248 144,881,722

„ dutiable 11,791,905 35,284,628

Total... 4i»377,i53 i8o,t66,35o

Raw materials 49,124,120 110,688,070

Total food and raw
materials 90,501,273 290,854,420

Other imports 14,903,727 ...... 126,050,580

£105,405,000 £416,905,000
Total imports £522,310,000.

—AND LOWER WAGES.
Q. But why could we not tax raw materials ?

A. Because if we did we should render it impossible for

our manufacturers to sell their goods abroad. England's
business is to buy the best raw materials as cheaply as

possible whenever they can be obtained, to carry them to

her workshops, to employ her labour and skill in convert-

ing them into manufactured articles and then sending
them abroad to sell them in foreign markets, in com-
petition with all other nations. If the raw material is

taxed—that is, if it is made artificially dear—our manu-
facturers cannot produce so cheaply, and so our industry

will be ruined, unless wages are reduced to set off the

increased cost of the tax.

Q. Can you explain that a little more clearly ?

A. With pleasure. John Bull and Uncle Sam, let us
say, are competing in the cotton trade in the Chinese
market. At present John Bull can sell a bale of calico

for £\oo, whereas Uncle Sam charges £102 for the same
quantity. Our raw material costs him £60, workmen's
wages ^30, and £10 represents profit, interest on
capital, etc. Suppose 5 per cent, import duty is put on
the raw material. Then, as this adds £3 to the expense
of production, John Bull will no longer be able to under-
sell Uncle Sam, for his calico will cost £103 to produce.
If he is to hold the market, therefore, he must reduce the
wages of his workmen and his own profit by the sum
taken from him by the Government as a tax.

Q. But did not Mr. Chamberlain say that his plan
would raise wages ?

A. He did, as he has said a great many other things
which were equally false. But as you can see for yourself
by that example, the natural and inevitable result is to
lower wages. 1

Q. But wages are high in the United States, and they
have a protective tariff?

A. They have a protective tariff that protects industries
in which only 5 per cent, of the workmen are engaged.
The other 95 per cent., whose wages are quite as high, are
working under a system of free trade. But even their

Westminster Gazette. ] | June 9.

Substance and Shadow.
The Dog (winking the other eye) : " 1 shall nick to this."

[A piece in the mouth U worth two shadows in the water.

—

New Proverb.]

protective tariff does not tax either the raw materials or
the food consumed by the people.

Q. Why do you say Protection is impossible in England
when it is possible in the United States ?

A. Because in the United States they produce all the
food they eat, and they have all their raw material in

their own country. We import both food and raw
material. To enable us to compete with the Americans
we must not make them artificially dear merely because
they come across the sea. To do so would be throw away
the one advantage we possess.

PROTECTIONIST v. FREE TRADE COLONIES.

Q. But are not all the British Colonies and dependencies
Protectionist ?

A. Nothing of the kind. The British Empire outside
these islands contains 353,000,000 inhabitants. Of these,

342,000,000 live under Free Trade and only 11,000,000
live under Protection. To the Free Trading Colonies we
export ^66,000,000 every year. To the Protectionist

Colonies only ,£38,000,000. Yet it is for the sake of the
Protectionist minority, which taxes our goods and is pre-

paring to undersell us in our own market, that we are
asked" to make the poor man's bread dearer and to ruin

our manufactures.

Q. Which are the Protectionist Colonies ?

A. Canada, of whose total population of 5,371,000 only
3,066,000 are British

;
Australia, with a population of

3,577,000, or less than the population of Yorkshire ; New
Zealand, with a population of 767,000, a little more than
the population of Glasgow ; and Newfoundland, with a
population of 208,000, or half the population of Leeds. It

is in order to bribe these 1 1,000,000 Colonists to remain
within the Empire that Mr. Chamberlain proposes to-

make bread dearer and life harder for 40, 000,000 British*

people who live at home.
Q. Could not some better way be found to bribe them>

into loyalty ?

A. They do not need bribing ; that is only Mr-
Chamberlain's assertion. But if we had to bribe them,
it would be cheaper to vote direct to the Colonists from
the British treasury every year the entire sum which a
ten per cent, preference tax would add to the money they
would receive for their goods.

Q. How do you make that out ?

A. It is ao plain as the nose upon your face. If you
put a tax of 10 per cent, upon all foodstuffs imported
from foreign countries, and let Colonial food in free, the
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Colonial exporter will have an advantage to the extent

of ^4,000,000 a year. But in order to give him these

four millions we should have to pay 10 per cent, on all

foreign foodstuffs, which comes to £ 1 8,000,000 ; and the

agriculturist at home will also put up his prices 10 per

cent., which will add another ,£2,000,000 to our food bill.

So that under this preferential plan the consumer—that
is, you and I—will pay ^24,000,000 a year in order that

the Colonist may have ^4,000,000.

Q. But will the Colonist put up his prices, and will the

foreigner not pull his down ?

A. If the Colonist does not put up his prices, where
will he get any profit out of the preference ? And if the

foreigner cuts his prices, the Colonist will be left where
he was.

Q. But, in that case, will not there be a great sum
available for old age pensions ?

A. The answer to that is Mr. Gould's inimitable

-cartoon of the Irishman.

give us more than a percentage of ,£14,000,000. Put it

at 20 per cent., and you will see that it is for the sake of

a profit on a possible increase of trade of ^2,800,000 wc
are asked to imperil the profit on ,£175,846,000 of goods
which we sell to foreign countries.

Q. But if we give them a preference, will the Colonies
not develop so rapidly that they will soon be able to feed

us without having to buy from the foreigner ?

A. Not for many years, and if they did, where would be
the money which Mr. Chamberlain says is to pay for old

age pensions ?

GRANT PREFERENCE, AND LOSE EMPIRE.
Q. Would not preference tend to unite the Empire ?

A. In the opinion of Sir M. Hicks Beach it would do
more to disunite the Empire than to unite it. And that is

also the opinion of every man now alive who has ever been
Chancellor of the Exchequer. All the financial authori-

ties, Lord Goschen, Sir W. Harcourt, and Mr. Ritchie,

agree with Sir Michael that the result would be disastrous

to the Empire. But why this talk about the need for

uniting the Empire ? We were told every day that the

South African war had demonstrated its unity. Why,
then, this sudden alarm that it will go to pieces without

a money bribe ?

Q. Is it not worth while risking dear bread and bad
trade at home for the sake of the Empire ?

A. The best answer to this is what the Duke of Devon-
shire said in the House of Lords :

—
" If these political

advantages . . . can only be purchased at the expense
of privation, hardship, and discontent on the part of our

own people, then I say I can conceive no policy which
would more certainly or more swiftly tend to the dissolu-

tion and disintegration of our Imperial Empire."

Westminster Gazette.

\

A Solution.
[June 7j.

Pat (after rending about Mr. Chamberlain's Protection proposals)

:

" Begorr.h, it's as plain as a pikestaff. We're to bi shtarved to death

while we live to get Ould-Age Pcnshins whin we dh."

Much better raise the sum needed for old age pensions

by cutting down the Army expenditure than tax the food

of everybody in order to pay pensions to the minority who
live to be sixty-five.

Q. Will not a preferential tariff immensely increase our

trade with the Colonies ?

A. No. The purchasing power of the Colonies is

limited. The. Protectionist Colonies spend every year in

round figures about ^80,000,000 on goods coming from
outside their frontiers. Of this sum ^38,000,000 is spent

in buying British goods. Canada, which gives us a 33!
preference, spends ^28,000,000 on foreign goods. The
remaining ^14,000,000 is the outside sum that they have

to spend. All that we might gain by preference is to

divert this ,£14,000,000 to British sellers. But most of it

is spent on
.
goods which we do not produce, such as

petroleum, cotton, etc. No system of preference could

Building Castles.
[June 3.

Q. Why would a preferential system lead to dis-

integration of the Empire ?

A. Mr. Bryce answered this very neatly in his speech
at Aberdeen, June 29th :

—

The proposal is to create not a Zollverein, but a network of
commercial treaties with each of the Colonies, under which they
shall give us, not free entry, but a preference over the foreigner

in manufactured goods, and we shall give them a preference in

the Protective duties we are to impose on foodstuffs and raw
material. That means a series of bargains with each Colony, a
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process of haggling and wrangling in which we and they should

be trying to get the most from and give the least to one another.

Can anything be imagined more fatal to friendly relations,

because whenever the results of the preference were disappointing

they or we would be trying to have it increased ? Our fiscal

freedom would be gone, for we would never put on or take off a

-duty without having to consult some Colony that might be

affected, and each Colony would be jaalous of the others.

THE QUESTION OF RETALIATION.
Q. What is Retaliation ?

A. A war of tariffs in which you punish yourself to

spite your neighbour.

Q. How does it work ?

A. Like all wars, in making things worse all round.

It goes beyond the Sermon on the Mount, for its

principle is : If my brother smites me on one cheek, I

myself will smite the other cheek also.

^Q. How should hostile tariffs be fought ?

A. As Sir Robert Peel declared he would fight them
—by free imports.

Q. But has this worked well in practice ?

A. It has made England the richest country in the

old world. It is a policy of common sense. Lord
Palmerston once said :

—

I look on the tariffs of the two countries (England and
France) as if they were two turnpikes on each side of a river

dividing two countries, both of which require payment from all

passing across.* Who would not laugh at country A if it were
to insist on continuing to pay the turnpike on its own side unless

it were also relieved from paying the turnpike on the B side of

the river? But Customs duties are like turnpike tolls—

a

charge making passage more expensive for everything that

comes in.

Q. Then would you take Germany's attack lying

down?
A. In the first place, Germany has not attacked us,

and in the second place, if she did, the worst way to

cneet her would be by cutting off our nose to spite her

face.

THE COMPLAINT AGAINST GERMANY.
Q. What, then, has Germany done ?

A. The Germans had a treaty by which they promised
"to charge us duties lower than their ordinary tariff, so

long as we gave them as low duties as we charged on the

goods of any other nation. To please Canada we de-

nounced that treaty. Thereupon the German ordinary
tariff would have been applied to all British goods, if we
had not arranged a temporary treaty which secured to

British goods the lower rate of duty, because we taxed
the German duties no higher than those of any other

nation. The Germans refused to allow Canada the same
advantage because she taxed German goods one-third

more than British. Canada, Sir Wilfrid Laurier said,

was a nation. Canada, Lord Salisbury had told the

Germans, was a fiscal entity which had a right to fix her
own tariff, so they treated her as a nation with an inde-

pendent tariff and applied to her their ordinary tariff.

Q. Was that all ?

A. No ; for Canada, being aggrieved, clapped on an
extra tax on German goods, and there the matter now
rests. The attack, if there has been any attack, has been
by Canada on Germany, and Germany so far has taken
it lying down.
Q. What has been the result ?

A. The result has been, strange to say, that, despite
the increase of duties, the impoits from 'Canada into

Germany have increased, andj so have the imports of
Germany into Canada,

Doubting.
John Bull: "Joseph, I'm not quite sure ti* Joseph, I'm not quite sure that I want the bhomin' beast

,

around where I am."

Q. Is Germany to blame in the matter ?

A. Not the least in the world. She has treated Canada
as a fiscal entity with an independent tariff, which did
not secure to Germany the most favoured nation treat-

ment. Germany has not settled what her general tariff

has to be in the future, and so negotiations are at present
held up.

Q. But can we allow foreigners to punish Colonies for

giving favours to the Mother-country?
A. We have no right to allow our Colonies to set up

tariffs as if they were independent nations and then to
insist that the foreigner should .regard them as if the
British Empire was a fiscal unit. The Colonies cannot
run with the hare and hunt with the hounds. Either
they are fiscal entities with independent tariffs of their

own, or they are not. If they are, they must take the
consequences of their independence. If they are not
they will have to revo u ionise their tariffs. If the
Argentine Republic were to give us a preference of 33 J-

per cent, over Germany, no one would complain if

Germany " punished " the Argentine by refusing to give

her the most favoured nation tariff. But so far as
Germany is concerned, Canada as a tariff-making entity

is as independent of Great Britain as the Argentine.
(To be continued.)

"In twenty-five years Ireland will be a Protestant
country." This, according to a review by Professor Tyrrell,

in MacmillaiCs, of " the untilled field," is the prophecy of
Mr. George Moore, himself a Catholic. His argument
is that the Catholics are emigrating at the rate of 50,000
a year in order to escape the Puritanical tyranny of their

priests, who crush all joy and courtship out of their lives.

He suggests that the celibacy of the priesthood should be
revoked, and Irish priests, like Greek priests, be allowed
to marry. In this way Ireland

,
would be saved from

becoming a Protestant country. Professor Tyrrell says
that whoever is to be the Irish Sir Walter Scott must
work on Mr. Moore's lines.
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ESPERANTO AND COMMERCE.
A Xew Factor in the Federation of the World.
Mr. Tiffany Blake has a two-column article in the

Chicago Evening Post on the subject of Esperanto ; and
in reviewing Mr. J. C. O'Connors Manual of Esperanto
(published in England by the Review of Reviews, price

if. 6d.), Mr. Blake says the book " brings to the reader a
startling sense of the feasibility of universal language ;

startling because of the apparent ease and simplicity with

which success seems suddenly achieved

;

n and he
shrewdly realises that " as the use of a universal verbal

medium will first prove itself in commerce, the practical

and omnipresent American merchant is more likely to

employ it than any other." In further discussing " the

well-nigh limitless possibilities which the simplicity and
apparent practicability of Esperanto offer for speculation,"

Mr. Blake says :

—

NEVER MIND THE PHILOLOGIST.

The student of language is disposed to doubt the possibility of

manufacturing a language which, in its origin artificial, shall yet

have vitality and capacity for growth. Experiments in this

direction seem much like legislating to make grass grow.
Language is in a sense a living organism, evolving through

centuries, like civilisation and culture, of which it is the sensitive

and significant expression. How, then, can language be
created, as it were, by fiat ?

But such theories will not deter the hard-headed man of busi-

ness, and if he can find in Esperanto, as seems not unlikely, an
aid to his barterings in every land, he will pay no heed at all to

doubts concerning the genius of language.
m
He talked to the

wild man with his fingers, and prospered. Why should he
hesitate to seize any medium for his modern activities? No
terrified philologist will deter him.

Musr win the merchant.
That Esperanto was not immediately adopted by the business

world need not surprise anyone. It was invented by a scholar,

and it has been in the laboratories of learned societies. Almost
any day, speaking loosely or figuratively, it may dawn upon the

consciousness of the business world as a revelation. Merchants
may recognise it as practical, and in these days of publicity it

will not, then, take long for Esperanto to get itself into use.

Once fairly accepted in commerce, the potentialities of Espe-
ranto are, it would seem, unlimited. We dream of a "federa-
tion of the world." Commerce is doing more to accomplish
that dream than politics will ever do. With a universal medium
of exchange in the world of ideas, employed at fi st among
merchants and travellers only, but later and inevitibly by all

men, the higher barriers of race would melt steadily and the

curse of Babel be raised at last. It is even conceivable that

Esperanto should ride into world-success on the tide of an Anglo-
American fad.

THE AMERICANS IN UGANDA.
IN the American Review of Reviews, Mr. Joseph M.

Rogers gives some startling figures as to the progress of
the American invaders of Uganda. Twenty - seven
bridges on the Uganda Railway is the latest record of
American enterprise. The work, he says, was done in

record time, and at a price less than British competitors
could put the material on shipboard :

—

In two years the British contractors had put up only eight

bridges or viaducts, and th outlook was so dismal that the

Americans were called in. The celerity and cheapness of the

construction of the Atbara bridge made a deep impression on
the British Government, in spite of the howls that arose in

Parliament and elsewhere. The contract for the remaining
twenty-seven bridges was let to the American Bridge Com-
pany at /^i8 (say, 90 dols.) per ton in place in Uganda.
This was much less than the lowest price offjred by any British

firm for placing the bridges aboard ship. The contract and
specifications in printed form made a sizable book. Every
detail was decided on in advance. With few exceptions, the

bridges were on both grades and curves, and required very
particular work. The contract provided that all the bridges be
in place seven months after notification that the foundations
were ready. Owing to the fact that the foundations were not

completed as soon as expected, the work took fifty- three weeks,
through no fault of the American contractors. The Americans
arrived in Mombasa December 12th, 1901, and left December
31st, 1902. AH the work was done between these dates.

Actually the work in the field occupied much less time.

All this work was directed by a Cornell graduate,,

twenty-four years old. While the British sent out all

their material in the smallest possible parts, the Ameri-
cans did nearly everything in the home shops, and the

great girders had only to be lifted into place. "One
bridge, about nine hundred feet long, was completed in

sixty-nine and a half working hours, to the amazement
of British engineers.

"WELFARE WORK" IN AMERICA.
Mr. John R. Commons contributes to the American:

Review of Reviews an interesting paper on " Welfare

Work w (an American synonym for industrial betterment)

in the United States, in which he describes the work

done by Miss Beeks at the International Harvester Con>
pany of Chicago. Miss Beeks beca *e adviser-general of

the company, succeeded in reducing the hours of labour,,

with the usual result—a larger output in a shorter day.

She turned the McCormick factory, which is part of the

company's works, into a model factory, working first witb

five hundred women and girls in a twine mill, and after-

wards for the six thousand men in the other departments.

She induced the company to experiment with a system of

ventilation to remove the dust, established a luncheon-

room in charge of a committee of the employes, where a

good meal could be had for twelve cents, founded rest-

rooms and organised an opera company and clubs. Miss

Beeks evidently understands the female heart, for the first

thing she did was to fit up the girls' dressing-rooms witb

a good supply of looking-glasses. Miss Beeks' work has

now extended so much that she has pledged one of the

greatest American trusts, employing 30,000 persons, to a

consistent policy of industrial betterment, shorter work-

day, and arbitration with its organised employe's.

An English Learner from America.
We have learnt a great deal in industrial methods in

theory from America, and it is all the more pleasant to

hear of individuals who have actually carried out Ameri-

can methods in this country with success. The Cax/otp

Magazine in a recent number, under the title " Victory for

Type Standardisation," describes what has been done by

Mr. Walter Haddon in this department of industry. Mr.

H addon, it appears, visited America, and against the

united opposition of the English " ring type-founders,"

succeeded in introducing standardised type into this

country, with the result that a factory which began four

years ago with two men now employs over two hundred

hands, and is at present doubling its resources for type-

casting. Mr. H addon's establishment is known as the

Caxton Type- Foundry, and is situated at Market

Harborough. Having adopted American methods, it

appears that Mr. Haddon invaded the American market,

and sold standardised type to the Americans at a profit

after paying 25 per cent, import duty :

—

The persistent practical demonstrations throughout the United

Kingdom given by Mr. Walter Haddon have at last forced the

hands of the
41 ring " founders, and compelled them, though witb

a bad grace similar to that of chastened schoolboys forced to an

unwilling task, to adopt in full the hated system he has so

strenuously advocated.
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BRITISH AND AMERICAN.
_ Antiquary.—Stock. xs. July.A Ramble round Thctford. Rev. H. J. Dukinfield Aitley.

Battlefield, Salop. Illus. Rev. W. G. D. Fletcher.
The Phoenicians in South Africa. W. B. Wallace.
Mediaeval Bams, Illus. Contd. F. B. Andrews.

Architectural Record.—14, Vesky Strrrt, New York. 95 cts. June.
On the Relation of Sculpture to Architecture. Illus. E. R. Smith.
Recent Church Building in New York. Mm. Montgomery Schuyler.
LaPwgnee; a New Artistic Society in Paris. Illus. P. Calraettes.
How to hve in Pans on 3,000 dols. a Year. Illus. F. Marade.
The Renovation ofthe New York Brownstone District. Illus. H. Croly.

Arc^I^C^Ui^TRevTew.—^"SastTTardimg "Street. 6d. July.
"

iona: Its Churches and Antiquities. Illus. A. C. Champneys.
The Eae Bridge. Exeter. Illus. W. R. Lethaby.
The Fate of Clifford's Inn.
The Architectural School of the Royal College of Art. Beresford Pite.
Architecture at the Royal Academy. Concl. D. S. MacColl.

Arena.

—

Gay and Bird. 95 cts. June.
The Abuses of Injunction. Judge Samuel Seabury.
The Federal Judge. Edward M. Winston.
The Insanity of the City. E. P. Powell.
The Significance of Mayor Johnson's Election. Prof. Edw. W. Bemis.
The Right of the Labourer to His Job. Walter S. Logan.
Will the Churches Survive? Rev. Clyde Elbert Ordway
An Academic Centre for the New Education at Chicago. George McA.

9JRller.

The Negro Problem. T. M. Bicknell.
The Robert Browning Settlement at Walworth ; a Victorious Social Experi-

ment. B. O. Flower.
The Progress of the Campaign for Majority Rule. George Shibley.
AdMerosing, Past, Present and Future ; Conversation with Nathaniel C.

Fowler, Jun,

Art —47, Great Russell Street. t$. June 15.
Ceastantm Meunisr. Contd. Illus. A. VermsvV..
The Drawings of the Flemish Masters. Illus. Nj x Rooses.
Deventer Tapestry and Colenbrander's Designs, la*. E. T. Prikker.

Art Journal.—H. Virtue, xs. 6d. July.
Etching:—*"lhe Mosque Babdzira, Tun's" by A. Bnwet-Debaines.
A. Braaet-Debaine*. Illus.

Charles Kean and Theatrical Scenery Illus. H. M. CundalL
Francisco Goya. Illus. C. G. Hartley.
Pictures by Jacques Marie. Illus.

Charles Edward Stuart. Illus. G. Aikman. *

Asiatic Quarterly Review.—Oriental Institute, Woking. 5s.
July.

The Indian Problem of Social Intercourse. C. W. Whish.
Prosperous British India. A. R. Bonus.
Sarwrions for Increase of the Water Supply in Central India and for the

Prevention of r foods. G. E. Ward.
Indian Taxation ; the Salt Duty. Sir C. A. Roe
tJKliaosb the Transvaal and Their Grievances as British Citizens. Sir W.

aredderburn.
Reformed China and Her Destiny. Taw Sein Ko.

JLocas
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^J^'ii2^*1^ in V*ht <* Reccnt Babylonian Researches.
Mchrjib Lai Noshirwanji Kuka.

_ . Atlantic Monthly.—Gay and Bird. is. Tune.
The Negro m the Regular Army. O. G. Villard.
"The Boston Religion/' A. De Wolfe Howe.
Changes in College Life. J. Bascoon.
Jhoaaas Day ; a Forgotten Patriot. H. S. Pancoast.
The Cult of Napoleon. Goldwin Smith.
The Glamour of a Consulship. J. B. Osborne.
Batataria

; the Ruins of a Pirate Kingdom. L. Hubbard, Jun.
Y* Vinos; the Little Town of the Grape Vines. Mary Austin
iMuaate Literature. H. W. Boynton.
New Aspects of Art Study. Royal Cortissoz.
Eaerson as a Seer. C W. Eliot.
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«U*»don Park. Illus. A. E. T. Watson.
*

Breedm and Breeding. Illus. A Breeder.
Won, Harrow, and Winchester. Home Gordon.
Incidents of Sport in New Guinea. Illus. C. Protheroe.
Sabmarmes. With Diagrams. E. F. T. Bennett.* rw

BH"«» to Young Cricketers. Lord Ha* ke.
After Badger. Illus. D.White.
Oa Fnctiand Meres. Illus. G. N. Banks.
The0^ Bustard. Illus. H. Fraser Fortescue.

Bankers' Magazine.—Waterlow.
The Study of Economics at Cambridge.

is. 6d. June 15.

Blackwood's Magazine.—Blackwood, as. 6d. July.
Capt. J. Smith, of Virginia ; a Knight of the Sun. Harold G. Parsons.
Sir James Turner ; a Christian under the Covenant. Andrew Lang.
With the Ruck to the Derby. L. J.
Musings without Method. Contd.
G. Gregory Smith's History of Scottish Literature.
The Persian Gulf.
A Self-Sustaining Empire.

Bookman.—Hodder and Stov&hton. 6d. June 15.

Emerson. Illus. W. La* in.

Emerson. Illus. E. W. Emerson.

Bookman.—(America.) Dodd, Mead and Co., New York. 25 cts.

June.
The American Civil War in Caricature. Illus. F. T. Cooper and A. B.

Maurice.
Sullivan, Strauss, and Others. Illus. L. M. Isaacs.

Burlington Magazine.—14. New Burlington Street, as. 6d.
June 15.

Clifford's Inn and the Protection of Anc ent Buildings.
The Publication of Works of Art belonging to Dealers.
The Gaston-Phcebus Hunting MS. Illus. W. A. Baillie-Grohman.
A Newly Discovered " Libro di Ricordi" of Alesso Baldovinetti. Illus.

H. P. Home.
Early Flemish Art at Bruges, 190a. Contd. Illus. W. H. J. Weale.
The Svast ilea in Oriental Carpets. Illus.

Dutch Old Master* at the Guildhall. Illus.

Early Staffordshire Wares in the British Museum. Illus. R. L. Hobson.
Supplements :

— " The Judgment of Cambyses " after Gerard David ;

"Madonna and Child" and "The Sempstress Madonna" after
Cariani, etc., etc.

Canadian Magazine.—Ontario Pi-busking Co., Toronto. 35 cts.

June.
Capturing a Moose Alive. Illus. F. Carrel.
Incorporation of Trades Unions. J. G. O'Donogbue.
The Romance of New Westminster, B.C. Illus. G. H. Morden.
The War of z8xa. Contd. Illus. James Hannay.

Captain.—George Newnes. 6d. July.
Big Guns. Illus. E. Tebbutt. »

Westminster School. Illus. A. E. Johnson.

Cassell's Magazine.—Cassell. 6d. July.
Concerning Ellen Terry. Illus. S. Dark.
Hampstead. Illus. F. M. Holmes.
Strange Experiences of che Telegraph Board. Illus. H. Macfarlane.
The Palais Royal. Past and Present. Illus. W. L. McAlpin.
Harnessing the Victoria Falls. Illus. C. Brown.
The Irish Motor Race. II us. E. Campbell Muir.
A Week at the Dardanelles. Illus. G. B. fiurgin.

Cassler'8 Magazine.—33, Bedford Street, Strand, xs. July.
Partnership and Profit-Sharing Plans. Andrew Carnegie.
The Kaiser WUkelm ff. Illus. Gustave H. Schwab.
The Industrial Regeneration of India. Illus. John Wallace.
The Auxiliary Machinery of Steam Vessels. Illus. Jasper E. Cooper.
Electric Shocks. Archibald Wilson.

"

Milling as a Method of Machining. Illus. C. S. Cine-rich.
Fast Colliers for the British Navy. Illus. E. H. T. D'Eyncourt.

Catholic World.—aa, Paternoster Row. is. Tune.
Religious Education ; Skinner versus Washington. Rev. J, J. Fox.
The Ahr Country ; a Vale of Health. Illus. F. B. Wilberforce.
Dr. Brownson. T. F. McLaughlin.
The Magdalen of Cortona. Illus. Father Cuthbert.
Dr. Elgar's " Dream of Gerontius." An Ursuline.
In a Breton Convent. Illus. Anna Seaton Schmidt.

Century Magazine.—Macmillan. is. 4d. July.
John Wesley. Illus. Prof. C. T. Winchester.
Unpublished Letters by Sir Walter Scott. Illus. H. G. Hutchinson.
Who was Hammurabi ! Illus. W. H. Ward.
Modern Musical Celebrities. Illus. H. Klein.

. Chambers'8 Journal.—47, Paternoster Row. 7d. July.
Paying Guests and their Entertainers. A. O. Cooke.
Manitoba ; the Prairie Provir.ce. Rev. R. Wilson.
Memories of Half a Century. Contd. R. C. Lehmann.
The Future of Spain.
The Highland Tourist a Hundred Years Ago. /

Curiosities of a London Saleroom.
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Ctmutauquan.—Chautauqua Press, Cleveland, Ohio. ?o cts. June.
Saxon and Slav ; the Civilisation Battle. Illus. F. A. Ogg.
Eastern Siberia and Manchuria. Illus. G. F. Wright.
The Patronage of the Arts and Crafts Illus. R. F. Zueblin.
Spanish Art in the United States. Illus. N. Hudson Moore.
Historic and Scenic Preservation in America. Illus. E. H. Hall.

Church Missionary Intelligencer.—Church Missionary Society.
6d. July.

The Madras" Missionary Conferences of December, 1902. Dr. H. U.
Weitbrecht.

Commonwealth.—44. Victoria Street. 3d. July.
The Dogmas of Free Thought. C. K. Chesterton.
The Present Position of Temperance Reform. E. Thomas.

Connoisseur.

—

2, Carmelite Street, is. June 15.

The Pictures at Belvoir Castle. Illus. Lady Victoria Manners.
Old Marseilles Ware. Contd. Illus. H. Frantz.
The Arms Plates of the City Companies. Illus. W. H. Nash.
Henry Bunbury, Caricaturist. Illus. H. Ewart.
Mr. Henry Dann's English Pewter. Illus. E. W. Low.
Francisco Zarcillo, Sculptor in Wood. Illus. Delh Hart.
Alencon and Argentan Lace. Contd. Illus. M. Jourdain.
Supplements:—*' Countess Potoclca " after Angelica Kauffmann

; "Henry
VIII." after Holbein ;

" A Young Girl " after Greuze, etc.

Contemporary Review.—Horace Marshall, as. 6d. July.
Mr. Chamberlain's Fiscal Policy. Lord Welby.
The Trust or the Town. Robert Donald.
Carlyle and Froude. Sir James Crichton-Brown.
Four Days in a Factory. Hon. Mrs. Bertrand Russell.

The Servian Massacre. Ivanovitch.
Army Commissions ; the Locked Door and its Key. Major-Gen. C. W.

Robinson.
A Famous War-Scare, 1875. Charles Lowe.
The Survival of the Soul. Prof. Muirbead.
Fruits of the War in South Africa. Capt. Fletcher-Vane.
Servia and the Rival Dynasties. Dr. E. J. Dillon.

Cornhill Magazine.—Smith, Elder, is. July.

The Annals of Our Army. Sir Herbert Max .veil.

Weeds of the Garden. E. V. B.
Father Dolling. Stephen Gwynn.
Lettersto a Young Writer.
Mazzini. Sidney Low.
The Story of a Rabbit. E. Kay Robinson.
The Will of Henry Rowlands ; a Bishop's Testament, a.d. 1616. J. E.

Vincent.
The Home Civil Service.

Compton Winyates. Rev. W. H. Hutton.

Cosmopolitan.—International News Co. fid. June.
The Rose of Yesterday and To-day. Illus. Katherine V. C. Matthews.
Gateways ; Artistic and Characteristic. Illus. Phebe W. Humphreys.
Floral Head-Dresses. Illus. Mrs. W. Wilson.
Journalism as a Profession. Dr. A. Shaw.
Old-Age Pensions. Illus. E. E. Hale.
The Sugar-Beet in the United States. Illus. W. R. Lighton and C. E.

Buffie.
Bournville ; an English Garden City. Illus. Annie L. Diggs.
Captains of Industry. Contd. With Portraits. G. G. Wuhams and others.
Mankind in the Making. Contd. H. G. Wells.

Craftsman.—207, South State Street, Syracuse, New York.
35 cts. June.

Potters and Their Products. Illus. Irene Sargent.
Education in Clay. Illus. C. F. Binns.
French Art for French Children. Illus. Irene Sargent.

Critic—Putnam, New York. 35 cents. June.
Poe not so black as He was painted. Miss Jeannette L. Gilder.
The Rehabilitation of the Carlyles. Miss Jeannette L. Gilder.
Some Writers of the Princeton Faculty. Illus. E. M. Norris.
Literary Landmarks of New York. Contd. Illus. C. Hemstreet.
Dante Portraits Pro and Con. Illus. W. LittlefieW.
The Terrible and Tragic in Fiction. Jack London.

East and West.—ax, Paternoster Square, i rupee. June.
A Chapter of Indian History. Sir A. E. Miller.
The Writings of Henry Gilbert. F. Watt.
The Hindu Ideal of Poverty. G. M. Tripathi.
A Peasantry of Paupers. Rusticus.
A Plea for the Peasant. Jiwanram Mebtaji.

,

Young India in London. F. H. Brown.
The btory of Donna Juliana.

Economic Journal.—Macmillan. 5s. June.
The Irish Land Bill. Prof. C. Bastable.
The Legal View of Profits. C. P. Sanger.
Theoretical Objections to Sliding Scales. Prof. S. J. Chapman.
The Atlantic Shipping Combine. B. Ginsburg.
Early Public House Regulation. C. W. lbs.

Educational Review.—so, High Holborn. is. 8d. June.
Oxford University and the Rhodes Scholarships. W. T. Harris.
How should the Entrance Examination Paper in History be constructed ?

Lucy W. Salmon.
Tendencies in School Legislation in 1903. J. R. Parsons, Jun.
Bibliography of Education, 1902. J. I. Wyer, Jun., and Isabel Ely Lord.
The American College Course from the Point of View of a Recent Graduate.

H. C. Goddard.

Educational Times.—83, Farringdon Road. 6d. July.

Local Education Authorities ; their National and Civic Duty. Sir JoshfKa
Fitch.

Empire Review.—Macmillan. xs. July.

Our Commercial Relations and Fiscal Policy :

The late Lord Carnarvon's Views. Hon. Sir Robert Herbert.
From the.French Standpoint. Charles Lyon.

European Bogeys. T. L. Bashford.
The Control of Our National Expenditure. J. Byers MaxwelL
The Black Problem. I. Dobbie.
The Mystery of Man-Hun ting. E. B. Osbo-n.
British East Africa and Uganda. J. G. Lo imer.
If Russia invades India? Josiah Oldfijld.

James Achilles Kirkpatrick. Col. G. H. Trevor.
The Needs of the West Indies. G. B. Mason.

Engineering Magazine.—222. Strand, is. July.

The Automobile and the Railway as Transport Agtnti. S. Stiwart.

The Development and Use cf the Small Electric Motor. Illus. F.
Kimball.

The Gold-Bearing Gravels of Alaska Illus. J. D. McGillivray.
The Promotion of Industrial Efficiency and National Prosperity. IBus*.

J. B. C. Kershaw.
The Commercial Management of Factories. Ian Andrews.
The Use of Iron Pipe in Structural Work. Illus. E. P. Watson.
Applications of Electricity to Agriculture. Illus. E. Guarini.
Liquid Fuel for Power Purposes. A. L. Williston.

Engineering Times.—P. S. King. 6d. June 15.

The Development and Working of the Compound Principle in Explosion*
Engines. Illus. E. Bu ler.

Some More Curiosities of Indian Telegraph Maintenance. H. Hervey.
Power-Gas and Its Recent Development in Great Britain. Illus.

Ships' Auxiliary Machinery. Illus. A. W. Bowerbank.

English Illustrated Magazine.—Hutchinson. 6d. July.

I Fioretti Delia Primavera. Illus. H. Lee.
Quaint Errors by Dickens' Illustrators. Illus.

<
C. Van Noorden.

A Quest for Sunken Treasure. Illus. Benjamin Taylor.
Scrambles in the High Peak. Illus. E. A. Baker.
Under the Dome of the Palais Mazarin. Illus. M. T. Beaugeard-DuraodL

Expository Times.—Simpkin. 6<L July.

Hermann Schultz. Rev. J. A. Paterson.
The Transfiguration. Rev. A. E. Bum.
Who wrote the Fourth Gospel? A. M. Jannaris.^

Fellden's Magazine.—104, High Holborn. 6d. Ttfay 15.

The " Houille Blanche " Congress in France. Illus. M. F. Loppe*.

The Premium System of remunerating Labour . J. Ashford.
Nile Irrigation Works. Illus. Contd. W. Noble Twdvetrees.
The Electrification of the Mersey Railway. Illus.

Folklore.—David Nott. 5$. June;

Folklore of the Ba-Thonga. H. A. Junod.
t

Folklore of the Azores. M. Longworth Dames and E. Seemann.
Notes on Ballad Origins. Andrew Lang.

Fortnightly Review.—Chapman and Hall. as. 6d. July.

Mr. Chamberlain's Programme in the Light of French Experience. Yves.
Guyot.

Cobdenism and Capital. Calcbas.
Setting back the Clock of Empire. Diplomaticus.
Free Trade or Protection ? Dr. Beattie Crorier.

The " Glorious Revolution " in Servia. Herbert Vivian.

M. Maeterlinck's " Joyzelle." Maurice Gerothwohl.
The Building of St. Petersburg. Mary F.«Johnston.
Dean Bradley. Prof. S. H. Butcher.
Had Shakespeare reid the Greek Tragedies ? Contd. J. Churton Collins.

Some Promoters of Anglo-French Amity. Frederic Lees.
The Goncourt Academy. J. H. Rosny.
August Bebel ; L.ader of the Strongest Party in Germany. Miss Edith*

Sellers.

Some Letters from Arthur Hallam. Col. Brookfield.

The Secret of Carlyle's Life. W. H. Mallock.

Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.—141, Fifth Atbnvh, New York.
25 cts. June.

The Deep-Sea Sailor. Illus. B Brandenburg.
On a Cholera Ship. Illus. W. J. Lainplough.
Our Farmer Presidents. Illus. Milton E. Ailes.

Genealogical Magazine.-Stock, is. July-

The Cornewalls of Burford. Concl. Compton Reade.
The Founder of Roslin. G. A. S.

The Right to bear Arms in Germany. O. W. V. de P. BjunstorC
The Mantling, or Lambrequin. A. C. Fox-Davies.

Gentleman's Magazine.—Chatto and WutDva. is. July.
Elephant and Camel Lore. Barbara Clay Finch.
British Forestry. G. Cadell.
Crabbe. J. Lawson.
Fiesole. Marjory G. J. Kinloch.
Coffjc and Coffee- Houses. Emily Hill.

The St. Johns of Batters^a. J. F. Morris Fawcett.
Failings and Fallacies in Foods and Fluids. Dr. N. E. Yorke-Davies*
Concerning Southern French Character. A. R. Whtteway.
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Leading Contents of Current Periodicals. 103

Geographical Journal.—Edw. Stanford, as. June 15.

Commemoration of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth. Illus.

Ournwood Forest : a Buried Triassic Landscape. Illus. and Maps. W. W.
Watts.

Tbe Cartography of Spitsbergen. With Maps. Sir Martin Conway.
Basntoland and the Basuto. Capt R. Crawshay.

Girl's Own Paper.—4. Bouverie Street. 6d. July.

Tbe Newest Bicycles. Illus. Miss N. G. Bacon.
Mrs. Rogers ; the Stewardess of the Stella, Illus. Lily Watson.
The Elm. Mus. Mrs. E. Brightwen.

Girl's Realm.— to, Norfolk Street, Strand. 6d. July.

Girls and Girl Life in the Royal Academy. Illus. Miss A. Corlcran.
Miss Cameron and Her Work. Illus. Mrs. Sarah Tooley.
Tbe Lady Warwick Hostel, Reading. Illus. Mary H. Reid.
Italy's Royal Babies. Illus. Caroline Morris.
Heathheld School at Ascot. Illus. Christina Gowans White.

Good Words.—Isbfster. 6d. July.
Tbe Loe Story of the Brownings. Illus. Clare E. Laughlin.
Light given to a Man born blind. Dr. D. Macleod.
Morocco Bound. Illus. Lady Verney.
Strange Fish-Hooks. Illus. C. J. Praetorius.

Great Thoughts.—4. St. Bride Street. 6d. July.

Tbe Disintegration and Rehabilitation of Religion ; a Talk with Prebendary
Webb-Pepl e. Illus. R. Blathwayt.

John Wesley. Illus. Rev. R. P. Downes.
The Gypsies of *' Aylwin " ; a Talk with Theodore Watts-Dunton. Illus.

R. Blathwayt.

Harmsworth Magazine.-Harmswortk. 6d. June 15.

The Gordon- Bennett Race. Illus. R. J. Mecredy.
Who's Who in the Motor World. Illus. F. Banfield.
Tbe Unslaked Globe. With Diagrams. J. Scott Keltic.
How the Pope is elected. Illus. W. J. Wintle.
Fighting the Cancer Scourge.
Coming Men in the House of Commons. Illus. Henry W. Lucy.
The Physical Education of a Girl. Illus. E. Maude Baker.
Industries of the Insect World. Illus.

Harper's Monthly Magazine.—45* Albemarle Street, is.

July.
Romeo and Juliet. Illus. A. Symons.
Plant and Animal Intelligence. N. S. Shaler.
New York ; a Port for all the World. Illus. G. B. Fife.
Tbe Business Organisation of a Church. D. G. Phillips.

Navigation above the Clouds. Illus. E. C. Rost.
Tbe Log of the Bark Emily. IIlu . John R. Spears.
The Standard of Pronunciation in English. T. R. Gounsbury.
Tbe Survival of Human Personality. A. F. Chamberlain.

Homiletle Review.—44, Fleet Street, is. June.
Tbe Mosaic Age of Genesis X. Prof. A. H. Sayce.
Tbe New Educational Association and the New-Century Sunday-School.

J. L. Harlbut.
Tbe Place of Social Studies in a Preacher's Work. Prof. A. R. Merrtam.

House.-
Duster Castle, illus.

a, Finsbury Square. 6d. July.

Irish Monthly.-M. H. Gill. 6d. July.
King Lear. Emily Hickey.

Journal of the Board of Agriculture.— 1, Essex Street, Strand,
is. June 15.

Rearing and Fattening of Pigs. S. Spencer.
A Conner Disease. Illus.

Co-operation in the Purchase and Testing of Manures and Feeding Stuffs. \

Argentina's Apicultural Progress. H. Gibson.
Large and Small Farms in Prussia. G. Potts.

Journal of the Royal Colonial Institute. — Northumberland
Avenue. 6d. June 15.

Oar Colonial Kingdoms. Harold G. Parsons.

Juridical Review.

—

Green and Sons, Edinburgh, is. 6d. June 15.

Nationality, Domicil and the Personal Statute. W. G. Miller.inter

Repegnaacy in Testamentary Provisions. R. C Henderson.
Property in Wild Animals. W. F. Trotter.
Prescription of Land Rights. W. Guy.

Knowledge.—326, High Holborn. 6d. July.
A Sea-Faring Family. Illus. Contd. Rev. T. R. R. Stcbbing.

Tbe Nebular Hypothesis Varied and Improved. Miss Agnes M. Clerke.

What is the Milky Way ? Illus. C. Easton.
Tbe Compositac Illus. R. Lloyd Praeger.

Leisure Hour.—4, Bouverie Street. 6d. July.
Ambassadors of Two Reigns. Illus. T. H. S. Escott.

Messrs. Morgan and Scott of The Christian. Illus. D. Williamson.
A Foul Weather Climb on the Rimphishorn. Illus. E. Elliot Stock.
Tbe Ptt&ns of American English. H. W. Horwill.
School-Girl Life in Switzerland. Illus. M. Butts.
Tbe True Story of Seth Bede and Dinah Morris. Illus. Contd. W.

Mottram.
Three little Pilgrimages in Somerset. Illus. E. Boyer Brown.

June.
Jniversity. E. R. Smith.The Ho

Library Journal.

—

Kegan Paul.
r O. Avery Memorial Library, Columbia t

50 cts.

Avery Memorial library, Columbia Univ<
Ways of Making a Library Useful. Emma L. Adams.

I for a Small College. G. T. Little.

Library World.—181, Queen Victoria Street, fid. June 15.
A New Method of Printing Catalogues. Contd. W. E. Doubleday.

Lippincott's Monthly Magazine —Philadelphia, is. June.

Woodland Music H. Oldys.

Longman's Magazine,—Longmans. 6d. July.

A Night in the Open on Aconcagua at 33,000 feet. Contd. Major Rankin.
Canada in the Sixths. Paul Fountain.

McClure's Magazine.—10, Norfolk Street, Strand. 10 cts.

June.
The Barbizon School. Illus. J. La Farge.
Wrecks and Rescues of the Newfoundland Coast. Illus. P. T. McGrath.
Peter Cooper Hewitt, Inventor. Illus. R. S. Baker.
The History of the Standard Oil Company. Illus. Contd. Ida M.

Tarbell.

IfacmMan's Magazine.—^acmillan. is. July.

The Battle of Shrewsbury. Miss A. G. Bradley.
Aldwvch in London. L. Gomme.
Mr. George Moore and Ireland's Vocation. Prof. R. Y. Tyrrell.
The Colonies and Imperial Defence. A. H. Loring.
Arcady. M. Reed.
The Handicrafts. Miss A. S. Galbraith.

Magazine of Art.—Cassell. is. July.

Frontispiece :
—" Tbe Bitterness of Dawn " aftsr John A. Lomax.

The Royal Academy. Contd. Illus. M. H. Spielinann. '

The New Gallery. Illus. -I *.•:_

British Sculpture in 1903, technically considered. Illns.'

Art Forgeries and Counterfeit*. Contd. Illus. MI H; SpielmarinJ
How an Art Museum should be organised. With Plan. Lieut.^CoK G. T-

Plunkett. • •

Prof. Fritz Fleischer. Illus. Dr. Abel.
Applied Art at the Paris Salons. Illus. Prince B. Karageorgevitch.
James Craig Annan and Photographic Technique. Illus. A. Horsley

Hinton.

Missionary Review.—44, Fleet Street, is. June.

Venezuela and Its Needs. Illus. An American Resident.
The Christian Endeavour Society in Foreign Lands. Illus. Rev." F. .E.

Clark.

Month.—Longman, is. Tuly.

History " ex Hypothesi " and the Popish Plot. Rev. J. Gerard.
Taste. Rev. H. C. Castle.

The Suppression of the Society of Jesus. Rev. S. F. Smith.
Good Friday in Fuenterrabia. Sara H. Dunn.

Monthly Review.—Murray, as. 6d. July.

Gulliver's Last Voyage.
Mr. Chamberlain's Proposals. Viscount Goschen.
Free Trade and Preferential Tariffs. R. Neville.

Lord Selborne's Critics. Julian Corbett.
Recent Naval Administration. H. Lawrence Swinburne.
Ex Orient*. Gertrude Bell.

Luke addressing John the Apostle. Dr. A. N. Jannaris.
The Tide of Civilisation. A. Pelham Trotter.
An Ulster Squire of the Reign of George III. Hon. Mrs. Caulfeild.

Munsey's Magazine.—Horace Marshall. 6d. July.

The Men about the President. Illus. D. A. Willey.
America's National Forest Reserves. S. Russell Wright. 1

H. M. Shrady ; the New American Sculptor. Illus. C. H. Garrett.

The Texas TraU. Illus. M. J. Reynolds.

National Review.—Edward Arnold, 23. 6d. July.

The Colonial Controversies Between France and England. Eugene
Etienne.

The Crisis in the Unionist Party. An Englishman.
British Fiscal Policy : Plea for Inquiry. C. A. Cripps.

Federation or No Federation. J. Saxon Mills.

Social and Literary Relations Between England and France. Hon. Mrs.
Edward Stuart-Wortleji.

American Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
The Blight on Landscape- Painting. A. J. Finberg.

A Practical Scheme for Solving the Licensing Problem. C. Howard Tripp.

Canteens in the Army. Brevet Lieut.-Col. F. 1. Maxse.
A Tribute to Arthur Shrewsbury. Hon. R. H. Lyttleton.

The Church, Dissent, and the Nation. Rev. J- Llewelyn Davies.

Recollections of a Diplomatist. Contd. Sir Horace Rumbold.
Greater Britain.

New England Magazine.-5. Park Squarr. Boston. 35 cts. June.

The Passing of the Boston Museum. Illus. H. M. Ticknor.

White Slavery in Colonial Times. Annie Nettleton Bourne.

Old Ipswich Town. Illus. Abbie Farwell Brown.
Each for AH and All for Each. E. E. Hale.

The Work of Women's Clubs in New England. Illus. Martha E. D»
White.

China in New England. Illus. H. Heywood.
The Free Religious Association. Illus. G. W. Ccoke.

New Ireland Review.—Burns and Oate\ 6d.

An Irish Quaker Village. Rev. J. Hagan.
The Motor Cup Course. Helen Weldon.
Magi zincs in Education. Cecilia Ryan.
Our Economic Position. Rev. T. A. Finlay.

Jnly.1
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New Liberal Review.—Temple Chambers, xs. July.

Preferential Trade. Alfred Emmott.
The Colonial View. E. T. Cook.
A Colonial View-Point. Arthur H. Adams.
*' Ties of Interest." L. Chiozza Money.
The New Departure and How to meet It. J. A. Spender.

Electoral Prospects. I. H. Yoxall.

The Failure of Protection in Francs : a Warning to England. Frederic Lees.

The Opposition to the Proposals of Mr. Chamberlain

:

Ministerialist Objections.

Labour Objections.

Special Interviews. Sir Charles Dilke and Mr. Henry Broadhurst.

The German Elections. William Harbutt Dawson.
The Tragady of Finland. L. Atherley Jones.

The Case for the Crofter. R. Leicester Harmsworth.
The Revival of Lawn Tennis. A. Waliis Myers.

New Shakespeareana.—Shakespeare Press, Westfield, New
Jersey. 75 cts. July.

Shakespeare and Bacon; can They be reconciled? Debate between
Appleton Morgan and Isaac Hall Piatt.

Nineteenth Century.—Sampson Low. as. 6d. July.

Imperial Policy and Free Trade

:

1. Sir Robert Giffcn.

a. Edward Dlcjy,

3. Benjamin Kidd.
Germany and the Danes of North Schleswig. W. Hartmann.
The Motor, and the Birthright of the Highway. Walter B. Woodgate.
Radium and Its Lessons. Sir Oliver Lodge.
On the Pollution of Our Rivers. Charles Milnes Ga«kall.

The Old Thatched Rectory and Its Birds. R. Bosworth Smith.
St. Luke and Buddhism. George Shann.
Constitutional Governmsnt in Hungary. Lionel G. Robinson.
Thackeray—an Appreciation. Charles L. Eastlake.

The Masquss of tmgo Jones. Ernest Rhys.

North American Review.—Heinemann. as. 6d. June.
The Wesley Bicentennial. Dr. W. North Rice.

England's Colonial Secretary. Lord Coleridge.

The Northern Securities Decision. C. F. Randolph.
Tennyson : Sir Alfred Lvall's Estimate. Frederic Harrison.

Notes on the Irish Land Bill. T. W. Russell.

A Prototype of Latin-American Misgovernment. Marrion Wilcox.
" Race Suicide " and Common Sense. Paterfamilias.

Politics in England. S. Brooks.
The Alaska Boundary Question. R. W. Parker.

The Supreme Court of the United States. Joseph H. Choats.

Open Court.—Kegam Paul. 6d. June.
Babel and Bible. F. Delitzsch.

John Wesley Powell. G. K. Gilbert.

"Major j. W. Powell. M. Baker.
The Widow's Two Mites : a B iddhist Parallel. Dr. Paul Cams.
Gcclesiastes or the Sphinx of Hebrew Literature. Rev. B. Pick.

Page's Magazine.—Cluk House, Surrey Street, zs. July.
Fire Protection of Workshops. Illus. J. H. G. Simonds.
British Locomotives for Abroad. Illus. C. Rous-Marten.
The Chinese Eastern (Manchurian) Railway. Illus. Alfred Stead.

The Laying-Out of Engineers' Workshops. Illus. J. Ho
The New Scuth Africa and the Railway Proble n. With 1

burg Correspondent.
A New Wet Sampler. Illus. E. Smart.
Some Undeveloped Possibilities in the Electric Lighting Field. Illus. J.

Wright.
Imperial Trade and Tariffs. B. Taylor.

Pall Mall Magazine.—18. Charing Cros« Road. xs. July.
Hever Castle and Anne Boleyn. Illus. Outram Tristram.
Paul Cambon. Illus. F. Lees.

The Lake of Geneva ;
Literary Geography. Illus. Wil iam Sharp.

Bj&rnstjerne BjGrnson at Aulestad. Illus. G. Brochner.
The London Fire Brigade. Illus. H. Spender.

Parents' Review.—26. Victoria Street. 6d. July.
Thomas Godolphin Rooper. Editor.

The Educational Value of the Bible. W. Osborne Brigstocke.

Early Tendencies in the Child. Mrs. Edward Sieveking.

On Exhibitions. Contd. James Cadenhead.
The Ministering Children's League. Florence Montgomery.
The Seaside in Summer. D. Nesbitt.

Pearson's Magazine.—C. A. Pearson. 6d. July.
Photographing Invisible Ripples. Illus. H. C. Fife.

Prof. Bom: and Life in Metals. Illus. A. Sarath Kumar Ghosh.
Alphonso XIII. of Spain ; the Poor Young King Who has No Fun. Illus.

Official of the Spanish Court.
A Summer-Time Stove. Illus. A. E. Johnson.
Charles Dana Gibson and the American Girl. Illus. Lenore Van der Veer.
The Kite That lifts a Man. Illus. S. F. Cody
Celebrities and Their Hair. Illus. Harry Furniss.

Physical Review.—Macmillan. 50 cts. June.
A Studv of Effects of Temperature upon a Tuning Fork. E. C Woodruff.
General Law for Vapour Pressures. Sanford A. Moss.
A Comprehensive Boyle's Law Apparatus. W. J. Humphreys.

Posltivist Review.—Wm. Reeves. 3d. July.
Free Trade or Empire ? Prof Beesly.

Lord Kelvin on the Mi-acle of Life. J. H. Bridges.

Virility versus Humanity. W. M. Lightbody.

1 Maps. Johannes-

Practical Teacher.—33, Paternoster Row. 6d. July.

Practical Trips for Practical Teachers. Illus.

Primitive Methodist Quarterly Review.—48, Aloessgate
Street, as. July.

G. K. Chesterton : a Prince of Optimists. R. Hind.
Was Goethe a Philosopher ? I. Lindsay.
Archdeacon Allen ; the Friend of Fitzgerald and Thackeray. S. Hortoo.
Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambrai.
Reading and Its Influence on Character. Peter McPhail.
Lord Peel's Report. T. H. Hunt.
Materialism versus Theism. J. Pinchen.
The Poems of W. B. Yeats. Jacob Walton.
Scientific Evidence for life after Death. W. Jones Davies.

The New Democracy. J. W. Chappell.
Pictures and Problems from London Police Courts. A. A. Birchenougk.

Quiver.—Cassell. 6d. July.

The Rev. R. T. Campbell. Illus. R. Blathwayt.
Homes of Rest for Ministers. Illus. Dora M. Jones.
Living Files and Rasps. Illus. J. T. Ward.
Children's Homes. Illus. D. L. Woolmer.
Wayside Bridge Chapels. Illus. Sarah Wilson.

Railway Magazine.—30, Fetter Lane. 6d. July.

Darlington (Bank Top) North-Eastern Railway. Illus. E. M. BywdL
Manchester Ship Canal Railways. Illus. H. Macfariane.
Lessons from Railway Statistics. Illus. J. Holt Schooling.
The Gradient of the Great Western Railway. Illus. W.

J.
Scott

British Locomotive Practice and Performance. Illus. Contd. C Rocs-

Marten.
Progress of Electric Traction. Illus. D. N. Dunlop.
Welshpool and Llanfair Light Railway. Illus.

Reader.—Lamlby. 9$ cts. June.
John Addington Symonds in Davos. Louise Parks Richards.
Some Types of Readers. B. G. Richards.

.

American Verse. Louis How.
Reminiscences of an Interviewer. Contd.

Reliquary.—Bemrosb. as. 6d. July.
Some Interesting Essex Brasses. Illus. Miller Christy and N. X.

Porteous.
Some Late Survivals of Primitive Ornament. Illus. J. Romilly Allen.

The Ancient Church of Bishopston, in Sussex. Illus. W. Heneage Leg;c

Tumblers. Illus. A. Watson.

Review Of Reviews.—13. Astor Place, New Ychk. 25 cts- July.

'

The Recent Floods of the Middle West. Illus. C. M. Harger.
This Year's High Tide of Immigration in America. Illus. 3. E. Molten.

The Latest Explorations in the Antarctic. Cyrus C. Adams.
The International Harvester Company ;

" Welfare Work " in a Great Indus-

trial Plant. John R. Commons.
Forest Fires in the United States. Illus. H. M. Suter.

The Erie Canal—Its Past and Future. Maps and Illus. M. M. Wilner.

The American Invasion of Uganda. Illus. J. M. Rogers.
Leopold. Emperor of the Congo. Illus. W. T. Stead.
Personal Observations of Congo Misgovernment Illus. Rev. W. M.

Morrison.

Review Of Reviews.—Melbourne, gd. May.
George Wyndham. Illus. W. T. Stead.
A Study of Religion in London. Rev. F. Herbert Stead.

St. Nieholas.—Macmillan. xs. July.
Buenos Aires. Illus. G. M. L. Brown.

Scottish Geographical Magazine.—Edw. Stanford, is. 6d.

June 15.

Primitive Man ; Recent Researches in the Caves near Mentoae. R.

Richardson.
Unknown Mexico.
The Islands of St. Pierre and Migulon. With Map.
Plant-Distribution in Europe in Its Relation to the Glacial Period.

The Nyasa Coal Bed. Illus. Rev. J. Henderson.
The National Antarctic Expedition.

Seiibner's Magazine.—Sam tson Low. xs. July.

Gettysburg. Illus. Gen. J. B. Gordon.
The Canadian Rivermen. Illus. A. Heming.
The Cedars of Lebanon. Illus. L. G. Leary.
The War Department—Administration of Civil Government. C E.

Magoon.
A Night in the Room of Andreas Hofer. Illus. J. Heard.

Strand Magazine.—Newnbs. 6d. July.

Personal Reminiscences of King Edward VII. Illus. Helene Vacarcsco.

Eccentric Cricket Matches. Illus. A. Waliis Myers.
Famous Walkers of the Past. Illus. T. D. Dutton.
The London Gaaette ; the Government's Newspaper. Illus. A. Hut
Tunnels, Illus. H. Beckles.

Sunday at Home.—4. Bouverib Street. 6d. July.

A Visit to Damascus. Illus. A. Gregory.
St. Anne de Beaupre" and Her Miracles. Illus.

Robert Raikes ; the Man of Gloucester. Illus. Rev. H. Smith.

Sunday Magazine.—Isbister. 6d. July.

Charles Haddon Spurgeon. Contd. Illus. C. Ray.
John Wesley ; the Great Itinerant Preacher. H. Hig
The Heckmondwike Lecture. Rev. G. E. Page.
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Sunday Strand.—Newnbs. 6d. June.
HeM^HoUday and the New Art of Glass Enainelung. IUus. Stracey

Rev. F. S. Webster. Illus. W. L. Williams.
Homes of Hope. Illus. " Our Own Charity Commissioner."

Temple Bar.—Macmillan. xs. July.
Bishop Hurd. J. M. Attenborough.
The Land Forces of Great Britain. The Editor of the United Service

Matymnt.
Albania. Contd. R. Wyon.
From Paris to London by Water. W. R. H. Trowbridge.

Temple Magazine.—3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street. 6d. July.
How to run a Trout Fishery. Illus. H. Simpson.
The Mont de Pie*te* and Its Organisation. Illus.

Ceylon : the Emerald Isle of the East. Illu*. E. Forb;s.
Wonderful Electric Power. Illus.

Theosophlcal Review.—3, Langham Place, is. June 15.

George Macdonald. Concl. Mrs. Weller.
The Philosophy of Tri- Unity. Rev. G. W. Allen.
Glimpses of the Eight Muse. Contd. R. Calignoc.
Man's Deeper SehT B. Keightley.
The Neo-Platouists. Concl. W. C. Ward.
Some KAnnie Problems. Mrs. Annie Bcsant.

Treasury.—G. J. Palmer, Portugal Street. 6d. July.
Truro and Its Cathedral. Illus. Canon Donaldson.
What is the Septuagint ? Rev. J. P. Wright.
Old English Ladie*

r Headgear. Illus.. May E. M. Donaldson.
A Dav of My Life. A Naval Officer.

Our Parish Churches ; What They are and What They teach. Contd.
Illus. E. Hermitage Day.

Children ; Playmates or Playthings. H. Maynard Smith.
How Insects eat. Illus. Rev. A. L. Keith.

Westminster Review.—R. Brimley Johnson, as. 6d. July.

Mr. Chamberlain's Knowledge of the Zollverein. A Member of the Cobden
Club.

Benevolent Despotism. J. G. Godard.
Home Rule and the King's Visit to Ireland. D. S. A. Cosby.
Property in Land and Poverty. F. Thomasson.
Discovery of New Dante Portraits. Karl Blind.
The Jew in History. H. S. Q. Henriaues.
Husbands and Wives under the New Licensing Act of 190a. J. E. Joel.
Justice to Womanhood. Ignota.
How did Calderon know Shakespeare's Plays ?

Republics versus Woman ; a Review and a Rejoinder. Annie L. Diggs.

Wide World Magazine.—Newnbs. 6d. July.

The Pursuit of Captain Victor. Illus. Sergeant Harry Glenn.
The Narcissus Festival at Montreux. Illus. T. E. Curtis.
After the Mad Mullah. Illus. Capt. A. H. Dixon.
A Unique Summer Residence on Mont Blanc. Illus. C. E. Johnstone.
With the British to Sokoto. Illus. Capt. C. Foulkes.
A Baby Parade. Illus. T. Adams.
A Tramp in Spain. Illus. Contd. Bart Kennedy.

Windsor Magazine.—Ward, Lock. 6d. July.

The Floor of the Pacific. Illus. Hon. W. E. Meehan.
Some Famous Ugly People. Illus. Harry Furniss.
The Rothschilds. Illus. W. T. Stead.
The Momentous Motor. C. J. L. Clarke.

Woman at Home.—Hodder and Stoughton. 6d. July.

Lady Curzon of Kedleston. Illus. Mrs. S. A. Tooley.
The New Fourth Party. Illus. A. Mackintosh.
Miss Marie Hall. Illus. Ignota.

World's Work.—Hbinemann. zs. July.

The Motor World. Illus. H. Norman.
A Trip on a Tram. Illus. C. Roberts.
French Frocks and their Makers. Illus. Octave Uzanne.
The Facts about Preferential Trade.
Back to the Land. Illus. " Home Counties."
In Kew Gardens. Illus.

Fruit and Flowers in Guernsey. Illus. Elspet Keith.
Are We to have an Internal onal Language ? Tighe Hopkins.
Solon Borglum ; a Sculptor of the Wild West. Illus. A. Goodrich.
Open-Air Life and Camping-Out.

Young Man.—Horace Marshall, 3d. July.

Adventures in the Malay Peninsula ; a Talk with Hugh Clifford. With
Portrait. A. F. White.

The Golf Boom. Illus. L. Latchford.
Some Notable British Sculptors of To-day. Illus. A. Mee.
Across Europe Awheel. Illus. Contd. W. Victor Cook.

Young Woman.—Horace Marshall. 3d. July.

Miss Elizabeth Magill, Painter of Royal Pets ; Interview. Illus. A. F.
White.

A Talk with Mrs. Frank Sheldon. With Portrait. A. F. White.

THE GERMAN MAGAZINES.
Deutsche Revue.—Deutsche Vbrlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart.

6 Mks. per or. June.
Furs* Otto zu Stolberg-Wernigerode. Concl. Dr. Bosse.
German East Africa. Lieut.-Gen. von Liebert.

Adolphe Thiers, 1871-3. F. Loliee.

A«itoVk>grapkical, 1854-1861. T. Gomperz.
Our Injustice to China. Sir H. Maxim.
Plant Life. L. Radlkofer.
Morocco. L. Feuth.
Voltaire and Johann Erasmus von Senckenberg ; Unpublished Letters.

Prod H. Haupt.
Napoleon 1 1J. and Italy. Concl. G. Bapst.
Smoke in Manufacturing Towns. Dr. Kalckhoff.
The Tomb of Cecilia Metella. FQrst B. Odescalchi.
Imagination and Mathematics. Dr. H.-Eckener.
Reply to Dr. Eckener. Moritz Cantor.

Deutsche Rundschau.—Geir. Pabtbl, Berlin. 6 Mks. per qr.

June.
_ .Bailleu.

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. Betsy Meyer.
Lassalle and Berlin, 1855-180' P.
Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. Betsy Meyer.
England and Russia in Persia. E. Fi'ger.

The House of Parish at Hamburg. Concl. R. Ehrenberg.
The Autumn Campaign, 1813. Major-General von Hepke.
The Burning of widows in India. Marie von Bunsen.
Clara Schumann. Carl Krebs.
David Friedrich Strauss and Eduard Morike. Dr. H. Mayne.

Kanstgrewerheblatt.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig, x Mk. June.
Art in Shop-Windows. Illus. M. A. Nicolai.

Rudolf Marschall. Illus. J. Leisching.

Monatsschrift fur Stadt und Land.—Martin Warneck, Berlin.
3 Mks. per qr. June.

The Reform of German Criminal Law. A..von Kirchenheim.
Wreckers. M. von Nathusius.
Reminiscences of a Journalist. Contd. D. von Oertzen.
Armies and Navies. Gen. C. von Zeppelin.
Monopoly and Slavery in the Congo State. U. von Hassell.

An Employment Bureau for Educated Women. Paula M filler.

Sociallstlsche Monatshefte.—Lutzowstr. 85 a, Berlin. 50 Pf. June.

Social Democracy. P. Kampffmeyer.
The English Engineers' Trade Union. E. Bernstein.

The Theory of Crises. L. Levison.

Ueber Land und Meer.—Deutsche Vbrlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart.
x Mk. Hoft xx.

The Schiller Museum at Marbach. Illus. E. Mailer.

Macedonia. Illus.

St. Petersburg. 1 11 .is. E. Kraus .

Motors. Illus. F. Bendt.

Zeltschrift fQr BUdende Kunst.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig.
10 Mks. per ann. lune.

San Miniato al Tedesco. Illus. Concld. H. Mackowsky.
Ludwig Richter. Illus. K. Woermann.
Max Klinger's " Brahms." Illus. L. Hevesi.

Zeltschrift der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft.—Brbitkopp
und Haektbl. 10 Mks. per ann. June.

A Letter-Book of the Simrock Firm at Bonn, 1797. A. C. Kalischer.

Joachim Raft. Hans Pohl.

THE FRENCH MAGAZINES.
Art du ThCAtre.—$x, Rue des Ecoles, Paris. 75c. July.

Anatole France's " Crainquebille." Illus. L. Claretie.

Bertiox's " Damnation de Faust." Illus.

Ucocq's " Yetta." IUus.

BlbUotheqne Universelle.—Hachette. 20s. per ann. June.

The Commune, 187 x. Alph. Bertrand.
Socialism in Belgium. Roger Bornand.
Colonial and Republican Salons in America. Mary Bigot.

T Correspondent.—31, Rue Saint-Guillaumb, Paris, a fin. 50 c
June xo.

The End of the National Assembly. Vte. de Meaux.
M. Thiers, 1870- 187 3. H. de Lacombe.
The Protection of the Young Girl in France. Louis Riviere

Modern Pity. Gabriel Prevost.

The Centenary of the Petite- Eglise. A. Roussel.
The Miners' Strike in France, 190a. Concl. F. Engerand.
Lamartine. A. Ridier.

The Concordat of 1801. L. de Lanzac de Laborle.
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io6 The Review of Reviews.

Tune 9<.

Due de Villarsat Denain, 171a. With Map.
The War of 1870. Contd. Eiienne Lamy.
Socialists. Jean Steens.
Anti-Slavery in Africa. Bon. Joseph Du Tiel.

The Tea Districts in Ceylon. Vte. de Miramon-Fargues.
International Congress of Applied Chemistry in Berlin, June, 1903. Francis

Marie.

Humanity Nouvelle.—16, Rub de Condb, Paris, a frs. June.

Anarchy. Alfred Naqtiet.

The Miners' Strike in America. Ernest Crosby.
Legislation and Sexuality. Edouard Dolleans,

Journal des Economlstes.— 14. Rub Richbubu, Paris. 3 frs. 50c.

June 15.

Interest on Capital. G. de Molinari.

Mercure de France.—15, Rub de l'Echaude St. Germain, Paris.
2 frs. June.

Moyens and Democracy. Edmond Barthelemy.
Pascal and the Jesuits. Pierre Lasserre.

The Paris Salons. Charles Moric

* Nouvelle Revue.—Hachettb. 55 frs. per ann. June 1.

Some Unpublished Letters. Sainte-Beuve.
4

Locomotion in France. Pierre Baudin.
Literary Recollections. Albert Cim.
E. Rostand. Gustave Kahn.
Maeterlinck as Dramatist. Germain Blechman.

June 15.

Results of Industrial Schools. Henri Dagan.
Literary Recollections. Contd. Albirt Cim.
Constantinople to Salonika. Henry Spont.
Colonial Tarifts. L.-J. de Lavigne-Ste. Suzanne.

_Mis.de VogO*

Questions Diplomatique* «t Coloniales.—io,
Paris, i fr. June x.

>, Rub Bonaparte,

The Baghdad Railway and the Franco-Russian Alliance. Rene* Henry.
Greek Opinion and the Question of Macedonia. Gabriel Louis-Jaray.
Algerian Affairs. J.-H. Franklin.
The Question of Newfoundland. Le Breton.

June 15.

Algeria and Morocco. With Map. Eug. Erienne.
Macedonia, Greece, and French Interest. Cte. Ch. de Mouy.
Algerian Aflairs. Contd. J.-H. Franklin.

Reforme Soclale.—54> Rub de Seine, Paris, x fr. June 1.

Social Solidarity and the BUI against the Religious Congregations. Hubert
Valleroux.

La Revue.—ta, Avenue de l'Opbra, Paris, x fr. June x.

The French Army during Peacs. Messimy.
The Population Question in France. Augusta Moll. Weiss.
The Burial of Thais d'Antinc*. Al Gayet.
The Scientific Spirit. Camille Mauclair.
Tigrane Yergate. Jean Meandre.
Greek Poetry. Tigrane Yergate.
Anatole France and Edouard Rod.
Eugene Tchirikov. G. Savitch.
Schwetzingen, Germany. Masson-Forestier.

June 15.
Ireland. Thomas O'Donnell.
Co-Education of the Sex;s. Prof. J. Jussieu.
Our Rights over the Animal. Camille Mdlinand.
Distress in Brittany. Comte Austin de Crozs.
Enrico Corradini. R.
France in 185a. Emile FagueL
Serum. Dr. R. Romme.

Tune 16.

The Bon-Pasteur of Nancy. H. foly.

The Savings Banks in France. H. Blerzy.

JRevue Chretlenne.—ti. Avenue db l'Opbra, Parts, x fr. June a.

Responsibility of God and Responsibility of Nature. Arm. Saba tier.

The Separation of the Church from the State. H. Kemtz.

Revue des Deux Mondes.—Hachette. 6a frs. per ann. June x*

Letters to the Due d'Aumale. Cuvillier-Fleury.

The Witchcraft Trhl of the Marechal de Luxembourg. Pierre de Sejurv
The Worker in the Great Industries. Charles Benoist.
The Salons of 1903. Robert de La Sizeranne.

June t$.

The Commander-in-Cbietship. General Zurlinden.
A New Industry. Lotus Farges.
Gibraltar and Malta. Rene* Pinon.
The Origins of the Concordat. Georges Goyau.
Thirty Years of French Poetry. Francis Charmes.

Revue Francaise de l'Etrangrer et des Colonies.—y>, Rub db la
Victoire, Paris, a frs. June.

The Americanisation of the World. A. Nogues.
Operations in Somaliland. With Map. A. Montell.

Revue Generate.—16, Rub Treurenberg, Brussels, ta frs. per ann.
June.

The Congo Free State and English Opinion. Baron Leon B&hune.
Pergamos. Maurice Zech.
Desiree Bernadotte ; the Fiancee of Napoleon I. Germain Bapst,
The French Salons. Contd. Arnold Goflftn.

Revue du Monde Cathollque. — 76. Rue dbs Saints-Peres, Paris.
x fr. 50c. June x

Failure of the Ep'scopat. Paul de Reclancourt.
The National Organisation of the Clergy of France. R. P. At.
Charles Penn. M. J.

Fevre.
The Abbey of Saint Victor, Paris. Contd. W. Fomier Bonnard.

June 15.

The Abbey of Saint Victor,' Paris. W. F. Bonnard.
The Pariahs of Franoe. Boyer d'Agen.
Charles Penn. Contd. Mgr. J. Fevre.
The Salons of 1903. P. Conil.

Revue de Paris.—Unwin. 60 frs. per ann. Junes.
The Public Health. Henri Monod.
Portugal a Vassal of England. Jacques Chaunue*.
Early Recollections. Judith Gautier.
The Salons of 1903. Romain Rolland.

June X5.

Notes on the Crimean War. General Trochu.
The Public Health. Contd. Henri Monod.
On the Eve of the German Elections. A B-rKner.
Capital and Colonists in Tonkin. E.-P. de Guzman.
Macedonia. Victor Berard.

Revue Soclallste.—271 Rub de Richelieu, Paris.

labour Organisation. A. Millerand.
President Magnaud. Raff.iele Majetti.

The Socialist Systems. Contd. Jean Jaures.
The Social Theatre of Brieux. Edouard de Moisier.

Revue Universale.—17, Rub Montparnassb, Paris.

The Salons of 1903. Illus. Roger Marx.
The Louvre Museum. Illus. A. Chaumeix.

June 15.

Cheap Dwellings. Illus. Jean Lahor.
Argentina. Illus. F. Maury.

Revue Universltalre.—17, Rue de Mezieres, Paris. 10 frs. peraxm.
June.

The Teaching of Living Languages.
The Origins of Charity. Charles Plesent.

University Cathollque.—35. Rub de Mezieres, Paris, xo frs. per
ann. June.

lean Georges Le Franc de Bompignais. 17 15- 1790. Abbe* Claude Bouvier.
Charles Chesnelong. Contd. M. de Marcey.
Missions in New Mexico. Andre*.

xfr. 50c Jooe.

75c. June a.

THE ITALIAN MAGAZINES.
Clvllta Cattollea.—Via di Ripbtta 046, Rome. 15 frs. per ann.

June 6.

The Two Sovereigns of the Vatican.
Fratricidal War and Recent Strikes.
The Papacy and Slavery.
The Dictionary of the Bible.

Italian Emigration to America.
Tune so. *

Masonic Ideals in the French Ministry.
The Papacy and Slavery. Contd.
Social Legislation in Australia.
The Stele of Singan Fu : Christian Remains in China.

Emporium.—Bergamo. June.

A. Campriani. Illus. V. Pica. >

The Painters of Bergamo. Illus. P. Molmenti.
August Strindberg. With Portraits. U. Ortensi.
Bagdad. Illus. S. Borghese.
Chiaramonte, Palermo. Illus. E. Manceri.

Nuova Antologla.—Cokso Umberto I., Rome. 46 frs. per ann.
June x.

Among the Southern Slavs. Illus. G. Cora.

Dante in Drama. C. del Balzo.

Armies and Politics. Col E. Barone.

Salt or Petroleum ? E. Banfi.

The Historical Reintegration of Savonarola. R. Mariano.
Austro-Hungary and Italian Nationality. XXX.

Rassegna Nazlonale.—Via Gino Capponi 46, Florence.
30 frs. per ann. June 1.

The Power of the Crown and Parliamentary Government in Italy.

Marazio.
The Correspondence between Mansoni and Rosmini. Lina Maestrini
Patriotism and Social Life. T. Minelli.

Subbing in Italy. Willoughby Wade, M.D.
Uruguay in 1902. P. M. Marabotti.
Script and Scribes. Elena Vecchi.
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THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE MAGAZINES.
Clndad do Dios.

—

Real Monastbrio del Escorial, Madrid. -

ao pesetas per arm. No. 10.

Scientific Optimism. Z. Martinez- Nunez.
Apostle and Martyr. Julian Rodrigo.

Paul Law according to Sixteenth Century Writers. J. Montes.
No. xi.

Greek Lyrics and Their Influence in Spain. B. Hompansra.
The Hymns for the Feast of St. Augustin. Liebiu Baurain.

Studies in Irish History. A. M. Tonna Barthet.

Espafia Moderna.

—

Cursta dr Santo Domingo j6, Madrid.
40 pesetas p;r ann. June.

The Santo Domingo Question. J. Backer,

th; Femjnine Movement. Prof. Adolfo Posada.
The First Conflict between Two Sovereign Powers in x8ao. Juan Perei de

Guzman.
The Treatment of the Negroes. A. M. Olroedilla.

La LectUPa.—Cervantes 30, Madrid, a$ frs. per ann. No. a>.

Modern Spanish Painting as Seen in Paris and Bilbao. R. de Maeztu.
Fmanciil Politics. Eleuterio De'gado.
Menendez Pelayo and His Work, R. M. PidaL

VI Nuestro Tiempo.—Fuencarral 114, Madrid. 24 frs. per annv
No. 29.

The Granadina School of Sculpture. F. Jimenez.
Rural Savings and Loan Funds. R. Moreno.
Public Instruction. Andres Barthe.

Revista Contemporaries.—C alle de Pizarro 17, Madrid, a pesetas*
June 15.

The Festival of the Golden Fleece in Utrecht, X546. M. de Foronda.
The Military Zone of Coasts and Frontiers. An Engineer.
The Fastes of Ovid. V. S. C.
The Albanian Question. J. R. C.
Anthropology and Criminal Sociology. M. G. Maestre.
A Municipal Crisis in Carthagena in 1873. G. M. Vergara y Martin.

Revista Portugueza.—Rua Nova do Almada 74, Lisbon. x$ frs*

per ann. No. 68.
S£ da Bandeira. Augusto Ribeiro. '

.

An Expedition to Quincunguilla. J. Jardim. t

The Observatory of D. Luiz and the Influence of Electrical Traction.

J. d'O.
Penal Transportation and Colonisation. Salva Telles.

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
Hsevfer's Gefllnstreerd Maandschrlfl.—Luzac. is. 8d. June.

Nicolaas Beets. Illus. J. Sulseman.
The Philosophy of the Ice Floes. Illus. Ch. van Dalen.
In Wig Tune ; Dutch Life and Manners. Illus. W. F. H. Wunderlicb,

pe Gids.—Luzac. 3s. June.
Crossing and Fertilisation. Prof. Hugo de Vries.

Haaptmann's " Poor Heinrich !
" Mej. Cath. Braining.

Impressions of Russia. D. O. Engelen.
De Wet and Kmg*r on the Independence War. F. Rompel.

The Present Position in Finland. By a Finn.

Onze Eeuw.—Erven F. Bokn, Haarlem, as. 6d. June.

The Power of the Mind. Prof. Dr. P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye.
Railways and State Exploitation. H. Smissaert.
The Political Eloquence of Demosthenes. Dr. Juiper.
Vaccination. H. Ijserbrands.

Vragen des TIJds.—Luzac. is. 6d. June.

Looking Backwards on the Dutch Railway Strike. A. Kerdijk.
An Autobiography. A. van Gilse.

State Help for the Municipalities. J. H. Blankert.

THE SCANDINAVIAN MAGAZINES.
Dansk TldskPlfl.—Copenhagen. ia1cr. per ann. June

Hammurahis and the Laws of Moses. Knud Berlin.
Waste. Gustav Bang.
Polincal Criminals in Russia. Aug. Goll.
Manrice Maeterlinck. Chr. Rimestad.
Rodyard Kipling. Ingeborg A. Molesworth St. Aubyn.

Nylaende.

—

Christiania. 3 kr. p?rann. Junei.
Women's Franchise Work in Sweden. Ann Margaret Holmgren.

Our Food. Dr. Caroline Steeu.
Women Students. L. H.

Tll8kueren.—Copenhagen, ta kr. per ann. Joi

VHhelm Kyhn, Painter. With Portrait, Karl Madsen.
Ludvig Holberg, Philosopher. Harald HOffding.

The Osmanli Kacj and Its Future. J. Ostrup.
Trade Unions and Workers' Wages. Adolph Jensen.
Esquimaux Literature. W. Thalbitzer.

Wagner's " Siegfried." Rud. Bergh.

THE RUSSIAN MAGAZINES.
Istorttcheskll Vlestnlk.—St. Petersburg. A. S. Suyorjn. June.
The Caucasus Coast. Contd. S. I. Vasiukoff.
The Princess Lbven. V. A. Tinairiazef.

Tb Bi-Centenary of St. Petersburg. N. A. Engelhardt.
The Monks' Republic of Mount Athos. Kh. I. I. Sokolof.
The Palace of Mukden. I. E. Ivanof
The First Days of Bulgarian Freedom. I. Vazof.
Archcologkal Excavations in Russia in 190a. v V. V. Zherve

Rutskoe BagatStVO.

—

St. Petersburg, Spasskaya i Backavata.
May 30.

Unsolved Problems of Biologv. Coctd. V. V. Lunkevitch.
The French Commune. N. E. Kudrin.
Nietzsche and Gorki. M. Helbrot.
The Labour Question and Factory Legislation in Russia. M. Lunts.

Mir Bozhl.—St. Petersburg, Raziezzhaya, 7. June.

N. I. Turgcnieff. A. Koriniloff.

Russian History from the Sociological Point of View. Contd. If,
Rozhkof.

Dostoievsky and Nietzsche. M. Kheisin.
Theoretical Bases of Agriculture. D. Lieshstchenko.
Russian Satirical Journalism. M. Lemke.

Vtestnlk Yevpopul.—St. Petersburg, Galernaya, 90. June.

The Taiga and Its Inhabitants. P. I. Sokolof.
People's Universities in Italy. F. Paresci.
Technical Training for Peasants. N. Katayef.
Elementary Education in Zemstvo and Noo-Zemstvo Governments. M. X,
Travel Impressions of the Caucasus. I. P. Bielokon»ki.
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Please send the Review of Reviews for Twelve Months, beginning with the..... number^

For which I enclose Eight Shillings and Sixpence {or 10.75 Francs, cr 8.50 Marks).
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Travel and Recreation.*

THE BOHEMIAN BATHS.

THE time for summer holidays has come, and we
have already, in these pages, described various

health resorts, especially in the mountainous
districts, and to-day it is our intention to bring before

ithe public health resorts of a different nature, namely,

the Spas of Bo-
hemia. These
baths—Carlsbad,

M a r i e n b a d,

(Franzensbad

—

are already pretty

well known ; still,

to those who are

in search of
health and to

-whom these
•waters are es-

pecially recom-
mended, a short

•description or

sketch of these

renowned spas
may prove in-

teresting. The
baths are situ-

ated about 1,200

feet above the

Bevel of the sea,

and can boast
therefore of a
good and pure
air; they lie in

the north -west-
ern, purely Ger- Carlsbad,

man, part of Bo-
hemia, and the principal of them, Carlsbad, is situated

an a winding valley through which the river Tepl flows.

The range of mountains fashioning this valley is

covered with glorious forests of pine, firs, oaks, and
beeches. There are a variety of springs, some of them

very warm, and the Sprudel breaks forth from the ground,

throwing large quantities of water into the surrounding

basin. All hot springs possess the property of incrusta-

tion, that is to say, they harden ' and petrify. This

process takes place in the Sprudel also, and thus, in

the course of

time, the so-

called "Sprudel

shell" has been

built up of itself.

It represents an

accumulation of

vaults and caves,

placed alongside

and above one

another, which

rest upon the

granite masses

on the ground,

and have com-
munication with

each other by

means of lateral

channels, in

which the waters

collect, and also

the carbolic acid

in large and

small bubbles.

Whenever the

carbolic acid has

over jome the

pressure of the

current of water

resting upon it,

water and gas are propelled forth together, and this

is the cause of the impetuous leap of the Sprudel at

intervals.

I
It will perhaps be interesting to our readers to know

which diseases are principally alleviated or cured by the

HOTELS TRAFOI AND KARERSEE.
Magnificent high mountain hotels, over 5,000 feet above the

level of the sea. Situation exceptionally fine.

The TRAFOI, in the midst of the ORTLER GLACIER WORLD.

KARERSEE, in the DOLOMITES, at the foot of the

unique ROSE GARDEN.

BRENNERBAD HOTEL
Magnificent New Hotel, opened last year. Exceptional situa-

tion ; nearly on the summit of the Brenner Pass. Station

on the picturesque Brenner Railway. Near Gossensass.

Healing Mineral Springs. Cure gout, rheumatism, etc.

Pure, invigorating mountain air. Interesting excursions. Lovely

forest walks.

THE SALZKAMMERGUT
(Uppev JLiMtvict).

The beauty of the scenery is overwhelming. The most interest-

ing Rock Salt mines are open to the public Lakes and

mountains. First-class hotels. Ischl, Gmunden, Aussee,

Hallstadt, Goisern, first-class health resorts. LinZ, the capital,

on the Danube.
It may be safely said that there is hardly another district in

Europe offering so much of interest, in so small a compass, as

does the lovely Salzkammergut.

LONDON to VIENNA via ARLBERG.

LONDON to INNSBRUCK via ARLBERG.
(2S hours.)

The Arlberg Railway passes through some of the grandest

scenery in Europe. Beautiful valleys, surrounded by fir-

crowned mountains, are seen on either side. From Innsbruck

to Vienna, through Zell-am-See, Salzburg, and Linz.

•The Travel Editor of the "Review of Reviews" will be pleased to give further particulars as to Hotels, terms,

routes, etc., free of charge. Address, Travel Editor, " Review of Reviews," Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.
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waters of the Bohemian Spas. Chief benefits are derived

by those suffering from chronic gastric catarrh, ulcer of

the stomach, dyspepsia, widening of the stomach, atonic

state of the walls of the stomach, and in all irritative con-
ditions of the stomach subsequent to affections of other
organs; those suffering from diseases of the spleen,

tumours, diseases of the liver or of the kidneys, gout,

general adiposity, abdominal plethora, diabetes mellitus.

The Carlsbad mineral waters exercise a considerable
^influence on all classes of diseases originating in stagna-
' tion of blood, if such stagnation is not the consequence
of any change in the blood vessels apparatus. There
are a variety of baths to be taken—Chalybeate baths in

the Wiesenthal ; the Sauerbrunn bath in the Dorotheen-
Au. The mud used for the Mud-baths is taken from the
extensive Iron Moorfields at Franzensbad, belonging to

the Municipality of Carlsbad.
The hotel accommodation is in every respect first

class, and prices, except during the fashionable season,
are very moderate.

Our Travel Editor will be pleased to send particulars

and pamphlets concerning the Bohemian Baths post free.

AN AUSTRIAN TRAVEL BUREAU.
Tyrol, the Alpine Province of the Austrian Empire,

has, with her sister Provinces—Vorarlberg, Salzburg,

Upper Austria, Styria, and Corinthia—become very
popular, especially as so many districts are still

** pastures new," and extraordinarily well adapted as
places of recreation. The number of visitors within the
last ten or twenty years, especially from England and the
United States, has increased to an extraordinary extent, and
it has been officially stated that the number of foreigners

whocame to the Province ofTyrol alone as summer or winter

visitors, as tourists, etc., reached in the last two years
annually more than half a million. Railway communica-
tions have been greatly improved, and frequent trains run
from north to south, from east to west. Most of the prin-

cipal lines have a world-wide renown. The Arlberg rail-

way and the Brenner, the Giselia and the Puster Valley
railways, are all marvels of the engineer's ingenuity and art.

A journey over these roads affords a never-to-be-forgotten

panorama of mountain scenery, ever-changing, ever-new,

ever picturesque, and there are a number of smaller

railroads opening up from romantic valleys leading u?

The Austrian Alps.
Arlberg Railway, Brenner Railway, Gisela Railway,

The Semmering and Pustervalley Railways.
Most magnificent scenery. The Dolomites. Ortler, Gross Veoediger, Gross
GJockocr, Alpine Lakes, Spas, Mineral Springs and summer and winter
health resorts. Chamois shooting and excellent fishin First-class hotel
accommodation at moderate terms. Writs to the AUSTRIAN TRAVEL
BUREAU, 301, Blrkbeck Bank Chambers, London, W.C.

Landesverband fur FremdenYerkehr in Tyrol.
Address Central Bureau des L%ndesverbandes,

Meinhartstrasse 14, Innsbruck.

VeraIn fur Fremdenverkehr fur
Vorarlberg and Liechtenstein.
Address—BUREAU FREMDENVERKEHR BREGENZ ;

LANDESVERBAND FUR FREMDENVERKEHR IN SALZBURG.
Landesverband fur Fremdenverkehr In Oberosterreich Upper

Austria* ; at Franz Josefplatz, N.34 Linz, for the renowned
Salzkammergut, Ischl, Gmunden, etc.

THE above Associations which have been officially established for the
purpose of placing their services at the disposal of the travelling public,

are always glad to gi-e the b.*st information respecting Tyrol, Vorarlberg,
Lake of Constance, Liechtenstein, and the Bavarian Highlands. They advise
as to hotels, winter and summer resorts mineral springs, etc., and also about
•journeys, mountain excursions, guides and expenses etc., and forward
pamphlet, terms, etc., free.

The following places are especially recommended for July, August, and
September :—

INNSBRUCK and IGLS. Excellent hotels. Beau'iful
excur»i>ns. Fifty minutes' rail from Brixlegg, where the Passion PI iv is

perfonnid every Sunday. Near the Achsnsee, Oetzrhal, and Zillirthal.

LANDECK. Excellent centre for magnificent mountain
excursions—Lermoos, Fernpiss, Finstermunz, and the Stelvio.

HIGH MOUNTAIN HQTELS. Trafoi, near the Ortler,
reached from Landeck and Mcran ; the Karersee in the Dolomites ;

Madonna di Campillio ; Grand Hotel Penegal on the Mendel ; Lavurone ;

Kitzbuhel : Grand Sudbahn Hotel, Toblach ; Hotel Miramonte, near
Cortina, English headquarters for the Ampezzo Valley ; Brennerbad
Hotel : Hotel Scholastika.

BREGENZ* Lindau, and the other towns on tha Lake of
Constance. Sailing and boating.

SALZBURG, Highly recommended for summer sojourn.
First-class musical and theatrical entertainments. Excursions to
Kftoigsee and Gastein. Excellent hotels.

CASTLE PENSIONS. Weissenstein, near Windisch Matrei,
aod Lebenbcrg, near Kitzbuhel.

Th* renowned iron-arsenic springs of LEVICO, VETRIOLO,
and RONCBONO in the Valsugana.

THE SALZKAMMERGUT, ISCHL, GMUNDEN, etc.
The pearl of scenic beauty.

WHERE TO STAY.
AUSTRIA.
BREGENZ : Hotel Montfort On the lake of Con-

stance. Best situation. First-class. Moderate charges.

BRENNERBAD : Grand Hotel. Lovely situation.

Warm springs. Mountain air.

CORTINA D'AMPEZZO: Hotel Mlramontl. Lovely
situation. Modern ; up-to-date.

IGLS, near Innsbruck: Iglerhof. First-class health
resort and up-to-date hotel. The Dukj and Duchess of Connaught

" and the Queen of Holland honoured the hotel by their sojourns there.

INNSBRUCK : Hotel Tirol. Near the station. Open
all the year. Headquarters of English and Americans in the
Austrian Alps. Vice-consul and chaplain.

KARERSEE HOTEL. In the midst of the Dolomites-
Reached from Bozen.

KITZBUHEL: Grand Hotel. New and up to date.
Lovely walks, lake bathing, moor baths.

LANDECK: Hotel zur Post, Arlberg Railway.
Tourist cintre to the Stelvio Pass, etc.

LAVARONE : Valsugana from Trent. Magnificent
forest plateau. Hotel excellent. Same management as Palast Hotel,.

Riva.

MENDEL: Grand Hotel Penegal. Highly recom-
mended. Woody walks. Golf links. Reached by rail from Bozen.

MERAN: Hotel Archduke John (Erzherzog
Johann). One of the most perfect hotels in Tyrol. Patronised by-

royalty. Moderate terras. Semi-tropical gardens.

MERAN: Hotel Meranerhof. First-class. Fine
gardens. Marble vestibule.

RIVA : Palast Hotel Lido. On the beautiful J^ke of
Garda. First-class. Moderate charges. Lovely situation, with
semi-tropical vegetation. Charming gardens. Satling and boating.

SALZBURG : Hotel Bristol. Excellently situated near
the Mirabe! Gardens and the Theatre. First-class. Latest im-

provements. R. Fleischmann, formerly proprietor of the Hotel de
Nile, Cairo.

Grand Hotel de I'Europe. Situated near the railway
station, surrounded by beautiful park. Excellent cuisine. Old re-

nowned. Every modern improvement. .

TOBLACH : Hotel Sudbahn. First-class, situated on the
Southern Railway in the Puster Valley, at the entrance of the

renowned Ampizzo Valley.

TRAFOI HOTEL. Finest mountain hotel of Tyrol.
Near the Ortler.

TRENT : Imperial Hotel Trento. One of the finest

and best hotels in Southern Tyrol. Open all the year.

WEISSENSTEIN CASTLE. Near Windisch Matrei.

Private hotal, select, beautiful situation, laU dinner, excellent trout

fishing. Mountain resort.

BAVARIA.
- LINDAU: Hotel Bayerischerhof. Charmingly situ-

ated on the lake of Constance, six and a half hours' journey tc»

St. Moritz. Near the terminus of Arlbirg Railway.
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the mountarin peaks, over wild mountain lakes, running
sometimes through great forests of pines and firs and
sometimes through rich meadow lands and beautiful

orchards. The Austrian Government having become
aware of the importance of foreign travel in the Empire,
and the Austrian people having always been very much
attached to the English nation (our King himself as well

as the Queen having been frequent visitors in the Austrian
Empire), has decided to establish in London a Bureau
which will give all the necessary information, particulars

and assistance free of any charge to those who intend to

visit the hospitable Provinces of Austria. The Bureau is

No. 301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Holborn, London,
W.C

THE DUKEDOM AND CITY OP
SALZBURG.

Wooded hills, green, velvety meads, and blue-water lakes form the fore-

ground to a most imposing mountain world. No other Alpine district can
boast of such a variety of scenery in so small a space. The means of travel

and the hotel accommodation are up to date.

BTOhttgaden.Konlgteti and Relehenha.ll can be reached
easily from the City of Salzburg. The renowned Gaisberg Railway nearby.
There are to be special University Courses at the marble hall of the

Mirabel Castle, interesting for students.
Salzburg?, the birthplace of Mozart, is a musical town. Excellent

concerts, good theatres.

ZELL-AM-SEE,
Most pleasant summer resort. Excellent centre for excursions to the

Fusch Valley in the district of the Gross Glockner (11,400 ft.).

Moserboden, with excellent hotel in the midst of grand g'aciers.

A local railway leads to Krimml, most interesting Alpine resort with good
hotels.

Write for particulars, etc.

—

AUSTRIAN TRAVEL BUREAU,
801, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Holborn, London, W.C.

THE BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF CONSTANCE.
The variety of scenery on this, the largest inland lake, is very great.

The sheet of water washes the shores ot not less than five countries,

•viz., Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Wurtemberg, and Switzerland.

Bregenz, Lindau, Constance, Rorschach, Uberlingen. are all splen-

didly situated on the lake, and form excellent centres for excursions.

The Hotels Montfort in Bregenz, and Bayerischerhof can be highly
recommended ; but the other towns above-mentioned are also well

provided with hotels. Many very convenient railway lines lead to
the lake ;

sailing, rowing, fishing, first-class. For particulars, tariffs,

etc., address the Travel Editor, Review of Reviews, London.

The Austrian Travel and Information Bureau
(Representatives of the Austrian State Railways,

and the Southern Railway Company),

301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Holborn, London,W.C.
Give information free, send pamphlets, etc, arrange for tours

and single travel, advises as to best hotels and pensions, springs,

health resorts, etc., etc.

Every information given respecting the Brixlegg Passion Plays,

performed from June to September of this year.

PICTURE POSTCARDS
of PRINCE OFWALES ' and DUKE OF CONNAUGHT' STOURS

UNIQUE 5ERIE5.
Twenty Picture Postcards posted from 20 places visited

by the Prince and Princess of Wales during their
Australian Tour 6 O

Ten Picture Postcards posted from 10 places visited by
the Duke of Connaught during his Tour to Assuan
and Delhi 5 O

Only a. few sets—especially of the Connaught tour-
are now left. Orders to be eent to Henry Stead.

14, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.

For the Study ot the New Universal Language.

ESPERANTO:
THE STUDENT'S COMPLETE TEXT-BOOK.

Containing full Grammar, with Exercises, Conversations,

Commercial Letters, and two Vocabularies.

Edited by J. C. O'CONNOR, B.A.
PRICE ONE SHILLING AND SIXPENCE. By Port, 1/7.

" REVIEW OF REVIEWS" OFFICE, LONDON.

Esperanto possesses all the advantages of a natural tongue without its

difficulties. It lends itself admirably to all forms of expression, and is

mastered in a few weeks. Esperanto is equally easy to all nationalities

belonging to European civilisation. There are already 80,000 adepts in the

world, and various agencies are at work spreading a knowledge of the new
language among the English-speaking peoples.

FIRST LESSONS IN ESPERANTO
By TH. CART1

.

Done into English by JOSEPH RHODES
(President of the Esperanto Society),

And Approved by DR. ZAMENHOF*
PRICE SIXPEXCE. By Post, 6±d.

These First Lessons are only an abridgment of rEsperanto en dix

Lecms (Hachette & Co., London and Paris) : the grammar is as complete,

but the exercises are fewer. They are in the first place framed for the general

Siblic, but at the same time they are intended to satisfy the wishes of the

lind of various countries who are now studying Esperanto and endeavouring

to spread a knowledge of it about them.

"Review of Reviews " Office, Mowbray House, Norfolk St, London.

PHOTOGRAPHS OP
ENGLISH SCENERY

A Hundred Permanent Photographs of some
of the Best Scenery in England for 8EVEN
SHILLINGS AND 8IXPENCE post free

to any part of the World.

These permanent photographic prints are un-

mounted (size 9 inches by 7 inches), and the 100

different views will be sent to any address on

receipt of Seven Shillings and Sixpence.

Only obtainable on application to the Manager,

"Review of Reviews" Office, Norfolk Street, London.

NOW READY.
^

HEROES OF THE BOER WAR.
By FREDERIK ROMPEL

[Late Parliamentary and War Correspondent ofthe Volksstem, Pretoria.)

With an Introduction by Major-General Albert Pflster,

And a Preface by W. T. Stead.

With 144 Illustrations and Two Maps. Super royal 8vo.,

200 pp., cloth. Price 6s.
The Echo says :

" The hook accomplishes what no other book has done,

and that is, it shows us how the Boers and their leaders appear in the eyes of the

Dutch in South Africa. Here at least there is no patriotic caricaturing. In

these days of peace it is a book to bs read, for it will give us an adequate
picture of the men who staked their all for a caus:, and who were prepared

to die, all of them."

Send Order, with 5«., to the

"Review of Reviews," Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, W.C,
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Horace Marshall & Son's List.

ireIlajnd
And Her Story

By JUSTIN MCCARTHY.
* *

Now ready, 190 pp., cloth gilt, Is. 6d.

* *

The Dally News says: "A forcible and often passionate

outline of the history of Ireland and her treatment by England/

The Scotsman says : " Readable, well-studied, and, unlike

so many books upon this subject, uncoloured by political or

racial animosity, while remaining true to Irish aspirations."

The Echo says : "No more fascinating historical compiler

lives at the present day than Mr. Justin McCarthy. ' Ireland

and Her Story,' shares in all the good features which have

marked its predecessors."

A NEW NOVEL OF LANCASHIRE LIFE.

FROM CROOKED ROOTS
By JOHN ACKWORTH,

Author of "The Minder," etc.

Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Doily News says: "A strong and sincere presentation oi

Lancashire lite ; full of quaint and delicious humour."

LIVES OF EARLY METHODIST

PREACHERS
Cloth gilt, 3S. 6d.

An abridgment in one volume of the six-volume
work,

Th« Christian World says: "Composed mainly of picturesque

passages concerning preaching and ths religious life. One can hardly glance

*t a page without encountering some epigram or quaint saying."

MARRIAGE ON £200 A YEAR
By MARY HALLIDAY.

163 pp., cloth, Is.

The Yorkshire F ost says : "A very sensible and well-written book. . .

Iti value to young folks must be considerable."

LONDON : HORACE MARSHALL & SON.

ALCOHOLIC FM** /tffe 4* RESULTANT

tVnCCC NERVOUSlAvCvV DISEASES

eradicated at patient's own home, without inconvenience:, by TURVEY'S
TREATMENT. This treatment will perform all that i-, desired. It

effective, and permanent iu its specific action upon all phases of the Alcoholic or

Drug Crave in cither sex Mr. THOMAS HOLMES, of the Church of England
Temperance Society (Author of "Pictures and Problems from London Police

Courts," says regarding his treatment of some of the most bopeleM cases in Lon-
don: " 1 he patients' physical condition rapidly improves, their depression of mind
passes away, they become bright and hopeful in fact,new men." Kxtract from

Lord Rosebery's speech, House of Lords, July 31. 1902. " The real question before

the House was whether Inebriety in a woman was curable or not. Mr. Thomas
Holmes, the well-known worker, had asserted it was so. and had written him tlua it

was Ins conviction that women couU be cured of habits of intoxication." For Mr.
Thomas Holmes' testimony, see page 30 of " Treatise on Disease " (post free}.

Write or call, 10 to 5.

Medical Superintendent, "TACQUARU" CO.,

57, Amberley House, Norfolk St., Strand, LONDON, W.C.

ENVEL0PES ,T
1/«K!°°

. Every size, Bhape and quality In stock. Samples post free.

LANGLEY & SONS, PrintVrsTlK^
HUSTON WORKS. un>lt»K STREET, N.W

RUPTURE
ATKINSON'S PATENT TRUSS FOR THE RADICAL CURE OF RUPTURE.

A GUARANTEED REMEDY.
Simple, Rapid, and Effective. Medical Reports and Testimonials on receipt of

stamped address.

B. F. ATKINSON & CO., 7, Mill St., Conduit St-..'London, W.
The Only Truss Worn and recommended by >IJt A A J>hJ: M LIjAICK,

Lite President of the Royal C ollege of Physic ians.

CURED.
THE . .

.

Reading & Recitation of Standard

Poetry in Elementary Schools.

The Education Code emphasises the importance of the reading of good

lyrical poetry, and it says, truly enough, that " Recreation should be a

frequent and regular exercise, and shculi not be restricted to a certain

number of lines. A judicious choice of a variety of suitable pieces will be

more interesting and instructive than the continual repetition of the same

Passage throughout the year."

In this connection Teachers are reminded that the Inspectors cont'nually

recommend the adoption of the Series of " PENNY POETS," particularly

Nos. 49, 54, 56, 60, & 65, a sample of which will be sent to any

address for Three halfpence. (Supplied to Schools at 6/- per 100 ; or 7/-

including carriage.)

To meet an eft-repeated request, a Special Stiff Cover Edition of the

Four Parts of *' POEMS FOR THE SCHOOLROOM AND THE
SCHOLAR," and of "NATIONAL SONGS "(Nos. 49. 54, 5<>. 60, and

65, referred to above) may now be obtained from the Office at Twv pence

each • by post, Threepence. Orders for these stiff cover editions should be

sent direct to the Manager, " PENNY POETS," Mow3ray House,

Norfolk Street, London, W.C

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS
Vol. 27 (JANUARY to JUNE, 1903).

Price Five Shilling:*.

Large 4/0., cloth gilt, fully Illustrated. Previous. Half-Yearly

Volumes may still be had.

These books are handsomely bound, and form in themselves a complete

library of current thought, anl the most complete history of contemporary

politics published.
J
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TRY ALSO
Fry's Malted Cocoa,
A combination of Fry's Pure Cocoa and Allen <* Hanburys' Extract of Malt.

PURE
CONCENTRATED

'oco
THE

gLJQJ^ENSDERFl^R

Is not like other Typewriters.
It costs less money,
Does more Work,
Is conveniently portable, and
It takes less to keep it running.

It has many advantages

\ot to be got elsewhere

1 combines in itself the

From £8 8s. to £n us.
Foolscap Size.

Visible Writing,
Interchangeable Type,
Permanent Alignment,
Beautifully Clear Work,
and other much advertised
separate points of its older and
more expensive rivals.

List No. 39, post free, tells about it.

BLICKENSDERFER TYPEWRITER CO.,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

London Depot: 9, Cheapside. Manchester: 74, Market Street.

And most large towns.

ZEBRA
GratePolish

In .Packet's or Tins.

l^c^RDAfOVVs^

TRADE MARX.

BUTTER - SCOTCI
(The Celebrated Sweet for Children).

MAKES the SKIN as SOFT as VEU

BEETHAM S

REMOVES AND PREVENTS ALL ROUCHNESS, REDNESS, IRRITATION, TA

and KEEPS the SKIN COOL and REFRESH!
Bottles, ftd., and 2a. 6d. of nil Chemists. M. BIZETHAM & SON, i

CONNOISSEURS OF

COFFEE

RED
DRINK THE

WHITE
&BLU

Delicious for Breakfast
& after Dinnc

In making, use LESS QUANTITY , it being so

stronger than ordinary COFFEE .

SOL*> THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

by William Clowks and Sons, Limited, Duke Street, Stamford Street, S.E., and Great Windmffl^treeL WJand Publi
Proprietor at Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London. W.C.-B^j^^MSJfVjOOQlC

yOHS HADDOX & CO., Central Adver"
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" He tvho knows most grieves most/or wasted time,*
1

SHANNONVFILING CABINETS
THE
SHANNON

Filing

System
affords

instant

reference

to your

letters.

Copy your

letters

on the

SHANNON
Rapid Roller

Copier,

and file

Letters and

Answers

together.

At our Showrooms in Roffmakrk Street (close to Moorgate Street

Station) you will see absolutely the most varied selection of Labour-
5avlnp- Office Devices ever seen in this country.

The next most important time-saving device is

The Shannon Card Index.
Write" for Catalogue No. 15, whicn explains Interfiling and card indexing, to

THE SHANNON, LIMITED,
F. W. Schapkr,

Man. Dir. • ROPEMAKER STREET, E.C.

STALLS BOOKS
A Man with a

Message
Millions of people always
await the man with a
real message. Dr. Stall

has found it so. His
books are already circu-

lated in every land.

275th thousand In
English.

They are being translated

into several languages on
the Continent and two in

Svlvanus Si all, D.D. Asia,

THE SELF AND SEX SERIES
has the unqualified endorsement of

Dr. John Clifford Fred. A. Atkins
Rev. Chas. M. Sheldon Dr. Theo. L. Cuyler
Rev. P. B. Meyer Dr. Francis E. Clark
Rev. Thos. Spurgeon Frances E. Willard
Dr. Robt. F. Morton Lady H. Somerset
Eminent physicians, and hundreds of others.

4 BOOKS TO MEN. Uy Sylvanus Stall, D.D.
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The Progress of the World.
LONDON, August ist, 1903.

The Lib-Lab. party is carrying all

The Progress before it. Perhaps it might be more

the Lib-Labs, accurate to describe it this month

as the Lab-Lib. party, rather than the

party of the Lib-Labs. But whether it is Lib-Lab. or

Lab-Lib., it is clear that the party that combines

devotion to the cause of

Labour with uncompro-

mising opposition to the

cause of Reaction and

Protection will be domi-

nant in the next Parlia-

ment. Barnard Castle

Election, the first by

election held since Mr.

Chamberlain challenged

Free Trade, resulted in

the return of the Lab-Lib.

candidate at the head of

the poll, the Unionist be-

ing only 47 votes behind

him, while the Liberal-

minus-Labour candidate

was at the bottom. The
moral of the contest is

that it will be suicidal for

Liberals to insist upon

contesting constituencies

in which a good Lib-Lab.

candidate is in the field.

This truth the Liberal

J'hotograph ty\

Mr. Henderson, M.P.

leaders at headquarters recognise, but there is muclr

difficulty in convincing the local Liberal executives that

they have got to make room for the Labour candidate.

There was no doubt about Mr. Henderson's Liberalism.

He had been for years the agent of the Liberal Party

in the division. But merely because he would not label

himself Liberal, and because his freedom of action

in supporting Liberal can-

didates in other constitu-

encies was limited by a

foolish resolution passed

at the Newcastle Confer-

ence of the Labour
Representative League,

me local Liberal leaders

very nearly succeeded

in making a gift

of the seat to the

Unionists.

It is per-

Xhe haps as^

Moral or It All. well that

this ob-

ject-lesson was afforded

to the north country Lib-

erals by a north country

constituency. No lectures

b*' south country folk have

the smallest effect upon

north countrymen. But

when the Tees-side men
show by their vetesfor

[Bassano.

Barnard Castle.
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The Plea
of

the Women.

tho:u£r*pk by[ \Lafayttte.

The Duke of Marlborough.
New Uuder-Secretary for the Colonies.

the set of opinion among the working men of the

north, it is to be hoped that on Tyne-side and

on the Wear there will be a timely re-consideration

of the policy of running Liberal candidates against

Lib-Lab. men. So far as it is not a mere dispute

about labels, it is due to the reluctance of the local

Liberal leaders to recognise the rising tide of demo-

cratic feeling among the electors. Mr. Samuel Storey,

who figured as the evil genius of the Barnard

Cistle election, might with advantage take a trip

ro and the world. The General Election would be over

before he could get back, and a special vote of thanks

would be waiting for him on his return from every

Liberal constituency in the County Palatine. At the

same time it would be as well if Labour candidates

were allowed their proper freedom as British citizens

to speak and work in support of any other candidates

of whose politics they approved, whether Tory or

Liberal, in other constituencies where their assistance

was wanted. There must be a policy of give and take

on both sides, and the only result of an uncompromising

policy will be to play into the hands of the Tory land-

lords and Unionist capitalists.

Another question which the near

approach of the General Election

brings into prominence is the claim

of women to civic rights. The result of allowing the

demand for the enfranchisement of duly qualified

women to fall into abeyance has been that the position

and privileges which had been won for women in

ihe past have been wrested from them one after

another. The last few years have seen a steady

and remorseless attack upon the right of women
to sit on elected bodies. It began with the expul-

sion of women from the County Councils. That

was followed up by their exclusion from the bodies

entrusted with the government of the London

boroughs, and the latest but not the least blow

administered to their civic rights was the destruction

of the School Boards to which women had been elected

for the last thirty years. Behind this threefold repu-

diation of the right of women to sit on elective bodies

looms large and threatening the proposed extinction

of their right to sit on the bodies which administer the

Poor Law. This policy of reaction must be checked

and the lost positions regained at the coming General

Election. A great National Convention of Women is

to be held in London in October, for the purpose of

calling a halt to this invasion of their civic rights, and

of summoning all friends of justice and of equal

rights to set on foot a vigorous agitation in every con-

stituency in favour of woman's suffrage. Without the

ballot, there is no privilege now enjoyed by women
that may not be snatched from them. The vote is

their only security. The Convention will make its

appeal to the country at an opportune moment
What can be more absurd and unjust than the

spectacle of an appeal to the nation on the question

of a proposed increase of household expenses by

means of an election in which the housemother is not

allowed to have a voice ?

It is too often forgotten by Protec-

Protectlon tionist and Free Trader alike that

Home Industries. nearlv everv argument that is used

in favour of artificially enhancing

prices in order to encourage home industries applies

with greater force to a demand for the protection

of the home industries formerly carried on by

mother and daughter at the domestic hearth from

the ruinous and cut-throat competition of the mill

and the factory. Our mothers could bake and

brew, knit and spin, make their own clothes, and do

their own laundry ing. But nowadays the baker

and the brewer, the mills of Lancashire and the

knitting machines of the Midlands have killed out
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The Progress of the World. "5
the oldest Home industries. The wholesale manu-
facturer has " dumped " upon our thresholds goods at

prices which have destroyed the ancient handicrafts

and domestic arts of the British home. But do
the women complain? Do they clamour for the

restoration of the spinning-wheel and the wash-tub?

They have more sense. They recognise that although

they have lost much in one direction they have gained

in another. But so long as they are excluded from

the right to be elected to those local governing

bodies which are more and more undertaking the

duties formerly exercised by the Queen of the Home
within her own domain, they may justly complain that

but a year or two ago they were as spiteful as a dog

and a cat. The secret for these varying moods may,

as astrologers declare, be found in the position of the

planets which are believed to govern our

destinies, but it passes the wit of man to dis-

cover why President Loubet should be ftted

in London this month as the representative of

the nation which Mr. Chamberlain not so long ago

threatened at Leicester if it did not mend its

manners to his liking. The French were just the same
then as they are now—our nearest neighbours, our

best customers, our pleasantest comrades. But

whereas no word of contumely was bad enough for

The Dinner at the House of Commons to the French Deputies.
\Fradelle and Young.

M. D'Estournelles had on his right hand the Prime Minister, Mr. Balfour, while amongst oth^r notable guests were Mr Chamberlain and
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman.

the evolution of Society leaves them in a worse

position than they were in these earlier days, when
Adam delved and Eve span, and man and woman ruled,

like two consuls, the Republic of the Home.
Nations are almost as irrational as

T*16 individuals. They have their tiffs

^STft^ce
111

neighb°urs
>
their lovers' quarrels

and their reconciliations. No one
can ever exactly explain why at one time a lover and
his mistress should be in the seventh heaven in

contemplating each other's charms, and the next

day should be suffering the torments of the damned
at the discovery of each other's faults. In just the

same way no one can exactly explain why England
and France should just now be kissing kind, while

them, now we must be-slobber them with our compli-

ments and overwhelm them with the assurances of our

never-dying affection. All this is somewhat hysterical

and very un-English. John Bull used to be a steady-

going old gentleman— with stolid prejudices, no

doubt, but you knew where you had him. He did not

stagger from the extreme of contempt to the extreme

of affection as we do now. But unfortunately of late

years John Bull has seemed to be somewhat tipsy.

Nevertheless, when the maudlin

President Loubet's mood is on, it is such a relief after

Visit. his maniacal fury that we do well to

rejoice and hope that it may last.

The visit of President Loubet and of M. Delcasse'

last month was the occasion for an unwonted display
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of national sympathy. M. Loubet was

welcomed as if he had been the

Emperor of our dearest ally. From

the King to the Lord Mayor, from the

gamins in the streets to tru l\>>itivists

of Fetter Lane, all vied with each

other in doing honour to the head of

the French Republic. M. Loubet was

nearly run off his feet with receptions

and banquets; he was besieged by

deputations and snowed under by com-

plimentary addresses. He was very

pleased, and sent a telegram when

he left our shores saluting England as

the friend of France. The memory of

Fashoda seemed to have been obliter-

ated, and even the cartoons on the

kiosques of Paris were no longer

remembered against our sprightly

neighbours.

Photograph by]

Photograph by] [Lafayette

The Earl of Dudley.
Who as Lord-Lieutenant entertained the Kin^

in Dublin.

The King and Queen Arriving in Dublin.

After the President and the Foreign

M. D'Estourneiles' Secretary came a still more remark-

Reception. able set of visitors. Kings and

Presidents and Emperors exchange

visits, and etiquette prescribes that they shall be

received with at least an outward semblance of popular

enthusiasm. But the visit of Baron D'Estourneiles de

Constant at the head of seventy Senators and Deputies

to Westminster for the purpose of enjoying the hospi-

tality of the House of Commons, and of pleading for

the conclusion of a treaty of arbitration between

the two countries, was a much more startling and

significant event. Our French guests belonged

to the Arbitration group of the French Chambers.

They were organised quite recently for the purpose of

forwarding the cause of International amity, and at

their head was M. D'Estournelles, who bids fair to

be the foremost leading international champion of

the ideas of the Hague Conference. The dinner

in the House of Commons passed off admirably.

Mr. Chamberlain being afforded an opportunity,

promptly availed Wm: eif of it to put his foot in it

by an allusioi: to the time when we fought with

Prance against the Empire which is now France's

great ally, but that was for him so small an offence it

may almost be counted to him for righteousness.

Everything that private hospitality could do to make

our guests welcome was done. They were invited to

Windsor, and although the King was absent in Ireland,

he sent them a hearty telegram. They were enter-
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tained by the Lord Mayor, and they returned to

France feeling that the sentiment of bur people was

very friendly. But two questions haunted them.

Will it last, and is there anything in it ? But it is ill

to look a gift horse in the mouth, and all friends

of peace are grateful to M. D'Estournelles for his

spirited initiative.

July was a month of junketting,

The King marred only in the end by a down-

Ireland. P°ur of ram > which seemed to suggest

that some celestial reservoir had

burst, and was discharging its contents upon London.

The King's visit to Ireland began under auspicious

circumstances—the House of Commons having

passed the third reading of the Land Bill just before

the King landed at Kingstown. The reception of the

King and Queen in Dublin, and afterwards in all

parts of Ireland, was everything that could be desired.

The Nationalist members stayed away in silent

protest against the absence of a Parliament from

College Green, but their constituents let themselves

go without restraint. Both the nation and its Sovereign

were in the best of good tempers, and the tact of the

King was matched by the good feeling of his Irish

subjects. The visit will be over before these pages

reach the eye of the reader, but the most will not

have been made of a golden opportunity if the King

does not announce that he intends to set up a Royal

residence in Ireland, and that ere he leaves the Green

Isle every political prisoner, from Colonel Lynch

downwards, has been set at liberty.

Jenatzy

(Who won the Gordon- Bennett Cup on a
German Mercedes car).

Bf-tpeeM permission 0/ the Proprietors of " Punch."]

There was an Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe.

The last of the great motor races for

The the Gordon-Bennett Cup on the
Motor Race. public highway was won in Ireland

last month by the Germans. Mr.

Edge, who won the cup last year on an English car,

was put out of the race owing to the giving way of

his tyres, which

were too light for

the weight of the

machine and the

pace at which it

was driven. The
American cars

made a poor

show. The race

from the first lay

between the
French and the

Germans, and the

latter won. By a

miracle of com-

bined good luck

and good manage-

ment no one was

killed. Not even

the ubiquitous pig

got in the way of the swift-running cars, and although

some of the racers got ugly spills, there were no

serious casualties to record. The House of Lords

passed the Government Motor Bill, which repeals the

limit in speed on country roads, insists on the licensing

of chauffeurs, and the registration and numbering of

motors, but the measure has still to wait its

fate in the House of Commons.

The Irish Land Bill, thanks

to the urgency of the King,

the L: ... of Mr. Wyndham,
and the willingness of the

Scotch members to leave

the Irish members to do as they pleased

with the Bill, passed the House of Commons
with a chorus of congratulation. As it is the

of a Tory Government, it will be

accepted without much mutilation by the

Peers. If Mr. Wyndham had been a Liberal,

his Land Bill would have had but short shrift

in the Upper Chamber. The London Edu-

cation Bill for the destruction of the School

Board has emerged, transformed in detail,

from the ordeal of Committee. In its

passage it damaged the Government con-

siderably, and in its altered shape it still

Business
in

Parliament.

English and
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further exalts the importance of the London

County Council, which is the bete noire of the

average Conservative. The Sugar Bounties Bill

passed its second reading by a majority of 80. It is

an astonishing measure, passed for the express pur-

pose of rendering it impossible for foreign nations tocon-

tinue to vote millions sterling every year for the purpose

of cheapening the sugar of the British citizen. Without

going so far as to declare, with Mr. Lough, that the

Bill will cost the nation in the long run as much as

the South African War, there is no doubt that it will

either raise the price of sugar or fail in its avowed

object—the relief of the sugar Colonies of the West

Indies.

The Cabinet still holds together, the

King having not yet returned from

Ireland, and the farce of Inquiry

still being persisted in as a convenient

plea for evading a clear issue. It is stated that Mr.

Balfour intends to declare the result of the Inquiry

on October 1st. Mr. Chamberlain's "raging, tearing

propaganda M
will not begin for three weeks, and then

the deluge will be let loose. I have summarised

the chief events in the progress of the discus-

sion in the Catechism published in " Wake Up ! John

Bull," so I need not recapitulate them here.

The Inquiry
into

Free Trade.

Mr. Chamberlain is changing his plan from day to

day. He appears to have dropped Old Age Pensions

and to have taken up the Fair Trade cry of protection

for native manufactures in its stead. It is all in vain.

We are now watching with grim satisfaction the

ascent of the fatal tree by our political Iscariot. He
holds the noosed rope in his right hand, and rr>

October he will swing himself off. After that, all that

will be necessary will be the inquest, the verdict

of frfo de $e, and the funeral at the place where four

cross-roads meet.

Leo the Thirteenth passed away on the

The Death 2n(\ u l t . amid the universal sympathy

the Pope. °f the whole world. No jarring

word, no unsympathetic criticism

broke the respectful silence of the human race which

stood around the bed in which, for nearly three weeks,

the aged Pontiff fought and lost the last fight with

death. It was a fine human spectacle, this universal

hush around the death bed. The Pontiff of

the Universal Church, the pseudo-prisoner in the

Vatican, was the centre of an interest far more

universal than the Church over which he had

reigned for a quarter of a century. It is a

good thing, if only as a reminder of the unity of man-

kind, to have a human centre so interesting and so

The late Pope Leo. XIII. and His Relatives.

A photograph taken while he was Nuncio at Brussels.
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noble as was the

late Pope. In the

vast level ex-

panse of modern

Democracy,
those who can

be seen from a

distance for any

length of time

are few. The

Pope is one of

the few whose

throne is high

enough to render

its occupant vis-

ible from any

partof the planet.

And that fact is

some set-off

against the in-

adequacy and

fallibility of

many of his

doctrines.

The Native Question in South Africa.

A view showing one of the native comp< unds attached to the De Beers diamond mines, Kimbsrley. Here the natives
employed live during the term of their contracts.

South AfHea.

Mr. Chamberlain has given the House
of Commons a very roseate account

of the paradise which he and Lord

Milner have created in South Africa.

General Botha, on the other hand, has told the world

the truth about the re-settlement "There is a

wonderful calm everywhere observable. Nothing is

more touching than the way in which the people have

[Cape Town.

The Yellow Octopus.
A gloomy view of the Chinese labour question in South Africa.

thrown themselves into the work of rebuilding their

homes and repairing the losses of the war." But he

declares that Mr. Chamberlain's visit was a dismal

failure, and that he left matters worse than he foundthem.

He protests against the mongrel nominated Legislature

by which the Government have masked the arbitrary

power of Lord Milner without rendering it either just or

wise. The work of the Repatriation Department is a

complete and dismal failure. The schools are being

used to Anglicise the children ;
promises made as to

generous assistance have not been fulfilled, and as a

natural result " the Transvaal is to-day in a most

unhappy and dissatisfied temper. The English, even

more than the Dutch, are bitterly complaining." In

another page will be found the first part of Im-

pressions of South Africa since the peace, from the

pen of Mr. Arthur Hawkes, whom I sent out to report

as to the wisdom or otherwise of publishing a South

African edition of the Review of Reviews. Mr.

Hawkes was barely two months in the country, and of

necessity confined himself mainly to the centres of

population. " Rachel weeping for her children, and

refusing to be comforted " because they were wiped out

by the methods of barbarism employed by the British

Army, is the most pathetic and formidable figure

which he seems to have met in South Africa.
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Count Cassini.

Russian representative in Washington who has negotiate !

with Secretary Hay on the Manchurian and Kischineflf

questions.

When Jingoes fall out honest

Picking India's men may profit, and the conflict

Pocket. (hat has arisen between Lord

Curzon and Mr. Chamberlain

may yield good fruit. It arose over one of the

most despicable acts of petty larceny which even

this Government has ever committed. As the

result of the war which was to establish on firm

foundations the paramountry of Britain in South

Africa, Mr. Chamberlain finds that it needs five

times as large a garrison to keep the British flag

flying in that country as was needed before

the war. Five thousand were sufficient when the

Republics were in existence, 25,000 are needed

now. But the addition of 25,000 troops to our

military establishment would cost the British tax-

payer dear. In order to overcome the difficulty,

the fiction was invented that India needed an

African reserve to draw upon for her defence,

and that therefore one-half the cost of the African

army is to be charged upon her starving and

famine-stricken peasantry. This was so mon-

strous an iniquity that even Anglo-Indiadom

fumed with indignation, and Lord Curzon has

sent home a strong and vehement protest. Minis-

ters have done many cynical and many hypo-

critical things since they came into office, but a meaner,

dirtier, and more larcenous an action than this of quar-

tering half the South African garrison upon the Iwjkn

Exchequer was not committed even in the saturnalia

of looting and burglary that took place during the, late

war. But what do Ministers care? The Indian

peasant has no vote. Therefore he may be robbed

and swindled with as much impunity as if—weA^as
if he were a woman, for she also has no vote:

:

This erowning iniquity gives feesh

force and point to the impeachmeat'of
India's Plaint.

latter.day rule in India>^
has reached me from the eloquent

pen of Moli Lai Ghose, the editor of the Amriia Brifar

Patrika. I quote a few passages ;:— m
The system of rule that has been allowed by the £pg&ii

people from pure ignorance to be established in this country, is

emasculating the people physically, and deteriorating mem
morally, intellectually and materially. Famine is the coo^Unt

resident of this country, though the people are industrious and

sober, and the soil here is the most fertile in the world'. Hie
higher classes have disappeared to a large extent and are, rapMly
vanishing. Our resources are frittered away in a manner which

By special permission of the Propr.ctors of " Punch."]

A New Trick.
{Rough on the Tiger.)

Rt. Hon. Trainer B - lf - - r (rehearsing his money-raising acO : " Now that
come up, Stripes ! {Aside) Daren't ask the Kangaroo."
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Kladderadaisch.] [July *9-

King Alexander op Sbrvia :
" Hullo ! Ferdinand : when are you

coming? I just ring to inquire, as StainbulofF cannot."

(In Sofia Piince Ferdinand has the streets patrolled nightly by troops so
as to prevent any repetition of the Servian murders.]

naturally leads to the poverty of the country. India has to

maintain the most costly and largest standing army in the word.

An unpleasant picture truly. But there is more truth

in it than any one of us cares to admit.

Photographs by\

The
Far East.

Last month, for reasons best known

to themselves, the correspondents of

certain London newspapers were

pleased to spend many pounds in

the attempt to create a war scare in Europe concern-

ing the alleged imminent outbreak of hostilities

between Russia and Japan. There was even less

than the usual modicum of truth in the alarming

reports which they sent to London. Russia and

Japan are not going to quarrel—at any rate, not just

yet. Japan has given up Manchuria as a bad job,

and Russia is not going to touch Korea.- The
Americans have taken credit to themselves for

inducing Russia to consent to the opening

of two more treaty
%

ports in Manchuria in

return for an explicit recognition of " the somewhat

special position" which' Russia occupies in tfrat

province of the Chinese Empire. But as Prince

Ching has denied the report, we are still left very

much in doubt as to what has really . been arranged.

Meanwhile things go on very much the same as

before. Russia under no circumstances will evacuate

her railway, along which we may soon be sending all

our mails for the Far East. But M. Lessar will see

to it that her troops are withdrawn from the rest of

Manchuria.

King Peter still wears the blood-

stained Crown of Servia, and reigns

by grace of the executioners of his

predecessor. Prince Ferdinand has

quitted Bulgaria for a season, as is his custom at

this time of the year ; but his departure gave rise to

rumours as to his " flight " which appear to be base-

less. In Macedonia matters remain as they were

—

that is to say, they are about as bad as they

The
Near East.

Mr. Spencer's Air Ship.

[Lafayette.

Photograph taken from the Air Ship.

(In view of M. Santos- Dumont's offer of his air ships to the French Army .'.Mr. Spencer's air vessel acquires a very important value to England.)
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Photograph by\ {Elliott and Fry.

The Turkish Ambassador Recently

Appointed to London.

can be. The
general rising is

still talked of,

and the Bul-

garian Govern-
ment has been
expostulating
with the Sultan

about the menac-
ing concentration

of troops on her

frontier. Ru-
mours are current

in some quarters

as to the intention

of Russia to. in-

tervene to save

Bulgaria from a

Turkish attack,

but they seem to

have no founda-

tion beyond a

speculation that

Russia, having

failed to raise a loan, might desire war in order to

create an excuse for returning to a paper currency.

The work of reducing the Non-

™^lnst
* conformist revolt by distraining upon

the Education Act. tn^ household furniture of passive

resisters goes merrily on. But

still more merrily spreads the revolt. There are

now said to be 400 passive resistance leagues in

various parts of the country, and their number is

increasing with every distraint. The VVesleyan

Methodist ministers in conference assembled refused

to throw in their lot with the passive resisters, and
there is a horrid doubt as to whether the ranks of the

faithful may not be scandalised by the spectacle

of distraints being levied upon Nonconformist

ratepayers to compel them to contribute to

the cost of Wesleyan schools. On the other hand,

the great sensation of the month's campaign has been

the unexpected adhesion to the party of revolt of the

Cambridgeshire County Council, which by a majority

of two to one has calmly resolved to refuse to

administer the Act. This is the first English County

Council to follow the Welsh example. It was in the

Eastern Counties where Cromwell raised his Ironsides,

and the memories of the seventeenth century still

linger in the neighbourhood of the fens.

The Belgian Parliament has debated
The

â
nfiro the Congo scandal at length, and the

Its Exploiteurs. Belgian King has been interviewed

by an American paper on the same

subject. The Exploiteurs of the Congo are insolent

and defiant. The Belgian Chamber by a majority

approved of the attitude of the Ministry, whose chief

spokesman asserted in the most unqualified manner
the right of the State to ignore all other rights in the

Congo basin. As for the King, nothing could be

more absolute than his assertion that the Congo was

his, and that he could do as he liked with his

own. Mr. Morel, in the West African Maily
keeps up a gallant fight against the tyrants of the

Congo, but our Government appears to have done

nothing. It is instructive to note how every remon-

strance that we make in England is met with a sneer

based upon the bitter memory of the way in which

the plot for the seizure of the Dutch Republics was

engineered by a conspiracy of lying as to the atrocities

of the Kruger regime. " At your old game, eh ? " says

the Belgian. " Do you think we do not see through

your humanitarian zeal ? Go to ! the disguise is a little

too thin." For years to come the infamy of our doings

in South Africa will discount everything we say or do
for the welfare of any natives in any part of the world.

For the Continent remembers only too well how our

zeal for the poor Kaffir was used as a stalking horse

for the theft of the Republics.

Old Age Pensions are left in the

Old Age Pensions
lurch

j
ust now

'
Mr

'
Cnaml>erlain

'
first discredited them by tying them
up with dear food, and then, finding

the bait did not attract his fish, promptly dropped the

subject. The Labour members made no effective stand

in favour of allocating the necessary funds for pen-

sions before taxation was reduced, and thereby, in the

opinion of some of their best friends, lost the best

chance they are likely to have for many a long day of

attaining their ends. Mr. Charles Booth, in his con-

cluding volume, renews his plea for the universal

pensioning of all septuagenarians, but there is some
reason to fear that in the coming elections pensions

wiil be given the go-by, which will be a pity.

The New Turbine Steamer for the Channel Service.
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Diary for July.

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE MONTH.
July i.—The South African Labour League holds a meeting

at Johannesburg ; it issues a manifesto deprecating the intro-

duction of Asiatic labour as the gravest danger to the country ...

A political crisis takes place in Austria-Hungary ... A meeting
of Unionist members opposed to protective taxation on British

food imports is held in one of the House of Commons Com-
mittee Rooms; fifty-four members attend ... A meeting of
Liberal Members of Parliament also takes place to form a
Committee for the defence of Free Trade ... M. Vandervelde,
the Belgian Socialist leader, moves an inquiry into the Congo
State by the Belgian House of Representatives.

July 2.—A resolution expressing strong opposition to the

introduction of Asiatic labour into South Africa passes

unanimously the Cape House of Assembly ... Sir C. Egerton
arrives at Aden on his way to Somaliland ... Sir George
Le Hunte opens the South Australian Parliament ... The
debate on the Congo is resumed in the Belgian Chamber ... Dr.
von Korber, the Austrian Premier, is summoned by the Emperoi
to discuss the crisis ... The Gordon-Bennett motor race is run
in Ireland, the winner being M. Jenatzy, on a German car

... The Port of London Bill is passed by the Committee
appointed to consider and decide on the constitution of the

Commission.

Juty 3.—The Bulgarian Government publishes a circular on
the concentration of Turkish troops on the Bulgarian frontier ...

The treaty relative to Naval and coaling stations, and placing
the Isle of Pines under Cuban Sovereignty, is signed by the

United States and Cuba at Havana ... The Belgian Chamber
resumes the debate on the Congo question ... The Australian

Conciliation and Arbitration Bill is published ... The Khedive
leaves London.
July 4.—The Pope is seriously ill ... The Session of the

French Parliament closes ... The Emperor of Austria reinstates

Dr. von Korber as Premier .. The discussion on the Congo
States is continued in the Belgian Chamber ... The Bankers'

Commission meets at Shanghai and fixes the rate of exchange
for the half-year's indemnity at a rate which, if adhered to, will

involve a loss to China of /40,000 ... The American and
British delegates demur to this method of plundering a defence-

less debtor . . . Motor speed trials take place in Phoenix Park,

Dublin ... The first of a series of Workpeople's Conferences

on the subject of Free Trade is held in the Holborn Town
Hall ... The last connection of the American Commercial
Pacific cable is made ... President Roosevelt sends a message
to General Taft at Manila ... The President at 11.23 sends a

message Westwards to Mr. Mackay, who sends a return message
Eastwards, which goes round the world in 9$ minutes.

July 6.—M. Loubet, President of the French Republic,

arrives in London, and is received by the King and dines at

Buckingham Palace ... Three vessels of the United States

Squadron arrive at Spithead ... The Tariff Bill passes the

Cape Parliament.

July 7.—An operation is performed on the Pope to give his

lungs relief. ... M. Loubet makes a progress to the City, and
lunches at the Guildhall ; he is met by the Lord Mayor, Mr.
Balfour, and the Archbishop of Canterbury ... Both Houses of

Convocation meet at the Church House, Westminster ... The
Transvaal Labour Immigration Association issues a manifesto,

which declares that the introduction of cheap Asiatic labour is

the end it has in view.

July 8.—Sir E. Barton moves the second reading of the

Naval Agreement Bill in the Federal House of Australian

Representatives ... President Loubet and M. Delcasse pay a
private visit to Windsor Castle ... The Pope passes a quiet day

;

nis general condition is easier ... The disturbance in the Greek
currant districts becomes so acute that M. Theotoki and his

Cabinet resign.

July 9.—M. Loubet concludes his visit to the King and leaves

London on his return to France ... The King gives a dinner
party in honour of the principal officers of the United States
Squadron lying at Portsmouth ... A Conference takes place at

Burlington House to consider the question of co-ordination of
University Education throughout the Empire ... Two earth-

quakes are felt at Cape Town, the heaviest known for twenty
years.

July 10.—The Russian Government proposes to grant to

workmen some rights of "collective bargaining" with their

employers ... The Chief Notary of Kishineff shoots himself on
account of an inquiry into his conduct during the massacres ...

A bust of the late Sir Arthur Sullivan, which is placed on the
Thames Embankment, is unveiled by the Duchess of Argyll ...

The Co-operative Festival opens at the Crystal Palace.

July 11.—A great mass meeting of eighteen thousand persons
is held in the Albert Hall to protest against the London
Education Bill ... The Palma Trophy is "won at Bisley by the
American team ... M. Ralli forms a new Greek Cabinet ... A
decree is signed at Lisbon which authorises the construction

of a railway from Lorenzo Marques to the Swaziland frontier,

with harbour works at Lorenzo Marques ... An important
conference of Russian officials takes place at Port Arthur ...

The King of Italy's visit to Paris is deferred owing to the
illness of the Pope.

July 13.—The Prince of Wales breakfasts on board the
American warship Kearsage at Portsmouth ... The Foreign
Office issues a Parliamentary paper on the correspondence with
the Governments of Belgium and Germany as to their com-
mercial relations with Great Britain and British Colonies ... An
organisation called the Tariff Reform League is formed ... The
miners employed at New South Wales collieries strike ... Mr.
Sheil, Treasurer of Victoria, Australia, resigns owing to bad
health ... The Marquis Ito becomes President of the Privy
Council of Japan. Marquis Yamagata also joins the Council.

July 14.—Mr. Blair resigns the Canadian Portfolio of Rail-
ways and Canals ... Mr. Roosevelt receives the Jewish Kishi-

neff Petition ... The revocations under the Crimes Act are

announced in Dublin ... A letter from General Louis Botha on
the situation in the Transvaal is published in the Times.

July 15.—A Chinese Imperial edict orders the summary decapi-

tation of the six defendants in the Supao case, but the Shanghai
Consular Body adhere to the arrangement made with the Taotai
... Mr. Duncan, Colonial Treasurer, introduces the Budget in

the Transvaal Legislature ... Mr. Hay, for the U.S.A.,
requests the Tsar to appoint from the permanent Arbitration

Court at the Hague three arbitrators to settle the questions sub-

mitted by the Venezuelan Claims Treaty ... A serious railway
accident takes place near Liverpool, which results in the loss of
five lives besides injuries to many passengers.

July 16.—A Committee is formed in the Department of
Charente, France, to promote the Cultivation of Commercial
Relations between Great Britain and France ... The Foreign
Ministers in China decide that the protocol which forbids the

introduction of arms into China is both useless and ineffective ;

it will therefore expire without any protest ... Dr. Moorhouse
resigns the See of Manchester.

July 17.—A National Temperance Convention is held in the

Albert Hall to protest against the Licensing Compensation Bill

now before the House of Commons ... A meeting of represen-

tatives of the sugar trades is held in London to protest against

the passage of the Sugar Convention Bill ... The Elcho
Shield is won by Ireland ... Russia declines to receive or

consider the American -Jewish petition regarding the Kishineff

Massacres.

July 18.—The Legislative Council of the Transvaal disagree

on the Diamond Law. The Transvaal Customs Union Tariff is

promulgated as in force at once ... The New South Wales
Government grant ,£ 1,000 to assist in the erection of a conden-
sation plant in Broken Hill Mines ... Senor Silvela presents the
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resignation of his entire Cabinet to the King of Spain ... Mr.
Aylesworth is chosen as an Alaska Boundary Commissioner in

succession to the late Mr. Justice Armour.

July 19.—Sefior Villaverdi presents to the King of Spain the

list of Ministers composing the new Cabinet ... President Roose-

velt announces, through Senator Lodge, that he is in favour of

currency reform legislation.

July 20.— Pope Leo XIII. dies at four minutes after four in

the afternoon ... The King and Queen leave London for Holy-
head ... The Joint Committee of the two Houses of Parlia-

ment on Municipal Trading conclude the hearing of evidence.

July 21.—The King and Queen arrive in Dublin and are

enthusiastically welcomed ... The Duke of Marlborough is

appointed Under Secretary of State for the Colonies ... The
Tariff Reform League is inaugurated ... The French delegates

arrive in London to confer with Members of the British House
of Commons on the question of International arbitration ... A
Conference of the Cotton Employers and the United Textile Fac-

tory Operatives Association is held in Manchester to consider Mr.
Chamberlain's fiscal proposals.

July 22.—The American treaty negotiations are re-opened by
Chang Chih-tung ... The case of the Shanghai newspaper
Supao is adjourned sine die ... The Naval Agreement Bill is

read a second time after a division, by a majority of 14, in the

Australian Federal House of Representatives ... Bjth Houses
of the Belgian Legislature adjourn as a mark of respect to the

late Pope ... A banquet is given at the House of Commons by
the Commercial Committee of the House to the French Senators

and Deputies visiting London.
July 23.—The public lying-in-state of the Pope begins ...

Mr. Merriman in the Cape Parliament brings forward a motion
in favour of amnesty for those engaged in the late rebellion ...

The King holds a review in the Phoenix Park, Dublin ... The
recommendation that the farm-owner should receive four-tenths

share of the profits of a diamond inine«is adopted by the Legislative

Council at Johannesburg ... The Bill cancelling the dynamite
concession passes at Pretoria.

July 24.—A Consul in Johannesburg receives a telegram from
Hong-Kong containing a definite offer of 200,000 Chinese
labourers to work in the mines for a term of five years. The
offer is submitted to representatives of the gold industry ... Mr.
Kingston, Federal Minister of Trade and Customs, resigns

owing to differences with his colleagues ... At Bisley the

National Challenge Trophy is won by England ... The French
Senators and Deputies visit Windsor.

July 25.—The Melbourne Chamber of Commerce suggests

the formation of a Federal Royal Commission to inquire into

the effect of preferential trade in Australia ... The temporary
interment of the body of the Pope takes place in St. Peter's

... Mr. Chamberlain in a letter to the Liverpool Working
Men's Conservative Association suggests October 27th as the

date of his visit to explain his fiscal proposals ... The King's

prize at Bisley is won for the second time by Colour-Sergeant
Davies (Wales) ... An exchange of notes with regard to the

regulation of Anglo-German commercial relations begins between
London and Berlin.

July 27.—The debate on Mr. Merriman's amnesty motion is

resumed in the Cape Legislative Assembly ... The agreement
between the Dominion Government and the Grand Trunk
Railway for the construction of a third trans- continental line

through Canada is signed at Ottawa ... Baron Stephen Burian

is appointed Minister of Finance in Austrja-Hungary in place of

M. de Kallay ... The King addresses to Baron d'Estournelles

de Constant a message of his cordial share in the work of con-

solidating the peace of the world ... A terrible railway accident

occurs near Glasgow in which fifteen persons are killed and
upwards of thirty injured ... Mr. F. H. Marsh is elected to

the Professorship of Surgery at Cambridge University.

July 28.—The Federal Budget is introduced in the Common-
wealth House of Representatives. ... The ratification of the

Anglo-Chinese commercial treaty is exchanged at Pekin.

July 29.—A correspondence between Lord Milner and Mr.
Chamberlain on the employment of Indian coolies on the

railways in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony is published

... In the Federal House of Representatives, in Melbourne, the

Premier lays on the table the reply of Mr. Chamberlain to the

Federal Government on coloured labour on Australian steamers.

July 30.—In the Dominion Parliament Sir W. Laurier intro-

duces a Bill for the construction of a national trans-continental

railway ... The Customs Amendment and Tariff Bill is read a

third time "in the Cape Parliament by the casting vote of the

president ... In the Hungarian Chamber the Government and

the Liberal party gain their first victory over obstruction.

By-Election.

July 25.—Owing to the death of Sir Joseph Pease, a vacancy

occurs in the Parliamentary Division of Barnard Castle, County
Durham. An election is held, with the following result :

—
Mr. A. Henderson (Lab.) 3.370
Colonel Vane (U) 3*3*3
Mr. Beaumont (L) 2,809

Labour majority over Colonel Vane 47

,, „ Mr. Beaumont 561

PARLIAMENTARY.
House of Lords.

july 2.—Merchant Shipping Act Amendment Bill : second

reading, on a division, is negatived by 74 votes against 8 ...

Fiscal Policy of the Empire ; speeches by Lord Rosebery and

the Duke of Devonshire.

July 3.—Bills advanced : Elementary Education Amendment
Bill, for the benefit of defective children, is read a second time.

July 6.—The physical condition of the people ; speech by

Lord Meath, the Bishop of Ripon,. and the Duke of Devonshire

... Preferential and retaliatory duties ; speeches by Lord Welby
and the Duke of Devonshire.

July 7.—Regulation of Motor-car Traffic
;
speech by Lord

Balfour ... Other Bills advanced in different stages.

July 9.—Third reading of Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

Bill . . Sale of Pistols and Firearms Bill is Tead a second

time.

July 10.—India and the Fiscal Policy of the Government;
speeches by Lord Northbrook, Lord Elgin, Lord Lansdowne,
Lord Ripon, Lord Goschen, and the Duke of Devonshire.

July 13.— Preservation of Wild Animals in Africa ; speech

by Lord Lansdowne ... Hostile Tariffs of Foreign Countries;

speech by the Duke of Devonshire.

July 14.—Motor-Car Bill
; speeches by Lord Spencer and

Lord Balfour ... Fiscal Policy of the Government; speech by

Lord Goschen, statement by the Duke of Devonshire.

July 16.—County Courts Jurisdiction Extension Bill
; speech

by the Lord Chancellor ... Outdoor Relief (Pensioners) Bill

;

second reading is negatived without a division.

July 17.—Motor-Car Bill is discussed in Committee; a

number of amendments are disposed of.

July 20.—India and the troops in South Africa ; speeches by

Lord Hardwick, Lord Selborne, Lord Ripon, Lord Spencer,
and the Duke of Devonshire.

July 21.—The Motor-Car Bill is further considered and passes

through Committee.

July 23.—Fiscal Policy of the Government : The Lord Lytton
calls attention to certain publications of the Tariff Committee at

Birmingham
;
speeches by the Duke of Devonshire, Lord James

of Hereford, Viscount Cross, and Loid Spencer.

July 24.—Fiscal Policy of the Government
; speeches by

Lord Avebury and Lord Lansdowne ... The report of the

amendments to the Motor-Car Bill is considered, and the Bill

passes the report stage.

July 28.—London Education Bill is read a second time

;

speeches by Lord 1 Londonderry, Lord Reay, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Bishop of Hereford, Lord Spencer, and the

Duke of Devonshire.

July 30.—Second reading of the Licensing Acts (Scotland)

Consolidation and Amendment Bill ... The London Education
Bill passes through Committee.

House of Commons.
July I.—Irish Land Bill in Committee : Clause 21 and

following clauses are considered ; Clause 42 is reached, and pro-

gress is reported.
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July 2.—Navy Estimates in Committee of Supply
;
speeches

by Sir Charles Dilke, Mr. Gibson Bowles, Mr. Arnold Forster.

The vote is agreed to ... Mr. Arnold Forster announces the

decision of the Government to discontinue the Admiralty sub-

sidies to merchant cruisers.

July 3.—Naval Works ; speeches by Mr. Prettyman, Sir W.
Allan, and Mr. Gibson Bowles ... Employment of Children

Bill ; speeches by Mr. Tennant, Dr. Farquharson, Sir J. Gorst,

Mr. Asquith, Dr. Macnamara, and Mr. Akers Douglas.

July 6.—The subject of Disarmament, on which Mr. Balfour

makes some remarks ... Commercial and Trade Interests :

Committee of Inquiry appointed ... Irish Land Bill in Com-
mittee : Clause 65 is reached, and progress reported.

July 7.—Irish Land Bill in Committee : Clause 82 is reached,

and progress reported.

July 8.—Irish Land Bill in Committee; Indemnification of

Trinity College, Dublin, against loss of income is opposed, but

after some discussion the clause is carried by 197 votes against

134 ; finally the Bill passes through Committee amid cheers.

July 9.—Supply : Education Estimates ; speeches by Sir \V.

Anson, Dr. Macnamara, Mr. Bryce, Mr. Lloyd-George, Sir

John Gorst, and others ; the vote is agreed to.

July 10.—The second reading of Naval Works Bill : Mr.
Pretyman's statement ; speeches by Mr. E. Robertson, Mr.
Buchanan, and Mr. T. Shaw.
July 13.—Scotch Licensing Bill : Report of Amendments ...

Clause 42 is under consideration when proceedings adjourned.

July 14.—London Education Bill considered on report

;

speeches by Mr. Bryce and Mr. Balfour. Mr. Bryce's amend-
ment is rejected on a division by 125 votes against 74. Further

amendments are proposed and lost.

July 15.—Mr. Balfour, in reply to Sir M. Hicks Beach, refuses

his request to give the House the opportunity of discussing the

fiscal changes proposed by the Colonial Secretary on a motion
of which Mr. H. Hobhouse had given notice ; speeches by
Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman and Lord H. Cecil ... The report

stage of the London (Education Bill is resumed ; speeches by
Mr. Buxton, Mr. Long, Mr. Bryce, and Mr. Lloyd-George.

The Bill is ordered for third reading.

July 16.—Supply : War Office vote ... The Army in South
Africa: statement by Mr. Brodrick ... Somaliland ... The
"Ragging n case in South Africa; speech by Mr. Brodrick ...

Progress is reported.

July 17.—The Irish Land Bill is considered on report ;

speeches by Mr. Redmond, Mr. Healy, Mr. W. O'Brien, and
Mr. W. T. Russell .... A number of amendments are disposed

of and the Bill is ordered for third reading.

July 20.—The Patriotic Fund Bill ; speech by Mr. Prety-

man ... Committee of Supply on the Irish Estimates ; speeches

by Mr. Wyndham, Mr. Redmond, and the Attorney-General.

July 21.—Third reading of the Irish Land Bill ; speeches by
Mr. J. Redmond, Colonel Saunderson, Sir H. Campbell

-

Bannerman, Mr. Balfour, Mr. Dillon, Sir Charles Dilke and
others ... Military Works : financial resolution ... Scotch

Licensing Bill.

July 22.—Dr. Macnamara moves the rejection of the London
Education Bill ; speeches by Mr. Channing, Mr. Crooks, Mr.
Bryce, Mr. Lloyd-George and Sir W. Anson. The motion is

defeated on a division by 228 against 118, and the third reading

carried ... Third reading Scotch Licensing Bill and Employ-
ment of Children Bill.

July 23.—Supply : Foreign Office Vote — Germany and
Canada

; speeches by Sir Charles Dilke, Mr. Gibson Bowles,

Viscount Cranborne, Sir E. Grey, Mr. Chamberlain, Mr.
Asquith, Mr. Balfour and Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman. The
debate stands adjourned.

July24.—Military Works Bill ; speeches by Mr. Buchanan, Mr.
Balfour, Mr. E. Robertson, Sir M. Hicks Beach, Sir H. Campbell-
Bannerman and Mr. Brodrick. The Bill is read a second time.

July 27.—Second reading of the South African Loan and
War Contribution Bill ; speeches by Sir W. Harcourt, Mr.
Chamberlain, Mr. Labouchere, Sir R. Reid, Mr. Gibson
Bowles, Mr. Ritchie, and others ... Naval Works Bill

;

speeches by Mr. Ritchie, Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, the

Lord Advocate.

July 28.—The Business of the Session ; speeches by Mr.
Balfour, Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, Mr. Gibson Bowles,
Lord H. Cecil, Sir J. Gorst ... Debate on second reading of
the Sugar Convention Bill

;
speeches by Mr. Gerald Balfour,

Mr. Bryce, and Mr. JSonar Law.
July 29.—Sugar Convention Bill ; speeches by Mr. Churchill,

Mr. Cust, Mr. Robson, Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, Mr.
Chamberlain. On a division the Bill is read a second time by
224 votes against 144.

July 30.—Colonial Office Vote
; speeches by Mr. Markham,

Sir R. Reid, and Mr. Chamberlain.

SPEECHES.
July i,—Mr. Asquith, in London, on Imperial fiscal policy ...

Sir M. Hicks-Beach, in .London, on Free Trade.

July 2.—Lord Onslow, at Peterborough, on the inquiry into

the matter of preferential tariffs proposed by the Government.
July 3.—Mr. Wyndham, in London, on preferential tariffs.

July 4.—Mr. Choate, in London, on Anglo-American friend-

ship ... Mr. Bryce, at Croydon, on the fiscal question ... Mr.
John Redmond, at Burnley, on the position of Ireland's cause.

July 9.—Mr. Bryce, in London, on the co-ordination of the

Colonial Universities with those of Great Britain and with each
other.

July 10.—Mr. Balfour, in London, on the alliance of Colonial

with British Universities.

July 15.—Lord Brassey, in London, on our trade policy ...

Lord Reay, in London, on physical education.

July 17.—Mr. Ritchie, in London, on the income tax and the

Sinking Fund ... Mr. Waddell, at Sydney, N.S.W., on Mr.
Chamberlain's proposals.

July 20.—The Duke of Devonshire, in London, on fiscal

policy and the Colonies.

July 21.—Mr. Bryce, at Watford, on the political outlook.

July 22.—Mr. Arthur Chamberlain, in Birmingham, declares

his opposition to Protection ... Mr. Balfour, in London, on the

extension of international cordial relations between France and
Great Britain in all the practical business of life ... Baron
d'Estournelles de Constant, in London, on International

Arbitration.

July 23.—Mr. Balfour, in London, on Preferential tariffs ...

Baron d'Estournelles de Constant, in the City, on the need
of organisation to lay a solid foundation for International

Arbitration.

July 24.— Mr. John Morley, at Edinburgh, on the dangers

to economic stability involved in Mr. Chamberlain's Tariff

proposals.

July 27.—Mr. Haldane, at Wandsworth, on the taxation of

food.

July 28.— Sir E. Grey, at Maidstone, on the peril of Mr.
Chamberlain's fiscal proposals ... Mr. Lloyd-George, in Lon-
don, in protest of the proposed tax on food ... Mr. Arthur

Chamberlain, at Derby, on the demoralising attempt to interfere

with the magistrate's power of granting or withholding licences

to public-houses.

July 29.—Mr. Asquith, in London, on the taxation of food ...

Mr. Labouchere, at Northampton, condemns Mr. Chamberlain's

fiscal policy.

July 30.—Mr. Balfour, in London, on medical advancement
and research ... Mr. Asquith, in Oxfordshire, on the educational

settlement and Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal proposals.

OBITUARY.
July I.—Viscount Colville of Culross, 84.

July 11.—Mr. Justice Armour (one of the three British mem-
bers of the Alaskan Boundary Commission), 72 ... Mr. W. E.

Henley, 54.

July 13.—H err von K allay, Austro-Hungarian Minister of

Finance, etc., 64 ... Sir Vincent Kennett-Barrington, 59.

July 17.—James M'Neill Whistler, 68 ; Sir Peter Edlin, 84.

July 20.— Pope Leo XIII., 94.

July 23.—Mr. B. L. Farjeon (novelist) ; Mr. Cassius Mar-

cellus Clay (New York), 93 ; Mr. F. W. Holls (New York).

Tuly 26.—Sir John Rigby, Lord Justice of Appeal, 68.

July 27.—Mr. Donald Nicol, M.P., 59.
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Current History in Caricature.

O wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see ourselves as ithers see us."—Burns.

THE caricatures of last month turned to a very
large extent upon the Servian assassinations, but
unfortunately the most effective cartoons cannot

be reproduced, inasmuch as they depend for their effect-

iveness upon the use of blood-colour in the pictures. The
bright red reproduces as black, and the point is lost.

Nearly all the

German and Aus-
trian papers revel

in the picture of
King Peter Kara-
georgevitch pick-

ing his crown up
out of a pool of

blood, and the

drops of gore are

shown with pic-

turesque effect
upon the temples
of the new-
crowned King.
Simp lieissimus
represented him
undergoing the

ceremony of coro-

nation, but before

the crown is

placed on his

head he is being
copiously sprink-

led with insect

powder by the

officiating Arch-
bishop. The car-

toons in Simpli-
cissimus, how-
ever, although
characterised by
great skill and
daring, are often

unreprod u ceable.

One of the
cruellest pictures

—cruel, perhaps,
because of the

very fear and
dread which it

.satirises— repre-

sents the Emperor
and Empress of

Russia going to

bed. The Tsar is

-clad in a complete
suit of armour,
while the Tsaritsa
is just putting on
a night-dress over an entire suit of chain armour.
Nothing is sacred to Simpiicissimus.

The German journals have a monopoly of cartoons
about the German elections. Here again our inability to

reproduce red deprives us of the use of most effective

Lustig? Ll&tt.r.)

Great Britain's B owings,

German Peasants

[July.

(Chamberlain's Foreign Policy.)

Now he's bigger

pictures. The red banner of the Social Democratic party

figures conspicuously in almost every cartoon. Der
Wahre Jacob has an excellent representation of the

Social Democratic party as the Good Knight who is

assailed by Death and the Devil in the shape of Mili-

tarism and Capitalism, while Anarchismus as a wolf snaps

at his heels. Der
Wahre Jacob's

cartoons are dis-

tinctly improving.

They are printed

in colour, and are

among the best on

the Continent.
How long will it

be, I wonder, be-

fore an English

publisher ven-

tures to print cari-

catures in Lon-
(

don in colour, as is

now done in Paris,

Berlin, Stuttgart,

Munich, Vienna,

and New York in

this respect? In

colour-printed
cartoons we lag

behind the world.

The German
caricaturists have

furnished us this

month with two

admirable speci-

mens of their style

in the caricature

of President
Roosevelt, which

appears in Klad-

deradatsch, and in

the caricature of

Mr. Chamberlain,
which appears in

Lustige Blatter,

The caricature

of Mr. Chamber-
lain in Lustige

Blatter is as novel

as it is original In

this Mr. Cham-
berlain appears as

a huge green frog,

who blows him-

self out until he

enormously ex-

ceeds in size the

oxen which browse in his meadow. Mr. Chamberlain has

been caricatured in so many ways that it is somewhat diffi-

cult to find any new shape in which to present his familiar

likeness. The colossal frog, swollen with the wind ofhis own
conceit, is a very characteristic touch of German humour.

" Just see bow this ox-frog is blowing himself out
than all the other oxen."
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There is a rude brutality about the exaggeration of

the distinctive features of the American President, and
the use of the Stars and Stripes as the platform behind
which he speaks

is very charac-

teristic. The
crumpled hat, the

clenched fist, the

huge mouth
fanged with
teeth, approach
very near to the

limits of the per-

missible in satiri-

cal drawing.

In our illus-

trated papers
Mr. Chamberlain
naturally occupies

a leading place.

Some Colonial

caricatures ap-

pear among the

advertisement
pages, but most
of Mr. Gould's
will be found in

the section
"Wake Up!
John Bull."

The most effec-

tive American
caricature is that

which I repro-

duce from Puck
%

on another page,
describing Mr.
Chamberlain as
the Delilah who,
with shears of

Protection, ap-
proaches to cut

the Free Trade
locks of the
British Lion.

In our home
affairs the pass-
ing of the Irish

Land Bill
through the
House of Com-
mons, the visit of
President Loubet
to London, and
the tour of the
King in Ireland,

afford topics
w h i ch are
handled by a
great variety of

artists. Colonial
affairs have re-

ceived but little

attention except
in the Colonial
papers, where, of
course, they hold the field. The cleverest are the
Sydney Bulletin's pictures of Mr. Scddon as the King
of Maoriland, and Mr. Seddon as the butcher of men

Kladdtradatsch.} s

Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United States.

and beasts. Another very clever cartoon, which I regret

not to have space to reproduce, is that in which Mr.
Barton is represented as surveying a row of waxwork

images of him-
self, each of which
is habited in a
different uniform.

He confesses
himself in des-
pair of making
a choice of any
one, for he looks

so well in all.

The Melbourne
Punch represents

Sir George Reid,

the leader of the

Australian Free
Traders, going
forth to do battle

with Mr. Cham-
berlain, while
Lord Rosebery
and Sir Henry
Campbell - Ban-
nerman, in the
background, con-
gratulate them-
selves that at last

the English Lib-

erals have found
a leader.

General
Botha's letter

suggests to Punch
a somewhat ill-

natured cartoon
representing the
General as dig-

ging up the

hatchet which
was buried when
peace was signed

at Vereeniging.

The King's visit

to Ireland affords

a theme for plea-

santer pictures.

No one seems to

have devoted a
cartoon to the
visit of the
French Deputies
to London, for

caricatures are

like heralds—they
pay most atten-

tion to the con-
ventional symbol
of power rather

than to its reality.

The Labour
Party has not yet

found its comic
artist. Walter
Crane and Mr.

Holiday arc admirable artists for the serious side of the
Socialist movement. But the Labour men have yet to

discover their Mr. Gould.

TJuly 19.
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Kladderadatsch . ] [July 26.

41 You cut up your Jew's, I'll burn my negroes
;
" or,

11
Little presents

preserve friendships."

Kladderadatsch.\

Locked Out.
Russia's policy of the " Open Door " in the Far East.

fjuly a6.

Amstetdammer.
The Non-Catholics by the Death-Bed of Pope Leo XIII.

He was a man .... worthy of all our respect.

1

Ljuiy ao.
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The great event of the

month, the death of the

Pope, is not a subject which
lends itself to caricature, but
some -of the German wits

have made themselves merry
over the intrigues and ambi-
tions of the cardinals. Lus-
tige Blatter represents the

red-hatted crowd full of in-

trigue, ambition, and com-
promise, and then points out

with a sneer that out of this

welter Infallibility emerges.
A much finer note is struck

in the Dutch cartoon in

Amsterdammer, which shows
the Lutheran pastor, the

Anglican bishop, the Mahom-
medan, the Jew, and the
Greek Orthodox Church
gathered in respectful sym-
pathy round the bed of the

dying Pontiff.

The Manchurian question

affords an endless theme for

the comic artists in all parts

of the world. One of the

best cartoons, which it is difficult to reproduce owing to

the way in which it is drawn, appears in Life. It repre-

sents John Bull looking through a telescope at the Great
Bear constellation, which only seems to move, but
remains fixed. One of the cleverest cartoons is that in

Kladderadatsch, which represents the rage of the Powers
outside the closed door of Manchuria, which is inscribed

with " Entrance only for Russia." This is not politically

correct, but it embodies in one pictorial page the sum
and substance of everything that has appeared in print

about Manchuria in the Western press.

Atns'erdammer.')

John Bull (to Japan)

:

" You just pull the chestnuts out of the fire for us, else the Cossack
will eat them all up."

The cartoon from the Amsterdammcr, entitled "The
Powers and Manchuria," represents John Bull and Uncle
Sam egging on Japan to take the chestnuts out of
the fire.

The sympathy which President Roosevelt expressed
for the ill-treated Jews of KishinefT has afforded
both French and German satirists an opportunity
of contrasting American sympathy with the Jews
with the way in. which the negroes are treated in the
South

t-*Rirt] [July 15.

The Mote and the Beam.
President RooteTelt, in the nami of the citizens of free America, I and all the time, in free America, the lynching of negroes

proposes to send the Tsar an address, praying for the cessation of is going on.
the massacre of the Jews in Russia. J
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I only reproduce two cartoons dealing with the Servian

tragedy, one from a Philadelphia paper, which very

happily shows the precarious position of the new King,

the other a very clever picture by a Minneapolis artist,

describing the way in which the Powers marked their

disapproval of the crime which called Peter to the throne.

" Wake Up ! John Bull "
; but those relating to Mr.

Balfour are well worthy of attention. Mr. Chamberlaia

as Svengali, attempting to hypnotise the members of the

—

Minneapolis Times.]

The main features of King: Peter's reception at Belgrade

are arranged.

Most of Mr. Gould's cartoons concerning Mr. Chamber-
lain are to be found in the Free Trade catechism in

Philadelphia.]

King Peter's Pleasant Seat

Cabinet, and Mr. Chamberlain as Jack-o
?
- Lantern—or

rather Joc-o'- Lantern—leading Mr. Balfour through the

Westminster Gaxetle.] [July 14.

Say "Inquiry!"

Svengali tries to hypnotise the birds and make them say " Inquiry !

"

The Joe-o -Lantern.

Mr. Balfour : " Here, I say. I'm in an awful mess !

The Toe-o'-Lantekn : "Ha-ha! I'm off! You must look after

yourself."
[** It was notable that Mr. Chamberlain, author ofall the trouble, bolted-

there is no phrase quite so expressive of his hasty exit—the moment ordinan
questions were over."—D.uly Nevus pictures in Parliament. July r6tb;

1903.]
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mire and marsh, are excellent cartoons f while one of the

happiest is that representing Mr. Balfour as a schoolboy,
who is being tempted by Joe to smoke the cigar of

***** GetxetU.]

His First Smoke.

[Julys-

Arthur ifeeling very unsettled) : Oh, dear ! I wish I hadn't 1st J02
make me promise to smoke the thing. Shall I be able to get through with

Protection, and feels very sick in consequence. The
picture of Mr. Chamberlain as the prize-fighter who has
opened an inquiry is suggested, of course, by the one
contribution which Mr. Morley has made to the contro
versy since it was opened in his speech at Edinburgh.

• Hire.} [July 11.

Well, didn't I tell you so : Chamberlain wishes youEdward VI T.

«**hing but good.
The President : "That's just what makes me uneasy."

Westminster Gazette.
1

]

A Tete-a-Tete Affair.

Mr. John Redmond: m
It's almost • pity, my dear Wvndham. that we

bothered the House of Commons at all about the Irish Land Bill. You, and
I could have arranged the whole thing between us—as we have done really.
It has been quite a bit of Home Rule."
Mr. George Wvndham : "Exactly so; but, my dear Redmond, it

would perhaps be wise not to accentuate that aspect too much."

Of the innumerable cartoons which have appeared on
the subject of the visit of M. Loubet to the King, I only
reproduce two—one from Le Rire, the other from La
Silhouette. The French artists have not yet succeeded
in catching the expression of King Edward.

La Si/houette.)

Nothing but Merry-Making !

Folleville-Loubet and Lamourette-Edward in London embrace each other
from morning till night. When you're enfete you think no evil, so all's
tor the best. 7 rii-btcn I Nothing but merry-making !
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SOUTH AFRICA.

As seen by an English Visitor a

IN England you are conscious of other people's

ignorance about South Africa. In South Africa

you are conscious of your own. Mr. Winston

Churchill called South Africa the land of lies. He
ought to know, for he never speaks without his book.

I cannot be so positive about lies. The only thing I

am certain of about South Africa is that it has no

liars. It is easy to say, concerning two apparently

irreconcilable statements about the same thing, that

one of them must be a lie. That is the way to solve

intricate political difficulties to your own satisfaction.

But it makes things worse for those who come
after you. When you believe that men who say

opposite things about the country are telling the truth

as they see it, you begin to realise something of the

terrible complications of the problems which vex the

best brains in South Africa and the least confused

intelligences among British politicians.

After traversing the four Colonies you return to

Cape Town, to be asked what you think of the country

and its politics. You say you don't know. Instead

of looking at you as though you are fit for Bedlam or

a post in the home Cabinet, your questioner says

there is great hope for you. " Blessed are they who
confess ignorance, for they shall learn," is a South

African beatitude.

Heaven protect him who aspires to a reputation as

an authority on South Africa ! He knows not what

he does. The satirist says that half the politicians in

that wonderful country sustain existence by eating

their own words. Meals are far between, but they

are sure to come. The art was not learnt from

Mr. Chamberlain, though he is one of its most con-

sistent exponents.

I.—POLITICS AT THE CAPE.
In the Cape House of Assembly the Opposition

sits behind the Ministry. Sir Gordon Sprigg owes his

salary, and the honest belief that he has saved the

institutions of liberty for South Africa, to the solid,

disciplined politicians who face him as though they
were in antagonistic array. His supporters thank God
for him. Their sense of gratitude does not permit
them to regard his Premiership as a part of the eternal

fitness of things. Providence, they know by experi-

ence, finds places for temporary expedients.

The South African Party has seen too many political

metamorphoses to think of charging a man with

Year after the Signature of Peace.

changing his coat merely because he happens to sit

where he once vowed he never would be found.

Dr. Smartt has been a member of the Bond and a

Minister under Sir Gordon Sprigg, whom he would

send into oblivion to-morrow if he had the chance.

Like everybody else who has lived among Dutch-

speaking South Africans, Dr. Smartt loves them

exceedingly. He has a just appreciation of his own
political ability and of theirs. He is always appre-

hensive that they will be up too early in the morning

for him. British supremacy is as the Ark of the

Covenant to him ; and he will be ready to kiss and

be friends with his Dutch brethren when they have

lost the general election, and the power of the Bond

is as much a thing of the past as his own member-

ship of it.

THE BOGEY OF THE BRITISH.

Precisely what the Bond is in South African politics

I don't know. The only man who could tell you

exactly has been dead some time. It is probably

more than Bondsmen say and less than its opponents

believe. Its adversaries have probably done more to

establish it firmly than any, or all, of its inspirers and

pillars. Bogies are almost as potent beings in South

Africa as they are in the British Isles. When Dr.

Jameson is regarded north and south of the Vaal as a

real good fellow, and when Dr. Jameson's friends

don't have nightmares about the Bond, there will be a

chance of affairs in South Africa being judged for

what they are instead of for what they are supposed

to be.

While Mr. Sauer was a Minister of the Crown, he

once told the House of Assembly that the Bond had

found the Rhodesians out.

" And they have found you out," came the answer.
41 Yes, they have," said the imperturbable Mr.'

Sauer, " and they sit behind me."

THE BOND AND ITS LEADERS.

Either Mr. Sauer or Mr. Merriman will most likely

be the Premier if the Progressives are beaten next

November. Neither is a member of the Bond. Mr.

Merriman was wont to attack it, as he has attacked

almost everybody in South Africa at one time or

another. Scattered among the Bondsmen in the

House are others who used to scoff at the Bond, and

now pray with it, because they think that, pro tan., it
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is the only instrument for fighting the capitalists, who,

being without God, are the roots of all evil. Say you

will never work with a man in South Africa, and the

chances are that one fine day you'll be defending him
as a dear colleague and upholder of those sacred

principles on which the noble, world-wide fabric of

British institutions has been reared.

THE SLUMP IN KHAKI.

- hi Johannesburg I found a whole-hearted man who,

having fought in the war, -came to Scotland for the

khaki election, and, I believe, was the immediate

cause ofi an excellent Liberal losing his seat. He
doesn't whittle a khaki tune now. " I'd like to stump
the country for the Liberals to-morrow," he said.

I met another who was over two years in the field.

" What we want in South Africa," he said vehemently,
" is to .clear rive British Government out of it."

"What would have happened to you if you had
said that on an English platform two years ago ? " I

asked.

" Oh ! I should have been kicked out of the

place as a traitor," said he.

" Yes," I ventured to say. " What's the difference

between treason then and treason now ? Aren't you
talking treason ?

"

" Of course I'm talking treason," he gaily chirruped.
" But I've a right to talk treason."

A lawyer, who was a faithful admirer of Lord
Salisbury in the homeland, told me that if a general

election were coming in England, he would be glad to

do his best for as many Liberal candidates as he could

serve, for the great Imperial need, according to him,

is to defeat the Government in Britain for its mis-

government in the conquered territories. " For every

yard of red tape in Kruger's days there's a furlong

now. At the rate we're going on there'll be a free

republic here in fifteen years."

TOPSY-TURVYDOM.

This kind of thing is vastly amusing—or it would
be if South Africa had not had nearly all the humour
pounded out of it. I know pro-Boers who have
become pro-British when they have breathed the

native air of the Boer. I know honest men who once
thought the Boer was a little higher than the chim-

panzee who have gone into partnership with him.

Men in high office, on whom Jingoes dote, have told

me that if you would do good in Africa, and can't

leave it alone, you should avoid the Jingo tack as

you would avoid ex-President Kruger. Those who
spoke to me mos't approvingly of the results of Natal's

forgiveness of rebels who fought to the bitter end,

were those who were aforetime the staunchest advo-
cates of the heavy hand against revolters.

I was driven across the veldt one day by a quiet

young fellow, who, when I asked if there had been
any fighting near the town, said " No," as though he
were as great a stranger to military operations as I was.

I heard afterwards that he was awaiting trial on a
charge of murder in connection with a train-wrecking

After Diplomacy.

Mr. and Mrs. Fischer at Home, naar Bloemfontein.

a few miles up the line. A carrier's cart may hold

terrible secrets, you see. But the Government three

weeks afterwards withdrew the charge, and the man,
who after all had exposed his politics to the test of

Lee-Metford fire, and who, having emulated the feats

of De Wet, the pioneer train-wrecker, had been bailed

for ^4,000 by his neighbours, is free of the major
stigma.

THE NEED OF A CLEAN SLATE

—

Half a dozen times I was asked to admit that Mr.

Stead, for a man who loved his country, wrote some
strange things during the war. I admitted it every

time, and every time added, with all the diffidence

at my command, " But he didn't write ' unconditional

surrender.' " Thereafter it was never difficult to agree

that conversation about the present with a view to the

future was more useful than discussion about the past.

Reference to unconditional surrender is a fitting

introduction to a suggestion that the rights and wrongs

of bygones may just as well be left to the Almighty

disposer of events.

Indeed, the doctrine of the clean slate is even more
respectable in South Africa than it is in British Liberal

circles. It is of great value to many political reputa-

tions. It is the alternative to a white sheet. It is a

blessed symbol of convalescence.

—of time—
Some charitably-disposed persons talk as though

South Africa ought to recover from its warring as

quickly as a child throws off the effects of measles.

They imagined things would right themselves, as it was
prophesied they would when the war would be an
affair of three months and ten millions. Having
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Typical East Coast Johannesburg Miners dressed for

show. The native in European costume is the

only native who manages a Johannesburg Com-
pound.

become accustomed to spending millions as though
they were threepenny bits, they suppose that to recon-

struct South African political society is as simple as

passing an army vote. And so they weep because

they firmly believe the country is going to the dogs

;

and they refuse to be comforted. They don't observe

any star of hope because their eyes are steadily fixed

upon places where stars are never exhibited.

—AND OF COMMON SENSE.

They are only a degree less sagacious than are the

stalwart bats who dismiss the South African puzzle

with the observation that all the Boers need is five

years of resolute government. It may seem foolish to

say it, but the simple truth is that all the Boers want is

a common sense Government, whose officers recognise

that British institutions and Boer qualities are

infinitely greater than any number of the ablest men
whom sportive fortune has placed in Government
billets. The fact that a common sense Government is

the rarest thing in the world does not affect the truth.

It only fills you with a godly sympathy for the men
who honestly believe they supply gumption to the

political motor, and wonder why neither English nor

Dutch can recognise the worth of their services.

OLIGARCHS ALL.

There is no country like South Africa in the

heavens above or anywhere else. " We are all

oligarchs here," said a high official, whose experience

of South African administration is unique among
living men, and who was trying to explain to me the

impossibility of a stay-at-home understanding South

African progress. Leader writers used to say
" oligarchy " when they were killing Kruger in the press.

They would have been astonished to hear my dis-

tinguished instructor say it about his fellow-country-

men and mine. According to him South Africa is with-

out the basis of society which has given rare stability

to the home population, and which is the first funda-

mental distinction between Australia and South Africa.

In Australia the white man is his own labourer, not

because he Hkes the job, but because he is afraid to

invite a brown man to do it for him.

In Africa it is of such vital importance to teach the

benighted black the dignity of labour that the white

really hasn't time to carry his own bricks. If he lays

them he has paid copious homage to the blessedness of

example. The white servant is not above his lord

;

but he is miles above his lord's coloured servant.

And so he is an oligarch. He carries his head like

a man. He is as independent as the immortal framers

of the American declaration of independence, which
asserted that all men are born equal, and forgot the

poor relation whose toil did not even bring him
pocket money.

II.—THE NATIVES.
The poor relation is an indispensable nuisance in

South Africa. He was there first ; and Mr. Benjamin
Kidd's dream of edging him over the Zambesi is not

within the region of practical politics. He is not

given to theorising. But he understands the multipli-

cation table. Israel is in Egypt, only the other way
on. You have not completely defined your ethical

position towards him when you call him a man and a
brother ; for somebody is sure to ask you how you
would like him for your brother-in-law. The prospect

of being uncle to a band of mulattos would surely be
enough to upset your temper, and make you doubt the

sufficiency of grace in time of need. It is no crime
to be black. Neither is it an inducement to close

communion on a hot day.

A friend of mine in Natal who would boldly under-
take to settle racial questions which a two hundred
and twenty million war didn't finally dispose of, con-
fessed himself floored when I asked him how to treat

a coloured literary man, who was coming to meet me
in a town strange to both of us. " It wouldn't do to go
to an hotel," he said. " What would you do, then ?

w

Well, he was hanged if he knew !

I applied for advice to a gentleman learned in the
law and practised in Christian duty. He was as
puzzled as my other friend. Finally, he suggested that

possibly the negro and myself might find a minister

of the Gospel kind enough to play Good Samaritan to
both of us. What happened I won't stop now to tell.

All this, I dare say, sounds queerly to people who,
like myself, were nurtured on missionary meetings. We
needn't argue about the propriety of drawing a colour
line. It is there, and there isn't in all Africa a man
bold enough to believe that it will ever be obliterated.

There is only a limited similarity between the negro
question of America and that of South Africa. In
America, for instance, he speaks " God Almighty's own
language."

A Colorado friend travelled with me from Cape Town
to Johannesburg, for a generation he has employed
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negroes on all sorts of building

work in the United States. He is

used to them ; he never said an
uncharitable word about them. But
when he had seen all sorts and con-

ditions of them where they are

indigenous, he summed up his im-

pressions in one sentence :
" Well,

I never want to see another nigger

as long as I live."

A CIVILISATION TEST.

The most courageous word that

was spoken for the negro while I

was in South Africa was Lord
Milner's speech to the Municipal
Conference at Johannesburg. He
spoke neither as the Governor of the

new Colonies, nor as High Commis-
sioner for the whole of British South
Africa ; but as " a friendly old gentle-

man, with a certain amount of

political experience." Prospectively,

he suggested that the test of fitness

for the municipal franchise should

be civilisation, not colour.

He knew that the popular sentiment of J ohannes-

burg and of the two Colonies was against him. But he
stated the case for the lettered black with absolute

fearlessness. Theoretically, and apart from its relation

to the Vereeniging terms, Lord Milner's position is

unanswerable. Practically, it has scarcely any friends.

When it was submitted to the Legislative Council at

Pretoria, only one unofficial member blessed it, and
the Government withdrew its proposal.

YOU PAY THE PIPER, WE FIX THE TUNE.

Certain patriotic Englishmen declare that as the

Old Country has to pay for the war, it is going to be
master when native policy is settled in South Africa.

There are two certainties in connection with that

attitude. The first is that the Old Country will for

generations be paying for the war. The second is, that

the Old Country will not be permitted to dictate South
African native policy. Let Downing Street try; it

will raise a storm in Africa which it cannot calm.

There are South African Imperialists who cannot under-

stand how sane Britishers can think of granting

Home Rule to Ireland. They are even more unable
to understand how any sane Britisher can imagine

that he may dare to deny Home Rule to South

Africa, especially with regard to dominion over the

Kaffir.

Don't run away with the idea that your fellow

Christian in Africa is an incipient Legree. He knows
the Kaffir much better than he knows the Ten Com-
mandments. He deplores the ability of the Kaffir to

copy the white man's vices without emulating his

virtues. He will tell you how a generation ago he
would send a raw nigger forty miles to a bank for

workmen's wages, sure that he would not even be

Place at Ladysmith where British and Boer fighters sleep.

tempted to dishonour his trust. He will not repeat
the deed in the twentieth century. While you are
trying to think out the significance of this, he will

announce to you that 95 per cent, of the black
convicts whom you see working on the road or
harbour works are Christianised Kaffirs. Straightway
you are thankful that, so far, your dealings with the
native problem are chiefly confined to settling up with
rickshaw boys.

WHAT'S TO BE DONE WITH THE KAFFIR?

What will South Africa do with her negroes? I
don't know. South Africa doesn't know, and doesn't
profess to know. On this question, more perhaps
than upon any other, my countrymen consciously
place their trust in Providence. Sufficient for the
day is the Kaffir thereof. An English parson put it

to me like this :
" If we give the Kaffirs plenty o£

liquor we shall have no trouble. If we deny liquor

to them we shall have a frightful problem to deal
with." As there are ten blacks in Natal to one white,,

as nearly every native woman you see has a tail of
three or four youngsters, as large families are not the
rule among the British born, the terrible problem is

sure to come, for unlimited intoxication is in no man's
creed.

The Kaffir is a child. During the war we treated
him as a man, and paid him three and four times as
much as we gave to long-suffering Tommy Atkins.
To this aspect of patriotism the Kaffir applies the
immutable principles of arithmetic. In Cape Town
he goes to work at nine, quits at five, and draws
4s. 6d. for the exercise with the air of a man who
has done his employer a favour. It will take him
some time to get rid of the notion that he is thrice
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Waiting for the Governor to open the first British Legislative Council,

Pretoria, May 20, 1903.

is good as Tommy Atkins. When you see a gang
of Kaffirs making a Johannesburg road, on about the

same terms, you see that the gospel of the dignity of

labour is still imperfectly understood. They work
part of the time, rest most of the time, and talk all

the time.

WHERE BRITON AND BOER ARE ONE.

The South African Britisher concedes many merits

to his neighbour Boer. The Dutch, he says, under-

stand the Kaffir. Mr. Chamberlain has reached the

same conclusion. Which means that on the question

which underlies, overshadows, and encompasses all

others in South Africa, there is neither Briton nor

Boer. Dislike their demeanour towards their poor

relation as much as you please ; but remember that

on this matter there is substantial identity of views

and conduct. Go against their prejudices and experi-

ence, and you will contribute something to the fusion

of the white races which every wise man so ardently

desires.

It is a waste of good emotion to hope for any

social equality between white and black in South

Africa. I have seen an ordained clergyman walking

in the gutter in a British capital because he dare

not tread upon the causeway, not having a pass for

such an honour. A self-denying worker in a Young
Men's Christian Association discoursed to me about

the Kaffir in terms which showed that his great

apprehension for the future is that the Kaffir will get

an idea that he has a capacity to rise in intelligence.

But the Kaffir will rise. You cannot teach him the

dignity of labour without helping him to do it. The
Torvism which would have denied education to the

common people in England would keep

the Kaffir in perpetual babyhood. But

the Almighty is against that kind

of bondage. How, then, are you to

give the Sermon on the Mount a chance

to operate on your poor relation ?

NOVEL CHAMBERS OF EVOLUTION.

Missionaries, they say, are mistaken

in thinking there are short cuts from

barbarism to high civilisation. The
ascent of black mankind is bound to

be slow, even as the elevation of the

white was. If he is cultured from his

cradle, and resides in Piccadilly he

will hunger for the kraal even as young

inland republics hunger for the sea.

But the black is coming out of the

. darkness of savagery into the marvellous

light which beams from Europe. Rand
mines are veritable chambers of evolu-

tion, and compounds are resting-places

on the road to that beneficent inde-

pendence of honest endeavour which

will some day be appreciated even in

Belgravia.

When Adam had foolishly unlocked
of knowledge of good and evil, the

he had to learn was to eat bread in

The all but naked Kaffir

the secret

first leSson

the sweat of his face,

who comes to Johannesburg is not far from where
Adam was before he became a father. His more
advanced brother is apt to place himself in com-
petition with his white benefactor. That will never

do. The need for helping the black is as great

as the most fervent orator of Exeter Hall asserts

it to be. It is so big that every ounce of civilising

power that is generated in a negro's character

must be spent on his fellow. The best friends of

England in Ireland declare that the root blunder of

English rule over there is that we have tried to make
bad Englishmen into good Irishmen. There is

wisdom in the saying. So there is in the dictum that

a dress suit cannot become a South African native all

the time millions of his brethren are happy with the

least possible additions to the clothes in which Nature
sent them into the world.

III.—THE CAPITALIST.

The mine owner is doing a divine work. It is not

necessary to praise him for it any more than it is to

congratulate yourself on having made the mistakes

which have taught you the most valuable lessons in

this life. The mine owner, when he talks to himself,

does not say he is a philanthropist to his Kaffirs. He
is an unintentional evangelist of the gospel of clothes,

all the same. A raw Kaffir from the east coast buys

a trunk with some of his first month's wages and asks

the storekeeper to hold it for him. Next month he

buys a suit and puts it in the trunk. So he fills the
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box with the outward symbols of civilisation. In due
time he takes it away, with perhaps a trousers

stretcher or two. It makes you laugh to see his

apings of Regent Street. But there is always some-
thing of the ludicrous in struggling gentility. The
thing that matters is that Taste is awaking out of
sleep. In the mine the seed of industry has taken

root ; and presently your Kaffir won't be satisfied to

shiver in the cold morning air. His Rand experience
is all to the good, and no one need be anxious lest

his employer make too much moral and intellectual

dividend out of it.

THE EVANGELISTS OF THE GOSPEL OF CLOTHES.

The mine owner is a human being. As a rule, the

mine manager is more so. Both are worth something
besides a bill of indictment. They have taught some
Cape Colonists that it

. is dangerous to hurry to be
rich. While the Colonists recommend to one another

the supreme virtues of simple living, they draw their

chief Governmental revenue from the railways, which
would not have been there if the mine owner had not

exploited the reefs of the high veldt. Gold mining
on the Rand is a real industry. Any notion that gold

can be dug as easily as potatoes cannot survive a tour

round a mine.

Of course, there have been capitalistic excesses in

the Transvaal. There is enough watered capital in

the Kaffir Market to drown the integrity of a whole
school of divinity. But the Johannesburg Stock

Exchange is not the only one in the Empire where
the Anglo-Saxon from Saxony is too much of a pre-

dominant partner. Swearing at him won't convert

him. Nor will it teach him his place. He is a good
servant, but a bad master—chiefly the latter. The
way to bring him into useful service is to recognise

and exploit his good qualities, and to prove to him
that political wisdom generally is housed among
people who are not heavy-laden with this world's

goods. The goldbug, as a rule, knows his own
political disabilities better than his pure critic does.

He deplores the absence of great statesmen from
South Africa just as much as you do. When South
Africa produces its Man from among the lowly and
meek, the millionaire can be put in a position

analogous to that which Samson occupied when he
ground corn.

THE NEED FOR LABOUR.

The millionaire called for war, and got it. A cynical

Englishman has said, " The Uitlanders fought for their

grievances, and they've got 'em." Cynicism and satire

generally overshoot their mark. But the Uitlander
was born to grumble, and though war destroys many
things, it cannot stop a Britisher's growling. Abund-
ance of labour on the Rand is still a long way off ; and
John Chinaman's shadow is beginning to terrify the

land. It was predicted that British rule would soon
tend to open up the country. So it has. Government
has borrowed five millions for railway building. But,

bless you, to build railroads means navvies—black

Rickshas in Market Street, Durban.

navvies. Even a nigger can't be in two places at

once. So when the Government takes the Kaffir to

make gradients the mine-owner says that isn't playing

the game. He has the first claim on labour, and the

Government should see that the country cannot live

by railways alone. It is impossible to build British

supremacy on the backs of only sixty thousand boys

engaged for only a year each. Isn't this cool

cheek ?

THE DOMINANCE OF THE RAND.

It isn't cheek. It is hard necessity. Providence

has decreed that the Rand is the first driving-wheel of

South African twentieth century progress. That is a

fact which will never, never ding. South Africa would
have been bankrupt but for the birth of Johannesburg.

South Africa is destined to be a great commonwealth.

But it can only become such by way of much tribula-

tion. Johannesburg is a synonym for tribulatton.

Which is another way of repeating that South Africa is

unlike anything in the heavens above or the earth

beneath. The foundation of Canada's prosperity and
of her political grandeur was spread across the con-

tinent on farms whereon white men were and are

their own labourers. So the way was made straight

for developing the mineral wealth which is richly

stored in the mighty Dominion.

Agriculturally, South Africa is a paradox. I tra-

velled a thousand miles and saw not a single sign of

a fine crop of cereals. The western prairies will

sustain millions of people, who only have to go there

to be sure of bread and butter. But in South Africa

agriculture will develop on other lines. It costs £2
a week to feed a horse in Pretoria. There is plenty

of fertile land in the country but precious little water.
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When the mines are in full blast there will be an over-

flow of prosperity to the land ; and a family will be

able to live on a much smaller estate than is

possible to-day. Capitalism may have a special part

to play in South African agriculture.

A TOP-HEAVY COMMUNITY'.

Sir Percy Fitzpatrick described the position of

Johannesburg to me in one word :
" The community

is top-heavy and needs to be steadied." He spoke

the truth. The man who can make of Johannesburg

the sure corner-stone of Imperial South Africa will be

he who can put the pyramid the right end up. If such

a one arise he will show the way to save the Empire,

at whose condition Mr. Chamberlain has taken the

gravest alarm. When you have rescued the

millionaire from himself you have cracked the hardest

nut in Christendom and Jewry. If you have to use

the blessed word "compulsion" there will come a day
when the millionaire will thank you for it.

IV.—THE HIGH COMMISSIONER.

Lord Milner is neither a fool nor an angel. He
-will never be universally regarded as the saviour of

South Africa. Moses smote the rock, and paid for

the indiscretion when he died, seeing the Promised
Land from afar. It is not fair to blame Moses for his

impatience. If we had been in his place we should

have smitten heads as well as the rock, and we
shouldn't have been allowed to ascend Mount Pisgah.

Lord Milner knows that he is said to be under the

thumb of the capitalists, because he chooses to work
in Johannesburg and often sees them. He also knows
how to appraise that sort of talk.

He is the first Imperial representative of his rank
whose office is over a shop. He is in Johannesburg
for work. He believes in effective occupation of

his post. He looks far ahead—much farther than

most of us realise. He distinguishes between the

accidental and the essential. He wasn't on the Pall
Mall Gazette for nothing. He is neither intoxicated

by the praise of the crowd, nor frightened by its blame.
He knows his own mind, which is infinitely more
than can be said of some exalted servants of the

State. As far as it is possible for a human being to

do it, he earns his twelve thousand a year. The
time is not yet come for the perfect High Commis-
sioner. It will never arrive. Lord Milner is laying

down political machinery which is intended to run

for many generations. Nobody is better qualified for

the job. But the High Commissioner who will be
loved by everybody in South Africa is not appointed

yet.

HIS WORST FAULT.

Africa has suffered from a plethora of influential

bachelors. His best admirers confess that sometimes
Lord Milner sounds a hard note. He is not a bachelor

by accident. The spirit of fatherhood has never

suffused his political achievements. He is all brains.

It is said in Johannesburg that the road from Lord

Milner's house to his office—a mile and a half—is

watered every morning so that his brain may be in

calm order for work when he gets to his desk.

Mental fastidiousness is excellent in its place; but

there is so much dust in Johannesburg that the

philosophic method of dealing with it is to get used

to it. You only increase the discomfort of it by
watering one suburban highway. A less cultured

man, with daily experience of a houseful of children,

would have got on a great deal better with Mr.

Kruger. The sense of superiority which Oxford
imparts to her sons—even to those whom Mr. Rhodes
pitifully called children—is his. Conscious academic
superiority develops the tendency to autocracy which
lies in every constitution.

"a benevolent autocrat."

Lord Milner presided at the Bloemfontein Con-
ference, which agreed to the Customs Union which is

the herald of South African Federation. Minutes
of proceedings, including the resolutions adopted by
the Conference, were passed. Next day Lord Milner
brought up the confirmed minutes for reconfirmation.

The phrasing of the secretary, and of the resolutions

themselves, was not congenial to his fine taste, so he
had edited both. Two Conference members thought

it was too much of a good thing to have minutes and
resolutions revised, and one of them asked whether it

was competent for the chairman to alter words which
had been legally adopted. Lord Milner blandly

answered, "I am a benevolent autocrat here " ; and
his alterations went through without further protest.

No vital difference was involved, and there was
nothing of the Great I Am about Lord Milner's

manner of inviting the Conference to sanction his

improvements. The incident was an exhibition of
Lord Milner's intense regard for grammar and form.

THE BENEFIT OF HIS DEFECTS.

It was also a harbinger of good things to come. It

was a guarantee that, in fulness of time, there will be in

South Africa that vigorous opposition to the Govern-
ment the lack of which at home has been the bane of
Westminster for eight wretched years. Lord Milner's
unsympathetic critics write and speak as though
nothing but perfection in the High Commissioner
would satisfy them. They forget that a statesman
who never makes mistakes never makes anything. In
Lord Milner's defects there is almost as much
hope for Africa as there is in his qualities. His
failures will stimulate the political capacities of other
men, and will generate the independent energy which
will be vital to the country's progress when he has
been transferred to another sphere.

HIS KINDERGARTEN.

Benevolent autocracy in the chief means bureaucracy
in his subordinates. The honestest democrats in the
world become beaureaucrats if .they are long enough
in office, unchecked by popular control. They are
not blameworthy for exemplifying a characteristic of
human nature. Hundreds of public appointments
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have been made in the Transvaal and Orange River

Colony within the last twelve months. The notion

that the public service is a feeding ground for younger
sons is not dead yet. But educated ability is what
Lord Milner has conscientiously sought. Some of it

works very like educated ignorance. Sarcastic persons

in Johannesburg call the imported university youths
" The Kindergarten." The new official is called by
the progressive Boer " Johnny-come-lately."

Where repatriation supervision has been given to

youngsters whose first-hand experience of life is con-

temptible, there has been much chastening of tempers.

The bitterest men in the land are South African

Englishmen who were able to do the commonwealth
splendid service because they know the Dutch as they

know themselves, but who were passed over for Johnny-
come-lately. You should hear some of them discuss

the Government.
Off the Rand the population of the Transvaal is, I

think, about the same as that of Manitoba when I knew
it sixteen years ago. Sometimes, on the veldt, you
think you are on the prairie. As I listened to Sir

Arthur Lawley's hour-long speech at the inauguration

of the Legislative Council, spoken from the place

whence President Kruger used to fulminate against

his adversaries, I wondered what we should have

said to such a deliverance in Manitoba in those far-off

days. Eight new gaols were suggested, among other

things. It seemed as though the Government likened

itself to the purchaser of an absolutely unencumbered
estate to be instantly developed for building purposes.

V.—JOHANNESBURG.
A Transvaal journalist, who had as much as anybody

to do with preaching the justice of bloodshed as a

grievance-destroyer, likened the Governments methods
to those of an architect putting plate-glass windows
into his structure before the foundations are securely

laid. Criticism of the Government, and more criticism,

will do an infinitude of good. It will be the best

preparation for the disappearance of the foreign Crown
Colony system ; and of course the able men who
chiefly carry out Lord Milner's policy will be too

sensible to proclaim that fault-finding with their

methods is a grave disqualification for thoroughly

responsible, thoroughly representative government.

ITS MORAL MERIDIAN.

There are lots of able men in Johannesburg. They
are as honest as they are able. The moral meridian
of the high veldt is not exactly that of the City

Temple. The rigid commercial morality which drove

a Manchester alderman out of the City Council, after

his invitations were out for his first dinner as Lord
Mayor, has not spread to Africa. Meantime, some
things are going on very well. For instance, Cape
Colony at last has a Corrupt Practices Act, and un-

successful candidates are not obliged to spend ^1,200
on elections in Cape Town or ^1,700 in Kimberley.
The municipal reformer may take heart of grace

from Johannesburg. The Town Council has affirmed

the principle of taxation of land values. The Council
is composed of Lord Milner's nominees. It is a more
capable body than the first elected Council will be,

though it is making its share of blunders. Able men
have accepted service under Lord Milner, who will

not be at the beck and call of King Demos. The
biggest English-speaking town in Africa is by way of

being well governed. Good things do occasionally

come out of Nazareth.

GAOLBIRDS IN OFFICE.

It is an entertaining fact that a remarkably heavy pro-

portion of South African legislators have been in gaol.

The leader of the pro-British party at the Cape has

received sentence from Lord Russell. Dotted over the

Opposition benches of the Cape House of Assembly
are fine fellows whom martial law put under lock and
key. When Sir George Farrar was taking the oath

in the Pretoria Raadzaal, I could not help wondering
how his sensations compared with those of the day
he was sentenced to death a few hundred yards away.

Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, Mr. William Hosken, to name
only two others who took the oath before Sir Arthur

Lawley, were Reformers who spent many days in

Pretoria gaol.

THE RAIDERS* REWARD.

The fact that so many who were gaoled for

their conspiracy against the Krugerian r&gime have

been clothed with authority by Lord Milner is held

by some to confirm their belief that the mantle of

the Jameson Raiders fell upon the British Cabinet

;

and that the early " martyrs " in the crusade against the

Republic are now receiving their crowns from a grate-

ful country. But appearances nearly always deceive.

Lord Milner wanted the most experienced men he
could secure to join the Legislative Council. He
appointed so many Reformers because he had no
choice. Repentance is a lovely virtue ; but you
can't expect modern moneymakers, who are also

lovers of their country, to sit all* the time in sack-

cloth and ashes.

Arthur Hawkes.

(To be continued.)]
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RUSSIA'S POLICY IN FINLAND

An Open Letter to His Excellency M. de Plehve.

Your Excellency,—
Although personally unknown to your Excellency,

I venture to hope that you will not resent the

liberty which I am taking in thus addressing you

an Open Letter upon the question of Finland. If

you had been an ordinary Minister, I should have

feared that you might have dismissed my respectful

appeal with some of the commonplace truisms

about minding one's own business with which

mediocrities in office so invariably receive the remon-

strances which reach them from outside. I feel

confident that I can convince you that in addressing

to you this appeal I am in a very strict sense minding

my own business, and at the same time giving the

most practical proof of my confidence in that

magnanimity and public spirit which lead you to love

Russia so well that you will even welcome suggestions

which reach you from other lands, and are expressed

in another language than your own.

Notwithstanding this, I have hesitated for many
months before venturing to submit to you some con-

siderations which I deem it my duty to bring before the

Minister whom the Emperor has selected from all his

subjects as the most competent and capable to direct

the Ministry of the Interior. The brilliant services

which you rendered to the unhappy victims of the

great famine, when you organised relief as the Presi-

dent of the Imperial Commission, revealed to the

world those qualities to which I now confidently

venture to make appeal.

The Finnish policy, of which General Bobrikoff is

the local representative, was not due to your initia-

tive. It was a damnosa hereditas which you took

over from your predecessor. Had you been free to

deal with the matter de novo, the exceptional record of

the Helsingfors University, for which you are person-

ally responsible, is sufficient to show that you would
have dealt with the whole question in a spirit far

removed from that unintelligent fatuity which appears

to govern the administration of General Bobrikoff,

whose method of solving a complex problem always

reminds me of a blind man, whose fingers are all

thumbs, trying to thread a needle.

Nevertheless, it is with the greatest reluctance that

I force myself to address you upon a question of

internal administration with which, as an Englishman,

I have nothing to do. So much mischief has already

been done by the intermeddling of foreigners in the

discussion of the Finnish question that I have
hitherto kept silence, broken from time to time

by making pleas of extenuation with the object of

tempering the injustice of the sweeping censures

pronounced by prejudiced persons upon Russian

policy in Finland. But I cannot disguise from

myself the fact that I owe a duty to your Excellency,

not in my capacity as a British subject, but as an
old and long-tried friend of Russia, who for the last

quarter of a century has at every crisis in the rela-

tions between the two countries done his uttermost by
voice and pen to plead the cause of Russia and to

combat the irrational prejudices of the Russophobists

among his own countrymen. In season and out of

season, in times of threatened war and in the happier

times of settled peace, I have regarded it as a duty

imposed upon me, alike by patriotism and religion, to

labour, sometimes at no smajl risks, for the promotion

of a better understanding and a more sympathetic

appreciation of Russian policy than that which

generally prevailed in England.
As your Excellency may possibly know, I have had

the rare privilege (which would never have been

accorded to me but for my lifelong advocacy of the

Anglo-Russian mtente) of having been permitted to

speak with the utmost freedom on questions both of

home apd foreign policy, to your august master, and

to his predecessor, Alexander III. I, therefore, may,

without presumption, claim my right to be regarded

as
1

a sincere well-wisher of Russia ; and it is on this

ground, and on this ground alone, that I venture to

address you this letter.

If I may say one word more in extenuation of what

I am afraid some may regard as an uncalled-for intru-

sion on my part, I may remind you that to me, at

least, there is no need to address the exhortation to

remove the beam from my own eye before I attempt

to take the mote out of the eye of my neighbour.

The uncompromising fidelity with which I have

opposed the mistaken policy of my own Government
in South Africa is sufficient to show that I do not

approach the question of Finland from that standpoint

of unctuous rectitude which often makes British

criticisms of foreign affairs so odious and so false. I

hope that I may therefore be permitted to submit to

you some considerations which seem' to me vital to

the welfare of Russia, without exciting the natural and
legitimate irritation with which a responsible Minister

charged with the domestic affairs of a vast Empire must

naturally regard intermeddling byan unfriendly foreigner.

I will now proceed, with your permission, to offer

in all frankness and sincerity some observations con-

cerning the present deplorable situation in Finland.

I say " deplorable," because while it may be unfor-

tunate for the Finns, it is deplorable for Russia. To
you, who were in no wise responsible for the initiation

of the policy from the inevitable development of which
your Administration suffers, I can speak with the

utmost freedom of the extent to which the mis-

handling of the Finnish question has injured Russia,

compromised the Emperor, and defeated the very

objects for which it was originally instituted.
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Of course, it is impossible for me or for anyone
outside Russia to express any opinion as to whether

the ends which are supposed to have been gained by
General Bobrikoff during his reign in Finland have

been so valuable as to counterbalance all the disad-

vantages which have been incurred in their pursuit.

All that I wish to do is to bring before you as clearly

and simply as possible some of those disadvantages,

the full extent of which, I am afraid, does not seem
to have been realised in Russia. Few persons are in

a position to appreciate more accurately or to feel

more keenly the disadvantages which have resulted to

Russia from what, for the sake of brevity, I may
describe as the Policy of Bobrikoff. For nearly

a hundred years Finland has been the one con-

clusive argument which was used by all friends

of Russia in Western Europe to demonstrate
that the principle of autocracy was compatible

with the widest local autonomy, and that the Tsardom
and freedom were not necessarily antagonistic. To
those who devoted frenzied eloquence on the platform

and in the Press to alarm Europe with visions of

Cossack despotism, the friends of Russia pointed with

a smile to the spectacle of a little State lying on the

very threshold of the Russian capital, which had en-

joyed for nearly a century, under the benign aegis of the

Tsardom, liberties superior to those of many nations

priding themselves upon their Parliamentary system.

There may be many other illustrations of the facility

with which the Russian autocracy adjusts itself to the

needs of local populations ; but there was none which
appealed so directly, so continually, and so forcibly to

the mind of the Western World as the happy spectacle

of a free and contented Finland. It was a vivid

object-lesson as to the flexibility of the Russian

system, and a constant refutation of the popular

prejudice widely spread throughout the West that

under the shadow of the Tsar's throne liberty

perished as vegetation withers under the shadow of the

upas tree. No one has made more use of this argu-

ment from Finland than myself. No one, therefore,

feels more bitterly the extent to which BobrikofFs

policy has destroyed the most effective appeal which
we could make to the imagination of the Western
world. Finland, which was regarded as the one
irrefutable argument in favour of the liberality of the

Russian system, has become its byword of reproach.

Ten years ago it was the habit of all friends of Russia
to point with pride to the prosperous, contented, and
loyal people which dwelt in its own land, enjoying its

own institutions, sheltered from all attack by the

puissant protection of the Tsar. Now all this is

changed, as if by the baleful spell of some malignant

enchanter. That which was the glory of Russia has

become in the eyes of the West her shame and
disgrace ; and when we endeavour to make the best

of the Russian case before European and American
audiences, it is enough for our opponent to hiss the

word " Finland " to reduce the advocates of Russia to

science, overwhelmed with humiliation. I pray you

to observe that I do not discuss the question whether
the gain accruing to Russia within her frontiers by
the Policy of Bobrikoff may or may not compensate
for all these evils

;
my task is merely to bring before

you as clearly as possible the price which Russia has

paid, is paying, and will continue for long years to

pay, for the recent revolution that has taken place in

her dealings with Finland.

Even more serious, although fortunately not likely

to be so lasting in its consequences, is the extent to

which the policy of Bobrikoff has compromised the

reputation of your august master, the Emperor, and
has thrown doubts upon the sincerity and good faith of

the Sovereign who, of all others in Europe, deserved
best to be shielded by his Ministers against any such
imputations. On this point I may repeat to you what
years ago I was privileged to report to the Emperor
himself. By a most unfortunate coincidence the first

steps in the evolution of the Policy of Bobrikoff

coincided with the appearance of the Imperial Mani-
festo which summoned the nations of the world to

confer together for the reductions of the excessive

burden of the armaments which weighed down the-

resources of mankind. It was my high good
fortune, after the appearance of that Manifesto,

to organise and conduct a Crusade of Peace
in favour of the beneficent aspirations of the

Emperor. I went from city to city proclaiming to

crowded audiences the glad tidings of the Emperor's
proclamation, setting forth from my own personal

knowledge the passionate sincerity with which
Nicholas II. longed to deliver the world from the

incubus which was threatening civilisation itself with

destruction. No sooner did I conclude my appeal to-

the people to support the Russian Emperor in his

magnificent attack upon the bloated armaments of the-

modern world, than the spectre of Bobrikoff arose to

undo the effects of my appeal and chill the enthusiasm,

for the Tsar's great design which I had succeeded in

kindling among my audiences. When the resolution

had been moved expressive of gratitude for the

Imperial initiative, some member of the audience

would arise, and ask in tones of cutting irony what
confidence could be placed in the humanitarian zeal

of the Tsar, who at the same moment that he
summoned the nations to a conference for the

abatement of armaments, was, through General
Bobrikoff, pressing forward a new military law which
immensely increased the annual contingent of recruits

exacted from the Finnish people. "There is only

one place in Europe," they would say, " which is free

from the curse of militarism, where the blood tax is

least felt, and where the prosperity of the population

affords an illustration of the benefits that would result

from an abatement of the swollen armaments which
we all detest. That little country is called Finland

;

but instead of rejoicing in the fact that part of his own
dominions has escaped 'the desolating curse against

which he invokes the combined energies of civilisa-

tion, what is the Tsar doing ? While he summons us
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to reduce our armaments, he is forcing upon the

reluctant Finns an increase of their military burdens.

What can you think of the honesty, of the sincerity,

of the good faith of the Tsar ?
"

It was my painful experience to listen time and
again to the approving cheers which hailed an argu-

ment which was, indeed, uncommonly well stated, and
the force of which was felt quite as keenly in the

highest places in Russia as in the town halls of

England;

At the Hague during the deliberations of the Con-
ference, which failed utterly in effecting any stay of

armaments, the name of Finland was whispered

sometimes with sadness by the friends of Russia, but

oftener with triumphant sneering by her enemies, as

ample justification for disregarding all propositions

for an arrest of armaments to which the Emperor
with his generous enthusiasm and sagacious prescience

attached so much importance. The Bobrikoffian policy

may have secured great advantages to Russia in Fin-

land itself or within the Russian Empire; but they

must indeed be incalculably important if they have to

outweigh the immeasurable mischief which that policy

wrought in discrediting the honour of the Emperor
and defeating the great object upon which his heart

was set.

Nor was it only in England and at the Hague that

the policy of Bobrikoff brought about results which
the Emperor, more than any man, sincerely deplored.

I need not waste time in saying that I attach no im-

portance to the alarms excited in Scandinavia by the

so-called " Russification of Finland." I am certain that

neither the Emperor nor any of his statesmen entertain

any idea, even as a remote and improbable contingency,

of interfering in any way with the independence and
integrity of Sweden and Norway. But as the imme-
diate result of the policy adopted in Finland, a great

alarm has spread throughout Scandinavia. Fortifica-

tions are being hurriedly erected along the eastern

frontier to guard against an anticipated Russian
attack ; the poor people of Sweden are likely to* be
subjected to still heavier exactions under the head of

military expenses, in order to defend their country

against what they regard as the menace foreshadowed
by the Policy of Bobrikoff. Hence, while the Emperor
summoned in vain the nations of the world to arrest

the growth of their armaments, General Bobrikoff in

Finland at the same moment was the direct and only too

efficient instrument in increasing in Sweden the

burden of armaments which the Emperor wished to

raise from the shoulders of the toilers of the world.

There is another point to which I feel sure you
will pardon me for alluding, inasmuch as it is a subject

upon which our experience in the British Empire
enables us to speak with knowledge bought by painful

experience. I am afraid that Russian statesmen have
not yet adequately appreciated the extent to which
they are weakening Russia throughout the world by a
policy which leads to the flight of thousands of
emigrants from Finland to foreign lands. We in Eng-

land have learned only too well what is the political

result of driving our Irish subjects into exile oversea.

At this moment the British Empire and the American

Republic would have been united by a treaty of

arbitration which was agreed upon by President

Cleveland and Lord Salisbury, but which failed of

ratification in the Senate solely owing to the

deadly animosity with which the children of Irish

exiles regarded the Empire from which they had been

driven. Among the hostile forces with which Britain has

to reckon in every one of her Colonies, and especially

in the United States, is the irreconcilable hostility of

the Irish and the sons of the Irish whom her own

policy of coercion drove to seek shelter in the free

lands oversea. The mistake which England persisted

in for a hundred years in Ireland, General Bobrikoff

appears to us to be repeating in Finland. When I

was in St. Petersburg in 1898 I was assured by Count

Mouravieff, then Foreign Minister of the Empire,

that the new military law was introduced solely

for the purpose of securing a reserved right on the

part of the Imperial Government to call up an

additional 5,000 Finns every year for military

service, but that there was no intention of calling

more than a couple of hundred extra. " Russia,"

said the Count, " has already more soldiers

than she needs, more soldiers than she can well pay

for. It would be a folly to call up from Finland any

more soldiers, and impossible to do so until the Diet

votes the money to pay for them." I understand that

Count Mouravieffs observations have been justified

by the policy which has been pursued since you

became Minister of the Interior. The number of

soldiers called up every year has been below, rather

than above, the average summoned to the colours

before the appointment of General Bobrikoff. I may
be, of course, misinformed, but you can correct me if

I am mistaken. The alteration in the military law,

which began all the trouble in_ Finland, was made
to secure a legal right to enrol soldiers in Finland in

the same proportion as they are enrolled in other

parts of the Empire, which would give Russia a right

to summon an additional 5,000 recruits every year

and to incorporate them in her own army
; but, as a

matter of fact, this reserved right has not been, and is

not intended to be, put in force. Russia, therefore,

has gained a right on paper to summon 5,000 recruits

whom she does not want, for whom she finds it

difficult to pay, and whom, as a matter of fact, she

does not summon to the colours. But at what a

price has this been attained ! The emigration of the

Finns, which only amounted to 3,500 per annum
before the advent of General Bobrikoff, amounted
last year to more than 20,000, and this year promises

to be not much less. The exodus from Finland will

reproduce for Russia in the United States of America
what the exodus from Ireland has already wrought

for Britain. Wherever the Finnish emigrant

makes his home in the New World there will

be a centre of bitter, unyielding opposition
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to Russia and Russian policy. Already the emigra-

tion of the Jews from Western and South-western

Russia has created a strong anti-Russian element in

New York, an element which some believe is strong

enough to decide elections and deflect the course of

American policy. But the Jews are suspect, and the

word of one Finn will carry more conviction to the

American people than the protestations of a dozen

Jews. The Finns are weak, powerless, helpless in the

grasp of the overwhelming power of Russia in their

own country ; but even as the Irish they may prove

themselves capable of avenging their wrongs by carrying
into other lands the poison of an undying hate. Every
Finn driven abroad, whether by administrative decree

or by dread of the threatened conscription, will become
a life-long apostle of Russophobia. Wherever he goes

he will tell his neighbours that the oath of the Russian

Tsar is worthless ; that Russian Ministers are perfidi-

ous, and that for free nations the only attitude to be
.adopted towards the Russian Empire is one of cease-

less suspicion and vigilant distrust.

Speaking from the standpoint of one who has

learned in the sad school of experience what are the
*

results of sowing the world with emigrants hostile to

the Empire in which they were born, I confess it does
not seem to me that the game of Bobrikoff is worth

the candle; and whatever accession of strength the

legal right to levy 5,000 additional, unwilling Finnish

recruits may confer upon the Russian Empire, it is as

dust in the balance compared with the positive dis-

advantage of furnishing so palpable an argument, so

potent a weapon to the enemies of Russia as is

supplied by the exodus of the Finns which has set in

as the direct consequence of the new policy.

Finally, your Excellency, I would appeal to you as

a Russian patriot, and as the loyal Minister of the

Emperor, whose one desire is to give peace and
prosperity to his people, and who finds himself

thwarted and baffled at every turn by a policy the

ultimate development of which none of those who
originated it could have foreseen. It was adopted in

order to secure the unification of the Empire. It

has, as its immediate result, converted a population

which was formerly one of the most contented,

peaceful, and loyal in the Empire into a seething

mass of discontent. A population which was one
of the most efficient bulwarks of the Throne
has been alienated by what it believes, rightly

or wrongly, to have been a wanton breach of

faith on the part of the Russian Government. Every
step towards an outward and material unification

has carried you further and further away from that

real union of hearts and consciousness of mutual

interest which is the surest foundation of Imperial

unity. At the beginning of the policy I did my best

to explain it, to repeat the confident assurances

which I received from the highest quarters in Russia

as to the anxious desire of the Emperor to return as

speedily as possible to the good relations which he
inherited from his forefathers. But facilis descensus

Avernu The hand of the Administration, caught in

the wheel of reaction, had been drawn further and
further in. Year after year the measures of repression

have increased and multiplied until your Excellency

has been driven to have recourse to that last resort

of statesmen in despair, the arbitrary exile by
administrative decree of law-abiding citizens whose
presence in the country the Government is not strong

enough to support or courageous enough to face. I

have anxiously consulted all those whose opinion upon
the subject carries weight, and none of them give me
the least hope of any change for the better so long as

the present fatal policy is pursued. Coercive measures

need continually to be rendered more stringent, and
every increase of stringency increases at the same time

the dogged hostility of the population which is

wounded in its tenderest point, and whose very

devotion to the laws of its country compels it to offer

a resolute opposition to the acts of those who, instead

of being administrators of the law, are the supreme

law-breakers. For the sake of Russia which you love

so dearly, for the sake of the Emperor whose good
name is intrusted to your keeping, I would venture

with all humility, but with all earnestness, to implore

you to call a halt, to ask yourself, as befits a courageous

and patriotic statesman, whether this drift towards the

abyss cannot be checked, and checked at once. The
four years which have elapsed since General Bobrikoff

took up his ill-fated residence at Helsingfors have

surely sufficed to enable you to strike a balance—to

weigh, on the one hand, what you have gained, against

what you have lost oh the other hand. The decision

rests largely with your Excellency. It is not for me
to anticipate your response to this appeal, but I con-

clude by expressing my deep conviction that no
conceivable advantages which you may obtain by any

apparent strengthening of the material or legal posi-

tion of Russia in Finland can in any way compensate

for the immeasurable mischief which that policy has

wrought to Russian interests and Russian honour all

over the world.

I have the honour to be,

Your Excellency's obedient servant,

WILLIAM T. STEAD.
London, July 3 ist, 1903.
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The above unintelligible scrawl is the autograph signature of the late King Alexander of Servia, which
y

on t/ie historic skaner of March i&th, was handed to Mrs. Burchell, folded in four and enclosed in an open

envelope, which was not opened until after the prediction had been made. The piece of paper on which it was
written was soiled and creased. It contained no other word or mark or sign to indicate its origin. The only

authentic report of the skatice and of the prediction was published in the last number of the Review of Reviews.

// will be remembered that it was on account of this prediction that M. Mijatovitch, then Servian Minister in

London, wrote on March 28M to his Sovereign in Belgrade urging him to be on his guard against an attempt

to assassinate him inside tlie Palace.

How the Society for Psychical Research
Investigated the Servian Story.

The story of the clairvoyant's prediction of the

assassination of the King and Queen of Servia appeared

in all the newspapers, but it did not seem to have

attracted the attention of the Society for Psychical

Research. Mr. Stead then drew the attention of the

Society to the subject, and in due course Mr. Pid-

dington came down to Mowbray House to " investi-

gate."
" INVESTIGATION."

Mr. Stead was in another part of the building,

so Mr. Piddington interviewed Mr. Stead's private

secretary, who told him that he had forgotten

nearly everything that was said at the seance, and
therefore he could not say anything about the predic-

tion. He pointed out, however, that Mr. Macdonald
was mistaken in several points, and that he only

agreed with him in having an utter disbelief

in spiritualism. Thereupon Mr. Piddington went
away.

Another member of my staff was present at the

interview. I asked her what passed. She wrote me
as follows :

—

" I was present on Friday, June 19th, when Mr.

Piddington came to see your secretary. He did

not say that the prediction had not taken place—he

simply said that he had not noticed what was going

on, because earlier in the day Mrs. Burchell had said

several things which were mistaken, and therefore he

had not paid much attention to her. Mr. Piddington

took no notes of the conversation. I considered at

the time that Mr. Piddington came with a precon-

ceived idea which he wished confirmed, and with no
notion of research at all."

My secretary informed me that Mr. Piddington

as he departed had remarked that the only piece of

evidence worth considering was that of the Servian

Minister, and he was under the impression that

Mr. Piddington intended to go at once to M. Mijato-

vitch and investigate the one piece of evidence which

seemed to him of any importance.

JUDGMENT.

That, however, turned out to be a misapprehension

of the ways of the Society for Psychical Research under

its present management. Mr. Piddington, instead of

making any inquiries of M. Mijatovitch, returned to

the office of the Society and directed the secretary to

write me the following gem of an epistle, which I have

the greatest pleasure in reproducing in extenso

:

—
" The Society for Psychical Research.

" 20, Hanover Square, London, W.
"June 19th, 1903.

" Dear Mr. Stead,— I am much obliged to you for

your letter of June 16th, in reply to my inquiries

about the case of the prediction of the murder of the

King of Servia.

" Mr. Piddington has just been to Mowbray House
to see you about it. He found you out, unfortunately,

but was able to interview your secretary. From
the information which he gave him, we do not

feel that it is worth while pursuing the investi-

gation any further. We much regret this, as the case

would, we think, have been a very valuable one if it

could have been well established. But it seems to

depend entirely on the recollections of the persons

present, since no notes were taken at the time, and
their recollections and statements differ so widely and
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in such essential particulars that it seems impossible

to establish what occurred. If we published anything

about it, we could not suppress the negative evidence

of your secretary and Mr. Macdonald, who agree in

maintaining that no prediction at all was made in

their presence, and that a great deal of conversation

about Servia and Servian affairs had been going on
beforehand, and many leading questions addressed to

the medium by Mr. Lazarovitch. We have, further,

Mrs. Burchell's own statement (in St. James's Gazette)

that the envelope containing the King's name was
given to her opeti> so that she might have seen what
was written inside it.

" To establish anything so far beyond the faculties

we are acquainted with as prevision would require

very unexceptionable evidence ; but I am afraid this

case cannot be held to contribute anything towards it.

We are none the less grateful to you for the trouble

you have taken to put us on the track of obtaining

information about it.—Yours truly,

"Alice Johnson."

» what this proves.

must confess that the old Adam within me simply

tied with joy on finding that without any effort

part there had been thrust into my hand such

ng piece of evidence, proving to the very hilt

plaint which, in common with all the more
'^members of the Society, I have made against

in which the " investigations " of the Society

^conducted. What need we further witnesses,

£ officials of the Society thus under their own
proclaim their gross incompetence for the task

ich they have undertaken to perform ?

The Society for Psychical Researqh was consti-

tuted and is maintained from year to year by men
and women who believed that their money was
devoted to the establishment of an Impartial Court of

scientific investigation into the mysterious and elusive

phenomena of the psychic world. The functions of

such a Court are negative and positive. The nega-

tive or destructive side of its duty—a side to which it

has devoted the greater part of its energy—has been
the exposure of frauds, and the demonstration of the

baselessness of widely-accepted beliefs. The positive

side is the anxious and persistent pursuit and careful

scientific sifting of every fragment of evidence that

would tend to establish on a sure foundation the

hidden laws which govern psychic phenomena.

GUILTY ON TWO COUNTS.

Whether regarded from the negative or the positive

side of its mission, the above letter is a plea of guilty

without extenuating circumstances. Let us examine,
in the first place, the failure of the Society on the
negative side. The prediction of Mrs. Burchell has
gone throughout all the world. No prophecy of our
time has been noised abroad so widely. In the Old
World and the New the press is ringing with the report

of the clairvoyant vision which was afteh is not, to

larly realised. A society which devoted ehscribers,

to the " exposure
;
' of Madame Blavatsky was ^re-

bound to subject a claim so notorious to the mt
searching investigation, if only for the purpose of

proving there was nothing in it. Instead of taking

even the first step towards a close investigation, Mr.
Piddington sniffs at the evidence which he does not

even take the trouble to collect, and dismisses the

whole affair as " not worth while pursuing the investi-

gation any further." There would be more sense in

this observation if theyhad evenbegun the investigation.

All that Mr. Piddington did was to talk for a short

time to one of the persons present in a company of

fifteen, who were assembled in the large room of the

restaurant where the vision was described. Finding

that this solitary individual, who was bored and
sceptical, had forgotten almost everything that had
passed on the evening in question, Mr. Piddington at

once passes judgment without even taking the trouble

to hear the one witness whose evidence he admitted

was of some value. If this is the way that the Society

"pursues" its "investigations," no one need be
surprised that for some time past its name has stunk

in the nostrils of all those who are seriously in earnest

about its great quest.

A SUGGESTIVE PARALLEL.

But when we come to examine this astonishing and,

I do not hesitate to say, disgraceful, letter from the

positive side of the Society's mission, the confession

of guilt becomes more amazing from its cool effrontery.

Imagine what would become of civil society if our

law courts prosecuted their inquiries into, let us say,

cases of murder in this perfunctory 'fashion. Yet an
investigation into a case of clairvoyance demands
even more skill, more patience, more perseverance

than an investigation into the Moat Farm murder. If

we draw a parallel between the two cases, the contrast

will become apparent even to the pedants and prigs

who have been the curse of the Society. A woman
mysteriously disappears, and foul play is suspected in

one case. In the other case a mysterious warning is

given to the King of Servia, avowedly on the

strength of a clairvoyant's prediction. In order

to clear up the mystery of the Moat Farm
the police are employed continuously for weeks
searching for the body of the missing woman. In

order to clear up the mystery of the clairvoyant

warning Mr. Piddington disdains even to jump into a

cab and drive to 51, Palace Gardens Terrace, where
in the Servian Minister's journal of March 24th he
would have found written evidence as to the fact that

the prediction had been made three months before

the assassinations took place.

In the murder case the Treasury carefully piece

together every shred of evidence, direct and indirect,

in order to bring home the murder to the accused
man. In the clairvoyant case Mr. Piddington, as the

representative of the Society, decides that it is not
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fing the investigation on the follow-

EXCUSE NO. I.—NO NOTES.

Because the case " seems to depend entirely on
"the jeoollections of the persons present, since no notes

were taken at the time." Upon this I would only ask

Mr. Piddington what a judge would say of the plea of

a counsel for the defence who asked that a murderer
should be acquitted because the witnesses—in this case

thirteen—did not take notes at the moment the blow
was struck, and had therefore to depend entirely upon
their recollections ? If such a plea were admitted no
murderer would ever be convicted. By the evidence

of two witnesses it was said of old time every word
shall be established. Not at all, says Mr. Piddington

;

the evidence ' of a dozen witnesses goes for nothing

unless they made notes of what they saw and heard

at the time.

NO. 2.—CONFLICTING EVIDENCE.

2. But secondly, says this sapient Daniel come to

judgment, " their recollections and statements differ

so widely and in such essential particulars that it

seems impossible to establish what occurred."

Mr. Piddington's assertion as to its impossibility

would command more respect if he had ever taken

the trouble to collect their recollections and state-

ments. He pronounces judgment without hearing

the evidence of any person present, save the one
person who frankly says that his memory is a blank
and that he does not remember what occurred. In
a scientific investigation it is idle for Mr. Piddington

to attempt to ride off on the plea that he has read

anonymous letters in the press or unverified state-

ments of newspaper reporters. Just imagine what the

S.P.R. would say if it were asked to accept as

evidence on the reality of any phenomenon the

unsifted secondhand gossip of the daily press. But
what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.

NO. 3.—NEGATIVE EVIDENCE.

3. But Mr. Piddington's secretary continues :
" If

we published anything about it, we could not suppress

the negative evidence of your secretary and Mr.
Macdonald, who agree in maintaining that no predic-

tion at all was made in their presence." Who has ever

asked them to suppress evidence either negative or

positive ? What we are entitled to ask is that they

will, first collect it, and then report it accurately. In

asserting that my secretary agrees with Mr. Macdonald
in maintaining that no prediction at all was made, Mr.
Piddington states what is absolutely false. My secre-

tary at once contradicted the statement. He neither

denied nor affirmed. He simply said he did not

remember, after three months, what had taken place.

This is twisted into an assertion that he stated no
prediction at all was made !

" SYLVANUS."

Fortunately my secretary's version is supported by
an independent witness, and Mr. Piddington, when

challenged, had to admit that he had misrepresented

the evidence of the only witness to whom he had
spoken. Further, Mr. Piddington talks about Mr.
Macdonald. Who is Mr. Macdonald? Has Mr^
Piddington ever seen him, or heard from him ? The
fact is that two letters signed "Sylvanus" appeared

in the St. James's Gazette, in which amid a mass of
maundering and inaccurate irrelevance, the writer,

whoever he was, stated that which was demonstrably
false. When a dozen credible persons swear that they

heard Mrs. Burchell describe her vision of the assassina-

tion, the one man who asserts that she never described

any such scene may be summarily written off as
a false witness, especially when he shrinks from
substantiating his assertion by signing his name.
Until Mr. Macdonald comes out into the open,

and, subjecting his "flat contradiction" to cross-

examination, vindicates his right to be regarded as am
honest man and credible witness of decent repute*

we may safely wipe all the rigmarole of " Sylvanus
"

off the slate. It is as if it never existed. No Court
could possibly take any cognizance of such testimony.

What " Sylvanus " says is no more evidence thai*

" what the soldier said." But Mr. Piddington is so-

eager to discredit the evidence in favour of the-

clairvoyant vision, that he actually quotes " Sylvanus
"

as a witness, and insults and misrepresents my secre-

tary by saying that he agrees with the one man with-

wh'om my secretary told him explicitly he disagreed.

NO. 4.—PREVIOUS CONVERSATION.

4. But the excuses of the shirker are endless.

Mr. Piddington, through his secretary, asserts that a
great deal of conversation ahout Servian affairs had
been going on beforehand, and therefore, I suppose*
because I had talked about Servia at dinner, it

naturally followed that Mrs. Burchell would see a
vision of the assassinations at Belgrade an hour later L

If Mr. Piddington had taken the trouble to inquire he
would have learned that not one word was said about
Servia in the hearing of the medium that suggested
directly or indirectly that the King was in danger.

NO. 5.—LEADING QUESTIONS.

5. Further, that he asserts that many leading ques-
tions were addressed to the medium by M. Lazaro-
vitch. Again I ask, how does Mr. Piddington know
this ? Either he has been told it by some one who-
was present, or he invented it all out of his own
head In the former case his informant lied, and can
be proved to have lied ; in the second case the guilt

of bearing false witness rests upon Mr. Piddington's-

own head.

NO. 6.—THE ENVELOPE NOT SEALED.

6. Mr. Piddington's final objection is that Mrs.
Burchell says that the envelope was given to her open,

and therefore, argues this profound logician, she might
have seen what was written inside it ; and therefore, I

suppose, if she did—which Mr. Piddington does not
even venture to assert—it naturally follows* that she
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would see or invent a story that she.saw the King's*

assassination. What rubbish is all this.

" Mark now, how a plain talc shall put you down 1

"

Mrs. Burchell did not open the envelope ; she did

not look at the word written on the sheet of paper
enclosed, and—-this might convince even Mr. Podmore
—if she had done so she would have been none the

wiser, for the word Alexander was written in the

Cyrillian characters used by all Servians, and therefore

would have conveyed no meaning to her mind. When
it was displayed afterwards I could not decipher it,

and Mrs. Burchell quite accurately described it as

seeming to her a mere scrawl.

Q. E. D.

Mr. Piddington's conclusion is worthy of his argu-

ments.
41 To establish anything so far beyond the

faculties we are acquainted with as prevision would
require very unexceptionable evidence." Agreed. "But,

/am afraid this case cannot be held to contribute

anything towards it." Afraid, indeed, when it is not

denied that he neither collected the evidence nor
sifted it, but confined himself to misrepresenting the

statement of the solitary witness whom he did see,

and to using every second-hand fable, irrelevant or

otherwise, to discredit the first-hand evidence of

unimpeachable witnesses

!

THE DEADLY PARALLEL.

Again to return to our parallel between the methods
of the Court of Justice investigating the Moat Farm
murder and the method of the Society for Psychical

Research. It is admitted that to establish the guilt of
any British citizen demands unexceptionable evidence.

But what would we think of a Court which on that

pretext absolutely refused to collect the evidence, and
used paragraphs in anonymous letters to the press to

suggest the falsehood that the accessible evidence was
not unexceptionable, and misquoted the evidence of
the only witness whose memory failed him, in order to

twist it into an assertion, which he never made, that

the murder never was committed, while the victim's

corpse was being sat upon by a coroner's jury.

DID WE SUBSCRIBE FOR THIS KIND OF " RESEARCH " ?

This won't do, as even Mr. Podmore must admit.

Excellent and useful as has been this instance of
clairvoyance in itself as establishing the reality of the

capacity for prevision in the human mind, its chief

immediate practical benefit has been the opportunity
which it has afforded us of exposing to all the world,
and especially to members of the Society for Psychical
Research, the fashion in which the funds subscribed
to investigate and discover truth are used to defeat the
very ends for which the Society was constituted.

Mr. Podmore was bad enough. But Varying the
old couplet, which said

—

As Pitt is to Addington
So London is to Paddington,

we may say

—

As London is to Paddington
So Podmore is to Piddington.

If the Society for Psychical Research is not , to

perish amid the denunciations of its own subscribers,

a clean sweep must be made of this elaborate pre-

tence of making investigation apparently for the

purpose of burking the discovery of the truth. The
"investigators" in the S.P.R. now find themselves

very much in the position of Frau Rothe, and of

other mediums whose pretensions it has mercilessly

exposed. One thing at least no candid reader of the

foregoing pages will deny. Not the greatest scamp
who ever foisted bogus materialisations upon his.

credulous dupes has been detected in a more
flagrant failure to fulfil his obligations than

that of which the Society for Psychical Research

now stands convicted, when its secretary attempted

to palm off Mr. Piddington's perusal of news-

paper paragraphs and Mr. Piddington's conversa-

tion with a single witness, whose memory was
a blank, as an adequate investigation justifying them
in pronouncing judgment that " it was not worth while

pursuing the investigation further " of one of the most
famous and best attested instances of prophetic

clairvoyance that has occurred since the Society was
founded.

THE STANDARD OF THE S.P.R.

On submitting a proof of the foregoing pages to

some members of the Society for Psychical Research,

I was told that the Piddington-Podmorian clique

who rule the proceedings of the Society would find it

easy to reply to my criticisms. They will say, I am
told, that the evidence is " not up to their standard."

And when I inquire what may be the meaning of. this-

cryptic phrase, I am further informed that, according

to the standard of the
a
Society, no evidence is good

enough unless the witnesses committed to writing

immediately after hearing or seeing any psychical

phenomenon a minute and detailed report of what they

had witnessed. To this I have two remarks to make.

The first is this. The evidence that a clairvoyant pre-

diction was made in March under circumstances

which led the Servian Minister to warn his Sovereign

of the peril of being assassinated in his palace was
committed to writing by him when he received the

information, and is attested by the written entry in

the journal of the Minister in question nearly three

months before the prediction was fulfilled. The
second is, that if the Society has laid down such a

standard, there is no further need of evidence as to its

utterly absurd self-stultifying policy.

ITS ABSURDITY.

The police might as well refuse to investigate a

burglary unless the burglar was photographed in the act.

For in the nature of things all the most important

psychic phenomena occur quite unexpectedly. They
sometimes frighten witnesses too much for them to

take notes at the time, and, \nhich is more frequent,

they often pass without record because their import-

ance is not realised till afterwards.
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LEO XIII.

Some Tributes to the Late Pope.

In the Quarterly Review there is a good article on
Leo XIII., which pays high tribute to his personal

character, but criticises somewhat severely his political

career.

AS A STATESMAN.
The Reviewer says :— .

*

As a statesman and diplomatist Leo XIII. has scarcely

merited the encomiums which the Press has so lavishly bestowed
upon him during many years. His policy has been rather that

of the opportunist, at once bold and clever, than that of the far-

seeing statesman. It might almost be said to embody the subtle

but radical difference existing between statecraft and statesman-

ship. In no single instance in which Leo XIII. pitted himself
against European diplomacy has his action gained for the Holy
See more than a temporary victory ; while the price paid to gain
the friendship of the various Governments which might one day
bring pressure to bear upon Italy in order to compel the latter

to restore the temporal power, was occasionally so high as to

endanger the spiritual interests of Roman Catholicism itself.

The insatiable political ambition of the Pope, and of those

who shaped his policy, robbed his diplomatic triumph of any solid

after-effects. In his struggle with the Prussian government, as

afterwards in bis more insidious policy towards France, Leo XIII.
overrated the strength of the weapons he condescended to

employ ; and neither in Germany nor in France does it appear
that Roman Catholicism will reap any lasting benefits from the

temporary triumphs obtained by Vaticanism during the late

pontificate.

AS A SOCIALIST.

The Reviewer thinks that the Pope aspired to be a
great social reformer, and might have succeeded—if

he had stood to his guns :

—

His personal conception of the duties of the Church towards
the labouring classes was Catholic in the broadest and best sense

of the term. It was such a conception as befitted the chief

pastor of Christendom. His aim was nothing less than the recon-

struction of social order among the masses, and the placing of
the relations between capital and labour, between employer and
employed, on a common basis of mutual responsibility, the

foundation of this common basis being the Word ofGod as inter-

preted by His Church. It is possible, nay, even probable, that

had Leo XIII. been a strong enough Pope to shake himself free

from the retrograde influences surrounding him, and a strong
enough man to overcome his own latent dread of Socialism as an
irreligious movement, he would have succeeded in so dividing

the Socialist forces that everything in those forces making for

the prosperity of humanity would have ultimately been at the

service and disposal of Latin Christianity, at least, in such
countries as number a large Roman Catholic population.

The publication of his famous encyclical on Labour
was followed by the formation of a powerful Christian

Socialist party in Italy :

—

The movement soon aroused the suspicion and enmity of the

Jesuits and the Ultramontane party at the Vatican, with the
result that, on January 18th, 1901, the Pope issued an encyclical
" Graves de communi re," by which the more liberal concessions

made in the
1
* Rerum Novarum " were practically annulled. The

new encyclical inhibited the Christian Democrats from political

action, and placed them under the direct ecclesiastical guidance
of the *' Opera dei Congressi Cattolici." This was followed by
a note addressed by Cardinal Rampolla, the papal Secretary' of
State, and, as many believ%, the evil genius of Leo XIII., to the

Italian bishops. In this document Christian Democrats and all

Catholic writers and individuals occupying themselves with
Catholic matters are ordered " always to keep the people mind-
ful of the intolerable position of the Holy See since the usurpa-
tion of its civil principality." It further gives the bishops entire

control of the Christian Democratic movement.

As a Conservative.

Mr. Wilfrid Ward contributes to the Fortnightly

Review a long article on Pope Leo XIII. It is a

summary, rather than an appreciation, and is somewhat
scrappy and disjointed. He regards the late Pope as

distinctly a Conservative. He never had the belief in

liberty which led Pius IX., in 1846, so nearly to accept

the alliance of Mazzini. He believed merely in

recognising and making use of the modern spirit :

—

We must use the modern liberties—our ultimate ideal being

largely to get rid of them. Pius IX. began with a certain

sanguine trust in the more generous features of modern Liberalism.

Disappointment led to reaction, and made him the intransigeant

opponent of all that savoured of Liberalism. Leo never idealised

Liberalism ; and, consequently, he was kinder to it. There never

appeared in his utterances any enthusiasm for the sacred rights ol

liberty, or even much appreciation of the value of liberty in the

search for truth. His frequent deprecation of free discussion

was not tempered by an express recognition of its indispensable

necessity in certain fields of inquiry. Truth was regarded by
him as the possession of the Church.

His intellectual Conservatism made some thinkers

tremble lest a veritably mediaeval standard should be
insisted on in philosophy and Biblical studies.

Dreams or prejudices may have existed, but they never
practically and permanently misled him. His dreams of reunion

with the East and with England have been smiled at, but his

critics cannot point to any rash act to which they led him. His
ideal of a universal reign of Thomistic philosophy alarmed
some of our best thinkers, but it was not, in the long run,

pressed to practical excess. His sympathy with Christian

Democracy was in his public utterances carefully safeguarded.

In the matter of Biblical criticism, if he did not fully appreciate

the situation intellectually, his practical action was in course of

time guided by the real needs of the hour.

Most of Mr. Ward's article deals with the historical

aspect of the Pope's work. Among the features of

the reign which he mentions are the numerous
creations of new hierarchies, the movement towards

centralisation, the multiplication of ecclesiastical

colleges in Rome, his encouragement of historical

studies, and his liberality in throwing open the

Vatican library even to non-Catholics.

A Young Soul Embalmed.

The Contemporary Review opens with a very

interesting article, signed " Emilio Elbano," on the

late Pope. The writer paints a very clear picture of

the Pope's character, which seems to have been
dominated by the Ultramontane doctrine of absolutism.

The Pope, he says, never changed. The Pecci of

nineteen speaks, writes, and doubtless thinks as did

Leo XIII. on the throne of St. Peter. Original

research, independent thought, fair criticism, philo-

sophic doubt, were always regarded as ways that lead

to perdition. " One feels tempted to speak of an
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embalming of the young soul, of its preservation in

theological spirits, rather than of a natural growth."

THE POPE AS PUSHFUL.

The writer remarks that the Pope was by no means
the ultra-spiritual, selfless being that is generally made
out. From the beginning of his career he showed a

His Eminence James Cardinal Gibbons, the one Anglo-
Saxon Member of the Conclave, in his full Robes.

{From the Painting by Eduardo Guaccimanni.)

great deal of worldly ambition. It would be a grave

mistake to accept the estimate of those enthusiastic

and uncritical biographers who stamp the Holy
Father's every act, intention and word as that of a

canonised saint, with the hall mark of absolute selfles-

ness and entire resignation to God's will. He had a

good eye for the main chance, and as long ago as

1837 was writing :

—

u Thanks to the favour of his Holiness, I am now on a new
toad, on which I will strive with all my might to meet the wishes

of the family and contribute in every way to what may increase

its honour and glory. Since I entered upon my present career

I have pursued only one aim : I endeavoured to do my very

utmost to render my conduct praiseworthy in order to advance in

hierarchical posts, and thereby at the same time to raise the well -

merited consideration which our family enjoys in the country.

As I am still young, I shall doubtless win such a career as will

redound to the family honour, always provided that my conduct
remains blameless, and that I do not lack interest—two indis-

pensable conditions in Rome, as you know, in order to rise

surely and swiftly."

He was a brilliant and solid administrator. When
severity seemed essential he employed it, and no sup-

plications could turn him from his course, but the

moment he was able to dispense with it he was mild,

indulgent, paternal. Security of life and property

were the firstfruits of his rule ; he then bettered the

conditions of social life, had good roads constructed,

furthered trade and industry, lightened the burden
of taxation, and left nothing undone to win the

people :

—

RULER AND BENEFACTOR.

As a bishop he regulated the finances of his diocese with
extreme care and perfect success, he made serious financial

sacrifices in order to raise the status of his clergy, paid out of
his own slender purse the salaries of some of the professors of
his Seminary, founded a fund for old and invalided ecclesiastics,

came generously to the aid of the famine-stricken population

(1853), opened a school for the education of girls of the working
classes, to whom, when their conduct was satisfactory, he had
dowries given on their marriage day, and last, but not least, he
had homes founded for fallen women desirous of leading clean
lives and regaining their position in society. In a word, his

purse was ever open to succour the poor and suffering.

THE POPE AS PRESS CENSOR.

But the knowledge of how to use worldly instru-

ments for worldly ends never forsook him, and he was
as acute in his old age as in his youth :

—

As a diplomatist it is no exaggeration to say that he had not
his equal in Europe or the world. To find another statesman
worthy to rank with Leo XIII. as a clever mover of human
pawns on the chessboard of the world, one must hark back to

the Italy of the Middle Age. From the Press, too, he hoped
much and realised not a little. In Rome alone he had for a
considerable time no less than five journals in his service, the
editors of which were absolutely dependent on his nod. Above
all things he required that they should display prudence, fore-

sight and moderation in form. A blunder he never pardoned.
The French editor of one of those journals, having attacked
with excessive bitterness and unpapal brutality the Italian

Government, was accused by the Government Press of abusing
the law of hospitality, and threatened with expulsion. He
replied by saying that Rome being the patrimony of the Pope,
he, as a Catholic, had a better right to be there than the
supporters of a dynasty which had entered its gates by force.

The Pope, on reading that article, dismissed the editor on the
spot, and silenced the journal for ever. The Pontiff, who may
without any exaggeration be described as the most modern of the
Cardinals of Rome, possessed a very clear notion of the value of
money as a means of influence, and he was not chary of using
it. Indeed, it was on his own initiative that a vast politico-

financial enterprise was called into being many years ago, the
aim and object of which was to supply motive power to the
Holy See.

An Anglican Estimate.

The Church Quarterly Review contains a sym-
pathetic survey of the career of Leo XIII. His
pastoral charges of 1877 and 1878 are summed up
by the Reviewer in two names—" for the philosophy
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of religion Gioberti, for politics Lammenais." He
had then " already pronounced the name of Christian

Economics." Of his recognition of the French
Republic in February, 1890, it is recalled that Signor

Castelar exclaimed, " I know few political manifestos in

history to be compared with this of Leo XIII." And
" in high circles it was rumoured that when Emperor
Alexander had read this epoch-making document, he
observed, 'I see now that the French Republic is

neither a dream nor a danger.' " His encyclical on
the condition of the working-classes (in 1891) the

Reviewer describes as " probably the greatest event of

his reign," and quotes with approval Mons. de Vogiid,

that "the Holy Father has not indeed solved

the social problem, but he has stated it more pre-

cisely than ever was done before." The result has

been a " movement so vast on the surface that we
dare not attempt a map of it " :

—

If an extreme form of Socialist propaganda should ever

frighten Governments, and the day dawn when it is said, '* La
Commune, voila Pennemi I

" a coalition between the Roman
Church, the Constitutional States abroad, and a large section of
the working .class may be anticipated with confidence. For
such a union the Encyclical, just because it is in theory some-
what of a compromise, would be admirably suited. Its mode-
ration may prove to be its strength. But meanwhile it has done
much to prevent an early crisis, and to smooth over transitions,

should they turn out to be inevitable.

The Constitution for the Eastern Churches, pub-
lished in 1894, will, says the Reviewer, remain as a
draft or protocol on which, at some future day, the

union of the Churches may be attempted. His
appeals to this country did indeed acknowledge that

religion in Great Britain rested on the Bible, " and
this was a fresh note in Papal encyclicals." The
Reviewer thus summarises the late Pope's distinctive

achievement :

—

By his action as well as his teaching, Leo shook off the

incubus which for a hundred years and more had been fastened

on the Church ; he broke the entangling alliance of ** Altar and
King," he disowned the Bourbons, and he blessed Democracy
altogether. If the Roman Pontiff could not be reconciled with
" progress, Liberalism, and modern civilisation," taken in a bad
sense, he could show that they were capable of a better, and, as

it was boldly said, he might baptise 1789 after receiving its

abjuration. No later Pope can undo these things. With
Pius IX. the old order came at last to an end : with Leo XIII.
the new has started on its way.

The Conclave.

Dr. Dillon, in the Contemporary Review, writes at

length on the Conclave. Dr. Dillon says he is con-

vinced that the right of veto possessed by the great

Catholic powers will never again be employed in any
Conclave. He thinks that neither Italian citizens nor

Vatican officials desire a reconciliation with the

Quirinal. A Papacy which would live in friendship

with the Italian Government would be, ipso facto,

shorn of half its splendour and deprived of much of

its liberty of action :

—

The crown of martyrdom and the belief that it encircles the

brow of the Sovereign Pontiff contributes more efficaciously to

win for him the hearts of millions of his spiritual children than

the most brilliant diplomatic successes.

Ceremonies of the Conclave.

There is a very useful article in the Monthly Review*

by Mr. F. W. Rolfe, explaining the various ceremonies
connected with the Pope's death, and the ritual of the

Conclave. Mr. Rolfe, I notice, confirms the much-
disputed story about the tapping of the dead Pope's
brow with a silver mallet. He mentions that Cardinal

Oregli, being the only creation of Pius IX., will have
his cell at the Conclave hung with green, whereas
the cells of all the other Cardinals are hung with

violet. In theory, as the election of the Pope is a
manifestation of the Holy Spirit, not only Cardinals

but all baptised males are eligible for the Papacy.
There have been several cases of Popes who were
not first Cardinals. The ceremony of the Adoration
which takes place after the new Pope's election is ren-

dered to God, whose vice-regent on earth is the Pope,
and not to the Pope himself:

—

The insignia of the apostolate are the Fisherman's Ring, the
Keys of Heaven and Hell, the Triple Cross, the Triple Crown,
Tiara, or Triregno. The Pope receives the Ring at his election.

A few days later he is crowned by the Cardinal-Archdeacon in

the basilica of St. Peter-by-the-Vatican. On the morning of
his incoronation he is awakened by a procession of curial pre-

*

lates, who gravely ostend the bronze figure of a crowing cock in

remembrance of the fall of his first predecessor, St. Peter. In
the Sistine Chapel he is vested for mass in red, with precious
mitre of gold and gems. Preceded by seven acolytes with seven
candles and the triple cross, he descends to St. Peter's. At the
Holy Door he receives the homage of the Chapter. At the
Gregorian Chapel he receives cardinalitial and prelatial homage^
Ambassadors and hereditary princes join his train. The
Hereditary Princes-Assistant at the Pontifical Throne, Colonna.
and Orsini, walk at his right and left, equally placed lest, in

view of their immemorial, interminable, incomprehensible, here-
dity feud, they should fight for precedence.

The Anglo-Japanese Gazette.
THIS excellent periodical begins this month its second

year of publication, and does so with a very useful and
well-arranged number. There is an article by Mr.
Alfred Stead on Baron Shibusawa, of whom he says,
" What the Marquis Ito has done for diplomatic and con-
stitutional Japan, that Baron Shibusawa has accom-
plished with regard to its commercial development."
This character sketch is number two of a series dealing-
with " Great Men of Japan," which will run during the
coming year. A very valuable paper, well illustrated, is

that of Mr. Leslie Elphinstone on the Imperial Japanese
Navy, which forms the first article dealing with these
important subjects. From it we learn that in 1902 Japan
had a navy aggregating 241,183 tons, with an active
personnel of 30,280 officers and men, and a reserve of
3,925. The other features of the magazine are well up
to their usual high standard.

Miss Alice Katherine Fallows tells in the
Century Magazine how New York endeavours to secure
pure milk. At present there are daily left a million-and-
a-half quarts throughout the city, drawn from 10,000
farms in five States. Things have advanced so well that
now, when a housewife reads on a bottle-cap, " Inspected
by the Milk Commission of the Medical Society of the
County of New York," she can be sure that the milk is

pure and clean. It would be well if London were to
copy New York in this method of fighting disease.
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MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S POLICY/
From Various Points of View.

Both the great Quarterly Reviews, which have con-

tended with each other for nearly a hundred years

upon political questions, agree in condemning Mr.
Chamberlain's new departure. Of the two the Con-
servative Quarterly Review is more emphatic than the'

Edinburgh—although the latter gives no uncertain

sound.

THE QUARTERLIES AGREE TO CONDEMN.

The verdict of both is emphatic, reasoned, and
stem. The article in the Quarterly is a very masterly

performance, occupying thirty-three pages with a

closely packed mass of statistics and of trenchant argu-

ment A great part of the Quarterly's article is devoted

to proving the thesis laid down in the first page of the

Edinburgh

s

—viz., that tariff arrangements have con-

siderably less influence on the course of international

trade than is usually acknowledged to be the case, for
the Quarterly Reviewer brings out a curious fact, that

our trade of late years has increased more in markets

from which we are supposed to be shut out by high

tariffs than it is in countries where the tariff is low;
and what is still more remarkable, that Germany,
whose goods have been especially penalised in the

Canadian tariff, has increased her imports into Canada
much more than Great Britain, whose imports have
been especially favoured. The preference in Canada
seems, indeed, to have operated everywhere the " other

way on."

HOW TO REGAIN LOST GROUND.

In the neutral markets, such as Japan, Mexico and
the Argentine, where all nations compete on equal

terms, Germany and the United States have forged

ahead of Great Britain. But this result is due to our

own shortcoming, and to no preferential favours

given to our rivals. To improve our position we
must wake up and improve our education, and
generally adopt up-to-date methods of doing busi-

ness :

—

It is the German schoolmaster, not the German tariff, that

has enabled German trade to forge ahead. Reciprocity with
the Colonies, and taxes on the wheat and wood of Russia, and
the meat and wool of the Argentine Republic, would not help

British manufacturers to excel Germans in technical knowledge,
trade methods, and the use of foreign languages.

COULD WE HAVE DONE MUCH BETTER?

The Quarterly scouts the idea that, even with all

our (Jisadvantages, we have any reason to be afraid or

ashamed of the business which we have done the last

few years. We may not have increased our exports

as much as Germany and the United States, but it is

doubtful whether we could have done more business,

even if it had not been pressed upon us :

—

Every mine, foundry, factory, workshop, railway, shipbuilding

yard and slip was fully and profitably employed ; and every man
who would work had work, and plenty of it. We know, too,

that for three years the productive power of the country was
reduced by the abstraction of a quarter of a million of reservists,

militia, yeomanry, and volunteers to serve in South Africa ; and
that a great war cannot be carried on without prejudice to indus-

trial and commercial interests. A< not less important fact is that
we have emerged from this period of bounding prosperity with
the whole financial and industrial situation in a, thoroughly sound
and healthy condition ; and that this cannot be said of either
Germany or the United States:

THE COLONfEk INDIFFERENT.

The Quarterly Reviewer is very indignant at what
he regards as the wantonness of Mr. Chamberlain's
new departure. He ridicules the idea that the Empire
is imperilled unless preferences .are given to the
Colonists. There is no evidence that, any Colony
demanded any such, revolution :

—

Canada is held up as the great guide in the new Imperialism.
But who in Canada asks for fiscal favours from the United King-
dom ? You may travel from east to west and back again from
west to east in Canada, and mix with all classes of the people
and never hear a farmer ask for better terms than are given to
Americans in the British market.

RECIPROCITY FATAL TO RETALIATION.

After pointing out the slovenly inaccuracy of Mr.
Chamberlain in dealing with facts and figures, the
Reviewer proceeds to point out in a closely written

and subtle argument the fact that a preferential policy

is fatal to an effective policy of retaliation. The State

which has concluded a great number of reciprocity

treaties with its own Colonies is no longer fre,e to
conduct a policy of retaliation. Such agreements
" would almost cut off the possibility of negotiation

with the United States, whose staple trade is in food-
stuffs ; and in the case of European countries he would
have to find some entirely new subjects for taxation

as the basis on which he could drive a bargain- A
man who wants * something to bargain with ' should
not limit his own freedom of action."

"no one a pennv the better."

The net conclusion of the Quarterly of the whole
matter is thus stated :

—

^Though Mr. Chamberlain undertakes to give more than he
takes, no one, so far as we can see at present, would be
economically one penny the better for the change, while our
trade relations with the whole world would be seriously and
prejudicially disturbed. Imperial union, political and fiscal,

is a grand ideal, and may some day be realised ; but why
prematurely interfere with the existing happy political relation-

ship by inaugurating a policy that would raise the cost of
products in the United Kingdbm ; that would not open foreign

doors, but make competition with foreigners more difficult ; that
instead of making for closer union of the Empire would
introduce causes of controversy and conflict within the Empire
itself ; and that, though it might, and probably would, increase

trade between the Colonies and the Mother Country, would cut
down the growing export trade of the Colonies to foreign

countries, and, by the nature of things, increase our Colonial
purchases mainly at the cost of nations that do not compete
with British manufacturers and are amongst our best customers t

The Danger of Retaliation. .

The Edinburgh declares that it would contemplate
with equanimity Mr. Chamberlain's proposals, were it

not for its dread lest they might appeal to some manu-
facturers whose business has suffered from foreign

competition in the home market. This it regards as
the only danger, and it can best be encountered by
putting the tax on food and raw material in the fore-

front. As for retaliation as a policy, the Reviewer
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points out that it was used by Sir Robert Peel, who
did his utmost to secure reduction by way of retalia-

tion, but finding that the enterprise was hopeless, he

decided to adopt Free Trade and fight high tariffs by
free imports. Retaliation, which is advocated as a

temporary measure, always results in permanent

mischief:

—

You cannot impose and abandon a custom duty as you sheathe

or unsheathe a sword. The imposition of a duty, if it is effectual,

diverts trade into fresh channels and creates interests at home
which make its repeal difficult if not impossible.

NO ADEQUATE RESPONSE FROM THE COLONIES.

Of Mr. Chamberlain's declaration—that without

preference the Empire would break up—the Edin-

burgh says :

—

Any such idea appears to us to involve a serious misconception

of the history, the nature, and the needs of the congeries of

peoples and states which goes by the name of the British

Empire.

It does not believe that the Colonists are the least

disposed to respond to Mr. Chamberlain's overtures.

What they will do is to

tax at a rather higher rate their imports from foreign countries, with
the possible effect of giving to this country a proportion of that

trade—an infinitesimal proportion only, for the bulk of it con-
sists of such articles as petroleum, tobacco, and timber, which
we cannot produce. We believe we are correct in saying that

the authors of the proposals themselves confess that such an
advantage would be inadequate and insufficient.

This is very important. The editor of the Edin-
burgh is the Financial Secretary of the Treasury, and
when he makes this declaration he probably speaks

upon information received. Mr. Chamberlain has

declared that unless he was supported in the Colonies
he would not press his proposals. And now that Mr.
Elliot tells us he will regard as "inadequate and
insufficient " the only offer which Australia and New
Zealand will make, we may fairly regard Mr. Cham-
berlain's proposals as having already received their

coup-de-grdce. The Edinburgh Reviewer concludes
his weighty and earnest essay by the following

declaration :

—

This is no academic question to be solved by the refinements
and sophistries of " modern " economic speculation, and some-
thing more convincing than the complaints, assertions and pre-

dictions so far advanced will be needed to outweigh the practical

consensus of administrative and financial opinion against the

reversal of a system which, in its main lines, has been so

splendidly vindicated by long experience.

Mr. Leonard Courtney's Views.

The Contemporary Review contains a paper by Mr.
Leonard Courtney entitled " Mr. Chamberlain's Bal-

loon," in which that inflated globe is very effectively

pricked. Dealing with the question from the Colonial
point of view, Mr. Courtney says that he has failed to

discover where the Colonial demand for the scheme
comes in. In any case, Mr. Chamberlain, by ignor-

ing India and our other Free Trade possessions, took
only half the problem into consideration, and with

respect of this half he propounded a policy involving

sacrifices on the part of the electorate at home to

which he himself, as a Colonial Minister, had pre-

viously said the electorate would never consent
There is no way of bargaining with the Colonies

but that of putting duties on food, and to the great

mass of our people there would be no set-off against

the increased price of food.

Mr. Courtney points out that the theory that by
" dumping " cheap food native industries can be des-

troyed and prices afterwards raised by monopoly has

never been realised. The West Indian sugar in-

dustrieswere destroyed, not by dumping, but by the

greater cheapness of beet sugar. As to the argument
which Mr. Chamberlain draws from the prosperity of

foreign Protectionist countries, Mr. Courtney says :

—

It is true that a certain degree of comfort may be maintained
even under a Protectionist rigimc if, as in France, people rule

their lives to suit the conditions imposed upon them ; or if, as

in the United States and our Colonies, a plenitude of un-
developed natural resources counteracts the restrictive efforts

of Protection upon national growth. But we cannot thus attain

comfort. It is too late. Even if we could suppose our people
consenting to the continuous toil of the German worker, or to

the delayed marriage and limited family and difficult thrift of
the French peasant, we have gone too far in the development
of our population, and we have no unexplored reserves of natural

resources, to make prosperity possible without Free Trade. The
first necessity of a return to Protection, if the condition of the

people is not to become at once intolerable, would be a reduction
of the population.

Another Unionist Free Trade View.

The Hon. George Peel, writing in the National
Review, gives some useful facts and arguments. He
points out that, while the bread-tax at 5s. a quarter
would cost us ^8,000,000 a year, of that sum only
^1,000,000 would go to the Colonies and India. As
a bonus to keep the Colonies " loyal," this is ridicu-

lous, as it works out at one-tenth of one per cent, of
the annual spending-power of the Colonies and India,

which is no less than 200,000,000. As for stimu-
lating Canadian production, Mr. Peel points out that
in Canada the cost of production is already small
enough to stimulate wheat-growing. As for retaliation

against America, Mr. Peel points out that America
can dispense easily with nearly all the articles we
import to her, and if we retaliate w.e shall be taxing
our own food which comes from the United States,

and she will merely be taxing our goods at a higher
rate than before.

The Unionist Free Trade Manifesto.

Mr. Henry Hobhouse, M.P., contributes to the
Monthly Review a brief statement of what is the exact
position of the revolting Unionist Free Traders.
First, he says that the new party is not averse to an
inquiry, and even demands one, but it must be
genuine, unprejudiced, and thorough—in fact, all that
it is certain not to be. Secondly, even if the inquiry
proves that some change is needed, the party will not
agree to preferential tariffs until it is satisfied on the
following points, the onus of proving which lies on
the Protectionists : That our commercial prosperity is

seriously on the wane, that our self-governing Colonies
can offer adequate inducements to us, that the new
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fiscal system will permanently improve our relations

with the Colonies, that it will not damage the con-

dition of India and our other Free Trade possessions,

that it will not cripple our much larger trade with

foreign countries, and that it will increase the social

and industrial well-being of the people of the United

Kingdom.

But even if all these things are proved, the Unionist

Free Traders will not support duties on food :

—

Whatever may be the result of the inquiry in other directions,

we are convinced that Mr. Chamberlain's proposal to place pro-

tective duties on the food of the people is equally injurious to the

national welfare and to the future prospects of the Unionist Party.

Such a policy will, we hold, reopen all the bitter controversies

associated with Protection and the Anti-Corn-Law movement

;

will tend more than anything else to bring into sharp conflict

the interests of town and country, of consumer and producer, of

labourer and farmer ; and will, however cleverly disguised by
offers of old age pensions and the like, prove wholly unacceptable

to the crowded populations of our great cities.

Another Free Trade article is that of Mr. Hugh
Bell in the same Review, who eliminates one by one
all the proposed objects of protective taxation. The
taxation of food and raw materials will not be accept-

able to the community. A tax on raw materials will

increase the cost of production and weaken our

competitive strength.

"A Shibboleth of the Kow-tow."

In the New Liberal Review Mr. Yoxall, M.P.,

writes on " The Cabinet Empirics," and claims that

already his last month's prediction that Mr. Ritchie

would give way to Mr. Chamberlain has been realised.

The gestation of the new Unionist policy is nearly

accomplished. Mr. Yoxall gives Mr. Chamberlain
credit for believing in what he preaches, the proof

being that he has taken an unpopular text ; but for the

rest of the Cabinet Protection is a shibboleth of the

kow-tow and salaam, put into their gaping mouths by
the Imperial Colonial Secretary. Mr. Yoxall thinks

that, if anywhere, Mr. Chamberlain's fallacies are

likely to stride root among the manufacturers and the

villa classes, and he points out that in no Protec-

tionist country is this class so rich and prosperous as

in England :

—

The Cabinet empirics have on their side neither theory nor
practice, figures nor facts ; they have put out their nebulous
proposals—in a sneaking and pusillanimous way—at a time when
the trade and revenue of this country flourish, despite the cost
of a war which was blundered upon by them, and clumsily
conducted by them, and the taxation which ensued.

The Crucial Canadian Case.

In the same review Mr. Andrew Caird has a
useful article on Germany and Canada. Germany
he points out, is our second best customer, while the

exports from Canada to Germany have trebled since

the Dominion lowered its tariff in 1895. Mr. Caird
summarises the salient facts of German-Canadian
trade as follows :

—

How do Germany and Canada stand towards each other as
traders! Canada in the year ended June, 1902, bought ^77,000
worth of steel rails from Germany, and let them in free of duty,
and likewise ,£54,000 worth of other railway material. These
appear to be new features in the imports. Then she took

£200,000 worth of iron and steel manufactures and bridge-

building material—angles, girders and so forth. She took

£117,000 worth of cloth and clothing, £50,000 worth of cottons,

£20,000 worth of drugs and chemicals, £40,000 worth of
earthenware, £60,000 worth of glass, £40,000 worth of paints,

£70,000 worth of silk, and '£30,000 worth of dyes. It may
seem curious that Canada should take £1 50,000 worth of furs

from Germany while she herself is the home of the fur trade.

That is explained by the fact that the raw pelts are sent from
Canada to be cured and dressed at Leipsic, where the water is

peculiarly suitable.

What Chambers of Commerce Think.

A symposium of the views of the leading Chambers
of Commerce on the fiscal question is the feature of

the August Magazine of Commerce. On the whole, the

consensus of opinion is distinctly in favour of inquiry,

if only on the principle that from time to time it is

good to overhaul one's business and inquire generally

how matters are going. But much of the opinion

expressed is strongly against preferential duties. In

all, the replies from twenty-two Chambers of Com-
merce are printed. Distinctly against preferential

tariffs are : Mr. R. A. Bartram (Sunderland), Mr.

John Thomson (Manchester), Mr. Charles Palmer
(Newcastle and Gateshead), Mr. N. W. Helme, M.P.
(Lancaster), and Mr. Alfred Emmott, M.P. (Oldham).
Distinctly in favour of inquiry are : Sir A. L. Jones,

M.P. (Liverpool), Mr. J. Don (Dundee), Mr. W. F.

Beardsley (Sheffield), Mr. J. R. Leaver (Swansea),

Mr. T. C. Macardle (Dundalk), Mr. G. M. Chamber-
lin (Norwich), Mr. F. Robjent (Newport), Mr. E. T.

Herdman (Londonderry), Mr. J. T. Agg-Gardner,
M.P. (Cheltenham), Mr. J. H. Pearse (Kidder-

minster), and Mr. J. Denholm (Greenock). Mr.

E. W. Beckett, M.P. (Leeds), thinks it " impossible to

give an opinion on proposals that have taken no
certain and definite shape," but he would have to be
very thoroughly convinced that the gain to the

working-classes through increased wages would more
than compensate them for higher-priced food, before

he could think of adhering to such a proposal as the

taxation of food.

British Empire mostly Free Trade.

The North American Review for July opens with

one of Mr. Harold Cox's admirable articles, in which
the real nature of Mr. Chamberlain's scheme is lucidly

exposed. Mr. Cox points out that Mr. Chamberlain's

project has nothing in common with the American
Customs Union or the German Zollverein, as any such
scheme would necessitate a common Treasury for all

the States involved, and some sort of Federal Parlia-

ment to control them. He points out also that the

greater part of the British Empire is already Free
Trade, and that only in Canada, Australia and New
Zealand is there any serious Protection against British

goods.

Mr. Cox shows that Colonial Protection against

England is by no means necessary "for revenue

purposes," and Mr. Chamberlain at the last Colonial

Conference pointed out that the revenue difficulty

could be got over by confining the customs duties to

goods not produced in the Colonies, or by balancing
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every import duty on British goods by an equal excise

duty. If there were a duty on tea in Canada equal

to the tea-duty paid in this country, it would produce

as much as thirty or forty separate articles taxed by
the present import tariff. But the Protectionist

manufacturers are the dominant influence in Canadian
politics. Mr. Cox points out that there is no hard

and fast line between the taxation of food and the

taxation of raw materials.

Wheat is sometimes used as a feeding stuff when poor in

quality, and the offal obtained in grinding wheat is always so

used. Therefore, a tax on any one of these staples is a tax, not

merely on the food of the people who have to pay for running
the British Empire, but also a tax on the raw materials of
important British industries. Again, a tax on foreign cattle or

sheep would tend to raise the price, not only of beef and mutton,

but also of hides and skins, horns and hoofs, the raw materials

of a number of important industries.

The question has a still wider aspect ; for, from the point of
view of the manufacturer, the food of the workman is one of the

raw materials of the industry. If the price of the workman's food

is raised, one of two things must happen, either wages will rise

or they will not. Evidently, it is the former alternative which
Mr. Chamberlain contemplates. But if the manufacturer has to

pay higher wages his cost of production is increased, and he is

less able to compete in the markets of the world, including the

Colonial markets. Thus Canada stands to get a double gain, on
Mr. Chamberlain's own hypothesis, out of Great Britain's loss.

Her farmers will benefit by the rise in prices of their food
exports, and her manufacturers will benefit by the increased

disability under which their British rivals will be placed.

Fruits of Russian Protection.

The bad sides of French and German Protection

have already been exposed authoritatively, both by
specialist writers

(

and by the peoples themselves,

notably in the late German elections. In the New
Liberal Review Mr. R. E. C. Long shows that in

Russia the fruits of Protection have been no less evil.

He gives the following quotation from the arch-

Protectionist, M. Witte, and remarks that it is strange

that English Ministers should be citing the advantages

of Protection, while foreign Ministers are declaring

that if they only were in the economic state of

England they would revert to Free Trade :

—

The Protective system has value only as a school for our
young industries. Already, thanks to the Protective system,
vast results have been achieved ; many branches of industry

have made great progress, as may be seen by all. But this

success was not achieved for nothing. We are passing through
an expensive school. The Protective system lays a burden on
almost the whole of the population. The Russian pays dearer
for everything that is protected by a Customs duty. This is the

chief reproach against Protectionism, and a reproach entirely

just. It is for that very reason that it is necessary to attempt as

rapidly as possible to pass through this period of scholastic study,

and as rapidly as possible to approach the end.; rapidly as possible to approach i

Mr. Long brings the following indictment against

Russian Protectionism :—That it has failed to create

genuine industries and real competition, and that, on
the contrary, prices on the internal market have risen,

that it has not led to the uprise of the industries

which the Russians need most, that it has killed

certain industries, that it has produced gambling;

and that so far from M. Witte's ideal of a stage when
Protection would not be needed being realised, the

industrials every year demand still higher and higher
tariffs. He traces the economic decay of the agricul-

tural non-protected class to the enormous taxation
and high prices of manufactured articles. Finally, he
declares that Protection as a political policy has had
a disruptive effect, and has set class against class, and
accentuated the racial animosities which already exist.

The patriotic satisfaction of being protected by a Customs
wall against the competing world is entirely submerged in the
sense of injury under which each class and each district lies,

owing to the fact that the Government cannot equally distribute
the benefits and burdens of Protection.

Mr. Chamberlain's Constructive Record.

The World's Work devotes twenty-four pages to
setting forth the mischief of Mr. Chamberlain's New
Departure. Lord Crewe opens with a statement of
the way in which Mr. Chamberlain's policy would
endanger the Empire by a conflict between Colony
and Colony, and between the Mother Country and
the Golonies. Mr. A. Emmott writes on Lancashire
and Protection, Mr. Hamer Greenwood sets forth the
truth about Canadian Preference. Mr. W. H. Dawson
writes on Protection and Wages in Germany. Mr.
Frank Lloyd denounces Mr. Chamberlain's scheme
as dangerous and impracticable and a sure source of
discontent in the Colonies. There are other papers
on Australia and Protection, and on Retaliation.

Mr. Norman winds up by an analysis of Mr. Chamber-
lain's record, setting out that, so far from his pro-
gramme always having been carried out, his record as
a constructive statesman is almost blank.

Cobdenism and the Colonies.

Under the above title "Calchas" contributes a
very long-winded and uninforming article to the Fort-
nightly Review. It is largely made up of adulation of
Mr. Chamberlain. " Calchas' " method of argument
is to create a hypothetical visitor from Mars, " a trans-

atmospheric visitor" he calls him, fudniiy enough,
and to describe the parlous state which the British

Empire would seem to be in to such a visitor—which
is a picturesque way of begging the question.

" Calchas " begs not less boldly another question.

He anticipates the General Election, just as he antici-

pates the Martian. "What democracy in England,
like democracy in all the Colonies, is in favour of,"

he declares, "is Protection pure and simple."
" England is, in one word, Protectionist at heart."
" Calchas " admits that Mr. Chamberlain has no
plan, and declares that what he asks for is power to

make a bargain. " Calchas " hedges on the question

of the taxation of food, and declares for the transfer-

ence of the taxes on tea and sugar to meat and bread.

He recognises that this would do away with the Old
Age Pensions bribe ; but that question, he concludes
wisely, must be dealt with by itself.

A German Free Trade View.

Professor Lujo Brentano contributes to the Fort-

nightly a short Free Trade article, in which he
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declares that Mr. Chamberlain's vapoury scheme was
made in Germany. It is a system of Agrarian Pro-

tection, with the difference that it is not British but

Colonial agriculture which is primarily protected.

Mr. Ernest Williams.

Mr. Ernest Williams writes in the National Review
on " Free Traders at Bay," and says that as there are no
arguments on the Free Trade side, what Mr. Cham-
berlain will have to fight against will merely be pre-

judice. The rest of Mr. Williams' article is confined

to criticising Lord Goschen, who will feel very sore

that he has not gained Mr. Williams' approval

The American Precedent.

Mr. H. W. Wilson, in an article entitled "The
Revolt against Cobdenism," declares that the

American precedent favours Mr. Chamberlain's

plans :

—

The student of history who hears the echoes of the present

. controversy will note, not without considerable amusement, that

it is following much the same lines as Mr. Cleveland's campaign
against Protection in 1887. The same cry was raised then as

now that if Protection increased the labourer's wages, it would
also increase the labourer's cost of living ; the same demand was
made that advocates of Protection should show that wages would
rise and should produce that rise in wages before the cause could

be got to work. The Cleveland party were discomfited by
events ; wages did rise markedly ; and the cost of living is

proved by price-lists not to have advanced correspondingly.

The Republican policy of checking imports into tne United
States was resisted with the prediction that to check imports would
be to check exports. What has been the fate of that prediction ?

Since 1888 the United States exports have risen from

/ 142,000,000 to ^272,000,000, while the imports have only

advanced from £150,800,000 to £193,000,000. In other

words, the policy of curtailing imports, or as far as possible

placing upon them the burden of taxation, has been a triumphant

success, and there is no sign whatever that the export trade has

suffered.

What Australia Expects.

In the Nineteenth Century Mr. Allerdale Grainger,

the Agent-General for South Australia, makes certain

suggestions as to how, wool being out of the question,

we may give a preference to Australia if Mr. Chamber-
lain realises his project. He thinks that a tax on
wheat remitted in Australia's case would increase the

area placed under cultivation. The is. 3d. a gallon

tax on imported wine might also be remitted, and also

the tax on raisins and currants.

Genuine Protection.

In the same review Mr. M. Maltman Barrie,

writing "from the workman's point of view," intro-

duces a subtle element of comedy into the discussion

by showing how vain and insignificant are the trade

restrictions proposed by Mr. Chamberlain from the

genuine Protectionist point of view : for Mr. Barrie

regards Free Trade between the different parts of the

Empire and a Zollverein outside as just as bad or

worse than the present system. He wants every part

of the Empire protected against every other part, and
why he does not go further and advocate Hastings

protecting itself against St. Leonards does not
appear :

—

Firstly, the present condition of the British worker is one of
virtual slavery, and that slavery is the result of competition,
which, making use of the surplus in the world 'labour-market,
dooms the worker to a subsistence wage. Secondly, that com-
petition is the very soul of, and inseparable from, Free Trade.
And, thirdly, it can only be overcome by Protective legislation

which shall (a) exclude all foreign labour : (6) exclude all foreign

Eroducts that we can ourselves produce ; and (c) shorten the
ibour day, by law, on the lines of the Factory Acts, to such a

point that the labour of the whole of the workers in the country
will be necessary for the satisfaction of the wants of the com-
munity. The exclusions, it is self-understood, must apply to our
Colonies and Dependencies as well as to foreign nations, for
many of them possess a superabundant store of-cheap labour.

German Protectionism.

Mr. O. Eltzbacher contributes to the Nineteenth

Century one of his very well-informed articles on
Germany. He deals with Germany's fiscal policy,

which he regards as a great success, and worthy of
imitation by us. He gives a very interesting account
of the development of economic ideas in Germany
since the time of List. His chief point is that the best

. German economists regard neither Free Trade or

Protection as an absolute ideal, but each only as a
system which may or may not suit any country at a
particular stage of its progress. His application of
this principle to ourselves is summed up in the

closing words of his article :

—

Bismarck said in 1882 : " Free Trade is the weapon of the
strongest." This argument appears to be irrefutable by logic

and in the light of history. Great Britain is economically no
longer the strongest among the nations of the world, but is, in

proportion to other nations, rapidly getting poorer, and this fact

alone should be of sufficient importance to make us consider our
position and reconsider our fiscal policy

,

Mr. Eltzbacher denies that the German Trusts are

injurious to the country's interests, and says that the

Germans point to our railway and snipping monopolies
as an example of the abuses which may spring up
under Free Trade :

—

The traffic arrangements between British railways and the
" Shipping Conferences 99 which have abolished nearly all com-
petition are considered in Germany as gigantic trusts, which are
trusts in everything but in name, which exercise not only a
tyranny over the people of this country, but which directly

favour foreign nations at the expense of Great Britain by carry-

ing their goods more cheaply than British goods, and which
have therefore been the cause of ruin for many British indus-

tries and especially for British agriculture.

The Fruits of the Unionist Revolt.

Mr. Edward Dicey is thoroughly alarmed at the
threat of secession from the Unionist Party. To the

Fortnightly Revieiv he contributes an imploring appeal
to the Unionist Free Traders to remember that

Unionism is the raison cTS/re of the party, and that if

they secede over the Protectionist issue they will inevit-

ably bring about Home Rule. He argues that the next
Liberal Government, being dependent on the Irish,

will be obliged to carry out a Home Rule policy ; and
if the dissentient Unionists succeed in upsetting the

present Ministry they will be responsible.
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DOES JAPAN MEAN WAR OR PEACE?
Mr. Alfred Stead contributes to the Fortnightly

Review a long article on Japan's position in the Far

East. The first part of the article is made up of

interesting and suggestive extracts from the utterances

of leading Japanese statesmen. All have the same
idea—viz., that Japan looks for her future to com-
mercial pre-eminence rather than successful war.

Japan's policy is Peace. Japan has come to the con-

clusion that " diplomatically nothing can be done to

wrest Manchuria from the grasp of the Russians."

And as they consider Manchuria not worth fighting

for they are for Peace. Nevertheless, any attempt

by Russia to Manchurianise Korea will certainly

mean war. As Russia has Russified Manchuria,

so Japan is Japanising or Japanifying Korea.

Hence the Japanese Army will never be reduced

until the questions of Korea and of China are settled

once for all with Russia. At the back of the minds
of all Japanese statesmen lies the practical certainty

of war with Russia sooner or later, but it is their

policy to have it later rather than sooner. The article

concludes by calling attention to the remarkable fact

that although we have made an alliance with Japan,

we have not raised our Legation in that country to

the dignity of an Embassy. We have not given a

decoration to Viscount Hayashi, neither have we
given the Garter to the Emperor of Japan, who is

better worth the Blue Ribbon than the Shah of Persia,

who received it some time ago. The article is one
which should be read by all those who are anxious to

obtain reliable information as to the present prospects

of peace or war in the Far East.

Russia's Work in Manchuria.
In the Contemporary Review Mr. Alexander Ular

has one of his characteristic articles. It is entitled

" Russia, Manchuria, and Mongolia," and deals mostly

with tortuous matters which cannot be summarised.

The general effect of his article is that the Russian

occupation of Manchuria is definite and irrevocable.

Three years' undisturbed and gradual progress of

pacific administrative policy has now brought about

a marvellous work of ethnic assimilation, which cannot

be undone by mere diplomatic decision. Mr. Ular
treats the fighting with the Boxers and Hunhuses in

Manchuria as so much comedy, and declares that if

protests are made to Russia a further outbreak will

take place to make evacuation impossible. But even
if Russia evacuated the country in earnest, she would,

under the Cassini Convention, keep enough troops to

make the country purely Russian. Mr. Ular, though

looking at Russia's progress with a jealous eye, never-

theless cannot help confessing that she is doing well

by the people. He says :

—

It is certain that, under the present system, the Chinese find

themselves better off than under the awful financial oppression

of the mandarins. Russia, at this moment, does not want to

get financial profit from this fiscal organisation ; she is only

endeavouring to have Manchuria existing by herself and attached

by public sympathy to the regime of the TJsar. This she has

obtained. People are delivered from Hunhute and mandarin

oppression. Taxes are equitable. Russian paper money, with
a fixed rate of exchange, is legal tender. Russian county-courts,
applying a cheap and well-intentioned jurisdiction, are preferred
everywhere to Chinese tribunals. And— I feel obliged to say,
although I am not at all a friend of Russian expansion—this

wonderful policy has succeeded so well, that at this moment, I

am firmly convinced, a sincere Manchurian plebiscite would
decide plainly, by an immense majority, against the Manchu
Dynasty and for the Tsar.

The Manchurian Peril.

In the New Liberal Review Mr. Thompson has an
article on the Manchurian Peril, which contains
nothing that is particularly new save in the way of
surmises and theories, which often enough lack the
basis of fact necessary to give them weight. Mr.
Thompson seems to think that Japan is anxious for

immediate war, but if his opinion is to be judged by
his knowledge of the meaning of recent political

events in Japan, it will only receive the attention it

deserves.

M. Loubet's Visit
In his chronique in the second July number of the

Revue des Deux Mondes M. Charmes makes an interest-

ing reference to the reception accorded to President
Loubet in England. He sees clearly enough that there
was in that reception something more than the courtesy
which such a return visit might naturally be expected to
evoke ; it was evident that England wished to give
France a public and significant mark of sympathy, and
France was deeply touched by it. M. Charmes does not
think that the visit resulted in a definite agreement
between the two Governments. He is rather inclined to
expect even greater benefit from the fact that the two
Foreign Ministers, M. Delcasse' and Lord Lansdowne„
have met. It would be absurd to suppose, as he says,
that French and English interests are never to come
into any kind of collision in the future ; but these visits

of King and President have generated on both sides a
mutual confidence, the value of which in the future no
one can estimate.

The Foreign Origin of the British Jury,
The American Historical Review for July contains a

study by Mr. Charles H. Haskins of the early Norman
jury. From this it appears that the boasted palladium
of our liberties " is in its origin not English but Frankish,
not popular but royal." Mr. Haskins says :

—

There is now no question that the modern jury is an out-
growth of the sworn inquests of neighbours held by command
of the Norman and Angevin kings, and that the procedure in

these inquests is in all essential respects the same as that em-
ployed by the Frankish rulers three centuries before. It is also
the accepted opinion that while such inquests appear in England
immediately after the Norman conquest, their employment in

lawsuits remains exceptional until the time of Henry II., when
they become, in certain cases, a matter of right and a part o/
the settled law of the land. From this point on the course of
development is reasonably clear ; the obscure stage in the growth,
of the jury li^s earlier, between the clo^e of the ninth century
and the assizes of Henry II.

It seems that ten or twelve men were called in as sworn
assessors, to decide disputed ownership or other rights,

as occasion might demand. Whether England or Nor-
mandy was the first to introduce the regular recognition,

as it was called, is a point on which light from ancient
records is still sought.
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THE ALLIES IN CHINA.
VTothe first July number of the Revue des Deux
tfondes General Frey contributes an interesting

article, which is to form part of a forthcoming book,

on the co-operation of the forces of the Allied Powers

in Pe-chi-li in 1900 and 1901. The General evidently

thinks that such striking co-operation between forces

widely differing in language, traditions, and efficiency

will become more frequent in the future now that the

Great Powers have each of them a world policy.

Naturally, he begins by describing the terms of

affectionate comradeship which subsisted between the

French and the Russian forces. He formed a high

opinion of the efficiency of the Russian troops, their

powers of endurance, their bravery, and their perfect

discipline.

THE ENGLISH SOLDIERS—GALLANT GENTLEMEN.

With regard to the English and Indian forces, he

evidently does not consider that the Marines, who
formed so large a portion of Admiral Seymours
column, were very well fitted for marches and other

land operations. Nevertheless, he pays a warm
tribute to their bravery. As for the officers and the

non-commissioned officer's, he was much struck by the

truly British phlegm which characterised them even in

die most critical moments, and he declares that they

always conducted themselves like gallant gentlemen.

In this connection General Frey notes that the lessons

in military training and tactics learnt in South Africa

will be some compensation for the considerable sacri-

fices in men and money which the English nation

made, "with an energy and with that indomitable

tenacity which aroused the admiration even of its

bitterest enemies." In a foot-note General Frey

remarks that he wrote those words in November,

190 1, but that in consequence of particular circum-

stances they could not be published before.

THE INDIAN TROOPS.

About the native Indian troops General Frey is

very frank. Some of the European contingents, who
bad only heard travellers' tales about the Sikhs,

Gurkhas, Punjabis and other Indian races, were
very angry at being asked to receive them as brethren

in arms. This prejudice remained even to the end
of the campaign, but not at all, says General Frey,

among those of the allies who saw these troops at

work. The coolie camp-followers who attended the

British contingent did not behave well, and their

misdeeds were commonly, but unjustly, attributed to

the Sikhs. He considers that the native Indian

troops need not fear comparison with the native

troops of any other Power. He particularly admires
the Bengal Lancers, whom he calls magnificent troops.

The particular defect of the Indian forces, he notes,

was that they were insufficiently strengthened by
white office*.

On the general question of the relations between
the British forces and the other contingents, General
Frey gives an amusing description of the British

reserve which characterised the officers, which was, of

course, imitated by the rank and file. He thinks that

this was due to some extent to the subordinate rble

played by the British force in the operations, and also

to the depressing effect of the news from South Africa

—the affair of Fashoda also was too recent not to

find a certain reflection in the relations between the

French and English.

PRAISE FOR THE JAPANESE.

General Frey has nothing but praise for the Japanese
troops, whose training, discipline, and efficiency were
remarkable. They exhibited a kind of mystical

exaltation
;

they went into battle with that sort of

hypnotic fervour which produces heroes and martyrs.

For the American contingent, too, small as it was, he
has a great admiration, and he declares that they

showed military qualities, both individually and in the

mass, of the very first order. With regard to the

German force, General Frey commends its excellent

organisation, but condemns the excessive (Jiscipline,

amounting almost to brutality, enforced even when
the troops were off duty.

THE WORK OF TAMMANY.
There is in Mcumillaris Magazine an unsigned

article on "Tammany and the Puritans," which is

really a review of Mr. Alfred Hodder's book, "A
Fight for the City"—Judge Jerome's combat with

Tammany. Mr. Hodder frankly admits the good side

of Tammany :

—

It has accomplished quietly and effectually for its own innumer-
able members what has been too often fussily and ineffectually

attempted for the community at large. It has supplied in time
of need material aid without the intervention of a Charity
Organisation, and legal aid without the intervention of a Legal
Aid Society.

It is owing to Mr. Devery that Judge Jerome was
able to fight the famous battle. When the

judge became Republican candidate for the District

Attorneyship

—

the first danger which threatened his candidature was the pro-

posed advent of fashionable lady helpers from the " brownstone
district,'* or, as we should say, from the West End. Mr.
Jerome went up to meet an audience of them and told them " in

the name of God to keep above Fourteenth Steeet ! " The
women of the labouring quarter had, he told them, " forgotten

more politics than they of his audience would ever learn."

They knew nothing ; it was too late to learn ; there were just

two things they could do. First, they could raise money.
Secondly, they could " clean their own homes," and see that

their own men-kind voted as good citizens should do.

Mr. Hodder gives some curious instances of the

state of affairs revealed by the Jerome investiga-

tions :

—

An inspector was appointed in one of the great departments,
and the company which supplied the department was allied to

Tammany. The inspector passed over a number of extortionate

charges, and at last arrived at an item of five dollars for two
pounds of sponges. He asked for the sponges ; they were pro-

duced, put on the scales and weighed four ounces. Next drfy

the company's agent called to inquire if the account was passed.
** No," said the inspector, "you must make the sponges right."

"The sponges are all right." " No," said the doctor, " there

are no two pounds of sponges here ; we put them on the balance
and they weighed only four ounces." " Hell," said the inspector,
" didyou weigh them dry ?

"
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE EMPRESS-DOWAGER
OF CHINA.

Mrs. Archibald Little contributes to Corn-

hill an account of the return of the Court to

Peking. The appearance of the Emperor caused

an English engineer to exclaim, "Who can that

bright, happy-looking boy be?" to the horror

of all the Chinese present. He was a " slight young
man, stepping buoyantly out of the carriage, with the

happy smile of so many an English young man as he

comes to his journey's end "
:

—

Before one had time to realise it was he, he had got swiftly into

the vast golden-yellow sedan chair waiting for him and been
silently carried away, only his curiously projecting chin notice-

able in profile as he sat, still looking back at the train he had
left. A deep hush always falls upon the crowd in China when-
ever a mandarin stirs abroad ; how much more when the Son of

Heaven moves ; and a few years ago surely that foreign engineer

would have been beheaded for his outspokenness. But this year

none ever knelt, whereas of old it was on both knees and with

faces earthward-bent that Chinese subjects would have received

their Emperor.

TSE-HSI, THE EMPRESS-DOWAGER.
T^e-hsi, Empress- Dowager, was the next to appear, standing

for some time on the railway platform, with its voyant em-
broidery, an eunuch supporting her under either arm. On this

occasion she certainly looked her age, sixty-eight, with her
very broad face and many double chins. Her eyes, the

longest probably ever seen, remained cast down, and though
there was a great appearance of graciousness, the smile, whose
coldness even chills foreign Ministers, was absent. Yet, even
as she stood still and silent with her eyes cast down, one felt

the magnetic power of the woman. There was no appearance
of powder or paint about her, no indication of either eyes or

eyebrows being artificially lengthened. If done at all, it

mu>t have been well done. But the thing that was most
striking about her was her stillness.

Just as the Empress regnant but not ruling appeared at the

carriage door the train began to back away, and I saw nothing
but her eyes and brow, above which the locks were wide dis-

persed. So far it seemed a good face. But it was impossible
to discern whether the will power was there, so visible irMhe
Empress-Dowager's pleasantly flattering face, with falsity written

large over every line of the apparently good-humoured surface.

THE EMPRESS EXPRESSED IN ENGLISH TERMS.

The Dowager is of the type so well known in every land
where society exists. Were she an English mother she would,
one feels at once, marry all her daughters to eldest sons, irre-

spective of whether they were lunatics or confirmed dipsomaniacs.
She would smile and say pleasant things, as she pressed forward
over her enemy's dead body, without even a thrill of pleasure in

the doing so ; it would be so absolutely indifferent to her how
>he got there provided that she got to the front. People who
have seen her eyes raised talk of their marvellous quickness,

people who have seen her smile talk of the smile's coldness,

ladies who have conversed with her speak of the furious anger
of her expression as she reprimands an attendant, succeeded
instantaneously by the utmost urbanity as she addresses a guest.

An Englishman of business who saw her at the

same time, said afterwards, " I always thought as

likely as not the Empress had nothing to do with all

those Boxer troubles, but that woman never was
imposed upon, or put upon. I know now she did it

all."

THE CLEVERNESS OF THE EMPRESS.

It is said that this wonderful old lady, who began
life as the poor and soon fatherless ciaughtcr of a

small military official, is suffering from a mortal

malady, and has only two or three years to live. In

the opinion of Mrs. Little

—

the Empress Dowager has no difficulties about Manchuria. She
knows quite clearly what she wants ; so long as she gets that,

how she does so does not matter to her, and therefore she always

gets her way. She is sixty-eight now.

An interesting anecdote is given of the way in which

she settled the question of how one of the daughters

of the Chinese Minister to Paris, who married a

portly American wife, should be dressed when she

came to Court The Empress decided that

—

The wife of the late Minister to Paris being half American
can come in American clothes, but the daughter of a Manchu
official must come in Manchu dress ; but as the young lady has

no practice in high Manchu clogs (with the high heel in the

middle, an indispensable part of a Manchu lady's court dress),

and would therefore infallibly trip herself up and fall prostrate,

let her therefore come dressed as a Manchu boy, only without

the high official boots. And thus the question is settled by that

mind, that, like one of tfie great dockyard hammers, can either

straighten a pin or mould a cannon.

WOMEN'S HELP FOR WOMEN.
In the Quiver Dora M. Jones writes sympathetically

of the work of the Travellers' Aid Society, which has

made such progress that it now possesses nearly five

hundred voluntary workers in England and local

committees in Liverpool, Southampton, Edinburgh

and Bristol :

—

The Society has its headquarters at 3, Baker Street, London,
and was founded some fifteen years ago to assist girls and women
who were travelling alone, and it now has its agents and

workers all over the world. Any careful mother who is sending

her young daughter up to London for the first time, and wishes

her to be met at the station on arrival and put in the right way
for her destination, has only to write to the head office and

the girl will be met and looked after accordingly. The officers

of the society will meet a girl traveller at dock or railway

station at any hour of the day or night. When ladies wish to

have their servants met, or in other cases, when people are in

a position to pay for the convenience, a nominal fee of one

shilling is charged in addition to travelling expenses. This is

merely to ensure that the advantages of the society shall not be

exploited by those who do not need them ; but the fee is never

allowed to stand in the way in the case of anyone who really

needs the help that this organisation can give.

Help is given to wornen who are stranded in

London or other cities, and nights' lodgings are pro-

vided. The co-operation of the railway and police

officials direct many wandering travellers to Baker

Street and security :

—

The bare cost of the food consumed is charged to a guest, but

nothing for cooking or service. Rooms are kept in readiness, and

a benighted girl of good character can be received at any hour.

THE Leisure Hour contains a very timely and sensible

article by Mr. F. C. Tilney on " Fresh Fields for Photo-

graphers." He wishes to divert the energies of the

zealous amateur from taking useless and endless family

portraits or snapshotting unsuspecting passers-by. He
offers the work of Mr. Douglas English's " Photography
for Naturalists n as an example of the more excellent way.

Let the amateur take the smaller mammals, the reptiles,

fish and insects, amidst their true surroundings and in

their characteristic attitudes. He will at least improve
his health and sharpen his powers of observation.
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NEW LIGHT ON LHASA.
Gradually the veil is being lifted from the For-

bidden City of Thibet, and in this month's Century

Magazine M. J. Deniker gives a fairly exhaustive

description with photographs of the residence of the

Dalai-Lama. These he takes from the narrative of

the Kalmuk Mongolian Ushe* Narzunof, who has twice

been in Lhasa, supplemented by the accounts of one
of the abbots, named Agwang Dordje, from the court

of the Dalai-Lama, who has thrice visited Europe :

—

The city is fairly clean, in the Asiatic sense of the word,
except for the quarter in which, in houses made of ox- and goat-
horns, the beggars live. It is the business of these beggars to

convey the corpses out of the city, as, according to Buddhist
custom, the dead are not buried. The high priests, indeed, are

buried or burned after death, but the bodies of the lower priests

and those of the populace are abandoned to the birds of prey,

after having been cut to pieces on a flat stone which lies half-

way between Lhasa and the convent of Sera, near the chapel of
Pa-ban-ka.

Lhasa is composed of a number of temples and convents,

surrounded by gardens and joined together by streets filled with
little shops and private dwellings. The town extends about
two miles from west to east, and one mile from north to south.

It has a population, according to Agwang Dordje', of from fifty to

sixty thousand inhabitants, three thousand of them being monks.

NOTABLE FEATURES OP THE CITY.

In the centre of the city rises the principal temple, called the

Great Izon (Zo in Tibetan). This temple is three stories high
and has four golden roofs ; it c ontains a large number ofstatues
of Buddhist gods, among them one of Sukya-Muni, founder of

their religion. On the top of a hill stand the buildings of the

largest convent of Lhasa, the Manbo-datsang, where the monks
devote themselves to the study of medicine. To the right, on a
hill which rises three hundred feet higher, one sees a collection

of buildings, which is the residence of the Dalai-Lama and is

called Potala. In aspect it is something between the Acropolis
at Athens and Mont St. Michel in Normandy. It is an agglo-

meration of temples, palaces, and structures which suggest

barracks. The whole is surrounded by walls. The zigzag roads

lined by stone walls are the means of communication between
the different buildings.

The centre of this monastic fortress is occupied by a temple
^palace, Po-brang marpo, and the red of its walls stands out
against the white of the other buildings. There are nine stories

on the southern facade, while there are only six or seven stories

on the opposite side. Here, however, are the four temples,

with gilded roofs in the Chinese style. To the right of Po-brang
marpo is the palace which contains the private apartments of
the Dalai-Lama ; to the left the buildings where the high

dignitaries live, among them Khambo Agwang Dordje, of
whom we have already spoken. Farther on is a large building

for the functionaries and staff of the court of the Dalai-Lama.
Lower down is a large edifice, a sort of barracks containing
cells for several hundred monks, and next to it, just below the

Po-brang marpo, is another monastery with a large six-storied

temple, where religious services are held daily. Lower down
still, at the foot of the hill, are the dwellings of the minor
functionaries and servants.

The whole collection of buildings contains nearly three

thousand rooms and is larger than the Vatican, according to

Agwang Dordje, who visited the papal residence on his last

stay in Europe.

THE DALAI-LAMA.
Narzunof was received with favour by the Dalai-

Lama, who gave him gifts. Of him he writes :

—

The Dalai-Lama is a young man not more than twenty-nine
years old. His. name is Tubdan-gyamtso, and he is of the finest

Tibetan type ; that is to say, almost European. His usual

dress is very like that of the Buddhist high priests, except that

it is entirely yellow.

PHOTOGRAPHING LHASA.

On Narzunofs first visit he had his camera
destroyed, there being a prejudice against anyone
"coaxing pictures of things or people into a little

black box to be carried into the Occident" His
second visit was more successful, and he obtained
many useful and unique photographs :

—

One moming, as Narzunof was walking about, waiting an
ooportunity to take a photograph, he saw for the first time a
spectacle which, it seems, is common enough about Lhasa. He
quickly took a photograph of what he saw—two men, pilgrims,

who were making the tour of Lhasa for the third time, not on
foot, but flat on their stomachs, measuring the perimeter of the
Holy City with their bodies. They threw themselves down the
length of their whole bodies, resting on their hands, then
drawing their legs to them, they stood up to prostrate themselves
again immediately, this time placing their feet where their

head had last been. Beginners put little boards on the palms
of their hands to break the force of the blows, and then try to
fall without straining their arms; but as soon as they have
accustomed themselves a little, they fall on their hands. Think
of the length of time, and, above all, of the patience it requires

to make thus the tour of the Holy City, a distance of about
thirteen miles ! But there are some fervent pilgrims who do
more than this, for they go seven times round tne city. Others,

instead of measuring the way by the length of their persons,

measure it by the width of their faces ; they touch their foreheads
to the ground, then, changing place laterally, they press their

faces again at the spot next to the one they have just touched.

It takes the pilgrim one month to make the tour of Lhasa in

this fashion. It is a much longer method, but it is not nearly
so painful as the other.

The Leader of French Socialism.
In the American Review of Reviews M. Othon

Guerlac writes on M. Jaures, the present leader of
French Socialism, and one of the greatest political

orators in France. M. Jaures justifies his conversion to

Socialism by the belief that the social reforms necessary
to make society just toward the working class could not
be obtained through the good-will and generosity of the
bourgeois class.

M. Jaures is not a man of prepossessing appearance. He is

short and burly of figure, somewhat rustic in his manner, and
his dress evinces a lack of care, a lack of taste, almost a lack of
cleanliness. It is only in his glance, the glance of a visionary,

that distinction appears. His voice is sonorous, with a metallic

quality which is neither musical nor agreeable, but which pierces

the tumult of parliamentary debate, and commands the attention

of an audience, however large.

At first sight this man of vulgar aspect and slovenly appear-

ance might pass for some rude mob-orator, the spokesman of

some club of Jacobins. But as he begins to speak the listener

forgets the lack of elegance, the vulgarity, the excited southern

features of the speaker, and surrenders himself to the charms of
that eloquence at once fluent, elegant and picturesque.

I should not compare M. Jaures to that Numa Roumestan of
Daudet who never thought except while he was speaking. But
it is certain that as he develops his brilliant metaphors, his

poetic images, his ample and splendid periods, he is carried

away, hypnotised, and intoxicated by his own words.
It may be added that this orator of sonorous utterance and

glowing imagination is a worker of remarkable industry, whose
intellect delights in exhaustive knowledge and thorough docu-
mentation, and who has distinguished himself by works of
erudite scholarship.

Mr. Edward Hughes, the society portrait painter, is

the subject of an illustrated paper in the Woman at
Home for August. Mrs. Tooley advocates " Aquatic
Sports for Women," notably punting and yacht racing.
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THE NEEDS AND AMBITIONS OF GERMANY,
And How She Will Realise Them.

The Contemporary Review for July contains a

singularly well-informed, unsigned article entitled

"Germany and Pan-Germany." Hitherto there has

been a tendency to take German expansionism as a

popular ebullition with nothing but crude patriotism

about it ; the writer of this article sets out to show

how serious and well-founded is the movement, and

indeed how Germany's very existence depends upon

its success. Germany, to-day, is rapidly turning into

the economic condition of England. She depends

more and more for her food supply upon over-sea

countries. A blockade of any length would reduce

her to submission. If the increasing population is

every year less and less able to feed and find work for

itself, it must emigrate, and either be lost for the

Empire, or settle in countries under German control.

For this the first necessity is a fleet. German naval

policy is therefore the product of reason, not of

enthusiasm. It is largely the produce of the pro-

fessors. The most staid and approved economists

are as combative as any Pan-German :

—

GERMANY'S GREAT ALTERNATIVE.

Here is the gist of their opinions. If Germany cannot obtain

some great territory in reserve for her growing population, from
which, in the 20th century, she can satisfy her need of products

grown in temperate and tropical zones in the best possible con-

ditions, either by commercial treaties or by political power, then

she must artificially check her population and lower their

standard of living, or resume her former humble place in the

Concert of the Powers. If Germany is not powerful enough at

sea to keep open the corn trade routes, and, in given circum-

stances, to exercise pressure upon corn-exporting countries, her

existence as a nation is threatened.

The danger to Germany lies in her small compass
of home territory, from which follows the necessity of

acquiring Colonies. The Pan-German conception

is that of an All-German European Customs Union
and a Greater Germany across the seas, self-feeding,

self-sufficient, and shut out to all foreign trade. A
German statistician estimates that in 1980 the Slav

and Anglo-Saxon races will number together 1,280

millions, whereas Germany will have only 180
millions. Unless her .expansionist policy succeeds

she will be entirely dependent upon foreign countries.

THE STRUGGLE FOR SOUTH AMERICA.

Where, then, is Germany's gaze directed ? Chiefly

to the Near East and to Latin America. The import-

ance of the Bagdad Railway lies in the fact that it

will open the way to German trade and German
interests, vid Bagdad, to the Indian Ocean. But
Greater Germany may spring up in South America.
The Government now passively supports German
emigration to Brazil ; and the Hanseatic Colonial

Society has taken over property in Santa Catharina as

large as Northumberland, with permission to settle

on the land as many as 6,000 emigrants yearly.

Since then two former independent colonies to the

north and south have been incorporated in the original

property, and the whole Colony is now called " The

Hansa." It is a complete state within the state, Ger-
man influence being everywhere paramount. In

1 90 1, there were about 100,000 German colonists iri

Santa Catharina. In Parana, out of a population of

249,000, a large proportion is German, and a quarter

of the 897,000 people in Rio Grande do Sol are

Germans. The Disconto Bank and the Deutsche
Bank have divided South America into economic
spheres of interest. In South Brazil 30 per cent of

the people are Germans. The writer says that " there

is no reason why Germans should not colonise, capi-

talise, and eventually hold Brazil, just as we hold

Egypt and Russia Manchuria " :

—

The future of South America undoubtedly will depend on the

Monroe Doctrine and on the navy which is behind it. There
will come a time, not so remote in the future, when the economic
absorption by the Germans of Brazil and other South American
States may lead to political supremacy which, if questioned,

must bAbandoned or contended for. If at such a juncture the

German navy is strong enough confidently to engage the

American fleet, then conceivably the issue will be a fighting one.

The writer concludes that in this sphere German
ambitions have arisen too late to outstrip America,

and that the Monroe Doctrine is destined to bar

Germany's way.

German Home Politics.

In the American Revieiv of Reviews Mr. Wolf von

Schierbrand writes on " The German Elections and

the Socialist Party.*' He gives the following concise

summary of the present issues on German politics :

—

Economically.— 1. The tariff and the commercial treaties,

including new ones with England and with the United States,

about which enough has been said. 2. The further upbuilding

of the Imperial system of old-age, invalid, and accident pensions,

which is favoured by the Socialists and the entire Liberal Left,

and opposed by part of the Centre and the Right (Conservatives,

Anti-Semites, Poles, Guelphs, Alsatians).

Politically.— 1. Curtailment of the general Reichstag franchise.

This is desired by the whole Conservative party and its reaction-

ary allies, also by the Imperial Government itself. But with

the new composition of the Reichstag such a measure, which

would necessitate the repeal of a paragraph in the con-

stitution of the Empire, could not pass. 2. The maintenance
of the Dreibund, or Triple Alliance. This is favoured

by a decided majority of the Reichstag. 3. A closer under-

standing with the Papacy,—favoured solely by the Centre, the

Poles, and the Alsatians. 4. An entente cordiale with both

England and the United States,—a cause warmly espoused by
the Radicals and the Socialists, and, to a slighter extent, by
most of the other parties and factions. 5. Expansion of Ger-

many,territorially, colonially, and commercially. I will briefly

say that, there is a strong current of public opinion, exploited

particularly by the National Liberals (Pan-Germans), the

Anti-Semites, and the Free Conservatives, steadily bearing

in this direction. 6. The redividing of the empire into

Reichstag election districts of approximately equal popula-

tion,—a thing which has not been done since 187 1. This is

favoured, of course, by all the parties (Socialists, Radicals,

etc.) suffering under the present unfair system. It is opposed
by all the other parties and factions, and also by the Imperial

Government and by the Bundesrath (Federal Council), without

whose concurrence the thing is constitutionally impossible. 7-

A change of system in the official treatment of the Socialists and
of all the other adherents of political opinions obnoxious to the

present rtgime. This is favoured by the Radicals and Socialists,

but the existing repression is upheld by the remainder. 8. Army
and navy increase. The enlargement of the navy is fixed by law

until 19 16.
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HOW THE KAISER GOES YACHTING.
The account given of Kiel week by James B.

Connolly in Harper's Magazine does away with a

great deal of the idea of the German Emperor as a

sportsman. First of all, he relates how on the Fourth

of July all the Americans were rejoiced to hear the

•warships saluting, but it turned out it was only the

Emperor leaving the Hohenzollern to go aboard the

Meteor for the race :

—

The Meteor crossed the line, with the Emperor on her quarter,

and Uien followed her escort : first the Hohenzollern, in all her

cream-and-gold magnificence, and long as some ocean liners

;

secondly, the cruiser Nymphe% three hundred and fifty feet long,

twenty-one knots, four hundred men, guard to the Hohenzollern ;

after her the Sleipner, tender, or errand-boy, two hundred feet

Jong, and twenty-five knots ; and beside her the Alice Roosevelt,

messenger or despatch-boat, twenty -five knots or so ; and to

tail out the procession, four long, low, black torpedo-boats,

known by letters and numbers

—

S 8, S 75, 5" 79, S 80,—with a

speed of from twenty-eight to thirty knots—these eight as escort

to the schooner-yacht Meteor while* she should be sailing a race

from Kiel to Travemiinde on a placid July day. It was a man
on the observation steamer, to leeward, who gave it out, after

a good deal of what appeared to be careful thought; that it was
his opinion that even if the Meteor did carry away her spinnaker-

-boom or incur some equally grave peril—even if she did, the

Emperor had still a chance to escape with his life.

AN ADDITIONAL ESCORT.
Tacked on to the wake of the Emperor's escort was a fleet of

steam yachts, of large size mostly, and of expensive decorations,

nearly all. The people aboard of them did not seem to be too

•deeply concerned with the more technical manoeuvres of the

racing-craft, but they were enjoying their racing nevertheless.

In creased white ducks, buttoned blue coats, and yachting caps

of the correct model, and with the proper club button on front,

they lounged under the awnings on upper decks and watched

the Meteor. There were craft there that were doing queer

things with the Meteor ; but the Emperor was on the Meteor•,

and on him the glasses were levelled.

WAITING FOR THE EMPEROR TO WrN.

Everybody who could find a yacht or boat clustered

around the winning line to see the Meteor win, but as

the long hours went by and night came on the

expectant audience faded away, dinner proving more
attractive than an Imperial victory :

—

Never before had such ceremony been made ready for the

finish of the race, and now in the dark no more than a dozen

people would be by to see it—half of them on the judges' boats,

and the other half in the little fishing-boats.

THE START AND THE FINISH.

Several other yachts come in and go to their berths,

but the Meteor, with her Imperial steersman, is not

to be seen anywhere :

—

At midnight there is still no Meteor. The only intelligible

Teport of her, and that in a strange language, comes from the

deck of a big sloop. " Oh, somewhere behind," is their hail.

The last two of the little fishing-boats, tacking back and forth,

and tired of dodging each other in the gloom, decide to leave

for "home, and they do. Five minutes later the Meteor comes.

The search-lights pick her up, her number is taken, and she

passes on to her berth in the inner harbour up between the

jetties—and that is all there is to it. In the morning, at Kiel,

the whole navy standing by, guns booming, ensigns dipping,

thousands cheering, tens of thousands looking on, 'and snips of

the navy to see that nothing happened to her ; at night, at

Trtwemiinde, no guns, no cheering, no flags, and in her rear

oaly the wake of an outclassed vessel as she goes on by in the

gloom ; and for an audience,—half a dozen on the judges' boats

—and they, of course, wouldn't dare to leave.

HOUSEKEEPING IN LTHE UNITED STATES.
The Leisure Hour contains a useful and instructive

article by Mrs. Porritt on Housekeeping in America.
She takes the standpoint of a middle-class family, and
compares their lot in the Old Country and the New.
She says that for high rents New York stands
unequalled in all Europe and America. She goes on
to say that New York is not a city of homes, but a
city for millionaires and tramps, the wealthiest and
the poorest. For people of moderate means there is

only the choice between boarding-houses and small and
uncomfortable flats, or residence in distant and not
easily accessible suburbs.

THE CHIVALROUS AMERICAN ARCHITECT.

Speaking more generally, she says that an English-

woman is chiefly impressed by the care the architect

has shown to cater for her needs :

—

Kitchens are really planned out with an eye to the work to be
done in them.. Places are reserved for articles and utensils

ordinarily to be found in the kitchen ; and in the arrangement
of kitchen and dining-room doors, pantries and china-closets,

there is an effort to save every unnecessary step. The chief

characteristic of the bedrooms and sitting-rooms is the ample
closet space provided ; closets with shelves and closets with
hooks.

THE SERVANT GIRL AS CHURCH-BUILDER.
Mrs. Porritt mentions one aspect of the domestic

servant problem which may excite surprise. To the

ordinary mind there is not much connection between
the servant girl and imposing ecclesiastical architecture.

Yet the relation is more intimate than at first sight

appears. The writer says :
—

A family in New York keeping two servants will pay from

£4$ to ^50 a year to the housemaid, and from ^50 to ,£70 a
year to the cook. Servants are really well off in New York,
for they can buy their clothes there more cheaply than in the

smaller cities, or in the country, and the heavy expense of rent

does not touch them. This prosperity of the servant class in New
York is shown in two very characteristic ways ; in the great

number of savings banks patronised by the German and Swede
girls, and in the enormous wealth of the Roman Catholic

Church there. The magnificent white marble cathedral of St.

Patrick's, on Fifth Avenue, is as much a demonstration of the

liberal payment ofNew York servant girls, as are the great and
wealthy savings banks scattered up and down the city. In the

smaller cities and in the country, in the United States, the rate'

of servants' wages is from £50 to £$$ a year, the commonest
rate of pay being about sixteen shillings a week.

The white marble of St. Patrick's is an interesting

modern variant of the alabaster box of the Gospels.

COMPARATIVE COST OF CLOTHING.
Mrs. Porritt speaks more highly of the registry offices

in America than in England. She says that the

household bills for food do not differ much in the two
countries. " Meat is considerably cheaper, butter, eggs

and milk average about the same; vegetables are

dearer, but there is a much greater variety, and they

are longer in season." Contrary to the usual impres-

sion, she says that in many respects clothing is cheaper
in the United States.

Mrs. Porritt concludes this very interesting sketch

with the remark that for the pretty and tasteful arrange-

ment of inexpensive homes, there is much more scope

in America than in England.
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BACK TO THE ZENANA!
An Astonishing Appeal by an American

Woman.
The other day Mrs. Woolsey, an American woman,

created a sensation on both sides of the Atlantic by
publishing a little book entitled "Republics versus

Women." Her object was to prove that in the laws

relating to women Americans were far behind the

Monarchical nations, and especially behind Russia.

The legal position of the sex in the United States

may be as bad as Mrs. Woolsey says, but it is

not anything like

bad enough to

satisfy another

American wo-
man, Margaret
Bisland by name,
who contributes

to the North
American Review
for July an as-

tonishing article

entitled " The
Curse of Eve."

Since Mr. Cham-
berlain went back
to Protection we
have no reason

to be astonished

at anything now-
adays. Hence,
we need not be
very much sur-

prised that an
American woman
should be found
who deliberately

advocates a re-

turn to the
Zenana as the

only method of saving the American race from
extermination.

THE CURSE OF EVE.

Miss Bisland takes as her text President Roose-
velt's lament over the decrease in the American birth-

rate, and maintains that it is ail owing to the damnable
heresy of recognising that women have brains and
souls. Miss Bisland maintains that the story fchat sin and
death came into the world when Eve was tempted by
the serpent to pluck the fruit ofthe Tree of Knowledge
typified, in mythic form, the eternal truth as to the

temptation before which woman cannot* fall without

ruining the race. And the American woman, having

been tempted to eat of the Tree of Knowledge, is

bringing upon the American race the doom of death.

In the day that woman eats of the Tree of Knowledge
she shall surely die and all her progeny, or rather she

will not have any progeny. It was Asia which was
the scene of this first fatal experiment. And learning

the result by bitter experience, Asia has guarded

Arthur and Catherine Booth-Clibborn and nine of their ten children.

against any repetition of Eve's transaction by refusing

afi emancipation to women.

THE " CORRECT INSTINCTS " OF ASIA.

And this is how Asia, to Miss Bisland's great

admiration, has enforced the interdict :

—

The laws and religions of that hoary continent lay terrible

fetters upon any development of her individuality beyond her
home, her wifehood, and motherhood. Immured in the zenana,

her face covered, her feet crippled, the existence of a soul to

save or a brain to educate often denied her
;
given in marriage

in her infancy, enslaved to masculine authority from the hour of

her birth, and herded in polygamous wedlock, every means has-

been taken to con-

fine the woman to-

ner home and to

her natural task.

Yet, as we consider

intelligently that

Continent and her
doctrine of female
seclusion, we see no*

more nor less than
the primitive but
correct instincts of
the mighty Queen-
bee of the race,

guarding with jeal-

ous care the foun-
tain-head of civilised

human life.

From this it

would appear
that it is a " cor-

rect instinct
:r

which leads the

Asiatic to cripple

his women's feet*

and deny her a
soul or brain, and
enslave her from
birth, and herd
her in polyga-

mous wedlock !'

If "the mighty

Queen-bee of the race," by which we might suppose

Miss Bisland describes Asia, acts so correctly in

Asia in enslaving woman, it would seem to follow

logically that similar " correct instincts " must be
allowed to transform American civilisation. Other-

wise, Miss Bisland maintains, the race will die out.

WHY THE AMERICANS ARE DYING OUT.

If the native Americans had kept up the rate of
increase at which they started, they would have
numbered eighty millions twenty-five years ago.

They were, however, only seventy-six nfillions in

1900. From this must be deducted twenty-four

millions of emigrants and the children of emigrants,

and ten million negroes. The native-born American
is ceasing to breed. Miss Bisland thinks that the

new-comer's from Europe will speedily adopt the

American custom, and the race will perish. The
reason for this is that the American Eve has

been allowed to eat of the Tree of Knowledge.
The over-education and abnormal public activities
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astonishingly encouraged among American women
since the close of the Civil War will lead to the

eviction of the race from the latest Eden of mankind
planted in the Western World.

"inexorable law?" fudge!

Miss Bisland maintains that it is an inexorable law

of Nature that intellectually developed women can't

breed. The best answer to this is to reproduce a

photograph that came to my hands the other day, of

an intellectually developed woman, who sits with her

husband in the midst of nine of her children; the

tenth had not arrived when the photograph was taken.

When Catherine, the eldest daughter of General

Booth, married Mr. Clibborn she was a delicate,

nervous, highly-strung intellectually developed woman,
who was at the head of the Salvation Army in France.

It is doubtful if any American woman to-day has gone
through more exciting and abnormal public activities

than those in which Mrs. Booth-Clibborn passed her life.

She has not been married more than fifteen years.

So far from Miss Bisland's inexorable law of Nature

dooming her to barrenness, she seems to have her

quiver tolerably full of children.

the real cause of small families.

To those who are familiar with American life, and
especially with the family life, Miss Bisland's theory

that the shortage in American children is due to over-

education or abnormal public activity, must produce
a smile. It is not that the American woman cannot
breed, but it is that she and her husband have decided
for themselves that they will be more comfortable and
have a better time if they do not have quite so many
children as the mothers of the Republic. With all

that Miss Bisland says concerning maternity being the

glory of a woman I fully agree. But it is blasphemy
against motherhood to maintain that to be a good
mother you must be an ignorant slave. Rightly to

reign as the queen of the home, and properly to bring

up sons and daughters of the new generation, are tasks

which demand the best culture of the mind and the

wisest training of the body.

DOWN WITH EDUCATED MOTHERHOOD !

Miss Bisland admits that in the earlier days when
the American woman rested content in her home her

tapes and dreams, her pride and patriotism, and her

ambition were realised in her children. But when she
could no longer find honourable, independent, pro-

fitable employment in her domestic environment, when
the cruel current of commercialism tore out of her

hands all her home employment, and she was compelled
to follow her tasks to the mills and the factories, then
:be first began to envy and grasp at the estates and
prerogatives of men. Hence she thinks have come
all evil—divorce and national decay. To quote once
more from this Cassandra :

—

Vain and empty have been proven the hope and faith that
from the highly educated mother profound advantages must
*<*nie to the nation, in the consequently superior mental equip-
Bfcnt of her child. The highly educated woman avoids or is

incapable of maternity. The exhilaration of monetary profit in

exchange for her physical and mental toil, and the pursuit of her
purely selfish pleasure or fortune, lure her from the self-sacrifice

of maternity and the restraints of wedded life. Or, when wedded,
she brings forth few or no children.

It is well that the question should be discussed.

Fut the evil which she laments is not so much due to

the spread of education as to the growth of a desire

for comfort and the disappearance of the sense of our

responsibility for keeping up the numbers of well-bred

recruits for posterity.

QUEEN ALEXANDRA.
By Mlle. Vacaresco.

In the Strand Magazine for August Mile. Vacaresco,

continuing her account of " Sovereigns I Have Met,"

recounts her recollections of Queen Alexandra, and
also incidentally of the late Queen. There is a

singular uniformity in all articles about the Queen
;

and even Mile. Vacaresco's leaves us feeling we
really know nothing more about her Majesty than we
did before. "Almost all the Queens of Europe
possess an individuality of their own," says Mile.

Vacaresco, "and are celebrated for some peculiar

quality which springs up in the mind as soon as their

names are mentioned." Queen Alexandra's peculiar

qualities are " her rare beauty and the love which she

has been able to kindle in the hearts of her subjects."

Much of the article is taken up in recounting con-

versations between the then Princess of Wales and
Mile. Vacaresco over the Roumanian costumes the

latter had brought with her to Balmoral—conversations

in which there is really no particular interest. More
worth recording are the words attributed to Queen
Victoria, to whose presence Mile. Vacaresco was sum-
moned from her chat about peasant costumes with

the Princess. The young Roumanian girl could speak

of nothing but the Princess and her goodness :

—

" And you have seen only one side of her various gifts, " said

Queen Victoria.
44 For many years the Princess has tried hard

to spare me the strain and fatigue of great functions. She opens
bazaars, attends concerts, visits hospitals in my place, and she

always gives me such full and vivid accounts of people and
places, that I always seem to have been present. I sometimes
laughingly tell her that she is a dictionary in which is inscribed

every variety pi adjective connected with the words 1 good 9 and
' true.' However terrible the load which I lay upon her slender

shoulders, she not only never complains, but endeavours to

prove that she has enjoyed what to another would be a tiresome

duty. She even declares that a Drawing Room is a most
entertaining sight, and does not make her feel dizzy or distressed

while she glances from one face to another without ever over-

looking one of them. Princess Alexandra holds a Drawing
Room beautifully, and I am gratified to feel secure that, when I

am no more, a Queen of England worthy of England's throne

will give it grace."

Years after Mile. Vacaresco met the Princess again

—this time in Rome :

—

" I met a figure so sweetly wrapped in sadness, so immured
in grief, that the cry of * Mater dolorosa ' rose to my lips."

She was then in mourning for her eldest son.

Never again did she meet the Princess as Princess.

The next time it was as Queen.
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THE NEGROES IN THE UNITED STATES.

Reassuring Statement by Dr. Albert Shaw.

I am very glad to read in the American Review of
Reviews for August a very reassuring statement of the

position of the coloured race in America from the pen
of Dr. Albert Shaw. Of late the impression has been
growing in this country that the position of the coloured

people was growing worse, that lynching was in-

creasing to a dangerous extent, that the negro

had been practically disfranchised in the Southern

States and was being hustled back into slavery. Dr.

Shaw says that there is no reason for these grim
apprehensions. He says that the statistics of lynching

for a period of twenty years show that there has been
a steady average decline in the number of these

crimes, and that last year's record was the best of all

as to the actual number of lynched. In 1893 there

were 200 lynched, in 1901, 135, and in 1902, only 96.

He does not expect there will be more than a hundred
lynchings this year. At the same time Dr. Shaw
admits that of late there has been a development of

mob violence which stands earnestly in need of stern

repression. So much for lynching.

Now for the attempt to re-establish slavery. Dr.

Shaw admits that in a good many parts of the South,

particularly in some remote country districts, there is

growing up a very objectionable and wicked system of

forced labour in pretence of farming out the services

of misdemeanants or penal offenders. Negro labourers

are kidnapped and brought before the justices. They
are then convicted of real or imaginary offences and
doomed to six months' or twelve months' hard labour.

By this means, in remote districts in Alabama and
-elsewhere, a system of peonage has grown up which is

now being sternly suppressed. Dr. Shaw indignantly

-denies that these sporadic and scattered abuses are the

beginning of an attempt on the part of Southern white

people to restore slavery. As to the general condition

of coloured men in the United States, Dr. Shaw
declares that race conditions are growing better rather

than worse, that the negroes have been making
progress of which they have reason to be
proud, and that the outlook for them is an
exceedingly bright and hopeful one— indeed,

he even declares that "their present position

and future prospect is almost unequalled in the history

of any people ancient or modern." Theoretically

the negro is entitled to vote and to hold office, he is

merely asked to comply with certain reasonable con-

ditions which exclude no negro from the ballot who
is fit to vote. There is not a negro for whom there

is not a chance to work at good wages, no race in the

world has better industrial opportunities. In short,

America is the Paradise of the negro race. It has

wonderful advantages and opportunities and compara-
tively few disadvantages. Americans have made
efforts to educate them such as never before were

made in human history to educate a people. More
consideration has been shown to the negro agricul-

tural labourers in the South than has ever been shown

to the body of agricultural labourers in England. As
the negroes are doing so well in America, Dr. Shaw
thinks that it is only natural that they should be

anxious to go back to Africa and settle in Liberia,

where they will naturally take a leading part in the

future development of the African continent.

THE EARLIEST OF MODERN SUBMARINES.
By the Builder.

Mr. W. A. Alexander tells in Munsefs Magazine
of the first submarine boat successfully operated in

naval warfare. This was the Confederate boat

Hunley, which met its final fate in sinking the

Housatonie. Mr. Alexander has a right to speak of

this vessel, since he was the sole survivor of the four

crews which manned her at various times. His escape

he owed to an accident which prevented him from
accompanying the boat on the last occasion. Thirty-

two men were drowned in her during the experiments

and in war, but there was never any difficulty in getting

men to man her. Of the boat, the writer says :

—

For the hull we took a cylinder boiler which we had on hand,
forty-eight inches in diameter and twenty-five feet long. A part

of it was separated into two water tanks, for ballast, which
could be emptied and filled by valves. Heavy pieces of cast

iron were also fastened to the bottom by bolts which could be
removed by the crew inside, thus allowing the castings to sink,

when it was desired to come to the surface quickly. The boat
was moved entirely by hand. It had an. ordinary screw propeller,

attached to a shaft, on which were eight cranks at different angles.

WORKING WITHOUT BREATHABLE AIR.

During the experiments three times were the full

crews drowned without chance of escape, but there

was never any difficulty in finding volunteers to man
the Hunley. There was no provision made for

replenishing the air, and the crew suffered agonies from
lack of oxygen, while at the same time being so
cramped that it was barely possible to move about :

—

One evening, after alternately diving and rising for a while,

we noted the time and sank for the test. Twenty-five minutes
after I had closed the after man-head and excluded the outer air

the candle would not burn. In comparing our individual ex-
perience afterwards, we found that each man had determined
that he would not be the first to say * 4 up." Not a word was
uttered except the occasional " How is it ?" between Dixon and
myself, until at last, as the voice of one man, " up " came from
all nine. We had been on the bottom two hours and thirty -five

minutes—more than two hours after the candle went out for lack
of oxygen.

HOW THE EXPLOSIVE WAS CARRIED.

Mr. Alexander writes thus of the offensive arrange-

ments, which were rather primitive.

The torpedo was a copper cylinder holding a charge of ninety
pounds of explosive, with percussion and primer mechanism,
set off by triggers. It was originally intended to float the
torpedo on the surface of the water, towed by the boat, which
was to dive under the vessel to be attacked. In experiments
made with some old flatboats in smooth water, this plan operated
successfully, but in a seaway the torpedo was continually coming
too near our own craft. We then rigged a yellow pine boom,
twenty-two feet long, and attached it to the bow,banded and guyed
on each side. A socket on the torpedo secured it to the boom.

Such was the pioneer of the submarine war-ship of to-day—

a

boiler shell propelled by paddle-wheels turned by hand, with no
electrical or pneumatic apparatus, and none of the modern pro-
visions for furnishing air for the crew.
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[THE CONQUEST OF THE AIR.

To the average reader undoubtedly the most

interesting article in the Revue de Paris is that by

Baron de Mauni, entitled " The Conquest of the

Air." The Baron is convinced that the world is on

the eve of a tremendous revolution in everything that

regards the transport, both of human beings and of

merchandise; in other words, he considers that any

day some painstaking Napoleon of science may con-

quer the air, as man has finally conquered the earth,

annihilating distances both on land and sea. The
writer gives a careful account of all that has been

done in the past, but of course the most interesting

portion of his article is that which deals with the

present problem. The cigar-shaped balloon, or

airship, which has taken the place of the round globes

with which the brothers Mongolfier and their

immediate disciples tried to conquer the air, was
apparently first thought of some thirty years ago.

ELECTRICITY AND THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM.

The birth of the electric motor brought the solution

of the problem perceptibly nearer. In 1883 two
Frenchmen made some successful experiments; and
in 1884 Captain Renard proved to his own and to

his friends' triumphant satisfaction that he had gone
yefa step further, for he proved that an airship could

be steered to a given point and then brought back.

The experiment was tried over a six-mile course, and
the journey took twenty-three minutes. At that time,

that is, nineteen years ago, all those interested in

aerial navigation believed that the problem was finally

solved, and that soon the civilised world would have
a new means of transport at its command. As we all

know, nothing of the kind took place. The French
Government, which had seemed willing to put its

immense resources at the disposal of Captain Renard
and his partner, M. Krebs, drew back ; on the other

hand, the steady progress made as regards electric

motors seemed to indicate that the practical conquest
of the air was only a matter of time.

THE NEED FOR PUBLIC NOT PRIVATE AUTHORITY.

Unfortunately, according to Baron de Mauni, there

has been no central authority ; each inventor has,

and who can blame him, his own axe to grind, and it is

evident that the Baron would like to see so important
a question placed under Government control, or at any
rate directly encouraged and aided by the Government.
If there is no chance of this being done, then he con-

siders that the only chance of practical success lies in

the hands of certain great capitalists interested in the

question, and he addresses a serious word of warning
to those inventors who are experimenting with only a
slender capital at their back. Supposing, he says, one
of these men does discover or invent the one probably
trifling addition to existent airship motors, or, what
for want of a better word he styles anchors, which
would suddenly simplify the problem : unless he has

pluck, money, and business brains, he is sure to see

the result of his labour benefiting others.

THE INTEREST IN AIRSHIPS.

During the last hundred years a hundred thousand

patents have been registered in Europe and America
by balloon and airship inventors, and as most of them
are obviously of comparatively recent date, it is

certain that a very much greater number of individuals

than those uninterested in the subject are at all

aware of are eagerly looking out for an opportunity

of making fame and fortune beyond the dreams of

avarice.

THE LEPER DISTRICT OF NORTHERN NIGERIA*
Dr. Tonkin, medical officer of the Hausa Associa-

tion's Central Sudan Expedition, contributes to the

Empire Review a most interesting paper on a leper

field, some five hundred miles wide, crossing the

British dependency of Northern Nigeria, in which he
himself covered some 1,500 miles, all leper-stricken

country. Dr. Tonkin spent twelve months in the

Sudan, examining hundreds of these lepers. He
first induced them to come to him for treatment

—

when he did all he could to alleviate their sufferings,

so that these lepers went and told other lepers, and the

doctor's entrance porch was soon crowded with .

sufferers. The half million square miles of country

between the western shores of LakeChad and the Middle
Niger River, of which Dr. Tonkin thinks he has seen,

enough to speak definitely, have recently been taken

over by Government from the Royal Niger Company.
It is for the subjugation of this territory that General
Lugard is pressing—a territory where the lowest races

are naked and cannibal savages.

ABSOLUTE FREEDOM FOR LEPERS.

Kano, the chief commercial centre of Northern
Nigeria, is a leper hive. Of the leper colonies within

its fifteen miles of earthworks, Dr. Tonkin says :

—

In the dark tomb-like huts, which the heat and glare from the

sun and the persistent impertinence of the fly tribe render

necessary in these parts of the Sudan, the smell emanating from
the neglected ulcers of scores of leprous occupants hangs like an
oily foetid fog upon the air. The disease is so common that in

spite of the repulsive appearance of the sufferers, the general

public of the country have got used to it, regarding it as one of

the stable things of the world, and the chance of catching it as

one of the ills to which flesh is inevitably heir. They do nothing

to limit that chance. Lepers are permitted to mingle freely with
the healthy population, engage in business, and marry when
they can.

They are subject to no disabilities on account of

their disease; indeed, it seems as if leprosy were rather

encouraged than otherwise. What still further spreads

the disease is the habit of the rich, whether leprous

or not, of never washing their clothes, but when soiled

passing them on to those in the next social grade

below ; these in turn wear them till still dirtier, and
then pass them on, so that the same clothes may
accumulate the dirt and disease of fifty different

individuals. Dr. Tonkin's experiences will be
resumed in the next number.
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THE SERVIAN TRAGEDY.
As was to be expected, the Servian tragedy has

greatly impressed the French imagination, especially

as the young King was well known in Paris,

as were also both his parents. Three articles

are devoted to the subject in the July reviews ; of the

three, the best is that of M. Mallet, who seems to

have known the late King intimately, and who gives,

on the whole, a pleasant picture of that unfortunate

young man. When he first knew Alexander the

latter was only sixteen, and though King dejure
%
was

practically a prisoner in his own palace, never allowed

even to take a walk in his gardens alone, and when
out driving always closely immured in a shut carriage.

ESPIONAGE.

" Even his thoughts were spied on. A small note-

book, in which he sometimes inscribed his thoughts

and the few events of his dull days, was stolen out of

a locked drawer where he kept it. Every letter

received by him was opened, as were also ail letters

despatched by him. He could not even write a note

to his mother without its being carefully perused by
his regents ;

accordingly he had left off writing to her

altogether, and the story was put about that he had
no heart." His French critic declares that he had an

ardent, affectionate nature, and that he was touchingly

devoted to both his father and mother, suffering

terribly from seeing them so disunited.

KING ALEXANDER AS LOVER.

M. Mallet has but little to say concerning

Alexander's marriage, but he tells the significant fact

that, after the assassination, in the King and Queen's
bedroom was found a copy of Stendhal's famous book
dealing with love. Many annotations had been made
by the King himself; thus in the margin of the phrase,
M

It is almost impossible to find a cure for love," he
had written, " Why seek for a remedy when the highest

ideal is to love and to be beloved ? " His instincts

were good, and even kindly ; thus in honour of his

marriage to Madame Draga Maschin he directed that

all those who had been imprisoned by order of his

father for political reasons should be released.

DRAGA—A GREAT ROMANTIC HEROINE.

In the NouvelU Revue the place of honour is given

to M. Teneo's curious and eloquent account of what
he styles " The Servian Tragedy." The writer, with

considerable ingenuity, sets out to prove that

Alexander owed his terrible fate to the fact that he
was completely enslaved by a passion, which acted on
him much as if he had drunk a love philtre. He
believes that in ages to come Draga will take her place

among the great romantic heroines of the world. To
him Alexander was the Tannhauser who wandered
into the Venusberg, and who was led away by strange

arts both from his duty, his kingdom, and from the

commonplace life of every day. This point of view is

put forth with a good deal of art, and may ultimately

be that which history will select as the true solution

of this amazing modern tragedy.

A FRENCH VIEW OF BRITISH IMPERIALISM.
M. Leroy-Beaulieu has a striking article in the

second July number of the Rezue des Deux Mondes or*

the British Empire at the beginning of the twentieth

century. The submission of the Boers to force of
numbers, the Conference of Colonial Premiers at the
Coronation of the King, the unprecedented tour of
Mr. Chamberlain in South Africa, and last, not least,

that Minister's earth-shaking proposal to sacrifice our
traditional Free Trade on the altar of Imperialism,

indicates to M. Leroy-Beaulieu that Imperialism is

bolder than ever. And yet the paucity of results from
the Colonial Conference, the recent by-elections in
England, and certain manifestations of Colonial

opinion, make him think that after all Imperialism is

not in so much favour as before.

There is no need to follow him in his study of the
genesis of the Imperialist idea in this country, though
we may note in passing that Disraeli himself, in 1852,.

actually declared that "these miserable Colonies,,

which are a stone round our neck, will be independent
in a small number of years." M. Leroy-Beaulieu ex-

plains very clearly the unwillingness of the Colonies

to contribute largely to the defence of the Empire
without direct representation in its Councils. Why,
then, it may be asked, do not the Colonies accept

that Imperial Council which Mr. Chamberlain offered

them in 1897, and again last year? The answer is

that they are in a perfect terror lest they should lose

the slightest atom of their autonomy. They know quite

well that in every federation the federal power tends

to develop to the detriment of the local powers. Thus^
broadly speaking, the tendency of Colonial opinion is

to exaggerate the inconveniences of any federal union,

and to undervalue the practical and strategic advan-
tages which would be the result. Mr. Chamberlain
has seen clearly that the only thing at all likely to
draw the Colonies into the movement of Imperialism
would be the hope of obtaining special privileges in
the British market, and with his characteristic direct-

ness Mr. Chamberlain has proposed this very, thing.

M. Leroy-Beaulieu assures us that Protection leads
to Protection, and that duties would have to be placed
not only on food products of various kinds, but also on
leather, hides, wool, and cotton coming from foreign

countries. He roughly estimates the necessary duties at

10 per cent., and he shows that every English household
with three childrenwould have to spend£2 a year more
on its food alone to increase the profits of the Colonial

producer. He evidently has no faith in the electoral

prospects of Mr. Chamberlain's proposals, confronted

as he is by the fact that out of every hundred English

seventy-seven are town dwellers and only twenty-three

country folk. The free breakfast table is a necessity

to the town dweller. In fact, he roundly declares

that Imperialism in re-establishing Protection would
be preparing the ruin of Great Britain. The naval

supremacy of England is intimately bound up with
the supremacy of her mercantile marine, and to injure

the latter is also to injure the former.
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E CHURCH OF ENGLAND CONSTITUTING ITSELF.

fHE Church Quarterly RevUto has a very suggestive

cle on Church autonomy and a National Council,

ecognises that the old theory of the co-extensive-

s of the nation and of the Church is a thing of the

t, and that the true autonomy of the Church can

y be obtained through a constitutional government,

ffhich all members of the Church, in their right

ers and degrees, have a voice. Laymen, it insists,

st no longer be regarded simply as non-clerics, but

st have the rights conceded them in the primitive

urch. In the New Testament—

* is a constant appeal to " the saints," " the brethren," 44 the

>lc Church," in respect of Church organisation, Church dis-

ine, Church doctrine, while at the same time the distinctive

lority and leadership of " the apostles and elders,'* the

ishops and deacons,'
5 "set over them in the Lord," are

irly and unhesitatingly recognised.

THE PROPOSED CONSTITUTION.

Die discussion which follows of the principles

gested by the southern Convocation is rendered in

ne measure superfluous by a postscript which con-

ns the resolutions for a National Council carried by

oint meeting of the two Convocations in committee

d the two Houses of Laymen, held on July 9th and

th. The three most vital paragraphs of these

lolutions are as follows :

—

That this Council should be divided into three Houses ; the

it consisting of the members of the Upper Houses of the

evocations of Canterbury and York ; the second of the clergy

the Lower Houses of the said Convocations ; the third of the

mbers of the Houses of Laymen of the two Provinces ; and
it acceptance by each of the three Houses, sitting together or

irately, should be necessary in order to constitute an act of

j whole body. Provided that in no case shall there be any
enerence with the powers and functions_of each of the three

wses.

rhat the initial franchise of the lay electors shall be exercised

each ecclesiastical parish or district by persons of the male
; (possessing such householding or vestry qualification as may
defined by the committee, to be hereafter appointed) who
iare themselves in writing at the time of voting to be lay

mbers of the Church of England, and of no other religious

iKiion, and are not legally and actually excluded from
tnmunion, and by such other persons as are lay commu-
uis of the Church of England of the male sex and of full

rhat representatives elected by the lay electors shall be lay
sons of the male sex and of full age and communicants.

NO FRANCHISE FOR WOMEN!

epic might remark upon the peculiarity of the
that the Church of England, which claims to be
oldest religious body in these islands, is the latest

:velop a distinctive constitution for itself. The
Hed support of women to the Church receives in

scheme its customary reward. Women are shut
of even the lowest ecclesiastical franchise : just at
l

j?
e Wtlen ^e worship of woman in the person of

* irgin Mary is making rapid progress in the
toh. Nonconformists who are aflame with passive
stance will see in this constitution a more or less

scious endeavour of the Anglican Communion to

form itself into a religious body which can survive

Disestablishment and claim the chief spoils of Dis-

endowment The impartial citizen will welcome this

official acknowledgment that the Anglican Church
is only a part of British Christendom—only one
denomination among many. He will also hope that

the freedom with which a brand-new constitution can

be adopted in a Church that sets such store by
precedent augurs well for subsequent schemes of
federation and reunion.

A PARALLEL FROM CYPRUS.

An interesting commentary on these proposals is

provided by an article on the Orthodox Church of

Cyprus, from which it appears that under Byzantine

Empire and Ottoman conquest alike, the Orthodox
Church of Cyprus has maintained from Apostolic

times its independence and autonomy. This was
recognised as early as 431 a.d. by the Council of

Ephesus, and is still respected by the British Govern-
ment. "The Archbishop of Cyprus stands in a
position not altogether unlike that of the Archbishop
of Canterbury." Under Turkish rule his nomination,

however, and that of his bishops, was virtually in the

hands of the Turkish Governor and the chief Greek
Christians. Since 1839, by a Turkish edict of

reform

—

the people at large have taken part in the appointments to
bishoprics. There is a triple process of election. In the first

stage the villages or parishes in the diocese (or in the whole
island, if the vacancy be in the archbishopric) elect represen-

tatives. In the second stage these parochial representatives

elect from among themselves an appointed number. These
41 general" or "district" representatives proceed to Nicosia,

and in concert with the Administrative Synod elect a successor

to the vacant bishopric.

Mr. Edmund Gosse on the Ethics of Biography*

In writing biography, says Mr. Gosse, writing as one
who has suffered, there is always the curious majority, the
outside public, but also a small " very influential and very
respectable n minority, anxious to avoid all intimate reve-

lations, and to defy all curiosity as far as possible. The
widow, in particular, is the worst enemy of the unhappy
biographer. Hence the vast number of biographies now-
adays of the " expanded tract " type, deadly dull,

obviously impossible and untrue. Mr. Gosse says

frankly :
—" It is not possible to write a biography of any

man, and still less of any woman, which will at once be
valuable and amusing and yet palatable to everyone who
knew or was indebted to the subject." The biographer
must not be so ultra-refined. "He should start deter-

mined to reveal as much as possible, to drag his coy and
retreating subject as far as can be done into the open
light of day. The aim of all portraiture ought to be the
emphasising of what makes the man different from, not

like, other men. It is the specific, the individual, view
that we* want to catch. So far from cultivating an over-

weening terror of the charge of want of discretion, it

should be the business of the biographer to start with

being as indiscreet as possible." Mr. Morley's " Life of

Gladstone" Mr. Gosse considers "foredoomed to be a
magnified epitaph," " carved in stone, not modelled in

flesh and blood."
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SCHOOL OUT-OF-DOORS.
In Casselfs Magazine Mr. Blathwayt writes of the

Ruskin school-home in Norfolk, where the boys and
girls seem to have a glorious time. Mr. Harry
Lowerison, familiarly known to his pupils as " Pater,"

adopts as far as possible the Socratic method of

teaching by questions, drawing out of the children

what they know ; the thought process they can trace for

themselves. He is opposed to the enormous quantity of

unnecessary " knowledge " foisted upon children. To
quote his own words :

—

It is far better to take the child straight to Nature. He will

detest an algebraic symbol ; but take a flower, and how he will

delight when he is shown the symbol of its delicate petals ! Let
botany take the place, as far as possible, of dry mathematics,
and see in the end if the child's mind is not as well disciplined

and exercised, and if, indeed, it is not actually twice as intelli-

gent as it would be if brought up in the deadly old routine

•which all are now beginning to regard as a failure—for the

child-mind, at all events. Later on, Euclid will help to develop
the reasoning powers of a boy's mind. But first cultivate the

imagination. Children are very fond of geography and history

properly taught.

I always try and teach history and geography together.

Indeed, the two are so interlaced that y«u cannot separate them.

They melt into one another imperceptibly. And I never trouble

(hem with dates.

In reply to a doubt as to the practical nature of the

teaching, Mr. Lowerison replied :

—

Nothing can be more practical than reading, writing, arith-

metic, Euclid, history, geography, French, and German. Only
I try to dovetail the subjects one with another as weU as I can.

Geography leads to commerce and commerce to arithmetic,

which shall also deal with concrete problems from the first

—

concrete as the only form in which the adult knows them, and
problems as developing the reasoning faculty rather than the

merely imitative and memorising powers.

Again, I take a large class of boys out into the country for

practical work in surveying and mensuration, and every rabbit-

hutch or chair or table made in our workshop is a combined
exercise first of geometry and careful computation of material

and cost. But botany is perhaps our chief subject. People
-wonder why I lay so much stress on botany. I will tell you.

First, because it trains the mind in habits of keen observa-

tion, careful recording, and close reasoning.

And, secondly, because through botany it is possible

to teach the deepest secrets of human life. " Through-
out my whole course I strive to combine, with a certain

rough practical common sense, high ethical teaching."

To Reform the Young Criminal.

In the Humane Review Tighe Hopkins describes an
experiment with the young criminal that is about to be
made at Borstal Prison. The age between sixteen and
twenty-one is essentially the criminal period. Offenders
during this age committed to Metropolitan prisons for

more than six months are to be drafted to Borstal for

reformatory treatment. There will be three grades at

Borstal—penal, ordinary, special. Every youth will be
put in the ordinary grade, and encouraged in every way
to rise to the special class, and to avoid the punishment of
degradation to the third. Distinctive dress, good conduct
stripes, earnings to the amount oi£2, areamong the rewards.
Physical drill and trades will be taught. On attaining
to the special grade, the youth has a bedroom in place
of a cell. The sentences will be indeterminate, with a
maximum fixed by the Bench, but terminable sooner at

the discretion of the governor, chaplain and doctor.

A CATHOLIC DEFENCE OF VIVISECTION.

" Cruelty to Animals and Theology " is the title

of a striking paper by the Right Rev. Mgr. J. S.

Vaughan in the Humane Review for July. It is a

definite pronouncement against the position of the

Humane Society that "animals have rights." He
asserts himself, and quotes Cardinals Newman and
Manning t© the same effect, that we have no duties

towards the brutes. He modifies this by stating that

we owe a duty to God to imitate His mercy and to

avoid cruelty. He goes on to show where " the

ordinary anti-vivisectionist parts company with the

Church and her theologians." He says :

—

Observe firstly. We cannot do away with pain. We can
only diminish it. And this we are most anxious to do.

Secondly, where circumstances are such that pain must fall

either upon man or beast—that is to say, .where there is no third

course open to us—we prefer it to fall on the beast, and not on
the man. The anti-vivisectionist, on the contrary, prefers it to

fall on the man, and in this he seems to us to be guilty of

cruelty.

Here is, let us say, an ordinary good-natured and able
physician, whom we will call Dr. X. His whole aim and
object is to diminish pain and to allay suffering. It is not in

his power to destroy it, therefore he directs his efforts to

alleviate it. He knows that men are by far the most sensitive

of sufferers. He knows that they are subject to certain painful
diseases. He has good reasons to think that a certain treatment
would bring great relief, and perhaps even produce a cure.

But his reasoning may be defective, and he cannot ascertain,

with any degree of certainty, whether his opinion be well
founded, unless and until he can test his theories by actual
experiment. That is to say, he must actually apply the remedies.
It is essential that he should make the experiment on a living

organisation of some kind. But upon whom ?

SICK CHILD OR RABBIT ?

Well, there are but two classes of creatures to choose from.
He must make it either upon a human being, or else upon a

beast : either, let us say, upon a sick child or upon a rabbit
The anti-vivisectionist objects to all experiments on animals,
and, in effect, answers :

'* The experiment must be made on th<

sick child, not on the rabbit." And this is why we call th
anti-vivisectionist cruel. We, on the contrary, hold that tht

experiment should be made on the rabbit or other beast, at*
not upon the poor unfortunate child. Yet, on that account
we are called cruel ! Our reason for maintaining this view is

Firstly, because the beast is less sensitive to pain. Secondly
because its loss of life, should the experiment prove abortive
is of far less consequence. Thirdly, because the child is on
very own flesh and blood, and a member of our great huma
family, and has immeasurably greater claims upon our pit]
"Ye are of more value than many sparrows." (Matt. x. 31
Fourthly, because God has given man dominion over the beas
of the field and the birds of the air. (Genesis ix.) For the
and other reasons we consider that far more real mercy an
tenderness and commiseration are shown in allowing necessaj
experiments to be made upon beasts rather than upon roea
*' Experimentum fit in corpore vili."

Mgr. Vaughan goes on to argue that the who)
object and purpose of vivisection is, not to caul
pain but to cure pain, and on these merciful ground
he defends its use, but certainly not its abuse. 33
adds :

—

Indeed, we feel more than ever persuaded that the real
merciful and humane are those who advocate a propel
supervised and well-conducted system of experiments on animal
It is such persons whom we recognise as the real benefactors
the race.
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SOME SENSIBLE SUGGESTIONS ABOUT BOOKS.

By Mr. H. G. Wells.

Mr. H. G. Wells continues, in the Forttiightly

Review, his admirable series of papers on Mankind
in the Making. In the August number he deals with

the organisation of higher education. Like all his

articles, his latest essay teems with new ideas, and
abounds in suggestions which, whether practical or

unpractical, are pregnant with though*. I do not pro-

pose to follow him this month on the main line of

his remarks, but will confine myself to noticing some
of his very sensible suggestions about books—text-

books and other kinds of books which seem to me
very well worth while being taken to heart by Mr.
Carnegie and other benefactors of the reading world.

THE TEXT-BOOK V. LECTURES.

Mr. Wells, as his manner is, waxes fiercely wroth

over the conceit of professors and the crusted con-

servatism of universities which are still but imperfectly

aware of the recent invention of the printed book.

The cheapening of printing, paper, and above all of

illustration, has done away with the last excuse for

the vocal course of instruction and the lecturers

diagrams :

—

Not the coorse of lectures, but the sound, full text-book
should be the basis of college instruction, and this should be
sapplemented by a. greater or lesser number of more or less

crajtroverstal pamphlets or books criticising, expanding, or

correcting its matter, or putting things in a different and profit-

able way.
The full statement, not only of what is known of a subject,

bot of its difficulties, dark places, and conflicting aspects, should
be luminously set forth m the college text-books, large, well-

TTitten, well -illustrated books by one or several hands, con-

tinually revised and kept abreast of the advance of knowledge
by capable and critical-minded young men. Such books are

essential and cardinal in proper modern teaching.

Yet what could be more obviously helpful to sound and
thorough teaching than for a university, or a group of univer-

sities, to sustain a professor in each of the chief subjects of

instruction, who business would be neither teaching as it is now
vderstood, nor research, but the critical and exhaustive editing

of the college text-book of his subject, a text-book which would
sand in type at the University Press, which would be revised

anraally and reprinted annually, primarily for the use of the

Bstriculated students of the University and incidentally for

publication.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE.

Leaving the subject of text-books, Mr. Wells pro-

ceeds to discuss the importance of utilising the Post

Office as a means of distributing literature and maps.
He maintains that—
the publication of books, the whole business of bringing the con-
temporary book most efficiently home to the general reader, the

baaness of contemporary criticism, the encouragement and sup-
port of contemporary writers, isjust as vitally important in the

modem state as the organisation of colleges and schools, and just

xs little to be left to the enterprise of isolated individuals working
primarily upon commercial lines for gain.

He thinks that in the bookselling business we may
be on the verge of a new era like that which began in

the dry-goods business in the stores. The great diffi-

culty at present is the difficulty of quick and easy

access to the book you need just when you want it.

HOW TO UTILISE FREE LIBRARIES.

Mr. Wells defends the Free Library public from the
reproach of reading more novels than anything else.

No effort is made to teach them to read anything else.

To reform this state of things he says :

—

The obvious direct method to equip them is to organise an
Association, to work, if possible, witn the Librarians, and get
this " serious " side of the Libraries, this partially important
side, into better order. A few men with a little money to spend
could do what is wanted for the whole English-speaking world.
The first business of such an Association would be to get
" Guides 99

to various fields of human interest written, Guides that
should be clear, explicit Bibliographies, putting all the various
writers into* their relationships one to another, advising what
books should be first taken by the beginner in the field, indi-

cating their trend, pointing out the less technical ones and those
written obscurely. Differential type might stamp the more or
less important works. Experienced University extension lecturers

ought to have just the necessary knowledge of the popular mind
to write such Guides, and when they were written the Associa-
tion would see they were reprinted, kept up to date and replaced
by new editions. These Guides ought to go to every Public
Library, and I think also that all sorts of people would be eager
to buy them if they were known to be comprehensive, intelligent,

and inclusive.

A succession of vigorous, well-endowed Voluntary
Publishing Associations is, he thinks, a quite vital

necessity in the modem state. Why does not Mr.
Carnegie invite Mr. Wells down to Skibo and discuss

with him the best, method pf making the Free Library
more of a popular university than it is to-day ?

Friendly Societies in France.
In the first July number of the Revue des Deux

Mondes M. de Contenson deals in some detail with the
various societies for mutual help in France. Although
French politicians are apt to belaud the principle of
mutual aid as a sort of panacea for all social ills, they
have not apparently succeeded in properly co-ordinating
these bodies in spite of the subventions which they
receive from the State. The figures for 1901 show that
there were 15,534 societies, with 2,750,000 members, and
more than £2,500,000 of capital. It will thus be seen
that the movement in France is only about half as strong
as it is in England, where, quite apart from the funds of
the trades unions, the great friendly societies are about
twice as strong as their French brethren. Nevertheless,
the progress in France of recent years has been so great
that it is possible they may catch up with us in a com-
paratively short period.

The World's Fair at St. Louis.

Mr. Frederic C. Howe contributes to the Cosmo-
politan for July a fully illustrated article describing the
St. Louis Exhibition of 1904. He thinks it not too much
to say that it will really be " the greatest World's Fair in

history, great in beauty, great in magnitude and variety

of exhibits, great as an educational force, but greatest

of all as a social awakening of the West to an apprecia-

tion of its powers, and of the nations of the world to

the meanings and powers of democracy at work and at

play." The exhibition, the writer thinks, will perma-
nently affect the whole of the Western States ; already

growing in importance, after 1904 they will have a posi-

tion they never knew before. The commanding position

of New York, he hints, may even become a thing of the

past.
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THE AMAZING WORKS OF M. COUBERTIN/
Scholar, Politician, Athlete, Educationalist.

Nobody has done more to bring about the present

Anglo-French understanding than Baron Pierre de
Coubertin; and the article by Mary Girard in the

Fortnightly Review on this remarkable Frenchman is,

therefore, apart from its great intrinsic interest, well

worth studying. Baron de Coubertin is at present

only thirty-nine years of age, but he has already

accomplished more work than ever the average active

man could get through if he lived to a hundred.

AS PUBLICIST.

Firstly, M. de Coubertin is a publicist. He has pub-

lished eleven volumes, and innumerable articles in

the French, English and German reviews. He edited

in 1890 and 1891 the Revue Athletique, and since 1900
has founded three other publications. He has written

on education, travel, and has published a book on
France in England.

AS INNOVATOR IN ATHLETICISM.

But M. de Coubertin's marvellous activity merely
makes use of writing as an instrument At the age of

twenty-three he began a propaganda in favour of

English methods of physical education in French
Jycies and colleges. To do so he had to raise the

pupils to revolt. Both masters and parents were
apathetic, so M. de Coubertin induced the pupils to

form their own athletic associations. After personally

studying English games, he declared for Rugby football

as the best lesson in manly science. From this he
proceeded to create a great Union des Sports

Athtttiques, which to-day numbers more than 40,000
members and nearly 400 societies. As the following

anecdote shows, he was daunted by no opposition or

indifference :

—

The headmaster of a certain lyck having refused to honour
-with his presence some athletic sports got up by his pupils in

the Bois de Boulogne, M. de Coubertin simply went to look for

the President (who frequently drove in the Bois), and induced

M. Carnot to appear unexpectedly on the ground as distributor

of the prizes. One can imagine the feelings of the headmaster
•when he heard what he had missed I

Having nationalised sport in France, he proceeded
to internationalise it by reviving the Olympian games.
When M. Tricoupis refused support, he hastened to

Athens, roped in the rich merchants, captured public

opinion, and got the Prince Royal to act as president.

The International Olympic Committee is now a

permanent body ; the games have been held twice

with great success, and will be held again in 1904 at

5t. Louis.

AS POLITICIAN.

Unsatisfied with this record, M. de Coubertin set

about internationalising politics. He observed that

while Frenchmen know nothing of foreign nations,

those nations in return know nothing of France, and
even conceive it to be sunk into a state of indefinite

decadence. M. de Coubertin with his pen spread

the truth about his country's enormous progress

abroad, founded a Chronique de France, and established

annual prizes in five of the principal American univer-

sities for winners in debates on subjects suggested by
contemporary French policy. In 1899, on behalf of the

Indipendance Beige, he undertook an inquiry into the

future of Europe, and wrote a series of papers which

were discussed in more than one Parliament. He
advocated Anglo-French friendship ; dealt with the

question of Austrian disruption, which he believes

inevitable, and urged that France should not blindly

intervene in a Germano-Russian war.

A PERSONAL PROOF.

When people objected that athleticism takes up
too much time, and that a man cannot keep in

training without sacrificing other things, M. de

Coubertin, with characteristic energy, proceeded to

prove the contrary by a personal test :

—

He proved his point by a series of experiments of which the

best known was made two years ago at Cannes ; he there (on

the spur of the moment, and without any training), gave an

exhibition of six hours of various exercises in eight hours' time

—

an hour's rowing, an hour's cycling, an hour's lawn tennis, an

hour's boxing and fencing, an hour's riding, and an hour's

motoring—all without a sign of fatigue, as the doctors attested.

His theory is that there is a " muscular memory," which,

though, very durable, ceases altogether after a certain number of

months ; so that if a man takes care never to go longer than

from ten to eighteen months without practising (if it is only three

or four times) the different forms of exercise which he has

learned, he will keep for a long time in a state of semi-training

which will allow of his taking a considerable amount of muscular
exercise of any sort he chooses, without damage or fatigue.

AS EDUCATIONALIST.

As a reformer of education M. de Coubertin is no
less distinguished. He has written a book in which
he prophesies the speedy downfall of the encyclopaedic

method, and recommends what he calls the analytical

instead of the synthetical method. At present we are

trying to build up in the brains of our young men a

synthesis of general knowledge by teaching them the

elements of each science in succession, but we only
give them an unconnected smattering of all sorts of

knowledge. It is not in the least necessary to know
chemistry and physics as so many distinct sciences.

What should be taught is the science of the general

physical or chemical phenomena familiar in daily life.

M. de Coubertin is an innovator even in his inter-

pretation of French history. He regards the great

Revolution as nothing better than a clumsy exaggera-
tion of the principles of the Reformation and American
Independence, and says that by its excesses it retarded

the establishment of liberty in France by eighty years.

And, finally, the Baron is a descendant of Rubens and
of Cyrano de Bergerac, which, if he cannot claim it as

an achievement of his own, may perhaps be partially

an explanation of his amazing talents and daring.

The Empire Review for August is. largely occupied
with a very valuable official report of the Allied Colonial
Universities Conference, held last month in London.
Mr. Balfour's speech at the Hotel Cecil dinner, which
followed, is also reprinted, as well 3s a summary of the
other speeches.
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A JAPANESE ARTIST IN LONDON.

Mr. Yoshio Markino.

A Japanese artist—Mr. Yoshio Markino—who has

settled in London, gives some notes of his career in

the August number of the Magazine of Art. He
-writes :

—

I was born on Christmas Day of 1874. My family belongs to

the " Samurai " class, and my grandfather was an artist, and
known by the name of ** Bai Yen." My father had ability for

drawing, but at that time we had a long civil war, and also had
a great trouble of keeping open the country, so his life was too

busy to take brush. My mother and sister used to teach me
drawing when I was only four years old, and I could draw
some flowers and fishes at that time. But I had no idea of

becoming an artist.

When I finished the grammar school, I was sent to a missionary

college, where I have studied all the sciences from American
teachers, and I was so much influenced by them that as soon as

I finished at that college I went to San Francisco. I told some
officers of the Japanese Consulate, as well as some of my country
fellows, that I was intending to study the English language
thoroughly, and to become a writer. All of them were opposed
to my ambition, as foreigners can never become the master of

any other language than their own. But they advised me

—

especially Mr. Suteki Chinda, then the Japanese Consul, now in

the Foreign Office at Tokio—to become an artist, as art is

universal to every country.

I followed their advice, and entered into ihe art school

attached to the Californian State University. It was in 1894.
In 1897 I came to London to study art more. I had to get my
livelihood at the same time. It was so fortunate for me that

our government was building so many warships at that time,

because our naval officers took me as a private clerk for the

inspector officers. As I am an artist my nature was not fit for

that business at all. But they were so kind to me and kept me
for the charity. I had to work all day, and studied only two
hours at a day at the night school of the Goldsmith's Institute,

under Mr. Marriott, and London Central School.

THE SCHOOL OF LONDON'S STREETS.

This is all the art education I have got. But if anybody asks

me where have I studied most, I must say my school is the

London streets. Every time when I go out I always watch the

people's movement, and study it. There is no more interesting

thing in my life than to do that—especially to watch how the

ladies carry their skirts. I believe it is one of the most important

arts to make the view look as nice as possible.

My motto is "paint common subjects and show your high

art.'* I never go in for classic pictures or religious pictures,

which make the people admire them not for the art, but for

the subject itself. I wonder why it is necessary to put the

wings on the angels. Is there not living angels which you could

see every day ? Yes,'it is quite true what the Roman Pope said,

when he saw Anglo-slaves, " You are not Anglo, but angels."

There might be very wicked people in London streets, but

we artists do not sketch their hearts. And if we have artistic

eyes ourselves everything looks quite artistic, and we need not

to paint extraordinary imaginations. To me all the people on
the streets are just the same as pretty birds or beautiful flowers.

My art has been called "hybridising," but I don't know
whether it is quite the suitable word or not, I always work out

entirely from the impression I get on the street, so that some-

nines it looks quite in the Japanese style, and other times quite

European. It depends on how I am impressed. I never

imitate another master's style. Every day I come back from

street study I always draw out all the figures I have seen during

the day (from notebook or from memory), and when I want to

make a finished picture I compose all those figures.

STUDYING THE MOVEMENTS OF OMNIBUS HORSES.

I may add that I am always quite unconscious when I am in

the street, and several times I have knocked my head against

the lamp-posts. And once I ran with omnibus horses to study
the movement of their feet, and knocked down a little baby, and
had a great trouble with the mother. I always object to walk
with friends, as they talk to me and disturb my study. I prefer

to have the promenade myself alone.

Just two years, our naval officers* did not require a clerk any
longer, and I had to commence my independent life on art. I

have had great difficulty, as I had no capital to start with. I

used to live in Kensal Rise, and had carried some designs

with me to all the publishers in the city. For month after

month I used to have only one meal a day, sometimes two
meals, and had to walk all the way from Kensal Rise to the city

twice in a day. Some publishers say my work is too much
European in style ; others say it is too much Japanese. So I

was always rejected, but very occasionally some colour printers

took my designs. But it was too hard to recover the money.
My life was entirely wretched. If I go to see my country
fellows Ihey never sympathise with me, but they used to say my
art is not worth doing to make a living in London, and it would
be better to go home. And I had been insulted by ignorant

women at the lodging house, etc.

At that time the only comfortable place for me was the
National Gallery. If I go there and see those masterpieces it

made me forget all the worldly trouble. Besides that, look at

those visitors ; they all show their most respectable manner
before the pictures. Those people might be some deceitful

people—like some printers or publishers—yet before the

masterpieces they are so sincere. And I thought if I am quite

earnest to the art, and try to study more and more, and execute
a great work, the world would be warmer to me. This world
looks very wicked and deceitful, yet it is quite truthful to the

winners after all. That was the way I have encouraged myself.

During my hard life several English people have been very

sympathetic to me.

A MADONNA BY SOLARIO.

The August number of the Connoisseur publishes a

note on the Madonna; by Solario, which has recently

been added to the Poldi-Pezzoli Collection in Milan.

The writer says :

—

The Cav. Aldo Noseda generously bought and presented

to the museum, of which he is trustee, a Madonna, by
Andrea Solario. The beautiful panel by the suggestive

Lombard painter has thus been joined to the series of this

artist's works, which can be found in the Milanese Galleries.

Even among the abundance of pictures by Solario, this

Madonna must be accorded an individual and important posi-

tion by itself.

The composition is similar to that of the other Madonnas by
Solario, who loved this subject and repeated it with small varia-

tions, as in the picture now in Paris, or the ones in the Carrara

Academy at Bergamo, the Crespi collection at Milan, and the

Schweitzer collection in Berlin, but our version is infinitely finer

and more touching. The landscape that is to be seen through

the open window by the side of the Virgin's head is more serene,

more varied, and better adapted to a sacred composition, and
the pose of the Child, who is seen in profile, acquires new
grace. Solario loved this subject and repeated it with

growing tenderness, and perfection, and this picture, which
belongs to the last years of his life, may be considered as his last

word on the sacred subject. In it will be found all his most
personal and interesting characteristics.

If in his technique of colour, in the strength and warmth of

his enamel-like tints, Solario appears to have been in touch

with the great Venetians of the Cinquecento, this picture reveals

in its exquisite discipline of designs and in its feeling of spiritual

tenderness, the profound influence of the great genius who came
from Tuscany to the Duchy of Milan to produce one of the most
remarkable evolutions in art. The two elements—the Venetian

and the Lionardesque—are mingled in the Poldo-Pezzoli picture,

so as to form its author's personal style and characteristics in his

full development.
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THE AMERICAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS.

The American Review ofReviews for August is a very

good number, and deals very largely with practical ques-

tions connected with industry. There are two articles,

for instance, dealing with labour questions—one on " The
Present Status of the American Labour Movement," and

jhe other on " The Plight of the English Worker." In

fhe former Mr. John R. Commons says that the

American worker's earnings continue to increase at a

greater rate than the prices of necessaries. His com-
mand of comforts has increased. The general level

of prices rose no less than 40 per cent, from July, 1897,
to November, 1901, but is at present stationary. One
of the notable features of American industrial life is

" the federal labour unions " formed for the protection of
unskilled workers. Mr. Frank Fayant gives a melan-
choly picture of English working-class life. He says that

caste is crippling English industry, although an English-
born worker, transplanted to America, becomes immedi-
ately as efficient as if native born. Town life has
destroyed the physique of the English masses, and the
drink evil completes the ruin. Mr. Fayant attacks the
British trades union severely, and declares that its whole
idea is that the workers are fixed on a certain level of
material prosperity, and as they cannot reach a higher
level, they merely take measures to prevent their

dropping to a lower. He thinks there is no hope for

British industry except the infusion of American capital

and American ideas. Mr. T. M. Martin, in an article on
" The Harnessed Hudson," describes what is bein^ done
in America to use water-power for the generation of
electricity. At Spiers Falls the Hudson has lately

been dammed by a stone wall over 1,800 feet long
and 100 feet high, the river being lifted fifty feet

above its former bed, and thus generating 30,000
horse-power for electrical transmission to Albany,
Troy, Amsterdam, and other centres. When com-
plete the total capacity of the plant will be 46,800
horse-power. Another article by Mr. L. R. Freeman
deals with Power-Development in Southern California,

and there is a third article on the utilisation of the
glacier-fed mountain streams of Mount Rainier, which is

14,500 feet above sea-level. Mr. Philip Eastman writes

on " The Year's Big Wheat Harvest in Kansas." I have
dealt with the articles on French and German Socialism
elsewhere. There is a long Character Sketch of the Pope
by Mr. W. T. Stead.

THE AUSTRALIAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
Dr. Fitchett has brought out the June number of

the Review of Reviews for A ustralasia in a bright red
cover which is one of the most effective that he has yet

produced. The chief feature in the way of special articles

is the report of Sir G. S. Clarke's lecture at Melbourne
on " The Nation and the Navy." Sir G. S. Clarke con-
siders our present naval position as satisfactory. As war
with the United States is a crime which ought to be
unthinkable, we need fear no rival in the mighty dominion
of the sea. The collection of cartoons, Australian and
otherwise, is copious, as usual. And we have new features

in the literary gossip and in the humour of the month.
In the correspondence department, "A Woman of the

West" makes a vigorous protest against the sketch
published in our serial of drought and death in the
Never Never country. Some of the most interesting
pages of the number are those in which Dr. Fitchett sur-
veys Australian politics. In his History of the Month Dr.
Fitchett wrings his hands a little over the new and unlovely
aspect that the world would wear if Mr. Chamberlain's
policy were carried to its logical conclusion. He says that
Australian sentiment is disposed at least to listen to Mr.
Chamberlain's new proposals before rejecting them. The
Australian Premier is nebulous, loitering, and undecided.
Mr. Seddon, on the other hand, is prompt and stentorian.
Discussing the Bill for establishing a Federal High Court,
Dr. Fitchett objects to the expense of sixty thousand a
year necessary to establish such a fifth wheel to the stage-
coach. He says that if a Federal High Court was neces-
sary in addition to the six Supreme Courts already in
existence in Australia, it could be created without addi-
tional cost by simply stating the Chief Justices of the
States should constitute such a Tribunal.* The Federal
system has now reached a stage when it beoomes expen-
sive. In twenty-six months it has cost Australia ^669,000,
and is contemplating an expenditure of ^16,000,000.
Dr. Fitchett, who keeps up his protest against the proposal
to refuse to allow any coloured man to be employed on
mail steamers, announces that Ministers, under the
pressure of the Labour Party, have introduced a clause
into the Federal Navigation Bill which provides that
Australian rates of wages must be paid by all foreign ships
while in Australian waters. So Dr. Fitchett remarks,
" The Australians undertake to fix wages not only for
themselves but for all nations that wish to trade with
them."

THE WORLD'S WORK.
THE World's Work for August has as the frontis-

piece an excellent new portrait of the King. It is a
photogravure from a negative taken by an amateur

—

Baron A. Meyer. One half of the magazine is devoted
to a series of papers on Mr. Chamberlain's plan, entitled
" The Great Question : A Guide for the Coming Con-
flict." Mr. Norman writes on the great " Motor Race and
its Lessons." Mr. Norman is full of praise of the Irish,
and especially of the Royal Irish Constabulary. They
allowed motor-cars to drive as fast as they pleased, and
though hundreds of cars were concentrated for a week
in a small area, not one single accident to one human
being was caused by a car. Nevertheless, Mr. Norman
thinks that road-racing should be abandoned ; the crust
between crush and catastrophe was too thin. Kathleen
Schlesinger describes "The Treatment of Malignant
Disease" by high-frequency currents of one hundred
thousand to five hundred thousand volts. She claims
that this treatment is excellent for skin disease, gout,,

rheumatism, tuberculosis, etc. There is a capitally illus-

trated paper on " The Training of Firemen." Mr. Alfred
Stead describes the exhibition that is held at Osaka, in
Japan. The paper on " The World's Play " deals with
yachts. There is an admirably illustrated paper describing
" Nature Study in Schools," and another by Mr. Chapman
entitled " Hunting with a Camera." Mr. Chapman holds
out a hope that there are some sportsmen who prefer to
photograph wild creatures instead of killing them. Mr.
Zangwill writes briefly on " Zionism."

174
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THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
The Fortnightly. Review is a very good number. I

have dealt with its articles on the Protectionist con-
troversy elsewhere, also with the paper on the late Pope,
with the character sketch of Baron de Coubertin, with
Mr. Alfred Steads article on "Japan's Position," and
with Mr. Wells' " Mankind in the Making." The other
articles are almost of equal interest.

THE LATE W. E. HENLEY.

Mr. Vernon Blackburn contributes an appreciative
paper on the late Mr. Henley, of whom he says :

—
Those who never worked with Henley can never even

remotely appreciate that potently subtle influence of his by
which he was able from each man to steal the best work of
which such a one was capable. Henley was a master-miner of
the goldfields of the brain ; you struck a vein, as it were, part

alloy, part precious metal ; and with a keenness and an inspira-

tion that were like fire in their instant and unassailable conquest
of that which is inflammable, he was at your side with words
of acceptance, encouragement, rejection possibly, warning,
counsel, and, again perhaps, of the keenest contempt. . . .

When his place has been assigned in the great roll-call of Eng-
land's literature, it will be said of him, that though he hardened
his heart to men that pleased him not, though he valued as

nothing the abuse of the unintelligent, though he endured the
taunts of the foolish by reason of a polity in life which he
courted with an adamant fixity of principle, though he had
equal words of just disfavour for friend or foe, he still was true,

under all stress, under all storm, to the ideals which he wor-
shipped to the end, with the ardour of a novice, no less than
with the sane beliefs of a man convinced by faith. His.was,
indeed, that gift of faith ; he was for ever preaching upon the
blindness of mankind, well knowing that all faith is blind.

THE COMING IRELAND.
Mr. Justin McCarthy, writing on " The Coming Ire-

land," speculates on what would happen if American
capitalists were to take in hand the creation of a new
Ireland, converting it into a smiling and happy pleasure
ground, reviving its industries, protecting its ruins, and
re-establishing its peasantry :

—

I have been assured in all seriousness that many American
capitalists are already engaged in reasonable and laudable
schemes for the development of Ireland's industrial and com-
mercial life, and that if the British Government does not look
to itself it -will soon find American influence much stronger than
ihat of Britain over the Irish people.

STATE OWNERSHIP OF SLAVES.

The Rev. C. Usher Wilson in an article on the South
African Labour Question, after lamenting that individual
slavery, to which he pays a dithyrambic tribute, is no
longer possible, suggests that the South African natives
should in future be enslaved by the State :

—

All males of native origin might be made subject to labour
inscription between the ages of sixteen and twenty-two years.
Thus for six years a native lad would be under the control
^nd discipline of the State. His life for that period may
•easily be sketched. He will be sent first of all to a
labour depot. Here, for the first time, perhaps, the red-
-jchred blanket will be dropped (alas, for that ! The
•classic folds of that old blanket, worn with the grace and
^sequence of a Roman toga, have often charmed the artistic

*)'e). After donning the suitable uniform that will be adopted,
he will be detained in barracks at the dep6t until drafted into a
company under orders to proceed to some centre of Govern-
mental work. Through all his five senses the tenets of civili-

sation will be absorbed. For the first time he will live in a
comfortable, well-ventilated room, where a clean bed and
blankets will be his own property. Receiving wages from the
first day of his enlistment, payment for his kit will be made by
means of monthly stoppages. The fact that all the outfit is his

own will arouse in him the pride of possession, and ensure
careful regard for everything. The casual habit of the savage
will be supplanted by methodism.

a

OXFORD POETRY TO ORDER.
There is an interesting article by Ogier Rysdeh on the

history of the Newdigate Prize Poem. The following
are some specimens of the product. The first deals
with "The Beneficial Effects of Inoculation," the second
with " The Sandwich Islands," and the third with
"Gibraltar." Two are really quoted from competing
poems, the third is a parody. Which is which ?

Oft as the swain beneath the citron shade
Pour'd his soft passion to the list'ning maid,
Infection's poison hung on every breath,
And each persuasive sigh was charged with death.

They brought to him slices of ham and of tongue,
With bread which from the trees spontaneous hung. <

The hero takes the gift and kindly smiles,
And aptly christens them the Sandwich isles.

Here rocks protrude extraordinary shapes
While furry monkeys walk along the Capes.

AGAINST NAVAL DISPERSION.

Mr. Archibald Hurd, in a paper entitled " The Navy
that We Need," makes a vigorous protest against the
present system of widely dispersing the Navy throughout
the seven seas. Germany concentrates her Fleet in the
North Sea, France in the Channel and Mediterranean,
and Russia in the Far East. They mass their ships
where they have interests to defend, while we distribute
our ships to defend interests which are not threatened to
the extent indicated by the measures taken for safety :

—

The present policy is opposed to all wisdom, a frittering away
ofmany thousand pounds a year, and a weakening of the striking
power of the Fleet. The sea is all one, and the Navy is all one,
but the Navy ceases to be all one if so many of its personnel are
exiled in areas outside the probable, or even possible, arena of
hostilities. In these days of steam, Great Britain has no call to
continue these distant practically non-fighting squadrons in seas
where there is no opposing force to be met—squadrons which,
on the other hand, are too weak to offer effective resistance to a
strong flying squadron of an enemy presuming that such a force
escaped from Europe or Port Arthur, and in the absence of
coaling stations would attempt an attack on Canada or
Australasia.

I am sorry to see Mr. Hurd demanding that India
should increase her contribution to the Fleet.

OTHER ARTICLES.
There is an article by M.Joseph Chailley-Bert on

" The Colonial Policy of France "
; a statistical paper by

Mr. Holt Schooling on the growth of cancer, which he
shows is contemporaneous with the increase of meat-
eating ; and a short poem of merit , by Mr. Laurence
Hope.

In the August number of Macmillan's Sir Richard
Jebb, M.P., discusses " Some Aspects of Modern Uni-
versity Education," and especially the present great
multiplication of university centres. This, on the whole,
he thinks is for the good ; and he particularly approves
the modern tendency to include in university curricula
subjects with some definite bearing on practical life. A
federal university, he admits, must be the more powerful
body; but at present it is hardly possible, considering
the "local patriotism" of the large provincial towns,
which, he says, has " a force and intensity which can
hardly be realised except by those who have lived in such
a city."
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THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.

The Contemporary Review for July contains only nine

articles. Two deal with the Pope and the Papacy. 1

have dealt with these, also with the articles on Pan-
Germanism and upon Russia in Manchuria, elsewhere.

THE FRENCH IBSEN.

Mile, de Pratz writes on Francois de Curel, " the French

Ibsen," whose dramas she describes in detail :

—

With all his potentialities and force he has come into the

w*rld at the wrong moment. Throughout hi| works one feels

a constant diversity between his instinct and his intellect, which

explains his lone fruitless efforts at the beginning of his career,

and his delight in living far away from the haunts of men, in

the midst of nature. He is entirely devoted to his own inspira-

tion, and is very little influenced by outside opinion. The
result is that we owe to him a series of plays, the inspiration of

which is entirely out of the ordinary, and far above the common-
places of the dramatic writing of the day. One feels that he is

a free man, writing neither for money nor for cheap glory.

Here and there in his writings one finds passages which carry

one far beyond the pettinesses of smaller and more finite con-

ceptions of modern art, and produce in u> that thrill of emotion

which only the great geniuses of the world from time to time

have been able to give to humanity.

THE ACADEMY AND THE CHANTREY BEQUEST

Mr. Harry Quilter writes a strong article on the subject

of the abuse o? the Chantrey Bequest. The accusations

which he brings against the trustees of the fund are

summed up by himself as follows :

—

That its administrators have perverted money left to them for

a specific purpose for the benefit of their friends ; that they have

practically restricted the rewards of the fund to the members
•f one institution—i.e., the Royal Academy—and have ignored

the claims of all other artistic associations, and all artists

outside the circle of academic favour ; that they have not

only done this, which was entirely ultra vires, and

morally, if not legally, an abuse of the bequest, but that

even within the limits of their action they have not succeeded in

securing, nor even attempted to secure, in the artists whose

works have been purchased, the best specimens procurable ; but

have rather proceeded on the principle of buying large and

§radically unsaleable works, these being in many cases of

istinctly inferior merit. Lastly, that they have paid for

pictures of this kind extravagant sums, from £2,000 downwards,

and that in eve:/ case, without a single exception, such sum has

been paid to a member of the Royal Academy, the public being

induced to overlook this fact by the purchase, generally at

an insignificant price, of a few popular pictures by outsiders

more or less in touch with the Royal Academy, which have

been exhibited at Burlington House, and by the fact that the

prices given for the various purchases have never been publicly

announced.
OTHER ARTICLES.

There are only two other articles, one on the Carlyle

question by Mr. Ronald McNeill, who returns to the

charge against Sir J. Crichton-Browne, whom he routs as

effectually as Sir J. Crichton-Browne has just routed

him ; and the other, by the Rev. J. Verschoyle, on " The
Liberal Movement in the Church of England," which
turns largely on the problem whether the Gospel account

of the Virgin Birth may or may not be doubted by a

Churchman.

It will surprise many to learn from Mr. Vivian, in

the English Illustrated Magazine, that he prefers to

remember the Servian people as he has known them

—

"admirable survivals of the age of chivalry." Recent

events would lead us to imagine that the survivals have

not improved by keeping.

THE NEW LIBERAL REVIEW.
The New Liberal Review continues its campaign

against Protection, though not at such length as last

month. I have dealt with the three anti-Protectionist

papers as leading articles. The number is, on the

whole, a good one, and continues the recent tendency of

the Review not to concentrate itself too much on English
domestic politics.

A RIVAL TO THE BAGDAD RAILWAY.
Mr. Charles E. D. Black contributes a paper entitled

" An Indo-Persian Railway," in which he suggests that

as we are apparently on the eve of having a land route

from India to the Persian Gulf, the line should be con-

tinued still farther to the Mediterranean. This can be

effected, he says, without diverging northward into those

fertile fields of international complications, Mesopotamia,
Syria, and Armenia. Quetta and Cairo occupy the same
latitude, and a railway running along that parallel

affords the most direct route between the Mediterranean
and India.

IS FRANCE BECOMING INARTISTIC?

Mr. J. R. Raphael answers " Yes." He declares that in

the drama, in the novel, and in painting France shows
that the senses, and nothing but the senses, are her

leaders :
—" France has ceased, to use an anatomic

metaphor, to be either heart or brain, or a combination
of the two, and has become mere stomach. Art appeal?

to her only through the senses, and she is, artistically, on

the downward grade." However. Mr. Raphael declares

also that France is decadent in politics, that the French
are losing their politeness, and so on. I remember
hearing a Frenchman asked this identical question, " Is

France becoming inartistic ? " He retorted, " Are the

other nations becoming artistic ?

"

HOW TO FEED BABIES.

There is a long article on " Infant Feeding and Milk
Supply," in which Mr. T. D. Lister shows the loss of

infant life which results from drinking contaminated milk.

Among other things, he says that condensed milk is just

as dangerous as cow's milk when handled carelessly. The
use of preservatives in fresh milk is particularly dangerous
to children.

The Atlantic Monthly.

The July number of the Atlantic Monthly is an almost
entirely Califomian issue ; and its opening article is a

contribution from Mr. Herbert Bashford on "The Literary
Development of the Pacific Coast," in which the writer

pays high tribute to the work of a young Califomian
writer, Mr. Jack London. Mrs. E. F. Hussey describes
life at the Lick Observatory ; Mr. W. Burnham lays down
what he considers the ideal principles of municipal school
administration ; and Captain Matthew Hanna writes
admiringly of "The First Year of Cuban Self-Govern-
ment " under President Palma, " a ruler of exceptional
executive ability." " In short, up to date, the Cuban
Government is conspicuous for energy, honesty, economy,
and ability." Benjamin IdeWheeler, writing on a national
type of culture, asks what the American type will be, cer-

tainly not English, he concludes ; England pays too high
a price for her sifted culture. American culture will not
be provincial ;

44
it is more likely to represent the most

universal type." It will not be the possession of a few,

but of the many. President Wheeler thinks the American
university has made no greater contribution to education
than in combining technical schools of engineering and
the like with schools of the humanities.
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THE NATIONAL REVIEW.

THE National Review contains three articles upon the

Zbtfverein controversy, which I have noticed briefly else-

where. The editor makes what is probably a record this

month by publishing an article of considerable length

from Madame Rejane's pen in French. It is entitled
44 The Dramatic Art," and ascribes the defects of English

acting to the fact that we have not a school of dramatic

art

THE JEWISH QUESTION IN RUSSIA.

Mr. Arnold White writes on " KischinefT and After,"

but he is entirely mistaken in attributing the anti-Jewish

feel'mg of the Russian people merely to the alleged

economic exploitation practised by the Jews. The
peasants in Governments where there are no Jews are

much worse off, as a rule, than those in the Jewish pale,

and they are exploited by their orthodox fellow-country-

men as badly, or worse, than any Jew ever exploited

them. Mr. White writes in his usual cocksure tone. He
proposes a conference at which Russia, Great Britain,

and the United States would be represented, arguing

that it is a matter for international agreement.

THE GERMAN ELECTIONS.

Mr. Norton Gibside, in an article on the German
Elections, makes the following comparison between the

kte and present Reichstag :

—

Strength Strength Votes obtained Votes obtained
in old in new in 1898. in 1903.

Reichstag. Reichstag. (In round numbers.)

Conservatives . . 52 ... 52 ... 859,000 ... 909,000
Free Conservatives 20 ... 20 ... 343,000 ... 282,000
Clerical Centre . 105 ... 102 ... 1,445,000 ... 1,853,000
National Liberals . 51 ... 50 ... 984,000 ... 1,243,000
Moderate Radicals 14 ... 9 ... 208,000 ... 241,000
Radiol Left . . 26 ... 21 ... 558,000 ... 532,000
Social Democrats . 58 ... 81 ... 2,107,000 ... 3,025,000

FRENCH NATIONALISM.

Mr. G. Syveton, a French Deputy and treasurer of
the Ligue de la Patrie Fran$aise

y
contributes a defence

ofFrench Nationalism, which, he says, has been slandered
owing mainly to the fact that the French Press is under
rhepower of its enemies. He says that the Nationalists are
sincere Republicans. Their anti-Dreyfusism arose from
the fact that the Dreyfiisard movement had become con-
verted into a campaign against the military institutions of
the country. Their policy in regard to Fashoda was not
inspired by Anglophobia, but by what they regarded as a
pave dereliction of duty on the part of the French
OoTernment. The Nationalists, he says, are not Clericals,

but are merely anti-Clericals in the Ministerial sense.

The Young Man.
I have to congratulate Mr. Atkins upon the appear-

ance of the 200th number of the Young Man. It seems
tot the other day since the first number was published,
and lo ! the magazine is nearly seventeen years old. Mr.
Atkins must be complimented upon the way in which he
bas kept up the character of the Young Man. He has
always used his periodical from first to last with the
steady purpose of interesting, instructing, and advising
the young men who read it. He celebrates the 200th
number by publishing four pages of portraits of editors
and contributors. The 200th number contains a capital
sketch of Mr. Campbell as he is known to a ministerial
colleague at Brighton. Several pages are devoted to

encouraging messages from contributors and friends.

PAGE'S MAGAZINE.
The August number contains several interesting:

articles. The great engineering feat, the Albula-Engadh*
Railway, is rather disappointingly described by Mr.
Emile Riicker, but the photographs illustrating the paper
are excellent. The summit tunnel on this raifway is

5,866 metres long, or roughly 3j- miles. Other notable
tunnels in Europe are the St. Gothard, 14,984 metres j
the Mont Cenis, 12,849 metres ; and the Arlbexrg, 10^250
metres. The longest of all will be the Simplon, now
being constructed, which is to be 19,770 metres, about
1 1£ miles long.

WIRE ROPEWAY IN INDIA*

Mr. Horace H. Gass, of the Indian Forest Service,
contributes an account of the wire ropeway used for
transporting timber in the Anaimalai Hills. These kills

are in Southern India, and are an important centre of
supply for exploitable wood of valuable species* chiefly

teak. Formerly, the huge logs were dragged by-

elephants to a small tramway, transported by trolleys

to the end of the line, and then sent down the ghaut
by bullock-cart, this last journey occupying two days.
The ropeway enables it to be done in half an hour 5

The actual length of the line is 5,284 feet, and the
total fall is 1,031*58 feet. The rope, which is 2 £ inches
in circumference, is supported in 31 places in afl. There
are six main-spans of 554, 1,675, 5 IO> 600, 355 and 712 feet.

The carriage can carry a load of 20 cwt., and flies down the
ropeway at some twenty miles an hour. It draws the
empty carriage up the same rope till botlrmeet in thecentre.
There were no natural rocks in the right places to act as
anchorages at the ends of the line, so large bouldersy
weighing some fifteen tons, were dragged by elephants,
and dragged into position at each end of the lme.

LA REVUE.
M. JULES BoiS has two very long articles with curious

illustrations, on fakirs and yoghis, their life, the feats of
enduring pain, burial alive, and scientific breathing of
which they are said to be capable. Clearly be tbmks
that the limitless possibilities for deception with which he
credits the Asiatic demand caution in believing im the
most amazing of these feats. He does not, however, for
a moment deny to fakirs powers unknown to Western
men.
Two other articles are devoted to the French language
—one by M. A. Renard, which is an eloquent plea for
spelling reform, the other by M. Le*on Bollack, a forecast

of what he thinks the French language will have become
by the year 2003. M. Renard rejoices in the fact that
the new Minister of Education, M. Chaumie', has actually-

nominated a spelling reform commission, M. Chaumie, it

seems, being a convert to the movement. M. BoUadrfs
predictions as to the dismal fate of the French language
at the hands of time it is to be hoped will never be
realised.

M. Emile Faguet, writing on " Women Writers,*'

remarks that they were originally an exclusively French
product. In letter-writing it is now admitted that women
excel men ; and M. Faguet would also give them the pre-
eminence in psychological studies oftheir own sex. There
may never be a great elegiac poetess, nor a woman
novelist who can rank with Tolstoy

; but, says M. Faguet,.
u most of the current production of light and dainty versev
and of touchingly-written novels, of a high average
standard, if I am not greatly mistaken, will be in the
hands of women, and almost a feminine privilege, and i*

is on the whole desirable that this should be soJ*
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The Nineteenth Century for August is not a good

number. There is one excellent paper on German Fiscal

Policy by Mr. O. Eltzbacher, which I have noticed else-

where. I have also dealt with the two other Protectionist

articles. These almost exhaust the quotable things in

the number.

THE BANE OF BORROWING.

Mr. J. W. Cross has one of his minatory papers under
this title. He says that the recent depreciation of values

on the London and New York markets, amounting to

hundreds of millions sterling, is due mainly to over-

borrowing. No one can doubt the existing resources

and future material prosperity of the British Empire and
the United States. A few years hence they will probably
both have increased enormously in wealth, but for the

last few years they have been engaged in too rapid

development, with consequent strain on capital. There
is a danger for our Colonies from too rapid development
by borrowing from the Mother Country, and a danger to

the Mother Country from being obliged to borrow from
the Continent to help this Colonial development, and at the

same time to maintain an extravagant home expenditure.

CANADA.

Mr. Robert Machray, writing on " The Granary of the
Empire," says that at present the Americans are more
keen-eyed than ourselves in recognising the greatness of
Canada. The American immigrants are, however, to be
welcomed, as they are first-class practical farmers, with
capital, experience, and enterprise :

—

Having sold their farms in the States for from £10 to £20 an
Acre, they have gone into the Canadian West with the money
thus realised, and purchased (arms for £2 to £$ an acre, in the

sure and certain hope of rapidly improving their position. The
movement is a natural movement ; it has nothing to do with
politics ; it is solely concerned with what may be described as

economic betterment. These Americans make good settlers and
readily fall in with the laws, habits and ways of the country ;

they cease to be Americans, they become Canadians ; the transi-

tion is not violent, but easy, so there is no need for them to

-boggle at it—and there is no boggling.

A SUGGESTION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM.

Mr. J. Byers Maxwell, writing on " Permanent .Officials

and Cabinet Inefficiency," makes the following sugges-
tion :—

As long as our present methods of officialism exist, the only
practical means for keeping the administrative Departments in a
state of efficiency, and for giving the people's representatives
some effective control of the expenditure and administration, is

by periodical inquiries into the conduct of affairs in each separate
branch. These investigations should be made by a selected
number of members of Parliament, constituted like, but having
wider powers than, the Committee of Public Accounts, whose
<luty it would be to see not only that the official work is done
efficiently, but that nothing is left undone.
The business of each Department is so overwhelming that it

is ridiculous to pretend that one or two members of the Govern-
ment, in addition to their other Parliamentary tasks, can initiate,

supervise, and guide the work of men in every part of the
country, see that nothing is lacking, and that no errors are
committed. If democracy is to have a fair trial, a committee of
chosen representatives should assist each Minister, and in this
way prevent permanent officials putting everybody in leading-
strings.

Such committees, if they are to be of the highest value to the
public and the Government, should include in their constitution
members of both sides of the House best qualified by training
and experience in public life or business to deal with the subjects
which would come under their review.

THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW.
The Westminster Review for August opens with one

of Mr. W. J. Corbet's familiar papers entitled "The
Irish Avatar." It is followed by Mr. Walter Sweetman's
discourse on " The Irish Land Bill and Home Rule,*

Mr. Sweetman's point is that all parties had better agree

to leave the Irish 103 members in the Imperial Parlia-

ment. Mr. Sweetman is a landlord, but he accepts the

Land Bill, and is disposed to hope for the best as to the

future. There is a very curious paper by Mr. Andrew
Allen entitled "The False Prophet." Commentators
have often quarrelled over the interpretation of the Book
of Revelation. Mr. Allen follows many of his prede-

cessors when he identifies Britain as the little Horn, but

he ventures upon an altogether new theory when he

declares that the first beast personifies War, and the

second beast Trade. The second beast is identical with

the False Prophet and the dragon is the reptile press.

Mr. Allen prophesies that a clash of interests, either in

China or Africa, will precipitate the general European
war. The British Empire will be divided into three

parts ; her ironclads will be sunk, and the boundaries of

all kingdoms changed. The False Prophet, Trade, will

be cast alive into the lake of fire, by which Mr. Allen

sees prophetically the advent of a Socialist millennium !

There is an interesting article upon " Maxime Gorky,'

and a lady who prefers to disguise her identity under the

name u Ixion," indulges in an imaginative rhapsody over

the ethics of wheels. She concludes by declaring that
** man by his wit and wisdom has never invented any-

thing that can compare with the wheel for its ethical

value to humanity." Mr. Charles Ford writes a disser-

tation upon the importance of putting practice before

theory in all our ideas and enterprise. The longest

paper in the Review is one on " The Romans in Greece,
r

by Mr. William Miller, followed by a paper on " The
Claims of Francis Bacon on the Homage of Posterity."

THE MONTHLY REVIEW.
The Monthly Review for August contains two articles

on the Zollverein issue, and a very useful and interesting
article explaining the various ceremonies connected with
the Papal Conclave. I have noticed these among the
leading articles. Lord Rosebery, who always seems to

emerge as a littirateur just at the moment he is wanted as
statesman, opens the Review by contributing some pages
introducing Bishop Tomline's " Estimate of Pitt " in the
shape of a chapter from the unpublished volume of Pitt's

life. This first contribution takes up about forty pages of
the Review. Lord Rosebery calls attention to the fact that
Tomline makes it plain that a marriage was at one time
contemplated between Pitt and Mile. Necker. Tomline
says that Pitt not only never prepared his speeches, but he
never even retired to his own room to consider the manner
in which he was to treat the question. Tomliae's chapter is.

dull reading, as biography written in this style always is :

—

Its grand characteristics were clear enunciation, uninterrupted
fluency, correctness of language, perspicuity of arrangement,
cogency of reasoning, and dignified action. There was no hesita-
tion, no repetition, no tedious prolixity, no irrelevant digression..

The animation with which he spoke, the beauty of his ex-
pressions, the justness of his sentiments, and the harmonious and
luminous structure of his periods, commanded and rewarded
attention ; and even where he did not produce conviction h<:

never failed to obtain applause.

The art contributions are more numerous than usual
this month. There is an article by Mr. T. A. Cook on the
Torrigiano bronze in Westminster Abbey.
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THE QUARTERLY REVIEW.
A WORD TO THE SECTS OF LONDON.

CANON HENSON, reviewing Mr. Booth's book on the
Religious Influences in London, maintains that in spite

of failure, delusion, blunder, and even scandal, the

picture set before us offers an impressive demonstration
of the moral power of Christianity. Denominational
self-conceit, indeed, ought to have received its death-
blow in these volumes. Whatever else may be doubtful,

this at least is clear—that in the process of Christianising

the population of London, all denomimations are equally

helpless, as such. The continued existence of separate
churches and chapels all working on the same lines has
behind it no justification in public utility. The multipli-

cation of ecclesiastical organisations is practically absurd
as well as religiously harmful.

THE IDENTITY OF MAN AFTER DEATH.
Reviewing Mr. Myers* book, Sir Oliver Lodge says :

—

" It is no easy matter to decide beforehand on what would
be a crucial proof of survival of personality ; it turns out

an exceedingly hard thing to demonstrate. Messages
purporting to come from a deceased person, containing
facts known to some survivor, and superficially conclusive
of surviving intelligence and memory, are not really

sufficient ; for they can subsequently be supposed to have
been derived either by hunting up records, or, if that is

out of the question, then by telepathy from the survivor.

If they are known to no one, they can hardly be verified

;

if it should happen that, by subsequent discovery, say,
of hidden objects, they are verified, and if telepathy is

excluded—no easy matter—their abnormal perception
can then be set down to a sort of general clairvoyance,
access, as it were, to a universal world-soul, or some
other vague phrase of that kind. A crucial test of
survival against such hypotheses as these seems impos-
sible."

SUBMARINES.

There is an interesting unsigned article on " The Sub-
marine." The writer thinks that the new British boats
embody the best designs which the lessons of a few early
successes and many failures have yielded. He gives the
following list of conditions which a submarine must
fulfil :—

She must be capable of submergence to variable depths, and
also of flotation at will. She must be steady on her keel, both
hen sinking and rising, when moving at her highest speed
under water, and when discharging a torpedo. It is practically
essential that objects on the surface of the sea and within a
considerable radius shall be visible from the boat when sub-
merged to a depth sufficient to render her almost invisible from
above. Having taken a sight, she must be capable of moving in
a straight course without divergence therefrom, in either a
vertical or a lateral direction. Finally, a fairly high speed must
be attained ; but the machinery for propulsion must be in a
small space.

One of the most difficult things to attain is steadiness
of keel, while the problems of vision and of movement
without divergence are not yet satisfactorily solved. The
reviewer urges that we should have a fleet of submarines
at least equal in number to that of France.

ASIA IN TRANSFORMATION.
There is an important article under this heading

signed by Mr. A. R. Colquhoun. Mr. Colquhoun ex-
presses the belief that there is not the slightest chance of
China reforming herself from within, but he thinks that
Japanese influence and teaching will have some effect.
Of our own position, he says :—

As far as British interests in China are concerned, the tale U
even less encouraging. The Anglo-German agreement of 1900,
which was to " maintain undiminished" the territorial condition

of the Chinese Empire, resulted merely in a declaration on the

part of Germany that Manchuria was not included, being 4 i of

no interest" to her; while she obtained indirectly interests in.

the Yangtze valley which had hitherto been practically a British

preserve. Again, the Anglo-Japanese treaty, ostensibly directed,

to the preservation of Manchuria and Korea, has proved entirely

futile as regards the former object. The territorial integrity of
China has in fact become a mereJafon deparlcr ; and, as British

interests were strongly concerned with keeping that empire
intact and opening it to our trade, we cannot congratulate our-

selves on the success of our diplomacy.

HOW TO REFORM THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
An article entitled " The Royal Academy and Reform *

makes some revolutionary suggestions. One is that the

limitation of the number of Academicians should be done
away with, and that the Academy should comprise all

artists of merit, irrespective of numbers. Moreover, all

branches of the arts should be represented, and not
merely painting, sculpture and architecture. Instead of
a single annual exhibition, there should be two, the first

confined to painting and to such forms of statuary as are

meant to stand by themselves, and the second to the

decorative arts. The Academy should relinquish all

attempt at the direct teaching of students, and turn

its attention towards the advancement of the independent
schools by means of inspection, scholarships, loans'

of artistic objects, and money grants. The Academy
would thus become a University of the Arts.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Thenumber opens with an unsigned paper on " The Saga s

and Songs of the Gael," dealing with Irish vernacular
literature. There is a very interesting paper on Siena.

East and West
India's most urgent need is stated by Mr. W. Martin

Wood to be the annual expenditure of from ten to twenty
millions in irrigation. This he describes as the war
against drought. It was advocated by Mr. John Bright

twenty-five years ago, but the interested opposition of the

railways has been only too successful. Mr. Mehtahji

concludes his plea for the peasant, whose "poverty is

taxed in the civil courts ; his inability to protect his

crops, etc., is taxed in criminal courts; his industry is

taxed in the revenue courts ; and his ignorance is taxed

everywhere." He welcomes the introduction of elasticity

in the Revenue collection, and asks for a fuller protection

,

and a freer hand for the peasant. Mr. J. M. Maclean
complains that the English connection has done India

positive harm by absolutely prohibiting to her commercial
relations with other countries by land. After the long

ascendency of sea power, he anticipates the resurgence

of the great Continental States by means of railways. He
urges that our Indian railway system should be linked up
with the Russian Siberian "system by Peshawur. This
would ensure a continuous overland railway from Calais

to Calcutta, which would carry English mails in less than
ten days from London to the capital of India. Miss
Dorothy Harding describes life at Redonda, a volcanic

peak rising sheer from the ocean bed fifteen miles south

of Montserrat. The guano mines are the sole industry.

Twenty years ago the superintendent of the mines, find-

ing perpetual rebellion and civil war amongst the people,
*

banished the disturbing elements, which- were rum and
" destructive, damnable, deceitful woman. n Since then

.

not a single black woman has set foot ori the island, and
peace and jollity have reigned unbroken*
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THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
The Edinburgh Review for July has the inevitable

article on the Protectionist issue. I have dealt with this

article elsewhere. Otherwise the number, though of fair

general interest, contains nothing requiring separate
notice, ft opens with a paper on " London and its

People in the Eighteenth Century," in which the good
old times do not appear at all to advantage. The
Londoner of a hundred and fifty years ago was sensible

and unemotional, honest and rather coarse-minded,
clear-headed and persevering, and he was practical and
independent in his religion and politics. He had no
ideals, and his creed was summed up in the phrase that
be tried to do his duty in the station in which he had
been placed. He was more of a Londoner even than the
modern Cockney, and seldom went outside the city, being
absolutely ignorant of country life. Dr. Johnson, who
was a typical Londoner, regarded the Hawkstone Hills

in Shropshire much as a city clerk might to-day look
upon the High Alps, and his journey to the Hebrides
was then an astonishing feat of travel.

THE NEW ASTRONOMY.
There is a very interesting article under this heading.

The New Astronomy deals more with the physical state

than with the distances and motions of the stars, and
<tepends almost wholly for its discoveries upon spectrum-
analysis. Even the velocities of stars in the line of sight
can now be determined by the changes in their spectra.
The writer declares that the sun, though still in a gaseous
state, is probably subjected to such great pressure that
it may possess the rigidity of a solid. The sun is

probably now in its hottest stage. It is a re-

markable fact that observation goes to show that
large stars go through their phases of development more
vapidly than small stars. The dead stars, says the
writer, probably outnumber the living stars by many, it

may be, millions to one. Dark stars, although invisible

tm the eye, may yet be brought within the range of human
observation, as many of them though no longer luminous
must emit heat, and may be photographed on plates
sensitised to the infra-red rays of the spectrum. The
great thing needed for further stellar discoveries is

rgigantic telescopes in good situations, which of course
means vast expense.

<TRABBE AND HIS POETRY.
There is an interesting article on Crabbe, whom the

reviewer sums up as follows :

—

Crabbers position as a poet is secure, because his poetry is

sincere and spontaneous and full of unexpected beauties. In
writing verse m preference to prose he expressed his true natural
capacity. His descriptions of external things are of the first

•order, and they are never mere descriptions, but strike a key of
sentiment with unerring tact. His knowledge of the poor
nraaa heart and his pity for its fate is the distinguishing note
of his genius. His observation is his own, his reflections are his

«n; there is nothing second-hand in him, except the John-
tsonian robe which he trails in awkward contrast to his occa-
sioaally plebeian diction and his slovenly grammar and
-verification ; and the more we read him the more we value
the sincerity and soundness of his judgment, and discover fresh

fceanties of poetical thought under the homely garb in which it

united him lo disguise his genius.

OTHER ARTICLES.

There is an interesting article on English deer parks,
the King and the Duke of Devonshire enjoying the dis-

tinction of being the only Britishers who possess four.

In 1892 there were 400 deer parks in England, the
st of which is Savernake Park, with over 4,000

Windsor Park comes next.

THE LONDON QUARTERLY.
The July number will linger in the reader's memory

principally because of the charming glimpses of Ruskin
which Mr. Wilkins Rees derives from the privately pub-

lished letters of Ruskin to Mr. Gladstone's daughters, now
Mrs. Drew and Miss Helen Gladstone, and of the way in

which Mr. Gladstone's charm disarmed Ruskin's fierce

prejudice against him. The great art critic appears in a

much more lovable light than shines elsewhere in his

works. Professor Moulton, reviewing Bishop Westcott's

life, gives many delightful reminiscences of the great

saint and scholar. Westcott appears as an embodiment
of the beauty of holiness. Professor James Orr calls

attention to the extraordinary sale, said to approach
a quarter of a million, of the sixpenny Rationalistic

Press reprints. They are actually cutting out

the sixpenny story in some cases. He attacks Mr.
Mallock's concession to modern negativism in the

interests of authoritative faith. The Rev. Scott Lidgett,

in a review of Mr. Charles Booth's " Religion in London,"
lays stress on the local separation of the rich and poor
as one of the principal causes of detriment to religion,

alike among the rich and among the poor. Dr. Tigert

subjects to severe criticism Fiske's endeavour to find

ground for "life everlasting" in the agnostic works of

Herbert Spencer. Professor Tasker is greatly jubilant

over Dr. Loofs' appreciation of Methodism in Herzog's
" Real Encyclopedic."

THE HIBBERT JOURNAL.
The Hibbert Journal for July is a volume of interest-

ing studies in religion and philosophy. Mr. Philip Sidney
writes on the Liberal Catholic Movement in England.
He declares that Liberal Catholics repudiate the temporal
power of the Pope, wish to free secondary education from
Jesuit influence, object to the scandalous finances of the
English dioceses, to traffic in masses and indulgences,
and the sale of bogus relics, scapulars and pardons ; and
demand reform. He declares that "the stream of
secessions from Roman Catholicism in England is pro-
digious." " It is the Ritualist, not the Papist, who is un-
doing the work of the Reformation." He presses for over-
tures from Rome to the High Anglicans, with a view to
reunion. The dogma of Papal infallibility is felt by thewriter
to be in the way. A sketch ofthe character of Jesus Christ,
charming in its freshness and force, is contributed by Dr.
Francis Peabody. He remarks on the power, authority,
and mastery of Jesus, intellectual as well as spiritual;
His lightness oftouch in controversy sometimes approach-
ing humour and sometimes irony ; the prodigality of His
sympathy, and His solitude of soul. Mr. Wilfrid Ward's
philosophy of authority in religion is an argument from
the respect conceded to experts, to genius, and to con-
science, which is to the insight of Christ as the eye-spots
of a worm are to the developed sight ofman. The Christian
Church combines all the authoritative elements. The
growing reluctance of able men to take orders leads
Mr. P. S. Burrell, M.A., to press for the modification ofthe
formularies imposed on clergymen, so as to allow of the
needed new Reformation. The Rev. Dr. Cobb insists
that some such change is demanded by the principles of
the Reformation itself, the real danger of the Church
being not Establishment or Disestablishment, but its own
intense conservatism. Professor Poynting insists that we
are more certain bf our power of choice and of responsi-
bility than of any other tact, physical or psychical, and
that Science therefore must accept it as a simple
fact.
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THE INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY.
The second number of the International Quarterly is

rather less abstract than the first, but it suffers from the

vice of quarterlies—a lack of actuality. I have noticed

elsewhere Mr. E. C. Sanford's " Psychic Life of Fishes."

The number opens with a paper on Professor Hermann
Grimm. Mr. W. N. Guthrie contributes "A Theory of

the Comic," the original roots of which he sees in a

reaction against the melodramatically tragic.

Professor Franklin Giddings contributes an interesting

article entitled " The American People." He says that

52* 9 per cent, of the foreign-born Americans are of

English or Teutonic stock, and 20*9 per cent. Celts. He
does not think there is any chance that the American
people will ever be anything but essentially English.

Mr. Giddings mentions that no less than 95*7 per cent,

of Americans live in the country which drains to the
Atlantic Ocean, 53 4 per cent, living in the region which
drains to the Gulf of Mexico.

SPAIN.

Mr. G. de Azcarate writes on the Present and Future
of Spain, in which he sees much cause for hope. One of
the misfortunes of the country, he says, is that there is no
such thing as Liberal Catholicism. There is nothing
between Ultramontane Catholicism and religious scep-
ticism. He denies that separatist ideas are cherished in

Catalonia and Biscay ; what is wanted is decentralisation

without lessening the sovereignty of the Spanish State.

Spain is progressing in many ways. Her shipping has
increased forty per cent within a few years, and in that
respect she takes the fifth place among European nations.

The coal deposits are enormous, and will outlive Eng-
land's, while waterfalls for generating electricity abound
throughout the Peninsula. One of the great needs is that
agriculture should be modernised.

THE REMEDIES FOR SWEATING.
There is an important article by Eugen Schwiedland,

of Vienna, on " The Sweat Shop and Its Remedies."
Mr. Schwiedland maintains that the first step is to
register the home workers, either privately or officially.

One cause of the weakness of workers at home is that
they show no capacity for organisation. Factory legis-

lation should be extended to protect the interests of
workers at home, and employers made responsible.
Home work should be rendered less cheap for employers
by imposing a tax to be paid by them for every man or
woman thus employed ; and public corporations should
exclude the products of home work in buying goods for
public purposes. One of the most important reforms
which he advocates is the erection of central shops for
home workers.

The Cosmopolitan.
The Cosmopolitan for July is an average number.

Mr.W.T. Stead contributes an illustrated article on King
Menelik of Abyssinia, " the only sovereign in Africa,
with the exception of the Emperor of Morocco, who
has been able to preserve his independence intact in the
midst of the scramble for the Dark Continent." Mr.
Waldon Fawcett has an article on " Suburban Life in
America " The article contains one excellent idea.
Many newspaper men, sub-editors of magazines, and
the like, club together, five or six of them, to buy a
real country place, a farmhouse or "bungalow," not
too far from the city. By paying into a common fund
what they would have to pay for board in the city, they
hnd the farm can be easily kept up, and yield quite a
good profit at the end of the year.

THE ARENA.
The Arena for July is chiefly notable for Professor

Frank Parsons' enthusiastic and well-informed article on
"The Rise and Progress of Co-operation in Europe/*
Professor Parsons points out that since 1861, whereas
the British population has increased 43 per cent., and
international commerce 130 per cent., co-operative busi-

ness had multiplied 5 ?
3co per cent. Co-operation means

union in place of conflict, harmony in place of antagonism

;

it means the diffusion of wealth and the diffusion of
power ; it solves the Trust problem, favours economy,
and creates power not only by stimulating industry but
through organisation and education, developing a public

sentiment that tends to eliminate elements of individual

and social waste :

—

Co-operation places man above the dollar, and lifts our
whole civilisation to a higher plane. In the best forms of co-

operation each individual partner has one vote and no more,
no matter how many shares of stock he may own. Thus the

human elements in production take precedence of capital, and
sentiments of equality and fraternity are developed. There are

four groups of relationships among men—conflict, mastery, part-

nership, and devotion. The competitive system is composed of
conflicts and masteries. Co-operation is partnership, and when
there is love at the heart of it the partnership becomes a
devotion.

Wages are higher and salaries lower than in com-
petitive business. All over Europe Mr. Parsons found
wages from 5 to 25 per cent, higher, while the salaries of

managers are moderate.
Mr. John Jackol writes on " The Reign of Terror in

Finland " without adding anything new. Mr. Theophilus
Baker gives a lamentable account of political corruption

in the city of Philadelphia. It is estimated, he says,

that there are sufficient fraudulent votes cast in the city

at each election, with the negro votes, to give an over-

whelming majority to the Bosses.

THE NOUVELLE REVUE.
The most interesting article in the Nouvelle Revue.

with the exception of that on the Servian tragedy, noticed

elsewhere, is that which gives a glimpse of the new King
of Servia. As the writer of the article was at one time
thrown much with him, his views concerning the per-

sonality of the newest European Sovereign are not with-

out significance. The Frenchman at the time was at

the head of the French Legation in Montenegro while

Prince Peter Karageorgevitch was on the eve of wedding
the eldest of the Montenegrin Princesses, the marriage
having been arranged by the then Emperor of Russia.

An accident caused the diplomatist and the bridegroom
elect to go a long and somewhat perilous journey together,

and throughout the whole of it the future King showed
great resource and good humour. The marriage, which
be^an so auspiciously, was not of long duration, for the

Princess Zorka died after a few years, leaving two
children, sons, and her widower has never cared to

replace her. The directors of the Nouvelle Revue are
apparently beginning to realise the intense interest taken
by their readers in historical subjects. Among the July
contents are papers concerning the Siege of Strasbourg,
the ancestors of La Harpe, a long account of Lamar-
tine's views on labour, a biographical account of Louis
XIII.'s famous Ambassador, Charnacl, and last, not

least, a curious essay on the part played by Switzerland in

1798. Of more immediate value, especially to British

readers, is the vivid description of the late Scientific

Congress held at Berlin, where Professor Sir W. Crooke*
represented this country.
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THE CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW.
The Church Quarterly Review for July contains a

warm appreciation of the late Pope, an argument for

the autonomy of the Church of England by means of

National Council, and a sketch of the Orthodox Church
in Cyprus, which claim separate notice. The inevitable

review of Mr. Charles Booth's " Religion in London n

pronounces it an inexpressibly sad book ; yet the reviewer

welcomes the high standard of criticism, the growing
intensity of real religion, and the change in the mass of the

people from hostile to friendly indifference. It strongly

objects to Mr. Booth's suggestion of the Anglican Church
taking its place at the head of a federation of English
religious bodies. It concludes :

" Religious influence is

at its best, and does its best work, when it presents itself

in the form of a band of individuals composing a
spiritually socialistic state under the despotic monarchy ,

of the Lord Jesus Christ." Another article declares with

.

the greatest possible confidence that the primitive

Church habitually prayed for the dead, and that

prayer for the dead is lawful to members of the

Church of England in private and in public. Public

prayers for the dead should be connected with the

Eucharist. The article closes with a plea to the bishops
to regulate the use of these prayers. A warm welcome
is given to Dr. Gairdner's History of the English Church
from the accession of Henry the Eighth to the death of

Mary, as affirming the continuity of the English Church
and as displaying the true Church spirit. Dr. Bright's

History of the Church during the fourth and fifth

centuries is also commended. Cordial eulogy is pro-

nounced upon' the late Dr. A. B. Davidson, of the

Scottish United Free Church of Scotland, for his devout
and prophetic spirit ; as also on the letters of Mrs.

Gurney and Mr. Jukes, who are described as two modern
mystics. A paper on Jane Austen and her biographers

rejoices that so pleasing a writer should have been so

admirable in other relations of life.

The Dublin Review.
The Dublin Review offers a bill of fare rather too

heavily philosophical and theological to attract the

general' reader. He will perhaps turn with most interest

to the Rev. T. Croskell's sketch of Modern Spiritualism,

and will note the writer's assertion that in the minds of

millions spiritualism has destroyed the last vestige of

faith in the doctrines of Christianity. Swedenborg is

declared to be the precursor, and the girls Fox, in the

State of New York, with Davis of Poughkeepsie, to be
the beginners of modern spiritualism. Mr. Croskell

thinks it can be shown satisfactorily that so-called spirit

communications have their origin in the medium's own
mind. He is a Catholic, but can admit 'the possibility

of preternatural signs, or false miracles, offered in support

of a false revelation. The Rev. John Chapman harps

upon the difficulties attending subscription to the Thirty-

nine Articles. The Rev. J. A. Howlett reports that

Fr. de Hummelauer's criticism of the Hexateuch bridges

over the chasm between the critic and the traditionalist.

THE Century Magazine contains some wonderful colour

pictures which are reproductions of the work of Mr. Frank
Wilbert Stokes, an artist who accompanied the Swedish
South Polar Expedition for some time. The pictures

reveal a glory of colour hitherto undreamt of, and the

artist has certainly earned the gratitude of all those who
are unable to see these wonders for themselves.

THE ECONOMIC REVIEW.
The Economic Review for July opens with an article

on " The Feeble-Minded," in which Miss Mary Dendy
lays down some principles for the training of children

who are on the border-line between sanity and insanity.

Miss Dendy protests against the training of such children

on the same lines as healthy children. Their whole
training should be practical, and not put of books :

—

It is waste of time to teach a lad to wind wool round card-
board or to prick holes in paper. Hand and eye can be trained

on tasks which are useful in themselves, and which, when com-
pleted, give the child the pleasure of feeling that he has achieved
something. Let him learn to black his boots, to dress himself,,

to put his own buttons on, to knit and mend his own stockings,

and, when he is in a residential school, to prepare his own meals-

and make his own bed. Let boys and girls alike enjoy the-

pleasures of gardening, poultry, and pig-keeping
;
they should

know that the ^vegetables and fruit they eat are of their own
growing.

AUSTRALIA'S NEW CAPITAL.

Mr. R. E. Macnaghten, writing on " Australia's Oppor-
tunity," pleads for the building of the new Australian
capital on worthy lines :

—

In the very centre of our new city we would place a splendid

and spacious park, which should serve alike as the heart and
lungs of the capital. Around this should run a wide and.

imposing " boulevard," from which all the main thoroughfares-

of the city should radiate. If a circular tramline were to nuv
round this boulevard, and were connected with lines running
along the main thoroughfares, every part of the capital would be
rendered easily and conveniently accessible. Especially would
this be the case if a similar circular line were to be placed around
the outskirts of the city, and if provision were made for the

addition of new circular lines in accordance with the growth of
the suburbs. By this means each successive development could

be regulated according to a preconceived and symmetrical plan,,

for the space in each successive circle would be filled, before any
new building outside that circle were permitted.

The Humane Review.
The Humane Review for July has in it much to make

us dissatisfied with our present habitual cruelties. Mrs.
Bradlaugh Bonner pleads for the abolition of the death
penalty, but confesses that her hopes have been some-
what dashed by the comparatively light value set

upon human life during recent events. Canon Barnett

objects to the private slaughter-houses as an object-

lesson in cruelty to the children of Whitechapel, and
urges the establishment of public abattoirs in the country.

The imprisonment of wild animals in the cages at the

"Zoo" is denounced as cruel. Lady Florence Dixie

draws a lurid picture of the cruelty of Society in the form
of a dream at Magersfontein. On the other hand,

Richard Heath recalls the condition of life in the Potteries-

sixty years ago in contrast to improved conditions to-day.

Monsignor Vaughan defends vivisection. Mr. Edward
Garnett rejoices in the nature books of Mr. Hudson, who*

refuses to divide man's life from Nature's life, and with

the knowledge of the scientist combines the sympathy of
the poet. Altogether it is a good number.

THE Scottish Geographical Magazine for July contains

an interesting article on " Climatic Factors in Railroad

Construction and Operation" by Mr. R. Marshall Brown.

One of the difficulties in railway maintenance in tropical

countries is, he points out, the enormous loss which is

suffered owing to the way in which sleepers are destroyed

by the climate. In some districts sleepers have had to*

be renewed every six months.
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THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
The North American Review is an average number,

without any exceptionally good article. It opens with

Mr. Harold Cox's paper on " Mr. Chamberlain's Protec-

tion Scheme." I have dealt with this, also with the

paper on " The Curse of Eve," elsewhere. Dr. Emil
Reich, writing on " A New View of the Revolutionary

War," lays stress upon the preponderating part played by
European policy in that event.

THE UNREST IN RUSSIA.

Mr. Abraham Cahan writes on "The Jewish
Massacres and Revolutionary Unrest in Russia," laying

great stress upon the growth of the revolutionary move-
ment :

—

If the "key to the whole revolutionary movement " of twenty

years ago was found by capturing the members of "a society of

a dozen persons," it does not look as though the old key fitted

the new lock. A year has passed since M. von Plehve promised

to put an end to the revolutionary movement "in two months'

time "
; and, to judge from appearances, he will have to ask for

an extension of time. If he killed '* the revolution " twenty-

two years ago, " the revolution " must possess gifts of " coming
back " like those of the celebrated cat of the song. Indeed, the

cat of 1881 Was a mere midget compared with the creature which
causes the Russian Government so much worry in these days.

The growing labour movement is the chief source of political

education for the masses, but the working-men are not alone in

the struggle for Liberal institutions. People of the cultured

classes, peasants and wage-workers make common cause in a

campaign which forms one of the most important chapters in

the history of the country.

THE PANAMA CANAL.

Mr. Raul Perez gives a Colombian view of the Panama
Canal question. He mentions that neither the Colombian
Executive nor an ordinary Colombian Congress can con-
stitutionally ratify a treaty that involves a cession of
territory to a foreign Power. The canal, he argues, will

not be of as much benefit to Colombia as is supposed ;

and Colombians object to the treaty because they desire

to see the problem solved in a different way. The old
French Canal Company was merely a " juridical person,"
subject to Colombian laws ; and if the United States

.

merely took over the French rights would they submit to

be considered merely as a "juridical person" with no
special privileges ? Mr. Perez mentions that under the
contract of 1878 the concessionaires were expressly for-

bidden to transfer their rights to any foreign government,
and he maintains that this invalidates the Herran-Hay
Treaty. He maintains also that Colombia will lose by
the canal, as, instead of ships unloading and reloading at

the isthmus they will hurry through the canal. The
Colombians desire to have a permanent interest in the
enterprise as a partner of the United States.

AMERICAN MANUFACTURES.
Mr. O. P. Austin gives some figures of the growth of

American manufactures and exports. In the nineteenth
century, he points out, American exports multiplied just

twenty-fold

The Census reports show that the production of manufactures
has grown from one billion dollars, still speaking in round terms,
in 1850 to four billions in 1870, five billions in 1880, nine
billions in 1890, and thirteen billions in 1900. A few years
ago the United States and Germany were about equal producers
of pig-iron, and the United Kingdom exceeded us by far in the

production of that article. To-day, with our greatly increased
area of iron production and greatly increased facility for its

manufacture, we are not only manufacturing more pig-iron than
Germany or the United Kingdom, but actually more than
Germany, the United Kingdom, and Belgium combined.

THE REFERENDUM IN AMERICA.
There is an interesting article entitled "The Constitu-

tional Initiative," by Mr. Lucius Garvin, Governor of
Rhode Island, who lays stress on the growth of
American sentiment in favour of some form of referen-

dum, or direct legislation. The State of Illinois recently
passed a law allowing a municipal referendum when
petitioned for by 25 per cent, of the electors. In Chicago
this proportion was exceeded by many thousands.
Organised labour is almost unanimously in favour of
direct legislation. There are at present three forms or

referendum in force in the Constitutions of South Dakota,
Utah, and Oregon ; that is, the " optional referendum,'*
which allows a minority of the voters, by petition, to
require the submission of any law or ordinance to the
voters ; the " initiative and referendum," which permits a.

minority, by petition, to propose a Bill, and have it

submitted without change to a popular vote, and the
'* constitutional initiative," which provides that a reason-
able minority of the voters may propose amendments to
the Constitution, to be submitted unchanged to the
popular vote.

%

THE FORUM.
The Forum for July-September contains only two*

special articles, the first by Professor G. T. Ladd, on the
reconstruction of the College Curriculum, and the other
by Professor R. Gottheil, on the KischinefT massacre. Prof.

Ladd draws up a detailed programme for an ideal college

course. He thinks that it is much better to study one
foreign language thoroughly than to. divide the time
between three and four. The classical languages are
best adapted for training in the art and science of inter-

pretation. Prof. Gottheil attributes the massacres of the
Jews to the campaign of the now notorious Bessaradete
and its editor Krushevan.

A SOCIETY FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.,
;

..

Mr. James Rice describes the new Society for Educa-
tional Research which has been founded this year
through the instrumentality of the Forum. The society

has been organised primarily for the purpose of main-
taining a bureau of research, intended to act as a centre
of information for those who are desirous of knowing with
what degree of success the various educational methods,
and processes in use have been rewarded. It will take
up the individual points relating to practical school work
and study under what conditions certain results have
been obtained in the past, and under what conditions
they may be expected in the future.

ADVANCES IN APPLIED SCIENCE.

In the chronique devoted to " Applied Science " Mr.
H. H. Suplee describes how the power of arc electric

lamps can be increased by impregnating the carbons
with such substances as salts of barium Or of calcium.
The heat of the arc produces vapours of barium and
calcium, adding by their incandescence to the illumi-

nating power. Experiments with lamps using these?

carbons have shown an increase of two to three times
the power of the ordinary arc. The colour of the light

can also be changed at will. Mr. Suplee, writing in

another connection, mentions that a nickel-steel alloy,

containing 36 per cent, of nickel, has such a low co-
efficient of expansion that a wire a kilometre long varies
in length less than 0.4 millimetre in passing from zero to
20 degrees C. This alloy is specially useful in fusing

metal with glass, as it expands almost exactly in the
same ratio as glass, whereas other metals expand more
and crack the glass.
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THE REVUE DE PARIS.

We have noticed elsewhere the two articles on the late

Servian tragedy and Baron de Mauni's paper on the
conquest of the air. Those interested in the personal
side of French history will find much to amuse and
instruct them in M. Yriarte's " Memoirs of Bagatelle," the
delightful little palace situated in the Bois de Boulogne,
which, after belonging to various members of the French
Royal Family, and notably to Louis XVI.'s good-looking
and gallant brother, the Comte d'Artois, finally passed
into the possession of the famous Marquis of Hertford,

and ultimately to Sir Richard Wallace. Indeed, it was
at Bagatelle that was first brought together the wonderful
collection of pictures and objects of art which were pre-

sented to the British nation by the late Lady Wallace,
and which are now at Hertford House.
Very rarely does a great English writer obtain the

honour of a serious article written by a leading French
critic. M. Aynard consecrates the* most careful and
painstaking paper to the art of Thomas Hardy. He
gives many extracts from the work of the novelist of

Wessex, and is at some pains to defend him from the
accusation of immorality which he declares has been
brought against him by English readers ; he points out
that, on the contrary, the whole tendency of Hardy's
work is moral in the extreme, and that he has scarcely

written even a short story which does not go to emphasise
the ultimate folly of wrongdoing in either great or small

matters.

The only two topical articles concern the German
Elections, and the Lapland Railway. The shrewd
u Citizen of Berlin," who gives his views concerning the
recent elections to the Reichstag, points out that the
Agrarian Party have been badly beaten, both to their

friends' and enemies' equal astonishment. The Social

Democrats, on the other han^, have scored a signal

victory, and this in spite of the fact that at Essen, in

Krupp's country, the Emperor, in last November, made a
personal appeal to the workmen to break with the Socialist

Party. According to this observer of the German political

situation, not since the year 1848 has the authority of the

Throne and the principle of Monarchy been so shaken as

by last month's events. The Social Democrats were most
triumphant in thosevery towns where William II. had tried

all the magic of his Imperial eloquence on the electors.

Further in these same towns—that is, in the great centres
of German industry—the Emperor's speeches dealing with
this very subject were distributed in pamphlet form bv
the hundred thousand. The disagreeable surprise which
awaited the Court party could not have been foreseen, for

owing to the mediaeval laws concerning any act of Use-

vtajesU no German man or woman dare state what his

views are, unless, of course, they are known to be entirely

Imperial in complexion.
Events of apparently little moment have before now

changed the face of the world. We in this country have
paid but slight attention to the opening of the Lapland
Railway, and yet, if a writer in the Revue de Paris says
truly, it has opened up regions rich in minerals, including

gold ; given access to virgin forests of such size as to

affect, for a while at least, the price of timber and of

paper ; and last, not least, afforded Russia an outlet

towards Norway which might prove of capital strategic

importance. The Lapland Railway has already had the
effect of raising up, in the American fashion, many
flourishing townships where before was bare desert ; in

this case, at least, trade has followed the train.

M. Robin contributes a thoughtful paper on the
tuberculosis problem. He makes a violent attack on the

present belief in Sanatoriums, and is evidently alarmed
at the number which are now being built all over France.

He would substitute, firstly, far stricter laws regarding
general sanitation ;. and, secondly, the careful feeding of

consumptive patients at home. He declares that in

tuberculosis prevention is not only better, but more easily

achieved, than cure, and he gives one striking instance

of a certain trade where altered (longer) hours suddenly
increased the number of consumptive workers. Instead

of those affected being sent off to a sanatorium, the con-

ditions of their labour were lightened, and at once the

percentage of tubercular cases fell to normal.

THE REVUE DES DEUX MONDES.
The Revue des Deux Mondes for July, it must be

admitted, is not as interesting as usual, at any rate, to

English readers. We have noticed elsewhere General
Frey's article on the Allies in China, and M. de

Contenson's paper on French Friendly Societies, as well

as M. Charmes's remarks on M. Loubet's visit.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.

M. Dastre contributes an interesting, though highly

technical, paper to the first July number on the theory of

that eminent Dutch savant, Hugo de Vries, regarding

the origin of species. It has for some time been recog-

nised as one of the great difficulties in accepting the

hypotheses of Darwin that the amount of time demanded
by them for the production of new species is so great. It

is the opinion of Lord Kelvin, in particular, that the

Darwinians have attributed too great an age to our globe.

Now comes M. de Vries with a theory of sudden changes
in living forms—a theory which is particularly interesting

because it is analogous to the speculations of Suess in

geology.

THE THEATRE OF THE PEOPLE.

M. Pottecher describes the little village of Bussang, in

Alsace, which has preserved, in spite of the tourists and

others who come to take the waters, its rustic and moun-
tainous character. What makes it so interesting is that

it has possessed now for eight years an open-air theatre,

which is called "The Theatre of the People." The
natural beauty of the trees and of the fields forms the

scenery of this playhouse. The players are none of them

professionals, they are amateurs in the same way that the

actors in the Passion play at Oberammergau are

amateurs, and they include not only peasants but some

members of professions and others who may be con-

sidered to belong to the middle class. No social dis-

tinctions, however, disturb the good relations between the

players. The eight pieces already played at Bussang

included comedy, tragedy, and musical pieces. Last

year a version of" Macbeth" was tried with considerable

success.

SCULPTURE.
In the second July number M. Dubufe treats of sculp-

ture, both as an art and as a craft. He traces the

history of sculpture from the earliest times, and he asks

our pity for the modern sculptor, hampered at every turn

by the appalling ugliness of modern costume, and by the

ill-usage which " the human form divine n
suffers in an

age of factories and drunkenness. Indeed, M. Dubufe

declares that clothing is only the hypocrisy of sculpture

and at the same time its worst enemy. The democracy,

he says, in default of gods or of athletes, " statueises " its

men. Oh, those cloaks of marble and those bronze

trousers, he cries ! Democracy, in which the sad mono-

tonous uniform of modern dress is perhaps the only real

equality, does not support and cannot agree with beauty.
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THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.

PASSING the first instalment of "Jan " (which is excel-

lent reading), we find three or four very interesting

articles in De Gids. The first is a review of an essay

in a Scandinavian annual, and concerns two Norwegian
poems on Eternity—an old, yet never too old, subject for

mortal meditation. The poems date back to the period

of the Vikings, and possess characteristic features which
distinguish them from most other Scandinavian writings,

and even from other poems on the same subject. This
essay is an able example of Professor Boer's style, and
must be read in its entirety to be appreciated. From the

past we take a leap into the future, as it were, for we
come to a description of a stance with the spiritist

medium, Eusapia Paladino. There is nothing particularly

new inthe writer's experience—thereweretable-moving and
kindred manifestations ; but it is of interest to note the

precautions taken to guard against trickery. All those

present joined hands, the medium (of course) being
included in the circuit, and the writer had one foot on one
of the medium's pedal extremities. This suggests that he
was in the same frame of mind as one of two gentle-

men whose remarks were overheard at a Mowbray House
" At Home " the subject of which was not spiritism ; he
declared that he was not sceptical but critical (a distinc-

tion worth noting) ; he was not a disbeliever, yet the

manifestations never came off in his presence. If the

writer of the article was critical, he nevertheless had the

satisfaction of witnessing manifestations. Yet another
article is on Conditional Condemnation—the principle of

giving an offender another chance, to put it popularly. In
varying forms this principle is followed in many countries,

including our own. Holland has had fifteen years of it,

and the result, in the author's estimation, is beneficial.

He gives statistics sufficient to satisfy the most ardent
statistician.

In Onze Eeuw the contribution which attracts us most
is that on the breaking of the marriage tie, whether it be
called divorce or by any other name. The article is

based on a long-published book by Mr. van Houten, a
name to conjure with in the Netherlands. The relative

positions of man and woman, the comparative positions

of the women of former days and the present time, the
result of this easy dissolution of the marriage tie as it

affects the children and the morality of society—all these

points are dealt with, and the writer arrives at the con-
clusion that the remedy (as it is sometimes called) is

worse than the disease. In Great Britain divorce is not
so easy and may not come under the same category, yet

it lends itself to fraudulent dissolutions. A peculiar

incident is mentioned as having occurred in Paris a long
time ago. A man was charged with bigamy, but he
pleaded that marriages were such trivial contracts in the
light of what was allowed by law, that he ought not to be
punished, and the judge agreed with him.
An interesting account of the agitation of Civil

Servants for a legal regulation of their rights and obliga-

tions is given in Vragen des Tijds ; it has been growing
for the last four years, since the Amsterdam municipal
authorities ordered all their servants to submit to the

visit of an examiner when they were ill. They objected

to this examining official ;
they did not like to be treated

like schoolboys suspected of playing truant ; hence the

agitation, which has now assumed large proportions.

Space permits of but a passing reference to Elsevier
y

among the contents of which the first place, literally and
figuratively, is taken by an entertaining chat about old

Japanese lacquer work, with several illustrations.

GERMAN MAGAZINES.

THE Deutsche Revue for August contains several
interesting articles, but the other German magazines con-
tain little to claim the attention of the English reader.
As usual, the Deutsche Rundschau has several biographical
sketches. These deal with Rudolf von Delbruck, Frederic
Mistral the Poet, Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, and
" Sextius Amarcius Gallus," a satirist of the eleventh
century. Another article by Eugen Zabel gives an
account of the Crimea and the Caucasus in literature.

The Socialistische Monatshefte contains a very pleasing
article by Dr. Ant. Grottewitz upon man's friendship with
Nature.

In the Deutsche Revue, Sir Hiram Maxim contributes
an article upon civilisation and war. He begins by
asking what is the highest civilisation, and thinks that
when the civilisation of the United States and England
equals that of China, before the invasion ofthe opium
traffic and the missionaries, war will cease. But this

happy consummation is far off—in fact, it is invisible even
through the most powerful political telescope. Sir Hiram
throughout compares Western nations unfavourably with
the Chinese. According to Western ideas different

people should be fought in different ways ; and illustrating

this, Sir Hiram recalls a description of an ancient
machine-gun which was made to use round or spherical
bullets against Christians and triangular or square bits of
metal against Turks. He points out, however, that in the
days ofblack powder and flint-locks, the Boers would have
been crushed almost directly, and that smokeless powder,
machine-guns, and quick-firing rifles tend to make this

attacking of small States by powerful ones more and more
impossible. Successful attacks on countries like France,
Austria, Germany, England, or the United States are
now quite out of the question. Formerly it was con-
sidered, sufficient if the attacking party outnumbered
their opponents by two or three to one. In South Africa
it was demonstrated that the proportion must be more
than ten to one.

Blackwood.

The August number of "Maga" is first-class. It

is quite up to the traditional standard of the ancient
organ of fine old crusted Toryism. The revival of
Protection has quite exhilarated the old lady, and she
holds forth upon the subject in the vein of crusty
Christopher in the days of her youth. Sigma's " Per-
sonalia'' are full of delightful gossip about prelates,

professors, and politicians. One of the stories suggests
that Lord Milner owed his promotion by Lord Goschen
to Arnold Toynbee, which is new and may be true.

There are a few chestnuts in " Sigma's " gossip, but the
Personalia are, on the whole, very good reading. There
are two capital sporting articles, one on the shooting of
snipe, and the other on the stalking of the rhinoceros.
The story of the Black Hole of Calcutta is told with
gruesome realism, and there is a curious tale of adventure
describing how two brothers were nearly drowned in the
attempt to take a Canadian canoe down the upper waters
of the Dordogne. Mr. Neil Munroe's story, " Children of
the Tempest," is concluded.

THE Temple Magazine for August contains an account
of the birth of a new volcano, Bogoslef, from an old one
of the same name, in the Behring Sea. The volcanic
islets are extremely active, their only inhabitants, when
the ground is not too hot, being guillemots and sea lions.
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LEARNING LANGUAGES BY LETTER-WRITING.
" /^\ WAD some power the giftie gie us, to seeII ourselves as ithers see us." What was Burns

thinking of specially when he wrote this, and
what have been the thoughts of the many who have
repeated it ? Truly, as individuals it is difficult to see
ourselves in the same light as that in which others look
upon us, for the focus is not the same, but as a com-
munity this is not at all so difficult. We have only to
read what people of other nationalities say and think

;

for on paper there is sometimes more straight talk than
is possible face to face. The queer thing is that some-
times we are quite happily astonished to find what we
had thought little of, because, being familiar and usual

—

as are a sister's charms to a brother—we had therefore
never really seen ; these unnoticed things are, to the
foreigner, astonishing and charming. Have any of our
readers seen a small periodical called the Literary
Echo f Its editor is Dr. Jaeger, of Tubingen.
The Echo itself is a collection of extracts from
English authors and a certain amount of original
matter. Part of this latter consists of the history of the
wanderings in London of a German, and the descriptions
of the Towerj and other historical places are, of course,

interesting ; but still more curious is the opinion given
about the London County Council and its chief officers,

the inhabitants of the different parts of London, etc. ; and
from this talk we seem to see our great city in quite a
different light. We all know quite well that we have to

go to Paternoster Row for booksellers, but all do not
know that Cavendish Square and its neighbourhood is a
home for retired Indians, and thus has obtained the
name of Little Bengal. The suggestion that the stranger
should certainly take a drive on the top of an omnibus,
sit beside the driver, and get from him information about
things seen on the route, is possibly a very good one under
certain circumstances, but one can imagine how it would
amuse a LondonJehu occasionally to give information which
would interest the foreigner but amaze those of his hearers
who happened to be Londoners. One of the articles

describes the Association of German Governesses in

England, and tells of the home, its benefits and its

pleasures in such a way that surely the Echo's readers
will bestow more than thought upon such an institution in

the future. If any of our readers would like to know about
the home, they should send for particulars to the Lady
Superintendent, at the address given in the letter, part of
which I quote, as it may interest some by its freshness
and naivete

1
':—

1 6, Wyndham Place, Bryanston Square, London, W.
July, 1903^

Dear M—,—My long cherfehed wish is at last fulfilled. I

can scarcely realise it myself, but it is true. I really am in

London. I expected nothing but fog, and found sunshine and
not only beautiful weather outside, but sunshine in the house,
where I already feel quite at home.
The journey was splendid, the sea as calm as possible. The

boat seemed to glide through a golden stream ; the sunset was
simply marvellous. The silver lined clouds took my thoughts
back to Italy ; nowhere else had I seen them as fine. The red
evening sky became paler and paler, and the silver moon made
her appearance in the east. I did enjoy that journey.

An English lady was very kind to me and gave me
the first opportunity of airing my English. " Evening
red and morning grey are sure signs of a fair day V ; thus begin-
ning our conversation, she told me that fine weather was to be
expected ; this was good news for me. We travelled together to

t

Victoria Station, where I tried to get on all alone. You know of
all the warnings and hints given by our dear old friends before

our departure. It is true, I felt rather lonely in the middle of an
innumerable crowd. I had always been very proud of my know-
ledge of English, but I might just as well have been in China,
as I did not understand a word. Not being in a hurry, I said to

myself, " I had better wait a little." At that moment up came
a man, whispering, "Hansom, miss?" How shocking that

such a fellow dares to call me "handsome miss" ; a nice begin-

ning indeed ! A haughty stare was my sole answer, but he
murmured something like "four-wheeler." I had never
heard the word before. I turned round, and now a porter

called out, " Cab, miss?" "No, I wish for a carriage,'
,

I replied, in my best English. He smiled a little, and
soon came back with one which he explained was a "four-

wheeler." I could now see what he meant, but the "handsome
miss" was still an insult I resented. I said, " Sixteen, Wind-
ham Place." "Winham Place—I know, miss; Bryanstone
Square. Get in," said the driver, and we were there—too

soon, indeed, for the traffic, of which you can have no idea,

greatly interested and amused me.

M. MIEILLE AND THE PYRENEES.

Our readers may remember that M. Mieille is an

enthusiastic mountaineer, and that in order to make his

beloved mountains known to strangers, and at the same
time enrich his boy's library, he offers to send a copy of

the finely-illustrated " Guide to the Haute Pyre'ne'es " to

anyone who sends him a magazine such as the Royal,

Boy^s Own, etc., in exchange. His address is 59, Rue
des Pyre'ne'es, Tarbes, France. The Practical Teacher
(Nelson and Sons, Paternoster Row) has in its July

number, together with other papers on holiday tours in

Normandy, Norway, Flanders, etc., etc., a charming article

on the educational value of mountaineering. M. Mieille

writes :

—

What is it, then, that makes school games an undisputed

help to the complete education of youth ? Leaving aside

Wellington's famous saying that Waterloo was won on the fields

of Eton, I may assume that the chief gains accruing to your

public-school boys from the practice of field-games are the

following—namely, the art of self-discipline ; the cultivation of

self-restraint and will-power ; self-reliance allied to a heightened

sense of solidarity ; the cultivation of social manners and the

acquisition of the sociable qualities ; and last, not least, the culti-

vation and sharpening of judgment through the medium of the

senses, especially the sight.

He then shows how mountaineering does all this and
more—describes the school parties of twenty to thirty

—

the evening schools contingent, and the glorious scenery.

Think of the wonder of taking lads from night schools
to see these Alps for a day's pleasure trip ! It takes one's

breath away. The guide book certainly makes one wish
to see the beautiful scenes depicted there ; and by boat

from London to Bordeaux the journey would not be so

costly as by the inland route.

NOTICES.

During the summer holidays there is necessarily more
delay in finding foreign correspondents. Teachers are

away from home for the holidays, and our work is carried

on chiefly with their co-operation.

Mme. Lombard, the widow of the greatly regretted

editor of Concordia, desires to take charge of one or two
English boys or girls, to oversee tneir education with

that of her own little son. Letters should be sent to 77,
Rue Denfert-Rochereau, Paris.
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Esperanto: The International Key Language.
Xek milita nek civila lukso mankis. Grenadbtoj staris

ciuflanke de la vojoj. Kavalerio gardis la stratojn. La longaj

galerioj estas plenaj je tia audantaro kia malofte ekcitis

oratoro.

Tie Siddons en sia fresega majesta beleco kortuse rigardadis

scenon superante ciun teatram imitajon.

THE above is quoted from an Esperanto version of
passages taken from Lord Macaulay's " Trial of

Warren Hastings," which was published in T.P.'s Weekly
of July 24th, and which I recommend readers to get. It

is a good example of Esperanto, showing clearly how well

Macaulay's English can be rendered, and gives

Esperantists an answer to one of the objections with

which they are continually plied.

TWO OBJECTIONS TO ESPERANTO.
It has been stated several times that Esperanto is

faulty, because difficult for a typewriter and impossible

to telegraph. Of course, the objection from the type-
writer point of view refers to the accents, but as the
Hammond Typewriter Company has placed on the
market a special Esperanto shuttle, with a full set of both
English and Esperanto courses, the accented letters,

together with the accent, can be written at one stroke in

an admirably clear type : thus another of the objections

to Esperanto is cleared out of the way. As regards
telegraph messages, several have been received lately.

One I intended to give here, but it has been so carefully

put away that it cannot be found. It was sent from a
wayside station whilst waiting five minutes for the con-
necting train, and in this instance the question was as to

whether the operator would consent to transmit it, as
Esperanto could not possibly be one of the recognised
codes. The sender of the message happened to see one
of Mr. Henderson's penny keys on Smith's bookstall, and
with this in his hand the operator not only made no
objection, but seemed greatly interested.

Musicians are now recognising that Esperanto is a
good medium for song. ' Dr. Zamenhofs " La Vojo," set

to music by R. Deshays, can be obtained from Paris

—

and the song of the " Flag of Peace " from Sweden. I

will get over some copies if desired ; the cost would be
about 50I. each with postage. " La Vojo " is a solo for a
mezzo-soprano. The other is a part song. I give one
verse of " La Vojo." " Rekte, kurage, kaj ne flankiganto,
ni iru la vojon celitan, Ec guto malgranda konstante
frapanre traboras la montan granitan," which may be
freely rendered—"With courage unswerving we go on
to our aim, for even a small drop, if continuous, bores
through a granite mountain."

ESPERANTISTS IN LONDON.
A very interesting gathering of Esperantists took place

in July on the occasion of Mr. J. Rhodes's visit to London
on his way to meet the foreign Esperantists at Havre.
At the London gathering, which, though very small, was
a representative one, for amongst them were an artist, a
missionary, a musician, representatives of the Blind
Society, of the Stock Exchange, and of commerce,
various knotty points of discussion were raised, and
several solutions arrived at. One of these was that an
Esperanto journal for the English-speaking peoples
should be started in the autumn.

ESPERANTISTS AT HAVRE.
No one of us who went to France can ever forget the

marvellous reception we experienced. Going on separate
days, arriving at six o'clock in the morning, each English
Esperantist was received as even the nearest relations

Neither military nor civil pomp was wanting. Grenadiers

lined the .avenues. Cavalry guarded the streets. The long

galleries were crowded by an audience such as has rarely excited

an orator.

There Siddons, in the prime of her majestic beauty, looked with

emotion on a scene surpassing all the imitation of the stage.

rarely are. The sunrise had been lovely to see as we
sped across the Channel, but far more wonderful and
totally unexpected was the greeting awaiting us. One
after the other an entire stranger, each with his or her
little badge conspicuously displayed, came up with a
" Bonan tagon ! kara amikoj ! Mi gojas vidi vin ! " and
the handshakings and presentations were bewildering.

This at six o'clock in the morning ! One felt " at home,"
and never lost the feeling. Flowers had been sent to

our rooms ; invitations to dinner—dejeuner, etc. ; no
kindness was wanting. Esperanto was the language
used, and it was strange to hear Englishmen, Frenchmen
and others discussing at these gatherings every subject

under the sun. M. Bourlet, of the French Cycling Tourist
Club, came from Paris to join us, and a merry breakfast
with thirty-six guests would have assured any sceptic as
to the possibilities of Esperanto. An account of the
public discussion in the town hall must be left fos next
month ; this is only to record the kindness received.

As our friends know, there are at least eleven Esperanto
journals, of which VEsperantiste and La Lingvo Ititer

-

nacia are the principal. La Lumo, the only one for

English speaking people, is in the shape of the Bo/s Own;
it may be obtained from Mr. Holmes, 5, Verheres Avenue,
Montreal.

Esperantists will also be glad to know more about the
S.I.R.—that is, Society for International Relations

—

which has been started by M. Fruictier, of the Lingvo
Internacia. The address books, both French and Dr.
Zamenhofs, have this difficulty to contend with—those
who there inscribe their names do so mostly from a sense
of duty. It is only right that a record should be kept of
those who know and approve of the key language. But
not all have time to answer letters, inquiries, etc.,

from various places, therefore a new department has been
started. Those who inscribe their names give also their
occupation, special tastes, etc., with the express intention
of giving and receiving information on those subjects.

The subscription' is six francs a year, which includes the
Lingvo Intemacia. All members are entitled to certain
free advertisements.

This arrangement does not do away with a former one
of which I gave notice, viz., that the addresses of com-
mercial people using Esperanto in their business are
Printed gratis.

A good addition to the Esperanto library is the phrase
book in six tongues, used by the Touring Club of France.
Thus you get '< which is the best road " in French,
Esperanto, German, English, Spanish, and Italian—and
all for 6d. There are thirty pages, with an average of
twelve phrases on each. Motors and bicycles, with their
breakdowns, etc., find a good place in it.

The two centres in England for Esperanto information
are :—The Hon. Sec. of the London Esperanto Club,
H. B. Mudie, Esq., 67, Kensington Gardens Square, W.,
and J. Ellis, Esq., Compton Buildings, Keighley. Details
of groups at Plymouth, Portsmouth, Manchester, Bourne-
mouth, Huddersfield, etc., will be sent by either Dublin :

M. Fournier, 97* St. Stephen's Green
; Edinburgh : Miss

M. Tweedie, 2, Spence Street
;
Glasgow : Mr. J. Hunter,

138, Darnley Street, Pollockshields.
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A portion of Mr. Charles Booth's Map of London, 1899-1900, showing places of worship,

elementary schools, and houses licensed to sell intoxicants.

Roman cross= Anglican, in outline a church, solid a mission. A double circle= beerhouse with "off" and " on " licence.

A double cross = Roman Catholic church. A double circle with dot in centre= fully licensed house.

St. Andrew's cross= Nonconformist, in outline a church, solid a A circle with cross=grocers with licence.

mission. A solid circle= licensed restaurant without a bar.

A circle= beerhouse with "off" licence. A square= Board, and a triangle= Voluntary elementary school.
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THE BOOK OF THE MONTH.
THE HEART OF THE EMPIRE AND ITS SOUL*

LONDON is the heart of the Empire. It has But the fact remains that even as regards that very
waxed mighty and great, greater than all the poor apology for a test of sincere Christianity that is

cities of ancient and modern times. But afforded by attendance at church or chapel, we seek for

wherewith shall it profit if it have lost its soul ? If the it in vain among the majority of Londoners. And what
existence of its soul is to be inferred from the extent is more serious, the proportion of those who absent

to which its citizens frequent meetings for prayer, it themselves from the public worship of the Almighty,

must be admitted to be in a very parlous state. For even when we include all Jews, Spiritualists, Ethical

the one notable result of the Daily News census is Societies, etc., is increasing. Tested by attendance

the discovery that prayer meetings, which were once at religious services of any kind, the soul of the

regarded as the vital breath of the life of the Church, Londoner seems to be in a bad way.

have almost ceased to exist. In the populous borough
of Chelsea only thirty persons were found to be in

HOW THE CENSUS WAS TAKEN-

attendance at prayer meetings. Thirty persons out of The Daily News census is a notable piece of
70,000. journalistic work for which we all owe no small debt of
Week-night services have also fallen into disuse, gratitude to Mr. Cadbury. It is at least a good thing

The religious life of London is forsaking the accus- t0 know where we are. And until this census was
tomed channels of former days. Has religion itself set on foot we did not even know, with any degree
dried up and disappeared ? Or is London as religious Qf accuracy, what proportion of Londoners went to
as ever it has been—only in different fashion ? church on Sunday, and how many stayed at home.

Londoners and their souls. Neither had we any approximate idea as to the com-

. parative strength of Church and Dissent, or of the
These questions we can try to answer by the aid of numbers of adherents of the various Free Churches.

the Daily News census and Mr. Charles Booth's con- The census was taken in a very methodical fashion,
eluding volume. Mr. Mudie Smith, the Daily News instead of being taken all over London on one day, the
census taker, is evidently inclined to take a somewhat collection of the number of attendants was spread over
gloomy view of the state of the Londoner's soul. For more than s \x months. Each Sunday the census was
the most part there appears to be little evidence that ^en simultaneously at all the churches and chapels in
he is even so much as conscious that he has a soul, one of the 2g boroughs into which London is divided
or if so be that he knows he has one, he does not on one day> but no one knew which day was allotted
think it worth while trying to save it by the apparatus t0 which borough. Four hundred enumerators were
of church or chapel. Dr. Robertson Nicoll takes a employed, one for each church door. Half the
more cheery view, and maintains that a church enumerators were called superintendents. Over the
attendance of one in five of the population is very whoie staff were I3 inspectors, working under Mr.
satisfactory proof of the Christian character of Mu(jie Smith, as Registrar-General. These enumera-
tion. Dr. Robertson Nicoll is easily satisfied. tors had to count every man, woman and child
Considering how small is the proportion of those who entering places of worship in London, distinguishing
attend divine worship, or would even profess to be between the sexes and between children and adults.
Christian in any but the most conventional sense, They ajso> by an ingenious system, discovered that
there is not much proof of the Christianity of London 65 per cent, of the worshippers are the poor creatures
m the census returns. caHed « oncers" by Mr. Gladstone. Only 35 per cent.

absentees from church and chapel. attend two services on Sunday.

Mr. Mudie Smith says :— the figures of the census.

50 per cent, of the population can if they wish The net resuU of their nurnbering of the people as
attend a place of worship on Sunday : supposing this to be the , , , P , . v r

.
r

,

case, 2,268,270 persons might have been present at social theY entered places of worship is summarised as

worship, whereas, as 1 have already shown, only 850,205 were follows :

—

present, 1,418,065 having wilfully absented themselves from AC ~
worship. In other words, 60 per cent, of the available popula.

Morning and Evening Totals.

tion is apparently either apathetic or antagonistic as regards Morning. Evening, Total.

attendance at a place of worship on a Sunday. Established Church 220,431 ... 209,722 ... 43°» I 55

This is putting it too strongly on the other side. ^vSl^E^Z Z "SB Z
4
fiS

~
; Other Services 35, 3 10 ... 27,680 ... 62,99a

* " Life and Labour in London." Conclusion. By Charles Booth. _____ _

Macmilbn and Co. 5s.

The Zfci/jrAVw Census of Church Attendance in London. Totals 498*733 5°4> 2<>7 I,O02,94O
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Totals for Men, Women, and Children.

Men. Women. Children. Total.

Established Church 98,477 188,354 143,322 43<MS3
Nonconformist Churches... 120,782 165,978 129,465 416,225
Roman Catholic Church ... 23,855 42,774 26,943 93f572
Other Services 23,436 15,887 23,667 62,990

Totals 266,550 412,993 323.397 1,002,940

THE POSITION OF THE NATIONAL CHURCH.

These figures are very interesting. They prove,

for instance, among other things, that the so-called

National Church cannot gather into its places of wor-

ship 100,000 men out of a population all told of

more
,
than four millions. This is the more notable

because it has just been decided, on the motion of

Lord Hugh Cecil, that no female is considered fit to

vote in Church elections—the voting laity is ex-

clusively male. Only 268,000 men in London go to

any place of worship, and of those who do so bestir

themselves, 170,000 go to chapels or meeting places

^vhich owe no allegiance to the Bishops of London or

Rochester. By nearly two to one the Nonconforming
acjult males outnumber the Churchmen, who still

arrogate to themselves the exclusive right to be the

National Church. These figures show that they are

a mere sect or section of the worshippers of London,
and if we accept their own male franchise, a beggarly

minority at that.

THE ESTABLISHED SECT OF A MINORITY.

Of course, we do not accept Lord Hugh Cecil's

estimate of women. They count with us, if not with

the Anglican advocates of male ascendency. But
even when all women and children are counted, the

attendants at the Established Churches and mission

halls are in a minority. The figures are : Established

Church, 430,163 ; Non-established meeting places of

all kinds, 572,777. The census may be said to

amount to a referendum vote in which the Church
comes out at the bottom of the poll. The absentees

head the list. They are, at least, non-churchgoers.

The voting may be stated thus :

—

Non-churchgoers (allowing 50 per cent.

necessary absentees) 1,265,330
Nonconformists of all kinds 572,777
Church attendants 430,163

If we add the non-churchgoers who could attend,

but who go to no place of worship, to those who go to

other places than those of the Established Church,
the final state of the poll is as follows :

—

Outside the National Church 1,838,107
Inside the National Church 430,163

The publication of these figures may not bring the

churchless citizens into the Church ; it ought at least

to teach the clerical Anglicans a little humility and
induce them to think twice, and even thrice, before

clamouring for the destruction of a School Board
because it represents all the citizens, and regards

education from the national rather than from the

denominational point of view.

THINGS GETTING WORSE.

It adds to the significance of these figures to know
that the number of attendants at the Established

Church is steadily sinking. The Church is numerically

and comparatively worse attended than it was twenty-

five years ago. Not all the fervour of the Trac-

tarians has succeeded in arresting the drying-up of the

congregations of the Establishment. On the whole,

the Nonconformists have held their own better than

the Anglicans. But the ancient practice of not

neglecting the assembling of themselves together in

the worship of God is apparently on the wane
amongst us.

A man need not be a Christian to regret this. In
the remarkable volume in which Mr. Charles Booth
sums up the results of seventeen years' close

observation of London and its peoples, nothing is

more remarkable than what its author calls " the great

main fact " which no carping can touch, and to which
" we have endless testimony," that " Christian people
are nearly all temperate and thrifty, and the better in

every way for being so." If this be so, it is an ill

look-out for London if year by year an increasing

number of its population cease to be Christian even
in name. Londoners will not be " better in every way "

for losing their attachment to the one great agency
which, Mr. Booth being witness, operates everywhere
for temperance and thrift and the betterment of the
people,

WHY THE CHURCHES FAIL.

The more we read of what Mr. Booth has to tell us
the more we feel dismayed at the symptoms of decay
that are revealed by the Daily News census in the
efficiency of the soul-saving apparatus of modern
London. For although bright gleams of hope here
and there irradiate the gloom, the picture which he
gives us is on the whole a sombre one. The evils

which he reveals are those which the Christian Church
was constituted to overcome, nor does he point to any
other agency better fitted to carry on the struggle if

the Church is dismissed as effete. It is tiue that the
Church of Christ has largely forgotten Christ, and many
of the evils described by Mr. Booth are never assailed
in flank or in rear by the bodies which describe them-
selves as the armies of the living Godw Mr. Mudie
Smith, in summing up the conclusions which he deduces
from his enumeration, lays the greatest stress upon
the fact that the Churches have all, more or less,

abdicated their great function as ministering servants
of humanity.

HOW THEY MIGHT MEND.

He says truly :

—

If the Churches are to be loved they must lead. They must
be in the van, not the rear, of progress, if they are to be believed
"in. That gospel which does not concern itself with man's body,
mind and environment, as well as his soul, is a contradiction in
terms, a travesty of truth, a mocker}- of religion ; it is no "good
news," and usurps a title to which it has no claim. If we can-
not make our politics part of our religion, we have no right to
cast even a vote. If we cannot take our Christianity into a
Borough Council, we ourselves ought to remain outside. If the
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message we believe in does not rank us in eternal, vehement

opposition against the sweater, the slum-landlord, the trafficker

in human lives, we need not expect the masses to take seriously

either it or us. If cleaner streets, better housing, sweeter

homes, do not come within the scope of our aim, neither will

ihose who are convinced that they have a right to these things

tome within the shadow of our places of worship.

^ A SUGGESTION TO PREACHERS.

This leads us up to the practical question whether

the preachers in the 2,600 places of worship to be

found in London to-day have done anything to bring

before the million souls who listen to them every

Sunday the conclusions which Mr. Charles Booth has

arrived at in the course of his prolonged, patient

diagnosis of the diseases of the body politic. Because

if any among their number have not done so, may I,

with all due respect and humility, suggest that for one

week they should give the Old Book a rest and study

the teachings of Mr. Booth in the spirit of their

Master?
" Watchman,

1

what of the night?" is a cry which

often rises from the lips of every earnest waiter for the

dawn. Here is a watchman who has given seventeen

years of his life to find out and proclaim the truth con-

cerning this Great Babylon in which we live. He has

seen it with his own eyes in its riches and in its

poverty, in its grandeur and its crime, he has probed
it in every part, he has dissected its living nerves, and
he stands forth to tell us how things are, and what is

still more important, how things may, in his opinion,

be mended. He is a prophet with a message. His

prophecy is based upon scientific observation. His
message is instinct with a hope born of knowledge
and experience. If the Churches of London are going

to take seriously their Divine Commission, they had

better, one and all, from the Bishop of London and
the Jewish Rabbis, down to the Ethical Societies and
General Booth, take this concluding volume as the

subject for their sermons at least once a week for the

next six months.
And that I may not be reproached with urging

others to do that which I have not done myself, I

hasten to lay before my readers, in as condensed a

form as possible, some of the salient facts brought

out clearly in the pages of this remarkable book, and
some of the recommendations with which its author

closes his labours.

THE SERVANTLESS MILLIONS.

London—what is London ? To begin with, London
is a conglomerate of 800,000 families—if we average

five persons to a family—of whom 666,000 have no
servants. While only 95,000 families enjoy the luxury

of adomestic servant, 3,371,789 persons—men, women
and children—wake every morning in London know-
ing that in the course of the day they will have to do
all their own work with their own hands, while only

476,325, or 11 per cent of the whole, are in a position

to employ any of the 205,858 persons of the servant

class. Of these 3,371,789 of the servantless class,

nearly half a million are pigged together three in a

room, while three-quarters of a million have half a
room each

; 354,000 belong to the very poor,

900,000 to the poor. The poor we have always
with us, to the tune of 30 per cent. The poor and
the very poor outnumber all the men, women and
children who find themselves on Sunday in church or

chapel. There is no overcrowding in the House of

God ; but the houses of men are inconveniently full.

HOUSING SLOWLY IMPROVING.

Bad as»things are—and they are very bad—hundreds
of thousands being herded together in conditions

which render decency and morality and a human life

practically impossible—it is reassuring to be told that

the statistics of overcrowding show considerable

progress in the last ten years :

—

While one-room tenements have decreased from 172,502 to

149,524, or 14 per cent., three-room and four-room tenements
have increased 16 per cent., 18 per cent., and 21 per cent,

respectively. In every w:iy tliere is considerably less crowding
than ten years ago.—P. 5.

No doubt there are still slums, but the worst are gone, and
the present state of things cannot be compared with the squalor,

misery, and neglect which prevailed thirty years ago.—P. 90.

Much has been done ; but it is little to that

which remains to be done. One of the most elaborate

chapters in this book is devoted to a painstaking ex-

position of what ought to be done to improve the

housing of the Londoners, and another to set forth

that policy of expansion which is the only radical

remedy.

MR. BOOTH'S SUGGESTION TO BUILDERS.

I have only room here to note one of Mr. Booth's

most characteristic recommendations :

—

I wish I could rouse in the minds of speculative builders a

sense of the money value that lies in individuality, with its

power of attracting the eye, rooting the affections, and arous-

ing pride in house and home. Then would they seek to use,

in place of sedulously destroying, every natural feature of
beauty, and take thought to add others. A slightly greater

width of garden on the sunny side, whether front or back, may
make all the difference ; a single tree left standing can glorify

a whole street. Fresh painting and papering within is not the

highest ideal ; its charm passes ; the other gathers force as the

years go by.r—P. 1 78.

As to expansion, Mr. Booth says :—
I would emphasise once more the crying necessity for fore-

thought aDd plan in the arrangement of our metropolis with its.

great past, and, I hope, still greater future.— P. 199.

COMFORT FOR MR. ROOSEVELT.

What of the people who inhabit this human rabbit

warren? They resemble rabbits in more respects

than one. President Roosevelt would find no occar
sion to lament their failing powers of fecundity :

—

The lower the class the earlier the period of marriage, and the

greater the number of children born to each marriage.—P. 19.

Mr. Booth sees in this an evil to be overcome, not

an ideal to be cherished :

—

On the whole, it may fairly be expected that concurrently

with a rising standard of health we may see a fall in birth-rate

as well as death-rate, and thus have no cause to fear, as the

result of better sanitation, that the largest natural increase iri

population will ever be contributed by the lowest class.—P. 26.
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The standard of sex morality is not high. Marriage

lines are not insisted upon, but, says Mr. Booth :

—

If the family tie is not strong, neither is it exclusive. How-
ever they may have been begotten, the children are almost

-equally accepted as sent by Heaven, and adoption is common.
Tnere are no doubt terrible cases of neglect and cruelty, but on
the whole kindness and affection reign, though it may be care-

less kindness and ill-regulated affection. But it is not sur-

prising that there should be little parental control.—P. 42. . . .

"The great loss of the last twenty years " is asserted to be the

weakening of the family ties between parents and children.

—

P. 43-

AGAINST BANK HOLIDAYS.

On this subject it may be worth while to note that

Mr. Booth attributes no small share in the laxity of

sexual morality to the Bank Holidays :

—

Very rarely does one hear a good word for the Bank Holi-

days. The more common view is that they are a curse, and, as

already stated, the mischievous results from a sexual point of view,

due to a general abandonment of restraint, are frequently noted
in our evidence. But the rough crush must act as a safeguard of

a kind, although "nothing," says one witness, "can surpass the

scenes of depravity and indecency " that sometimes result. From
other points of view, too, there is some reason to think that

their establishment was a step in a wrong direction.—P. 51.

ARE WE BECOMING SOBER?

As to intemperance, Mr. Booth has much to say

that is very interesting :

—

There is less drunkenness than formerly, and the increase in

vlrinking is to be laid mainly to the account of the female sex.

This Utter phase seems to be one of the unexpected results of the

emancipation *f woman. On the one hand she has become more
independent of man, industrially and financially, and on the

other, more of a comrade than before, and in neither capacity

does she feel any shame at entering a public-house.— P. 59. . . .

"Whether the people drink less or not, the police are practically

agreed in saying that they are much less rowdy than formerly.

—

i\ 68. . . . There is not the enthusiastic temperance spirit

that existed a few years ago, when the great revival look
place.—P. 108.

HOW TO DEAL WITH PUBLIC-HOUSES.

Mr. Booth's remedy would be not prohibition, but

improved public-houses. He wishes :

—

To improve the conditions under which alcoholic drinks are

supplied to all classes of the community, that the standard of
propriety in these public places should not only be set as high as

possible, but should everywhere at least equal, and in poorer
neighbourhoods rise above, that ordinarily obtaining in the

homes.—P. 112. . . . Whatever the policy, we need a stronger

and more vital authority to enforce it. For London I would
suggest that such an authority could be constituted by a small com-
mittee of the London County Council, with a permanent paid

secretary sitting wita assessors, who might be trained lawyers

appointed by the Home Office.—P. 113.

Such a body, he thinks, would insist on several

reforms :

—

The first of these will be for powers of local taxation by means
•f extra rating of the values created by the granting of licenses.

.... The next demand will probably be for placing all clubs

or bars of clubs in which alcohol is sold under the same restric-

tions as the hours of public-houses ;
and, again, this will be even

more necessary with a policy of unmitigated restriction.—P. 114.

As to the hours of closing, Mr. Booth says :

—

I still think that there would be a substantial gain for the cause

of temperance in adopting an earlier hour, and should advocate

devea o'clock every week-night (and in clubs the same), with

further special consideration to houses which were willing to
close at ten.— P. 116.

BICYCLES AND CLUBS.

The bicycle, he thinks, has been the most efficient

instrument for improving the temperance of the clerk
class. Girls' clubs exercise an excellent influence
upon young women :

—

The influence exerted on the girls, of whatever class they be, i>

not only said to be distinctly moral, but to lead to some post-
ponement of the age of marriage. Having other interests, their
conversation becomes less flighty, not to say less vicious, and
their conduct more restrained.—P. 81.

It would be an interesting question to press from
every pulpit—What has our Church done either in

facilitating the acquisition of bicycles or in promoting
the formation of a girls' club ?

FOUL LANGUAGE.

In one respect, at least, we seem to be progressing
downwards. Mr. Booth says :

—

Bad language is reported as a growing evil. Filthy language
in the streets is getting worse. Disgusting words are always In
the air. The language of the children is shocking, loose life

and talk are increasing. The behaviour of boys and girls is as
coarse as possible. ... It is, however, remarkable that,

degraded as their habits, and filthy as the language they hear
and use, obscene writing in the school yards occupied by these
children is rare, whereas it is a constant trouble at more
respectable schools.—P. 88.

Probably the poorer children find an easier and
more objectionable method of giving vent to their

feelings.

THE SOCIAL EVIL.

About prostitution, Mr. Booth writes, on the whole,
with good sense, although I regret to see him lapse,

even for a moment, into the heresy of believing that

the C. D. Acts ever did any good, or could do
any good in garrison towns. He is quite .decided in

his rejection of the regulation system elsewhere.
Speaking of the Regulationists, he says :

—

It is, they claim, " the only way "
; but for my part I do not

think such a step necessary, or, if taken, likely to be efficacious.

—P. 128.

As to what should be done to deal with the social

evil, Mr. Booth comes very near the truth when he
says, speaking of houses of ill-fame where debauchery
is organised as a business :

—

These it would be possible to suppress entirely, if at the>samc
time the severity of pressure was removed as regards houses of
accommodation and some habitual places of resort. I do not
propose that either of these should be legalised or encouraged,
but merely that their existence and uses should not as a matter
of practical administration lead to prosecution, so long as
decency and order were observed.—P. 128. .. . If other places
of resort were not closed to these women, the enforcement of
the law against open solicitation in the streets would, at any rate,
be much more possible. . . . Some fresh effort is needed to put
an end to a public scandal which undoubtedly conduces greatly
to immorality.—P. 130.

LIGHT AND SHADE.

Betting, he thinks, is increasing both among men
and women. On the other hand, we read :

—

k Habits of thrift, it is said, must be improving. It would be
impossible otherwise to explain the wonderful reserve power of
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the poor. The poor help each other more than any other class,

and there must be resources of a greater extent than is realised.

—P. 86.

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS.

Another bright side is revealed to us in the following

extract :

—

Moral improvement among the people is immense, owing
mainly to education ; shown, amongst other ways, in kindness

to animals. The day was (says an old resident) when no cat could

appear in the streets of Bethnai Green without being hunted and
maltreated ; now such conduct is rare.—P. 88.

That is good—not for the cats alone.

OLD AGE PENSIONS.

When Mr. Booth comes to deal with the relief of

distress and the organisation of charitable relief, he
seizes the opportunity to re-state his plea for universal

old age pensions at the age of seventy :

—

I would make seventy the age at which a free and honourable
pension should be granted to everyone who up to then had not

received poor relief '(other than medical), and I put the amount
at seven shillings per week, in place of the more generally

adopted proposal of five shillings a week at sixty-five. Proof
of age, nationality, and residence in England during the working
of life would be reouired.—P. 144.

The abolition of out-relief is, I think, essential, and at the

same time quite possible, if Poor Law and organised private

effort will work hand in hand, and if the pension, which becomes
in itself a great motive to thrift, is assured in the future.—P. 148.

Among the reforms which he thinks essential are :

—

An extension of the system of a common Poor Fund, subject

to agreement as to the principles of administration ; consulta-

tions between Boards of Guardians and charitable agencies as to

the relief, and a distinct recognition of their respective spheres.

-P. 150.

Here is another gleam of light :

—

Of all the forms that charity takes, there is hardly one that is

so directly successful as district nursing. It is almost true to

say that, wherever a nurse enters, the standard of life is raised.—
P. 157.

A correspondent in Lancashire informs me that the

church with which he is connected has now adopted a
nurse as part of the machinery of the organisation,

with the best results.

MR. BOOTH'S BEST HOPE.

Surveying London as a whole, Mr. Charles Booth
seems to see most ground for hope in the London
County Council and in Trade Unions. He says :

—

A new middle class is forming which will, perhaps, hold the
future in its grasp. Its advent seems to me the great social fact

of to-day. Those who constitute this class are the especial

product of the push of industry ; within their circle religion

and education find the greatest response ; amongst them all

popular movements take their rise, and from them draw their

leaders. To them, in proportion as they have ideas, political

power will pass.—P. 204.

THE MORAL OF IT ALL.

Finally, Mr. Booth declares :—" What is needed is

more vigorous life in every direction
;

social, educa-

tional, industrial, political and religious."—P. 206.

Who was it that said that He came to bring us life

that we might have it more abundantly ? Will His
servants take the lesson to heart ? One of them, at

least, the Rev. Canon Henson, writing in the Quarterly

Review^ appears to have learned his lesson. I cannot
do better than conclude by quoting his words :

—

In the discovery of some solution of the housing problem
evidently lies the best hope of social improvement, and, as the
crowning evidence of social improvement, the best hope of
success for the Churches. Mr. Booth has provided the weightiest

plea for " Christian Socialism " we have yet encountered. We
rise from the study of his gloomy but fascinating volumes with
the suspicion, which, perhaps, along the lines of reflection

which they suggest, might even grow into conviction, that

Christianity must approach the brutalised masses indirectly, by
reforming their conditions of existence before offering them its

spiritual message.

Amen and Amen.

THE UNREFORMED HOUSE OF COMMONS.*
In these two handsome volumes we have a book which

Mr. Gladstone, had he still been amongst us, would have
delighted to review. The author, whose laborious
industry commands our respect and admiration, has
spent long years in the researches necessary to enable
him to perform his ambitious task. He has taken as his

theme the earlier history of the Mother of Parliaments,
and he has condensed into a single volume an immense
mass ofotherwise almost inaccessible information as to the
gradual evolution of the House of Commons from the
thirteenth century down to the nineteenth, and to enable
us to understand not only what the representative system
actually was in 1831, but how it came into existence.

The first volume deals with the House of Commons,
the second with the parliamentary system of Scotland
and Ireland. Of the latter I will only remark in passing
that Mr. Porritt sheds no tears over the extinction of the
Irish Parliament by the Act of Union.
The book is illustrated by maps showing the way in

which seats were distributed in the old Parliament.
Cornwall appears to have as many members as the
whole of the North of England, and in the West Riding
ftmtefract was the only borough sending members to

Parliament
Mr. Porritt has spent nine years in the studies which

enabled him to write this book. Nine years' hard labour
they must have been, but he was cheered by the constant
companionship and valuable assistance of his wife. It

is noteworthy that he found most of his materials in the
libraries of Canada and the United States, to whose well
ordered wealth he pays a warm tribute of praise.

It is idle, and indeed it would be in the highest degree
presumptuous on my part to attempt to criticise Mr.
Porritt's work. Only a Constitutional student can
adequately appraise the value of this contribution to the
history of Parliaments. What even the most cursory
reader can see is that here we have a great design care-
fully executed and a mass of valuable historical facts

thoroughly digested, with the result that a history of a
most important—perhaps the most important—part of
our Constitution is now told at once with greater minute-
ness of detail, and with a broader survey of the whole sub-
ject than in any of the books which preceded it. It is

fully indexed, copious references enable the student to
follow up the subject with ease, and it is evident that we
have here a piece of historical workmanship which does
credit to our times.

* " The Unreformed House of Commons. Parliamentary Representation
before 18v." By Edward Porritt, assisted by Annie G. Porritt, his wife,

a rols. (Cambridge University Press.)
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SOME LEADING PUBLICATIONS OF THE MONTH.

BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, AND POLITICAL
ECONOMY.

Bodley, J. E. Courtenay. The Coronation of Edward the
Seventh iMethuen) net 21/0

Booth, C. Life and Labour of People in London
(Macmillan) net 5/0

Coleman, C. Charles Reade as I Knew Him ...(Treherne) net 15/0
Crawford, Emily. Victoria : Queen and Ruler (Arrowsmith) 6/0
Deeds, Cecil. Royal and Royal Sufferers. Vol. V.

i
Robinson) net ia/6
Ham Holes-

worth. Bart. — (Murray) net 15/0
Ely, R. IT., Ph.D.,:LL.D. Studies In the Evolution of

Industrial Society (The Macmillan Company) net 5/0
Gatrdner, J., and R. H. Brcdie. Letters and Papers, Foreign

and Domestic, of the Relgrn of Henry VIII. Vol. XIX.
(Eyre and Spottiswoode) 15/0

Gardyne, Lieut.-Colonel C. Greenhill. The Life of a Regiment ..

(Douglas) net 14/0
Jones, G. Hartweli. The Dawn of European Civilisation'

(Kegan Paul) net ia/o
Jones, J. B. The Cinque Ports— (Dover Express Printing Works) 5/0
Macmillan, H. The Life Work of George Frederick Watte

(Dent) net 4/6
Monson, Lord, and G. Leveson-Gower. Memoirs of George Elers

(Heinemann) net 12/0
Morland, O. William White, a Brother of Men (Headley) net 3/6
Namicus, 1903. Band VII I. Jahrbuch fur Deutschlands

Seeinteressen Funfts Jahrgang, 1903 (Berlin : Mitter)

Oman, C. A History of the Peninsular War. Vol. II.

(Frowde) net 14/0
Reynolds, M. S. Herbert At Home in India; or, Taza-Be-

Taza (Drane) 6/0
Scott, w. A. Money and Banking (Bell) xo/6
Smith, w. s. A Political History of Slavery (Putnam) 25/0
Standing, P. Cross. Ranjltsinhji, Prince of Cricket

(Arrowsmith) net 3/6
Van Vorst, Mrs. John and Marie van Vorst. The Woman Who

Toils Grant Richards) 6/0
Walsh, W. The Jesuits in Great Britain (Routledge) net 7/6
Williams, L. Toledo and Madrid (Cassell) net xa/6
wrixon, Sir Henry, K.C. Jacob Shumate : or, The People's

March, a Vols (Macmillan) net 21/0

EDUCATION, SCIENCE, AND PHILOSOPHY.
Darwin, Francis. A Naturalist's Calendar Kept by Leonard

Blomefleld (Cambridge University Press)

Dutton, J. Everett. Report of the Manarla Expedition to the
Gambia, 1902 (Longmans) net xo/6

Herschell, G. Manual of Intragastric Technique (Glaisher) net 7/6
Jarvis Mary Bowles. The Tree Book. The Country Handbook.

Vol. III. (Lane) 3/0
Marvin, w. T., Ph.D. An Introduction to Systematic Philo-

sophy .(Macmillan) xa/6
Roberts, W. K. Divinity and Man (Putnam) net 7/6
Snyder, Carl. New Conceptions. I.—Science....... -.(Harper) net 7/6
Stratum, " ~*

"

~
turn, G.M. Experimental Psychology and Its Bearing
Upon Culture (The Macmillan Company) net 8/6
oer, W. History Of Philosophy (Matheson) X2/6Turner

ESSAYS, BELLES LETTRES, ART, AND
ARCHITECTURE.

Ash, Valentine. Poems' (Grant Richards) 5/0
Caw, J. L. The Scott Gallery (Jack) ^xo/10/0
Chambers, E. K. The Medi&val Stage (Frowde) net 25/0
Hammerton, J. A. Stevensoniana (Grant Richards) net 12/6
Howe, E. R. J. Gambier, F.S.A. Catalogue of the Franks

Collection of Prints and British and American Book-
plates In the Department of Prints and Drawings in
the British Museum. Vol. I.

Hunt, Leigh. Dante's Divine*Comedy : The Book and Its Story.
(Newnes) net 2/6

Molesworth, B. Pompeii As It Was and Is to Be '

(Skeffington) net 25/0
Newton, E. A Book of Country Houses (Batsford) net 21/0
Strong, S. A. A Catalogue of Letters and Other Historical

Documents Exhibited in the Library of Welbeck.
(Murray) net £2/2/0

Strong, Isabel, and Lloyd Osboume. Memories of Vallma
(Constable) net 3/6

The Masters' Masterpieces. Sixty Examples, with Biographic il

Notes (Heinemann) net X5/0
Trent, w. P., LL.D. A History ofAmerican Literature. Short

Histories of the Literatures of the World. Vol. XII
(Heinemann) net 6/0

Watkins, Walter. The Birds ofTennyson (Porter) net 6/0

FICTION.
Atkey, Mrs. My Change of Mind r^7. (Stock! 6/»
Barry, J. D. A Daughter Of ThesplS (Chapman and Hall) 6/0

Borer, Marian. Marie-Eve (CasseW 6/0

Brown, W. G. A Gentleman of the South (Macmillan Company) 6/0

Chesney, Weatherby. The Baptist Ring (Methuen) 6'o

Cleeve, Lucas. Anglo-Americans (Unwin) 6 0

Cobb, T. The Composite Lady (Chapman and Hall) 6/0

Cromarsh, H. Ripley. The Episodes of Marge...(Grant Richards) 6/0

Delannoy, Burford. The Midnight Special (Milne) 6/0

Dodkin, M. McD. In the Days of Goldsmith (J. Long) 6/0

Escombe, Edith. Love's Ghost (Duckworth) 6/

Fenn, G. Manville. It Came to Pass iWhite) 6/0

Fletcher, J. S. Lucian the Dreamer (Methuen) 6/0

FitKtephen. G. More Kin Than Kind (Methnen) 6/0

Ford, Sewell. Horses Nine (Newnes) 6/0

Gilbert, G. The Baton Sinister (J. Long) 6,0

Gilson, Roy Rolfe. In the Morning Glow .7Harper) a/6

Halidom, M. Y. The Wizard's Mantle (BurWgh) 6 0

Heron-Maxwell, Beatace. The Queen Regent (Ward Lock) 3/6

Home, Francis. Hugh Brotherton, Curate (Ward Lock) 6/0

Lorimer, G. C. The Master of Millions (Retell) 6/0

Ludlow, Philip. Three Men and a Maid (Drane) 6/0

McCarthy, Justin Huntly. Marjorle (Harper) 6/0

Marriage, Caroline. The Luck of Barerakes (Heinemann) 6/0

Meade, L. T. The Burden of Her Youth (J. Lobe) 6/0

Munro, Neil. Children Of the Tempest (Blackwood) 6/0

Overton, Gwendolen. Anne Cai*mel (Macmillan Company) 6/0

Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart. Avery (Grant Richards) 36
Pocock, Roger. A Frontiersman (Methuen) 6,0

Prescott, E. Livingston. Dragooning a Dragoon ...(Hutchinson) S o

Rait, J. E. Alison Howard (Constable) 6 0

Richardson, Mrs. Aubrey. A Drama of Sunshine (Unwin) 6 0

Roberts, C. D. G. Barbara Ladd (Constable) 6 0

Rowe, G. The Fairy Bed-Maker ^WardLock) 3
-

Sargeant, Adeline. The Love That Overcame Methuen 6/0

Saunders, Marshal. Deficient Saints (Belt? 6.0

Tracy. Lucv. The Darkest Hour s
Digby Long] 6 \>

Trench, F. A. Among the Pikes [Russell 6/?

Warden, Florence. No. 3, The Square J. Longi 3 s

Witt, Capt. Paul. Innocent of a Crime Unwin) 6 0

MISCELLANEOUS.
Harrison, W. Children—Their Thoughts, Words and Ways.

(Heywood^ 3/0

Hollingshead, J.
" Good Old Gaiety w (The Gaiety Theatre Company) to*

Jane, Fred. T. All the World's FiffhtingAShips 1903 ~
(Sampson Low) net 15 >

Prideaux. S. T. Bookbinders and their Craft (Zaehnsdorf 31
1

Snow, Right Rev. Abbott, O.S.B. Sketches of Old Downside ...

(Sands) net 5. >

TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY AND SPORT.
Baring-Gould, S. A Book of North" Wales tMethuen) 6/»

Braid. J. and others. A Book of Golf (Blackett) 4:0

Eisroh, S. Travel Sketches In Egypt and Greece (Stock) to *

Geddie, J. Romantic Edinburgh (Sands) 3

Gordon, Home. What to See in England (Black; net 5 0

Heywood, W., and Lucy Olcott. Guide to Siena (Unwin) net 6.

0

Hobbes, John Oliver. Imperial India (Unwin) s o

Hutchinson, H. G. Cricket (Newnes) net w >

Johnson, J. C, Tun. Sport on the Blue Nile ; or, Six Months in

Central Africa (Banks) v\
.Lane-Poole, Stanley. North-East and by North .jStmpkui) yt

Scidmore, Eliza R. Winter India' (Unwin) net 10'*

Steyn, M. Aubel. Sand-Buried Ruins of Khotan ...(Unwin) net si >

"Social Life up River 7
' is the title of an entertain-

ing article, well illustrated, in the August number of

CasselPs Magazine. Socially, the river only begins at

Windsor, and from tins place to Henley the banks arc-

lined with beautiful houses and gardens of every style oi

architecture. There are old-fashioned houses covered

with ivy and creepers, and there are new edifices, such

as that owned by Mr. Hudson, where " there are about

a hundred bedrooms and twenty-six bathrooms, the latter

all of pure white marble." A contrast to such an hotel-

house may be found in Bray Lodge, Maidenhead, built

after her own designs by Mrs. Brown- Potter.
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Co be Continued in our next
(This story was begun in the famutry number of the Review of Reviews. Copies of any of the preceding

issues can be sent by post for %\d. each. The story will be continued month by month without end,)

CHAPTER XXX.—THE PASSING OF THE
THE POPE.

w Let's walk back, Francis
!

"

Sir Lewis Gordon, having lighted his cigarette, put

bis hat under his arm and walked airily along in the

bright moonlight Francis Gordon, his cousin, newly

recalled from Australia by the death of an eccentric

and once beautiful aunt, who had bequeathed him
another fortune in place of that which he had given

to the poor, strolled quietly beside him. They had
been dining with the Duchess of Cheshire, and Sir

Lewis had not been' pleased with the lady whom he
had taken in to dinner, and said so.

" As to the woman in question," resumed Francis,
" she looked very unhappy and very beautiful. I know
her intimately; she is Giulia, Marchesa di Prospero. I

never thought to meet her at any man's table again.

I suppose Flora has induced her to give the world

another trial. She shut herself up after the death of

her husband. You remember that horrible motor
accident at Nice ?

"

"W—h—<e—w!" exclaimed Sir Lewis. "That's

who she is ! Half the trouble was that I could not

"place her.' But I fear the Marchesa is making up
her mind to something desperate. Believe me—

I

know f
v

"Jupiter! isn't that pretty now?" he suddenly

exclaimed. " Francis, do look at those girls on the

other side of the street It is like something out of

Drury Lane, isn't it?"

A long procession of children, headed by two tall,

tolack-draped nuns, passed down the pavement on the

other side. The long downward slope of Mount
Street from Park Lane was flooded by brilliant moon-
light, which showed the children's faces, unusually

grave and still, with a light as bright as day. At the

end of the procession came three ladies, one of whom
walked; with a stately ease and graceful distinction

that would have marked her a great lady even in a
•crowd. The lace scarf had fallen off her black head,

and the front of her white velvet coat flared open,

showing the glitter and sparkle of precious stones on
a neck whiter than snow. She walked with her large,

melancholy eyes fixed before her, seeing nothing

evidendy, and caring for nothing—wholly absorbed
in her own thoughts.

Francis drew Sir Lewis in the shadow cast by a
projecting shop-front.

" That is Giulia di Prospero," he whispered sharply.

Sir Lewis whistled again with surprise. " So it is,"

he said softly ; " I saw she left early. Where do you
think she is going with, those children, Francis ?

"

^ " I have no idea," replied Francis coldly. " Would

it ?" He hesitated. "There is no harm; we
iare going in that direction too."

" So we are !" exclaimed Sir Lewis eagerly. " Let's

follow them!"
The two nuns who headed the procession dis-

appeared round a corner, and both men hastened
after them until they reached the private entrance
into the South Street Church.
A small boy in a cassock opened the door and

came down the steps into the street, where he was
instantly seized upon by Francis, and asked if they

might go through to the church, and what was the

service which began so late.

" It is the Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament for

His Holiness the Pope," replied the boy. Certainly

they might go through; straight down the corridor

and through the sacristy. He held the door open,
and they passed through. The corridor was narrow
and chilly even in the hot summer night ; a black-robed
figure crossed the end, and they followed it into the

sacristy and by a side door into the church.

To that door the noise of the street and the rumble
of the traffic followed them like the insistent cry of the

world. They crossed the threshold into a hushed and
breathless calm, in which there was a subtle suggestion

of terror. There was no light in the church save that

which streamed from the innumerable candles on the

high altar, whereon the Host stood high in its blazing

monstrance. Soft darkness wrapped the side chapels

and profound gloom hung about the aisles, made all

the more intense by the radiance about the Blessed

Sacrament. Only die dim red light, burning sus-

pended before each shrine, showed where the saints

stood above their altars, while now and again a flicker-

ing ray of straying light would bring forth some angel

singing dumbly from a stony scroll or trumpeting

forth unheard tidings to his fellows across the aisle.

Little aimless gusts of hot air, incense-bearing, or

heavy with the breath of sleeping flowers—the pale

sweetness of white lilies, or the fragile perfume of the

tea-rose—permeated the soft gloom. All was dark,

mysterious, and suggestive of the unknown. AH
save the high altar with its effulgence of light and its

upraised monstrance.

The children knelt in two long rows across the

middle of the church, their slender figures silhouetted

against the glow of light, their softly rounded outlines

tenderly thrown up by the shadows gathered at the

sides ; and behind them, those who meant to watch
the Sacrament ail night long. Old women, men in

the prime of life, young men and girls, some of whom
would go with the children when the two hours' watch

was ended, others who would stay till morning broke,
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and all with eyes fixed upwards on the sacred symbol

of Christ's supreme sacrifice, interceding for Christ's

Vicar on earth.

Sir Lewis and Francis tip-toed to a seat, and sat

down to wonder at the mystic beauty of the strange

sight. Pity and terror blended into its elements to a

kind of soul purification in them both. It was im-

possible to think of anything outside the singular

fact that in the space before the altar were gathered

many who were lending their aid in a contest be-

tween life and death. They felt lifted above the

level of the world into a plane where mere self was
forgotten; this was a heroic spiritual effort in an
unequal fight. Death sat invisible there on the altar

step, beneath the glorious Symbol of Life Immortal.

His chilly breath went down the narrow aisle,

trembling into the shadows who were his kin. All

these men and women and children yielded in their

proper selves so many spiritual weapons to paralyse

his power. And that power was directed against a
man, world-weary, exhausted, and long past the span

of years allotted to man.
The silence seemed impervious ; the murmured

prayers and soft sighs only beat against it as water

beats against a rock at sea, making no impression on
its depth or breadth, only making a momentary mark,
to be swallowed up in its profundity.

There was no passionate outcry, no violent inter-

cession, or loud calling upon Divine mercy, only a
line of beautiful childish heads, bent in reverent prayer,

with here and there some gracious matured loveliness

absorbed in communion with things unseen.

Giulia di Prospero was not to be seen, but Francis

thought he caught the glimmer of jewels in the dark
to the left of the altar, and he sighed to himself for a
woman who had been his friend.

The quiet lay heavily, and the night air came into

the church laden with strange suggestions of the world
waiting outside. Midnight sounded and was past, yet

neither one nor the other attempted to move. Sir Lewis
seemed lost in a kind of waking dream

;
Francis, with

his chin on his chest and his arms folded, sat thinking,

and the burden of his thoughts was the feeling of
strain in the atmosphere. The sense of struggle

—

why had it come into the quiet church and taken its

place, strenuous and terrible amid these innocent ones,

who knew not what struggle was ?

The Pope would die—that was almost a moral
certainty ; what avail to prolong a life so utterly burnt

down and attenuated ? Even if the vital flame could be
kept alight, surely the weary body craved for its rest ?

He had lived so long ! Yet there was great need for

a character so holy and yet so firm. The greatness

of the life now hovering to its close appealed to the

ascetic spirit of this son of the Gordons, who had
himself tasted of the wine of sacrifice.

"To what end?" he asked himself in vain, and
became all at once painfully conscious of a new
element in the invisible conflict. Something had
entered the contest. Spmething armed, alert, and

splendidly strong. What was it? Francis glanced

round uneasily ; there was no movement in the church

:

the children, bowed and awed, whispered softly through

their prayers—prayers that went past him with the

sound of wings, and out into the night ; but the struggle

was not with the children. That strange, indefinable,

exciting sense of conflict went on inexplicably near,

yet unseen, and slowly but surely the shadow was being

forced away from below the shining altar.

" The children," thought Francis—" what a potent

force they are
!

" Never before had he recognised that

the strength of the Church lies in the children, and

with them she works miracles still. He watched a fair-

haired girl, whose pure profile was outlined against the

light with an almost incredible beauty, as she let the

beads slip through her rosary with her eyes on the

white marble statue of the Mother of Our Lord high

above her in the reflection from the candles.

One ! two ! The time had passed with singular

swiftness, yet Sir Lewis made no effort to move. He
was unconsciously waiting for something, which both

knew intuitively was coming soon. The batde had

been fought to an issue, the conflict was over.

Out of the gloom round the chapel of the Sacred

Heart came Giulia di Prospero, and knelt down, some

distance from the altar, in the aisle. The children rose

and softly filed out behind the nuns. She lifted her-

self to her magnificent height and walked with a slow

graceful stride to the altar step.

Sir Lewis thought he had never seen anything so

regally beautiful as this woman with the broken heart,

Giulia di Prospero, cousin to the Pope, who lay a-dying.

He looked at her now with a sensation of sheer

delight
; beauty in the abstract was his only god, and

he worshipped it at all times, and even the solemnity

of the hour and place did not prevent him now.
She stood motionless, her head, heavily burdened

with its coils of black hair, thrown back, the light

playing like a rainbow over her jewels, and her long

eyes half closed. Then she sank silently on her knees,

and with her hands loosely clasped before her looked

up at the Blessed Sacrament.
Another hour passed. The dawn came stealing,

almost imperceptibly, up the grey London sky, and
sent one long finger of living ruby through the

clerestory windows, painting the pallid perfection of

her face with the flush that had once belonged to

joy. The saints came reluctantly out of their shrines

to greet it, and it lingered over the flickering lights

on the altar, fell across the triumphant glory of the

Host, and was gone.

A man had fallen asleep with his arms over the

altar rails ; a girl with long fair hair about her leaned

her head against the pulpit stairs, and a woman in

tawdry finery, be-ringed and be-scented, crept up the

nave and knelt down with haggard, brazen face

uplifted to the Symbol of Salvation.

The voice f
of Giulia di Prospero, deep, passionate,

and inexpressibly sad, broke across the quiet of the

dawn, and struck every sense into listening.
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"Oh, blessed Lord!" prayed she, "take the

remnant of my broken life and add it to the days of

Our Father the Pope. I give him my youth, my
strength, my vital power. Lengthen his days by the

term of mine. I make an offering of my life. I give

it willingly, as Thou, O Lamb of God, didst give

Thine for me."

Her voice died away in mellow, liquid cadences, the

soft Italian tongue leaving the remembrance of spoken

music on the ear.

There was a kind of pause, and the watchers of the

Host rose and stole out, to be replaced by a new
company who took their places. Giuha rose, her white

draperies trailing after her, and went swiftly out, the

subtle clinging odour of her garments tracing her way
in the chill morning air.

There was a clatter of horses' feet on the pavement,

a bloodhound bayed to the saffron sky, the dull

murmur of the London streets swelled upwards into a

hollow roar, breaking like surf against the walls of the

little church, and yet leaving it in the depths of pro-

found calm.

Sir Lewis glanced at Francis, and, rising quietly,

went out The street was already full of grooms from
the various mews leading their horses.

Francis looked back as he went An acolyte in a
scarlet cassock was replacing the burnt-out candles, a
priest in a golden vestment came in preceded by two
small boys, and began the mass at a side altar. The
new day had begun.

"A perfectly incredible experience," sighed Sir

Lewis admiringly. " I could not have believed last

night that a woman was capable of such sacrifice."

"Anything is credible to faith," said Francis

absently. " You see, she believes the Pope is neces-

sary, or more necessary than she is. Poor Giulia !

"

" The attitude of the Catholics' faith is so purely

mediaeval," remarked Sir Lewis. Francis lifted his

shoulders.

" All faith is necessarily so," he said. " One cannot
imagine a faith that could be up-to-date : The Twen-
tieth Century is a Positivist"

"And, by-the-way," resumed Sir Lewis, "will the

immolation of the Marchesa be acceptable ? What if

her cousin the Pope is already dead ?
"

" Who lives sees," quoted Francis gravely. " He
was in extremis last night. I was in the Grizzled

Gordon's office, and was told the news of the Pontiffs

death was expected at any moment. He has lived a
blameless and holy life

;
well, his works live after him.

He was worthy, looking at it from the Catholic point
of view, of even so great an offering as Giulia
di Prospero."

Sir Lewis narrowed his dark eyes, and a thin perpen-
dicular line shot up between his brows ; that ominous
line was a storm signal to the counsel opposing him
at the Bar—it meant a flaw in the evidence.

Francis laughed. " Well," he said, " and where is

the weak point ?
"

• "In the fact that such offering is possible," he

retorted ;
" it is illogical and useless on the face of

it—of what use such sacrifice? The Pope is

too old!"
" Who lives sees," quoted Francis laconically again,

" I am off—meet you at the club this evening."

He was sitting in the club window when a paper
was suddenly thrust before him, and a few lines in the

stop press column pointed out by a long nervous
forefinger. " The charm works !

" exclaimed Srr

Lewis from the back of his chair. " This is the year
of miracles ! The Pope is recovering !

"

The Eternal City lay sweltering in the torrid heaO
of the summer day ; the high arch of hyacinthine sky
looked down over burning pavements and blazing

squares, swept by that hot, unhealthy wind which
even the Roman dreads. The fountains were almost
too languid to play in the glare ; the great palaces

looked blindly down from their close - shuttered

windows on a silent, waiting city.

The Pope, after his miraculous rally, was fairing:

again ; the recuperative power had run out ; he was
dying. Yet he was dying in as singular a fashion as

it is possible for an old man to die—with all the

strength and protest of splendid and vigorous youth.

The doctors were at a loss to account for the sudden
recovery of a week ago

;
they were just as perplexed

by the strange and persistent way in which he was
fighting for his life now. He ought to have been
utterly supine and worn out. Death should have
overtaken his exhausted system all at once and with

little warning ; the end had delayed so long.

His mental powers were clear and steadfast, his

grip on the world as strong as at the beginning of

that long agony. The churches were crowded from
night till morning and till night again ; all over the

world the sound of the sacring bell carried up
petitions for his recovery or happy death, and
still the interminable battle waged on, but now near

to its close.

So passed the days till that afternoon when the

great change at last came, and those who watched
about Pope Leo's bed knew the end was now.

Outside the great brazen gates of the Vatican a
few stragglers lingered in the sun, within was silence

and waiting, and the breathless heat of the Italian

day. In the death-chamber was the murmur, deep
and sonorous, of the prayers for the dying, the smell

of incense drifted through the long rooms where the

Swiss Guards pondered drowsily at their posts. Heat,

and the silence and the voice of the priest.

The faces round the bed were haggard and drawn
with long watching and waiting and the continued

strain. The Holy Father had been so long a-dying,

one had broken utterly under the burden, another lay

ill, and they were all old ; no young face among them
all who kept watch around that bed of pain.

The Pope lay high on his pillows, his eyes closed^

his face wasted and blanched to an incredible white-
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ness, and almost luminous ; his mouth, pure and beau-

tiful in outiine, drooped austerely beneath the pinched

aquiline nose ; and his hands, emaciated till all the

small bones showed with a ;
painful distinctness, were

folded over his labouring chest across a small crucifix.

The hurried stertorous breathing proclaimed the near-

ness of death.

The voice of the priest sank over the concluding

prayer for the dying ;
" O, Lamb of God meet him

!

Angels of God receive him 1 May he rest in peace !

May he rest in peace !

"

The doctors glanced at each other across the bed

;

there was the sound of a stifled sob, and the red-robed

cardinals huddled together with a simultaneous shiver.

Slowly and tremulously the Pope raised one trans-

parent hand and extended it in blessing. His eyes

opened wide and looked at them with an intolerable

brightness :
"E questo Iultima vale"

The voice, clear and distinct yet, seemed to echo
from the confines of eternity " The last farewell

!

"

A smile shot over the awful glory of the wasted

features, the eyes closed, and the emaciated hand fell

heavily on the crucifix, and was frozen into rigid

immobility. The agony was at an end.**»«**
" You won't be long ? * Sir Lewis had an unusual

anxiety in his pleasant voice, " Don't keep me in

suspense."
" Why not come with me ?—it is only a few doors

farther on," replied Francis.

Sir Lewis walked beside him along the pavement of

Tilney Street till he paused at one of the doors and
knocked.

" Is the Marchesa at home ? " he inquired of the

tall footman who opened the door.

"She is dead, sir," said the man gravely. "Did
you not know ? She died this morning early."

Francis leaned against the doorpost. " Dead !

"

he repeated in a hushed tone. " Dead ! What of ?
"

"I cannot tell, sir," replied the man respectfully.

" All I know is that Madame is dead."

And so the length of her days had been but ten.

CHAPTER XXXI.—WITH THE KING IN
DUBLIN.

" Dear, dirty Dublin !

"

This expression was in the air, for, as Adeline

wittily observed, every city has its watchword, and the

stranger who comes to Dublin without apostrophising

it in these familiar words, would even be likely to

go to Naples without exclaiming, " See Naples and
die!"

" And yet Dublin is anything but dirty to-day,"

said Lady Augusta. " What efforts these people have

made to welcome the King and Queen. I never

anticipated anything like this. Where are the Fenians ?

What are they about ?
"

"The most loyal subjects the King has are the

loyal Irish," said Adeline. " Yet they are the ones
who have suffered most from England—the Irish

gentry, who have so steadily lost and lost for years

past, been taxed, or overtaxed, but always remained
truly loyal." 1

Lady Augusta, Adeline, and Daisy Gordon were
walking slowly along Parliament Street one lovely

morning in July.

. It was ten o'clock. The sun was shining, the breeze
was light and fresh, tenderly flickering the .gay flags

and pennons that decorated the city of Dublin from
end to end.

Everything looked bright and radiant. A quick
pulse of life was aflow.

Crowds of people were out and about, all sorts and
conditions of people, all eager, good-humoured, and
written over with the peculiar characteristics of their

race.

Affability breathed through the city like a flower-

laden breeze. Smiling eyes—those dark Irish eyes,

with their heavy black lashes and expression of sad
sentiment and happiness combined, lips curved with
inborn good temper, and brows unlined and unworried,

refusing to wear the ordinary furrows of care, and
countenances aglow with the delight and excitement
of the hour, and soft voices breathing sweet brogue
through their speech—these were to be met with from
end to end of the city.

For it was July, 1903, and King Edward and Queen
Alexandra were paying their long-promised visit to

Irish shores.

They had arrived the day before and had been
welcomed with tremendous warmth. For the moment
all grievances were buried, all old sores were hidden.

Down the street a carriage came driving. A cameo
face looked out, a vision flashed across the eye of the
multitude, a smile stole into their hearts.

Never since the old Greek days has any race

worshipped sheer beauty so vehemently as this

mercurial Irish people. " A pretty face ! " Into the

lowest hovels those words carry their spell. High
and low alike delight in the sweet glamour cast by a
beautiful face, a pair of bright eyes, a winning smile.

" How charming of the Queen to dress herself in

green ! " cried Lady Augusta. " She does these little

things so exquisitely, with such fine tact, and 'tis just

these little things that tell."

From the carriage looked out a flower-like woman,
with slight shoulders and a head set with a sort of
exquisite gentle determination on a slender neck.

She sat erect, but every now and then her graceful

head bent a little, and a somewhat wistful smile flashed

out upon the crowd. She was dressed in a robe of

tender, spring-like green, and a circlet of dark green

leaves rested on her head as a bonnet. So fragile, so
delicate, yet withal so dignified and graceful was this

vision, that the hearts of the crowds were moved
almost to tears. Tremendous shouts and cheers

burst forth. Her smile, half sad, half sweet,

brightened, and her kindly eyes flashed out unspoken-
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messages of friendliness and gratitude to these warm-
hearted Irish multitudes.

" She wins all hearts," said Lady Augusta. " Her
grace and beauty will have an immense effect on these

people in time to come. These things go on and on,"

she added ambiguously, " and a smile from a lovely

woman like Alexandra goes further in Ireland than a
favourable political measure."

Suddenly a lad pushed roughly against our three

Gordon ladies. He was a rough-featured youth, with

grey eyes full of menace and rage. Among all the

happy, merry faces around him his alone showed no
signs of delight at the fair Queen then passing through

the city. His hands were clenched. He muttered
scornful words.

"Down wid 'em all,' he was saying to himself;
" bad cess to the loikes of 'em."

Another man joined him, a long-lipped peasant, in

whose face might be read conflicting emotions of

delight and contempt.
" Shure, she's a foine-lookin' lady is the Queen, and

'twas roight into me very eye she looked and smiled,

indade she did."

"Begorra, ye're loike the rest of 'em, Pat Hooligan !

Yer lost yez head entoirely, simply becase the Queen
droives past yez and smoiles a bit."

Pat Hooligan's face fell at this cynical speech, then

brightened.

"Shure, an' 'tisn't me head that's turned," said he,

with the ready wit of his race,
"

'tis me heart"

This was giving Mike Flaherty blow for blow.

"Heart 1 " said Mike, in a tone of deepest derision.
" Is it heart yez talk about to-day ? Shure, and last

week 'twas a bleeding heart for ould Oireland, yez

was paradin' before us bhoys the wrongs of yez

country, and her sufferings, and all yez would be
doin' in the future to help ould Oireland, and drag

her out of her troubles brought about by her sniffin',

finickin' English."
" Listen here," said Pat. " Thrue for yez, Mike, I

said all that, and a dale sight more too. But yesterday,

begorra, I heard the King spake, and 'tis changed I am
in my thinkin'. And to-day I seen him walkin' on the

footpath like any single man of us, wearin' a green

scarf and a shamrock pin. Now he's a King, as is a
King, says I, walkin' along like ,'any man amongst us,

carryin' his loife in his hand maybe."
" And what did yez hear him say that's made this

moighty difference in your feeling, Pat Hooligan ?

"

with infinite scorn.
" Shure," said Pat, " it wasn't so much what he said

as how he says it. So noice loike, sayin' 'twould give

himself such happiness if Oireland was to come in for

some of the good things England was havin', and that

he was lookin' forward to a time of * social peace,'

Oireland included same as England."
" Annything goes down wid yez, Pat Hooligan," said

Mike, his anger deepening with every word of Pat's.

" The Queen smoiles at yez, the King wears a sham-
rock pin, and shure, all ye've thought over for years

is clane forgot, and all the wrongs yez suffered under
all goes for nothing;"

" Maybe 'tis the best way after all, Mike Flaherty.

If there's going to be a good time corttin' to Oireland,

shure, 'twill be better for us all to be gettin' peacefully

ready for it."

" Shure, 'tis somebody else than Mike Flaherty ye'd

better try that sort of taUtm' with," Mike said savagely.

Drawing his hat over his eyes, he passed on down
the street, wearing the darkest scowl his face could

possibly assume.

What he was scowling at he scarcely knew. What
the wrongs were to which he had so feelingly alluded

he knew not either in detail, although he inherited

the deep, passionate resentment born of centuries of

injustice. His ardent but chaotic brain teemed with

all manner of ideas, the chief of which was a deadly

hatred of England. In very truth he knew not why
he hated England, except that she was the oppressor.

Had you put him in the witness-box and subjected

him to a cross-examination, some curious theories

would probably have been gathered from his replies

—some of them, however, not very far from the mark.

Of all these queer chaotic theories one predominated.

It was that he, Mike Flaherty, was a poor lad, and
had to work for his living, because England was
England. Had he not heard this doctrine preached
with savage earnestness in all parts of the Emerald
Isle ? He believed in it as he believed in his own
existence, without question and without explanation.

On he went through the town. The gaiety and
excitement were hateful to him. The fair sunshine

and sweet breeze irritated him. He wanted black

weather and stern faces to match his mood. He
believed himself a hero. He saw in himself.almost

the only man of the crowd who had remained loyal to

his cause and country.
" Shure, the King has but to spake, and the Queen

to smoile, and ivery head is turned," he said

bitterly.

There was one, though, whose head no king nor

queen would ever be able to turn, one other beside

himself who would remain true to her ancient belief

in spite of all the Royalty on earth. This being was
Mary Flaherty, Mike's own old mother. It was to

her he was hastening now. To her he would pour

out his grievances. To her he would reveal the

depths of his scorn and contempt for these fair-

weather patriots who had clean forgotten their wrongs

as soon as Royalty drew nigh. To her he would speak

all the burning words that strove for utterance. She
would understand. She would fire up with rage even

as he. She would add her burning, scornful words to

his. Together they would say aloud what they thought

of these poor, weak, pitiable countrymen of theirs.

Mike glowed with savage pleasure at the thought of

the invectives old Mary would heap on things in

general and the Dublin people in particular.

As he passed along he caught stray comments from
the crowd.
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" Shure, the King is gohV to give a gold piece to

ivery livin' soul in Oireland/' one old dame was
eagerly assuring another.

Mike snorted. His indignation was too deep for

words. He reached Ross Road at last, and found

himself in slumland. He heard sounds of cheering,

that grew louder and louder every minute. What was
happening? He was soon to know. Dashing into

the tenement-buildings where his mother and his

brother Dan's motherless children were living, he
became aware of a great stir on all sides. Something
unusual was going on. Two policemen attempted to

stop him, but he cried

—

"'Tis me mother, Mary Flaherty, I'm afther

seem'," and made past them. He reached her room.
The door was ajar. A crowd was assembled outside

—such a crowd. Every description of rags and tatters

was to be found there, but bright eyes beamed from
all the dkbriS) and sweet voices echoed with that

peculiar piquant snap that lends grace to the simplest

Hibernian remark.

Mike was frightened now. A fear clutched his

heart-strings. He was only seventeen. He feared he
scarce knew wliat. But he pushed the door wide
open and rushed in.

" Mother !
" he cried. Then he stopped dead.

His mother was not alone. Someone else was
there. By the side of the table a gentleman was
standing, a stout, quiet, bearded gentleman, with a
green tie and shamrock scarf-pin. He was looking

up at the portrait of the Pope above the mantelpiece,

and telling Mrs. Flaherty that he and the Pope had
been very good friends, and how courteously his

Holiness had treated him on his visit to Rome.
Then he turned and chucked a little child under the

chin—Dan's little Molly.
" What beautiful children ! " said he, smiling down

on the three little rosy faces looking up at him with

such preternatural gravity.

" Shure, it's noble of ye to note thim, your Majesty,"

and the little old woman in grey linsey bobbed and
curtseyed frantically.

" I am very pleased to be able to come and see

you all," said the bearded gentleman.

Then Mike beheld the same quiet, genial gentle-

man take the old mother's horny, little toil-stained

hand, and shake it kindly as he said good-bye.
" My visit has afforded me very great pleasure,"

said he, and in his eye was a pleasant twinkle that

somehow seemed to warm the hearts of everyone in

the room, old Mrs. Flaherty, Dan's three motherless

children, Sir Charles Cameron, who had accompanied
the guest, and lastly, Mike himself.

" Tis the King, 'tis the King ! " Mike's mother
whispered agitatedly into her boy's ear. " 'Tis King
Edward—make your bow !

"

Down went Mike's head and his knees bent, almost
without his knowledge. Away with all his fierce

Republican sentiments ! His hatreds, and his scorns,

and his invectives rolled away like a burden, and a
sudden feeling of a strange peace superseded them in

his boyish mind. Then it was all over. The door
had closed. The gentlemen were gone.

From the streets came bursts of music from the

bands, and volleys of cheering from the crowds. The
King was passing along, bareheaded, through dense
multitudes that pressed so closely about him that one
ragged urchin was seen to lift the Royal coat-tail to

see if it was real.

And where, now, were Mary Flaherty's burning
words ? Where were her wild diatribes against all

those in power, against King, and Queen, and State?

Tears were pouring down her withered cheeks.
" That the loikes of him should come here and

shake hands with the loikes of us," she half wailed,

holding her right hand out before her and gazing on
it with an indescribable expression of reverence, fear,

and love. Mike stole softly from the room.
" I must get out of this and think it over," he said

to himself.

But what he really did was to lose himself in a

great crowd, and let his lusty voice swell unnoticed

the loud chorus of cheers.

CHAPTER XXXII.—ON A SILVER DAY.

This story is a kind of sequel to that of Piggy the

Waif, in our last number.

Arthur went down to the seaside camp with

Mr. Lane's friend, the Army chaplain, and the tall,

sunburnt Mr. Gordon who was so silent, so strong,

and so kind. He left London with a heavy heart,

for was he not leaving half the joy of anticipation

behind him along with his friend—the friend who

had, all unknown to him, given up his share of the

pure air and sunshine for friendship's sake ? Could

he but have forgotten his leg and Piggy, he might

have attained to that state of serene ecstasy which the

Buddhists call Nirvana—he was soon so blissfully

content. It was ideal weather for camping-out;

sunny warm days, balmy summer nights, full of the

high Northern stars, and with a brilliant moon.
At earliest dawn the sands were swarming with

boys running to the sea for their morning dip—boys

who shouted and leaped high as they went, boys who

went slowly, and boys who panted * because their

narrow chests and inadequate lungs could not contain

the full breath of the great ocean for more than a few

short seconds. But if the rich only knew what happi-

ness they had in common they would hasten to sell

all they possess, and purchase one day from some

small gaunt working lad on whom the Almighty had

bestowed a whole fourteen at a seaside camp.
The garments of these lads made Francis Gordon's

heart bleed, so thin, so carefully mended, so patched

and worn. Many of them fluttered about the London
streets rejoicing in their rags ; but for this, the Joyful

Pilgrimage, there must be a wedding garment, and to

that end Heaven knows how many pitiful sacrifices

were made. " A chap must go decent."

They tumbled in the ocean, learnt to swim. Nothing

so steadies a boy's head as learning to swim; it
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teaches him more than how to buffet the waves.
They were drilled on the short grass by a one-armed
soldier-man who had been broke in the wars. There
is no work in being drilled ; do not let that idea run
away with you. There is no play so dear to the boy's

heart as pretending to be a soldier. Just watch them
when the bugles sing, how the head goes up, and the

chest is thrown out ; how he carries himself, as if the

nation were depending on his right arm. And whp
can say it is not ? He is a man as he swings along

—

pretending to be a soldier

!

There were longwalks in companies
;
picnics, meagre

enough, but overflowingly bounteous to these underfed
city lads ; there were concerts at night, got up by
themselves—sing-songs, when all the songs were
choruses and every boy had a ditty of his own.
They had readings from the Army chaplain and his

friends who came to visit him, which sometimes made
them laugh, and other times made them feel like

breaking the sternest rule in their rigid code—that

one which forbids " snivellin'." No man should ever,

under any circumstances, " turn on the waterworks."

Arthur was out of most of all this ; he could not
run, or drill, or go for long, meandering walks, setting

out for nowhere and alighting on some fresh wonder
every time. He could not even swim, but he had his

compensations. Francis Gordon played draughts

with him on the grass, and read aloud to him out of a
very wonderful book concerning the doings of certain

knights of The Round Table, whose king had borne
the name of Arthur, " A verrie parfait king," though
his namesake thought he liked some of his unworthy
knights better.

The Beautiful Lady came also, and took him away
for drives in the pony-carriage ; but what he loved best,

and he did oftenest, was to lie on the sands, with his

crutch beside him, and his head on a tussock of grass,

and sing to himself, as he listened to the sea.

It was a song inaudible to any save himself, not
even Francis Gordon ever heard it, though he some-
times saw the echo of it in his eyes. It was a word-
less melody, and mostly concerned the sea, and the

wind and the shadows in the line of tall gracious elms
that stood in a hollow of the road behind the camp.
This poet of the gutter was inarticulate, but he sang
such songs as Ossian might have made, and all to

himself. Piggy knew them all, because Piggy's

vocabulary admitted of silences, and there is such
unfathomed eloquence in the silences ! He had heard
the song too, when the summer rain came down on
the skylight in the garret, and pattered musically of

green places where growing things stood out thirstily

to drink.

Thus it was with Arthur all day long, and in the

night, when he awoke and saw framed in the upturned

tent flap the wide expanse of rippling, dimpling sea,

his bliss passed beyond expression, and became a kind

of prayer. Oh, the exquisite incredible happiness of

the boy's life ! He had his heart's desire ! How many
among us evei taste the sweetness of that gift, even of

those whose ltps are purged by suffering and longing

and pain. His leg ceased to gall him, though
it never ceased to ache, but it was no longer
a handle for contempt or an occasion of reproach.
There was no need of Piggy to fight battles on that
score. These large-eyed waifs were quick to learn
the lesson of gentleness. The strong are always
pitiful ; it is the fear of being smitten in like manner
that makes the gibe. They helped him about, washed
up his mess tins, and made his bed. Arthur had
everything to make him utterly happy and content.
The boys brought him strange riches collected during
their rambles and boating expeditions—seeds and
flowers and shells, grey sea holly and yellow poppies,
and that brown quaking grass that smells so sweet
Even in so short a space as the first week his face
rounded, and his eyes lost their wide wistfulness ; he
grew stronger with every day that rose and set.

Following the first week of warm winds and brilliant

sunshine, there was born a new kind of day—such a
day as Arthur had never seen before, and which filled

him with unspeakable delight He awoke very early,

and sat up, regarding it with dumb wonder. The
whole world was silver-grey. The sea was like a bowl
of brimming quicksilver, white and gleaming, and
motionless ; low silvery clouds drifted almost imper-
ceptibly low between sea and grey sky. The fishing-

boats had all their vivid colours washed out, and were
phantom vessels shrouded in white shadows that

loomed out gigantic one moment and were lost the
next
When he dressed and limped out, there was no

colour in all the world but the vivid shining green of
the grass running along the white sands. Grey sea, grey

sky, grey hills and downs, and great grey birds

circling up against the clouds, silent and beautiful.

There was no movement in this enchanted world, no
faintest suspiration, all was still, and remote, and
wonderfully changed.

When a cow lowed on the downs the sound seemed
to travel an interminable distance. When the boys went
out to bathe, their voices were lost between the wave
and the sky. The tide just lapped the shore like a
sigh, and went faintly out again, smooth as oil, white

as the light of the moon.
All day long this white enchantment lay heavy and

slumberous on land and sea. The boys got ready in

detachments and went out to fish, taking their dinners

with them. Arthur did not go ; his crippled leg was
always painfully in the way, and he could not so dis-

pose of it that it would not dangle right where every-

one fell over it. It spoilt things for the others, so he
thought it was better to remain behind and dream
by the shore.

But the Beautiful Lady had heard of all this, and
when she tip-toed over to Arthur propped up with

the Round Table behind a little rock, he would not

have exchanged a P. and O. Liner for the unexpected

bliss in store for him in the pony carriage. The
Lady was wearing a muslin dress with flowers on it of

pale blue, and her white hat, set about with blue

flowers, was such a hat as an angel might have worn.
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On the whole, Arthur thought she was about as near

an approach to the angels as one could get, without

the inconvenience of wings. He told her so, shyly

and wofshippingly, as she drove him along a lane

where the wild vetch and sorrel elbowed aside the

scarlet of poppy and the creamy white of the cqw-

piarsley, painting the roadside in purple and crimson.

She looked at him with a blush creeping up her pretty

cheeks, and a light in her eye like a laugh, and her

pretty gown blew across his knotty hands with a

touch like a caress.

" An angel
!

" she repeated ;
" but why ?

"

He touched the thin muslin reverently with his

ringers and put it gently aside, his pinched little face

glowing with unexpressed eloquence.
" 'Cause I know yer must be one," he said softly.

" Ye're so pritty, an' yer dress is that pritty, an* the

wiy yer talks—Loi^, I do wish Piggy could see yer
!

"

And he discoursed on Piggy at great length, until

his listener's heart was melted within her for pity and

admiration.

They drove to the quaint old town, and she gave

Arthur strawberries with his tea, and brown bread

and butteT, and set him back in the camp with a large

basket of strawberries for private consumption.
" Good-bye, little friend," she said ;

" I will make
sure that it will be you and me and Piggy next year."

For a moment Arthur was dumb, but the prospect

of sharing all these joys with his friend broke down
the barriers of his shyness.

" I dunno," he stammered, " why yer is so good
to me."

She dropped on one knee beside him as he sat on
the grass. " Arthur," she began, with a little catch in

her breath, "I am not good to you or to any one.

If you are happy, you have bought it all. Do you
know, we have to buy everything we get ? Others fix

the price, and we have to pay. Most of us buy the

wrong thing ; but oh ! some of us do buy ourselves

sweet surprises sometimes, and I think Piggy will be
saving up for something quite wonderful."

She rose and went swiftly away, kissing the tips of

her fingers to him as she went, and laughing. This
lady was nearly always laughing, though she had some
very serious moods at times.

Arthur got up and limped to the sand, where he
settled himself in his favourite place, and dropping
his chin in his palms he sat looking out over the wide
waters.

The evening lay a weight of pellucid silver over
the silver sea, the clouds hung motionless still, there

was no faintest ripple to mar the smooth, strange

pallor of the tide. Far away on the very verge ofthe

horizon a big ocean liner sped along like some sea-

ghost wan and thin against the sky ; the rooks in the

elms talked in whispers, and the trawlers came up like

tall phantoms from beyond the bar.

It was a nocturne in silver-point, had Arthur but

known ; but he was fairly content without the know-
ledge, and there he sat with his chin in his hands, till

the chimes of the little church among the elms dropped

eight deep, sonorous strokes into the profound grey of

the charmed night.

Then, as if the sound had broken the enchantment

that lay over land and sea, the clouds suddenly were

Tent apart, and the sun shone forth in all his dying

majesty. The trawlers painted themselves in wide

lines ofgorgeous colour, greens and blues, scarlets and

yellows. The sails spread themselves out in Strang*

tints of glowing sienna, Ochre and umber, and were

reflected in dancing ripples far into the transparent

waters. And seven great rays of crimson glbry shot

up to the uttermost heavens, setting them all ablaze,

the clouds piled up in rugged mountainous lines, crag

upon crag and peak upon peak, till Arthur thought ne

mightclimbto Heavenand knock upon the golden gates.

He gasped with amazement at the marvellous fires,

the liquid, effulgent sea breaking in sudden, swift little

waves at his feet, and dragging the tiny pebbles with a

little swish against the sand. A mystic wind blew out

from the dying sun and lifted his thin hair, and then

somehow all at once there was Piggy standing beside

him

!

His face was whiter than Arthur had ever seen it,

and his eyes wide and filled with a boundless wonder.

One grey little hand was half lifted with surprise, and

his voice whispered in his friend's ear, so faint that

Arthur seemed to hear the words more with his mind

than his hearing

—

"Oh, Arthur, ain't it beautiful
!"

That was all. Then he was suddenly blotted out.

Gone as the flame of a candle goes, when the light is

blown out instantaneously, leaving no trace of shadow
or footstep behind. In vain Arthur called to hint and
sought for him painfully, with lagging feet, among the

little sand-hillocks
;
Piggy was not to be found.

Arthur told this story to Francis Gordon when the

boys came back, and Francis, thinking^the child might

have made his way down and was hiding, hungry and
weary as he was, in the fear of being sent back, set

out and sought him till past midnight
But in the morning he understood, and knew, like

Arthur, that Piggy the Hero had just paused for an

instant on his way out

For country holidays for the children of the shims,

I have received last month the following subscrip-

tions Mrs. Grace, £2 10s. ; P. Kahn, Lady Inchi-

quin, P.C.L., R. A. Fontana, S. O. Brown, £1 each :

Mrs. Sim, "Able to Help," E.M.S., J.Smith, «To
send a Piggie to the Sea," and Another, 10s. each ;

Anonymous, 7 s. 6d. ; a Reader of the Review of
Reviews, and a Friend, 5s. each ; Ed. Gilchrist, and
Another, 2s. 6d. ; a Sympathiser, 2s. ; a Girl of 13,
and Anonymous is. 6d. ; A. Morgan, and Another,
is. each. Making a total of jQn 19s. 6<L, which I

have divided between the Country Holiday Fund
and the Rev. Guy Pearce's Fund, for it was an appeal
from Mr. Pearce which led to the publication of the
story of " Piggy." If any other readers wish to
subscribe, please remember that the season is drawing
to a close and Bis dat qui cito dat.
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Wake Up! John Bull.
An Illustrated Supplement to the "Review of Reviews."

No. 26.] Issued as an integral part of the Review of Reviews of August, 1903.

The Attack on Free Trade and Cheap Food.

A Catechism for Chamberlainites.—II.

(T/iefirst part of t/lis Catechism appeared in theJuly number of the Review of Reviews.)

HOW GOES THE FIGHT?
0. Last month you were sanguine about the prospect

of defeating Mr. Chamberlain. How do you feel now ?

A. Jubilant The defeat of Mr. Chamberlain was
never for a moment in doubt, but to-day it is a dead
certainty.

Q. What makes you feel so confident ?

A. Everything that has happened since Midsummer.
There is not one single omen in favour of Mr. Chamber-
Iain. All are against him.

Westminster Gaxrttr.]

Knocked Out
{July as-

The little loaf had a bad time on Thursday evening, when Mr. Asquith
knocked Mr. Chamberlain out of time.

Q. Where do you find these signs ?

A. Everywhere. Even in Birmingham, where Mr.
Arthur Chamberlain declares plump and plain that a
foreign war with a great Power would be less ruinous to

Britain than his brother's policy of Protection.

Q. Can you mention a few of these signs ?

A. Certainly. The cotton trade of Lancashire has
denounced his policy. The constituency of Barnard
Castle at a bye-election has repudiated it. The
Chambers of Commerce have refused to support it.

The House of Lords has become a stronghold of Free
Trade, Mr. Balfour dare not allow a free discussion of
the question in the House of Commons, and the Ton-
Lord Mayor gags the City.

Q. How did the Cotton Trade express itself?

A. A special meeting of the representatives of the
Cotton Employers' Parliamentary Association and the
United Textile Factory Workers' Association was held
at Manchester on July 21st. After debate they
carried, by 21 votes to 2, a resolution declaring "that
the cotton industry owes its pre-eminence to Free
Trade," and "that any imposition of taxes on food or
raw materials would cripple the cotton trade in its

already severe struggle to uphold its position in foreign
markets, by which 80 per cent, of its productions are
absorbed." " What Lancashire says to-day England
will say to-morrow."

Q. What are the facts about Barnard Castle Election >

A. The seat vacated by the death of Sir J. W. Pease
had been held by the Liberals ever since the constituency
was created, by majorities varying from 3,505 in 1885, to*

1,076 in 1895 and M9 1 »n 1900. It was contested by
three candidates, not one of whom declared himself in

favour of Protection. The Unionist candidate, who had
previously contested the division, declared himself in

favour of inquiry, and he was supported by Mr. Chamber-
lain's friends as their champion. The Labour candidate
bluntly objected to any inquiry, while the Liberal candi-
date declared he believed so much in Free Trade he
did not object to any inquiry into its excellence. When
the poll was declared the Labour Free Trader without
Inquiry polled 3,370 votes. The Liberal Free Trader
plus Inquiry polled 2,809 ; and the Unionist, who was for

Inquiry without committing himself either way, ©un-
polled 3,323. The first constituency to vote since Mr.
Chamberlain nailed his colours to the mast has polled

6,179 Free Trade votes against 3,323 for a sneaking kind
of masked Protection.

Q. What are the facts about the Chambers of
Commerce ?

A. A circular was sent to 102 Chambers of Commerce.
Only one has declared in favour of preferential tariffs, and
only eight have welcomed the proposal for an inquiry.

Q. How has the House of Lords helped Free Trade ?

A. By debating it. In the discussions which have
taken place it has been made clear that Lord Goschen,
Lord Avebury, Lord James, Lord Brassey, Lord North-
brook, Lord Jersey—in fact, all the Peers who have any
experience in Imperial finance, Colonial administration,
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or Indian rule—are dead against Mr. Chamberlain. All

the Liberals are, of course, a unit against him. And the

combined pressure of all the authorities in the Peers
drove the Duke of Devonshire to declare that not a single

member of the Government had said a single word to

identify himself with Mr. Chamberlain's policy. He
ridiculed the idea that F*ee Trade would fall before the
blast of Mr. Chamberlain's trumpet, and intimated, not
obscurely, that he and the other Free Traders were
remaining in the Cabinet to hold the fort for Free Trade.

Q. How has the House of Commons been gagged ?

A. By the refusal of Mr. Balfour to allow the subject

to be debated unless on a vote of censure directed against

do by 600 influential citizens, including 19 M.P.s, nine

bankers, one the Governor of the Bank of England,
eight Common Councilmen, six London County
Councillors, 31 solicitors, etc.

IS THERE ANY CAUSE FOR PANIC?
Q. Is the British Empire in danger of going to pieces ?

A. Mr. Chamberlain says that it is, which is a very

strong reason for believing that it is not. It is, however,

at present in some danger of being broken up—through

Mr. Chamberlain's own policy.

Q. How does Mr. Chamberlain's policy imperil the

Empire ?

The Delilah of To-Day.

" If I be shaven, then my strength will go f.om me, and I shall become weak."

—

Jidges xvii. 17.

IJul> 8.

the Government. As the result of this would be to

compel the staunchest Free Traders like Sir M. Hicks
Beach, Mr. Ritchie, and Mr. Elliott to vote with their

party, the division would be altogether misleading. To
say " you shall not debate unless you consent to register

an overwhelming vote of confidence by the aid of the men
who detest Protection," is equivalent to gagging the

House. As Mr. Winston Churchill wrote to the Times :—
*'The House of Commons, most interested, most con-

cerned, most responsible, is to be gagged and smothered
by a cynical and ingenious abuse of its own procedure."

Q. Why has not the City spoken out ?

A. Because a Tory Lord Mayor, anxious to save Mr.
Chamberlain from the heavy blow of a vote of censure

from the City, refused to allow the use of the Guildhall

for a City meeting, although he was memorialised so to

A. Because it is an attempt to change its character by
introducing arrangements which tend to limit the liberty

of its component parts. Liberty is the breath of life of

the Empire. Once introduce a preferential tariff, and
the absolute liberty of each of tne component parts is

gone.

Q. How will limitation of liberty break up the Empire?
A. Because if every Colony is deprived of its freedom

to arrange its tariff to suit its own interests, it will chafe
against the restriction, and wish to sever the bond which
restricts its liberty of action. Canada, for instance, may
at any moment be tempted to give the United States
better terms than she gives to us. At present she is free

to do so. But if the Chamberlain scheme were carried
out, she would lose that freedom, and regard the Imperial
tie as something that conflicted with her own interests.
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Q. Do the Canadians realise this ?

A. Not only the Canadians, but the Australians also,

who have said as clearly that they would regard with

grave suspicion any policy which tended to deprive them
of their fiscal liberty.

Q. But do the Canadians not insist upon our giving

them a preference ?

A. Not at all. When they gave us the 33^ per cent,

preference on our exports to Canada they expressly stated

they wanted nothing in exchange.

Q. But did the Colonial Premiers at the Coronation
Conference demand preference on threat of secession ?

A. Nothing of the kind. Mr. Chamberlain told the

House of Commons on July 30th that, " At the confer-

ence of Premiers the representatives of Australia, New
Zealand, the Cape, and Natal expressed the opinion that

the preferential treatment of British goods which they were
prepared to recommend to their respective Parliaments
might be given without reciprocal concession of the same
kind by the Mother-country, while the representative of

Canada admitted that it would be most difficult for the
Mother-country to impose new duties in order to make
such concession, and merely asked whether they could
not be made on duties already existing in the British

tariff if the preference already given by Canada were
made more complete and effective."

Q. Are not the Canadians discontented ?

A. The latest and most authoritative utterance on this

subject is that of Mr. Clifford Sefton, the Canadian
Minister of the Interior, who told the Canadian Society
of London that so far from being on the point of seces-

sion, "Canadians in general considered the present
political connection as nearly as possible perfectly satis-

factory, and they were content to let time solve the

problems of the future. As for trade relations, Canada's
position ought to be well known. When she inaugurated
her preferential tariff in 1897, she did not come to Great
Britain and say she wanted something in return ; she
simply said that for herself the new policy was sound,
and if Great Britain thought it would be for her benefit

to give Canada a preference, it would be thankfully
accepted."

Q. Has any Colony ever threatened to secede if it

<iid not get a preference ?

A. Not one. Not even New Zealand, which taxes
British goods from 20 to 40 per cent, ad valorem, and
whose Prime Minister, Mr. Seddon, is notoriously ignorant
of the first principles of International trade.

Q. Why do you say such a thing of Mr. Seddon ?

A. Because of his famous speech about John Bull
having to export 160 million golden sovereigns every year
to pay for the excess of imports over exports.

IS THE BALANCE OF TRADE AGAINST US?
Q. But many people th'nk that this is so. Can you

explain why they are wrong ?

A. Nothing is more easy. All golden sovereigns
exported or imported appear in the returns of exports and
imports, and one month this year, when the excess of
imports over exports amounted to thirteen millions, instead
of exporting golden sovereigns to pay for them, according
to Mr. Seddon, we actually imported .£8,000,000 in gold.

Q. But if we sell less to the foreigner than he sells to
ns, does it not prove he is growing rich and we are
growing poor?
A. Not at alL Our exports are what we pay for our

imports. If we can buy ;£ 1,000 worth of foreign goods,
and pay for them with ^,600 worth of British goods, the
balance is ^400 in our favour, and not against us.

Q. Do you mean to say that we pay for 522 millions of
imports by 347 millions of exports ?

A. If we do not, will you in turn explain how we do
pay for them ? To judge from your question, you would
be better pleased if we had to pay twice the price we now
pay for everything we buy from abroad.

Q. I wish you would explain it more clearly ?

A. With pleasure. An English merchant sends to
Germany, in an English ship, a cargo of British goods
worthy 1,000, when it is put on board ship in London
docks. When the ship arrives at Hamburg he sells this
cargo for ;£ 1,200. The ^200 represents freight and
profit. With this ;£ 1,200 he buys German goods and
comes back to London, where he sells them for ;£ 1,400,
to .cover freight and profit. In the returns this trans-
action is entered as : Exports, ;£ 1,000 ; imports, ^1,400.
The ^400 excess of imports over exports represents

Sydney BulUtin.]

The Lion's Keeper :
" To be sure, we object to foreigners feeding

the animal, but you may throw him auy little thing you have about you.

British profit, earned by freight and knowledge of the
market, and is therefore in our favour.

Q. Is the payment for freight and profit the only cause
for the excess of imports ?

A. No. Another reason why we import more than we
export is because the interest on British capital invested
abroad is sent to us in foreign goods. If the Protection-

ists are right, the nation would grow richer if all our
foreign debtors ceased to pay interest on their loans, for

the default of the foreign borrower would at once reduce
our imports, and so help to reduce what they call " the
balance against us."

Q. Are there any other sources that explain the
excess ?

A. Yes. Take, for instance, the savings which
English, Scotch, and Irishmen in America and else-

where send home to their relations ; take, as another
instance, the profit made on mines which Englishmen
have discovered, or on patent inventions, or royalties on
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books. All these are sent to England in the shape of

imports. The Protectionist who groans over the excess

of imports as a ruinous balance against us would be

Gilchrist's Advertiser.]

The Wooing Stage.

Free Trade": " I have no wish to change my name."

happy if all our foreign debtors stopped payment, if no
freight was paid to British shipowners, if no profit was
made on foreign sales, if no dividends were paid on
English business investments abroad, if all remittances
of English earnings over sea were stopped, and English
inventors and authors never received a penny from
abroad. There would then be no " balance against us,"

but John Bull would go bankrupt.

Q. What you say seems almost too good to be true.

Are you quite sure you are right ?

A. Absolutely certain, and I can prove it. Take a
simple illustration. An English merchant sends a steamer
laden with .£100,000 of British goods to New York. On
its way out the steamer is wrecked and the cargo is lost.

If it is not insured, the only entry in our imports and
exports return is—Exports, ^100,000 ; imports, nil. But
suppose that he has insured the cargo and the freight for

£125,000 in a New York insurance company. Then the
Americans will pay him ^125,000 in gold or in goods.
This will make the entry read—Exports, £100,000 ;

imports, £125,000. The Protectionist believes that this

would convert a balance in our favour of ;£ 100,000 into

a balance against us of £25,000. But the British
merchant would know that a loss of ;£ 100,000 had been
wiped off and a profit of £25,000 made.

Q. It seems clear enough certainly, but how can any
one go on thinking the opposite ?

A. Because they don't think. They repeat palpable
absurdities until they seem self-evident truths. But
henceforth, whenever you hear anyone groaning over the
balance against us shown by the excess of imports over
exports, ask him whether he really thinks we should all

grow richer if British goods sent abroad all went to the

bottom of the sea uninsured, or if no more dividends or

interest were paid on British investments. This phrase,

the adverse balance of trade, shown by the excess of

imports over exports, is an admirably useful gauge of the

folly and ignorance of those who use it.

Q. Do other nations show the same excess of imports

over exports ?

A. The rich countries do, the poor countries do not.

According to a publication just issued from the Imperial

Statistical Office at Berlin it appears that since 1886 Ger-

many has always imported more than she has exported ;

Great Britain, Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, the

Netherlands and Sweden since 1883 ; Switzerland since

1885 ; Japan since 1894. On the other hand, Austria-

Hungary has shown a balance of exports with the excep-

tion of the year 1898, Russia with the exception of 1899.

Roumania in 1900 and 1901, and Servia consistently

since 1888. Even a Protectionist can see from this that

those countries which, according to their theory, ought to

be the richest in Europe are, as a matter of fact, among
the poorest.

ARE WE GROWING POORER?
O. Has the inquiry proved that we are rapidly going

to ruin under Free Trade ?

A. Quite the reverse :

—

"The latest returns of the foreign trade show that trade is still

at record figures ; railway traffics have increased ; wages are

at a high level, with very little want of employment for skilled

labour ; and pauperism has declined 9 per cent, in fifteen years,

while the population has increased by 18 per cent. The deposits

in the savings banks have increased in fifteen years from 101 mil-

lions to 187 millions, while the savings of the richer classes, to

judge from the figures of the great clearing banks, increased by a

considerably larger figure. British shipping not only still largely

exceeds all other shipping, but has during the last two years sub-

stantially gained on its competitors. The capital wealth of the

Westminster Gazette.,]

An Exploratory Operation.

[July xo.

The Butcher :
" You needn't be alarmed : I am only going to perform,

a slight exploratory operation—just for the sake of enauiry.

The Goose that lays the Golden Eggs: "Murder !"

country per head of the population has risen as follows : From
j£i43 in 1843 to £2°° m l865» j£200 in l875* £27° in l885»

£288 in 1891, and £366 in 1900 ! The national income has in

the same manner more than kept pace with the growth of popu-
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lation, and must stand at over ^40 per head, while the aggregate

both of capital and income considerably exceeds that of any of

Great Britain's competitors. The fact of the steady rise in the

produce of a penny of the income tax till it now stands at over

2\ millions sterling is absolutely conclusive evidence of our pros-

perity."

—

Edinburgh Review.

Q. But have the Americans and Germans not invaded
our markets ?

A. The last published report of the Board of Trade,
which is presided over by Mr. Gerald Balfour, declares

that " as regards the imports from the United States and
Germany, the only countries from which we have any-
thing to fear, the 'increases have been comparatively
small in amount, and there has been nothing which can
in any way be described as an inroad upon our home
market:

"

Q. But have our exports fallen off very badly ?

A. Here are the figures compiled by the Board of

Trade of the annual exports per head of the population
of four great nations for quinquennial periods from 1875
to 1899 :

—

United
Kingdom. France. Germany.

United
States.

Average of period

—

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d.

1875-79 600 3 14 " 3 2 2
2 16 3

1880-84 6 13 2 3 13 5 3 8 8 3 5 11

1885-39 6 3 8 3 9 3 3 5 6 2 11 10

1890-94 6 2 11 3 » 4 329 2 19 0
1895-99 5 19 5 3 14 8 3 7 2

1

2 18 4

Q. What are the figures about the imports ?

A. The imports of the United Kingdom per head are
more than double those of any of the other countries

named, and nearly live times the imports per head

Melbourne Punch.] [June 11.

Stirring them up.

J. Chamberlain :
" Great Scott ! How agitated they are. And how

feghtable ! Fortunately the insects a e easily shaken off

!

,f

Westminster Gazette.]

The Gospel

To thb Farmer.
In my Birmingham leaflet No. 3,

on "Trade and the Empire/' and
" What a Small Tax on Wheat will

do for Us," you will find that I say :

" By encouraging British forming
it will brine back to cultivation acres
of derelict land."

IBut if the increase of supply
the farmer of encouraging

-— * [July 20.

of Janus.

To the Working Man.
In my Birmingham leaflet No. 3,

on "Trade and the Empire," and
" What a Small Tax on Wheat will
do for Us," you will find that I say :

" The duty will encourage the
production of wheat at home and in
the Colonies. It will, therefore,
increase the amount of wheat in the
world, and an increase of supply must
mean a falling of price."

1 falling of price, what is the use to-

im to grow more wheat.]

of the United States. And none of the countries named
are gaining on the United Kingdom in this respect. Here
are the figures :

—

United
Kingdom. France. Germany. United

States. .

Average of period—
1875-79
1880-84
1885-89 •

1890-94
1895-99

£ s. d.

9 10 4
9 15 4
8 14 2

9 7 3

9 17 2

£ d.

467
5 1 4
4 6 10

480
4 4 9

£ s. d.

461
3 8 3
3 9 5422
4 6 10

£ s. d.

225
2 15 7
2 8 11

2 11 11

'i 19 11

Q. But are not many branches of our export trade
declining ?

A. Yes ; but the total exports show no falling off. We
had more orders than we could fill. Our hands were full

building a gigantic navy, and sending 400,000 soldiers to
South Africa. After all no one, not even John Bull, can
do everything at once.

THE EFFECT OF TARIFFS ON TRADE.
Q. But is not British trade heavily hit by hostile-

tariffs ?

A. Sometimes ; but it is a curious fact that British-
trade has increased 18 per cent, in the last few years in
Protectionist Europe, and only 2 per cent, in the neutral
markets of Central and Southern America.

Q. But are Germany and America not gaining on us ?

A. Yes. But it is in the neutral market of Japan and
Mexico, China and the Argentine that they are beating
us, and in none of these are they helped by tariffs. We
have a fair field and no favour, and yet they are forging
ahead.

Q. Then should we not handicap them by Preferential
tariffs with our Colonies ?

A. The worst of that suggestion is that in Canada,
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Westminster Gazette.

\

Jettison.

[July i.

WeMr. Chamberlain: "We're going down awfully fast, Arthur!
must throw something overboard or we shall b.- smashed."

Mr. Balfdur :
" Would it do if one of us ?

"

Mr. Chamberlain :
" Don't t^lk nonsense ; help me to chuck this ch.»ap

food and these big loaves over."

|" But when you have no more sandbags, well, then you have to reconsider

your position. —Mr. Balfour, at the Constitutional Club, Juns 26th,

1303.] •

^

the one Colony that has given us a preference, the result

has been that whereas English imports have increased

10 per cent, in the last four years, German imports, upon
which a special tax has been levied, have increased 23

per cent., French 67, the United States 72, and Belgium

245.

Q. What, then, is the secret of Our rivals' success ?

A. More brains, better education, more schools, greater

push. John Bull has gone to sleep. He must wake up
and improve? his system of education. If we spent less on

guns and more on schools, we should soon regain our lost

lead.

WOULD PROTECTION HELP?
Q. If we are losing trade at all, would not Protec-

tion bring it back ?

A. Protection would help us faster down the hill (1) by

increasing the cost of food and of raw materials, and so

rendering it more difficult for us to compete in the neutral

market ; (2) by exciting against us the hatred of our

neighbours it would compel us to divert more of means
and energy to preparations for war.

Q. Would Protection excite against us the hatred of

other nations ?

A. Lord Rosebery long ago pointed out that the rest of

the world had acquiesced in our annexation of all the

best lands in the other continents because we allowed

them all to trade in our possessions as freely as ourselves*

But it would be very different if we put up a protective

tariff against them. On this subject a recent German
writer, quoted in the Spectator, says :—

If England turns Protectionist, Continental Europe will have

to unite in order to avoid being economically brutalised, and

the result will probably be war. The peace-keeping action of

Free Trade has never been so forcibly illustrated. The British

Empire provokes envy as it is, though everybody profits by it.

But the mind can hardly grasp the furious hatred and settled

rancour it would excite if a serious attempt were made to confine

its benefits to Anglo-Saxondom.

Q. But would not Protection make work for the working

man ?

A. For, spme .working men it might
;
but not for the

whole mass. Protection means charging a duty upon
whatever comes into the country. To make us pay more
for what we buy makes us buy less, not buy more, and the

less we.buy the less work there is for the working man.
Q. What would the adoption of Protection by Britain

mean ?

A. An advertisement to all the world that Great Britain

could no longer hold her own against her competitors in

her own market, and therefore that she had lost the com-
mand of the markets of the world.

Q. Are not wages higher in Protectionist countries than

in Free Trade England ?

A. They are higher in some, lower in others. Wages
are higher in Protectionist America and lower in Protec-

tionist Europe. Sir John Brunner, for instance, points

out that in the alkali trade the protected German work-

man has to work fifty-two weeks of twelve hours a day to

get 78 per cent, of the wages an Englishman earns in

fifty-one weeks of eight hours a day.

Q. Would not Protection develop home production ?

A. It would artificially foster the growth of the pro-

tected industry, but no amount of Protection would

enable us to produce most of the articles we import from

abroad. Mr. Chamberlain himself could not by any con-

ceivable tariff develop wine, petroleum, or india-rubber

production in England. At present we can produce most

things more cheaply than any other nation, and we do

not need Protection.

The Birmingham Dart.]

Hamlet Joe : The Times are changed.

(July 24*
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Q. What ought we to do to keep our lead in the world's

markets?
A. More work and less play, more temperance and

less drink, more education and less gambling, more readi-

ness to oblige our customers and less pig-headed conser-

vatism in trade matters.

RETALIATION.
Q. What is Retaliation ?

A. Hush ! We must not call it Retaliation. Accord-

ing to Mr. Balfour it is Negotiation,- and according to

Lord Lansdowrie Negotiation with a Revolver in your

hand to enforce your arguments.
But in plain words what is the meaning of Retalia-

tion ?

A. In plain English it means that if a foreign Govern-

ment compels its subjects to pay a fine called a tax upon

the goods which they buy from us, we should retaliate by
compelling our people also to pay a fine if they buy goods

from the subjects of that State. Retaliation, in nine

cases out of ten, said Sir Edward Grey, is like a

weapon with a leaden point and a sharp handle. It

does not hurt those against whom it is directed, but it does

hurt the persons who use it.

Q. Then Retaliation means that we punish ourselves

to hurt other people ?

A. Precisely. Because we are not allowed to sell

cheaply to the foreigner, we say that we shall be taking it

lying down unless we prevent him selling cheaply to us.
*

Q. Why does anyone outside a lunatic asylum advocate

such a thing ?

A Because they delude themselves by comparing
Retaliation with war, and pretend that by increasing our

own tariffs they can compel other-nations to lower theirs.

Q. Have we tried this ?

A Over and over again in the old superstitious Pro-

tectionist days, and found it a miserable failure.

Q. What happened ?

A Retaliation begot Retaliation. Tariffs went up and

op, and the more we retaliated the higher they grew.

Q. Is there any recent instance of this ?

A Yes. The notorious case of Canada. As soon as

Germany retaliated upon Canada for favouring British

goods over German by making Canadian goods pay a

higher tariff, the Canadians clapped on a heavier tax on

German goods, and there is every likelihood that

Germany will still further increase her duties on Canadian

goods.

, Q. What is the true policy to pursue ?

A Sir Robert Peel defined it long ago:—"We must

fight hostile tariffs by free imports." That is what we

have done for the last fifty years with the best results.

Q, What was Sir Robert Peel's opinion on Retaliation ?

A. He had tried it for many years and found it a

rotten reed in his hands. On July 6th, 1849, he said
M

1 maintain that the best way to compete with hostile

tariffs is to encourage free imports. ... I say you will

more successfully combat the disadvantages under which

you labour from hostile tariffs by buying that of which

you stand in need in the cheapest market. . . . Unques-

tionable as would be the benefit derived from their

reduction, still if that benefit cannot be obtained, I con-

tend that by the attempt at retaliation you would

aggravate your own loss."

Q. What is the relation between Retaliation and a

Preferential policy ?

A. They are follies which are inconsistent with each

other. The policy of Retaliation, if it is to be applied at

all, will be hindered, not helped, by a policy of preferences.

Q. How do you make that out ?

A. Because if we arrange a Preferential policy for the
Empire we shall of necessity deprive ourselves of our
liberty of^action. We shall be bound by treaty with our
Colonies to grant them preferences for their goods, and
we shall find it impossible to deal with a free hand in

retaliating upon those foreign nations that put the heaviest
taxes on our goods. For the nations that tax our goods
highest are not those which compete with our Colonies.

It is those nations which tax our goods least that we
should have to punish most if we adopf a Preferential

policy. Trade with Russia, Sweden, and Norway and
Denmark—the countries that would be most severely hit

by Colonial reciprocity—is the most progressive part x>f

our European trade.

Q. Well, admitting that we cannot tax food and raw
materials, could we not tax manufactured goods?

A. That is what the Daily Mail and others want to

fall back upon, but Mr. Chamberlain sticks to his pre-

ferential tax on food. But what manufactured goods do
we import ? Very few that we can produce as well or as

cheaply at home. Most of the so-called manufactured
articles are half raw materials, and are worked up by our
workmen for sale as manufactured goods. Paper pulp, hay,

paper itself, is a manufactured article, but it is the raw
material of newspapers.and of books. On the other hand,
corn and coal are both raw materials, and yet each in its

way is a manufactured article requiring labour for its

production.

Q. What does Mr. Chamberlain propose to do ?

A. Mr. Chamberlain keeps his proposals up his sleeve.

But in the Daily Telegraph his friends tell us that he
will put a 10 per cent, ad valorem lax on all foreign

manufactured goods entering this country, and clap 3s.

a quarter on foreign wheat and 4s. a cwt. on foreign

meat. By this means he would raise the price of meat
id. a pound and bread id. a quartern, and add
^15,000,000 to the taxation of the country.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE GERMAN MENACE.
Q. What excuse is made for raising the question of

Retaliation now ?

A. What is called the menace by Germany, that she

might deny us her lower tariff if the Colonies gave us a
preference like Canada.

Westminster Gazette.]

Joseph's Dream.
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Q. Did Mr. Chamberlain always regard the action of

Germany as so menacing ?

A, So far from doing so, he presented to Parliament a
summary of the deliberations of the Colonial Premiers at

%

Wtstmimter Gazette.\

The German Bogey.
[July 24.

John Bull (taking it lying down) :
" All right, Joe. I see you.

" " * "
*-:-«-— with t"

* '
", - „ , , . It's no

use trying to frighten me with that trick."

[" I have risen for the purpose of pointing out that this notion that we
must make some fundamental change in our fiscal system to have the power
of dealing with a situation like this is, if I may so call it, a bogey, conjured^
absolutely out of nothing, which has been magnified at any rate into

unnatural and monstrous proportions in order to curdle the blood and
muddle the brains of ignorant and nervous people."—Mr. Asquith, in the

House of Commons, July 23rd, 1903.]

the Coronation, in which "the possibility of discrimina-

tion against foreign markets was not regarded as serious,

and, as the exports of foreign countries to the Colonies are

mainly manufactured articles, it was recognised, if such
discrimination did take place, the Colonies had an
effective remedy in their own hands."

Q. When did the Government first hear of Germany's
intention to resent Canada's action ?

A. As far back as May, 1900, when Baron Richtofen

said that " if Canada insisted upon giving a preference to

Great Britain, there were only two courses open—either
to apply the autonomous tariff to those British Colonies

which differentiated against Germany, or to utilise the

power of applying the autonomous tariff against the

whole of the British dominions throughout the world."

Q. Did they resent it, or did they take it lying down ?

A. They not only took it lying down, but they fawned
upon the Germans. Mr. Chamberlain proclaimed a

non-existent German alliance, and the Government went
out of their way to help the Germans in Samoa, in the

Yangtse Valley, in Venezuela, and the Euphrates Valley

Railway. It was not until it was found necessary to

invent some kind of a pretext to cover Mr. Chamberlain's

change of front that three years later they suddenly

discovered that Germany was menacing them, and that

they could not take it lying down.

Q. Has the principle formulated by Germany ever been
recognised by the Government ?

A. Yes. Even at the very time when they were
beginning to raise an outcry against Germany they were
concluding a treaty with Persia in which they recognised

the*justice of the German contention. In Article 2 of the

Anglo-Persian Convention, May 27th, 1903, they signed

the following declaration :

—

It is formally stipulated that British subjects and British

imports into Persia, as well as Persian subjects and Persian
imports into the British Empire, shall continue to enjoy under
all conditions most-favoured-nation treatment. It is understood
that a British colony having a special Customs tariff, and which
may cease to grant most-favoured- nation treatment to Persian
imports, will no longer have the right to claim the same treat-

ment for its own imports into Persia.

ITS EFFECT ON THE UNITED STATES.

Q. What country will a preference on corn hit the
most ?

A. The United States. We tried to hit them once
before in 1825, and they replied by passing "a law
imposing alien duties in their ports upon all British ships

which might trade between those ports and our Colonies,

to be levied until the productions of the United States

should be admitted into our Colonies upon the same
terms and duties as the like productions of any other

country ; meaning thereby the like productions not of

any other foreign country but of our own country or o£

our own provinces in North America."

—

Mr, Huskisson,
March 21st, 1825.

Q. Would the United States "take it lying down "if

we tried it on now ?

A. They would not. They could bring us to heel at

once by imposing an export duty on cotton, or—which
would be the most obvious method—by refusing to allow

Canada to export its wheat through American ports

when most Canadian ports are frozen up. As the United
States have us at their mercy, it would be wiser for us
who live in glass houses not to throw stones.

Q. What would be the effect of giving a preference to

Canada over the United States ?

A. Mr. Carnegie, who is a citizen of the United States

and a resident in the United Kingdom, speaking at Ding-
wall last month, solemnly warned this country against

any system of discriminating tariffs as between the United

States and Canada. It was like a mother giving prefer-

ence to one child more than another, and it certainly

would not tend to the union of the two great English-

speaking nations, Britain and America, without which

Britain could not share with the States the position of a
dominant world-power. On the decision of the question

would depend Britain's future as an Empire.

Q. Have the United States taken any notice of Mr.

Chamberlain's threats ?

That Dreadful Joe!

A. The Americans are pricking up their ears at the

proposal to tax their corn to favour the Canadians. Mr.
Carnegie, in a letter to the Times

y July 25th, says :

—

14 The full voice of the Republic upon a British pre-

ferential tariff in favour of Canada cannot be heard until
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Gaxeiie.]
.

Our Birmingham Method.

(July at.

As the result of pushful enterprise our artist has succeeded in sketching
J meeting of the Tariff Committee of the Birmingham Liberal Unionist
Association. All its members were said to bare been present.

such is enacted, although your correspondent has not
failed to keep you advised of the New York Sun's
ominous statement that, if the Republic were thus made
hostile to Britain, the grain of Canada would never reach
her ports for shipment. He also apprises you of ' dis-

satisfaction in the North-West,' the agricultural region.

These are only straws. The attitude of the nation will

naturally be a waiting one, conscious of her power to

protect her interests and compel the restoration of equal

treatment as she did before. It is the easiest matter
possible ; a word from the President cancels the privilege

now generously extended to Canada of reaching open
American ports through American territory, with all ner
foreign business, exports and imports, free of duty, for

five months in the year when her own ports are icebound.
She uses this privilege all the year. President Roosevelt
is the last man I could think of who would hesitate one
moment to say that word ; but even he and all his

Cabinet would be powerless to resist the imperious
•demand that at least we should not furnish the weapon
that enabled another Power to wound us. Canada
shipped through American ports in 1902 28,546,000
bushels. I can find no statement giving number of
bushels through Canadian ports ; but as the total value of
Canadian food stuffs exported to Britain in 1902 was
only £22,471,000, it seems that a large portion of her
entire shipments must reach Britain over American
territory and through American ports. The withdrawal
of the privilege given Canada would probably be sufficient

to satisfy Britain that the American people were in

earnest."

THE COLONIES AND MR. CHAMBERLAIN.
Q. Have the Colonies shown any enthusiasm for Mr.

Chamberlain's scheme ?

A. They remain singularly apathetic. Canada coquets
with the United States : Australia shows no sign of re-

ducing her tariff : even New Zealand will not promise to

open the door to British manufactures any wider than it

is open at present. The Colonial Free Traders are angry

at Mr. Chamberlain's betrayal of the cause, and the Protec-
tionists only offer to increase their duties on foreign goods
—an offer which the Edinburgh Review, which is in close

relations with the Treasury, declares to be " inadequate
and insufficient."

Q. Why are the Colonies so apathetic ?

A. Because they realise the truth of what the Duke of

Devonshire said when he addressed the Empire League
last month. He said :

—

Whatever may be the immediate advantages which will be
secured to any Colony, I do not think it can be doubted that
the Colonies will be called upon to surrender some of that
independence and perfect freedom of action in their fiscal,

commercial, and industrial legislation to which hitherto they
have appeared to attach in their own interest so great an
importance.

Q. Are there not many Liberals who believe in Pro-
tection ?

A. Not a single Liberal Member favours Mr. Chamber-
lain, and when Mr. Chamberlain's friends rallied all the
pseudo-Liberals they could muster they only got a baker's
dozen, headed by the Duke of Sutherland. The rest

were nonentities, or men who were never known to be
Liberals till they proclaimed their apostasy.

Q. What would Mr. Bright have thought of this ?

A. In 1885, speaking of the Free Trade cry, Mr. Bright
said :

" An American asked me if I thought we should
return to a pledge of Protection. I said,

1 Perhaps so, but
not till you return to slavery/ n

Q. Did not Sir Robert Peel introduce Free Trade
because he believed that other nations would follow suit ?

A. Nothing of the kind. He expressly declared that
although he expected they would, he would establish Free
Trade even if he knew they would not. He said :

—

At the same time, I am bound to say that it is for the interest

of this country to buy cheap, whether other countries will buy
cheap from us or no. . . . I regret that in other enlightened
countries there is not as yet evinced a disposition to follow the
example which we are now setting ; but, if we find that our
example is not followed, and that, instead of reducing the duties

on our manufactures, they resort to the impolicy of increasing

them, still this ought not, in my opinion, to operate as a dis-

coutagement to us to act on the principles which we believe to

be sound, those principles which will not only be immediately
profitable to us, but will confer reciprocal benefit both on
ourselves and on all those who are wise enough to follow it.

Q. How are the papers on the question ?

A. Mr. Chamberlain has the Times, the Daily Tele-

graph, and the Daily Express, Against Mr. Chamberlain
are the Standard, the Daily Mail, and the Birmingham
Post. The Morning Post is on the fence. All the Liberal

papers are solid against Mr. Chamberlain.

Q. What associations will supply literature on the
subject.

A. The Free Trade Union ; Secretary, Mr. L. T.
Hobhouse, 8, Victoria Street, Westminster.
The Unionist Free Food Association

; 15, Victoria

Street, Westminster.
The Liberal Federation ; Parliament Street.

The Central Liberal Unionist Association : A and B
Series—for and against Mr. Chamberlain

; Secretary,
T. Boraston, 6, Great George Street, Westminster.
The Tariff Committee ; Secretary-, Mr. T. A. Vince,

39, Edmund Street, Birmingham.
The Cobden Club

;
Secretary, Harold Cox.
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Foreign Animals at Leonardslee. Illus. Charles R. Knight.
New Light on Shasa ; the Forhiddeh City. Illus. J. Deniker.
A City's Campaign for Pure Milk. Illus. Alice K. Fallows.
The Later Years of Sir Walter Scott. Illus. H. G. Hutchinson.
My First Mission to Germany, 1879-81. Illus. Andrew D. Whitei
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Chambers's Journal.—47 > Paternoster Row. 7d. August.

The Sapphire-Fields of Central Queensland.
The Trtepkan* HtrMd, Budapest. F. A. Talbot
To reclaim the Zuyderzee. A. Henry.
Crimes I have compounded. A British Matron.
Surgical Operations performed on Animals.

Chautauquan.—Chautauqua Press, Cleveland, Ohio. 20 cts. July.
Chautauqua Reminiscences. Bishop J. H. Vincent.
Nicholas II. of Russia. Illus. Edwin A. Start.

The Queen of England at Home. IIUis. Felicia B. Clark.
The C.LS.C. in Foreign Lands. Illus.

Christian Realm.—<5, Essex Street, $trand. 3d. August.

Lord Kelvin. With Portraits. Rev. W. C. Chisholm.
Happiness. T. Kirkup. . .

,

light for the Blind in India. Illus. D. L. Woolmer.

Church Missionary InteMgwicer.—Chusch Missionary Society.
6d. August.

New Missionaries and the Stbdy of Vernacular Languages. Rev. W.
St. Clair Tisdall.

Spiiitual Life in the Indian Church. Rev. T. Walker.

Church Quarterly Review.—Siottiswoode. 6s. July.

Religion in London.
1

'

Gaisdner's English Church History. ,
,

The Age of the Fathers.
The History of the Orthodox Church of Cyprus,
Dr. A. B. Davidson's Sermons.
The Letters of Emilia Russell Oumey and Andrew Jukes. ,

^e Austen and Her Biographers,
yers for the Dead.

Truro Cathedral.
Church Autonomy and « National Council.
LeoXIIL

Commonwealth.—3. Paternoster Buildings. 3d. August.

Tendency of Modern Science. Sir Oliver Lodge.
Leo XIII. and the New Apologetic. A. L. Lflley.

The Declaration at Lambeth. Percy Dearmer.
The Dogmas'of Free Thougto, • G. K. Chestertonr - '• ' •-»•

Connoisseur.—a, Carmelite Street, ts. August.

Bow, Chelsea, and Derby Figures in the Collection of Francis Howse.
Illus. Emily Jackson.

The Mesdag Gallery. IUus. Etha Fles.

EDcanah Settle. -Contd. Illus; C. Davenport.
Plate at the Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. IJhis. H. ,D. Catling.
Thomas Chippendale. Contdv Illus. R. STCIouston.
Brit^^Engraving and Etching at South Kensington. Illus. Ernest

Bank-Note Collecting. Contd. Illus. Mab»rlev Phillips.

Smart Medals and Royalist Badges. Illus. P. Berney- Ficklin.
Supplements :—" Mana^Mancini/* after P. Mignard ;

" Miss Foote " after
G. Clint ; " Hobbinol and Gandaretta ".after Gainsborough, etc.

Contemporary Review.—Horace Marshall, as. 6d. August.
Pope Leo XIII. Emilio Elbano.
Germany and Pan-Germany. -
Russia, Manchuria, and Mongolia. Alexander Ular.
Francois de Curel and his Works. Mdlle. Claire de Pratz.
The Real Froude. Ronald McNeill.
The Liberal Movement in .the Church of England. Rev. John Verschoyle.
The Last Chanty of Chantrey. Hurry Quitter.
Mr. Chamberlain's Balloon. Leonard H, Courtney.
The Conclave. Dr. E. J. Dillon.

Cortthtll Magazine.—Smith, Elder, is August.

The Cosmopolitan Club. Sir Algernon West.
Who killed Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey? Andrew Lang.
The Artist ; Prospects in the Professions.

How/ the Court came back to Peking. Mrs. Archibald Little.
Rupert ; the Captive cf Linz. Dora Greenwell McChesney.
Sir Charles Gavan Duffy ; Five Times arraigned for Treason. R. Barry

O'Brien.
Letter from Westminster. Urbanus Sylvan.
John Peard ; Garibaldi's Englishman. Miss Frances M. Peird.

Cosmopolitan.—International News Co. 6d. July.

The Leisured Public and the Strje. Illus. Madge Kendal.
The Passing of Pfapae. Illus. £>. Hunter.
Vocation and Avocation. James H. Canheld.
The World's Fair at St. Louis. 1904. Illus. F. C. Howe.
Shelley and Mary Godwin. Illus. R. Le Gallienne.
ManknW in the Making-. Contd. H. G. Wells. •

Suburban Life in America. Illus. W. Fawcett.
The Ethics of Biography. Edmund Gosse.
Captains of Industry. Illus. Contd. Symposium.
King Menelik of Abyssinia. Illus. W. T. Stead.

County Monthly.—Hepworth Chambers, High Ousegatb, York. 6d.
July 15.

St. Peter's School, York. Illus. An Old Member of the O. P. Club.
Anecdote, Legend, Lore, and Fairy Story of Stirlingshire. Illus. Contd.

L. Kaye.
His Majesty's Servants in Old Whitby.

Craftsman.—207, South State Strsbt, Syracuse, New York
25 cts. July.

L'Art Nouveau. Illus. J. Schopfer.
The Plant in Decoration. Illus.

Potters and Their Products. Illus. Irene Sargent.
Gilded or Cordovan Leather. Mary Ware Dennet.
A Craftsman House Design. IUus. H. Ellis.

Critic.

—

Putnam, New York. 25 cts. July.
G. J. Goschen ; a Famous German Publisher. Illus. Miss Jeannette L.

Gilder.
The Stage as a Moral Institution. Henry Davies.

Artist Life in New York in the Days of "Oliver Horn." Illus.
W. H. Shelton.

Literary Landmarks of New York. IUus. Contd. C« Hemstreet.
The Novels of Lord Lytton. IUus. Francis Grjbble.
Alexandre Dumas. With Portrait. F. Grierson.

Critical Review.—Williams and Noroatb. is. 6d. July 15*

The Title "Catholic" and the Roman Church. M. A. R. Tuker.
Recent Theological Controversy in the Norwegian Church. Rev. 7.

Beverjdge.
Mallock's "Religion as a Credible Doctrine." Rev. H. Hayman.
Lidgett's " The Fatherhood of God." Rev. H. R. Mackintosh.

Dublin Review.

—

Burks "and Oatbs. 6s. July.

Subscription to the Thirty-Nine Articles. Rev*.* J. ChapmaoJ * •
• v

Modern Spiritualism ; Its History and Physical Phenomena. Rev. T.
Croskell.

The Philosophy of Church History. Rev. W. H. Kent.
Subjectivism and Solipsism. G.^Cator.'
The Agnosticism of Faith. Rev, F. Aveling.
Fr. de Hummelauer and the Hezateucb. Rev. J. A. Howlett.
1'he Taoist Religion. Prof. E. H. Parker.

East and West.—ax, Paternoster Square, x rupee. July.

Ireland, Industrial and Agricultural. K.C.S.I.
The Hindu Ideal of Poverty. Govardhanram M. TrepatW.
India's Imperial Position in Asia. J. M. Maclean. . .

Private Enterprise in India. Col. T. F. Dowden.
On the Fringe of the Empire; Miss Dorothy Harding1

.

Proposed Amendment of the Law of Restitution of Conjugal Rights.
Rustam Barjoye.

A Plea for the Peasant. Jiwanrsm Mehtatt.
A Few Events and Their Dates in the Early History of the Parsees. ShSms-

ul-Ulma Jivanji Jamshedji viodi.

India's Most Urgent Need. W. Martin Wood.

East and the West.—19. Dblahay Street, Westhinstbk. is.

July 15-
. . ,

The Function of the Layman in Foreign Missionary Work. A. C
Madan.

The Attitude of Educated Hindus towards Christianity. Rev, TJ E.
Slater. • •

• •• r i . - .
-

The Missionary Attitude towards Negro Labour in Africa, Sir Hany
Johnston. . , - • ,,,>.<, .-^

The Native Labour Problem in South Africa. G. F. Bird. >,.,<- im ;.' >.

The Final Struggle ofth» Wo»ld.Wide War. Rev. R. M. Benson.
The Place of Alt in Eastern Religious Thought. Canon Sell
The Chinese Character and Missionary 'Methods. Rev. ft. 'Allen. \

,

Some Ancient Objections to Foreign Missions. E'ditor.
1

Economic Review.-Rivingtons. 3s. July..

The Feeble-Minded. Mass Mnry Dendy\ •« ' » w
Australia's Opportunity. R. E. Macnaghten.
State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand. S. Ball.

Methods of Charity. Rev. C. Baumgarten. <

The Proposed New Fiscal ^Policy. .Rev. S. R. Phelps. . » » • ^ ^ir.njifi

Edinburgh Review.—Longmans. 6s. July.'

London and Its People in the Eighteenth Century " "

Crabbe.
Recent Theories of Development in Theology.
France under Thiers, rBjX-iSn. .

c ..... ,

The New Astronomy.
The Siege of Quebec.
The Plays of Gerhart Hauptmann.
English Deer Parks.
The Social Revolution in Ireland. '

'

Mademoiselle de Lespinasse.
Back to Protection.

Empire Review.—Macmillan. is. August.

The Influence of Her Children on the Mother Country. C. A. M. Fennell.
Mr. Seddonand.Mrr Chamberlain. By HhdaXeabe. ~ •< ^ :

- /
The Visit of M. Loubet and its Results. Charles Lyon.
Among the Lepers in Northern Nigeria. With Map. T. J. Tonkin. -

The Hair Seals on the North Atlantic. Judge Prowse.
A Hindoo Educational Brotherhood. Cornelia Sorabji.
Official Report of the Allied Colonial Universities Conference.

Engineering Times.—P. S. Kjno. 6d. July 15.

The Principles of Steam Engines. J. H. Dales.
Power-Gas and Its Recent Development in Great Britain. IUus.
The Engineering Conference.
Some Novelties at the Royal Agricultural Show. Illus.
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English Historical Review.—Longmans. 5s. July.

Serfdom in the Bordelais. Miss E. C. Lodge.
Gum Matteo Giberti. Contd. Miss M. A. Tucker.
The Neapolitan Stuarts. A. Francis Steuart.

Some English Crusaders of Richard I. I. Horace Round.
Constitutions and Capitular Decrees of the Province of St. Anthony (Venice',

1990-1396 A. G. Little.

Irish Exchequer Memoranda of the Reign of Edward I. Miss May
Bateson.

Elizabethan Gleanings ; Supremacy and Uniformity. Prof. Maitland.

English Illustrated Magazine.—Hutchinson. 6d. August.

Paris : Where Painters are made. Illus. E. C. Pemberton.
Water-Skimmers and Skaters. Illus. J. J. Ward.
Over ths Irish Channel. Illus. I. M. Bacon.
The. Servian Character. Illus. H. Vivian.

William Watson. Illus. H. Buxton Forman.
F. Anstey. Illus. E. V. Lucas.
W. E. Henley. Illus. G. K. Chesterton.

The Machinery of a Great Motor-car Race. Illus. S. Black.

Englishwoman's Review.—Williams and Norgatk. is. July.

A Peep into the Past. Miss Boucherett.

Legal Restrictions on Women's Work in Denmark and Norway. Baroness
Alexandra Gripenberg.

The Industrial Farm Colony, Duxhurst. M. A. Lupton.

Everybody's Magazine.—J. Wanamakbr, New York, zocts.

July.

Flying Down a Fifty-Mile Flume. Illus. B. Millard.

Can I Afford an Automobile ? Illus. A. N. Jervis.

The Love Affairs of John Wesley. Illus. Rev. Louis A. Banks.
The Kindergarten of the Streets. Illus. Edith Davids.

Autobiography of the Lawyer. Illus.

ExpOSltOP.—HODDBR AND STOUGHTON. 6d. August.

The Atonement and the Modern Mind. Prof. J. Denney.
The Life of Christ according to St. Mark. Prof. W. H. Bennett.

The Teaching ofChrist in the Gospel of St. Luke. Prof. H. B. Swete.
Did Alexandria influence the Nautical Language of St. Luke ? E. J.

Goodspeed.
The Value-Judgments of Religion. Prof. A. E. Garvie.

Expository Times.—Simpkin, Marshall. 6d. August.

Robert Campbell Moberly. Rev. W. Sanday.
The Religious Value of Faith. Rev. J. M. Hodgson.
The Sacraments of the New Testament. Rev. K. Rainy.

Pellden's Magazine.—104, High Holborn. is. July 15.

Blast-Furnace By-Products and Their Possible Recovery. Illus. H.
Allen.

•Coal-Cutting by Machinery. Illus. T. W. Chubb.
The "HouTlle Blanche" Congress in France. Illus. Contd. M. F.

Loppe*.

The Construction of Docks. Illus. Contd. A. MacLachlan.

Fortnightly Review.—Chapman and Hall. as. 6d. August.

Cobdenism and the Colonies. Calchas.
The Proposed Reversal of England's Commercial Policy. Prof. Lujo

Brentano.
Free Trade and Home Rule. Edward Dicey.
William Ernest Henley. Vernon Blackburn.
The Coming Ireland. Justin McCarthy.
Leo XIII. Wilfrid Ward.
Some Unedited Letters of Mrs. Thrale. Miriam A. Ellis.

The Navy That We Ne;d. Archibald S. Hurd.
Japan's Position in the Far East. Alfred Stead.

A Century of " Newdigates." Ogier Rysden.
The Colonial Policy of France. Joseph Chaiilev-Bert.

The Native Question and Irrigation in South Africa. Rev. C. Usher
Wilson.

Pierre de Coubertin. Mary Girard.

Cancer. J. Holt Schooling.
M mkind in the Making. Contd. H. G. Wells.

The Punishment of Children. LI wellyn W. Williams.

Forum.

—

Gay and Bird. 50 cts. July.

American Politics. H. L. West.
Foreign Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
Literature ; Recent Biography. H. W. Horwill.

The Dramatic Season. H. Tyrrell.

Recent Excavations in the Roman Forum. I. C. Egbert, Jun.
The Society of Educational Research. J. M. Rice.

How shall the College Curriculum be reconstructed ? G. T. Ladd.
Kishineff. R. Gottheil.

Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.—141* Fifth Avenue, New York.
35 cts. July.

The Unknown Caura in Venezuela. Illus. W. Thorp.
The W.l"d Beast Traffic. Illus. L. Perry.

Judge Parker and His Court. Illus. J. M. 0skison.

The Ocein Tramp. Illus. B. Brandenburg.

Genealogical Magazine.—Elliot Stock, xs. August.

The Mantling, or Lambequin. Concl. A. C. Fox-Davies.

The Right to bear Arms in Germany. Concl. 0. W. V. de P. BrunstorrT.

An Old Scottish Manuscript. Contd. C. S. Romanrs.

Geographical Journal.—Edw. Stanford, as. Jury 15.

Address to the Royal Geographical Society, 1903. Sir Clements R.

Markham.
The First Year's Work of the National Antarctic Expedition. Map. Sir

Clements R. Markham.
National Antarctic Expedition ; Report of the Commander.
The Second Norwegian Polar Expedition in the Fram, 1398-1302. Illus.

Capt. O. Sverdrup.
Geological Results of the Fram Explorations. Illus. P. ScheL

Girl's Own Paper.—4, Bouvbrie Strskt. 6d. August.
'

Musical Odds and Ends. Illus. Professional Vocalist.

Girl's Realm.—10, Norfolk Strbbt, Strand. 6d. Angus?.
The Trivhl Fortunes of a Tadpole. Illus. D.English.
French Girls and English. Illus. Miss M. Betham-Edwards.
Girls Devon U Proudof. Illus. Lucy V. Mills.
A Girl's Hazardous Scramble on the Matterhora. Illus. Mabel Mart

Stock.

Good Words.—Isbister. 6d. Aug.
The Riddler in Ireland. Seumas MacManus.
Ruskin's Jewels. Illus. W. G. Collingwood.
The Recent Excavations in the Forum. Illus. Mary Stewart
When Love came to Michael Angelo. Illus. Clara E. Laughlis.

The River Rennet. Illus. Miss Gertrude Bacon.

Great Thoughts.—4, St. Bride Street. 6d. Aug.
Dean Farrar. Illus. Rev. R. P. Downes.
Religion and the Masses: Interview with Rev. R. F. Horton. Illus.

Raymond Blathwayt.
Sir David Wilkie. Illus. J. H. Young.
The Progress of the Temperance Movement ; Interview with Lady Henry

Somerset. Illus. Raymond Blathwayt.

Harmsworth Magazine.—Harmsworth. 3+d. July 15.

The Ruan to Canada. Illus. L. Sp-ingfieid.
The Ladies' Gallery. Illus. Mabel Mary Northcote.
Tattersall's. Illus. R. P. Buckley.
Flowers and Fairies of the Deep. W. T. Wintle.
Novelists and the Unconventional Wooing. Illus. H. Leach.
Coming Men in the Commons. Illus. Henry W. Lucy.
Penal Servitude for Life. Illus.

Harper's Monthly Magazine.—45. Albemarle Street, xs.

August.
Yachting at Kiel. Illus. J. B. Connolly.
The Republic of Vermont. Illus. Mayo W. Hazeltine.
The Luxury of Children. Illus. E. S. Martin.
Photographing the Moon. Illus. G. W. Ritchey.
Four Thackeray Sketches. Illus. W. Brooke Smith.
Tyrant Nature. Illus. S. S. Maxwell.
How Bismarck Retired. H. de Rlowitz.
Foreign Words in English Speech. Brander Matthews.

Hlbbert Journal.—Williams and Norgate. as. 6d. July.

The Chancier of Jesus Christ. Rev. F. G. Peabody.
Are Indian Missions a Failure? Rev. W. Miller.
The Philosophy of Authority in Religion. Wilfrid Ward.
Do We believe in the Reformation ? Rev. W. F. Cobb.
The Liberal Catholic Movement in England. Philip Sidney.

'

The Growing Reluctance of Able Men to take Orders. P. S. Barrel 1.

Physical Law and Life. T. H. Poynting.
Pressing Needs of the Old Testament Study. Canon T. K. Cheyne
Zoroastrianism and Primitive Christianity. Rev. J. Moffatt.
The Purpose of Eusebius. Walter R. Ousels.

Homllette Review.—44. Fleet Street, ts July.

The Modern Critical View of the Book of Daniel. C. M. Cobern.
The Modern Critical Views of Daniel. Sir Robert Anderson.
Preaching to Men. F. H. Foster.
The Literatures of the Hebrews and Babylonians. Prof. E. Konig.

House.—a, Finsbury Square. 6d. Aug
Old Embroidery. Illus.

Miss Ellen Terry's Cottage at Tenterden. Illus.

Humane Review.—George Bell. is. July.

The Nature Books of Mr. W. H. Hudson. Edw. Garnett.
In the Potteries Sixty Years Ago. R. Heath.
The Death Penalty. HypatU Bradlaugh Bonner.
Object Lessons in Whitechapel. Canon Barnett.
Crueltv to Animals and Theology. Mgr.

J. S. Vaughan.
Experiments with the Young Criminal Tighe Hopkins.
Edward Carpenter's Writings.

Idler.—Chatto and WtNDUS. xs. August.

The Liverpool-Manchester Single-Rail Motor. Illus. A. C Johnson.
Foulness ;

" Beats the Dutch. Illus. Robert Barr.

International Journal of Ethies.—Sonnbnschbin.
July.

Emerson—The Philosopher of Democracy. Tohn Dewey.
Emsrson's Views of Society and Reform. W. M. Salter.

Bettin? and Gambling. W. R. Sorley.

The Ethical Basis of Metaphysics. F. C. S. Schiller.

Personal Idealism and Its Ethical Bearings. C. H. Howison.
The Limitations of Ethical Inquiry. N. Wilde.
The Search for Unity of Belief F. Hammond.
The Practical Man and the Philosopher. R. B. Perry.
The Ethics of St. Paul. Rev. R. Bren.

as. 6d.
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International Quarterly —Unwin. 5s. July.
Prof. Herman Grimm. Elizabeth von Heyking.
The Theory of the Comic. W. N. Guthrie.
The Dramas of Paul Hervieu. E. Rod.
The American People. F. H. Giddings.
The Philosophical Meaning of Energy. W. Qstwald.
The Psychic Life of Fishes. E. C. Sanford.
The Goncourts. L. Marillier.

The Exploration of Lake Tchad. P. Pelet.

The Present and Future of Spain. G. de Azcarate.
Administration of Charity in England. Mrs. H. Bosanquet.
The Sweat-Shop and Its Remedies. E. Schwiedland.
The Pacification of Batangas. H. A. White.
Are American Legislatures Declining? J. B. Bishop.

Irish Monthly.—M. H. Gill. 6d. August.
A Visit to a Penitentiary. M. C. K.
A Feb. H. F.

Jewish Quarterly Review.—Macmillan. 3s. 6d. July.
Is There a Jewish Literature T Rev. S. Levy.
The Wisdom of Ben Sira. Contd. Riv. C. Taylor.
Primitive Exegesis as a Factor in the Corruption of Texts of Scripture

Illustrated from the Versions of Ben Sira. J. H. A. Hart.
An Early Copy of the Samaritan-Hebrew Pentateuch. Rsv. G. Margoliouth.
The Lost Tribes, and the Influence of the Search for Them on the Return

of the Jews to England. A. M. Hyamson.
The Arabic Portion of the Cairo Genizah at Cambridge. Illus. Dr. H.

Hi schfeld.
Hapax Legomena im Ahen Testament. Dr. A. S. Jahuda
Pro! Blair on the Bible as a Book. E. N. Adler.

Journal of the African Society.—Macmillan. 6s. July.
The Work of the African Society. Sir H. H. Johnston.
West Africa before Europe. E. W. Blyden.
The Great Marshes of the White Nile. Lt.-Col. E. A. Stanton.
Letters from N. E. Rhodesia. F. H. M.
Bantu Dialect. " Bakwiri." S. Rogozinski.
Clicks in the Bantu Languages. Mtss A. Werner.
Education of Indians of Canada. Hugh Spender.
Civil Service of Dutch East indies.

Notes on Kwahu. Rev. W. Perregaux.

Journal of Hygiene.—C. J. Clay. <s. July,
e Graphic Method of Constructing a Life Table, illustrated by the
Brighton Life Table, 1891-1900. Illus. A. Newsholme and T. H. C.
Stevenson.

A New Life Table for England and Wales. T. E. Hayward.
The Biological Test for Blood, considered mainly from its Medico-Legal

Aspect. G. S. Graham Smith.
On the Cultivation of the Nitroso- Bacterium. H. S. Fremlin.
The Relation of Sulphur in Lighting Gas to Air Viti aion. J. S. Haldane.
The Pathogenicity of B. coli in Relation to the Bacteriological Examination

of Water. W. G. Savage.

Journal of the Royal Colonial Institute. — Northumberland
Avenue. 6d. July 15.

The Cabinet and the Empire. R. B. Haldane.

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution.—J. J. Kelihsr.
as. July 15.

A System of Local Guides for Home Defence. Col W. L. Davidson.
The Disposal of the Wounded in Naval Warfare. Dr. P. Randall.
Campaigns against Indh from the West and through Afghanistan. Major-

General L. N. Soboleff.

Smokeless Powder and Entrenchments. Lieut. -Colonel A. Pollock.
Th; Russian Cavalry ; Some Needed Reforms.

Knowledge.—326, High Holborn 6d. August.
Tie Anc?stry of the Elephant. Illus. R. Lydekker.
Wireless Telegraphy and Weather-Forecasting. A. H. Bell.

The Dark Hemisphere of Venus. B. W. Lane.
The Chemistry of the Stars. Illus. A. Fowler.
Jupiter and his Markings. Illus. W. F. Denning.
The Struggle for Existence in Sociology. Contd. J. Collier.

Leisure Hour.—4. Bouvbrib Street. fid. Aug.
Leading London Clubs. Illus. H. Wyndham.
Housekeeping in America. Annie G. Porritt.

Kyoto : the Ancient Capital of Japan. Illus. D. Slad.*n.

The True Story of Seth Bed* and Dinah Morris. Illus. Contd. W.

To the Sulphur Mines of Sicily. Illus. James Baku-.
Fresh Fields for Photographers. Illus. F. C. Tilney.
A £55 Shell and the Common Limpet. Illus. R. Kerr.

Library World.—181, Queen Victoria Street. 6d. July 15.

The Outcry against Public Libraries.
The Librarian of the Future. E. A. Sa ags.
Appraisal versus Description of Books : American Testimony.

Upptacott's Monthly Magazine —5. Henrietta Street, is.

July.
A Roman Holiday. Maud Howe.

London Quarterly Review.—Ch as. H. Ksllv. as. 6d. July.
The Credibility of Religion and Popular Infidelity. Prof. J Or.
The Pauline Doctrine of Sin and Redemption. Prof. S. McComb.
Glimpses of Raskin. R. WUkins Rees.
Religion in London. J. Scott Lidgett.
Bishop Westcott. Prof. J. H. Moulton.
Agnosticism and Immortality. J. J.

Tigert.

Dr. LooTs Appreciation of Methodism. Prof J. G. Task;r.

Longman's Magazine.—Longmans. 6d. Aug.

Comte de Bouttevill- : a Seventeenth Century Duellist. Eveline C. Godley.
Australia as the Flowery Land. E. M. Nail.

A Summer Morning. Fred Whishaw.

MeClure's Magazine.—to, Norfolk Street, Strand, zo cts.

July.

Mountaineering in Switzerland without Guides. Illus. A. P. Abraham.
Philadelphi t. Corrupt and Contented. Illus. L. Steffens.

The Story of the Snake. Illus. A. W. Rolker.
The History of the Standard Oil Company. Contd. Illus. Miss Ida M.

Tarbell.

Macmillan 's Magazine.—Macmillan. zs. August.

Protection or Free Trade ? P. F. Rowland.
Some Aspects of Modern University Education. Sir Richard Jebb.
The Colonies and Imperial Defence. Major A. J. A. Pollock.
Hector Berlioz. J . Cuthbert Hadden.
Tammany and the Puritans.

Magazine Of Art.—Cassrll. is. August.

Supplements:—"Fording the Weather" after Constable; " Marylebone
Church " after Yoshio Markino.

Country Houses. Contd. Illus. T. Raffles Davison.
J decorative Figurework of Frank Brangwyn. Illus. P. G. Konody.
Charles Keene and His Newly Found Plates (Etchings). Illus.

Pari* Salons of 1903. Illus. Prince B. Karageorgevitch.
Art Forgeries and Counterfeits. Contd. Illus. M. H. Spielmann.
Yoshio Markino. Illus.

How to Draw in Pen and Ink. Contd. Illus. Harry Furniss.

The Gassiot Bequest to the City of London. Illus. A. G. Temple.

Magazine of Commerce.—75, Coleman Street, is. August.

The Fiscal Question ; Symposium.
Mercer and Mercerisation. Illus. A. Morris.
The Changing Order. S. L. Bensusan.
The Making of the Walking-Stick. Illus. J R. Jackson.
Cold Storage and Our Food Supply. IUus. H. B. St. John.
The Law of Principal and Agent. S. P. J. Merlin.
Luncheon-Hour Closing and the Allan Line Plan. Illus. R. Shuddick.
The Rapprochement between Commerce and the Arts and Crafts. Illus.

The Need for Technical Education. Illus. J. S. Remington.

Mind.

—

Williams and Norcate. 4s. July.

The Physiological Factors of the Attention-Process. Contd. Dr. W.
McDougall.

Hedonism among Idealists. Prof. B. Bosanquet.
The Order of the Hegelian Categories in the Hegelian Argument. Mary

Whiton Calkins.

On Preserving Appearances. F. C. S. Schiller.

Symbolic Reasoning. Contd. H. MacColl.
Tlie Problem of ConducL Prof. J. H. Muirhead.

Missionary Review.—44* Fleet Street, is. 3d. July.

Among the Vikings of Labrador. Illus. Dr. W. T. Greenfell.

What Missionaries have done for Alaska. Rev. S. Jackson.
Missionary Experiences in the Heart of Africa. Illus. Rev. De Witt C.

Snyder.
Missionary Economics. Rev. C. C. Thayer.

MonlSt.

—

Kegan Paul 50 cts. July.

Neter ; the Egyptian Word for God. E. A. Wallis Budg;
The Foundations of Geometry. ConcL Dr. P. Cams.
Cagliostro. H. R. Evans.
Philosophy in Italy. G. Papini.

Monthly Review.—Murray, as. 6d. August.

Tomline's Estimate of Pitt. Earl of Rosebery.
Preferential Tariffs ; Friends in Council.

The Position of Unionist Free Traders. Henry Hobhouse.
Imperial Trad-- and Tariffs. Hugh Bill.

Notes on the Conclave. F. W. Rolfe.

The Torrigiano Bronze in the Abbey. Illus. Theodore A. Cook.
Duccio. Tllus. Prof. R. Langton Douglas.
A Festx on Mount Eryx. H. Testing Jones.

Munsey's Magazine.

—

Horace Marshall. 6d. August.
The Equipage of the Millionaire. Illu;. F. S. Arnett.

The Spanish War Veterans. Illus. Capt. J. Walter Mitchell.

The Maelstrom of the Betting-Ring. Illus. J. F. Marsten.
Can the Jury System be improved r Tudor Jenks.
Leo. XIII. : the Most Remarkable Old Man of the Age. Illus. D. Story
The Great Paris-Madrid Race. Illus. J. P. Holland.

National Review.

—

Edward Arnold, as. 6d. August.
The Nationalist Party in France. G. Syveton.
Mr. Chamberlain : the New Sir Robert Peel. Hon. George Peel.

Free Traders at Bay. Ernest E. Williams.
The Revolt against Cobdenism. H. W. Wilson.
Kishincff—and After. Arnold White.
The Dramatic Art. Mme. Rejane.
American Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
The Waste of Time at Cricket. W. J. Ford.
The Spoliation of Denmark. Sir Rowland Blennerhassett.
Soldiering in Uganda, F. I. M.
The German Elections. Norton Gibside.

Recollections of a Diplomatist. Contd. Sir Horace Rumbold.
Grsater Britain.
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New England Magazine.—5. Park Square, Boston, as cts.

, July.
Chalcedony Park. Illus. R. I. Geare.
The American Geography. Illus. C. Johnson.
The National Educational Association. Illus. Prescott F. Hall.

The Story of the Berches. Illus. Helen W. Davenport.
Fishers Island. Illus. H. R. Palmer.
New Englanders in New York. E. P. Powell.
Phillips E*eter Academy. Illus. R. H. Bowles.
Suggestions on the Corporation Problem. F. Rackemann.

New Ireland Review.—Burns and Oatb-. 6d. August.
The Election of a Pope. L. Ginnell.

Bacon's Great Secret. Rev. W. A. Sutton.
The Re-Birth of the Irish Celt. Ethel Goddard.
A Question of Self-Respect. J. Ryan.
Professor Zimmer and Saint Patrick. Rev. Albert Barry.

New Liberal Review.—Temple Chambers, is. August.
The Cabinet Empirics. J. H. Yoxall.

Germany and Canada. A. C:,ird.

Our Legislative Machinery. R. Farquharson.
The Fruits of Protection in Russia. R. E. C. Long.
Infant Feeding and Milk Supply. T. D. Lister.

The Manchurtan Peril. E. R. Thompson.
Is France becoming InartUtic f J. N. Raphael.
Herrick's " Julia, H. A. Spurr.
A Fair- Haired Race in Ancient Egypt. Karl Blind.

An Indo-Persian Railway. C. E. D. Black.
Thomas Traberne : a New Poet of Genius. T. C. Devereux.

Nineteenth Century.

—

Sampson Low. as. 6d. August.
The Fiscal Policy of Germany. Otto Eltzbacher.
Suggestions for a Commercial Treaty with Australia. Allerdale Grainger.
Free Trade and Protection from the Workman's Point of View. M. Malt-

man Barrie.

The Japanisatjon of China. George Lynch.
The Ornaments Rubric according to the Courts. E. Bhckwood Wright.
A Papal Conclave and Its Chronicler. Miss E. Sellers.

Some Facts about Mademoiselle de Lespinasse. Camilla Jcbb.
Civilisation and Babylonia. C. F. Lehmann.
Charles Reade's Novels. Walter Frewen Lord.
The Lost Art of Sinking. Concl. M. A. R. Tuker.; » A
Benjamin Jowett—Some Recollections. Cornell .1 SorabjY.

t

The Bane of Borrowing. ' J; W. Cross.
1

Canada ; the Granary of the Empire. 1 R. Machray.
Permanent Officials and National Inefficiency. J. B. Maxwell.

North American Review.—Hkineman n. as. 6d. Jut;
Mr. Chamberlain's Protection Scheme. Harold Cox.
The Servian Tragedy. Charles Johnston.
American Manufactures in the' World's Markets.
A New View of the Revolutionary War. , Dr. E. RAch.
The Truth about Hayti. J. N. Legci.

Jewish Massacres-and tha Revolutionary Movement in Russia. A. Cahan.
The Panama Question from a Colombian StandpoinL R. Perez.

An American School. G. L. Kutredge,
The Constitutional Initiative. L. F. C. G.uvin.

Anglo-German Intervention in Venezuela. W. L. Penfield.

Some Letters from Ruskin to a Young Lady. Adam Scott.

The Curse of Eve. Margaret Bisland.

A New View of the War of American Independence. • DK Emil Reich

Open Court.—Kegan Paul. . 6d. July.
M. PeYes's Proof of the Non-Existence of Napoleon.
Babel and Bible. Concl. Illus. Dr. F. Delitzsch,

Monotheism. Dr. F. Delitzsch.
Reply to Critics. Dr. F. Delitzsch.

Egyptian Mysteries and Modern Freemasonry. H. R. Evans.

Paldolojrist.

—

St. George's Hall, Cheltenham. 6d. July.
Child-Study from the Medical Point of View. Dr. T. S. Clouston.
Preparation for Child-Study. C. W. Kimmins.
The Teaching of. the Mentally Defective Child. Miss James,
A Child's Appreciation of Number. R. E. Marsden.
The Foundation of Real Education. Edw. E. Matheson.
Adolescence. Miss Mary Louch.

Pall Mall Magazine.—x8, Charing Cross Road. is. August.
Fantin-Latour. Illus. F. Wedmore.
Leo Tolstoy. Illus. E. Hubbard.
The Lake of Geneva. Illus. W. Sharp.
London to Gondokoro in Twenty-five Days. Illus. Countess Valda

Gleichen.
Bismarck by Himself; the Letters of Bismarck to His Wife. Dr. Louis

Elkind.

Parents' Review.—a6, Victoria Street. 6d. August.
Early Tendencies in the Child. Mrs. E. Sieveking.

Teaching Arithinet c. C. H. Wilkinson.
Three Aspects of Scott's Genius. Mary L. Armitt.
The Kindergarten in Education. A. H. Schepei.

Pearson's Magazine.—C. A. Eearson. 6d. August.
The Marvels of Fruit-Breeding. Illus. Marcus Woodward.
The Life Story of a Red Grouse. Illus. S. L. Bensusan.
The Works of a Newspaper. Illus. F. Stopford.

Yachting. Illus. Lieut.-Col. Newnham Davis.

Ice on the Equator. Illus. J. E. S. Moore.
To Spy Out the Sea-Bed. Illus. Dr. C. Libertacrio.

Celebrities and Their Heads. Illus. Harry Furniss.

Philosophical Review.—Macmillan. 3s. July.

The Problem of Metaphysics. Prof. F. J. E. Woodbridge,
Problems of Science and Philosophy. Dr. J. H. Hyslop.
The Theory of Induction. Prof. F. T hilly.

The Expression of Emotions in Music. A. Gehring.

Physical Review.—Macmillan. 50 cts. July.
Ultra-Violet Rotary Dispersion. P. G. Nuttjng.
The Pressure due to Radiation. E. F. Nichols and G. F. Hull.
Some Optical Properties of Iodine. Contd. W. W. Coblentz.

PositivlSt Review.—Wm. Reeves. 3d. August.
The Native States of India. S. H. Swinny.
Compromise. E. B. Harrison.
A Royal Commission on National Physique. F. S. Marvin.
Alfred Haggard's Manual of Positivism. F. Harrison.

Public Works.-72a, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, is. July 15.

The Institution of Civil Engineers. Illus. F.G.Delano.
Public Works in Malaya. Illus. J. Grant Browning.
Public Irrigation Works in South Africa. Illus. Sir W. Willcocks.
The Royal Indian Engineering College, Cooper's Hill. Illus. Col. j. W.

Ottley.
The Uganda Railway. Illus. H. B. Molesworth.
His Majesty's Office of Works. Illus.

American Sewerage DeMgn. Illus. J.S.Hodgson.
Time-Saving Appliances in a Public Engineer's Office. Illus. Ch. H.

Cooper.
The Tramways of Glasgow. Hlus. John Young.
Clocks for Public Buildings. Illus.

The Making of Dust Carts and Water Vans. Illus.

Princeton Theological Review.—MacCalla^ and "Co;, Phila-

_ DELPHI A. 80 CtS. July. '*...
James McCosh as Thinker and Educator. A. T. Ormond.
The Question of the Authorship of the Books of Scripture. W. M.

McPheeters.
Missionary Policy in the Levant. Tames F. Rtggs.
Evolution and Theology To-day. W. H. Johnson.
Revelation or Discovery. A. C. Zenos
The L »ws Peculiar to Deuteronomy. G.G.Cameron. " ' '

Sanctifying the Pelagians. B. B. Warfield.

Psychological Review.—Macmilla n. j«. July,
PsychophysicalTests of Normal and Abnormal Children. R. L. (Cefry.

The Distribution. J. P. Hylan.

Quarterly Review.—Murray. 6s. Jaly.
The Sagas and Songs of the Gael.
The History of Mankind. G. P. Gooch. -

{

The Second Afghan War.
The improvement of British Forestry. J. Nisbet.
The Submarine. Illus. ,

New Lights on the French Revolution. P. F. Willert.

Asia in Transformation. With Map. A. R. Colquhoun.
Siena. - . . . . . ,~ .

The Royal Academy and Reform.
The Survival of Personality. Prof* Oliver Lodge.
Religion and the Poor. Canon H. Hensley Henson<

,

Mr. Chamberlain's Fiscal Policy.

Pope Leo XIII.
Quiver.—Cassell. 6d. August.

About- Some Church Organs. IU u$. E. H. Fitchew. „\ . ,

The Travellers' Aid Society. Illus. Dora M. Jones.
(

Bournyille; an Industrial Paradise. Illus. . D. Stafford.

The Horse. Illus. Rev. H. Macmillan.

Railway Magazine.—30* Fetter Lane. 64. August.
North Road Works, Darlington—North-Eastern Railway. Illus. J.

Russell.

Wkk and Lybster Light Railway. Illus. " Brunei Redivivus."
How the Midland Railway reached London. Illus. G. ,W, Tripp.
Heavy Mountain Locomotives on Italian Railways. Illus. C. K. King.
British Locomotive Practice- and Performance. Contd. Illus. C Rous-

Marten. ,
•

"
• _ *

Steam and Electric Traction. Illus. D. N. Dunlop.
Exeter Railway. Illus.

Reader.—Lamley. 95 cts. July.
The Catholic in Fiction. J. J. a Becket. <•'•' >

Reminiscences of an Interviewer. Contd.

Review of Reviews.—13, Astor Place, New Ycrk. as cts.'

August.
This Year's Big Wheat Harvest in Kansas. Illus. P. Eastman.
Electric Power from Mount Rainier. Illus.

Power Development in Southern California. Illus. L. R. Freeman.
The Harnessed Hudson. Illus. T. C. Martin.
The German Elections and the Socialist Party. Illus. W. von Schierbrand.

'

M. Jaures : the Present Leader of Fcench Socialism. Ulna. O. GuerJUc *

Pope Leo XIII. Illus. W. T. Stead.
The Present Status of the American Labour Movement. John R. Commons.
The Pl gbt of the English Worker. F. Fayant.

Review of Reviews.—Melbourne, yd. June.
The Navy and the Nation. Sir G. S. Clarke.
On the Laughter of Mankind. A Tired Australian.
Rev. R. J. Campbell. Illus. W. T. Stead.

Royal Magazine.—C. A. Pearson. <d. August.
Little Water Sprites. Illus. A. S. M*. Hutchinson.
The Artful Starfish. Illus. F. Martin Duncan.
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St. George.—Stock, is. July.

John Henry Shorthouse. Rev. J. Hunter Smith.
Concerning Damsons and Other Things. Blanche Atkinson.
The Ruskm School-Home. H. Lowerison.
Some Ruskin Views. Rev. A. C. Hill.

The Relation of Science to Art. R. Warwick Bond.

Scottish Geographical Magazine.—Stanford, is. 6d. July 15.
The Second Norwegian Polar Expedition in the FHm, 198—18903. With

Maps. Capt. O. Sverdrup.
Climatic Factors in Railroad Construction and Operation. R. M. Brown.
An Ivory Trader in North Kenia. Illus.

Serlbner's Magazine.—Sampson Low. is. August.
The Sea-Fight off Ushant. Illus. Hilaire Belloc.
The Skyscraper Problem. >l

r
Schuyler.

Strand Magasine.—Newnes. 6d. August.
"Animal Proverbs*" lllu*. E.D.Cuming.
Queen Alexandra. Ill us. Helen* Vacaresco.
The First Ascent of Mount Brya.-. Illus, J. Outrun.
The Oyster at Home. Illus, John Cleveland.
The Strenuous Sportsman. Illus. ~H. Macfarlane.
Picture Forgers and Their Methods. Illus. R. Graham.
The Secret of the Great Handcuff Trick. Illus.

'

The Jezreel Temple, Chatham. Illus. E. Dark.

Sunday at Home.—4. Bouvbrik Street. 6d. August.
A Visit to Antwerp. Illus. Editor.
The Meath Home of Comfort for Epilepticsat Godalming. Illus. ;Countess

of Meath.
Spain and Its Religious Life. Illus. London City Missionary.

Sunday Magazine.—Isbistb-r. 6d. August.
The Bible and Science. Contd. .Rev. John Urqubart.
Charles Haddon Spurgeon. Illus. Contd. C. fUy.

Sunday Strand.—Newnks. 6d. August.
Artists at the Seaside. Illus. Alfred B. Cooper.
The Drink Question. Illus. F. Conolly.
Curious Presents to Clergymen. Hhis. R. E. Montrose.
Children's Special Service Mission. Illus. Charity Commissioner.

Temple Bar.—Macmillan. is. August.
The Old Dutch Masters at the Guildhall. M. H. Witt.
On the Shores of Lough Foyje. J. Garry.
Ceremonies of Christ's Hospital. V. H. Donnithorne.
Voices from the Void. W. Richards.
A Stream-Side Study. Rev. S. Cornish Watldns.

Temple Magazine.—3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street. 6d. August.
The Music of Nature. Helen Lukens Jones.
The Birth of a Volcano. C. Hart Merriam. <

Theosophical Review.—3, Langham Place, is. July 15
The, Relation of.Theosophy to the Churches. H.Smith.-
The Problem of Post-Mortetn Communications. B. Keightley.
Will, Desire, and Emotion. Mrs. Anols Besant.
A Chemical Caducous. G. Dyne.
The Purpose of the Theosophical Society. Miss Shaw.

Tremswry.-«G. J..Pac«Iert Portugal Street. 6d. August.
Rev. A. H. Stanton. Illus. G. W. £ Russell.
Wydiflfe Hall, Oxford. Illus. Rev. H. D. Lockett.
A Day of My Life. A. ColHer.
A Tour in Holland. Illus. M. Roberts.
Our Parish Churches : What They Are and What They Teach. Illus.

Contd. E. Hermitage Day,
Among Norman Byways. Illus. W« Ainsley.
Ancient Church Embroidery, Illus. Eveline B. Mitford.
Philip Massinger and One of His Plays. Charlotte F. Yonge.
Littkmore. Illus. Catherine M. MacSorley.

United Service Magazine.—W. Clowes, as. August.
Lord Cochrane's Secret Plans. Telescope.
Australia and Naval Defence. Lieut. Lionel H. Hordern.
A Plea for an Imperial Army. Major P. A. Silburn.
Fiscal Policy and lmpsrial Defence. The Editor.
Mountain Artillery. Col. M. J. KmgHarman.
Garrison Artillery Training. rL C. M. - 1

Is Field Artillery Obsolete r Capt. C. Holmes Wilson.
Strategy and Tactics in Mountain Ranges. Contd. T. Miller Maguire.
Russia. Contd. Chersonese.
The Conquest of Java. Major R. G. Burton.
Regimental Districts. Lieut.-Col. J. I. BonomL

,
.

.

, \

Westminster Review.--8, York Buildings, Adelpmt. as. 6d. Aug.
The Irish Avatar. W.J.Corbet. * '

'

The Irish Land Bill and Home Rule. W. Sweetman.
The False Prophet. A. Allen.
Maxim Gorky. J. Burns.
Marriage with Deceased Wife's Sister. Walter Lisle *' ». .,.

The Ethics of Wheels. Ixion.
On Putting Practice before Theory. Chas. Ford! n • :

Headmasters and Efficiency of Schools. 1 Emeritus.
The Romans in Greece. W. Miller.
The Claims of Francis Bacon on the Homage of Posterity. Dr. John Knott.
The General Servant Problem. Priscilla E. Moulder.

Wide World Magazine.—Newnks. 6d. Aug.
After tha "Mad Mullah." Illus. Contd. Capt. A. H, Dixon. ^
The Cave-Dwellers of Mexico. Illus. Dr. C. Lumholtz.
With the British to Sokoto. Illus. Contd. Capt, C Foulkes.
When Niagara ran dry. "Illus. Orrin E. Dunlap. »^

•

Among the South Sea Cannibals. Illus. '. Capt. H. C. Webster.
Across Sumatra in a Motor-Car. Illus. Viscount de Soissohs.
A Tramp in Spain. Illus. Contd. Bart Kennedy.

Windsor Magazine.—Ward, Lock. 6d. August
What Some Great Men might have been. Illus. Harry Furniss.
Bird Babies. Illus. J. G. Allen.
The Making of a Mandoline, illus. R. J. P. Berrey. - ,

J. Pierpont Morgan. Illus. W. T. Stead.
Municipal Ambulance Work. Illus. P. H. Hadfield.

Woman at Home.—Hodder anp Stoughton. 6d. Angus*.

Mr. Edward Hughes and His Work Illus. Marie A. Belloc.
Aquatic Sports for Women. Illus. Mrs. S. A. Tooley.

World's Work.—Heinbmann. rs., August,
,

f

(

Mr. Chamberlain's Record. Illus. ''!, '.'

The Great Motor Race and Its Lessons. Illus. H. Norman.
Diseaseand Electricity. Illus. Kathleen Schtesmgcr. li .rrr . !

The Making of a Fireman. Illus.

The Osaka Exhibition. Illus. Alfred Stead. . "
r 1

*•

Yachting. Illus.

Learning from .Nature. Illus, R. Hcdger Wallace.. , ,, * .

Hunting with a Camera. Illus. F. M. Chapman. ' '
' *

*'

-

Young Man.—Horace Marshall. 3d. August. j 1

The Art of Caricature; Interview uith Mr. F. Carruthers XfOujld. JJ|u£>.,

Mrs. S. A. Tooley.
(

'

The Young Man in Fiction. G. K. Chesterton.

R. J. Campbell as I know Him. Illus. Rev. S. B. Lane. ' ^
'r
\. t

Young Woman.— Horace Marshaul. 3d. > August.

v

The Women of Downing Street. Illus. Arthur Mee.
The World from a Child's Point of View. Illus. A. Mee* <, , .

,

The Romantic Story of Margaret Fuller. Illus. Mary Bradford Whiting-.

.

THE GERMAN MAGAZINES.
Deutsche Rundschau.—Gepr . Paetbl, Berlin* . £ Mks. per qr.

July.
Reminiscences of Rudolf von Delbruck.
Frederic Mistral. Heinricb Morf.
Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. Contd. Betsy Meyer.
The Crimea and the Caucasus, from a Literary Point of View. Eugen

Zabel.
Status Amarsius Gallus ; a Satirist of the Eleventh Century. M. Manitius.
Berlin Music Life. Car) Krebs.
The State Railways of Austria. Dr. Max Reiniti.

The Empress Augusta. F. von Weech.

Kunstgewerbeblatt.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig, i Mk. July.

Modern Architecture. Baurat Moorrrunn.

l^onatSSChrift fur Stadt und Land.—Martin Warneck, Berlin.
3 Mks. pjr qr. July.

Friedrich Delitrsch and the Old Testament. G. M. A. Mailer.

The Ethical Significance of Art. Prof. W. Heinzelmann.
Evangelical Life in Austria. S. Jentsch.

Socialistische Monatshefte.

—

Bbuthstr. q, Berlin. 50 Pf. July.

After the German Elections. E. Bernstein.

Echoes of the Millerand.Debate in Bordeaux. A. Thomas.
The Economic Influence of the State. P. Kampflmeyer.
The Logic of Social Pathology. Dr. W. Hellpach.

Stimmen aus Marta-Laach.—Hert>br. Frbibojkt, Bat**.- 0
10 Mks. 80 Pf. per ann. July.

Real Life. M. Meschler. • h
"

The Spread of the Most Important Confessions of Faith at the Turning -of

the Centuries. H. A. Krose. • - a

Choral Reform under Clement VIII. T. Schmid.
M. Combes and His Religious Politics. H. Gruber.

Bettina von Arnira. Concl. O. Pfulf.

Ueber Land und Meer.

—

Deutsche Vbrlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart.
1 Mk. Heft xa.

'
,

Alpine Climbing. Illus. Maud Wundt.
Italian Straw-Hat Making. Illus. L. H.
New York. H. J. Urban.
The New Rathaus at Frankfort-on-the-Maln: Tllur ' '

,

:> \

Zeltschrift far Blldende Kunst.—E„ A. Seemann* Leipzig*, <?.

36 Mks. per .ann. July.

Constantin Somoff. Illus. Igor Grabar.

The Portrait of Frederick II. of Hohenstaufen. Illus. J. R. Dietrich.

James Marshall. Illus. I. Gensel.
, .

Zeltschrift der International Muslkgesellschaft.—Brbitkopf
und Haertel. xo Mks. per ann. July.

Hans von Bulow. J. R. Kruse.
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THE FRENCH MAGAZINES.
Annates do Geographic.—5, Rub db MRziaREs, Paris. 4 frs. July.
Glacial Morphology, Illus. Abbe* L. de Lacger.
The Orleans Valley. With Map. Raoul Blanchard.
The Rainfall of Algeria. Illus. Philipp; Gauckler.

Annales des Sciences Polltlques.—108, Boulevard Saint-
.

Germain, Paris. z8 frs. per ann. July.
The Economic and Political Agitation in the Netherlands, toot. L. B e son.
The New Customs Tariff in Switzerland. J. Repond.
The Danwh-German Rapprochement and the Question of Schleswi*.

Concld. R. Waultrin.
*

Prince Bismarck. Concld. A. Po'sson.
Franee and Germany in China. M. Courant.

Association Cathollque.—14, Rue de l'Abbaye, Paris. 2 frs.

July 15.
The Church and the Social Question. Mgr. Pechenard.
Christian Democracy. Godefroy Kurth.
Trade Unions. Rene* de Marans.

Blbliotheque UntVOPSelle.—Hachbtte. aos. per ann. July.Why One grows Old. Henry de Varigny.
3 ¥

Socialism in Belgium. Concl. Roger Bornand.
The Tomb of Romulus. M. Reader.
The Commune, 1871. Contd. Alph. Bertrand.

Correspondant.—31, Rub Saimt-Guillaumb, Paris, a frs. 50c.
July to.

The Reichstag Elections and the German Catholics. M. Kann^ngieser.
France and Rome. L. de Lansac de Laborie.

"*

German MUitary Poetry and War Songs of 1870-1871. Gaston Varenne.An Official Enquiry on the Magistrates. Un AncL-n Magistral.
Mortality in the French Array.
The Politics of the Theatre during the Third Republic. Ch. Marc d -s

Granges.
Sainte-Beuve. Henry Bordeaux.

Leo XIII. H.deLacombe.
Jul

*
2*

The Belgians. Rene* Lavol lee.

The Church of Paris before the Revolution. P. Pisani.
Accomnts of Battles. L. de Lansac de Laborie.
-Madame Charbonneau. Edmond B.re*.

Humanite Nouvelle.—16, Rub de Condb. Paris, a frs. July.
Religions and Their Social Order. Dr. Maurice Vernes.
England and France. Robert Stein.
Czech Socialism. De Leon Winter.

Journal des Economistes.—14, Rue Richelieu, Paris. 3 frs 50c.
July.

The Chamberlain Programme. Yves Guyot.
Protection and Syndicates. M. Rouxel.

Mereure de France.—15, Rue db l'Echaudr St. Germain, Paris.
4 a frs. July,
ehan Rictus. Leon Bloy.
"he Sensation of the '* Already Seen." Charles Me*re*.

National Music Giulia d'Aspremont.
The Followers of Nietzsche. Jean de Gourraont.

m _ Nouvelle Revue.—Hachettb. 55 frs. per ann. July t.
The Servian Tragedy. Marti xl Teneo.

7

Strasburg Besieged. Charles Leser.
Children in Theatres. Edouard Quet.
Tr.e Women's V tes in New Zealand. Marcel Dumoret.A Precursor of International Arbitration. Jacques Re*gni»r.

July 15.
Lamartine and the Right of Work. Henry de Jouvenel.
Actor-Dramatists. Robert Eude.
Switzerland in 1708. Edouard Gachot.
The New King of Servia. Gustave Cirilli.

Questions Diplomatique* et Colonlales.—19. Rub Bonaparte,
Paris, i fr. July 1.

France and England.
Russia and Japan. Rising Sun.
Submarines at Brest. Henry Tanif.

July 15.
France and England. Contd.
The Franco-Italian Rapprochement. Rene* Henry.
Algeria. With Map. J. H. Franklin.

ReTorme Soctale.—54. Rue de Seine. Paris. 1 fr. July t.

The Family and French Expansion. M. Le Myre de Vilars.
French Expansion and Religious Congregations. A. Leroy-Be .ulieu

Medicine and Colonisation. Charles Roux.
The Separation of Church and State. Hubert Valleroux.
Progress. Contd. M. Faviere.

La Revue.—1», Avenue db l'Opsra, Paris, i fr. July 1.

The Loss of Lorraine.
Women Writers. Etnile Faguet.
The Fakirs and Yogis. Illus. Jules Bois.
Aerial Navigation. Illus. Comte H. d.» Le Vaulx.
Simplification of French Orthography. A. Renard.
Siam. Ernest Young.
The Ancestors of ths Dumas. Georges Dubox.
Alexandre Dumas, 1868-1870. Gab i:l Ferry.

July t5.
The French Languige in the Year 2003. Leon Boilack.
Fragments from Count Tolstoy's Journal.
The Nomadic Musicians of Italy. Mis Paulucci di Calbjli
The Retrocession of Venetia, x866. Emile Ollivier.
The Young Polish Novelists. Comte A. Wodzinski.
Fakirs and Yogis. Illus. Contd. Jules Bois.

Revue Chretlenne.—«, Avenub db l'Opbra, Paris, x fr. July.
The Separation of Church and State in France. Ph. Jalabert.
Babylonian Discoveries and the Old Testament. Ad. Lods.

Revue des Deux Mondes.—Hachettb. 6a frs. per ann. July j.

A Reltgbus Ep'sode of the Seventeenth Century. Alfred Re*belliau.
In China; Frenchmen and Allies (1900-1901). Gen. Henri Frey.
Mutual Help Societies. Ludovic de Contenson.
A Year's Cruising in Far Eastern Waters. Comte de Marsay.
A New Theory of the Origin of Species. A. Dastre.

July 15.
Thi Liberty of the Individual. Georges Picot.
Catholic Germany, 1800-1848. Georges Goyau.
The Latter-Day British Empire. Pierre Leroy-Bsaulieu.
The Art of Sculpture. G. Dubufe.
A Year's Cruising in Far Eastern Waters. Contd. Comte de Marsay.

Revue d*Economie Politique.—sa, Rue Soupplot, Paris, to fix
per ann. July.

Isaac de Bacalan. Sauvaire-Jourdan.
The Linen and Cotton Industry. Contd. A. Aftalion.

Revue Franealse de l'Etranger et des Colonies.—92, Rob db la
Victoirb, Paris, a frs. July.

Small Armies. Louis Laroche.
Aerial Navigation. J. Servigny.

Revue Generate.—x6, Rue Trrurbnberg, Brussels, xa frs. per ana.

The Education of Women. Ch. Woerte.
The Congo Question in England. Baron Be"thune.
Pergamos. Concl. Maurice Zech.
Occult Sciences. Victor du Bled.
The Obsron Legend. A. Counson.

Revue Metaphysique et de Morale.—5, Rub db Mbzierbs, Paris.
3 frs. July.

Space and the Three Dimensions. Contd. H. Poincare*.
Veracity. G. Belot.
Fre*de*ric Houssay. D. Rousty.

Revue du Monde Cathollque. — 76. Rue des Saints- Peres, Paris.
t fr. <coc. July x.

The National Organisation of the Clergy of France. Contd. P. At
Charles Perin. Contd. Mgr. J. Fevre.

July 15.
The National Organisation of the Clergy of France. Contd. P. At.
The Future of the Church. Mgr. Justin Fevre.
The English Education Bill of December, 1903. A. L.
Charles Pe*rin. Contd. Mgr.

J. Fevre.
The Abbey of Saint-Victor, Pans. Contd. D. Fourier Bonnard.
Leo XIII. Emile Ollivier.

Revue de Paris.—Unwin. 60 frs. per ann. July 1
The Palace of Bagatelle. Charles Yri arte.

General de Fa lly on Aug. 6, 1870. Pierre Lehautcourt.
Thomas Hardy. Joseph Aynard.
Alexander I. of Sarvia. Albert Mallet.
The Conquest of the Air. Baron R. de Mauni.
After the German Elections. A Berliner.

July 15.
The Struggle against Tuberculosis. Albert Robin.
Recollections of a Siege (1630). Louis Batiff.tl.

Louis XVIII. in Exile (1801-1809). Bon Andre* de Maricourt.
The Lappland RaiUay. Charles Rabot.
On Servia. Victor Be*rard.

Revue Socialists—37, Rub db Richelieu, Paris, xfr. 50c. Julr.
The Dreyfus Aff :ir. Jean Jaures.
The Reichstag Elections. Etienne Buisson.
The Church and Socialism. Andre Mater.
State Socialism. Andre* Mater.

Revue Universelle.—17. Rub Montparnassb, Paris. 75c. July x.

Express Trains. Illus. H. Desmarest.
Argentina. Illus. F. Maury.

July xs.
Belgrade. Illus. Aug. Giron.
Servia. With Map and Illus. Aug. Giron.

Revue Unlversltalre.—5. Rub Mbzisrbs, Paris, zo frs. per ana.
July X5.

The Theresien Gymnasium at Munich. Henri Bornecque.
The Teaching of Living Languages.
Normal Schools.

University Cathollque.—as, Rub db Plat, Lvon. it frs per half-
year. July 15.

Abbe' J.-B. Boltix. Charles Dcmenthon.
^ean-Georges Le Franc di Pompignan Concl Abbe* Claude Bouvier.
The Triple Alliance. C .ntd. Comte J. Grabinski.
Charles Chesnelong. Co^cl. M. de Marcey.
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THE ITALIAN MAGAZINES.
Clvttta CattOliea.—Via di Ripbtta a46, R6me. 35 frs. per ann.

July 4.

The Catholic Press and the Liberal Press.
Rationalists and the Study of Christianity.
Studies in Byzantine Art.
On the Methods of learning Latin.

July 18.

Gladiators of Socialism.
The Vienna Congress and the Holy See.
Ecclesiastical Judgments.
The Programme and Method of Studies in Seminaries.
Animal Mechanism.

Emporium.—Bergamo. July.

Dutch Etchings. IIlus. V. Pica.

Gaston Paris. Illus. F. Novati.
A Sample of Roman Topography. Illus. G. Calcagno.
San Miniato. Illus. G. Battelli.

Nuova Parola.—Via della Mbrcbdb 50, Rome. 15 frs. per
ann. July.

Modern Portraits at the Venetian Exhibition. Diego Angeli.
The Invisible Universe. Francesco Porro.

iehan Richtus : the Poet of the Poor. With Portrait. U. Ortensi
fodern Poets and the Pre-Existence of the Soul. Pietro Raveggi.

Anatole France and His Latest Work. With Portrait. A. J. RusconL

Rassegna Nazlonale.—Via Gino Capponi 46, Florence.
30 frs. per ann. July 1.

Serbo-Croatian Popular Songs. B. Mitrovic.
Vincenzo Gioberti. L. M. Billia.

After Thirty-Se /en Years. Ugo Pesci.

July 16.

Concerning the Twenty-Ninth of July. The Editor.

The Song of Victory. A. Zardo.
The First Italian National Pilgrimage to the Holy Land. L. GuerrierL
Co-operation and Agriculture. D. Taruffi.

Italian Military Expenditure. Luigi Cordano.
A Dynasty of Writers. Maria Corniani-Ouvaroff.

THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE MAGAZINES.
Cludad de Wos.—Real Monasterio del Escorial, Madrid.

ao pesetas per ann. No. xa.
The Prognostications of Sfajoon. Angel Rodriguez de Prada.
Apostle and Martyr. Julian Rodrigo.
Penal Law according to Spanish Writers of the Sixteenth Century. J.

Montes.

Greek Lyrics and Their Influence in Spain. B. Hompanera.
A Martyred People ; Studies in Irish History. A. M. Tonna-Barthet.
Principles of Penal Law. Contd. J. Montes.

La Lectura.—Cervantes 30, Madrid. 24 frs. per ann. No. 30.
The Expenses of the State. Eleuterio Delgado.
Jose Jimenez Aranda. A. de Beruete.
From North to South ; Mr. Chamberlain's Journey. R. Roca.

NaestTO Tlempo.—Fuencarral 114, Madrid. 24 frs. per ann.

...... No. 30.
A Crisis in 1538. F. de Laiglesia.
Nunez de Arc*. Zeda.
The Two Catholicisms. Gonzalez Blanco.

THE DUTCH
Bsevier's Gelllustraerd Maandschrift.—Luzac. ». 8d. July.
^mese Lacquer-Work. Illus. Ph. Zilcken.

Morning and Evening of the Year. Illus. F. J. van Uildriks.
Berje Wolff's Earlv Married Life. Illus. Dr. Toh. Dyserinck.
ZorgvUet ; a Restful Residence. Illus. Th. Morren.

Onze KOUW.—Erven F. Bohn, Haarlem, as. 6d. July
The Story of the Strike. Plemp van Duiveland.
RevokabJe Marriages. Prof. W. van der Vlugh.
Excavations at Delphi. Dr. Vollgraflf.

Espafta Moderna.

—

Cuesta de Santo Domingo 16, Madrid.
40 pesetas per ann. July.

Numismatic Curiosities. Ignado Calvo.
The Santo Domingo Question. Jeronimo Becker.
The Second International Congress of Historical Sciences. Raf

Altamira.
Spanish Experts and French Secondary Education. Camille Pitollet.

ReVista Contemporanea.

—

Calle de Pizarro 17, Madrid, a pesetas*

July 15.

Satanism and Modernism in Art. U. Gonzalez Serrano.
Philology as a Science of Observation. Edmundo Gonzalez-Bianco.
The Pastes of.Ovid. V. S. C.
The Visigoths in Spain. J. O. R.
Anthropology and Criminal Sociology. M. G. Maestre.

Revista Portugueza.—Rua Nova do Almada 74, Lisbon. 15 frs.

per ann. No. 69.

Dr. Barbosa du Bocage. Augusto Ribeiro.

Penal Transportation and Colonisation. Silva Telles.

The Expedition to Quincunguilla. J. Jardim.

MAGAZINES.
* e- • • t. ^ • £e Glds.—Luzac. 3s. July.A Sitting with Eusapia Pahdino. Marcellus Emants.
The First Years of" Conditional Punishment." H. G. van der VL-s.
Berard s Review of the Odyssey. Dr. J. Vurtheim.
Architecture as an Art of the Future. L. Simons.

Vrasren des TUds.—Luzac. is. 6d. July.
The Legal Position of Public Officials. J. de Vries.
The Terneuzen Fortress. Lm. A. von Schmid.
Does the Fault lie with Our Intermediate Education ? Dr. J. H. Mcerburgr.

,—Stockholm, a kr. per qr. No. 6
EdnaLyalL F.

No. 7.
The Franchise for Swedish Women ? Anna Whitlock.

Dansk TidskPift.—Copenhagen. ia kr. per ann. July.
Affiiirs in Servia. R. Besthorn.
The Bible-Babel Controversy. J. C. Jacobsen.

- * " n \ Roj
*

THE SCANDINAVIAN MAGAZINES.

Murillo and Velasquez. P. A. Rosenberg.

Flnsk TldskPlfL

—

Hblsingfors. xa kr. p;r ann.
The Censor's Rescript of 1850. M. G. Schybergson.
Newly-Discovered Works of Krasinski. Alfred Jensen.
Franz Lisrt and Princess Carolyne Sayn-Wittgenstein.

Wigelius.

Nylaende.—Christiania.
Maeterlinck's Latest Drama. G. K.

No. ,

Conti. M.

3 kr. p;r ann. July 15.

KrinfifsJaa.—Christiania. a kr. per quarter. June 30.
The Sun's Surface. S A. Ramsvig.
Commsrce. Culture, and Politics. Fr. Macody Lund.
Hegel. Richard Eriksen.

Ord Och Bild.

—

Stockholm. 10 kr. per a'nn. No. 5.
Nietzsche and the Nineteenth Century. Artur Mailer.
Two Works by Ernst Haeckel. G. A. Jaderholm.

Samtlden.—Christiania. 5 kr. per ann. No. 5,
Danish Literature. 1870-1903. Hjalmar Christensen.
Leaders of Italian Politics. Hans E. Kinck.

TUskueren.

—

Copenhagen. 12 kr. per ann. July.
Darwinism. W. Johannsen.
The Prophet Jonah. Henrik SchQck.
Sigbjorn Obstfelder. Helge Rode.
Camilla Collett. Poul Levin.
Trade Unions and Workers' Wages. H. L. Bisgaard.

THE RUSSIAN
Istorlteheskil Vlestnlk.—St. Petersburg. A. S. Suvorin. July.

Nicholas I. P. E. Shtchegoleff.

Recollections of the Ural Ironworks in the Fifties. E. K. Savelef.
Impressions of Mount Athos. Concl. I. I. Sokolof.
Russian Proverbial Sayings on Medicine. N. F. Vuisotski.
Travels in Posen. G. A. Voivbiof.

MIp Bozhl.—St. Petersburg, Raziezhaya, 7. July.
V. G. Korolenko : a Critical Sketch. Volgski.
Russian History from the Sociological Point of Vie w. N. Rozhkof.
The Science of Finance. V. Tverdokhleboff.
Turgenieff. Contd. A. Kornilof.
Russian Satirical Journalism. Contd. M. Lemks.

MAGAZINES.
Russkoe Bagatstvo.—St. Petersburg, Spasskaya i Backavaya.

June 30.
Self-Government amone the State Serfs in the First Half of the Nineteenth

Century. V. A. Mhkotin.
Unsolved Problems of Biology. Concl. V. V. Lunkevitch.
Capitalism in Germany. Reus.

Vlestnik Yevropui.—St. Petersburg, Galernaya, 20. July.
Populir Universities in Italv. F. Pareschi.
The Taiga and Its People. I. I. Sokolof-Kostromsky.
Impressions of the Caucasus. I. I. Bielokonsky.
Moscow University, 1820-1830. D. M. Stchepkin.
Village Schoolmistresses ia France. S. B.
Princ; Bismarck and Ru- ia. L. Z. Slominsky.
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Travel and Recreation.*

SALZBURG CITY AND DUCHY.

ONE of the gems of the Alpine Provinces of the
Austrian Empire is the Duchy of Salzburg. It

is one of the smallest of the lands belonging to

that great Eastern Monarchy, but in scenic beauty it

takes the very first rank ; as a matter of fact, it may well

be countedamongst
the most interesting

spots of Europe,
for the charms ol

the great mountain
scenery, the lovely

valleys, the crystal

clear lakes and
rushing waterfalls,

give a constant
change of pano-
rama, and make it

almost unique.
We, here in Eng-
land, seem to be
well-acquainted
with the Salzkam-
mergut, and, as a
rule, we place it in

the Duchy of Salz-

burg. In this we
are completely
wrong. It is only

a very small part

of that salt-mining

district which be-

longs to the Duchy

;

the bulk of it lies

in the Province of

Upper Austria.

Salzburg, the capital of the Duchy, is quite a modern
and up-to-date town, and affords a great many sights of

interest, and there is no town of its size which can boast
of such excellent hotel accommodation as Salzburg. The
situation is extremely picturesque. Whoever has been

St Gilgen with the Schafberg.

so fortunate as to look upon the scene in its grandeur
will certainly agree with the well-known verdict of
Alexander von Humboldt, that after Constantinople and
Naples, Salzburg is the most beautifully located city m
the whole world. The town commands a fuJi view pf the

lovely valley of the

Saizach,which cuts

far into the moun-
tains. Near Col-

ling (30 km. dis-

tance) are the

towering rocks of

the Tannengebirge,
and at their foot

the river winds

through the narrow-

Pass Lueg. All

this varied scenery

is still to be con-

sidered as forming"

the immediate en-

vironment of the

city. To us Salz-

burg is principally

known as the birth-

place of Mozart,

and it is to-day

still one of the most

beautiful towns in

Europe.
Modern Salzburg

shows valuable ac-

quisition in all de-

partments of pro-

gress. The climatic

conditions are most favourable, and have secured for

the old bishopric—^according to the latest statistics,

which were submitted -to the Hygienic1 Congress held

at Vienna in 1887 — the reputation of being the

healthiest city in Austria. What we have said so

HOTELS TRAFOI AND KARERSEE.
Magnificent high mountain hotels, over 5,000 feet above the

level of the sea. Situation exceptionally fine.

The TRAFOI, In the midst of the ORTLER GLACIER WORLD.

KARERSEE, in the DOLOMITES, at the foot of the

unique ROSE GARDEN.

THE SALZKAMMERGUT
(Upper Au«t>x»i&).

The beauty of the scenery is overwhelming. The most interest-

ing Rock Salt mines are open to the public. Lakes and

mountains. First-class ' hotels. IschF, Gmunden, Aussee,

Hallstadt, Goisern, first-class health resorts. LinZ, the capital,

on the Danube.
It may be safely said that there is hardly another district in

Europe offering so much of interest, in so small a compass, as

does the lovely Salzkammergut.

BRENNERBAD HOTEL.
Magnificent New Hotel, opened last year. Exceptional situa-

tion ; nearly on the summit of the BPenneP Pass. Station

on the picturesque Brenner Railway. Near G^ssensass.

Healing Mineral Springs. Cure gcut, rheumatism, etc.

Pure, invigorating mountain air. Interesting excursions. Lovely

forest walks.

LONDON to VIENNA via ARLBERG.
LONDON to INNSBRUCK via ARLBERG.

(28 hours.)
The Arlberg Railway passes through some of the grandest

scenery in Europe. Beautiful valleys, surrounded by fir-

crowned m.untains, are seen on either side. From Innsbruck

to Vienna, through Zell-am-See, Salzburg, and Linz.

* The Travel Editor of the ** Review of Reviews" will be pleased to give further particulars as to Hotels, terms,

routes, etc., free of charge. Address, Travel Editor, " Review of Reviews," Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.
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far will suffice to show how advantageous the town
in question is for a long or short residence. The
educational advantages are very great. Salzburg forms
one of the finest centres for excursions which can be
imagined. Close by is the Gaisberg, the so-called Salz-

burg Righi'; it is a favourable isolated mountain, nearly

4,coc^feet high, and the view from the top is splendid.

A railroad runs right up to the summit . The panorama
which presents itself astonishes every visitor.

An excursion from Salzburg can be also comfortably
made to Berchtesgaden and to the lovely Konigsee, con-
sidered the finest of the Alpine lakes.

' Badgastein is another of the many renowned places

lyin^ in the Duchy, it has thermal water which takes its

origin from sixteen springs, of which eleven are enclosed

and in use ; the temperature x>f the water in the various

springs varies from 22 to 39 5 deg. Rdaumur. These tem-
peratures remain the same all the year round, and the

water of all the springs shows similar chemical elements.

For the accommodation of visitors there are at the health
resort ten hotels provided with all comforts, and many
private lodging houses ; all the hotels and, apartment
houses have their own thermal baths. Spqcia), mention
should be given to the circumstance that Badgastein
has been visited yearly by the late Emperor William
of Germany, by Bismarck, and many other celebrities,

and occupies to-day the very4 highest position- in resorts

for the cure of all disease* of the nervous system whether
of local or general origin which bear an irritative,

depressive, or paralytic character.
;

C^ses pf rheumatism
of the muscles and joints and gou^ are most success-
fully treated there. It is also particularly suitable as an
after cure following the use of springs such as Carlsbad,
Marienbad, Franrcnsbad, Kissingen, Tarasp, Bath Hall
in Upper Austria, Wilduugen, Eras, Homburg, and
Langenschwalbach.

.

,"

Of other places which are of great interest and should
be visited, are the Waterfall of Golling, Pass Lueg, the

THE
ERAN

•g* 4"

HO J*.

HEALTH RESORT for

AUTUMN, WINTER, and SUMMER.

SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER: GRAPE CURE.

4" <b <b

For Particulars : Austrian Travel Bureau,

301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, London, W.C.

THE DUKEDOM AND CITY OP
SALZBURG.

Wooded hills, green, velvety meads, and blue-water lakes form the fore-

ground to a most imposing mountain world. No other Alpine district can
boast of such a variety of scenery in so small a space. The means of travel
and the hotel accommodation are up to date.

B*rchtMfirad«n, Konig«ee, and Reichenhall cm be reached
easily from the City of Salzburg. The renowned Gaisberg Railway near by.
There are to be special University Courses at the marble hall of th^

Mirabel Castle, interesting for students.

Salsburff, the birthplace of Mozart, is a musical town. Excellent
concerts, good theatres.

ZELL-AM-SEES,
Most pleasant summer resort. Excellent centre for excursions to the

Fusch Valley in the district of the Gross Glockner {11,400 ft.).

Moserboden, with excellent hotel in the midst of grand glaciers.
A local railway leads to Krimml, most interesting Alpine resort with good

hotels.

Write for particulars, et \

—

AUSTRIAN TRAVEL BUREAU,
301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Holborn, London, W.C.

The Austrian Travel and Information Bureau
(Representatives of the Austrian State Railways,

and the Southern Railway Company),

301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Holborn, London.W.C.

Give information free, send pamphlets, etc, arrange for tours
and single travel, and advise as to best hotels and pensions, springs,
health resorts, etc. , etc.

Every information given respecting the Brixlegg Passion Plays,
performed from June to September of this year.

The Austrian Alps.
Arlberg Railway, Brenner Railway, Gisela Railway,

The Semmering and Pustervaliey Railways.
Most magnificent scenery. The Dolomites, Ortler, Gross Venediger, Gross
Glockner, Alpine Lakes, Spas, Mineral Springs, and summer and winter
health resorts. Chamois shooting and excellent fishine. First-class hotel
accommodation at moderate terms. Write to the AUSTRIAN TRAVEL
BUREAU, 301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, London. W.C.

Landesverband fiir-FremdeDverkehr in Tyrol.
Address : Central Bureau des Landesverbandes,

Meinhartstrasse 14, Innsbruck.

Verein fUr Fremdenverkehr fur
Vorariberg and Liechtenstein.

Address—BUREAU FREMDENVERKEHR BREGENZ;

LANDESVERBAND FUR FREMDENVERKEHR IN SALZBURG
Landesverband fur Fremdenverkehr in Oberosterrelch (Upper

Austria' ; at Franz Josefplatz, N.34 Llnz, for the renowned
Salzkammergut, Ischl, Gmunden, etc.

*T*HE above Associations which have been officially established for the
1 purpose of placing their services at the disposal of the travelling public,

are aJways glad to give the b*st information respectine Tyrol, Vorarlberg,
Lake of Constance, Liechtenstein, and the Bavarian Highlands. They advise
as to hotels, winter and summer resorts, mineraUsprings, etc., and also about
journeys, mountain excursions, guides and expenses, etc., and forward
pamphlet, terms, etc, free.

The following places are especially recommended for August and
September :

—

INNSBRUCK and 1GLS. Excellent hotels. Beautiful

excursions. Fifty minutes' rail from Brixlegg, where the Passion Play is

performed every Sunday. Near the Achensee. Oetzthal, and Zillerthal.

LAINDECK. Excellent centre for magnificent mountain
excursions— Lermoos, Fcrnpass", FiflStermOnVand the Stelvio.

BREGENZ, Lindau, and the other towns on the Lake of
Constance. Sailing and boating.

SALZBURG, Highly recommended for summer sojourn.

First-class musical and theatrical entertainments. Excursions to

Konigsee and Gastein. Excellent hotels.

CASTLE PENSIONS. Weissenstein,jjear Windisch Matrei,
and Lebenberg, near Kitzbiihel.

THE SALZKAMMERGUT, ISCHL* GMUNDEN, etc.
The pearl of scenic beaut

THE BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF CONSTANCE.
The variety of scenery on this, the largest inland lake, is very great.

The sheet of water washes the shores ol not iess than five countries,

viz., Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Wurtemberg, and Switzerland.

Bregenz, Lindau, Constance. Rorschach. Uberlingen, are all splen-

didly situated on the lake, and form excellent centres for excursions.

The Hotels Montfort in Bregenz, and Baverischerhof can be highly

recommended ; but the other towns above-mentioned are also well

provided with hotels. Many very convenient railway lines lead to

the lake ; sailing, rowing, fishing, first-class. For particulars, tariffs,

etc., address the Travel Editor, Review of Reviews, London.
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Liechtenstein Gorge and St. Johann, Mondsee, Zell-am-

See, and St. Gilgen. The last named is a favourite summer
resort, and the village is a starting-point for many moun-
tain excursions. Both the local authorities and the

Society for the Improvement of Travel are constantly

opening up the beauties of this neighbourhood. In

this neighbourhood is the picturesque Wolfgang-
see (lake).

WHERlE TO STAY.

AUSTRIA.
BREOBNZ : Hotel Montfort. On the lake of Con-

stance. Best situation. First-class. Moderate charges.

BRENNERBAD: Grand Hotel. Lovely situation.

Warm springs. Mountain air.

CORTINA D'AMPEZZO: Hotel Mlramonti. Lovely
situation. Modern; up-to-date.

IGLS, near Innsbruck: Iglerhof. First-c'ass health
resort and up-to-date hotel. The Duke and Duchess of Cohnaught
and the Queen of Holland honoured the hotel by their sojourns there.

INNSBRUCK : Hotel Tirol. Near the station. Open
all the year. Headquarters of English and Americans in the
Austrian Alps. Vice-consul and chaplain.

KARERSEE HOTEL. In the rnidst of the Dolomites.
Reached from Bozen.

KITZBUHEL: Grand Hotel. New and up to date.
Lovely walks, lake bathing, moor baths.

LANDECK : Hotel zur Post, Arlberg Railway.
Tourist centre to the Stelvio Pass, etc

LAVARONE : Valsugana from Trent. Magnificent
forest plateau. Hotel excellent. Same management as Palast Hotel,
Riva.

MENDEL: Grand Hotel Penegal. Highly recom-
mended. Woody walks. Golf links. Reached by rail from Bozen.

MERAN: H6tel Archduke John (Erzherzog
Johann). One of the most*perfect hotels in Tyrol. Patronised by
royalty. Moderate terms. Semi-tropical gardens.

MERAN: Hotel Meranerhof. First-class. Fine
gardens. Marble vestibule.

RIVA : Palast Hotel Lido. On the beautiful Lake of
Garda. First-class. Moderate charges. Lovely situation, with
semi-tropical vegetation. Charming gardens. Sailing and boating.

SALZBURG : Hotel Bristol. Excellently situated neat
the Mirabel Gardens and the Theatre. First-class. Latest im-

provements. R. Fleischmann, formerly proprietor of the Hotel de

Grand Hotel de KEurope. Situated near the railway
station, surrounded by beautiful park. Excellent cuisine. Old re-

nowned. Every modern improvement.

TOBLACH : Hotel Sudbahn. First-class, situated on the
Southern Railway in the Puster Valley, at the entrance of thi
renowned Ampezzo Valley.

TRAFOl HOTEL. Finest mountain hotel of Tyrol.
Near the Order.

TRENT : Imperial Hotel Trento. One of the finest

and best hotels in Southern Tyrol. Open all the year.-

WEISSENSTEIN CASTLE. Near Windisch Matter.
Private hotel, select, beautiful situation, late dinner, excellent tract

fishing. Mountain resort.3AYARIA.
LINDAU : Hotel Bayerischerhof. Charmingly situ-

ated on the lake of Constance, six and a half hours' journey to
St. Moritz. Near the terminus of Arlberg Railway.

READ
To All rlxo lo¥6 tl&eir ffelloi

The Congo Slave Trade.
PRIOE 8IXPENOE.

Mr. MOREL'S MASTERLY EXPOSITION OF THE STATE OF THINGS WHICH KING
LEOPOLD HAS ESTABLISHED IN THE HEART OF CENTRAL AFRICA.

Mr. Morel is the Editor of the West African Mail, a capital Newspaper published at Liverpool
every Friday at Sixpence.

"WEST AFRICAN MAIL" OFFICE, 4, Old Hall Street, Liverpool.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM for the "REYIEW OF REYIEWS."
To the Manager, Review of Reviews,

Mowbray Mouse, Norfolk Street, London, W.C. Date.
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No. 165, Vol. XXVIII. SEPTEMBER, 1903

The Progress of the World.
LONDON, Sept ist, 1903.

The month of August, one of the

An wettest on record, is notable for three

Eventful Month, things—the death of Lord Salisbury,

the election of a new Pope, and the

approach of the Russian Black Sea fleet within striking

distance of Constantinople. Frenchmen might be

disposed to add as a fourth notable occurrence the

trial and conviction of Madame Humbert and her

confederates for swindling the public by the story of

the Crawford millions ; but that, although interesting

—

as a comic opera is interesting—has little bearing

upon the progress of the world. Each of the other

events are landmarks in history. The death of Lord

Salisbury closes the Victorian epoch, the election of

Pius X. begins a new chapter in the history of the

Papacy, and the approach of the Russian fleet to the

mouth of the Bosphorus casts the shadow of impending

doom over the deathbed of the Sick Man of Stamboul.

The death of Lord Salisbury, on the

The Passing fiftieth anniversary of his debut in

Lord Salisbury* public life followed soon upon his

retirement from office. The tributes

paid to his character in the Press have been charac-

terised by great good feeling, and an honest desire to

say the kindest things possible about the last historic

figure of the Victorian era. That Lord Salisbury was

a good man is beyond all question. Whether he was

a great one is more open to doubt. He had many great

qualities. His private life was flawless, his public

career was, on the whole, with one terrible exception,

on
His Career.

singularly free from blemish. He was a sincere

patriot, and an earnest, although somewhat cynical,

Christian. He was nothing of a demagogue, and he

seldom or never played to the gallery. He was a fine

type of the aristocrat of Elizabethan traditions, who

spoke the thing he would, and played the lofty rbk to

which he succeeded by right of birth with distinction

from first to last. All these things may be admitted

without reserve, and. still his claim to be regarded as

a great statesman may remain open to question.

The one great blot on his career was

The Blot his acquiescence in the fatal policy

of Lord Beaconsfierd. For years no

Tory statesman held Mr. Disraeli in

more unconcealed aversion. " As for Disraeli," he is

reported to have said, soon after taking office under

him in 1874, "loathing is too mild a word to ex-

press my feeling towards him." Yet within four

years he became the facile tool of the man whom
he detested. It was a great apostasy. Lord Salisbury

was the last man in the world who ought to have

done Lord Beaconsfield's bidding at that crisis.

Lord Salisbury was famous for his championship of the

cause of the Eastern Christians. At Constantinople, in

1876, he had rivalled General IgnatiefT in his'advocacy

of the Bulgarian cause. Yet when Lord Derby's resig-

nation placed the Foreign Office within his grasp, he

succumbed before the temptation, and consented to

play the unworthy rble of defender of the Turk. The

hideous welter of bloody anarchy in Macedonia is the

legacy which we inherited from Lord Salisbury's sub-
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servience to Lord Beaconsfield at the Congress of

Berlin. To snatch a fleeting popularity at home he took

part in the re-enslavement of Macedonia, which but

for his action would have been part of free, self-

governing Bulgaria. To thrust Christian populations

back under the heel of the Turk was not work proper

for a Cecil. But he did it. Nor was it the only

price he had to pay for his alliance with Lord Beacons-

field. No one had exposed more clearly than he the

suicidal folly of Afghan wars. But the year of his

apostasy at Berlin did not close until he was com-
pelled to acquiesce in the crime of another march

upon Cabul.

If his betrayal of Bulgarian liberty

Hls^Sin was his greatest positive offence, the

Omission. worst negative crime that lies at his

door was his failure to check the

policy of Mr. Chamberlain in South Africa. He was

then an old man, and his mind may not have been

sufficiently alert to grasp the bearings of the policy

initiated by Lord Milner and championed by Mr.

Chamberlain. Any Prime Minister in full possession

of all his faculties would have compelled Mr. Cham-
berlain and Lord Lansdowne to keep step. He
appears to have allowed them to go as they pleased.

Hence Mr. Chamberlain was able to plunge the

Empire into war before his colleague at the War
Office had begun to prepare for the campaign. Lord

Salisbury failed us badly in that critical time. He
failed the peace party, which trusted in him to avert

the war, and he failed the war party, which had a

right to expect that he would keep the War Office in

touch with the Colonial Secretary. Mr. Chamberlain

was too many for his aged chief, and we are to-day

reaping the consequences of Lord Salisbury's failure

to assert his authority in his own Cabinet. There is

reason to believe that Lord Salisbury realised this

when it was too late. But to the last he entertained

such an enthusiastic admiration for the Boers, that if

his private utterances had been made in public he

would have had his windows broken as a Pro-Boer.

Personally, I have nothing but the

Personal pleasantest and most grateful reminis-

Reminiscences, cences of Lord Salisbury. We often

corresponded, but I only had one inter-

view with him. He was always singularly kind and

courteous. When I was sent to gaol as an ordinary

criminal convict for a single mistake, made in a cam-

paign which had compelled his Cabinet to pass the

Criminal Law Amendment Act, he was full of wrath, and

insisted upon my being treated as a first-class misde-

meanant, without even waiting to communicate with the

The New Pope.

judge. He it was also who enabled me to achieve

one of the greatest journalistic " scoops " that I made
during the time I edited the P.M.G. When I came

back from my first visit to the Tsar, he excused

himself from seeing me on the ground that he

did not think it expedient to meet persons on

the other side of politics; but when I came back

from my second visit he waived his objections, and I

had a long hour's interview with him in Arlington

Street. The South African War made no change

in our relations, and I always reported to him the

substance of my communications to the Boer leaders

whom I met on the continent, from Mr. Kruger to

Dr. Leyds. When I started the Review of Reviews,

he gave me a cordial benediction. " I have little

doubt," he wrote, " that the undertaking will be suc-

cessful, and in a literary point of view very useful."

It kept him posted in the contents of periodicals he

had not leisure to read.

The election of Cardinal Sarto—

Anglice Tailor—formerly Patriarch of

Venice, to the Papal throne, is an

event which may be fraught with

weighty consequences to the world at large, both

within and without the Roman fold. The most

notable fact about the Conclave was the sudden

and unexpected assertion by the Austrian Ambas-

sador of his right to veto the election of Cardinal

Rampolla. The Secretary of State of Leo XIIL

had headed the poll during the earlier ballotings.

All precedent was against his election, but he had

made friends of so many oi the Cardinals that it

seemed by no means improbable he would be chosen

as the new Pope. At the critical moment the Austrian

Ambassador intervened with his veto on Cardinal

Rampolla's election. When the Pope was a tem-

poral sovereign, three Catholic sovereigns had the

right each to veto one candidate. When the Pope

lost his temporalities, it was believed that this right of

veto would never again be asserted. But the action

of Austria shows that the Papacy, although shorn of

its temporal power, is still begrudged complete spiri-

tual independence. The Cardinals made a dignified

protest, but at the subsequent ballotings it was not

Rampolla, but Sarto, who headed the list, and he was

ultimately elected by the requisite two-thirds majority.

The election of Cardinal Sarto was

The Defeat chiefly remarkable because it in-

Cardinal°Rampolla.v°lved the defeat of Cardinal

Rampolla. Both candidates were

Italian : no non-Italian Cardinal has any chance of

wearing the triple crown. Rampolla is the Italian, or
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Plus X.

rather Sicilian, of the South, subtle, intriguing, political

to his finger- tips. Sarto is the Italian of the North,

democratic, popular, simple, and non-political, but

shrewd and kindly, and sympathetic in his manage-

ment of men. I have twice had the privilege of long

and intimate conversation with Cardinal Rampolla

;

the first in 1889, and the second in 1898. On both

occasions nothing could have been more demonstra-

tively courteous than his welcome, which was all the

more marked because of its contrast with the de-

meanour of Mocenni, who was then his Under-

Secretary. But he gave me the impression of an

excess of zeal in his obedience to the apostolic

precept of being all things to ail men, which led

visitors to allow a considerable discount in estimating

the value of his compliments. He was undoubtedly

an able man—a politician rather than a saint.

Unfortunately for his chances he had come to be on

the black books of the Triple Alliance, and the

Austrian veto gave the death-blow to his ambitions.

Everyone speaks well of the new

Pope. He seems, from all accounts,

to be a man more after the type of

Pio Nono than of Leo XIII. The
late Pope was a cc artier and a diplomatist. His

successor is an untravelled Italian from the North,

who has sprung from the ranks of the people. His

brother-in-law keeps a wine-shop, and his sisters are

plain peasant folk who stick to the costumes of their

class. Wherever he has been heretofore he has

given satisfaction, and since his election to the Ponti-

fical throne he has pleased everyone by his simplicity,

his bonhomie, and his indifference to the pomps and

splendours which surround the throne of the successor

of the Fisherman. The world waits to see in what

direction he will use his great influence. So far as

can be judged from his record, he will be wary of

antagonising any of the Great Powers, and will

endeavour, so far as lieth in him, to live peaceably

with all men. He will, it is hoped, revive the policy

of Christian Socialism from which Leo recoiled in his

later years, and endeavour to make the Roman
Church the servant and helper of the people. If he

would but live up to Leo's Encyclical on labour, he

might do a good stroke for his Church, and one not

less good for the working man.

Almost the first important act of the

New Archbishop new Pontificate was the appointment

of of the Rev. Dr. Bourne, Bishop of

Southwark, as Cardinal Vaughan's

successor in the Archbishopric of Westminster.

Archbishop Bourne is a young man to be an

Westminster.

Archbishop. He is only forty-two. He is a man
of energy and of good sense, and his appointment

has been generally approved. In social and civic

movements he has co-operated cordially with Angli-

cans and Nonconformists. It remains to be seen

whether he will revive the splendid traditions of

Cardinal Manning, or content himself with the com-

monplace mediocrity of Cardinal Vaughan. So far

as the outside public is concerned the new Archbishop

is a dark horse. And it must never be forgotten that,

from the Roman point of view, the outside public m

Photograph by) [Russell.

The New Archbishop of Westminster.

Formerly Bishop Bourne of Southwark.

England is much more important than the few who

are within the fold.

The King is undergoing his cure at

Movements Marienbad, and in the first week of

September will pay a visit to the

Emperor Frapcis Joseph at Vienna.

The Austrian capital will be visited this month by

the German Emperor and the Russian Tsar. Nothing

as yet has been settled as to the much-talkcd-of visit

of the King to the United States ; and as nothing is

said concerning the visit of the Tsar to London, it is

doubtful whether the King will be able to visit

St. Petersburg next year. It is, however, arranged

of
His Majesty.
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The Emperor of Austria,

Who has entertained King Edward in Vienna, and who will visit

England next year.

that the King and the Tsar are to meet at Copen-

hagen in a family gathering of the Danish King.

Mr. Chamberlain, finding the tide

Mr. Chamberlain running hard against him last month,
** in Extremis." formally declared that he believes a

tax on raw materials, such as wool

and cotton, to be entirely unnecessary for his purposes,

which he defines as " a mutual preference with our

Colonies, and for enabling us to bargain for better

terms with our foreign competitors." But he sticks to

his determination to tax bread and meat, which he

sees clearly enough is essential to his scheme. The
plaintive entreaties of the Daily Mail, which begs

him to drop taxes on food and clap duties on foreign

manufactures, fall on deaf ears. The essence of his

fantastic notion is that of consolidating the Empire by

bribing the Colonies to be loyal. To tax foreign

manufactures imported into Great Britain would not

affect the Colonies one way or the other. Not that

the Colonies seem particularly keen about Mr.

Chamberlain's preferences. Australia and New Zea-

land flatly refuse to lower their duties on British goods.

The utmost they will promise is to surcharge foreign

imports. At the Cape the scheme was only carried

by a majority of one. In Canada, where there has

been a great gathering of the representatives of the

The
Real Peril

of
the Empire,

Chambers of Commerce of the Empire at Montreal,

there is more enthusiasm for the idea ; but even there

Sir Wilfrid Laurier was most emphatic in repudiating

any desire to force their views upon Britain. Nothing

that took place at Montreal affords even a shadow of

confirmation to Mr. Chamberlain's astonishing theory

that the Empire will go to pieces unless we grant a

preference to the Colonies.

Sir Wilfrid Lauder's speech was a

very notable utterance. The Duke

of Devonshire had warned the

Colonies that if a preferential system

were established the Colonies would find that

it limited their freedom of action in fiscal, com-

mercial, and industrial legislation. To this the

Canadian Premier replied that if this were so the

whole deal was off. Canada wanted preference, hut

she would rather quit the Empire than purchase it at

any such price. His exact words are as follows :—

If we are to obtain from the people of Great Britain a con

cession for which we woftld be prepared to give an equivalent,

and if we are to obtain it also at the expense of the surrender of

some of our political rights, for my part I would simply say let

us go no further, for already we have come to the parting of the

ways. Canada values too highly the system which made her

what she is to consent willingly to part with any portion of it

for whatever consideration, and, even for the maintenance of tht

British Empire, I think it would be a most evil thing if any oi

our Colonies were to consent to part with any of their legislative

independence.

Photograph by]

Freiherr Von Buriau.

New Austro-Hungarian Finance Minister.

[Strelisky.
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the Cabinet?

There is no doubt as to the meaning of that. The
self-governing Colonies will be glad enough to take

any preference we may give them, but if we ask them
in return to accept the logical corollary of such prefer-

ence, they declare they would rather quit the Empire
altogether. Sir Wilfrid Laurier's speech is a plain

warning to all Imperialists that the real peril to the

Empire is the attempt to bind together communities
which are far more passionately jealous of their

independence than they are covetous of a favourable

handicap upon their trade.

^ t
The Cabinet will have met, possibly

win happen ^or tne ^ast time, before these pages
in reach the eye of the reader. The

odds are, however, that it will meet
again, especially if it be true that the Duke of Devon-
shire—disappointed in the refusal of the Liberals to

form a coalition Government on the basis of Free

Trade—has decided that there must be no break-up

until next Session. The Duke is implacable about

Free Trade, but the instinct of self-preservation is

strong, and as it is dead certain Mr. Chamberlain will

be beaten out of hand, he may prefer to let the

scrimmage go on all through the recess. Parliament

rose without any formal debate on the subject—all

discussion being ruled out by Mr. Gully, one among
many other ample and adequate reasons why, when
the new Parliament meets, the majority must provide

itself with another Speaker. A Speaker should not be

an extinguisher on free speech, but its champion and

protector. Still less should he inspire the Opposition

with the uneasy belief that the Chair is occupied by

the handyman of the administration.

The Doomed
Ministry.

The result of

rending the

Unionist party

in twain from

top to bottom
by the sudden

introduction of

the question of

Protection is

becoming
every day
more visible.

The latest sign

of the way the

wind is blow-

ing comes to

US from Argyll- Photograph by] \Ellioti and Fry

shire. The last Mr. J. S. Ainsworth, M.P

member for that county was a Conservative, who
polled 3,834 votes against 3,232, a majority of 602.

Last month, at a by-election which was fought

almost entirely upon the question of Free Trade
versus Preferential Tariffs, the Liberal Free Trader,

Mr. Ainsworth, swept in at the head of the poll with

4,826 votes, while the Conservative Inquirer only

polled 2,740. The Tory majority of 602 was wiped
out and replaced by a Liberal majority of 1,586.

There is no mistaking the significance of these

figures. In the constituencies the Protectionist

Preferentialist Inquirers will not even get a
look in.

Things are going from bad to worse

^flom
in Macedonia

- Notwithstanding that

Macedonia. the Turks have a force of 170,000

men in the hapless province, perhaps

indeed because they have them there, the Bulgarian

population appears to have risen in arms. The flame

of insurrection has spread eastward to Adrianople and
the shores of the Black Sea. So widespread is the revolt

that the Turks are said to be even dreading an attack

upon the outlying defences of their capital. "The
balance of criminality/' Mr. Balfour told the House
of Commons, lay with the insurgents—a statement

which so mightily delighted the Sultan that Sir

Nicholas O'Conor had to explain in diplomatic

language that Mr. Balfour was speaking with his

tongue in his cheek and that he did not mean what he
said. It was an infamous phrase to have used, and a

humiliating explanation for a British Prime Minister

to tender to Abdul the Damned. All the evidence
goes to prove that the Turkish troops have got com-
pletely out of hand. They are hungry, unpaid, torn

from home, and face to face with a population of

more or less well-to-do Christian Giaours who are

giving no end of trouble. So the Turk being Turk,
and Moslem and soldier to boot, lets himself go, and is

carrying out a policy of devastation even more atrocious

than that which we carried out in the Transvaal. But
being Asiatic he adds to the established " methods of

barbarism "—such as the laying waste of farms and
the burning o< villages—the butchery of prisoners in

cold blood, the practice of torture and the wholesale

violation of women and children—crimes which even
Mr Balfour does not charge against the insurgents.

The hideous welter is spreading, and there will be no
end to it until there is a new Sultan at Constantinople,

and a European commander in control of all armed
forces in Macedonia,
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Boris Sarafoff, Leader of the Macedonian

Revolutionary Committee.

For all this hideous inferno of blood-
England's sned and bestiality Great Britain is

Responsibility ... _
and Duty. primarily responsible. But for the

action of the British Government in

1878, Macedonia would have remained part and

parcel of emancipated Bulgaria. It was the English

Tories and the Jingo mob, headed by Lord Beacons-

field and Lord Salisbury, who achieved Peace with

Honour by thrusting back liberated Macedonia into

the arms of the Turks. The re-enslavement of Mace-

donia was the crowning achievement of our Jingoes

in 1878, and all the present Saturnalia of murder and

outrage is directly due to their policy. What we
should do now, first, is to confess our sins, and then,

in proof of our repentance, to demand from the signa-

tories of the Berlin Treaty that Russia and Austria,

or Russia without Austria, should have a mandate to

use whatever force may be necessary, up to and

including, if necessary, the deposition of the Sultan,

and the termination of Turkish authority in Europe,

proffering at the same time a contribution "of as

many millions as may be needed to cover our

fair share of the cost of the necessary operations of

police. Russia freed Macedonia in 1878, Britain

re-enslaved the luckless province ; it would be

monstrous if we were to call upon Russia to repeat

the emancipatory work at her own cost. We ought

to pay our share of the expenditure necessitated by

our great crime of 1878. If Rhadamanthus were to

open his court in Europe to-day, he would probably

debit us with the whole cost of the operations necessi-

tated by the action of Lord Beaconsfield, although

Austria ought also to be a contributory.

^ The murder of the Russian Consul

Russian Fleet Rostkowsky at Monastir led the

in Tsar to dispatch the Black Sea fleet
Turkish Waters. T . , , . . , r

to Imada, where it lay at anchor for

some days within striking distance of Constantinople.

The Sultan was terrified, and promptly promised to

meet every one of Russia's demands for redress.

Thereupon the fleet was recalled, and the Sultan

breathed freely once more. The appearance of the

Russian ironclads off the mouth of the Bosphorus is

a portent foreshadowing things to come. No Power

appears to have taken any exception to the Russian

naval menace. This will encourage the Tsar next

time to send his warships a little closer to the Sultan's

palace than Iniada. It is at Constantinople, and only

at Constantinople, that the Eastern question can be

solved, and anything that removes obstacles from the

advance of Russian force to Stamboul facilitates the

settlement of the Macedonian question. What an

irony of fate it will be if the supreme crime perpetrated

by British statesmen at the Berlin Congress should

lead directly to the Russian occupation of Con-

stantinople !

If Russia were really dominated, as

our Jingoes believe, by a consuming

desire to seize Constantinople, she

never before had so incomparable an

The Turks have no fleet. The British

Mediterranean fleet is fighting sham battles in the

Atlantic. France is Russia's ally. Austria is acting

with Russia in Macedonia. There is no political, or

military, or naval obstacle in the way of a sudden

pounce upon the Turkish capital. Why, then, does

the Russian not seize the chance ? The answer, of

course, is that Russia does not wish to seize Con-

stantinople, and that she would regard with pro

found dismay so impolitic a move. Jier interest

is to keep the Sultan at Stamboul as her door-

porter of the Black Sea. It is a thousand times

more convenient to keep the Sultan in her pocket

than to pocket Constantinople. Hence the reluctance

of the Tsar to have resort to any measures which

might leave him with Constantinople on his hands.

All this is clear enough to-day, even to the man in the

Russia's

Dilemma.

opportunity.
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Bulgaria's

Impulse.

street. Yet for fifty years our Jingoes have based the

whole of their foreign policy upon the now exploded

theory that the acquisition of Constantinople was the

supreme end Of Russian policy. Now, when the city

lies within the hollow of her hand, she refuses to grasp

it, and we are distracted by the difficulty of over-

coming her objection to face a risk which may lead to

annexation.

The strain on the Bulgarians who
are free, to go to the rescue of their

brethren whom England re-enslaved

is enormous. A great mass meet-

ing held in Sofia has demanded the intervention of the

Powers, or, failing that, war. The Sultan has now

315,000 men under arms, and is buying smokeless

powder in hot haste to supply them with cartridges.

What is wanted in Macedonia is the system of

government which Lord Dufferin, with the aid of a

French army of occupation, established in Lebanon,

where the Maronites and the Druses were as much given

to mutual slaughter as Turk and Bulgarian in Mace-

donia. But who is to bell the cat ? The Bulgarians

could no more withstand alone the armies of the

Sultan than did the Greeks in the last war. The
moment the Turkish advance began, with its in-

variable accompaniments, the hand of Russia would

be forced, and a sudden descent upon Constantinople

would compel Europe to face in earnest the liquidation

of the Sick Man's estate. It ought not to be

necessary for Bulgaria to have to sacrifice the

population south of the Balkans, as Servia did in 1876,

in order to compel reluctant Europe to do its duty.

Yet at present that seems to be the only way out.

One result of our insensate policy of

^eroy antagonism to Russia in the Balkans

the Far East. was t0 drive her eastwards into Asia.

As we refused to allow her to settle

the Near Eastern question, she has created for us a

Far Eastern problem which is only one degree less

menacing than the question of Macedonia. Admiral

Alexieff has been appointed Viceroy of the Far

East, with sovereignty over the valley of the Amur,
the Manchurian Railway, and all the territorial

dependencies of Russia as far as the Pacific. Unlike

the British Viceroy of India, he will ha*ve a strong

fleet at his disposal, as well as a large army, and

everyone is wondering whether or not the creation of

the new post points more to peace or to war in the

Far East. About Manchuria there will be no war.

But about Korea? The Russians are fussing about

concessions at the mouth of the Yalu, the Japanese
are fuming, and from time to time there are out-

Admiral Alexieff.

Russia's New Viceroy in the Far East.

bursts of temper on the part of the Press of both

countries. But the odds are heavy that the Viceroy

of the Far East, who knows the strength of the

Japanese fleet, will not precipitate a quarrel which, so

far as Russia is concerned, had much better come
later than sooner. If Japan can financially and

industrially absorb Korea, Russia will acquiesce rue-

fully in the operation.

There is not much danger of war so

The Chances far as England is concerned, if it

Peace op War. were not for the great temptation

which the situation offers to the

King's present advisers to embroil this country, if not

in a war, then at least in a certain theatrical menace

of war. It is the time-honoured expedient of Tory

Ministers to pick a quarrel abroad to enable them to

overcome their difficulties at home. Even Unionists

as staunch as the Standard ruefully recognise that

Mr. Chamberlain s anxiety to draw a red herring

across the trail of the war, in the shape of a roaring

agitation in favour of Protection, has utterly dished

the party. But if Ministers could discover that British

interests were in danger at Constantinople, for

instance, or at the mouth of the Yalu river, the muster-

ing of battalions and the movements of the Fleet

would soon blot out all thought of Mr. Chamberlain's

folly. Of course no one imagines that they would be

mad enough to contemplate actual war with any of
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Britannia.]

Questions Regarding Alaska.
[Aug. isoj.

Canadian (reads) :
" If our Commissioners come back without the full

extent dour claims, they need not show their faces in our country again."
Jonathan (sharply) :

" Which of your rags prints that, Davie Mac-
donald?" (Sees title and whistles.) "Darned if it ain't one of our New
Yorkers!"

the Great Powers. This Government thinks out

nothing. But they might try it on, and, for the sake of

improving their electoral chances at home, venture

upon a policy of bravado and bluff abroad. And as

recent painful experience proves, that is a very

dangerous game, especially when played by an

Empire without a brain.

If Ministers wished to flaunt the flag

The Alaskan anc* make the British lion roar in

Boundary. defence of the Colonies, they have

an opportunity ready to their hand

in the Alaskan frontier question. Ministers, wilfully

or otherwise, deceived the nation by describing as an

arbitral tribunal the Joint Commission which was

arranged for the purpose of enabling Great Britain to

give away the Canadian contention as to the frontier.

That was the avowed understanding at Washington,

without which the Senate would never have let the

Commission come into being. But suppose the British

Cabinet does not decide to give away the case of

Canada, what then ? Why then, it is said, President

Roosevelt will, on Novembsr 2nd, meet Congress with

a formal and imperative demand for means whereby

he may take immediate possession of all the territory

in dispute. Arbitrate he will not. And if John Bull

will not take advantage of the open door offered

him for the purpose of making a timely and expeditious

retreat, then he will have to make up his mind to back

down and out or fight. Of course, we shall not fight

We have long since ceased to be an independent

Power, so far as the United States is concerned, and

we shall have to give in. But, before climbing down,

Ministers might make the British lion roar. It would

do the Americans no harm, and it might help the

electors to forget all the nonsense talked about the

Preferential Tariff.

In the last days of the Session

^he**
Ministers were compelled to admit

Indian Exchequer, that the scandalous attempt to

charge half the cost of the South

African garrison upon India had miscarried. Anglo-

Indians, from Lord Curzon and Lord Kitchener down

to the editors of the Anglo-Indian Press, were

unanimous in denouncing the infamy of the demand

which the Cabinet had sanctioned as the easiest way

of reconciling the antagonistic demands of Mr.

Chamberlain and Mr. Brodrick. It should not be

forgotten, however, that but for the protest of Lord

Curzon, the starving peasantry of India would, with

the assent of the Unionist Cabinet, have been saddled

with half the cost of the garrison which the war has

rendered it necessary to maintain in South Africa,

Lord Milner is on his way home

South African from South Africa, and if Mr.

Affairs. Chamberlain has to leave the Cabinet

it is reported that the High Com-

missioner may go to the Colonial Office. In Cape

Town Sir Gordon Sprigg has been defeated in the

House on a motion demanding the appointment

of a Supreme Court Judge to investigate the

administration of martial law and the in-

adequate payment of compensation for war losses.

He is, therefore, about to wind up the Session

and appeal to the country without delay. Opinion is

much divided as to the result of the appeal to the

country. But for the disfranchisement of rebels the

Africanders would win easily. Even as it is, they are

by no means despondent. In the Transvaal there is

great distress, and thousands of the farming popula-

tion will have to be kept alive by charity—one result

of Mr. Chamberlain's failure to discharge our obliga-

tions to pay compensation for all private property
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destroyed by the operations of war. The opinion of

the mine owners is steadily crystallising in favour of

the introduction of Chinese labour for working the

Rand. No one but the yellow man can extract the

yellow metal

cheap enough

to make it

worth while to

work the mines.

The same logic

will lead ere

long to the im-

portation of

Celestials to

develop the

low-grade,
gold-bearing

rocks of Wales.

Fighting
in

Northern
Nigeria.

We have had a

narrow escape

from a great

disaster in Ni-

geria, where at

the end of last

July we were

fighting for our

lives against a

great rally of

the native pop-

ulation, headed

by the ex-

Sultan of So-

koto and most

of his chiefs, who seemed to have a not unnatural

objection to being converted by force into British

subjects. The town of Burmi was carried by assault

on July 27 th, with the loss of n killed and 72

wounded. The ex-Sultan and most of his chiefs and

700 of his followers were slain, and so for a time

peace reigns in Northern Nigeria. Nothing seems to

be doing at the present moment in Somaliland, on

the other side of Africa, but it is to be feared we

have only a respite, and we are very far from being

out of our troubles in that desert region.

n The campaign of passive resistance

Passive Resistance on the part of the English Noncon-
Oampaign. formists against the Education

Act is spreading. As a method of protest

Photograph by\

"Shamrock III."

Sir Thomas Lipton's Challenger for the
America Cup.

against an unpopular law, the passive resistance

campaign must excite universal admiration. By the

simple expedient of refusing to pay a rate, the police-

courts of the country are converted into halls for the

holding of what are virtually indignation meetings, in

which the most respected members of the Noncon-
formist community launch harangues against the Edu-
cation Act in the shape of pleas from the dock
addressed to magistrates, who in every case have

to listen to a statement of conscientious objection to

the payment of the new Church Rate. The novelty

of the proceedings and the spectacle of seeing

ministers of religion in the dock, creates a maximum
of sensation at minimum cost In all cases distress

warrants are issued, and then another opportunity for

effective and dramatic protest is afforded by the

auction-sale of the goods which have been seized.

As these are always bought in by the friends of the

passive resisters and restored to their original owners,

no harm is done to anybody ; but another splendid

advertisement is secured for an indignation meeting,

which is usually held in the market-place, and with

this the proceedings close. The whole proceedings

are characteristically English. It is a very mild form

of martyrdom, but there is no doubt as to its efficacy.

The blood of

the martyrs
has always
been the .seed

of the Church,

and a mild

form of mar-

tyrdom will un-

doubtedly in-

crease the
determination

of the Non-

conformists to

turn out the

present Min-

i s t r y . The
Liberal leaders

have pledged

themselves to

reform the

Education Act,

and a Free

Church party is

being formed in every constituency to see to it that

no Protectionist red herring shall be allowed to divert

the attention of the electorate from the issue that is

raised by the Education Act.

Photograph by\

The "Reliance."

American Defender of the America Cup.

[Bain.
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International
Junketings.

John Bttll.\ [Aug. 30.

Wiping: Out the Past
(xo66 and 1903.)

William the Conqueror: "Well, this seems a more fri :ndly invasion

than the one / personally conducted !

"

[" The French representatives of the Souvenir Nornnnd have been received

at Hastings with the most fraternal greetings by their English coileag ies."

—

£>aily Paper

The
Motor Act.

Where there is a will there is a way,

and no matter how pressed the

House ofCommons may be for time, it

can always pass a Bill in which its

members are keenly interested. Of this the latest

illustration was the passage, at the eleventh hour, of

the Bill for regulating the use of motor-

cars on the high road. Motoring is

one of the things which really interest

Mr. Balfour, and so it came to pass

that while many other Bills were

sacrificed, the measure which legalises,

after New Year's Day, a speed of

twenty miles an hour outside towns,

and compels the magistrates to take

into account not merely the actual

speed of a car, but also the risk

of accident arising from the speed

tit which it is being driven, has received

the royal assent.

It wou/d really seem as if, thanks to

the initiative of Baron D'Estournelles

and the French Deputies who visited

Westminster in July, the habit of

international picknicking were going to spread.

Several score o.' English Members of Parliament are

going to pay a return visit to Paris this autumn, and

similar trips are talked of to other capitals. Another

international picnic—not of legislators, but of citizens-

took place last month, when several hundred French-

men from Normandy came to Hastings and were taken

over Battle Abbey and the battlefield of Hastings, on

which the Normans began the conquest of England

If things go on at this rate, we may expect a friendly

excursion of Frenchmen to the battlefield of Waterloo,

or an invitation from the local mayor to an English

party of tourists to visit the fields of Crecy and Agin-

court. It would be a pleasant paradoxical change if

the battlefields which have for so many centuries been

used for the purpose of stirring up national animosity

should be utilised for the purpose of cementing inter-

national friendship. German representatives of philan-

thropic societies are to visit London for the purpose

of studying social questions. This, is all to the

good.

The inter-Parliamentary Conference

meets at Vienna on September 7th,

when Mr. Cremer will bring forward

his suggestion for underpinning the

Hague High Court by recommending the constitution

of Courts of First Instance, in which cases in dispute

between two nations may be heard by a subordinate

tribunal constituted solely of representatives of the

disputing Governments and an umpire who may be

appointed by the Hague Court. As in all cases the

right of appeal will lie from such a Court of First

Instance to the International High Court, it is difficult

Peace
and Arbitration

Prospscts.

Photograph ty\

i ne souvenir Normand at St Leonards.
[F. 7. *
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to see what objection could be taken to such a

scheme, which is intended to extend and develop the

practice of arbitration and to increase the prestige of

the Hague Tribunal by making it the Supreme

Court of the nations, to which appeals could be

taken from subordinate courts constituted under

its aegis. The urgent need of providing the Hague

Tribunal with an adequate court-house is likely to be

very permanently brought home to the representatives

of half-a-dozen nations, by the Venezuelan Arbitration

Case which opened on September 1st. This Tribunal

is to decide as to the priority of the claim of Great

Britain, Germany, and Italy to the 30 per cent, of the

Venezuelan import duties, which are set apart for the

satisfaction of the demands of the various Powers

who are creditors of Venezuela. The Tsar nominated

the judges—Professor Matzen, of Denmark ; Mr.

Mouravieff, Russian Secretary of State ; and Dr. Lardy-

Swiss Minister in Paris. Unfortunately, both Den-

mark and Switzerland have claims against Venezuela

and Professor Matzen and Dr. Lardy having de-

clined to serve, the Court meets only to adjourn until

the vacant places are filled. As Great Britain,

Germany and Italy are each to be represented by

agents and legal advisers (the Attorney-General ana

Mr. Cohen, K.C, acting on behalf of Great Britain),

the accommodation in the present building is likely

to be found very inadaquate. The sooner Mr.

Carnegie's gift is utilised in erecting a proper Palace

of Justice the better.

The great sensation in Paris last

month was the trial of Madame
Humbert and her accomplices for

the great swindle which was known
as that of the Crawford millions. Madame Humbert,
it will be remembered, lived in luxury for many
years by the simple but audacious expedient of

declaring that two American brothers of the name of

Crawford had left her a gigantic fortune, which was

known as the Crawford millions, which were locked

up in a famous safe. The contents of this safe no

one ever saw, but on the strength of these mythical

millions Madame Humbert and her family lived

in state, borrowed money right and left, and

imposed upon all sorts and conditions of men and
women in Paris. At last, when the safe was opened,

it was found to be empty, and Madame Humbert,

her husband, and two other accomplices were found

guilty. As the jury allowed them the benefit of

extenuating circumstances in all four cases, the two

principals received a sentence of only five years' soli-

tary confinement, and the Uvo Daurignacs received

The
Conviction

of
the Humberts.

Photograph by\ {Nouvcllts, Pari±.

Madame Humbert and Maitre Labori in Court

respectively sentences of two and three years. They
have appealed against the sentence, but Madame
Humbert herself probably entertains little hope that

the sentence will be reversed. Maitre Labori, M.
Zola's advocate, did his best to save his clients by
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admitting that there were no such persons as the

Crawfords ; that the asserted millions existed, but as

they were associated with the name of Regnier, who
was an accomplice in the treason of Marshal Bazaine,

it was necessary to invent some name less detested by

the French public.

On the 23rd of last month the sixth

Zionism Zionist Congress opened at Basle,

1

East Africa, under the . presidency of Dr. Herzl.

The sensation of the gathering was

the communication of a formal offer by the British

Government to make the grant of a considerable area

of land in British East Africa, in which a Jewish

colony might be founded, enjoying home rule in all

religious and purely domestic matters, subject to the

right of His Majesty's Government to exercise general

control. This scheme, warmly advocated by Dr.

Herzl, was opposed by the Russian Jews, who
apparently took ? the point of view of M. de

Plehve, who declared that the Russian Govern-

ment was favourable to Zionism, so long as

its 1 objects were limited to the creation of an

independent State in Palestine, to be fed by emigration

from Russia. He promised it moral and material

support if it would adopt any means that might serve

to diminish the Jewish population in Russia. After a

long debate, the Congress, by a majority of 295 to

177, decided to send a Committee to East Africa to

report upon the suitability of the territory for Jewish

colonisation. Dr. Herzl announced that the proposal

for founding a colony in the Sinaitic Peninsula had

to be abandoned. While everyone must hope that the

proposed Jewish colony in British East Africa may
prosper, all the glamour of Zionism will disappear the

moment the objective is shifted from the Holy Land.

To restore the Jews to their ancient heritage would

excite the sympathy and enthusiasm of Christendom.

To establish them in British East Africa will only

interest the humanitarian minority. But if East

Africa is only a stepping stone to Jerusalem—all right.

The weather last month has been

Jupiter Pluvlus phenomenally badj and the harvest

Overworked, has suffered accordingly. The rain

was not only so persistent as to ren-

der it almost impossible to garner the harvest, but the

downpour was so heavy as to inflict very serious

injury, not only upon crops, but also upon low-lying

lands. The price of bread has been rising, and as

this has followed the repeal of the shilling duty on

corn, we suppose the Protectionists will point to it as

a proof that the repeal of a tax has no effect upon the

prices of the commodity. Price:, however, are

governed by many things besides tariffs, and if there

ever had been any doubt as to the response of the

country to Mr. Chamberlain's appeal, the wet harvest

would have settled the matter. In the old days, when
corn was excluded by legislation from the British

market, a wet harvest was regarded as a national

calamity. At present, thanks to free imports, it is only

an annoying inconvenience. We have to pay more
for our bread, no doubt, but the thought that the

supply of corn would absolutely run short is unthink-

able by the present generation. It was very different

in olden times.

Dwellers in cities are driven more
The Danger an(j more t0 burrow underground,

Twopenny Tubes. and the use of electricity as a means

of rapid transit becomes every day

more general. The necessity is so great that not

even the holocaust which took place in the Paris

Underground Electric Railway last month can check

the rage for underground travel. .After many warnings

from their engine-drivers, which were unfortunately

unheeded by a company zealous for dividends, an

electric motor caught fire near the Couronnes

station, and the flames spreading to the cars,

the tunnel was speedily rilled with asphyxiating

smoke. No fewer than eighty - four victims

perished in all. There was, of course, a great

outcry, and for the moment the number of passengers

in the Paris tube dropped, but in a very short time

it will be forgotten, and the cars will be as full as ever.

There are certain risks that have got to be taken just

as you have got to take the risk of drowning when-

ever you go to sea. Everything should be done, how-

ever, to minimise such risks, and one of the most

obvious proposals is to insist that all cars used

on underground railways should be rendered uninflam-

mable. Otherwise a similar disaster to that of Paris

may occur any day in any of the twopenny tubes which

are becoming so indispensable a necessity of civilisa-

tion.

Sir Thomas Lipton has this year for

The Verdict
the third and apparently the last

Sir Thomas Lipton. time contested with the Americans

for the possession of the America

Cup. He has been for the third time beaten, and

beaten so decisively, that he is reported to have

said that it is not worth while to try again. His

remarks upon the ascendency of the United States,

although somewhat melancholy reading for English-

men, but confirm the conviction which has been

repeatedly expressed in these pages.
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Diary for August.

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE MONTH.
August i.—The King and Queen conclude their Irish tour at

Cork and return in- their yacht to Cowes ... Lord Iveagh gives

the King j£50,ooo for the Dublin hospitals in commemoration of
their Majesties' visit to Ireland ... Mr. Burns, M.P., formally

opens a number of working-class houses on the Latchmere estate

erected by the Battersea Borough Council ... Lord Curzon
protests against the proposal to charge India with the cost of the

increased garrison in South Africa.

August 3.—Torpedo manoeuvres begin in the Irish Sea and
St. George's Channel ... Three workmen are killed at the

Fairfield Shipbuilding Yard on the Clyde by the fall of a
propeller shaft ... Sir E. Barton telegraphs to Mr. Chamber-
lain that he has no objection to the publication of the minutes
of the preferential trade discussion at the London Conference
last year.

part, is published as a Parliamentary paper ... Count Khuen
Hedervary, Premier of Hungary, arrives at Ischl to acquaint

the Emperor of Austria with the political situation ... The trial

of Signor Casale and Signor Summonte at Naples for municipal

frauds concludes ; they are both found guilty and sentenced.

August 7.—Sir E. Barton announces changes in the Common-
wealth Cabinet owing to the resignation of Mr. Kingston,

Minister of Trade and Customs ... Labour disturbances in

South Russia continue to be of a serious character ; upwards of

45,000 men take part in the strike ... Mr. Whitaker Wright is

released on bail ... Baron Speck von Sternburg presents his

credentials as German Ambassador to the United States ... Five

members of the Chinese reform party are arrested at Peking ...

M. Axel Moeller, Vice-Secretary of the province of Vasa, in

Finland, is removed from his post by order from St. Petersburg

... The Russian Consul at Monastir, in Macedonia, is murdered

by a Turkish gendarme.

Photograph by\ \E. Hultcn. Fhotograph by\ {Russell and Sons.

Mr. Whitaker Wright The Late Phil May.

Pkotograpkby\ [Amsull and Sons.

Lord Northcotc.

Next Governor-General of Australia.

August 4.—Cardinal Sarto, Patriarch of Venice, is elected

Pope in succession to Leo XIII. with the name of Pius X. ...

Ix>rd Curzon announces at the Viceregal Council of Simla that

he decides to accept the offer of the Home Government for an

extension of his term of office ... An international conference on

wireless telegraphy opens at Berlin ... The King opens Osborne

College, naming it tne Royai Naval College ... Baron d'Es-

tournelles de Constant addresses an important letter to M.
Delcasse, French Minister of Foreign Affairs, on the effects he

hopes from the co-operation of the French and British Parlia-

ments in favour of Peace.

August 5.—A list of honours conferred in connection with the

recent Royal visit to Ireland is issued ... Mr. Andrew Carnegie

intimates nis intention of giving to his native town of Dunferm-

line half a million sterling to maintain the estate of Pittencrieff,

near Dunfermline, as a public pleasure ground, and other advan-

tages to the neighbourhood ... Strike disturbances near Lorient,

in France, continue to be serious.

August 6.—An agreement between the Admiralty and the

Board of Trade on the one part, and the International Mercantile

Marine Company and its constituent companies on the other

August 8.—The trial of the Humbert family for fraud begin>
at Paris ... The torpedo manoeuvres are brought to a close at

Kingstown, Ireland ... The annual report of the Postmaster-
General is issued. The postal revenue is ^15,004,938, and the
expenditure ^10,818,066 ... The Peru Senate passes a measure
reducing the import duty on sugar, thus enabling Peru to be a
party to the Brussels Convention ... The Victorian Women's
Political Association announce the candidature of their lady
president for the Senate at the approaching election for the
Federal Parliament ... The Emperor of Austria accepts the
resignation of Count Hedervary's Hungarian Cabinet.

August 9.—The Coronation of Pope Pius X. takes place at

St. Peter's, Rome.
August 10.— President Roosevelt addresses a strong and

thoughtful letter to Mr. Durbin, Governor of Indiana, on the

grave results to the United States of the increase of lynching ...

The Bill incorporating the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
Company is passed in the Canadian House of Commons ... In
the Lower House of the Hungarian Diet, Count Hedervary
moves the adjournment of the House until the formation of a

new Cabinet.
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August ii.—A terrible accident occurs on the Paris Under-

ground Electric Railway ; about 84 persons are killed and many
more sustain injuries ... A violent shock of earthquake is felt in

Athens and throughout Greece ... The Natal Government, being

defeated in Committee of Supply, resigns ... A hurricane sweeps

over the eastern side of Jamaica. The damage done is enormous,

all the banana area being affected.

August 12.—At a special meeting of the Calcutta Corporation

a resolution is carried expressing satis/action at Lord Curzon's

extension of his term of office ... The Lower House of the

Dutch Parliament receives a Socialist proposal for revising the

Constitution, which is to be introduced after the recess ... Peru

joins the Brussels Sugar Convention ... Sir Ernest Satow
arrives at Shanghai ... An Order in Council is published in the

London Gazette prohibiting the importation into the United

Kingdom of sugar from Denmark, Russia, and the Argentine

Republic from September 1st ... Mr. Whitaker Wright surren-

ders to his bail at the Guildhall Police Court.

August 13.—In the Cape House of Assembly, Mr. Merriman,

Mr. Sauer, and Dr. Smartt urge the adoption of active measures

to prevent the immigration of Asiatics ... South Australian

BuJget shows a surplus of ,£78,000 ... Kieff still presents the

appearance of a town in a state of siege ... The Postmaster-

General appoints a Committee to inquire into the adequacy of

the wages paid to certain classes of postal servants.

August 14.—Lord Salisbury is gravely ill ... The Governor

of Jamaica asks Mr. Chamberlain to open a relief fund for the

island ; the damage done is estimated at a million sterling, and

the banana trade will be at a standstill for nine months ...

The International Conference on wireless telegraphy at Berlin

closes.

August 15.—The Russian Fleet is ordered to Turkish waters

... About 1,000 Dutch Socialists arrive in Brussels, and are

welcomed by the members of the Belgian Socialist Party ... It

is announced that Mr. Mosely's Educational Commission to

inquire into the educational methods of the United States will

start for that country on October 3rd. The Commission is

composed of about thirty prominent educationalists in Great

Britain ... A resolution in opposition to Mr. Chamberlain's

fiscal proposals is carried at a Lancashire Co-operative Conference

held at Manchester ... A " send -off meeting" to the British

delegates to the Zionist Congress to be held at Basle takes place

at the Great Assembly Hall, Mile End ... Mr. Pulitzer, of New
York, gives a sum of money to establish a School of Journalism.

August 17.—The Panama Canal Treaty is rejected by the

Colombian Senate ... The Chinese Government agrees to sign

a commercial treaty with the United States ... The fifth Con-
gress of Chambers of Commerce of the Empire opensat Montreal
under the presidency of Lord Brassey ... The hearing of evidence

in the Humbert trial comes to a close ... Mr. S. Woods, secre-

tary of the Trade Unioa Congress, declines to give evidence
bellore the Royal Commission on Trade Disputes on the ground
that the Commission is unfairly constituted.

August 18.—Sir W. Harcourt addresses a letter to the public

on the " Chamberlain Policy " ... A .Blue BjoK is ftSuBd con-

taining reports of His Majesty's inspectors of elementary schools

and training colleges for 1902 ... The first report 6f the Royal
Commission on the Coal Supplies is issued asa Parliamentary

paper ... Mr. Reid, the Free Trade leader & New^outh Walesy
resigns his seat in the Federal House of Representatives, as a

protest against the Federal Government in rejecting a scheme
for the redistribution of Federal electorates in New South Wales
... Fighting between the Turks and Macedonians still continues

... The Indian Irrigation Commission issues its report ; it pro-

poses an outlay of forty-four crores of rupees, extending over

twenty years, on protective works ... The Congress of the

Chambers of Commerce of the Empire, sitting at Montreal, pro-

poses a Fiscal Commission composed of Great Britain, the

Colonies, and India to study the whole question.

August 19.—The British Government protest against certain

features in the administration of the Congo State ... M. de
Pressense* writes a letter to M. Delcasse urging the formation of

a commission of European control as the only effective remedy
for the Macedonian trouble ... Mr. Whitaker Wright again

appears at the Guildhall.

August 20.—A Progressive Congress opens at Cape Town ...

The Turkish Foreign Minister visits the Russian Ambassador in

Turkey and states that all Russia's demands are accepted, and
begs for the withdrawal of the squadron ... Lord Salisbury's

illness takes an unfavourable turn.

August 21.—A Parliamentary paper is issued which contains

correspondence relating to the proposed publication of the report

of the proceedings of the Colonial Conference of 1902 ... Lord
Peel, at Cardiff, decides that the case of the masters to reduce

the South Wales coal miners' wages by 8} per cent, is not made
out ; he therefore decides against the reduction ... The
Emperor-King grants audiences to several Hungarian statesmen

at Budapest ... M. Labori concludes his address for the defence

in the Humbert trial in Paris ... Sir E. Satow returns to

Peking ... The United States Treaty Commission meets again at

Shanghai ... Mr. Roosevelt defines his labour policy by means
of the publication of his secretary's letter of the 22nd inst.

August 22.—The trial of M. and Mme. Humbert concludes

;

they are found guilty of forgery and swindling ... A Govern-

ment steamer, the Neptune^ sails from Halifax, Canada, on an

Arctic expedition ... The first race for the America Cup between

Shamrock and Reliance is sailed, in which Reliance wins by 7 mins.

3 sees. ... The Progressive Congress of Cape Colony closes ; it

declares itself opposed to the introduction of Chinese labour ...

The Russian squadron leaves Turkish waters, as the Porte pro-

mises to fulfil the demands made by Russia ... Baron Von
Thielman resigns and is succeeded by Baron Von Stengel as

Imperial Secretary to the German Treasury ... The Zionist

Congress opens at Basle.

August 24.—Counsel for the prosecution open the case against

Mr. Whitaker Wright at the Guildhall Police Court...The
Foreign Office issues a report on the economic condition of

Japan ... A Parliamentary paper is issued containing a return of

the statistics of mortality, sickness and desertion among the

native workers on the Rand...The Yellow River in China bursts

its banks in Shan-tung ; much damage is the result...The Roman
Catholic Bishop pf Southwark is chosen as the new R.C.

Archbishop of Westminster.

August 25.—The Report of the Royal Commission on the

South African War is published ... The charges against Mr.

Whitaker Wright are further investigated ... The Common-
wealth Senate at Melbourne passes the Naval Agreement Bill,

which provides for a colonial contribution of ^200,000 a year

for ten years to the Imperial Navy ... The Cape Colony Govern-

ment is defeated on a motion which they opposed for the ap-

pointment of a Supreme Court to investigate sentences passed

under martial law ... Mr. Taft accepts the Secretaryship

of War in the United States Government in place of Mr. Root,

retired ... The Argentine B.idget describes the country as

prosperous, and announces reductions in taxation.
%

August 26.—Sir Gordon Sprigg declares in the Cape Parlir-

ment that he means to appeal to the country as soon as the

Appropriation Bill is passed, in consequence of his Government's

defeat yesterday ... Further rains fall in the Broken Hill

district of New South Wales ... In order to deal with the

Brussels Convention, the German sugar refiners form a trust in

order not to sell sugar under trust prices ... The Chinese

Government decide to open Mukden and Ta-tung-Kan to

foreign trade in October ... The Zionist Congress resolve to

send a committee to South Africa to investigate the suitability of

the -territory offered for Jewish Colonisation by the British

Government ... Lord Lamington is appointed Governor of

Bombay in succession to Lord Northcote ... An express train

from Vienna is blown up by dynamite at Kuleli Burgas, halfway

between Adrianople and Constantinople.

August 27.—In the Cape House of Assembly Sir J. Gordon

Sprigg moves the second reading of the Appropriation Bill.

Mr. Sauer moves the adjournment of the debate, which is

carried by 38 votes against 33. The adjournment of the

House is immediately agreed to ... News arrives that the

United States Vice-Consul at Beirut, Turkey, was assassinated

last Sunday.
August 28.—Three volumes of evidence given before the War

Commission are published ... The Admiralty issues a circular on

the training of bands for the Fleet ; the whole of the Naval band
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service is to be transferred to the Royal Marines ... The United

States Navv Department desires Admiral Cotton to proceed at

once with the European Squadron to Beirut ... The American
Government instructs its representatives in China that the

Shanghai journalists may not be given up for punishment outside

the Settlement ... The Cape House of Assembly is again

adjourned, a proposal of the Premier being defeated.

August 29.—Mr. Chamberlain replies unfavourably to the

request of a loan to assist the planters who have suffered by the

recent cyclone in Jamaica ... It is now ascertained that the

United States Vice-Consul is not murdered at Beirut, though there

was an attempt made to murder him. Owing to the unrest in

Tarkey, the American war ships are to proceed as announced to

Turkish waters ... There is a political deadlcfck at the Cape ...

The Zionist Congress at Basle closes ... Dr. Krause is liberated

from Pentonville Prison ... M. Witte, the Russian Minister of

Finance, is appointed President of the Committee of Ministers.

August 31.—The funeral of Lord Salisbury takes place at

Hatfield ; a memorial service is held in Westminster Abbey ...

The King leaves Marienbad and arrives at Vienna on a visit to

the Emperor Francis Joseph ... Sir H. A. Blake, Governor of

Hong Kong, is appointed to succeed Sir West Ridgeway as

Governor of Ceylon ... The abolition of the sugar bounties

comes into force.

By-Election,

August 26.—Owing to the death of Mr. D. N. Nicol a vacancy
takes place in the representation of Argyllshire. An election

is held, with the following result :

—

Mr. J. S. Ainsworth (L.) 4,326
Mr. C. Stewart 2,740

Liberal majority 1,586

In 1900 the Conservatives won the seat with a majority

of 600.

PARLIAMENTARY.
House of Lords.

August 3.—The Irish Land Bill is lead a second time.

August 4.—Licensing Act (Scotland) Bill passes through Com-
mittee ... London Education Bill passes report stage.

August 5.—Third reading of the London Education Bill ...

Other Bills advanced in different stages.

August 6.—The Irish l.and Bill is considered in Committee ;

progress is reported.

August 7.—The Irish Land Bill is considered in Committee,
passed and reported with amendments to the House ... Second
reading of the Employment of Children Bill.

August 10.—Su^ar Convention Bill ; speeches by Lord Lans-
downe and Lord Spencer. The Bill passes report stage, and
is ordered for third reading ... Naval Works Bill passes third
reading ... The Employment of Children Bill passes through
Committee . . . Other Bills are read a third time.

August 11.—The Royal Assent is given by commission to the
Sugar Convention Bill, the Naval Acts, and other Bills ... Third
reading of the Irish Land Bill ... Third reading of the Employ-
ment of Children Bill.

August 12.—The Commons' amendments to the Motor-Car Bill

are considered. The House agrees to the Commons' amendments
... The South African Loan Bill passes through Committee and is

read a third time ... Other Bills are disposed of.

August 13.—Affairs in Macedonia, speech by Lord Lans-
downe ... On the motion of the Duke of Devonshire the Com-
mons' amendments to the Irish Land Bill are agreed to ... Bills
are advanced a stage.

August 14.—The Appropriation Bill passes through all its

stages ..I The Speaker and the House of Commons having been
summoned to the bar of the Upper House, the Royal assent is

given by Commission to sixty-two public and private Acts ... The
Lord Chancellor rends the King's Speech, and Parliament is

duly prorogued until Monday, November 2nd.

House of Commons.
August 3.—Supply : Army Estimates ; Mr. Redmond calls

attention to the waste of ,£80,000 in canned rations destroyed

at Pretoria. Lord Stanley replies that the facts are being inquired
into.

August 4.—Second reading of the Motor-Car Bill without ft

division
; speeches by Mr. Long, Mr. W. McArthur, and Sir

P. Muntz ... Committee on Sugar Convention Bill; speeches
by Mr. Buxton, Mr. Gerald Balfour, and Sir Charles Dilke.

August 5.—The consideration of the Sugar Convention Bill is

resumed. The Bill passes through Committee without amend-
ment.

August 6.—Mr. Balfour and the licensing question ... Irish

Estimates in Committee of Supply : close of Supply ... The
Sugar Convention Bill is read a third time.

August 7.—The Motor-Car Bill is considered in Committee.
August 10.—Mr. Balfour announces that the Port of London

Bill will not be proceeded with this Session, but will be carried

over to next, year Supply on report ... CJosure of
;

Supply
business is carried by large majorities ... First reading of the

Appropriation Bill ... Other Bills are passed through Committee.
August 11.—Second reading of the Appropriation Bill ...

Motor-Car Bill on report is read a third time.

August 12.—The Lords' amendments to the Irish Land Bill

are considered ; speeches by Mr. Wyndham, Mr. Redmond, Mr.
Healy : a committee is appointed to record the reasons for the

rejection of some of the alterations which the Lords made in the

Bill ... The Appropriation Bill passes through Committee
without discussion ... Cunard Agreement ... Port of London
Bill is passed over to next Session.

August 13.—The Indian Budget.
August 14.—The Appropriation Bill ; the Bill is read a third

time ... The House is prorogued.

SPEECHES.
August 1.—Mr. Choate, at Oxford, on University Education

and University Extension in the United States.

August 3.—Mr. Long, at Devizes, on the Government's fiscal

policy.

August 7.—Sir E. Reid, at Sanquhar, criticises Mr. Cham-
berlain's fiscal proposals.

August 12.—Mr. Brodrick, at Peper Harrow, defends the

Government in every particular, especially his own Army
re-organisation ... Lord Goschen, at Oxford, on Public Libraries

and the University Extension Movement.
August 20.—Lord Minto, at Montreal, on the discussion going

on at present to place the new fiscal proposals before the public

in a practical light.

August 21.—Lord Brassey, at Montreal, on the difficulties

attending the fiscal question ... . Sir Wilfrid Laurier, at Montreal,

on the preferential trade question, says that Canada cannot
surrender any of her political independence for any consideration.

August 22.—The Bishop of Hereford, at Oxford, on sport,

betting and gambling.
August 24.—Sir Alfred Jones, at Liverpool, on the fiscal

system of this country ... Mr. G. H. Reid, at Sydney, New
South Wales, condemns the policy* of the Federal Government
on the electoral question.

August 25.—The Archbishop of Canterbury, at Dover, in

praise of the Education Act ... Mr. Lloyd-George, at Carnarvon,

in praise of Lord Salisbury.

August 30.—Sir Edmund Barton, at Melbourne, on prefer-

ential trade between the Colonies and Great Britain ... Mr.
Ross, at Toronto, on Canada and preferential trade with Great
Britain.

OBITUARY.
August 3.—Right Rev. Dr. Webber, Bishop of Brisbane, 66.

August 5.—Mr. Phil May, 39.

August 13.—Dr. W. S. Piayfair, 66.

August 15.—The Very Rev. John Pryce, Dean of Bangor, 72;
Rear-Admiral Bogle.

August 17.— Prof. Hans Gude (landscape painter), 78.

August 22.—Lord Salisbury, 73 ;
Signor Menotti Gari-

baldi, 58.

August 31.—Mr. J. L. Carew, M.P., 49.
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Current History in Caricature
" O wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see ourselves as ithers see us."— Burns.

THE election of the new Pope and the defeat of
Cardinal Rampolla naturally suggested many
cartoons to the Continental press. In England

the subject was left alone. The striking cartoon printed

in colours in the Lustige Blatter^ which I reproduce in

black and white, represents the serious method of
handling this grave subject. The discomfiture and the
submission of Cardinal Rampofla are handled in a vein
of greater levity.

4 Next time better, Eminence Rampolla."

fAugust q.

A7*r Gliklichter.'] [August 28.

Too Friendly.
Pius X. is supposed to be so friendly to the Triple Alliance that he proposes

to unite these three Powers indissolubly.

The attitude of the new Pope towards the Triple
"'

nee, to the intervention of which he owes his elec-

is naturally

j source of many
rtoons. The one
hich I reproducj

from the Neve
Gtohlichter shows
the unwilling three
Powers bound to-

gether by the Pope's
r<*ary, and their
union blessed by a
plentiful shower of
ko!y water. All the
cartoons of the new
fope are marked

re-

straint on the part cf the
German caricaturists, be-
ing in striking contrast
to the treatment meted
out to other sovereigns
and princes. By way of

contrast it is of interest to

reproduce the Kladdera-
datsch cartoon of King
Edward.

Last month I drew
special attention to the
prominent position given
to personal caricatures
in the German press. I

reproduced the cartoons
of President Roosevelt
and Mr. Chamberlain
from the two leading
comic papers of Berlin.

The same artist who
caricatured the American
President has now tried

his hand upon His Majesty
Edward the Seventh. The
German law against Ihc-

Lustige Blatter.) [No. 34-
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majesti does not apply to the kinsmen of the Kaiser.

The cartoon is as offensive as that of President Roosevelt,

but as it is one of a series appearing in the leading

satirical journal of Berlin it must be noticed, if only as a

specimen of the liberties German caricaturists take some-
times with Royalties who enjoy the hospitality of

Continental watoring places.

Pierpont Morgan attracts almost as much attention in

Germany as the King of England. Both the leading

KladtUradatsck.] lAugust 9.

Edouard der Dicke.

Berlin comic journals have dealt with him this month, and
both assume that things are going hard with him.

Another millionaire who is much noticed in Germany
is young Mr. Vanderbilt. I reproduce elsewhere some of

the caricatures of American " kings? From an American
source I take an exceedingly clever caricature of Mr.
Rockefeller and the Standard Oil Trust, under which is

the following legend:

—

A Jungle Bcok for Little Common People—The Boa.

The boa is a greedy snake, he eats both day and night
;

He bolts his food and doesn't have to chew.

He cheerfully will swallow any earthly thing in sight-
Children, look out ! Don't let him swallow yoi: ! AViti Y*rk American.] (Augu:t 11-
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The situation in the Near
East affords Punch an oppor-

tunity of representing John Bull

as a policeman giving moral

support to Austria and Russia,

who are supposed to be restoring

order in Macedonia. " Fm not

on his beat," he says. If he

had only said that in 1878 there

would have been no Mace-

donian question to-day.

The parlous condition of

King Peter at Belgrade con-

tinues to suggest satirical com-

ments.

In dealing with the Far East

the papers continue to ring the

changes upon the immobility of

Russia m Manchuria. The
cartoon in Simplicissimus is one

of the bitterest gibes at Eng-

land's policy that has been pub-

lished.

Another aspect of the same question is represented by another German
artist.

The German cartoonists seem to be quite ready to spread abroad the

impression that the Anglo-Japanese Alliance is of no value, save to

England, and
that the Bri-

tish are en-

Ulk.\ fjuly 31.

A Coat-of-Arms for Karageorgevitch.

cour ag 1 ng
their Japan-

ese allies to

rush into a

Single-handed Kladderadatsch.\ [August a3 .

conflict with

Russia. Whether this mistaken impression is due
to the ignorance of the German newspapers or to

some more mischievous reason cannot of course be
determined.

Simjiicutimut.Y

Faithful Allies.

[No. 20.

Th« English-Japanese Alliance put to the test for the first time in
Manchuria.
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Westminster Gateit*.]

Only an Inquiry.

[August 5.

[or :
" Ixx>lc here, guv'nor—don't you want to be Protected ?

"

\fk. Bull: "Yes—against you I"

Wmmin*t€T L,a*ette.\ lAugust 12.

The Exchequer Guard.
Chancellors all waiting for " Mr. Chamberlain and his associates."

[It is a significant fact that the present Chancellor of the Exchequer and
his three living predecessors in that office—Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, Lord
(ioschen, and Sir William Harcourt—are all staunch defenders of the Fre;
Trade flag.)

Mr. Gould has been taking a well-earned holiday lis?

month, and the number of cartoons from his facile penal

are few. We are, however, not altogether left without

our F. C. G. cartoons, and reproduce two—one with a

particularly ugly J. C, and the other with the four Chan-

cellors all on guard against the threatened attack of the

Protectionist.
%

The bulldozing method by which the Preferential Tariff

was forced through the two Houses of the Cape Parlia-

ment is happily hit off by the cartoonist of the South.

African \ews.

Le Grelot.

\

Splendid Isolation.

[August a

The French caricaturist in Le Grelot has a rather clever

idea roughly worked out in the cartoon, in which Mr.

Chamberlain sits in splendid isolation on our tight little

island, the frontier of which he has set round with

Protectionist spikes.

There are of necessity many cartoons on the Fiscal

question in the English papers, but none of particular

merit except the one in Punch which depicts Mr.

Chamberlain as Don Quixote. Punch is one of the very

potent factors at work against the attempt to kill Free

Trade. A satirical view of this slaughter of Free Trade

is given in the cartoon from Judy, reproduced here.

SttMtb A/rtcan News.]

The Preferential Highwaymen.
Lorn* Mii.nrm :

" Now remember, guv'nor, you gave it of your own free

will." . . .

Mm. C. 1
" And If you say you didn't you'll get one over the head with

1I1U 'ere iimmv."

Judy.\ [August 5

Balfy :
"

I say, Joe ! it's getting a fearful bore, knocking these kind c

things on the head, dontcherknow.'V
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Hindi Punch.

)

The Military Vampire.
[August 2.

[India, which has been groaning under the heavy burden of taxation for

years past, felt relieved somewhat when the Income Tax and the Salt Tax
were remitted in March last. But the relief was short-lived. Now another
heavy burden in the shape of military expenditure is ready to pounce on the
taxpayer, who shall have to pay about two crores of rupees more in the
near future as his contribution to the cost of keeping an army of 25,000 men
i ) South Africa, and for the increased pay of the white troops in India.]

The Italian artist in // Papagallo has a very effective

cartoon of Europe in her bath, which I reproduce, not

merely because of its appropriateness, but because of the

attempt made by the artist to give us a symbolical
figure of Europe.
The rapid growth in the Federal expenditure of

Australia provokes the Melbourne Punch to remonstrate
in a rough but vigorous cartoon.

For other cartoons see the Progress of the World and
the Caricature pages interleaved with the advertisements.

Melbourne Punch.]

Thoroughly Scared.

["The country, already overridden by a State Public Service that had
becoins a sort of Frankenstein, views with alarm the creation of still anoti er
vast Public Service—more lofty and magnificent."

—

Age.\

Australia :
" Let me out !

"

// PafiagaL

How many wickedness among the Balcani ! Always horrible things that are often repented. To-day that the Europe
strong and powerful might range every thing, she is refused to defend the Statuquo, whilst with the water of the intervention
a batn of pacify tion miglst be enjoy. What import that the Civility Knocks the dvor if it is not listened !
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CHARACTER SKETCH
THE NEW POPE, PIUS X.

PIUS X. sits on the throne of Leo XIII., and

all the world is asking what manner of man
is he who has been elected by the vote of ,

his peers to the loftiest position in Christendom.

"Art thou for us, or for our adversaries
?
" is the

challenge which all the leaders of the progressive

forces of the world address to the new occupant of

the Papal See. Whether it is the German Socialist,

the French Freethinker, or the Liberal leaders in

Britain and the United States, the challenge is ever

the same. With right hand on sword-hilt they stand .

confronting the prelate who, from being a mere

Italian patriarch, has suddenly flashed upon the

world as "Pontifex Maximus, Sacerdos Magnus."

Yet it is in no spirit of inveterate hostility that the

question is asked, for even the most protestant of

Protestants and the most anti-clerical of Freethinkers

would rejoice if, from his palace in the Vatican, the

new Pontiff were to answer, as did the angel of

Joshua, " Nay, but * as captain of the host of the

Lord am I now come."

For the moment there is no definite response to

the challenge of the world, and the ear is filled with

conflicting rumours. One day telegrams assure us

that the new Pope is the most uncompromising of

the blacks, who adopted the name of Pius in order to

emphasise his entire acceptance of the absolute twn

possumus of Pio Nono, while, on the other hand, we

are assured that the King of Italy is delighted with

his election, and that we may confidently look for-

ward to a rapprochement between the Vatican and the

Quirinal. Still more important and bewildering were

the conflicting reports as to his attitude in relation to

the " Christian Democratic " movement, from which so

much is hoped by the Liberal Catholics of Italy and

elsewhere. At first it was regarded as the one fixed

point about him that he was a Catholic Socialist of

Cardinal Manning's type ; but hardly had we made

up our minds to accept this version than a clerical

organ in Rome declares that he is the resolute opponent

of the " Christian democracy." The same conflict of

evidence prevails as to the significance of his election.

One day we are told that his majority over Cardinal

Rampolla represents the ascendency of the Triple

Alliance which, through Austria, imposed its veto

upon the election of Cardinal Rampolla. No sooner

has this version obtained acceptance, than we are

assured with equal emphasis that the selection of

Sarto was equivalent to a defiance of the Triple

Alliance ; that Sarto, if he did not exactly represent

the Italian Irredenta, nevertheless represented that

portion of Italy which was in the most violent opposi-

tion to Austria.

We may
y however, dismiss all these conflicting

stories—pairing one off against the other, the result

is zero-^nd endeavour with such material as

is available to picture to ourselves the new figure,

stately and commanding, which has emerged from

comparative obscurity, and is now seated on the

loftiest throne in the centre of a halo or aureole

formed by the traditional glories of two thousand

years.

There was something peculiarly impressive in the

reports which appeared of the ancient and stately

ceremonial by which, in accordance with long estab-

lished usage, the latest successor of St. Peter was
chosen to wear the triple crown. It is on such

occasions that the Roman Church is enabled to make
that appeal to the imaginations of mankind to which

humanity, both civilised and uncivilised, has ever

made ready response. The walling up of the conclave

in which the sixty-two Cardinals and Princes of the

Church were voluntarily imprisoned, shut off from

all influences of the outer world in order that they

might devote themselves to the solemn task of

electing the vicegerent of the Almighty, powerfully

impressed even the least reflective and most indifferent

of men. Of course there are the usual sneers at the

intrigues of the wirepullers of the Vatican, but it is

not well to scrutinise too closely the machinery by

which the effects are produced. No one can deny

that the whole proceedings were characterised by a

dignity worthy of the occasion. After all, one need

not be a Roman Catholic to appreciate the way in

which a great function has been observed. The
Catholic Church is one of the assets of humanity, and

it is satisfactory to find that in the ease and dignity,

the splendour and efficiency of its work, it shows no

sign of being impaired by age. Neither can it be

denied that if we judge the conclave as any other

human institution devised by mankind for the purpose

of attaining a given result, it has vindicated itself by

the election of Pius X. Infallibility does not reside

in conclaves, and Cardinals, like other men, may
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Photograph by\ [Al/UH and Liuroix.

The House where the new Pope was born, at Riese, from the Street

make mistakes ; but neither a Republican nor a
Democratic Convention in America, meeting together

for the choice of a Presidential candidate, could have
shown more good sense or a truer instinct or held a
freer election than did the Cardinals who were walled
up in the conclave.

There were sixty- two of them, old men for the

most part, and an immense majority natives of Italy.

Among these Cardinals France, Auctria, Germany,
Poland, Spain, Portugal and Belgium were all repre-

sented. The only Anglo-Saxon in their midst was
Cardinal Gibbons. It is rather significant that no
British subject was present in the conclave, and that

the only representative of the English-speaking race
who took part—and a leading part—in the election of
Pius X. was Cardinal Gibbons, the Archbishop of
Baltimore. Since the Hague Conference broke up
four years ago there has been no international

assembly which so much deserved to be regarded as

representative of the world as the electoral college at

Rome. For the constituents of the great electors of
the red-hatted Princes of the Church are scattered

over the whole world, and divided up into the 1,200
bishoprics into which the world is mapped out by the

successor of the Fisherman.
The great surprise of the conclave to the outside

world, and also to many who believed themselves to

be of the inner Council of the Roman Catholic Church,
was the extraordinary strength of Cardinal Rampolla.
It has been regarded hitherto as part of the unwritten
law of the Church that the Secretary of State of one
Pope is never allowed to succeed directly to the

Papal chair. Cardinal Rampolla for a long time had
held that high office, and had directed the foreign

policy of Leo XIII. It was my good fortune on two
occasions to have lengthy interviews with the great

Cardinal. He is a southern Italian, a Sicilian, adroit,

subtle, a diplomatist to his finger-tips, quick to flatter

and ready to seize and take advantage of all openings

in debate or discussion. It was known for some time

past that he had entertained the hope that one day

he might become Pope ; but no one was prepared to

find his name heading the poll the first four votes of

the conclave, nor to see that in the fourth ballot he

came within three votes of obtaining an absolute

majority of the conclave. That he did not

succeed in carrying the election is popularly

attributed to the direct intervention of the

representatives of Germany and Austria, who,

despite the denials which emanate from Vienna, are

said to have intimated that they objected to the

election of Cardinal Rampolla on account of his

notorious leanings towards France. Austria in old

times was one of the Catholic Powers which had a

right of veto upon the appointment of any candidate

who, in the opinion of the Austrian Emperor, was

unfit to sit in the chair of St. Peter ; but the use of

the veto has fallen into desuetude of late years, and it

seems somewhat of an anachronism since the Pope
has ceased to be a temporal sovereign. At the same
time, although the Pope may still choose to remain a

prisoner at the Vatican, he is more potent in European
politics than he was in the days when he was permitted

to misrule the States of the Church. There seems to

be no doubt that the intimation of the Austrian

Emperor carried great weight with the conclave.

The Cardinals protested that they would take no

account of the prohibition, and treated the intimation

as an infringement of their independence. Cardinal

Rampolla himself, while declaring that he would on

no account accept the burden of the Pontificate,

which he believed himself to be incapable of

bearing, strongly protested against the undue

interference of Austria ; but it was not until after
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this intimation that the choice of Sarto became a

certainty.

In the first two ballots he had not even been
second in the running. In the first he had five votes,

in the second ten, in the third twenty-one, in the

fourth twenty-four, in the fifth he headed the poll with

twenty-seven, and on Monday evening he secured a

majority of the whole conclave of thirty-five. I say

"secured," but this expression must not be held to

imply that Cardinal Sarto in any way sought election.

The evidence is tolerably conclusive on the point

that, despite his having been, according to popular

report, first singled out by Leo XIII. as his suc-

cessor, he had no ambition to become Pope. When
he left Venice, he mildly expostulated with those of

his friends who came to bid him farewell ; he declared

that he would soon be back again, as he had taken a

return ticket. It appears, says the Times correspondent
at Rome, that the most strenuous opponent of

the' election of Pius X. was Cardinal Sarto himself.

When the ballots began to turn in his favour he was
filled with a most unfeigned dismay. On Monday
morning he broke down altogether, and implored the

Cardinals to find some other candidate, as he neither

could nor would accept the tiara. It needed the

most urgent insistence on the part of Cardinal Ferrara

before he could be induced to say that he would not

make the gran rifuto. But even then he seemed a

broken man, until the moment when he went out to

deliver the public benediction. When, after his

faithful to the end to Cardinal Rampolla, and two
to Cardinal Gotti. After the final ballot nothing
remained to be done but for the Pope to be presented
to the people in the ancient, time-honoured formula :

—

" Annuntio vobis gaudium magnum ; habemus Ponti-

ficem eminentissimum Cardinalem Josephum Sarto,

qui sibi nomen imposuit Pium Decimum."
And what kind of man is he whom we have as

Pope ? Those who caught the first glimpse of the tall,

white figure who faced the cheering crowd in the first

hour after his election, report that the features of the

new Pontiff gave them the impression of a tall and
decidedly pleasant and good-looking face. Few
Cardinals were so little known as he in Rome.
According to Raffaele di Cesare, the historian of the

conclave of 1878, Cardinal Sarto had come to Rome
as seldom as possible,-and stayed there as short a time
as possible. His whole career had been passed out-

side Rome, but entirely inside Italy. His predecessor

had been Nuncio in Belgium, had travelled much, and
was familiar with Courts and Cabinets long before he
became Pope. Cardinal Sarto, as he pathetically

reminded the Cardinals of the conclave, had never
strayed beyond his parish or his diocese. He does
not speak any foreign language, and not even his own
with ease. His Italian is mixed with a Venetian
patois ; his German is as imperfect as his French ; of
English he knows nothing. Di Cesare, whom I have
already quoted, declares that in breadth of education

he is one of the most respected members of the Sacred
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The Pope's birthplace at Riese, from the Garden.
[A Ifieri and Lacroix.

ilection, Cardinal Rampolla came to kiss his hand,
the newly-elected Pontiff clasped his late rival in the

conclave to his breast, and addressed him with great

emotion, while tears streamed down the cheeks of
both. Despite his reluctance, however, he was elected
at the final ballot by fifty votes, ten times as many as

those with which he started, while ten remained

College. His learning, however, will conduce less

to his popularity with mankind at large than the more
genial traits which render him kin to all of us.

He is a peasant, and the son of a peasant ; his

sisters, who kept his house when he was Bishop of

Mantua and Patriarch of Venice, still wear the

peasants' costume familiar to the Western world on
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The Mother of Pope Pius X.

(Who died some ten years ago).

the shoulders of humble organ-grinders. He is the

first Pope for a century and a half who is of ple-

beian origin. Leo XIII., like Pius IX., sprang from
a noble family. Sarto sprang as much from the

common people as Abraham Lincoln himself. His
brother is an innkeeper in Mantua. One of his sisters

married a tobacconist, and the other a sacristan of the

church in which the present Pope had officiated for ten

years as parish priest. His manner of life is frugal,

nor did he when Prince of the Church forsake the

simplicity which was natural to a peasant. But
although of the common people, he is one of Nature's

gentlemen, and among the few books that have been
mentioned as proceeding from his pen is a " Manual
of Politeness," which he wrote for the benefit of his

parish clergy. The papers abound with stories of his

geniality and humour. Unlike many of his brothers,

he does not disdain the use of tobacco; he is

passionately fond of music, and is himself a musician

who, with the aid of his close friend, the famous com-
poser Perosi, may be expected to effect considerable

revival of Church music.

They say of him also that he was always the

devoted son of an affectionate mother, and that he
liked nothing so much, when his administrative duties

were over at Venice, as to sit down with three cronies

(who were often members of the Venetian Munici-

pality) to a four-cornered card game of tresette, at

which he would recuperate his energies, his old

mother the while sitting with her needlework in a

corner of the room, enjoying the merry talk of her
distinguished son. Of the many personal descriptions

which have come to hand, all seem to speak of his

splendid presence, his handsome face, his bright and
merry eye, and the rippling humour which plays

around his lips. He is a tremendous worker, keeps
his clergy in good order, and was distinctly a rigid

disciplinarian.

Joseph Sarto, who will be known in history as

Pius X., was born at Riese, in the Venetian province
of Treviso, on June 2nd, 1835. Being a promising
scholar, he was sent from the village school to the
college at Castel Franco, from whence he passed to

the central seminary at Padua, where he graduated
with much distinction, and was ordained priest in the
cathedral of Castel Franco on September 18th, 1858.
He was then twenty-three years of age. Until he was
thirty-one he was employed as country curate. When
he was thirty-two he was appointed parish priest.

Eight years later the Bishop of Treviso, recognising
his ability, made him not only a canon of the
cathedral and chancellor of the diocese, but the
spiritual director of the college. From these posts
he passed by an easy transition to be dean of
the chapter, and after serving in an interregnum as
vicar-general, was appointed suffragan by the new
bishop. His eloquence, his piety, his energy marked
him out for further promotion, and in 1884 he became

Photograph by] [Aijieri and Lacroix.

Sisters of the Pope and other members of the

Sarto family.
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Bishop of Mantua. There was a hitch about his

appointment. The Mantuans claimed that they

ought to have been consulted as to his nomination,

but the ecclesiastical authorities prevailed, and as soon

as Sarto had established himself in the episcopal

palace at Mantua he disarmed all opposition by his

winning tact, his urbanity and his kindly humour.

As he had been a model parish priest, so at Mantua

he became a model bishop. His diocese came to be

regarded as a standard up to which other bishops were

exhorted to bring theirs. After nine years Leo made
him a Cardinal, and almost immediately afterwards

created him Patriarch of Venice. In the hierarchy

of the Church of Rome a patriarch is higher than an

archbishop. At the head of all stands the Pope

;

then come the patriarchs, of whom there are three— 1

the Patriarch of the Indies, the Patriarch of Lisbon,

and the Patriarch of Venice. Under the patriarch

comes the Primate, and after the Primate, Archbishops,

Bishops and Suffragans. In the same way as Sarto's

nomination to the Bishopric of Mantua was contested

by the Mantuans on the ground that they had not

been consulted, his appointment to the patriarchate of

Venice was opposed by the Italian Government on

similar grounds. It was only when the historians

and antiquarians had been able to demonstrate that

the patriarchate of Venice was antecedent to the

ancient Republic of Venice, which had only enjoyed

the right of nomination as a temporary privilege which

it could not bequeath to its successor, the Kingdom of

Italy, that the Italian Government gave way, and Sarto

was free to achieve as great a success in Venice as he

had already won in Mantua.
His task was not an easy one. In 1894 there was

considerable anti-clerical agitation going on in Italy,

of which Venice was the hot-bed. The Bishop, how-
• t, was not long in rallying round the patriarchal

throne men of all classes in Venice, especially those

among whom the revolutionary atheists had made
their chief propaganda. According to all the accounts

PkfftoQr^k fy] [A Ifieri and Lacro x.

The Inn, at Riese, belonging to the brother of Pius X.
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The Brother of Fiiis X.

which reached this country since the election, he pro-

mises to be a kind of Italian Cardinal Manning.
Living in homely style, meeting and putting on a foot-

ing of perfect equality men of all ranks, he was soon

recognised as a much more genuine and earnest

democrat than most of the Liberal leaders. A cor-

respondent says :
—

" He took an almost passionate interest in social

questions, and threw himself heart and soul into all

enterprises for the amelic ration of the lot of the very

poor. He lent his aid to the institution of rural

banks, co-operative societies, benevolent associations

—

to any scheme, in fact, for the improvement of the con-

dition of the working classes. He did

not even fear to come forward himself

in person in disputes between capital

and labour, and it was thanks to his

good offices that a serious strike of

cigar-makers in Venice was brought to

a satisfactory conclusion. And at the

same time he succeeded in so winning

the confidence of the official world

that no word has ever been said against

the influence which he exercised upon
the people at large. His great aim,

the object which he had most at heart,

was to make Venice a religious city.

How far he succeeded it is difficult

to say, but at least he had all the

semblance of success, and in the battle

which he fought with the Socialists

on their own ground he was not

worsted."
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Whatever may be his views as to the great feud on
which are divided the occupants and followers of the

Quirinal and those of the Vatican, there is no question

as to the tact and good feeling which he has displayed

in his relations with the Italian authorities at Venice.

Photograph by\ [A Ifitri and Lacroix.

An early Portrait of Pius X.

a hint were given it fell upon deaf ears. Cardinal

Sarto not only visited the King, but took part with the

Italian Minister of Public Instruction in the ceremony
when the foundation-stone of the new Campanile was
laid last April.

It must be admitted that his record is wholly in his

favour. All who know him speak warmly of his

sincerity, his generosity, and his sympathy with the

people. He was a Rosminian, but he was too

obedient a son of the Church to refuse to submit

when Leo XIII. condemned some forty propositions

of Rosmini. Once a Rosminian, however, always a

Rosminian, and the Jesuits naturally looked somewhat
askance at the advent of Cardinal Sarto to the

supreme place in the Catholic Church. They have,

however, ways and means of their own for reducing

recalcitrant Popes to obedience, and they envisage

the situation with considerable fortitude.

Cardinal Sarto is said to be no politician in the

ordinary sense of the word ; but if politics consist in

the application of common-sense to the management
of human affairs, he seems to have displayed no little

political ability in past years. He is a good man-
as to that all are agreed-—and the report is persistent

that the late Pope told him shortly before his death

that he would succeed him as Pope, and that he felt

sure the interests of the Church would be safe in his

hands. Since his accession to the Papacy he has

displayed great simplicity of manners, and the artists

who came to model his bust were astonished to find

that he refused to allow them to kneel ; and that the

successor to the Apostles, who is also the heir to

the Caesars, noted the time by drawing from his

The Italian Government at Venice is,

of course, a very different thing in the

eyes o; the Vatican from the Italian

King in Rome. Nevertheless, the fact

that he was prompt to wait upon the

Italian King on his visit to Venice is

remembered in his favour, even by
those who note with some alarm the

fact that he did not notify his election

to the King of Italy, and that therefore

all State officials were forbidden to take

any part in the popular rejoicings which
invariably accompany the election of a

new Pope in Italy. When the King
of Italy visited Venice, the patriarch

simply took his place in the ante-

chamber with the rest of the public.

When the King sent him an apology

for keeping him waiting, he replied that

he had no wish except to take his turn

in audience with the others who had
come for the same purpose. The
significance of this action on his part

was emphasised by the report current in those days
that Cardinal Rampolla had given him a free hint

that he should not do honour to the usurper. If such

Photograph by\ [A 'fieri and Lacroix.

Courtyard of the Seminary at Treviso.

^Whcie the Pope received his education).

pocket a nickel watch with a very shabby watch-
guard.

In his first speech, when receiving the diplomatic
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representatives accredited to the Vati-

can, he declared that it was his earnest

desire to see the peace of the world

strengthened, and it would ever be his

endeavour to bring about that end.

The Pope, of course, according to his

theory, is the natural head of the

supreme tribunal constituted for the

preservation of the peace of the world.

But he is himself excluded frorr^ the

Hague Court, and it is to be hoped

that he will work outside with zeal in

the propaganda of peace, and that he

will do his utmost to free the Papacy

from the reproach of being prejudiced

in its consideration of international

disputes by its devotion to its" lost

temporal power.

The most remarkable utterance,

however, which has been reported1 in-

the early days of his Papacy was the

remark which he is said to have made to Cardinal

Gibbons, who waited upon him with a deputation of

American pilgrims. The Pope is said to have declared

that he shared the belief of his visitors in the great

destiny of their nation. He added this remarkable

expression of his own belief, that the li£ht which came
from the United States would rejuvenate Europe. It

Pkotopafih by\

The Patriarch's House in Venice.
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The Church at Tombolo, where Piux X. was Priest

is singular that the first utterance of the new Pontiff

should have been so emphatic a declaration of his

belief in the Americanisation of the world. It would
seem that Pius X. will be at least as American in his

sympathies as his predecessor. Meantime, one of the

first appeals that has been made to the new Pontiff

reaches him from the Negro Editors Association in

the Southern States, begging him to

intercede on behalf of the twenty-nine

millions of American Roman Catholics.

The appeal is significant, both of the

influence and the limitations of the

Papacy in the modern world.

Of Sarto's early life many interesting

details are to be learnt from an article

contributed by Count Grabinski to Lc
Correspondent. *

While wishing everyone to know
that his was but a humble family,

Sarto was far from boasting of his origin.

" He had not the pride of the plebeian

parvenu " : he never posed. When
Bishop of Mantua, two of his un-

married sisters came to live with him.
" They made no change in their

costume, and at Mantua, as later on
at Venice, the prelate's sisters were
distinguished by the simplicity of their

dress, which was that of well-to-do

peasants. They never wore hats,

covering their heads with the tradi-

tional veil of the lower class of

Venetians."

£arto evidently from the first im-

pressed all who had to do with him as

a boy who would make the most of

any advantages put in his way. The
curd of his birthplace was the first

to remark him ; and he sent him to a
\Alfitri and Lacroix.
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The Study of the new Pope wh:n Patriarch of Venice.

gymnasium at Castelfranco, where he had to walk
every day and back, a long tramp, especially in the

bitter Venetian winters. His success here was remark-

able enough to attract the attention of a Cardinal, a
compatriot of Sarto's family and of the Bishop of

Treviso, who saw that the youth was sent to Padua.
Investigation of the register of Sarto's seminary shows
that he was always first in his class of thirty-nine

pupils.

When very young he had ail the impulsiveness

often associated with youth. There is

a story of his finding some young men
quarrelling in the streets of Tomboio.
One of them uttered a curse. Promptly
he felt a smart box on the ear. It

was Abb£ Sarto, blazing with wrath to

find his teachings taking so little effect.

With all his early impulsiveness, how-
ever, he seems to have been everyone's

friend.

His liberality verged on prodigality.

Count Grabinski says of him, when
appointed to the important parish of

Saizano :

—

The thought that a single poor person
might be in want of bread was so much on his

mind that he denied himself the least comfort.

His table was as frugal as that of the peasants.

He even ran into debt so as to have more
money to help his needy parishioners. To
Lay his debts he was obliged to sell a lean

little horse which he used for riding long

distances. Another time he sent his parochial

ring to a Treviso pawnshop, to get the means
to help a family of distressed peasants. . . .

Those about him, and even his servants (says

a Liberal journalist), have to keep a watch on
him, and his secretary has to allowance him
like an extravagant child. At the beginning

of every month he hands over to [the Cardinal]

the sum he can spend on his charities. His
Eminence thinks it insufficient. The secretary

invokes practical reasons of economy. The
Cardinal cannot contradict him, but on the

third day of the month there is not a penny

left.

Yet another story is told of the

time when Sarto was Bishop of

Mantua :

—

. One of his sisters who looked after the

kitchen noticed one day that the pot-au-fat

had disappeared. Much disturbed, she weal

into the Monseigneur's study, and told him
'that she had just been robbed of the chief dish

of the day's dinner.
4'Well, my dear sister," replied the

Cardinal, in the charming Venetian dialect

that he was so fond of using ;
" you must not

trouble about that. The author of the

misdeed that is worrying you is certainly the

cat
"

"The cat i
" exclaimed Mile. Sarto;

" but it cannot be. The pot has disappeared,

too. And besides, I did not know that

cats
"

" Well, my dear sister, it seems to me
that you don't look after the house very

Do you really want to know who stole the pot-au-feu !—much.
I did !

"

. "Bah!"
" Yes, I did. What would you have me do? A poor man

came to see me. He told me his wife was ill in bed and thai

he had no money to get her broth, so I gave him some all ready

made!"
As Mile. Sarto was leaving the room, evidently not

altogether pleased, Monseigneur called after her, to soothe

her : " Come, come, do not be vexed ; don't worry

any more, for the good God will think about our dinner,

too."

rhotopaph by\

The Bedroom of the new Pope when In Venice.
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SOUTH AFRICA.*
(PART II.)

As seen by an English Visitor a Year after the Signature of Peace.

V.—THE ORANGE FREE STATE.

BOER leaders in the Orange River Colony are

afraid that the old Free State is going to

become a mere appanage of the Transvaal.

The conquest of their country has not extinguished
their passion for separate identity. With an instinct

that does them credit they believe that Lord Milner
intends a process of merging. The Free State was a
pattern for the Transvaal, and it is like the bitterness

of death to them to contemplate that they may have
to play second fiddle to the North, if, indeed, they

are to have any fiddle at all. It is a hard saying,

but painfully true, that the time to think of that was
when the defensive treaty was made between Bloem-
fontein and Pretoria.

The culmination of sorrow for the little republic

was when it elected to stand or fall with the Transvaal.

It fell after a struggle, which, as a Jingo editor said

to me, consecrated their political ideal and gained
them high renown throughout the world. They like

membership in a big firm as little as some houses
would like to be swallowed by Pierpont Morgan.
But the invincible logic of events is against them.
It's money that makes the mare to go ; and for weal or

woe the Rand is going to set the pace for South Africa.

There is more red tape between the Orange River
and the Zambesi than ever was known before* It is

an expensive luxury, for which the mines will have to

pay. The South African Constabulary, in its reduced
numbers, costs more in the Orange River Colony than
the whole of the civil and military administration of

the Free State under President Steyn.

Near Bloemfontein are huge horse camps which
signify military occupation. A more unnatural state

of things never existed in a pastoral country. Though
in hundreds of forms south of the Vaal mineral
speculators* .have obtained options for which they
are paying considerable yearly tribute, the Rand for

some time must be the first basis of the Orange River
Colony's paying capacity. It will take much longer
to put the Orange River Colony back to where it was,

than it will to put the Transvaal far ahead of where it

used to be.

BEFORE THE WAR.

If prosperity returns to the farmers within two or
three years, and if the governing functionaries of the
Colony are heaven-sent administrators, the country
and its people will for many years mourn the old
style of life, when their interior troubles were few
and they were thankful every morning that they were
neither Transvaalers nor Cape Colonists. The
Government was a long way off perfection ; but it was

• The first part «f this article appeared in the August number.

very much nearer infallibility than any other Govern-
ment in the world. Complaining was scarcely ever

heard in the streets ; and the illimitable veldt yielded

increase for man and beast. Planting of trees and
cultivation of fruit gardens gave an idyllic touch to

farm life, which it lacked in the earliest days when
the bullock waggon was the principal chariot of

progress. Flocks and herds multiplied, and stores of

gold grew with comforting steadiness. Bronze cur-

rency was practically unknown. The Boer, whom
Jingoes incontinently abused four years ago, kept his

Sunday house in town, from which he might proceed

without haste to worship God in the company of his

fellows. Education and refinement were spreading

their beneficent influences over the land, and giving

opportunities to youth and maiden to show that

solitude is a goodly estate in which to raise intel-

lectual stalwarts. With a fine respect for law and
order, there was an easy familiarity with all whom the

people had put in authority over them.

They were one of the most honourable communities
in the world, and they knew it. The Kaffir they held

to be in godly subjection; to the white man from
every region they gave unaffected welcome. They
were not warlike, but their elders were accustomed to

fighting. The rich, wheat-growing country nearest

Basutoland was always called "the conquered
territory."

And now ? The Free State is conquered territory

;

the Kaffir, from godly subjection, has been trans-

formed into a galling scourge of insolence. Pence
and halfpence have come to proclaim, in every trivial

exchange of the market-place, the supremacy of the

invader from over the sea. When eyes are turned to

the seats of temporal power, the gloom of the dis-

inherited falls upon the countenance. Flocks and
herds are far to seek, and a thousand blackened heaps

and broken walls testify to the march of a civilisation

which almost completely disguised itself. And, where
once every (white) son of Adam was free to go where

he chose, and might count on bed and board without

stint—the stranger's room was an integral part of
many households—you are within measurable distance

ot the irritating reminder that the earth isn't the

Lord's, and that trespassers will be prosecuted.

The wiping out of the little Republic was one of

the painfullest tragedies in history. They must have

a stupendous capacity for belief who still think that

the Bloemfontein statesmen nourished their ambitions

on dreams of dominion extending to the Indian and
Atlantic oceans. The country was becoming Angli-

cised. No sane being has ever complained that

injustice was meted out to English speakers in any

quarter of the State. The fateful treaty with President
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Kruger ought never to have been made. But, having

been made, it was religiously observed.

TRANSVAAL TREATY.

Two explanations of it are given you. One is that

the old Pepper oeing ignorant, unreasonable, deadly

suspicious of the new-comer, was in need of restraint

from the extreme practice of his own Toryism, and

that the Free State could the more effectively keep

him within bounds if it bore part of the risks of

national extinction which inspired his sublimely

fatuous acts of retrogression. The other is that

the treaty was believed to secure profitable privi-

leges in the Johannesburg market. Neither wild

Boers nor " hand-uppers " can be induced to confess

that military expansion was in their heads. They
concede a monopoly of that species of ambition to

European nations. I would not refer to this aspect

of their history were it not that so many Britishers

seem bent on regarding their late adversaries as half

fools, half knaves, who may still be treated as an

inferior stock.
" The English in Bloemfcfotein," said a high repre-

sentative of the King to me, " had nothing to complain

of in ths old Government, and, to tell you the truth, I

think they would rather have it than ours." If that

idea has reached exalted officials, what do you suppose

is the language of the man in the street ? The only

people who are supposed to have no liberty to criticise

are the famous men who, though they are taunted

with being " mushroom generals," taught the finest

products of British military culture and experience

something about modern warfare.

Sir Lewis Michell marvels that the British people

do not yet understand that one of the greatest lessons

of the war is that militarism must be prevented from

repeating within the Empire the feats which have

made the British in South Africa such bitter critics of

the army officer. To put young subalterns in supreme
arbitrary control of civil communities, the Chairman of

De Beers thinks, is the negativing of everything our

Imperial system stands for. South African experience

has shown that to make a soldier prosecutor and
judge too, without any check by experienced judicial

officers, is a crime against the commonwealth. The
Cape Assembly may not persist in the demand for a

Martial Law Commission. But if the King's regula-

tions are not altered in the light of South African

experience, we shall be a more foolish people than our

enemies suppose us to be. * The War Commission,

whose findings are being awaited, ought to have taken

special evidence —not a scrap need have come from

Dutch sources—as to the administration of martial

law. If one-fiftieth of the stories one hears about

General Tucker's regime at Bloemfontein are true, the

case for revision of the regulations is easily established.

General Tucker has made a name for himself that

will live in South Africa. His exploits might be

turned to good account, and he would thereby secure

a fairly agreeable fame.

VI.—THE BIRTH OF A NEW NATION.

It is futile to cry overmuch against readjustments

which are inevitable results of war. You must look

elsewhere for compensation for disturbance. You
must turn your healthy sentiment into fresh channels.

It will cut you like a knife to do it. But do it you

must, if you would vindicate a modest claim to

insight and statesmanship. South Africa must be a

country of long views as well as of long distances. He
has a lien upon its future who can throw his mind
ahead of to-day, grasp clearly the thing which ought

to be, and can show his fellows the way to attain it.

WANTED—THE MAN !

Mr. Chamberlain and Olive Schreiner agree that

the war was the gestation time of the South African

nation. I looked everywhere in South Africa for a

man big enough to nourish the infant nationality and
make it strong. Everywhere I was told he was not

to be found. Nobody would predict his advent. But
almost everybody waits for the disclosure of his

presence. His instrument of concord will be Federa-

tion, the most difficult instrument from which har-

mony may be extracted ; so difficult indeed that only

genius can manipulate it successfully. The measure
of South African political risks is the measure of the

noble deeds to be accomplished. Sublime courage,

unfailing skill, giant strength, paternal tenderness

—

these things may win for some man the imperishable

title of Father of United South Africa.

THE TESTING TIME.

Possibly the existence of the British half of the

English-speaking world may depend upon the winning

of that name among a white population not so

numerous as the citizens of Liverpool. The real

testing-time for South Africa began with the peace of

Vereeniging. To think that the much-negotiated terms

which sealed the fatuity of the demand for uncondi-

tional surrender that was dictated to Lord Roberts,

finally secured the objects for which war was upheld

in England, is to make the mistake of foolish lovers

who think that marriage disposes of the toilsomeness

of life. Marriage only discloses the complexities and
difficulties of human existence. The love on which
marriage is founded provides the inspiration for over-

coming the things which conspire to wreck domestic

peace. The Anglo-Boer union which was declared

through the mouth of the bachelor General and the

bachelor High Commissioner was arranged in the

midst of an appalling wreckage of domestic peace

which will never be effaced from the memories of

scores of thousands of living people.

RACHEL WEEPING FOR HER CHILDREN.

It is hard for Rachel, weeping for her children, to

show herself friendly. When you try to see clearly the

new political perspective which Vereeniging opened
out, you must not allow your eyes to be clouded by
the dew of human sympathy with men and women
in whom the doleful history of the concentration camps
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has begotten an impulse to repeat :
" I will repay,

saith the Lord." But your views about South Africa's

future are about as valuable as chaff if they are not
" trued " by an appreciation of facts which cannot be
ignored because they are part of the unforgettable

tragedy which almost destroyed the possibility of amity

between two peoples of matchless virility.

You can spin your theories about bygones, about

fusion, about political machinery, and so convince

yourself that the compensations of the war are as big

as the war itself. But when you begin to believe that

all is calm and bright, you meet some mother of sturdy

youngsters who is unalterably certain that your country,

of malice aforethought, gave itself over to an orgy of

injustice and cruelty to women and children because
she could neither conquer nor frighten the men. She
tells you that God will see injustice righted, and she

will gladly bear, as often as nature will permit her, the

pains of maternity, so that she may breed a race that

will some day vindicate its honour among the haughty
people who despised it and trod it under foot.

" The women," say the light-hearted, " the women
are a jolly sight worse than the men."
They are. I wonder what Mr. Brodrick would say

if he were confronted with one who told him that she

and the three-year-old on her knee were put on half-

rations in Brandfort Camp because her husband was
said to be on commando what time he was a prisoner

in St. Helena.

"TIME THE SOLfe HEALER."

There is no royal road to contentment in South
Africa. Time, after all, must be the divine healer

—

time and new ideas. There is a future to think about,

as well as a past to reflect over. Occasionally one
fears the future

;
very often one is filled with hope for

it. The boom which was predicted as the first-fruits of

the war hasn't come. Providence was too kind to

Africa to allow intoxication to follow hot-foot on
fever and devastation. Business is quiet and people
have time to think. They agree as to what they

desire the future, to bring forth, though their aspira-

tions haven't yet found voices equally tuneful to

everybody. They want a South Africa as free, as

independent, as saucy as Canada 'and Australia—and
no interference from Home.

LOCAL PARTICULARISMS.

What Lord Milner calls local particularisms as

between the British are exceedingly difficult to adjust

m South Africa. Cape Colony and Natal are in keen
competition for the Rand carrying trade. Both dread
rapid development of the Deiagoa Bay route to Johan-
nesburg. How can rivalries like these be subordinated
to an ambition common to the whole country ? There
is not much prospect of the greater being joyfully

allowed to absorb the less until a common South
African sentiment can be evoked which will ripen

into a national patriotism similar in kind, and not

markedly different in degree, to that which has pro-

duced the Commonwealth of Australia, Citizens with

the South Africa instinct will probably come together

first because of their aversion to that strange element
in the community which, while it talks loudly about

what should be done for British supremacy, is all the

time getting ready to clear out of the country as soon
as bank balances will allow.

THE BIRDS OF PASSAGE.

The mere sojourner often enough tries to offset the

brevity of his residence by the vociferousness of his

politics. He hangs on to the skirts of the Progressives,

who say his numerical strength is grossly over-

estimated by the other side. But he is there.

Sometimes ne compiles blue books. Here is a
specimen of his wisdom :

—" There will never be
peace and contentment in South Africa so long as the

Dutch have a newspaper which they call Ons Land—
Our Land. What right have they to call it their

land ? It's ours as much as theirs. I've been in the

Government service here for twenty-eight years, and
my pension begins in 1906. I sha'n't stay in this

blooming country twenty-four hours after I am
entitled to it." Just so ; absentee landlordism

without any land. What would be said to a gentleman
like this in Ottawa or in Melbourne ?

WANTED—MORE PROVINCIALISM.

Mr. Chamberlain scolded Cape Colonists for being

too provincial. Learned Colonists reply that their

real trouble is that they are not provinciai enough.
Wherein is no deadly opposition. " Provincial " is a

fearful word. Mr. Chamberlain is not such an ass

as to suppose that South Africa ought to be glad to

take its time from the English Metropolis. If the

Quebec " provincial " did that he would be in danger
of sinking to the level of the Cockney. If the South
African did it he would be in rags and tatters before

the decade is out. If Mr/ Chamberlain means that

the Cape, or Natal, or the Transvaal thinks it is South
Africa, arid would subordinate the progress of the

whole to the immediate interests of itself, he is nearer

the truth than he often is. He cannot mean that

the South African must judge everything primarily

by its potential contribution to the pride of these little

islands. If so he went to South Africa for nothing.

BE SOUTH AFRICAN FIRST,

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier is a Canadian first and a Britisher

afterwards. It is no sin against the Empire to be a

South African first and a Britisher afterwards. The
way for South Africa to strengthen the Empire is to

strengthen itself. It is as silly to blame the South
African for excessive devotion to his country as it

would be to curse me because I conceive it to be my
duty to support my family before I go on the stump
for the socialisation of the means of production and
distribution. When you found your public duty on
your experience of home, you know that the strength

of Imperialism rests on enlightened provincialism.

A good South African is a good Imperialist, often in

spite of the Imperialists.
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—AND AS PROUD AS CANADIANS.

I could find plenty of English people across the

Atlantic to whom the greatest compliment is to be

told that they are Canadians. It won't be long before

that blessed form of patriotism will extend to South

Africa. The soi-disant racial trouble is political

before it is racial. The only sane supremacy is South

African supremacy. South Africans have never been

so stupid as to long for a splendid isolation from the

rest of the world. They saw their natural destiny was

in the British connection.

THE COMING CAPE ELECTIONS.

The highway to a Federal South Africa is being

cleared for such as wish to walk in it. The section-

alists are worrying about their sections, as becomes
them. But greater than they will arise in due time.

They hold the field in the Cape—both fields, if you

like, for there doesn't seem a penny to choose between

them. They have got to win the general election—if

they can—and the work is congenial to their tastes,

and commensurate with their capacity for statesman-

ship. They truly think that on the result of the

polling the most momentous issues hang. It is their

sincere belief that the conflict in which a hundred
thousand votes will be cast means as much to the

country as the struggle in which sixty thousand

human beings gave up the ghost. Some say that

British supremacy will really be decided in November.
If the Progressives win they will pass a Redistribution

Bill which will secure a pro-English majority for the

next generation, and then all will be well. Let the

disaffected rage, but he can then only imagine a vain

thmg. They don't want to gerrymander the con-

stituencies, they only desire finally to teach the Dutch
their lesson, as a prelude to the era of equality which

we fought for.

THE HOPE OF THE PROGRESSIVES.

They admit that if ten thousand rebels had not lost

the franchise British supremacy could not be obtained.

They base their calculations for the future triumph of
British ideals on a temporary piece of luck which
would not have come if Africa had not been torn by
political differences in which blood was made to call

to blood, and in which men thought little of risking

the franchise because they freely risked their lives. I

tried hard to be convinced that a sovereign balm for

South Africa's wounds is a Redistribution Bill. I am
a fairly credulous man, but that was beyond my
powers of belief.

It isn't in Redistribution Bills in Cape Colony that

the hope of South Africa lies. Such legislative devices
will not re-establish the whole country in amity and
well-doing. Human nature, after all, is a more magni-
ficent creation than any amount of political mechanism,
and when a redistribution scheme is proclaimed as

the sole Open Sesame to an agreeable future you may
be pretty sure that from that gospel the high artificer

of South Africa will not be produced. It is well that

this should be the case, for it shows how grievous the

dearth of great South Africans is. One who has

refused office more than once told me there isn't a

statesman in South African politics. I won't set up as

a judge, but I found plenty of agreement with his

view.

dr. Jameson's leadership.

Look at the Cape Progressive party. Dr. Jameson
has been elected its leader. Dr. Jameson is more of a

bogey than he will be six months hence. He is one

of the men who are best liked by those who know
them best. Neither the Raid nor his connection

with the capitalists irretrievably damns him. He may
become a powerful factor for good in South Africa,

heavy though the odds are against him. He was not

anxious for Parliamentary headship. He knows its

risks, and is too big a man to be afraid of taking

risks. Neither in his past nor in his present company
is there any inevitable bar to conspicuous service to

South Africa. I would be very glad to congratulate him

on a notable justification of his colleagues' choice.

But the inevitability of his leadership is a most

melancholy confession of the poverty of the Pro-

gressives. It may not be too much to be asked to

believe that he is the Chosen Instrument to set the

seal of peaceful British supremacy upon a distracted

province ; that the conspirator and revolutionist of to-

day is the bulwark of constitutionalism to-morrow;

that, generally, he has shown skill as a conspirator;

and that his rise to legitimate power has been the

reward of sagacity in wielding illegitimate influence.

But the remarkable thing about Dr. Jameson is that as

a partner in a conspiracy he was the most amazing

failure of modern times. He invaded the Transvaal

against the repeated instructions of his leaders. His

intentions by them were right enough. But what

about his judgment? He lost his head. What
expectation is there that in difficult times, if he be

clothed with the authority of Premiership, he won't

repeat the blunder ? A captain who heedlessly wrecks

one ship never gets promoted to tjie command of a

bigger vessel.

not a master of assemblies.

But the elevation of Dr. Jameson, honest tribute to

his personal qualities and public capacity though it

be, is doubly a gamble. He has been elected leader

of a Parliamentary party, in the most difficult political

situation, having the least Parliamentary experience of

any responsible politician in the Empire. His most
ardent friends who accept gaily the inevitability of his

chieftaincy agree that as a Parliamentarian he has every-

thing to win and nothing to lose, while he is opposed by
a compact and cleverly dominated host. Could the

poverty of the Progressives be more strikingly con-

fessed ? .Dr. Jameson is popular in the towns. But
his vehement applauders think lightly of the precedent

they are setting.

I would like to speak confidently of Dr. Jameson's

prospects as leader of the Opposition. The pro-

ceedings of the House of Assembly while I was in
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Cape Town were unexpectedly trivial—wrangling over

the appointment of committees and so on, for as the

Session may last ninety days, and members draw about

j£i 1 6s. per day, there is no hurry to get to serious

business, and no excessive desire for promptitude and
despatch when serious affairs are in the handling.

From what little I did see and hear I did not receive

the impression that Dr. Jameson is cut out for the

Senate. Dr. Jameson has not the manner of a Master

of Assemblies. He may, indeed I am confident he
will, become less and less a bogey to his opponents,

because of his personal charm. But that is scarcely

reason enough for regarding him as the embodiment
of so mighty a thing as British supremacy in all that

pertains to Parliamentary institutions. ^

MR. HOFMEYR.

Neither side is confident of victory in the November
elections. The balance of hope, perhaps, is on the

South African Party's side. But what an anomalous
position is that Party in ! It acts solidly, but has

neither whips nor a leader. Mr. Merriman and Mr.

Sauer sit together, and perform the functions of twin

guiders of the Party. They are first-rate personal

friends, and never dream of definite separation. If

their side wins one of them will be Prime Minister.

But Mr. Hofmeyr, in public estimation, is the real

chief of the South African Party. The popular

belief on his own side and on the other is that

he gets all the hard nuts to crack, and, indeed,

has more power in his little finger than there is in

the Sauer and Merriman loins. This is scarcely the

healthiest possible state of things. Mr. Hofmeyr's

health has not been good for some years. When
he was in Parliament he refused the Premiership.

He is a long-headed gentleman of rare experience.

But lion-hearted courage is not commonly numbered
amon&his attributes. His most earnest admirers say

he is distinguished by a curious kind of timidity.

His more candid friends, instead of "curious kind

of timidity," say " moral cowardice." Whatever it be,

an outsider feels instinctively that powerful men should

be either in politics or out. The South African

Party will never take its just place so long as it is

without an acknowledged chief.

NATAL AND ITS PROBLEMS.

In Natal, too, things are at sixes and sevens.

There is a Government and an Opposition of almost

equal strength. But the Colony has never had party

Government as the Old Country knows it. No broad,

deep line of principle separates the antagonistic

elements which have come to the top in Natal politics.

The question upon which the late elections were

mainly fought was whether there ought to be a new
single railway to the Transvaal or a doubling of

the existing line. The elections settled nothing ; and

though Sir Albert Hime may not be Premier much
longer, he will not retire from office as the result of

vital divergences of policy.

The white population of Natal could be comfortably

housed in Bury. Two Houses of Parliament, a Lieut.-

Governor, and all the paraphernalia of administration

which begets a knight or baronet at almost every dis-

tribution of the Royal honours, gives so small a popu-
lation an extended bulkiness in the Imperial per-

spective. Durban, the most progressive municipality

in Africa, has been made by the Rand. The rise of

land values has made more fortunes in Durban in the

last fifteen years than were made aforetime in ordinary

commerce since Durban began. But Natal natives

may not be induced to develop the Rand as their

brethren in Portuguese East Africa do. If something
is not clone to turn the muscles of the numerically

predominating Kaffir to better account, Natal's native

problem will soon be more than it can deal with.

RHODESIA.

I have not been in Rhodesia. Those who were
there recently do not give rosy accounts of its pros-

perity. Abundant wealth is there; but the Raid,

the London speculators, and the war have postponed
the realisation of it. Companies which obtained land

from the Chartered Corporation, and held it for rises,

have been Rhodesia's bane. The white population is

about ten thousand. The pessimists among them
believe in emigration. The optimists wait patiently

for the Rand overflow. Revenue is below expendi-

ture. When cattle are free from rinderpest they are

victimised by red water. But all will come right if

only you say "Rhodesia's a great country" long

enough. Its Government is paternal rather than

democratic. There is quite as much of it as the

people like.

FEDERATION AND AN EDITOR.

That is the case all over South Africa. Five

Governments for eight hundred thousand whites is a

pretty liberal allowance. There is convenience about

the arrangement, but not much more necessity than

there is for a Kaffir to have five wives. It is infinitely

easier to increase Governments than to diminish them.

Let a borough council try to absorb two or three

neighbouring councils, and see what the operation

means. Local particularisms are bad enough when
the Local Government Board has to adjust them.

But when "local" means anything up to territory five

or six hundred miles square, who is sufficient for a

readjuster and a federator ?

Nobody is sufficient—yet. Before a little action

there must be an infinitude of wearisome discussion.

About the only man who can speak in the ears of all

South Africans is Lord Milner. But he is not a per-

manency. Besides, he cannot lead debate, for he

represents the King. The printed word will be the

first medium of the necessary exchange and sifting of

views and schemes. There isn't a South African

journal which counts for much over the whole

of the country. Probably the advent of such a

periodical will be the best sign that federation is at

hand. The editor is the natural forerunner of the

statesman. Arthur Hawkes.
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A Defence of the Psychical Research Society

An Open Letter to Mr. W. T. Stead by the President, Sir Oliver Lodge.

MY DEAR SIR,—You have expressed yourself as

hotly displeased with the standard of evidence

required by the Society for Psychical Research.

As a matter of fact the standard differs according to

the kind of circumstances to be dealt with ; and if you

have been informed that we are accustomed to apply

the same rules to simple contemporaneous observation

as to deferred or complex phenomena, you have been

misinformed. But do you really think that the possibility

of clairvoyant power of prediction can be satisfactorily

and permanently established by means of any standard

of rigour below the highest ? It is a most difficult thing

to prove anyhow, most difficult to disentangle and
discriminate from inference or deduction from wide

knowledge of the present, even in a case where the

details are all correct and the record unimpeachable.*

For instance, taking your presentation of the Servian

case in your July issue, and supposing that every-

thing occurred in accordance with the most

favourable hypothesis, what would it establish ?

Simply that vague, semi-conscious anxiety in the

Servian Minister's mind on behalf of his Royal Master

reflected and focussed itself in the utterance of the

sensitive.! This is no new thing in psychical science,

and moderate evidence might be held to lend support

to a particular instance of its occurrence ; but to

effectively establish real predictive power—a quite

unrecognised novelty in science — evidence of

moderate quality is impotent. Scientific dis-

coveries are seldom made with consummate ease.

To prove that a man committed a burglary, or

stood on his head at a specified time, or performed

any other recognised action, the verbal evidence of a

couple of bystanders may suffice. To prove that a
man floated in air, or extracted coins from a constantly

locked safe, evidence of a totally different character

is essential. And that is the kind of evidence required

to substantiate a case of real prediction.

The evidence for a prediction must be recorded

in full detail beforehand. Wisdom after the event

is too liable to b^r deceptive. Utterances, " of

which the importance is not recognised till after-

wards," will not do. If a number of predictions are

made, they ought all to be recorded. Everything that

is intended to county if it comes off, should be taken

equal note of. We must know not only the few that

succeed, but also the mmy which fail, assuming for

the moment that that is the proportion. The only

way to avoid this dire necessity for statistics in the

matter is for the details to be so numerous and
precise that chance is out of the question.

You surely do not hold that in the case of the

* C/., for instance, a paper of mine in the Proceedings S. P. R. for 1894,
vol. x , p. 14.

t Footnote by Editor.—The Servian Minister, by the way, was not
present when the pred.ction was nude.

Servian prediction the details were either numerous
or precise. I take your own account in the July

number, and have no need to inquire further. The
case as presented by yourself is a weak one. I trust

that there is nothing offensive in stating this as my
opinion.

It is not quite clear what your ground of complaint

against the Society for Psychical Research is. If

they had pretended to investigate it, and published

the result of that investigation without hearing all

you had to say, and without reducing the evidence of

all the witnesses to writing, you might indeed feel

aggrieved ; but it is not so
;
they did not investigate at

all, they did not consider that a primd facie case had
been made out. Refraining from investigation is

surely no heinous offence. A very few flaws in

evidence are sufficient to make it useless for the

purpose of effectively establishing an unrecognised

human faculty.

Why are you at loggerheads with us ? Is it quite

reasonable ? We do not scoff at predictions and say

they are impossible ; we are willing to examine cases

of reported prediction if we can find one of which the

evidence is inexpugnable. You say that we shall

never find such a case. Perhaps not; but in that

case we must be satisfied with less sensational

inquiries.

It would be easy to hold up to ridicule some of

your utterances in August, but it would be un-

seemly. In this instance 1 happen to be on the

popular side, and you on the unpopular ; it behoves
me to be specially cautious and courteous in criticism,

for to be anything else would be too cheap and easy.

I admire your desire to make the most of small oppor-
tunities and to emphasise to the uttermost the

importance of certain facts, no matter how hostile the

public are to them
;
but, if you will allow me to say

so, you seem to me to weaken your position by over-

pressing the cogency of evidence which all the time
is really weak.

I do not say that the prediction did not occur ; all I

say is (r) That the evidence for the asserted pre-

diction is not strong, because it made no particular

stir till after the event, and had been forgotten by
some present.

(2) That the prediction, if made, could be alter-

nately accounted for by telepathy and clairvoyance of

the present, so that no clear perception of the future,

beyond inference, is deducible.

(3) That the details of the prediction do not suffi-

ciently correspond with fact as to successfully eliminate

coincidence.

You cannot surely think that it gives me pleasure

to detect flaws in the record of a prediction. It is

immense trouble to make a record unexceptionable ;
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but if, as you believe, and as I am beginning to think

possible, some faculty of prevision does exist, then we
must hope that someone some day will take the

necessary trouble, and that the circumstances will be
such as to compel belief, and so add to our real

knowledge immensely, and perhaps revolutionise some
of our ideas concerning " time."

With high regard for your strength and sincerity of

purpose, while differing from you greatly in your esti-

mate of what is judicious and crucial, I have the

honour to be, yours faithfully,

Oliver Lodge,
President of the Society for Psychical

Research.

Mr. Stead's Rejoinder.

I gladly publish the letter from Sir Oliver Lodge,
the esteemed President of the Society of Psychical

Research. I regret, however, to find in it no appre-

ciation of the nature of the indictment which I

brought against the present conduct of the Society's

investigations. I made no complaint as to the

reluctance of the Society to accept the hypothesis of

the possibility of clairvoyant prevision. I only

objected to their refusal to investigate the facts of an
alleged case of prevision which had attracted world-

wide attention. All that I ventured to protest against

was a refusal to ascertain the facts, and the pretexts

on which such a refusal was based. In other words,

thafa Society, constituted expressly for the purpose of

investigation, refused to investigate.

I appreciate the loyalty which leads Dr. Lodge to

endeavour to shield the unfortunate Mr. Piddington,

whose methods of " investigation " it was my painful

duty to gibbet before the world. But if I may venture

to criticise his performance, I think it may be
remarked that it would have been more effective if

Dr. Lodge had taken the 'trouble to ascertain the

facts. " The evidence for a prediction," says Dr.

Lodge, " must be recorded in full detail beforehand."

Agreed. The first question, therefore, for Mr.
Piddington to hav: ascertained when he began his

"investigation" was whether the evidence in this

particular case was recorded in full detail before-

hand. The prediction was made in the hearing of

a dozen witnesses on March 20th. The assassination

took place on June nth. Now the facts of the

prediction were entered in full detail in the Servian

Minister's journal of March 24th, where they may still

be seen. On March 28th a registered letter, warning
the King of his danger, was despatched to Belgrade,

the post office receipt for which is at the Servian

Legation this day. YVhat more can Dr. Lodge want ?

What Dr. Lodge says as to the importance of

recording the total number of predictions made, both
true and false, is sound enough if we were asking
for an estimate of the qualitative value of such pre-

dictions, or were calculating the chances that any
particular prediction would be fulfilled. But that is

not the point in dispute. His remark would be rele-

vant, if anyone had asked the Psychical Research
Society to report in favour of the hypothesis that

Mrs. Burchell, or any other clairvoyante, could always,

or even one time in ten, foresee what was to happen.
But no such dernand has been made upon the
Researchers.

" To refrain from investigation," says Dr. Lodge,
" is surely no heinous offence." If this is the ethical

standard of the president of a society formed for the
express purpose of investigation, it is not surprising

that Mr. Piddington should consider the Society per-

fectly justified in refusing to investigate anything.
And as those who never investigate never make
any discoveries, we need not be surprised at the
barrenness of the S.P.R.

Finally, Dr. Lodge points out under three heads
what we may take it for granted is the last word that

can be alleged in mitigation of judgment. He tells

us (1) that " the evidence for the asserted prediction

is not strong " ; and if he had stopped there his

assertion might have carried weight. But when he
goes on to say that it is weak (1) because it made no
particular stir till after the event, and (2) because it

had been forgotten by some present, he gives away
his case\ Since when has it been laid down that

the value of evidence depends upon the stir it

makes at the time? But in this case it is proved
that it made so much " stir " as to move the

Servian Minister to investigate the matter, to enter

the facts in his journal at the time, and afterwards to

make them the subject of a warning letter to the King
more than two months before the assassination.

What more " stir " would Dr. Lodge have ?

Equally extraordinary is the assumption that because
two persons—both admittedly prejudiced against all

things psychic—say that they do not remember what
was said, the evidence of twelve other persons present

counts for nothing. But the substantial evidence of
the prediction having been made rests on written record
at the Servian Legation, and no amount of forgetful-

ness on the part of a couple of witnesses can obscure
that fact.

The second excuse is beside the mark. No one
has asked the Psychical Research Society to deduce
anything from the fact that the prediction was made.
Its first duty was to ascertain the fact. Explanations
come later.

The third statement that the details of the predic-

tion do not sufficiently coincide with fact to eliminate

coincidence is also a matter for discussion after the

facts of the prediction itself had been authenticated and
placed on record. The essential points in the vision

and in the subsequent assassination correspond at least

as closely as any report by an eye-witness of the tumultu-

ous scene could correspond with the actual occurrence.

Behind all these lame and halting excuses lies the

assumption that no evidence is worth investigating

unless it is on the face of it absolutely " inexpugnable,'*

and that no psychic fact is worth ascertaining unT

ess

it is certain that it will afford conclusive support to some
particular theory.
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The Union

A SOLDIERS' and Sailors' Club, managed by
soldiers and sailors for themselves, where the

thousands of men of both services passing

through London shall be able to find a resting-place,

as warm and as attractive as a public-house, and with-

out any of the drawbacks of many of the existing

established soldiers' and sailors' homes. To Miss
McCaul belongs the credit of having suggested the

practical carrying out of an idea which fills a long-felt

want. From her energy in carrying out this idea it

comes that the Union Jack Club is on a fair way to

complete success, and has gained the approval and
support of all possible authority. The idea was so

logical and withal so well worked out by Miss
McCaul, before ever she started to interest others in

it, that it could not very well fail. The fact that some
^23,000 have been collected and promised towards
the club before any public appeal is issued or site

selected is in itself an overwhelming testimony to

the soundness of the scheme and a hopeful guarantee

that the ^60,000 needed will be subscribed. In its

earlier stages the movement received especial impetus
from the hearty support of Sir Frederic Treves, who
was one of the first to recognise the excellence of Miss
McCaul's idea. Following in his wake have come all

the leaders of the Navy, the Army, and of the worlds

of society and finance. It is a work which must appeal

to all. Even those who are opposed to the Army
system or to militarism in any form must admit the

wisdom of making the best of an existing state of

affairs, while those who favour universal military train-

ing cannot but be rejoiced to see such an experiment
made before the number of soldiers and sailors grows
too great and unmanageable. Major-General Oliphant,

commanding the Home District, spoke in no half-

hearted way when he said that, in his opinion, had
such a club existed in the past, many offences for

which soldiers have been punished would never have
been committed.

WHAT IS THE UNION JACK CLUB?

That it is a serious concern is certain, since a
perusal of the many names of well-known persons

on the General Committee, and the fact that the

permanent Under-Secretary of the War Office is the

chairman of the Executive Committee, cannot but give

confidence. Since it is probable that so excellent an
idea will attract still wider interest, it is well to give

some description of its main details. Such may be
found in a speech made by Sir Edward Ward at the

Mansion House, of which some extracts follow

here :

—

The object is to present to the two services a club as a
national recognition of their work. The Club is to be purely

undenominational, and is to supply to the soldier and sailor all

the comforts which a well-conducted residential club should

provide. In addition to a large dining-room where he can

obtain all things necessary for his inner man, it is proposed to

Jack Club.

provide him with a library, reading and writing rooms, and a

billiard room. One of the leading features of this club will be

the large number of bedrooms which the men can obtain at a

very reasonable cost. The management will be in the hands of

the Executive Committee, which will, however, be assisted by a

sub-committee elected by the members. Lockers will be pro-

vided, where the men can stow away such spare articles of kit

as they may bring with them, and a safe in which they can

deposit their valuables. We are in negotiations for a site near

Waterloo Station, a position which we consider essential for the

success of the Club.

WHY WATERLOO STATION SHOULD BE CHOSEN?

That Waterloo Station is the ideal spot for such a

club is evident, seeing that no less than 160,000

soldiers and 60,000 sailors pass through this station

alone in a year. In Lord Roberts' words :

—

It always seemed to me essential that this building should

be in proximity to one of our most important railway stations,

the Waterloo Railway Station for choice, because it is by the

London and South Western line that the majority of our soldiers,

whether they are bound for India, for South Africa, or for any

other foreign station, have to travel, or when they make shorter

journeys from and to Aldershot, Portsmouth, and other places.

The site which we hope to secure is in close proximity to

Waterloo Station.

WHAT IS NEEDED?

It is a very strange phase of modern conditions

that it has come to be considered in England that no

care need be taken of the soldiers and sailors who
police the Empire, when they come to the heart of

that Empire. The few homes and institutes which

kindly individuals have opened smack too much
of charity and religion for the taste of the independent

soldier. Charity is out of the question, and while

they probably have no objections to religion, it seems

a little hard to them that they cannot play a game of

billiards or eat a meal in an institute, without the

accompaniment of texts *and exhortations to be saved.

In the same way as these elements nullify the existing

institutions, to a certain extent, so does the fact of

their being strictly temperance fail to counteract the

effect of the public-houses. If a soldier wants beer,

he naturally does not go to the temperance institute,

and so falls prey to all the temptations of the streets

and the public-house. The Union Jack Club

will be conducted on strict lines, but if the men
want beer with their meals they may have it. The
question of texts and religious elements will be in

the hands of the members of the Club—that is,

of the men themselves. Should a majority of these

wish it, texts could be introduced, just as they might

be into any officers' club in London did the members
desire it. What is wanted is a club embracing as its

members all the men of both services, but as liberally

conducted as any club in Pall Mall, and as self-

governing. True, the executive committee, which as

at present constituted is composed of civilians, sailors,

soldiers and marines, is the controlling factor ; but all

the details and practical working will, as far as

possible, be in the hands of the men themselves.
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A FRIENDLY HAND TO THE SAILOR AND SOLDIER.

It is a Club, says Sir Frederic Treves, which holds

out the hand of friendship to the British soldier and

sailor. It offers him a genial hospitality ; it declines

to consider him a sort of outcast. It professes to

look after all his interests, it concerns itself in every-

thing that concerns him, and it in truth extends to

these gallant men the grip of a warm hand. A Club

with such an object must deserve the support of every

person who is proud of the name of Englishman.

Up to the present it must be owned that the

hospitality that the greatest city in the world offers to

the soldier and sailor is uncommonly poor. Indeed,

it does little more than offer him the hospitality of

the street and the public-house, and when we realise

the enormous number of men who pass through

London every year, it is a little astonishing that in a

city like this so little concern is shown for the man to

whom we owe so much.

LORD CHARLES BERESFORD'S VIEWS.

Lord Charles Beresford, speaking on behalf of the

Navy at the Mansion House meeting, said :

—

This Club is not meant to be an institute ; it is not meant to

be a home of any sort or kind ; it is really meant to put the

soldier and the sailor in the same condition as an ordinary

ciUzen of the country is in who can afford to start a club and
keep it going. Whit we want to do is to start this Club, and
the soldiers and sailors will keep it going themselves. Now,
what will be the advantages of this Union Jack Club ? We
all know very well what an immense advantage it would be for

the soldier or the sailor to have somewhere to put his kit and
his valuables, and to get a good meal at a moderate price, also

somewhere he can get a good bed, and be able to talk in a

rational way over the events of his life and other matters. That
is what can be done in this Club. Do look at it as a national

enterprise. Do think what it will do for all these 160,000 men
referred to by Lord Roberts. I think something like 60,000
sailors pass through Waterloo Station every year. Fancy the

comfort and convenience it would be to them if we could start a
club that they can manage themselves—a club that they can go
into as they pass through this great City.

A CASE IN POINT.

Only quite recently an example was afforded of the

necessity for such an institution. A well-built, splendid

specimen of a sailor was brought up for sleeping on a
doorstep, and his examination brought a pitiful tale to

light. He had arrived a few days before at Waterloo
with a good sum of money in his pocket, fresh from
paying-off at Portsmouth. By a stranger professing

friendship, he was taken to a public-house, where he
was delivered over into the clutches of some accom-
modating friends, who relieved him not only of all his

money and kit, but of his ticket to the North and his

papers. He came back to the streets without a penny
and helpless. The Union Jack Club proposes to be so

near to the station, that such a sailor would be able to

enter its friendly portals, and be safely and comfortably

at home until it was time for him to leave for the

North. For every case that comes to this amount of

publicity there must be hundreds or thousands of men
who fall a prey to the dangers of the Waterloo Station

district. The clergymen who work in the neighbour-

hood have a sad tale to tell of the adventures of the

sailors and soldiers arriving at Waterloo. To nobody
can it appear sound sense to thrust a man, returning

from long years, perhaps, of discipline with his

pockets full of money, into the midst of the most

terrible temptations, practically without warning.

AS ATTRACTIVE AS A PUBLIC-HOUSE AND SELF-

SUPPORTING.

The Club will aim to be as attractive and as com-
fortable as the most gorgeous gin-palace in London,
and will present the great attraction of being run by
the sailors and soldiers themselves and without any
" charity " at all. " It is intended," says Sir Edward
Ward, " to make the club a free gift from their country-

men and countrywomen to our soldiers and sailors,

and we anticipate that with the aid of subscriptions

from the canteens of ships and regiments it will soon

be self-supporting." There will be no feeling of obli-

gation, however much there may be of gratitude, any
more than members of Parliament feel a sense of

obligation to those who built Westminster for them.

Once established as a national memorial or as a
national duty to the nation's defenders, the sailors and
soldiers will run the Club themselves.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE CLUB.

Every member of the two services will, ipsofacto,

be a member of the Union Jack Club, without any
initial payment The members will pay for things in

the Club just as any club members do, but the cost of

things will be reduced to a minimum. Of course, it

is early yet to expect any very definite plans as to the

arrangement of the Club, but the broad lines are fixed.

There will be on the ground floor large general rooms,

dining-room, billiard-rooms, smoking-rooms, and so on;

it is al^o hoped that a well-stocked library may be pro-

vided. Above all it is considered necessary that these

general rooms should be lofty and spacious rooms, as

different as possible from barracks. Above these

general rooms will come tiers of bedrooms of com-
fortable size and suitably furnished. These bedrooms
will afford the most complete privacy for the

members, and can be locked up at will. A sum of

;£ioo will provide a bedroom named after the donor,

or allow that some special portion of the building may
be furnished at the request of the donors, according

to the amount subscribed. The scheme of construc-

tion will be so arranged as to allow for the addition of

further storeys when necessary.

THOSE WIfO SUPPORT THE SCHEME,

On the general committee there are no fewer

than nine dukes, three marquises, sixteen earls,

and three viscounts. The services are repre-

sented by eight admirals, three field-marshals,

two generals, and thirty-one lieutenant-generals and
major-generals. Their Majesties have already shown
their approbation by attending the grand concert

given in the Albert Hall, which brought nearly

^2,000 into the Club's treasury. Everything is on
a most businesslike footing, and every information

may be obtained at the Pall Mall Deposit, Carlton

Street, Regent Street, S.W. a. s.
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Leading Articles in the Reviews.
THE CRY FROM MACEDONIA.

The Policy of Russia and Austria.

Dr. E. J. Dillon contributes to the Contemporary

Reviau, under the headinj of " Foreign Affairs " and
the pessimistic sub-heading " Finis Macedonian ? " a
very gloomy and sardonic account of the state of

affairs in the Balkan Peninsula. The gist of his

article is that the present insurrection, being merely
local, cannot succeed ; and that Russia and Austria

have determined not to interfere, or to let others

interfere, but to allow the question to be settled

practically by the extermination of the insurgents.

When the conspiracy which prefaced the present

revolt was being hatched, Russia and Austria warned
the Porte and exhorted it to take time by the forelock.

When M. Rostoffsky was murdered, the Russian
Government, in spite of the clamour of the Press, re-

fused to take coercive measures, and demanded
merely an expiation of the offence :

—

Aided by the moral sympathy of Catholic Austria and Ortho-
dox Russia, the Shadow of God will, perhaps, ultimately thwart
this supreme effort of the Slav Christians to gain their inde-

pendence, and will uproot the Christian population as well, and
then the Macedonian Question, and with it the Near Eastern
p.oblem, may be consigned to the archives for a time. To open
it up to-day would certainly—say the statesmen who make
history there—lead to diplomatic misunderstand in^s and possi-

bly even to war. And neither Muicovy nor Ausiria is prepared
to run any su;h risks. Russia's policy is to gain her ends at the

green table of diplomacy rather than on the costly field of
battle. And what she has accomplished in the case of Man-
churia she can certainly effect in Macedonia. In a few
years Austria's position may, nay must, change, and
with it her ability to make good her present exorbitant

claims to a share in the heritage of the Sultan. Th * lion's share

will then fall to Russia, whose only rivals will be the helpless

little States of the Balkans, whom she can feed with fine words.
Austria is even far less prepared for international unpleasantness
than her northern neighbour. Her present internal ailments are
as much as she can possibly bear, and even they may yet bring
about disastrous consequences without any diplomatic troubles

or armed intervention in the Bilkans. Sleeping dogs had,
therefore, best be left undisturbed. Consequently, come what
may, the two Christian Powers are determined to keep the peace
and guarantee perfect liberty to the Turk to deal with the

Christian in his own traditional manner. Hence the murder of
all the Muscovite Consuls in Macedonia would not caus^ the
Tsar to swerve one hair's breadth from the policy of interest

which his advisers have drawn up, juU as the massacre of all the

Christians would not move Catholic Austria to raise a finger

against the Ottoman Empire.

Russia and Austria, says Dr. Dillon, are morally
responsible for the present bloodshed. The only
question is: How can their political interests be
most effectually furthered? That problem solved,
Christianity and humanity may be safely left to take
care of themselves. Austria has now arranged with
Roumania that a portion of the latter's army is to be
held ready to neutralise a considerable portion of the
Bulgarian forces in^ case Bulgaria should interfere.

And, in short, Consuls may be murdered, Christians
massacred, and risings organised until the Christian

population is thinned ; but the status quo in the Balkan

Peninsula will not be changed this year.

A MITIGATION IN MASSACRE.

After which Dr. Dillon proceeds ironically to show
how, though massacre may be encouraged by the

Christian Powers, they could by a slight sacrifice

prevent some of its attendant horrors. He refers, of

course, to the outrages on women and girls. The Porte,

he says, wants only ^10,000 to feed its own troops;

not having this money it quarters them on the Chris-

tians, and the soldiers, as usual, subject the women to
(

bestial indignities. By all means, says Dr. Dillon, let

the massacring go on ; massacre even the women, but

spare them worse ; it will cost only a trifle to the two

great Powers :

—

In order sensibly to lessen the number of these abominations

all that is needed is that a certain sum of money be regularly

advanced to the Sublime Porte, for the sake of humanity,

Christianity or prestige, by the two Christian Powers who*
vital interests are bound up with the success of the Turkish

army. If, then, Austria and Russia between them agreed to

make good the daily deficiency in the Io,ooo Turkish pounds
many a Macedonian maiden and wife would receive the

bullet, the dagger, or the lash of the Moslem with a bless-

ing on her lips for the unseen but chivalrous Christian Stales

which had sacrificed a portion of their revenues to save her

from dishonour. The cost of the ransom of these unfortu-

nate human beings would be trivial when one reflects on the

enormous budgets of the two great Empires ; but if the Govern-

ments from motives of strict economy hesitate to allot the needful

funds, would it not be advisable at least to allow public subscrip-

tions to be opened by parish priests throughout the two countries

and thus, besides rescuing women and children from torture

worse than death, to shed a certain degree of lustre on their respec-

tive churches, which have for a long time past been vainly

longing for an opportunity of distinguishing themselves in the

cause of humanity, morality or religion ?

THE SOUL OF THE INSURRECTION.

Dr. Dillon devotes some space to a description of

Damian GruyerT, the soul of the revolutionary move-

ment of which Boris Sarafoff is the head. Of GrayetT,

who, like most of the leaders, was primarily a school-

master, he says :

—

Like Pompey of old, he has only to stamp on the ground to

summon bodies of armed men to appear and follow him. His

flow of eloquence is said to be as irresistible as were the magic

sounds of the pipe of the Hainelin rat-catcher. He ca n lead his

peasants to the jaws of death, and they march on blithely singing

war songs. In this way he has persuaded thousands of very

hard-headed men to leave their nouses, their crops and their

families, and to risk their lives in a supreme and desperate effort

to shake off the yoke of the Turk. The " Macedonian (kmbaldi

"

is the nickname which this demagogue has received, and he cer-

tainly has not usurped it. He possesses the invalua ble gift of

making his hearers see things as he himself views them, and of

communicating to them the fire that burns within aim. HU
eloquence is thrilling, his enthusiasm infectious, his appeal irre-

sistible. He is a sympathetic, fiery-eyed, brown-skinned man of

about thirty-three years, whose short career has been characterised

by daring ventures and remarkable escapes. He knows his

country and his people better than any of his fellow-compatriots,

and is adored by the masses, who look up to him its to their

saviour.
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Leading Articles in the Reviews.

The Sad Plight of the Macedonian Peasant.

The September Fortnightly contains an excellent

article by Mr. H. N. Brailsford. He paints a sad

picture of the condition of the Macedonian serf—for

serf he practically is—under the hand of his Turkish
taskmaster. The immediate cause of the insurrection,

he agrees with the Turks, is the Bulgarian school,

which turns out numbers of educated young men who
refuse to return to their squalid homes. For the

squalidness of the home the Turk is responsible. The
average peasant has a net yearly income of only about
£\o, of which about ^3 10s. goes on taxes. It is a

common incident for villagers to cut down their fruit

trees to avoid the tax on them. Mr. Brailsford says

that in the most prosperous village he visited, out of

a male population of 560 no less than 370 were
obliged last year to work off their obligations for

taxes by joining the corvte. The Turkish Bey land-

lord gets half the farmer's produce. Every village

supports a number of Turkish policemen who are

really parasites, the average household paying .them

£1 10s. out of its income of £io, not for protection,

but for a precarious immunity from outrage.

Mr. Brailsford says that the average Macedonian
peasant has no idea whatever whether he is a Serb,

Bulgar, or Greek, but joins whichever party pays him
roost.

The result of the Bulgarian agitation is that the

Serbs have been confined to the extreme north-

west. Mr. Brailsford has a poor opinion of Hilmi
Pasha, whose capacity for administering a country
like Macedonia may be judged from the following

anecdote :

—

A consul brought to his notice the fact that medieval tortures

were being applied to the Bulgarian suspects in the gaol at

Ooiran. On the spot he drafted a telegram to the Prefect of
Doiran and showed it to the consul in question. It ran thus:
*' Is is true that you have employed torture in your prison? If

so, I must send a commission of inquiry." Next day he pro-

duced the official's reply, adding complacently: "You see,

there was not a word of truth in the story !
".

Emancipated Crete.

Mr. D. G. Hogarth, writing in the same Review on
"Crete, Free and Autonomous," does not confirm the

belief that emancipation from the Turk is the only

condition of progress in Eastern countries. One looks

in vain, he says, for indications of material progress.

The general impression is stagnation and decay ; the

roads are bad, or non-existent, and the towns still in

ruins. The fact is that the Cretans, though they have
now nominally excellent institutions, are dissatisfied

with their lot. The desire for union with Greece is

universal :—
No one who knows the measure of success attained by the

Hellenic Kingdom can believe that incorporation therein will

directly add to the well-being of Crete ; but increased well-being
will follow nevertheless, for the union will introduce a feeling of
satisfaction and finality which can never be obtained without it. It

will remove a grievance of some seventy years' standing, which
has often disturbed the peace of the Levant. It will harmonise
Prince George's real position with his nominal character, and

of many anomalies of detail. Difficulties of a new sort

will doubtless arise over the settlement, but they will be of
infinitely less importance than this present friction which disturbs

the whole machine of society.

A Lady in Old Servia.

The Monthly Review for September contains arv

interesting little article by M. Edith Durham, de-

scribing recent experiences in Old Servia, from which
she returned only a fortnight ago. Miss Durham
says that the Macedonian rising was planned well in

advance, and that she was warned of the fact at a
time when the European Press was declaring that

things had quieted down. She says :

—

Few English people are aware of the immense strides that have
been made in the lands released from Turkish rule in 1878. It

is no exaggeration to say that in that short space of time more
has been done towards improving all the conditions of life than
in the previous four centuries. There are good roads, well-

appointed schools, the towns have been largely rebuilt, and they
are clean and tidy ; far cleaner than those, for example, of
Normandy. The free Balkan States are supposed by the

average Briton to be wild and dangerous places. I can only
say, from experience, that both Servia and Montenegro have
treated me exceedingly well, and that to go from either of them
into Turkey is to plunge from safety and civilisation into danger ;

from the twentietn century into the Middle Ages ; off the pave-
ment into the sewer.

KieukUracL%tsch.\ [Aug. 23.

In the Servian Zoological Gardens : King Peter and his

Military Advisers.
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266 The Review of Reviews.

THE PROPOSED RETURN TO PROTECTION.
The Attitude of Australia.

Dr. Fitchett, in the July Reviezv of Reviews for
Australia, thus reports on feeling at the Antipodes on
" the great debate " :

—

On the great question of preferential trade Australia at the

present moment has certainly not made up its mind. It watches

the Titanic debate on the other side of tne sea, on the whole,

with uncomprehending eyes. A number of authorities, indeed,

have undertaken, with more or less success, to interpret Australian

sentiment, and in sundry rash cablegrams they have conveyed

their guesses to the English press. Bat at present Australia has

only looked at the question from what may be called the local-

partisan standpoint. Free-trade organs discharge much angry

rhetoric against Mr. Chamberlain because they think he has

turned traitor to free trade. Protectionist organs, on the other

hand, bless him because they fondly imagine he has become a

sudden convert to the gospel of protecUon. Most people are

awaiting the arrival of their opinions on the subject ; at present

they have none. To bind within one tariff the infinitely complex

and varying productions and interests of all the provinces that

make up the amazing British Empire is a feat which seems

beyond the wit of man to accomplish. When such a tariff

emerges, Australia, it may be shrewdly guessed, will judge it

chiefly by the single test of how it will suit Australian interests.

Free trade within the Empire could not, for Australia, be
realised without an amazing surrender of local protection ; and
even the local protectionists, who are now busy putting a nimbus
on the brows of Mr. Chamberlain , would contemplate the pro-

posal with quite changed eyes under such conditions. Australia

and New Zealand will cheerfully take part in any " inquiry " it

is proposed to undertake ; but they will enter into that inquiry,

and will emerge from it, uncommitted !

The importance of this testimony is obvious. If

the Cplonies have only a tepid interest in his pro-

posals, where will Mr. Chamberlain find any force to

support him ?

Protest by Sir John Gorst.

Sir John Gorst contributes to the North Ameri-

can Review for August a very weighty and well-

reasoned article directed against Mr. Chamberlain's

proposals. Its title is "A Crushing Burden to the

British People." Sir John says there is nothing new
in anything that Mr. Chamberlain says, or in anything

that he proposes to do. The only thing that is new
is that it should be taken up by Mr. Chamberlain,

and put forward as the programme of a great party

at a General Election. Sir John thinks that from an

electoral point of view Mr. Chamberlain was ill-

advised in the way in which he originally put forward

his scheme. The rise in the price of food is the one
thing that nobody has ever yet persuaded British

workmen to accept; and for this reason, among
others which Sir John Gcrst puts forward ,cry forcibly,

namely, that the mass of the people spend their lives in

a continuous struggle to obtain for themselves and
their families, food, clothing, and shelter. Thirty per

cent fail to succeed in obtaining an indispensable

minimum living wage. Hence they half-starve them-

selves, and bring up half-starving families of chil-

dren :

—

The condition of disease, debility and defective sight and
hearing, in the public elementary schools in poorer districts, is

appalling. The research of a recent Royal Commission has dis-

closed that of the children in the public schools of Edinburgh

70 per cent, are suffering from disease of some kind, more than

half from defective vision, nearly half from defective hearing,

and 30 per cent, from starvation. The physical deterioration

of the recruits who offer themselves for the army is a subject

of increasing concern. There are grounds for at least suspecting

a growing degeneracy of the population of the United Kingdom,
particularly in the great towns. What will be the effect of a

sudden increase in the price of food upon a people in such a
condition ?

With this submerged or half-submerged section of

the population any taxation which increased the price

of bread would bring about such misery that the result

would be a catastrophe so violent as to threaten the

stability of society.

It is unnecessary to follow Sir John Gorst through

the masterly essay in which he demonstrates the

impossibility of recouping the labouring population by
an increase of wages for an artificial increase in the

cost of living, for in this he is on ground so frequently

traversed that it is impossible for him or anyone else

to say anything new. Suffice it to say that he dis-

misses the, proposed taxes on food as impossible of

attainment "The taxation of food for the purpose
of consolidating the Empire will not do as an electoral

cry. Electors can be stirred up to fight, but it is hard
to persuade them to hunger."

Taxation of food, therefore, having retired to the

background, Sir John Gorst discusses the suggested

a'ternative of retaliation on manufactures. This he
regards as an old notion, which was exhaustively

discussed when the French denounced their commer-
cial treaty, and reluctantly abandoned it as impossible.

The manufactured article of one industry is the raw
material of another. A retaliatory duty would, at the

most, protect the inferior British article in the British

market, but not in the markets of the world. The
technical education of a more skilful class of work-
men, and employment of more scientific methods,
furnish the slower but more effective way of restoring

the supremacy of British industry. At the same time
he thinks that a desire to " hit " the foreigner with a

policy of retaliation will attain a certain temporary
popularity, until the production of a concrete schedule

of the articles which it is proposed to tax ; but as this

schedule will be carefully withheld until the elections

are over, Sir John Gorst inclines to believe that the

battb will take place on the old nostrum, and that

Great Britain will not be launched upon a contest in

food taxes, in which her very life would be at stake.

By Sir Michael Hicks-Beac*.

The Monthly Revieiv contains an important article

from the pen of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach on the fiscal

controversy. Sir Michael, as might be expected from
a late member of the Government, writes moderately,

but he puts his opposition to Mr. QiamberlahVs
schemes just as resolutely as in his speeches in

Parliament He begins by declaring that there is no
cause for the panic over our commercial position :

—

For example, can it be true that our iron trade is being ruined
if the profits of it assessed to Income Tax have increased from

,£1,840,350 in 1896-7 to ,£5,380,418 in 1900-1 ! The statement
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that our import of raw wool for manufacture increased from

598 million lbs. in 1886 to 715 million lbs. in 1901 seems incom-
patible with decay in our woollen manufactures ; while if we can
send more than ,£70,000,000 worth of our cotton manufactures
abroad, and find that in 1901 our exports of cotton-piece goods
and yarn were more than in 1872, though values then were more
than double the average of present prices, the policy of fighting

hostile tariffs by free imports can hardly be pronounced a failure

in the cotton industry.

THE THIN END OF THE WEDGE.

Sir Michael does not believe that it is possible to be
contented with small duties. The Chamberlain policy

involves duties high enough to give a real advantage
in our market to Colonists against foreigners ; and any
readiness on the part of the Colonies to accept small

duties at first is certainly no proof that the object of

the new policy would be satisfied by such a duty, and
the adoption of the principle would pledge us to any
subsequent increase of duties that might be found
necessary to carry out the object of Protection.

Moreover, we cannot show special favour to Canada

;

and equity to our other self-governing Colonies would
compel us to impose dities on all kinds of live and
dead meat, fish, fruit, butter, eggs and vegetables.

Taxes on raw materials would be demanded by those

interested in Canadian timber and in wool and skins

from Australia; and the preference would have to

be extended to the non-self-governing Colonies. Sir

Michael says :

—

The truth is that any treaty binding us to admit the Colonies to

our markets, as now, on equal terms with our own producers,

while they will not admit our producers to their markets on equal
terms with their own, is so unfair in principle that it must soon
become unworkable in practice. You cannot base a fiscal policy

for the Empire on the two opposite principles of Free Trade and
Protection. The high protective tariffs, intended to protect

Colonial industries against all outside competition, including our
own, are the real obstacles between us, and we have been plainly

told by all that this protection must be retained. It is therefore

impossible to see how we could gain from the Colonies any
great increase of trade, or any large measure of Free Trade in

manufactured goods, which are the only articles of importance
we could send them.

By Lord Avebury.

The Nineteenth Century redeems its Protectionist

sins of last month by opening this month with a first-

class paper in favour of Free Trade by Lord Avebury,
in which the whole argument of the anti-Protectionists

is admirably summed up. Firstly, Lord Avebury
denies that there is any ground for despondency in

regard to our position or any ground for changing our

fiscal policy. There has been an enormous expansion

of our trade, and the expansion coincided remarkably

with the adoption of our Free Trade policy. The
income tax and death duty returns show how prosperity

has increased. Secondly, we do not suffer from

"dumping" :

—

We are told that other countries "dump down" on us their

surplus products. To some extent that is no doubt true. But
in the first place, if to be "dumped d^wn " on is an injury,

other countries suffer far more than we do. Our manufacturers
" dump down ,f on them far more than their manufacturers dump
down on us.

It is nonsense, says Lord Avebury, to suppose that

dumping can end in underselling and destroying all

our industries, as in that case we should have nothing
to exchange for the dumped goods.

THE EFFECT ON WAGES.'

It has been said that a rise in the price of food would be met
by a rise in wages. That does not follow, but if so a rise in

wages would necessitate a rise in prices, and a rise in prices

would, of course, seriously cripple our manufactures in the
competition of the world. A difference has, I see, been drawn
between raw materials and food. It is understood that the
Government would not, under any circumstances, consent to tax
raw materials. But, in the long run, a tax on food would
hamper our manufactures in the same way as a tax on raw
materials.

Lord Avebury gives the following instance of the

effect of Protection and high wages on the cost of
production :

—

The Atlantic Transport Line recently had four similar

ships built, two in Belfast and two in Philadelphia. The
American-built ships cost ,£380,000 each, while the Belfast ones
cost ,£292,000.

Lord Avebury attributes the success of the

Germans almost altogether to their education and
technical training and to the discoveries of their men
of science ; but the progress made as the result of this

has been a benefit to the world at large, ourselves

included :

—

A development of commerce won, and fairly won, by science

and skill cannot be met by Protection. To technical education
Germany owes much, and if we wish to hold our own we must
follow her example. But I believe her success would have been
even more striking if her trade had been free, as in the long
run Germany will inevitably find. .

The Views of an American Professor.

Professor H. L. Nelson, of Williams College, formei

editor of Harper's Weekly
y
discusses Mr. Chamber-

lain's Imperial tariff plan from the point of view

of an American free-trader. He uses Mr. Cham-
berlain's proposal chiefly for the purpose of a

foundation for an argument in favour of reducing the

American duties on Canadian goods. If the United
States were to meet Mr. Chamberlain's proposal by
underselling his English competitor in the Canadian
markets, he would strike a serious blow to the whole
fabric of Protection, for the Protectionist would
thereby prove his ability not only to undersell English

competitors when on even terms with them, but to

pay the preferential Canadian duty into the bargain.

If the United States would enter into reciprocal tariff

relations with her, Canada would depend upon the

United States for most of her imports of manufactured

articles. Free-trade between the Dominion and the

Republic is, in his opinion, as natural and would
be as beneficed as Free-trade between Ohio and
Pennsylvania.

Mr. A. R. Colquhoun.
Mr. A. R. Colquhoun writes on the proposed

British Zollverein, in the North American Review,

enthusiastically in support of Mr. Chamberlain, who,
he declares, has fallen under a spell which all of us

who know Greater Britain at first hand must fal/

under sooner or later. His visit to the illimitable

veldt came as a vivifying flash to his brain. Downing
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Street had ceased to be the centre of the Universe,

and became a mere dot on the horizon of the Empire.

Hence we ha' d now to deal with a statesman of the

Great Idea ready to stake all on a single throw, for

there can be no doubt that on this issue will depend
Mr. Chamberlain's future career. Mr. Colquhoun
thinks that our Empire is not on a sound defensive

basis, neither is it on a sound commercial basis, and
in the third place the attitude of the Colonies as a

whole towards us is no more satisfactory than was our
attitude towards them some twenty years ago. The
Zollverein has met with no support in the Colonies.

Preference is the only thing that is possible, and the

granting of preferential tariffs he regards as the first

step towards Federation, which would inevitably lead

to common defence and representation. Believing

that Mr. Chamberlain's policy would revivify the

Empire, and create a new bond which would bind

it closer, and introduce a new spirit into the whole
British people, he is enthusiastic in its support

"Calchas" Again.

"Calchas" continues his campaign in the Fortnightly.

His argument now is that Mr. Chamberlain will

succeed in his Zollverein scheme because it is not a

Zollverein scheme. His real precedent is not Germany
or the United States, but Count Caprivi's great system
of reciprocity treaties between Germany and the States

of Central Europe. Mr. Chamberlain merely asks the

country to empower him to negotiate. He might get a

rebate of 66J or 75 per cent, from Canada by putting

a 2s. or 3s. duty on corn. And so .with Australia,

South Africa, and India. "Calchas" maintains that

the American and Argentinian producer would pay the

whole or the greater part of the duty on corn, and
that there would be no appreciable rise in home prices.

There would be no danger of friction or disunion with

the Colonies, he argues, as we would merely be nego-
tiating with them on even terms, as Germany negotiated

with the Central European States.

The Real "Balance qf Trade."

Mr. A. J. Spender contributes a valuable and care-

ful 1
)' reasoned reply to " Calchas's " articles in the July

and August numbers. He exposes some of " Calchas's
"

blundering with figures, and shows by figures of his

own how there is no such thing as a " balance of trade

against us," the fact being that our exports in addition

to freight, commission, etc., very nearly exactly balance
our imports :

—

We send out goods to the valu? of ,£340,000,000, for which
an equivalent must be received in this country. To the value of
these goods must be added the value of the freights and the pay-
ments for the services which the great British shipping trade

renders to the foreigner. A low estimate of these is ,£100,000,000.
Next there is a sum due to us for profit on British capital em-
ployed in foreign business, interest on British investments in

foreign countries, and salaries, annuities, and pensions (mainly
Indian) which are remitted to this country. In 1899 Sir Robert
Giffen estimated that a total of £90,000,000 was not far off the

mark for these items. Finally there are the payments due to us

on commissions, insurance, agency, and similar items. Sir

Robert Giffen estimated, these at ^16,000,000 in 1882, and
they must have largely increased since that date. Let us say

£20,000,000. Adding up these various amounts, we reach a
total of at least ^£550,000,000 due to us every year from the

foreigner. As a matter of fact, we receive ,£520,000,000, the

difference being accounted for by the reinvestment abroad of
interest earned abroad and by the payments among our exports

of values due to the foreigner for his investments on business in

this country.

Exports per Head of Population.

As to the alleged decline of our trade, Mr.
Spender gives the following figures of exports per

head of population, showing that since 1875 exports

per head have been practically stationary in all

countries :

—

United
Kingdom.

Average of

period— £ s. d.

1875-79 ... 600.
1880-84 •• 6 13 2 .

1885-89... 638.
1890 94 ... 6 211

France. Germany.
United
States.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

3 14 11 ...330 ... 2 16 3

3 13 5 - 3 8 8 ... 3 5 11

3 9 3 ... 3 5 6 ... 2 11 10

3 11 4 .. 3 2 9 ... 2 19 o
1895-99 5 19 5 • 3 14 S • 3 7 * ••• 218 4
What now emerges? Plainly this—that, while in the aggre-

gate the greater populations gain upon us, in proportion to their

population, the relative industrial capacities of the Englishman,
the Frenchman, the German, and the American remain almost
exactly where they were twenty years ago. Great Britain now
as then, exports nearly twice as much per head of the population
as Germany and the United States per head of their populations.

Another American View.

Mr. R. Ellis Thompson contributes " An American
View of Mr. Chamberlain's Proposals." He regards

the proposals as an acceptance of the American
contention that no country can afford to leave its

industrial interests outside the sphere of governmental
care. He says :—

-

It is impossible to cite a single case of any commodity having
been protected in America for fourteen years, without having
been made cheaper than it was before the Protection was enacted.
If it be merely a question of economy, could not England better

afford to spend, not ,£8,000,000, but ,£80,000,000 a year on
measures to promote effectively the growth of wheat, than to go
on increasing her ships of war on the principle that her navy
must more than equal any other two navies in the world ?

The Canadian Standpoint.

Mr. John Davidson writes on the Canap!ian stand-

point. A British duty on corn will, he declares,

result in a great Canadian wheat-boom ; but the boom
will be temporary, and when it is over will leave ruin

and stagnation behind it. Canada's first thought

about the proposed preference is joyous acceptance
;

the second will be accompanied by some gritting of

the teeth. ,

The voice of the oppressed manufacturer will be heard in the

land, and the convinced Protectionist will begin to renew his

partial studies of the trade question* Two things should never

be forgotten—(1) that Canada is a great believer in Canada first,

ami (£) that Canada is Protectionist in sentiment.

The Inner Meaning of Protection..

Under this title Mr. J. A. Hobson contributes a

good, but somewhat abstract, article to the Contem-

porary Review. Mr. Hobson says :

—

This is the inner meaning of the new wave of Protectionism

in England : Its adherents fear lest England's natural advan-

tages of soil, climate, position, labour-power and business-enter-
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prise should not suffice in the turmoil of keen world-competition

to keep enough industry within our national or imperial soil.

The traditional policy of game-preserving impels them to have

recourse to similar methods of preserving trade within the ring-

fence of the national or imperial dominions.

Protectionism is the expression of a false spirit of patriotism

seeking to confine industry within a national or imperial area, so

as to defend the nation, or the empire, against what it regards

as the disintegrating influences of commercial internationalism.

Now this patriotism is doubly false as expressed in that form

of preferential Protectionism now before our country. In the

first place, if carried into effect, it would injure our national life

by narrowing the stream of intercourse with other nations, upon

which in the future, as in the past, the growth and enrichment

of our nationality depend. It is no better for a nation than for

a man to live alone, and the economic self-sufficiency, at which

Protection aims, could it be achieved, would deprive our national

industry and our national' life of those new supplies of foreign

stock and stimuli which have played so large a part in building

the very industries which we have come to regard as character-

is ically British.

A DEFENCE OF COBDEN.

In reply to the reproach that Cobdenism as a whole

has failed, Mr. Hobson retorts that it has never been
tried. We have practised only one-half of Cobden's

policy, that is the Free Trade half, and ignored the

anti-militarist half.

Preferential Tariffs, Fair Trade, or other interferences with

liberty of imports are Protection, and Protection is economically

injurious, first to the weaker classes of the nation, the working
classes, secondly to the nation as a whole, thirdly to the indus-

trial world or to economic internationalism.

But the heaviest count of the indictment against Protectionism

is that it attempts to cancel the conditions of international

morality : not merely is it an organised formal assertion of that

national selfishness which degrades patriotism from a sentiment

of indusive affection to one of external animosity, but it shuts

»he door to the free entrance of those foreign goods which ar^e

ifie material expression of foreign life and the first foundation of
higher intercourse, a better understanding and a finer feeling

between nations.

Free Trade Within the Empire.

In the Westminster Review, Mr. L. H. Burrell

advocates " A Free:Trading Imperial Zollverein," the

ideal being a free market for all nations for imports

which the British Empire cannot itself produce, and
taxation of products which it can produce with the

object of making the Empire self-sufficing.

In this way we should be able to gradually establish Free
Trade within the Empire for everything, and could coerce the

world in a perfectly just and fair manner to adopt the principle
of Free Trade, the only right one.

"A Standing Conundrum."
Blackwood gives elaborate statistics of the food

question in 1903, and undoubtedly urges considera-

tions which appeal powerfully to social reformers ; to

wit, that while we are paying more than four millions

sterling a week for foreign foods whole parishes at

home are running to waste, and that, according to

income tax returns, farming profits have sunk from

.£46,000,000 in 1843 to ^14,000,000 in 1901. The
writer scoffs furiously at the idea that the excess of

imports over exports represents our profit, but he does
not venture on Mr. Seddon's interpretation. He
Passes on the problem thus :

—

How we nave so far contrived to pay for 462J millions
sterling of imports with 283 millions of exports will be a standing

conundrum in political economy for years to come. But the

paradox can be expressed 'in another and more explicable form.

For example, can it be considered satisfactory that a community
of forty-two millions of people, consuming 224J millions sterling

of foreign food and drink, besides 170 to 180 millions sterling

of home-grown food, should not have more than 283 millions

sterling a year of its own surplus produce to send abroad ?

Are we doing our dutv either by ourselves or by the rest of

the world in consuming over £ 10 per head per annum, and
exporting only £7 P*' nead pe* annum, if so much ?

This " standing conundrum " has received an
answer from Mr. Spender as noticed above.

The Argument from History.

Mr. C. B. R. Kent, in Macmillan's, develops what he
calls history's argument on the fiscal question. He
says :

—

Mr. Chamberlain's ideal of an exclusive and self-sufficing

Empire is plainly a reversion to the old Protectionist system.

For Britain substitute the British Empire : the underlying con-

ception is identical : the difference is only one of degree.

The writer shows from history that in the British Empire
Protection and preferential tariffs have been tried and that

experience has condemned them. That splendid heritage is

worth some sacrifices ; but that it can only be preserved by
fiscal union has certainly not been shown. The onus lies upon
Mr. Chamberlain and his followers to \ rove it.

Free Trade and the Fruit Trade.

In an article in the World's Work Mr. Sampson
Morgan writes as follows :

—

With regard to our import fruit trade, I am glad to be able

to bring out a remarkable fact, forming as it does a new and
. hitherto neglected factor in the Free Trade problem. It is that

the profits of distribution are greater than the profits ofproduc-
tion, and that the cost of distribution often equals the total market
value of the products handled. As we pay £ to,000,000 a year

for fresh fruits alone, and at the present rate this sum will

soon be doubled, the profitable nature of the foreign

import industry to us is apparent. We are a nation of

traders. The foreign producers send us their goods, which

we manipulate for our own advantage, extracting huge profits in

doing so. Therefore, instead of the foreign producers benefiting

exclusively by Free Trade with this country to the extent that is

so often inferred, we are the greatest gainers, for these profits

provide wages for hundreds of thousands of workers, and have

created the modern retail fruiterer, the representative of a

prosperous section of city and town traders who contribute

materially to the national exchequer. It is through the large

profits extracted from the distribution of foreign fruits that the

immense retail fruit-distributing industry of Great Britain

has become what it is to-day. The industry has been

started and built up at the expense of the foreign pr.-

ducers. They have provided the necessary capital to run and
extend these concerns. They have acted as financiers—interested

financiers, but still financiers—of a movement that primarily

benefits the British merchant. The Free Trader is satisfied with

this equitable system of working ; the Protectionist objects to

the share that goes to the prime actors in the movement, that is,

the producers, and yet the profits which come to the British

distributors equil or exceed those profits which go to the foreign

producers ! Let a similar test be applied to other branches of

the import trade of the country, and the mighty influence of

Free Trade will be more readily acknowledged, compelling

even the boldest innovators to hesitate ere they attempt to

tamper with those principles which are the undoubted cause of

our commercial ascendency.

The Dear Sugar Bill.

Mr. Thomas Lough, M.P., contributes to the New
Liberal Review an article under the above title,

enforcing the absurdities and difficulties presented
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by the Sugar Convention Bill. He points out that

the new Permanent Commission has power to shut

out countries which supply over two-thirds of the

world's sugar. He shows that many of the sugar

refineries in this country are extremely prosperous,

and that the quantity of sugar refined in the United
Kingdom has not seriously diminished.

London's Case against Protection.

Mr. Frederick Dolman, L.C.C., contributes to the

New Liberal Review a valuable paper entitled
" London's Case against Protection." He considers

the prosperity of London to be largely due to the

cheapness of raw materials entering the Port. Over
three-fourths of her trade is with foreign countries, and
only one-fourth with British possessions, and much of

this foreign trade would be risked. If London's
industries—as regards their raw materials—escaped
the Scylla of Preference they would assuredly come
to grief on the Charybdis of Retaliation

The Question of Raw Materials.

Mr. L. G. Chiozza-Money writes in the New Liberal

Review on the question of taxation of raw materials.

Mr. Chamberlain has roughly defined raw material as

wool or cotton, but Mr. Money has no difficulty in

showing that the rawest of raw materials is food. Corn
is a raw material to our stock-raisers. Even tobacco is a
raw material, givingemployment to large numbers during
tfae manufacturing process. Mr. Money calculates

that out of ^462,000,000 imports only ^50,000,000
strictly is made up of imports which are neither raw
nor crudely-worked materials. Of this, ^25,000,000
are necessaries, and the remainder luxuries. In reality,

in a sense, nearly all our imports are raw materials.

Protection by Bounties.

Mr. Lionel Phillips, in the Nineteenth Century,

suggests that the food-tax might be imposed not in the

form of import duties, but by giving bounties to Colo-
nial importers :

—

Why, for the purpose of raising enough food for home con-
sumption in the Colonies, should we put an import tax upon
the whole of the foodstuffs we import ? The growth of agricul-

ture in the Colonies must be slow, and it is doubtful whether it

would be hastened much by any possible duty against foreign

grain. A subsidy upon colonial grain payable upon the quantity
delivered would be far less costly (even if it were allowed to

exceed the amount recovered under the suggested rebate) than a
tax upon all our food.

The Statistical Problem.
Mr. W. H. Mallock contributes to the Nineteenth

Century a very useful article packed full of statistics.

He points out that while our population in the last ten

years has increased from thirty-seven to forty-one

millions, our national income, when reduced to com-
parable figures, has increased in the proportion of
thirty-seven to forty-seven. The theory of the alarmist

that the excess of imports over exports is paid for

by a drain upon our capital has only to be analysed
to be shown to be absurd. Mr. Mallock estimates the

national income as follows :

—

Some ten or twelve years ago various estimates were made of
the total income of the United Kingdom. They were made

independently, and the results of all were in substantial agree-

ment. The income of the country then was about £ 1,300,000,000.

It could probably be shown that, if we understand income in

the same sense, the income of the country now is more than

^1,600,000,000.

He gives the following image to illustrate the inter-

dependence of our internal production upon our

imports from abroad :

—

Our wealth resembles an Eiffel tower, which rises in this

country on four enormous legs ; but though the tower is in one

sense a purely British erection, one of its four legs only rests

upon British soil. One of them straddles across the Atlantic

and finds its footing in America ; another in Europe and Asia

;

and another is buoyed up by a multitude of ships at sea. This

is the great lesson which an analysis of our imports teaches us.

Four-fifths of our imports in 1 901 consisted of food and raw

materials; the former, as we have seen, amounting to£200,000,000,
and the latter to £1 70,000,000, out of a total of ^450,000,000 ;

and any great and permanent reduction in these would mean to

this country a loss of national income not of its own amount
only, but of that amount multiplied by three, or four, or five.

The Complete Economist.

"The Assistant Editor" of the National Review

appears in that periodical this month as the author of no

less than 107 pages—twenty chapters—entitled "The
Economics of Empire." He appears, of course, as

a Protectionist, and to say that sums up his article in

the concisest way ; to deal with it adequately is quite

impossible here. Apparently the writer is himself

conscious of the weakness of the Protectionist case

when regarded purely from the point of view of political

economy, because he relies somewhat on the argu-

ment that Protection is a defensive measure, and cites

Adam Smith to the effect that "defence is more

important than opulence." In this he differs from

the ordinary Protectionist who attempts to give the

policy a purely economic justification. The writer of

this article claims that, quite apart from our relations

with the Colonies, our existence as an Empire depends

upon the security of our markets :

—

The Empire depends upon our commerce. Our commerce
depends upon the Empire. To\our grasp of that truth we owed
the original possession of our supremacy both in territory and

trade. v
.

When he comes to deal ^ith the Colonies, the

writer takes the same view :— \

A contention that must be noticed alt this point is, that the

trade between the Mother Country Vnd the Colonies will

progress by itself as it has done in the rVst > an<l that we can

reject the wishes of the Colonies withou^ injuring our com-

mercial position in the Colonies. This is » profound error in

thinking, and if we are misled by it, will mqan a fatal error in

action. For thirty years our foreign trade as ^ whole has been,

relatively to that of other countries, in a 1 state of arrested

development or distinct decline. Our supremacy in Imperial

markets is invaluable and immense, but it 5s not so great

to-day as our commercial supremacy in all itye world seemed

to be in 1872. If Mr. Chamberlain's policy shpuld be rejected,

another generation will make our trade Vpremacy even

within the Empire a thing of the past. That wiW mean the end

of the Empire. Our position is threatened alreaiy from several

sides.
\

I do not agree at all with the arguments in this

article ; the article is nevertheless much 4iore serious

and better reasoned than anything tliat has yet

appeared on the Protectionist side. '
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THE BITTER CRT OF THE UNIONIST.

At last someone has discovered that Mr. Chamber-
lain's projects may do good. True, the discoverer

doesn't see the good—he leaves that to the reader, for

the good is Home Rule, and the discoverer, Professor

Dicey, who, in the Contemporary Review, tears his hair

over the serious damage, which Mr. Chamberlain is

inflicting upon Unionism by his mad plunge. The
new fiscal policy, says Mr. Dicey, does not make for

Unionism; and since he regards the preservation of the

Union as a much more important matter than any
mere commercial gain or loss, he is frantic over the

prospect. Mr. Chamberlain has reversed the position

of parties; till a short time ago the Home Rulers

were distracted, now it is Unionism which is rent in

twain. If, when Parliament is dissolved, things stand

as at present Unionism will have lost its strength :

—

The issue will be complex ; it will be not, " Are you to

support the Union with Ireland," or "Are you to support the

war in South Africa," but ** Are you, if a Free Trader, to

support a Unionist who is a friend to preferential tariffs, or are

you, if a convinced Protectionist, to give your support to a
Unionist who is a firm adherent of Free Trade " ?

The union is not safe from attack, and nothing is

more possible than that the next election will place

the balance of power in the hands of the Irish

Nationalists, which almost certainly would render

abortive the policy pursued by the Unionists and
Imperialists for more than sixteen years. •

THE THREAT TO IMPERIALISM.

Not only is Unionism threatened. Imperialism is

endangered also. The break up of the Unionist

party means the sacrifice of what has been gained by
the South African War. In addition, Mr. Chamber-
lain's plan threatens Imperial disruption :

—

Preferential tariffs mean of necessity a system of constant
haggling, wherein the immediate or apparent interest of
England will be set against the immediate or apparent interest

of a Colony, wherein each party must, from the nature of the

case, try to get as much and give as little as he can, and
wherein, though each party expects to be treated with some-
thing of generosity, nobody can say definitely what is fair, and
sull less therefore what is generous. The difficulty of arranging
a bargain which will satisfy both parties is enormous, and the

difficulty is intensified when arrangements which may be of

service to one Colony may be of disservice to another.

"The Wreck" of the Party.

The Fortnightly opens with a short article by
u
Sigma " on the " Wreck of the Unionist Administra-

tion," in which the writer speaks strongly about Mr,
Balfour's shuffling, and predicts a graceful climb-down
on the part of Mr. Chamtterlain :

—

The situation as it stands is clearly impossible. Those
Ministers—and they are understood to be the majority—who are
against Protection in any form, must feel themselves particularly

aggrieved by the transparent official fiction. While they are
supposed to be inquiring, Mr. Chamberlain is agitating. The
Colonial Secretary may think, and not unreasonably, that time
on his side. Every week's delay will enable more people to

get over their first fright, it will give scope for the propaganda
«f the Birmingham Tariff Committee, and it will allow certain
unlucky sentences about taxing the food of the people to fade
further into the background. It is hoped that the bulk of the
party will gradually " come into line." Food taxation will not

be dropped ; but it will be whittled down into a mild two-
shilling duty on corn, or something of that kind ; and the strong

item of the programme will be the threat against alien

"dumpers" and cheap foreign competition. The adoption of
this programme would really be a surrender for Mr. Chamber-
lain, since it will mean the abandonment of the most salient

features of the scheme which he produced in outline in May.

Unconscious Humour.
In another vein Blackivood enlarges on the awful

consequences to the country if the Unionist party

is broken up—" the House of Lords abolished, the

Church of England disestablished, the Empire dis-

solved, religion banished from our schools, agriculture

finally ruined, and "—climax of all ills
—" the country

gentlemen of Great Britain driven from their homes,"
—and then incontinently credits all these dangers to,

not Mr. Chamberlain—the real innovator and party

wrecker—but, if you please, " the free-trade zealots,"

who will not forthwith follow his sudden innovations 1

" A Song of Ire."

A refreshing change from the heated discussions on
the tariff question is the metrical skit in Cornhill

entitled " Doggerel Ditties : a Song of Ire," in which
" Dogberry " bewails his melancholy fate as Unionist

M.P. in the topsy-turveydom introduced by Mr.
Chamberlain. Every line rhymes with " ire." The
bucolic bard begins by saying " for years content I've

sat for Clayfordshire " ; a party vote was all fiis con-

stituency did require ; when suddenly " arose a Crier
"

proclaiming " words significant and dire " of retalia-

tion and preferential tariffs, which "without, he
threatened, we should all expire " :

—

He ended with the awful word—Inquire !.."".

The horrid prospect scattered pain and ire

'Mong all who peace and comfort did desire.

" Struggling in new stirred depths of fiscal mire,"

poor " Dogberry " is seized with a happy thought. He
wires, " reply prepaid " to his Leader, inquiring, " Free
Trade or Fair, which do you most desire ?

"

B ick from my Leader came this prepaid wire :

" Convictions not yet settled. Both admire."
Like sudden burst of a pneumatic tyre,

My faith in human Leaders did expire !

Then he tried to Inquire, and became utterly

bewildered. He tried the wire-pullers, who cried,

variously, Free Trade ! Protection ! and Sit on the

Fence ! But, plain country squire though he was, he
knew

—

There's many a fence conceals a barbed wire,

And seat on barbed fence may land in mire !

So thus to my constituents I wire :

44 Regret retire. Others inquire. Myself expire."

AMONG " Men who May be Prime Ministers," Mr.
Alexander Macintosh, in the Young Man

y
reckons—on

the Unionist side : Lord Curzon, Mr. George Wyndham,
Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Mr. Winston Churchill, and
Lord Hugh Cecil ; on the Liberal side : Sir Edward
Grey and Mr. Lloyd George. He comments on the
fewness of young Liberals who are marked out for the
highest place ; but he says nothing about the Labour
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THE LATE POPE.
" Le Rot est mort ; vive U Roil" is quite as

applicable in these days to the spiritual kingdom of

St. Peter as it is to the temporal sovereignties of the

world—that is to say, the attention of Christendom is

centred now on Pius X. rather than on Leo XIII.

Nevertheless, the late Pope was so remarkable, and in

a sense so typical of his generation, that it is worth

while to summarise briefly the two articles which are

devoted to him in the first August number of the

Revue des Deux Mondes.

AN ANONYMOUS APPRECIATION.

In the first, which is anonymous, the writer shows
how in his triple rble of friend of France, defender of

the humble, and peacemaker among the nations,

Leo XIII. made his conquest over the mind of the

public. His Holiness's friendship for France had an

important influence on European and North African

politics. The mission of Cardinal Lavigerie, and the

constant support given by the Pope to the French pro-

tectorate of Catholics in the East, as well as the recogni-

tion which he gave to the Republic at home, naturally

strengthened the position of France in the Councils of

Europe. In his patronage of social Catholicism—as thi9

writer is careful to call it, instead of Catholic Socialism

—Leo recalled the great Popes of the Middle Ages.

As they upheld the absolute moral law amid violence

and oppression, so he intervened with all the power
of the Church amid the soulless commercialism of the

nineteenth century in the cause of human brother-

hood. The part played by Cardinal Manning in the

Dockers' Strike is referred to as a practical realisation

of Leo's famous Encyclical on the condition of the

working classes, and the Pope's sympathetic attitude

towards American democracy further illustrates this

point. Tolstoyism, says this writer, lacked the idea

of social organisation, while " the philosophers of

solidarity"—by which term presumably he means
Socialists of various shades—lacked the idea, derived

from Revelation, of human brotherhood, the equal

dignity of every human creature. Leo XIII. con-

sidered that the designs and intentions of the Creator

had been upset by His creatures. While Socialism

invoked merely the rebellion of hungry bellies, social

Catholicism made its appeal to the rebellion of

consciences.

THE MAN AND THE PAPACY.

The second article is by M. Charmes in the
" Chronique " of the fortnight. After expounding

Leo's policy in detail, M. Charmes declares that he

possessed a rare political intelligence. His power,

though entirely moral, was immense. " The man,"

he sums up, "counted for much in the influence

which he exercised, but the institution which he

represented also played a great part in that influence
;

and there is in that fact an answer to those who
announce with so much assurance the forthcoming

ruin of Catholicism and the decadence of the

Papacy."

"Lumen in Ccelo."

To the second August number of the Revue de

Paris M. Be'rard contributes the first part of a study

of the late Pope. According to St. Malachy's famous

prophecy, Leo was "lumen in calo" as his coat-of-

arms testified ; but was he the steady, clear light,

the star of wisdom and safety ? or was he rather,

as his adversaries maintain, the brilliant comet? It

is M. Be'rard's aim to show the late Pope as he really

was, apart from all personal convictions and pre-

ferences. With regard to the temporal power, he

thinks Leo perceived that the position of a volun-

tary prisoner was liable to become ridiculous, and

that it was necessary either to quit Rome in order to

flee from the persecutors of the Holy See or else to

leave off complaining of his captivity. He remained in

Rome, and although he always knew flow and when

to make dignified protests against the loss of the

territorial sovereignty of the Church, he nevertheless

perceived that it was necessary to seek first the King-

dom of God that the other things might be added

unto him. He sought to make the Papacy a world-

power in a spiritual sense, a great pacificator among
kings and peoples, schismatics and heretics.

"A Light from Somewhere Else!"

Dr. Karl Blind contributes to the Westminster

Review a scathing attack on the Papacy in general and

the late Pope in particular. He quotes from a letter

from Garibaldi to himself that " there is not in the

world a country less Catholic than Italy," and ex-

presses the hope that the Italian Government will

expel the Papacy and refuse to allow any more elec-

tions on its territory. The late Pope, he says, did

nothing to merit the praise showered on him. All

that he was able to do was :

—

To write antiquated dogmatic treatises in a dead language or

to construct little poems in Latin hexameters. In doing so, he

{plagiarised as much as possible from his beloved Horace—

a

leathen after all, who ought to have been in Hell, according to

the pleasant ecclesiastical theory.

Leo XIII.. says Dr. Blind, was eaten up with

avarice, accumulating riches like a Harpax. He de-

clared that Giordano Bruno had been rightly burnt :—

Such was the man who had no sooner been elected Pope than

he had an escutcheon made for himself, which, in accordance

with an old prophecy, was to symbolise him as " The Light from

Heaven." He, a would-be burner of philosophers ! No ; rather

a light from a place below, if there were such a locality.

Cardinal Gibbons' Estimate.
•The Century Magazine contains a short appreciation

of Leo XI 11., **a man of the rarest excellence," by Car-

dinal Gibbons. Cardinal Gibbons does not fail to note

the late Pope's il
healthy optimism " as to the future of

the American race, " despite its errors and wanderings."

His interest in the affairs of the United States was

intelligent and constant. President Roosevelt's gift of

" Messages and Papers of the Presidents" greatly pleased

the Pope. One of the glories of his reign was creating

John Henry Newman a cardinal. What impressed

Cardinal Gibbons most in Leo XIII. was his courage,
" and what I might call, in the best sense, his exalta-

tion. There was a noble light in his face which actually

seemed to shine through and illuminate it."
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THE NEW POPE.

The writer who signs himself " Emilio Elbano
"

nntributes to the September Contemporary Review

much the best article that has yet appeared on the life

and character of the new Pope. Of Pius X. Mr.

" Elbano " takes the highest view. But he does not

envy his lot. He begins his article by quoting a

remark made to him by a French prelate that " Poor

Cardinal Sarto must have committed some grievous

sin, else God would not have condemned him to be

Pope, and to suffer life-long imprisonment in the

Vatican." .

POPE AGAINST HIS WILL.

Cardinal Sarto was one of at least three Cardinals

—the others being Di Pietro and Capecelatro —who
were absolutely determined to refuse the Papacy.

Sarto only yielded slowly, painfully, conscientiously

to the repeated entreaties of Agliardi, Satolli, and

Ferrera. He would have as lief become Tsar of

Russia as Pope of Rome ; and ever since his election

he has been fretting and pining. As Patriarch of

Venice he was in his element. As Pope he is a fish

out of water :

—

Sarto is above all else a genuine warm-hearted priest who
cares nothing about high-sounding phrases, and possesses divine

fire enough within him to purify what it touches. His sympathy
is not for abstractions, but for men of flesh and blood ; his

hatred not for criminals, but for all manner of evil. The
charity which actuates him, and about which a whole cycle of

legends has grown up, has its roots in selflessness and its fruit in

dried-up tears, in assuiged sufferings, in healed hearts and
hopeful souls. It is riot too much to say that Sarto, who was
always a spiritual shepherd and never fully entered into the rS/e

of *• Eminence," is characterised by true lowliness of spirit.

A PEASANT AT THE VATICAN.

The new Pope was a peasant, and a peasant he will

remain

It may have been the recollection of the modest dwelling in
which he was born which inspired the Sovereign Pontiff when
lately giving his instructions to the architects and upholsterers,
who were about to fit up his apartments in the Vatican, to say :

" Above all things don't make them too beautiful, and let there
be -no mirrors !

" '

When Pius X. was a boy he was noted for his

boisterous spirits, ready wit and harmless jokes :

—

It was no easy matter for his parents to provide the where-
withal to pay for his education, and a story is told which,
whether fact or fiction, is characteristic of the lad and the man.
His mother was obliged at some period of his studies to sell a
little strip of land belonging to the family, in order to pay for
his tuition and keep. " And now, B.'ppo," she said, "how
shall we manage to get .on without it?" "Don't despond,
mother, God will look after us," was his reply.

HI& PAST CAREER.

Tombolo was his first parish, and there , his first

successes were gained. The moral status of his flock

*as gradually raised, and he was re\wded by pro*-

motion to the post of vicar of the diocese of Treviso.

It*was against -bis-own Trill that, in 188.,, he accepted

the Bishopric of Mantua, and five^ years later he was
appointed Patriarch of Venice :

—

In the city of the hundred islands Archbishop Sarto was
extremely popular. All classes of the population revered him
.a&a public benefactor, and looked up to him as an exemplary
pastor. The breath of calumny never once assailed him. His
simplicity, modesty and sympathy with human suffering con-
quered the hearts of all, while his love of justice, which was not
always relished by his own colleagu?s, especially when applied

to .peesons and institutions outside the communion of Rome,
caused justice to be meted out to himself even by the cutspokeh
adversaries of his Church. Whenever the archiepiscopal gondola
glided alpng the Grand Canal or over the side waterways, the

j »vial gondoliers gave a hearty greeting to their smiling

Patriarch, who liberally scattered his blessings on all sides.

When he left Venice recently for the Conclave, it was they who
prophesied that he would never return- .

" But when he becomes
Pope," they added, "he will surely open wide the gates of
Paradise to u^.aH, if only that he may have the pleasure of
meeting us again up there and giving us his blessing."

His habits were simple, his tastes refined* his affections warm
and enduring. He was wont to rise every morning at five

o'clock, in winter as in summer, and having < elebrated mass at

six, to hire a gondola and take a trip to Lidf
,
accompanied by

his Secretary Bressan. At eight he was ba ,4c in his palace in

excellent spirits, ready for work and accessible to everyone* At
noon he sat down to a frugal lunch whiah three or four limes a
week consisted of rice and mussels, cooked by his own sisters,

who always clung to their simple rural habits. These devoted
ladies, when called to the telephone on the day of their brother's

election and informed that he was Pope, at first fancied they

were being mystified by some practical joker, and resented the

liberty. B.it when the truth was borne in upon them, a
harrowing cry came forth from the depths of their soul ; " Oh,
God ! we shall never see him more !

"

Pius X. has a taste for music ; and what the writer

calls " a genius for religion." But his intellectual

equipment is not great. Of his speeches Mr. " Elbano"
says :

—

I have read several of his speeches and sermons, and I find

them exactly what one would naturally expect a whole nature

like Sarto's to write or utter : simple, unaffected, generally to

the point, devoid of tropes and figures, almost colourless and
sometimes interlarded with commonplaces. But, on the other

hand, he has an advantage which many more impressive speakers

sadly lack 1 he speaks with the accents which carry conviction.

His simple words fl >w from his brain to his lips by the cir-

cuitous route of the heart, coming like bees laden with the

pollen of charity into souls which they often fructify.

NOT AN ASCETIC.

And of his temperament :

—

There is nothing ascetic or visionary in the composition of
Giuseppe Sarto, who is full of life and joy. His singularly

handsome face seldom lacks a pleasant smile, emanating, one
might say, from an agreeable sense of all that is good and
noble in the world, and, looking upon the man as he moves and
wbrks among his friends, one would be tempted to regard him as

a near approach to the old ideal of a healtny mind in a healthy

body. Sarto's soft and sometimes dreamy eyes are extremely

expressive, and bespeak now a simplicity bordering on humility,

now pent-up fire and energy ; his well-shaped mouth exhibits lines

of- almost feminine softness, and his features generally are devoid

of any trace of hardness or coldness. His bearing is dignified

but g aceful, and his gait, especially when taking part in religious

processions, is majestic.

The new Pope has mastered no foreign language,

not even French. He is not a diplomatist or a
theologian, and in disputes and misunderstandings he
will be obliged to rely on the judgments of men of

whose qualifications he cannot judge.
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A French View.

In his "Chronique" in the second August number
of the Revue des Detix Mondes, M. Charmes has some
interesting observations on the new Pope. The choice

of Cardinal Sarto, a prelate hitherto almost entirely

unknown out of Italy, signifies that the Conclave did

not desire to pronounce definitely in favour of any

determined policy, such as would have been implied

in the election of Cardinal Rampolla, for instance, or

Cardinal Gotti. M. Charmes dismisses all the sug-

gestions of a change of policy as fantastic, and con-

siders it probable that Pius X. will set himself simply

to continue that of his predecessor. He has already

shown his love for France, referring to her, in re-

ceiving the French Cardinals, by her ancient

title of "The eldest daughter of the Church."

M. Charmes describes that dramatic scene in

the Corn-lave when the Cardinal Archbishop of

Cracow ii timated with the utmost embarrassment

;hat his Im serial master, the Emperor Francis Joseph,

placed his \eto on the election of Cardinal Rampolla.

M. Charme; thinks that this action was a terrible

blunder from the Emperors own point of view, for

though it certainly disposed of the slender chance
then remaining to Cardinal Rampolla, it also disposed

of all candidatures satisfactory to Germany and Austria,

notably those of Cardinals Gotti and Vannutelli.

M. Charmes dismisses the dream of a reconciliation

between the Vatican and the Quirinal. It is possible,

he thinks, that in the future a non-Italian Pope may
conceivably effect such a rapprochement, but for the

time being the attitude of the Vatican must be main-
tained, if only to reassure the whole Catholic world
that the Holy Father remains independent. It must
not be forgotten, too, that the Italian Government
does not appear to wish for any reconciliation.

VETOING A POPE,
Few people are aware that the heads of four great

European nations hold a very important privilege

—

that of vetoing the election to the Papacy of any
given Cardinal. Portugal, Spain, Austria, and France
were granted this extraordinary right of veto by Pope
John V. The privilege was exercised, it is hinted, at

the last Papal Conclave by Austria, that country

having reason to doubt the friendship of Cardinal

Rampolla. And according to a writer in the Nouvelle

Revue the late Pope nearly fell under the same ban.

Yet another interesting point made in this article is

the little known fact that only comparatively late in

the history of the Papacy was the Pope chosen from
among the members of the Sacred College of Car-

dinals. Till the tenth century simple parish priests

were as eligible for the Papacy as were bishops and
cardinals.

In the Young Woman Miss Brook-Alder gives a con-
versational account of Mr. Stanhope Forbes, A.R.A., his

work and his art school at Newlyn. He finds the Cornish-
men splendid models.

"THE CHILDREN'S CARDINAL."
It is refreshing to pass from the heated controversies

over education to such a sentence as this, written con-
cerning the chief sacerdotalist of them all :

—

When a man really loves children, his love for them is so
great as even to eclipse our own : his whole strength of intellect

and heart—all his manly tenderness and chivalry towards die
innocent and helpless—seem gathered into one great abiding
love, which enwraps and protects its fortunate object. Such a
lover of children was the late Herbert Cardinal Vaughan.

This is the prelude to Miss O. K. Parr's beautiful
tribute in Temple Bar to " the Children's Cardinal," as
she calls him. She tells how his love found expression
in the Catholic Children's Crusade, by which he sought
to interest children in the rescue of waifs and strays. He
wrote special letters to the children «very Lent, and
induced them to save their coppers for the work of saving
the lost little ones ; every year he welcomed some five hun-
dred at his house to receive the offerings of their schools.
He especially wished to have all the children contri-

buting to the crusade assembled in the new cathedral at
Westminster ; and that they should be the first to hansel
the new building. He was for having them gathered in

the place while still damp and unfloored ; and though the
doctors warned him of the peril to his health, he insisted
on taking the children after the service of offerings into
the cathedral. Next year, when the cathedral was
finished, the children were all there, but their "dear
cardinal " was too ill to speak to them ; his last message
to them was by letter. Miss Parr dwells on his fasci-

nating ways with the little folk, even with the least. She
has laid the public under obligation by recording this

beautiful facet in the character of so stately a Prince
of the Church.

How to Banish Loneliness.

The easiest way for intellectual people to banish lone-
liness and to secure interest in their lives is to join the
Correspondence Club. Since its formation some 606
ladies and 740 gentlemen have become members, who
are resident in all the civilised countries, and invite

correspondence in various languages and on mutually
interesting subjects. A correspondence is at first entered
into anonymously, but directly an interest is created,
anonymity can be dropped and bona fides easily ex-
changed, or at any moment, at the desire of either of
the parties concerned, the correspondence can cease.
Personal introductions are privately arranged by the
Conductor, who is also willing to assist members to be-
come known to each other by the ordinary and recognised
Vvays of society. The club has been most successful in

interesting English speakers in each other, and has, by
means of its little monthly post-bag, Round About, given
an opportunity to become interested in international

questions and timely topics. To residents abroad nothing
is more welcome than a letter from the Old Country. All
particulars will be posted by the Conductor Mowbray
House, Norfolk Street, W.C.

"The Coming Man" in the Sunday Strand is the
Rev. G. H. R. Garcia, B.A., of Union Congregational
Church, Sunderland, whose speciality has been social

work among the working people of that seaport. Mr.
W. L. Williams, who writes the sketch, questions
whether the ministry will keep Mr. Garcia. u He is too
unconventional to be attracted by what he calls the
* comfortable church club' of the suburbs. His ideal is a
forward mov: .nent in a big town."
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THE RESULT OF THE GERMAN ELECTIONS.
Mr. Wolf von Schierbrand contributes to the

North American Review an article on the above

subject, which contains a good many interesting

figures. The chief feature of the election was the

complete discomfiture of the extreme Agrarian party.

Not a single extreme Agrarian leader was elected, and

the Government is now free to conclude new com-
mercial treaties without the fear of an Agrarian

majority before its eyes :

—

The composition of the new Reichstag is as follows : Centre,

102
;
Socialists, 81 ; Conservatives, 52 ; Free Conservatives, 19

;

National Liberals, 51 ; Richter Radicals, 21 ; Barth Radicals, 9 ;

South German Radicals, 6 ; Poles, 16
;
Alsatians, 9 ; Anti-

Semites, 9 ; Husbandry Federation and Peasants' League, 7 ;

Guelphs, 3 ; Danes, I ; Independents, 11.

The Agrarians in it are to be reckoned thus : Conservatives,

71 ;
Right Wing of Centre, 62 ;

Husbandry Federation and
Peasants' League, 7 ; Anti-Semites, 9 ;

Guelphs and Alsatians,

12; Poles, 16; Independents, 5; and scattering, 5—total, 187.

Of these, however, a small number, probably about 15, may be
won over by the Government for commercial treaties.

The majority in favour of the Government's commercial treaty

policy consists of: Socialists, 81 ; National Liberals, 51 ;

Radicals, 36 ; Left Wing of Centre, 40 ; and Independents and
scattering, 2—total, 210.

The second great feature was the victory of the

Socialists, who polled three-eighths of the total votes

cast If there was a redistribution of seats in propor-

tion to population, they would be entitled to 160 seats

instead of eighty-one. They will continue to be
persecuted, as they were before. All the reactionary

elements in the Empire during the next five years, in

Mr. von Schierbrand's opinion, will work for taking

away the general franchise which the Conservative

spokesman denounced as the secret, unrestricted and
cowardly ballot. The chief task now before Von
Biilow will be the conclusion of the commercial
treaties, and it is notable that Mr. von Schierbrand
thinks that Mr. Chamberlain's proposals have so far

muddled the situation that the present precarious

conditions will continue until the tariff situation in

England is cleared up.

The Casualties of British Industry.

Mr. W. J. Gordon writes in the Leisure Hour on the
killed and wounded in industry. He reports that the
numbers for -190 1 in the United Kingdom were 4,627
killed and 107,290 wounded. 1,524 of the deaths were
on board British merchant vessels, leaving 3,103 for the
home record. Of these 1,229 died in mines and quarries,

565 in railways, and 769 in factories. The death rate
for factories was 1 in 5,000 persons employed, in metal
mines 4*6 in 5,000, in coal mines 6*8. Accidents work
out at 18 per thousand in factories. As many are killed
in coal mining as in 185 1, but there are four times as
many coal miners ; so the danger is reduced to one-
fourth. One inspector reports that " eliminating purely
accidental injuries, the most prolific cause is the careless-
ness of the worker ; next in order comes the remissness
of the machine-maker ; and lastly, failure on the part of
occupiers to provide guards." It is suggestive to compare
Mr. Gordon's figures with those of the War Commission.
Killed in action during the whole South African War,
5,774- Killed b British industry in 1901, 4,627.

THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF SUGAR.
In the first August number of the Revile des Deux

Mondes M. Dastre writes an interesting article on the

physiological effect of sugar. He shows that instead

of being, as is generally supposed, a kind of relish

making other foods palatable, sugar, on the contrary,

performs an important function in making good the

losses caused by muscular exertion and in maintain-

ing the human body in health and vigour. M. Dastre

shows in detail the extent to which sugar has con-

tributed from the year 1664 to the revenue of

France. France manufactures about 1,200,000 tons,

annually, of which it only consumes rather less thra
one-half. The application of the Brussels Conven-
tion, which is to come into operation in the present

month of September, will, he sees clearly, affect

injuriously the French export trade in sugar. Con-
sequently we have not only sugar refiners and agri-

culturists interested in beetroot cultivation, but

also economists and experts in health and physio-

logy, all uniting in demanding the removal of

the imposts on this real necessary of life in.

order to promote its increased use by the French
people themselves. These efforts have already had
considerable effect. By a law passed in January last

the duty was reduced by a good deal more than half,

though even now it is actually more than the real

value of the article. M. Dastre gives us some highly

technical pages, the upshot of which is that the pro-

cesses of life in the higher vertebrate animals must be
carried on in a sugary solution of i\ to 1,000,

Glucose, which is supplied to the body by means of

sugar, is now believed to be the source of muscular

energy. The whole subject, it will be seen, is one of
great interest, and its practical importance may be
illustrated by a remark of M. Dastre to the effect that

molasses might be employed with advantage in the

food of French cavalry and artillery horses.

Cost of the Uganda Railway.
In the August number of Public Works is given the

second part of a well-illustrated article on the " Uganda
Railway." The writer, Mr. H. B. Molesworth, assumes
a friendly attitude towards this undertaking which has
received so much blame. Amongst other things, he
points out that the railway, with a gauge of 3ft. 3iin.,

was laid at the rate of over 100 miles per annum, and
cost ,69,500 per mile, as compared with the following :

—

^9,500 per mile does not appear by any means excessive for

a line which passes over two summits of 7,800 ft. and 8,300 ft.

elevation respectively, and where the difficulties of construction
were so unusual and numerous. *The Uganda Railway has been
laid at the rate of 109 miles a year, the length of 584 miles
having been laid in five years and five months. When ihe sub-
stantial character of the line, the unusual difficulties encountered,
and the extremely broken and mountainous country which it

traverses are considered, the cost certainly does not appear
excessive, and the speed of construction compares well with
other similar railways. The Congo Railway, of 241 miles, rises

to a height of 2,444 ft., and was laid in seven years, or rather

more than thirty-one miles per annum. Cost j£io,ooo per mile.

Gauge 2 ft. 3i in. Natal Railways Gauge 3 ft. 6 in. Cost
about £1 1,000 per mile. Rhodesian Railway (between Umtali
and Salisbury), in easy country. Gauge 3 ft. 6 in. Cost about

^8,500 per mile.
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THE ENDOWMENT OF AUTHORS.
Mr. H. G. Walls' Latest Suggestion.

It is with a sigh of regret that we note that Mr.
H. G. Wells has brought to a close his intensely

interesting and suggestive papers on " Mankind in

the Making." The last chapter appears in the Fort-

nightly Review this month. There is no reason why
he should not have gone on for ever, for he seems to

have an absolutely exhaustless store of luminous and
helpful suggestions, even the most impracticable of

which are capable of begetting more manageable off-

sj ring. The last chapters are entitled " Thought in

ih ^ Modern State" and the "Man's own Share."
The chief point of the former chapter is to plead
for the endowment of authors. It is a good, bold
proposition which- he puts before the world, and there

is a great deal to be said in its favour.

the book the salvation of man.

He points out that for three thousand years and
more the book has been becoming more and more
the evident salvation of man. The only imperfect
permanency yet achieved by mankind is that of
China, )vhich was based primarily upon a literature.

A literature is the triumphant instrument of the
invincible culture of the Jews. Hence the supreme
object of the new Republic would be to improve
the conditions of literary productions, to make
literature more varied, quintessential, and abundant,
to enforce it with honour and help, to attract to its

service every man and woman with gifts of value, and
to make the most of those gifts. He therefore addresses
himself to consider the lines upon which men must go
to ensure the greatest possible growth of original

thought in the State. He points out that at present
a very large percentage of the energies of those who
might produce good literature is devoted to producing
a sufficient quantity of literature to sell to keep them-
selves alive. The democratic method has broken
down in the world of thought.

AN ACADEMY OF CRITICISM.

Therefore he proposes in the first case to re-establish

the faculty of literary criticism. The branch of litera-

ture that is first to be put on a sound footing is

critical literature. He would like to have all capable
writers formed into a guild, from which a sort of
Academy could be elected. Such a guild would put
the best people upon its list, although they refused
to serve; but his more practical suggestion is that
a magazine should be founded by a couple of
thousand persons, who would guarantee subscriptions
on condition that the best critics in England should
write sound reviews of all the important new books,
the essence of the scheme being that the writers should
be highly paid, and should not be driven to do more
work than they could turn out of persistent high
quality. He would endow university lectureships and
readerships of contemporary criticism, in which ques-
tions of style and method could be illustrated by
quotation, not necessarily of a flattering sort, from

contemporary work. There would be several chairs,

and a few extension lectures could be set afloat upon
the same channel.

THE QUESTION OF COPYRIGHT.

But Mr. Wells is still unsatisfied. There must be

many channels, for no single method of selection,

help, honour and payment can be accepted. He
therefore proposes that the author should be pro-

tected from the pressure of immediate necessities,

first of all by forbidding him to part for ever with his

copyrights. Any bargain which rendered it impossible

for him to revise, abbreviate or alter what he had

written would be ipsofacto invalid. He should not be

able to make any bargain with a publisher for a longer

period than seven years, unless he chose to make his

copyright an immediate present to the world by

declaring it null and void. Upon this proposal

Mr. Wells suggests that it is possible to pay

for the public service of good writing, and

to do honour to men of letters and thought

by buying up their copyrights and completely

extinguishing them so as to render them universally

available as cheaply as possible.

ONE ENDOWED AUTHOR FOR EVERY 100,000.

But his most audacious proposal is that we should

subsidise or endow to the extent of^800 to ^2,000 a

year one author for every 100,000 of the population.

That would mean that there would be 400 subsidised

authors for Great Britain, each drawing from ^800 to

^1,000 a year. From this general body he would

elect every year four or five of the seniors to form a

sort of academy, say of 100 in number, each of whom
would receive ^2,000 a year. This could all be

provided for at the cost of ;£500,000 a year. Much
of this money would be rnet by the value of the copy-

rights which the subsidised person would have to

surrender. Every year eighteen to twenty authors

would have to be selected for the purpose of being

added to the list of the subsidised. Mr. Wells suggests

that one or two each might be appointed by grouped

universities, by the Guild of Authors, by the Academy
of History and Philosophy, by the Royal Society, and

by the Privy Council. I have only room to quote the

words with which Mr. Wells brings his admirable series

of papers to a close :

—

To know all one can of one's self in relation to the world

about one, to think out all one can, to take nothing for granted

except by reason of one's unavoidable limitations, to be swift,

indeed, but not hasty, to be strong but not violent, to be as

watchful of one's self as it is given one to be, is the manifest

duty of all who would subserve the New Republic. For the

New Republican, as for his forerunner, the Puritan, conscience

and discipline must saturate life. He must be ruled by duir
and a certain ritual in life. Ever)' day and every week he musl

set aside time to read and to think, to commune with other>

and himself, he must be as jealous of his health and strength

as the Levites of old. Can we in this generation make but a

few thousands of suck men and women, men and women who
are not afraid to live, men and women with a common faith

and a common understanding, then, indeed, our work will be

done. They will in their own time take this world as a sculptor

takes his marble, and shape it bettet than all our dreams.
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AN AMERICAN-INDIAN COMPOSER.
In Harpers Magazine Natalie Curtis relates

charmingly the finding, among the Indians making
roads for the American Government, a composer

named Koianimptiwa. Of him, she says :

—

His slanting eyes had a dreamy charm, his face was thoughtful

almost to gravity ; the easy good nature and ready joke of the

Hopi seemed foreign to him. His cheeks were hollow, his

shoulders high, and his whole appearance delicate and spiritual.

He was dressed in American clothing, but for all that he was a

picturesque figure as he took his seat upon an upturned box

before the phonograph. His thick hair was parted in the middle

and hung on either side. It was not long enough to tie up
behind in true Hopi fashion, for Koianimptiwa worked at road-

making, and the Government employs only those Indians who
are willing to cut their hair. B it he was still beautiful in spite

of the Government's decree, for his black locks, instead of being

sheared off short, like those of so many Indians, hung below his

ears in a glossy sweep, making an oval frame for his thin face.

He was a study in black and white for an artist. His high,

broad shoulders, lithe frame, and slim, sinewy muscles were
sharply outlined beneath a tight-fitting black jersey. He wore
duck overalls and a broad black felt hat, which fastened under

his chin with a cord. He resembled more a study by Velasquez

than our common idea of an American Indian.

He sang his song into a phonograph, and the writer

gives of it the following translation :

—

Yellow butterflies

With pollen-painted faces

Chase one another in brilliant throng
Over the blossoming virgin corn.

Blue butterflies

With pollen-painted faces

Chase one another in brilliant streams

Over the blossoming virgin beans.

Over the blossoming virgin corn

The wild bees hum :

Over the blossoming virgin beans

The wild bees hurt.

Over your field of growing corn

All day shall come the thunder-cloud :

Over your fuld of growing corn

All day shall come the rushing rain.

This poem the composer explained, when requested,

in the most charming simple way :

—

"My song," he began, "is about the butterflies flying over
the com-fL'lds and over the beans. They are blue and they
are yellow ; their faces are bright ; and I cannot explain in

English how that is. One butterfly is running after the other
like the hunt, and there are many. But I cannot say that just

in English, either. The secood part is about the bees. They
are flying over the corn and over the beans and singing. And
I must explain : it is not the big corn and the big beans ; my
song is about the corn and beans when they are little. Then
comes the thunder in the clourl, and that is hanging over the

corn-rbld. Then comes the rain; and I cannot tell you just

how that is in English. It first comes afar off, a little bit

—

drops—then lots of them falling very fast. That is what the
song means, but I cannot say it right."

Asked how he made his song, the young Indian
replied simply :

—

"It was like this," he answered. "Yesterday I go all day
with my burro to load wood, and while I load my wood I

make my song.

"

Then he added :

—

"I do not make first words, then music. I make a song.
My song -has words.and music"

TUNA FISHING IN AMERICA. _
"Ten feet in air, hovering over the clear blue

waters of the Santa Catalina channel, a brilliant living

meteor, scintillating with light, the tuna is the embodi-
ment of life, activity, power, and the peculiar vigour

that makes a game fish."

Thus Mr. C. F. Holder describes the tuna in

Badminton s Magazine^ to which he contributes an
interesting article on the catching of these huge fishes,

which sometimes turn the scale at 250 lbs. This is

the record for rod and reel, but the fish caught by
nets sometimes weigh over 1,000 lbs. :

—

Tuna-fishing has evolved a boat for the purpose—a broad,
wide-sterned launch, with a four-horse power gasoline engine.

Two comfortable seats are rigged in the stern, where the anglers
sit, one fishing to the right, the other to the left, the boatman
being at once gaffer and engineer. At the strike he stops the
boat and backs her if necessary, and while the angler is playing
the fish turns her about with an oar, keeping the stern to the

fish. Casting with a bait (the flying fish) which weighs five or
six pounds is somewhat of an art in itself, and the tyro requires a
" city lot " for his experiments. The method is to reel the bait

to the rod-tip and can with both hands, when the bait can be
hurled a long distance, and, falling with a crash, is assumed by
ihe tuna to be a flying fish at the end of its flight, which is usually

terminated with a splash.

But the mere hooking of the fish is nothing, and is

only the overture, so to say, to an hour-long struggle

for the mastery between the man and the fish, joined

by only a slender line as thin as fine piano wire. It

is a contest demanding all the skill and all the art of

the man ; it is no mere butchery :—
There is a vast difference in tunas. Some can be taken in

twenty minutes, others in half an hour, but these are probably
weakened at the breeding season. The fish at its primest is a
hard fighter, an uncompromising foe to the angler, and the

accounts of the struggles with fishes in their best condition would
make a volume which would rank with the tales of the

experiences of great game hunters on land. The great physical

power of the tuna is beyond question. I fought one for four

nours, during which it towed the boat slowjy but steadilv ten

miles. At one time we were out to sea, again inshore, always
fighting, and the boatman holding his oars against the fish ; and
when it is remembered that the line is not much larger than that

used by many persons as an eyeglass cord the wonder deepens.

The longest contest on record was fourteen hours.

Probably not over one hundred and fifty ^unas of over a
hundred pounds weight have been taken with a rod in the few
years they have been fishejd for.

In Munse/s Magazine there is nothing of special

importance. Mr. Harvey Sutherland describes The
War against the Mosquito" carried on in thosfc parts of

the United States hitherto rendered useless by this pest.

Spraying the meadows with oil, and coating with oil the

small stagnant pools beloved of mosquitoes, arje some of

the remedies employed. The Americans are now setting

themselves systematically to reclaim a great deal of the

marshy land along their coasts, now nothing but a
breeding-ground for mosquitoes, which infest the sur-

rounding country. Once get the salt out of this land, it

is highly fertile. The Dutch have done something the

same with their country ; England has reclaimed the

Fens ; and America is not going to be beaten by either

Dutchman or Englishman.
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THE MUSE OF THE MUSIC-HALL.
Mr. Michael McDonagh contributes to the Nine-

teenth Century for September a very amusing article,

built up mainly of specimens of music-hall lyrism.

The people, he says, care more for low comedy in

their ballads than for sentiment, and the specimens of

the Music Hall Muse, whether comedy or not, are

beyond all question sufficiently low. The people,

according to Mr. McDonagh, will not have good
literature at any price :

—

The low humour and vulgarity of these ballads, their mawkish
sentimentality, their tawdry patriotism, stir the great heart of

the people, when songs expressing the thoughts of master
minds, and glowing with passion and poetry, or even music-

hall songs of a better class, truly depicting the real pathos and
Ae true comedy of their own lives, would leave them cold.

The writers of music-hall ballads are mostly almost

illiterate men, whose success springs from their powers

of observation and real knowledge of lower-class

customs and modes of thought. The ordinary price

of a song appears to be a guinea. Women do not

write music-hall songs—perhaps that accounts for

their badness. The singing right costs the singer a

guinea. ' Enormous sums are netted by publishers

from successful songs. The publisher of " Tommy
Atkins " bought that song for the customary guinea,

and made in a year between ^4,000 and ,£5,000.
But Mr. McDonagh's text, though good, is cast into

the shade by his quotations. Some of his choruses

are masterpieces. The following is one from a song
on the joys of matrimony :

—

" Yes, she takes them to your nearest uncle's,

And she'll pledge them as a wife should do,
And she comes home tight, about twelve o'clock at night,

And she'll mop the blessed floor with you !

"

Volunteering is evidently despised by those who
enjoy the companionship of the Regular, as the follow-

ing indicates :

—

" I thought he was a soldier all the day,

Because for everything he let me pay
;

I took him home and gave him grub and beer,

And then he said he was a Volunteer.
I thought he was a scamp, and told him so,

And as I cried, * You villain ! you must go !

In came the boss and missus on our track,

They threw him out and then gave me the sack.

Chorus,
M And to think that I've walked with a Grenadier,

And a ' Cold-cream ' guard as well

;

With a * colour bloke ' in the Infantry,

And every rank of Artillery,

To think that a sergeant of Dragoons
Has whispered, 4

1 love to hold yer !

'

And then to be squeezed and fondled by
A bandy-legged Saturday soldier I

"

However, the music-hall song-writer seldom (except
when he gets on to drink) departs from the felicities

•f domestic life :

—

" I was never a chap to make trouble, d'ye see,

I always take things calm and cool as can be

;

But yesterday when I went home after tea

I was startled by my youngster Teddy,
Who said,

1 O to-day, dad, we have had a game,
For to see ma this morning my new uncle came.'

•New uncle,' said I,
1 and pray what was his name !

'

The youngster replied,
1 Uncle Freddy,

And he's coming again by-and-by,
So to get home and see him do try.

He will make you laugh when he comes, now, you see/

So I said, 'Oh, will he!'
* He'll sit on the couch and take ma on his knee.'

So I said, 'Oh, will he?'
' Nice fairy stories to me he will tell,

First he'll kiss mamma and then baby Nell,

And if you're at home perhaps he'll kiss you as well,

So I said, 'Oh, will he!'"

The hire-purchase system is hardly recommended
in the following refrain :

—
Chorus.

" For a beautiful rickety table,

Beautiful bandy chairs,

Beautiful bedstead that won't stand up,

So we're sleeping on the stairs.

Chest of drawers walked out of doors
As soon as we lit the 6re

—

Beautiful Home, Beautiful Home,
Beautiful Home on Hire."

This gentleman's reason for not getting married is

quite equal to Monsieur Romain Daurignac's :

—

"My pals all ask me why I ain't

Been married up till now ;

I tell 'em it's not good for me

—

I ain't got the pluck, somehow ;

Go buying rings and wedding things,

And riding to church in state ;

What 1 take on fourteen stone of wife,

When the landlady's only eight !

She always cooks me all my meals,

And lets me sit by the fire ;

So, while he's got his landlady,

What more can a chap require ?
"

The music-hall song-writer is sometimes senti-

mental. On the whole I prefer his humour to his

sentiment :

—

Chorus.

" For the children's sake

She toils on day by day,

Working her fingers to the bone,

Wearing her young life away.
So it will be till she falls asleep,

Never again to wake ;

For she bears her cross like a mother true,

For the children's sake."

Mystic Powers in the Rustic Mind.

"Witches in 1903" is the challenging title under

which Mr. James Blyth recounts in CasselVs some

Norfolk superstitions, of to-day. After reciting much
that is grotesque, and even worse than grotesque,

the writer confesses to a doubt whether, after all, the

country bumpkin is not wiser than the town sceptic. He
says :

—

But sometimes the accounts of marvellous happenings are so

earnest, the fear so real, and the facts indubitably so curious,

that an open mind may be pardoned for wondering if common-
sense is the only reliable sense. One doubts if all the laws of

Nature are really best known to our scientists, or if the people

of the marsh, resting in Nature's lap, far from the materialism

of towns, continually under the influence of the sky, the wind,

the rustle of leaves, reeds, and sedge, the plash of water and the

cries of wild life, may not still possess some mystic powers which

have been said to exist as far back as history or tradition can

take us. We may wonder whether, in the cultivation of the

intellect, some mysterious aura, some occult sense, is lost which

is preserved amongst these children of the fens.
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AN AMERICAN DIPLOMAT'S REMINISCENCES.
By the Hon. A. D. White.

In the Century Illustrated Monthly for September
the Hon. Andrew D. White, formerly United States

Ambassador at Berlin, contributes some "Chapters
From my Diplomatic Life." The reminiscences concern
many well-known characters of several nationalities.

Professor Hermann Grimm's transcendentalism did not

prevent his minute attention to prosaic realities :

—

Anyone inviting him to dine was likely to receive an answer
asking how the dining-room was lighted, whether by gas, oil, or

wax ; also how the lights were placed, whether high or low

;

and what the principal dishes were to be : and on the answer
depended his acceptance or declination.

Another anecdote concerns Hoffmann :

—

He had arrived in Glasgow late on Saturday night, and on
Sunday morning went to call on Professor Sir William Thomson,
now Lord Kelvin. The door-bell was answered by a woman
servant, of whom Hoffmann asked if Sir William was at home.
To this the servant answered, ** Sir, he most certainly is not."

Hoffmann then asked, "Could you tell me where I could find

him ?" She answered, " Sir, you will find him at church, where
you ought to be."

Concerning French statesmen Mr. White has much
to say. President GreVy only complained reproach-

fully to him that " Vous nous inondez de vos pro-

duits," and altogether failed greatly to impress the

American diplomatist. M. Barthelemy Saint-Hiiaire,

then Minister of Foreign Affairs, he found far more
interesting :

—

He said that Bismarck was very kind personally to Thiers
during the terrible negotiations—that if Bismarck could have
had his way he would have asked a larger indemnity, say seven
milliards, and would have left Alsace- Lorraine to France ; that

France would gladly have paid a much larger sum than five

Hon. Wi liam H. Taft

I At present Governor of the Philippines, New U.S. Secretary of War.

milliards if she could have retained Alsace-Lorraine ; that

Bismarck would have made concessions, but that "Molkt"
would not. He added that Bismarck told " Molkt" that he

(the latter), by insisting on territory, had made peace too

difficult.

He was most of all pleased with M. Ribot :

—

Like every French statesman, author, professor, or artist

whom I met, he won my respect. It is a thousand pities that a

country possessing such men is so widely known to the world,

not by tnem, but by novelists and dramatists largely retailing

filth, journalists largely given to the invention of sensational lies,

politicians largely obeying either atheistic demagogues or clerical

intriguers, and all together acting like a swarm of obscene, tricky,

mangy monkeys, chattering, squealing, and tweaking one another's

tails in a cage. Some of these monkeys I saw performing their

antics m the National Assembly, then sitting at Versailles, and
it saddened me to see the nobler element in that assemblage

neutralised by such feather-brained creatures.

M. de Lesseps Mr. White believes to be " still a

great and true man, despite the cloud of fraud which

the misdeeds of others drew over the latter days."

Of both William I. and Frederick III. of Germany
Mr. White cannot speak too kindly. " The latter was
especially winning." Indeed, of his stay in Germany
and of his manner of leaving it Mr. White's memories
seem uniformly agreeable.

Mr. Elihu Root.

Retiring United States Secretary of War.

In the Strand Magazine, Emory James tells how a
famous German sculptor spends his seaside holidays in

making beautiful models in the sand, giving his first

exhibition for the benefit of the family of a drowned
sailor. Professor Bormel continues to amuse himself in

this way. His only tools are a piece of wood and his

own brains. The results as shown by the photographs
are wonderful, and should stimulate holiday-seekers to

like efforts.
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MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL, M.P.

By One Who Knows Him.

A very interesting sketch of Mr. Winston Churchill

as a " master-worker " is contributed by Mr. Harold
Begbie to the September Pall Mall Magazine. " The
Boy," whom a year or two ago Lord Rosebery
quizzed—somewhat unmercifully—when his guest at

DalmegV, has always been supposed to have a very

old head on young shoulders. But—
The shoulders are growing old now, and certainly in appear-

ance there is nothing of *• the Boy" left in the white, nervous
washed-out face of the Member for Oldham. He walks with a
stoop, the head thrust forward. His mouth expresses bitterness,

the light eyes strained watchfulness. It is a tired face : white,

worn, harassed. He talks as a man of. fifty talks—a little cruelly,

slowly, measuring his words, the hand for ever tilting the hat

backwards and forwards or brushing itself roughly across the

tired eyes. Essentially a tired face, the expression one of intel-

lectual energy which has -to be wound up by a rebellious con-

sciousness. There is, indeed, little of youth left to the Member
for Oldham, if we except a waning vanity—common enough
among grey heads. There is in his talk nothing of that rush

and carelessness and eagerness and enthusiasm which we expect

in youth, and for which in these grim days we are becoming
even grateful. Thoreau, I think, might have cited Mr. Churchill

as a witness against empire, civilisation, and business.

And yet, Mr. Begbie reminds us that it is only ten

years since Mr. Winston Churchill left Harrow for

Sandhurst :

—

He is twenty-nine—separated from his boyhood by five

campaigns, a Parliamentary election, and a budget of speeches.

He is not a good illustration of Mr.John Barns's " gilded pop-
injays." Five years of fighting in Cuba, in the Himalayas, in

the Sudan, and on the veldt ; and three years in Parliament as

the fighting representative of a great working-class constituency

in Lancashire.

HIS FUTURE.

It is, however, of Mr. Churchill's future, more than of

his short and crowded past, that Mr. Begbie writes

—

always with an unexpressed doubt, clearly present in

his mind, as to whether it may not all come to be
summed up in the word " overworked."

Whatever happens, he prophesies—and quotes Mr.
Churchill in support—the son of Lord Randolph will

never call himself a Radical, never lead the Liberal

Party, as a Radical journalist once predicted :

—

Few people realise the intensity of his devotion to Toryism

—

the Radical journalist aforementioned least of all. And yet

this is one of the most striking characteristics of the member for

Oldham. He is a Tory by birth and inheritance. Toryism
possesses him. He will fight to the last for this Toryism, even
if the whole party follows Mr. Chamberlain and the result of

the inquest of the nation is a triumphant return to Protection.

He is a devoted admirer of his father ; and his

convictions " are based in no small measure upon a

profound and extraordinarily thorough study of his

father's speeches." "To understand Mr. Churchill's

Toryism, one must have a student's knowledge of the

speeches and career of Lord Randolph Churchill."

HIS ATTITUDE TO THE GENERAL ELECTION.

Talking to Mr. Begbie on the Terrace one recent day,

Mr. Churchill confessed that this time " it almost looks

as if there will be no room for anybody on one side

or the other who is not prepared to swallow either

Mr. Chamberlain as he is, or Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman as he is—or, rather, as he isn't This is

wrong. There ought to be room for the play of

individual opinion; and the domination of political

principles by personalities is bad—very bad."
" A Tory Democrat and Free Trader," whatever

the Unionist Government decide, is Mr. Churchill's

emphatic pronouncement as to his policy :

—

" You don't think," he said to Mr. Begbie, "that the men in

the Party who are firmly convinced that Free Trade is one of
the cardinal principles of Toryism are going to surrender and
sit quietly with folded hands because a Liberal Unionist wants
to return to Protection ? We shall fight for the faith, and we
shall win, clean through."

A sweeping victory for Free Trade and the worst
collapse of the Tory Party since 1832—this is the
prospect which the young Tory Democrat anticipates,

and one which he cannot view without some mis-
giving.

WHAT HE HAS DONE IN POLITICS

—

In merely worrying a committee of inquiry into
national expenditure out of a reluctant Government,
Mr. Churchill has done much ; he has done still more
in getting people to take a serious interest in the
question : while, if the results of the committee are
really greater economy and better administration of
the public money, he will have .done more than
enough to satisfy a statesman of much more than
twenty-nine.

AND WHAT HE MEANS TO DO.

"No young man, if we except the extraordinary
instance of Mr. Parnell, ever entered upon a political

career with a more certain knowledge of his route
than the member for Oldham." A non-Jingo,
intelligent Tory democracy—that is, has ever been,
and ever will be his ideal. He is no "headstrong
youth fighting for notoriety and sensation, but a far-

seeing politician, a most earnest student of affairs, and
the champion of a principle which he believes to be
absolutely essential to the safety, honour, and welfare
of the King's dominions"—an encomium which is

qualified by the frank admission that " Mr. Churchill
mapped out his future with as much concern for the
future of Mr. Churchill as for the future of the British
Empire."

WHAT HE IS AND MAY BECOME.

Lord Rosebery's words, " Pray do not let, us
come to any conclusion"—on any the most widely
differing subjects—"until we have asked the Boy/*
may come to be said in another tone. Mr. Churchill
is already " in the first rank of political speakers, and
not very far behind the first rank of contemporary men
of letters." He has made, it is true, some powerful
political enemies, but he is already better understood
than he was :—
The House realises that here is a brilliant -young man who

" thanks whatever gods may be " for his "unconquerablesoul,"
and, having a definite ^object in view, is undeterred by minor
considerations in its attainment.
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WILL CROOKS: CHARACTER AND CAREER.
The Young Man for September gives a racy sketch

of the Labour member for Woolwich. It begins by
describing Mr. Crooks's home in Poplar. It tells how
when a street fight gets serious, or a drain goes

wrong, or a roof lets in rain, or a boy wants boots to

get to work, or a poor fellow is " stony-broke " for

want of a job, or the neighbourhood is in trouble of

any sort, the cry is always " Go to Mr. Crooks." He
seems, in short, to be a general Poplar providence

personified. Here is an illuminating incident :

—

Mr. Crooks tells the story of another caller, who knocked
him up one night. It was a Dock labourer. " Oh, Bill, I'm
that bad wiv the spasms, I can 'ardly work," he groaned to

Mr. Crooks. " Then why don't you go and see the doctor?"
" Oh, I've bin to 'im, and 'e ain't done me no good. I thought

if you'd come wiv me, 'e'd be sure to give me the right stuff !
"

A BELIEVER IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

After recalling his early days in the workhouse,

Mr. Crooks expressed great indignation at the way
the Poor Law system breaks up the families com-
mitted to its care. His ideal is that " by no working

of the system shall the family be broken up." Then
follows a remark which shows how genuine a Woman's
Rights man is Mr. Crooks, and how shrewd his insight

into the needs of the case :

—

The President of the Local Government Board ought to be a
woman, then the reforms would come more quickly.

It is a remark which one has a right to expect from

the son of his mother and from the husband of his wife.

Remembering his own boyish experiences, the

Chairman of the Poplar Guardians " is a great hand
with the youngsters " :

—

" Whenever I feel worn out and out of sorts," he told me, " I

look in at the workhouse schools, and have half an hour with the

youngsters. It is a certain cure."

PRECOCIOUS AGITATOR AND HUSBAND.

His career as Trade Unionist began when he was
fourteen years old ; and his zeal in the cause lost him
many a berth. Eventually he settled down as a cooper.

Readers who are ignorant of working-class necessities,

and apply only their own middle-class standards, will

not be pleased, to know that Mr. Crooks married when
he was only a youth of nineteen. But,

—

"Are you surprised," he asks, " that the children of the poor

marry young, when it means the comfort of a room for two,

instead of two rooms for six or seven ?

"

Mrs. Crooks" still does the marketing and personally

attends to the front door step."

OUT-OF-WORK AND WAGE RAISER.

Mr. Crooks has known what it is to walk all over

London seeking work, and seeking it in vain. He
has also tramped to Liverpool on the same heart-

sickening errand : and in one time of bitter distress

he lost one of his children. The great dock strike

brought him out to public notice. In 1892 he was

elected to the London County Council, where he has

since had the adjustment of the rates of wages and a

great share in the arrangement of the Blackwall and
Rotherhithe tunnels

So this man, who only a few years earlier had tramped the

streets of London, an almost hopeiess out-of-work, apportioned
to the satisfaction of the Council many thousands of pounds to
his fellow workmen in his wages schedule, under which the
workers received ,£27,500 more during their employment than
they would have done at the customary rates of pay.

HIS VIEWS OF CORONATION ROBES. .

Here is a thoroughly characteristic incident

He was Mayor of Poplar last year. As Mayor, he witnessed
the Coronation ceremony last August in Westminster Abbey,
and by special permission was allowed to attend without Court
costume. Somebody asked him afterwards what was his impres-
sion of the historic event. " What struck me most," he replied,

with a twinkle in his eye, " was the get-up of the Peers. It was
interesting to think that one of those men spent as much
on his robes and coronet to make himself look ugly, as would
have given Poplar free breakfasts for a week."

HIS RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY.

Mr. Crooks would evidently in Holland be a mem-
ber of "The Christian Labour Party," for, says his

interviewer :

—

It must be mentioned that Mr. Crooks has been a teetotaler

all his life ; and he is a Congregationalist, with a most broad
and tolerant creed, even for a Congregationalist. He was a
great friend of the late Father Dolling, who frequently worked
with him, and whose church is in the same street ; and he is

equally ready to co-operate with the minister of a Wesleyan
mission or a Baptist pastor—always provided that the work done
is in the interests of the people and for their well-being. Ever'

Sunday morning he holds an open-air Conference at the DocL
gates ; it is an interesting feature of East End meeting life ; men of
all shades of opinions meet, and thresh out the questions of the day

;

and before now there has been the refreshing spectacle of a Dock
labourer engaged in friendly open-air argument with a Dock
director 1 Mr. Crooks goes home from this conference to dinner,

and then is off again in the afternoon to his P.S.A. at the

Poplar Town Hall, to which he has already invited the men in

his morning audience.

J. McNeill Whistler.

The Idler contains an article on the dead painter, by
Elbert Hubbard, the American philosopher. Although
written before Mr. Whistler's death it is still acceptable :

—

There are two Whistlers. One tender as a woman, sensitive

as a child—thirsting for love, friendship and appreciation—

a

dreamer of dreams, seeing visions and mounting to the heavens
on the wings of his soaring fancy. This is the real Whistler.

And there has always been a small Mutual Admiration Society

that has appreciated, applauded and loved this Whistler ; to

them he has always been "Jimmy."
The other Whistler is the jaunty little man in the funny,

straight-brimmed high, hat—cousin to the hat John D. Long
wore for twenty years. This man in the long black coat,

carrying a bamboo wand, who adjusts bis monocle and throws
off an epigram, who confounds the critics, befogs the lawyers,

affronts millionaires from Colorado, and plays pitch and toss

with words, is the Whistler known to newspaperdom. And
Grub Street calls him "Jimmy," too; but the voice of Grub
Street is guttural, and in it is no tender cadence— it is tone that

tells, not the mere word : I have been addressed by an endearing
phrase when the words stabbed. Grub Street sees only the one
man, and goes straightway after him with a snickersneer.

Whistler is a fool. The fools were the wisest men at court.

Shakespeare, who dearly loved a fool, belonged to the breed

himself, placed his wisest sayings into the mouths of men who
wore the motley. When he adorned a man with cap and bells,

it was as though he had given bonds for both that man's
humanity and intelligence. Neither Shakespeare nor any other

writer of good books ever dared depart so violently from truth

as to picture a fool whose heart was filled with pretence and
perfidy. The fool is not malicious.
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MR. JOHN BURNS ON LONDON'S FUTURE.
The current number of the Magazine ofCommerce

contains an " interview " with Mr. John Burns. Mr.
Bums is asked what London will be like twenty-five

years hence, and he replies :
—" It will be worth a lease

of life to see London emerge in its new glory twenty-
five years hence. But the evolution—as evolution
should ever be—will be in slow, if delicate, detail.

We shall haply be witness to most of it. It is going
on to-day. It is

all about us. No
need, I say, to

mortgage our
future to be in at

the finish. There's

the greatness of it

— the expansion

that I love— the

progress towards

the green fields

and the crisp air.

The East End will

disappear as . a

home of miserable

industry. It will

become the true

seat of industry,

but the pallid
dwellers of to-day

will have gone to

the light The Isle

of Dogs will have
passed, in a sense,

on to the high

ground of Kent.

The Blackwall
Tunnel—which, I

thank God, I did something to promote—will help

this grand Armageddon over foul air and the Calibans

of rack-rented rookeries. Seven Dials will have
become a mere name in the Chamber of Horrors of

history. It will crop up in the wicked chapters of

the reproving novelist. Soho will have become an
anachronism in an up-to-date drama. It will be as

remote from the living present of twenty-five years

hence as we are to-day from the ugly, squalid realism

of the Tybu.Ti road and the flaunts of Edgware Bess.

We shall live in cleaner air—ourselves clean. The
power to breathe will be one of the supreme physical

characteristics of London's emancipation. A new
system of fire extinction, adaptable to cleansing the

streets by hydraulic pressure, will be adopted, and
thus save the Chief of the Brigade from many of the

worries that the appliance-monger knows so well

how to inflict. Electrification will be our goal. The
' growler ' will have disappeared ; the street-omnibus

of to-day will be a comic oddment of the past. Its

place will be taken by the electric cab and the electric

road-car. We shall be electrically trammed up to the

sally-ports of Windsor Castle. We shall have 1,500

One of the New Public E'ectric Hansoms to be introduced into

London.

miles of electric roadways in London. Epping Forest

will be as near, in point of time, to the Hyde Parkist

as Rotten Row is to-day to the denizens of White-

chapel. The hansom cab ? No ; it will survive, as 2

sort of pet stage-dor^ cabriolet, to carry the last of the

vanishing Verisophts and Sir Mulberry Hawks who
will hobble to the memory of an improved aristocracy.

The 'Tube* will become a storm-overflow conduit,

a sewage wash-out, aided by the Thames, which

also will partici-

pate in the general

improvement now
going on. Every-

one will ride in

the open air. The
rationale of open-

air enjoyment is

being learned.
We shall have es-

tablished a mag-
nificent service of

river steamboats.

Cannon Street
and Charing Cross

railway bridges,

with their red
oxide abomina-
tions, will give

way to 100-fL wide

viaducts, with the

front of the sta-

tions on the others

side. We shall,

in twenty - five
1

years, have inj

London one hun-

dred and fifty*

parks and open spaces, as against one hundred
j

to-day and fifty fourteen years ago. And education*
will be less mental and more moral and physical.

Finally, we shall have dealt the liquor trade of London
a smashing blow by means of new entertainments and
counter-attractions. We shall have a House of Coin-;

mons filled with men of youth, energy, purpose. No
* palsied mashers ' to direct us, and no electioneering i

adventurers to try their cranks upon the life of the^

nation. But I am solely for a great, clean, honest, <

beautiful and livable London every day out of the

calendar's round of three hundred and sixty-five

of 'em."

The progress of temperance is reviewed in Mac-
miliars by Mr. R. E. Macnaghten, hon. sec. to the
Tasmanian Public-house Trust Association. He believes
that the elimination of private profit from the drink
traffic will cause drunkenness to die a natural death. He
urges as the two most important objects of immediate
endeavour the abolition of the tied-house system and a
time-limit scheme of compensation. He thinks the
temperance outlook more hopeful now than it has been
for twenty years.
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THE NEW BOSS OF TAMMANY HALL.
In the World's Work Mr. Maurice Low writes of

Mr. Charles Francis Murphy, who has succeeded

Mr. Richard Croker as Boss of Tammany Hall in

New York. Of this organisation Mr. Low says :—
Tammany Hall is the most powerful piece of . political

machinery the world has ever known. When the Democrats
are in control in New York City the power of Tammany is

almost unlimited, an^ even in those years when the Republicans
are on top, the influent of Tammany is great enough to make
itself felt ; and *he power of Tammany centres in one man,
the so-called leader, who, elected hy the votes of his fellows, is

practically absolute master. There is no man in any English-
speaking country who exercises «uch absolute domination over
his followers as the leader of Tammany. There is nothing
resembling this political organisation in any other part of the

world ; nothing has ever approached it, with the possible excep-
tion of the Italian Camorra, and Tammany, like its Italian

imitator, is organised for plunder, and lives on the results of its

predatory excursions.

The importance of Tammany cannot be over-estimated in the

politics of the United States. The State of New York, exclu-

sive' of the City of New York, is Republican, but the vote of
the city is so overwhelmingly Democratic that it is frequently

able to overturn the Republican majority in the State, and make
the net majority Democratic.

THE NEW BOSS AND HIS CAREER.

The present leader of Tammany Hall is Mr. Charles Francis
Murphy, who came into power when Boss Croker abdicated to

become an "English gentleman." He is forty-five years old,

a New Yorker by birth, the son of an Irish immigrant, who
died a year ago at the age of eighty-eight, boasting that he had
never been idle a day in his long life. Charles Francis is the

second son of a family of eight. Dennis Murphy, the father,

was a poor and illiterate man, but he realised the value of an
education, and he sent his children to the public schools, where
they acquired the rudiments. As soon as the boys were old
enough they were put to work. Charles began life in a ship-

yard. He was a strapping youngster, with an ambition to

become a first-class ship-caulker. The work was hard, but
young Murphy thrived upon it, his muscles hardened into steel,

his chest expanded, and he became quick on his feet. He
worked with rough boys, and the new apprentice had to fight

his way into the fellowship of the craft. He not only knew
how to use his fists, but he had no fear. In two years he was
the acknowledged Boss of the boys in the shipyard ; he had
literally fought his way into leadership.

He early displayed a marked ability for organising and lead-
ing his associates, the same qualities that for many years made
him a prominent figure in New York City politics, and have now
made him the leader of Tammany Hall. When he was only
seventeen years old he organised the Sylvan Social Club, the
members of which were boys from fifteen to twenty years old,
and was elected, as a matter of course, its president. When he
*as about twenty years old he was given *a place as a driver on
a tramcar. Those were the days before the invention of devices
to register the fares. It has been said that conductors took
whatever they wanted of the receipts, handed over half to the
driver, and gave what was left to the company.

THE GROWTH OF HIS PROSPERITY.

Whether this is true or not, in two years Murphy
had accumulated ;£ioo. With this he opened a saloon
in a very humble way, serving a glass of fresh beer
and a large bowl of soup for five cents. So successful

was this saloon that in three years' time Murphy opened
a gorgeous palace of a saloon and began to make
money fast. Now he is known to own four large

saloons and is a very wealthy man :

—

Although the owner of saloons and constantly mixing with
men who drank deep and hard, he seldom touched liquor, and

no one ever saw him intoxicated. He did not smoke, and he
was never known to swear or to lose his temper. Most men of
his class are either gamblers or devoted to the race-track.

Murphy is neither. He never gambles, unless speculation in

stocks can be called gambling ; but unlike most speculators he
makes money out of his ventures on the Stock Exchange. A
silent, reserved, calculating man, and yet neither cold nor heart-

less. In his rise from poverty to affluence he carried his family

with him, although none of them has shown even a trace of his

ability. One brother he put on the police .force, another he
made an alderman, and still another was elected a councilman.

Mr. Murphy showed no desire for political office,

but once accepted the position of dock commissioner
under a democratic mayor :

—

At that time he was said to be worth about £80,000, the bulk
of his money being safely invested, yielding him a good income.
He remained in office as dock commissioner for four years, and
when he retired, owing to a change of administration, he was
believed to have accumulated a fortune of not less than £200,000.
He has been leader of Tammany Hall for a year. It would be
surprising if his fortune were not considerably larger now than
it was at the time when he was elected to leadership.

GOSSIP ABOUT THE KING.

Much is loyally recorded in the September maga-
zines about King Edward VII. The Quiver tells of
" The King's Churches/' his favourite being his church

at Sandringham. There, we learn, " the Royal party

makes a point of walking to church whenever possible."

This was the custom of a wealthy and devout Hindu,

who felt that reverence required him to walk to the

house of worship ;
but, worship being over, he drove

back. Another motive rules at Sandringham, for Sunday
being there a day of rest, " no unnecessary labour of

any kind is imposed." It is a Royal requirement

that attendance at church must be rigorously

punctual

"WITH LOVE FROM ALIX AND BERTIE."

Marie Belloc, writing on " beautiful miniatures" in

Woman at Home, gives a picture of the miniature of

Queen Victoria's two pet dogs, Marco and Turi, to

which a pathetic interest attaches. For

—

the little group was painted by Mrs. Massey to the then Prince

and Princess of Wales' order, so that it might form their 1900
Christmas present to their venerated mother. Below it runs the

inscription, " To dearest Mamma, with love from Alix and
Bertie. Christmas, 1900." Turi, the little terrier, whose
wistful face peers out from the painung, actually lay on the late

Sovereign's bed when she died.

SLAMMING THE DOOR IN THE KING'S FACE !

Many are the stories in olden time about monarchs

isolated from their hunting parties; but here, in

CasseWs Magazine, in a paper by Mr. A. VVallis

Myers on " the King's country visits," is a modern
variant :

—

It is said that the King became separated from the other

members of the party. About lunch time he found himself

alone, near Berkhampstead, feeling very hungry and without

the immediate prospect of getting any food. Recollecting,

however, that the seat of an intimate friend was somewhere
within easy reach, he sought for the house, and finding it, rang

the front-door bell. A footman appeared. " Will you kindly

tell your master that the Prince of Wales is outside, and would

like some lunch?" he said. "Walker 1" answered the man,

and banged the door in his face.
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THE CREATOR OF NEW IRELAND.
Sir Horace Plunkett and His Work.

The Fortnightly Review contains a very interesting

article by Katharine Tynan on " Sir Horace Plunkett

and His Work." Sir Horace, "the most unselfish

man we have ever known," as his friends characterise

him, is practically the creator of New Ireland, and is

undoubtedly the most remarkable and most effective

figure which the Irish Revival has produced. What
sort of a man he is is told by Miss Tynan :

—

The thing that made so huge an enterprise possible to him

was as much a matter of the heart as of the head ; it was his

untiring, his boundless sympathy. He loves the country and he

loves the people ; that fact is at the root of it. It explains how
intolerance, impatience with the things and the people who are the

stones in the path of his great work, are impossible to him. He
is a good fighter ; and yet so gentle are his methods that they

are easily mistaken. In the matter of that Galway election which

now is ancient history, the crowds were unused to the chivalry

of a man who refused to take an advantage of the enemy, as when
Sir Horace declared that he would not take the seat if " Colonel "

Lynch's election were declared void. Sir Horace Plunkett is, of

course, a Protestant ; but he has probably done more to close

the sectarian gulf between Protestants and Catholics in Ireland

than any other man. His humour plays about this grave subject,

as when he said at a meeting in Belfast, where he tried to coax

the Orangemen*out of their sectarian cave :—" We all know that

tho.-e who differ from us in matters of religion will be adequately

punished hereafter. So why harbour bad feeling now ?
"

And, in fact, so effective has been his unifying

influence that

—

a society in the north, composed of equal numbers of Catholics,

Episcopalians, and Presbyterians, nominated a priest as its pre-

sident, and is one of the most flourishing of the many hundred
societies.

AN ORATOR, NOT BORN BUT MADK.

Sir Horace, like Mr. Parnell, is an orator, not bora
but made :

—

In each case the man became an orator because he had some-
thing of vital importance to Say, and said it directly to the

hearts of his listeners with passion, because he felt it, with self-

forgetfulness, with ease, because the message was insistent and
would be delivered. Sir Horace's speeches read easily and
delightfully when he is in a light vein ; they carry conviction

even to a hostile audience when his vein is a serious one ; and
instances of su.lden conversions are by no means uncommon
among those who listen to him.

His sympathy for the people places him on the level of the

simplest peasant. In a Long Vacation, when other men are on
the moors or the sea, or taking the latest fashionable cure, he
may be found visiting the congested districts, tramping day after

day from one wretched collection of cabins to another, stooping
to enter at their low doors into the dense reek of turf smoke,
sitting there among the hens and the children, while the pig, if

the family be rich enough to possess one, wanders in and out of
his own sweet will, encouraging, advising, striving to give hope
where there was only apathy and despair.

The poverty of these districts may be gathered from
the fact that the average Poor Law valuation of the

inhabitants is only ios. 6d. a year.

LIBRARIES AND BANKS.

The starting of village libraries is one of Sir

Horace's schemes. He has a paper, the Irish Home-
steady which carries on a propaganda for making the

Irish countryside lighter and less desolate. The

Irish Co-operative societies now number 6o,ooo

members. The Co-operative banks have proved a

great success, and, as is usual with such experiments,

it has been found that the loans are invariably repaid.

The banks have killed the " gombeen man " ;
they

are managed by the people themselves, and this

brings great opportunities for business training and

responsibility :

—

They are very proud of their participation in the management
of the banks and kindred societies. The Resident Magistrate at

B^lmullet had a car-driver who was a director of the Belmullet

bank. "I'd be obliged to you, sir," the car-driver would say

on Mondays, ** if you'd hurry up the business of the court

to day, for there's a bank meeting to-night, an* a power of

important work to be got through."
. Sometimes the banks have odd applications for loans. It is

understood, of course, that loans are only given for reproductive

purposes, such as for buying a pig, or seeds or manure or farm

implements. One evening a young man came bef xe the com-

mittee of a bank in the co. Mayo, and requested a loan of £2.

He was asked for what purpose he required it, and answered

that it was to buy a suit of clothes. The committee demurred

at first that they had no money to lend for this purpose.

"Well," said the applicant, "the case is this. I'm fond of

Nora Carty, and she has a nice little farm as well. I'm going

to ask her to-morrow, and if she says no to me I'll be off to

America. Now I'd have twice as good a chance with her if I

had a decent suit of clothes to my back instead of these rags."

The committee reconsidered the matter, advanced the money,

and the boy won Nora Carty and her farm.

ENGLAND AND THE PERSIAN GULF.
M. Rouire contributes to the second August

number of the Revue des D;ux Mondes the first of a

series of articles on the question of the Persian Gulf

—a question which is certain to become actual and

immediate before very long. It is rather amusing, in

view of the dolorous lamentations of our own

Imperialists over the alleged supineness of Great

Britain in face of the dark schemes of Russia and

Germany, to gather from M. Rouire's pages that we

have not done so badly, to say the least of it. In

summing up the results of the last hundred years in

Arabia, he says that on the whole Southern and

Eastern sides of Arabia, from the Eastern limit of

the territory of Sheik-Said as far as the ap-

proaches of the Shatt-el-Arab, the Turkish

province of Hasa being excepted, England has

acquired a preponderating position, and that all

this country has accepted the official protection of

England, or else is placed under her moral influence.

Moreover, this result has been achieved without any

military expedition, without expense, and without any

vexations or scandals inflicted on the natives. It is,

says M. Rouire, one of the finest triumphs on record

of the peaceful method of Colonial expansion, which

consists in " managing" native princes and peoples, in

making every effort to win the favour of the former by

means of subsidies, and assuring the attachment of the

latter by measures of order and pacification. This

method provides all the results of annexation without

any of the inconveniences and the expenses of con-

quest.
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MRS. BRAMWELL BOOTH'S CONVERSION.

How she Came to Join the Army.

The woman-worker of to-day, whom Mr. David
Williamson describes in the September Sunday at

Jfome, is Mrs. BramweU Booth. As she says she has

rarely spoken so much about herself as in this inter-

view, her story will be read with the more interest.

She was the daughter of a doctor living quietly in

South Wales, but was being educated in London.
She says :

—

I was at school in Sydenham, when my aunts, who kept the

school, took me one day to Steinway Hall, where Mrs. Booth
was speaking every afternoon. It was in the holidays after the

spring term had ended, and I was spending a fortnight in London
seeing the sights. I had gone, I remember, one evening to the

Lyceum Theatre, and was planning to go to other places ,of

amusement with my sister. At that time I had never even heard '

of the Salvation Army, for it was in the early days of the Army,
and you know the ignorance of schoolgirls about public matters.

Well, I was much impressed with what I heard Mrs. Booth say,

and I was even more impressed by the bright, happy face of her

daughter, who accompanied her. It was a new idea to me that

religious people, especially young people, should look happy !

She had only recently been confirmed, but when
the vow came to renounce " the world, the flesh, and
the devil," she sat down perplexed. But now she

could not get away from what Mrs. Booth said, and
resolved to hear her again :

—

So, to the astonishment of my friends, I accompanied them
to Steinway Hall on another afternoon, and this time she spoke
to Christian workers, taking for granted that all in the audience

were Christians. Afterwards Mrs. Booth asked for any testi-

mony as to any new decision to serve God more entirely, and a
few people rose and told us of the good which they had received

at the meetings. With great nervousness, for some of my friends

were sitting by my side, I rose and said that I felt that I had
never understood what conversion meant, but that I had deter-

mined that afternoon to give myself to God. When I got home
in the evening I prayed for hours that God would direct me into

full salvation, and before day broke there came a marvellous
sense of peace and a new faith filling my heart with joy. It

was as though a bright light had illumined the room with its

radiance.

She went to the Army hall in Whitechapel and
heard General Booth for the first time ; but though
much interested, she had then no idea of joining the

Army.

The next step was shown her by an advertise-

ment in the Christian from Mrs. Booth asking for a

companion to one of her daughters just going to

France. She went to Mrs. Booth, and the way
seemed clear but for the want of her father's consent.

Miss Booth went down to Wales and saw him, and
his final acquiescence appeared to them a signal

answer to prayer. So

—

I went to Paris and remained there for two years, during

which period I became engaged to marry Mr. Bramwell Booth,
eldest son of the General. Returning home to England, I was
married, and have been ever since closely connected with the

Salvation Army.

The once reluctant father now most cordially

appreciates her work, "and all his children are now
members of the Army," not excepting a son who was
first a Church of England clergyman.

THE LATE W. E. HENLEY.
As a re-incarnate Pan—that is how Mr. Sidney Low,

in CornhiU, declares the late \V. E. Henley impressed
him. The passage is worth quoting :

—

To me he was the startling image of Pan come on earth and
clothed—the great god Pan, down in the reeds by the river,

with halting foot and flaming shaggy hair, and arms and
shoulders huge and threatening, like those of .some Faun or

Satyr of the ancient woods, and the brow and eyes of the

Olympians. Well-nigh captive to his chair, with the crutch
never far from his elbow, dragging himself when he moved,
with slow effort, he yet seemed instinct with the life of the

germinating elemental earth, when gods and men were vital

with the force that throbbed in beast and flower and wandering
breeze. The large heart, and the large frame, the broad
tolerant smile, the inexhaustible interest in nature and mankind,
the brave, unquenchable cheerfulness under afflictions and
adversities, the frank appreciation and apology for the animal
side of things, all helped to maintain the impression of a kind
of Pagan strength and simplicity. . . . Chained, as he was for

the most ofhis days, to a few rooms, he rioted in the open air,

in the sunshine, the wind, and the stars.

Mr. Low remarks on the surprising contrast between
the abounding robustness and virility of the man and
the texture of his literary work. Mr. Low says

—

Henley was the painter of miniatures, the maker of cameos.
There are some rough, and even brutal, passages in his poems ;

but his art, taken as a whole, was delicate, precise, and finished.

When he set to work, the violence that one noticed in his talk,

the over emphasis of his intellectual temper, died away ; in his

best passages he has the subtle restraint, the economy of material,

and, the careful manipulation, of the artist-workman. He will

live through his lyric passages, and his vignettes, in prcse and
verse. No man of our time has expressed a mood of the emotions
with more absolute appropriateness and verbal harmony, and that

is lyric poetry in its essence. Some of his songs are gems of
almost faultless expression.

A Hospital and CrSche for Birds.

" A Woman's Novel Profession " is the title which Miss
Lena Shepstone gives in the Girfs Realm to the work of
Miss Virginia Pope :

—

In the very centre and heart of her busy city she has estab-

lished a hospital and boarding-house for birds. At the time of

writing the hospital contains over 600 patients, and the

boarding-house some 4,000 feathered pets. The latter are sent

to the home by their owners while on their holidays. The
charge made is from one shilling to half-a-crown per week,
which includes board and lodging and all attendance. The
most interesting department of this novel and fascinating institu-

tion is the hospital. It comprises several wards : large, light

rooms for the convalescents, and small, darkened compartments
for the contagious cases and the patients requiring rest and
quietude. About the main wards are arranged the private wards :

airy cages, with lofty perches, and dark boxes with hot-water

bottles, mattresses, cotton pillows and warm flannel coverings.

The medical diagnosis is surprisingly like what is

observed with human patients. The bird's tongue is

examined ; its digestion and appetite are watched. Pills

are given in grapes or mixed with food. In surgical

cases " the birds are usually operated upon without chloro-

form" ; only in very serious cases is it used. " In nine cases

out of ten," according to the bird specialist, " a broken
wing or leg can be saved.n Miss Pope has taken courses in

homoeopathy and in allopathy ; she has doctored and cured
several thousands of birds. She has sat up all night with

a Mexican parrot originally worth ^50 which was danger-
ously ill. Besides keeping a birds' boarding-house and
school, Miss Pope trains backward or untidy birds.
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THE LATE FREDERIC WILLIAM HOLLS.

The American Review of Reviews contains an
appreciation of Mr. F. W. Holls, who was perhaps one
of the most international of Americans, and one of the

greatest workers for arbitration and peace. His sudden

-death deprives America of one of its best-trained and
most versatile men of public affairs, and the world loses

one of its coming men.
Mr. Holls had just completed his forty-sixth year,

.and was in the very prime of his intellectual power and
capacity for usefulness. With an intense American
patriotism, he was at the same time a citizen of the

larger republic that embraces broad-minded and
j>eace-loving men of all nations.

HIS INTERNATIONAL RECORD.

His interest in foreign policy and international pro-

blems was constantly increasing. He visited Europe

almost every summer, and became even more widely

acquainted there with leading public men. He was

especially well known in Germany, where in recent

years he had established a branch of his legal firm,

and where his long and greatly prized friendship with

Dr. Andrew D. White made him always at home at

the American embassy. From the very moment of

the first announcement of the Tsar's idea of an inter-

national conference for the discussion of disarmament

-and the promotion of peace, Mr. Holls was an

•enthusiastic supporter of the plan. Without dis-

paragement of anyone else, it may be said that to him,

.and, indeed, to him almost alone, must be attributed

the gradual arousing of President McKinley's interest

in the conference, and the final determination of our

•Government to be represented by a large and strong

delegation.

AT THE HAGUE.

Mr. Holls* activity in the matter had made it natural

that he should be sent to the Hague, and he preferred

to go in the capacity of the delegation's secretary and
executive officer. His wide acquaintance in Europe,

and his knowledge of French and Spanish, as well as

of German, made it possible for him to be of enormous
service, not only to the American delegation, but also

to the Hague Conference as a whole. Every leading

European member of the conference, whether English,

French, Russian, German, or otherwise, has ever

since been ready to testify to the remarkable record

made by Mr. Holls in the whole work of the conference.

It happened that the disarmament proposals came to

naught, while most unexpectedly the conference was
diverted—largely through American influence—into

the more fruitful field of international arbitration.

Mr. Holls was the American member of the great

committee which drafted the arbitration treaty. He
showed unexpected resources of knowledge in the

sphere of international law, and when the conference

was over he wrote a book on its work and achieve-

ments that will long make his name known to students

of history and international relations.

HIS PERSONAL CHARACTER.

There was something, at times, in his directness

and frankness that seemed to men who did not know
him well, or who were of feebler convictions, to be

tactless and aggressive ; but in these days of over-

tactfulness and complaisance it is refreshing to know
a man who has strong views and opinions, and who
never hesitates to assert them and is ready to fight for

them. Men of complete candour and intellectual

honesty in public affairs are not as numerous as one
might wish for. Mr. Holls lived and thbught upon a

high plane, and strove for large rather than for petty

ends. In the midst of the hurly-burly of professional,

political business, and social life he never flinched

from his full share of work
; yet he still, somehow,

found time for the pursuits of a thinker, a scholar,

and a man of taste.

PROSPECTS OF THE MOTOR-CAR.
Mr. Henry Norman, M.P., writes very intelligently

in the Worlds Work upon the new Act controlling

motor-cars, and throws some interesting side-lights upon
the why and the wherefore of the measure. He strongly
deprecates any outcry that the Act will be the ruin of

the motor industry, and gives the following advice to

motorists, with an example of how the advice should be
carried out :

—

What motorists have to do is to adapt themselves for the time
to the new law, to endeavour to extirpate the anti-social

motorist who has done them so much harm, to avoid recrimina-
tion and panic, to remember that they are yet an extremely
small minority of the community, and to educate their friends

and acquaintances to a knowledge of the capacities, the import-
ance and the delights of the car. Since Parliament rose I have
already converted one Parliamentary friend. A run of fifty

miles in a powerful car convinced him, to his amazement, that

it is the rarest thing for a horse to shy, that high speed at

proper times and places may be allowed with perfect safety

and propriety, and that a motor-car is the most controllable and
the safest of vehicles. " If I had known in the House what I

know now," he said, "I should not have voted as I did." If

every motorist will make himself a missionary in this sense, we
shall be in a very different position three years hence, when the

present Act expires.

No Motor-Cars in the New Jerusalem !

Rev. F. B. Meyer's Question-drawer in the Sunday
Magazine contains this question :

" Will there be motor-
cars in the millennium f

w to which Mr. Meyer returns this

answer :

—

It is impossible to suppose it. Such selfishness as is manifest
in the way that motor-drivers rush through the country, destroy-

ing the sweet flowers by their awful stench, covering every living

thing with hurricanes of dust, to say nothing of endangering
human life, will be impossible in the new heavens and earth.

Besides, it is said the children shall play in the streets of the

New Jerusalem, which proves there can be no motor-cars there.

Motorists, apparently, will have to avoid the way to the
New Jerusalem and make for some other destination.

Poor Mr. Balfour !

Perhaps the most attractive feature in the Sunday
Strand is Miss Lydia Chatterton's suggestions for the
Harvest Festival, which are accompanied by most
pleasing illustrations of designs by the writer. It is a
study in the fine art of church decoration.
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THE STORY OF ROBERT EMMET RE-TOLD.

The celebration of the centenary of Emmet's
abortive rebellion and his execution in 1803 leads

Mr. Michael MacDonagh to tell the story of his tragic

career in CornMU. He uses the " private and confi-

dential " correspondence of Lord Hardwicke, the then

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, Which has just been
made accessible in the British Museum. Emmet was
born of an English and Cromwellian family. On the

morning of his death he received the Communion
from Protestant clergymen. He was a dreamy youth
with patriotic passion running in his blood. He was
expelled from college for participation in the rebellion

of 1798.

HIS PLOT.

In April, 1803—a mere boy of twenty-six—he was
left ^3,000 by his father, and with this sum as his
" sinews of war " he prepared his plot to seize Dublin
Castle by surprise and proclaim the Revolution from
its walls. His great aim was to get the arms and
ammunition ready ; once he had the weapons he felt

sure of a following. He kept his plans profoundly
secret, though storing his arsenals in the very heart of

Dublin. Only a very few persons were in the secret.

On July 1 6th an explosion occurred at one of his

depots, which led to the discovery and confiscation of

the military stores there. Still the authorities had no
idea of what was brewing.

HIS MUNITIONS OF WAR.

On his fellow-conspirators from the country arriving,

they were mightily disgusted at finding their self-

appointed leader a mere strip of a boy. He showed
them his store of arms, piles of pikes, an immense
number of ball cartridges, but only eighteen blunder-
busses and four muskets, one sword, wooden cannon
loaded with stones, and quart-bottles filled with
gunpowder to serve as hand-grenacjes ! With this

equipment he was to overpower the Dublin garrison.

The countrymen shook their heads and departed.

THE FIASCO.

The hour fixed for his coup, 9 p.m., Saturday,

July 23rd, arrived:

—

But what a disappointing consummation of his hopes and
ambitions, of bis months of feverish preparation for the great
revolution ! The Dublin men refusing to rise, the Kildare
farmers gone home in disgust ! But Emmet was determined
that, whoever might be wanting, he, at least, should not fail.

He put on his grand uniform as Commander-in-Chief of the
Forces of the Irish Republic.

He sallied forth, his two generals—a bricklayer and
a cotton spinner—with him, in green uniforms. One
hundred men followed them, which soon swelled to 300.
Hecounted his men : foundthem insufficient to seize the
Castle : bade them follow him to the Wicklow moun-
tains. They preferred to stay for the plunder and the
fun. A few officials were killed. Then - the Castle
woke up, the soldiers came out, and the rioters dis-

persed.

THE LOVE EPISODE.

Emmet had escaped when his men refused to

follow him. But

—

Here the glamour of a sweet and romantic love episode is

Bung around the story of this madcap insurrection. It was as

a lover, not as a rebel, that Robert Emmet lingered in Dublin,
while the sleuth-hounds of the outraged law wereeagerlv search-

ing to run him down. On the Monday night after the insurrec-

tion the boy and his companions fled from the house in Butter-

field Lane to the Dublin mountains.

In August he returned to the outskirts of Dublin, and
contrived to meet his sweetheart, Sarah Curran, " a
sweet, sly girl "of 21, with rippling silky hair, and dark
glowing eyes. Information reached the authorities of
someone in hiding at his cottage, and he was arrested.

Intercepted letters revealed Sarah as his accomplice.

She was arrested, and straightway lost her reason, but
was given her liberty. Her father was to have
defended Emmet as counsel in court, all unaware till

then of the girl's connection with the rebel. He
indignantly but inevitably flung up his brief.

HIS TRIAL.

Tried and convicted, Emmet spoke for an hour

—

in "one of the noblest speeches that have ever
been delivered under the shadow of the scaffold."

Mr. MacDonagh proceeds :

—

Emmet looked death in {he face with a fortitude and serenity

that would have been astounding if we did not know that he was
only twenty-five. He was young, and therefore indifferent to

death. He was young, and therefore vain. He desired to play
to the end the part of the hero of romance ; to leave the world
grandly, with flying colours. He had, therefore, in his mind a
magnificent speech—a speech that would thrill the country—the
preparation of which had filled with delight many an otherwise
dreary hour in his prison cell. It was now half-past nine o'clock

at night. The trial had begun at half-past nine o'clock in the
morning. For ten hours Emmet had stood in the dock. There
was no interruption for refreshment ; no interval for rest. The
proceedings had been pushed on pitilessly by the judges to their

grim and gruesome finish. . . . With exalted spirits Emmet de-
livered in vindication of his policy a deathless oration, which alone
would have preserved his memory green in Ireland for all time.

HIS END.
The judge, who could indulge in brutal jokes over

condemned men, burst into tears as he sentenced the

eloquent youth. The prisoner's counsel kissed him
in rapture. This same counsel, who posed as a great

Nationalist all his life, was found after his death to have
been throughout an informer in the pay of the British

Government. So, with this Judas kiss on his lips,

Emmet passed from the dock. " He stayed up most of

the night writing." His letters are models of lucidity,

courage and magnanimity. In the morning he was
met by the news of his mother's death* "killed by
the news of the doom of her son."

Unflinching and unretracting, he was hanged in the

afternoon. Sarah Curran, two years later, having
meantime recovered her reason, married a captain in

the British Army ! In conclusion the writer observes :

In Ireland the tragic story of this youth of stainless life

—

martyr, surely, to a high aspiration and noble purpose—will

endure for ever. He is the dearest saint in the calendar of Irish

political martyrology. In the humblest cabins of the land may
be seen—with the pictures of the Blessed Virgin and St. Patrick
—rude portraits of Robert Emmet.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF PLAY.

The Contemporary Review for September contains

an extremely interesting article by Dr. Woods Hut-

chinson on " Play as an Education," which only con-

siderations of space prevent me dealing with at length.

Not very long ago play, and amusements generally,

were looked at at best as idle waste of time, at worst

as immoral and even irreligious. But the desire to

play is a natural instinct common to the young of all

the higher animals ; and modern science demands the

study of all natural instincts.

PLAY THE FORERUNNER OF DEVELOPMENT.

Play distinguishes the higher from the lower

animals, and it signifies possibility of education.

Fishes do not play at all; the lower mammals can

hardly be taught to play, and birds are entirely

devoid of the instinct. But the kitten and the lamb
are essentially playing animals. The human young,

however, are the true players, and in reality it is play

that develops them into manhood. " Children," says

Dr. Hutchinson, " are born little amorphous bundles

of possibilities, and are played into shape."

THE PLAY-STAGES OF CHILDREN.

Dr. Hutchinson divides the child's life into six

play-stages, corresponding to primitive civilisation,

which he calls the " Root-and-Grub, the Hunting,

the Pastoral, the Agricultural, and the Commercial."

The root-and-grub stage is the first, when the infant

chiefly shows its interest in life by clutching at bright

objects . A little later the rolling spool or ball attracts

him exactly as it attracts the kitten. From this he
passes into the hunting stage, where he hides himself,

jumps out at people from behind doors, and peoples

his environment with imaginary wild-beasts. Last he
emerges into the commercial stage, when he trades in

marbles, and fills his pockets with schoolboy
merchandise :

—

In short, the School of Play in fifteen short years has brought
him from the root- digging cave-man to the " Bear " of the Stock
Exchange, the modern Captain of Industry.

THE ORGANISATION OF PLAYING.

When the child plays, it is literally organising its

brain ; and we should recognise the fact that the boy
or girl engaged in vigorous, joyous play is carrying

out an important part of the actual work of education

and preparation for life. Dr. Hutchinson claims,

therefore, that play should be organised, and that for

every pound spent on a school-building, ten shillings

should be spent on the playground :

—

Let there be organised, as an auxiliary department of the
Kindergarten and primary grades, a class of play-mistresses and
play-masters, who shall be so distributed throughout the school
district that each will have charge of from twenty to forty

children. Then for each division of the district let playgrounds
be provided ; or, in geographically small, densely-populated
districts, one for each age-group of the children.

The equipment of the grounds should be of the simplest. A
rough shed-roof covering part of the space, for use in wet
weather, and movable wind-breaks, either board or canvas,

which could be put up on the north and west sides in winter,

would be advisable. With the assistance of these, the number
of days in the year on which healthy children would not be

much better off playing vigorously out-of-doors than cooped tip

in the house would be reduced to a very small minimum.
For the younger children a capacious sand-pit, where they can

grub and dig to their hearts' content, a load of "tailings"

blocks and short boards of all sizes from a saw-mill or carpenter's

shop, for building purposes, a few cheap accessories for the

Robinson Crusoe and 44 Indians " play, would suffice. For the

larger youngsters, plain, strong swings, bars, ring-trapezes,

vaulting-horses, see-saws, etc., could be constructed, and, of

course, large spaces kept always clear, levelled and free from

mud or standing water, for hockey, football, rounders, prisoners'

base, and all the running games.

WHAT THE GAIN WOULD BE.

Dr. Hutchinson says that this organisation of play,

though it would cost something, would result in a

diminution of the staff of inside teachers, and would

get rid of the difficulty which is at present met with

through young children being kept too long at school,

owing to the fact that there is no one to care for them

at home :

—

The playground would completely relieve our schoolrooms

of this nursery-duty, and with its powerful educational influence

utilised as an ally, it would not be too much to hope that school

hours could be reduced to at least one-half, if not one-third, of

their present length. That is to say, children need not enter

the schoolroom at all before six or seven years of age ; from six

to nine, one to two hours a day would be sufficient ; from nine

to twelve, two to three hours ; from twelve to fifteen, three to

four hours.

A VANISHING WORLD.
The hydra-headed monster of Depopulation is

beginning to greatly agitate the imagination of

thoughtful Frenchmen, as, indeed, it is already troubling

that of Anglo-Saxon thinkers. M. Laut begins his

paper in the Nouvclle Revue by an allusion to the

enormous sums—something like a half-million sterling

—left by an eccentric Norman gentleman, with the

object of providing a large annual money prize to be

given to the tallest, handsomest, and healthiest married

couple in the town of Rouen, with a view to improv-

ing the race ! He goes on to blame England and

Holland for the active spread of Malthusian doctrines,

but he admits that these doctrines have hitherto been

far more practised in France than elsewhere. As to

the reason why this is so, love of material comfort,

fear of poverty, affection even for the one or two

children who might be injured, in pocket at least,

by the birth of numerous brothers and sisters—these

are among the obvious causes of French depopulation.

Curiously enough, M. Laut makes no reference to Zola's

powerful and terrible novel-pamphlet " Feconditd*
which deals with the whole subject very exhaustively.

At the present time a number of laws, greatly benefit-

ing the married men who are fathers of families, are

being drawn up. The most practical of these deals

with the law of succession. It is suggested that in

future the fortune of any given man is to be divided

among all his living descendants
;
thus, if there are

two brothers, one married with four children, and the

other single, the latter will only receive a sixth part ol

his father's estate. Such an alteration in the Code

Napoldon would do more to increase the population of

France than thousands of articlesand hundreds of books.
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THE REVIEWS REVIEWED.
THE AMERICAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS.

In the American Review of Reviews Dr. Shaw, com-
menting on the fiscal issue, predicts that the outcome of
the discussion will be that every British Colony will con-
tinue to make its own fiscal arrangements, and that the
United Kingdom will "remain on its safe, solid, and always
defensible basis of universal Free Trade," imposing
import duties only for revenue purposes. He says that
the logic of a man believing in the duty and advantage
of national development would make the American Pro-
tectionist a Free Trader if he went to live in England,
and the English Free Trader a high Protectionist

if he came to live in the United States. The
special articles begin with a character sketch of
the new Pope by Mr. W. T. Stead. There is a long
illustrated article on " The Cotton Crop of To-day," by
Mr. R. H. Edmonds, who points out that during the last

ten years the number of spindles in the United States
has increased by forty per cent., whereas the increase in

the rest of the world was only fourteen per cent. America
ships to Europe over sixty per cent, of her raw cotton,
but Mr. Edmonds foresees a time when all this product
will be manufactured at home. As that time comes he
estimates the annual value of the industry to the Southern
States will be about 2,250,000,000 dols. Mr. L. S. Rowe
writes a brief article on President Diaz, who has been
nominated for the Mexican Presidency for the seventh
time. Dr. Lyman Abbott, in a paper on " The Race
Problem," insists that the negro must be allowed full

liberty of development and equality before the law.

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS FOR AUSTRALASIA.
The dominant note of the July number is alarm at

the present predominance of Labour in Australasian
politics. " A Tired Australian " laments the," one-legged
democracy," as he terms it, in which the minority, con-
sisting of Labour members, rules the majority, consisting
of the other parties. So twenty-three Labour men
practically rule in a Federal Parliament of seventy-five
members. Unless the people bestir themselves, the
private employer will be abolished, a social revolution will
be put through, and a class will tyrannise over the nation.
Dr. Fitchett himself describes Mr. Kingston's Concilia-
tion and Arbitration Bill for the Commonwealth as " the
strongest and most thoroughgoing attempt to bring all

private industries under the control of a State tribunal
yet attempted in civilised history." The kindred
Act in New Zealand is to be amended so as
to give compulsory preference to trade unionists
over non-unionists. Dr. Fitchett attributes the
leakage of population from Victoria and the lack
of enterprise there to semi-Socialistic legislation. The
whole contest, he says, in the next Federal elections
will eddy round the Labour Party and its programme.
" There will be no other issue." If the Labour Party wins,
and it is organising well in every State, it will stamp its

ideas on the whole Australian future and "try the
tremendous experiment of a social revolution on a scale
never before witnessed by any section of the English-
speaking race." " They will make the State, if not the
sole employer, at least the master of all other employers."
At the same time Dr. Fitchett records that despite the

ravages wrought by drought, the Australian bears " easily
and contentedly " a Federal taxation equal per head to
that now levied in Great Britain, and on the top of that,

the State taxation—a total declared to be enormous.
The least pleasing element he records is the utterance
of a Victoria judge that a class of young people of both
sexes is growing up which is little better than savages so
far as sexual relations are concerned. Dr. Fitchett adds,
"In all the Australian States the experiment of primary
education divorced from moral teaching has been tried,

and undoubtedly with disquieting results."

THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
The National Review for September is a phenomenal

number, being nearly double its usual size. This is

explained by the long special supplement on "The
Economics of Empire," written, we are told, by the
" Assistant Editor," which fills 106 pages.

PAN-GERMANISM IN HUNGARY.
Mr. Ferencz Herczeg, member of the Hungarian

Academy of Sciences, has an article under this heading.
M. Herczeg begins by saying there is no such thing as a
Pan-German movement in Hungary, but an unsuccessful
attempt has been made to create one, the object being to

endow the two million German-speaking Hungarians with
some kind of cultural and economic organisation under
the moral supremacy of Germany. The movement has
been a complete failure. Hungary is now wide-awake in

opposition to Pan-Germanic ideals.

a gift-horse's mouth.
" Glasgow " plays the deviPs advocate with a vengeance

in regard to Mr. Carnegie's gift to the Scottish Universi-
ties. In an article asking the question, "Will Mr.
Carnegie Corrupt Scotland ? " he answers emphatically,
he will. Scotland, says " Glasgow," in effect, is in danger
of losing all her independence and becoming Mr. Car-
negie's humble servant, and turning her laborious sons
into loafers and idlers. The gift is, in short, humiliating ;

and the provision that the successful man may return to

the Trust what he has been given as a student shackles his

sense of independence. The universities will be so much
under the control of the Carnegie Committee that they
cannot modify a Leyden jar without permission. Rich
men will abuse Mr. Carnegie's liberality.

Finally, all Scotland will be so learned that there will

be no tradesmen or working men left :

—

We may find Scotland beginning to suffer from the natural
consequences of Mr. Carnegie's whimsical vagaries, and infested

with gangs of unpractical scientists, theologians sadly down at

heel, and spasmodic men of letters that are no better than dumb
dogs.

SUNDAY IN THE VILLAGE.

Mr. H. F. Abell writes an interesting paper on " The
Problem of the Village Sunday." The villager suffers

much more than the townsman from Sundav stagnation.

He contrasts the Continental with the British Sunday, by
no means to the advantage of the latter :

—

We are prone to prate proudly about the sanctity and beauty
of«our English home life, and no doubt on week-days there is

some sanctity and beauty about it. But when we come to

Sunday and think of the brake-loads of husbands and fathers

who on pleasure bent swarm along our highways, passing no
public-houses, filling the air with their hideous songs, their

women folk left behind in the holy and beautiful homes, and
contrast it with the essentially family character of the Continental
Sunday as exemplified in the pleasant scenes to be witnessed
wherever trees and grass are green and river banks invite rest and
refreshment, we do not feel quite so sure about the soundness of

our grounds for crowing.
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The September Nineteenth Century is a good number,

opening with an excellent Free Trade paper by Lord
Avebury, which I have noticed elsewhere, together with

the other articles on the fiscal controversy. I have also

quoted at length from Mr. McDonagh's collection of

music-hall lyrics. The fiscal articles are followed by two
papers on South African questions worth reading.

SOUTH AFRICA'S RESOURCES.

The first is by General Sir E. Brabant, who writes on
" The Resources of South Africa." As regards mineral

wealth, he says, it is perhaps the richest in the world,

but exhaustible ; and the real advantage of this mineral

wealth lies in the development it may give to agriculture.

There is no difficulty at all for a man of health and
strength to make a living in the country. General
Brabant warns agricultural immigrants against investing

their money too soon ; they must either take service with

a skilled farmer and learn local conditions, or buy at first

only a few acres, not too far from a market, put up a
couple of Kaffir huts, and at first grow only such vegetables

as can be readily sold.

THE NATIVE LABOUR QUESTION.

Mr. E. P. Rathbone, late Inspector of Mines to the
Boer Government, deals with the Native Labour
Question. He gives a number of answers received in

reply to questions put to high officials under the pre-

sent rigime. Most of these officials expressed themselves
absolutely opposed to spirituous liquor. They approved
of education for the natives, not on white lines, of a
Pass Law, and of increased inducements to, but no
forced, labour.

THE RESTRICTION OF FAMILIES.

Miss F. A. Doughty, an American contributor, writes

on "The Small Family and American Society," a
topic recently discussed at length in the North American
Review* As the result of restricted reproduction the
English type is disappearing in many parts of America,
particularly in the South :

—

Apparently our more recently adopted citizens, the ever-landing

Celt, Teuton, Slav and Latin, are not discouraged by difficulties

in rearing large families on slender incomes, hence the ultimate

passing of the Anglo-Saxon as a ruling factor in this government
is confidently predicted. The framers of our Constitution, in

their spirit of boundless hospitality, paved the way for the dis-

placement of their own descendants, and, in doing their utmost
to prevent the monopoly of power by an oligarchy or an aristo-

cracy, the decline of* family prestige and influence became a
foregone conclusion.

The Anglo-Saxon stamp will be retained on American
laws, customs, literature and language. Everything else

is being transmuted through the superior fecundity of the
immigrant.

THE CANADIAN ICE CARNIVAL.

Mr. Bradley Martin, Jun., describes the Canadian Ice
Carnival at Quebec. He mentions that the building of
ice palaces had been discontinued owing to the Canadian
Pacific Railway's fear that such an edifice, with its icy

associations, checked immigration. Races on snowshoes,
curling and hockey, skating, toboganning were the chief

ice-sports. Mr. Martin was disillusioned by Quebec,
and also by the habitant :

—

The difference in looks between the small, clever, sunny-

dispositioned Frenchman, and the big, bestial, morose habitant,

whose ugliness even a Dutchman cannot equal, of course must be
attributed to the climate. The difference in character may be simi-

larly accounted for, especially as such an authority as Mr. Louis

Parkman describes the Canadians of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries as gay, tuneful, and thoughtless. But the real reason
seems to me to be that Canada was colonised by Normans, who
to this day have a morose, miserly character, and none of the
qualities generally associated with a Frenchman. And this also
explains why the habitant does not grow rich, although most
economical and industrious himself, and although he makes his

children aid in the family support at a very youthful age. The
French Canadians thus have inherited the frugality of the
Normans, but sadly lack the artistic temperameut and divine
spark which make so many modern Frenchmen geniuses, and
also the energy and the initiative necessary to compete success-

fully with Anglo-Saxons.

OTHER ARTICLES.

There are several other articles of interest. Mr. H.
Hamilton Fyfe in a paper on 41 The Alien and the Empire "

expresses the belief that anti-Semitism will arise in Eng-
land if the Jews do not cease their exclusiveness. Mr.
Dicey tells

44 The Story of Gray's Inn." Mr. J. H. Long-
ford writes on " The Growth of the Japanese Navy," and
Mrs. Maxwell-Scott begins an article cn " Joan of Arc."

The Empire Review.

The " special article " of the September number of the
Empire Review is a strongly-worded appreciation of Mr.
Chamberlain's fiscal proposal entitled

44 The Free Trade
Faith," by C. de Thierry.

Dr. T. J. Tonkin concludes his very interesting account
of the lepers in Northern Nigeria ; the main point of his
contention being that the frequency of leprosy is largely
due not only to utter lack of the most ordinary cleanliness
and sanitary precautions, but to the monotonous vegetable
diet of the natives, which contains nothing like enough
nitrogen properly to equip their constitutions for the
resistance of disease.

Mr. Eric Lewis, writing on the usurious exactions of
the Indian village money-lender, and the extent to which
he has got the people in his clutches, insists that 44 recent
famines have been famines of credit rather than of food ;

it has not been so much that food was insufficient as that
the people had neither cash nor credk wherewith to
buy it."

_

ComhilL

There is plenty of good matter in the Septem-
ber number of ComhilL The 44

doggerel ditties" of
44 Dogberry," the tragedy of Robert Emmet, and Mr.
Sidney Low's appreciation of the late W. E. Henley have
claimed separate notice. Mr. W. W. Gibson contributes
a short drama in verse on three kings left by sea rovers
naked and bound on a lone rock in mid-ocean. There is

not a little to remind one of the " Prometheus Unbound.'*
The purport seems to be to show that glory is futile, but
that love is uppermost even in death. Mr. Frederic
Harrison gives reminiscences of the Century Club, begun
in 1866 by himself and Mr. Lyulph Stanley, and ulti-

mately merged in the National Liberal Club. Mr.
George Bourne writes on rural techniques, and shows
how much skill has gone to the making and the using of
scythe and spade and hoe. It is a chivalrous vindication
of the skill of the agricultural labourer. Mrs. Woods
contributes a travel paper on her tour through the
Basque provinces. Professor Brandin appreciates the
work of Gaston Paris in reconstructing mediaeval history
through its literature. The discovery of new stars gives
Mr. F. W. Dyson the thread for a varied astronomic
story.
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THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
THE Fortnightly Review for September is a good

number, somewhat marred by the editor's too great

consideration for the Zollverein controversy. The papers

on this subject are all dealt with together. A
good article by Mr. H. N. Brailsford on "The Mace^
donian Revolt," a paper by Mr. D. G. Hogarth on
" Crete, Free and Autonomous," and an appreciation by
Miss Tynan of Sir Horace Plunkett's work in Ireland,

are all cited among the Leading Articles, and leave little

to be dealt with in this section.

man's place in the universe.

Dr. Russel Wallace replies to his critics. He announces
that he has been preparing a book on the subject, which
is nearly ready. Dr. Wallace sticks to his argument that

observation tends to prove that the stellar system is not
infinite. As for the argument raised by his critics, that

as the sun is moving rapidly through space, it did not
always, even if it now does, occupy a central position,

Dr. Wallace replies that we have no evidence whatever
to show that the solar system is moving in a straight

line. The motion of our system is purely relative to

certain specified groups of stars. Dr. Wallace concludes
by saying that such delicate adjustments, and such
numerous combinations of physical and chemical condi-

tionsr.are required for the development and maintenance
of life, as to render it in the highest degree improbable
that they should all be again found combined in any
planet, which leads him to the provisional conclusion
that our earth is the only inhabited planet in the whole
stellar universe.

THE GOOD OLD TIMES.

Mr. G. J. Holyoake has an interesting paper entitled

"Did Things Go Better Before Our Time ? " His answer
he sums up in the words of Sidney Smith :

—

" For olden times let others prate,

I deem it lucky I was born so late."

Mr. Holyoake mentions one curious fact, that before
matches came into common use the average working
man wasted ninety hours a year in kindling fires with
the tinder-box. Seventy years ago the working-class
household lived in gloom after sundown. Mr. Holyoake
remembers a time when " only four men in Birmingham
had the courage to wear beards," and only military
officers were allowed to wear a moustache. In the good
old days one pump in a yard had to serve several
working-class families. In the days of wooden bedsteads
the working man was eaten alive by insects. Food to-

day is purer—health is surer—life itself is safer and lasts

longer.

THE AMERICAN HUSBAND.
Gertrude Atherton writes on "The American Hus-

band," the type of which, she insists, is not to be found
among the wealthy visitors to Europe, but among the
great middle class :

—

Beyond a doubt, it is in the huge bulk of ihe middle class,

toth in and out of the strenuous cities, that not only the
"typical" husband is to be found, but the largest measure of
domestic contentment. In these millions of respectable homes,
just above the grind and pinch of poverty, many a man is

common, overbearing, selfish, dull, but the mass of him lives an
even and amiable life, moderately indulgent to his family, and
repaying the unintermittent sacrifices of his wife with much con-
sideration, even while accepting them as inevitable. He loves
his home and takes a deep interest in his children, being not
above walking the floor with them at night, nor wheeling them
in the perambulator. If he works unceasingly it is to educate
them properly, and leave his family provided for at his death.
There may be an occasional scene when bills come in, for the

American man expects the impossible of the American wife,

more in the matter of economics than is in the power of mortal

woman outside of France.

Mr. W. S. Lilly makes a rather lame explanation on
the subject of a statement made by him, to the effect that

the late Lord Grey declared to him that Mr. Gladstone
was " congenitally incapable of speaking the truth."

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.
The most important article in the Atlantic Monthly

for August is Mr. Henry James's essay on Emile Zola,

which is noticed elsewhere. There is an important paper
by C. J. Bullock on the " Concentration of Banking
Interests in the United States ;" a letter from the
Philippines, by an American journalist who holds that

the Filipino is a very impudent and impertinent child

who needs to be sternly disciplined ; but the civilisation

of the Filipino is clean mentally towards women ; his

evil side is not nasty. This is the more remarkable
because before the advent of the Spaniards virginity was
regarded as such a disgrace that it was sufficient in itself

to prevent a woman from going to heaven.
There is a very interesting, enthusiastic paper upon

lawn tennis, by Mr. A. S. Pier. He examines all the
games in turn, and comes to the conclusion that lawn
tennis, of all others, is entitled to supremacy among
games, " for that game on the whole is the best, and most
completely fulfils its purpose which best satisfies the con-
tentious spirit of a human being." From this point of
view no other game can be compared to lawn tennis.

From the first stroke of the game to the last, you are in

constant opposition to another player. The game enables
you to feel your power over your antagonist. You paralyse
him by a stroke, you experience a moment of omnipotence.
Even to be beaten gives you the fierce joy ofthe Old Guard,
" which dies but never surrenders." A match between old
men deeply in earnest is a spectacle more inspiring to
one's humanity than a tournament of champions.

THE PALL MALL MAGAZINE.
The September PallMall Magazine is excellent, from

the sketch of Mr. Winston Churchill, noticed separately,,

to Mr. William Archer's appreciation of W. E. Henley ;

and Mr. William Sharp's 44
literary geographical " paper

on 44 The Country of R. L. Stevenson."
Mr. Arthur Henry, writing on 44 The Pilgrim's Way *

describes the old highway still so known in parts by
which pilgrims journeyed from London to Becket's
shrine at Canterbury. Signor Cortesi describes in detail

how the Pope is elected ; and Major Powell-Cotton
writes on the cave-dwellers of Mount Eglon, some ninety
miles north-east of Victoria Nyanza. Already there are
very few of these most primitive folks left ; and soon they
will all have migrated to the plains. Interesting illustra-

tions accompany the article.

The Count de Soissons* article on 44 The Austrian
Emperor and the Family" gives an interesting theory
of his own as to the real cause of Prince Rudolf's tragic

end—a secret known only to the Emperor, Count Golu-
chowski, and one other. This article is unlike most of
those about Royalty ; it is not 44 mostly slush."

Mr. Frederic Lees has an article on the author of
44 Mon Frere Yves," to which every reader of Loti will

eagerly turn. It is curious to learn that a son of non-
Bible reading France (though Loti was of a Protestant
family) should confess that the Bible, as read aloud by
his father, was perhaps the only book that has influenced
his style. Flaubert and Alphonse Daudet he has read ;

otherwise he writes more books than he reads.
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THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
The Contemporary Review for September is a very

good number, and most of its articles are quoted among
the Leading Articles.

FRANCE, ENGLAND, AND PEACE.

M. Jean Finot, editor of La Revue\ contributes an
excellent paper entitled " France, England, and the
Anarchy of Europe," in which the whole history of pro-

gress towards internationalism is summed up. M. Finot
regards the victory of international law in Anglo-French
relations as practically assured. He thinks that by such
means, and not by demanding general disarmament, the

peace of Europe will be finally attained :

—

The European atmosphere is favourable to the success of the

idea of peace. Governments and the diplomatic routine offer

but a feeble opposition to the will of the peoples and their

Parliaments. Success will be all the nearer if the converts to

the cause will abandon their old impracticable visions. All

efforts should be concentrated on a programme, not difficult to

realise : compulsory arbitration for all. Instead of trying to

bring 4 'universal peace" upon a world as yet too young to

accept ^t, or preaching "general disarmament," a project so

much at variance with the distrust sown by the representatives

of monarchical and warlike Europe, the friends of peace should

have but one purpose, to bring about a state of law among the

nations. This method of providing against war will soon
l>ecome the general rule. It involves no premiums to pay, no
sacrifices to undergo.

"THE REAL CARLYLE."

There is an interesting paper under this heading, com-
piled by his daughter from notes left by the late Sir

Charles Gavan Duffy. Sir Charles evidently did not
take an extremist view in either side of the Froude con-
troversy. He denies that Mrs. Carlyle ever underwent
any exceptional hardships at Craigenputtock ; but he says
that if Carlyle had " sweetened their leisure with habitual

tokens of tenderness and fondness, she would have got
more pleasure out of life ; but he was apt to be silent and
self-absorbed even in the intervals of repose." Carlyle

had faults which, under a social microscope, loom large.

Sir Charles, however, criticises Froude for exposing the
details of Carlyle's domestic life. Of Carlyle as a teacher,

he says :

—

There are no symptoms discernible of Carlyle being forgotten,

and quite as few of his being accepted as one of the small
exceptional class of beings appointed to expound the will of God
to mankind. His opinions have not spread and strengthened
with time as divine teachings have always done ; on the contrary,

they exercise less influence over men than during his lifetime. His
contempt for the aims and methods of modern liberty is consi-

dered as paradoxical as Rousseau's onslaught on civilisation,

and his remedies are like the fiascoes in the Patent Office, which
are marvellously ingenious, but somehow won't work. A whole
generation has passed away since he declared that nothing was
to be expected from reforming Parliament. The world shows
no inclination to accept bis opinion on negro slavery, or Jewish
emancipation. In truth he did not make any immediate addition

to the stock of human knowledge, but he recalled and vivified

the sense of human duties and obligations, and will take his

place with great teachers who serve and enlighten mankind like

Milton, Burke and Johnson.

THIERS.

Mrs. Emily Crawford contributes an extremely in-

teresting anecdotal article of " Recollections of M. Thiers,*

written, of course, apropos of M. Hanotaux's recent book.
Speaking of Thiers just before his death, Mrs. Crawford
says :

—

A more extraordinary being never lived than M. Thiers.

He had deliciously endearing qualities. His mind had search-

light luminosity. Like radium it kept burning bright without

consuming itself, and remained active to the end. I saw him
in bed, a bed no longer than a child's, with his nightcap on his

head, resting after his conference with Gambetta, and had from

his lips his view of the situation of MacMahon, of Republican

France, and of France in relation to Italy and Germany. I

called late in the afternoon, and should have been told to come
again had he not overheard my voice in the hall. He got up,

came out into the lobby, and called me up. I found him in a

long nightshirt, with his wife and her sister trying to keep him

quiet. Finally he went back to bed, but insisted on sitting up

and talking. He looked dying and, as George Fox said

of Cromwell, u a whiff of death passed over him." His

translucent face struck me as phenomenally beautiful in an

extraordinary way. We knew little then of electric light. In

looking back Thiers appears to me to have contained an arc

light. The flesh was the colour of old white wax ; the lines and

wrinkles were deeply graven, but the black eyes were lambent

and expressive. His mind was never more fit, but he showed

childish petulance when the ladies with him betrayed fear for his

health. This did not arise from senile decay ; he had, as long

as I remember him, the petulance of childhood. It added a

grace the more to his many captivating qualities ; the mind

kept its childish freshness to the very last, and his interests,

which ran in so many directions, remained vivid as in early life.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Madame Mary Duclaux begins a series of papers on
" The French Peasant Before and After the Revolution,"

dealing this month with the part " Before." Professor

Armitage writes on " The Indian Missionary."

Blackwood for September is chiefly notable for

" Sigma's " personal reminiscences of illustrious literary

men. Mr. Walter B. Harris describes his three weeks'

captivity with the Moorish rebels. Mr. R. L. Kennion

narrates his experiences of the annual pilgrimage of

tribute from Cashmere to the sacred city of Tibet. His

description of Tibetan tea—a compound of tea and

butter and salt boiled together and kept simmering until

it is of the consistency of cocoa—is enough to make the

English tea-drinker shudder. Articles on the food

question and the present condition of parties fall to be

noticed under the fiscal problem.
In the Positivist Review for September, Mrs. Frederic

Harrison, in " News from South Africa," calls attention

to the suffering caused by the war-receipts not being

paid, and by " compensation " being so capricious. " The
widows and children are in sad plight." Mr. J. H.

Bridges writes on the newly-formed Society of Sociology,

and urges the importance of keeping sociology in

close comparison with biology, and of paying most

heed, not to social origins so much, as to more highly

developed communities. Professor Bcesly exposes the

attempts of French Nationalists to hide their electoral

weakness.
The Leisure Hour for September is a full number.

Mr. Atkins's lugubrious estimate of the general Teader

and Mr. Gordon's casualties of British industry claim

separate mention. Mr. J. M. Bacon gives much interest-

ing information about cipher writing, which will appeal

to persons at the secretive age. Rev. John Isabell fur-

nishes illustrations of the co-operative system among
animals. Under the heading " A Chat on a Cable-car,"

Rev. J. P. Hobson supplies much local history concerning
Brixton Hill. Lucy M.J. Garnett contributes picturesque
photographs of the Tent Dwellers of Turkey, in which
Kurds and Circassians appear more like human beings

and less like the ghouls reported of by special corre-

spondents.
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THE NEW LIBERAL REVIEW.
The New Liberal Review continues to render excellent

service to the cause of Free Trade. I have dealt with

the articles on this subject elsewhere. Mr. Humbert
Beaumont writes on "The Labour Representation
Committee and the Liberal Party," protesting against the
pretence that the Labour Representation Committee is

in any sense a wing of the Liberal Party. He denies

that the new Labour Party has anything in common
with Liberalism, and denounces it as reactionary and
illiberal :

—

What, then, is to be our attitude as Liberals when at the next

General Election we are face to face with this new reactionary

party ? There are only two courses open to us. We can—as

the weak-kneed would have us do—retire more or less gracefully

whenever we are attacked by the Labour Representation Com-
mittee and practically throw up the sponge. Or we can do as

the Liberal Party has done in the past, and as I hope it will do
in the future—we can fight it out. If the Liberal Party has
done anything at all for the good of the community—and it is

well that this should sometimes be remembered—it is that it has
always set its face dead against class interests and class tyranny :

it fought the reactionary forces of Toryism and beat them, and
it can, if it chooses, equally fight the reactionary forces of this

new Labourism and beat them too.

I hope that Mr. Beaumont's advice will not be taken.

EDUCATION IN FRANCE.

Mr. A. L. Jerrold writes an interesting article on Edu-
cation in France, from which I quote his summary :

—

It is admitted, for example, that education as distinct from
instruction (which is probably more thorough in France) is more
efficient in our own country. Most men of eminence deplore,

too, the excessive centralisation that obtains in the educational

as well as in all the other departments of French administration.

Professors Lavisse and Seailles have pointed out how the uni-

formity of all lycies is not only seriously harmful to the interests

of each fycfo separately, but also a little laughable. 41
1 know,"

says some one, " that at this moment all the boys of such an age
are doing such and such a part of their time-table all over

France and Algeria." Naturally this uniformity must not be
understood as absolute, though it may be described as extreme.

Further comes the bane of red-tapeism and fonctionnairisme%
which term designates a product that may be considered as

peculiarly French—the force that turns everyone into a place-

hunter through obliging him to consider constantly the possi-

bility of being promoted a step higher, and to direct his energies

towards obtaining it at the earliest opportunity. Owing to this

fact, a yearly "movement" of lycte teachers, of proviseurs

(managers of the same), of directors of various grades takes

place ; and all the far-reaching evils of such instability can
readily be imagined.

TO REFORM THE MERCHANT SERVICE.

Mr. Arthur Bles writes on " The Need of Reform in the

Merchant Service." He complains of the drifting of our

merchant ships, as far as officers and crews are con-

cerned, into the hands of foreigners, and demands that

all masters and officers aspiring to British certificates

should be original or naturalised Britishers. He says
that the food of the men as laid down by the Board of

Trade rules would be hardly enough to satisfy a boy ot

fifteen :—
In 1894 I made a voyage as apprentice in a Liverpool " lime-

juicer" round Cape Horn to Portland, Oregon. Our food

daring the entire voyage consisted of pea-soup three times a
week, fresh (?) bread three times a week, hard bread (pantiles)

ad libitum, salt beef (from cows which greatly resembled veteran

cab-horses, I should imagine), a pound and a half three times a
week, salt pork three times a week, tinned beef on Sundays—
sometimes—half a pound of sugar, half a pound of butter, and
two ounces of marmalade per week, a plum pudding on Christ-

mas Day, porridge for about three weeks, if I remember rightly,

while off Cape Horn, and three-quarters of a bucket of water a
day to serve amongst six boys for washing and drinking.

He has known cases of the stewards of ships passing off
tea made with salt water on the men, Coffee is some-
times boiled in the same tin in which salt beef has been
boiled. Mr. Bles suggests that the stores of ever)- ship
should be examined by a Government inspector, for while
the quality is always inferior, the quantity is often not
sufficient for the voyage. He deals with several other
questions of importance, such as undermanning.

THE MONTHLY REVIEW.
The Monthly Review for September opens with an

editorial entitled " Naval Intelligence and the Russian
Programme," in which the Admiralty is severely con-
demned for its lack of candour in publishing the facts
about foreign shipbuilding programmes. Sir Michael
Hicks-Beach contributes " A View of the Fiscal Contro-
versy," which I have quoted from elsewhere. There is an
article by Dr. Goldwin Smith on " The Royal Visit to
Ireland," which, however, deals chiefly with past Irish
history. Dr. Smith declares that there is no alternative
between independence and legislative union for Ireland.
He declares that Ireland will never be made a country of
peasant proprietors, as its climate makes it a grazing
country, and grazing farms must be large.

THE TIPSTER.

In an article on " The Tipster and his Trade n Lieut-
Colonel D. C. Pedder draws a melancholy picture of the
prevalence of the betting evil. Of betting among working-
class women he says :

—

To trace the effects of betting among women of the wage-
earning class, which is, we must remember, the great reservoir

of England's strength, is a task almost too painful for an honest
pen. Drink and unchastity almost inevitably follow in its train.

Transpose recent high-life scandals into lower surroundings, with
every suggestion of evil writ large and plain, and you will have
a faint idea of the moral tone of a working man's home in which
the wife has taken to following the example set her by her
aristocratic sisters.

EXAMINING OF EXAMINERS.
Mr. R. F. Cholmeley contributes an amusing paper,

entitled "A Critical Paper in Education," in which he
draws up an amusing suggestion for an examination-paper
for prospective schoolmasters :

—

1 . How would you deal with the following cases ?

—

An Impressionist painter, who has himself educated his son
up to the age of sixteen and a half in the intervals of painting,

wishes him prepared for a Balliol scholarship. He has perfect

confidence in the boy's ability, but no exact knowledge of the
conditions of success, having himself been brought up on a
canal-barge, where the splendours of sunset awakened his genius
and opened the door to fortune.

A retired sausage-seller of enormous wealth proposes to send
you his two sons on condition that you can assure him that you
will turn them out gentlemen.
A distinguished poet calls upon you to inform you that his son

(whom you have just flogged for a peculiarly atrocious offence)

wishes to become a schoolmaster.

A country clergyman writes to you that as his son is going into

the Diplomatic Service he will be glad to have him placed in a
form where he will learn colloquial German, Spanish, American,
and Japanese : at the same time he expresses a profound belief

in the value of a sound training in Classics and Mathematics,
and a hope that his boy's pursuit of those studies will not be
interrupted.

2. Write an essay on one of the following subjects :

—

The limits of the personal interview.

The classification of correspondence.

Some applications of the term " cantankerous."
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THE WORLD'S WORK.
The September number is full of interesting matter,

and, as usual, the illustrations are excellent in the

extreme. Several of the special articles have been
noticed elsewhere. A well-written article on the Atlantic

Agreements goes very fully into the action of the Govern-
ment with regard to the Cunard Company, with the

result that

—

regard the two agreements in any way one will, it is impossible,

from a shipping point of view, to come to any other conclusion

than that a combination of ignorance and fear has caused the

British Government to make a huge blunder in the first place,

and to act unjustly to the shipping community as a whole in the

second.

THE FOOD TAX AND EGGS.

In a short article, Mr. Edward Brown shows that the
Food Tax would have a remarkable effect upon the

egg and poultry trade, causing the consumers to pay
Z2, 133,204, while the Colonies would benefit only by
225,000. Interesting statistics are given of the sources

from which we import these articles of food to a value of

j67>358>994 per annum. Miss Schlesinger describes the
recent researches of Mr. Peter Cooper Hewitt in the
electrical field, and includes some remarks upon wireless

telegraphy. From Mr. Edward Charles' article on
balloons many people will be surprised to find that

balloons can be procured so cheaply :

—

The size generally favoured by "sportsmen" ranges from
27,000 to 45,000 cubic feet, costing, the former, in coton

caotitchouik £120, in Chinese silk if 192, and in French silk

£252 ; and the latter, £220, £316, and ^384, according to the

material used. These prices include the balloon complete and
ready to be filled with ga&

Lest any of his readers should be tempted to rush rashly
into making the purchase of a balloon, Mr. Charles adds
that " the initial outlay is small compared with the
amount that must be continually expended."

MORTIMER MENPES.

There is an extremely eulogistic article on Mortimer
Menpes and his house in Cadogan Gardens. The
frontispiece of the magazine is also one of this artist's

pictures in colours. The writer notes the many-sidedness
of the artist :

—

He might be just as good at a dozen other things ; his many
experiences and clear point of view would fit him peculiarly

for journalism ; he was long known as one of the crack rifle

shots of England ; a large circle of people in many quarters

of the globe know him as a most entertaining raconteur ; it is

said that in Japan he left records in wrestling which are still

remembered.

A comparison of British anc} American advertising by
an American writer is much more favourable to the
former than might be expected. Mr. Houston concludes
his article :

—

But comparisons or contrasts only serve to show, after all,

that open-minded business men both in Great Britain and
America are working, in their own way, for better advertising.

And with the men who dominate the commercial life of the two
greatest commercial countries in the world working to a common
end this result is sure—advertising will become the most potent
business force of the century.

A VIVID picture of Falkland's death-battle at Newbury,
a plea for a humaner view of the affectionate and fairly

harmless badger, and an assertion from a tour through
Canada in the sixties that eighty per cent, of French
Canadians have made up their minds to repudiate the

British connection, are the principal features in Longman s

for September.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
THE gem of the North American is a novelty in the

shape of a Roumanian folk-song, rendered into English
verse by the late R. H. Stoddard. It is a very touching,

simple rendering of what may be called the old story of

the betrayal of woman's love and woman's trust.

Mrs. Kate T. Woolsey writes on " Woman's Inferior

Position in a Republic," just as she wrote in her book
upon " The Republic versus Woman. 7' Lord North gives

the second instalment of the memoir of his ancestor, who,
sorely against his will, assisted George III. in losing the

American colonies.

The great majority of the rest of the articles in the
review are exclusively American, dealing with the question

of forest reservations, the new status of the American
National Guard, and the economic relations of America
and Italy. The articles on the Zollverein and the

German elections are noticed elsewhere.

THE GROWTH OF THE RUSSIAN FLEET.

The first, which is entitled " Russia's Fleet," is written
by an Englishman, Mr. Archibald S. Hurd, who points
out" that in the last ten years Russia has practically

created a new fleet, and is now proceeding to increase it

still further. She has been in such haste that she has
employed American, French, German, and English ship-
builders in creating the fleet which she needed to hold
her own against Japan. Her naval budget has risen
from three and a half millions in 1889 to close upon
eleven millions in 1902. In ten years her strength in big
ships is almost doubled, and on January 1st, 1907, after
eliminating all vessels more than twenty-five years old,
her fleet will include twenty-five battleships and fourteen
large cruisers. As her shipbuilding programme of 1 898
is almost finished, a new programme is being begun,
which includes six battleships of 16,000 tons each. In ten
years the personnel of her blue-jackets has been doubled.
It now stands at 62,000.

THE CASE FOR A LABOUR PARTY.

Mr. J. Keir Hardie, M.P., in an article entitled
" Federated Labour as a new Power in British Politics,"
tells the story of the success of attempts that have been
made to secure the representation of labour in Parlia-
ment. He predicts that at the next General Election
fifty labour candidates will enter the lists, a fair propor-
tion of whom are certain to be returned. It was the
decision of the judges which practically repealed the
trade union legislation of last century that forced the
workmen to take this step ; but Mr. Keir Hardie thinks that
the economic conditions of England are such as to render
the growth of a Labour Party inevitable. He speaks
of the unfathomable depth of the poverty which even the
prosperity occasioned by Free Trade has failed to
ameliorate. The wages of agricultural labourers in
England and Wales average 13s. 8d. per week. Close
upon 30 per cent, of the working-classes do not earn
enough to maintain for themselves and their dependents
the standard of comfort which they would receive as
paupers in the workhouse or criminals in gaol. 480,277
houses of one room are registered in England, Scotland
and Wales which contain a living population of
1,571,504. Forty-four per cent, of the people of Scot-
land are accommodated in houses of one or two rooms,
many of which afford accommodation for lodgers. At
the same time military and naval expenditure has gone
up from ^2^,000.000 to £70,000,000 a year. Hence the
growing feeling that the interests of labour cannot be
adequately safeguarded until there is a Labour party
charged with that responsibility.
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PAGE'S MAGAZINE.
THE reconstruction of the Spanish Navy is discussed

DyLieut.-Colonel L. Cubillo, ofthe Royal Spanish Artillery.

He has to start from an assumption which may or may
not occur—namely, that a naval programme will be
decided upon. Spain, he says, has cause to lament the

misfortunes of the late war, and has applied herself

seriously to a consideration of the grounds of defeat. He
very strongly urges that when the ships are to be built,

they should be constructed in Spain. Except for the

manufacture of armour-plate, the internal resources

of Spain are, he says, entirely adequate for the

purpose. Skilled labour and machinery would have
to be introduced, but that was done in the United
States and for the same purpose. Foremen were brought
over from Scotland and England—especially the former

—

and they taught the Americans so well that an English
engineer visiting Cramp's yards said the only tongue he
could hear spoken there was the Scotch dialect. In view
of the sacrifice which Spain would have to impose upon
herself in order to build a navy, care should be taken that

the greater part of the money expended remains in the

country, developing her riches and increasing her
metallurgical industries. Much is said concerning the

defects of Spanish arsenals, but, says the writer, these

defects exist in the arsenals in every country, and mani-
fest themselves clearly when there is a slackness of
employment.

THE ST. LOUIS WORLD'S FAIR.

A Chicago correspondent contributes a further descrip-
tion of the chiefbuildings at the World's Fair. He says :

—

One of the finest buildings of the Exposition group is the
Palace of Machinery, which has a prominent place upon the
western arm of the main transverse avenue of the Exposition,
opposite the Palace -of Transportation. The structure is 1,000 feet

long by 525 feet upon the eastern half and 300 feet upon the
western part. The interior is arranged in five east and west
aisles, each 100 feet wide. Three of the aisles extend the entire
length of the building. The remaining two are 460 feet long.

The total power generated and used by the Exposition
will be in the neighbourhood of 50,000 h.p. The following
comparisons are interesting :

—

The largest steam engine in the Chicago Exposition was rated
at 2,500 h.p., and the largest gas engine in that Exposition at
10 h.p. The largest steam engine in the Paris Exposition of
1900 (which, by the way, was the largest steam engine ever
exhibited in any Exposition up to that time) was rated at
4,000 h.p. At St. Louis will be shown a steam engine of over
three times the power ofthe largest shown in the Chicago Exposi-
tion, and over twice the power of any shown in the Paris
Exposition

; or, in fact, in any Exposition prior to this time.

The article is illustrated by interesting photographs of
buildings in course of erection.

A GIGANTIC GUN.

Mr. Herbert C. Fyfe describes the new 16-in. United
States Coast Defence Gun. It is the first of a series of
shnilar gigantic weapons. The total length is 49 ft. 2*9 in.

The diameter of the rear portion is 60 in., of the
muzzle 28 in. The projectile weighs 2,370 lbs., and the
charge is 1,176 lbs. of old black powder or 576 lbs. of
smokeless powder :

—

Undoubtedly, the most spectacular feature in connection with
this gun is its enormous range, which is estimated at about
twenty-one miles, or, to be exact, 20*978. The trajectory of
the projectile shows that in ranging to 20*978 miles the shell

would reach the maximum elevation of 30,516 ft. This is

enormously greater than the maximum range hitherto obtained
by any other gun.

It would be interesting to know the life of such a gun.
Photos of the enormous monster illustrate the article.

OTHER ARTICLES.

The new ropeway for conveying chalk at Dorking is

briefly described. There is a double-page photograph of
the mechanical engineers taken on the steps of the Town
Hall when they met at Leeds, and an account of the
meeting is given. An instructive article on the laying out

of engineers' workshops is contributed by Joseph Horner,
and Edward Butler writes on large power gas engines.

THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE.
Mr. W. P. Stephens contributes a lively article upon

the modern racing yacht. He contends that this has
now become an engineering proposition. Originally

yachts were designed by men who were merely ship-

builders, and worked by rule-o'-thumb. Then came the
professional yacht-designer, who worked out every detail

of design in advance on his drawing board, but required
no engineering skill. That the present-day designer
must be an engineer is well demonstrated by the capture
ofthe Seawanhaka Cup. Mr. Stephens s"ays :

—

There is nothing in modern yachting more remarkable than
the capture of an international trophy, the Seawanhaka Cup, in

1896, by two amateur designers and builders located on an
isolated lake, and the successful defence of the cup in ei^ht

successive matches ; but both of these men are by profession

engineers—bridge builders—and it is the successful application

of their professional knowledge to yacht designing and practical

match sailing which has put them at the very top among modern
designers of small craft, professional as well as amateur.

Mr. Stephens gives plans of the different types of yachts,

tracing their development from the Puritan to the
Reliance. The Puritan had a speed of about twelve
knots, and the Reliance can do fifteen knots an hour.

To attain this increased three knots the sail area has
been increased nearly 120 per cent., but the length of the

water-line is only increased 1 1 per cent, and the displace-

ment 40 per cent. The cost of the Puritan was less than
one-tenth that of Reliance, but she is in use to-day as a
cruising schooner, whilst the value of Reliance in a few
years will be only that of scrap metal.

A CAPITALISED LABOUR ORGANISATION.

Mr. Casper L. Redfield propounds an ingenious scheme
by which he hopes industrial peace could be assured
between capital and labour. He says that the working-
man feels that in any business transaction the trained

business man is the shrewder individual of the two, hence
the working-man looks with suspicion upon any proposi-

tion the aim of which is to tie him to his employer by
making him a small stockholder in his employer's busi-

ness. The plan of selling or of giving small blocks of
stock to employees, and the plan of profit sharing are

palliative, not curative measures. Mr. Redfield outlines

what he calls a capitalised labour organisation, the main
object of which is for the organisation as an organisation

to own good-sized blocks of stock in corporations employ-
ing labour ofthe kind which constitutes fhe organisation.

The stockholders would of course all be workmen, and
they would be represented by a titular stockholder. This
individual would have great influence—rather too much
to be safe, it might be contended. Mr. Redfield maintains
that such an organisation would tend largely to prevent
strikes and lock-outs. The scheme may be all right, but
there appears little chance of its realisation as yet.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Professor Henry M. Horne has allowed portions of
his book on alloys to appear in advance, and they occupy
the first place in the magazine. Enrico Bignami writes

upon the great electric installations of Italy, dealing
chiefly with the Rome-Tivoli power plant and trans-

mission. The article is well illustrated.
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THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW.
The Westminster Review for September is a good

number. It opens with a paper suggesting "A Free
Trading Imperial Zollverein," which I have noticed else-

where. Mr. J. G. Godard follows with an article on
" Ecclesiasticism and Imperialism," with special relation

to the South African War. " The gravamen of the

charge against the clergy," says Mr. Godard, " is not that

they hypocritically profess the popular belief, but that

they share such belief; that whenever the nation embarks
upon an immoral or disastrous enterprise, they are always
aole to discover a justification for such enterprise because
it is national." Surgeon-Captain Bakewell expresses the

conviction that the Empire is likely to be broken up by
the question : Will the Colonies pay their fair share and
proportion of defending it ? He does not think that such
unorganised Colonial support as we received during the
late struggle would be of any use in a great war. Mr.
C. B. Wheeler, writing on the St. Pierre catastrophe,

declares that it can be no more reconciled with the
moral government of the universe than we can attribute

benevolence to a cataract or magnanimity to the rising sun.

SCOTLAND'S NATIONAL PHYSIQUE.

Mr. H. Rippon-Seymour examines the report of the
Royal Commission on Physical Training as regards
Scotland. He comments on the fact that the Com-
missioners found that "there exists in Scotland an
undeniable degeneration." It is remarkable that

the percentage of children suffering from diseases
in Edinburgh is more than double the percentage
of Aberdeen. In Edinburgh one-third of the Board
School children were found in want of immediate medical
attention. Another article on the same subject by Mr.

J. H. Vines, however, ridicules the conclusions of the
Commission.

CO-EDUCATION.

There is an interesting article by Mr. E. H. Tylee on
" Some Recent Experiments in Co-Education." He
describes in detail the good results of co-education at

Keswick, where there are now sixty boys and forty girls.

Both sexes attend the same classes, and outdoor' games
form as large a part of the training of the girls as of the
boys. The following sentences, one written by an
Englishman and the other by an American, of authority,
give the opinions of observers of co-education :

—

There can be no question that the presence of the girls and
mistresses had an indefinable influence which made itself felt

:

there was a marked gentleness and courtesy observable among
the boys, both in play-hours and in school, which may not unna-
turally be placed to the credit of co-education. It seems to be
an admitted fact that girls become more full of resource, and
capable of much self-reliance, that boys gain in refinement and
a peeper appreciation of, and respect for, girlhood.

A collection of the views of leading artists as to
what is the finest view in London forms one of the
attractions of the Strand Magazine; photographs of the
favourite spots are given. There is a surprising lack of
unanimity amongst the artists. It is interesting to note
that Sir Alma Tadema's admiration of the view from St.

Stephen's Club is shared by Mr. Balfour, Mr. Chamber-
lain, and nearly all the leading statesmen who frequent
the club. "That eminent authority on Indian art, Sir
George Birdwood, told the writer that it was worth
coming from the uttermost parts of the Empire to see in

one comprehensive glance so many noble and sacred
monuments dear to Englishmen."

FOR "PIGGIE'S" COUNTRY HOLIDAY.
I am glad to announce that subscriptions continue

to come in for " Piggie's " Country Holiday, which
was originated in our serial "To be Continued in

Our Next." Last month I acknowledged subscriptions

to the amount of £11 19s. 6d.

I have now the pleasure of acknowledging the fol-

lowing additional subscriptions :—Elsie M. Wagg,

£$ 5s.; H.M.S. Chermont, £2; B. F., £2 ;
Lady

J. C. T., £2 ; Miss Hanley, £1 10s. ; C. Soderman,

£1 5 s. ; Alice Hill, £1. Ten shillings each from
B. Davies, I. L. Oppenheim, Haddie Cunningham,
G. Hobgen, J. Simpson, R. Ward, Miss M. White,
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Smith, E. Blackman and
P. Blackman. From H. C. Fenton, 7 s. Five shil-

lings each from W. F. H. Lewisham, A. Bradford,
L. B. Wood, S. Wright, R. W. Stephens, and half-a-

crown each from Mrs. Frank and Anon.

LA REVUE.
The most important article in La Revue this month

—

that by M. Jean Finot on " French and English before
the European Anarchy "—has already been noticed in

the Contemporary, The other papers present great
variety of interest.

Mr. W. H. Lecky, writing on " The Anglo-American
Alliance," remarks that in spite of a small but ever-
diminishing number of points of friction, England has
still more in common with America than with any
European country. The probabilities are, he thinks,
that there will never be war between the two countries ;

arbitration will regulate all their differences. Neverthe-
less, he does not consider an actual general alliance as
likely to come, though there will be many treaties for

special objects. For good, permanent relations with
America, England must look to an ever-increasing com-
munity of sympathy, principles, and ideas.

M. Liard Courtois devotes two long and very painful
articles, written from first-hand knowledge, to a description
of the treatment of French convicts in Guiana, and on
the DeviPs Island of Dreyfus fame. It is almost incredible
that such a state ofthings should exist. Since 185 2 more
than 26,000 convicts have been sent to French Guiana, of
whom 84.J per cent, die of disease, hardship, and insuffi-

cient food.

M. Emile Faguet, reviewing a book on "PEnnui," has
a great deal to say that is very interesting. Ennui means
weakness somewhere ; but lest those who do not suffer

from it should grow swell-headed, he says that the chief
reason for such exemption is being too well pleased with
oneself—too sublimely conceited a fool even to feel ennui*
Against ennui there is only one remedy

—

u a consistent,

continuous course of action, tending always in the same
direction towards an object impossible of attainment."
In other words, to get a mania for something, and stick
to it.

The English Illustrated Magazine contains a curious
paper, " Fire-fighting in Bygone Days," which traces from
old prints the gradual development of the fire-engine,

from its ancestor the hand-squirt. Saint-Germain, near
Paris, and its English associations are described ; and
there is a paper on the French artist Boucher, with
excellent reproductions of his works.
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THE REVUE DES DEUX HONDES.
The leading French review maintains even in August

its high standard of interest. We have noticed else-

where M. Dastre's article on the physiological value of

sugar, two papers on the late Pope and some observa-

tions by M. Charmes on the new Pope, and the position

of England in the Persian Gulf as described by
M. Rouire.

SOUTHERN MADAGASCAR.

To the first August number M. Charles-Roux contri-

butes an interesting paper on the southern part of

Madagascar. Much of this portion had never been
explored, and it was so recently as October, 1900, that

the task of pacifying and organising it was entrusted to

Colonel Lyautey. He did his work remarkably well, and
avoided as far as he possibly could both the red-tape and
the militarism which were formerly characteristic of

French Colonial administration. All over the island

medical assistance for the natives has been systematically

organised, and will no doubt do much to check the

appalling infant mortality. The Malagasy women are

good mothers, but ignorant of the simplest rules of

health, and it is no wonder that many of the children

who do survive grow up sickly or idiotic. The adult

population, too, is devastated by tuberculosis, leprosy,

smalfpox, and alcoholism, and wholesale vaccination has

been resorted to.

A FRENCH VIEW OF BURNS.

M. Roz, in a long study of Burns, agrees with Lord
Rosebery in thinking that the secret of the poet's extra-

ordinary fame and of his incomparable genius is that,

unlike other Scottish writers, he set Scotland on her feet

in a literary sense, and reasserted her claims to a
national existence. Scotland is only an ideal nation ;

all her reality is in her past, to which she pays fervent

honour, and in her spiritual life, which expresses the

genius of certain men—John Knox, Walter Scott, and,
above all, Robert Burns. That is why she is so prodigal

of her admiration and her love. In no other country,

perhaps, does the expression " national poet n bear so full

and strong a meaning.

THE YOUTH OF MIRABEAU.
M. Doumic, in a paper which reflects the increased

attention which is now being paid to the great figures of
the Revolution, deals with the intrigues of Mirabeau with

Sophie de Monnier and Julie Dauvers. It is a sordid

story, especially Mirabeau's pretence in the " Letters to

Julie" that he enjoyed the favours of the Princesse de
Lamballe.

NAVAL MANOEUVRES.

An anonymous article in the second August number
deals in an expert manner with squadron evolutions and
the tactics of modern fleets. The writer comes to certain

conclusions, which may be thus stated. The difficulties

and dangers of squadron manoeuvres of the traditional

type could only increase because of the inevitable

growth of tonnage, while the most modern concep-
tion of naval tactics, derived from the progress effected

in speed and in offensive armament, rendered
less and less justifiable the value attached to

compact formations and evolutions in close order.

A special individual importance is to be assigned to

fighting units which are intended to act, not in isolation,

but separately, while at the same time combining their

efforts. Officers must consequently have not only the
highest technical training and personal bravery, but
something which is yet more important still—the power

of imagination to conceive decisive movements, the in-

tuition which perceives the golden moment, and that

courage of the mind which undertakes such movements.
In a word, the writer says that the great need in the
French Navy is the restoration of individual initiative.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Among other articles may be mentioned one on
engineering by M. Benoist, and a study of the ethics

of anarchy (with special reference to Ibsen) by M.
Suares.

THE REVUE DE PARIS.
THIS review for August is very readable. M. Berthd-

lemy contributes to the first August number a clever

defence of indirect taxation. He explains the grave
danger of a democracy laying all its financial burdens on
the small group of wealthy people, and he shows, or thinks

he shows, that it is often the poor who really pay in the

end the taxes intended to be levied on the rich. Indirect

taxation he recommends because its productivity is

enormous, it can be easily borne, and it is just in its inci-

dence. Altogether, it produces the maximum of revenue
with the minimum of discontent. Incidentally it may be
noted that M. Berthe*lemy advocates a State monopoly of
the drink traffic in France on the same lines as the

tobacco monopoly.

MILITARY LIFE IN ITALY.

M. Tissot describes military life in Italy as portrayed
in the novels of Captain Sangiacomo, a distinguished

Italian officer, whose works, one gathers, are more to be
commended as documents than for their literary merit.

The Italian army seems to suffer quite as much as ours

from the absurdities of the military tailor, with his affec-

tion for the minutiae of gold-lace and dolmans. But the

serious side of the matter is that the moral influence of

the Army on the national life is so bad ; indeed, M. Tissot

declares that in Italy, as in all the countries of Western
Europe, the position of standing armies is seriously

threatened by the spirit of modern progress.

CATTLE-BREEDING IN THE ARGENTINE.

M. Daireaux describes the remarkable work which has
been done in the Argentine Republic by cattle-breeders

and agriculturists generally from England, Belgium,
Switzerland, Italy, and Germany. France alone is

almost unrepresented, and he adjures his countrymen to

take a hand in this profitable game.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Among other articles may be mentioned a travel-

article on the Narbonne country, by Mr. W. Morton
Fullerton, and an account of a visit to Bismarck, by
The*ophile Gautier fils.

A very refreshing contrast to the bitter war now
waged in so many villages between Anglicans and Non-
conformists is recalled in the Sunday at Home by Rev.
T.* A. Gurney. He tells how, in the beginning of the last

century, the Rev. J. Collins, Independent minister at
Swanage, felt moved to call upon the young rector of the
village, and expound to him the way of God more per-

fectly. The result was a great awakening in the soul

and in the preaching of the rector, and a close friendship

which lasted for some twenty years, only interrupted by
death. The rector even attended the Independent
Church on Sunday evenings when there was no service

in the parish church, until the bishop intervened and
forbade this irregularity while blessing the friendship.
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THE ITALIAN REVIEWS.
ON THE LATE POPE.

The death of Leo XIII. and the election of a successor

form, naturally enough, the subject of several articles in

the August issues, notably in the Civiltd Cattolica
y
the

Rassegna Nazionale, and the Nuova Antologia. The
tenour ofall is the same—admiration for the acknowledged
powers of one of the last of the Grand Old Men of Europe,
and grief at his death. The first-named review, having
dealt lengthily with Leo's Pontificate on the occasion of

his jubilee, considers that it has little to add, but never-

theless publishes several pages of eulogy. The Nuova
Antologia thinks it somewhat difficult to judge his work
fairly. He had to encounter many difficulties, face many
severe struggles, and he undoubtedly had many successes.

At times he ventured boldly into the future : at others he
appeared to be hiding timorously in the past. In another
article, this review speaks of Leo having died too soon,

and being still in his youth, despite his great age, which
metaphorical remark is indicative of the high opinion in

which Leo was held. The Rassegna Nazionale quotes
Dante, and says that the late Pontiff possessed the three

qualities mentioned in those lines, namely, intellectual

light full of love, love full of gladness, and gladness
superior to all sorrow. He was a human creature who
was almost celestial.

In the second article of the Nuova Antologia we have
a sketch of the popes of Leo's century. Beginning with
some remarks on Pius VI., who died in 1799 after having
been dethroned by Bonaparte, and who was carried to

his grave not by priests, but by soldiers, the article goes
through the occupants of the Holy See and ends with

Leo, who is, to use the words of another writer, " the

noblest Roman of them all."

The Rassegna Nazionale, speaking briefly of the' new
Pontiff, thinks that he will be a worthy Vicar of Christ,

and declares that the name (Pius X.) is of good augury.

The Civiltd Cattolica is also very hopeful.

AGRICULTURE AND EDUCATION.

The Civiltd, amon^ its other contributions (Aug. 15th)

has an article on Agriculture and Agriculturists in Italy,

which is really a review of a German book. Italy's

resources are very great, and in former times these

resources were developed ; she was called the " Garden of

Europe," and even Virgil termed her " the great mother
of cereals." This condition of things existed till 1848,

since which time the decadence has been astounding.

The preponderance of secular education and the propaga-

tion of Socialistic ideas is largely the assigned cause.

There is also an article on the Index of Prohibited Books,

in which we arc informed that many persons confuse the

legislation on the general subject with the catalogue

itself.

Nuova Antologia (August 1st) has an article on Popu-
lar Education in Italy revealing a state of things decidedly

unsatisfactory. According to the latest statistics, there

were rather less than 51,000 schools in the country, of

which about 87 per cent, were of inferior grades. This

is quite insufficient for the population ; many outlying

villages (those in the mountain districts, for instance)

with 500 inhabitants are not reached by cny school.

The same review contains an interesting account of a

Chinese book on the cultivation of silkworms, poetically

described as "rods of silk." This great work, which

runs into twenty-four volumes, was compiled by the order

of the Emperor Koung, and its compilation was effected

by doctors and other learned men of the Flowery Land.

It contains practical notions, traditions and laws on the

subject, most of which date back to pre-Christian times.

It tells of species which many European entomologists
refused at first to believe in, but the general accuracy of

the statements is now conceded.

THE FUTURE OF THE LATIN RACE.

Among the contents of the Rassegna Nazionale is an
article on the " Future of the Latin Race," in which a
comparison is made between a new book and certain

articles on the same subject previously published in the

Rassegna Nazionale, The future of the race is decidedly
bad, according to the book

f
unless some great change

comes about ; the present is certainly bad. The con-

clusion is that physical, moral and religious changes are

needed, the word " religion " being used in a broad sense.

The author of the book thinks that Romanism is the

cause of the present deplorable condition, and would get

rid of religion in the main ; whereas the writer of the

article says that we have only to look back at the former
greatness of the Latin race to see a refutation of the attack

on Romanism. More religion, not less, is what is

required. There are also deeply interesting articles on
the conversion of George Henry Newman and the

Catholic Renaissance in England, and on Verdi.

THE NOUVELLE REVUE.
The energetic editors of the Nouvelle Revue have

secured a number of letters written by Charles Baudelaire

to his mother and to a number of friends. They show
how this unfortunate man of genius was worried by
money matters much as was his greater compatriot,

Balzac. Each and all of his long epistles deal with
money, the lack of it, the urgent necessity for procuring
an advance of a few pounds, the story of how and where
these same few pounds were spent, etc., etc. In some
ways Baudelaire's career greatly resembled that of the
American poet whom he so admired and translated,

Edgar Allan Poe.

A GREAT CHINESE REFORMER.
In days to come the civilised world may become as

familiar with the name of Kang- Yon- Wei as it is now
with that of Plato or of Confucius. This great Chinese
reformer is now living in exile at Tokio, banished from
his native country and from the college he founded at

Pekin, by the Dowager Empress, who both fears and
hates him. Kang-Yon-Wei is a constructive philosopher.

He has published a most remarkable pamphlet, a kind of
confession of faith, in which he sets out nis views con-
cerning human life and conduct. In many ways this

venerable Chinaman is far in advance of many so-called

European reformers. Thus he is for absolute equality

between the sexes, and he even goes so far as to advocate
women being employed in great affairs of State.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Other articles deal with the St. Louis Exhibition ; the
strange " Death Dances n which played so great a part
in the popular festivals and carnivals of the Middle Ages ;

the improvements made of late in Paris* and two bio-

graphical papers, the one dealing with Charnacd, the
other with Berlioz.

Ruskin's handwriting is the subject of an interesting

paper by Mr. W. G. Collingwood in Good Words. Fac-
similes are given of his writing at various stages of his

career. He had in early days, it appears, one hand for

his father, another for his mother, and for his friends and
himself an assortment of varying scribbles. But " the
model upon which Ruskin's usual handwriting was at last

formed was his mother's."
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THE DUTCH REVIEWS.
De Gids is a decidedly good number. The article on

the African Pompeii is full of interest ; this is Thimgad,
the Thamugadi of the ancients, which the French
Government is now digging from the earth that hides it.

The tourist goes to Batna, in Algeria, mainly for the
purpose of " doing " the ruins of Lambese (the Lambaesis
of the Romans) and Markouna (Verecunda) and the
excavations and remains of Thimgad, so the writer

describes her journey in a victoria, occupying four hours,

to these three places. The first was a Roman camp,
that of the Third Legion of Augustus. Arrived at
Thimgad, the writer takes us in imagination to

the far-off days when Thamugadi was as full

of life as Pompeii. The article keeps the reader
fully interested from the first word to the last. The
article on two Javanese fables about animals—fables

usually are concerned with members of the animal king-
dom—interest as much as fables generally do ;

they show
us once more how widespread are the stories we associate

with the nursery. In every land—civilised and uncivilised

—we find practically the same stories ; they vary a little

here and there—the Asiatic "Jack the Giant-Killer" may
refer to the sun and moon instead of to a boy and an
exaggerated specimen of humanity, but the groundwork
is the same. Then Dr. Vurtheim takes us back to the
ancient Greeks, to a forgotten spot in Albania and to

Thessaly, and shows us how the shepherds and hunters
and agriculturists had their harvest thanksgiving, which
he describes as a Greek Feast ofthe Tabernacles, Among
those people the moon was a deity, and in her " horned w

form was regarded as the protecting goddess ofthose who
had to do with hunting or horned beasts. Sacrifices

were offered to her lunar ladyship, who was in most cases
more beneficent than the sun, enabling the people to

carry on their method of gaining a livelihood when the
god of day was frowning. There is an allegorical sketch
" The God of the Child," and other entertaining contents.
In Onze Eeuw the contribution which first catches

the fancy is one with the (to us) curious title "In the
Realm of Tunes." At first we are rather disappointed to
find that it is not a learned dissertation on the gamut or
the science of sounds, but we afterwards discover our-
selves in the midst of a readable description of the com-
petition of Men's Choirs in Frankfort a short time ago.
There were 6,000 throats in combat, as the writer
humorously informs us, and the leader of the
winning choir, which hailed from Berlin, had the gold
chain of victory placed round his neck by the Empress.
The writer then sketches the rise of these German Sing-
ing Associations : they began with the foregathering of
two or three men here and there for musical amusement
and practice, and they have gradually developed till

they have become quite a power for good in the Father-
land. The love of music is more inborn in the German
than in the Britisher, and therefore forms more of a
pastime ; the Tonic Sol-Fa Societies of this country
never appear to have obtained the same hold on our
young people as the Gesangvereine have secured on the
youth of Germany. There are articles on yEschylus and
on Old Letters from Florence, these last dealing with the
time when the Republic was in the height of its power,
namely, in the fifteenth century, and affording an interest-
ing glimpse of old Italy. The account of the ancient
Abbey of Rolduc, in the south of the province of Lim-
burg, dating back some eight hundred years, rounds off
a good number of this excellent review.

Elsevier opens with an article on Graadt van Roggen,
the Dutch etcher, whose work is not so well known out-
side Holland as the writer thinks it should be.

GERMAN MAGAZINES.
The Deutsche Revue contains a rather interesting

article by E. von Liebert which gives a short history of
Anglo-German relations in Africa. He opens with a
tribute to Sir Harry Johnston, whose remarkable
frankness in recounting Germany's actions in Africa he
thinks truly surprising in an Englishman. His book, by
the way, has been translated and is appearing in

Germany. Von Liebert served with, and is a personal
friend of, Herrmann von Wissmann, who, says Sir H.
Johnston, has done more for German East Africa than
any other man living. No German can look back to the
Treaty of Zanzibar in 1890 without regret. Before that
time, he recounts how Dr. Peters had persuaded the
young King of Uganda to put himself under German
protection, how Emin Pasha had renounced his arrange-
ments with Great Britain and had declared that he was
proud to serve under the German flag, how the trade
of Zanzibar was chiefly in German hands, and

^Tiow the Arab revolt had been successfully crushed.
The treaty lost Germany—says von Liebert—Somali

-

land, Witu, Uganda, the land west of Lajce Nyassa,
and the protectorate over Zanzibar. Germany, he
explains, had no rights over the latter, but her diplomacy
should at any rate have prevented the declaration of a
British protectorate. He points out that England has
not developed the country round Mombasa, but has
merely acquired it, so that she can run a railway to the
coast from the more fruitful interior. Germany has
worked very differently. In her territory harbours are
well built, lighthouses are erected on the coast, towns
built, roads made throughout the land, everything that

was required, in fact—but unfortunately the expected
trade does not appear !

General Stefan Turr contributes an article upon the
three great figures who stand forth in Austro-Hungarian
relations, namely, Andrassy and Deak, who brought
about the union, and Kossuth who opposed it to the death.

Georges Claretie writes, upon the first stage success of
Edmond Rostand, whom he calls a sovereign, a king of
poetry.

D. Franke in the Deutsche Rundschau contributes a
lengthy paper upon Japan's Asiatic aspirations. He
says that after the Chino-Japanese war the hate against
China was replaced by an aversion to the white man.
The Anglo-Japanese alliance seems to controvert this

theory, but he considers this as merely a means to an
end, and that the real feeling of the Japanese people is

expressed in the memorandum of the recently-formed
East Asiatic League of culture. This league has for its

object the closer union of the yellow races, and the main-
tenance of the status quo in the far East, and always
keeps in mind the fact that Asia belongs to the yellow

race, and the white should be excluded. Idealism in

America forms the subject of an article by Mr. Wilhelm,
of New York ; and M. von Brandt discusses German
colonial politics from the French point of view.

The remarkable victories of the Social Democrats at

the last election naturally form the subject of articles in

the Sociolistische Monalshefle. Johannes Timm deplores

the fact that the best books devoted to science and logic

are so high-priced that the great mass of working-men
cannot afford to get them ; he is glad, however, that the

Socialist periodicals and papers rind their way into the
hands of all.

The Badminton Magazine contains an excellent article

entitled "Hints to Modest Motorists," which will be found
of much value to the beginners in this the newest of all

sports.
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Esperanto: The International Key Language.

Sinjoro Ellis klarigis ke kvankam li ne kutumis paroli multe

publike li devis exprimi al la francaj samideanoj kaj amikoj siajn

Jcorajn dankojn pro ilia boneco al la fremdoj visitantoj. Nature
li timas mokojn pro la manko de sperteco en la uzado de la

lingvo nova. La reprezentantoj estis kortuSitaj per sia akceptado.

Li ne povis diri pli, kaj li ne deziris diri malpli.

Mr. Ellts explained that, although he was not accustomed to

public speaking, he must express to the French sympathisers and
friends his hearty thanks for their goodness to their foreign

visitors. Naturally, he feared jokes about his want of experi-

ence in the use of the new language. The representatives were
touched to the heart by their reception. He found it impossible

to say more, and he desired to say no less.

THE above is quoted from a short speech made
during the Havre visit, and it shows how little

words only can express. They sound almost
curt ; but coming as the little speech did after several

longer and more eloquent ones, notably those of Mr.
Rhodes, M. Ducros, and the especial guest, M. Bourlet,

they were spoken with emotion and received with resound-
ing applause. They serve, however, to exemplify the
point brought out later at the Town Hall meeting—that

Esperanto is as suitable as any other language for oral

communications. A short extract from Horace, read by
an English scholar, was unintelligible to French Latinists

on account of the difference in pronunciation.
An evening visit to the Esperanto section of the

Universitaire Populaire, a sort of French substitute for

our technical classes, was most interesting. One
felt that an international key language such as the
Esperanto we were using would help the nations towards
a better understanding of each other, for as one had a
little quiet talk with man or woman in which home
troubles, difficulties, and joys were touched upon, there

was no chance of remembering that we were French and
English ; brother and sister were the only words which
could possibly convey the sense of the overflowing kind-
ness which surrounded us.

ESPERANTO AND PATRIOTISM.

I think, if I had space to spare, my readers would be
very much amused at the contradictory comments of the
newspapers upon Esperanto. The worst comment, of

course, is silence, to use an Irishism, and in this the
whole of the educational journals persist ; thus showing
a contrast to France, in which country the chief propa-

fators are the language professors. The reason given in

England is that teachers must be patriotic, and that the
international language of the future must be English.

But the French teacher is also patriotic and claims that
for many centuries French has been the universal language
of diplomacy, and is still, but foreseeing that a key lan-

guage is bound to come sooner or later, he acts more
wisely than we do and, seizing upon Esperanto, will soon
make it a French possession if we do not take care, for

the language in expanding will demand new root-words,

and hitherto they nave come from French sources only,

owing to our neglect.

THE NEW JOURNAU
This has now become indispensable to English

Esperantists. The Lingva Internacia and LEsperan-
tiste are invaluable, but more is needed, for a large staff

of secretaries would find it difficult to keep up with the

advance of the membership and the consolidation of
new groups. All who know Mr. Mudie will thank him
for accepting the post of Editor. Neither Mr. Rhodes,
Mr. Motteau, nor Mr. O'Connor could find the time,

though they will gladly aid him in the work. We must
all, however, help with the sinews of war. The labour
of Editor and contributors will be freely given, of course,

but printing and paper cost much money, and the State
demands a large tax in the shape of postage stamps.

The first issue will appear in October, and the pro-

posed subscription is 3s. a year. The journal will

probably be called Esperanto. Will those who wish well

to the venture please write to Mr. Mudie, whose address

is given below, and mention for how many copies they

will subscribe. Advance orders for the year will ofcourse

greatly strengthen Mr. Mudie's hands, and heart too, by

the way, for the task is an onerous one.

ESPERANTO FOR THE BLIND.

The small manual prepared by M. Cart, containing

first lessons and exercises, has already been issued in

three languages, and in Braille type for the French. An
English Braille copy will be prepared so soon as the

friends of the educated blind will help in the needed cost

Such should write to G. Hamilton, Esq., British and
Foreign Blind Association, 206, Great Portland Street.

A friend of Mr. Rhodes, who is herself blind, is helping

in the preparation, and in Switzerland, France, and

Sweden blind people are eagerly waiting until their

English brothers and sisters are prepared to communi-
cate with them. As Mr. Thilander, one of whose letters

was given some time ago, writes :
** Letters from foreign

lands are doubly welcome to those who, by reason of

their misfortune, are shut out from so much which is a

matter of course to sighted folk."

Mr. Bicknell, the well-known Esperantist, who has

done so much to help on the cause, has sent some verses,

which shew the suitability of Esperanto for poetic expres-

sion. They ought to have been published during the

King's visit ; but better late than never.

Tra valetoj viaj, ho Irlando

Verdaj kaj malgojai la valetoj

Vagas ciam la animo via

Vagas frenezule kun gemetoj.

De tre longe ho Irlando bela

Verda vin exprenis la doloro
La rabistoj fortaj, vin kaptinta

Vin forlasis, kun rompita koro.

NOTICES.

Friends in Newcastle and district are notified that a
lecture will be given about the last week in September.
It is hoped that all who can will attend, and that a
strong group may be the result. The time and place are

not yet settled, but Mr. Mudie will send it to enquirers.

All information about Esperanto groups and literature

will be given by H. B. Mudie, Esq., 67, Kensington
Gardens Square, London, and J. Ellis, Esq., Compton
Buildings, Keighley.

The special books published at this office arc O'Connor's
" Complete Text-book" new and revised edition, is. 7cU
post free ;

" Manual for the Blind" (Cart and Rhodes)*
6jd., post free. Dictionaries are in the press, and wilt

shortly be published.

Last month we referred to the fact that the Hammond
Typewriters had been adapted to Esperanto. We are glad

to hear that both the Remington and Yost machines
have been similarly adapted.
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Learning Languages by Letter-Writing,

NO one now dreams of questioning the fact that

fluency in a foreign language can be best acquired
amidst a suitable environment ; that is to say,

where all the surroundings are, as it were, impregnated
with its essence. But how to manage this must always

be the difficulty for those not largely endowed with

money. Go to school abroad ? This is not only expen-

sive, but it interrupts the normal school course ; and is

also open to the objection that the student will probably
have, at least, one other schoolfellow of his own nation-

ality. Who is not familiar with the school in France,

advertised as being so suitable for English girls, wherein

the girls chatter English amongst themselves, the more so

for being absolutely forbidden, and where intercourse with

the outside world is not permissible by the school rules,

which are rigidly enforced in this case ? The simplest

solution is that which is now being so largely advocated
—an exchange arrangement, by means of which an
English boy can be sent to a French or German home,
where there is also a son or daughter who is equally

anxious to learn English. This is simple, but is it easy

ofarrangement ? Not yet ; in time it may be, and doubt-

less holiday visits will continue to help the idea to gain
ground. We are an easy-going people, and though we
admit the advantages of such and such a course, we are

not at all ready to pay the price required. For example,
if as regards an exchange of homes the chief object is

the acquirement of a language, why expect a home
exactly the same as our own and with exactly the same
social surroundings? Suppose you have an intelligent

boy of fourteen ; he is pretty well up in French, can get

through a French story, and is likely to find French an
acquisition later on. You would like to arrange an
exchange. Tell him so, discuss the plan with him ; tell

him that he will find the customs quite different : break-

fast at mid-day—not such a change of knives and forks

as we have usually
;
light wine or cider at a meal ; no

afternoon tea with jam and cake ;
Sunday afternoon a

sort of English Saturday early-closing time, and so on.

If he is going quite into the country the differences

will even extend to the lack of carpets in the

living-room, and more than that perhaps. Then ex-

plain that if he takes all these differences as part of the
fun, that the change is only for a time, and that he is to

remember that he represents his country, and should " be-
have as sich," he will reap plenty of benefit, take no harm,
and enjoy himself if he (or she) be the right kind of boy
(or girl). The opposite of this is usually the case ; each
parent wants his child to go into exactly the same social

surroundings, and this is neither possible nor desirable.

The French boy needs to know more about his English
confrere. Well, he must see him just as he is, and his

home must be as usual, not made into an imitation

French one ; of course, this holds good with the English
boy also. There are now three agencies at work, and,
comparing notes, we all sing to the same tune. The
French parents are afraid to send girls where there
are boys. The terrible English climate and the

huge joints are bugbears. This an Englishman cannot
understand, any more than a Frenchman can realise that

an English mother would not dream of letting her boy
go into the home of a cafi proprietor. But the French
are more in earnest about the study of language, so I

give here a few examples of exchanges offered vainly to

English parents, for the holidays are now almost over,

and nothing can be done :

—

Photographer, Paris ; two boys, eighteen and ten
;

wants exchange for the elder boy.

Astronomer of the Paris Observatoire ; exchange for

son of sixteen
;
distinguished family.

The other boys are the sons of a chief engineer at

Marseilles, of a professor at a Lyce'e in St. Etienne, and
a clerk in a Norman seaport. The dwellers in Marseilles

and St. Etienne are too far off for a Scotch boy—the

only offer received ; whilst the Norman boy wanted to be
in London, and few London families are staying at home
in August. Shall we give up the work because things

don't fit ? Hardly, because the exchanges which did take

Elace were really successes, and next year we must all

egin to try a little earlier.

IMITATION FRENCH AND GERMAN.

A writer in the Practical Teacher gives a delightfully

comic account of his holiday journeys in France and
Germany, starting without a knowledge of French and
German, and advises those who know neither of the
languages in question to do as he did. Leave number
and gender alone, let your nouns and adjectives come
how they will ; be quite content to be thought a Swiss,

because your accent is so bad ; only remember that

your foreign friend will understand what you mean to say
as well as you do, and that he will quite expect gram-
matical inaccuracies. This is quite true ; but I wonder
at the uninterrupted success of the attempt, for though it

is also true that you may speak in bad French and be
asked what you mean in good English, yet, alas ! even
carefully imitating the French you hear spoken around
you does not always answer. I remember having to

walk eight miles after a tiring day, because in the

morning I had gaily asked when the omnibus would
leave, and had been misunderstood or failed to under-

stand the answer ; also the double fare I had to pay a
cabman because I told him Chateaudun, and he said I

told him Chateaudeau. I swallow my pride and write

places on paper now

!

HOW TO INDUCE CONVERSATION.

Mr. Parry, in the Modern Language Quarterly\ suggests

that the class should sometimes take part in a question

game. At first the teacher should choose a subject-
Napoleon, for example. This must be questioned out of

him—he only answering Yes or No to the questions.

Later on the class may be divided in halves, and each in

turn question. The questions would have to vary so

much that there would be fine scope for getting used to

French sounds. Vegetable ? mineral ? animal ? Woman,
child, man. Have you seen him ? and so on. I sincerely

hope some parents or teachers will try this plan and
report to me about it. It stands to reason that the

teacher must speak the language fluently. Of course the

person to be questioned does not mention the subject of

his thought.

There is a long and interesting article on the Berlitz

method in the Revue de VEnseignement des Langues
Vivantes for August. The method is condemned, and
one reason given is that conversation is not successfully

arranged for, that it is intermittent and often becomes a
long drawn out torture.

NOTICES.

The change in the organisation of the Scholars' Inter-

national Correspondence will not affect in the least the

adult correspondence. The name, age, and some idea of

tastes should be given as a guide in searching, and one
shilling contributed towards the cost of such search.

The Practical Teacher for September devotes a large

amount of space to the subject of Modern Languages.
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THE BOOK OF THE MONTH
MENE, MENE, TEKEL. UPHARSIN!"

REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE WAR.

AT last there is some hope that the British public

will realise the gravity of the situation with

which it has to deal. The matter is too

serious for party recriminations. The fact that the

Royal Commissioners appointed by the present

Government to sit in judgment upon the war—or

rather upon the preparations for the war—have unani-

mously returned a verdict which justifies, and more
than justifies, every criticism which has been passed in

these pages upon their imbecility, need not concern us

now. What we have to face is an official admission,

based upon indisputable first-hand evidence, that the

elect of the nation, an Administration specially installed

in office because of its supposed zeal for the unity

and safety of the Empire, utterly failed in making
indispensable provisions for a contingency which their

own policy rendered inevitable. Nay, it is more than

this. It is a public declaration that our picked men
are unable, in the management of the Army, and in

the direction of the foreign policy of the Empire, to

display the elementary common sense which all sane

creatures are credited with possessing.

AN EMPIRE WITHOUT A BRAIN.

We are face to face with what is little short of a
decisive verdict against the patient in a case of de

lunatico inquirendo. " John Bull has gone dotty" so

far as war and the making of war is concerned.

Whether we call it softening of the brain or give it

some less alarming label, there is no doubt about the

fact The Royal Commissioners have discovered

and certify to all the world that this Empire of ours

is without a guiding, directing or governing brain.

Our rulers have ceased to think things out. Over
and over again the Report declares "Nothing was
thought out." There is no co-ordination, not even

apparently postal, let alone telephonic communication,

between the different lobes of what by courtesy may
be described as the administrative brain. The
various departments function separately. They do
not even seem to have a common nervous system.

Colonial Ministers play for war, and the War Office

is left to assume that the Empire is to remain at

peace. The Intelligence Department prints reports

and the Secretary of State for War never seems to

read them until it is too late, and Mr. Balfour never

seems to read them at all.

HOW GOVERNMENT PREPARED FOR WAR.

We have been saying this, or the substance of this,

ever since the war began, and were abused for anti-

patriotic bias for our pains. To be a patriot it was

necessary to wink at this appalling system of

maladministration and of official ignorance and inepti-

tude. But now let us see what the Times, that stout

advocate of the war and of its authors, has to tell us

in its leading article summarising the finding of the

Commission. It says (August 26th) :

—

The state of unpreparedness for the South African war, or,

indeed, for any war whatever, revealed by the report can only
be described as appalling. It was true we had a certain number
of men with the colours and in the Reserve and a mobilisation

scheme which worked satisfactorily when finally put into opera-
tion. But everything else was lacking. Though it had been
known for years that khaki uniforms would be required for

active service, there was no reserve of anything but scarlet and
blue, and some 40,000 suits of drill too thin for the South
African climate. After the war broke out it was discovered that

the Lee-Enfield rifles, the manufacture of which had been going
on for years, were wrongly sighted. The Mark IV. bullet, of
which 66,000,000 rounds were in stock, was suddenly discovered
to strip in the rifle and disable the men who fired it. The boots
were bad, and the situation was saved only by drawing on the
stores of the Indian army. There was practically no reserve of
saddlery, very few horseshoes no mule shoes whatsoever.
The cavalry sword was the ** very worst that could possibly

be used," according to Sir J. French, and there were only
eighty of these precious instruments in reserve. The two army
corps for foreign service had neither transport nor transport

animals, and, though it is impossible to maintain a complete
supply of transport for every country and climate in which our
Army may be called upon to wage war, not a penny of expendi-
ture on the most essential preparations was sanctioned, in spite

of the imminence of war, till September 22nd, three weeks
before the Boer ultimatum. With regard to remounts, there
was no system of obtaining in time of peace information as
to horse supplies in foreign countries for the contingency
of a serious war ; nor had any system for the efficient work-
ing of the remount department in the field been thought
of before the war. Similarly, there was no preparation for a
state of war on the financial side. Our system of accounts,
like our Army system all through, was—and is—based on
the supposition of permanent peace. There was—and is—no
provision for a sufficient supply of officers after mobilisation.

There was—and is—no scheme for organising the services of
Colonial and home Volunteers. The information which the
Intelligence Department managed to collect, though terribly

handicapped by lack of money, was *' for all practical purposes
neglected.n There was no plan of campaign. The generals
successively sent to command in South Africa received no
definite instructions as te what was expected of them, and were
not even informed of the existing local schemes of defence. The
whole of the Staff" arrangements had to be improvised after the
war started, with disastrous results. " Nothing nad been thought
out,'* is the constantly recurring criticism of the Commissioners.

TWENTY-ONE MILLIONS A YEAR FOR THIS !

To this damning indictment of the way in which we
were left unprepared for war, it is only necessary to

add that Ministers received from the taxpayers in

1897 and in 1898, the two years before the war, no
less a sum than ^21,000,000 each year with which
to prepare for war, not merely against a brace of
petty Republics, but against the greatest military-

empires in the world.

Twenty-one millions sterling spent on the Arm>%
and only this to show for it 1 The Germans in these

years spent ^24,000,000 only, and had an army
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ready for action of 500,000 in peace, and 3,000,000

in time of war. The French for a similar sum had

600,000 men with the colours, and had stores and

weapons for 2,500,000 in time of war. We spent

^21,000,000, and what had we for it? Rifles

wrongly sighted, bullets that stripped in the barrel,

no uniforms, no remounts, no transport, no saddlery

reserve, a regular army of 165,000 men, and an

irregular, unorganised mob of 500,000 militiamen and
volunteers without officers or materiel. If we took

our men by conscription, and paid neither officer nor

private for their services, we should save ,£5,000,000

per annum, so that we may deduct that sum from the

twenty-one millions to make the comparison complete.

But even then the German and the Frenchman get

a real army for their money, thoroughly equipped for

war, whereas we have only a phantom host of men
more or less in uniform, who are neither equipped nor

trained for war.

IF WE HAD GONE TO WAR WITH FRANCE?

We shudder at the mere idea of what would have
become of us if, instead of having to deal with a
handful of Boers in South Africa, we had been called

upon to face the armed might of a really great mitftary

power. Suppose, for instance, that our Fashoda bluff

had failed and we had gone to war with France in

1898? Our navy would probably have saved us.

But the question recurs persistently, if the Royal
Commission is right in its findings as to the state of
the Army, wherein should we be worse off if we had
no army at all ? No one can pretend that such a force

as that which is now gibbeted before the scoffing eyes
of our rivals can possibly deter any great Power from
meditating an attack upon us. The British Army to

Germany and to France and to Russia is a mere
scarecrow, out of which all the stuffing has been
knocked by this Report on the Boer War. For
we cannot lay the flattering unction to our souls

that things are going to be any better in the future

than they have been in the past. The Royal Com-
missioners unanimously "regret that we are not
satisfied that enough is being done to place matters
on a better footing, in the event of another emer-
gency."

MEN WHO SHOULD BE IMPEACHED.

The Boer War was our Mexican Expedition. We
seem likely to profit by its warnings as little as did
the French Empire. How long shall we have to wait
for our Sedan ?

Ministers stand impeached by this Report of the

most scandalous dereliction of duty. It is difficult to

speak as strongly as we ought to speak of the conduct
of such men as Lord Salisbury, Mr. Balfour, and Lord
Lansdowne, who, being charged by the nation to see
that the Empire was in a good posture of self-defence,

allowed Lord Milner and Mr. Chamberlain to force

them into a war for which they had made no prepara-
tions, and of the nature of which they had carefully

neglected to inform themselves.

MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S RESPONSIBILITY.

But the chief criminal in this tragedy of Empire is

unquestionably Mr. Chamberlain. The others were

blind, ignorant, or absorbed in their own departments.

He, at least, knew the danger. He had connived at

the Jameson conspiracy which, in the opinion of the

Commission, "made the eventual war inevitable."

He, unlike Mr. Balfour, had read the Reports of the

Intelligence Department as to the imminent danger

of our Colonies from a Boer attack. Twice over,

in 1897 and in 1898, he wrote to the War Office

calling their attention to the formidable menace
of the Boer armaments; so that he at least:

cannot claim protection on the plea of ignorance,,

wilful or otherwise. He knew the serious nature of'

the forces arrayed against him. He knew that nothing

,

adequate had been done to provide against this-

danger. Yet, knowing this, he adopted a policy which'

precipitated war, conducted negotiations with a view to •

an ultimatum without seeing to it that his colleagues at

the War Office were compelled, if need be by an appeal

to the Cabinet, tor take adequate measures to support

his new diplomacy by men and guns. The responsi-

bility lies heavier upon him than upon any other

member of the Ministry. He ought not to have*

allowed Lord Milner to take one step towards war
without seeing to it that our military forces were pan
passu increased so as to cope with the crisis which he
was forcing to a head. It was not enough to write a
letter to Lord Lansdowne, and then to take no steps

in Cabinet or out of it to see that the War Office gave
effect to his recommendations. His two notes to the

War Office rise up before him to condemn him. He
ought to have seen that his remonstrances were
attended to before he allowed Lord Milner to drag
him into a course of policy the end of which was war.

He did nothing of the kind. Mr. Moulton's bon-met
remains the word of the situation. The preparations
for war were left in the hands of the Peace party in

the Cabinet, and the negotiations for peace in the

hands of the War party.

Even this might not have resulted in disaster if the
two negotiators had deigned to keep the War Office

informed of what they were about. That, however,
was not the way of the new diplomacy. Mr. Chamber-
lain embarked upon a policy leading direct to war,

without taking the least pains to inform his colleagues

responsible for the Army as to the various steps by
which he was striding towards ultimatum point. The
story as told in the Report would be laughed at as too
incredible for opera-bouffe; but it is the sober narrative

of what actually happened vouched for by the Royal
Commissioners.

THE MILITARY METHODS OF THE NEW DIPLOMACY.

When Sir Redvers Buller was appointed to the
chief command in South Africa, Lord Salisbury
approached him privately to ask for his advice. Sir

Redvers at once laid his finger upon the vital malady
of the whole situation. " The War Office," he said,
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" has no idea of how matters are proceeding . . . they

do not know how fast diplomacy is moving " ; and

then the soldier added a word of counsel which the

statesman ought not to have needed. " The situation

is one in which the diplomatic authorities should

consult the military authorities." Good advice this,

although belated, but it does not appear to have been

taken. Sir Redvers went at once to Lord Wolseley,

then Commander-in-Chief, and told him how serious

things were. Lord Wolseley then wrote to Lord

Lansdowne the same day, saying :
—

" The first

intimation I have had that our negotiations with the

Transvaal Government have reached an acute stage

has come to me from Sir R. Buller."

At that time, it will be remembered, the decks were

being cleared for action in South Africa. War was in

the air. The Boers regarded it as a foregone conclu-

sion. But the Commander-in-Chief was the last man
apparently to be informed of it, and he only came to

hear of it through a private conversation between Lord
Salisbury and General Buller. This is indeed a kind

of blind-man's-buff diplomacy. To adopt a policy

which might lead to war, and which as a matter of fact

did lead to war, and carefully to refrain from letting

your Commander-in-Chief know anythingabout it—this

is a procedure more worthy of Bedlam than of Down-
ing Street. Primarily, of course, Lord Salisbury as

Prime Minister was responsible. But after Lord Salis-

bury, who does not appear to have taken any pains to

keep his colleagues in touch with each other, the chief

onus of responsibility lies upon Mr. Chamberlain, and
after him upon Lord Lansdowne, who is roundly told

by three of the Commissioners that he was either

ignorant or guilty of neglect. Lord Salisbury has

passed from amongst us. Mr. Chamberlain and Lord
Lansdowne remain for judgment. Who can be sur-

prised, with this Report awaiting him, that Mr. Cham-
berlain deemed it necessary to draw the Protectionist

red herring across the trail ?

THE COMMISSION AND ITS REPORT.

So much for the general effect of the Report. Now
for some details.

The Report forms a Blue Book of 140 pages. It

embodies the conclusions of the members of the

Royal Commission after addressing 22,000 questions

to 114 witnesses, who were fifty-five days in giving

evidence. They began to take evidence in October,

1902. Lord Elgin was Chairman. The two most
active and useful members of the Commission were

Lord Esher and Sir Taubman Goldie. The other

members were Sir Henry Norman, Field-Marshal Sir

John Edge, Sir John Hopkins, Sir John Jackson,

Lord Strathcona, and Sir Fred Darley. They took

evidence with closed doors in order to induce the

military witnesses to speak freely. They abstained

from discussing questions of strategy, and practically

confined themselves to the question as to the prepara-

tion or want of preparation for war and the supplies

of men and material.

ITS FINDINGS AND ITS RECOMMENDATIONS.

The work of the Commission seems to have been

very thoroughly performed. Their conclusions are

very moderately expressed. It would have been

quite logical if they had wound up by recommending
that Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Lansdowne should

be impeached for high treason. Certainly, all the

so-called pro-Boer traitors put together inflicted less

injury upon their country, even if the worst that is

said against them were true, than these negligent

preoccupied incompetents. The recommendations of

the Commission are of less importance. The
supreme service which they have rendered to the

nation is that , of enabling it to see how little value

it gets for its war taxes, and with what plentiful lack

of wisdom our Imperial policy is administered. When
the electors realise what the policy of " muddling

through " involves, they will, if there is still life left

in the old dog, make a clean sweep of all those who
are responsible for the lamentable tragi-comedy of

blunderheaded incompetence.

LORD LANSDOWNE'S IGNORANCE.

The first thing that stands out very clearly is that

the Intelligence Department did its duty in reporting

as to the facts of the Boer armaments, which began

after the Jameson Raid, but that the Minister most

concerned did not read them or act upon them. The
Report states :

—

We were definitely informed by Lord Lansdowne that the papers

of the Intelligence Division were never officially communicated
to him as the basis of any proposals through the regular channel,

i.e.y by order of the Commander-in-Chief. There arises therefore

this somewhat extraordinary state of affairs, that the Secretary

of State for War first had his attention specifically directed to

important War Office papers by the Secretary of State for the

Colonies, to whom they had been communicated in a sufficiently

formal manner to enable him to use them officially, and to

enable the. Secretary of State for War to send an official

reply.

Were Lord Wolseley and Lord Lansdowne not on
speaking terms? It would almost seem so. But

what can we think of a Secretary of State for War,
who has been twice warned by the Colonial Secretary

as to the grave peril of a British Colony, who never

takes the trouble to read "important War Office

papers," in which his own officers had embodied the

result of their investigations ?

The end of this kind of happy-go-lucky method of

managing or mismanaging the affairs of the Empire
was the war, with all its disasters*

The Bloemfontein Conference ended on June 5th,

1899. Qn July 7th Lord Wolseley, acting apparently
on his own initiative, suggested that 10,000 men should
be sent out. Ten days later, General Buller said he
saw " no necessity for sending out any troops in ad-

vance of the Army Corps," which it was taken for

granted would be sent. On August 18th Lord
Wolseley again asked that 10,000 men should be
sent out. And in September they were sent from
India. War broke out early in October, and the
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troops thus tardily sent were just able to save Lady-
smith.

A GOVERNMENT THAT DID NOT GOVERN.

But what of the conduct of the war ? There was no
plan of campaign. Generals were sent out without

any instructions as to what the Government wanted
them to do. The information carefully collected by
the Intelligence Department was ignored. The
Government, in fact, did not govern. It let things

drift, and trusted to General Buller to pull them
through. The Empire, in short, stands revealed as

a huge amorphous conglomeration without any brain.

As it foresaw nothing, thought out nothing, and did not

even read the reports of its own Intelligence Depart-

ment, so it prepared for nothing. They no sooner

found themselves at war than they discovered that

their arsenals were empty.

OUR EMPTY ARSENALS.

The Report says :

—

These deficiencies in stores and matiriel did not arise solely

from the occurrence of a great and sudden emergency, but
disclosed a condition of affairs justly described by Lord Lans-
downe in his Minute of May 21st, 1900, as " full of peril to

the Empire," inasmuch as " we were not sufficiently prepared
even for the equipment of the comparatively small force which
we had always contemplated might be employed beyond the
limits of this country in the initial stages of a campaign." No
facts of more serious import have come to light in the course of
this inquiry than those which are summarised in the Minute just

quoted.

Sir Henry Brackenbury's minute on our deficiencies

in materiel of war was presented to the Cabinet on
December 15th, Black Saturday, the day of Colenso.
Even before that, in November, 1899, the Government
had to cable Sir Redvers Buller that " there is only
eight weeks' supply of Mark II. -303 in ball ammu-
nition in the country, and all gun ammunition will be
exhausted before eight weeks." Where should we
have been if we had been involved by this Govern-
ment, which thinks out nothing, in a war with a really

fonnidable foe ?

THE BUTCHER'S BILL OF THE WAR.

What happened we all know; but it is well to

have the exact figures on official authority of the loss

of life on our side resulting from the failure of the

Government to give due consideration to the infor-

mation in their hands as to the real danger of the

war on which they so recklessly embarked. The
Report states that the total number of officers and
men employed in the South African War was 448,435.
Of these forces, 256,340 belonged to the Regular
Army, 109,048 came from the United Kingdom, as

Militia, Yeomanry, or volunteers
; 30,633 came from

over-sea Colonies, including a few Volunteers from
India, while an uncertain number, probably between

50,000 and 60,000, were raised in South Africa itself.

Out of this total estimated force of 448,435 of all

ranks, 5,774 officers and men had been killed up to

May 31st, 1902, 22,829 had been wounded, and
16,168 had died of wounds or disease, or had been

accidentally killed in South Africa, and 75,430 left

South Africa for England, sick or wounded, including

those who died on the passage. Add to this that

347,007 horses .and 53,339 mules and donkeys were
"expended during the campaign." At the end of

1897, we maintained the paramountcy of the

British flag in South Africa by a force of 9,500
men and 24 guns. When Lord Milner began to

threaten the Transvaal with war we increased

our garrison to 22,000 men with 60 guns. Before the

war was over we lost in men killed outright on the

field of battle, or in those who succumbed from
wounds and sickness, 21,942, and 75,430 mere had
been invalided home as sick or wounded. The
Commission make no statement as to the Boers killed,

nor do they mention the 20,000 children and 5,000
women who perished as the result of the policy of

devastation and concentration.

A TAME AND ILLOGICAL CONCLUSION.

All this havoc in human life can be traced directly

to the slovenly, indolent fashion in which our govern-

ing Ministers shirked the duty of reading the official

reports of their own agents, and failed to take the

trouble to ascertain the state of their own arsenals.

The Commissioners do not demand that any
one should be hanged for this, all that they car>

bring themselves to say concerning the incredible

indifference of the Cabinet to the warnings of their

own Intelligence Department is that " we are not

prepared to say that in estimating the admitted risks

of the policy which they adopted the Cabinet itself

gave due consideration to this very essential point."

Imagine the effect of similar slovenly negligence in

a really great war, and ask if this milk-and-water " not

prepared to say . . . the Cabinet gave due considera-

tion," is adequate to the occasion. The Cabinet gave

the matter no consideration. Mr. Balfour did not

even read the reports of his own officers; and Lord
Salisbury publicly admitted his ignorance of the

information which year after year his own agents had
been pouring into the War Office. An Empire so

"governed" is like a ship left to drift among the

breakers by a drunken captain and a sleeping crew.

Somebody ought to be court-martialled for such

neglect of duty. But although we have in' this

Report what is equivalent to a verdict of manslaughter

against our careless Ministers, there is no public

prosecutor to bring the culprits to the bar.

HAVE WE PROFITED BY THE LESSON?

Neither is anything being done to profit by the

lessons of this disastrous campaign. We have a

reserve of military strength in the manhood of the

homeland and the Colonies, but we do not know how
to utilise it. In 1899, says the Report

—

there was no preparation whatever for utilising these great

resources. Nothing had been thought out either as to pay or

organisation, as to conditions of service, or even as to arms.

Even here in England it was to be " an experiment." The
new force was not to be discouraged, but it was allowed to equip

itself, and it was denied anything beyond the barest complement
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of trained officers. We regret to say that we are not satisfied

that enough is being done to place matters on a better footing in

the event of another emergency. . . . But Volunteers and Yeo-
manry proved themselves of value in the late war under an
organisation which was improvised for them in the face of the

enemy. Where is that organisation now ! So far as we can

learn, nothing has been done to collect systematically the

valuable experience of the officers who worked that organisa-

tion, certainly nothing to formulate that experience, to embody
it in hand-books, or to create a framework which would be

ready for prompt and effective action.

According to the same authority, " the true lesson

of the war in our opinion is, that no military system

will be satisfactory which does not contain powers of

expansion outside the limit of the Regular forces of

the Crown, whatever that limit may be." It would
seem the " true lesson of the war " is very far from

being taken to heart by the Government.

THE CHARACTER OF THE TROOPS.

Considerations of space forbid my entering into

further detail as to contents of this most instructive,

although most depressing, Report. It abounds in

interesting statements as to the character of our troops,

the virtues and defects of the First and Second
Yeomanry, and the quality ofour Colonial contingents.

One witness, speaking of the Colonials, said :
" If they

were not so useful as British troops for a serious attack

which had to be driven home, they, on the whole,

were more akin to the Boer than to the Regular in

individual resourcefulness, ability to look after them-

selves,
4
instinct for country,' intelligence in scouting

and dispatch riding, and so forth." They are half-

soldiers by their upbringing, but they require training

and discipline by trained officers. The South African

Colonists, with the exception of some picked corps,

were hardly worth their cost.

LORD ESHER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.

I have hardly the heart to discuss the changes which
Lord Esher puts forward. What is wanted is not so

much a change in the system as a change in the

character of our people, and a quickened sense of

personal responsibility among our governing class.

Lord Esher says :

—

The main defects in the organisation of the War Office,

elicited by the evidence, are, first, the want of co-ordination

between the branches of that Department, and the consequent

weakening of the influence of the Secretary of State with his

colleagues in the Government ; and, secondly, the absence of a

proper system of inspection, ensuring that the military policy of

the Secretary of State, sanctioned by the Cabinet and by the

votes of Parliament, is carried into effect. When the Secretary

of State has made unsuccessful attempts, from time to time, to

obtain the assent of the Cabinet to expenditure necessary in the

interests of the country, his efforts have been weakened by his

failure to show a consensus of military opinion in favour, as the

First Lord of the Admiralty continually does, of the policy which

he recommends. The condition in 1899, as disclosed in Sir H.

Brackenburv's memorandum of our armaments, of our fortresses,

of the clothing department, of the transport of the Army
Medical Corps, of the system of remounts, shows that either the

Secretary of State was culpable of neglect, or that he was in

ignorance of the facts.

Lord Esher, Sir Frederick Darley, and Sir John

Edge agree with Sir G. Taubman-Goldie's suggestion

that there should be compulsory military national

education, and Lord Esher observes that it appears to

be " the only practical alternative to conscription."

He proposes to abolish the office of Commander-
in-Chief, and to appoint a General Officer com-

manding the Army, who should be outside the

War Office altogether. This officer is to exercise the

function of Inspector-General of the Army, and to

certify annually in writing as to the actual efficiency

and sufficiency of the personnel and materiel of what-

ever military organisation has been decreed by

Parliament. In order to remedy these defects Lord

Esher proposes, giving details of his scheme, the

establishment of a Council as near as may be on the

lines of the Board of Admiralty.

But what security have we, if we adopted conscrip-

tion, that the incompetent dilettantes who mismanage

200,000 men would make a better job of an army of

two millions ?

MY HOLIDAY READING.
LAST month, having three weeks to spend at the

seaside, I took with me half-a-dozen books, some
three or four of which call for notice here.

First and foremost comes the delightful, inimitable

study of the life of a dog, entitled " The Call of the Wild,"
which comes to us from an American writer whose
identity is disguised under the pseudonym " Jack London,"
charmingly illustrated by more than one American artist.

It is a marvellous analysis of what may be described as

the spiritual history and psychological evolution of a
splendid dog of the Klondyke. Fascinating as a mere
boys' story, it is intensively suggestive and subtle. Since
Kipling's " Jungle Stories "—the only work of Kipling that

is likely to live—I have come across no animal story so

irresistibly true, or any which enable us to live for a
season inside the skin of a quadruped. It is a wonder-
fully subtle piece of imaginative psychology, which reads
in parts like an unintentional parable of the progress of

a human soul. The hero of this unique story is a

magnificent dog, a cross between a St. Bernard and

a Scotch collie, who spends the first four years of

his life in majesty and luxurious ease in his master's

country house in the sunny land of California. His

fall from this terrestrial paradise was due to no moral

fault of his. He was kidnapped by a treacherous under- ,

gardener whom he trusted, and sold into bondage to spend

the next years of his life under the curse of enforced

labour. The story of the way in which the noble animal
was broken in by " the man with the club " is horribly

real. Buck, for that was the dog's name, is broken to

harness and packed off to the Klondyke to serve in the

dog teams which in the early days were the only means
of conveying the mails. "Jack London" spent a year

in the Klondyke some two or three years ago, and during

that time appears to have lived the life and entered into

the innermost experiences of the half-savage canine slaves
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of the Klondyke pioneers. It is a new world into which
we are introduced, a world of club and fang, a world of

the sternest elemental verities of the struggle for life, in

which the weakest go to the wall and the fittest prove
their fitness by devouring those who fall by the way. I

know no book that has ever been written by man which
enables us to watch the play and interplay of man and
beast. While boys read it with avidity as a prime dog-
story, the older reader is tormented by discovering at

every turn strange unexpected resemblances between the
discipline of Buck and the buckies in the dog team and
the experience of mortal men in their mortal pilgrimage.

Buck becomes a kind of four-legged prototype of man
cast out of paradise, driven to earn his bread by the sweat
of his brow, disciplined by unremitting labour, developing
under that discipline all manner of new faculties, some
of which are atavistic revivals of the habits of his

ancestors, the subject and the slave of beings of another
order, whose purposes he but dimly discerns, but who
reign over him with absolute sway.
As man is among the good and evil spirits which con-

trol his destiny, so is the team dog among the good and
bad men who possess him in turn. The story of Buck's
experiences is told with the pen of a master inspired by
the intuitive genius of a woman's heart. There are

chapters which can hardly be read aloud without tears.

The splendid animal, hero of this epic of the North,
becomes magnificently human with a valour and an
affection transcending indeed the valour and affection of

mere human heroes. Buck applies himself diligently to

the duties imposed upon him, he becomes first dog of his

team and the king dog of the Klondyke. But before he
achieves this supreme position he nearly perishes from
the brutal treatment of one of his many masters

;

but when almost ready to perish, he is rescued and
redeemed by the love and devotion of a frontiersman,

whose life he saves, and whose death at the end he
avenges with the splendid fury of a Berserker. He
acquires the vices of his environment, and side by side

with his evolution manwards there is a constant tendency
to revert to the savage instincts of his ancestors. In his

dreams Buck sees visions of the men of the Stone Age
who first tamed the wild wolf and made him the pro-

genitor of the dog, as mortals in their dreams have
visions of a long-forgotten past, whose deep-buried

instincts stir within their souls. He hears " the Call of
the Wild." His primeval instincts yearn for complete
satisfaction in the wild freedom of the wolf pack. He is

torn in twain between his passionate devotion to man,
his deliverer, and the elemental longing for the liberty*

and license of the wild. The two processes, the ethic

and the cosmic, are working in him all the time. At last

the Indians slay his benefactor. Buck avenges his

master, and then, surrendering himself to "The Call of the

Wild," becomes the king of the wolf pack, as he had
formerly been king of the dog team ; and so this weird,

entrancing tale ends with the apotheosis of the hero dog,

achieved by means of his entire reversion to the ancestral

type. It is a wonderful story, and one which will take its

place as a classic alike of the school library and of the

philosopher's study.
Another book which is also in a sense a call from the wild,

is Victoria Cross's " Six Chapters of a Man's Life " (Scott

Publishing Company). Victoria* Cross is a woman of

genius. Her "Anna Lombard" was a powerful and
daring study of a problem which few writers would have
ventured to discuss. In that story we had a wonderful

picture of selfless love of man for woman, in which both
were worthy, although one was weak, although not so

weak as not to be capahle of being redeemed by the self-

sacrificing love of the other. In this new book of hers
we have as a companion picture a tragic <tale of a love
that was lust, a love that sought only the satisfaction of
the senses, and a lovewhich brought with it its own exceed-
ing terrible retribution. The two tales are as diverse as
Heaven and Hell. It is a painful book to read, and a
difficult book to forget. It is a vision of lost souls

mutually tempting and tempted, with no redeeming gleam
from a higher and purer world. There are practically

but two characters—a man and a woman. The man is

dissolute, the woman emancipated from all the conven-
tions, although until she meets him her emancipation had
not led her to lose her maid's estate. After they meet they
are mutually consumed by selfish passion. She flings

herself at his head, gives up a fortune to travel with
him disguised as a man in the East. He struggles

for a moment against accepting the sacrifice, then
yields, and the story goes swiftly to the inevitable

dinouement The concluding chapters are ofunredeemed
horror, both mental and physical.

"All for Love; or, the World Well Lost" is the
title of an old play. Here we have the world itself

bartered for selfish love, and in the end the man
loses both love and the world. There will be much
outcry against it, on the score of the subject and
its treatment. But there is no mistaking the sombre
earnestness of the morality which it enforces. It is a
drama rather than a novel, and a sermon rather than
a drama. It is a homily upon the old text, "The
woman tempted me and I did eat"—with conse-
quences which might be expected. Zola's "Nana" is

not exactly a Sunday-school book, but few more
lurid sermons were ever preached upon the old text, "He
knoweth not that the dead are there and that her guests
are in the depths of hell." Victoria Cross's heroine,

Theodora, is not a demi-mondaine or courtesan. She is

a highly educated, decadent, epicene young woman, who,
with a practised voluptuary, set herself to obtain the

maximum of enjoyment that two human beings can
supply to each other, and succeeded in achieving the

highest degree of pleasure for both. For a time—and
then the crash came. It is a sombre and somewhat
abhorrent contrast to,' and complement of, " Anna Lom-
bard." But studies of lost souls, making their damnation
sure, are somewhat gruesome reading for the holidays.

If "Six Chapters of a Man's Life" recalls "Nana,"
" Juicey Joe

n (Grant Richards) is still more suggestive of
" La Terre." Mr. Bligh abstains from the use of the coarse

language quoted by M. Zola from the lips of the French
peasants. But his picture of life in the East Fen land is

one of almost unrelieved gloom. Mr. Bligh has lived in

that region, and he has come to the conclusion that his

fellow countrymen in those parts are lower than brute

beasts in habitual indulgence in the sins of the flesh.

Adultery, fornication, and all manner of uncleanliness,

according to him, are the normal incidents of everyday
life in the Marshes. Men, women, and children are all

alike. Purity is unheard of. Chastity is a fairy tale.

There is religious worship, but it is entirely disconnected

from personal morality. The real faith of the people is

in witchcraft, and the only reputable character in
" Juicey Joe " is a " white witch." The heroine, a girl

with a past, is attracted, like Theodora in Victoria

Cross's book, by the physical charms of " Juicey Joe,"

who marries her believing that she has a fortune. For a

picture of avarice, brutality, bestiality, and all manner
of disgusting human failings, " Juicey Joe " would be hard
to beat. Mr. Bligh is a writer of power. But he should
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not paint exclusively in lamp-black and hell fire. The
effect is too depressing, and without Some light, even as

of a rusljight, the darkness defeats the author's

purpose.

The last of the story-books to be noticed among those

I read this holiday time is Miss Selma Lagerl6fs

"Jerusalem." It is a curious book, full of the same strange,

sweet savour of the North land that charmed us in her

previous book, " From a Swedish Homestead." It is a tale

of a colony of peasants who, under the leadership of an

apostle of something very like Christian Science, went to

Jerusalem to live—and many of them to die. H is a good

book—in some things a great book—and it will confirm

the estimate which places Miss Lagerlof not far off from

the great Scandinavian novelists whose fame is inter-

national.

SOME LEADING PUBLICATIONS OF THE MONTH.

ART AND POETRY.
Botsford, G. w., Ph.D. The Story of Rome as Greeks and

Romans Tell It (Macmillan)
Bowles, F. G. Northern LyrlCS .(Unicorn Press) net

"* ' " ..(Grant Richards) netCastleton, M. Walter. Verses

4/6
a/6

3/6
Caw, James L. Scottish Portraits (Jack) net ai/o
Cumont, Franz. The Mystery Of Mlthra (Kegan Paul) net
Dobbs, Henry Robert Conway. Korah (Grant Richards) net
Forster, R. H. Idylls of the North... (J. Long) net
Hubert, J. Art 01 Retouching (Watson and Viney) net

May. Phil. Sketches from •'Punch " J^Punck Office) net

Plunket. Hon. Emmeiine M. Ancient Calendars and Constel-
lations (Murray) net

6/6
3/6
3/6
x/o

2/6

9/0

5/o
5/o

x/o

2/6

3/6

3/6

BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, AND POLITICAL.
Armitage-Smith, G. The Free Trade Movement and Its

Results (Blacltie) a/6
Belmore, Earl of. The History of the Two Ulster Manors and

of Their Owners (Thorn) 5/0
Calendar of the Patent Rolls Preserved in the Public

Record Office. Edward II. Vol. Ui. A.D. 1117-1321.
(Eyre and Spottiswoode) 15/0

Davids, T. W. Rhys, LL.D. Buddhist India (Unwin) 5/0
General Sir Henry Drury Harness, K.C.B. The Royal Engineers*

Institute
Giien-no-Tekl Colorphobla (Kelly, Sydney, N.S.W.)
Passes, John R. Dos. The Anglo-Saxon Century (Putnam) 9/0
Smith, M. Campbell (Trans, by). Perpetual Peace. Akant. 1795.

(Sonnenschein) 2/6
Thomas, Jules. Correspondence Inedlte de Lafayette

(Paris : C. Delagrave)

ECONOMICS AND EDUCATION.
Hirst, F. w. Free Trade and other Fundamental Doctrines

of the Manchester School (Harper) net

Kirk. J. W. C Notes on the Somali Language.... (Frowde) net

Macdonald, Ramsay. The Zollvereln and British Industry...
(Grant Richards) net

Old Age Pensions : are they Desirable and Practicable.
Pro, Frederick Rogers : Con, Frederick Millar (Isbister) net

Pratt, E. A. American Railways (Macmillan) net

The Statistical Year-Book of Canada for 1902
(Ottawa : Government Printing Bureau)

Whitfield, E. E. A Course of Commercial German, etc
v
Longmans) net

MISCELLANEOUS.
Animal Life and the World of Nature. Vol. 1. ... (Hutchinson) 10/6

Bradley, A. G. Highways and Byways in South Wales .........

(Macmillan) 6/0

Bradshaw's Dictionary of Mineral Waters, Climatic Health
Resorts, Bathing Places (Kegan Paul) 2/6

Bramweil, J. Milne. Hypnotism, its History, Practice and
Theory (Grant Richards) net 18/0

Collins, Wifkie. A Rogue's Life (Unit Library) net 0/8

Cox. J. Charles. Derbyshire .(Methuen) 3/0
Guiick. Sydney L Evolution of the Japanese (Revell) net 7/6

Hodgson. G. B. The Borough of South Shields (Reid, Newcastle) at/o

Hodson, W. H. The Naturalist In La Plata «'Den
i! J** 5/°

Hulme, F. Edward. Butterflies and Moths of thetCountry Side
(Hutchinson) 12/6

Hunt. Leigh. The Town, its Memorable Characters and
Events (Unit Library) net x/o

Hutchinson. H. G. (F.dited bv). Shooting. Two Vols. (Newnes) net 35/0

1/0

0/7
6/0
4/6
6/0
7/«
6/0
«/3

6/0

2/6

Jameson. Anna B. Legends of the Madonna (Unit Library) net

Kftble. John. The Christian Year (Unit Library) net

Knight. A. E.. and Edward Step. The Living Plant In Leaf
and Flower and Fruit ....(Hutchinson) net

Lester Garland. L. V. A Flora ofthe Island OfJersey (Newman)
Long. w. J. Following the Deer (Ginn) net

Palmer. W. T. In Lakeland DellS and Fells (Chatto and Windus)

Petrocokino, A. Along the Andes (Gay and Bird)

Pullen-Burry, B. Jamaica as It IS In 1903 ..........(Unwin)

Sheridan's Plays (Unit Library) net

Stewart, J.. D D. Dawn in the Dark Continent ; or. Africa
and Its Missions (Ohphant) net

Ward, H. W. The Book of the Peach .................

(The Walter Scott Publishing Company)

FICTION.
Allen, Tames Lane. The Mettle of the Pasture (Macmillan) 6/0
Bachefler, Irvine. Darnel of the Blessed Isles (Methuen) 6/0
Banks, Nancy Huston. Round Anvil Rock (Macmillan) 6/0
Bindloss, Harold. The Master Purpose (J. Long) 6/0
Cayley, Hough. A Matter of Morals (Grant Richards) 3/6
Chambers, Robert R. The Maids of Paradise (Constable) 6/0
Cooper, E. H. Sent to the Rescue (Ward, Lock) 3/6
Croker, B. M. Johanna (Methuen) 6/0
Crommelm, May. Partners Three (J. Long) 6/0
Cross, Victoria. Six Chapters In a Man's Life (Walter Scott) 6/0
Davey, Mrs. E. M. Seven Of Them (Walter Scott) 5/0
Eriez, Jean. La Foret (Dungarrie et Cie.) 3f. 50c.

-» "
6/0

6/0

3/6

6/0

t/o

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

2/6

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0
6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0

6/0
6/0

6/0

FendalT, Currie. The Land of Regrets (Constable)
Gould, S. Baring. Chris of All-Sorts ...(Methuen)
Hancock, Sardius. Tonford Manor (Unwin) net
Hocking, Silas. The Tempter's Power (Warne)
Hough, Emerson. The Mississippi Bubble (Methuen)
Lee, vernnn. Penelope Brandling -...(Unwin)
Lewis, Helen Prothero. Thraldom .-....(Long)
London, Jack. The Call of the Wild (Heinemann)
MacGowan, Alice. The Last Word (Hutchinson)
Magnay, Sir William, Bart. Count Zarka (Ward, Lock)
Marriott, C. The House on the Sands (Lane)
Marsh, Richard. A Metamorphosis (Methuen)
Merriman, Henry Seton. Barlasch of the Guard (Smith, Elder)
Mitford, M. Bertram. A Veldt Vendetta (Ward, Lock)
Muddock, T. Sweet "Doll 99 of Haddon Hall (Long)
Oakley, John. The Blackmailer (Ward, Lock)
Oliver, Edwin. A Rogue's Progress (Treheme)
Page, Nelson. Gordon Keith (Heinemann)
Praed, Mrs. Campbell. The Other Mrs. Jacobs (Long)
Queux, William Le. The Tickencote Treasure— (Newnes)
Ridge, W. Pett. (Methuen)
Savage, Col. R. H. The Golden Rapids of High Life ...(White)
The MS. In a Red Box — (Lane)
The Soul Of Chivalry (Sonnenschein)
Trowbridge, w. R. N. The Situations of Lady Patricia

(Fisher Unwin)
Watson, H. B. Marriott. Alarums and Excursions ...(Methuen)
White, Stewart Edward. Conjuror's House (Methuen)
White, Percy. The Countess and the King's Diary ...(Nash)
Williams, Marjory. Spendthrift Summer - (Iletnemann)
Young, F. E. 1 Triumph of Jill

.

..J. Long)

LITERATURE, SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY AND
THEOLOGY.

Corelli, Marie. The Plain Truth about the Stratford-on-
Avon Controversy (Methuen)

Devine, Rev. A. A Manual ofMystical Theology (Washbourne) net 7/*>

Ford. Simeon. A Few Remarks (Heinemann) 3/6
Griffith, George. Sidelights on Convict Life (Long) 6/0
Hammer, W. J. Radium and Other Radio Active Substances

(Sampson Low) net 7/6
Jacobi, C. T. Some Notes on Books and Printing

(The Chiswick Press) net 6/0
Lee, Sidney. The Alleged Vandalism at Stratford-on-

Avon • (Constable) net 1/0

Lewis, Caroline. Lost In Blunderland (Heinemann) a/6

Nasmyth, James, and James Carpenter. The Moon considered
as a Planet, a World and a Satellite ..(John Murray) net 5

Ramakrishna, T. Padmlni • (Sonnenschein* 3 0

Rogers, C. F. Baptism and Christian Archeology (Frowde) net 4 r

Schure, Edouard. Jesus, the Last Great Initiate—(Welby) net ?/• >

Shaw, Bernard. Man and Super-Man —.(Constable) b, o

Shaw, W. A. A Bibliography of the Historical Works of
Dr. Crelghton, Dr. Stubbs, Dr. S. H. Gardiner, and
the Late Lord Acton (The Royal Historical Society)

Spencer, E. The Flowing Bowl (Grant Richards) 20
Stanton, Father. Memories of a Sister of St. Saviour's

Priory (Mowbray) net 3/6
Stead, W.T. The Despised Sex (Grant Richards) a/6
Swynnerton, Rev. F. S. A. Romantic Tales from the Punjab.

(Constable) net 21/0
Verba Christi. The Sayings of Jesus Christ. Temple

Classics -..(Dent) net r/6
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CHAPTER XXXIIL—THE KEYS OF HEAVEN
AND HELL.

The Pontifical Marshal solemnly turned the

ponderous key from without ; the Camerlengo locked

the door from within. All entrances save this had

been carefully bricked up, the windows barricaded in

the lower and shrouded in the upper part of the

building. The Sacred College had entered the wing

set apart for their deliberations, and were as completely

shut off from the world as if they were on some desert

island in an illimitable ocean. They were cut off,

isolate and imprisoned, till a new Pontiff sat in the

Fisherman's chair and held the keys of Heaven and

Hell.

The Bishops took their stand beside the two small

hatches by which the Cardinals' food was to enter, the

Camerlengo walked at the head of the long and

splendid procession, and turning at the end of the

room, stood for an instant before pronouncing the

benediction.

When the word was spoken the Cardinals retired

each to his own among the row of little wooden cells

which ran down the long perspective of stately rooms,

transforming them for the time being into the

semblance of some hastily improvised hospital. Tiny

cells they were, furnished with a severe and monastic

simplicity, with the bare essentials of comfort.

The morning sun saw them through the stained

glass of the Sistine Chapel ; each under his canopy, a

possible Pope, brooding and silent, while the rich

sensuous music of the mass ascended in heart-piercing

strains to the fretted glory of the roof, and lingered

among the carved saints and angels. The light

streamed over the mosaic pavement in jewel flames of

marvellous colour, striking assonant chords of sonorous

purple and resonant red, and tracing deep lines and
strange expressions on the meditative faces of the

Princes of the Church, now met in conckve.

Great nobles, profound scholars, celebrated theolo-

gians, and men world-famous for piety and charity were

there, and some who were famous also for that spirit

which made the Catholic Church anathema maranatha

to England what time she cast her forth. But most

of the feces belonged to men who had passed the

time when political intrigue seemed a necessary thing,

they were old men, with whom

—

The soul's dark casement, battered and decayed,

Let in new light, through chinks that time had made.

They were lost in prayer for direction—their eyes,

weary of beholding much sorrow, downcast ; their

ears, full of the echo of human misery, shut to all

save the matter which had brought them hither.

Down the long rows, in the shadow of the canopies,

each had retired within his own thoughts. All

but one. He listened to the Mass, his. powerful

hands—hands that indicated long descent and a

subtle brain—clasped loosely round his knees:

Cardinal Rampolla, late Secretary of State, who
occupied most minds within the Sistine Chapel that

morning.

He formed a striking contrast to the faces next him

;

and, unlike them, he sat proudly forward, disdaining

the shadow of his gorgeous canopy, with his head

haughtily erect, his high narrow forehead crowned by
a scarlet biretta : his eyes, deep, sombre, inscrutable,

set wide apart below brows black as night, imperious

and resolute ; his nose long and aquiline, with nostrils

delicate as some shell, and the long thin line of pale

red lip firmly compressed, which ill prepared the mind
for the stubborn squareness of the chin or the heavy

determined jaw. This man would be troubled with

no scruple in seizing that he would have, and
once held, it would never be let go. The whole per-

sonality suggested a strange feeling, at once fascina-

tion and repulsion ; admiration might be compounded
in the mixture, but it would be an admiration in which

fear had the greater part He was a force, at once
imminent and silent, as all great forces are ; his eye

was as quiet as the illimitable depths of the lower

ocean, where no life is: it was power, far-reaching

and indomitable; So might Caesar Borgia have
looked had he aspired to be Pope; so also might

Prince Machiavelli, that king of double-dealers and
graspers after dominion, have gazed out from his

place had he been one of the Cardinals that morning.

He was the moving spirit of the Conclave ; his

influence made itself felt like a living thing among
the men assembled there to elect a Pope. Somehow,
none escaped it; even those who were his political

enemies were made unreasonably conscious of the

man's splendid fitness for the papal throne, of his

immense intellectual powers, his subtle reasoning, his

talent for intrigue and his settled determination to

restore to Rome that Temporal power of which she
had, to his mind, been most unjustifiably robbed.
To make Holy Church once more the Mistress of

the World, to set her on the Seven Hills the Arbiter

of Destinies, the refuge of the nations—that was his

dream : and it was appallingly near fulfilment.

Beside him Cardinal Svampa, Archbishop of

Bologna, "Bene natus, bene doctus, bene vestitus,"

on whom were fixed the hopes of many who desired

peace in the land. A saintly face, a tender, sensitive

mouth, and dreamy eyes showed more the scholar than

the priest. Greatly loved was he, but untried and young
for his great position : wisdom is the slowly ripened

fruit of sorrowful years. Nearer the altar sat another
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man, quietly distinguished and with a suggestion of

Rampolla in his fierce eyes and firmly closed lips.

He was Cardinal Vannutelli, a force antagonistic and
almost as formidable, a different expression of the old

type which loved the battle of intellects and gloried in

intrigue ; but he stood in opposition to Rampolla, for

Vannutelli would emancipate the Church and set it on a
fresh foundation. It had been said of him that his first

act, were he made Pope,would be to recall the "Non Ex-
pedit." His wide eye contained a humorous toleration,

but his mouth, for all itsfirmness, drooped at the corners.

The man who had been with Maximilian in Mexico
at the tragic end, and given ghostly comfort to the

ill-fated Comte de Chambord, would not carry his

political convictions too far, nor find Liberalism a
comfortable doctrine.

Beyond him sat Cardinal Gotti, the Carmelite, a
man of holy life and great courage, hampered by his

lowly birth and lack of political influence, but Ram-
polla's friend and admirer.

Among these four lay the chances for the Papacy,

and Rampolla had the greatest and most imperative

claim of them all. Instinctively, even those who were
most prejudiced against him could not fail to recog-

nise his strength. The tide during Mass set insistently

towards him, silent, immobile, and dominant. The
triple tiara already hovered over his narrow
forehead, and troubled waters swirled before the

Church.
Sitting opposite to Cardinal Rampolla was a man

on whom his inscrutable eyes rested from time to time

with a slight frown. He was perhaps offended that

the peasant who had risen to be Patriarch of Venice
should be one of that august assembly. Cardinal

Sarto sat with head bowed and thrown a little to one
side, so that the wandering lights showed its fine out-

line and benevolent, humorous mouth. The kindly

eyes were hidden, but the whole face was one that

commanded confidence, respect and love. He be-

longed to a type now almost obsolete in the Church
of Rome, that type which considers that in the end
nothing can matter but the soul, which lives wholly with

a view to its salvation, which knows no ambitions

beyond the happiness of his flock, and is ignorant

of all intrigue save those innocent ones that reconcile

enemies or re-unite parted friends or lovers: holy,

simple, unlettered, such a man as the Master might
have called from the shore of Galilee, and said
" Follow me ! " He sat beneath the splendid canopy
with a sense of discomfort, and let a cheap, brown
rosary fall through his fingers as his thoughts rose,

pious and humble, and his aspirations for knowledge
of the right.

" O Agnus Dei !

" sang the choir in soaring sweet-

ness, while the great organ rolled out thunderous

harmonies, and the lights flickered to and fro on the

marble pavement between the stalls. How much
depended on the choice to be made ! Peace for

Italy, for the Church, or trouble and discord among
the nations, unquiet and heartburnings, and possibly

shedding of blood ! The chances now hung wavering

in the balances. The Pope was infallible. Who
could question his right, be it to peace or conflict?

Cardinal Angelo Pietro dropped his head in his

hands. Cardinal Ferrari with one hand on the arm of

his chair, and the other supporting his chin, looked

across at Rampolla, his brows set in a frown. The
Archbishop of Capua struck a note of energy among
the rows of time-weary men; he, perhaps, was

weighing the pros and cons more effectually than the

rest.

The Mass ended, and the Cardinals advanced to

take their voting papers, returned to their places,

filled them up, and having placed them in the

golden chalice which stood on a small table in front

of the high altar, stood facing the Tabernacle, and

made solemn oath that they had voted according to

their conscience. One by one the red and purple

clad figures passed back and were absorbed into the

shadow of the overhanging canopies. What would be

the issue of their voting? Into the silence fell the

strident voice of the Scrutineer :

—

" Rampolla twenty-four !

"

" Gotti seventeen !

"

"Vannutelli four!"

The long, powerful fingers, now clasped over the

lion's paws, relaxed their grip ; a curious light sprang

into Rampolla's eyes and died out instantly; the

mask was never raised. The assembly rose and

retired to their cells, returning in the evening for the

second ballot. Once again the ballot was for Ram-
polla, and he was nearer the triple tiara by five more

votes. He sat with his long eyes cast down lest they

should betray him. Opposite him Cardinal Sarto

was troubled in soul because of the ten votes given to

him. His heart sank before the possibility of more,

but was comforted by the thought that the morning

would see his neighbour seated on the Papal throne

and him on the way back to Venice to his flock.

The strange force which had forcibly taken posses-

sion of the Sacred College, and which had presented

to them unconsciously the idea of a boundless

supremacy and illimitable authority, had been power-

less to affect his mind, which was perhaps too simple

and healthy to fall beneath such subtle pressure. He
was dimly aware that the atmosphere of the Conclave

oppressed him, strange thoughts half formed vexed

his mind, there were too many warring elements ; the

air was electric with potentialities of strife.

On Sunday morning there was a most strange trend

of feeling among the assembly, a new and unknown
element had entered into their deliberations ; what it

was none of them could rightly tell, but it set the

current in a new direction, and away from the inscrut-

able figure so near the high altar. And this new
influence made itself most keenly felt to Cardinal

Sarto, thrilling him with a curious sense of great

peace. To Cardinal Rampolla it brought intense

mental disquiet, he had met with a something wholly

unexpected and inexplicable. His mind sought out

the cause in vain. Whence came the strange thoughts

that were adrift in the Sistine Chapel that Sunday
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morning? Who was it walked down the mosaic pave-

ment, invisible and all powerful, and set men's minds
on holy things? Cardinal Rampolla could not tell.

His mind had been trained for the understanding of

worldly things. Still, withal, he led. He headed the

poll for the third time.

There was a breathless silence following on the

cry of the Scrutineer. The light wandered softly to

and fro, now crimson, now scarlet and now purple.

That Presence which had come with the Mass and
blotted out all worldly aggrandisement and con-

tention, and shown them a better way than strife,

had seemingly come too late
; Rampolla would be

Pope, and the nations would be set against each

other. His eyes met those of Sarto, filled with a
divine compassion and regret. There was a hurried

movement, and Cardinal Kopp rose in his place, his

chin thrust aggressively out.
u
I am authorised," he said slowly, " to make known

my master's objection to Cardinal Rampolla."

The words acted like an electric shock. A loud

murmur ran down the lines of gorgeously-clad

Cardinals. "Did the German Emperor possess the

right of veto?"
Almost reluctantly Cardinal Gruscha came to his

feet, and in a tremulous voice added the veto of

Austria. Austria would have none of him !

The outcry that rose suddenly went echoing among
the carved arches to the high roof, and sank again

into silence as Cardinal Rampolla, deadly pale,

stately and dignified, rose, steadying himself by one
hand, and spoke in a voice tense with feeling, which
penetrated to every corner of the great building.

" This," he cried, " is a menace to the liberty of

the Senate ! " He faltered, and his eye met that of

Sarto, limpid with sympathy for his humiliation. " I

have no ambition to assume the burden of the

Papacy," he said quietly. " Nor would I—nor would
I have accepted it." His voice swelled out proudly,

and he resumed his seat.

He was splendid, contemptuous and regal till the last.

With the shadow of the triple crown upon his brows,
it had gone from him. Yet there was a' chance, his

words might move the Senate to ignore an attempt to

interfere with its choice. It remained to be seen !

Another figure rose silently, and every eye was
fixed on the strong, sensible countenance which looked
out on the Conclave.

"We do not want a political Pope," cried this

Cardinal, " but a religious. The Church needs peace
within her boundaries. . Let us ask for the Divine
Spirit, which ignores all save the good."

Cardinal Rampolla's eyes sank, and he fell back
beneath his canopy. The Patriarch of Venice regarded
him with compassionate benevolence. He had spoken
no word during the brief clang of battle ; but he was
suddenly conscious that the current had set away from
the powerful Cardinal and was tending he knew not

whither.

The situation did not seem to have presented itself

to him, but it was fully realised by Gotti and Vannu-
lelli, who glanced at each other in astonishment. The
veto had disqualified Rampolla, and dissolved Gotti's

chances, as being Rampolla's creature, but left the

peasant Sarto at the head of the poll.

In some unaccountable way every man's thoughts

were centred on that simple, unworldly figure; his

humility, his cheerful spirit, and his saintly character

presented themselves before each and all as the

epitome of the Christian ideal. The voting brought

him still nearer the Papal throne, and filled his

mind with a troubled sense of his unfitness for the

high office ; he returned to his cell burdened with the

memory that he stood at the head of the poll, with none
near him. Tuesday morning dawned full of the bright

Italian sun, and caressed by that balmy wind which
blows through the early morning hours. The Mass
was sung, and once again, and for the last time, the

Cardinals sat in Conclave; passed up to the High
Altar and made oath that they had done according to

their conscience. There was a noticeable exultation

in each voice as it made the declaration. This would be
the final voting

!

Rampolla's hopes had gone. He waited in acute

apprehension for the name which would pronounce
his fate. He had been defeated by something incom-

prehensible and mysterious. He had felt it himself.

Serene, calm and ineffably removed from all his

ambitions and desires, it had pervaded the minds of

the assembly. It was useless to fight against the

unknown, and it led the Cardinals to their choice.

Sarto was Pope !—Sarto the peasant, the unlettered

man, the friend and comforter of the poor, who had
been familiar with poverty and suffering, and that

bitter want which is the heritage of the Italian peasant.

There was a sharp, decisive cry " Electus !
" and all

the canopies rattled down. The joint sovereignty

was at an end. Sarto was Pope.

The Camerlengo approached him, and put the

question in sonorous Latin.
" Do you accept your election to be Supreme

Pontiff?"

The Patriarch put out two tremulous hands, and his

eyes overflowed. " I am not worthy ! " he cried ;
" I

am not worthy !

"

The Camerlengo repeated the question, while the

senior Cardinals crowded around waiting to do
homage. In vain Sarto pleaded his peasant blood,

his lack of scholarship, his want of diplomacy : What
was there in him that fitted him to be Christ's Vicar?

A voice called out from the Altar, " But thou art

most worthy, Joseph Sarto, for in thee we see the

mind of Christ most clearly reflected !

"

The Patriarch bent his head devoutly and crossed

himself. " If God ordains it
!

" he said quietly,

" His will be done."

And thus it was that the Sacred College went to the

Conclave, determined to place upon the Papal throne

a man who would have plunged all Christendom into

warfare, and who in some mysterious manner were
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impelled to set upon that throne just such another as

that Fisherman whom the Master turned back upon
the Appian Way, to suffer and die for his sake.

" Deposuitpotmtes de sede, et exaltavit humiles I
"

CHAPTER XXXIV.—AN AUSTRALIAN
GARDEN PARTY.

Brilliant winter sunshine, sparkling on the blue

waters of Farm Cove. There jalmost alongside the

British men-of-war lay the trim *smart vessels of our

Japanese allies and visitors. The gardens of Govern-
ment House, Sydney, looked their best this afternoon

at the garden party given by the Governor-General,

Lord Tennyson, in honour of Admiral Kanimura and
the officers of the Japanese Squadron visiting Aus-
tralian waters. Smartly-dressed women moved across

the lawns, the keen westerly wind making furs and
winter- wraps comfortable as well as becoming, the

gleam of the blue and gold of naval uniforms breaking

the monotony of the civilians' silk hats and frock-coats,

laughter and chatter echoing everywhere, and the

excellent band of the Royal Australian Artillery dis-

coursing selections from " Three Little Maids."
Maisie Gordon stood by her father's side, enjoying

the life and movement around her as only twenty-one

can enjoy.

She and her father were a handsome pair. " Old
Alec Gordon," as his friends called him, M.H.R.
for New South Wales in the Federal Parliament,

wealthy squatter, or owner of sheep stations in both
the Mother Colony and Victoria, was one of a type now
fast dying out. A pioneer, he had in the early days
faced drought and famine, hostile blacks and bush-
rangers, with unflinching courage and determination.

Later on he had entered the New South Wales Parlia-

ment, and his indomitable pluck had stood him in

good stead in many a hard-won fight under the banner
of Free Trade. Now he fought for the same principles

in the Commonwealth House of Representatives,

under the leadership of Sir George Reid. Spare and
sinewy, with the bronzed face of one who has spent his

life in the open air, carrying his sixty years as lightly as

he carried most of his troubles, he was as handsome
as his beautiful daughter, as they stood side by side in

the long stone verandah outside the drawing-room of
Government House, looking down at the gay scene.

" See, Maisie, there's Brian Desmond—what good
fortune has brought him to Sydney ?

"

A man of thirty, with a keen, clever face, was
coming in their direction. He caught sight of the
Gordons and hastened towards them. Did his grey
blue eyes, with dark lashes—his Irish heritage—see
the blush deepen in Maisie's cheek as her hand met
his firm clasp? or was it only the pleasure of meeting
his friend and neighbour, Alec Gordon, that suddenly
transformed a somewhat dull social function into a
most delightful party ?

" Well, Desmond, what has brought you to town ?
"

"The same that has brought most of us unfortu-

nates from the Bush—a hope of wringing the necessary

sinews of war out of the Bank to tide over the effects

of the drought."

Gordon sighedi The drought, long and severe,

and only just partially broken, had hit him, wealthy

man though he was, and he knew that Desmond, who

had, with characteristic recklessness, sunk nearly all

his available capital in a station in the Riverina,

about a hundred miles from Deniliquin, must have

lost heavily.

But Brian had turned to Maisie, loss and over-

drafts and flinty-hearted bank managers forgotten in

the rapture of meeting her. As her beautiful eyes

looked into his, Brian knew that, whatever befell, here

was a treasure beyond all other to be won and held

for ever.

Outwardly he said, " A lovely day, Maisie, almost

like spring," and, glancing at a group of Japanese

naval officers, "Smart little fellows, aren't they?

Might be Britishers if they weren't so small
!

"

Maisie laughed. " That's paying them the highest

possible compliment, I suppose ?
"

" Of course," broke in her father ; then turning to

Desmond—"Lord Tennyson seems to have proved

pretty conclusively that ^10,000 a year is sufficient

to maintain the proper state and dignity of the

Governor-General, in spite of all Lord Hopetoun said

to the contrary."
" Indeed, yes," rejoined Desmond somewhat ab-

sently, casting about in his mind how to secure Maisie

for a few moments alone—much as he liked and

admired her father.

Deliverance came in the shape of a fellow politician

in the State Parliament, who was burning to hear the

latest Federal news from his old friend Gordon.
" Here's Matheson, Maisie, wanting a yarn with me,

I'll be bound. Desmond, would you mind giving my
little girl some tea ? Once Matheson buttonholes me I

never know how long he'll keep me."

Nothing loth, the young people strolled away,

though not in the direction of "tea," but down to

where the gardens met the blue waters of the harbour,

and here Desmond found a sheltered seat and gave

himself up to the happiness of the hour.

The girl's face was very grave. She was no mere

social butterfly—though possessing to the full that

"jote de vivre" that seems the birthright of Australia's

daughters—but an intelligent, warm-hearted woman,

entering keenly into the burning questions of the day, as

befitted Alec Gordon's only.daughter and chief com-

panion. Her mother dying when she was scarce out

of babyhood, her father, mourning his wife passion-

ately, had devoted himself to the training of his only

child. He taught her to ride or drive any horse

that had at least worn harness, to shoot straight, to

love a horse and a dog for their individual sakes, and

not for the amount of work to be got out of them

;

and, finally, when she returned home, " finished in all

ladylike accomplishments," from a fashionable school
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in Darling Point, finding that she had a mind that the

usual social trivialities failed to satisfy, he imbued her

with a taste for politics. Her strong common sense

and sweet wholesome nature saved her from becoming

a "bas bleu" and only intimate friends knew the

depth and soundness of her " views." Desmond was

one of these, so her words, as she looked at the

beautiful scene, did not surprise him.
" Haven't you noticed the emptiness of the harbour

to what it was four or five years ago ?
"

He looked round. "Well, you know, thanks to

the drought, we've had little or no wool—and that

would account for no * wool fleet/
"

" Yes, I know, but look over there "—pointing in

the direction of Neutral Bay. " Four or five years

ago you might have seen any number of * tramps 9

waiting to discharge or load cargo. Now, hardly

ever do you see more than one or two. They take

their trade elsewhere, where duties are not so high,

and Sydney sees her harbour blank, once thronged

with ships of all nations—and for this we must thank

Sir
4 Toby ' Barton and Co."

" But if Chamberlain's proposals are accepted ?
"

" They must never be," she flashed out. " All that

will be decided at the General Elections in December
next ; and whatever the state of parties may be now,
there will be a factor in those elections which hitherto

has not had to be reckoned with."

Desmond smiled. " You mean Women's Suffrage."

"Yes," she answered. "Oh, you needn't smile

in that superior way, Brian. The day has gone by
since it was 'the thing' to look down on women
voters. Why, it is to them the Free Trade party

must look for support."
" Petticoat government !

" ejaculated Desmond
mischievously, for he delighted in seeing pretty

Maisie mounted on what he termed her "pet
hobby."

She turned on him in sudden anger
; then, catching

the twinkle in his eyes, relapsed into as sudden
laughter—for she was a creature of many moods,
and sunshine was part of her nature.

w No—not petticoat government—heaven forbid !

But, Brian, there's hardly a thinking woman in the
length and breadth of Australia who is not a Free
Trader at heart. I don't speak of the girls of my
class," she went on contemptuously, " who abuse the

tariff because French shoes and silk and gloves are
taxed; but ask any woman whose life is one weary
struggle to make both ends meet—ask her, and she
will tell you how much heavier the burden has been
since we have had the honour of being governed by
Barton and his Protectionist Ministry. Ask the

'cocky's'* wives and daughters up the country what
they thought of Protection when they saw their stock
die of starvation, and all the time good fodder from
New Zealand and the Argentine ready at their doors
—only made impossible for poor folk on account of

* Small farmers.

the heavy import duties. Oh, believe me, Australian

women are strong Free Traders !

"

" But do you think many of them will vote ?
"

" Of course they will," she replied promptly ; " they

know their own political value."
" But revenons d nos moutons" said he ; " don't you

see, if Chamberlain's proposals are accepted all

English goods get preferential treatment ?
"

" On the other hand," she answered, " all foreign

goods are taxed higher, so the cost still comes out of

our pockets. Look at the amount we import from
America alone—machinery, timber, and a host of

other things. They're taxed heavily enough now,
and anything more—why it just comes round to my
starting-point—more import-taxation, less shipping in

the harbour !

"

It was serious conversation for two good-looking

young people at a gay social gathering, but neither

saw the incongruity of it. To Maisie, Brian Des-
mond was the one man, except her father, to whom
she could talk unreservedly. She had known him
since she was nine, and he a young student ten years

her senior, studying at the Sydney University for the

Bar—a profession which he had promptly thrown over

as soon as a lucky legacy made the open-air life of

his boyhood possible to him. And he had been in

love with Maisie from the first time he had seen her

—a dark-eyed little maid, with a wealth of brown hair

tumbling over her eyes—as she rode furiously across

the "Home Paddock" at her father's station
" Tarkeela," to meet the " Dad," just arrived from
Sydney. Only recently, however, had she come to

find that balls and picnics, races and dinners, owed
their interest to the mere fact that Brian was present.

There was a silence after Maisie's outburst, and the

strains of a dreamy waltz came to them mellowed by
distance. They rose reluctantly, Maisie casting a
wistful look of admiration at the beautiful panorama
of sea and land stretching before them.

" So the Commissioners have chosen Tumut as the

site of the Federal City," she said. " I think it's a
pity Sydney is barred out by the Constitution—don't

you?"
" A thousand pities ! " Brian answered. " Besides,

a new Federal City is a needless expense in these

days of enforced economy. There is no need
to build a costly Federal City which will only
be used for six months in the year, when
Sydney or Melbourne have all the advantages
to hand, without incurring one-fourth of the

expense. Of course, I have always thought that

Sydney should be the Federal City, for, apart from
her sentimental claim as the Mother City, she is the
head of all business in Australia. After all, the
great firms and banks have their headquarters here."

Maisie beamed on him. She had all a New South
Wales girl's love and pride in the " Queen City of the

"

South," and to hear mocking Brian, who always laughed,

,

at her rhapsodies on the charm and beauty of Sydnejj^Jf!
speak in such a strain, gratified her beyond measur^igjf

/
*'
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" Why, Brian, I didn't know you cared for Sydney.

I thought most ofyour sympathies lay with Melbourne."

He laughed. " We fellows in the Bush see a few

things, though we are so far away. I was thinking of

the economy. Remember some of the costly under-

takings to which the Government is pledged this

session—^200,000 as our contribution to the Navy.
Not that we grudge that," he added, glancing proudly

in the direction of the British warships, " but there's

the Judiciary Bill involving Heaven knows what ex-

pense—and a few other costly trifles, such as that

railway to Perth—and all this after a severe drought,

when everywhere is heard the cry of * reduction and
curtailment of expenses.

, "

They had almost rejoined the crowd, and somehow
the light chatter and the clink of cups and saucers

from the refreshment marquee sounded unreal to

them. Not a word had passed between them that

could not have been shouted on the housetops, yet

Brian felt in some subtle way he had grown nearer to

this girl with her high ideals and practical common
sense than a half hour's idle talk would have brought

him.
" Brian " she said, then hesitated in a way un-

usual with her.

He turned expectantly, the mocking light in his eyes

vanished. " What is it, Maisie ?
"

" I am going to ask a favour of you."
" Yes !

"

" Will you stand for New South Wales in the next

elections in December ?
99

The suddenness of the proposal startled him, and he
glanced sharply at her, not quite sure that she was in

earnest.
" What use my trying ? I don't think I'd have a

chance."
" Yes, you would—only you must fight for Free

Trade—follow Sir William McMillan, the most con-

sistent Free Trader amongst us. I'll help you all I

can—and you know you can count on father."

Desmond paused. "I can't answer you at once.

I must think it over. But I'm not disinterested, I

shall claim a reward."
" Of course

;
you know as well as I do all members

are paid."

He looked at her. " Ah, my reward would not be a

paltry four hundred pounds a year
!

" And once more
the beautiful dark face crimsoned.

" Hullo, you truants ! " cried a voice. " Discussing

the chances of my 1 Tarkeela ' colt for the Sydney
Derby, or still admiring our miniature allies ?

"

" Neither, sir," quietly answered Desmond. " Maisie

has been trying to enter me for the ' Federal Election

Stakes' next December."
Alec Gordon smiled. " Has she succeeded ?

"

" I don't know ; it depends on whether I can gain

the prize." And Gordon, catching a glimpse of his

daughter's face, smiled again, though this time a trifle

sadly, as he thought that in all probability the prize

was already almost gained.

CHAPTER XXXV.—REVOLTING
DAUGHTERS.

" Why are they revolting ? Whatfs revolting about

'em ? " asked Lord Charlie.

This was by way of reply to a question just put to

him by Lady Augusta: What did he think of this

question of revolting daughters now agitating the com-
munity.

" Oh, it isn't that," said Lady Augusta. " It's a

revolt that they are said to be indulging in against

their mothers. The mothers and daughters are airing

their grievances in the Daily Mai/. Each has its own
point of view. There have suddenly turned up an

array of mothers who declare their daughters are most

unsatisfactory products, inconsiderate, self-absorbed,

hard, rude, and independent. Then, on the other

side, is the case of the daughters, who urge in extenua-

tion that home life and domestic duties are too trying

and narrow for bright, glad youth ; that the change

from their lively schooldays and school friends to

doing the flowers and sitting out their mothers' " At
Homes," where married people talk in a married way
about other married people, or people who ought to

be married, or people who want to be married, or

people who will never be married, is too great a

change for youth to endure. Ghastly, isn't it ?
"

" Awful," agreed Lord Charles, his aesthetic senses

sympathetically rising at the suggestion of suburbia

hidden under Lady Augusta's description of the

Revolt
They were in the country spending a week with

William at his Park in Sussex. All the week it had

rained, but to-day summer had appeared suddenly,

the sky was a fleckless turquoise, the birds had

broken into song again, the fine green shade cast by the

beeches on the lawn was gladly sought by some of

the house-party wandering about in the great Park

precincts.

A little group was gathered there now, in the

precious hour that embraces afternoon tea. They
were an idle, languid, happy, summer-stricken group,

clad in muslins and flannels, and big white hats, and

chiffon sunshades : Augusta, Lord William, Charlie,

Mrs. Talbot-Craye and her two pretty daughters, the

famous Mr. Brantwood, the poet and philosopher, and

two or three well-known and well-looking men and

women such as are always to be found in an English

house-party.

Lady Augusta had a habit of introducing "sub-

jects " into idle hours. It may be that she feared, on

physical grounds as well as psychic ones, too much
indolence and ease. To " loaf and invite her soul

"

was rigorously eschewed by Lady Augusta. She had

a horror of growing fatter, therefore she invariably

roused herself from a pleasant dreaminess and pricked

herself and her companions wide awake with some
topic of the day. Sometimes her companions

groaned.

It was not given to them all to understand why
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dear, plump Lady Augusta should be always agitating

herself over something or other.

But Lord Charlie knew. Was there anything he

did not know ? He perfectly understood that Augusta

dared not remain placid too long, that the sweetness

of lotus-eating held a dull anxiety for her, and that

where Augusta was there never must be peace—or

never much of it.

He threw himself into the discussion now, not out

of good nature—that was not his way—but because

he also didn't want to be quiet. An unpleasant reflec-

tion persisted with him when he allowed himself to

think. It was that pigeon shooting was as bad for

man as for bird, and much more expensive for the

former.

" Yes, yes," he said, " I suppose there are plenty of

girls who would like to rule the roast, and put their

mothers in the background ?
M

" The question is," said Lady Augusta, " has the

mother the greater claim to independence or the

A slight cough broke in on the conversation. It

came from the thin aristocratic-looking lady in grey

crepe-de-chine—Mrs. Talbot-Craye. She was the

mother of two pretty girls in white muslin, one of

whom was so very lively, the other so very silent.

"Surely," said she, "the mother is the one to

decide. If a mother may not rule her daughters, who
is she to rule ?

"

" Her husband," suggested William lazily.

" Her cook," hazarded Lord Charlie.
" Herself," put in the lively daughter.

Everyone felt a little shocked. Mrs. Talbot-Craye
herself had a slight deepening of the much-massaged
wrinkles about her sad eyes, but her mouth remained
smiling, for the smile there was fixed.

" I expected you to say that, Millicent," she said.

"That's all right then, mother," replied Millicent

airily, carrying off the offensive text of her speech by
the delicious quality of her voice.

Suddenly it dawned on everyone that dear Augusta's

latest topic was unpleasantly mal apropos.

Here was a mother who was perpetually at variance

with her daughters. Here was an illustration, in

undeniable flesh and blood, of the sad state of things

that English mothers and daughters were crying about
in the daily papers.

Now Millicent, the younger of the Talbot-Crayes,

was a girl of great natural charm and vivacity, a little

boisterous from her perfect health perhaps, but in the

right setting, and under conditions that suited her, she
could shine mightily. She had a pretty wit, a lively

imagination, and a nature socially inclined, that de-

manded men and women about her, and the brighter

and better they were, the happier was she.

That was Millicent as she really was, or was in-

tended to be. But this was Millicent as she appeared
under her mother's regime

:

—a girl who said what she

chose, daringly venturesome, often barely proper; a
girl who always did conspicuous things—talked too

loudly, laughed too much, devoted herself to one
person noticeably, flounced and flaunted, contradicted

her mother, was bent only on her own pleasure, and
never for a moment sympathised with her mother's

desire that she should grow into an elegant English

gentlewoman, cut after the best pattern known in

England.

The other daughter, Gladys, was as quiet and
melancholy as Millicent was lively and argumentative.

Nobody had ever succeeded in making Gladys
interested. Nobody had ever succeeded in finding

that she could be interesting. She was tall and
formally pretty, with rich brown hair, a beautiful com-
plexion, and a slender graceful figure, but oh, how
dull, how dull

!

Mrs. Talbot-Craye had spent her youth in the

atmosphere of a narrow county. Her father was a
county doctor, and her bringing-up had been excellent

in every way except one—nothing had been done to

promote the freedom of her ego. And then she had
married dashing Talbot-Craye.

And from him, the dead father, her daughters

inherited the ideas and emotions that her middle age
tried to combat and destroy.

There was no evil in them. They were simply the
expression of a longing for a freer, broader life than
that offered by a mother's drawing room and a
county circle.

So much for the Talbot-Crayes.

Tea came along, and things brightened up. Milli-

cent grew very lively. She laughed a good deal, and
began a pretty battle of wit with her cousin William
and the advanced Mr. Brantwood. Her eyes glowed,
her cheeks sparkled. It was evident that she was
happy, that her mind found delight in this mental
thrust and parry stimulated by sex.

But her mother sat and listened with a face and
figure expressive of extreme' unrest, even of pain.

There was no delight in her eyes, no joy in her
daughter's joy.

Lord Charlie tried to cheer her with some light

malicious gossip. She discerned his motive and grew
more restless and unhappy.

Yet all the while she smiled that half-sad, half-

vacuous smile, the smile of habit, the smile her
mother had worn through y6ars of a faintly snubbing
intimacy with the county people, the smile she would
cling to through every trial, every shame, to the end,
when the smile of Death should give her poor tired

lips release at last.

" I adore Kreissler," said Millicent.
" His playing^ Millicent dear," put in Mrs. Talbot-

Craye.

Millicent immediately became several degrees more
extravagant. And there, for ever hovering about
her, clouding her brightness, aiming itself at her,

wherever she was, whatever she did, was that pained
smile. It had begun to haunt her. A little wildness

showed in her manner whenever her mother came
near.
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"And Magda," she was heard saying presently,

" what a fine speech that is of hers, ' I am what I

am.' So am I ! Oh, if they'd only let me do some-
thing! That's what I want. It's the deadliness of

doing nothing that's so hard to bear."

"Have you no home duties?" asked Mr. Brant-

wood.
The mother was talking to Augusta now.
" Yes, the flowers. And mother doesn't like the

way I do them. Too nouveau arty. She comes and
crams in pieces of green where I hadn't meant green

to be, and the effect is spoiled."
" But have you no hobby ?

"

"I have no time—my day is all mapped out by
mother."

" But a day that is all mapped out must be full ?
"

" Oh full ! Full enough. But of what? Calling,

and being called on. Buying frocks and hats. Going
to the dentist. Being tried on. Doing inane fancy

work for bazaars. Having vapid afternoon-teas. In

town, being tdrn from one party to another, so that

you enjoy none of them. At home, having the curate

to dinner on Sunday—and always put next to me, to

tone me down."

" But you travel?"
" Travel ? Never—we never move. We seem to

go to Switzerland, and Paris, and Norway, but it's all

a delusion, we don't really. We stay at home all the

time. Wherever we go we take our county life with

us. We never assimilate, never let go. I'm twenty,

but I'm not allowed to go and see a sunset without a

chaperon. At home we're a respectable county

family. Abroad, we're a respectable county family.

Oh, always—always we're a respectable county family.

And oh, it's so dull, so dull, when you want a world,

and they offer you a county."

Augusta raised her voice a little. But in vain.

The mother was listening to the daughter again.
" Will you come with me and see the deer, and let

us discuss the categorical imperative?" said Mr.
Brantwood presently.

" Oh, I should love to," said Millicent.

She was moving happily away when a thin voice

.arrested her.
" Millicent dear, those notes ! They are to be

replied to."

Over Millicent's face fell a shadow.
" Later on will do," said she impatiently.

"They ought to be answered to-night," persisted

rthe mother.

And while Millicent paused to argue a moment
Mr. Brantwood moved on with Lady Augusta. He
-shrank from causing unpleasantness between mother

. and daughter, and so slipped quietly away. And the

.categorical imperative was never discussed between
them.

Gladys, who had been waiting near, interrupted,

" I'm going to be down before dinner," and moved
away.

"He has gone," said Millicent. "I've lost my
talk, and he leaves before breakfast. Oh, how dared

you interrupt me with those stupid notes
!

"

" Pray remember you are speaking to your mother."
" Because you're my mother, I'm never to think for

myself or act for myself," cried Millicent " I am
twenty, and Gladys is twenty-five, and you expect us

to obey you as though we were little children. And
we can't, we can't. You forget that we are our

father's children as well as yours. You make no
allowances for our tastes and likings. Everything

must be done your way. I can't stand it. I can't—

I

won't." Andshe turned tempestuouslyandrushed away.

At the same hour in the rose garden Gladys was
plucking a red rose for her hair. A tall soldierly man
was beside her, Colonel Egerton, husband of the much-
talked-of Lady Amy Egerton. They murmured
together. She looked up, he looked down. She put

the flower into his hand.
At that moment she was not Gladys—she was

another woman, radiantly beautiful, radiantly happy.
* * * * *

In the morning neither Gladys nor Millicent came
to breakfast. Mrs. Talbot-Craye sent to inquire. Both
rooms were empty.

In Gladys' room a note was found.
" I have had enough of it all," she wrote, " I am

going away with someone who will teach me life as it

is. I am twenty-five and tired of myself, and tired of

looking at things from the outside, as mother looks at

things and wishes us to look. Mother, girls are getting

past all that. They look round and see other girls

advancing, and all the better for it. It is five years

since I left school, and in that five years I have been

choked, and restrained, and driven and repressed, till

I've turned into a dummy for the sake of peace . .
."

Colonel Egerton was missing also.

And Millicent. What of Millicent ? There was no

note from Millicent.

But down in the lower meadows a little stream ran

merrily. And by-and-by, from the stream's clear

waters, a white and silent form was carried, borne in

strong men's arms upwards to the hiouse, the shuttered

house all set about with mourning now.
* * * * *

" A girl of twenty to drown herself for nothing. How
shocking ! " everyone said. " Unheard-of perversity."

And truly, so it was. But oh, the pity of it ! For

at twenty one is all feeling and no reason. The
strange sadness of youth, with its dreams and visions,

and its thoughts that are " long, long thoughts," pre-

vail, and urge the young, longing, aspiring spirit to

deeper things.

" Gladness and brightness and hope—that's what

we middle-aged people must learn to give to youth,"

said Lady Augusta sadly when it was all over.

[For acknowledgment of subscriptions to the

"Piggie" Fund, see page 296.]
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Wake Up! John Bull.
No. 27.] Issued as an Integral part of the Review op Reviews of September, 1903.

Is John Bull Really Waking Up ?

TO this there are various answers. For my own part, I think he is slowly pulling himself together, yawning and

stretching, and is about to come out of his slumbers with a jump, after which he will make other people wake

up in a pretty vigorous fashion. There are those, however, who maintain that John Bull is absolutely

impervious to all the nudgings and proddings and halloaings that have been bestowed upon him for the last three

years, and that he will sleep till his doom overtakes him. It must be admitted, in support of those who hold the latter

opinion, that if John Bull goes on sleeping after having had the heavy volumes of the evidence of the Royal Commission

on the War hurled at his head, not even the trump of doom will rouse him. For that report contains, in a form as

compact as is possible with its voluminous detail, the most merciless exposure of the disastrous results which follow from

attempting to administer an Empire in your sleep. You may get along fairly well without any serious disaster

until you attempt to go to war, and then the consequences of sleepy-headedness make themselves visible with

appalling vividness. The more the evidence in that damning report is examined the more clearly will it appear

that the word of the situation is sleepy-headedness. It is not that Ministers are wicked ; it is not that they are

stupid; it is simply that in dealing with the affairs of the Empire, and in making preparations for war, they go
about things like people who are half-awake, and are so comfortable in bed that they refuse to turn out, although

the house is on fire below. The refusal of Mr. Balfour to believe in the possibility of the Free State joining

the Transvaal, in face of repeated urgent warnings to that effect from the officers of the Intelligence depart-

ment, is exactly equivalent to the incredulity of a man who has been told something before he was soundly

awake, the words of which have never really penetrated to Lis mind, which he will not believe, when once he is up,

he has ever heard anything about. So all this miserable fumbling and mismanagement proceeds from the same
cause. There was no alertness of mind in the administrators of the Empire. Some of them were half asleep, and
some of them were asleep altogether ; and they fumbled and blundered and mismanaged things just as might be
expected from men whose eyes were heavy with slumber. If John Bull does not wake up after this revelation of the

consequences of taking forty winks when he ought to be wide awake and as keen as mustard, nothing will wake him up
much in this world, and we must just be content to see him perish between the blankets of incorrigible self-complacency

and indolence. John Bull, of course, may answer that he has not got a chance to say what he is thinking of these
sleepy-headed gentlemen at Downing Street, and that so far as he has been afforded a chance in by-elections he
has given a very unmistakable manifestation of his determination to make a clean sweep of the somnambulists. The
Argyllshire election certainly points in that direction. I have no doubt about it myself, but it ought to be regarded
as the first duty of every true patriot at the coming election to turn the somnambulists out, and to wake up John Bull

by for ever banishing from the administration of the Empire Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Lansdowne, whose conduct
ought to be solemnly impeached by the Opposition on the re-assembling of Parliament. Never have any two
Ministers been shown to have failed so utterly in the qualities that are indispensable to those who would be regarded
as statesmen of the Empire. If a humble sentry is court-martialled and shot when he is found asleep at his post in

time of war, what punishment would be sufficiently severe to mark the heinousness cf the guilt of the Colonial

Secretary and the War Minister, who are both shown to have been sound asleep when they were supposed to be
guiding the Colonial Policy and the Military Department of the Empire ? Lord Lansdowne, it may be said, was
sound asleep and did nothing. That was bad enough, but much more mischievous was the somnambulistic activity

of Mr. Chamberlain, who, while not less oblivious than the soundest of the Seven Sleepers to the facts of the
situation, rus'ied the Empire into war.

It is not only, however, in the evidence of by-elections that there are signs of England's waking up. The
increased attention that is being paid to the social and industrial activity of Europe and the Continent is a very
good sign. Mr. Mosely's education commission, on which, by a great blunder, no woman was appointed, is one
sign of this tendency; and another which may be mentioned, of a very different kind, is nevertheless quite as
significant in its way—the very interesting visit paid by a representative party of working men and women
from the Browning Settlement to Holland, an account of which appears in the following pages. The more
these opportunities of international study increase and multiply, the less danger is there that John Bull will ever
again sink down into deep-seated torpor.
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A Pilgrimage of Labour to the Holy Land of Peace.

r
' T was a Pilgrimage of Labour.

For most of our party were

weekly wage-earners, and all

of us came from one of the

national centres of organised

Labour. It was also a Pilgrimage

of Grace. For it was only made
possible by a most gracious act of

international courtesy. And it

owed its chief charm to the

atmosphere of kindness which
enveloped our tour.

The Travel Club of the Brown-

er. H. W. Hovy. inE Settlement was begun with the

idea of enabling dwellers in the

most crowded division of London to see more of the

world than had previously come within their reach.

A shilling a week for a year, or more generally for two-

thirds of a year, sufficed, under the magic of co-opera-

tion, to transport a Walworth working man, or his wife

or daughter, for a few crowded days, into a totally new
life. The great world-shows formed the first points

of attraction. Twenty-six working men and women
^rent to the Paris Exhibition in 1900, forty-eight

to the Glasgow Exhibition in 1901, and seventy-

four to the Exhibition at Dusseldorf in 1902.
The fyearty fellowship of life between the many grades

represented in the travel party and the unstinted

friendliness shown by the people among whom we
went, came in time to make the Travel Club a real

organ of social and international goodwill.

A. SHUTTLE OF INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP.

We went to Paris on the morrow of the Dreyfus
trial, when, the French were said to be full of hatred

to England. We went to Dusseldorf at the close of

the South African war, when Germans were declared

to b>e breathing out Jthreatenings and slaughter against

the countrymen of Mr. Chamberlain. Our nationality

bewrayed itself wherever we went \ but we found none
of the things which journalistic mischief-makers had
led us to expect. We found instead the utmost
cordiality and an atmosphere of spontaneous hospi-

tality, which kindled thoughts of universal brother-

hood,

TO THE HAGUE

!

Having thus tasted the delights of international

brotherliness, the Travel Club this year naturally

turned its eyes towards the recognised centre of

pacific internationalism. The Hague Conference
alike in inception and in retrospect has been hailed

at Browning Hall as the beginning of the end of

war—as the inauguration of the political union of
mankind. So, though the English Lake District was
the rival alternative, it was to the Hague that the club

decided to go.

But at first the course of our pilgrimage did not

run smooth. After long waiting we were advised by

journalistic friends to abandon the idea as impractic-

able. We were informed that we could hope for no

Dutch friend to act as proxenos (or honorary host to

arrange matters for us). For, first, we were English

;

the bitter memories of the South African War, sedu-

lously fostered by the Dutch Press, made our recep-

tion more than doubtful. And second, we were
" Labour " ; after the recent miseries of the

Dutch railway strike, " the better class of people will

not do anything for workmen." We were exhorted

to look elsewhere for our August camp.

INTERVENTION OF THE DUTCH PREMIER.

We could not consent, however, to our hopes being

thus baffled. So I took the somewhat extraordinary

step of writing direct to the Dutch Prime Minister.

I told him we were a party of working people from

the middle of London who wished to visit the scene

of the Hague Conference and of the first universally

recognised International tribunal. I told him also of our

earlier trips, and asked if, by the kindly indication of his

interest in our project, we might be put on the way to

realise it. The letter went without any mediation or

mention of mutual friend. Under such circumstances,

and amid the endless pressure of a Prime Minister's

correspondence, the request might be supposed to

have little chance of receiving attention. But in a

few days an answer came. And the answer was all

that we could have desired. Mr. H. W. Hovy,

Doctor of Law, formerly private secretary to the

Premier, and now Mayor of Loosduinen, a seaside

suburb of the Hague, wrote to say that at Dr.

Kuyper's request, and also out of his own warm

interest in social movements, he was willing to plan

out our stay for us and to arrange for* us. With this

pure act of grace, from the First Minister of the

Dutch Crown to a company of weekly wage-earners

in one of the poorest parts of London, " Walworth in

Holland " began to be. Under the unwearied kindness

and thoughtfulness of Dr. Hovy it grew to be a week

of much wider travel and far richer interest than

we had ever dared to hope. We had expected seven

days in the neighbourhood of the Hague. Dr. Hovy

arranged for us a series of excursions, first from

Amsterdam and next from the Hague, which covered

most of the principal objects of attraction in Holland.

RAILWAY FACILITIES FOR SOCIAL TRAVEL,

We left Blackwall Pier on Saturday afternoon,

August 1 st, a party of twenty-three women and twenty-

eight men. We sailed by the Batavier Line, an old

company which is renewing its youth, and by an

enlarged fleet of well-appointed steamers running

every night is winning its way to well-deserved

success. We reached Rotterdam early next morning,

and hurried across town to the train for Amsterdam.

At the Bourse Station we had our first experience oi
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the facilities which Dutch railways offer to popular

travel. The ordinary third-class fare to Amsterdam

(52! miles) is 2s. od., or is. 5^d. less than our

English "Parliamentary fare." But by purchasing
4C books of ten " we were able to travel at the rate

of is. 3d. a head ! Similarly, on returning from the

Hague to Rotterdam (14^ miles, ordinary fare, is. 3d.)

we took a collective ticket for fifty which worked out

at 6jd. a head. For these reduced fares no notice

was required nor favour asked.

IN HIGH QUARTERS AT AMSTERDAM.

In Amsterdam Dr. Hovy's provident care had found
quarters for us at the People's Coffee-house called " De
Hoop," which stands tall and solitary on the Ruyter-

kade, the northernmost quay of the city, the starting-

point of most of the passenger steamers, and close to

the central railway station. We were lodged in

cubicles on the two topmost floors of this Dutch
sky-scraper, which commanded a superb view.

At "De Hoop" we were welcomed by the first of

our honorary guides, the Rev. B. J. Esser, who is a
cousin of Dr. Hovy, and is now completing his

studies at the Calvinistic University of Amsterdam,
previous to becoming a teacher of theology. Mr.
Esser bears a name noted in the annals of Dutch
evangelism. His father was a Governor in the Dutch
East Indies, who began missionary work among the

natives at a time when Governments, British and
Dutch alike, viewed such operations with intense dis-

favour. On his return home the ex-Governor started

mission services amid the haunts of vice in the Hague
and its suburbs, and being unable to find a suitable

room, took to preaching in the streets—a thing then
unheard of in Holland. The son of this missionary
hero attended to the wants of our party with inexhaust-
ible patience, considerateness, and vivacity.

A NORTHERN VENICE.

Escorted by him, we made our first acquaintance
with the Venetian picturesqueness of Amsterdam. We
perceived something of that passion for colour which
pervades Dutch life, and which we were presently to

see at its zenith on the glowing canvas of Rembrandt.
Compared with most cities of its size that we have
known, Amsterdam is a city without smoke* The
factor)' chimneys are few, and the general use of oil

for cooking leaves the domestic chimney for most of
the summer day entirely unused. Certain clearances,

effected for building operations, enabled us to see the

piles driven into the swamp on which the city is built.

At the Rijks Museum we had our first sight on
Dutch soil of masterpieces of Dutch art. We saw also

the hull of the Royal Charles, and a goodly number
of captured British flags—a salutary reminder to

English pride that "the command of the sea" had
once been Dutch.
Next morning, under the guidance of Mr. Esser, we

set off by train to Hilversum. From Hilversum we
strolled on for several miles through undulatory forest

land, and lunched at Vuursche, a quaint hamlet in the

shaggy wilds that groups itself round a hunnengrab or

huge glacial boulder. Here we met a brother of our

guide, Dr. Esser,of Kampen,and a medical student from
South Africa, both of whom it was a delight to know.

AN ECHO OF ANOTHER KIND OF CAMP.

Continuing our walk after lunch, and now in bril-

liant sunshine, we came upon a tramp woman and
child. At our request the child was asked to sing to

us. All unaware of what land we came from, the

little girl sang a wailing ditty about the woes of South
Africa, of women and children done to death in con-

centration camps. It was a gruesome hint, all the

more painful because so entirely artless and unin-

tended. " Methods of barbarism," that have beqome
roadside songs in Europe, may make sterner music
for us in days to come. In pleasant contrast to these

painful forebodings was the surprise awaiting us at the

end of the walk. Sunday had been the Queen-
mother's birthday, but in pursuance of the premier's

settled policy of keeping the Lord's Day clear from
secular celebrations, the Royal birthday was kept on
the Monday. Queen Wilhelmina had gone to stay

with the Queen-mother at her palace at Baarn. And
our guides were leading us to Baarn.

THE TWO QUEENS.

Half of our party . had the supreme felicity of
arriving in time to see the Queen and Queen-mother
drive out. The cheers of the crowd which had
assembled for the spectacle were loud and enthu-
siastic ; but the prolonged cheering of the Walworth
folk, with their English " three-times-lhree," attracted

her young Majesty's attention, and received from her

a specially gracious acknowledgment
.

Tuesday was fixed for the famous circular tour by
boat to the Island of Marken, to Monnikendam and
Broek.> The charm of the trip was, of course, the

quaint and many-coloured costumes of the fisherfolk.

Marken is a striking witness to the people's instinct

and appetite for colour.

AT THE HUT OF THE TSAR CARPENTER.

On Wednesday morning we despatched our luggage
to the Hague and bade farewell to Amsterdam. The
brothers Esser had arranged a very full day for us,

and shared it with us. First we crossed over to

Zaandam, following the course of the great North Sea
Canal which cuts right across Holland and connects
Amsterdam with the North Sea. The silting up of the

Zuyder Zee makes this the only sea-gate for ships of

heavy burthen to the old Dutch capital. At Zaandam
we visited the hut where Peter the Great lodged while

working as carpenter in the local dockyard. The
larger portion of the old domicile which was occupied
by the Tsar's landlord has now been removed ; the

residue has been covered in with a brick exterior by
the Russian Government. Among the many souvenirs

of visitors the most noticeable was the remark of

Napoleon :
—

" Nothing is too small for a great majV'
Thence we walked northward by the side of the Za$n»
passing several specimens of the Dutch industrial
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village, until we reached the picturesque Vormers-
weer.

PICTURESQUE VARIETY OF DUTCH SCENERY.

There we took train to Velsen • and then had a
charming walk for several miles through quite a

different type of rural scenery, the landscape becoming
more and more undulatory as we neared the dunes.

At Velserend we lunched in the open air, under a

Gothic nave of lofty overarching trees. Lunch
over, we inspected the ruined castle of Brederode,

which was close at hand, and then mounted one of

the nearest dunes. These Alps of sand give the

most effective refutation to the common prejudice

that Holland is simply one monotonous plain, a huge
green flat cut up with ditches. Around us rolled and
rose and fell a most varied landscape of heath and
forest and field. We next followed the well-wooded,
villa-skirted road which leads through Sandpoort to

Bloemendal, whence the train brought us to Haarlem
and dinner.

A PORTENT OF REUNION AND PEACE.

The dark memories of the place where some of the

foulest horrors of Spanish cruelty were perpetrated

upon the heroic Dutch set in pleasing contrast the

religious neighbourliness of our trip. For our head-
quarters at the Hague, as arranged at the instance of

the Calvinistic Prime Minister, were fixed at the

Roman Catholic Club, Nieuwe Molstraat. It is a
pretty coincidence that just as we were preparing to

leave Amsterdam for this Catholic club, Mr. Esser

came in to tell us of the result of the election of the

new Pope. We were glad to associate the advent of

Pius X. with our own happy experience of blended
Catholic and Calvinistic hospitality, and to s^e in it

an omen of the opening reign. The upper rooms of

our Club were ordinarily used for technical school

purposes, but were now transformed into dormitories

for us. There we found another augury for the

twentieth century. These beautiful white beds had
been cleaned, stuffed with straw, provided with

sheets and blankets, and loaned to us—a company
of foreigners—by the Dutch War Office. A fitting

suggestion, in the world's metropolis of peace, of

the time when swords shall be beaten into plough-

shares, and War Offices become agencies of inter-

national hospitality

!

We had barely had time to look round our new
premises when our proxenos, Dr. Hovy, arrived to

bid us welcome. He bore a message from the Prime
Minister. Dr. Kuyper regretted that absence in

Austria prevented his coming to welcome us in

person, but hoped that we would, under Dr. Hovy's
guidance, have none the less a pleasant time at the

Hague. This gracious message so kindly conveyed
made the party from Walworth feel that verily they

had arrived at the city of universal brotherhood.

PROBABLE SITE OF THE PEACE TRIBUNAL.

One of the first to greet us on our coming was the

Dutch correspondent of the New York Herald^ Mr.

August Kiehl ; and it was under his genial and well-

informed leadership that we saw the principal sights

of the city. He showed us the place which it is

rumoured will be chosen as the seat of the Inter-

national Court of Arbitration. It was a palace of

the Queen-mother's. It is called " Buitenrust," or

" Rest Without." It is situated on the north-

west of the city, just at the commencement of that

wonderful avenue, or rather arcade of fairy foliage

which runs straight as an arrow for three kilo-

metres to the sea at Scheveningen, and is known

as "the Old Way.' That modest building will, it is

thought probable, be purchased and endowed by Mr.

Carnegie's munificence. It is now certainly "beau-

tiful for situation "
;

and, if the scene of the super-

session of War by Law, will indeed become " the joy

of the whole earth."

WITH THE OLD MASTERS.

Mr. Kiehl next took us along some of the fairest

streets in this fair city to the House of Commons.
Our democratic sympathies were stirred by finding

that the Throne stood in the Lower and not in the

Upper Chamber. Then for several hours we revelled

in the treasures of Dutch Art stored in the Maurits-

huis. At lunch every member of our party was asked

what picture had, on first thoughts, impressed him

or her most Most of the party mentioned Com.

Cornelissen's " Massacre of the Innocents." Rem-

brandt's " School of Anatomy " came next, and then

Paul Potter's " Bull."

The afternoon began with a visit to the Gevangen-

pfoort, the old city gaol, stored with all manner of

means of torture. The rest of the day was spent at

Scheveningen—that glorious stretch of beach and

dune which it is a poor compliment to call the

Brighton of Holland.

OUR GOAL.

Friday morning saw us, again under Mr. Kiehls

most kindly guidance, approaching the goal of our

pilgrimage ; the scene of the world's first Parliament

of Man, the birthplace of law-ordered and law-

guarded universal peace. It was a brilliant day ; the

palace in the woods, its rooms and grounds were seen

to full advantage ; and the place so often described

need not be here again described. Suffice it to say

we all felt the strange sense of home which seemed

to pervade the palace ; and none of our party will

ever forget the thrilling shock of sensation, retrospect

and hope which burst upon one at the first view of

the great reception hall where the Conference met
A stroll through the Royal Woods, so fresh, so

cool, so beautiful, brought the memorable morning to

a close. The arrangement for the afternoon was

" go as you please " ; but we all " pleased " to go

again to the fascinating sands of Scheveningen. On

Saturday morning we went out to Loosduinen, saw

the town hall, where our proxenos presides as mayor,

were photographed upon the dunes by the most

gracious kindness of Madame van Gogh-Waldeck,
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and were welcomed as free guests with exceeding

courtesy by Mr. and Mrs. van den Bergh at the

international shooting competition with rifle and

revolver, which, it is hoped, will make Loosduinen a

Dutch Bisley. The fusillade reminded us with

reiterated concussion on our tympana that the dreams

of yesterday were still far from fact.

HOMEWARD.

Then, with rousing cheers prolonged, and vociferous

singing of " He's a jolly good fellow," we bade our

noble proxenos, Dr. Hovy, farewell, whirled back
with steam tram to. our lunch, our club, our baggage,

and our train ; and, after a hot walk across Rotter-

dam, found ourselves just in time on board Batavier

II. as she glided from her moorings down the Maas.

A silver sunset soon yielded to the calm splendour

which rose with the full moon.
An evening of social song and merriment had as

counterpart next morning a service on deck, in which
many took part. The welcome announcement was made
that we had paid our way, and had a few pounds over

:

the two guineas a head had more than covered all our

expenses : nothing purchaseable had been given us :

we had paid for all fares, board, lodging, printing, etc.,

etc. Even with the extra levies for extra outings, the

total cost per head did not reach 50s. We landed
early on Sunday afternoon with ample store of grateful

memories.

A LAND OF THE UNEXPECTED.

We had had a tour rilled with delightful surprises.

We had expected to find Holland physically mono-
tonous. We found it full of endless variety. We had
been led to fear hostile demonstrations against our
name and nation. We met only universal kindness,

shown with such warm-heartedness as made us
thoroughly ashamed of our fears. We heard nowhere
so much as a whisper of ill-will. We had gone with

a hazy notion that Holland was the home of negative

thought, of destructive criticism, of faith-killing Ration-

alism. We found the Dutch people heaving and stir-

ring under the influence of a religious revival which
may best be described as Neo-Calvinism. We found
the leader of this movement to be none other than
our most gracious patron Dr. Kuyper, the Prime
Minister.

DR. KUYPER.

As the average Briton knows little of the statesman
to whose kindly mediation we owe the beginning of

peace in war-wasted South Africa, I may be allowed
to recall some facts of his career. He is au fond a

theologian, bent on restoring his countrymen to the

Calvinistic faith in the absolute sovereignty of God
which inspired their forefathers, and created the

civilisation of Switzerland, Holland, Great Britain,

and the United States. He was once a pastor, but

left the pastoral office to enter Parliament. As lay

presbyter, however, he was the Dr. Chalmers of a
sort of Disruption movement within the Reformed

Church, insisting on purity of Church membership,
and on adhesion to the Confession. Ejected by the

Courts of his old Church, he has seen new and purer

churches spring into being all over Holland ; and the

strength of the forces which he has evoked is attested

by his present position as First Minister of the

Crown.

A PARADOX IN POLITICS.

Fresh from the anti-sacerdotalist effervescence in

our own land, we naturally supposed that between
Catholic and Calvinist, new or old, there could only

be deadly and unceasing hostility. We found to our

surprise Calvinist and Catholic united in close political

alliance and together solving the religious difficulty

in Dutch education ! The reason for this paradox

soon appears. Dr. Kuyper discovers the mortal

antithesis to Calvin's supreme idea of the sovereignty

of God in the negative principles of the French

Revolution, with its cry of " No God, no Master P"

In his polemic against these negations he finds him-

self, though employing very different weapons, fighting

side by side with the Roman Catholics. He calls

his party " the Anti-Revolutionary." That is a label

which covers both Calvinist and Papist.

"christian parties" in power.

The coalition is also known as the "Christian

Party " ; and the Liberals and Social Democrats are

classed together as the Anti-Christian Party. It is

evident that Christianity has assumed a much more
definite and even defiant tone in Dutch than in English

politics. I was told, for example, that there are three

" Christian Labour parties " in the popular Chamber :

one distinctively so called, with an ex-pastor as leader

;

another comprising the Catholic Labour men : both

these supporting Dr. Kuyper and the anti-Revolu-

tionary ministry; and a third group known as the

Christian Socialists. As may readily be inferred* Dr.

Kuyper has a strong Labour policy. He has just

passed a Workmen's Compensation Act. He is now
engaged in drafting an Old Age Pensions Bill. And
he is vigorously inquiring into the grievances which

led the railway men to strike last spring.

a manifold coincidence: its meaning*
j

Students of coincidences will not overlook these

combinations of fact :—The twentieth century opens

with the first world-tribunal established at the Hague

;

at the same time Holland—the seat of this tribunal-

is under the rule of a " Christian Party "
; this party

combines Calvinists and Catholics ; and while this

coalition is dominant at the Hague, a peasant Pope is

chosen at Rome. Papal and Calvinist forces unite not

merely to oppose the destructive tenets of the Revolu-

tion, but to carry out a strong social policy, and are

supported by " Christian Labour " men, Catholic and
Protestant, in Parliament. What do these things

portend for the United States of the World now
coming to birth at the Hague ?

F. Herbert Stead.
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Sport in Rouman i. Illus. Hon. V. Russell.

The Racing World and Its Inhabitants : Owners and Owning. An Own.r.
Wild Turkey and Partridge Shooting in Virginia. Illus. WT B. Chilton.

% Bankers* Magazine.—Watkklow. ts. 6d, Sept.
Bankers and Forged Transfers.

Free Coinage: is It Advisa le?

Blackwood's Magazine.—Blackwood, as, 6d. Sept.
Personalia : PolkicaU Social, and Various. Contd. Sigrrla. '

1 '

Thcee Weeks*. Captivity, with the Moorish Rebel*, Walter B. Harris. -

The Wooing of Nigel Sea ton. Wymond Carey,
the River's Mouth. Hugh Warrand.
Scolopaxiana : Some Haunts of the Snipe.
Lapchak. ' R. L. Kemiion.

(
'

Musings without Method. Contd.
The Session.

Thfe Food Question in 1965.

Bookman.'-HoDbrtR and Stoughton. 6d. August 15.
Seumas MacManus and the New Irish Novels. Illus.

Henrik Ibsen. Illus. Jessie BrOchner.

AMERICAN.
Bookman.—(America.) Dodd, Mead and Co., New York, as cts.

August
The History of the Nineteenth Century in Caricature. Contd. Illus. F.

T. Qodper and A. B. Maurice.
The Real Margaret Fuller. Anne Nathan Meyer.
Arthur Gonan Doyle. J. E. Hodder Williams.
Book and Magazine Illustrations. Henry M. Baldwin.

Canadian Magazine.—Ontario Publishing Co., Toronto. 85 cts.

August. . .

imperialists of Yesterday and To-Morrow. With Portraits. John A.

Cooper.
William Stevens Fielding. With Portrait. H. F. Gadaby.
Why Business Colleges succeed. P. D. Mcintosh.
Automobiles in Canada. I Hits. A. Grant Brown.
The Photography of Bi ds' Nests. Illus. O. J. Stevenson.
Birds of the North Woods. Illus. C. W. Nash.
The War of 1812. Contd. James Hannay.

Cassell's Magazine.—CAsssll. 6d. Sept.

The King's Country Visits. Illus.: A. Wallis Myers.

.

Witches in 1903. Illus, J. Blyth,
Atlanric City : the World's Greatest Playground. Illus. D A. Willey.

Mr. Ben Greet's Enterprises. Illus. R. Blathwayt.
A Thames Sailing Baree Match. Illus. R. A. Freeman.
From Clare Island to Connemara. Illus. T. Hopkins.

CasslerlB Magazine.—33. Bedford Street, Strand, ts. August 15.

Water for the Gold Fields of Western Australia. Illus. D. M. Bates.

Modern American- Launch Motors. Illus. W. P. Stephens.
Natural Sources of Energy. Illus. Dr. Louis Bell.

The Auxiliary Ma ninety of Steam Vessels. Contd. Jllus, Jasper P.

Cooper.
Feed-Water Heaters. Illus. William W. Christie.
Natural Gas in England. Illus

t
Inverness.Watts.

The United States Steel Corporation. Ceorgs E.' Walsh.
The National Harbour at Dover. Ill as. Archibald S. Hurd.

Catholic World.—22, Paternoster Roiv. is. August
Leo XIII. : the Great Leader. Rev. A. P. Doyle.
The Papacy never dies.

Prayers, Old and New. Rev. L. Johnston.
Louis Veuillot. Illus. "Rev. E. Mvers.
An American Girl's Visit to Valparaiso. Illus. \L McMahon.
Eastern Churches in Communion with Rome. Illus. Lorenzo O'Rourke.
The Historical Revival in Sieoese Treasures. 'Illus. Contd. F. W.

Parsons. .

Century Magazine.—M ac mjllan, ts. 4d. Sept.
The Great Northwest : the Day ofthe Run. Illus. R. S. Baker.
The First Ascent of Mount Assmiboine. Illus. J. Outram.
The Horse in America. Illus. John Gilmer Speed.
The Berlin Bourse. Illus. W. C. Dreher.
Noteworthy Results of the Twelfth United States Census. With Diagrams.

W. R. Merriam.
Heroes in Black Skins. Illus. Booker T. Washington.
A Wondeiful Change in Pehfe. Illus. E. O. Hove y.
Ch pters from My Diplomatic Life. Contd. Andrew D. White.
Leo XIII. With Portrait. Cardinal Gibbons.

Chambers's Journal.—47. Paternoster Row. 8d. Sept
Mormon Brides. Mary Stuart Boyd.
Litin-American Trade.
Thi Bayeux Tapestry.
Roman Remains in North Britain.
Women's Wo;k and Wages. M. I. Gray.

Chautauquan.—Chautauqua Press, Cleveland, Ohio. 20 cts. Aug.
For a More Beautiful St. Louis. Illus. L. E. Van Norman.-
Making Chautauqua a Model, Illus.
The Amiricin Municipal Art Movement. Illus. W. T. La ned.
The Louisville Summer Playgrounds. Illus. M,. Eleanor Tafrant.
The Most Important Event in Civic Improvement; Symposium..

Church Missionary InteUIarencer.r-CHURCH Missionary Society*
$d. Sept..

Educational Missions. Rev. H. B. Durrani i

Commonwealth.—44> Victoria Street. 3d. Sept.
Open Air Theatres. J. G. Leigh.
Free Thought. Contd. G. K. Chesterton.
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Connoisseur.—35, Temple Chambers, is. Sept.

Supplements : "The Golfer*" after L. F. Abbott; "Lady Tyrcormel"
after Reynolds ;

" Nature " after Romney, etc., etc.

The Pictures at Belvoir Castle. Illus. Contd. Lady Victorh Manners.
Fans. Illus. B. Kendall.
Lustre Ware and the Godraan Collection Illus: Mrs. F. D. Godman
A Ceramic Library. Contd. Illus. L. Solon.

Lady Di's Sc.apbook. Illus. Mrs. Stewart Erskine.

Thomas Chippenda'e. Contd. Illus. R. S. Clouston.
Collecting as an Investment. W. Roberts.

Contemporary Review.—Horace Marshall, as. 6d. Sept.

To Unionists and Imperialists. Prof. Dicey.
Recollections of M. Thiers. Emily Crawford,
IV Real Carlyle. Sir Charles Gavan Duffy.

The French Peasant Before the Revolution. Madame Mary Duclaux.
The Inner Meaning of Protectionism. J. A. Hobson.
Play as an Education. Woods Hutchinson.
France, England, and the Anarchy of Europe. Jean Finot.

Pius X. and the Conclave. Emilio Elbano.
The Indian Missionary. Prof. Armitage.
Finis Macedonia ? Dr. E. J. Dillon.

,

CornhlU Magazine.—Smith, Elder, n. Sept.

In Guipuzcoa. Mrs. Woods.
The Century Club. Frederic Harrison.
Gaston Pans. Prof. Louis Brandin.
New Stars. Frank Watson Dysort.
Rural Techniques. George Bourne.
The Tragedy of Robert Emmet. Michael MacDonagh.
Chipping Campden and the Cotswold Games. Rev. W. H. Hutton.

William Ernest Henley. Sidney Low. 4

Cosmopolitan.—International News Co. od. August.

Dramatic Schools and the Profession of Acting. Illus. David Balasco.
A Pound of Meat. Illus. J. P. Grabfield.
A Great Public Service in New York. Illus. Frank Moss
The Way to win a Woman. Lavinia Hart.
Captains of Industry. Contd. Illus. E. Lefevre and C. F. Spcare.
Mankind in the Making. Contd. H. G. Wells.
Shakespeare in Modern Settings. Illus. F. C. Drake.
Romances of Klondike. Ilhis. S. E. Moffett.

Railroading as a Profession. W. J. Wilgas.

Craftsman.—207, South State Street, Syracuse, New York.
35 cts. August,

An Urban House. Illus. H. Ellis.

Some Potters and Their Products. Illus. Irene Sargent.
The Sleeping Beauty. C. F. Bngdon.
Korin and the Decorative Art of Japan. Ilhis. Dr. S. M. Burnett.

Critic—Putnam, New York. 25 cts. August.

The Pope's Life in the Vatican. Illus. R. Simbofi.
Charles and Mary Lamb. Illus. W. Archer.
Ernest Haskell. Illus. Chtistian B inton.

A Summer Visit to Concord. Illus. Katharine M. Abbott.
Literary Landmarks of New York. Illus. Contd. Charles Hemstrcct.
Maurice Hewlett as a Poet. M. Brenner.
Paul Verhine. Illus. Francis Gricrson.

Bast and West.—ax, Paternoster Square, t rape;. August 15.

Egyptian Hellenism and the Excavations at Amino*. M. Gayet.
The Village Commune and the Law in India. G. Adams.
Conceptions of Beauty, Greek and Indian. H. P. Ghose.
The Whit - Plague S. M. Edwardes.
What Free Trade has done for England and for India. G. Subramani Iyer.
Bo ker T. Washington and His Work. M. Rolland.
Educational Experiments. K. Basak.
Proposed Amendment of the Law of Restitution of Conjugal Rights.

Contd. Rustam Barjorgi.
Some Personal Ideals of American University Life. Rev. C. Cuthbe: t

Hall.

Educational Times.—6), Farrincdon Road. 6d. Sept.

Mathematical Nomenclature. J. H. H.
The Criticism Lesson. J. W. ^damson.

Empire Review.—Macmilla*. is. Sept.

The Free Trade Faith. C. de Thierry.
Economical Needs of Canada. Hon. Maud P.mncefote.
The Depression in Agriculture. W. Dalzief Mackenzie.
Workmen's Insurance and Nations I Prosperity. Alfred

, HiUW.
A Voy^gi to Australia ih 1800. F. G. A flalo.

'

\

Among the Lepers in Northern Nige U. Contd. With Maps. T. J.
Tonkin.

The Indian Village Money-Lender. Rev. Eric Lewis. >

About Dominica. H. A. Alford Nicholls,.

Engineering Magazine.—4a*> Strand, is. Sept.

The Metallography of Iron and Steel.
1

Illus. H. M. Howe.
Great Electric Installations of Italy. . IIIUs. E. Bignami.
The Modern Racing Yacht; an Engineering Proposition, Illus. W. P,

Stephens.' '

The Tools and Methods of a Swiss Locomotive Works. Illus. *T R.

Becttk^owerm the Mines of Europe. Illus.' E. Guarini.
Ahnnmiuro for Electric Transmission Lines. A. D. Adams.
A Project for a Capitalised Labour Organisation. C. L. Red field.

Engineering Times.—P. S.,KtN<~.* 6<L August t<.
#!

.

r

Refrigerating Machinery and Appliances as fitted on Board Shop. IIJus.

Robert Balfour.

Power-Gas and Its Recent Development In Great Britain. Illus. Cont<J.

The Principles of Steam Engines Contd. J. H. Dales.

Roofing Existing Shops while Wo k is proceeding. Illus. R. L. Fowler.

English Illustrated Magazine.—Hutchinson. 6d. Sept.

Francois Boucher. Illus. E. Stabv.
The Alps: Between the Hills. Illus. H.Lee.
St. Germain-en- Laye. Illus. Rosamond Chaplin. '«

r, .

.

Plant Life : By Hook or by Crook. Mus. P. Collin*.

Fire-Fighting in Bygone Days. Illus. Rotha Mary Clay. .1

Expository Times.—Simpicus, Marshall; 6d; Sept< <.

Problems in the GospHs. Rev. C. A. B iggs.

The Descent into Hell. Rev. A. E. Burn.

Fellden's Magazine.—104, High Hoi.sorn. 6d. August
,

The Sand-Blast Cleaning of Structural Steel. • lllu*.

A New Integrating Plammeter. Illus.

King Edward VIL Bridge at Kew. Illus.

Fortnightly Review.—Chapman anp Hall. as. «d. Sept-
The Wreck of the Unionist Administration. Sigma.
Van's Place in the Universe. Dr. Alfred R. Wallace.
Free Trade and Its Fruits. J. A. Spender.
The Eve of the Campaign. Catenas. , . 1, .

The Macedonian Revolt. H. N. BraiKford.
.

Emile Oilivier and Heroic Truth. August in Filon.
Sir Horace Pluekett and His Work. Kathaune Tyr.nn.
An American View of Mr. Chamberlain's Proposals. Robert Ellis Thompson.
Canada's Second Thought on a Preference. Prof. Davidson
Did Things go better before our Tune? G.'J. Holyoake.
Crete, Free and Autonomous. D. G. Hogarth. :

Robert Louis Stevenson. H. B. Marriott Watson.
The American Husband. Gertiude Athe.ton.
Mankind in the Making. Concl. H. G. Wells.

Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.-~m»» Fifth Avenue, New York.
25 cts. August... ,. ii., .

The Great American Lobby. With Portr; its. The Editors.

Genealogical Magazine.—Elliot Stock, is. Sept.

Heraldic Marks ofl Ilegitimacy. A. C. Fox-Daviss, ......

The Procedure at Rome on the Death of a Pope.
The Heraldic Cinquefoil. A. C. F6x-Da\ieS". „ r

Lord Sackville. f

Gentleman's Magazine-—Chatto ano Windus. is. Sept-
The Decadence of the Ait of "* Cob-Walling." I f G. Sievek'ing.

Heine in London. Jaye Garry.
The Duke of Berwick. AllsOn Buckler.
Some Gossip Consequent on Signs. Etta Courtney. .

Amwell in Hertfordshire. H.W.Tompkins.
A New Light on Anns Askewe. Philip Sidney.

. ,i •

The Centenary of the Immortal Scottish Itinerary. G."W. Murdoch.
An Elizabethan Play House, Maude Prower.

Geographical Journal.—Edw. Stanford, as. August 15.

Earth Movements in the Bay of Naples. Illus. and Maps. R. T. GOntheh
(Geographical Distribution of Vegetation in Yoilcshire. Illus. and Maps.

Or' W. G. Smith and W. M. Rankin.
, t

Through the Barren Ground of North-Eastern Canada to the Arctic Coast.
Illus. and Map. D. T. Hanbury.

The Terminology and Nomenclature of the Forms of Sub-Oceanic Rclitf. *

Girl's Own Paper.—4. Bouverie Street. 6d. Sept.

Swimming and Life-Saving for Girls. Illus. T. C. CoHings.
Conductors Continued. Illus. A Professional Vocalist.

Girl's Realm.—to, Norfolk Street. Strand. 6d. Sept.

A Bird Doctor and Her Work. Illus. Lena Shepstone.
Girls Gloucestershire is proud of. Illus. M. Harmer.

.
•

, t

Good Words.—Isbister. 6d. Sept,

The Letters of Mrs. Waddington. Illns. J. E. Vincent.

Rural London. Illus. H. B. Philpott. '.

The Tailor in Ireland. Seumas MacManus.
Kuskin's Handwriting. Illus. W. G. Collingwood. •»•' "
Poor Poc's Loves. Clara E. Laughlin.

Great Thoughts.—4, St. Bride Street. 6d. Sept.

The Characteristics of Jane Austen. Illus. W.J.Dawson. • ...
Miniature Painting; Interview with Alfred Pfpga. Illus. E. D'Albiac.

Hospital Reform : Interview with Sir Henry Burdptt. Illus. P. BlathwayL
An Impcrijl Scheme ; Inteniew with Sir Gilbert Parker. l|Ius. Raymond

Blathwayt.
,

Harmsworth Magazine—Ha*msworths sid. August 15.

The Story of the America Cup. Illus. W. J. Wintle. .

Lloyd's Weekly Newspaper. Illus. '
* •

Treasure Trove from beneath the Waves.' illus. F.T.Conway. •

Coming Men in the Commons. Illus.: Contd. H.W.Lucy.. ;• »

Sailors' Lasts. Illus. P. Astor.

Harper's Monthly MagazlnjBj—4$, Albemarle Street, ia

.1

Charles Lnmb's One Romance, j. fiolltngspead.
\

A Paris School Colony. Illus. S.Dewey.
Some Successful Plants. Illus. A. J. 'Grout..
The Standard of Pronunciation in English. Cttnrd,. Prof, T. R. Loons-

bury. '

. ,

Italian Fantasies. Illus. Contd. I. Zangttill,

The Effects of lx>w Temperatures upon Organic Life. Dr. A. Macfadven,
Koianimptiwa : an American- Indian Composer. NatalL Curtis.
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HomiletiO Review.—44, Fleet Street, is. August.
Public Prayer. Prof. E. J. Wolf.

• Hints to Preachers by Gregory the Great. Cunningham Geikie.
Austin Phelps of A'ndover. President J. E. Rankin.
Who was the Greatest Preacher of the Nineteenth Century ? Rev. G. L.

White.

House.—a. Finsbury Square. 6d. September.
The Lace-Collection at Nottingham Castle. IUus.

Irish Monthly.—M. H. Gill, Dublin. 6d. September.
Leo XIII.
Sir Charles Gavan Duffy.
Nature Notes in Tennyson's Poetry.

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution.—J. J. Kkliher.
as. August 15.

On the Raising and Training of Irregular Mounted Troops, i. Lieut.-Col.
G. Kemp. a. Major J. E. B. Seely.

Infaatry Equipment. Col J. J. Birrington.
The Pope's Military Household. Lieut.-Gen. F. H Tyrrell.
The Comparative Mortality of the French and German Armies, 1888-8 > and

1890-1900. Dr. A, Villaret.

Tactical Lecture on a Catechetical System. Major-Gen. H. M. Bengough.

Knowledge.—336, High Holborn. 6d. Sept.
Heaths and Gentians. IUus. R. Lloyd Praeger.
Tidal Friction as an Agent in Cosmogony. Agnes M. Clerk;.
Cycles of Eclipses. IUus. A. C. D. Crommefin.

Lady's Realm.—Hutchinson. 6d. Sept.
Some Society Amateurs, IUus. H. Wyndham.
The Pleasure Crafts of Potentates. IUus. H. Macfarlane.
Aristocratic Twins. Illus. G. A. Wade.
Curious Ways of arranging the Hair. IUus. R. Hodder.

Law Magazine and Review.—37, Essex Street. 5s. August 15.

A General School of Law. Montague H. Crackanthorpe.
Specific Performance. W. Donaldson Rawlins.
Crimes and Punishments. Appellant.
Should the Two Branches of the Legal Profession be amalgamated ?

H. J. Randall, jun.
The Marriage Laws of Scotland. Emile Stocquart.
Some Decisions under the Companies Acts, 1863-1900. N. W. Sibley.

Leisure Hour.—4, Bouvbkib Street. 6d. S*pt.

The British Antarctic Expedition. Map and IUus. Prof. R. A. Gregory.
Mr. F. A. Atkins. IUus. D. Williamson.
The Nurseries of Some of our Sea-Birds. Illus. T. Carreras.
The Killed and Wounded in Industry. W. J. Gordon.
The Truj Story of Seth Bide and Dinah Morris. Illus. W. Mottram.
Cipher-Writing. Illus. T. M. Bacon.
In a Bend of the Seine. IUus. F. Hastings.
A Chat on a Cable Car. Illus. Rev. J. P. Hobson.
The Tent-Dwellers of Turkey. Illus. Miss S. M. J. Garnet.

Library World.—181, Queen Victoria Street. 6d. August 15.

The Great Fiction Question.
'

Mr. Baker's " Descriptive Guide." L. Stanley Jast.

Llpplncott's Monthly Magazine—Philadelphia, is. August.

Father Kneipp and His Cure. Maud Howe.

Longman's Magazine.—Longmans. 6d. Sept.

Canada in the Sixties. Contd. P. Fountain.
The Stricken Field of Newbury. G. A. B. Dewar.
Badgers and Their Ways. H. A. Bryden.

McClure*S Magazine.—10, Norfolk Street, Strand. 10 cts.
• August.

Jacob A. Riis. IUus. L. Steffens.

A Sidelight on the Sioux. IUus. D. Robinson.

MacmlHan's Magazine.—Macmillan. is. Sept.

The Fiscal Question ; History's Argument. C. B. Roylance Kent.
The Cloud in the Far East.
Old Days in a Wessex Village. A. Montefiore-Brice.

The Progress of Temperance. R. E. Macnaghten.

Magazine of Art.—Cassbll. is. Sept.

Frontispiece :—" Henry V." after Gerald Moira.
Gerald Moira. Illus. F. Lynn Jenkins.
Frank Short, Etcher. Illus.

Electric Light Fittings. Illus. F. Hamilton Jackson.
The Art of the Sculptor. Illus. Alfred Gilbert.

Art Forgeries and Counterfeits. C6ntd. Illus. M. H. Spielmann
Venice as a Painting Ground. Illus. Reginald Barratt.

Tempera- Painting. Illus. J. Kerr-I.awson.
Stump Work. Illus. George Benson.
Engravings in a Single Spiral Line. IUus.

Magazine of Commerce.—75, Coleman Stkeki. is. Sopt.

The History of the Policy for Preferential Trade. J. Van Summer.
Our Fiscal Policy ; interviews in the West Riding.

The Wool Industry of South Africa. Illus. J. Cassidy.

The Calendar gone mad. T. F. Manning.
The Cotton Trade. . T. Crook.
Belfast; Ireland's Commercial Capital. Illus. A. S. Moore.
The Art Jewellery of Birmingham. Illus.

Anglo-Russian Commerce. C. A. Baker.

The Signs of Old London. Illus: J. K. Colford.

Missionary Review.—44. Fleet Street, ts. August.

Dr. Andrew Murray and " The Key to the Missionary Problem." Dr. A. T.
Pierson.

The McAU Mission in France. IUus. Mrs. L. S. Houghton.
Preaching the Gospel in France. Louis Dupin de Saint Andre*.

Missionary Problems in Central Africa. Illus. Rev. De Witt C. Snyder.

Monthly Review.—Murray. as.6d. Sept.

Naval Intelligence and the Russian Programme.
A View of the Fiscal Controversy. Sir Michael Hicks- B.-ach.
The Royal Visit to Ireland. Goldwin Smith.
The' Blaze in the Balkans. M. Edith Durham.
The Tipster and His Trade. Lieut.-Col. D. C. Pedder.
The Poetry of W. E. Henley. John C. BaUey.
The American Excavations at Nippur. Illus. H. Valentine Geere.

The New Creation. Rev. C. R. Shaw-Stewart.
Walter Pater. Edward H. Hutton.
A Critical Paper in Education. Robert F. Cholmeley.

Munsey's Magazine.—Horace Marshall. 6d. Sept.

The Motor Race of the Four Nations. Illus. E. E. Hawkes.
Th; Harrison Dynasty in Chicago. Illus. W. J. Abbott.
The War against the Mosquito. Illus. A. Sutherland.
The Clerics of the Common Life. Illus. Rev. J. T. Smith.
The Jockey. Illus. J. F. Marsten.

National Review.—Edward Arnold, as. 6d. Sept.

Are We Consuming our Capital ? R. H. Inglis Palgrave.
Pan-Germanism in Hungary. Ferencz Herczeg.
Will Mr. Carnegie Corrupt Scotland ? Glasgow.
A Few Observations on Modern Tragedy. Miss Jane H. Findlater.

The Problem of the Village Sunday. H. F. Abefi.
American Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
The Crusade against the Classics. T. Rice Holmes.
The Influence of the West upon the East. Edwyn R. Bevan.
The Desired of the People in Ireland. A Looker-on.
Some Early Impressions. Sir Leslie Stephen, K.C.B.
The Economics of Empire. Assistant Editor.

New England Magazine.—5. Park Square, Boston, as cts.

August.

Beacon Hill. Illus. A. E. Brown.
The Legend of Ge-nun-de-wah. IUus. J. M. Clarke.
Our War with One Gun in Japanese Waters, 1864. Illus. W. E. Griffis.

John Kyrle ; a Good Citizen. Illus. Mary E. Mitchell.
Historic Flags. Illus. R. I. Geare.
Turnpike Roads of Middlesex County, Mass. Francis H. Kendall.
Mount Kineo. Illus. H. Packard.
Coins and Coinage in the New England Colonies. IUus. F. A. Ogg-

New Ireland Review.—Burns and Oatei. 6d. Sept.

Election of a Pope. Contd. Laurence Ginnell.
Banking Prosperity and National Prosperity. Saltoun.
Preface to the Fourth Part of the Instauratio Magna. Rev. W. A. Sutton

The Atlantic Liner of To-day. Robert McDonnell.
Report of the Intermediate Education Board. M. J. Buckley.

Nineteenth Century.—Sampson Low. as. 6<L Sept.

The Great Fiscal Problem.
(1) Lord Avebury.
a) Lionel Phillips.

ht) W. H. Mallock.
The Resources of South Africa. General Sir Edward Brabant.
The Native Labour Question. Edgar P. Rathbone.
The Alien and the Empire. H. Hamilton Fyfe.
The Small Family and American Society. Miss Frances A. Doughty.
loan of Arc. Hon. Mrs. Maxwell-Scott.
The Story of Gray's inn. Edward Dicey.
The Ballads of the People. Michael MacDonagh.
The Growth of the Japanese Navy. Joseph N. Longford.
Lion- Hunters and Lady Carlisle. Miss Ida Taylor.
The Canadian Ice Carnival. Bradley Martin, Jun.
Beast Imagery and the Bestiary. Mrs. W. ^emp-Welch.

North American Review.—Hbinemann. as. 6d. August.
The Proposed British Zollverein

:

A Crushing Burden to the British People. Sir J. E. Gorst.
A Policy That would conserve the Empire. A. R. Colquhoun.
Its En*ect on United States Trade. H. Loomis Nelson.

Results of the German Elections. W. von Schierbrand.
Anglo-American Friendship. Brig.-Gen. W. H. Carter.
Aggressive Forest Reservation. James P. Kimball.
Russia's Fleet. A. S. Hurd.
Federated Labour as a New Power in British Politics. J. Keir Hardie.
Woman's Inferior Position in a Republic. Mrs. Kate T. Woolsey;
Economic Relations of Americi and Italy. L, Luzzatti.
Lord North. Contd. Lord North.
The Militia Law of 1905. LieuL-Col. James Parker.
Thi National Guard : America's Second Line. John J. Esch.

Open Court.—Kecan Pai'l. 6d. August.
The Philosophy of a Memphite Priest. Prof. J. H. Breasted.
Orpheus ; a Study in Comparative Religion. IUus. Dr. P. Carus. -

The Mysteries of Isis and Osiris. Conci. H. R. Evans.
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Overland Monthly.—San Francisco, tocts. August.

Hie Egyptian Excavations of the University of California. I lus. J. Leslie
Dobbins.

Pre-Historic Rock Paintings. Illus. Newton H. Chittenden.
Fourth af July at Klamath Reservation. Julia F. A. Prather.
The Peopling of the Plains. R. W. McAdam.
The little Mothers' Training School. Illus. Anna M. Reed.

Oxford Point Of View.—Simpson Marshall, is. August 15.

the Humility and the Pride of Life. R. H. Stephen.
W. Chillingworth ; a Famous Oxford Controversialist. R. O. Winstedt.
On the Supernormal. R. Jacoby-WindalL

Page's Magazine.—Clun House, Surrey Street, is. Sept.

The Reconstruction of the Spanish Navy. IUus. Lieut.-Col. L. Cubillo.
The Uying-Out of Engineers' Workshops. Contd. IUus. Joseph

Horner.

The Equipment of the Robinson Mine, Johannesburg. Contd. IUus. Edgar
Smart.

Large Power Gas Engines. Illus. Edward Butler.
The St Louis World's Fair. IUus. Our Chicago Correspondent.
A New Ropeway at Dorking. Illus.

The New 16-inch United States Coast Defence Gun. Illus. Herbert C.
Fyfe.

Some Foundry Practice at Sotteville Locomotive Works. With Diagram: .

Charles R. King.

Pall Mall Magazine.—13, Charing Cross Road. is. Sept.

The Pilgrims' Way. IUus. A. Henry.
Cave-Dwellers of Mount Elgon. Illus. Major Powell-Cotton.
The Austrian Emperor and His Family. Illus. Count de Soissons.
Pierre Loti ; the Man and His Books. Illus. F. Lees.
The Conclave ; How the Pope is elected. IUus. S. CortesL
Winston Churchill. IUus. H. Begbie.
The County of R. L. Stevenson. Illus. W. Sharp.
W.E. Henley. Illus. W.Archer.

Pearson's Magazine.—C. A. Pearson. 6d. Sept.

A Sheaf of Dog Stories. Illus. M.Woodward.
How Modern Gamblers play. IUus. Lieut.-Col. Newnham Davis.
The King as a Traveller. IUus. Privileged Subject.
Hassall—Humourist. Illus. Lenore Van der Veer.
Nature's Fight with Railways. Illus. G. Besant.
Celebrities and Their Ears and Chins. IUus. Harry Furniss.

Physical Review.—Macmillan. 50 cts. August.
A Spectrophotometric Study of the Luminous Radiation from the Quernat

Lamp Qlower under Varying Current Density. L. W. Hartman.
The Pressure due to Radiation. Contd. Nichols and Hull.
The Specific Heat of Solutions. W. F. Magie.

Posltivlst Review.—Wm. Reeves. 3d. S^pt.

Mr. Haggard's Manual of Positiwsm. Contd. F. Harrison.
French Nationalists. Prof. Beesly.
News from South Africa. Mrs. F. Harrison.
Sociology. J. H. Bridges.
A Workman's View of Protection. H. Tompkins.

Practical Teacher.—33. Paternoster Row. 6d. Sept.

The Long-Distance School Journey. G. G. Lewis.

Quiver.—Cassell. 6d. Sept.

.

The King's Churches. Illus. Miss Gertrude Bacon.
The Returning Hebrews. IUus. D. L. Woolmer.
Animal Life in Poor Streets. Illus. P. W. and D. C. Roose.

Railway Magazine.—30, Fetter Lane. 6d. Sept.

Wellington Station, Leeds. Illus. J. T. Lawrance.
How the Midland Railway reached London. Cont. Illus. G. W. Tripp.
Railway Permanent Way and Its Maintenance. IUus. A Permanent-Way

Engineer.
The Gradients of the Great Central Railway. Cont. Illus. W. J. Scott.
British Locomotive Practice and Performance. Cont. Illus. Chas. Rou-.-

Marten.
Steam and Electric Traction. IUus. D. N. Dunlop.
Royal Trains of the Irish Railways. Illus.
The Invergarry and Fort Auguitus Railway. Illus. Brunei Redivivus.

Reader.—Lamley. 35 cts. Aug.
Reminiscences of an Interviewer. Contd.

Review of Reviews.—13, Astor Place, New York. 25 cts. Sept.
A G eat Traction Motor. Illus.

The New Movement for Religious Education. Prof. F. R. Sander*. 1

PiusX. Illus. W. T. Stead,
The Conclave and the Pope. T. Williams.
The Cot!on Crop of To-day. R. H. Edmonds.
The Race Problem in the United States. Lyman Abbott.
The Negro Problem in South Africa. IUus. A. Hawkes. -

The Renomination of President Diaz. Prof. L. S. Rowe.
The Rural School Library Experiment in North Carolina. C. E. Poe.

Review of Reviews.—Melbourne, . o4. July.
One-Legged Democracy. A Tired Australian.
The New Cricket Campaign. Illus.
Leopold, Emperor of the Congo. IUus. W. T. Stead:

St. Nicholas.—Macmillan. is. Sept.

Robert Browning. IUus. Klyda Richardson Steel*.

Scottish Geographical Magazine.—Stanford, is. 6d. August iS .

The Relations of Geology. Prof. C. Lapworth.
Botanical Survey in Yorkshire.
The Terminology and Nomenclature of the Forms of Sub-Oceanic Relief.

.„ Scrlbner's Magazine.—Sampson Low. is. Sept..
The Wyoming Game Stronghold. Illus. Frederic Irland.
Work and Play of the American Military Attache's. IUus. Capt. T.

Bentley Mott.
Some Famous Judges. George F. Hoar. '

A Possible Art Library. Russell Sturgis.

^ o , _ Strand Magazine.—Nbwnbs. 6d. Sept.
A Stock Exchange Transaction. Illus. E. S. Valentine.
The Greatest of Sand Sculptors. Illus. E. James.
Curious Photographs ; Life's Little Comedies. Illus.
Dining around the World. Illus. G. Lynch.
The Finest View in London. Illus.
Tee Sovereigns of Servia. Illus. Helene Vacaresco.

Sunday at Home.—4, Bouvbrik Street. 6d. Sept.
The Religious Census of London. IUus. F. A. McKeniie.
Mrs. Bramwell Booth. IUus. David Williamson.
Mrs. Cousin and Her Hymns. IUus. Rev. H. Smith.
Spain and Its Religious Life. London City Missionary.

Sunday Magazine.—Isbister: 6d. Sept.
The Bible and Science. Concluded. Rev. J. Urquhart.
Charles Haddon Spurgeon. IUus. Contd. C. Ray.

Sunday Strand.—Nbwnbs. 6d. Sept.
Sermons in the Sea. IUus. G. Clarke.
Woman's Work in China. IUus. E. M. Lee.
Rev. G. H. R. Garc a. Illus. W. L. Williams.
Crippled Waifs and Strays. IUus. Charity Commissioners.
1 he Harvest Festival. Illus. Lydia Chatterton.

Temple Bar.—Macmillan. is. Sept.
Cardinals in Conclave. Frances McLaughlin.
In the Provincia di Roma. Katharine Wylde. '

Cardinal Vaughan. Olive R. Parr.
A Walk up Etna. W. F. Shannon.
2™?*'* **!?.tory °f

Indostan ; a Neglected Classic. H. B. Henderson.
Wilkie Collins. L. Melville.

Temple Magazine.—3. Bolt Court, Fleet Street. 6d. Sept.
TheFi.e-WalksrsofFiji. Illus. W.Burke.
The Continental Express. Illus.

The Mecca Road to Paradise. IUus. J. H. Heaton.

Theosophieal Review.—3, Langham Place, is. August 15.

The Christian and the Theosophic Path." Clericus.
Earthquakes and Violent Storms. W. Gorn Old.
Walt Whitman ; a Prophet of the Coming Race. F. L. Woodward.
Chanty and Duty to One's Neighbour. G. R. S. Mead.
WU1, Desire, and Emotion. Contd. Mrs. Annie Besant.

Treasury.—G. J. Palmer, Portugal Street. 6d. S pt.

Some Personal Recollections. Illus. Canou Benham.
Our Parish Churches: What They are and What They teach. Illus.

Contd. E. Hermitage Day.
The Letters of Jane Austen. Ina May White.
A Memory of Robert Dolling. Illus.

Roger Crab ; One of Cromwell's Soldiers. Illus. Ft Rogers.
Among the Scottish Lakes. Illus. May E. M. Donaldson.
The College of the Resurrection, Mirfield. IUus. *

Buildwas Abb.-y. Illus. H. G. Archer.

Westminster Review.—R. Brimley Johnson, as. 6d. Sept.

A Frts Trading Imperial Zollverein. Leonard M. Burrell.
Ecclesiasticism and Imperialism.

Jf. G. Godard.
The Present Relations of the Sclf-Governing Colonies to the Empire. Dr.

R. H. Bakewell.
The Papacy and New Italy. Karl Blind.
Ghosts and Telepathy. G. G. Greenwood.
Selebos and St. Pierre. C. B. Wheeler.
The Last Prop of the Church. Frances Swiney.
The Royal Commission on Physical Training (Scotland, 190a). H. Rippon-

Seymour.
Some Recent Experiments in Co-Education. Edward S. Tylee.
The Physique of Scottish Children. J. H. Vines.
Notes on Philology. Kinsley D. Doyle.
Joys and Sorrows of a Penny-a-Liner. F. C Ormsby-Johnson.
The Irish P.iest as Novelist. P. A. Sillard.

Wide World Magazine.^Newnes. <m. Sept.

With the British to Sokoto. IUus. Contd. Capt. C. Foulkes.
A Tramp in Spain. Iilus. Contd. Bart Kennedy.
Among the South Sea Cannibals. IUus. Contd. Capt. A. Cayley Webster.
A Nijht in a God-House. IUus. J. E. Pattersen.
The Tragedy of the Maria and My Part in It. IUus. Mrs. S. Lewis.
Two Thousand Miles in a Trawler. Illus. A. E. Johnson.

Windsor Magazine.—Ward, Lock. 6d. Sept.

Baron Shibusawa of Japan. Illus. W. T. Stead.
The Game of Slicke". Illus. Capt. Hon. M. R. C. Ward and Lieut.-Col.

O. E. Ruck.
Beaver Ways IUus. F. H. Risteen.
The Fiscal Policy of the Empi e. IUus. J. Holt Schooling.
Coalport Pore .-lain. IUus. H. G.Archer.
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Woman at Home.^HoooKF and Stoughton. 6d. Sept.

Beautiful Miniatures. Illus. Marie A. Belloc.

How- to make Good Use of One's Camera. IlluS. C. Holland.

World's Work.—'Heinemann. is. Sept.

The Atlantic Agreements : a New Departure in British Policy.

The Food Tax : How It would affcct Eggs and Poultry, E. Brown.

Is Municipal Credit Good? J. E. Woolacott.

P. C. Hewitt's Inventions : a Great Electrical Discovery. Illus. Kathleen

Schlesinger.

The Buried Stones on the Chilterns. Illus. W. Bovill.

Building a Balloon. Illus. E. Charles.

Exploring the Air. Illus. W. Napier Shaw.
.

Tammany Hall : Its Boss. Its Methods, and Its Meaning. A. Maurice Low.
Mortimer Menpes : an Artist and His Home. Illus.

The New Diplomacy. C. Roberts.

What the British Association doss. E. S. Grew.
Thirty Years of Italian Progress.

British and American Advertising. A. S. Houston.
Modern Methods of Saving Ships. Illus. M. Robertson.

Oxygen and Life. Illus. C. H. Saluby.

Ball Games. Illus.
.

The Condition of British Fruit-Growing. S. Morgan.

The Volunteer Training-Camps. Illus. Volunteer Officer.

Yale Review.—Edward Arnold. 75 cts. August x*

Municipal Government in Ohio. C. R. Woodruff.

The Present Condition of Russia. N. T. Bacon.

Suffrage and Self-Government in Porto Rico. P. L. Kaye.
t

The Treaty-Making Power of the House of Representatives, C. Robinson.

Yourtg1 Man.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Sept,

The Life Story of Will Crooks. Illus. E.J.
Men Who may be Prims Minister. Illus. Alex. Mackintosh.

Astronomy without a Telescope Frank Ballard.

The Future of the Motor-Car ; Interview with Hon. C. S. Rolls. IHus.

Walter T. Roberts.

Young Woman.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Sept.

A Talk with Stanhope Forbes. Illus. Miss Isabel Brooke-Aldef.

In Switzerland with Peti and Pencil. Illus. Dora M. Jones.

THE GERMAN MAGAZINES.
Deutsche Revue.—Deutsche Vbrlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart.

6 Mks. per qr. August.

Gen. Graf. Hiseler. C. Freiherr von. d. Goltz.

Andrassy, Deak, Kossuth. Gen. S. Ttirr.

The Manteuffel Epoch. A. von Puttkamer.
Civilization and War. Sir Hiram S. Maxim.
Germany and England in Africa. C. von Liebert.

Moliere's Doctors. Prof. F. Funck-Brentano.
The Development of Art in the Life of the Child. Prof. C. Raehlmann.

.

Edmond Rostand's First Stage Success. G. Claretie.

Light-Producing Organisms. Prof. K. B. Hoffmann.

Traffic Insurance on Railways. Oberbaurat Blum.
Diplomacy since Bismarck. M. von Brandt.

Deutsche Rundschau.—Gebr. Paetel, Berlin. 6 Mks. per qr.

August.

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. Concl.

A Philological Excursion to Corsica. M. Kuttner.

Auerbach and Rosegger. A. Bettllheim.

Japan's Asiatic Aspirations. O. Franke.

Idealism in America. M. Wilhelm.
German Colonial Policy. M. von Brandt.

Kunstfifewerbeblatt.—E. A. Sbemanjt, Leipzig, i Mk. August xx.

The Dresden Arts and Crafts Exhibition. Illus. J. Kleinpaul.

MonatSSehrift flP Stadt und Land.—Martin Warneck, Berlin.

3 Mks. per qr. August.

Poland. O. Diwisch.
Does National Poetry Still Exist ? J. GillhofT.

The Orient and European Art. Helene Lobedan.

Punishment in Theory and Practice. C. von Massow.
Monopoly and Slavery in the Congo State. Contd. N. von Hassell.

Sociallstlsche Monatshefte.—Lotzowstr. 85 a, Berlin. 50 Pf.

August.

The End of National Socialism ! Paul Gdhre.

Reply to Dr. Kautsky. Dr. E. David.
Social Democracy Poitics and Science. J. Timm.
The Rhine : Westphaiian Coal Syndicate and the Miners. O. Hud.

Trade Union*. H. Kaufmann.

Stimmen aus Marla-Laach.—Herder, Freiburg, Bade*,
xo Mks. 80 Pf. per ann. August.

Leo XIII. A. Baumgartner.
The Brownson Centenary. O. Pfulf.

Babylonia and Christianity. Concl. F; X. Kugler.
t

The Spread of the Chief Religions at the Turning of the Centuries. Concl.

H. A. Krose.

Ueber Land und Meer.—Deutsche Verlags-Amstalt, Stuttgart.
x Mk. Heft X3.

The Maoris. Illus. M. Lampadius.
River-Bathing. T. Haller.

Harbour-Building in German South-West Africa. Illus. F. Seiner.

The Albula Railway. Illus.

Leo XIII. Illus. L. Holtbof.

Zeitschrlft fur BUdende Kunst.—E. A. Sebmamn, Leipzig.

10 Mks. per ann. August.
Theodor von Gosen. Illus. F. Becker.

Heinrich Reifferscheid. Illus. G. K.
Leonardo da Vinci's Portrait of Ginevra dei Benci. Illus. W. Bode.

Art Exhibitions in Japan. Illus. A. von Janson.

Zeltschrift der Internationalen Muslkgasellschaft.—Breitkoit
und Haertbl. 10 Mks. par ami. August.

On Harmony. F. Volbach.
Ernest Legouve" and Music. J. G. Prod'homme.

THE FRENCH MAGAZINES.
Association Cathollque.—14. Rue »* l'Abbaye, Paris. 2 frs.

August 15.

Leo XIII. Henri Savatier,

The Economic Work of Henry IV. of France. G. de Pascal.

International and National Organisation for the Protection of ^ o

Baronne de Montenach.
t'oung Girls.

BlbliotheqUC UnlvePSClle.—Hachbttb. 20s. per ann. August.

Paul Chaix, 1808-X901. Arthur de Claparede.

The Commune, 1871. Concl. Aiphonse Bertrand.
<

Impressions of Childhood. Contd. M. L. Tissandier.

Correspondant.—31, Rub Saint-Guili.aume, Paris, a frs. 50c. •

August xo.

Notes on Rome. Etienne Lamy.
Cardinal Sarto. Cte. Joseph Grabinski.

The Church of France before the War with Germany. E. Lacanuet.

The Coal Miners* Strike In Pennsylvania. Albert Gigot.

The Church of France in the Sixteenth Century. P. Imbart de La Tour.

The Education of Lamartine, Louis Cognat.

Humanity ^OUVelle.—x6, Rue de Condr, Paris. 2 frs. August.

Anarchy. Alfred Naquet.
The Neo-Greek Literary Movement. Phileas Lebesque.

Journal des ficonomIstes.—x4, Rue Richelieu, Paris. 3 frs. 50c.

August 15.

Montesquieu. E. Fournier da Flaix. •
-

m
.

ITie Reichstag Elections in X903. Arthur Raftalouch.

MerCUrede Ppance.--x5, Rukdel'Echaude St. Germain, Paris*

2 frs. August.

Religious Congregations in China. Alexandra Myrhl.
Ulrich Guttinger and His Correspondents. Leon Secne".

Musical Taste. L. de La Laurencie.

Nouvelle Revue.—Hachette. 55 frs. per ann. August f.

Unpublished Lelters. Baudelaire.
The Conclave and the Right of Veto. Piladan.

Kang-yon-Wei ; a Chinese Reformer. G. Soulie*.

The Ambassador Charnace. G. de Charnace*.

August 15.

Letters to Baudelaire. A. V. de PIsle-Adam.
The St. Louis Exhibition. J. Gleize.

The Depopulation Peril. E. Laut.
The Dances of Death. L. Charpentier.

The Ambassador Charnace*. Contd. G. de Charnace*.

The New Paris. G. Kahn.

Questions Dlplomatlques et Colonlales.— t<j, Rub Bonaparte,
Paris, i fr. August 15.

Macedonian Demands. F. KarayoworT.
Brest and the Ocean Trust. Henri Bohler.

Yellow Fever. Maurice Buret.

R6fbi»rne Sociale.—54. »«' Sbimr. Paris. 1 fr. August.

The Eng ish Education Bill, 1902. Leon Bassereau.
,

The New Pontificate. Anatole Leroy-Bjeaulieu.

Progress. M. Faviere,

.

La Revue.—t*, Avenue de l'0p6ra, Paris, i fr. August 15.

Among the French Convicts. Liard Courtois.

Popular Poetry of Marseilles. Richard Cantinelli.

Madame de Stn€l and the Due of Palmella. M. Faure.

Free Judicial Consultation for Women- Kaetbe Sqhi.mrcher.

Matter and Modern Science. Sir William Crookes.

The Coins of the Popes. R. Paulucci di Calboli.

Ferdinand Fabre. Georges Pellis*ier.

Spanish-American Literature. R. Blanco-Fombona.
The Jealousy of Napoleon. I. G. Canton.

;

*
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Revue Chreltenne.—xx, Avenue db l'Opera, Parts, i fr. August.
The Separation of the Church from the State. H. Kuntz.
Babylonian D scoverbs and the Old Testament. Contd. Ad. Lods,
Protestant Education. Jeanjean.

Revue dOS Deux Mondes.—Hachettb, 62 frs. per ann. August i.

Leo XIII. ,

A Religious Episode of the Seventeenth Century. A. R<fbelliau.

Sooth Madagascar. J. Ch. Roux.
Robert Bunes: F. Roz.
The Youth of Mirabeau. R. Douraic.
Sugar and Physiology. A. Dastre.

August 15.

From Boulogne to Austertitz. A. Sore I.

Naval Manoeuvres. • • *.

Engineering. C Benoist.
Ibsen. A. Suarez.
England in Arabia. M. Rouine.

Revue Francalse de PEtranger et des Colonies.—92, Rub db la
Victoikb, Paris, a frs. August.

Northern French Soudan. Capt. P. Ducret.
The Yukon Region. P. Barre*.

The Commerce of the French Colonies in xoox. J. Senigny.

Revue Generate.—16, Rub Treurenberg, Brussels. ia frs. August.
Leo XIII. Mgr. de T.'Serclaes.
Leo XIII. and His Pontificate. Mgr. T. Lamy.
Occult Sciences. Victor du Bled.
The Decrease of the Birth-Rate in France. Ch. Petz de Thozee.

Revue du Hondo Catholique. — 76, Rub des Saints-Peres, Pabis.
x fr. 50c. August x.

The Nomination of Bishops. Pierre de Mechineiz.
The National Organisation of the Clergy of France. Concl. P. At.
Charles Perin. Contd. Mgr. I. Fevre.

Mgr. Justin Fevre,

August 15. ,
.

PiusX. Mgr. J. Fevre;
The Abbey of Saint-Victor de Paris. Contd. Fourier Bonnard.
Charles PeYih. Contd. Mgr. Justin Fevre.
The Health of the French Soldiers. Jean d'Estoc.

Revue do Parts.—Unwim. 60 frs. per ann. August x.

Letters on French Music (1836-1850). A. Adam.
The Emperor of Korea. Commandant Nivelle.
A Defence of Indirect Taxation. H. Barthelemy.
Italian Military Life. E. Tissot.
Cattle-Breeding in Argentina. E. Daireaux.

The Poetry of Henri NottaL

Letters on French Music. Contd. A. i

A Visit to Count Bismarck (October, x8jo). J. Gautier.
Commandant Poincare". A. Chuquet.
In the Narbonne Country. W. M. Fullcrton.
Leo XIII. V. Berard.

Revue Soclallste.—27, Rub db Richelieu, Paris, xfr. 50c. August.
The Doctrines of Saint-Simon and Socialism. Jean Jaures..
Socialist Systems. Eugene Fourniere.
Jewish Autonomy and Philanthropy. Dcka-Duo.
State Socialism. Concl. Andre* Mater.

Revue Univorselle.—17, Rub Montparnasse, Paris. 75c. August 1.

French Colonial Legislation and Administration. Sym, Iljus,

Dante in Drama. Illus. M. Delines.
August 15.

Leo XIII. Illus. A. Ebray.

University Catholique,—23. Rue db Mezieres, Paris, xo frs. per anp.
August.

Pope Leo XIII. R. Parayre.

Jean Georges le Franc de Pompignart. Concl. Abbe* Claude Bouvier.
Charles Chesnelong. Cont, M. de Marcey.

THE ITALIAN MAGAZINES.
Civilta Cattollca.—Via di Ripetta 346, Rome. 25 frs. per ann.

Augustx.
Leo XIII.

Italian Ecclesiastical Law in Relation to Canonical Law.
" Cursus " in Literary History and in Liturgy.
The Repairs to St. John in Laterano.

August 15.

The " Laudes " in the Coronation of the Supreme Pontiff.

A|riculture and Agriculturists in Italy.

The Essence and Scope of the Catalogue of Prohibited Books.
France Abroad.
Christian Ideas in Art.

Emporium.—Bergamo. August.
Charles Cottet. With Portrait. V. Pica.
Examples of Roman Topography. Illus. Guido Calcagno.
Electricity in Agriculture. Illus. E. Guarine.
Moouments of -Art in Unknown Tuscany. Illus. M. Pierotti.

Nuova Amtologia.

—

Corso Umbbrto, x, Rome. 46 frs. per ann.
August x.

Leo XIII. and the Pontiffs of the Century. F. Crispolti.

Ibsen as a Lyric Poet. With Portrait.
^
R. Jacobsen.

The English Ariosto. Alice Galiinberti.

Popular Instruction in Italy. A. Sicchirollo.

The Chinese Canonical Book on 44 Rods of Silk.** G. I. Armandi.
The New Bill on the Public Water Supply. R. de Vito.

Nuova Parola.

—

Via dblla Mbrcbde 50, Rome. 15 frs. p^r
ann. August.

What is Sleeping and What is Dreaming? Carlo du Prel.

The Social Value of Medical Secrecy. A. Lumbroso.
Sorrow according to Theosophy. Leone Clery.

Claiming an Ideal. Jolanda. ,

Bassegna Nazionale —Via Gino CApposf 40, Florence.
30 frs. psr ann. August x.

Leo XIII. Augusto Conti.

Annexation of Genoa to Piedmont. G. di Revel.

Autonomy in ths Administration of State Railways. J. Trochia.
The Prob'em of the Future of the Latin Races. F. Nobili-Vitelleschi.
The Education of Patriotism.

, August 16.

The Conversion of Newman and Catholic Renaissance in England. Cr.
Grabinski.

A Modern Centaur. M. Morasso.
The Exportation ..f Tuscan Products, A, V. Vecchi.
An Awakening of Dramatic Art in Italy. S. Ruffo.
Assisting Italian Emigrants. C. di Lesegno.

Riforma Soolale.—Turin, xos. p;r ann. August 15,

Individual and Collective Interests. A. Bodgiano.
The Social Labours of Leo XI 1 1. A. Cantono
Railway Organisation in Italy. A. CabiatL

Rlvlsta D'ltalla.—Via del Tritonb, aoi, Rome. 25 frs. per ann.
August.

Commercial Relations between the Ancient Romans and the Scandinavians.
Illus. O. Montelius.

Voltaire and Frederic II. G. Galatti.

The Two Strata in the Indo-European Population of Ancient Italy. R.
Conway.

The Macedonian Problem and a Servian Solution. R. Foa.

Rlvlsta Musieale Itallana.—Fratelli Bocca, Turin. L4.50*.

No. 3.

The Origin of Music. Contd. R. Grassi-Landi.
Melodrama. Contd. A. Solerti.

Franz Giillparzer and Beethoven. H. Kling.
French Music at Rome. I. Valeria.
Jacobella Pierluigi and Palest) ina. ,A- Camel ti.

The Physiology ot Emotional Music. M. L. Patrizi.

Italian Musical Culture. V. Tommasini.
Alfonso Rcndano's 44 Consuelo." L. Torchi.

THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE MAGAZINES.
Cludad de DlOS.—Real Monasterio del Escorial, Madrid.

. so pesetas per ann. No, 14.

Penal Laws of the Sixteenth-Century. Contd. J. Montes.
I Unpublished Documents relating to the Conquest of the Philippines.

The Fulness of Wisdom. A. M. Weis.
No. 15.

Leo XIII. Conrado Muinos Saenz.
<ireek Lyrics and their Influence in Spain. N. Hompanera.
Francisco Picard. Julian Rodrigo.
The Two Trials of Joan of Arc. A. M. Tonna-Barthet.

Espafta Modorna.—Cubsta db Santo Domingo 16, Madrid.
40 pesetas per ann. August.

The Second International Congress of Historical Sciences. Concl. Rafael
Altamira.

Suicide in Its Various Forms E. Gonzalez-Blanco.
Amadeus of Savoy. Juan Perez de Guzman.
The Sociological Year (1901x902). Prof. Adolfo Posada.

La Loctura.—Cervantes 30, Madrid. 24 frs. per aon.

No. 31.

Nuftes de Arce. Emilia Pardo Bazan.
The Spanish Revenue. Eleutei io Delgado.
An Excursion to Gredos. Gonzalo J. de la Espada.
The Past and the Future in Literature. U. Gonz lez Serrano.
VHIjers de 1'lsle Adam. With Portrait. Pe£ra Qon/akrz-Blanco.

[Nuestro Tlompo.—Fuencarral 1x4, Madrid. 24 frs. per $

No. 3 x.

Political Education in Spain. R. M. de Labra.
The Two Catholicisms. E. Gonzalez-Bianco.
Accidents to W01 kinen. Ambrosio de Tap a.

Rural Savings Banks and Loan Funds. R. Moreno.
Iron in Arjgon. C. Mcndizabal.
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Revista Contemporanea.—Calle de Piz\rro 17, Madrid, 2 pesetas.
August 15.

The Social Significance of the Revolution of 1820. P. Zancada.
Philology as a Science of Observation. E. Gonralez-Blanco.
Leo XIII. Miguel Costa.
The Father of Argentine Independence. M. Castro Lopei.

Revista Portugrueza.—Rua Nova do Almada 74, Liseon. 15 fa.

per ann. No. 70.

Bento de Goes {1563 to 1607). Augusto Ribeiro.
Penal Transportation and Colonisation. Silva Ttlles.

A Naval Arsenal. Ivens Ferfa*.
The Expedition to Quincunguilla. J." Jardlm.

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
Blsevier*s Gelllustpeepd Maandschrlft.—Luzac & Co., 46, Great

Russell Street, is. 8d. August.
Graadt van Roggen and His Etchings. Illus. Ph. Zikken.
Old Dutch Historical Prints. Illus. Dr. H. Brugmans and Dr. W. W. van

der Meulert.
August and Its Memories. Illus. F. J. van Uildriks.
King Wind. Bernard Canter.

De Glds.—Luzac. is. August.
Thimgad ; the African Pompeii Anna neijs-Ekker.

Two Javanese Animal Fables. T. J. 1
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Review
THE

of Reviews

No. 166, Vol. XXVIII. OCTOBER, 1903.

The Progress of the World.

A Month
of

Crisis.

LONDON, Oct 3rd, 1903.

September brought us appreciably nearer

to the be-

ginning of

the end of

the Ministry whose as-

cendency will be memor-.

able in our history as the

culminating point of the

worst tendencies of our

time. Indolence, insuffi-

ciency, lack of foresight,

and all the vices of luxury

and ease, combined with

a spirit of arrogance and

aggression, have inflicted

upon the United King-

dom a penalty which, if

measured by the capital-

ized value of the increased

annual cost of the army

and navy, the twenty-five

per cent, depreciation of

the value of Consols, and

the actual outlay in the

South African war, can

hardly fall much short of

a thousand million ster-

ling. The indemnity
levied by victorious Ger-

many from prostrate

France fades into insig-

nificance beside the

gigantic fine upon British

By special permission of the proprietors of" Punch."]

The Predominant Partner.

Lady Macbeth— Mr. Ch-mb-rl-n. Macbeth— Mr. B-lf-r.

Lady Macbeth (about to retire) :
#

*' Give me the dagger lying disengaged,
I'll do it on my own."

Shakespeare (Birmingham edition), Macbeth, Act II., Scene 2.

taxpayers; Such is the immediate and direct penalty

for the national apostacies from true principles which

resulted from the return

of a Unionist majority.

At the prej

Lord Mllner's sent moment
Decision. . . .

of writing,

and for a fortnight past,

Britain has been without

a regularly constituted

Government. The
Cabinet has been in sus-

pension. Four Ministers

of Cabinet rank and the

Financial Secretary of the

Treasury have resigned

their portfolios. Mr.

Balfour has for nearly

three weeks been engaged

in an unavailing effort to

fill their places. A dead

set was made on Lord

Milner, in order to in-

duce him to succeed Mr.

Chamberlain at the Colo-

nial Office. But although

the post of High Com-
missioner for South Africa

is not exactly what the

Americans call a soft job,

it is an ideal situation

compared to that of act-

ing as Mr. Chamberlain's

warming-pan. Until the

331
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dissolution sweeps the Unionists out of office, Lord

Milner was not the man to have resisted the great

pressure brought to bear upon him to lend the support

of his name in hope of giving a new lease of life to an

administration that is tottering on the verge of ruin.

But it is evident that Lord Milner thought there was

too little chance of his being able to pluck the

Government as "a brand from the burning," and

therefore, after hearing everything which Mr. Balfour

could urge in favour of the reconstituted Ministry, he

seems to have decided tint it was not good enough, and

went back to Carlsbad to finish his cure. Wise man,

Lord Milner ! The instinct of self-preservation has

not been impaired by his experience in South Africa.

The Spilling
*n a montn crowded with " crises,"

of the sensational items of information

the Free Trade have been many, and until the very
Ministers. , r .

*
' . . >end of the month the resignation of

Mr. Chamberlain would have been regarded as the

most startling episode in the exciting annals of Sep-

tember. But Mr. Chamberlain's resignation has been

thrown into the shade by the extraordinary scandal,

fully described in the Character Sketch of the fallen

Prime Minister, which destroyed at one fell

blow the great reputation of Mr. Arthur Balfour.

From the letter of Lord George Hamilton, and the

statement of Mr. Ritchie, it is clear that Mr. Balfour

and Mr. Chamberlain met their colleagues in Cabinet

Council, and led the discussion to such a point as to

convince both the Chancellor of the Exchequer and

the Secretary for India that Mr. Balfour was committed

to a policy of Protection, and that Mr. Chamberlain

was to remain in the Cabinet in order to propel his

chief along the downward path. In this belief they

resigned, and then discovered too late that five days

before the Cabinet Council was held Mr. Chamberlain

had handed in his resignation, and Mr. Balfour had it

in his pocket at the very moment when he led two

at least of his colleagues to resign their offices in the

erroneous belief that Mr. Chamberlain was to remain

in the Cabinet to inspire and to direct its policy.

This discovery naturally produced a profound sensa-

tion, the result of which is likely to be fatal to the

Prime Minister, even if he does succeed in getting

together a scratch pack of new colleagues. He may
postpone the dissolution to the New Year, but the

new Cabinet can hardly last more than a few months.

Although Mr. Chamberlain's resig-

Mr. Chamberlain's nation ^ been discounted by the

Confession. way in which Mr. Ritchie and the

Free Trade Ministers were jockeyed

out of the Cabinet, it will remain as a notable land-

Amtterdamnur. ] [Sept. 27.

A Dutch View of Mr. Chamberlain's Resignation.

mark in contemporary politics. In the first place it

is a confession of great miscalculation. Mr. Cham-
berlain tells us that he believed he could propose the

reversal of the fiscal policy under which Britain has

prospered so immensely the last fifty years, without

exposing himself to the attack of the Liberal Party.

This is thoroughly characteristic. Mr. Chamberlain

was quite sure Kruger would not fight, and we have
had to pay ^230,000,000 as the consequence of that

mistake. Mr. Chamberlain was quite sure the

Liberals would not fight, and he has had to forfeit

office as a penalty for such a mistake in reading the

probabilities of the future. His letter also contains

an admission that the majority of the nation is so

bitterly opposed to his Food Tax, as to put the

adoption of the Preferential system outside the pale of

practical politics. He evidently did not anticipate

this six months ago. Yet this statesman, self-convicted

of this double blunder, confidently appeals for a

renewal of public support.
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The
Next Victim.

It would seem from the altered tone

of the organs controlled by Mr.

Chamberlain that the fallen Colonial

Minister has made one other mis-

calculation, and that he is preparing to act upon it.

He, or those who speak in his name, have cordially

repented the frank admission contained in his letter

of the 9th ult., and are now of opinion that they can

force food taxes upon the country, oust Mr. Balfour,

and instal Mr. Chamberlain in power as Prime

Minister. It is a fool's paradise. But that is the

habitual habitat of Mr. Chamberlain. In the slang

of the Joeite organs Mr. Balfour is to be Stellenbosched

and the King is to send for the great statesman who

alone has the courage of his convictions, etc., etc.

This only means that Mr. Balfour and the

Unionist party are doomed to destruction, and that

Mr. Chamberlain means to make his calling and elec-

tion sure. It is a just Nemesis. The policy of calcu-

lated perjury which deceived the country about the

Jameson Raid, the policy of bluff and deceit which

tricked Mr. Kruger into war, have had their natural

sequel in the dirty trick which spilled Mr. Ritchie

and Lord George Hamilton ; and now, it would seem,

it is the turn of Mr. Balfour to perish by the fratricidal

hand of the colleague on whose behalf he has sacri-

ficed everything.

Never was

Hp. Balfour's any speech
Speech. waited for

with such

anxiety as Mr. Balfour's

address to the Conserva-

tive Caucus at Sheffield,

and seldom has general

expectation been so cruelly

disappointed. Mr. Balfour

satisfied nobody. He re-

pudiated what he called

Cobdenism, and then

demonstrated to his own
satisfaction that Cohden
himself had done the same

thing. He talked largely

about fighting tariffs by

tariffs, but in the same

breath declared that it was

absolutely impossible to

persuade the English peo-

ple to submit to the taxa-

tion of their daily bread.

Yet, as everyone but Mr.

Balfour knows perfectly well, there is no possibility of

real retaliation unless we can tax both foodstuffs and

raw materials. He protested his determination to lead

the party, although every one who heard him knew that

he only leads the party as the baby in the perambulator

leads its nurse. Even now, when the nurse has let go

of the handle, the baby is running down hill with the

impetus imparted by the nurse's parting shove. Mr.

Maxse, Mr. Chamberlain's literary henchman, it may
be noted, frankly declares war against Mr. Balfour in

the National Reinew. The rupture between the two

men, he says, is complete, and Mr. Balfour must go

under. Thus does Joseph turn and rend those who
trusted in him for their safety in the day of peril.

At Sheffield, the Protectionists who

What the for many years have controlled the
Country thinks. Conservative Caucus, talked very

largely about the extraordinary rally

of popular opinion to Mr. Chamberlain's Food Tax
programme. Meantime, as Mr. Maxse somewhat

bitterly complains, no Unionist candidate has yet

dared to face any constituency with a Food Tax
programme. Last month they lost another seat

in Scotland at St. Andrews, and only escaped defeat

at Rochester by repudiating this programme. The
Trades Union Congress almost unanimously denounced

f rap* ty\

An Unwonted Sight in England- -General French's Cavalry on the March.
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Pfutograph by)

The Military Manoeuvres in England : Swimming

Mr. Chamberlain's proposals as mischievous, and every

Conference held by the trade-unionists and co-operative

societies throughout the country says the same thing.

The Daily Mai/, despairing of Mr. Balfour, has suddenly

rallied to Mr. Chamberlain, but its peripatetic inter-

viewer in East Anglia reports that the labourers are

so savage at the mere suggestion of a food tax that

there would be serious danger of bread riots if any one

seriously advocated Mr. Chamberlain's scheme in the

Eastern Counties. Meantime the Colonies are

curiously apathetic. Australia refuses to be * enthused,'

and Canada, through Sir W. Laurier, has given us

plainly to understand that she would rather sever her

connection with the Empire than consent to any

such restriction upon her present liberty of legislation

as is the indispensable corollary of an attempt to

establish the system of Imperial preference.

. , , ,
One of the oddest incidents of a

Limiting
tne month full of strange surprises was

CirC

ldeas°
n °f ^e Pu^nca^on °y Messrs. Longman,

Green and Co. of a more or less

philosophic and dilettante exercitation by Mr. Balfour

on Insular Free Trade, in a pamphlet issued and
sold at the price of one shilling. The whole essay

could have been printed on one page of a morning
newspaper. But the publishers issued a notice to the

press indicating the maximum of permissible quota-

[Knighi.

Horses over a River.

tion at 1,000 words. The

question arises whether the

salary of the Prime Minister

should not be raised so as

to obviate the necessity

under which he appears

to be, of trying to turn

an honest penny by charg-

ing the public a fancy price

for his political reflections

upon subjects of the day.

For the education of the

electorate, the Prime Minis-

ter must have desired the

largest possible circulation

of the contents of his pam-

phlet. But he set up a tariff

wall between his ideas and the

nation, with the result that

observations which might

have been read by millions

have only reached the eyes

bf thousands. But, per-

haps, Mr. Balfour disap-

proves of dumping his ideas

at too cheap a rate upon the home market. Mr.

Murray made no such restriction of the thousand

words maximum quotation when he published Mr.

Gladstone's " Bulgarian Horrors " ; but then Mr.

Gladstone believed in the masses of the people,

whereas Mr. Balfour only seems to believe in those

who can afford a shilling for an edition dt luxe of

matter that could be sold for a profit at a penny.

The vacancy created in Rochester

by the death of Lord Salisbury which

called Lord Cranborne to the House

of Lords, resulted in the return of a

popular local Unionist, who demanded Protection for

the cement manufacturers, and denounced the imposi-

tion of taxes on food. The majority was 521 against

479, by which the seat was won by his predecessor.

Although this occasions no change in the balance of

parties, the tide of success has been running so strongly

in favour of the Liberals lately that the mere retention

of a seat filled the Ministerialists with extravagant

joy. Even Mr. Chamberlain, whose food-taxes had

been .explicitly repudiated by the new Member, hailed

his election as a "great victory." As a matter of

fact, it is asserted by those who went through the

election that it was really decided on grounds which

had little relation to Imperial issues. Beer and

money carried the day, as they have often done before

Rochester
Election.
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in cathedral towns. The defeat of Sir Harry Johnston

is to be regretted on many grounds. He is still a

young man. Young men who have had wide ex-

perience in responsible posts, and who still preserve

freshness of mind and originality of ideas, are so rare

in the world that when one of them happens to aspire

to a seat in the House his advent should be hailed

with enthusiasm. The good fight which Sir Harry made

at Rochester will, however, secure him ample choice of

constituencies at the coming General Election.

Vienna has last month had the unique
The

a[
sar experience of welcoming, as guests of

Vienna. the Emperor-King, the King of

England, the Kaiser of Germany,

and the Tsar of Russia. Of the three the first was the

jolliest,the second the most demonstrative, and the third

the most important. The whole world waited to hear

whether at the meeting of the Tsar and the Emperor-

King any words of comfort would be heard on the

subject of Macedonia. The speeches at the banquet

offer but meagre satisfaction to the universal hope.

The alliance or understanding stiil holds which binds

the two Emperors together in their Balkan policy

;

but it does not yet appear that they trust their alliance

enough to make it effective to enforce the execution

of their reforms. The Tsar said :

—

Our cordial understanding and the perfect harmony which
results from it in the action of our Governments are, as your
Majesty said, a precious pledge for the success of the great work
of pacification which we have undertaken in common accord.

The humanitarian object which we pursue excludes all partiality ;

and it must be attained by firmness and perseverance, and the use

of the most appropriate means for a real and lasting appeasement.

Our efforts will, at the same time, I hope, contribute to the con-

solidation of the general peace.

That was all. But what do the allied Powers mean

to do ? Hitherto, they have only emitted a still-

born scheme of suggested reforms, which the Sultan

accepted with alacrity, and at once proceeded to show

his appreciation of their value by ordering the exter-

mination of the population of Macedonia. That can

hardly be a result desired by either Sovereign. But

it does not yet appear that either of them will do

anything even to compel the Sultan to allow the

Military Attache's to accompany the forces with which

the Turks are denuding the country in order to starve

the rebels into submission.

How nervously the Powers shrink

from the risk of war is proved by the

apparent callousness with which they

allow the Turks to apply to Mace-

donia the policy which Lord Kitchener found so

efficacious in South Africa. The Macedonians are

thicker on the ground than the Boers. The Turks

do their devastation less scientifically, with savage

The
Killing Out

of the
Macedonians.

M. de Pleske.

Successor to M. de Witte as Russian Finance Minister.

accompaniments distasteful even to Jingoes, but the

work of denuding the country by fire and sword in order

to starve the natives into a submission which no

operations in the field could extort is our British

patent. Even now, eighteen months after peace, there

are probably more women and children suffering the

pangs of hunger in South Africa as the result of the

sweeping operations of our Army than there are in

Macedonia. Hence the probability that English

protests will be heard with mocking smile by the

military masters of Europe. Austria and Russia have

the thing in hand, and they will do nothing that will

endanger the general peace. Better, they argue,

that the Macedonians should perish rather than

the world should be plunged into a general

war. If any independent Power would take a vigorous

initiative, the Concert might be re-established for the

purpose of naval coercion applied at Constantinople
;

but the British Government, bankrupt in prestige,

distracted by divisions, and paralysed by the Report of

the War Office Commission, is in no position to attempt

to take the lead of Europe. Besides, where would be

the moral authority of a Government which would have

to begin by confessing that all the trouble has arisen

because of its own action in 1878?
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Hell, therefore, having been let

Responsibility loose in Macedonia as the result of

for British Peace with Honour, is to be
the Massacres.

a jj0wed t0 remajn as a permanent

arrangement because of the results of our vindication

of British ascendency in South Africa. It is hard on

the Macedonians, no doubt, especially on the women,

who are subjected to the last extremity of outrage,

and the little children, who are dying of starvation.

But it is in these horrors we see the natural, in-

evitable, and well-foreseen consequences of the fool-

fury of British Jingoism. These thousands of helpless

victims are being as much butchered to make a

British Jingo holiday as the gladiators who died to

amuse the Roman sightseers in the Coliseum. The

only difference is that the Roman took his holiday to

enjoy the butchery, whereas the British Jingo takes

his holiday first, and professes to be horribly

shocked when the butchery comes on afterwards.

When Lord Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury, with

Mr. Balfour in their train, came home from Berlin in

1878 to be received with delirious enthusiasm by the

City and Pall Mall because they had thrust Macedonia

back under the hoofs of the Turkish horde, all that

is now happening was plainly, loudly, and insist-

ently proclaimed as inevitable—by the present writer

among others. What cared the Jingo crew for the

warning ? They had their revelry. They exulted in

the score they had made over Old Gladstone. And
now the hapless Macedonians are paying the Bill of

those Knightsbridge and Guildhall revellings.

The Russians, who spent 100,000

The lives and ^100,000,000 in order to
Difficulties

free Bulgaria from the Danube to the

Russia. ALge&n, and who actually accom-

plished the task, saw their work

undone, so far as Macedonia was concerned, by the

action of England. They are therefore naturally not

very much disposed to turn a kindly ear to English

voices adjuring them in the name of high humanity to

risk another great war merely to rescue the victims

of Lord Beaconsfield's policy from the vengeance of

the Turks. Russia besides has difficulties of her own.

The condition of her finances, which have now been

transferred from M. Witte to M. Pleske, does not

encourage expenditure on liberating wars. Japan

may at any moment precipitate a life-and-death

struggle in the Far East. The Jewish trouble is

very acute in the South-West, and now in the South-

East the attempt to transfer the property of the

Armenian Church to the civil authorities has pro-

voked a violent agitation in which blood has been

freely shed. And all the while the insane policy

of bad faith is pursued relentlessly in Fin-

land, with the inevitable result at home and

abroad. Under these circumstances, Russians naturally

shrink from precipitating the solution of a question

in which they are vitally interested at a moment when

they are not favourably situated at home for action

abroad. So Peace with Honour will be left to bring

forth its gory fruits, and an empty, blackened and blood-

sodden desert will be established in the heart of fertile

Macedonia, as the abiding memorial of the blighting

and blasting power of British Jingoism.

From the Far East comes the alarm-
PepU ing intelligence that the Japanese

the Far East.
Government, apparently irritated by

the refusal of the Korean Government

to repulse Russian overtures in the North, has taken

the decisive step of ordering the military occupation of

some southern portion of Korean territory. Some time

ago the Japanese warned thj Korean Government that

if it succumbed to the threats or the blandishments of

Russia so far as to allow Russian concessionaires to

effect a lodgment in Korean territory, they would regard

such action as equivalent to a nullification of all the

treaties, covenants and undertakings into which they

had entered with Korea, and would act accordingly.

It may be that the movement of troops reported by

the Daily Mail correspondent is only a reinforcement

of the small garrison which protects the Japanese

residents in Seoul. If, however, it is the beginning

of the invasion and conquest of Korea, we may
be on the eve of stirring events. A war between

Russia and Japan may revolutionise the map
of the world. The knowledge of that fact is

probably the best security against that war breaking

out.

The difficulty in the sugar question
A C

f^p
1Ce between Austria and Hungary has

Esperanto. been adjusted. The more serious

difficulty raised by the desire of the

advanced party in Hungary to make their army a

more distinctively Hungarian institution is very far

from being settled. Settled, indeed, it may be said to

be in one sense, for Francis Joseph has put his foot

down, and absolutely and finally refused to allow the

existing Germanic control of the whole military forces

of the Empire-Kingdom to be modified. In such a

polyglot agglomeration of nations and tongues it is

indispensable that some common language should be
adopted, if only for giving words of command, and
as German holds the field it will probably keep the

field. But the Magyar extremists are very furious.
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Baron Kdrber, New Austrian Minister

of Finance.

Arbitration
in

London and
the Hague.

Cannot some in-

genious person

suggest to the

Emperor and to

the Hungarians

that the easiest

way out is to

adopt Esperan-

to? That neu-

tral tongue of

.Cosmopolis is of

no nationality, it

is more easily

learned than

German, and in

a single year

Esperanto drill-

books and poc-

ket dictionaries

would solve the

difficulty.

The Alaskan Boundary Arbitration

has been sitting five days a week at

the Foreign Office. Learned Jurists,

British, Canadian, and American,

nave expounded at enormous length and with mar-

vellous erudition all the pros and cons of the question

as to the proper interpretation of the terms of the

original Russian treaty governing the question. In

Canada they are interested in the business. In

Britain it is doubtful whether twenty people outside

of newspaper offices read even the bald summary of

the interminable pleadings. In the end, Lord Alver-

stone, the most unctuously rectitudinous of Chief Jus-

tices, will probably contrive some formula that will

enable us to countersign the decision which the three

American Commissioners are understood to have arrived

at before the Court opened, and then all will be over

so far as the Commission is concerned. The settling

between Britain and Canada will then have to be faced.

The Venezuelan arbitration, which was adjourned for

a month owing to the difficulty of finding arbitrators,

was reopened on October ist. In place of the Danish

and Italian judges first nominated, M. Mouravieff has

now as colleagues M. Martens, " the Chief Justice of

Christendom," and Herr Lammasch, the Austrian

who did good service at the Hague Conference. The
total sum to be adjudicated upon amounts to close

upon ^9,000,000. Among the claimants are France

,£3,200,000, the United States ^2,000,000, Italy

660,000, Great Britain with the modest little bill

of ,£500,000, and Germany with the still smaller

claim of ^£283,000.

Minneapolis Journal.]

The New Tug of War.

[S.pt. 5 .

Tohn Bull: " Yes, this is better than a boat race, Brother Jonathan."
Uncle Sam :

" It would bo mighty unneighborly if we two had no point
of difference, wouldn't it, JohnV

Peace Palavers.

The International Parliamentary Con-

ference had a gay picnic of a time at

Vienna at the beginning of Sep-

tember, and the Conference of the

Peace Societies of the world had an equally pleasant

outing at Rouen. The Inter-parliamentarians would

not evan debate the Macedonian question, for its

speciality is to

avoid express-

ing any opin-

ion upon any

subjects upon

which its opin-

ion might be

of some value.

Although it de-

bated, it show-

ed no disposi-

tion to accept

Mr. Cremer's

admirable sug-

gestion that

the Hague
Conven tio n

should be
made more The Prince of Monaco.

1
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generally useful by establishing Courts of the First

Instance under the High Court, to which minor inter-

national disputes might be referred in the first instance,

with right of appeal for either litigant to the Hague

Tribunal. At Rouen the Pacifiques passed strong

resolutions as to the Macedonian horrors, had a " high

old time " with the Minister of Commerce at Havre,

and decided to meet next year in the United States.

The Peace flag designed by the German Emperor

and the Prince of Monaco did not meet with general

acceptance. Note as a practical illustration of the

extent to which peace principles have permeated the

British Empire, that a return issued last month showed

the expenditure on Army and Navy by Great Britain

was ^68,957,000, by India ^18,175,200, and by

Crown Colonies 5 5 , 100—a total sum of^"8 7 ,48 7 ,300,

our annual tri-

bute to Mars.

The
Retirement

of
Sir Edmund

Barton.

The first Premier

of federated Aus-

tralia has soon

wearied of his

arduous post.

Sir E. Barton

is by tempera-

ment somewhat

indolent, and be-

ing not a man
of affluence he

decided to ex-

change the
Premiership for

the less exhaust-

ing and more

secure position

judge in the Federal Supreme Court. Sir

Griffiths, of Queensland, is his chief, and

Photograph by\ L ThicU and Co.

Sir Edmund Barton.

ot A

Sam
with Mr. O'Connor, his colleague, the Supreme

Court is adequately furnished with judges. Sir E.

Barton has been succeeded by his former colleague,

Mr. Deakin, who carries on with the old Ministry.

We owe a debt to Sir E. Barton in the old country

for the energetic support which he gave to Sir Wilfrid

Laurier in extinguishing Mr. Chamberlain's perilous

aspirations to inoculate the Empire with Jingoistic

militarism, and also for the significant support which

he gave to -the Irish cause by attending the Home
Rule dinner in St: Stephen's, Westminster. When he

was in London, Sir Edmund Barton solemnly assured

me that Jingoes were extinct in Australia, a state-

ment worthy to be remembered with Sir W. Lauder's

equally emphatic declaration that he regarded Jingoism

as the worst enemy of the Empire.

The Cape Parliament has been dis-

The solved and preparations for the

Cape Elections, appeal to the constituencies are in

full swing. Dr. Jameson appears to

have thrown himself heartily into the fray. As leader

of the Progressive Party, he is conducting vigorous

raids into the Bond strongholds, which, mayhap,

may terminate less disastrously than the march to

Krugersdorp. He has put forward a programme long

enough to satisfy the* Gladstonians of Newcastle, but

only one item in it
(

has attracted attention in England.

He pledges himself and his
1

party, if ,
they are

returned to office, '-to--pass- ".legislation rendering

it impossible to import Asiatic labour into

Africa. Considering that the Johannesburg Mine-

owners' Association was at the same time

declaring that the low grade mines of the Rand could

not be worked without such labour, it will be inter-

esting to see how Dr. Jameson will attempt to carry

out his programme of forbidding that which his

friends in Johannesburg say they must have if they

BulUt.n.] [Aug. 6.

The Work Australia Helped in Africa.
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are not to perish. Possibly—nay, even probably

—

Dr. Jameson will never be placed in the embarrassing

position of deciding which of the two horses now

going in opposite directions he must elect to ride.

And as that will be a great relief for the Doctor, it

is to be hoped his sympathetic friends will see to it

that he is left in a good safe minority in the new

Parliament

The Irish Land Purchase Act is

Land Purchase Act coming steadily into operation in

at Work. Ireland, and the truce of God
arranged by Captain Shaw laylor

is still unbroken. The first attempts at bargaining

were unsuccessful, the landlords asking twenty-six

years' purchase and the tenants refusing to pay more

than twenty-three. But when the Duke of Leinster

succeeded in coming to terms with his tenants, hand-

ing over his vast estates to the cultivators at twenty-

five years' purchase, it was evident that the Act was

not going to be a dead letter. The Duke will receive

j£ J > 2 33i333 fr°m his tenants—which they borrow from

the State—and a bonus of 148,000, which is paid

by the British taxpayer. The Nationalist leaders

appear to be doing all they can to facilitate the

operation of the Act. Captain Shaw Taylor is said to

be so pleased with the result of his labours that he is now
meditating another conference in which the Orange-

men of the Black North will meet with the Papal

prelates and the Anglican Archbishops, in order to

discover some happy eirenicon which will banish

religious bigotry from Ireland, and set Presbyterian,

Catholic and Episcopalian to work like a happy band
of brothers in the cultivation of their Lord's vineyard.

His faith, we know, has removed the mountain that

divided landlord and tenant, but it is nowhere written

that faith is capable of that greater miracle, the drain-

ing of the Irish bog soaked for centuries with the

poisonous rancours and intolerance of rival creeds.

It is an ill wind that blows nobody
More Donatives g00(i, and the next Session—if there

ior ttio

Irish Praetorians, should ever be a next session to

the present Parliament—is likely to

afford a striking illustration of the truth of the old

saying, that England's extremity is Ireland's oppor-

tunity. Never was an English Ministry in greater

extremity than Mr. Balfour's Administration will be

next year. It must get support somewhere, and if

they are not belied, Ministers have already deter-

mined to shrink from no donative that will convert

the Irish Nationalist legion into obedient Praetorians.

Two Bills, one endowing a Catholic university, the

other conferring great favours upon the labourers in

the shape of loans, are talked of as the price which

must be paid for Mr. Redmond's support in the lobby.

It is one of life's little ironies that the triumph of the

Unionists should make the Nationalists masters of

the situation. They are denied the right to govern

their own country, but they are abundantly avenged

in being invited by the Unionists to loot the British

Treasury.
.

The physical degeneration of certain

A Woman's classes of our people is at last about
Question. to be investigated by a more or less

competent committee appointed by

the Lord President of the Council. I say* more or

less, because it

is an exclusively

male committee,

and the military

element is too

conspicuous. It

is absurd to in-

quire into such

a question by a

committee com-

posed of men
only. The de-

terioration of the

physique of our

people is cruelly

due to the con-

dition of their

homes, which are

in the hands of

the women, and

to defects in their

nursing, feeding,

and physical

training when they

of it. But such

that some day we
nursing of infants

committee from

eluded.

Miss Vida Goldstein.

(The First Woman Candidate for Parliament in

Australia.)

are in the cradle or just out

is the arrogance of the male

shall have an inquiry into the

at the breast, conducted by a

which all women aye strictly ex-

The Awakening
of

Women.

On October 16th and 17th, in

Holborn Town Hall, the National

Convention of Women who care for

the civic rights of their sex will meet

to discuss how best to stem the tide of reaction which

is depriving them one after another of the positions

won for them by the previous generation of reformers.

Nothing is a clearer sign of the tendency of war to

induce a reversion to barbarism than the extent to

which women have been elbowed out of their few
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municipal rights and privileges in the recent period of

Jingo ascendency. When khaki's the only wear,

what use has the State for women save to breed food

for powder ? Women in general, and especially in

London, need to be waked up as to the risk they

are running. There is too much of a disposition

on the part of some' of the organisation >

interested in the Suffrage Question to perish of

highly respectable old fogeyism. They do not

think it nice to make themselves a nuisance to male

politicians intent upon their own ends, and so, while

it is true they escape abuse, they do so at the price

of being entirely ignored. Note as a curious instance

of the estimate in which women are held : the Daily

Mail has launched a somewhat absurd scheme for

collecting the opinions of the people on the fiscal

issue. Women are told that they may canvass, collect

signatures, and compete for the prizes, but, although

they may be the most competent of politicians, and the

most learned of economists, they are not allowed to

vote. That privilege is exclusively confined to the

dominant sex. Convict, costermonger, tramp or

pauper is eligible to vote. But women, no, perish

the thought 1 So wags the world, and so it will con-

tinue to wag until women wake up, and insist upon

being recognised as responsible citizens by a State

which subjects them ruthlessly to taxation while

scornfully refusing them representation.

The annual meeting of the British

Twenty-four Millions Association, which was held last
wanted

for Universities, month at Southport, decided to meet

next year at Cambridge under the

presidency of Mr. Arthur Balfour, who by that time, it

is to be hoped, will be in a position of more leisure

and less responsibility than that which he at present

occupies. In 1905 the Parliament of Science is to

meet in South Africa. The chief, almost the only,

remarkable feature in the proceedings at Southport

which attracted any widespread attention from the

general public was the presidential address by the

astronomer Sir Norman Lockyer. Taking as his

theme the part played by brain power in history,

the president maintained that if we intended to keep

our place in the world it was high time that we applied

ourselves more seriously to the education of our

people. He showed by a somewhat alarming array of

statistics that both the Germans and the Americans

had left us far behind in the provision made

for higher education. He advocated as an

immediate and practical means of making up leeway

that the capital sum of ^24,000,000 should be applied

at once to the creation and endowment ©f a number

Photograph by] [Elliott ax

Sir Norman Lockyer.

of new Uni-

versities. To
him Sir W.
Anson, the
Minister of

Education, im-

mediately re-

torted that it

was no use
voting money
on any such

scale until the

desire for edu-

cation was
much more
keenly felt by
our people. So
the Tory offi-

cial argues,
proceeding
ever round and

What is the use of pro-

no one wants to go to

l Fry.

round in a vicious circle,

viding Universities when
them? What is the use of inspiring the masses

with a keen desire for University education when
there are no Universities for them to go to ? In

the United States the munificence of the millionaire

solves the difficulty. But in our country millionaires,

unless they are of the imported American or German
species, are not munificent.

At the beginning of last month Mon-
The Lordship

tague Holbein failed in his second

Air and Ocean, attempt to swim across the Channel.

He was seventeen hours in the water

before he consented to admit that the flood tide was
too much for him. An adventurer of another sort

made a more successful attempt in another element.

Mr. Spencer in his air-ship supplied Londoners with

a novel sensation by soaring up into the air from the

Crystal Palace, steering directly for the City, and cir-

cumnavigating the dome of St. Paul's—of course at a

considerable height above the golden ball. The wind

was too strong, however, for Mr. Spencer to carry out

his original intention of returning to the Palace, and he

descended in the North of London. For the present

at least air-ships can only be relied upon to arrive " on

time " when little or no wind is blowing either above

or below. The air-ship omnibus or emigrant-carrier is

still in the remote future. The gallant attempt of Sir

Thomas Lipton to carry off the America Cup has

finally failed. Sir Thomas, I regret to see, has been

lying dangerously ill at Chicago, but he is now
himself again.
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Diary for September.
CHIEF EVENTS OF THE MONTH.

Sept. I.—The Governor of Cape Colony prorogues both
Houses of Parliament ... M. Witte is appointed a member of
the Council of the Russian Empire ... The final accounts of the

German Empire show a deficit of about ^1,536,120.
Sept. 2.—A series of resolutions passed by the International

Conference on wireless telegraphy at Cologne are published ;
"

they are signed by the representatives of Austria- Hungary,
France, Russia, Spain and the United States, but not by those

of Great Britain and Italy ... It is stated that the gambling
establishment of Altenborg is closed by agreement between
Prussia and Belgium ... Mr. Holbein fails to swim across the

Channel in the prescribed time ... The Governor of Jamaica
announces that Mr. Chamberlain supports the proposal of
advances by the Colonial Bank to assist the planters, under a

Government guarantee to the extent of ^5,000.
Sept. 3.—The King leaves Vienna ... The Emperor Francis

Joseph leaves Vienna for Budapest ... Owing to a dispute

between the Municipal and Military authorities the town of
Melz is practically deprived of water ... Owing to the drought
the New South Wales revenue shows a deficit for the past year
of about £481,000 ... A meeting of free-lraders, held in Mel-
bourne, resolves to telegraph to Mr. Chamberlain that the

message recently sent by a protectionist conference does not
express the real voice of Australia ... The Alaska Boundary
Commission holds its first meeting at the Foreign Office and
adpurn till Sept. 15 ... The third race between Reliance and
Shamrock is run, with the result that Reliance wins.

Sept. 4.—The King arrives in London ... The Australian
Federal Government decides on two alternative routes for the

Federal mail service ... Mr. Reid, who recently resigned his

seat in the Federal House as a protest against the action of the

Federal Government in rejecting the scheme for the redistribution

of the Federal electorates in New South Wales, is re-elected by
an overwhelming majority ... The Canadian House of Commons
has a continuous sitting of thirty-one hours on the discussion of
the clauses of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.

Sept. 5.—Lord Northcote receives a warm send-off on
leaving Bombay to be Governor-General of the Australian
Commonwealth ... Two American cruisers arrive at Beirut ...

Mr. W. W. Astor gives £20,000 to the Cancer Research Fund.
Sept. 7.—The Trades Union Congress opens at Leicester,

representing a million and a half of workers ... The
Bulgarian Government decide to take no aggressive action, but
will defend the country if attacked ... President Roosevelt
opens the New York States Exhibition.

Sept. 8.—The repressive measures recently adopted in Finland
in violation of the Constitution are further extended ... The
inter-Parliamentary Conference sitting in Vienna adopts a reso-

lution in favour of a scheme for international disarmament as

formulated by Russia in 1898 ... Both Houses of the Cape
Parliament are dissolved ... The Right Rev. James Macarthur,
Bishop of Bombay, is appointed Suffragan Bishop of South-
ampton ... The Hereford Musical Festival opens ... The Presi-

dent of the Trades Congress announces the success of the

Parry Defence Fund ... The Victorian Ministry are defeated

on an amendment introduced by a Labour member to their Con-
ciliation Bill ; the amendment is carried against the Government
by 26 votes to 21.

Sept. 9.—The British Association opens at Southport ... The
Trades Union Congress discusses the Taff Vale judgment ... The
National Free Church Council desire all local councils to make
education the test question at the next general election.

Sept. 10.—The Armenian Synod refuses to comply with the

decree of the Government to transfer all the property of

Armenian hierarchy into the hands of the Russian Ministries of

the Interior and Agriculture ... TheJeunsh World publishes the

text of the secret circular issued recently by M. de Plehve, with

the object of stopping the Zionist movement in Russia ... A
Socialist f/J6is*itc on the question of co-operation with the

Republican party during the electoral period is being taken all

over Spain ... A resolution in favour of the legislative limita-

tion of the labour day to eight hours, and of making this a test

question at all elections, is passed by the Trades Union
Congress ... Mr. John Morley is elected honorary Fellow of
All Souls College, Oxford.

Sept. II.—The Trades Union Congress, at Leicester, carries

a resolution in favour of the extension of the Labour Depart-
ment and the appointment of a Labour Minister ...The Com-
mission on the Danish West Indies send in their report to the

Danish Government.
Sept. 12.—The newly-elected Members of the Malta Council

of Government protest against the new Constitution and then
tender their resignations ... A statue of Ernest Renan is un-
veiled at his birthplace, Treguier, in Brittany . . The Trades
Congress concludes its sitting at Leicester ; Mr. S. Woods is

unanimously re-elected to the secretaryship ; Mr. R. Bell is

elected president of the Parliamentary Committee ... The
German Socialist Congress opens at Dresden.

Sept. 14.—An important Cabinet Council is held at the

Foreign Office ... The military manoeuvres begin in the neigh-

bourhood of Marlborough.
Sept. 15.— Mr. Balfour issues a pamphlet entitled "Insular

Free Trade " ... At the British Association's meeting at South-
port several papers are read followed by discussion on the fiscal

question ... The Alaska Boundary Tribunal sits at the Foreign
Office for the hearing of arguments. The Attorney-General
opens the case for Great Britain ... The Dutch Parliament is

opened by the Queen in person ... Dr. Jameson opens the Pro-

gressive campaign at Grahamstown, Cape Colony ... Mr.
Seddon introduces a Monopolies Prevention Bill in the New
Zealand Parliament ... The Ceylon Government commences
cotton growing experiments at Anuiadhapura ... The Supply
Bill passes the third reading in the Natal Legislature ... Popular
feeling runs extremely high in Athens over the Municipal
elections.

Sept. 16.—French army manoeuvres commence in the South
of France ... The Board of Trade issues a bulky Blue Book on
the proposed revision of the fiscal system ... Mr. Balfour writes

to a correspondent in St. Andrews Burghs on the Education

Bill, which he defends ... The British Association concludes its

meetings ... A conference is held at the Colonial Office on
cotton growing in the West Indies.

Sept. 17.—A Ministerial crisis is announced, and the resigna-

tion of Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. Ritchie, and Lord George
Hamilton ... A correspondence between Mr. Balfour and
Mr. Chamberlain on the tariff question is published ... Mr.
Bryce, M.P., and Mr. Noel Buxton issue a long statement by
the Balkan Committee on the situation in the Near East ...

Mr. Whitaker Wright is committed for trial ... Mr. Morgan
forms a new Queensland Ministry ... The Emperor of Austria-

Hungary issues a manifesto of his views on the political situation

in the two kingdoms by an Order of the Day to the Army.

Sept. 18.—Mr. Chamberlain replies to a letter from the chair-

man of the Tariff Reform League ... The British military

manoeuvres conclude ... The Austrian and Russian Govern-
ments address a circular to the other Powers expressing their

determination to proceed with their plan of reform in Macedonia
... The Hungarian nation declares determined resistance to the

Emperor-King's views contained in his Order of the Day to the

Army ... The German Emperor arrives at Vienna on a visit to

the Emperor Francis Joseph.
Sept. 19.—The resignation from the Ministry of Lord Balfour

of Burleigh is announced ... Mr. Arthur Elliot resigns the office

of Financial Secretary to the Treasury ... Mr. Balfour and Lord
Lansdowne arrive at Balmoral ... The London County Council
issues a volume 0/ statistics relating to the various services in the

area under its
J
administration ... A conference of co-operators

and trade unionists is held at Birmingham, when a resolution is

passed affiruyng^fhe advantages of Free Trade and condemning
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The Distress in the Cotton-spinning districts in Lancashire—Outside a
Relief Kitchen.

Plwto by\ {Elliott and F*j.

Mr. C. Tuff, M.P.

preferential tariffs with the Colonies ... The commissioners

un ler the new Irish Land Act are announced ... The German
Emperor leaves Vienna and returns to Berlin.

Sept. 21.—A letter to Mr. Renwick, M.P., is published in

which Mr. Chamberlain says the course he has taken is the best for

the party and the cause ... The International Statistical Institute

begins its sittings at Berlin ... The Swiss Government Emigra-
tion Office issue a warning to Swiss subjects in regard to a

scheme of emigration to South Africa ... The Powers formally

present their claims against Venezuela.

Sept. 22.—Mr. Arthur Elliot publishes a letter to his con-

stituents in which he says that as he agreed with the Chancellor

of the Exchequer on free trade, he could no longer hold office in

a Government which tends steadily to a policy of protection ...

Four tourists, while climbing Scawfell, slip and fall ; three are

killed instantaneously, one is found still alive, but expires soon

after.

Sept. 23.—The Attorney-General concludes his opening
speech before the Alaska B oundary Tribunal on behalf of Great

Britain's claims, and Mr. D. T. Watson opens the case for the

United States ... A correspondence is published between Mr.
Black, M.P., and Mr. Chamberlain on tariff negotiations

between Germany and Canada ... The relations between
Turkey and Bulgaria continues to be very strained .. A mani-
festo is published by the Emperor-King, countersigned by Count
Hedervary, which it is hoped will reassure the Hungarian nation

...The Austrian Reichsrath reopens ... Earthquake shocks are

experienced in Algeria and the Canary Islands.

Sept. 24.—Mr. Chamberlain, in acknowledging a resolution

from a Birmingham Unionists' Committee, says he is in favour

of legislation to prevent arbitrary withdrawal of licences ... Sir

S. Griffiths accepts the post of Federal Chief Justice of Australia

;

Sir E. Barton and Mr. O'Connor are appointed Judges of the

High Court ... Sir E. Barton resigns the Premiership of the

Commonwealth. VMr. Deakin succeeds him and reconstructs

the Ministry ... There is a very stormy meeting of the Hun-
garian Chamber, and the House adjourns.

Sept. 25.—In the Austrian Reichsrath urgency is granted by
the requisite two-thirds majority to a Czech motion for the

abrogation of the Ministerial ordinance retaining the time-

expired recruits with the colours ... Mr. Balfour, in a letter to

the Archbishop of Canterbury, states his views on the Macedonian
situation.

Sept. 26.—Mr. Balfour leaves Balmoral ... Lord '• MHner
arrives in London ... Lord Strathcona on, his arrival from
Canada states that his views on the fiscal qijflfityon are entirely

in accord with Mr. Chamberlain's ..„'At' *ilCpnfcrence of the

South and East of England Federation of Trade Councils, held

at Oxford, a resolution is carried condemning any departure from

the Free Trade Policy of the country ... At a conference of

representatives of the Co-operative Societies and Trade Unions of

Wales, held at Cardiff, a resolution is carried affirming ii»

support of a Free Trade policy ... At a conference of the

National Association of Assistant Teachers a resolution is carried

in favour of the abolition of all religious tests upon teachers in

public-aided schools.

Sept. 28.—M. Kossuth, the leader of the Hungarian Inde-

pendence Party, issues a manifesto, calling on the nation to be

true to its ideals, but beware of those who would lead it on

to uproar and violence . . . Three more expulsions of prominent

Finland citizens are ordered by Russia ... A great public demon-

stration takes place at Sofia in favour of the Macedonian

insurgents ... Mr. Watson concludes his opening statement 00

behalf of the United States view of the Alaskan Boundary, and

Mr. Robinson begins for Canada an examination of the Treaty

of 1825.

Sept. 29.—Mr. Balfour arrives in London and has a long

interview with Lord Milner ... A great meeting is held in St.

James's Hall to express opinion on the state of matters ai

present existing in Macedonia ... Statistics prepared by the

Cobden Club are published showing that at the Conference^
Co-operators and Trade- Unionists, representing a total 1

ship of over a million and a half, resolutions in favour <

Trade have passed with less than a dozen dissenti

Alderman Sir T. J. Ritchie is elected Lord Mayor
ensuing year ... As the result of an adverse vote in tfcfe^j

garian Diet, Count Hedervary, the Premier, again sub
resignation to the Emperor-King ... Mr. Waddell, Nea
Wales State Treasurer, announces a deficit of j£8o,oot^C

Sept. 30.—Mr. Ritchie and Lord George Hamil

publish their letters to Mr. Balfour, setting forth theira

for leaving his Cabinet ... After a struggle of

duration the Dominion House of Commons passes tbtjj

Continental Bill ... The Tsar arrives in Vienna on a 1

Emperor Francis Joseph ... Count Hedervary anil

resignation of the Premiership to the Hungarian Cfc

By-Elections.

Sept. 17.—A vacancy occurs in the representation

St. Andrews Burghs, owing to the retirement of Mir, '

,

Anstruther on accepting an appointment in Egypt. A.poll

takes place, with the following result :

—

Captain E. C. Ellice (L.) 1,324

Major Anstruther-Thomson (U.) 1,288

Liberal majority 36

The Unionist majority in 1900 was 54.

Sept. 23.—Owing to the succession of Lord Cranborne to
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the Peerage as Marquis of Salisbury, a vacancy occurs in the

representation of Rochester. Polling takes place with the

following result :—
Mr. Charles Tuff (U.) 2,504

Sir H. H. Johnston (L.) 1,983

Unionist majority 521

SPEECHES.

Sept. 2.—The Sultan, at Constantinople, on his desire for the

welfare of the population without distinction of race or religion.

Sept. 3.—Lord Dundonald, at County Glengarry, on the

work of Scotsmen in the making of Canada.

Sept. 4.—Lord Carrington, at Doncaster, on fiscal change.

Sept. 5.—Mr. Zangwill, at Mile End, London, gives a

report of the Zionist Congress at Basle.

Sept. 7.—The Mayor (Mr. Vincent), at Leicester, on the

meeting of the Trades Congress.

Sept. 8.—Sir George Clarke, at Melbourne, on the measures

Government means to bring before the opening session of the

Victorian Parliament ... Mr.W. B. Hornidge, at Leicester, on

the TatT Vale decision, Labour representation, and Mr.

Chamberlain's fiscal policy.

Sept. 9.—Sir Norman Lockyer, at Southport, on the urgent

need of a more scientific spirit in the English nation, and how it

can be cultivated.

Sept. 10.—The Sectional Presidents of the British Association

deliver their inaugural addresses.

Sept. 11.—Mr. Haldane, at St. Andrews, on the absolute

necessity of Free Trade for Great Britain ... Dr. Shaw, at

Southport, on the methods of meteorological investigation.

Sept. 12.—Mr. J. Redmond, at Aughrim, County Wicklow,

on the new Land Act, and how to successfully work it ... Mr.

Arthur Chamberlain, at Aston, on the danger to the State of

the political power of the brewers.

Sept. 14.—Mr. Combes, at Tregunier, on French Foreign

Politics.

Sept. 15.—Mr. Jesse Collings, at Birmingham, on Preferential

fiscal reform ... Sir W. Anson, at Manchester, on Sir Norman
Lockyer's demands for more universities.

Sept. 17.—M. Loubet, at Montelimar, on the peace policy of

France.

Sept. 19.—Dr. Macnamara, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, insists

that the Education Act must be amended.

Sept. 22.—Sir W. Hart Dyke, at Rochester, upholds the
policy of Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamberlain ... Sir E. Reid,
at Dumfries, says that when the public know Mr. Chamberlain's
fiscal proposals the discussion will end much more quickly than
Mr. Balfour or Mr. Chamberlain seem to imagine.

Sept. 24.—Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, at Blairgowrie, on
the political situation caused by Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamber-
lain ... Mr. Lloyd-George, at Bangor, contends that a good
educational system is much more important for this country

than Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal questions ... Dr. Clifford, in

London, on the Macedonian situation ... M. Francis Kossuth,

at Budapest, on the Emperor of Austria-Hungary's Army
Order.

Sept. 25.—The Turkish Ambassador, at Elswick, on the old

friendship between Turkey and England ... Canon MacColl,
in London, on the condition of the Christian subjects of the

Sultan ... Mr. Jesse Collings, at Church Stretton, on Mr.
Chamberlain's fiscal ideas ... Mr. Lloyd-George, at Conway,
criticises and denounces the Education Act.

Sept. 26.—Mr. Lloyd-George, at Deganwy, denounces Mr.
Chamberlain's fiscal proposal as a gamble with the trade of

Great Britain ... Mr. J. Redmond, at Newcastle, Co. Down,
on the political position of the Irish Party.

Sept. 28.—Sir John Gorst, at Stockport, says that the health

and education of the children of Great Britain is of more impor-

tance to the country than all the hostile tariffs in the world.

Sept. 29.—Mr. Bryce, in London, on the horrors in Macedonia
produced by the Sultan's rule ... Sir John Gorst, at Halifax,

expresses the opinion that those countries of whose competition

we are now afraid possess technical institutions superior to our

own ... Count Hedervary, in Budapest, on military arrange-

ments between Hungary and Austria.

Sept. 30.—Mr. G. W. Russell, at Westminster, on the

history of Turkish tyranny ... Sir Robert Reid, in Edinburgh,

criticises the Government's apathetic attitude towards

Macedonia.

OBITUARY.
Count Franz Deym (Austro-Hungarian Ambas-Sept. 4.

sador), 65.

Sept. 5.-*-Mr. Joseph Skipsey (the Miner Poet), 70.

Sept. 17.—The Right Rev. H. W. Jermyn, Bishop

Brechin, 82.

Sept. 27.—The Duke of Richmond, 85.

Sept. 30.— Sir Michael Herbert, 47.

of

The Distress in Lancashire owing to Cotton Corner in U.S.A.

Cotton mill at Bury standing empty— usually 1000 employees arc at work.

Photo by\ iC. Davis.

Capt E. C. Ellice, M.P.
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Current History in Caricature.

" O wad some power the git'tie gie us,

To see ourselves as ithers see us."

—

Burns.

CARICATURE is becoming ever)- day more useful

in political controversy. Unfortunately, good

caricaturists are rare. By the combination of

artistic ability with political insight of Mr. Gould's cartoons

last month form an almost continuous chronicle of the

controversy. I reproduce most of them elsewhere.

The War Commission Report is also dealt with to a

considerable extent. The cartoon reproduced here from

the Cincinnati Tribune is a grim commentary on the

mistakes of the war.
'

The Macedonian difficulty naturally lends itself to

artistic treatment. 1 reproduce this month three typical

cartoons, each expressing a view of the situation held by

many people. The Kladdcradatsch cartoon embodies the

excuse made by the Sultan's apologists much better than

a page of letter-press. Its point, however, disappears

when it is remembered that the Innkeeper was directly

responsible for getting up the row, and that half the

rowdies were introduced by him for that express pur-

Commtrcial Tribune.

\

[Cincinnati.

Haunted.

England stands aghast at the blunders committed by those in charge of
the Boer War preparations and revealed in the report of the Commission on
the Conduct of the War.

Morning Leader ] [Sept. 22.

A Miscalculation.

The Colonial Cassowaky: "Now, if I can get my head into that,

nobody will see me."

pose. The Dutch cartoon represents the sneer with

which the small independent nations contemplate the

impotence of the Great Powers. The American cartoon,
44 How Long?" embodies American sentiment, which is

deeply stirred by the news from Macedonia.

Aiw* of the H orid.] lS.pt. 6.

As Others S.e Us.

A prominent diplomatic authority who has just arrived in London from

Berlin declares that the report of the War Commission has occasioned more*

sensation in German military circles than any similar publication for years.

The point which attracts the most attention is the reference by the Com-

missioners to the absence of any definite plan oi campaign before the war

began.
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The Servian situation still tickles the humour—the somewhat grim humour
—ot the Continental cartoonist. Poor King Peter, with his bodyguard of

assassins and Ministry of conspirators, seems to appeal irresistibly to the comic

artists of all Europe.

Kladdcradt

Easier Said than Done.
[Sept. 13.

The Policemen :
" Restore order and quiet in your hotel, Innkeipjr.'

The Innkkei'KK :
" How shall I do it, gentlemen?"

}'. Journal

^

How Long ?

[Sept. 15.

The cartoon which I reproduce from Ulk is suggested by the canard hfitched

by loncaris, the Socialist organ of Berlin, to the effect that the Kaiser was
building himself a fortress on an island near his capital, whither he could

Kladd4ra.iatsch.\ [Sept. 20.

AmtUrdammir.]

The Macedonian Trouble.
[Sept. 6.

Fkak/ Joseph (to the Tsar) : "What a good thing it is. O head of the Greek Church, that our
Christianity does not demand of us the ending of that bloodshed . . .

."

T *Ak ;to Franz Joseph) : " Indeed it is, your most Christlike Majesty !

"

The Servian Situation—after an Old
Parable.

King Peter feels the breath of the camel above him,
: n 1 Irears the dragon beneath him ; the mice of cor-

ruption and need gnaw at the roots of the branch ou
which he sits clutching the crown.
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betake himself for shelter when the Socialists got too strong
in Germany. The story excited much anger, the Vorwarts
was punished, and is now being laughed at. There does not

appear to have been any foundation for the tale.

The Emperor's Island.

A Castle in the Air of the Vorw&rts.

Sept. 4.

The struggle in Austria of the anti-Roman section of

the Catholics who raised the cry " Los from Rome," is now
succeeded by the Magyar agitation for independence under
the cry of 41 Los from Austria." The German view of

such a loosing is very cleverly portrayed by the artist of

the Lustige Blatter, who shows us the Magyar in the car

of a balloon furiously severing the ropes which alone

Lustige Blatter.}

The Solution of the Hungarian Question.
" Free from Austria."

keep him floating in the air. The cartoon in Simp!;

dss/mus of. the double-headed Justice in Germany l

suggested by recent sentences, in which the rich defaulter

has escaped scot-free while the poor man has bet

treated with the utmost rigour of the law.

A tods Hans.] [Copenhagen.

The good King Peter I. In the midst of his familiars and the must
solid supports of his» throne.

>>tmflicisiimus.\

In Darkest Germany.
Double-faced Justice—or one law for the rich and another for the poc*.
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CHARACTER SKETCH
THE FALLEN PRIME MINISTER.

ALAS, poor Mr. Balfour ! At the beginning of last

month, however much he might have suffered,

despite the incorrigible light-heartedness of

his disposition, from the resultant blunders of his

Administration, no man, as a man, enjoyed more un-

reservedly the confidence of his countrymen. This

faith in his personal integrity, in his stainless honour,

in his lofty public spirit, in his chivalrous loyalty to his

colleagues, his selfless devotion to his country, was by
no means confined to members of his own party. It

was felt and expressed quite as freely by his

political opponents. In the old days of Coercion it

was the ordinary form of Hibernian controversy to

speak of the "base, bloody, and brutal Balfour,"

but of late even those whom he imprisoned

and persecuted—for the sake of the Union—had
joined the chorus of those who did him honour.

Everywhere and by everyone, inside the House and
outside the House, Whig and Tory and Nationalist

all agreed that whatever might be said of " Joe," Arthur

was a thorough gentleman. Those who had enjoyed

the privilege of his personal acquaintance not merely

shared to the full the general conviction of the out-

sider that "Arthur" was "straight" whoever else

might be crooked, but they added thereto a per-

sonal affection and enthusiasm for the man which,

although unfortunately very rare in public life, is, when it

exists, one of the most precious products of human
intercourse. It would be absurd, of course, to com-
pare the estimation in which he was held to the

commanding position which Mr. Gladstone enjoyed

among his followers. But it is no exaggeration to

say that, of all statesmen now in public life, Mr.
Balfour came nearest to the supreme position that no
one has occupied since Mr. Gladstone died. He had
won and maintained this position solely by virtue of

his personal charm, and by the extraordinary confidence

in his loyalty and honour, which seemed indestructible

by any number of shortcomings in administra-

tion or of blunders in policy. We all knew
Mr. Balfour, we all believed in him, we all

liked him, and those who knew him loved him.

A leading trades-unionist leader, not a month ago,

expressed the conviction that, so far as he could see,

Mr. Balfour was the only politician on either side of

the House who really commanded the confidence of

the working classes. And now ! Oh the pity of

it, the shame of it ! I can hardly bear to think of it,

much less to write oHt. .

Here was a fall indeed, my countrymen.

Then you and I and all of us fell down,

when the news came that Mr. Balfour had become even

altogether such another as Mr. Chamberlain, he who
was our Bayard sans pair et sans reproche !

Since he misnamed the Morning Star,

Nor man nor fiend has fallen so far.

The shame of- it is not political, it is human.
It is comparatively immaterial that Mr. Balfour

should or should not have blundered in the

conclusions at which he has arrived on our fiscal

policy. Humanum est errare is an old saw that is never

more true than in the field of politics. Mr. Balfour's

hold upon the affections of his countrymen was not

appreciably shaken by the bold avowal on his part of

the crassest ignorance concerning the elementary facts

governing the conditions of warfare in South Africa.

Even the scandalous revelations of the Royal Com-
mission failed to affect his position, which did not rest

upon political foundations. Whatever he might do or

whatever he might' say, he was assured beforehand of

a large and generous forgiveness because of the

absolute and implicit faith which we all felt in his

character. He was a gentleman. Everything was

summed up in that, and the contrast which he

presented to Mr. Chamberlain in that respect only

made his virtues shine out more brightly. He was

incapable of doing a mean or underhand thing. He
was the soul of honour, as transparent as truth

itself, and we all felt he could have been trusted

anywhere, with perfect knowledge that he would
always do the straight thing, say the true word, and act

the worthy part.

Alas, to have to feel and know by the teaching of

bitter experience that a man who had risen so high

should have fallen so low, that now there should be

none to do him reverence. Yet that the fact is so,

who amongst us all can dare to deny? Men of both

parties and of none admit with sorrow and with

shame that the fine gold has become dim. " Arthur

was our great Truth-speaker named," and until last

month we felt serenely confident that "whatever

record leap to light he never shall be shamed." But now
whenever two men meet together and the name of
" Arthur" is mentioned, it is with a sigh of pitying regret.

For a great national asset has disappeared. We have

no longer a Prime Minister whom all men can trust

;

alas ! rather we have a Prime Minister whom henceforth

all men must distrust—most of all his own colleagues.

How has it come about that a reputation so lofty

has been so suddenly humbled to the dust? The
answer is that the catastrophe has been the work of

his own hand. Mr. Balfour had risen to such a position

of proud pre-eminence that he was unassailable by

any
f
rival. Nothing could have destroyed him but

himself alone. Here is the sad story, told not without

deep sympathy mingling with our indignation as to

how the suicidal act was performed.

Mr. Balfour, on the retirement of his uncle, suc-

ceeded to the leadership of the Unionist party by

universal consent. He became Prime Minister of

the King. In that capacity he was chief among a

company of Ministers who, if not exactly the ideal
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Westminster Gazette.} [Sept. xa

" Nothing to be Done."

Mr. Balfour :
" The Standard says I ought to muzzle you, but that's

eaaier said than done—even if I wanted to."
e

[••There must be no attempt at the furious agitation which has been

threatened for the autumn. Since nothing is to be done there is no reason

why anything should be said."—Standard, September 15, 1903.]

Picture-Polttics.] [Sept. 7.

Not to be Trusted.

Mr. Bull: "Now then, Lansdowne, what are you doing with that

thing ?

"

Loud L. :

44 I'm only trying this revolver, sir."

Mr. Bull: "Good heavens! You with a revolver! I've just been

reading your report, and I wouldn't trust any one of you with a pop-gun."
[*' Lord Lansdowne wanted a loaded revolver to point at foreign nations ;

but aftc the Report of the War Commission he would not trust Lord Lans-

downe with a penny pop-gun."—Earl Beauchamp at Pontesbury, Sep-

tember 3, 1903. J

Westminster Gazette. ]
[Sept. 8.

Not Wanted.
Mr. C. :

" Not want my pills? Yah, you d .n't want to live !

"

Mk. Bull: "It's just because I do want to live that I won't have em at

any price."

Westminster Gazette. \

The Duchess and the Duke.
[Wttk apologies to Sir John Tenniet.)

Mr. Chamb-rlain is said to be assiduously " nursing " the Duke of Devon

shire in the Government Wonderland.

[Sept. 84-Westminster Gazette.]

Taking Him On.
Coachman :

" Where's your father, Mr. Austen ? "
m

Mr. Austen :
" Oh ! he has gone on a little way—we shall pick him up

a little later on."
.

Coachman: "But I thought the Duke was going to get off here with

Mr. Ritchi.- and the other passengers who have got dow n."

Mr. Austen :
" Yes ; I believe he intended to ; but he's fast asleep-

let's take him on !

"

Westminster Gazette.] [Sept. 14.

Between the Duke and the Deep C
Mr B \i four • "

I wonder whether it wouldn't be safer fu- me to get up

this tree ! 1 know that neither of theui wants to eat me, but if 1 take sid *
with either the other will want to settle my convictions and me too. Oh,

dear ! Why cn't I go and play golf?
"
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"band of brothers" like Nelson's captains, were united

together by the ties of common loyalty, a common
party, and the memory of many hardships and adven-

tures shared with each other in the service of their

King. Many of these men were his seniors. Others

had served their Queen in Cabinet when he was but

a free - lance below the gangway, an irresponsible

member of the Fourth Party. But by virtue of his

thorough integrity, and what was believed to be his.

constitutional incapacity to do anything that was not

perfectly straight, these men, seniors and juniors

alike, rallied round him, trusted him, swore by him,

and served him with a personal fidelity that is unfor-

tunately too rare.

When they acquiesced loyally and with enthusiasm

in his being made their leader and the Prime Minister

of the King, it was well understood, and universally

accepted among all of them, that the fiscal policy of

and Steel Institute of what Mr. Morley, who was
present, declared lo be "the pure milk of the Cobdenic
word." Down to that time loyalty to Mr. Balfour

meant loyalty to Free Trade as much as it meant
loyalty to the Union.

Nothing had occurred in the interval to alter the

basis of this understanding either in the circumstances

of the Empire or the conditions of our economic
and industrial position. But after May 13th one new
element was introduced, and one only ; to wit, the fact

that Mr. Chamberlain had changed his economic con-

victions as radically as he had, in years bygone, doffed

his political creed. It is necessary to insist upon this

in order to make quite clear why Mr. Balfour's subse-

quent action has cut up by the roots our hitherto

implicit confidence in his honour and good faith.

When Mr. Chamberlain demanded what Lord Hugh
Cecil rightly called " a great apostasy " from what

Photograph by] {Stereoscopic Co.

Lord Balfour of Burleigh.

Photograph by] [Stereoscopic Co.

Lord George Hamilton.

Photograph by] [Russclt.

Hon. Arthur Elliott, M.P.

the Cabinet, and of the Unionist Partv, was the policy

that had been established by Sir Robert Peel half a
century since, and which had been faithfully adhered
to ever since by every British Prime Minister, not
excepting the man who, of all others, had been at one
time fiercest in his invectives against Free Trade.
The maintenance of the Union was not a more firmly

accepted article of the creed of the Cabinet than the

maintenance of Free Trade. Even down to the
month of May last, on the very day when Mr.
Chamberlain proclaimed his conversion to the
principles of Protection, Mr. Balfour was laboriously
and apparently with deep conviction defending such
an extreme application ot the Free Trade doctrine as

the repeal of the corn duty which Sir Michael Hicks-
Beach had imposed, and which that grim and resolute

Free Trader wished to retain. In the same month
Mr. Balfour had poured out a libation before the Iron

had heretofore been the accepted orthodox faith

of the party and of the Cabinet, Mr. Balfour's position

as Prime Minister became one of exceeding difficulty

and danger. If Mr. Chamberlain had been any other
than the Colonial Secretary it is certain that such a
proclamation of fiscal heresy would have been promptly
followed by his removal from the Cabinet. But as it

was thought necessary at almost any sacrifice to keep
Mr. Chamberlain in, Mr. Balfour succeeded in

inducing his colleagues, for the sake of party unity, to

acquiesce in the farce of a bogus inquiry, to gag the

House of Commons, and to allow him to profess

unsettled convictions about a subject on which, but

two months before, it would have been rank heresy to

entertain a doubt.

Mr. Balfour's tactics, from first to last, from the pro-

clamation of the Inquiry down to the publication ot

his shilling pamphlet on " Insular Free Trade," were
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rhotngraph by]

The Right Hon. C.

\La*gJit

Ritchie.

acquiesced in by his colleagues on one ground, and
one ground only, the assumed necessity in the interests

of the party of keeping Mr. Chamberlain in the

Cabinet. To gain that end his colleagues loyally sup-

pressed the sentiments which they felt as to the

impolicy, not

to call it the

suicidal folly,

of coquetting

with the notion

of a tax on
food, and
allowed them-
selves to be
carried along

much farther

than they de-

sired in the

direction of
Protection.
They believed

that loyalty to

their leader
and loyalty to

their cause de-

manded this

sacrifice, and
they assumed,
as a matter of

course, that
Mr. Balfour, being the man they had known and
served so long, could not be other than equally loyal

to them.

So matters drifted until Parliament rose, and
Ministers dispersed for their holidays. Their loyalty

to their chief seemed to them to have been justified

by the fact that it had prevented the disruption, of the
Cabinet and had kept Mr. Chamberlain within the
Ministry.

But on September ioth the Prime Minister received
a letter from Mr. Chamberlain informing him that
despite the sacrifices made by the Cabinet to retain
him as Colonial Secretary, he felt it his duty to resign
his portfolio. He did so upon grounds which were
very clearly stated by him in this letter of Septem-
ber 9th. His scheme of Preferential taxes on food
he recognised was " unacceptable to the majority in

the constituencies." Feeling, therefore, that " as an
immediate and practical policy, the question of pre-
ference to the Colonies cannot be pressed with any
hoj>e of success at the present time," he tendered his

resignation. This decision was clearly stated in definite
and unmistakable terms, and it was final. The one object
for which Mr. Balfour had induced his colleagues,
from the Duke downwards, to suppress theirconvictions,
io acquiesce in the transparent fraud of an inquiry,
and to coquette with the exploded fallacy of retaliation,

had escaped his grasp. The one end which, in their

eyes, had justified these tortuous and somewhat clumsy
manoeuvres was declared to be unattainable, and that

by the very man for whom all the sacrifices had been
made. The situation, therefore, so far as the Cabinet

was concerned, reverted to the status quo ante, Mr.

Chamberlain's Birmingham speech—for that speech

was the only new fact—and the necessity of keeping

its author within the Ministry were together the only

plea or excuse for all the concessions which they had
made in loyalty to their chief.

\V
r

ith Mr. Chamberlain's resignation in his pocket,

Mr. Balfour summoned a meeting of the Cabinet on

September 14th. Ministers came from far and near

in order to take confidential counsel with their trusted

leader upon the future policy of their party on the fiscal

question. Mr. Balfour received them—poor, trusting

innocents—with the frank debonnaire welcome as of old.

There was nothing in his manner or his words to lead

them to think that he had changed his nature or was

other than the Arthur Balfour whom they had known
and trusted and served for years. Mr. Chamberlain
took his seat at the Council Board, an outward and
visible sign that their sacrifices had not been vain, and
that their concessions to the manoeuvres of their chief

had been successful in attaining their end. The
Cabinet of September 14th lasted three hours.

The public is not admitted to its deliberations,

so that our knowledge of the course taken

by its discussions is very meagre. But one
thing we do know, on the authority of two of the

Ministers who took part in it, and that is, that at no
point during the whole of the protracted debate,

or at any time during the adjourned Cabinet that

was held next day, did the Prime Minister give his

colleagues the slightest hint, much less a plain,

straightforward statement of the fact, that Mr. Cham-
berlain had resigned, and that nothing they could do
would induce him to reconsider his position.

Westminster G*zettc.\

Mum's the word.
Going to the Cabinet Council (September 14, 1903).

{No comment is needtd.)

They say there is honour among thieves. There
seems to have been a plentiful lack of it among
Ministers. Or, rather, it would be correct to say

between two Ministers—the Prime Minister and the

Colonial Secretary. As for the other poor victims,
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Westminster Gazette.} [Sept. 21.

Quintus Curtius Up to Date.
Quihtus Curtius, junr. :

" Jump, father, we'll hold on to the rope.'

(Quintus Curtius jumps.)

Westminster Gazette.} [Sept. t7.

Wonderland Doctors.
"I'm afraid there's nothing the matter with you—just now," said the

March Hare.
"Of course there isn't," Alice replied rather crossly, " I told you so at

first"
" Ah ! but there might be—at any moment," said the March Hare

eagerly. " Microbes might come in at the window and dump themselves
down on you. So I think I'll write out a little Prescription for you—let me
see, what shall it be? Retaliation : there—that'll be splendid for you !

"

" Retaliation ? " repeated Alice in great astonishment, " what on earth is

that r

"

" It's a sort of a Revolver, you know," the March Hare said triumph-
antly. " You'U be able to shoot the microbes with it when they come in.

'

Alice was more puzzled than ever.

"But there's the Mad Hatter, too, with a largi box of Pills for me," she
remarked.
"Oh!" the March Hare replied confidentially: you'd better tak: my

prescription first, and then we can see about the Pills afterwards.."

—

A
variation 0/ " Alice in Wonderland."

[S.-pt. 29.

Mr. B 'Sh!

The Sleeping Guardian.
don't frighten him, Joe, or you'll wake the Duke up.
Wait till we get him into the wood."

Westminster Gazette.']
. [Sept. 15.

" This is my pitch." |
" Oh, lor ! I didn't reckon on this !

M

Queering: the Pitch.

lThe Pail Mall Gazefte recently said that the Report of the War
Commission had "queered Mr. Chamberlain s pitch."]

Westminster Gazette.

\

[Sept. 19.

A Connecting^ Link.

Mr. C. : "I am glad to b? out of the force, for now I shall be able to look
after that Free Trade crib I've had my eye upon."

P.C. Austen :
M Do you think I'd better resign, too, dad, and join you? "

Mk. C. :
" No ! You stick to the force, sonny, it may be on your beat."

Westminster Gazette.]

The Same Trick-

[Sept. as.

1900 and 1903.

If we only stay

351

Mr. B. :
" He's off again—on his own—and ours too

together and wait here he's sure to bring us back something."
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they were as innocent as babes unborn. Hour after

hour they were conducted blindfold like lambs to the

slaughter by the Prime Minister and his confederate,

who must sometimes have felt qualms of conscience

it the part they were playing. For these colleagues

of theirs assumed so confidently that they were
dealing with a gentleman. They never doubted but

that Mr.* Balfour was playing straight, that he was
trusting them as they were trusting him. Therefore,

as he said nothing about the fact that Mr. Chamber-
lairf had resigned, they went on discussing the fiscal

question in touching ignorance of the fact that the

central point round which everything had revolved

had suddenly disappeared. It never occurred to

these honest, simple-minded English gentlemen that

they were being deliberately made fools of all the time.

It was inconceivable to them that their leader could
possibly have invited them to counsel as to the course

to be taken by the Government unless he had intended

to place them in possession of all the facts of

importance, more especially of the one supreme fact

which governed the whole situation.

Mr. Rhodes once said to me that he had always

marvelled at Mr. Chamberlain's nerve, but that it had
never seemed to him so absolutely superhuman as

when he sat on the South African Committee of

Inquiry into the Jameson Raid. " You see," said

Mr. Rhodes, "he had to sit there day after day,

making believe all the time that he was most anxious

to elicit the truth, while he knew very well that if one
of us forgot ourselves for a moment it was all up with

him for ever, yet he never blenched or turned a hair."

Mr. Chamberlain, therefore, could play his part with

ease. But Mr. Balfour?

Just think for a moment how it must have seemed
to him in his own eyes. Imagine him leading his

colleagues to discuss all manner of courses to be taken

on the fiscal question, and hearing them one after

the other start from what he allowed them to regard

as a self-evident proposition that Mr. Chamberlain
was to remain a member of the Cabinet. Every
imaginable course that suggested itself to Ministers

in council that day would have been viewed in

an entirely different light if the truth about Mr.
Chamberlain's resignation had been allowed to

leak out. Minister after' Minister must have stated

his opinion on the accepted assumption that Mr.
Chamberlain was remaining at the Colonial Office.

Mr. Chamberlain sat there and made no sign.

Mr. Balfour kept his countenance as he heard

his dupes debate and made no sign. The Cabinet

broke up after three hours' discussion, all its

members save two in the firm belief that what-

ever else might happen, Mr. Chamberlain would
continue to be a member, and the leading member, of

the Government. The Cabinet reassembled next

day and held another sitting. But still the same deep,

dark, impenetrable mystery was kept up. Again the

Cabinet broke up, never to meet again. When the

Ministers took leave of Mr. Balfour they were allowed

to go as they had come, in total ignorance of the one

essential fact in the whole situation

Three of them went home to write out their

resignations. They were prompted to take this step—

the most painful which any servant of the King has

ever to perform—because they believed, as they had

deliberately been led to believe, that Mr. Chamber-

lain was to remain in the Cabinet to support and to

incite Mr. Balfour to deviate as widely as possible from

the hitherto accepted fiscal policy of the Unionis:

party. Mr. Balfour received these resignations know

ing that they had been written by Ministers whom he

had purposely kept ignorant of the fact that Mr.

Chamberlain had resigned, and thai if they had but

stayed their hand for a day, they would have known

that the one man who had raised the *' dead and

damned " ghost of Protection from the infernal shades

had recognised his defeat and had abandoned office.

It is safe to say that if theyhadknown Mr. Chamberlain

was out, they would, every man of them, have remained

at their posts. That probably was the reason they were

kept in the dark. Mr. Ritchie's post was wanted for

Mr. Austin Chamberlain, the retiring Minister's son and

heir. Another Cabinet seat may have been wanted

for Mr. Arnold Forster, who had boldly declared his

adhesion to the Chamberlain programme. These and

other changes which had been daikly alluded to by

Mr. Chamberlain in his letter of the 9th ult would

not have been possible if they had known. There-

fore they were not allowed to know—" Mum's the

word." And so three of the members of his Cabinet

were jockeyed into cutting short their careers as

Ministers of the Crown. And that by Arthur

Balfour, of all living men !

If in politics, as in football, there were a referee

appointed to see that the rules of the game were duly

observed, he would have been promptly lynched like

a welsher, if on the publication of Lord George

Hamilton's letter, he had not promptly ruled Mr.

Balfour out of the game on a foul. Evil communi-

cations corrupt good manners, and the morality which

reigned in the Committee of No Inquiry and the

bad faith which precipitated the war with the

Boers have now been adopted as the standard

of the honour of Cabinet Ministers. This is no

party matter. From a 'purely party point of

view we could wish for nothing better than that our

political opponents should outrage every sense of

English fair play, and convince the man in the

street that they cannot be trusted to do the straight

thing even among themselves. Neither is it a per-

sonal matter. Whatever critics may say as to n:y

" prejudice " against Mr. Chamberlain, not even the

most reckless can allege that I have ever entertained

towards Mr. Balfour any sentiments but those of an

ardent personal affection, which has never been

impaired by any differences of political opinion. It

stood the test of his coercionist policy in Ireland ; it

survived the breaking strain of the South African

War. Not on any authority other than his own would
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I have believed it possible that Mr. Balfour could have

betrayed a personal friend, even if he were ten times

his political foe. How many times have I declared

that I would rather have Arthur Balfour at my back

in a fight than any other living politician ! Never
had I known him to do anything mean or selfish, and
as for the possibility of his stooping to play a dirty

trick upon a colleague, I would sooner have credited

a report that the Archbishop of Canterbury had been
caught stealing spoons. And now ! Words fail me
to express my amazement, my sorrow, my indignation,

.

and my shame. For, after all, Mr. Balfour is Prime
Minister of England.

At least he was Prime Minister when these lines

were written. Whether he will still be Prime Minister

when this page meets the reader's eye is a matter that

is still op?n to question. For the offence of which
he has been guilty is very gross, and jf the sentiment

of honour still prevails amongst us, Mr. Balfour is a

doomed man.
It is difficult to overstate the heinousness of such

treachery as this episode reveals. If M. Gambetta
had concealed the knowledge that Paris had capi-

tulated and had then at a council of war driven three

of his leading generals into resignation by pressing

forward a plan of campaign which they were
allowed to believe had the relief of Paris

as its chief objective, he would have acted much as

Mr. Balfour has done. For the loss or retention of

Mr. Chamberlain was the vital question. If there

had b^en no Mr. Chamberlain there would have been
no fiscal question. When Mr. Chamberlain had
resigned the problem before the remaining Ministers

would have assumed a totally new aspect. This
Mr. Balfour must have known, and therefore the

conclusion seems to be irresistible that he concealed
the truth and forced his trusting colleagues to resign

on what he knew to be a false assumption. Such con-

duct as this is impossible to an honourable man. How,
then, comes it that Mr. Balfour, hitherto regarded as the

soul of honour, the very King Arthur of our Round
Table, has been caught out in this disreputable game ?

The problem is beyond me. I cannot explain what
seems to me utterly inexplicable. But there is one
episode in recent history which supplies a suggestion

by which it is possible to take a eharitable view of

Mr. Balfour's lapse. His^incle, the Marquis of Salis-

bury, down to the beginning of the year 1878, had
enjoyed much the same confidence as that which Mr.
Balfour has hitherto inspired. He was known to be
a profoundly religious man. He had given proof of

his independence of character, and his indiffer-

ence to office when it clashed with his high

sense of public duty. He was a strong cham-
pion of the Christians of the East, and he had no
illusions as to the possibility of reforming the Turks.

Neither was he a prey to the delusions of Russo-

phobia. From Mr. Gladstone downwards we all

trusted him. We rejoiced when he was sent to Con-
stantinople ; and all through the dreary and bloody

year of 1877 we looked to him with confidence to

restrain Lord Beaconsfield, the evil genius of England,

within the limits of neutrality. Down to 1878 he

justified our confidence. But in the spring of that

year, when Lord Derby's resignation opened the way
to the Foreign Office, Lord Salisbury fell. He became
Foreign Minister for the purpose of carrying out the

policy of Lord Beaconsfield. His first act was to

impeach Russia before the world for creating a

free Bulgaria reaching down to the ^Egean. His

next was to conclude a secret pact with Count
SchouvalorT, leaving Russia all her conquests, and
assenting to the creation of a Bulgarian principality if

the Southern Bulgarians were shut outside the frontiers-

of freedom. His third step was to deny the authen-

ticity of his own secret memorandums from his place

in Parliament. His crowning crime was to insist at

Berlin, in concert with- Lord Beaconsfield, upon the

re-enslavement of the Macedonians, who are now
reaping in torture, massacre, and outrage the fruits of

Lord Salisbury's policy.

Lord Salisbury's old friends and admirers stood

as aghast at this defection from princples which had

hitherto been the law of his life, as we now stand

aghast at Mr. Balfour's condescension to a policy

of which even Mr. Chamberlain might be ashamed.

One of Lord Salisbury's most revered friends told me
that Lord Salisbury's transformation was so sudden

and so strange that he could only explain it on one

hypothesis. He verily believed that he had been

mesmerised, hypnotised we now call it, by LorJ

Beaconsfield.

I also have to confess, in my grief and dismay at the

downfall of Mr. Balfour, I can find no other explana-

tion than this. Mr. Balfour seems to have fallen a

prey to the hypnotic influence of Mr. Chamberlain.

Under the hypnotic spell it is possible to make your

victim believe that black is white, that sugar is vine-

gar, and that the most flagitious acts are prompted by
the loftiest patriotism. On what other hypothesis is

it possible to explain the downfall of the Prime

Minister? A hypnotic subject is not morally

responsible. And it really seems as if the habit

of cultivating unsettled convictions and philosophic

doubt has now spread from the fiscal to the ethical-

sphere.
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A Defence of Russia's Policy in Finland.

By His Excellency M. de Plehve,

DEAR SIR,—The esteem with which I have

always regarded the tendency of your journal-

istic labours in the British Press has led me to

read the " open letter " you addressed to me in the

August number of the Review of Reviews with that

consideration which is due to the frankly expressed

opinion of a foreign writer inspired with friendly

feelings towards Russia.

In your " open letter " you enumerate the accusa-

tions which are brought against the Russian Govern-

ment with regard to its policy in Finland (the

Manifesto of February 3/15, 1899, the new military

law and the special powers conferred on the

Governor-General for preserving order). You then

ask whether the benefit derived by the Russian

Government from the extraordinary measures which it

has applied to Finland* during the last four years

counterbalances the harm which, in your opinion,

these same measures have done it in the public

opinion of Western Europe and America, as well as

in the feelings and attitude of the local population,

which has replied to them by emigration en masse.

Before answering your question, permit me to point

out that in criticising Russian policy in Finland a

distinction should be made between its fundamental

principles, *.*., the ends which it is meant to attain,

and its outward expression, which depends upon
circumstances.

The former, i.e., the aims and principles, remain

unalterable, the latter, i.e., the way in which this

policy finds expression, is of an incidental and tem-

porary character and does not always depend on the

Russian authority alone. This is what should be
taken into consideration by Russia's Western friends

when estimating the value of the information which
reaches them from Finland.

As to the programme of the Russian Government
in the Finland question, it is substantially as follows.

The fundamental problem of every supreme
authority—the happiness and prosperity of the

governed—can be solved only by the mutual co-

operation of the Government and the people. The
requirements presented to the partners in this common
task are, on the one hand, that the people should

recognise the unity of State principle and policy and
the binding character of its aims, and, on the other,

that the Government should acknowledge the benefit

accruing to the State from the public activity, along

the lines of individual development, of its component
elements.

Such are the grounds on which the Government
and the people should unite in the performance of

their common task. The combination of Imperial

unity with local autonomy, of autocracy with self-

government, forms the principle which must be taken

into consideration in judging the action of the Russian

Government in the Grand Duchy of Finland. The

Russian Minister of the Interior.

Manifesto of February 3/15, 1899, is not a negation

of such a peaceful co-operation, but a confirmation of

the aforesaid leading principle of our Government in its

full development. It decides that the issue of Imperial

laws, common both to Russia and Finland, must not

depend altogether on the consent of the members of

the Finland Diet, but is the prerogative of the Imperial

Council of State, with the participation on such

occasions of members of the Finland Senate. There

is nothing in this Manifesto to shake the belief of

Russia's friends in the compatibility of the principles

of autocracy with a large measure of local self-

government and civic liberty. The development of

the spiritual and material powers of the population

by its gradual* introduction to participation in the

conscious public life of the State, as a healthy, con-

servative principle of government, has always entered

into the plans of the Sovereign leaders of the life of

Russia as a State. These intentions were but lately

announced afresh from the Throne by the Manifesto

of February 26th of the current year. In our country

this process takes place in accordance with the

historical basis of the Empire and with the national

peculiarities of its population. The result is that in

Russia we have the organisation of local institutions

which give self-government in the narrow sense of

the word, i.e., the right of the people to see to the

satisfaction of their local economic needs. In Finland

the idea of local autonomy was developed far earlier

and in a far wider manner. Its present scope, which

has grown and developed under Russian rule, embraces

all sides, not only of the economic, but of the civil,

life of the land. Russian autocracy has thus given

irrefragable proof of its constructive powers in the

sphere of civic development. The historian of the

future will have to note its ethical importance in a far

wider sphere as well : the greatest of social problems

have found a peaceable solution in Russia, thanks to

the conditions of its political organisation.

For a full comprehension, however, of the Mani-

festo of 1899, it must be regarded as one of the

phases in the development of Finland's relations to

Russia. It will then become evident that as a legacy

of the past it is the outcome of the natural course of

events which sooner or later must have led up to it.

The initiation of Finland into the historical destinies

of the Russian Empire was bound to lead to the rise

of questions calling for a general solution common
both to the Empire and to Finland. Naturally, in

view of the subordinate status of the latter, such

questions could be solved only in the order appointed

for Imperial legislation. At the same time, neither

the fundamental laws of the Swedish period of rule

in Finland, which were completely incompatible

with its new status, nor the Statutes of the Diet,

introduced by Alexander II., and determining the

order of issue of local laws, touched, or could touch,
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the question of the issue of general Imperial laws.

This question arose in the course of the legislative

work on the systematisation of the fundamental laws

of Finland. This task, undertaken by order of the

Emperor Alexander II. for the more precise deter-

mination of the status of Finland as an indivisible

part of our State, was continued during the reign of

his august successor, the Emperor Alexander III.,

and led to the question of determining the order of

issue of general Imperial laws. The rules drafted for

this purpose in 1893 formed the contents of the

Manifesto of 1889. Thus we see that during six

years they remained without application, there being

no practical necessity for their publication. When,
however, this necessity arose, owing to the lapse of

the former military law, the Manifesto was issued.

It was, therefore, the finishing touch to the labour of

many years at the determination of the manner in

which the principle of a united Empire was to

find expression within the limits of Finland, and
remained substantially true to the traditions which
for a century had reigned in the relations

between Russia and Finland. It presented a com-
bination of the principle of autocracy with that

of local self-government without any serious limita-

tions of the rights of t/ie latter. Moreover, while

preserving the historical principle of Russian empire-

building, this law determined the form of the expres-

sion of the Autocratic power within the limits of the

Grand Duchy in a manner so much in accord with the

conditions of life in Finland, that it did not touch the

organisation of a single one of the national local insti-

tutions of the Duchy.
This law, in its application to the new conscription

regulations, has alleviated the condition of the popula-

tion of Finland. Contrary to the information you have
received, the military burden laid on the population of

the land has not been increased by 5,000 recruits

annually, but has been decreased from 2,000 men to

500 per annum, and latterly to 280. As you will see,

there is in reality no opposition between the will of

the Emperor of Russia as announced to Finland in

1899 and his generous initiative at The Hague
Conference. But, you ask me, has not this con-

firmation of the ancient principles of Russian

State policy in Finland been bought at too dear

a price? I shall try to answer you. The hosti-

lity of public opinion towards us in the West in

connection with Finnish matters is much to be re-

gretted, but hopes may be entertained that under the

influence of better information on Finnish affairs this

hostility may lose its present bitterness. We are accus-

tomed, moreover, to see that the West, while welcoming
the progressive development of Russia along the old

lines it, Europe, has followed itself, is not always as

amicably disposed towards the growth of the political

and social self-consciousness of Russia and towards

the independent historical process taking place in her

in the shape of the concentration of her forces for the

fulfilment of her peaceful vocation in the history of

the human race. As to the present attitude of the

population of Finland towards us, to you, as to a
friend of Russia, I am ready to make the most
reassuring statements. The attitude of the popula-.

tion of Finland towards Russia is not at all so

inimical as would appear on reading the articles

in the foreign Press proceeding from the pen of

hostile journalists. To the honour of the best

elements of the Finnish population it must be
said that the degree of prosperity attained by Finland

during the past century under the aegis of the Russian
throne is perfectly evident to them

;
they know that it

is the Russian Government which has resuscitated the

Finnish race, systematically crushed down as it had
been in the days of Swedish power. The more
prudent among the Finlanders realise that now, as

before, the characteristic local organisation of Finland

remains unaltered, that the laws which guarantee the

provincial autonomy of Finland are still preserved,

and that now, as before, the institutions are active

which satisfy its social and economic needs on inde-

pendent lines. They understand, likewise, the real

causes of the increasing emigration from Finland. If,

along with them, political agitation has also played a

certain part, alarming the credulous peasantry with

the spectre of military service on the distant borders

of Russia, yet their emigration was and remains an

economic phenomenon. Having originated long

before the issue of the Manifesto of 1899, it kept

increasing under the influence of bad harvests,

industrial crises, and the demand for labour in

foreign lands. Such is also the case in Norway,
where the percentage of emigration is even greater

than in Finland. According to a Stockholm corre-

spondent of the German Neue Prcussische Kreuz-

Zeitung, reprinted in many other papers, the increase

of emigration from the Scandinavian States has

become a genuine calamity, last summer Norway
alone giving 2,000 emigrants per week. This growth

of emigration the Stockholm correspondent explains

by the very causes to which I have referred, as well

as by. the agitation carried on by the agents of the

social-democratic party, who breed dissatisfaction

with their condition among, the workmen and the

lower classes of the population in general. More-

over, in the question of emigration from Finland we
must not forget that many of the emigrants, having

earned money abroad, return to their native land again.

Having elucidated the substantially unalterable

aims of Russian policy in Finland, let us proceed to

the causes u'hich have led to its present incidmtal and
temporaryform of expression. This, undoubtedly, is

distinguished by its severity, but such are the require-

ments of a utilitarian policy. By-the-bye, the total of

these severe measures amounts to twenty-six Fin-

landers expelled from the country and a few officials

dismissed the service without the right to a pension.

It was scarcely possible, however, to retain officials in

the service of the State once they refused to obey

their superiors. Nor was it possible to bear with the
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existence of a conspiracy which attempted to draw the

peaceful and law-abiding population into a conflict

with the Government, and that, too, at a moment
when the prudent members of the population of the

Duchy took the side of lawful authority, thereby call-

ing forth against themselves 'persecution on the part

of the secret leaders of the agitation party. The
upholders of the necessity for a pacific policy towards

Russia were subjected to moral and sometimes

physical outrage, and their opponents were not

ashamed to institute scandalous legal processes

against them for the purpose of damaging their

reputations. Very different is the attitude of the

great mass of the population, as the following incident

shows :—The president of the Abo Hofgericht, declin-

ing to follow the instructions of the party hostile to

Russia, was, on his arrival in Helsingfors, subjected

to a variety of insults from the mob gathered at

the railway station. On his return to Abo he was, on
the contrary, presented with an address from the

peasantry and local landowners; in which the following

words occur:—"We understand very well that you

have been led to your patriotic resolve to continue

your labours in obedience to the Government by deep
conviction, and do not require gratitude either from

us or from any others ; but at the important crisis our

people is now experiencing it may be some relief to

you to learn that the preponderating majority of the

people, and especially its broader classes, gratefully

approve of the course you have taken." It will

scarcely be known to anyone in the West that when
signatures were being gathered for the great mass-

address of protest despatched to St. Petersburg in

1899, those who refused their signatures numbered
martyrs among them. There are some who for their

courage in refusing their signatures suffered ruin and
disgrace and were imprisoned on trumped-up charges

(v. the case of K., schoolmaster, of Seiniajoki).

Moreover, the agitators aimed at infecting the lower

classes of the population with their intolerance and
their hatred of Russians, but, it must be said, with

scant success. The whole of the Western press

reproduced the story of the Russian koiobeiniki or

pedlars, whom it was attempted to compare to wild

beasts, for* the capture of which rewards are given in

Finland. During 1899 about 2,000 of these pedlars

were expelled from Finland, and were thus deprived

of their accustomed earnings.

With our reference to the persecution of Russian

pedlars we touch on a fresh series of accusations

which may be brought against the leaders of the

Finland opposition party. These charges amount to

this, that the agitators of Finland have turned all their

efforts to instilling into the minds of the local popula-

tion and of the people of Western Europe the idea of

an impassable gulf lying between Russia, on the one
hand, and Western Europe, including Finland, on the

other, and thus strive to stir up the West against

Russia. In your article you speak of the former

happy, cordial union between Russia and Finland

which reconciled us with the West. In reality all the

while a ceaseless agitation was going on in the Grand
Duchy for the separation of Finland from Russia in

all spheres and forms of life, economic as well as

spiritual. Those Finlanders who were working for

this separation, expressing themselves more freely in

the foreign Press, represented Finland as a bulwark
of the West against Russia, regarded the Grand
Duchy as a militant outpost of Western civilisation

and of Protestantism against the orthodox Slavonic
East. Our ancient, perpetual Eastern foe—so, literally,

were we styled in papers published in Stockholm by
hostile Finlanders.

After these explanations I shall give the following
answer to your entreaty to put an end to the present
policy of Russia in Finland, which you are pleased to
call the policy of General Bobrikoff. First of all it is

incorrect to connect the present course of Russian
policy in Finland with the name of the present
Governor-General of Finland alone, for, as regards the
fundamental purpose of his labours, all the advisers
and servants of his Imperial Majesty who have to da
with the government of Finland are at one with him
in their firm conviction that the measures now applied
in Finland are called for by the pressing requirements
of our State. WT

ith regard to the essence of the question,

I repeat that in matters of government temporary
phenomena should te distinguished from permanent
ones. The incidental expression of Russian policy,

necessitated by an open mutiny against the Government
in Finland, will, undoubtedly, be replaced by the
former favour of the Sovereign towards his Finnish
subjects, as soon as peace is finally restored and the
current of social life in that country assumes its normal
course. Then, certainly, all repressive measures will

be repealed. But the realisation of the fundamental
aim which the Russian Government has set itself in

Finland, i.e., the confirming in that land of the prin-

ciple of Imperial unity, must continue, and it would
be best of all if this end were attained with the trustful

co-operation of local workers under the guidance of
the Sovereign to whom Divine Providence has com-
mitted the destinies of Russia and Finland.

We are entitled to hope for the possibility of such
co-operation, as already all the branches of the
Imperial authority are acting freely with the active

co-operation of natives of Finland. The prudent
members of the population, who are in an immense
majority, have calmed down and show confidence in

the Government; at the last summons for the conscrip-

tion about eighty per cent, of those who were of con-
scription age put in an appearance, which is but little

below the ordinary percentage of those who in
former years, appeared for conscription in Finland.
Finally, in pamphlets circulating in Finland authorita-

tive voices already state :

—
" The Finnish people must

recognise that the interests and demands of its Eastern
neighbour arejust?—Believe me, Sir, yours truly

V. Plehve.
St. Petersburg, August 19th, 1903 (September 1st).
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M. DE PLEHVE'S ADMISSION: A COMMENT BY W. T. STEAD.

Before making a solitary comment upon M. de

Plehve's reply to my " Open Letter " on the Finnish

question, I mustacknowledge the courtesy and generosity

with which the Russian Minister of the Interior recog-

nises the sincerity of my desire to avert evils threaten-

ing the welfare of the Russian Empire.

Having said this, I venture to hope that his Excel-

lency M. de Plehve will not misunderstand me if I

venture, with all respect and deference, to point out

that the whole tenour of his reply will tend to con-

firm in the mind of the European and American public

the very worst fears which the recent proceedings of

the Russian Government in Finland have excited in

the outside world. 1 am most anxious to avoid

the presumptuous offence of criticising the merits or

demerits of the acts of a friendly and allied Govern-
ment in matters of internal administration upon which

1 am, of necessity, very imperfectly informed. My
sole right to express any opinion on the matter

is based upon my knowledge of the detrimental

effect which the Bobrikoff regime is producing upon
the sympathisers and friends of Russia abroad.

And, speaking solely from that standpoint,

I must beg leave frankly to tell M. de
Plehve that his whole thesis is simply disastrous.

The worst enemy of" Russia could hardly have framed
a more damaging indictment of Russian credit, of the

autocratic power and of the honour of the Russian

Government, than that which is implicitly—and in all

ingenuous innocence—set forth by the foregoing

letter of the Russian Minister of the Interior.

For what in substance does M. de Plehve's reply

amount to ? Briefly this, that the Imperial Govern-
ment holds as a self-evident proposition that in its

dealings with its Finnish subjects it cannot, in the

very nature of things, bind itself by any engagement.
No matter how precisely the terms of that en-

gagement may be drawn, or how solemnly they

may be attested even by the oath of the Emperor
himself, it cannot divest itself of its inherent right

to disregard its promises, to ignore its engagements,
and to break its Emperor's oath, whenever it decides

that such a proceeding is necessary for the safety and
well-being of the Empire. This astounding, nay,

even appalling exposition of the impotence of the

autocrat to guarantee his subjects against the arbitrary

exercise of his own autocracy strikes at the very root

of Russian credit. Hitherto we have refused to

credit so monstrous a limitation upon the supreme
power of the Emperor. But with the letter of M. de
Plehve before us, it is difficult any longer to refuse to

recognise the existence of a theory of government in

the headquarters of Russian bureaucracy which hitherto

1 have rejected as an odious species of fese-majeste,

and a foul imputation upon the honour and power of

the Russian Emperor.
If his Excellency will bear with me, I think I may

be able to explain exactly how it is that his con-

tention seems to the outside world to react so dis-

astrously upon the Sovereign whose Chief Minister

he is. Let us suppose for one moment that the same
absolute right which he claims oa behalf of the Impe-
rial Government to alter, to abrogate, to amend or to

annul all engagements entered into with the Finns at

its own sole will and pleasure, were to be accepted as

a self-evident proposition by the department recently

presided over by M. de Plehve's late distinguished

colleague M. Witte.

Suppose—I apologise for making a supposition

so abhorrent to the Russian mind—that the engage-

ments entered into by the Russian Government
with its bondholders, who have from time to time

invested millions sterling in implicit reliance upon
Russian honesty and Russian good faith, were sud-

denly to be proclaimed by Imperial Manifesto to be
liable to abrogation or modification at the will of the

Emperor. It is at least conceivable that there might
arise a Minister of Finance who might come to the con-

clusion that the welfare of the Empire imperatively

demanded that the interest on Russian bonds, instead of

being paid in gold, should henceforth be paid in

depreciated paper. If such a Minister were to secure

the publication of an Imperial Manifesto announcing
that by the sole authority of the autocratic power
vested in him, and from which he cannot divest

himself by any engagements entered into with

creditors, no more interest would be paid in gold, what
does M. Plehve think would be the effect on the

Bourses of St. Petersburg, Berlin, Paris and London of

such a Manifesto ? It is obvious, Russian credit would
collapse. Russian stock would be unsaleable at any
price, and the Empire would be black-listed as insolvent

on every Stock Exchange. Nor would the catastrophe

be averted even if M. Witte's successor were to declare

that His Imperial Majesty had been graciously

pleased to alleviate for Russian bondholders the

transition to the new method of receiving their divi-

dends, and therefore had decreed that for the time
being and until special ordinances were issued thereon,

only a small part of the interest would be paid in

paper, the rest being paid in gold as heretofore. The
creditor of the State would instantly retort that such acts

of Imperial grace, strictly limited " for the time being,"

did nothing to re-establish his confidence in Russian
credit. For Russian stock, instead of being a first-

class security, the payment of whose interest in gold
was guaranteed by the good faith of the Emperor, would
have sunk to the level of a promissory note, drawn with

a special proviso reserving the right of repudiation to

the person who issued it.

This illustration will, I hope, suffice to enable M.
de Plehve to understand with what dismay all friends

of Russia will read his disastrous excuse, which is in

fact the worst accusation that has been brought
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against the Russian Government for many a long day.

And the naive ingenuousness with which his Excel-

lency puts forward his calm assumption that the right

to repudiate an Imperial pledge sanctified by a

solemn oath is obviously inherent in the very nature

of the Russian Empire only deepens our despair.

I fully admit the possibility that a need may have
arisen for a modification of the relations between
Finland and the Russian Government. No arrange-

ments either between States or individuals can be
eternal. Every settlement must be capable of revision.

So far I go entirely with M. de Plehve. Where the

point of cleavage comes is that he assumes that the

Russo-Finnish relations can be rightly revolu-

tionised by an Imperial decree without even
saying so much as " by your leave" to the Finnish

Diet. The whole Western world holds that there

should not have been any recourse to the ultima

ratio offorce majeure until after every effort had been
made, and made in vain, to secure the assent of the

Finns to a modification of the laws which for a
hundred years they have regarded as the guarantee of

their liberties, rights, and privileges.

There must indeed be a gulf fixed between Russia

and the rest of the world if M. de Plehve cannot see

that the assertion of the inviolable prerogative of the

Imperial Government to decree on its own sole

authority, without consulting the other party to the

engagement, the annulment or the alteration of the

fundamental laws of the Finnish people, is utterly fatal

to any reliance being placed on the solemn engage-

ments of the Russian Government. If M. Witte had
proclaimed such a principle as against the foreign

bondholder, he would have plunged the Empire into

the abyss of financial bankruptcy. M. de Plehve will

pardon me if I assure him in all sincerity and with

heartfelt regret that his insistence upon enforcing this

principle against the Finns has involved the Empire in

a moral bankruptcy not one whit less disastrous to

the prestige and interest of Russia throughout the

world.

In the presence of such a catastrophe I do not care

to dwell upon minor questions of detail. I merely

content myself with the observation that M. de

Plehve would find it somewhat difficult to satisfy

even his own head clerk, much less his Emperor,
that the recent acts of the Bobrikoff Administra-

tion are conducive to peaceful co-operation between
Russia and the Finnish nation.

Under the cover of a decree intended solely to

secure the necessary supremacy to the Imperial autho-

rity in matters common to both Russia and ^Finland,

a series of arbitrary measures have been adopted,

which to our English eyes are fatal, not merely

to the right of self-government in purely local affairs,

but also to what are regarded as the fundamental
rights of any citizen in a civilised State. On this,

however, I will not dwell now. The real trouble

is not that this or that particular burden has

been increased, or that this or that particular local

•liberty has been suppressed, but whether the guarantee

against any increase of burden or restriction of liberty,

without the consent of the Finns, has entirely dis-

appeared. M. de Plehve confirms our worst fore-

bodings. For he not merely assures us that the

supposed guarantee was no real guarantee at all, but

that he cannot for the life of him see what difference

it can make to the Finns whether they have a guarantee

or not.

But to the Finns and to all the world outside

Russia it makes all the difference, and until M. de

Plehve can see this distinction, I am afraid the great

gulf between the Russian Government and the rest of

the world is as vast as the gulf which divides the

living from the dead. I only hope, for the sake of

Russian credit, that M. Witte's successor will not apply

M. de Plehve's principle in the domain of Russian

finance. W. T. Stead.
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THE MACEDONIAN INFERNO.
Mr. Reginald Wyon contributes to Blackwood's

Magazine a very well-written impressionist account

of his experiences in Macedonia. He says :

—

Ah ! it is a sad, sad story, this, of the extermination of the

Christians in Vilayet Monastir, under the unbelieving and

unfeeling eyes of Europe, which once rose in righteous wrath

at tales not more horrible. It was one massacre in Bulgaria that

<et Europe in a blaze a quarter of a century ago. Now a

dozen equally terrible only leaves us desiring the introduction

of " the Reforms "
! Nay more, our philanthropists are seek-

ing to prove the Bulgarians guilty of equal atrocities, which

are mostly absolutely false. Have you, good readers, ever

tried to imagine yourselves for one moment in these poor

wretches' position !

What the capture of a Macedonian town by Turkish

soldiers means is vivid^ set forth in the following

passage, which refers to Smilevo, destroyed by the

Turks and Bashi-Bazouks on August 28th :

—

Sniilevo is but am instance of ninety. Soldiers had come
fresh from a defeat in the hills, and had suddenly surrounded
the flourishing village, setting fire to the outer ring of houses.

Then, as the frightened inmates rushed into the streets, the

shooting began ; and whilst the soldiers killed and tormented,

the Bashi-Bazouks ransacked each house, igniting it when this

work was done. Ah, how merrily they ran to and fro, screaming
wildly as the circle of flames grows smaller ! What sport to the

harassed soldiers to kill slowly and with impunity ! Tis verily

better fun than being dynamited in the hills. They take the

^word-bayonets now, for fear of shooting each other, and laugh
as the pile of dead grows higher. Into the flames with the

infants ! it is good to hear the mothers shriek, and to cut them
down as 'they run blindly at the butchers, armed only with their

teeth and nails. Now it is enough—every house is in flames,

and not a thing 0/ value left the survivors except what they stand

up in, huddled together in a paralysed group outside. Some
have run for the hills, a few of the men have escaped the shower
<>f bullets, but most are dotting the wasted crops.

"We Have Been Driven Mad."

In the Contemporary Review Dr. Dillon quotes the

following words spoken to him by Dr. TatarsherT, the

chief of the Inner Revolutionary Committee of

Macedonia, in defence of the outrages committed by
the revolutionaries :

—

It is morally wrong to assassinate the Bashi-Bazouks. But if

a horde of human devils were to set about burning the towns
and villages of an Anglo-Saxon people, torturing their inhabi-

tants, violating their women and young children, would your

Anglo-Saxons be able to curb their passions and carry out the

ethical laws which are now so glibly quoted ? There is a wild
Iwast in every human breast and it has been aroused in ours.

The insanity of despair knows no law
;

Europe has encouraged
Turkey to drive us thus insane, and is now shocked at the result.

But its fruits may be more terrible still. Our people, goaded to

madness at the sight of their sisters, wives and children bestially

tortured to death, have indeed done indefensible deeds, but then
they are not masters of themselves. Would the Anglo-Saxons
to more self-restrained in our place ? Is it in accordance with
morality for Christendom to connive at, nay, encourage the

Turks to leave the armed insurgents unharmed while doing to

•leath every man, woman and child in the province and burning
all the villages on the way? The Christian Powers are acting
thus calmly, deliberately, in cold blood. They have no provo-
cation and feel no remorse. We have been driven mad, and if

the system of extirpation be persisted in there is no enormity
from which maddened human nature will recoil.

Dr. Dillon also reports an interview of Dr. PetrorT

with the Bulgarian Prime Minister, who repeats what
has often been said—that if the Powers refuse to inter-

fere Bulgaria will be obliged to take action.

No Hope under the Turks.

Mr. H. N. Brailsford writes another of his excellent

articles in the Fortnightly Review. He defends the

Macedonians, and declares that their reckless sacrifice

of innocent life is in reality the justification of the

rebellion. The insurgents have shown themselves

ready to sacrifice their own lives in order to throw a
bomb or to murder wholesale in order to attract the

attention of Europe. They exhausted every other re-

source in vain. When Europe assures Turkey a free

hand to crush the insurgents, she is authorising the

punishment of men who are demanding nothing more
than their legal rights ; and when we in England throw
the onus of action on the two Eastern Empires, we
are repudiating the responsibility which in 1878 we
were ready to vindicate even at the risk of war. The
situation is of our making.

1878-190J,
or Twerrty-Five Ye*r* after.
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Bulgaria has been marvellously patient :

—

There is not a nation in Europe which would refuse to move if

men and women of its o»vn race were being massacred by the

thousand just across its borders. We, who were ready to go to

war because our own countrymen were refused the franchise in

a neighbouring State, have, of all peoples, the least right to

criticise Bulgaria. If war results, the burden of criminality will

lie not with Bulgaria, but with Europe, which has declined to

fu fil a manifest duty.

Mr. Brailsford condemns the Times' suggestion that

Macedonia should be placed under a Christian

Governor-General, the Sultan being allowed to ap-

point the Valis. A Christian official who is a subject

of the Porte would do no better than a Moslem, and
he would exercise no authority whatever over the

Valis. " There is really no change worth making in

Macedonia which stops short of removing the whole
civil administration from the control of Yildiz Palace."

There must be an European Governor, responsible

solely to the Powers, and competent to appoint and
dismiss his own officials. The Concert should act as

a whole, not merely through the instrumentality of

Austria and Russia. Mr. Brailsford says that an

Austro- Russian occupation would mean the end of

liberty in the Balkans, and would result in danger to

the independence of Servia and Bulgaria.

A New Berlin Conference.

Sir Henry Drummond Wolff contributes to the

Monthly Review for October a very interesting paper

chiefly made up of reminiscences of the stormy days

of 1878. His article contains several reports of

interviews with Continental statesmen during a tour

of private inquiry which he made in that way ; and it

is curious to notice how universal in those days was
the dread of Russian Panslavism, and of Russian
predominance in the Greater Bulgaria created by the

Treaty of San Stefano. Sir Henry declares that the

issue of to-day is much the same as that of 1878, for

had the Treaty of Berlin been carried out there would
have been no Macedonian question. He attributes

the breakdown in Macedonia of the reforms arranged

by the European Commission to the fact that after he

retired the Commission abandoned its old principle

that its reports should be unanimous, and the Turks,

rinding the decision forced on them, did not consider

themselves bound. From that day to this no change
has been made in the administration of Macedonia,
which ought to have received an organisation similar

to that of Eastern Roumelia. Macedonia's needs are

similar to those which existed in 1878, and the dis-

orders going on to-day can only be remedied by the

provisions of the Berlin Treaty.

This being so, Sir Henry is strongly opposed to

leaving everything to Austria and Russia.

What docs this mean ? That Austria will obtain possession

of Salonika, which is the European port nearest to ihe Suez
Canal, while Russia, by the extension of Bulgaria, will obtain

possession of the port of Kavalla, where she may erect a

gigantic arsen.il, like Biserta, as a menace to Europe, and an
additional menace to the Suez route to India.

Reforms projected by Turkey are perfectly useless, as the

Turks arc not sufficiently imbued with the spirit of nations

aspiring to constitutional existence. If we are merely to follow

Austria and Russia, we shall do so to the detriment of all our

interests in the Mediterranean and in the Further East. The

only practical remedy is the reassembling of a Conference similar

to that held at Berlin. There the political conditions of the

European provinces of Turkey must be submitted to the Euro-

pean Concert and settled by the Seven Great Powers. Under

this Conference, Commissions must be appointed, similar to that

of Eastern Roumelia, with the object of providing similar

Organic Statutes.

THE NATIONAL TRUST.

In Pearson's Magazine Mr. Nigel Bond writes on a

subject that must command the sympathy of all those

who recognise the beauties of England and are

anxious to save them from the hands of the

vandals :

—

It was in order that ancient buildings or monuments, which

speak of past history, and spots of great natural beauty should

be preserved to the nation that the National Trust was formed

in 1895.
The National Trust has a long mouthful of a name

—

44 The

National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural

Beauty."

The late Duke of Westminster was its active

president on its foundation, and on the Council many
eminent Englishmen are proud to serve :

—

The members of the Trust are forbidden to take dividends

from its receipts and all profits are spent in furthering its objects;

moreover, the constitution of the Council, in which the chief

learned societies and such bodies as the Universities and the

trustees of the National Gallery are directly represented, is a

guarantee that the property acquired will be treated in the best

way.
As by its ownership of old buildings the Trust endeavours to

rescue from decay and destruction examples of man's handiwork,

so by its " open space " interests it attempts to preserve the natural

features of beautiful England.

Beautiful scenery is preserved, and old houses are

repaired and saved from demolition. Monuments
are erected to great men, such as Nelson and Hardy.

There is no part of the Kingdom which has not

received benefit from the National Trust. In most

foreign countries the State preserves historic monu-

ments and relics, and preserves natural scenery, but

in England this work has fallen into the hands of the

National Trust :

—

The largest and most enchanting of the properties of the

Trust is Brandlehow. It consists of 108 acres, and is about a

mile and u half in length, bordering on Derwcntwater, 44
the

(^ueen of the Lakes," and stretching from the water's edge up

the fell side of Catbels.

Over £7,000 was raised two years ago for its purchase and

maintenance. Donations, made by rich and poor alike, varied

in amount from ,£500 to one shilling, and the list of 1,300 sub-

scribers was in a real sense representative of the nation as a

whole.
Those who are acquainted with the unsurpassed loveliness of

the Lake country will rejoice that this acquisition has been

made.

The chief features in the Quiver for October are a

sketch by C. A. Porter of Dr. Stephenson's Wesley
Deaconess Institute, by Raymond Blathwayt of the

Rev. C. Silvester Home and his new work, and by Alfred

F. Robbins of the principal benefit societies and their

organised benevolence.
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PROPOSED FISCAL CHANGES.
I.—FOR.

Colonial Opinion—Canada.

The Empire Revitiv is strongly Protectionist. The
October number contains three articles all with the

same pronounced tendency. The effects of preferential

tariffs on Canada are discussed by Sir Charles Tupper,
most of whose article is taken up by a refutation of

the allegation that Canada gives nothing in return to

the Empire from which she expects such privileges.

Great things have already been accomplished by a
small population, but Canada's means for co-operation

with the Motherland would be immensely increased if

she became at once a basis for the food supply of the

Empire, and a recruiting-ground for the Army and
Navy.

Mr. Albert Swindlehurst argues that the result of
preferential tariffs would be increased exports and
higher wages. He maintains that the cost of food
would not be appreciably increased by a tax on corn

;

and that preference would result in the control of

Colonial markets by British merchants as regards

articles of which the cost is as low as or lower than

that of their rivals, and even where the latter had an
advantage in this respect it would in many cases be
neutralised by the favourable tariff. He predicts

that if the United Kingdom changes its fiscal policy,

America will offer some adequate return for the

privilege of trading in British markets. The Republic
is willing and eager even to grant concessions to

Canada ; and the reason is that the Dominion fought

the United States with the tetter's own weapons.

Australia—Sir John Cockburn.

In the Magazine of Commerce under the heading
of " Advance Australia," Mr. Talbot deals with

various Antipodean subjects. He includes a con-
versation with Sir John Cockburn on Mr. Chamber-
lain's proposals. In his opinion

—

A moderate preference given to Colonial foodstuffs will not, to
any appreciable extent, raise the price to the consumer. Our
experience in Australia is that the imposition of duties, even on
the necessaries of life—although they yield a handsome revenue
and stimulate production—do not increase the cost of living.

And you must recollect we have had an opportunity of studying
all the incidence of protective duties ; because for years, prior
to federation, we were enabled to compare the results of Pro-
tection in Victoria with those of Free Trade in the adjacent
Colony of New South Wales.

I do not think there is any question but that the common
sense of Australia, like that ot Canada, must perceive that,

while Mr. Chamberlain's proposals are devised in the best
interests of the Empire, they offer a special advantage to the
great food-producing Colonies, whose immediate prosperity
cannot fail to be incalculably increased by their adoption.
The feeling of solidarity throughout the Empire was never so
strong as it is at present, and Australia is second to none in
loyalty. But the tie of sentiment alone cannot be permanently
relied upon as a sufficient bond of union, unless it is the essence
and outcome of mutual interest. In the modern world, in which
•considerations of trade and commerce are paramount, there is no
tie likely to be so strong and enduring as that which is based on
reciprocity in those matters which so closely touch the life and
prosperity of the Empire.

t

John Bull.\ [Sept. a*.

Opposition in the Aic

John Bull :
" Now, my united gentlemen, you had better get something

more st -crabL* than that if you want to stop at Westminster."
Joseph : "Quite so, sir. / shall wait until I have a conveyance of

my own."

The Result for Ireland.

Mr. F. St. John Morrow in the Empire Review
expounds the advantage of a tax on food which

would be reaped by Ireland. He maintains that Ire-

land would gain largely if duties were imposed on
corn, meat, horses, eggs, butter, and bacon.

More Irish Considerations.

The National Review contains an article by Mr.

M. J. Kenny, formerly an Irish M.P., which confirms

this estimate of Ireland's interests in the question.

Mr. Kenny declares that Mr. Chamberlain's proposals

will afford Ireland the first real hope of industrial

prosperity since the repeal of the Corn Laws. From
the Home Ruler's point of view, he says, it

is essential that Irish finances should flourish,

and that cannot take place under the present

system of taxation. If Preference would result

in a nett gain to Ireland of i\ millions sterling,

it would be the essence of folly to look such a gift

horse in the mouth and inquire into its pedigree.

This last phrase is the fly in the ointment, for Mr.

Kenny lays stress upon the distrust and dislike which

Irishmen feel for Mr. Chamberlain, and he says it is

possible that their desire to be revenged on him may
be greater than their desire to reap a mere economic

benefit

\
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"The Doom of Free Imports."

"Observer" in the National Review writes under

this title. He declares that the Government's popu-

larity is improved by the resignations, and that the

Duke of Devonshire's non-resignation is the most
important factor. The essence of the matter is that

for the first time the House of Commons has a majority

which, whatever it is, is not a Free Trade majority.

"Observer " estimates that no Free Trade cave will con-

tain twenty members ; and that altogether in the House
of Commons there are not more than 220 members
who believe in unconditional free imports. " Observer "

says, what is undoubtedly true, that the Government
has suffered less at the bye-elections which have
followed Mr. Chamberlain's outbreak than at those

which preceded it. He diagnoses the present situa-

tion by saying that it will be Mr. Balfour's duty to

keep an united party together until Mr. Chamberlain
has gained the country, and that " Mr. Chamberlain
will be entitled to all the honours of the victory if he

should eventually succeed in reaping his laurels."

Mr. Maxse's Views.

This is not quite in accord with the views of Mr.
Maxse, who in his Chronique this month emphasises

the fact that there is a genuine " rupture " between
Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamberlain. Mr. Maxse pre-

dicts that the breach between the two is final and
irrevocable, and that they will never again sit in the

same Cabinet The idea that the strong man has

gone forth to convert the constituencies to a policy

with which the ministerial Mandarins are in secret

sympathy is all wrong. Mr. Maxse has nothing but

contempt—and he is quite right—for the quibbling of

the Cabinet. Retaliation is an impossible policy,

and a cloak for cowardice. Mr. Chamberlain
"will be returned at the head of a great

Imperial Party with a mandate to carry out the big

policy which has frightened his colleagues. . . . Public

opinion will compel him to become Prime Minister

whenever he gains the victory." It will be interesting

for Mr. Balfour to learn that :—
Masters of*finesse occasionally score fleeting successes, but in

the long run nations turn to statesmen of courage, character,

and convictions. The British people will not prove unworthy
of the great Englishman who nas staked his all in a cause in

which he has nothing to gain.

Ultimate Gain to Free Trade.

In the Windsor Magazine Mr. Holt Schooling con-

cludes his review of the Fiscal Policy of the Empire.
He thus sums up the arguments which he has brought
forward in favour of Mr. Chamberlain's proposals :

—

It is necessary for us of the United Kingdom to take definite

and constructive action to prevent the continuance of injury to

our commerce, which is being caused by the simultaneous work-
ing of adverse foreign tariffs plus our system of free imports.

If we adopt the change in fiscal policy, and refuse to let these

British Isles be a free dumping-ground for the surplus products
of foreign nations, thrown here at prices that undersell our own
manufacturers, it is quite likely tha't the ultimate result will be a
general advance by foreign nations towards true Free Trade.
We are such a huge buyer of their goods that they could not

of Reviews.

t

The Town Critr.\ [Sept. 25.

A Star Turn.

Mr. Jesse Collings says that the Government is now left balanced upon
. a one-legged stool.

afford to offend their l>est customer. We should hold a weapon
in our hands to be used if necessary, and there have already

l>een several indications that foreign nations see that they would
have to stop playing all sorts of complicated fiscal tricks to the

detriment of British commerce.
It is not prudent for us to continue to rely upon foreign nations,

for at least four-fifths of cur imported food. And it is specially

imprudent for us to let the United States or any other one
foreign country be our principal supplier. We have no guarantee

whatever that the conditions which have caused cheap food u>

come to us from the United States will continue (there are,

indeed, indications to the contrary) ; and if the price of food

from the United States goes up, owing to the top-note of food-

production there having now been reached, this means a per-

manent increase in the price of our food. But by Mr. Chamber-
lain's plan our supply of food would be much more largely

spread over the world than it is now, and this danger would be
avoided by us.

The British consumer is an important person. So is the

British producer. Nearly all of us, leaving out children and
persons of no occupation, must, however, be producers before

we are consumers. We nearly all play both the parts. There-
fore, let us take action to defend the interests of the British,

citizen as producer. It is not of much use to guard the British

citizen solely in his part of consumer if we leave without defence
his position as producer.

Academic Economics.

The articles on the Fiscal Question in the Fort-

nightly have not much merit. Professor Hewins
presents rather lamely " The Present State of the Case
for Mr. Chamberlain's Policy." He maintains that a
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low rate of duty would be sufficient for the end in

view, that any rise of prices would be small, and could

be compensated for by remission on other commo-
dities. The wheat-producing capacity of our Colonies

is, he maintains, unlimited, and the gradual extension

of corn-growing will lead to a demand for our manu-
factures. If this economic movement is left to itself

it will be accompanied with the development of a
national protective system in the case of our self-

governing Colonies, and the disintegration of the

Empire must follow. Mr. David Christie Murray and
Professor J. VV. Atkinson answer the question " Will

a Preferential Tariff Oppress the Poor?" in the

negative. Their whole argument seems to be based

on the fallacy that everything that is imported into

this country takes away work from British workmen.
Mr. Harold Spender writes a very picturesque descrip-

tion of the repeal of the Corn Laws, and the part

played therein by Sir Robert Peel.

Precedents "Made in Germany."

Mr. Otto Eltzbacher contributes to fhe Nine-

teenth Century a curiously put together article, the

first part of which is made up of tables of figures to

show that British industrial supremacy was built up
before Free Trade was established, and the second
part of which is composed of despatches and
memoranda written by Prince Bismarck a quarter of

a century ago, which Mr. Eltzbacher maintains show
that the movement in favour of Protection in Germany
had many points of resemblance with Mr. Chamber-
lain's movement. Writing in October, 1876, Prince

Bismarck expressed the view that "nothing but

reprisals against their products will avail against those

States which increase their duties to the harm of

German exports." Mr. Eltzbacher maintains that it

was this policy which led to German industrial

progress, and his argument seems to be that we are

in the same position as Germany was in a quarter of

a century ago.

II.—AGAINST.

The Value of Mr. Chamberlain's Bribes.

The Monthly Review, which is strongly anti-

Chamberlainite, contains several articles this month
on the fiscal controversy. Sir Edward Grey's, which

comes first in place, is a good summary of anti- Protec-

tionist arguments, but contains little new. Sir Edward's

comments on Mr. Chamberlain's promise to remit

taxation on tea, etc., and thus make up for the rise in

other prices, is worth quoting :

—

In the first f>lace, we shall not be able to limit our taxes upon
foreign corn and meat and other things which our Colonies pro-

duce by what we can spare upon tea, etc. The measure of

taxation we impose will not be the amount which we can remit

upon tea, but the amount which is necessary to transfer our trade

ui food-supplies to the Colonies. In the second place, the pro-

posed exchange of taxation is undesirable, for cheap tea is a poor

substitute for cheap bread and meat ; and, in the third place, it

will be wasteful, for while the people will pay more on every

loaf and every pound of meat, the revenue will benefit only by
erery foreign loaf and every foreign pound of meat consumed,

Daily Dispatch J
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which are to be a diminishing quantity ; for the object of the

whole policy is that' we shall cease to consume food of foreign

origin. Unless, therefore, the policy fails and the Colonies are

disappointed, the revenue will rapidly fall eff, and while con-

tinuing the taxes upon foreign corn, meat, etc., we shall in time

have to replace the old taxes upon tea and other things.

The Three Ghosts.

Lord Hugh Cecil's article on " Preference and
Retaliation " is a better fighting paper. Speaking of

the Protectionists, Preferentialists, and Retaliationists,

Lord Hugh says truly :
—" We have to fight ghosts ;

three ghosts apparently disposed to mutual contra-

diction." As regards the comparative popularity of
these politics, he says that very few educated people
are Protectionists, more are in favour of Preference,

and still more in favour of Retaliation. He denies
that even a Zollverein has much unifying influence

in a political sense, whereas Preference is not a
Zollverein, and is still less unifying :

—

As between the Colonies and the Mother Country, an£
between one Colony and another, what a field there would be for

suspicions, complaints, disputes. That Canada gains more than
Australia, that Australia gives less than Canada, that South :

Africa is neglected for her more powerful sisters, that the Mother
Country is greedy and unfair, that the Colonies are useless, and
think only of sucking profit out of Great Britain—such wculd bo-
the cries that Preference would give us in exchange for the-,

mutual courtesies, regard and co-operation which now adornv
unite and arm our Empire.

"The best bond now," says Lord Hugh, "is;

patience and the avoidance of causes of dispute." As
for Retaliation, he Tegards it as objectionable, chiefly

because it would easily grow into Protection.

The Truth About Canada.

Dr. Goldwin Smith contributes^ to the Monthly
Review a very interesting paper entitled " Canada and
Mr. Chamberlain." The article has really little to do
with Mr. Chamberlain, and hardly mentions his name
or his projects ; it is rather a statement of the present

condition of Canada, with merely an implication that
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any tinkering with the present state of things is fraught

with evil. The only passage in which Dr. Goldwin

Smith directly condemns Mr. Chamberlain's project

is where he insists that Reciprocity between Canada
and the United States is the most immediate need :

—

What is wanted certainly, and without delay
t
by all but the

monopolists on either side, is the renewal of commercial reci-

procity, which involves no political change. For this a strong

movement is now on foot, initiated, strange to say, by New
England, the mother of Protection, but extending also to other

and especially North-Western States. Any British statesman

who may succeed by proclaiming commercial war against the

United States is defeating this movement ; and at the same time

in depriving Canada, even for two or three years, of the bond-
ing privilege, while he taxes her for Imperial armaments and
wars, may chance to find that he has played over again the

part of Mr. Charles Townshend as a consolidator of the Empire.

Canada's only Defence.

Dr. Goldwin Smith denies that Canada wants any
defence from us. " She, in reality, wants no defence

but peace." We could not defend her against the

United States, and therefore our only defence is not

to involve her in war. Dr. Goldwin Smith denies

that there is any desire on the part of the Americans
to aggress upon Canadian independence. But all

through his article he emphasises the fact that the

links between the Dominion and the Mother Country
have worn very thin, and that the French Canadians,

though satisfied with British rule, are not permeated
with British sentiments. There are 1,200,000 Canadian-
born persons in the United States, and the continual

transmigration from both sides leads to an unity of

sentiment between both parts of North America.
After delivering another warning against the danger to

Canada of a commercial war with the United States,

Dr. Smith says :

—

What, after all, in an economical point of view, is this unity

of the Empire, for the consolidation of which commercial war is

to be proclaimed against the world ? What is the Empire but
the aggregate result of accidents of war and discovery, governed
by no plan or regard for community of economical interests ?

YVhat reason is there for presuming that all its parts ought, in

It fiance of the indications of Nature, and at great risk of

incurring the commercial enmity of other nations, to be forced

into a fiscal union ?

Mr. Balfour's Protectionism.

The Fortnightly opens with a short paper signed

" Autonomos," the note of which is that Mr. Balfour's

new policy is in essence Protection of the most

characteristic type. His recent essay is nothing but a

discussion of the defects of Free Trade, and an eulogy

of the advantages of the rival method ; and when Mr.

Balfour prefaces that he approaches the subject from

a Free-Trade point of view, his mental attitude is like

that of the drunken butler who said he was a teetotaler

but not bigoted. " Autonomos " declares that Mr.

Balfour's whole case rests on assumptions which have

no relation to the facts ; and the whole fabric of his

fears is largely the result of his arbitrary and un-

scientific view of international trade, which seems to

be derived from Mr. Vince's Birmingham tariff

leaflets. Mr. Balfour's policy has not even the

redeeming features of Mr. Chamberlain's. Mr.

Chamberlain justifies his line on the ground that it is

necessary to save the Empire, even if we make some

economic sacrifice, whereas "Mr. Balfour does not

pretend that there is any political purpose to set off

the disadvantages of his policy.

The Secret of Mr. Chamberlain's Plunge.

"Autonomos" predicts that the next General

Election will be a regular fight between Protectionists

and Free-Traders, with most of the Conservatives on

one side, and nearly all the Liberals (Socialists

excepted) on the other. Mr. Chamberlain, he says,

is the real gainer by the recent developments. Mr.

Wyndham's rise was threatening his ascendancy :

—

The Chief Secretary had achieved the one striking legislative

and administrative success which the Government can put to

their credit ; and it was a success obtained in defiance of Mr.

Chamberlain, who bitterly opposed the whole policy of the Irish

Land Act. From the midst of ihis ugly imbroglio Mr. Cham-
berlain has now adroitly escaped. The General Election will

find him 14 on velvet," as compared with the unfortunate

associates he leaves behind him in the toils of office. The
disagreeable task of explaining away the revelations of the War
Report will not fall upon him.

The discredit of the Government's blunders will

rest on Mr. Balfour, and defeat being in any case

probable, Mr. Chamberlain will have a softer fall than

his friends :

—

If, however, the disaster should be averted, then the victor}'

will be for Protection, and the most energetic of the Protec-

tionists will be able to come in again on his highest terms.

Virtue is sometimes its own reward, and Mr. Chamberlain's self-

sacrifice on this occasion does seem to coincide rather happily

with his self-interest. It would be unfair to make any asper-

sions against him on this account. We can be content to believe

that he has acted according to his convictions, and without

regard to the consequences. But we might be permitted to hear

rather less of his splendid integrity and of Mr. Balfour's sublime

and delicate sense of honour. Otherwise, there may be a

temptation to observe that for a chief officer to run the ship

upon the rocks, and get away in the jolly-boat before she strikes,

is not more heroic than to sail her under false colours is seaman-

like or honest.

The Continent and Protection.

Mr. J. S. Mann contributes to the Contemporary

Review an article entitled " Mr. Balfour and Economic
Fact," in which he shows that some of the premises
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in Mr. Balfour's pamphlet are altogether wrong. He
combats the idea that Free Trade ever had a fair

trial on the Continent and was abandoned solely

on economic grounds. In fact, the greater Conti-

nental nations have never reached it (with the excep-

tion of Italy) ; and have become Protectionist to gain

new revenue, to annoy or constrain some other

Power for commercial ends, to placate powerful

interests at home, or to consolidate a newly-made
Empire. The cumbrous system they adopted, that of

high Protection tempered by commercial treaties,

never satisfies all the people concerned. Mr. Mann
points out one special danger which Protection

presents to us :

—

There 13 the danger of injuring our position as the world's bank
and clearing-house, by checking the inflow of goods against

which foreign bills are drawn—bills which, while they are run*

ning, represent in the aggregate a purchasing power which con-

stitutes no small part of the loanable capital of our foreign

hankers. But that must be left to specialists in the foreign

exchanges. Still greater are the dangers set up by the facilities

offered in England to company promotion, with over-capitali-

sation and over-production as its results.

On Free Trade Dependencies.

Mr. Mark Warren writes in the same review on
" The Trade of the Empire." He denies that other

nations are making much greater progress in foreign

trade than Great Britain. On the contrary, there is

evidence of great improvement. He refers as follows

to one side of the question which is often neglected by
those who are preoccupied alone with our relations

to our self-governing Colonies :

—

Our Colonies contain a mere handful of white people, com-
paratively speaking : for them the suggested change should be
of benefit, but, should it be necessary to assist the Colonial

trade, it would appear to be better to give the Colonies a direct

bounty out of our pockets than to give them an indirect one.

Dealing with an Empire composed of so many different races

of different degrees of civilisation, it would appear to be im-

possible to fix upon one policy which would fit every condition.

Hong Kong would be in a most curious position, and there

are other possessions, such as the Straits Settlements, which
would present unusual difficuHies to any kind of protective

measures. Hong Kong owes its position as the great centre for

commerce with China to the fact that it is a free port, that it

has no customs duties. The Straits ports have no duties upon
merchandise, either : the real trade is a transit trade. Both the

Straits and Hong Kong are really collecting and distributing

centres for merchandise, goods changing bottoms and but a very

small portion being of native production, or intended for home
consumption. In fact, the Empire presents many examples of

peculiar conditions which would render the task of adopting a
uniform, inelastic commercial system out of the question . Free-

dom from restrictive mercantile conditions has had much to do
with building up the trade of many of the British possessions.

Nothing to Gain by Preference.

Mr. Edward Cannan contributes to the new Inde-

pendent Review a strong article against Colonial

Preference. He maintains that not even absolute

freedom of importation from the United Kingdom
into the present Protectionist Colonies would compen-
sate the United Kingdom for the loss involved in a

moderate measure of Protection to agriculture as

between herself and foreign countries. There is little

reason for supposing that the entire removal of the

Colonial duties on imports from the United Kingdom
would lead to ^the Colonial market offering much
higher prices than at present for these commodities :

—

It would appear, therefore, that there is very little probability

of any considerable advantage to the United Kingdom arising

from the entire disappearance of Colonial duties on British goods.

It is not, however, even suggested that anything like so much
as this is likely to be obtained. The most that is hoped for is a
reduction of existing duties by 25 or 33 per cent. ; and there is

good reason to suppose that not even that could be obtained,

but that the preference would be given simply by raising the

existing tariffs against goods from foreign countries, and leaving

the tariffs against goods from the United Kingdom just where
they are. The advantage to the United Kingdom would thus

be infinitesimal.

What, we inquire next, would the scheme offer to the

Colonies ? This would depend a good deal upon the way in

which the Colonial preference to imports from the United
Kingdom was given. If it were given by way of a real reduc-

tion of duties, the Colonies would certainly benefit by this relax-

ation of protection where there is any competing Colonial industry

actually protected. In such cases Colonial industry would Be

released in favour of more productive employment. But where
no Colonial industry is actually protected, the diminution of

duties, as has already been pointed out, would merely
deprive the Colonial government of a source of revenue,

which would have to be replaced by another and very

probably less convenient one. As it is not in the least

probable that any real considerable reduction of duties will be
made where the protection afforded is actually important, it

would appear that the advantage to be gained by the Colonies

in this respect is extremely trifling. They would, undoubtedly,

for the most part, gain considerably by the preference given to

their agricultural produce by the United Kingdom. But they

could not possibly gain as much as the United Kingdom would
lose, since the extra cost of the whole supply, which woujd be

clear loss to the United Kingdom, would not be clear gain to

them, but would, for the most part, consist of additional labour

in production and transport.

The State of the Steel Industry.

In the same review Mr. Hugh Bell shows very

plainly that the steel trade does not want Protection,

and has nothing to gain and much to lose by it :—
I venture to assert that, though changes at least as great as

those I have described may be repeated under the eyes of living

men, he is not born, nor his father, nor his grandfather, who
will see the*British iron trade displaced from its proud position,

provided only that we succeed in saving it from the false friends

who would offer it a protection which it spurns. Let those

engaged in it, alike employer and employed, co-operate in main-
taining its progressive character ; let the State provide facilities

for the scientific training of the officers, and suitable education,

for the rank-and-file of the great regiment, leaving them other-

wise as free from legislative trammels as is consistent with the

common weal ; and I for one will look to the future of the trade

with the same undaunted confidence with which I have witnessed
it pass through the storms of the past half century.

Real Federation.
Mr. A. H. Adams contributes to the Nineteenth

Century an article entitled " A Colonial View of

Colonial Loyalty," in which he, while declaring that

Mr. Chamberlain's preferential scheme could not
unite the Empire, shows how union can be brought
about. But before expounding his scheme he devotes
several pages to what Colonial loyalty means. The
idea that the Colonies are loyal to England is, he
says, a mistake. First, their sense of loyalty is

given to their own Colony; secondly, to the

Empire at large, and lastly to England. That being
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so, if a dispute arose, " the loyalty to England would
not survive five minutes after the first angry word
was spoken." As it is, Mr. Adams sees danger to

the union of the Empire from the distinct breach

of . sentiment between Colonials and Britons. Mr.
Chamberlain's move seems to him " entirely a leap in

* the dark, a step fraught with the worst possibilities for

destroying" the present good understanding. His
suggestion is that, instead, the Empire should be
.federated on a two-Chamber basis—the present

Imperial Parliament being ignored. The Lower
House, he suggests, should have twenty-six members,
twenty representing the United Kingdom, and the

Senate twenty-one members, nine representing the

United Kingdom. Differences between the two
Chambers should be settled by the two Houses
sitting as one, this arrangement giving the United
Kingdom a majority of three.

The Threat of Financial Crisis.

Mr. Walter W. Wall contributes to the New Liberal

Review a very startling, not to say alarmist, forecast

of the perils which a plunge into Protection may
result in. His article, entitled " Protection and the

Stock Exchange," begins with these words :

—

If there is a change in the fiscal policy of this country, an
•abandonment of Free Trade for Protection, it is likely, very

likely, to be followed by so great a fall in prices on the Stock
Exchange as to constitute an appalling national disaster.

the Stoppage of credit.

Mr. Wall declares that as Protection will raise the

,price of products all round, there will be a greater

demand for gold, which will come out of the reserve,

and the Bank of England will have to try to stop the

drain to protect itself :

—

More gold will be wanted from the banks, and the banks will

find themselves face to face with difficulties they have not
hitherto faced. They will have to take precautions, and the

first step will be to curtail their liabilities. As their liabilities

are represented by the credit they have loaned, that means they
will have to lend less credit to customers. This wiU immediately
place the latter in serious difficulties, difficulties never, in this

particular respect, previously created, because we must bear in

mind that conditions now are not what they were before this

country abandoned Protection.

This restriction of credit will mean a restriction of capital,

and trade all round will accordingly suffer. That will directly

affect the prices of commodities and profits. It will also affect

the prices of stocks and shares. Deprived of their customary
credit facilities, speculators will not be encouraged to speculate

on the Stock Exchange, and this will bring about wholesale
liquidation. Accordingly prices must fall, and this fall will

represent the loss of millions, spread amongst many thousands
of investors and shareholders.

Another effect which Protection will have will be
to deprive London of its position of the world's clear-

ing-house :

—

But if we close our doors to a greater part ofour outside trade,

if we intend to live more within ourselves, cut off a great portion
of the world's markets, will a London bill of exchange be hence-
forth the one medium which always has a ready market ? Wc
are, as the great banking authority I have already quoted also

pointed out, the best customers ofevery producing country. They
come to us for their requirements ; the proceeds of their ship-

ments of produce come here for employment, temporarily or

permanently, and this benefits not only the banking community, but

the whole commerce of the nation. Under Protection this would
not be possible ; the whole conditions would be entirely reroli-

tionised.

The New Liberal Review also contains a paper by

Mr. Arthur Lawrence, who compares Mr. Chamberlain
to a Christian Scientist, and adds that while the

Christian Scientist merely declares that he can cure

by faith, Mr. Chamberlain seems determined to make

those who listen to him believe that they are ill as a

necessary preliminary to taking part in a cure. Mr.

Lawrence denies that we are ill at all.

THE LIBERALS AND THE EDUCATION ACT.

To End It or Mend It.

The Contemporary Review for October opens with

an important paper by Sir G. W. Kekewich, entitled

" The Amendment of the Education Act," which will

attract considerable attention now that there is a

prospect of the Liberals being restored to power.

The Education Act, begins Sir George Kekewich, L

so nakedly unjust that it is certain to be either

repealed or amended drastically before educational

peace can be re-established. Sir George recommends
the amendment of the Act. The County Councils,

he says, will be unwilling now to part with their new

functions. It is not possible to re-establish the School

Board system as it existed before the Act. The

machinery cannot be abolished, and therefore the way

to improve it is to give option to the ratepayers in the

great centres of population to declare whether they

desire to possess an authority directed for educational

purposes alone.

As regards the schools, there is, in Sir George Keke-

wich^ opinion, only one remedy. That is to exclude

denominational teaching from the schools altogether:—

Of what then should the teaching consist ? The syllabi (su)

adopted by the School Boards, as, for instance, those of Loudon

and Liverpool, have shown loyal adherence to the spirit, as veil

as to the letter, of the Cowper Temple Clause. They have met

with no real antagonism from the Church. For all practical pur-

poses the instruction under these syllabi (su) has been better and

more effective than that in the great majority of denominational

schools. The question may well be asked, therefore, why tht

Cowper Temple Clause should not now be applied to all schools,

and the Local Authorities be left as free under it as the School

Boards were. It must be remembered that, as regards provided

schools, they are in the same position already.

The only alternative to this is the complete secular-

ising of the schools, and of this Sir George Kekewkh
does not approve. As regards non-Protestant and

non-Christian centres, he suggests that power should

be given to the local authority to sanction the reserva-

tion of certain schools, with the approval of the Board

of Education, for children belonging to a particular

non-Protestant or non-Christian Church, no religious

instruction being given in such schools during ordinary

school hours, but facilities being afforded for denomi-

national instruction in the building outside school

hours, not at the public cost. As for London :

—

The solution of the London problem appears to be lo re-

establish a body directlv elected by the ratepayers for the control

of education, and for that purpose alone, and to place under its

supervision all kinds of education.
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THE LATE LORD SALISBURY.

There is a very good article in the Fortnightly

Review by Mr. Sidney Low, who sums up Lord

Salisbury as "essentially an aristocratic statesman."

His aristocracy was that of the intellect and the

temper; and his mind was constitutionally incapable

of understanding the prejudices, the passions, the loose

opinions of the common run of men and women. His

emotions did not run away with him, but his sense of

logic sometimes did, and this was the cause of his
41
blazing indiscretions." He had a good deal of the

analytical and casuistical temper which was a dis-

advantage in the conduct of affairs :

—

A reserved man, very proud, shy, sensitive, and self-contained,

he shrank from that blaze of vulgar illumination under which it

k now the fashion for anybody who is at all eminent or dis-

tinguished to pass his life. He did none of the things which
commend a statesman to the attention of a discriminating

democracy and those who minister to its tastes. He must have
been the despair of the paragraphists, who, in the end, were
compelled to leave him alone for sheer lack of matter. He did

not own racehorses, like one eminent contemporary, or grow
-orchids like another, or cut down trees, or play golf, or ride the

bicycle, or, so far as was known, indulge in any kind of active

sport, amusement, or recreation whatsoever ; nor did he write

novels, or Essays on Philosophic Doubt, or magazine articles on
the classics and theology, or agreeable monographs on English
statesmen, and "readable" accounts of the Last Phase of
Napoleon. He spent many hours in his library and his labora-

tory ; but he never published a book. It was characteristic of
him that even in his earlier days of literary activity he wrote
nothing under his own name. His forcible, closely-reasoned

•essays were buried anonymously in the pages of the Quarterly^

or the " leader " columns of daily and weekly newspapers. He
is understood to have pondered deeply over some problems in

chemistry and physics ; but the public knew nothing of his

researches, for he kept the results to himself.

Mr. Low says that Lord Salisbury was a Free-

Trader to the end of his life, and he has no doubt that

the common report is correct which represents him as

deeply alarmed by Mr. Chamberlain's move.

His Great Achievement.

Blackwood's Magazine opens with an anonymous
tribute to Lord Salisbury which is chiefly made up
of attacks on Gladstone. The writer regards Lord
Salisbury's Third Administration as the most successful

of the three. He says :

—

He will be remembered for the wise conduct of our foreign

affairs, which preserved European peace, secured largely, by his

own personal influence, respectful deference abroad, and substan-

tially vindicated, in the opinion of most of us, our material

interests. So far as his was a policy ofadventure on the Afghan
frontier, in the Soudan, and in South Africa, it was forced upon
him by the necessity of repairing the disasters of a former
Administration. That he succeeded in doing so adds immensely
to his reputation as a great Foreign Minister. It is no ordinary
achievement that his three Ministries successfully resisted the

threatened dismemberment of the United Kingdom which had
been so vigorously attempted, successfully consolidated the
Empire and its relations to the Colonies, successfully retrieved

stupendous disasters abroad, and raised the country to a higher
pitch of prosperity and power than it has ever previously enjoyed,
with the leisure, after his death, to reorganise its military

administration, and to minutely examine the wisdom of its fiscal

administration, in relation to the final establishment of a self-

sustaining Empire,

The "Monthly's" Tribute.

The Monthly Review pays tribute to Lord Salisbury

for his " pure and self-denying patriotism," the greatest

trial of which was reserved for the end of his career :

—

Onlv those in his most intimate circle know how distasteful

office had become to him in his later years. He hated war, and
his hatred of it grew as he grew older. He was borne down
with domestic grief and physical weakness ; and yet he felt him-
self unable to lay down his burden lest the enemies of bis

country should take courage from the ministerial and electoral

difficulties that might, and indeed did, follow his resignation. He
remained at his post, and his countrymen honouredIns determi-
nation. But very few of them knew what the effort was costing

him, and how much sorer was the self-sacrifice involved in hold-
ing office in 1900 than in resigning it thirty-three years before.

He was a man of extensive knowledge, a master of the English
language, a mordant and effective debater, of singular mental
clearsightedness, and of great originality of thought. But it was
not these attributes alone that made him great. It was the com-
bination of these with his courage, his self-denying patriotism,

and his keen sense of personal honour that raised him to the

level of the greatest of his predecessors.

VEGETABLE OILS.

In the first September number of the Revue des Deux
Mondes Count de Saporta writes an instructive article

on vegetable oils. The importance, both commercial
and otherwise, of these products is apt to be overlooked

in view of the growing use of petroleum, paraffin,

and other mineral oils in all sorts of forms. The oil

of the olive stands easily first, both in ancient and
modem times. In the Bible it ranks equally with corn

and wine as among the three great material gifts ofGod
to man. Count de Saporta is very interesting on the

adulteration of olive oil in commerce, which appears

to be carried to an alarming extent, the more so that

in France the punishment is not severe enough, as it

is in Germany, to act as a deterrent. The colza

plant is cultivated a good deal in the north and
north-west of France, and the profits, though not

enormous, are steady. One great advantage of grow-

ing this plant is that, in the following year, the land is

in a particularly suitable condition for cereals. Those
interested in the production of colza oil in France

strongly demand high protection, pointing to the

great diminution which has taken place in its cultiva-

tion, and the consequent displacement of labour, which

has gone into the towns. But Count de Saporta shows
that colza has had its day, and cannot stand against

the competition of gas, electricity, acetylenej petrol,

and other modern methods of lighting. He believes

rather in the cultivation of the olive, for, apart from

the constant demand for olive oil for the table, it is,

he says, more and more used by engineers for oiling

the most delicate parts of machinery.

The Young Man for October is a good number. Its

sketch of Mr. W. J. Pirrie, the biggest shipbuilder in the

world, and Mr. Arthur Mee's " Byways of Fame * claim
separate mention. The Rev. J. E. Roberts sketches the

Rev. Dr. Alexander Maclaren, to whom he is assistant

pastor. Mr. James Scott contributes a very interesting

paper on the secrets of the apple, the formation of

blossom, pip and fruit.
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RUSSIA IN MANCHURIA.
The WorLfs Work for October contains an excel-

lently illustrated article by Mr. Alfred Stead on
"Russia in Manchuria." Mr. Stead begins by
declaring that, " evacuation " or no evacuation, Russian

influence will remain in Manchuria, and he attributes

this and the success of the Russians generally to their

" wonderful assimilative force." The Russo-Chinese

Bank is the most potent instrument of rule. The
bank has established branches in all the towns, where
it acts on behalf of the Government, collecting taxes,

paying out wages and Government dues. Russian

money passes everywhere.

NEWCHWANG AND DALNY.

Newchwang, says Mr. Stead, is the only weak point

in Russia's defences, and she will not rest until she

has shut it up or else ruined it ; and it was largely with

this latter purpose that M. Witte devised his great

scheme of building Dalny. Dalny is an ice-free port,

and excellent anchorage. At present, however, the

town has only two or three businesses established in

it, and of these the principal one is German. Dalny
is equipped for a population of 100,000 people. In

1902 Dalny had so far progressed as to be visited by

717 cargo-steamers, of which 324 were Russian, 241
Japanese, and only 83 English.

THE FUTURE OF MANCHURIA.

Mr. Stead says that the opinions of soldiers and
engineers in Manchuria as to the future of the province
coincide with those of M. Witte. All those who have
first-hand knowledge of the country are in favour of
Egyptianising the country, not of annexing it—that is,

to allow the Chinese regime to continue, and to
" administer the Chinese authorities." Russia has not
the trained men ready to govern the country, and she
could not stand the expenses which would result from
annexation. But perhaps the weightiest reason
against annexation is that if the frontier of the Empire
were moved south, there would be nothing to stop the

Chinese in Manchuria permeating the whole of Asiatic

Russia. Already the Russians have been frightened

by the influx of Chinese ; and the Russian settlers

have shown themselves unable to hold their own
against the thrifty, sober immigrants.

Russia's greatest problem.

" Intermarriage," says Mr. Stead, " gives only further

cause for alarm, because the offspring of such
marriages are more Chinese than Russian. This ques-
tion of race is the greatest of Russia's Asiatic problems,
and it is this dangerous side to the acquisition of
Manchuria which may succeed in settling the question
which has baffled the Chancelleries of many great
Powers. Has Russia, in gaining a province, won or
lost the first move in the great struggle of Slav and
Mongol ? "

" THE Irregulars of the Navy n
is the euphemism by

which W. J. Fletcher, in his sketch ofthem in Macmillaris
y

describes the British privateers.

THE FALL OF M. WITTE.
That M. Witte's supposed promotion to be

President of the Russian Committee of Ministers was

in reality his supercession became plain to everyone

as soon as the facts transpired. In the Ccntempcrarj

Review Dr. Dillon deals with the subject under the

title of " M. Witte's Fall." The view that M. Witte

will have any influence in his new position, says Dr.

Dillon, is wholly erroneous, as the Committee can

neither make nor unmake a law. No president ever

yet acquired any initiative or wielded much influence

upon persons or agents, for good or evil In other

words, M. Witte has fallen ; and Dr. Dillon reminds us

that he foreshadowed this fall two years ago. The only

hope is that he is but fifty-five years old, and may live

to witness entanglements which he alone can unravel.

WHAT M. WITTE DID.

M. Plehve moved heaven and earth to undermine

M. Witte's influence, and he was helped by the fact

that the Finance Minister had always been hated by

men who wasted their time in social frivolities. Dr.

Dillon is doubtful whether M. Witte's work was

good or bad, but no one will dissent from his state-

ment that it was Herculean. He sowed reforms with the

sack, not with the hand. M. Witte let loose a myriad

forces all at once, and scared the men of routine :

—

He brought the elements of finance within the reach of the

Russian official, raised the Imperial Bank to the level of a Euro-

pean institution, substituted gold for fluctuating bank-notes, and

raised the powerful clique of bankers against him by penalising

profitable but unscrupulous speculations on a fall in the value of

paper roubles. His enemies on 'Change were soon strengthened

by the secession of the powerful military party who detested in

him the staunch champion of peace.

THE CAUSE OF HIS FALL.

But M. Witte's most ambitious undertaking was his

attempt to create industries. To effect this he
changed everything :

—

Railway travelling was cheapened below the lowest limit

known in Western Europe, freights were lowered, waterways
and railways were constructed with a view to bring sources of

production nearer to the markets, the passport system was relaxed,

even Jews were allowed to travel—on business, alcohol became a
Government monopoly, and rumours were circulated that many
other branches of trade would also be taken over by the State.

But he could not make educated workmen, or

prevent strikes, or prevent the industrial population

becoming impregnated with Western ideas. And it

was M. Plehve who had to cope with the conditions

of unrest which M. Witte's policy had created. M.
Plehve was therefore allowed to make his own
conditions, and the first condition was that M. Witte

should disappear :

—

M. Witte was surprised by the news that his tenure of office

had come to an end, and with it the success of schemes with,

which the prosoerity of the Empire is bound up. Ten or fifteen

years more and the management of Witte's scheme might have
been left to a third-rate successor ; at present it is in a phase ift

which a false step may endanger the work of years.

Dr. Dillon thinks that M. Witte will come to the

front again. Meantime, he says, the Tsar is in the

position of a mariner navigating unfamiliar seas, who
has lost his steering gear and his compass.
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THE KAISER OF KAISERS.
His Caprices and Instability.

In the October Contemporary there is an anonymous
article on the German Emperor, which had need to

be anonymous if it is written by one of his Majesty's

subjects. It is entitled simply " William II.," but is

packed full of severe criticism, which shows that the

writer has a very poor opinion of the Emperor's

ability to play the great part which his vanity impels

him to attempt. The chief characteristic of Wilhelm
II., says the ^writer, is his capricious and exuberant
impetuousness, which makes his personal actions

extremely uncertain and incalculable. In his charac-

ter and ways he is not a German. The sedateness,

frugality, thoroughness and perseverance which are

characteristic of the German mind are entirely lacking

in him. He possesses, instead, brilliant imagination,

love of display, vivacity, loquacity, capriciousness, and
thirst for gloire—qualities which all spring from

feminine vanity. He resembles most his great-uncle

Frederick William IV., who, according to Benedetti,
" was never the same man two days running."

SURROUNDED BY SYCOPHANTS.

All this would not matter if the Kaiser were a

figurehead. He is anything but that. German policy

is to-day absolutely and completely under the in-

fluence of the German Emperor. He is the only

motive power in political life, and his decisions are

hardly affected by his responsible advisers. But, as

the result of his character, he has superseded all the

ministries, and surrounded himself by all the

ambitious, all the sycophants, all the mischief-makers,

and all the intriguers :

—

The intrigues between the various sets, composed of high

dignitaries, courtiers, and chance acquaintances, which competed
for the ear or for the favour of the Emperor, became more and
more daring as time went on, and at last brought about more
than one grave public scandal, for more than one exposure in

the law courts was the outcome of the bitter and relentless war
of calumny and defamation which took place between the

hostile camps of courtiers and favourites who struggled for

influence.

THE EFFECT ON GERMAN POLICY.

Thus Germany's policy has of late become ex-

ceedingly frivolous and adventurous, and more and

more resembles that of France during the Second

Empire, une politique de pourboire. In Germany in

the best informed quarters it is believed that the

course which the Kaiser is steering will inevitably

lead to disaster ; and the flatterers and time-servers

who surround the monarch keep him in a state of

delusion as to the true state of the country :

—

It is therefore but natural that German policy is becoming in

an increasing degree visionary, ineffective, adventurous, and

unsuccessful, that it experiences repeated failures at home and

in every quarter of the world.

THE FRUITS OF INTERFERENCE.

The Emperor's versatility and many-iidedness are universally

known, but though it is humanly impassible that he should have

a thorough knowledge of the numerous subjects in which he
takes an active interest, he considers himself the highest autho-
rity in Germany on foreign and home policy, on military and
naval matters, on administration and law, on theology and edu-
cation, on archaeology and sociology, on painting and archi-
tecture, on sculpture and music, on the drama and stage
management, and on many other subjects too numerous to be
mentioned. Whether it is his boundless confidence in the
superiority of his own judgment, or whether it is his opinion
that his exalted position should, ipso facto, enable him to oe the
summus arbiter in omnibus rebus, seems doubtful. At any rate,

it is certain that he considers himself the highest authority in all

these matters and many more, and that he strives strenuously to
impose, if not his views, his predilections and his tastes, at least

his will, by all means in his power on the experts of the nation
and on the nation itself.

The result of his continual interference is that he
has made himself thoroughly disliked. He has at-

tempted to treat the city of Berlin as a powerful noble
might treat an insignificant village on his estate ; and
the Berliners in return indulge in lively Schadenfreude
at every failure of his policy. As an example of the
Kaiser's domineering disposition, the writer gives the

following instance :

—

At one time the Emperor wished to have more churches built

in Berlin, and after admonishing the local authorities in vain to

build more churches, tried to revive an obsolete law dating from
the sixteenth century, when Berlin was hardly bigger than
Windsor is now, according to which the town was compelled to
provide a certain number of churches in proportion to the num-
ber of the inhabitants. In attempting to put this old Act into

practice, it came to a lawsuit with Berlin, which, on the last

appeal, was won by the town.

The Kaiser has actually proscribed Hauptmann's
plays, while trashy dramas glorifying theHohenzollerns

are given free runs in the State theatres. The follow-

ing is another instance given by the writer :

—

When William II. had inspected the newly-erected building of
the Reichstag and had publicly stigmatised it as the ne plus
ultra of bad taste, the architects of Berlin gave a great dinner to

the designer, at the end of which a huge model of the Reichstag,

composed of table delicacies, made its appearance with the

legend written on it, " The neplus ultra of good taste."

THE FOURTH NAPOLEON.

The writer quotes Bismarck's description of

Napoleon III. as fitting exactly the present occupant

of the German throne, and adds :

—

These threatening armaments of Germany, together with the

numerous ambitious, if not aggressive, declarations of the

Emperor and his chief officials, have
,
led to a new political

constellation in Europe which seems to bode the coming isolation

of Germany. Besides, the anti-British agitation and Germany's

ambitions in South Africa and other parts of the world have
been largely responsible for the unification of Great Britain and
her colonies, an event which is by no means desired by German
statesmen, whilst the drawing together of Great Britain and the

United States can be directly traced to the aggressive anti-

Anglo-Saxon world policy of the German Emperor. It is

evident that the indiscretions of German policy have brought

about results which are the reverse of what was expected and

intended by their author.

What will Mr. Arnold White, who holds up to our

gaze the Kaiser as the Efficient of Efficients, say to alL

this?
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THE KING AS SPORTSMAN.
Pearson's Magazine contains a brightly written

account of King Edward's shooting parties at Sand-

ringham. "His Majesty is the keenest of sports-

men ; his preserves are his great hobby, and are among
the finest and best stocked in the kingdom." The
King is an early riser, and is generally up and about
long before his guests are astir. A day's shooting to

him means hard work before breakfast in order to

keep pace with his official duties :

—

The regular breakfast hour" at Sandringham is 9.30. The
meal is served on round tables set for parties of six or seven.

Neither the King nor any of the Royal family take breakfast

downstairs, but are served in their own rooms.
Shooting at Sandringham usually commences at ten in the

morning and ends at four o'clock, and the King, although he
possesses a shooting pony, rarely uses him, and almost invari-

ably walks with his guests for the greater part of the day, though
Jast season, because of his recent illness perhaps, he rode more
than usual.

The assembling hour is fixed the night before, and the

party is at the spot, awaiting the King's arrival; at the

•appointed time. There is no formality in reaching the rendez-
vous ; some walk, others ride in jaunting cars or country carts.

The Kin<* is a genial host among his sporting guests, and
occasionally relieves the tedium of a long " wait " in the

covers by some good-natured jokes. Seated on his shooting-

stool, which is fixed in the ground by one long leg, and gives

him the appearance of being seated in the air, he is the
picture of a jovial country gentleman. At the appointed hour
the shooting party groups itself in the grounds, and behind
the sportsmen stand some forty beaters looking picturesque
in their blue blouses and low felt hats trimmed with royal

scarlet and armed with formidable-looking quarter-staffs.

The King objects strenuously to having it said that he
delights in the number of birds he shoots. In fact, he takes but
-i small part in the big shoots at Sandringham. He and the

Prince of Wales, as keen a sportsman as his father, always take
the worst places in the shooting line. His Majesty is very strict

about the wounded birds being immediately put out of their

misery by the keepers, and never likes to see one of his

cherished breed of golden pheasants among the killed. For the

King himself, a stroll through the coverts, attended by his

loader and his old and trusted keeper, with his favourite

retriever at his heels, is always a greater pleasure than the

biggest day recorded in the Sandringham game-book.

All the game fallen to the guns in the day's sport is

gathered into the game-room, and thence

despatched to charitable institutions, to employees on the Royal
estate, to the different Royal households, to the rich and to the

poor neighbours of the King. No one is forgotten, but not a
single head is allowed to be sold.

The English Illustrated for October has in it many
good things. Beaugeard's account of Victor Hugo's
house claims separate notice. Frederick Dolman tells

the story of Lord Leighton's " Phoenicians Bartering with
the Ancient Britons," a picture he presented to the Royal
Exchange. Several of Leighton's preparatory studies
are reproduced. An appreciation of Pius X. is given by
Mary Alice Vialls. The connection of the Carlyles with
Haddington is traced by the Rev. J. Burns. Several
beautiful pictures adorn E. M. Lynch's " Day on Lake
Garda." The element of the grotesque is supplied by
Mr. W. W. Webb's enumeration of bodily oddities, such
as a whale that cannot open its mouth, a fur-bearing

quadruped that lays eggs, a lizard that can look two ways
at once, a fish that has its heart in its mouth, etc.

A ROYAL COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE.

By Carmen Sylva.

In the Strand Magazine Mile. Vacaresco con-

tinues her series of " Sovereigns I Have Met," and

writes about the Queen of Roumania. For Carmen

Sylva the writer has all the devotion of a hero-

worshipper, and gives a most sympathetic account of

her life and works. " The Queen of Roumania's

marriage was no love affair," says Mile. Vacaresco,

and then goes on to describe how it came about

As Princess of Wied Carmen Sylva visited the

Queen of Prussia in Berlin and caught a glimpse of

her future husband. Many years passed, and in

Cologne with her mother, the young Princess met

again the Prince of Hohenzollern, then Prince of

Roumania. To quote Carmen Sylva's own words

In the small garden of the H6tel du Nord, the beautiful towers

of the cathedral throwing their shadows upon us, I poured forth

eager questions in his ear, without even casting a glance at his

refined and regular features. He told me all about his difficult

task, and about the foreign country which had become his own

;

its wide plains and savage mountains, the white-clad peasantry

—frugal, grave, and endowed with the weird powers of eloquence

and untaught poetry. He spoke long and well, while I listened

breathlessly, rapt m astonishment and delight. He described

the masters of the land, those Boyars, cultivated yet barbarous

in mind and customs, whose souls were alive with the blended

charm of the Byzantine influences and the hot blood of Latin

descent. And I envied the young Sovereign for having taken

up a sceptre the maintenance of which required as firm a grasp as

any sword. I said to him openly, ** You are a happy man."

Pouring out her admiration for the Prince to her

mother, she learnt that he had come to Cologne

purposely to see her, and, if possible, marry her.

Says the Queen
I remained bewildered for a few seconds, then, as if urged

on by the resistless impulse of my destiny, I answered, " Yes, I

will marry him ; I will help him and follow him to that

wonderful land."

Half an hour afterwards the Prince of Hohenzollern came up
to our private sitting-room and kissed my hand as he entered,

while my lips trembled timidly for one moment on his bowed
forehead. Then he knew that he was my accepted husband.

This time he did all the talking ; I was abashed and silent, but

still intent on his every word. Not one syllable of love, not

one stray compliment was uttered during those hours. Ours
was no love-marriage, but a union based on self-devotion, duty,

and a fervent desire to do our best towards each other and
towards the nation which I already loved.

"The Story ofTwo Talented Girls "is told in the October
GirVs Realm, one of the girls being Miss Marie Hall, the

girl violinist picked up in the streets of Bristol by some
kindly people, who were greatly struck with her playing,

and sent by them to London and Prague for the best

training. The other is " a painter's youngest daughter,"
Miss Dorothy Menpes, who, only seventeen now, has
already published five books. She has almost always
been with her father, to whose training she owes nearly

everything. Her achievements and those of her elder

sister, who works in the colour prdcess with which Mr.

Menpes* books are illustrated, are due as n\uch to their

father's constantly careful training as to airy personal

aptitude. When Mr. Menpes has realised his ideal of

producing his own picture blocks himself, botl^ daughters
will be associated with him in bringing out hU books.
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••A MODERN ROYAL COUPLE."
The King and Queen of Italy.

A " royalty " article is contributed to La Revue
for October 1st by Paola Lombroso, once music-

mistress of Queen Helena, when still Princess of

Montenegro. The writer half apologises for an

article which is certainly a high tribute to both King
Victor and Queen Helena, especially to the latter.

She is at pains to let us know that she is no fanatical

Monarchist, but a militant Radical, a red-hot Socialist

;

and it is as a socialistic psychologist that she has

drawn these two royal portraits.

Of Victor Emmanuel III. she says that his

careful upbringing has not made him a genius ; he

has none of the versatility of a certain other more
flamboyant monarch ; he is not able to express what

he has seen and heard, but that does not mean that

he is either unobservant or unable to see clearly.

On the contrary, he is, if unimaginative, highly cul-
tivated and widely informed and apt to receive new
ideas, and a good judge both of men and things.

What has specially endeared him to his people is

that he abstains from all parade and pomp. From
his Court and from his private life all luxury and
display are severely banished. He avoids public

demonstrations as much as possible, and one of

the reasons for his fondness for motoring is said to be
that he can thus avoid arriving at railway stations and
being officially received. He does not care for

poetry, and has the courage to say so. " It always

seems to rne like bonbons and sweetmeats for women
and children." He is neither musical nor artistic ; he
has, however, been collecting coins since he was only

nine, and his numismatic collection is now really

valuable.

As for the Queen, her former music-mistress

evidently considers her the more interesting character.

She writes with unfeigned admiration of her simple

home life in Montenegro, till, at the age of twenty,

she became the wife of the Italian heir-apparent. The
change from an extremely simple life to that of a

qneen has in no wise turned her head. Her innate

good sense and strong taste for simplicity are always

uppermost. What she saw in the Court ceremonies and
did not find good she quietly changed. Formerly
royal receptions took place with enormous pomp from

three to six p.m., all ladies in full Court dress. Queen
Helena, thinking that her husband and children had
first claim on her afternoons, fixed her receptions for

ten a.m., ladies to appear, like herself, in walking dress.

She likes pretty and becoming clothes, but does not

see why she should live to dress. There is a charac-

teristic story of how one of her children being

embarrassed with a multitude of complex toys,

the Queen one day picked them all up. " She cannot

play with those grand things," she said. " She wants

the toys that other children have." And a lady of honour
was at once sent to buy all the cheapest ordinary

children's toys that could be found. Of children she

is exceedingly fond, and they of her.

A PRINCELY CORPS.

Sir Howard Vincent writes in Pearson's Magazine
on the Imperial Cadet Corps of India :

—

The corps is more than a corps <TUite to stand before the
King. It provides for a real want—a profession, suitable to

their rank, for the princes and nobles of India, who, hitherto,

have lived too often in a state of inglorious idleness, under the
thumbs of their ministers and advisers.

The corps is not only intended to give a thorough military

education to its cadets, but also such a scholastic and social

education as shall fit them to take their places, in time, in the
Imperial Army as British officers and British gentlemen.

This corps is, perhaps, the most select in existence. It is

about thirty strong at present, and numbers five ruling chiefs of
Hindustan.

STRICT DISCIPLINE.

The young princes are kept under very strict discipline. The
rules of the corps allow for no laziness or misbehaviour of any
kind. The Viceroy is very careful about the cadet's morals, and
any serious offences are reported to him personally.

The training lasts for two or three years, two terms
to a year.

In the cold weather, the first parade lasts from 8 till 9, and foot

drill is the order of the hour. Then comes breakfast, and then,

from 10 to 11.30, mounted parade. Lectures and study occupy
the time from 12 to 2.

Except that he must attend roll-call at 9.30, the

cadet may almost call the rest of the day his own.

a gorgeous uniform.

Athletic sports are encouraged, and the corps

possesses an excellent polo team. The uniform worn
by the cadets seems most splendid, and should set an
example of magnificence to those responsible for the

raising of special Yeomanry or Volunteer corps in

England :

—

The full-dress tunic is a long, white Cashmere coat, reaching
an inch below the knee, with blue facings and Indian gold em-
broidery. Gold belts are worn, and a blue and gold turban with a
gold ornament, bearing the corps' motto, supported by chains. The
gold aigrette on the turban glitters gloriously in the sun, with
wavy effect. The sword has a white scabbard and ivory handle.
White breeches and jack boots complete the uniform.

The cadets look superb on their black horses—big Australians,

standing close on sixteen hands. The saddlery, adorned with
snow leopard -skins, completes the picture.

AT A LOW PRICE.

And this perfect uniform, with an undress kit of light khaki,
trimmed with gold filagree, costs but 500 rupees—£35. Indeed,
a cadet need only spend jfioo altogether on his outfit, including
linen and furniture, while he receives a monthly allowance of
200 rupees.

Borough Councils and rising rates occupy the pen
of A. N. Emmel in Macmillarts* He supplies a table

showing the respective increase or decrease of the rates

in the last two years of the Metropolitan Boroughs.
Rates have gone up in all the boroughs excepting
Finsbury and Holborn, which have each diminished by
4d. The two most Progressive boroughs yield very
different rates of increase. Battersea has increased only
6d. Southwark reaches the record increase of is. 8d.
" The overwhelming Moderate majorities at Westminster
and Hackney" have increased is. and iod. respectively.

The writer urges that a central council with sectional com-
mittees could do the work more economically and better.
" Fuse the boroughs into a central London government
with inclusive powers." Then the rates would decline
and would show better results for less money.
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AN IMPRESSIONIST STUDY OF GENERAL BOOTH.
Mr. Harold Begbie, in the Pall Mall Magazine

for October, devotes the seventh of his series of

Master Workers to a sketch of General Booth. Mr.

Begbie is very appreciative. He has seen the

General, interviewed him, and is much impressed

with him. He traces the foundation of the Salvation

Army to a particular attitude towards sin. Sin to

General Booth, he says, is not so much an affront to

the Deity as a reversion to type. It is the wrecker of

human happiness, the destroyer of lives, the subtle

and devilish enemy of the human race. Therefore, it

is your duty to become its sworn enemy, and by the

grace of God and your own right arm to do your

utmost to overthrow it. He describes the life of

a typical Army officer, and declares that, compared
with the work which General Booth has done in his

own life, the work of John Wesley appears amazingly

small. The master-stroke in the scheme of General

Booth is to leave nothing to chance and very little

to Providence. He hammers his officers into shape

as thoroughly as Rome hammers out her priests, but

with infinitely more worldly wisdom. Its work is per-

fected by all possible forms of decentralisation.

Everything is done regularly and in order. In no
department is there anything left to accident or

chance. The Salvation Army is in reality the world's

most scientific institution for soul-saving.
0

A PEN PICTURE OF THE GENERAL.

Of General Booth himself, Mr. Begbie says that he
never met any man who so thoroughly confused his

judgment and who so baffled all conclusions as to his

personality. Here is Mr. Begbie's description of the

General as he saw him when he went down to

Hadleigh :

—

A great touzle of white hair sticking up from the brow and far

out from the back of the head ; a large massive face the hue of
old ivory, with iron-grey eyebrows that are now high up in the

wrinkled forehead and now drawn down over the lids so that

they become one with the lashes ; a huge hooked nose that

droops far over a flowing tangle of moustache, whiskers and
beard, whiter than the hair ; cunning eyes into which enigmatic
smiles are for ever welling as far as the lower lids, and then,

checking, vanishing backward into the secrecy of the mind ; and
the mouth . . . but those lips which might tell so much, might
make certain what is now all confusion and darkness, are hidden
by the flowing tangle of moustache and beard. We wonder
what that mouth expresses.

He is robed in a dark blue dressing-gown, edged with red,

the ends slack across the middle, disclosing a thick cloth waist-

coat without buttons. The collar of the dressing-gown stands

out far from the neck, giving the face the appearance ofa vulture

with head craned forward. He walks lamely, his feet in suede
slippers, his hands never still, his eyes never still, his eyes never
at rest. His voice is deep, a little harsh, but exceedingly
honest and cheerful. He has the Nottingham speech : makes
groodge of "grudge," and sullvation of "salvation," oop of
" up " and hurries over aitches as things of no account. An un-
lettered man, and, as will be seen later, a man wholly uncon-
scious of the movement of the intellectual world. But in con-

versation, not a man of fire : not a fanatic : not a tremendous
force. That is his mystery. A plain sort of man, with a
cunning eye, rough homely speech, and a clumsy humour. And
yet, is it not Lord Wolseley who describes him as the greatest

organiser in the world? Make an unprejudiced study of his

achievement, and you will be forced to the conclusion that you
are face to face with one of the world's master minds.

THE FUTURE OF THE ARMY.

Mr. Begbie had tea with the General, and heard

from him in brief the story of the origin and secret of

the Salvation Army. After hearing the General dis-

course in his usual way as to the methods and

convictions of the Salvation Army, he asked whether

the General believed that the Army would diverge in

the direction of mysticism—that is to say, would it

work wonders and miracles. The General evaded a

direct answer. He said that light might come from

unexpected doors, but that, at present, what the Army
had to do was to postpone the expounding of its

views upon disputed texts, and concentrate upon

making sin less, crime less, and ignorance less all

over the world.

THE GENERAL'S CRIMINAL INSTINCTS.

The following is a curious Begbeian account of the

General's statement as to his criminal instincts which

he inherited from his parents. Mr. Begbie had asked

whether man did not inherit criminal instincts, where-

upon the General burst out :

—

"Criminal instincts? why, we have all got them. I have

got them. My father was a Grab, a Get. He had been

bred in poverty. He determined to grow rich ; and he did.

He grew very rich, because he lived without God and simply

worked for money ; and when he lost it all, his heart broke

with it, and he died miserably. I have inherited the Grab

from him. I want to get." His arm shot forward, and the

hand clawed at the air. " I am always wanting to get. And

the fact is that everybody inherits what you call 'criminal

instincts ' of one sort or another. But science cannot save their

souls. Salvation is my science."

THE ARMY AFTER THE GENERAL'S DEATH.

Mr. Begbie asked whether he thought the Army

would continue after he passed over to the other

world, or whether it would go to pieces. The

General replied as follows :

—

It will go on. It will go on. We are an Army, and every

day sees us more efficient. Look at our training schools and

institutes. We drill men into soul-winners. One of my
granddaughters is just going out to this work. She speaks

French and German, swims, plays the violin, sings, reads—

a

thorough young lady, as you would say. What is she at now ?

Why, she is over at Barnet, fighting for God and souls in the

streets and pointing sinners to Jesus. That is how we train our

people. By system.

"Don't forget you have got a soul,"^he said to

Mr. Begbie as he stood at the doorstep'of his little

red-brick villa. Mr. Begbie departed, feeling that

General Booth was a good man as well as a great

man.

A novel scheme of evangel

McAll Mission by the Sunday
has now two mission boats for

peasantry. The first boat has

years. The second one is a
accommodating from 150 to

interior waterways of France are

of approach to people in remote

ism is reported of the

at Home. The mission
evangelising the French
been at work for eleven

floating meeting-house,

250. The canals and
thus used as an avenue
districts.
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OBITER 6ESTA OF FAMOUS MEN.

Mr. Arthur Mee, in the Young Man, sheds some
sidelights on great men, under the heading of " By-ways

of Fame." He recalls the story of an eminent member
of Parliament who, walking through Hyde Park,

deliberately turned head over heels. We have had a
Foreign Secretary in England who wrote a poetic

despatch to an ambassador. A shop not a hundred
miles from Charing Cross is run by a peer. Lord
Rosebery advertises live stock bred on his farm, and
is noted for his fowls and plums. The King himself

says, "lama farmer myself on a small scale." Mr.
Wyndham has given the children an excellent nursery

rhyme, and has edited the poems of an Irish agitator

whom he helped to put in prison. Sir William Har-
court has been moved to poetry by the charms of

Braemore. Mr. Gladstone the poet is not so well

known as Mr. Gladstone the statesman—excepting,

perhaps, to Miss Dorothy Drew. Richard Cobden
wrote two plays, one of which was offered to a London
theatre manager and refused. Mr. Chamberlain has

written a play said to be called "Who's Who?" Lord
Rosebery is said to have made a solitary appearance
as actor on the stage, and to have failed. Lord
Londonderry is a coal dealer. Queen Alexandra is a
photographer, and is said to have saved a bridge by
hef^)hotography :

—

As Princess of Wales she photographed a bridge one day as a
goods train passed over it, and the negative revealed an ugly
curve, which was repeated in a second photograph, and led to
an inspection of the bridge. It was found to be unsafe, and the
Queen's photograph probably averted a disaster.

THE HOUSE OF VICTOR HUGO.
Tiburce Beaugeard describes in the English

Illustrated " La Maison de Victor Hugo," now the pro-
perty of the city of Paris and a public museum. Its

contents bear witness to the versatility of the great
writer. There is a desk carved by the great poet
himself, originally intended for a charity bazaar, but
kept by the poet's wife, who sent a thousand-franc note
instead. On this desk are the inkstands of A. Dumas,
Lamartine, George Sand, and Victor Hugo, mounted
on one stand by Hugo himself. The rooms on the
second floor contain specimens of the poet's efforts in

drawing, painting, woodcarving, and even tapestry.

"He paints as he writes, with the eyes and imagina-
tion of an intellectual giant." The'ophile Gautier is

quoted as saying, "Had Victor Hugo not been a
poet, he would have been a painter of the first order."
His painting materials comprised pen, pencil, red
chalk, charcoal and soot. The prevailing note of the
poet's redecoration of the house is described as

Oriental and mediaeval. A grotesque example of
"woodcarving by Hugo is pictured. The singular fact

is recorded that Hugo disliked music, and would
never allow a piano to be brought into the house.
At one of his receptions, however, a number of young
girls sang some choruses, and one of these singers was
afterwards Empress of the French.

THE CHARACTER OF THE HEW POPE.
M. Delbeuf contributes to the first September

number of the Nouvelle Revue a short paper on the

Conclave and the new Pope, in which he makes a
forecast of the character of the new Pontificate. M.
Delbeuf regards Pius X. as very clever, a politician of

the first rank— in fact, a very subtle Opportunist, who
has in the past discovered how to please the Quirinal

without offending the Vatican. Like all prelates of

humble origin, he has popular aspirations towards the

moral unity of his country. As a young priest he was
an ardent patriot, and the Emperor Francis Joseph
might ask himself whether the little finger of Cardinal

Sarto may not be thicker than the loins of Cardinal

Rampolla. But it would be a mistake to suppose

that an immediate reconciliation between the Quirinal

and the Vatican is to be expected, for between two
such forces matters do not quickly come to a head.

M. Delbeuf anticipates that the Vatican will begin

discreetly to favour the transference of the protectorate

of Eastern Catholics from France to Italy. As regards

.reforms in the Church, it is said that Pius X. jokingly

observed the other day, " There is a good deal that

has come unsewn in the Church, but I am a good
tailor (sarto), I shall know how to stitch it up again."

For instance, the distribution of dioceses throughout

the Catholic world seems to require considerable

alteration. Italy, with twenty-nine millions of Catholics,

has almost as many archbishoprics and bishoprics as

the whole of the rest of Europe with a hundred and
twenty-five millions of Catholics. M. Delbeuf, how-
ever, does not seem hopeful that the new Pope will

succeed in overcoming the resistance of the Curia to

any reform of this kind. As regards France, Pius X.
will continue the policy of his predecessor in main-

taining the Concordat. He concludes by showing
that the Pope's humble origin has had the effect of
making him enormously popular among the masses,

and not in Italy alone. Such a trifle as his keeping
his old nickel watch at the end of a cheap ribbon has
made a profound impression. " He is our Pope,"
the people say. Meanwhile the Court at the Vatican
is much upset, by all accounts, and one Roman paper
has nicknamed him the Pope sans gine.

The Waiting Coachman.
Coachmen and footmen waiting outside houses during

late parties have often roused the compassion of belated
pedestrians, especially on nights of bitter cold or miser-
able rain. Their condition has appealed to Lady Hope,
as we learn from an interview with her ladyship by
David Williamson in the Sunday at Home. She shortly
describes her plan :

—

Lady A. is giving a party. There may be one hundred
carriages, which probably means two hundred servants. She
orders our coffee-van to come at 10.30, and requires two hundred
tickets. In the afternoon these tickets are handed to the butler,

who distributes them to the coachmen and footmen as they drive
up to the house. In this way we give them a very welcome
refreshment during their waiting hours ; and this help is most
heartily appreciated.

In Russia in the old times the coachman waiting outside
was found not infrequently frozen to death.
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VAN DYCK AND PIERRE LOMBART.

Van Dyck's Equestrian Portrait of Charles I.

In the ArtJournal for October Mr. H. M. Cundall

tells the story of the portraits of Charles I. and Oliver

Cromwell, which were engraved by Pierre Lombart,
after Van Dyck's equestrian portrait of Charles I.

The writer thus describes the six states of the plate :—

•

The exact date when the portrait of King Charles I. was
first engraved by Lombart and the subsequent history of the

plate aie not known : consequently the following account is

scarcely more than a matter of conjecture ; but after careful

examination of the various impressions, the order given to the

different states is probably correct.

The engraving was executed after Van Dyck's equestrian

portrait of Charles I., which was at that time in St. James's
Palace. This portrait, representing the King mounted on a
white horse, under an archway, with Monsieur St. Antoine, the

Master of the Horse, at the side holding his Majesty's helmet,

was painted about 1633. It was sold shortly after the com-
mencement of the Commonwealth, but came again into Royal
possession on the accession of Charles II., and for a long

period was at Kensington Palace ; it now hangs in Windsor
Castle.

Lombart, in copying this painting, took many liberties with
it. In Van Dyck's portrait the King wears a large lace collar

with points, almost covering his shoulders ; this in the engraving
is changed into a square Puritan one ; and in the painting the

"George" of the Order of the Garter hangs from the sash,

which is across his left shoulder, instead of the sash having a
bow with flying ends, as shown in the print.

With the turn of events the next state shows Oliver Crom-
well's head inserted, and a fulsome Latin inscription, with the

coat-of-arms of the Protector added at the bottom of the prtate.

An impression of this state, belonging to Earl Bathurst, was
recently lent to the Exhibition of British Engraving and Etching,

at the Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington.

The third state shows a remarkable change ; the head has
again disappeared, and in the blank space an outline portrait has

been inserted. It is said to be that of Louis XIV. ; but this can
hardly be possible. Several other changes have also been made
—for instance, the lace collar has been taken out, and the
armour on the right shoulder completed ; the breeches of the
youth have been tightened at the knee and the frills and ribbons
taken off. The coat-of-arms and inscription have also disap-

peared.

The fourth state shows Cromwell's head re-inserted, and the

lace collar again placed over the armour, but the sash which
was over the left shoulder has been removed and tied round the

waist. The Latin inscription and the coat-of-arms appear once
more at the bottom of the plate, but a mistake has been made in

engraving " efficiem " instead of 11 effigiem."

The fifth state, presumably executed after the end of the
Commonwealth, shows at last the head of King Charles I.,

copied from Van Dyck's painting. Various alterations have
been made in the dresses. The lace collar on the King is

enlarged and made with points, and the "lesser George" hangs
by a chain from his Majesty's neck. The frills and ribbons have
again been added to the youth's breeches, although these are
not widened as in the early states ; his hair has been made more
abundant and a slight moustache added to his upper lip. The
royal arms and the inscription " Carolus I. Dei Grata, Magnae
Britanniae, FrancUe et Hiberniae Rex," are inserted.

In the sixth and final state of the plate the head of Cromwell
has once more been inserted, as an older man, however, this

time, and the only other differences in this engraving from the

previous state are that the medallion has been removed and Che

collar has taken its Puritan form again ; the same Latin inscrip-

tion as before is added, with the same mistake in the spelling of
the word " effigiem," and also Cromwell's coat-of-arms, but

with a slight alteration in the last quartering, a chevron,

charged with a mullet, taking the place of a lion rampant.
These were the arms on the private seal of Cromwell, which he

used between the years 1645 and 1648. The other coat-of-

arms, which appears on the previous states (second and fourth)

of the engraving, was the official signet during the Common-
wealth. On this last state it will be noticed that the painter's

name is spelt " Van Dick," whilst on the two previous states it

is "Wandeck" and " Wandyck " respectively; also the en-

graver's name is changed from Lombart to Lombard. Thus
from this one plate six different states were produced—three
with the head of Cromwell, one with a sketch supposed to be
of Louis XIV., one blank, and only one, and that a late state,

of King Charles I., whom, it may be presumed, it was originally

intended to portray.

THE GREATEST SHIPBUILDER IN THE WORLD.
The Right Hon. W. J. Pirrie, head of the firm of

Harland and Wolff, " the most magnificent shipbuild-

ing concern in the world," is interviewed, in the Ycung
Man

y by Mr. A. S. Moore. He is described as a
whole-hearted and patriotic Irishman, now in the

thick of developing a new Irish transport scheme.

He declares that young men had never better oppor-

tunities for building careers than now. He says :

—

The battle of life is harder in some respects, owing to the

keen competition of the times, but it must be remembered the

days are past when the old advantages of family position and
influence availed for a young man's progress. I am happy in

thinking that merit is becoming more and more the only deter-

mining factor in life, so that to-day the invitation to the youth of

the world is, " Go in and Win."

He advises young men to put as the chief corrifer-

stone of their lives this principle :
" Respect your

parents' wisdom and good advice "
:

—

At the outset of his career a young man could not do better

than resolve that by the help of Divine grace nothing shall enter

into his life of which his mother would not approve, or which
would have caused her pain.

This advice has been acted on by the man who
gives it :

—

Mr. Pirrie has great reverence for his beloved mother. One
of his most valued possessions—much more valued than his bank-
book—is the little volume, filled with page after page in her

handwriting, that is his inseparable companion over continents
and oceans.

Mr. Pirrie is cheery and optimistic as regards the

future of commerce. He says international industrial

rivalry is a magnificent impetus. " Think," he adds,
" how much improvement in our business methods has

been accomplished since the Prince of Wales sounded
that memorable reveilld * Wake up, England ' "

—

Consider the infinite resources of our Colonies, millions of

acres of almost entirely virginal fields, crying for both industrial

and agricultural development. We only want our nation to put
their heart into their work as they put it into their sport ; there

is scope enough for both. Do you think England as a nation;

can ever be in the rear ranks of commercial progress with such
possibilities awaiting our energies ? Why, our Ireland itself »s

ripe for commerce—so ripe that I shculd be very sorry to advise

one of her young men to try his chances abroad while such
glorious prospects remain at his door-step.

Emerson, " The Sage of Concord," is the subject cf a
stimulating sketch by Walter Jerrold in Temple Bar*
He mentions that Emerson was not only the son of a
Unitarian minister, but could count seven New England
divines among his immediate ancestors. One of these

was the Rev. Joseph Emerson, a man who nightly prayed
that no descendant of his might ever be rich.
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THE SAHARA.
' A writer who signs himself " Africus " contribut 2s to

the second September number of the Notivetie Revue a
remarkably candid article on the danger of the Sahara.

Not so very long ago such an article would have been
regarded in France, if not as sheer treason, at any

rate as extremely unpatriotic. His parting shot at

his countrymen, the * climax of the article, is
u Let us

have more pride and less vanity." The gist of his

argument is that expansion in the region of the Sahara

is a mistake, both economically and from a military

point of view. The scheme of uniting Algeria to the

Soudan and Senegal in order to constitute a central

African Empire is Utopian, full of dangers for France.
" Africus " is quite amusing about the desert wastes

of sand which it is gravely proposed to colonise
;
they

appear to lack both earth and water—two things

generally considered indispensable for successful

agriculture ! And this state of things, he says,

extends beyond the Sahara properly so-called, as far

as Lake Chad. A very little trade appears to be done
in dates, ostrich feathers, hides and gold dust, but the

principal article of barter is slaves. From the

strategic point of view, he goes on to argue,

the position of France in these regions, in the

event of a war with England for example, would
be full of danger. The truth is that "Africus" is

always thinking of Morocco, and he urges his country-

men to economise their strength in view of eventu-

alities in that country if they wish to avoid a new
Fashoda. The promoters of the Trans-Saharan Rail-

way urge that it will open up the mineral riches of the

Sahara and the Soudan, but " Africus " doubts whether
there are any mineral riches, and declares that the

railway would only serve to bring provisions to the

scattered garrisons which have been established in

this desolate land. He argues that the conventions
with England and Germany have simply had the effect

of compelling France to guard the northern frontier of

Sokoto, to defend Nigeria against the incursions of
the Touaregs, and to protect the boundary of German
Bornu—kindly services which enable England and
Germany to manage with much fewer troops than they
would otherwise have to maintain in their possessions.

The Sahara for Tourists.

The shrinkage of the world is illustrated in a paper
which Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond contributes to the Leisure
Hour under the title of " The Witchery of the Great
Sahara.0 " Anyone leaving London on, say, a Monday
morning could be actually in the desert on the afternoon
of the following Thursday." This three-and-a-half days'
tour is accomplished by train to Marseilles, thence by
boat to Philipville in Algeria (a passage of thirty hours),
two hours' rail to the city of Constantine, and one day's
railway journey from Constantine to Biskra, which is two
hours within the margin of the desert. Circular tickets at

much reduced fares can be had through any tourist agency.
The writer says that the desert seems to cast a spell on
those who inhabit it, and not a few who visit it, like the
witchery of the ocean. The similarity between the ocean
of sand and the wilderness of water is dwelt upon.

ENGLAND AND RUSSIA IN PERSIA.
In the second September number* of the Revue des

Deux Mondes M. Rouire continues his study of the
question of the Persian Gulf with a paper on England
and Russia in Persia. He shows how from the
beginning of the nineteenth century Russia has always
sought to exercise influence over Persia. Wars were
frequent, and the end of each of them left the weaker
Power deprived of some portion of its territory. In
1834 Russia and England agreed to maintain Persia

as an independent State. A constant growth in British

influence followed until in 1857 there came the golden
opportunity when she might have made herself mistress

of the whole Persian littoral, but the Foreign Office

feared that this would be both expensive and a source

of complications—a fresh application, as M. Rouire
calls it, of the doctrines of the Manchester school.

The gradual decline of British influence may almost
be dated from this very year.

In another section M. Rouire describes the steady,

peaceful progress of Russia in Persia. In the year
1900-1 Russia's trade with Persia amounted to five

millions sterling, while British trade with Persia was
only two millions, having fallen to that figure from
three millions in 1889. As regards the future of
Persia, M. Rouire disagrees with the theory of Captain
Mahan that England alone ought to dominate the

whole of the Persian tableland. He goes on to explain

the importance of Muscat and of Koweyt. The
possessor of the latter place is, he says, the master of
the terminus of the two future trans-continental routes

of the Indies, namely, that which passes by the valley

of the Euphrates, and that which will pass in the

future by the centre and the north of Arabia.

FRENCHMEN ON ARBITRATION WITH ENGLAND.
Questions Diplomatiques et ColoniaIes> for September

15th, contains an important communication from M.
Frantz Despargnet, Professor of International Law at

Bordeaux University, on the subject of an Anglo-
French Arbitration Treaty. M. Despargnet is frankly

inimical to this Treaty, not owing to Anglophobe
views, but because he does not think it would work.

He says that the English have no rigid ideas of inter-

national law, such as exist in Latin countries, but
regard it as something shifting and determinable

by their own interests. England will always
reserve her "vital interests" in any question.

Therefore M. Despargnet falls back upon the Hague
Court. Mr. G. L. Jaray, who sums up the inquiry,,

takes a somewhat similar view. He points out that

all the existing quarrels between England and France
are not questions susceptible of arbitration on points

of international law, but, as in Egypt, Newfoundland^
and the New Hebrides, are questions of dissatisfaction

with facts, changes in treaties, questions of modifying

the existing state of things—in other words, questions

which arbitration, by its nature, is incapable of solving.

Yet it is these questions precisery which are most
difficult.
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FRENCH WIVES AND MOTHERS.
In Varia for August, " Chicot " has a pleasantly-

written article concerning the women of France, which
is intended to banish the prevalent idea, fostered by
playwright and novelist, that the Frenchwoman is a
frivolous intriguante^ capricious and immoral.
Au contraire^ there are, we are told, nowhere more

devoted wives, more faithful widpws than the French.
But especially are they self-sacrificing mothers, gladly

slaving, suffering, denying themselves for their children.

Mes enfants avant tout! The love of a Frenchwoman
is all-devouring. If she is childless and loves her

husband, he is all in all to her, and the union between
a devoted French couple becomes veritably a " part-

nership in selfishness."

THE PRIDE OF THE FRENCHWOMAN.
Farther, no matter how unworthy her husband,

how blindly ungrateful her children, the Frenchwoman
never airs her grievances even to her most intimate

friends. She takes, instead^ a pride in upholding their

name and dignity. Her husband may be what he
will ; while they live together she speaks of him with

loving intonation and respect. Mark this, ye Swedish
matrons, says Chicot ; and mark this, ye English ones,

say we. When, finally, it is no longer possible for a
mismated pair to live together, it comes as a revela-

tion to friends and neighbours that this loving couple
have all along hated each other, that the relatives of
^ach have been bugbears to the other, that the happy
seeming home has been a veritable martyrdom.

TOO BUSY FOR INTRIGUES.

The Frenchwoman, too, leads far too busy a life to

have time for risky intrigues, even had she the taste.

If her husband be in business, she is his best book-
keeper, oftenest his cashier. She is remarkably intel-

ligent and acute, quick and accurate in accounts, keen
in trading. Delicate health is never made an excuse
for refusing help, when needed, to husband or children—merely mentioned, perhaps, as an unpleasant fact.

A CHRYSALIS EXISTENCE.

A pathetic, half-humorous picture is given us of the

poverty-stricken Frenchwoman's brave attempt to
41 keep up appearances " on a small pension. Whole
families crowd themselves together in two or three

Tooms, one of which is reserved as a " salon," and
once a week polished up for the reception of visitors.

The rest of the week madame is not at home, and no
-one is allowed to explore the fifth or sixth storey

where she and her family hide with their cares and
discomforts. Only on the reception day, she and her

daughters emerge like charming butterflies from their

chrysalis dulness, to glory a brief while in the little

shrine they have dedicated to the goddess Conven-
tion, and gracious smiles and toilettes, tasteful though
inexpensive, mask the privations of their daily life.

INHOSPITABLE THOUGH CHARITABLE.

The Frenchwoman, however, we learn with some
-surprise, is as remarkably inhospitable as she is

charitable. The same people who would cheerfully

trudge through sleet and snow to visit some poverty-

stricken protegt, would quite calmly ignore the oppor-

tunity of offering an equal a considerate hospitality

under circumstances that in other countries would
make it absolutely imperative. The French are

hospitable only to favoured friends.

As regards their education of their children, they

are as lavish in the sybaritism they permit their sons

as they are stern and careful with their daughters, but

the son's love for his mother seems in no wise spoilt

by this indulgence. He loves his sisters, he respects

his father, but his mother he worships, and for her he

will do what none other can make him. Therefore

when Casimir Perier, despite his mother's plea, held

fast his decision to give up his presidency, France

knew there was no appeal.

FRENCH POPULAR FICTION.

M. Talmeyr deals in very amusing fashion with

the power of the serial story in France, in an article

in the first September number of the Revue des Deux
Mondes. Between six and seven o'clock in the

morning, when working Paris is beginning another

day, if you keep your eyes open you will see how

universal is the popularity of the feuilleton. Every-

body, shop boy and shop girl, errand boy, cab driver,

costermonger—they all have their favourite paper.

Observe also that the love of serial fiction in all these

people is hereditary.

EDUCATION BY FEUILLETON.

For something like sixty years stories such

as "The Wandering Jew" and "The Mysteries

of Paris" have served as the principal means by

which the French working classes have formed

their ideas of the life of the priests, the nobles, the

middle class, the judges, and the military caste, and,

indeed, it is an atrocious picture which these works

give of the upper classes. M. Talmeyr furnishes

what would be really a comic account of these

wildly improbable abbes, great ladies, bankers, and

other extraordinary characters, were it not for the serious

fact that all this pitiful stuff is- taken for gospel by so

many millions of readers. Nor does even such a

book as "The Three Musketeers" give a very

pleasant picture of clerical morals. On the other

hand, the working-man and the girl-mother who has

made a slip are systematically glorified. Of late

years, however, M. Talmeyr thinks he can trace a

tendency to be more just, at any rate to the clergy, in

these popular romances ; the priest, instead of being

always represented as a monster, is now occasionally

allowed to be a good fellow. That, however, seems

to be all the change that can be detected, and

certainly, in the light of these revelations, it is not

difficult to understand the anti-clericalism, as well

as the Socialism, of so large a portion of the

French electorate.
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ART FORGERIES AND COUNTERFEITS.

For som3 months past the Magazine of Art has

been giving us a series of articles by Mr. M. H.

Spielmann, the editor, on the subject of" Art Forgeries

and Counterfeits." In the October number Mr. Spiel-

mann tells how Morland was forged in his lifetime :

—

A dealer, unknown to him, proceeded with the utmost

aadacity. He employed Morland to paint so many pictures,

provided him with a studio, free, in an upper floor of his (the

dealer's) house, and begged, that he. wpuld not trouble to paint

for longer than the

morning. The terms

were godd, and (he

artist, who was more than

ever in want of money,
readily agreed. But what
Morland did not know
wis that as soon as

he had left, on and
from the very first

day, the dealer intro-

duced some six hack copy-

ists into the room with
similar canvases, to repro-

duce exactly what the

painter had done in' the

morning ; and in the even-
ing all traces of the incur-

sion were removed. Each
day, until the completion
of the picture, the process

was continued ; and thus

at the end of the engage-
ment the dealer not only
possessed the original pic-

tures, but six copies of
each, produced stage by
stage in the same way as

Morland's own. This,

perhaps, accounts for

some of the bes,t copies

extant. On one occasion
Sir Samuel Montagu, the

owner of Morland\s fine

"Farmyard with Pigs,"

wa? asked by a chance
dealer to come and see a
fine Morland he had for

sale. Sir Samuel went,
and was confronted with
a 14 Morland's Farmyard
with Pigs "—not a very
remarkable production.
His natural exclamation :

" Why ! I have the orig-

inal of that !
" was count-

ered with the stereotyped reply

picture is not the copy ?
"

4

Nap deon ? Is that graceless figure, so clumsy and awkward,
the figure that has awed emperors and kings, has gained victory

on victory, and the sight of whom has been equivalent to one
thousand men on the field of battle? Surely, it is impossible?—
and that countenance—it is totally devoid of expression it

appears even to indicate stupidity. Such were the thoughts that

rushed through my mind, and though I, soon found reason to

change my opinion as far as his countenance was concerned, I

still think the figure of Napoleon unmartial, clumsy and awkward.
His height appears to be about five feet seven inches, he looks

about forty-five years of age, has a very large corporation, and
his thighs are large— quite out of proportion. . . . He wore a

cocked hat low over his

eyes, which in some meas-

ure contribute "tQ^i give

him the appearance of
stupidity at first sight. . . .

He took snuff once only
during the interview from
a small black box on which
were three cameos. His
hand was particularly

white, his fingers small and
tapering. His hair is black
and hangs down very long
in candle ends (to use an
expression more expressive

than elegant) over his coat

collar. His eyes are blue
and small, eyebrows black
and rather large, his nose
and mouth handsome and
of moderate size. His chin

is not very pointed, his

complexion is pale with a
yellowish tinge, his fore-

head square and prominent.

The Sculpture Machine at Work.

: How do I know your copies of famous
decorations.

works and

Sculpture,

by
Machinery.

.The World's Work
contains an interesting

illustrated article on
this new invention. The
writer says that a per-

son of average intel-

ligence can use the
machine after a couple
of hours' practice. The
great practical use of

the invention is the
effect it will have in

reducing the cost of

also for architectural

NAPOLEON'S PORTRAIT BY AN EYE-WITNESS.

Temple Bar publishes extracts from the diary of

John B. Scott, describing an interview with Napoleon
while exiled on the Isle of Elba. The paper is chiefly

notable for Mr. Scott's record of his impressions on
first meeting Napoleon. He says :

—

We were in a lane about five yards wide ; as the Emperor
advanced we drew back and formed a line on his right, standing
uncovered. He stopped his horse short and touched his hat.

The first impression on my mind was—Can this be the great

The athleticism of our girls is the subject of a dis-

cussion in the Treasury, A Berkshire rector is horrified

at the slanginess, and mannishness, and absence of
higher interest which our girls' rage for outdoor pursuits
involves. They write and talk like schoolboys. He
taunts women so far with having been unable to do any-
thing but copy men in sports. Why cannot they devise
true woman's games ? There are two rejoinders. One,
dignified and demure, by the lady warden of AVoodard,
and another, very lively and pert, by the captain of a
girls' hockey club.
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CABS AND OMNIBUSES.
In a recent number of the Revue des Deux Mondes

M. d'Avenel began a very interesting series of

articles on the means of transport in towns, with

a paper on cabs and omnibuses. He tells a good
story of an American child who, leaving his native

city for the first time for one of a less progressive

kind, exclaimed, " Oh, what an extraordinary thing !

Look, papa, a tramway drawn by horses ! " Side by
side with this he relates that some horses which were

who has the direction of the fiacres finds every day in

his budget of correspondence an extraordinary num-
ber of letters of complaint, containing appalling speci-

mens of the observations addressed by cocker to his

fare when dissatisfied with the amount of His pcurboir:.

But it is not only bad language that the poor fare has

to complain of. Bad money given in exchange is so

common that there is actually a shop in the Croix

Rouge quarter where " duffer " coinage is sold cheap

to cabmen, The course of the Paris cabman at

Artistic Endeavour on the Roof-tops: a Parisian Roof-garden near the Palais RoyaL

taking on their backs travellers from Jerusalem to

Damascus exhibited the liveliest terror when they saw
for the first time some brother horses occupied in

drawing vehicles. These two stories may be said to

exhibit the extremes of civilisation. M. d'Avenel

gives an elaborate historical account of the growth of

vehicular communication in and round Paris,

where, by the way, the omnibus service is not

one of those things which they manage better in

France.

THE PARISIAN CAB-DRIVER.

The Paris cab-driver, too, is notoriously even more
vituperative than his London colleague, and the official

i franc 75 centimes, including pourboire
y

is generally

considered too dear, but the owners and the drivers

cannot agree on the introduction of a mechanical

measurer of distance.

PETTY FRAUDS IN OMNIBUSES.

M. d'Avenel tells us of an extraordinary fraud

perpetrated in Paris omnibuses which would surely be

impossible in London. It is not uncommon, it

appears, when the passengers hand their fares along

to the conductor at the end, for some dishonest person

to levy a toll on the amount. Apparently the con-

ductor bears the loss and sets it against the tips which,

he receives from generously disposed passengers.
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EMILE ZOLA.
By Henry James.

Mr. Henry James contributes to the Atlantic

Monthly for August an essay upon Emile Zola, which
is a more careful, critical estimate of his work in

literature than any that has yet been published in the

English or American Press. Mr. James says that no
finer act of courage and confidence is recorded in the

history of letters than Zola's planning-out of the

Rougon-Macquart series. When Mr. James met
Zola in London for the first time, he felt that he
was fairly bristling with the betrayal that nothing

whatever had happened to him in life but to write

the "Rougon-Macquart." It was, for that matter,

almost more as if the " Rougon-Macquart " had written

him as he stood, as he looked and spoke, and as the long,

concentrated, merciless effort had made and stamped
and left him. When he began the work, he knew
nothing, but he had curiosity, pertinacity, libraries,

newspaper witnesses, all the material for inquiry. He
had genius, and lastly he had method, and best of all,

an incomparable absence of doubt. " I do not know
my subject, but I must live into it. I do not know
life, but I must learn it as I work."

HIS SECRET.

It was his fortune, and also in a manner his doom,
to deal with things almost always in a gregarious form.

Individual life is almost wholly absent. In all his

books the reader discerns in him a sturdy resolution

with which breadth and energy supply the place of

penetration. His general subject was the whole Nature
of Man :

—

To make his characters swarm, and to make the great central

thing they swarm about "as large as life," portentously,

he oically big, that was the task he set himself very nearly from
the first, that was the secret he triumphantly mastered. Add
that the big central thing was always some highly representative

institution or industry of the France of his time, some seated

Moloch of custom, of commerce, of faith, lending itself to

portrayal through its abuses and excesses, its idol-face and great

devouring mouth, and we embrace the main lines of his attack.

Mr. James thinks that his greatest works were
"L'Assommoir," "Germinal," and "La Debacle."

Of these " L'Assommoir " is the most extraordinary,

but the three books afford solid ground for the study

of the peculiarities of his power :— «

The tone of "L'Assommoir" is, for mere "keeping up,"
unsurpissable, a vast, deep, steady tide on which every object

represented is triumphantly borne. It never shrinks nor flows

thin, and nothing for an instant drops dip*, or catches ; the

high-water mark of sincerity, of the genial, as I have called it,

is unfailingly kept.

HIS ABSENCE OF TASTE.

But his absence of taste led him to undertake in his

later life a task for which he was incompetent

—

" Rome." Mr. James says :

—

There is simply no limit, in fine, to {he misfortune of being
tasteless ; it doesn't simply disfigure the surface and the fringe

of your performance—it eats back into the very heart, and
enfeebles the sources of life. When you have no taste you have
no discretion, which is the conscience of taste, and when you
have no discretion you perpetrate books like " Rome," which are

without intellectual modesty, books like " Fecondite," which are

without a sense of the ridiculous, books like
44

Verite," which are

without the finer vision of human experience.

These later books buried the felicity of his past

under a great flat, leaden slab. " Fj&ondite* " was the

most energetic mistake of sense probably ever com-
mitted. It is pleasanter to dwell upon his successes

than his failures. In " La De*b£cle " there is an
incomparably human picture of war. In " Germinal

"

he established *a new measure and standard of
handling, a new energy and veracity, which rendered
the old trivialities and poverties of treatment incom-
patible with rudimentary intelligence or rudimentary
self-respect Mr. James's last word is that the more
Zola could be promiscuous and collective, the more*
even, he could be common, the more he could strike

us as penetrating and true. It was a distinction not
easy to win, and that his name is not likely soon to
lose.

THE NEW DIPLOMACY.
Mr. Chalmer Roberts writes upon the mission of

the modern ambassador in the World's Work. Of the
old school, he thinks there only remain the Russian
diplomatists. As to the other countries, the position

of the ambassador is quite changed :

—

It used to be that he made decisions and his Government had
to support him. Now his Government makes the decisions and
leaves him with the consequences. Ambassadors used often to
embarrass their Governments. Now Governments embarrass
their ambassadors.

LORD PAUNCEFOTE.
Mr. Roberts cites Lord Pauncefote as an ideal

modern ambassador, in that he met a difficult situa-

tion with entirely new methods, and triumphed all

through his long term of service. At the time of the

Spanish war the writer fell into conversation with an
American cattleman as to the possibilities of European
intervention. The latter said :

—

" No, don't you be afear'd of it. Ole England won't let 'em
move. That there man Pauncefote in Washington has taught
the Old Country to look on us as something a little better than
a South American Republic. And I am not so sure but what
he has learned us a bit too, and showed us who our besi friend

would be when trouble comes." I cannot imagine a higher
tribute, or a more ample description of the mission of a modern
Ambassador.

THE METHODS OF AMERICAN MINIS1ERS.

The old system of secrecy is gradually falling into

desuetude, and it almost seems as if the influence of

the public Press were in the future to usurp the mission

of diplomatic representatives. Mr. Chalmer Roberts
includes some amusing stories to show that a diplo-

matic career still depends upon personal details to a
high degree. Among his tales of the newest of all

diplomats, the American Ministers, is the following :

—

There is one story which must still amuse The Hague,
of the wife of an American Minister under a former
administration, who on being granted an audience with the

Queen-Mother, then Regent, looked up at a large portrait of
her Gracious Majesty Wilhelmina, and said :

44 Your little girl,

I suppose, Ma'am ? " On receiving an affirmative answer she

added, to the horror as well as amusement of the court in waiting :

44 Well, I must say she's a mighty fine child." None of the

many who used to laugh over this story, always told in an exag-
gerated American accent, ever doubted the good woman's kind
heart. Every court on the Continent has its pet story of the
gaucheries of some Yankee diplomat.
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STORIES FROM THE MAGAZINES.
" Sigma," who concludes this month in Blackwood's

Magazine his delightful " Personalia," has many
interesting anecdotes to tell of famous personages

dead and gone. Of Disraeli and his manners in

feminine society he tells some strange tales, of which
the following are specimens :

—

Women, especially pretty ones, he thought fit to address in

the most inflated style of flattery, of which a great and very

beautiful lady once related to a friend of mine the following

instance :—On some occasion she happened to sit next to Lord
Beaconsfield at dinner, and on raising her wine-glass to her lips

' was much disconcerted by the marked and deliberate manner in

-which he riveted his gaze on her lifted arm—a feeling of
-embarrassment which developed into one very much akin to

-disgust, when a sepulchral voice murmured in her ear,
" Canova !

"

On another occasion, Disraeli mentioned

—

that there were two possessions which every one owned as a
matter of course, but which he had all his life dispensed with,
and insisted that the old Countess should guess what they were.
" I made," she said, "every kind of conjecture, but without
success, and on my asking him to enlighten me, he solemnly
answered that they were a watch and an umbrella !

* But how-
do you manage,' I asked, 4

if there happens to be no clock in

the room and you want to know the time ?
'

* I rihg for a
^servant,' was the magniloquent reply. * Well,' I continued,
* and what about the umbrella ? What do you do, for instance,

if you are in the Park and are caught in a sudden shower ?
'

* I

take refuge,' he replied, with a smile of excessive gallantry,
* under the umbrella of the first pretty woman I meet ! '"

It was Lord Henry Bentinck who was responsible

for the following famous retort to a Radical farmer :

—

44 Vote for you, my lord," replied the farmer, who had,
unknown to the candidate, a day or two before cast in his lot

with the Radicals; 44
I would sooner vote for the Devil!"

"But," replied Lord Henry suavely, 44
in the event of your

friend not standing ?
"

William IV.'s wit, if less subtle, was apparently
more obvious. On om occasion the Sailor King
accompanied the Duke of Wellington to an official

inspection :

—

One or two places from my old friend was a private with a
nose very much resembling the Duke's in shape, which so
tickled his Majesty that, falling behind the Duke, he proceeded
with a wink to stroke his own nose and to point first at the
private's and then at the Duke's, all the while smothering a
guffaw ! Not content with this undignified exhibition, after
asking the name of the adjoining private, and learning that it

w as William King, he exclaimed with a chuckle, 44 Ah, then,
there's not much difference between us, eh, my man ? You're
William King and I'm King William ! Ha ! ha ! ha !

" No
wonder that the Duke looked 44 mighty sour," as the old fellow
expressed it.

A Son of Shelley.

Of the late Sir Percy Shelley, the only son of the
poet,

44 Sigma " tells the following unheroic tale :

—

As we were talking with Lady Shelley about the new Life of
the poet on which Mr. Dowden was then engaged, the door
opened, and there entered a little red-faced man with red
44

ferrety " eyes, and altogether a rather insignificant appear-
ance. He was poising in his hand a small parcel, which he
extended towards Lady Shelley, exclaiming rather irritably,
44 You told me this was twopence, but I find it's over weight."
Lady Shelley, however, diverted him from his postal grievance
by introducing us, a ceremony which he seemed far from dis-

posed to follow up by conversation. However, by way of
..breaking the ice, I fortunately bethought myself that I had only

a week or two before driven past " Field Place," near Horsham,
where his father, the poet, was born. I accordingly mentioned
the fact, expressing my deep interest in seeing it.

" 44 Ah yes,"

responded Sir Percy, still resentfully poising the offending

parcel, 14
it's not a bad place, but the worst of it is, I can't

let it!"

Leschetizky.

The Countess Angele Potocka contributes to the

October Century some very interesting recollections of

Leschetizky :

—

Leschetizky relates with keen enjoyment the circumstances of

a certain evening w hen, as a child, he played at the apartments

of Prince Metternich, then Chancellor of the empire. As usual,

his performance excited enthusiasm, and he was overwhelmed
with caresses and kisses by the ladies, all of which the little

fellow took quite naturally, ascribing it to his handsome velvet

suit. Later on, when champagne was served at supper he

drank some and found it exceedingly to his taste. Metternich,

who enjoyed drawing the boy out, said to him, 44 Well, Theodore,

whom would you wish to marry ? " The child, somewhat under

the influence of the wine, fixing his bright eyes on one of the

lx>ttles, cried out enthusiastically, 44 Veuve Clicquot, your High-

ness," an answer eliciting much applause. The prince exclaimed,
44 That surely deserves a reward ; choose whatever pleases you

best in this drawing-room." Leschetizky says, 44 My father

secretly hoped my choice would fall on some priceless vase or

handsome clock. His disappointment was severe when he saw

me select a common pasteboard jumping-jack hanging to^ one of

the curtains, and left there probably by Metternich's sons, lads

of my own age. I had never been allowed to have toys," con-

cludes the master sadly.

Leschetizky was an instructor in the imperial institute for

young women at Smolna. Some of the pupils of the institute,

school-girl-like, had complained of the quality of their food, and

rumors of their complaint reached the ears of the Emperor,

who ordered the Duke of Oldinburg, president of Smolna,

to look into the matter. The Emperor's command was

no sooner issued than Oldinburg started for Smolna,

arriving just at dinner-time. Stationing himself not

far from the kitchen, he awaited the passage of the soldiers on

duty in the dining-room. Presently two went by, carrying a

soup-tureen. 4 Set that down on the floor and fetch me a spoon,'

thundered the Duke. The soldiers looked up in evident

surprise, but, too well-disciplined to speak except in answer to a

question, obeyed ; then stood submissively awaiting farther

orders. The duke, wearing a severely critical expression of

face, dipped the spoon in the gray, murky liquid, but had no

sooner touched it to his lips than he angrily rejected it, shriek-

ing,
4 Why, it's dish-water !

'
4 As your Highness says,'

answered the terrified soldiers. And so it was—dish-water

being carried away in a cast-off soup-tureen used for washing

knives and forks."

In an article1 on the Nelson Room at Trafalgar, in

the Windsor Magazine, Mr. Hosking tells two good

stories which are worth repetition. One of them

concerns Captain (afterwards Sir Charles) Bullen and

Rear-Admiral Lord Northesk :

—

Being on the same vessel, Bullen was dissatisfied at the pace

at which they were going into action at Trafalgar, and smarting
evidently under a feeling of disappointment against Northesk for

not crowding on more sail, went up to him and blurted out—
44 One of us two is a coward ; but, by God, it's not Charles

Bullen !

"

The other was related by the present Lord Nelson

to the writer, and is as follows :

—

It appears that he was on a visit at Aberystwith some years

ago, and an old lady, hearing he was in the town, went to

church with the express intention of seeing him. Asked how-

she would know him, she replied

—

44 Oh, easily, because he's only got one arm 1

"
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STUDIES IN BIRD-SONG.
It is a charming diversion from the usually solid

articles of the London Quarterly RevUw when Mr.

Robert McLeod favours us with an essay on the

development of bird-song. He reviews two works on
the subject by Mr.' Charles A. Witchell, who defines

bird-song as the whole range of voice in birds. He
suggests that the first vocal sounds were cries of

terror or anger. To the danger-signal and combat
cry is added the call note. These three strands have
been woven into the song of most of our birds.

MIMICRY IN BIRDS.

Imitation is represented as one of the principal

sources of musical composition among birds :—
The warblers have, as we might expect, much in common in

rheir voices ; and the sedge-warbler, a mighty singer, is a gifted

mimic. There is practically no limit to the variety of sounds
it can reproduce. We have listened to its extraordinary song

—

a medley of many strains—when twilight was deepening into

darkness, and have been entranced. It is impossible to describe

it—rapid, of many tones, of manifold lights and shades, of
\aried cadences, reproducing with absolute fidelity the songs
of neighbour birds, in some cases apparently arranged in a pre-

concerted order. Buntings imitate pipits
; greenfinches and

yellow-hammers have similar voices ; and we know that in

winter they seek their food in the same places, and hear each
other's calls. So imitative is the jay in a wild state, that it has
been known to introduce into its song not only the shrill w/nnv
of the kite, the scream of the buzzard, and the hooting of the
owl, but the bleating of the lamb and the neighing of the horse.

A sparrow, we are told, educated under a linnet, hearing by
accident a goldfinch sing, developed a song that was a mixture
of the songs of these two birds ; while another, brought up in a
cage of canaries, sang like a canary, only better ; a third, reared
in a cage close to a skylark, imitated with surprising success the

skylark's song, but interrupted the strain with its own call-notes.

. . . Animal cries, too, nave been imitated. The roar of the

<Mrich and of the lion, it is said, are so similar that even
Hottentots are sometimes unable to discriminate between them.

THE NIGHTINGALES REPERTORY,

Mr. Witchell is undoubtedly a bold man. He has

not feared to attempt a description of the witchery of
the nightingale's song. The prose-writer has rushed
in where even poets feared to tread ; and we are

grateful to the reviewer for reproducing the passage

which follows :

—

The fulness of tone which the nightingale displays interferes

with the accuracy of imitation in many instances
;
and, indeed,

«> wonderful is the song that the listener is apt to forget all else

than the supreme impulse and passion of the singer. Perhaps
tile surroundings of the bird increase the effect. The murmur of
the stream ; the soft moonlight which bathes the dewy meadow
and sheds white waves across the woodland track, chequered with
shadows of clustering fresh May leaves—these are suitable

features in the realm of this monarch of song, and increase the

effect. Now it prolongs its repetitions till the wood rings.

Now its note seems as soft as a kiss ; now it is a loud shout,

perchance a threat {rrrrrr) ; now a soft pccuu
y
pccuu> swelling

in an amazing crescendo. Now it imitates the sip sip sip sisisisisi

<>f the wootfwarbler, now the bubbling notes of the nuthatch.
The scientific investigator is abashed by this tempestuous song,
this wild melody, the triumph-song of Nature herself, piercing

beyond the ear, right to the heart. It is pleading now ! But
no, it is declamatory ; now weird, now fierce

;
triumphant, half

roerry. One seems to hear it chuckle, mock, and defy almost
in the same breath.

WHY BIRDS SING.

The reviewer thinks that the influence of love on

the evolution of bird-song has been much exaggerated.

In the case of migrants, the male bird sings raptur-

ously before the arrival of the female, but—
as a matter of fact, it is not till courtship is over, the nest built,

and domestic cares begun,, that the bird utters its full heart. . . .

The perfect melody is not that of one who woos, but of one who
has won. ... Son£, which in its highest display belongs to the
spring of the year, is uttered in the main by the adult male. It

is probably a manifestation of vigour and exuberant vitality. It

is the overflow of the new life and contagious gladness, which
the springtide, with its abundance of food and its bright sun-
shine, bring to the healthy bird.

;

THE RELIGIOUS CENSUS AMENDED.
In a recent Sunday at Home Mr. F. A. McKenzie com-

pares the results of the three enumerations of church
attendances in London—those carried out by Horace
Mann in 185 1, by Robertson, Nicoll in 1886-7, and by
the Daily A'etus last winter. Correcting the totals for

twice-a-day attendants, he estimates the percentage of
worshippers to population as 28 in 185 1, 23*2 in 1886,
and 1 8*8 in 1903; He next goes on to make much-
needed deductions from the totals of the Daily Aews.
Notably he strikes out children under fifteen, whose
religious instruction is attended to in day school and
Sunday school, from the attendants and from the popu-
lation. This is his table :

—

Population of London 4,536,541
Children under fifteen ; 1,477,874

Leaving adults 3>05S,667

From these deduct

—

Adult Jews 120,000
Those kept away by care of the young ... 300,000
Domestic servants 80,000
Public-house attendants ....... ... ... 40,000
The sick 100,000
Doctors and nurses 12,000
Adults in hospitals, prisons, asylums and

workhouses 60,000
Cab, bus, and tram men ... ... 25,000
Railway men -20,000

757,000
" This leaves 2,301,667 people. Excluding worshippers
at Jewish services and children, €60,087 persons attended

church on an average Sunday." This works out at a
proportion of more than one actual worshipper out of

four possible worshippers. The percentage is 287.

Zionism in Action at Zion.

The portentous dimensions of the Zionist movement
make one note the Quiver's glance last month at the

work of the Syrian Colonisation Furid. The work began
with the daughter of Rev. Alex. McCaul, D.D., whp as

Mrs. Finn, wife of the British Consul at Jerusalem, wai
deeply impressed by the forlorn condition of the 7,000

Jews in Jerusalem in 1846. She first hired a piece of

land, and set two Jews to cultivate it. In 1852 she
bought ten waste acres on the hill of Goath, known as

Abraham's Vineyard. The land lias been so well tilled

by the Jews under her care as to be now worth ^20,000 ;

she paid ^250 for it. In 1881 and 1882 the influx of

persecuted Jews led her to form the Colonisation Society

for drafting Jewish immigrants trained at Abraham's
Vineyard to different parts of Palestine. About 200

colonies outside Jerusalem have thus been established.

The Sultan's prohibition of Jewish immigration is easily

evaded.
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THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS FOR AUSTRALASIA.
The Australasian Review of Reviervs for August is, as

tnual, copiously illustrated with portraits and cartoons.

The editor, commenting on the fiscal question, predicts

that it will rend the Unionist party in twain, and
remarks that it awakens very little interest in Australia

and New Zealand. As far as any definite opinions exist

they are not favourable to Mr. Chamberlain's scheme.
The Australian Free-Traders object for obvious reasons,

while the Protectionists want a doubled tariff against
foreigners, not a reduced tariff for British goods. Mr.
Chamberlain's declaration that the Empire can only be
kept together by his policy, is, says Mr. Fitchett,

44
in

open quarrel with both history and common sense."

When the Australian contingents were sailing eastward to

South Africa, to fi^ht anH dis for the flag, was there any notion
of tariffs —preferential or non-preferential—in their heads? The
ties which link the colonies to the motherland are certainly not
woven of Customs duties. Pride of race and blood ; the sense

of kinship ; exultation in the scale and strength ot the Empire,
and gladness in the shelter it offers—these are the things which
count in Australian loyalty, and explain it. Certainly an Empire
hound into unity by the clauses of a tariff would hardly stand

the strain of conflicting interests, let alone the shock of adverse
•external forces.

Mr. Fitchett also comments severely on the verdict in

the recent " ragging " scandal. . The cases for and
against the new Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitra-

tion Bill are set out by Mr. T. Y. Harkness and Mr.
W. M. Hughes. " Vida Goldstein n defends the entrance
of women into Parliament. It is suicidal, she says, to

divorce the home and the State.

THE AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
The American Review of Reviews for October is an

excellent number. It opens with a frontispiece portrait

of Mr. Chamberlain, whose policy Dr. Shaw comments
on as a very important factor in the relations between
Canada and the United States. Dr. Shaw declares that
44 Economic Canada is American "

; trade between the
two countries is taking the character of. domestic trade,
while Canada's trade with England remains foreign
trade. Dr. Shaw also gives some interesting facts as
to the amazing prosperity of Mexico under Signor Diaz,
whose re-election, he says, is now assured. The
City of Mexico is now being made worthy of
the regenerated State, a sum of 20,000,000 dols. alone
being expended on the new Legislative Palace, and
30,000,000 dols. on other buildings. The city of Mexico
has now a new system of local government founded upon
that of Washington. Dr. Shaw remarks upon the growth
of the capacity of the Mexicans for politics, and declares
that the leaders of the people are men of as brilliant

attainments as are to be found in any country. He pro-
tests against the " dog in the manger policy " of the
Government of Colombia in rejecting the Panama Canal
Treaty, and declares that the people of Panama should
get rid of Colombian sovereignty altogether.

The special articles in the number are varied and
interesting. There is a brief appreciation of Lord Salis-

bury, and a long and well-informed article upon Mace-
donia, in which it is hinted that the collapse of the
Turkish army may solve the question at any time. The
writer declares that Hilmi Pasha is a very competent
officer who, if not interfered with from Constantinople,
could have restored order.

Mr. E. T. Devine gives an interesting description of
the immense progress which has been made in reforming
New York under May^r Low. Mr. Eugene Hay writes
at length on Canada and Reciprocity, maintaining that
the abolition of the tariff would be good for both
countries, as such a reform would be equivalent to
adding a certain number of new States to the Union,
and increasing the great Free Trade area to which the
United States owe their prosperity.

THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW.

The Independent Review is the latest recruit to the
ranks of the half-crown monthlies. It is edited by Mr.
Edward Jenks, assisted by an editorial council of well-
known Oxford and Cambridge men, and in the words of
its publisher 44

will not be attached to any political or
other organisation, but will maintain a decisively pro-
gressive attitude on political and social questions." The
Independent, as it will probably come to be called for the
sake of brevity, is published by Mr. Fisher Unwin ; it has
a tasteful cover, and is printed in large type upon good
paper. As to the contents, only one general criticism
can be applied : the articles are well-written and
decidedly literary in tone, but somewhat academic and
abstract. But nowadays, when several of our best reviews
have been turned into monthly newspapers, hurried out
at hot haste, and packed full of current controversy, that
is not necessarily a defect.

The number opens with an anonymous plea for a pro-
gramme, which is largely a retrospect, and deals rather
with the principles of future Liberal legislation than with
immediate questions. This paper is followed by an
article on 44 Social Reform " from the pen of Canon
Barnett. After this come two papers on the Fiscal
Question, which I quote from among the Leading
Articles, and a paper by Mr. Birrell, M.P., on 44 Ele-
mentary Education, in which the writer emphasises the
fact that any educational settlement must be based upon
compromise. Mr. Birrell's own views are indicated in
the following passage :

—

Why should we not provide a good sound secular education
for the children of everybody who cares or is obliged to send
his children to a public elementary school, and at the close
of each day's secular work, for which alone the tax and rate-
payer will be responsible, allow the children to receive in the
school-house the religious instruction their parents desire them
to have ? Who then can complain ?

There is an article on 44
Ecclesiasticism," which Mr. G.

Lowes Dickinson, the writer, defines as labouring
deliberately to fix the mind and character permanently
in a certain mould, so far at least as fundamentals are
concerned. Mr. Hector Macpherson writes on 44 The
Evolution of Scotland." Professor Mommsen's 44 Appeal
to the English," which is printed in both German and
English, is a very- brief warning of the dangers of enmity
between the two nations. Dr. Mommsen insists upon
the fact that the anti-English movement in Germany was
due primarily to the South African War ; but, in spite of
this, he asserts that Germans feel themselves more nearly
akin to the English than to any other nation.

The number concludes with the first instalment of a

satirical novel,
44 Mr. Burden," by Mr. H. Belloc, which

begins delightfully.
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THE NATIONAL REVIEW,

THE National Review is chiefly notable for its attitude

to the fiscal controversy, and all that relates to that I

have dealt with among the leading articles.

THE MONO-RAIL.

One of the most interesting articles in the number is

that in which Mr. F. B. Behr expounds the advantages

of his mono-rail system. He says :

—

One of the most important social problems it would solve is

that of the housing of* the working classes in the neighbourhood

of iarge towns. In fact, at present it appears the only way to

solve this great question, which has puzzled the brains of all our

leading legislators. We will take as an instance London as the

most important centre of the world. Supposing the existing

railway companies built mono-rails along their main lines out of

London, they could carry the working-class population in every

direction radiating round a circle of from thirty to thirty-five

miles radius in less than twenty minutes. This could be done

with absolute safety and perfect punctuality.

The zone of open country rendered available for the building

of new houses and settlements would be so extensive that the

prices asked by the owners of the land could not be raised unduly,

because there would be such a large choice of land that if one

man asked too much it would be easy to buy land from another,

and therefore the very desire to secure a purchaser would "main-

lain the prices at a reasonable level. Tnen the time employed

for the journey would only be twenty minutes at the outside,

and as the rails would only carry one class of traffic, and would

be absolutely safe and completely guarded against derailment,

the working-men would enjoy the full benefit of the country,

with the very short, punctual and safe journey to his work and

back to his home ;
and, in fact, the ideal condition of things

would be attained, viz., living really in the country though doing

your work in town.

Mr. Behr adds that the introduction of a mono-rail

alongside an existing main-line would be of great benefit

to the existing railway companies.

RECOLLECTIONS OF J. S. MILL.

Sir Leslie Stephen continues his interesting recollec-

tions, which are well worth reading, but not easy to quote

from. The following picture of John Stuart Mill gives a

picture of the philosopher curiously out of accord with

most peopled preconceptions :

—

I saw a slight frail figure, trembling with nervous irritability.

He poured out a series of perfectly- formed sentences with an

extraordinary rapidity suggestive of learning by heart ; and when

he lost the thread of his discourse closed his eyes for two or

three minutes, till, after regaining his composure, he could again

take up his parable. Although his oratory was defective, he

was clearly speaking with intense feeling, and was exceedingly

sensitive to the reception by his audience. Some of his doctrines

were specially irritating to the rows of stolid country gentlemen

who began by listening curiously to so strange an animal as a

philosopher, and discovered before long that the animal's hide

could be pierced by scornful laughter. To Mill they repre-

sented crass stupidity, and he became unable either to conceal

his contempt or keep his temper. Neither his philosophy nor

his official experience had taught him to wear a mask of insensi-

bility.

DEMORALISATION IN AMERICA.

Mr. A. M. Low gives a shocking account of the

extent to which public demoralisation has gone in some

districts of the United States. Referring to negro lynch-

ing, he quotes the following letter from Professor James,

of Harvard University :

—

The North is almost as fully inoculated as the South, and

the young white American of the lower classes is being educated

everywhere with appalling rapidity to understand that any negro

accused of crime is public spoil to be played with as long as the

fun will last. Attempts at general massacres of negroes are
certain to be the next thing in order, and collective reprisals by
negroes are equally certain.

Dog-fights, prize-fights, 'bull -fights—what are they to a man-
hunt and a negro-burning ? The illiterate whites everywhere,
always fretting in their monotonous lives for some more drastic

excitement, are feeding their imaginations in advance on this new
possibility. The hoodlums in our cities are being turned by the
newspapers into as knowing critics of the lynching game as they
long have been of the prize-fight and football. They long to

possess " souvenirs." Tney agree on the belief that any accused
negro is their perquisite and property, and that to burn him is

only the newest form of white man's burden.

The result of this state of things is that the murder of
whites is also coming to be regarded as a trifle :

—

These crimes are so common that they attract little or no
attention. A murder in the high street of the capital of a State
by a judicial officer of the United States Government is dismissed
in a couple of lines in newspapers published a hundred miles
from the scene of the crime. Frequently the assassin is not
tried. If he is placed on trial, the trial is always a farce, and
the murderer can count with confidence upon his acquittal.

THE ISTHMIAN CANAL.
Mr. Low declares that it was the intrigues of the

American railway companies which led the Colombian
Senate to reject the Panama Canal Treaty :—
To speak quite bluntly and with brutal frankness, the

rejection of the Canal treaty is due not so much to the disinclina-

tion of the Senate of Colombia to permit the building of a
waterway under American control throughout its territory, as it

is to the ability displayed by the emissaries of certain American
railway companies in making the members of the Colombian
Senate understand how detrimental to their interests it would be
if the treaty were ratified. Of course, the usual arguments were
used. There is one argument the legislator of a certain class

always understands, whether he lives in the America of the

North or the America of the South, and that is the golden one of
dollars, francs, or pounds sterling.

THE LABOUR WING OF THE LIB-LABS.

Mr. Richard Bell, of the Amalgamated Society of

Railway Servants, writes on " The Reign of Labour."

The Liberal party, instead of showing fear at the forma-

tion of a strong "Labour" party, should welcome it with

pleasure, for it will embody all that is Liberal and more, and
is certain to go faster. It ought to be the business of the

Liberal party to remove every obstacle which prevents the

accomplishment of the aspirations of this class of the com-
munity and encourage the entrance of all capable men to the

House of Commons.

Mr. Bell declares that the Labour Party is sound for

Free Trade, and that none of Mr. Chamberlain's bribes

will have any effect upon them.

The Pall Hall Magazine.

The chief feature of the October Pall Mall is Mr.

George Halkett's account of Phil May. He illustrates

his reminiscences of the artist with reproductions of his

sketches, some of which are in colour. Mr. P. T.

McGrath describes the Colonial Naval Reserve as it is

to be found in Newfoundland. Mr. Harper describes the

Brighton Road and the Motor-car. Mr. W, T. Stephen-

son discourses on hotels and hotel life in New York.

Mr. Sharp's articles on Literary Geography begin to deal

with the English Lakes. The papers on General Booth

and Radium are dealt with elsewhere.

The Young Woman for October is chiefly notable for

a sketch of Dean Hole amongst his roses, which has the

title of a A Long Life in a Garden."
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THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
The Fortnightly Review for October is a good average

number, but contains nothing startling. There are four

articles on the Fiscal Question, an appreciation of Lord
Salisbury by Mr. Sidney Low, and another paper, by
Mr. Brailsford, all of which 1 have noticed elsewhere.

The chief feature of the number, however, is of course

the beginning of Mr. Frederic Harrison's Byzantine

romance, " Theophuno," which promises to be good style

and good history, but not vital as a novel.

MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE.

A prominent place is given to M. 0:tave Uzanne's
paper on 44 The Evolution of French Contem porary

Literature," admirably translated by Mr. Teixjira de
Mattos. M. Uzanne laments in France what is often

lamented in England—the good quality of second-rate

and the absence of first-rate writers :

—

The book—at least in France—is passing through an acu'e

crisis. Literature, too, is dying. It has been too flourishing,

too rich, too luxuriant, and too generally cultivated by an
average of flittering talents instead of by a select aristocracy

of the pen. T.he secondary talents of our time are undeniably

far above the secondary talents of former days, and fame, in

conseq lence of the prodigious production by which we are

invaded, has become infiiitely more difficult of attainment by
writers of the first rank. Miny, who would probably have been
the equals of the great masters of thought in the last century,

do not see the light of success at all.

M. Uzanne makes an interesting comment on the

change which has taken place in the French character
during the last twenty years :

—

The Frenchman's quarrelsome, gallant, hectoring, romantic
and chauvinistic character has undergone immense changes, and,

it may be, beneficial, during the past twenty years and more.
The taste for scientific study, for serious experiment, for

practical works, has gradually replaced the love ol purely intel-

lectual speculation. More has been asked of our writers, and
human thought has had to seek its way towards spheres of

social philosophy, to turn to psychical analysis and exact evi-

dence. Theories of evolution, of egotism, of experimentalism
have made a deep impression on younger brains.

WHAT IRELAND NEEDS.

There is a useful paper under this title by Mr. Samp-
son Morgan, who sees the economic regeneration of
Ireland arising from fruit, vegetable and flower cul-

ture :

—

The Irish cultivator must adopt the latest and most improved
methods of production ; he must become an exporter : he must
devote himself, as the Continental and Channel Island growers
do, to catering for the growing demand in the cities and towns
of Britain, and if he will but do that, raising suitable crops,

utilising selected varieties of seeds, studying the wants of buyers

.... making packing an art, and remembering that quality

is more important than quantity in the markets, he can depend
upon making plenty of money at the business.

I have seen around Cork land perfectly adapted for growing
early forced fruit and fl >wers, as fine as any which enter Covent
Garden Market. Here, as indeed in many other districts, tons

of the most saleable market garden produce could be raised with
great advantage for sending to the cities of Great Britain.

Before this can be done effectually, several larger and specially

arranged wholesale markets mu>t be erected in Dublin, B-dfast,

Waterford, and Cork. Then from these centres special steam-

ship services, similar to those run in connection with Boulogne
and Havre, should be started for the purpose of carrying the

produce to the chief cities of the United Kingdom.

A NAVAL UNDERSTANDING WITH FRANCE.

Mr. Archibald Hurd contributes an article on " French
Friendship and Naval Economy/' He proposes that we
should come to an understanding with France for a

mutual reduction of our naval forces in "the Mediter-
ranean :

—

For every man-of-war which France placed definitely out of*

commission, Great B;itain might withdraw one from the

Mediterranean and be the gainer, and, of course, if the

possibility of war between France and England were minimised,
the chance of the Russian ships fiading an opportunity for

mischief would be decreased.

Mr. Hurd thinks this project has all the more prospect

"

of success because the French feel the burden of their

fleet much more heavily than we feel ours. This is largely

owing to the excessive cost of ship-building in France, and
the great cost of their naval administration. There is as

much as ^300,000 difference between the cost of a,

French and an English battleship. At Cherbourg the

cost of administration is 49/3 per cent, of the total cost

of the fleet, and altogether French naval adminis-
tration costs relatively nearly three times the German
figure.

SIR HARRY JOHNSTON.
Mr. Shan F. Bullock writes an interesting article on

Sir Harry Johnston as a " Maker of Empire.0 He
says :

—

He has the Empire at his finger-tips. Mention the Colonies
and he will qu jte you statistics by the column in support of his

theory, that under the present system the Colonies take all and
give nothing, and shou'd therefore be offered the alternative of

contributing their share to the Imperial Exchequer or of
44 cutting the painter." Say the word Empire, and he is at no
pains to hide that, though still an Imperialist in the best sense
of that much-abused term, wide experience of Enpire has not

altogether confirmed him in those Jingo sentiments which vexed
his boyish soul long ago at Tunis. Mention the Boer war, and
he will show you a letter written to The Times in August, 188&,

forecasting accurately the trend of events in Africa during
recent years. Turn the talk upon any topic, history, poetry >

the latest play, picture or novel, and he is ready with
views and opinions. In natural science he is a specialist whose
field is a continent. His work as an artist has been crowned by
the Academy. In the world of letters he sits distinguished, as

facile and piquant in drafting a despatch on his Majesty's
Service, as in dictating a volume on a section of Empire. His
capacity is great. His adaptability is greater. His confidence
i 1 himself is greatest of all. It may be that he thinks in

Protectorates. It is possible that, as Mr. Stead asserts, he
resembles the great Corsican in more than feet and inches. It

is more than likely that were the Empire in peril to-morrow
he would spring to the rescue, ready lor any post and any emer-
gency ; as willing to do service as Commander-in-Chief or
Admiral of the Fleet as to face destiny in the Premiership of
England.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Sir William Bennett Writes a letter to protest against
Mr. Wells' assertion that medical men are interested in

nothing outside their profession. There is an article full

of rather cheap sentiment by Mr. E. H. Cooper on
" Children's Prayers and Prayer Manuals." Prince
Bojidar Karageorgevitch, who was a friend of Marie
BashkirtsefT, writes protesting against the blunders of
some of her biographers and critics.

East and West.
East and West for September opens with a paper on

" India's Economic Problem " by Sir Henry Cotton, who
declares that one solution is the establishment of in-

digenous industries dealing with raw material in the
country. Sir Henry estimates that the present drain upon
India for interest on loans, etc., is about thirty millions.

Mr. A. Mundy, in an article on "A Silent Revolution in

India," describes the gradual disappearance of some of
the old caste regulations.
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THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
THE Contemporary Review for October is a fairly good

number. It begins with an important article on the

Education Act by Sir George Kekewich, which I have

noticed elsewhere. Two fiscal articles, both anti- Pro-

tectionist, are quoted fro n among the leading articles, as

also the severe anonymous criticism of the Kaiser

Wilhclm and Dr. Dillon's " Fall of M. Witte."

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Mr. Wake Cook writes " The Truth about Christian

Science." He rejects Mrs. Eddy and her revelations,

but urgeseveryone to accept the great healing truths which

are accidentally associated with her new religion. Mr.

Cook's own experience is worth quoting :

—

Having always escaped the dreaded influenza in England, I

was suddenly stricken do »vn with it abroad and when alone, and

at a lime when a week's illness meant disaster for me. Rather

short of raon»y, and very short of the niceties of a foreign

tongue, I was scared when I realised the desperate nature of the

situation. But as co.vards derive courage from desperation, so

t.'ie difficulties of the case saved me. Realising that whatever was

to bedone mu it be done by myself, aided by any spiritual assistance

I could invoke, I took myself in hand. I resolutely stilled the toss-

ing body ; cal.ned the agony-distorted features into the semblance

of a smile, and ad Iressed the raging fever somewhat in this style :

"As I was a fool to expose myself as I did, I will give the

fever a day or two to burn the poison oat of my blood ; but it

must * hurry up,' as I intend to be well, and shall give it no

extension of time." I indu'ged in a good many 14 B-gones !

"

and repetitions of " I will be well." This I accompanied by

steady deep breathing (the best tonic in the world), and towards

morning I dozed. I kept in bed until mid-day, alternately

"treating" myself and sleeping, and by that time I was somujh
ktter that I went down to lunch ; and in (he afternoon I

resumed my work.

THE SITUATION AT THE CAPE.

Th:re is a good article by Professor Freemantle on

"The Political Situation at the Cape." Mr. Freemantle
says :

—

At present the Progressive Party owes its force to pure

terrorism. The candidates are bound down by pledges which

degrade them from being representatives to being mere mouth-

pieces; the power of the purse is u>ed as freely as the law

permits ; the Press is systematically bought and blinded, and as

far as possible a strict monopoly is exercised over the channels

by which the exclusively English-speaking public, both of South

Africa and of England, obtains its information and much of its

opinion.

There is a special obligation on Englishmen who think as

they do to co-operate with the South African party, as it is

admittedly desirable to organise parties on other than racial

lines, and this end is not likely to be realised if Englishmen who
agree with the South African party refuse to co-operate with it

on the ground that the maj >rity of Englishmen at the Cape at

present support the Progressive party.

ITALY AND THE LATE POPE.
4i An English Roman Catholic" compares Pius IX.

and Leo XIII. He condemns the late Pope for his policy

towards the Italian Government :

—

Perhaps the greatest blot on Pope Leo's fame is his forbidding

the Italian Catholics to rally to the Italian Kingdom when he

ordered the French Catholics to rally to the Republic. He con-

demned the Royalist and Imperialist Pretenders, but he remained

a Pretender himself in Rome. One can forgive Pius IX. for

maintaining his rights to be King as well as Pope. Bui can

Leo be forgiven for so plainly imposing upon others a du.y that

he so persistently refused to perform himself? For if the de

facto rulers are lawful in France, they must also be lawful in

Italy. As long as Pi is lived it was possible to say that the

Italian Kingdom was not fully established. B it could that be

Mi l in Leo's ti ne t

THE HUNGARIAN ARMY* DISPUTE.

Dr. Dillon sums up the essence of the dispute between
the Hungarians and the Kaiser Francis Joseph over the
Army as follows :

—

The parliamentary party led by Kossuth's son ask that irt

every corps district the military courts shall try all cases, without

exception, in the Magyar tongue; that the Hungarian officers

now serving in Austria shall be transferred to Hungary, that

in future subjects of the Hungarian crown shall not be
required to serve in the other half of the Monarchy,
that in lieu of the ftabsburg double-eagle the Hun-
garian 'flag shall be unfurled by Hungarian troops—viz.,

white banners with stripes of red, white and green, and the

effigy of Hungary's patroness, the Virgin Mary, on one side,

and the monogram of the King on the other. Those are the

most important points of the national programme drawn up by
the " party of independence," and low accepted by the bulk

of parliamentary representatives in Budapest. The Emperor,

whose loyalty to the Constitution is proverbial, objects to these

innovations on the ground that they would destroy the unity

of the Army and reduce the powerful Habsburg Monarchy to-

the position of two second-class Powers, and he refuses to con-

cede the demands in virtue of the right invested in him by the

Constitution.

THE FRENCH PEASANT.

Madame Duclaux concludes her fascinating study 01

the French peasant. She recommends that the exces-

sive subdivision of land which is the curse of French

rural life should be avoided by allowing only the revenue

of property and not the property itself to be divided

between children. The Republic wants decentralisation,

more importance being given to the country towns and
rural districts. She concludes her paper as follows :

—

The twenty lean years that ended the nineteenth century have

witnessed the moral and mental regeneration of the French

peasant. Jacques Bonhomme is no longer a mere grippe sou, a

mere skinflint, but a man of independent mind, with all the

ambitions, aims, horizons of a man.

THE MONTHLY REVIEW.
The Monthly Review for October is a very good

number, indeed, the best of the reviews this month. The
first paper is an unsigned editorial on Lord Salisbury,

after which follow papers by Sir Edward Grey, Lord

Hugh Cecil, and Dr. Goldwin Smith, all dealing with the

question of the day. Sir H. Drummond Wolff writes on
44

British Policy in the Balkans." All these articles I have

quoted from elsewhere, so there is little to notice here.

There is an amusing fable, " The Two Sheepdogs," Goff

and Brum, satirising Mr. Balfour's clever little shuffle with

Mr. Chamberlain. The illustrated article is by Mr. Basil

de Selincourt, and is a study of the scenes from the life of

Christ in the Lower Church at Assisi.

Professor Rodolpho Lanciani contributes an interesting

article on " Bankers and Brokers in Ancient Rome,",the

site of whose operations has recently been discovered.

Professor Lanciani mentions the remarkable fact that in

Trajan's time money was invested on mortgage at as low-

interest as. 2 J per cent. In general, banking seems to

have been carried on on very modern principles.

The Century for October is an interesting and, as

alwavs, well-illustrated number. Fiction and sport fill a

good' deal of it. Of the serious articles, one of the most

interesting is that of Anna Bowman Dodd on " The New
Woman in Turkev." Miss Dodd says that monogamy

is for social and financial reasons, on the increase among

the Turks ; and indeed, generally, the modern Turk of

any pretensions is as Europeanised as possible.
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The Nineteenth Century for October contains very

little requiring notice. It opens with an article

entitled *' A Colonial View of Colonial Loyalty,"

noticed elsewhere, as is also Mr. Eltzbacher's paper
on the fiscal controversy. Admiral Culme-Seymour
wites on " The Organisation of the Admiralty and War
Office." He says that if the War Office is to be re-

organised on the model of the Admiralty, it must be as

the Admiralty was previous to 1869. The sole responsi-

bility of the Secretary for War must be got rid of. A
Board where the experts are in a majority, and the

civilian First Lord head of the Board, and its mouthpiece
in the Cabinet and in Parliament, is the right organisa-

tion both for Army and Navy.

AMERICA'S COLOUR QUESTION.

Mr. J. A. Hobson writes on "The Negro Question in

the United States," which he attributes entirely to a
•survival of the old slave-owning instincts, and to the

desire of the whites to be masters. He gives figures to

show that the vast majority of cases of negro-lynching

have nothing to do with outrages on white women. The
worst negrophobe sentiment, moreover, is felt not towards
the ignorant and brutalised blacks, but against the

educated and progressive negroes who desire to rise in

the world. Mr. Hobson describes seven million negroes -

in the South as to all intents and purposes slaves.

TO HELP THE ART GALLERIES.

Mr. R. C. Witt, in an article entitled " A Movement
in Aid of Our National Art Collections," describes the
work which the National Art Collections Ifund proposes
to do. He complains that the National Gallery is too

poor to buy many pictures which are in consequence
snapped up by the Berlin and other foreign galleries. In

Paris, in Berlin, and elsewhere there are societies whose
aim it is to help to enrich the national galleries by buying
up pictures. The National Art Collections Fund, the

-subscription to which will be one guinea, will

receive loans, gifts, and legacies, whether in money or works of

.art, buy and present others to the Gallery, or subscribe towards
their acquisition by the responsible authorities. It will focus in

itself a vast amount of real interest and enthusiasm already existing

/or our great national collections, while the prestige of membership
will further encourage and call out public spirit and national

pride.

The Westminster Review.

THE Westminster Review again gives prominent space
to Mr. J. G. Godard's scathing attack upon the part

played by the Anglican clergy during the late war. There
is a very interesting article by Mr. T. Filipowicz on 44 The
Political Situation in Poland." The Russian Govern-
ment, he says, has made strenuous efforts to attach to

itself the Polish peasantry, but it is beginning to lose this

mainstay, as the revolutionary propaganda is spreading
among the peasants. The industrial movement has
turned many of these peasants into factory hands and
mechanics, and among these various forms of Socialism
flourish. Mr. Filipowicz quotes official documents which
show that the late Prince Imeretinsky warned the Govern-
ment that it was losing its hold on the peasantry, and he
comments on this warning that nothing but a special

administration suited to Polish needs will secure any
measure of support from any class of Poles. Mr. George
Trobridge writes on 44 The Humour of Ruskin."

THE NEW LIBERAL REVIEW.
The New Liberal Review for October is a good

average number, containing some useful powder and shot

for the Free Trade cause.

THE COMING ARMY BOARD.
Sir George Arthur contributes a paper on " The Office

of Commander-in-Chief," in which ne recommends as

most valuable Lord Esher's proposals for the future

government of the Army. Admitting that the proposal to

have a permanent soldier War Minister is impossible, he
advises that the office of Commander-in-Chief had better

be replaced by a Board on Admiralty lines, the Board
to be something more than a mere advisory body,
whose decisions can be overborne by a single Minister.

The Secretary for War should stand to this board in the

relation of spokesman, not master. The first member
should be the Quartermaster General, corresponding to

the Chief of Staff in foreign armies. Next would come
the Adjutant-General, the Commissary-General and the

Director-General of Fortifications, with the civilian

Under-Secretaries and the Financial Secretary, the

whole Board sitting under the presidency of the Secretary
of State.

SCOTLAND SOUND.
" An Old Scottish Democrat " estimates that at the

coming Elections the Unionist representation in Scotland
will fall to twenty, perhaps even to fifteen. He says that

the Education Bill, though it does not directly affect a
single Scottish elector, will have immense influence to-

wards Liberalism. Mr. Chamberlain and his leaflets

have not been taken seriously in Scotland. Mr. J. S.

Quinsworth, M.P., who follows with an article on " How
We won Argyll," is equally confident, and agrees that

there is strong disapproval of the Education Bill, and no
sympathy with Mr. Chamberlain.

A New Danish Magazine.
We have pleasure in welcoming a new Danish review,

entitled Det Ny Arhundradet {The New Century). It

is an illustrated fortnightly, devoted to the questions of

the day, to the furtherance of humanitarian projects and
human progress, to literature, science and art, and its

first number promises exceedingly well. It is edited by
Dr. P. Munch and published by the Gyldendalske
Boghandel, Copenhagen. The subscription is two
kronor per quarter.

Bjornstjerne Bjornson contributes to the first number
a touching little poem on the home-sickness of Finland's

exiles, and Dr. Brandes in a charming paper, entitled
44 A Child's Discovery of the World," gives his own
reminiscences of childhood's impressions. These auto-

biographical fragments are written so far in the third

person and illustrated by portraits of himself, sketched
by his drawing-mistress and others. More reminiscences
are promised.

Niels Kierkegaard contributes an account of " Daily
Life in a High School," and Peschcke Koedt a
paper on the tariff question, entitled

44 Democracy's
Darkest Page," with portrait of Mr. Chamberlain.
Danish politics are discussed by Dr. P. Munch, and in a
story in letters, entitled

44 Verona," Herr Marx Jantzcr*

furnishes sketches from the revolutionary student-work
of Geneva.

THE feature in the Treasury is a paper of recollections

of Charles Kingsley by the Rev. James Montagu, now
ninety-four years of age, and perhaps the last survivor

of Kingsley's college friends.
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THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
THE North American RevLw for September 15th

opens with a number of short articles by clergymen of

various denominations of tribute to " Leo XIII.: His
Work and Influence." The articles begin with Arch-
bishop Ireland, and end with Dr. Pereira Mendes, a Jew.

Mr. A. L. Snowden writes on "The Problem of the

Balkans," but his article is little more than a historical

and descriptive sketch, and hardly touches upon the

burning question of the day. At the close of his article

he foreshadows, somewhat improbably, the kingdom of

Greece as the future owner of Macedonia.

WHISTLER.

Mr. Joseph Pennell writes an eloquent article full of
unqualified eulogy of Whistler. He calls him "the
greatest artist of modern times," and says that since
Velasquez and Rembrandt no one has had such an
influence upon the art of the world, but does not discuss his

work in detail. Mr. Pennell says that it is sL mistake to

suppose that Whistler was appreciated in France. Until

1883 he was treated rather worse, officially, in France
than in England, and he was ignored in Budapesth as
late as this year. He adds that Whistler, who was
continually reviled as an *' Anglo-American " and a
44
Franco-American," was in reality the most intensely

American of Americans. He followed American affairs

with the feelings and emotions of the patriot :

—

In all the important American movements of the last few
years, schemes for empire, the question of the blacks, every-
thing that concerns the American, his interest was boundless

—

the interest of the real American, rot of the sentimentalist or
the politician. The American appreciation which came to him
from America was always a delight, and his friends were nearly
all Americans.

LEFTHANDEDNESS. '

Signor Lombroso writes an interesting paper on
44
Lefthandedness and Leftsidedncss," which, it is inte-

resting to note, are more common among women than
among men. Lefthandedness is also common among
criminals, 33 per cent, of one set of swindlers examined
by Dr. Lombroso having that peculiarity. He also made
an inquiry as to " leftsidedness," as applied to the
senses—that is, if there be not men who have greater
sensibility on the left than on the right side—and
found that it is much more common than lefthandedness,
showing itself in no less than 26 per cent, of normal
people. In newborn children the weight of the members
on both sides of the body is the same, the child using
indifferently one or the other ; in middle age the differ-

ence becomes acute, while in old age it diminishes :—
A* man advances in civilisation and culture he shows an

always greater rightsidedness as compared to savages, the
masculine in this way outnumbering the feminine and adults

outnumbering children. Thus women and savage races, even
when they are not properly lefthanded, have certain gestures
and movements which are a species of lefthandedness.

In this, Dr. Lombroso sees an explanation of the fact

that among half-civilised nations the writing was pre-

ferably from right to left, and this is the habit of all

children until corrected.

THE ANTI-SALOON MOVEMENT.
Mr. H. G. Furbay describes the " Anti - Saloon

League," which was founded as a national organisation
in 1895. The object of the League is the extermination
of the saloon. The League is now established in thirty-

five States and Territories, and it h is 250 officers who
give their whole time to the work. It uses its influence
in the election of members to the State legislatures, and

works against any candidate unfavourable to the
Temperance issue, regardless of party politics. Mr.
Furbay says that in Ohio during the last eight years the
League opposed over seventy members of the Legis-
lature who sought re-election, and every one of these
members was defeated.

Mr. Crisanto Medina describes why the Panama route
was originally chosen for a canal, the fact being that

De Lesseps was afraid that if the Nicaraguan route
were chosen, the Nicaraguan Government, with which no
arrangement had been come to, would demand exorbitant

terms.

THE EMPIRE REVIEW.
The Empire Review for October is an interesting,

varied number. 1 have treated as " Leading Articles "

the three papers on the fiscal question.

AUSTRALIA'S ANTI-IMPERIALISM.

Mr. James Reid, of New South Wales, makes a strong
attack upon what he calls " The Anti- Imperial Policy of
Australia," a policy which, he says, shows how little

reliance is to be placed on Australian professions of

loyalty to the Imperial ideal. He condemns the policy

of the Australian Government in trying to deprive
British Indian subjects of their right to work on mail
steamers as 44 a gross act of oppression," and demands
that the Postal Act in which the provision is included

should be disallowed. The Imperial Government has a
right to protect the people of any part of the Empire
against oppression by any other part.

CHINESE SERVANTS.

Mr. Douglas Knocker describes the Chinese servant,

of whom he gives a by no means flattering account. He
gives the following account of one method of effecting

small thefts,

which commends itself and is common. There is first a gradua
sinking into obscurity of a coveted article. A curio Legins by
standing on the mantelpiece

; presently it slides behind a picture-

frame for some days ; then, if its absence is not noticed, it goes

to a more distant part of the room, and is almost entirely hidden
for a week or more. One day, some time later, the mistress has

a " turn out," and quite by accident saves her curio by finding it

hidden away at the bottom of a rarely opened drawer.

PEARL-FISHING IN AUSTRALIA.

Mr. A. Macdonald writes a picturesque description of
pearl-fishing off the Australian coast. He himself went
down in a diving-suit, and was very nearly drowned owing
to a leakage of the helmet :

—

I found it no easy matter to regain the perpendicular, and my
head bobbed like a football on the coral bottom for some time

before I succeeded in my efforts ; but the sight that met my
gaze then was sufficient reward for all my sufferings. I stood in

the midst of a magnificent marine forest, where graceful coral

branches intertwined with less material tendril growths.

Delicate fernlike plants covered the honeycombed snowy rocks,

and enormous Neptune's cups appeared here and there among
the clinging vegetation. The fronds of the coral palms
trembled as if in a gentle breeze, and the more robust growths
swayed slowly to and fro. It was as if a luxurious tropical

thicket had been submerged, and yet retained its pristine grace

and beauty. My radius of sight was but a few yards, unfor-

tunately
; beyond that all was blurred and indistinct as a picture

out of focus. I tried to walk, and at once realised that my
limbs would hardly obey my will ; the pressure of the water had
cramped them so that my movements were like those of an
automaton—and this at a depth of less than a hundred feet.

Shell-fish of all descriptions were scattered around, and among
them I observed a solitary pearl oyster : and I picked it up as if

it were of the rarest valu^ and placed it in the net.
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THE WORLD'S WORK.
The World's Work for October is a good number.

I have noticed elsewhere Mr. Alfred Stead's article on
Manchuria. The editor comments on the political crisis,

and hints that it is the duty of the King to demand a

dissolution of Parliament. Mr. Alfred Emmott, M.P.,

writes on " Mr. Balfour's Economics," and Mr. W. H.
Dawson on " German Agriculture under Protection."

Mr. Dawson shows that the example of Germany proves

that it is a delusion to suppose that a moderate duty can
be of any advantage to agriculture. Mr. Augustine
Birrell writes in advance -on " Mr. Morley's Task" in

writing Gladstone's Life. He points out how few good
biographies there are in the world. He regards Mr.
Gladstone's as a particularly difficult life to write, and
does not even think that Mr. Gladstone's letters are a
help.

The article on "The Day's Work" is devoted to

Messrs. W. H. Smith and Son, the " great distributors

of literature." It is a brightly written and well illustrated

account of a detail in the mechanism of journalism and
literature which is unfamiliar to the general public.

Another article dealing with a novel subject is that on
"The Poor Man's Cow," as the writer calls the goat.

Goat's milk, we are told, has more of every constituent,

except water, than cow's milk ; and it is possible to keep
goats and make a considerable profit out of them.

" WHAT THEATRES COST."

Mr. Fitzroy Gardner writes under this title. He says
that the expense of running a play in a West End theatre

varies between about £400 and ^1,500 a week. The
approximate annual cost of running all the West End
theatres is about ^832,000, apart from the initial cost of

production. Nearly four millions is the estimated annual
cost of running all the London and provincial theatres
and music-halls, and 28,000 persons are employed in

various capacities.

Mr. Montague Holbein writes on " The Art of
Swimming." Mr. Holbein recommends the swimming-
bath in preference to the sea for learning to swim in.

Swimming on the back is, says Mr. Holbein, a very
necessary accomplishment, as that is the position which
must be assumed when saving life. Mr. Horace Wynd-
ham writes on " The Social Life of the Soldier." There
are several other articles of interest.

THE REVUE DZS DEUX MONDES.
The Revus des Deux Mond:s for September is certainly

not up to its usual standard of interest. We have noticed
elsewhere M. Rouire's paper on the Persian Gulf, Count
de Saporta's on vegetable oils, and M. Talmeyr's on the
popularity of the serial story.

THE BUDGETS OF EUROPE.

M. Le"vy, in an interesting article on the deficits and
surpluses of the European Budgets, notes as a singular
circumstance that the beginning of the twentieth century
sees the credit of some States, such as Italy and Spain,
rising in a notable proportion, while the credit of France,
England and Germany suffers an eclipse. The position

of England, he says, is like that of a man who awakes
after a night of drunkenness. He counts up all the
various war loans, notes the constant increase of
municipal indebtedness, obseryes that the Irish Land
Act means the borrowing of another large sum, and sots

out the considerable increase in the Army and Navy
estimates. He arrives at the conclusion that England
has come to the limit of the taxation which she

can pay. While Consols have fallen something like

twenty points below their highest, M. Le"vy points
out at the same time that British credit is still the
first in Europe if we take the yield per cent of the
various Government Stocks at present prices, but it

is not nearly so much ahead as it used to be. Italian

Funds have risen some ten points, and a still more
remarkable rise has taken place in Spanish Fours.
These two countries have prohted by " peace, retrench-
ment, and reform." Italy has recovered from the megalo-
mania of Crispi, while Spain has actually profited by the
loss of her colonies. In France, on the other hand, even
in profound peace, the Budget, both civil and military,

continues to grow without reason. It is much the same
thing in Germany. Altogether, the credit of no civilised

State stands higher than that of the United States, to
whose extraordinary prosperity M. Le*vy pays a warm
tribute. His general conclusion is that financiers ought
to realise that there are limits to the taxable power of

peoples.

LA REVUE.
La Revue for October 1st is exceptionally full of the

most varied interest. The article on the King and Queen
of Italy is separately noticed.

SEX IX HANDWRITING.
M. Alfred Binet, Director of the psycho-physiologica I

laboratory at the Sorbonne, discusses the question whether
sex betrays itself in handwriting, and if so, how. The
article is illustrated with fourteen fac-similes of envelopes
addressed to him, Mme. or Mile. Binet. He called in

two experts, and a number of intelligent people, of widely
different ages and occupations, but ignorant ofgraphology.
His conclusion is that sex certainly does betray itself in

handwriting, though age is not so markedly shown.
The sexual differences are seen alike by students of

graphology and those ignorant of it, but the former
can give more clearly the reasons why they think such
and such writing is that of a young woman, and such and
such another that of an old man. In the most favour-

able circumstances the correct guesses number 90 per
cent. ; but occasionally a feminine handwriting is univer-

sally taken for a man's. Clear, simple, firm writing is

characteristically masculine ; more embroidered hand-
writing, with certain letters unduly tall, is characteristic-

ally feminine.

There are several other scientific articles, notably one
on "Normal Individuals, Dwarfs and Giants," in which
Dr. Romme proves that the condition both of dwarfs and
giants is really one of ill-health.

There are also a variety of literary articles, all

interesting. M. Se'che' writes of " The Women Friends of

Sainte-Beuve." M. Leblond devotes a critical article to

J. H. Rosny, who is considered by the most widely

different men as perhaps the greatest French novelist of

the day ; M. Savitch writes of Korolenko, whose fiftieth

birthday is just now being celebrated ; and M. Emile
Faques, writing of " The Centenary of MerimeeV'
appreciates the work of that author. Some letters of

Victor Hugo are now published for the first time ; and
the third instalment of Count Tolstoy's "Journal Intime"
is given.

The Leisure Hour for October gives glimpses of the

witchery of the Sahara, tells how to furnish a little

cottage for about £So, recounts something of the five

hundred years of the Stationers' Company, and gives a

slight account of some historical flowers and national

emblems.
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THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE.
The September number contains an unusually large

number of articles which will be read with interest by all.

DIAMOND MINING.

Mr. Chas. V. Allen writes upon the methods employed
in the Kimberley diamond mines. He sketches their

history and tells the story of how they became consoli-

dated. He says that during the last twenty-three years
the output of the South African mines was approximately
"87,000,000, the value of the diamonds when cut being
166,000,000. The diagrams which Hlustrate the article

give the best idea of the method of mining employed I

have yet seen.

COAL HISTORY.

Professor R. A. S. Redmayne writes most interestingly

upon the history of the development of British coal-

mining. His article gives a brief and clear account ofthe
beginning of coal mining, from its development up to

1870. His next article—which all who see this one will

look forward to reading—will deal with the period covered
by the last thirty years, the condition and state of the
mines and of the workers.
The first substantial mention of coal mining was in

1200, coal being dug on the south shore of the Firth of
Forth. The year of the signing of Magna Charta,
however, marks the real birth of the coal trade.

Considerable developments took place in the reign of
Henry III. In Queen Elizabeth's time there was con-
siderable widening of the demand for coal. Coal was, of
course, first worked in hilly districts by means of shafts

and adits. It was also mined by " bell-pits," sunk near the

outcrop, similar to the pits in Sussex sunk in prehistoric

times to obtain flints. Water was, naturally, the great

difficulty. Attempts were made to raise it from the

Staffordshire mines in the early part of the seventeenth
century, but nothing much was effected until the steam
engine came into use two centuries later.

Gunpowder was first used for blasting in the metal
mines of the Mendip Hills in 1683, but not until 17 19 was
it taken advantage of for coal-mining. Before that date
the maximum depth of shafts was 360 feet. Fire-damp
used to be exploded by " a resolute man of purpose," sent
down the mine every morning clothed in his worst rags,

saturated with water. He crawled forward holding a
long pole before him, to the end of which was attached a
lighted candle, and therewith he fired the explosive

mixture. The safety lamp was introduced in 181 5. A
table of the output of coal since 1660 is of great
interest. In that year it was 2,000,000 tons,

in 1 7 so it had doubled. Steam was used for

drawing coal in the last years of the eighteenth cen-
tury, and in 1800 the output was 10,000,000 tons. Coal
was used for manufacture of gas in 1803, and by 18 16

the output had almost trebled. In 1855, previous to

which year steamboats and railway systems were develop-
ing* 64,000,000 tons were mined ; in 1870 there were
n 2 million, and in 1901 219 million tons, which in

1902 was increased by an amount almost equal to the
total tonnage mined a century previously.

Women were employed in the Scotch mines almost
as slaves at 3d. a day. until 1799. The article is illus-

trated by interesting reproductions of old sketches of
mine working.

. COLOMBIA AND THE PANAMA CANAL.
Mr. S. G. Leigh contributes a well-illustratedrarticle

upon the Republic of Colombia and its position in

regard to the Panama Canal. He considers that it is

easy to over-estimate the importance of the rejection of

the treaty by the Colombian Senate. It is an annoying
rebuff nevertheless to the Administration of the United
States, and in his opinion it is chiefly due to the attitude

taken up by a " luxuriant, enterprising and encyclopaedic

press." There is one point which has been too long

ignored. Every Colombian believes that the isthmus if

the most coveted spot in the world, and will some time
prove a source of incalculable wealth. Panama is but
one of the nine departments of the Colomtian Republic,
and cannot be compared to any of the other eight in

climate, natural wealth, and beauty. It is, however, the

spoilt child of the Republic, and is invariably humoured.
The Federal Government is not permitted to interfere in

the affairs of the departments, and the inhabitants of the
isthmus are not slow to avail themselves of their prac-
tical independence. It is a very sore point with them
that so much of the " boodle " derived from the sale and
prolongation of concessions found its way into the
treasury at Bogota.

Mr. Leigh gives a brief description of the railway in

Colombia and deplores the fact that owing to its constant
state of political unrest, the country, very rich though it

is, and teeming with mineral wealth, has new had a
chance of being developed. There is no country- in the
world where railways—and internal peace—are more
urgently required.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Mr. Emil Guarini writes upon electric trolley vehicles

without rails. He describes the methods of electric

cordage and haulage in use on the Charleroi Canal, and
various electric omnibuses. Mr. A. Rateau, one of the
most notable figures in this department of steam
engineering, describes recent developments of the steam
turbine. Mr. Charles S. Lake writes upon locomotive
boilers and fireboxes.

GERMAN MAGAZINES.

The September magazines contain little of general

interest to English readers. The Deutsche Rundschau
begins its thirtieth year with the October number, and
announces as its chief features the publication of the
letters which passed between Theodor Storm and Gottfried

Keller and between Grossherzog Karl Alexander von
Sachsen-Weimar and Frau Fanny Lewald-Stahr. It is

peculiar what a quantity of this rather uninteresting sort

of literature finds its way into German magazines.
A. von Sanson writes, perhaps a little regretfully, upon
Hong Kong as an ideal colony. Germans are in evi-

dence in Hong Kong, and the writer hopes that his

countrymen will succeed in bringing their own colonies

to anything approaching its flourishing state. He men-
tions that, in 1900, 17,000 laden ships entered the port,

of some 4 J- million tons burdc i. This does not include

the huge number of Chinese boats and junks. The total

yearly trade in the free port of Hong Kong is reckoned
at 50 million pounds, and the total exports in 1895 exceeded
those of London by 776,000 tons, not reckoning in junks.

The Chinese, with 1 \ million tons yearly, come next to

the British, with 4I million tons ; then come the Germans,
the Japanese, the French, the Americans, the Norwegians,
the Austrians, the Russians, the Dutch, the Italians, the

Danes, the Belgians, the Swedes, and last of all the

Portuguese with only 5,866 tons. It is interesting to note
that the Dutch and Portuguese trade has fallen off, whilst

the German and Japanese has increased, but without

approaching the British at all. Russia has her own ports,

and is connected by land to China, so the volume of her

trade through Hong Kong is, of course, small.
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THE REVUE DE PARIS.

The Revue de Paris for September does not contain

much of interest to an English reader.

THE MACEDONIAN ATROCITIES.

In the second September number, M. Berard gives us

the full text of the striking memorandum which the

Bulgarian Government addressed to ' the European
Powers last August. This document is certainly a
terrible indictment of the Ottoman Government, and it is

all the more terrible because the atrocities recorded in it

are set out in the most business-like manner, arranged
under geographical headings, and in a large number of

cases the names of the wretched victims are recorded.

A STORY OF MODERN CHINA.

M. Pettit gives two more instalments of what is really

a remarkable study of modern Chinese life, written in

the form of fiction. It is the tale of a native singing girl

who, having been deceived and abandoned by one of the
" foreign devils," conceives an undying hatred of all

foreigners. She is fortunate enough to inspire a mandarin
of great importance with a genuine passion. The account
of this dignitary's sufferings is really touching ; he can
hardly understand what has happened to him, he only
knows that he is willing to sacrifice everything that a
Chinaman holds most dear—even to the extent of insult-

ing the ashes of his father—for the sake of his over-

mastering love for this girl, and his agony when she
deserts him for a mere soldier rises to the height of
tragedy. Incidentally, there is a wonderful description
of the murder of a Christian Bishop by Boxers after all

his flock, save five only, have abandoned their faith and
insulted the cross. To the last he prays :

" Father,
forgive them, for they know not what they do."

BAGATELLE.

M. Yriarte concludes his interesting reminiscences of
• Bagatelle, that wonderful house near Neuilly which
belonged to the third Lord Hertford and afterwards to

Sir Richard Wallace. Of Lord Hertford an amusing
story is told. He was living in a small flat in Paris,
when one morning his servant awoke him with the
announcement that a man who thought of buying the
house wished to see the rooms. '* Tell the proprietor,"
said Lord Hertford, as he turned over on his pillow,
"to let me sleep; / buy the house." M. Yriarte says
that Sir Richard Wallace was much struck when he read
the will of Madame Boucicaut, the proprietress of the
Bon March£, and the wisdom of her example no doubt
gre itly influenced him in the dispositions which he made
of his enormous wealth and his unrivalled art collec-

tion, though, unfortunately, he died before he carried
them out.

LEO xn r.

M. BeVard, in concluding his study of the late Pope,
expresses the opinion that both in the Church and
outside it the Pontificate of Leo XIII. marked a resur-
rection of the Papacy, but the future alone can show
whether that resurrection will last. His whole philosophy
of the world and history were based entirely on the
affirmation of a revealed dogma, on the Divine mission
of an eternal Church, and on the infallibility of a vicar
of God. M. Berard does justice to the extraordinary
diplomacy, finesse, and subtlety with which Leo XIII.
maintained for twenty-five years the absolute power of
the Papacy over the clergy and over the faithful. And
yet, beneath the apparent calm of Catholicism, there was
a kind of ferment which contained the germs of dis-

ruption. The progress of modern science and of textual

criticism on the one side, and the difficulties of recon-

ciling the Papal authority with that of the State m
France and also in America, taxed even the late Pope's

extraordinary ability. It is no secret, too, that the

concession of marriage allowed to the Catholic priests of

the Levant has been desired by the priesthood in other

countries, notably by the Sicilian clergy. Then there

was the financial question, intimately allied with the

predominance of Italy in the College of Cardinals. But

Leo XIII. perceived that the absolute power of the Pope
would become as much a thing of the past as the

Divine right of kings on the day when the Catholic

world should demand the establishment of a Catholic

Budget. The loss of the temporal possessions of the

Holy See, while it brought a large accession of contri-

butions from the whole Catholic world, also brought the

danger of some form of popular control over the finances

of the Papacy. Leo XIII. warded off this danger, at

any rate for a time. In the sphere of international

politics the late Pope succeeded in breaking down the

hatred and contempt which the Papacy had incurred

during the Pontificate of Pius IX., as was impressively

shown on the occasion of his jubilee, when all the gre.it

Powers, even the Sultan, sent special embassies to

Rome bearing costly presents. But was this homage
paid to the Papacy or to Leo XIII. personally?

Did it mean that progress had been made in the

reconciliation of schismatics, in the winning back <f

apostates and heretics? M. BeVard doubts whether,

as regards schism and heresy, the Papacy had made
much progress, at any rate in England, where there are

still merely individual conversions, and no signs of a

general movement towards Ro ne. At the other end of

Europe, however, the diplomacy of Leo XIII. certainly

played a part in the conversion of the Bulgarian Church
to the Roman obedience. As regards France, it is often

said that Leo XIII. completely failed, but M. Berard
does not think that this is quite accurate.

'

THE NOUVELLE REVUE.
The principal feature of the Nouvelle Revue for Sep-

tember is the correspondence between M. de Plehve and
Mr. Stead, which will be found elsewhere. It must be
admitted that the Revue does not contain much else

that is of interest. We have noticed elsewhere "AfricusV
warning against French expansion in the Sahara region*

and M. Delbeufs article on the new Pope.

DISESTABLISHMENT IN FRANCE.

M. Charles Dupuy, the ex- Premier, discusses in the

first September number the question whether the

churches should be disestablished in France. It is

not a question only of the Catholic Church, but of the-

various Protestant and Jewish denominations which also-

receive subventions from the State. His own conclusion
is that the Concordat should be maintained in the

interest of the Republic. If, however, the Concordat
should be abolished, he prefers the plan of M. ReVeil-

laud, by which the disestablished ministers of the various
religions would receive pensions graduated according to

their ages. On the general question he thinks that dis-

establishment would really increase the power of the

clergy, for it would set them absolutely free for whatever
propaganda they wished to set on foot, and that is

evidently why, as a good Republican, he prefers to main-
tain the Concordat.
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THE ITALIAN REVIEWS.
Nuova Antologia (September i) contains an interesting

review of the works of F. Marion Crawford with respect

to that author's ideas of Rome and of Italy in general.

Crawford has thoroughly understood the capital of United
Italy and the character of its inhabitants, but he has not
properly grasped the very complex character of the

Italians as a whole. His observations concerning their

simplicity, their religious ideas, and many other charac-
teristics are correct enough ; he has quite understood the

inter-provincial disagreements and sentiments ; but he
denies that they are a people gifted with artistic fancy,

and makes similar statements equally erroneous. The
writer speaks of Crawford's special views on the fight (ot

the temporal power of the Papacy, his detestation of the
Garibaldian revolution, and his admiration for the
personality of Victor Emanuel II , as well as many other

things known to readers of Crawford's novels ; the whole
forms a good introduction to his works for those who
have not perused them, and the article is illustrated with
a portrait.

In its issue for September 16th the same review con-
tains a thoughtful article on the Whims of Children,

giving the results of the author's study of an important
and complex subject which has remained a mystery
because psychologists and teachers have not considered
it worth studying. Signora Paola Lombroso thinks it

most decidedly worth studying, for if these whims are not
corrected there is danger to the race. The cause of a
violent outburst of tears and anger is often quite dispro-

portionate to the violence of the outbreak ; the fit of the
sulks continues in many instances long after the cause
has entirely vanished from the child's mind. These are
such common phenomena that we take them as a matter
of course ; yet we ought not to do so. The two current

issues of the Nuova Antologia contain a mass of other
equally entertaining reading.

Civittd Cattolica has a fair amount of interesting

matter in its two issues for September. An article which
has recently appeared in an Italian newspaper, concern-
ing the visit of Italian priests to Leo Tolstoi, gives

occasion for an essay on the religion of that writer, and
how it differs from that which should be held by a
Catholic prrest. Tolstoi declares that he is a follower of
the pure Evangel, which is a gospel without a God, without
the Son of God, without a church, says the author of this

contribution. The social obligations of the upper
classes form the subject of a contribution which gives

much food for reflection ; it has for its text the wordi of
an encyclical, which sets forth eloquently the fact that

whoever has been the recipient of great gifts, spiritual or

otherwise, should use them for the common benefit as
well as for his own perfection. Another article also

touches on social conditions, dealing with popular culture

and the social reforms which it will bring about.
The Rivista dItalia, an excellent monthly, has a well-

written contribution on the destruction of idols and pngan
temples in Rome during the first four centuries of the
Christian era, and the reasons therefor. It also con-
tains A. Cardarelli's reasons for his doubts about the late

Pontiffs illness, and articles on Agrarian Hydraulics and
Chemistry and other interesting topics.

In the Rassegna Nazionale the chief contributions are
those on the adventures of a missionary in China during
the massacres of which we all heard a great deal when
they were perpetrated two or three years ago, on Italian
Finance and Public Credit, and the Golden Rose in the
Republic of Lucca—all interesting and well worthy of
mention.

THE DUTCH REVIEWS. *

In Onze Eeuw Professor Chantepie de la Saussaye
gives us another instalment of his

44 Impressions and
Opinions," dealing this time with what he calls "The
Modern Theosophy," that mystic religion which has
claimed many strong minds, including that of Mrs. Annie
Besant, whose personality is fading from our own minds.

Mystic and theosophist, says the writer, are uttered in

the same breath, are regarded as synonymous, but they

do not follow the same path all the way through. The
one is a spiritualist, the other is a materialist ; the one
turns from the material world, the other turns towards it.

Each, in seeking for greater enlightenment, goes off in,

a different direction to look for it. The Professor has a

leaning towards theosophy, and he writes attractively on
a subject which is, in itself, mysterious and not especially

easy for the ordinary reader to comprehend. The other
contents of this excellent review are worth perusal.

Yragen des Tijds contains only two articles, but these

fill sixty-four pages together. The first treats of the
experiences of a doctor in the Dutch Indies, and is

written by a medical man. The author has taken as his

text the words of Augusta de Wit, in the novel which
recently appeared in De Gids, showing what a hard and
a busy life the civil medico leads out there. Dr. Kohl-
brugge, who writes this article, declares that the clever

novelist has very truthfully described the life, for a doctor

often has to spend all his days and half his nights

travelling about in order to visit his patients, and every-

where he finds someone who requires his attention. Dr.

Kohlbrugge tells us that this is now much of his own life-

is spent ; he can think fairly well in a posfr-carriage, but
writing is difficult, yet he contrives to write somehow,
and he adds his own experiences to the remarks
of Augusta de Wit. Here is a field for the English
novelist ! There is local colour enough to guide hin>

in many Dutch writings. The second article in this

review is a thoughtful essay on the morality of our
time ; it goes very deeply into the matter, dealing witht
" morality " as understood by different classes, accord-
ing to their social condition and education. There is

also the fact that we measure the morality of others irk

two fashions ; we look at it from the standpoint of the
usual and from that of the ideal. The ignorant, poverty-

stricken toilers on the land, in some countries, cannot
be judged by the same standard as the highly-educated,
wealthy dwellers in ancestral halls. There is, of course,
nothing particularly new in such an observation ; it occurs
to all thinking persons, and a similar remark is to be
found in Mr. Gladstone's Rectorial Address at one of the
Scottish Universities ; yet it is good to have it repeated.

The chief contribution to De Gids is an essay on the
origin of Greek fables. Last month there was a contri-

bution on Javanese fables, and in referring to it we
pointed out that the fables of all countries had much in

common. The present contribution bears out the
statement ; its purpose is to prove that yEsop, for
instance, went to Indian sources for his stories. The
question is one of those which have caused much dis-

cussion, but the general opinion is in favour of the Indian
origin of Greek fables. The idea that Arabia was the
fountain head is not to be seriously defended.

Elsevier, among other contents, has a well-illustrated.

and entertaining article on a panorama of The Hague
during the past century. It shows the places which
have vanished, and the buildings and streets which have
arisen in the course of one hundred years, and hhus gives
a fair history of the city during a period which was
certainly not unever.tfuL
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Esperanto: The International Key Language.

Esperanto bezonas multe pli grandan elastecon ol iu ajn

lingvo. Lingvo nacia formigis de pensoj de tiuj nacianoj kiuj

kreis £in, kaj formas pensojn de tiuj nacianoj kiu gin parolas.

Esperanto kontraue farigis por parolanluloj de diversaj lingvoj.

Kecesegas do ke gi estas elasta.

Esperanto needs a much greater elasticity than any other

language. A national language is shaped by the thoughts of

the people who created it, and forms the thoughts of those

people who speak it. Esperanto, on the contrary, was designed

for people speaking different languages. It is necessary then

for it to be elastic.

—

Lingvo Intcrnacia, August.

IT is now just a year since we published the first

account of Esperanto in the Review, and a few
words as to its progress will not, I think, be out of

place. Shortly before that article was written it had
been stated by a well-known journalist that there was no
person in London who would take the slightest interest in

such a subject. That was even then a mistake, though
we did not know it, for at Keighley Mr. Rhodes had
gathered a devoted band of workers around him, and it

has proved a still greater mistake since. Though it is

impossible to give any very definite statement of numbers,
yet at the very least two thousand people in Great Britain
have acquired some knowledge of Esperanto during the
year ; and in most cases those who have started the study
of it have continued, and even where a busy life has com-
pelled them to put it on one side, it has only been for a
time. At least fifty newspapers and journals have devoted
space to its claims, and one—the Medical Practitioner
—has given column after column for weeks to the discus-
sion of an auxiliary international language. These notices
have not been entirely favourable. If this were the case
it would prove either that the movement had been greeted
everywhere with a joyful acceptance, or that it was nothing
but a fad, to be treated as a joke. Neither is true, and
amongst those which have given it most serious attention
are such papers as the Daily Chronicle, Pitmxn's
PhoneticJournal, the Leisure Hour, the Literary World,
the Morning Leader, and a magazine which has just

appeared—the Typewriters' Review—issued by G.
Pitman, which has a full account of Esperanto, and an
announcement that the magazine will give lessons in

every issue, side by side with an account of the mar-
vellous Fisher book typewriter, which is capable not only
for use in transcribing into a bound volume, but its car-
bons and paper are so arranged that both may be
continued in a long roll until exhausted. Does this not
mean that both are equally practical ?

PROGRESS ABROAD.
Two years ago the foreign Esperantist groups num-

bered nine, now they number more than one hundred.
The Touring Club of France gives an account of an
inquiry instituted by the Lyons group by means of the
adresaro. Replies were received from twenty-five
different countries, in some of which, such as Bulgaria,
there appears not to be a single important town without
its Esperantist group. The replies come from all classes
and conditions of people, and one question being " Do you
find Esperanto easy or difficult?" the aggregate of answers
confirm the truth of the statements which have been so
frequently made, that for those who know even one
modern language or Latin as well as their own,
Esperanto is a mere game, though it is certainly more
difficult of acquisition to those who know nothing of
any language other than their mother tongue.

ATTITUDE OF ENGLISH TEACHERS.
For some reason the educational press has curiously

maintained, up to the time of writing this, a severe silence.
In other countries it has been the teachers who have
inaugurated the movement. Here it is just the opposite.

Some say, " Well, teachers as a body are indifferent to

anything outside their parish." I do not think this is

true ; and I herewith challenge educationalists to prove

its untruth. Two individual teachers have told me that

they ignore Esperanto for conscience' sake. They are

sure English is to be the world language, and they dare

not hinder that by inquiring into the claims of Esperanto.

But Esperanto is not intended to be a world language,

only a sort of international mental coin, useful for

exchange purposes, as money is by most considered to

be superior to barter. Hitherto we have used the barter

system—" Here is my English ; I take your French," etc.

In the future let all nations agree upon a medium for

exchange of ideas, just as merchants have a medium for

exchange of money. Educationalists are always com-
plaining that their scholars have no time for the study

of their mother tongue. The complaint is a just one,

but if once an auxiliary language were settled upon, the

time now spent upon the complications of foreign

grammars could be devoted to Shakespeare and other

grand English writers.

NOTICES.

The first number of the Esperantist will appear about

October 24th. Articles dealing with the rapid spread of

the language in England, with interesting narratives, and
three or four poems, will be printed in English and
Esperanto in parallel columns. One page a month will

be devoted to an Esperanto version of '* The Tempest,"
and musicians will be interested in a new setting of EJr.

Zamenhof's well-known Esperanto hymn, "En la

mondon venis nova sento." A short Esperanto para-

graph will be given in Pitman's shorthand. The first

article is by W. T. Stead ; of this the Esperanto version

will also be given. The yearly subscription will be thrc;

shillings, and it may be obtained from H. Bolingbrok-
Mudie, Esq., 67, Kensington Gardens Square, W.
On October- 21st Mr. Latour, of 3, Coates Crescent,

Edinburgh, will give two lectures on Esperanto at his

rooms at three o'clock and at eight p.m. All will b:

welcome, and the lecture will be a preliminary to a

winter course of lessons on a new plan.

The London classes will be as follows :

—

A reading-circle for advanced students will meet on
the second Monday of each month at Mowbray House.
Time, 6.30 p.m.
Two«other free classes will be at the Gouin Language

Schools, M. Thdmoin and his partners having generously
given the use of the rooms for this purpose. On Monday
at 34, Harrington Road, South Kensington. Time, 6.45.

Thursday at 16, Finsbury Circus or at Oxford Street,

according to applications.

Mr. Hayes, whose enthusiasm is well known, will give

a series of lessons at his own house, 48, Swanage Road,
Wandsworth, at 7.30 on Friday evenings.

Esperanto has achieved yet another triumph, tlu

well-known Remington Typewriter Company, of 103,

Gracechurch Street, having provided a Remington
Esperanto machine, stating that they have found no

difficulty whatever in adaprihg their machines to

Esperanto.
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Learning Languages by Letter-Writing.

UNFORTUNATELY, this page is sent to press

rather early, so it was not possible last month
to give an account of a most valuable suggestion

to teachers published in the September number of the
School World. (Macmillan and Co.). It has been a
moot question with many as to how the older teachers,

whose knowledge has been gained by experience, and
the younger ones, who have training and but little experi-

ence, could be kept in touch. Mr. Simmons suggests a
correspondence club for the study of pedagogics. His
plan is that six or eight acting teachers in secondary
schools form a correspondence club, one teacher to

become secretary, and his or her first duty would be
to request each member to choose a book for the term's

study; the book chosen (say " Emile,") by vote or otherwise

;

, he must next divide it into as many parts as there are
weeks in the term. Each member will then study the
same part and will forward to the secretary any remarks,
criticising or amplifying the author's opinion from his

own experience, stating difficulties, etc. Each subject on
a separate sheet of paper. The secretary adds his own
comments, fastens sheets together and despatches to the
second member, who continues criticism ; the second
then sends to the third, and so on. The plan is a
valuable one, but I have only space to give an outline, so
I hope many will get the School World and read of it for

themselves. Mr., Simmons will gladly act as secretary
of a group, if teachers who would like to try would send
in their names to him. When the international list of
teachers, which we ourselves are preparing, is printed I

should think such men as Mr. Simmons would welcome
over-sea teachers to their ranks.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY.
Concordia, of which we have so often spoken, is con-

tinuing its publication of the names of those people in

different countries who want employment. I notice, for

instance, a young lady wishes for an engagement au pair
in Germany, a Glasgow man who needs commercial
employment in Paris, a Belgian wants a position in the
Colonies, and so on ; but I do not see a large list of
employers, and I much fear that unless the idea is ^iven
much wider publicity it will be, at least partially, a failure.

There is never any fear of workers coming forward, the
difficulty is always to find the employers. For instance,
what English firms, if they wish for any foreign clerks,

would send to Concordia t and what is much more impor-
tant to us British folk, what foreign employers who desire
clerks or teachers will allow their names to be published ?

The idea is a good one, but to carry it out it seems to
me that there should be an agency in all large towns,
and here the Chambers of Commerce might weH help.
The address of Concordia is 77, Rue Denfert-Rochereau,
Paris, France.

A LIST OF BOOKS.

Friends in remote places have often asked for advice
as to French books, and I think they will find the follow-
ing very suitable ones. M. The*moin, of the Gouin
Schools, has just published a much improved series of
lessons. The <r

First Book for Children" is for the little ones,
begins with the familiar Je dors, and concerns itself later
with the doll, the dog, and so on, in phrases most care-
fully graduated as to difficulty. The second, " Lessons and
Practical Grammar," is for older pupils and adults, the
special features being that the phrases occupy only a part
of the page, the rest giving the grammar lesson appro-
priate to what has gone before. Thus, Je marche vers Li

porte concludes with a lesson on the genders, always in

French of course, but so put that it will be an invaluable
help to the teacher. They contain a traveller's vade
tnecum, even specimen bills of fare. The publishers are
Hachette and Co., Charing Cross. Mr. de Payen-
Payne's " Readers" (David Nutt, Long Acre) are the next
step ; they cost only sixpence, comprise such stories as
" Sinbad le Marin," " Jacomo," etc., and have notes at the
finish.

For complement I give a complete list of stories for

children which are the result of a prize competition ofthe
Sunday School Review of Paris, the organ of the Protes-
tant pastors there, and which may be obtained direct from
the Librairie Protestante, 33, Rue des St. Peres, Paris $

—

The Ten best Books for Boys and Girls between the
Ages of Five and Ten.

" Pour nos Petits Cheris" (picture book, short stories). "Les
me*moires d'un ane," by Contesse de Segur. " Jeannot Lapin,"
by Mile. Dussauze. "Jacques," by Mile. Dussauze. *'En
Pleins Champs," by Mme. de Witt. " Nos Enfants et leurs

Amis," by Mile. Cornaz. " Histoire' d'une Petite Fille heur-

euse," by Mme. Bersier. " Les Premiers Chants " (poesies),

by Tournier. " Une Joyeuse Nichee," by Mme. de Pres-
sensse. " Un Petit Monde d'Enfants," by Mme. de Pressensse'.

Best Books for Boys between the Ages of Ten and
Fifteen.

"Cuore (Grand Cceurs)," by De Amicis. «• Sans Famine,"
by Hector Malot. "La Maison Blanche," by Mme. de
Pressensse*. " Augustin," by Mme. Mouneron. "Les Enfants
Celebres," by Mme. Colet. " Deux Meres," by Mme. Colomb.
" Les Enfants du Capitaine Grant," by Jules Verne. " JarrDus-

sean," by Eug. Pelletan. " Le Roman d'un Brave Homme,"
by Ed. About. " L'Histoire <Tun Enfant," by Aph. Daudet.

Best Books for Girls between the Ages of Ten and
Fifteen.

" Petite Mere," by Mme. de Pressensse. " Rosa," by Mme.
de Pressensse. " Heidi," by Spiry. " Micheline," by Mme.
Bersier. " Feuille de Trefle," by P. Combe. "Les Path*
d'Argent," by Stahl. " Maruissia," by Stahl. " La Cousine
de Violette," by Mile. Coniard. "En Famille," by Hector
Malot. " La Fille du Braconnier," by de Veze.

NOTICES.

M. le Proviseur, of the Lycee d'Aurillac, Cantal, France,
will take a young Englishman from 16 to 18 years of
age. He will have to help the French boys in reading,

conversation, etc., for about two and a half to three hours
a day, and will receive in return board and lodging, and
may follow such of the cours of the Lyce*e as arc likely to>

be useful to him.

A lady in Paris, a doctor, would like to have an
English girl au Pair. Please write direct to M. Toni-
Mathieu, 36, Boulevard-Magenta, Paris.

Mme. Lepage, Rue de Messie, Flers, Orne, would
also receive an English young lady au Pair; but she
must know music.

Mile. Giland, the head mistress of the "Ecole
Normaie" of Marseilles, wants to place some of her

students, au Pair, in England, and would like to hear
from teachers.

An English girl would like to board with French family

living near St. Pancras or Camden Town. Can French
readers help ? Terms must be small.

A young Spaniard living in Vittoria would like to

exchange homes with an Englishman.
Several French people wish to exchange illustrated

postcards. For addresses please send stamped addressed
envelope.
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THE BOOK OF THE MONTH.
MR. MORLEYS "LIFE OF MR. GLADSTONE."*

THE life ofpins Aimas by fidus Achates. Empha-
tically pius AZneas, not less emphaticallyfidus
Achates. But it is more than that. With a"

vivid remembrance of the Life of Cobden, I feared that

this new book might be an overgrown political pam-.
phlet, a cross between history and biography. I close
-the book with pleasurabledisappointment. This is litera-

ture—a book worthy of the greatest of English statesmen
by one of the greatest of English men of letters.

PIUS jENEAS.

Pious ^Eneas indeed ! We all knew Mr. Gladstone
was " a great Christian," to quote Lord Salisbury, an
intensely religious man, the real keeper of the

national conscience, the lay Archbishop of Britain.

But not until the appearance of this book did we fully

. realise how much Mr. Gladstone regarded himself asthe
junior partner of the Almighty, and with what child-like

faith he attributed the vicissitudes of his electoral for-

tunes to the direct interposition of the Creator. When
his Midlothian campaign shattered the power of Lord
Beaconsfield, he wrote in his diary :

" It seemed as if

the arm of the Lord had bared itself for work that He
had made His own." When the poll was declared in

Midlothian, he wrote :
" Wonderful and nothing less

has been the disposing guiding hand of God in all this

matter." When he journeyed southward after the

Election, we have the following entries :
" Travelled all

night, and had time to ruminate on the great hand of
< /God, so evidently displayed.' "The triumph grows
and grows ; to God be the praise." When he hears

> that Granville and Hartington threaten to resign in

his favour he writes :
" Again I am stunned, but God

will provide." A few days later when he started for

London we have the entry :
" I vaguely feel that this

journey is a plunge out of the atmosphere of peace
into an element of disturbance. May He who has of
late so wonderfully guided, guide me still in the critical

vdays to come."

FIDUS ACHATES.

And Mr. Morley is fidus Achates indeed, notwith-

standing the gulf which divides him from the religious

beliefs of his hero. In his introduction he touches

briefly and delicately upon the subject. He says :

—

The detailed history of Mr. Gladstone as theologian and
churchman will not be found in these pages. . . . No amount of
candour and good faith can be a substitute for the confidence

and ardour of an adherent in the heart of those to whom the

Church stands first.

There is, however, as he says, some trace of com-
pensation in this. " For Churches also have their

parties," and they acquiesce in Mr. Morley's unveiling

the life of Mr. Gladstone, as Latin and Greek agree

• "The Life of\V. E. Gladstone." By John Morley. Thres volumes.

43$. (Macmillau.j

to leave the Holy Sepulchre in the charge of the

Turkish infidel.

Mr. Morley writes with candour and sympathy, sup-

pressing nothing, without apology or regret, without

insistence or dissent The pious Christian reading

this book will not find a sentence or a phrase to

jar upon his religious susceptibilities. To Mr.

Morley the essential element in Mr. Gladstones

character appeals not less strongly than it did to

Bishop Philpotts when he wrote, " A Christian states-

man is a rare object of reverence and honour," or to

Mr. Spurgeon, who wrote to Mr. Gladstone, " You do

not know how those of us regard you ; who feel it a joy

to live when a Premier believes in righteousness. We
believe in no man's infallibility, but it is restful to besure

of one man's integrity." " He, beyond all other states-

men," declared another Nonconformist, " gave us the

impression of a man who regarded politics as a part of

Christian duty." Mr. Morley chronicles without a

word such an entry as this from Mr. Gladstones

diary during the Irish Church crisis: "July 15,

1869.—This day I received from a Roman Catholic

bishop the assurance that he offered mass, and that

many pray for me, and from Mr. Spurgeon (as often

from others) an assurance of the prayers of the Non-

conformists. I think in these and other prayers lies

the secret of the strength of body which has been

given me in unusual measure during this very trying

year." For Mr. Morley in these later years is more

tolerant than he was of yore, and has no sympathy

with those who try to "sap a solemn creed with

solemn sneer."

WHEN iENEAS FIRST MET ACHATES.

Mr. Gladstone first met Mr. Morley one week

end at Sir John Lubbock's country seat. Huxley was

there and Playfair. On the Sunday afternoon the

party walked up the hill from High Elms " to the hill-

top, whence in his quiet country village Darwin was

shaking the world " :

—

When we broke up, watching Mr. Gladstone's erect alert

figure as he walked away, Darwin, shading his eyes with h»

hand against the evening rays, said to me in unaffected satis-

faction, " What an honour that such a man should come to

visit me!"

In his diary Mr. Gladstone made no mention of his

visit to Darwin, but records that " He found a notable

party, and much interesting conversation," and that

he " could not help liking " one of the company, then

a stranger to him.

The stranger whom he could not help liking, in

1877, remained more or less a stranger until the

eventful year when, with Mr. Morley as his Chief

Secretary, he took the famous Home Rule plunge.

From that day he became fidus Achates. In a foot-
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note at the end of the third volume we are glad to

read :—

One poor biographic item perhaps the tolerant reader will

not grudge me leave to copy from Mr. Gladstone's diary :

"October 6th, 1892.—Saw J. Morley, and made him envoy

t0 . He is, on the whole, about the best stay I have."

—

(P. 499.)

After years of faithful service as his Home Rule

henchman, Mr. 5Morley has now paid the last honour

to his illustrious chief by rearing to his memory in

these volumes a monument more durable than brass.

I.—OF THE BOOK AND ITS AUTHOR.
The personal reminiscences of Mr. Gladstone

furnished by Mr. Morley are necessarily confined

to the last fifteen years of his life, and are almost

entirely contained in the third volume of the bio-

graphy. In the history before 1880 we only glean a

few scattered allusions to Mr. Gladstone's sayings, as,

for instance, that he would never discuss with Mr.

Morley either De Maistre or Machiavel, that he
entertained invincible heresies on the subject of copy-

right, and so forth. But in the third volume the

personal contribution is copious.

THE INTEREST OF THE STORY.

In the biography of Mr. Gladstone, his reminis-

cences of his childhood, the stories of his schooldays,

the record of his life at the University are of more
general interest to the general reader than the

narrative of his political adventures prior to the year

i860. It is possible that some will put that date

further forward, a few may push it backward. But
the ups and downs of the political hurly-burly have no
perennial interest for the children of men, excepting
for those who have themselves participated in the

struggle, the fierce raptures of which find faint expres-

sion in the pages of the historian. The experiences

of the child, the boy, and the man never cease to

interest. The human charm is indestructible by time,

while the purely political interest evaporates in a few
years. As Mr. Morley truly says :

—

Speeches, debates, bills, divisions, motions, and manoeuvres
of party, like the manna that fed the Children of Israel in the
wilderness, lose their savour and power of nutriment on the
second day.—(Vol. I, p. 2.)

Tell me the age of the reader, and I will tell you
at what precise chapter he will begin to find the

political narrative in this book of absorbing interest

THE THREE VOLUMES.

The majority will find the third volume contains
almost all the political narrative that they will keenly
relish. It begins in 1880, when Mr. Gladstone
was seventy-three years old. Older readers will

find much in the second volume, which begins with
i860, to which they will turn with curiosity. But the
number of those who will be attracted by the first

volume will be comparatively few. The events of the
first half of the nineteenth century are almost as much
ancient history as the annals of the Plantagenets. We
read them as we read the story of the Great Rebellion,

or of the passing of the Act of Uniformity. They
interest us chiefly because of their influence upon Mr.
Gladstone, rather than because of Mr. Gladstone's

influence upon them. Those things happened before

most of us were born. But Mr. Gladstone, whom
they shaped and moulded, was familiar to all of us.

THE DIFFICULTIES OF HIS TASK.

If Mr. Morley found it a herculean task to condense
the vital essence of 300,000 written papers and the

whole political literature of a century into three

volumes of 600 or 700 pages each, I find myself

confronted by a not less arduous task if I attempt to

convey to my readers in the short space of sixteen

pages of this review some adequate conception of the

wealth of interesting material packed away in Mr.
Morley's 2,000 pages. As it is, I can only glance

at, and touch briefly on, the new and hitherto

unknown facts in Mr. Gladstone's life and in the

history of England, which are in these volumes for the

first time published. The new light now shed upon
the character of the man, his conception of life, and
his responsibilities to God and man, is, perhaps,

the most interesting and permanently useful feature of

the book. Conditions of space are, however, inex-

orable, and I must content myself with what I feel

is a most inadequate attempt to do justice to a book
which will at once take the foremost place among
the contributions to the history of contemporary
England that have been made by the men of this

generation.

THE LIFTED VEIL.

Mr. Gladstone lived so much in the open, he wore
his heart so constantly upon his sleeve, end played
his great part under the blaze of such brilliant foot-

lights, that the eager hunter after new and sensational

revelations will find these volumes a somewhat barren
field. These truffles of history that* have not been
long ago unearthed are few and far between. There
are some, however, which will attract universal atten-

tion, especially those which are of comparatively recent
date. Mr. Morley has allowed himself great liberty

in revealing what are known as Cabinet secrets, which
no one is supposed to reveal until all the actors are

dead. That he has had full warrant for doing so
from the highest authority is admitted, and the per-

mission to remove the veil which conceals the pro-

ceedings of Ministerial conclaves from the public eye
adds much to the interest of his book. It can hardly

be said to minister to edification or to raise the public

estimation of the character of Cabinets—at least of
those Cabinets in which Mr. Chamberlain was a
member. The picture which Mr. Morley gives of the

last months of Mr. Gladstone's Cabinet that expired
in 1885 is melancholy indeed.

MR. MORLEY'S STYLE.

Of Mr. Morley's style it may be said that while
it preserves its admirable qualities of lucidity and
limpidity, he has quickened the familiar, sententious,

stately march of his prose and has often arrayed his
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thought in a somewhat unaccustomed splendour of

apparel. The diction is as nervous and sinewy as

of old, but at times there is a rush, a glow, and a fervour

that is a welcome improvement upon the austere

severity of some of his books. It is but seldom he is

playful, although occasionally he unbends somewhat
pleasantly, as, for instance, when he thus describes

Mr. Gladstone's taking up his residence in Carlton

House Terrace :

—

He settled in the pleasant region which is to the metropolis

what Delphi was to the habitable earth.—(Vol. I, p. 232.)

Now and then there is just a trifle of strain, as, for

instance, when he says that after the Education Act
of 1870 :

—

Under the flashing eye of the Prime Minister himself the

Nonconformist revolt reared its crest.—(Vol. 2, p. 305.)

And, again, take this sentence :

—

Then one of those disasters happened that seemed to shake

the planetary nations out of their pre-appointed orbits. Cavour
died.—(Vol. 2, p. 17.)

The only phrase which jars is that in which he
describes Mr. Gladstone at Hawarden after the fall

of Parnell :

—

I found him in his old corner in the " Temple of Peace."

lie was only half recovered from a bad cold, and looked in his

worsted jacket and dark tippet over his shoulders, and with his

white, deep-furrowed face, like some strange Ancient of Days :

so different from the man whom I had seen off at King's Cross

less than a week before.—(Vol. 3, p. 452.)

Mr. Morley probably was as momentarily oblivious

of the sublime passage which consecrates the phrase

the " Ancient of Days " to the Deity as was Mr. Glad-

stone of the heavenly location of the Land of the Leal

when he applied it to Scotland.

VISIONS OF THE THIRD NAPOLEON.

In a few pregnant sentences Mr. Morley makes the

Third Napoleon and his Court live before our eyes.

He speaks of the French ruler in 1859 as being "by
strange irony at once the sabre of Revolution and the

trumpet of Order." And then, after a masterly sketch

of the ascendency which he commanded in Europe,
he remarks—"Yet the mind of this imposing and
mysterious potentate was the shadowy home of vagrant

ideals and fugitive chimeras."

When Mr. Gladstone visited Paris in 1867 he dined
at the Tuileries. Even then

the fates with no halting foot were drawing near. The
palace was a heap of ashes, host and hostess were forlorn exiles,

Wore in no long span of time they met their guests again.

—

(Vol. 2, p. 221.)

Afterwards, when the fates drew nearer still and the

fatal plunge into the German war was decided upon,
Mr. Morley, describing the Ministers in Council in

Paris, says :

—

At the head of them all sat, in misery, a sovereign reduced by
disease to a wavering shadow of the will and vision of a man.

—

(Vol. 2, p. 329.)

THE UNBLEST GOSPEL OF MACHIAVELLT.

There is another fine passage in which Mr. Morley
pays the homage of repulsion to the master whose
teachings inspired the Age of Blood and Iron.

Speaking of the first visit of Cavour to Florence in

i860, Mr. Morley says that in one spot in that famed
city, the centre of undying beauty and so many glories,

his musings might well have been profound :

—

The tomb of Machiavelli, the champion of principles three

centuries before to guide that armed reformer, part fox, part

lion, who should one day come to raise up an Italy one and
independent. The Florentine secretary's orb nearer quite sets,

and it was now rising to a lurid ascendant in the politics of
Europe for a long generation to come, lighting up the unblest
gospel that whatever policy may demand justice will allow.—
(Vol. 2, p. 9.)

Machiavelli seems to haunt the imagination of
Mr. Morley as the figure of the fiend that lurked
hideous and terrible on the horizon of the men of the
Middle Ages. One should take care, he says in one
pregnant sentence, " lest in quenching the spirit of
Midlothian we leave the sovereign mastery of the
world to Machiavelli."—(Vol. 2, p. 594.)

SOME OF HIS SENTENCES.

Here are a few of the sentences, scattered like

Orient pearls, at random flung about his pages :

—

When Mr. Gladstone committed himself to a policy, he
brought in Bills to carry it out. Forecast without a Bill is

interesting, but not to be trusted.—(Vol. 2, p. 392.)
Everybody will agree that it was better to have a Minister

writing his own articles in a respectable quarterly than doctoring
other people's articles with concomitants from a reptile fund.

—

(Vol. 2, p. 346.)

Of Disraeli's Budget of 1852 :—
And the oracular expounder of mysteries was at last gripped

by the hard realities of the taxes.—(Vol. I, p. 435.)

On the Alabama Award :

—

National pride, in short, was silently but deeply stirred ; the
steady splendour of the economic era for a season paled in
uncalculating minds.—(Vol. 2, p. 392.)

Of Mr. Gladstone when embarked on the Home
Rule tack :

—

Like a pilot amid wandering icebergs, or in waters where
familiar buoys had been taken up and immemorial beacons put
out, he scanned the scene with keen eyes and a glass sweeping;
the horizon in every direction.—(Vol. 3, p. 235.)

Of Mr. Gladstone's Octagon, or Temple of Peace*
at Hawarden :

—

Besides being the bookroom of a student this was still a far-
shining beacon in the popular eye. If sages, scholars, heroes,
saints, with time's serene and hallowed gravity, looked upon,
him from their shelves, yet loud echoes sounded in his ear from
roaring surges of an outer world, from turbid ebb and flow of
all the struggle and clamorous hopes and half-blind mysterious
instincts of the nations. ...
There a long and strange procession flits before our eye

—

dreams, "little bustling passions," trivialities, floating like a
myriad motes into the Octagon.—(Vol. 2, pp. 525-7.)

Enough, however, as to the form and manner of
the book.

II.—MR. GLADSTONE AND QUEEN
VICTORIA.

When the multifarious contents of this heavily-
freighted galleon of historical treasure are overhauled
the first place will naturally be accorded to the infor-

mation now first published as to the relation betweea
Mr. Gladstone and his Sovereign.
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THE POSITION OF THE CROWN.

This goes to the heart of a question of intense and
living interest, the relations of the Crown to the

Democracy. Since the publication of Sir Theodore
Martin's " Life of the Prince Consort," I know of no
book which reveals so much of the actual workings of
the Constitutional Monarchy in the Modern State.

I wish that I could devote the whole Review to an
exposition of the new evidence which is here afforded

us of the soundness of the theory, much derided in

some quarters, that the Crown in the Queen's reign

almost acquired in influence ail that it had lost in

power. From first page to last, the influence of the

Queen is constantly perceptible. In the preface Mr.
Morley shows us that this influence was employed in

other than Ministerial quarters. He says :

—

When I submitted an application for the same purpose (the

use of certain documents) to Queen Victoria, in readily promising
her favourable consideration, the Queen added a message
strongly impressing on me that the work I was about to under-
take should not be handled in the narrow way of party.

—

(Vol. I, p. vii.)

He has obeyed the Royal behest, although like Dr.

Johnson, with a difference, he has taken good care

that these dogs of Tories do not get the best of it

mistress and man.

Of Mr. Gladstone's relations to the Queen, Mr.
Morley has a good deal to say. At one time they

were very cordial, at another time very strained.

Usually Mr. Gladstone, whenon collision with his

Royal mistress, succeeded in getting his way. But he
always had to reckon with her. The Crown was never
absent from his thoughts. No sub-editor ever reported

more punctiliously to his chief the occurrences ofeach
day than Mr. Gladstone reported what happened of

importance to the Queen. Nor could any subject be
more scrupulously loyal to the Sovereign than her

somewhat imperious Minister. He believed in the

Crown.
AFTER MIDLOTHIAN.

The worst moment for the Queen in her relations

with Mr. Gladstone, although it was not the worst for

him, was when after the General Election of 1880
she was compelled to entrust him with the task of

constructing a Ministry. Lord Hartington and Lord
Granville, it is now clear, behaved very well on that

occasion and did not—Sir Wemyss Reid will be

grieved to note—try to form a Ministry of their

own. The Queen felt the defeat of Lord Beacons-

field very keenly. But she does not appear to have
given much expression to her feelings :

—

She said, "I must be frank with you, Mr. Gladstone, and
must fairly say that there have been some expressions "—I think

the said some little things, which had caused her concern or
pain. I said that Her Majesty's frankness, so well known, was
a main ground of the entire reliance of her Ministers upon her.

. . . She said with some good-natured archness, " But you will

have to bear the consequences," to which I entirely assented.

—

IVol 2, p. 628.)

And with that the matter dropped. But when Mr.

Gladstone told her that he proposed to make Lord

Hartington Secretary for India, she objected. She
pressed Mr. Gladstone to send him to the War Office.

Lord Hartington knew the War Office, and she thought
would make a good War Minister. I said that it seemed to me
in the present state of the country the first object was to provide
for the difficulties of statesmanship, and then to deal with those
of administration.—(Vol. 2, p. 627.)

Mr. Gladstone had his way, and Lord Hartington
went to the India Office. But soon afterwards a re-

shuffling of portfolios took place and the Queen had
her way.

revelations "limited."

Although Mr. Morley tells a good deal about the

relations between the Queen and Mr. Gladstone, he is

silent—probably perforce—upon many of the most
serious tussles between the Sovereign and her
imperious Minister. He passes over, for instance,

with comparatively slight allusion, the battle royal

between them on the subject of the evacuation of
Candahar. There the Queen stood her ground to

the last, and was only compelled to give in by the •
personal assurances of the Whig Peers that the

Cabinet was absolutely unanimous.
When the Cabinet was unanimous the Queen was

powerless. But when the Cabinet was divided the

Queen was very powerful.

TWO FAMOUS INTERVENTIONS.

The two most famous instances in which the

Queen intervened in the interest of peace were
the Mason and Slidell despatch and the Dano-German
war. In both these cases, curiously enough, Mr.
Gladstone fought in the Cabinet in support of the

views of the Queen ; but if the Queen had not been
able to intervene the majority, with Lord Palmerston
and Lord John Russell at their head, would have
overpowered him. Of her intervention in the Danish
question Mr. Gladstone wrote :

—

For the first time, I think, she takes a just credit to herself for

having influenced beneficially the course of policy and of affairs

in the late controversy. (Vol. 2, p. 105.)

Of the latter Mr. Gladstone wrote :

—

Often as I have been struck by the Queen's extraordinary

integrity of mind—I know of no better expression—I never

felt it more than on hearing and reading a latter of hers

on Saturday (at the Cabinet) about the Danish question.

Her determination in this case as in others, not inwardly to " sell

the truth " (this is Robert Pollok) overbears all prepossessions

and longings, strong as they are, on the German side, and enables

her spontaneously to hold the balance, it seems to me, tolerably

even.—(Vol. 2, p. 192.)

HIS DAY OF ROYAL FAVOUR.

In those days the Queen regarded Mr. Gladstone

with high favour. He had . expressed his sympathy
with her on the Prince Consort's death with such

depth of feeling that she was deeply touched Dean
Wellesley wrote to him :

—

Of all her Ministers she seemed to me to think that you had
most entered into her sorrows, and she dwelt especially upon the

manner in which you had parted from her.

"The Queen thanked him," says Mr. Motley, "in a letter of

passionate desolation too sacred in the anguish of its emotion to

be printed here.
M—(Vol. 2, p. 89.)
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When Mr. Gladstone first undertook to lead the

House of Commons she was quick to encourage him
by words of praise. .She wrote :

—

The Queen cannot conclude without expressing to Mr. Glad-
stone her gratification at the accounts she hears from all sides of

the admirable manner in which he has commenced his leadership

in the House of Commons.—(Vol. 2, p. 157.)

THE FIRST RIFT IN THE LUTE.

When Mr. Gladstone undertook to disestablish the

Irish Church he found no support, but rather strong

opposition, on the part of the Queen. He wrote her

twelve quarto pages containing such an elaborate

exposition of the principles of the measure that

in her despair she had to send it to another person

for it to be condensed into intelligible brevity. But
when the crisis came the Queen exerted herself in

right true yeoman fashion to effect a compromise,
as is already known from the life of the then Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. She had less objection to his

Irish Land Bill, although she did not love it enough
to make the sacrifice of opening Parliament in person

#
in order to help it forward. Mr. Gladstone appealed
to her in vain. Ireland, he told her,

—

I call the only real danger of the noble Empire of the Queen.
I cannot refrain from bringing before her in one shape or
another my humble advice that she should, if able, open Parlia-

ment.—(Vol. 2, p. 293.)

THE FIRST BREACH.

Worse even than the difference about the Irish

Church was that about the reform of the Army in

1871. Mr. Morley says :

—

The Queen had doubted the policy of disestablishing the
Church in Ireland, but to disestablish the Commander-in-Chief
came closer home, and was disliked as an invasion of the
personal rights of the occupant of the throne. This view was
rather firmly pressed, and it was the first of a series of difficulties

—always to him extremely painful, perhaps more painful than
auy other—that Mr. Gladstone was called upon in his long
career to overcome.—(Vol. 2, p. 360.)

About the abolition of purchase by Royal Warrant,
Mr. Morley says :

—

The Queen made no sort of difficulty in signing the warrant
after the case had been explained.— (Vol. 2, p. 363.)

THE CASE OF GENERAL GORDON.

Of the 500 or 600 holographs from the Queen pre-

served in the Temple of Peace at Hawarden, which
Mr. Gladstone left as an heirloom to his descendants,
only a few are quoted. But among them there is the
famous telegram m clear which the Queen sent to

Lord Hartington on hearing the news of the death of
Gordon, in which she said it was too fearful to con-
sider that the fall of Khartoum might have been pre-

vented and many precious lives saved by earlier

action. We read also that after Gordon's death the
Queen was rather vehement against evacuating the

Soudan, partly on the ground that it would seriously

affect our position in India :

—

The Queen has throughout made a great point that the
fullest powers should be granted to those on the spot, both
Wolseley and Baring having been selected by the Government
for the offices they held.—(Vol. 3, p. 179.)

The controversy raised by this question led the

Queen to write pretty tartly, invoking the memory—of

all Ministers in the world—of Lord North! Mr.

Gladstone, in replying, said :

—

You state to me that Lord North never flinched from his task

till it became hopeless, that he then resigned office, but did not

change his opinions to suit the popular cry. The implied

contrast to be drawn with the present is obvious.—(Vol. 3, p. 181.)

THE RECALL OF SIR BARTLE FRERE.

The vexed question of the recall of Sir Bartle Frere

was another matter on which Mr. Gladstone had
trouble with the Queen. The universal expectation

that Sir Bartle Frere would be at once recalled was
disappointed. The reason why Mr. Gladstone dis-

appointed his Radical supporters was "the strong

feeling of the Queen for the High Commissioner.

The Royal prepossessions notwithstanding," says Mr.

Morley, the Cabinet determined to recall him. " Mr.

Gladstone has therefore," he wrote to the Queen, " the

painful duty of submitting to your Majesty, on behalf

of the Cabinet, the enclosed copy of a cyphered tele-

gram of recall " (Vol. 3, p. 24).

RADICALS IN THE CABINET.

When the Ministry was reconstructed in 1882 the

Queen took decided objection to Sir Charles Dilke's

admission to the Cabinet. This was three years

before that politician ceased to be eligible for

Cabinet post. The Queen's objection appears to

have been based upon his speeches on the cost

of the Crown, and Her Majesty, Mr. Morley not

obscurely hints, was not disposed to tolerate Mr.

Chamberlain as Chancellor of the Duchy of Lan-

caster, on account of his speeches about

Ransom. Mr. Gladstone "argued his views with

moderation and appealed to the Queen's sense of

courtesy." Among the reasons which he brought

forward to recommend his new Ministers was the fact

that the Cabinet might be deemed less pacific now
than it was at its first formation ! (/If., p. 101). Mr,

Gladstone assured the Queen that, although Mr.

Chamberlain had not yet—like Mr. Bright—under-

gone the mollifying influence of age and experience,

his leanings on foreign policy would be far more

acceptable to Her Majesty than those of Mr. Bright.

Mr. Morley says :

—

All contention on personal points was a severe trial to Mr.

Gladstone, and any conflict with the wishes of the Queen tried

him most of all. Mr. Gladstone himself wrote in his diary :—
" Audience of Her Majesty at 3. Most difficult ground ; but,

aided by her beautiful manners, we got over it better than might

have been expected."—(/£., p. 100.)

The lot of a Prime Minister is evidently not an easy

one. The public only sees his public burdens. But

it is probable that the composing of differences in the

Cabinet and in conducting epistolary polemics with

the Sovereign consume quite as much of his vital

energies.

THE QUEEN AS PEACEMAKER.

Nevertheless Mr. Gladstone never wavered in his

profound belief as to the value of the Crown in the

Constitution. When the collision took place between
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Lords and Commons about the County Franchise and
Redistribution of Seats the Queen once more displayed

her admirable qualities of tact and common sense.

The settlement finally arrived at was due more to

her than to anyone else. She brought Liberals and
Tories into line, and to what Mr. Gladstone called her

"well-timed efforts to bring about an accommo-
dation " he accords a generous meed of praise. He
said when the quarrel was settled :

—

His first duty was to tender his grateful thanks to "your Majesty
for the wise, gracious, and steady influence on your Majesty's
part, which has so powerfully contributed to bring about this

accommodation, and to avert a serious crisis of affairs."

—

(/*., p. 138 )

The Queen promptly replied, " I gladly and thank-

fully return your telegrams. To be able to be of use

is all I care to live for now" (/£., p. 139). "The
Queen," says Mr. Morley, " was in high good humour,
as she had a right to be." If so, Mr. Morley might
surely have spared us the sneer at the obsequious
phrase-maker, who described the Queen as " standing

sentry over the Empire." It will seem to most
readers that on his own showing that is exactly what
she did.

THE QUEEN AND EGYPT.

The Queen wanted England to have exclusive

control of Egypt. In this she was opposed stoutly

by Mr. Gladstone and his Cabinet. But the s fars in

their courses fought for the Queen, and we are in

Egypt to this day. In opposing the Queen Mr.
Morley admits that on one occasion Mr. Gladstone
did not abide by the rules of the game. He and
Lord Granville rejected on June 25th, 1882, the

Sultan's offer of an exclusive British control without

consulting the Cabinet. Mr. Morley says :

—

The Queen, anxious for an undivided English control at any
price, complained that the question was settled without reference

to the Cabinet, and here the Queen was clearly not wrong on
doctrines of Cabinet authority and Cabinet responsibility that

were usually held by nobodv more strongly than by the Prime
Minister himself.— (/£., p. 80.)

CHOOSING AN ARCHBISHOP.

On another matter in which the Queen and her

Minister were at variance Mr. Gladstone was guilty

of a somewhat doubtful manoeuvre. When Archbishop
Tait died, he said on his deathbed that the best man
to succeed him was Harold Browne, Bishop of

Winchester. The Queen was strong in the same
sense. But Mr. Gladstone, who was seventy-three,

came to the conclusion that a bishop who was seventy-

one was too old to be Primate. He ransacked history

and discovered that no Primate since Juxon had
ever ascended the chair of St. Augustine after he was
seventy. So he ruled out Harold Browne and
appointed Benson—a Tory—against the Queen's
wishes. But Harold Browne, in a letter to a friend,

pointed out that when Longley was appointed

Mr. Gladstone urged Palmerston to appoint Sumner,
who was then seventy-two ! The Primacy, it

may be noted in passing, was not offered to Dean
Church.

HER "ARMED NEUTRALITY."

It need hardly be said that the Queen was against

Home Rule. When Mr. Gladstone took office in

1886 she sent him word that "She hopes there

would not be any separation in the Cabinet."

"I am bound to say," writes Mr. Gladstone, "that at

Osborne, in the course of a long conversation, the Queen was
frank and free, and showed none of the ' armed neutrality • which
as far as I know has been the best definition of her attitude in

- the more recent years towards a Liberal Minister."—(/£., p. 291.)

A curious, and hitherto unknown, instance of the

Queen's interference with the action of the Prime
Minister took place in 1886. Mr. Morley, speaking

of Mr. Gladstone's Campaign throughout the country

at the General Election of 1886, says :

—

The Queen, who had never relished these oratorical crusades,

whether he was in opposition or in office, did not approve of the
First Minister of the Crown addressing meetings outside of his

own constituency.

—

{Id., p. 344.)

HER HOSTILITY TO HOME RULE.

When Mr. Gladstone had his final audience with

the Queen after his defeat in 1886 the old lady was
in good spirits

—" her manners altogether pleasant."

"Since 1874," said Mr. Gladstone, "her mind and
opinions have been seriously warped, and I respect

her for her scrupulous avoidance of anything which
could have seemed to indicate a desire on her part

to claim anything in common with me. ... On the

following day she wrote a letter making it evident that

so far as Ireland was concerned she could not trust

herself to say what she wanted to say " (lb., p. 348).
What she said or what she thought when he came
back again in 1893 at the head of a new majority is

not recorded. When a year later he tendered his

resignation, she did not ask him any question as to

who should be his successor. In her last letter to him
on March 3rd, 1894, she told him kindly enough that
" she thinks that, after so many years of arduous labour

.

and responsibility, he is right in wishing to be relieved^

at his age, of these arduous duties. And she trusts he
will be able to enjoy peace and quiet with his excel-

lent and devoted wife in health and happiness, and
that his eyesight may improve " (/£., p. 515).

HE REFUSES AN EARLDOM.

The Queen offered Mr. Gladstone a peerage in 1874,
pressed it upon him again in 1883, then a third time

in 1885 wrote him a letter offering him an earldom.

Mr. Gladstone refused, but in 1885 he wrote :

—

" It would not be easy for him to describe the feelings with
which he has read your Majesty's generous, most generous letter.

He prizes every word of it, for he is fully alive to all the circum-

stances which give it value. It will be a precious possession to

him and to his children after him. All that could recommend
an earldom to him is already given."—(Vol. 3,. p. 209 )

In 1893 the Queen said she would renew her offer,

but did not, as she knew he would refuse.

Mr. Morley says :

—

My readers have had opportunity enough of judging Mr.
Gladstone's estimate of the Queen's shrewdness, simplicity, and
high manners. Above all he constantly said how warmly he
recognised her sincerity, frankness, straightforwardness and love

of truth.
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But the Queen dreaded and disdained enthusiasm.

"In the case of Ireland, that occupied so much of

Mr. Gladstone's life, he/ sympathies with his long and
vigorous endeavour notoriously stood at zero."

III.—FROM BULGARIA TO MIDLOTHIAN.
I turned with some degree of anxiety to the chapter

on what seems to some of us to be the supreme and cul-

minating point of Mr. Gladstone's career. The heroie

and forlorn hope which he headed in the Home Rule
cause naturally appeals more to Mr. Morley than

the magnificent, and on the whole the successful,

attack which Mr. Gladstone made on the Turkish

Alliance. But the story of the great campaign which
began with the publication of the pamphlet on the

Bulgarian horrors and culminated in the ever-

memorable Midlothian campaign is told by Mr.
Morley with verve and sympathetic appreciation.

WHAT STARTED MR. GLADSTONE?

It is exceedingly interesting to know, on the

authority of Mr. Gladstone himself, that but for the

efforts of the faithful few who bestirred themselves in

getting up atrocity meetings in August his famous
pamphlet on the Bulgarian horrors might never have
been written. He wrote :

—

" I went into the country, and had mentally postponed all

further action to the opening of the next session, when I learned
from the announcement of a popular meeting to be held in

Hyde Park that the question was alive."

This was not the only cause that spurred him to

action. At the same time that news of contemplated
indignation meetings began pouring into Hawarden,
Mr. Gladstone received one of the most pathetic and
piteous appeals which a broken-hearted woman ever

addressed to one of the most chivalrous of men.
About the share which Madame Novikoff had in

prompting Mr. Gladstone to the action which, as he
said, made him leader again whether he would or no,

Mr. Morley is silent. He refers to Madame Novikoff
as a "Russian lady who at this time began to

exercise a marked influence upon the opinions of

important men, with much influence on the opinions of

many other people " (vol. 2, p. 557), and in a footnote

he adds :
—

" The story of the heroic death of Colonel
Kireeff, her brother, was vividly told by Kinglake in

the introduction to the cabinet edition of his ' Invasion
of the Crimea.

1

This episode is supposed by some to

have helped to intensify Mr. Gladstone's feeling on
the issues of the Eastern war."

MADAME NOVIKOFF.

As a matter of fact, it was this episode which led

Madame Novikoff to make a direct personal appeal to

Mr. Gladstone, whom she had met some time before.

It was always assumed among the inner circle that

the Bulgarian pamphlet was written as his reply to

her appeal. The pamphlet was sent to her by Mrs.
Gladstone as an answer to her letter, and from that

time on till the end of the campaign Mr. Gladstone
kept up the closest political and personal intimacy

with (he lady whom Kinglake used to describe as his

Russian Egeria. How close, how confidential were

their relations, we are afforded a few glimpses in the

three letters quoted by Mr. Morley as having been

addressed by Mr. Gladstone to Madame Novikoff;

still more in two others, from which extracts are

given, without any allusion to the fact that they were

addressed to Madame Novikoff.

THE ATROCITY AGITATION.

Of the famous pamphlet, Mr. Morley says :
—

" The

tract beats with a sustained pulse and passion that

recalls Burke's letters on the Regicide Peace " (Vol. 2,

p. 553). And he remarks very truly that Mr. Glad-

stone's speech at Blackheath was "the very spirit of

Milton's imperishable sonnet upon the late massacre

in Piedmont."
It is pleasant to one reader, at least, to find Mr.

Gladstone's delighted appreciation of the extent to

which the atrocity pot was kept boiling in the North

Country. In October, he wrote to Lord Granville he

found little indication of public sentiment in Lancashire

and Cheshire ; but when he crossed the Tees :

—

At every moment I have had the greatest difficulty in main-

taining any show of privacy, and avoiding strong manifes-

tations. I never saw such keen exhibitions of the popular

feeling appearing so to pervade all ranks and places. This may

be in som* Jegree peculiar to the Northerners, with their strong

character *nd deep emotions.—(Vol. 2, p. 556.)

On returning to Hawarden he wrote a long letter

to Mudame Novikoff, with a vigorous denunciation of

the upper ten thousand and the metropolitan Press,

which was in the main representative of their ideas

and opinions.
" From this body," he told her, " there has never on

any occasion within my memory proceeded the impulse

that has prompted and finally achieved any of the

great measures which in the last half-century have

contributed so much to the fame and happiness of

England."

at st. james's hall.

In December, Madame Novikoff had the delight of

hearing him deliver his famous St James's Hall oration,

and after the meeting the still greater pleasure of

being escorted to her hotel by the hero of the occasion,

for whom a whole roomful of ambassadors and nota-

bilities were kept waiting dinner. " Excuse me," said

Mr. Gladstone, on his belated appearance in the party

;

" I am late, but I have been seeing Madame Novikoff

home." And the assembled diplomatists recognised

that the excuse was sufficient.

MR. GLADSTONE ON LORD SALISBURY.

Mr. Gladstone, in those days—eighteen months

before the fatal Congress of Berlin that re-enslaved

Macedonia—believed in Lord Salisbury. When that

nobleman was appointed plenipotentiary at the Con-

ference of Constantinople, Mr. Gladstone sent to

Madame Novikoff the following admirable thumb-

nail sketch of the late Prime Minister :

—

I think it right at once to give you my opinion of Lord

Salisbury, whom I know pretty well in private. He has little

foreign or eastern knowledge, and little craft j he is very remark-
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ably clever, of unsure judgment, but is above anything mean ;

has no Disraelite prejudices ; keeps a conscience, and has plenty

of manhood and character. In a word, the appointment of
Lord Salisbury to Constantinople is the best thing the Govern-
ment have yet done in the Eastern Question.

—

(lb., p. 560.)

HIS CORRESPONDENCE WITH MADAME NOVIKOFF.

The war broke out. At every stage of that tre-

mendous struggle Mr. Gladstone kept Madame
Novikoff posted as to the situation in England. If

he had been Foreign Minister and she the Tsar, he
could not have been more careful to answer every

question she asked or to keep her posted as to the

current of affairs in England. He freely denounced
the conduct of Lord Beaconsfield's administration,

whose action he declared was the most deplorable

chapter of our foreign policy since the peace of

1815.

The Jingo mob broke Mr. Gladstone's windows
in the early months of 1878. In midsummer the

City and Pall Mall went delirious over that " Peace
with Honour"—which is now recognised as one of
the most infamous jobs of modern times—consisting

as it did chiefly of the filching of Cyprus and the

re-enslavement of Macedonia. But in November of
that year Mr. Gladstone saw the beginning of the

end. He wrote to Madame Novikoffon November 1st

:

" My opinion is that this Government is moving to its

doom, and I hope the day of Lord Granville's suc-

cession may be within a twelvemonth. It is not to

be desired that this should take place at once. The
people want a little more experience of Beacons-
field Toryism."—(3., p. 583.)
They got it in the Afghan and Zulu Wars. And

then came the crowning triumph of Midlothian.

THE MIDLOTHIAN CAMPAIGN.

Mr. Morley, replying to the hypercriticism of those
who carp at the series of marvellous orations by
which Mr. Gladstone hewed Beaconsfieldism to the
ground, nobly vindicates the Midlothian campaign
in the following passage of genuine eloquence :

—

In a word it was a man—a man impressing himself upon the
kindled throngs by the depth of his vision, by the power of his
stroke. Physical resources had much to do with the effect ;

his overflowing vivacity, the fine voice and flashing eye, and a
whole frame in free, ceaseless, natural and spontaneous motion.
5k) he bore his hearers through long chains of strenuous periods,
calling up by^ the marvellous transformations of his mien a
strange succession of images—as if he were now a keen hunter,
now some eager bird of prey, now a charioteer of fiery steeds
kept well in hand, and now and again we seemed to hear the
pity or dark wrath of a prophet, with the mighty rushing wind
and the fire running along the ground. All this was Mr. Glad-
stone in Midlothian. To think of the campaign without the
scene, is as who should read a play by candle-light among the
ghosts of an empty theatre.—(70., p. 593.)

HOW THE VICTORY WAS RECEIVED.

All the world knows the result. But it is not so
well known how it affected the two great leaders in
the fray. Mr. Morley tells us of Lord Beaconsfield :—
From one in confidential relations with him, and who saw

much of him at this moment, I have heard that the fallen
minister, who had counted on a very different result, now faced
the ruin of his government, the end of his career, and the over-

whelming triumph of his antagonist, with an unclouded serenity

and a greatness of mind worthy of a man who had known high
fortunes and filled to the full the measure of his gifts and his

ambitions.

—

(16. t p. 612.)

Mr. Gladstone himself chronicled his own sentiment

in a letter to the Duke of Argyll :

—

April 1 2th, 1880.—All our heads are still in a whirl from the

great events of the last fortnight, which have given joy, I am
convinced, to the large majority of the civilised world. The
downfall of Beaconsfieldism is like the vanishing of some vast

magnificent castle in an Italian romance. It is too big, however,
to be taken in all at once.

—

(lb. , p. 615.)

It was the culminating point of Mr. Gladstone's

triumphant career. After Midlothian came bitter dis-

illusion, a long series of disappointments, and ultimate

defeat

IV.—BOYHOOD AND YOUTH.
In his old age, after his last retirement, Mr. Glad-

stone jotted down many reminiscences of past years.

He speaks much more warmly of his father than of

his mother, although to her also he pays a warm filial

tribute. Of his father he wrote :
" None but his chil-

dren can know what torrents of tenderness flowed from
his heart." His account of his childhood is interesting.

HIS CHILDHOOD.
The boy hardly appears to have been in his case

the father of the man. He says :

—

I have no recollection of being a loving or a winning child ;

or an earnest, or diligent, or knowledge-loving child. I was
not a devotional child. I have no recollection of early love for

the House of God and for divine service.—(Vol. I, p. 13.)

If I was not a bad boy, I think that I was a boy with a
great absence of goodness. I received, unless my memory
deceives me, very little benefit from teaching.

—

(lb. , p. 14.)

I went to Eton in 182 1, after a pretty long spell in a very

middling state of preparation, and wholly without any know-
ledge or other enthusiasm, unless it was a priggish love of
argument which I had begun to develop.

—

(Id., p. 15).

Developed probably by the fact that it was

John Gladstone's habit to discuss all sorts of questions with his

children, and nothing was ever taken for granted between him
and his sons.

—

(Id., p. 19.)

He used to teach pretty regularly on Sundays
in the Sunday-school built by his father near the

Primrose Bridge.

AT ETON.

At Eton, Mr. Gladstone said, in those days " the

actual teaching of Christianity was all but dead."

Mr. Morley remarks that

—

the ancient and pious munificence of Henry VI. now
inspired a scene that was essentially little better than pagan
modified by an official Church of England varnish."

—

(lb.,

p. 28.)

Mr. Gladstone as a schoolboy showed no trace of

Mr. Gladstone the statesman. He says :

—

I had read FroUsart and Hume with Smollett, but only of the

battles, and always skipping when I came to the sections headed

"A Parliament."—(Ib., p. 29.)

At first, "I remained stagnant without heart or

hope." A change arrived when he was thirteen.

HE WAKES UP.

Hawtrey became his teacher, and he started studying

in earnest. He wrote long letters home, read copiously,
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began to make speeches, and contributed to the Eton
Miscellany\ of which he was joint editor with G. Selwyn.

He left Eton in T827, when he was eighteen. In 1828

he entered Christchurch, Oxford. Mr. Morley says :

—

Toryism of a stolid clownish type still held the thrones of

collegiate power. Yet the eye of an imaginative scholar as he
gazed upon the grey walls, reared by piety, munificence, and
love of learning in a far-off time, might well discern behind an
unattractive screen of academic sloth, the venerable past, not

dim and cold, but in its traditions rich, nourishing, and alive.

It is from Gladstone's introduction into this enchanted and
inspiring world that we recognise the beginning of the wonder-
ful course that was to show how great a thing the life of a man
may be made.—(/£., p. 48.)

AT OXFORD.

At first at Oxford he took his studies pretty

easily for eighteen months. He was in those days a

fervent Evangelical. An entry in his diary (April

25th, 1830), says Mr. Morley, is a sentence that

reveals what was in Mr. Gladstone the nourishing

principle of growth :

—

In practice the great end is that the love of God may become
the habit of my soul, and particularly these things are to be
sought :— I. The spirit of love. 2. Of self-sacrifice. 3. Of
purity. 4. Of energy.

—

{/&., p. 52.)

In all his letters in the period from Eton to the end of Oxford,
and later, says Mr. Morley, a language noble and exalted even in

these youthful days is not seldom copiously streaked with a vein

that, to eyes not trained to evangelical light and to minds not

tolerant of the expansion that comes to religious natures in the

days of adolescence, may seem unpleasantly stTained and ex-

cessive. The fashion of such words undergoes transfiguration as

the epochs pass. Yet in all their fashions, even the crudest, they

deserve much tenderness.

—

(lb., p. 56.)

PROPOSES TO ENTER THE CHURCH.

He was brilliantly successful as a student, taking

a double first, but his mind turned towards the

Christian ministry. He wrote to his father in

1832 :—
I am willing to persuade myself that in spite of other longings

which I often feel, my heart is prepared to yield other hopes and
other desires for this—of being permitted to be the humblest of
those who may be commissioned to set before the eyes of man,
still great even in his ruins, the magnificence and the glory

of Christian truth.—(Vol. I, p. 83.)

Politics, however, he admitted, were " fascinating,

too fascinating." With the following extract from his

diary at the end of 1831 we may close these quota-

tions from the story of his life at Oxford :

—

One conclusion theoretically has been much on my mind

—

it is the increased importance and necessity and benefit of
prayer—of the life of obedience and self-sacrifice. May God
use me as a vessel for His own purposes, of whatever character

and results in relation to myself. May the God who loves us

all still vouchsafe me a testimony of His abiding presence in the

protracted though well-nigh dormant life of a desire which at

times has risen high in my soul, a fervent and* a buoyant hope
that I might work an energetic work on this world, and by that

work (whereof the worker is only God) I might grow into the

image of the Redeemer.

—

{Id., p. 84.)

Looking back in after life upon this period of his

career, Mr. Gladstone says :

—

I was possessed through and through with a single-minded

and passionate love of truth, with a virgin love of truth, so that,

although I might be swathed in clouds of prejudice, there was
something of an eye within that might gradually pierce them.

-(/*., p. 85.)

V.—HIS POLITICAL EVOLUTION.
It is impossible here to follow Mr. Gladstone's career

step by step across the century. Suffice it to note
that when he first became member of Parliament for

Newark he was dominated by a dread of social con-
vulsion.

HIS EARLY TORYISM.

After the election of 1835 ne wrote :

—

That we have now some prospect of surviving the Reform Bill

without a bloody revolution is to me as surprising as delightful.

It seems the greatest and most' providential mercy with which a
nation was ever visited.—(Vol. 1, p. 122.)

When Cobden began his agitation for the repeal of
the Corn Law, Mr. Gladstone would have none of it,

or of him. Writing in later years of this youthful

error, he said :

—

I regarded the Anti-Corn Law League as no better than a big
borough-mongering association. Such was my first offence in

the matter of protection, redeemed from public condemnation
only by obscurity.—(Vol. I, p. 232.)

When Cobden died, Mr. Gladstone had long
repented of the folly and misjudgment of his youth-
He wrote :

—

I do not know that I have ever seen in public life a character
more truly simple, noble, and unselfish.—(Vol. 2, p. 143.)

HIS CONVERSION TO FREE TRADE.

As he said, it was experience that altered his
politics. It is interesting to note that when he
embarked upon a policy of inquiry into the fiscal

system as Vice-President of the Board of Trade, when
Retaliation was in full swing, he was converted to
Free Trade. He says :

—

My assumption of office at the Board of Trade was followed
by hard, steady, and honest work ; and every day so spent beat
like a battering ram on the unsure fabric of my official protec-
tionism.—(Vol. 1, p. 250.)

THE FAILURE OF RETALIATION.

There is one very notable passage that may be
commended to the attention of Mr. Balfour and
Lord Lansdowne. From 1841 to 1844, Mr. Gladstone
says :

—

We were anxiously and eagerly endeavouring to make tariff

treaties with many foreign countries. Austria, I think, may-
have been included, but I recollect especially France, Prussia*
Portugal and, I believe, Spain. And the state of our tariff, even
after the law of 1842, was then such as to supply us with plenty
of material for liberal offers. Notwithstanding this, we failed

in every case. I doubt whether we advanced the cause of free
trade by a single inch.—(Vol. 1, p. 267.)

If Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Gladstone failed, it

is hardly to be expected that Mr. Balfour and Lord
Lansdowne would be more successful :

—

ODD FORECASTS AND GROSS ERRORS.

In those early days it is interesting to note that James Stephen
thought well of Mr. Gladstone, but doubted if he had pugnacity
enough for public life.—(Vol. 1, p. 127.)

Mr. Disraeli was reported as saying that with his resignation
on Maynooth Mr. Gladstone's career was over.

—

(lb.
, p. 279.)

One very extraordinary fact not generally known is

that about that time Mr. Gladstone entertained the
idea of being accredited to Rome as Minister to the
Vatican. Mr. Gladstone, writing in 1896, says that
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about the time of his resignation he became impressed

with the idea that

—

there was about to be a renewal in some shape of our diplomatic
(relations) with the see of Rome, and I believe that I committed
the gross error of tendering myself to Sir Robert Peel to fill the

post of envoy.—(Vol. I, p. 272.)

Sir Robert Peel 44 with great propriety " made no
answer to the suggestion, which to Mr. Gladstone, in

his later years, seemed neither rational nor excusable.

If the author of 44 Vaticanism " that was yet to be
written had been taken at his word and sent to Rome,
how different might have been the course of history.

He did not go, and lived to declare

The proselytising agency of the Roman Church in this country
I take to be one of the worst of the religious influences of the*

age.—(Vol. 2, p. 188.)

He was from the first keenly sensitive to the crimes

of his country beyond the sea. He wrote in 1840
about the opium war :

—

.... I am in dread of the judgment of God upon England
for our national iniquity towards China.—(Vol. 1, p. 227.)

DISRAELI AND MR. GLADSTONE.

"Nobody ever had fewer secrets than Mr. Gladstone.
Nobody," says Mr. Morley, "ever lived and wrought in fuller

sunlight."—(Vol. I, p. 6.)

But it has been a well-kept secret that in 1858 Mr.
Disraeli addressed a long letter to Mr. Gladstone in

which he urged him to join Lord Derby's Cabinet.

Disraeli's letter is a very curious one. It set forth
44 a

brief narrative," the gist of which was that in 1850, and
again in 1855, Disraeli had endeavoured to throw
the game into Mr. Gladstone's hands. In 1855 he
suggested that the leadership should be offered to

Lord Palmerston, 14
entirely with the view of con-

sulting your feelings and facilitating your position."

On a third occasion he had suggested to Sir James
Graham that he should accept the post of leader and
44
allow both of us to serve under him."

Thus you see, for more than eight years, instead of thrusting

myself into the foremost place, I have been at all times actively

prepared to make every sacrifice of self for the public good,
which 1 have ever thought identical with your accepting office

in a Conservative Government. Don't you think the time has
come when you might deign to be magnanimous?—(Vol. 1,

P. 588.)

Mr. Gladstone did not rise to the bait. His reply

was somewhat stiff :

—

You consider that the relations between yourself and me have
proved the main difficulty in the way of certain political

arrangements. Will you allow me to assure you that I have
never in my life taken a decision which turned upon those
relations.—(/£., p. 589.)

And so forth and so forth. The thought of Disraeli

and Gladstone both sitting in the same Cabinet is

almost as bizarre as that of Mr. Gladstone Minister at

the Papal Court.

A HUMBLE CONFESSION OF FAULT.

Mr. Gladstone, when nearing the grave, wrote many
notes which served Mr. Morley well as material for

the biography. In some of these he proclaims his

manifold imperfections, and makes humble confession
of his sins. The most remarkable instance of this

penitential attitude is afforded by his humble acknow-

ledgment of the gross blunder which he committed
when, in 1862, he publicly declared, at a time when he
was a Minister of the Crown, that Jefferson Davis had
made a nation. Writing in 1896, he says :

—

I have yet to record an undoubted error, the most singular

and palpable, I may add the least excusable* of them all, espe-

cially since it was committed so late as the year 1862, when I
had outlived half a century.

After describing the significance of his remark*

Mr. Gladstone says :

—

Strange to say, this declaration, most unwarrantable to be
made by a Minister of the Crown with no authority other than his

own, was not due to any feeling of partisanship for the South or
hostility to the North. ... I weakly supposed that the
time had come when respectful suggestions of this kind, founded
on the necessity of the case, were required by a spirit of that

friendship which, in so many contingencies of life, has to offer

sound recommendations with a knowledge that they will not be
popular. Not only was this a misjudgment of the case, but
even if it had been otherwise I was not the person to make the
declaration. I really, though most strangely, believed that it

was an act of friendliness to all America to recognise that the
* struggle was virtually at an end. . . . That my opinion

was founded upon a false estimate of the facts was the very-

least part of my fault. I did not perceive the gross impropriety

of such an utterance from a Cabinet Minister. . . . My offence

was indeed only a mistake, but one of incredible crossness, and
with such consequences of offence and alarm attached to it, that

my failing to perceive them justly exposed me to very severe

blame. It illustrates vividly that incapacity which my mind so>

long retained and perhaps still exhibits, an incapacity of view-

ing subjects all round in their extianeous as well as in their

internal properties, and thereby ofknowing when to be silent and
when to speak.—(Vol. 2, pp. 81 -2.)

Was there ever more noble and self-abasing a
recognition of a great blunder ?

HIS VIEWS ON CURRENT QUESTIONS.

Of obiter dicta of Mr. Gladstone on political ques-

tions of the present time there are few. In 1869
Mr. Bruce, afterwards Lord Aberdare, wrote :

—

Unfortunately Gladstone cares for nothing but " Free Trade '*

(in the sale of liquor), which the House won't have, and I

cannot get him really to interest himself in the subject.

—

(Vol. 2, p. 390).

In 1864, writing to Sir W. Farquhar, he roughly-

declared

—

The Church of England is much more likely of the two to part

with her faith than with her funds.—(Vol. 2, p. 161).

Thirty years later he told Mr. Morley he would prefer

to see Ireland disunited rather than Parnellite. In his

correspondence with the Duke of Argyll he deplored

"the leaning of both parties to Socialism, which I

radically disapprove" (Vol. 3, p. 221). His judg-

ment of his colleagues and of his contemporaries I

must perforce pass by.

SOME SLIGHT FLAWS.

Mr. Morley is at his best in dealing with Home
Rule; he is at his weakest—I do not like to say

his worst—in dealing with the affairs of Britain beyond
the seas. Mr. Gladstone had innumerable virtues, and
no more heroic figure ever shook the dusty arena of

St Stephen's by his tread. But to say, as Mr. Morley

does, that never were the armed forces of Britain

more adequate for the defence of her interests, is to

provoke a smile. The state of the Navy in 1884 is a
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sufficient commentary on that assertion. By the way,
Mr. Morley ignores altogether the Truth About the

Navy episode, although in some respects it was one of

the most illuminating of side-lights upon the character

of Mr. Gladstone. It was, perhaps, a sound instinct

that made Mr. Morley scamp the story of Penjdeh,
for it was little to the credit either of Mr. Gladstone
or of any of his Cabinet, excepting, oddly enough,
Mr. Chamberlain, who on that occasion, to do him
justice, was almost as stout a pro-Russian as the

Pall Mall Gazette. The chapter relating to General
Gordon would require treatment at length if it were
criticised in detail. I content myself with noting that

Mr. Gladstone and the Queen stoutly backed General
Gordon in his demand for Zobehr. Mr. Morley, by-

the-bye, curiously enough, ignores altogether in his

text the fact that the mission of General Gordon dated
from a certain interview in Southampton, with which,
as a subsequent note proves, Mr. Morley was not
unfamiliar. The chapter on Majuba is severely

*

restrained and somewhat disappointing.

MR. GLADSTONE AND WOMEN.

To conclude, all that I have to say as to the short-

comings of what nevertheless is one of the "most
carrying on books " that I have read of late years, Mr.
Morley makes no attempt to deal adequately or other-

wise with the delicate but interesting subject of Mr.
Gladstone's relations to women and women's ques-

tions. No man ever owed more to women than Mr.
Gladstone. His wife was a perfect model of conjugal

devotion. And she was only one of a multitude of

women who were the ministering angels of his life. His
" very precious and affectionate friend " the Dowager
Duchess of Sutherland, with whom he constantly cor-

responded, was as a sister beloved. His sister-in-law,

Lady Lyttelton, was not less of a ministering spirit.

When Mr. Gladstone was fagged and worn out, only

a woman beloved could soothe his weary spirit :

—

But there is no man, however near to me, with whom I am fit

to live habitually, when hard worked.—(Vol. I, p. 187.)

Here and there, as in the five letters to Madame
Novikoffquoted by Mr. Morley, to which I have already

referred, there are glimpses of the extent to which

he found intellectual and moral sustenance for his

higher nature in frank and confidential communings
with a sensitive and sympathetic woman. Yet during

all his long career Mr. Gladstone neither said a word
nor did a deed to redress the wrongs of women. The
woman's cause, which owed so much to Mr. Stansfeld

and Mr. Bryce, owed nothing to him.

"what are people christians for?"

Would that it had only owed nothing. It owed
less than nothing. It was under his Premiership that

the long struggle of the noblest women cf England
began against that foul horror of legalised immorality,

the CD. Acts. For twenty years long that battle

raged, and never a helping hand did Mr. Gladstone

put forth to save the forlorn sisterhood of shame from

the infamy which converted them into the certificated

chattels of the State. It is not as if Mr. Gladstone

was of too pure eyes to behold the iniquity of prosti-

tution. No man knew more about the subject. There

is one remarkable passage in Mr. Morley's book which

must be quoted here—a single passage which is like

the title-page of a vast volume of an unwritten life

He could not, without treason to his gifts, go forth like Selwyn

or Patteson to Melanesia to convert the savages. He sought a

missionary field at home, and he found it among the unfortunate

ministers to "the great sin of great cities." In these humane
efforts at reclamation he persevered all through his life, fearless

of misconstruction, fearless of the levity or baseness of men's

tongues, regardless almost of the possible mischiefs to the

public policies that depended on him. GreviUe tells the story

how in 1853 a man made an attempt one night to extort

money from Mr. Gladstone, then in office as Chancellor of the

Exchequer, by threats of exposure ; and how he instantly give

the offender into custody, and met the case at the police office.

Greville could not complete the story. The man was committed
for trial. Mr. Gladstone directed his solicitors to see that the

accused was properly defended. He was convicted and sent to

prison. By-and-by, Mr. Gladstone inquired from the governor

of the prison how the delinquent was conducting himself. The
report being satisfactory, he next wrote to Lord Palmerston,

then at the Home Office, asking that the prisoner should be let

out. There was no worldly wisdom in it, we all know. But

then what are people Christians for?—(Vol. 3, p. 419.)

It will be to some a matter of regret that Mr.

Morley revived the memory of that forgotten incident.

I only quote it in order to prove that Mr. Gladstone,

a self-dedicated missioner to the street-walkers of

Regent Street, could not plead ignorance of the facts

of their pitiful existence as a pretext for acquiescing

in the legalised outrage which was perpetrated on their

class in garrison towns with the authority of his

Government.
But enough, not of fault-finding, but of criticism.

There are spots on the sun, and Mr. Morley is the last

man in the world to be surprised if in the execution

of his gigantic task he should have failed to give

satisfaction to all those whose view-points are so very

varied and multifarious.

VI.—UP TO HOME RULE, AND AFTER.
As might have been expected, it is in the third

volume, in the story of Mr. Gladstone's heroic effort

to carry Home Rule, that Mr. Morley is at his best

At his best because, in these chapters more than any

other, he lets himself go. You have Morley stripped to

the buff ; the restrained, austere precisian disappears.

We have no longer a philosophic historian weighing

out judgment with a steel meteyard. We have the

passionate hero-worshipper, describing with a glow of

unusual and sustained eloquence the exploits of his

illustrious chief. In these chapters, notably in the

tragic tale of Mr. Parneirs catastrophe, Mr. Morley
rises to heights untouched before. It is a new
Morley that we meet in these pages, a Morley
glowing with the fervour of his earlier manhood, a

Morley who is still hot with the press and throng of

battle, who chants as an exultant war-song the story

of the prowess of his chief. There is a splendid

swing in the movement of this stirring theme. In

those times of sturm und drang Mr. Morley was
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"the chief stay" of Mr. Gladstone. He was with

him in the moments of high exultation and of deep
depression. He was a friend trusty in council who
failed not, neither was weary, and who, when old

friends fell from the old veteran like leaves in autumn,

clave to him with a love greater than that of a

brother.

HOME RULE INEVITABLE.

What wonder is it then that in these final pages
there is more of the drum and trumpet style than

is found elsewhere in the sober-tinted prose of the

rest of the book ? But with all his unusual abandon
Mr. Morley never loses his grip upon the story which
he has to tell. His narrative of how Home Rule
forced itself upon Mr. Gladstone is a masterpiece

of art. Even the stoutest Unionist who reads it

can hardly resist the conviction that Mr. Gladstone

could not, and indeed ought not, to have come to

any other conclusion. Mr. Morley has rendered
Ireland many services, but as an appeal to the

intelligence of reasonable Englishmen nothing that

he has ever said or written can be compared for

subtle force and irresistible cogency of appeal to

the chapters in which he describes how it was that

Mr. Gladstone was forced to take up Home Rule.

When the first rush for the book is over I hope
that the Home Rule chapters will be reprinted and
circulated by the million for the instruction and
inspiration of the electorate. Hitherto many even
of stout Gladstonians have sometimes felt ill at ease
when challenged to account for what seemed to

outsiders the suddenness of his conversion. Mr.
Morley with really marvellous skill succeeds in

demonstrating how utterly impossible it was for any-
body in Mr. Gladstone's position to have done
anything but what Mr. Gladstone did—after the
line taken by the Conservatives in 1885 and the

overwhelming vote of the Irish electors at the first

General Election in which the peasants were enfran-

chised.

HOW HOME RULE BEGAN.

If Mr. Gladstone was the champion of Home Rule,
Mr. Chamberlain was the father, and Lord Salisbury

the mother, who between them brought forth the con-
viction in Mr. Gladstone's mind that Home Rule was
inevitable.

In 1885 Mr. Chamberlain forced the question of
giving Ireland a modified Home Rule upon the
weakened and distracted Cabinet of Mr. Gladstone.
Mr. Chamberlain was in those days warring with the
then Lord Hartington for the right to lead the party
in Mr. Gladstone's contemplated retirement. The
result was that the Cabinet was little better than a
bear-garden. Between the middle of April and the
middle of May no fewer than nine of Mr. Gladstone's
colleagues had appeared to contemplate resignation.

"Of one meeting he playfully said to a colleague,
* A very fair Cabinet to-day—only three resigna-
tions.' " It is no news, although perhaps it is for

the first time so fully stated, that the resignation of

Mr. Chamberlain and his Radical Siamese Twin
in 1885, tendered and never withdrawn, finally-

broke up the Cabinet, although the ultimate coup

dc grace was given on another question. They
resigned because Mr. Gladstone could not induce

the majority of his colleagues in the Cabinet to go
as far in the direction of Home Rule as in their

opinion was essential. All the Commoners in the

Cabinet, with the exception of Hartington, were for

Mr. Chamberlain's scheme for establishing a Central

National Board in Dublin elected by the county

councils, which would have given the Irish Home Rule
or the right of managing their own affairs, with the

exception of justice, police and prisons. This " plan

was first made known to Mr. Gladstone by Mr.

Chamberlain," and perhaps on that account all the

Peers were against it, with Hartington to back them.

When the Cabinet broke up (May 9, 1885) the Prime
Minister said to one colleague, " Ah, they will rue this

day," and to another, " Within six years of it, please

God to spare their lives, they, will be repenting in sack-

cloth and ashes." Mr. Gladstone did not foresee that

the Radical colleague who had in vain endeavoured to

force this modified Home Rule on the Cabinet would
in six years' time be the sinister but exultant supporter

of the Unionist Administration.

MR. CHAMBERLAIN : HOME RULER.

There is a good deal of light shed upon the rela-

tions between Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Chamberlain.

After the 1880 election " Mr. Gladstone was not in

the least alive to the importance of the leaders of

the Radical section, and had never dreamed of them
for the Cabinet." He was soon rudely undeceived,

and the " pushful one " lost no time in forcing himself

upon a reluctant Prime Minister as an indispensable

colleague. In 1885 Mr. Gladstone was quite pre-

pared to sacrifice Mr. Chamberlain rather than allow

him and his colleague to enforce their quasi Home
Rule policy upon the majority of the Cabinet. In

October, 1885, Mr. Chamberlain went down to-

Hawarden and had a good deal of conversation witb

Mr. Gladstone. " Chamberlain," Mr. Gladstone wrote

to Lord Granville, " is a good man to talk to, not

only from his force and clearness, but because he
speaks with reflection, does not misapprehend or (I

think) suspect, or make unnecessary difficulties, or

endeavour to maintain pedantically the uniformity

and consistency of his argument throughout" Upon
the great breach of 1886 on the Home Rule Bill

Mr. Morley has little that is fresh to say about
Mr. Chamberlain, whom he describes as "a man,
bold, intrepid, imbued with the keen spirit of political

nonconformity, and a born tactician." He modestly

disclaims the imputation that he (J. M.) had anything

to do with the conversion of Mr. Gladstone to Home
Rule, but he sheds no light upon the decisive influence

he exercised in persuading his chief to wreck his Bill

by insisting on the exclusion of the Irish members
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from Westminster. On the whole, if Mr. Morley had

not been so intimate with Mr. Chamberlain—despite

his heresies and South African crimes—some of the

chapters would have been much more piquant than

they are at present. This biography is only the latest

but not the last instance of the advantage which Mr.

Chamberlain has reaped from the unswerving loyalty

of the one-time editor of the Fortnightly Review, who
first furnished Mr. Chamberlain with a platform from

which to address the world.

mr. Gladstone's mission.

Of Ireland the second and third volumes are full.

There is a fine story told by Mr. Evelyn Ashley, of

how on December ist, 1868, Mr. Gladstone was

cutting down a tree in his shirt-sleeves at Hawarden,

when the telegram came saying that General Grey

would arrive that evening from Windsor. He read it,

remarked " Very significant," and went on with his

chopping. After a few minutes the blows ceased,

and Mr. Gladstone, resting on the handle of his axe,

looked up, and with deep earnestness in his face

exclaimed, " My mission is to pacify Ireland." He
then resumed his task, and never said another word

till the tree was down. Nex-t day General Grey came
with the summons from the Queen to form the

administration that disestablished the Irish Church
and passed the Land Act. Two years later he wrote

to Lord Russell, reminding him of a saying of his

which struck him ineffaceably in 1839 :

—

The true key to our Irish delates was this : that it was not

properly borne in mind that as England is inhabited by English-

men, and Scotland by Scotchmen, so Ireland is inhabited by
Irishmen.—(Vol. I, p. 130 )

Yet even in the previous year, when he was framing

his first Irish Land Bill,

it was deemed heinously wrong to ascertain directly from their

representatives what the Irish tenants thought.—(Vol. 2, p. 292.)

Mr. Morley, in describing the Irish agrarian legis-

lation of Mr. Gladstone, invokes the mighty shade of

the Lord Protector :

—

"These poor people," said Cromwell, "have been accus-

tomed to as muwh injustice and oppression from their landlords,

the great men, and those who should have done them right, as

any people in that which we call Christendom." It was just

two hundred and twenty years before another ruler of England
saw as deep, and applied his mind to the free doing of justice.

—

{Ib. t p. 287.)

MR. PARNELL IN COUNCIL.

I have no space to follow the story, the heroic

story, of his effort to fulfil the mission that he accepted

that December day in 1868, but I must include

this brilliant bit of portraiture of Mr. Parnell in council

with Mr. Morley over the Home Rule Bill :

—

Mr. Parnell showed himself acute, frank, patient, closely

attentive, and possessed of striking though not rapid insight.

He never slurred over difficulties, nor tried to pretend that

rough was smooth. On the other hand, he had nothing in

common with that desperate species of counsellor who takes all

the small points and raises objections instead of helping to con-

trive expedients. He measured the ground with a slow and
careful eye, and fixed tenaciously on the thing that was essential

at the moment. Of constructive faculty he never showed a
trace. He was a man of temperament, of will, of authority,

of power ; not of ideas or ideals, or knowledge, or political

maxims, or even of the practical in any of its higher senses,

as Hamilton, Madison, and Jefferson had practical reason. But
he knew what he wanted.—(Vol*. 3, p. 304.)

"Very clever, very clever," was Mr. Gladstone's

comments upon Mr. Parnell, when he first met him in

council
; where, Mr. Morley says, the Irish leader

showed himself " extraordinarily close, tenacious, and
sliarp."

parnell's exit.

The whole tragic story of Parnell is told with the

power of a master. Mr. Morley goes through it with

passionate sympathy right down to the dark and deso-

late days just before " the Veiled Shadow stole upon

the scene and the world learned that Parnell was no

more." In those days

—

Undaunted by repulse upon repulse, he tore over from England
to Ireland and back again, week after week and month after

month, hoarse and haggard, seamed by sombre passions, waving

the shreds of a tattered flag. Ireland must have been a hell on

earth to him.

" No more lamentable chapter is to be found in all

the demented scroll of aimless and untoward things

that seem as if they made up the history of Ireland."

VII.—ESTIMATES OF MR. GLADSTONE.
Mr. Gladstone once said to Mr. Morley :

—

I do not think that I can tax myself in my own life with ever

having been much moved by ambition.—(Vol. I, p. 217.)

Mr. Morley nearly jumped from his chair on hearing

this declaration, but afterwards he admits he could see

the truth of it as Mr. Gladstone meant it Of the

ordinary selfish ambition he had none. Of the ambi-

tion to achieve noble ends by noble means—of that

ambition he was all compact.

his own.

His own estimate of his own gifts, given in one

of his autobiographic notes, was as follows :

—

I am by no means sure, upon a calm review, that Providence

has endowed me with anything that can be called a striking

gift. But if there be such a thing entrusted to me it has been

shown at certain political junctures, in what may be termed

appreciations of the general situation and its results. To make
good the idea, this must not be considered as the simple

acceptance of public opinion, founded upon the discernment

that it has risen to a certain height needful for a given work,

like a tide. It is an insight into the facts of particular eras, and

their relation one to another, which generates in the mind a con-

viction that the materials exist for forming a public opinion and

for directing it to a particular end. There are four occasions of

my life with respect to which I think these considerations may
be applicable. They are these ! 1. The renewal of the Income-

tax in 1853 ; 2. The proposal of religious equality for Ireland,

1868. . . . [Mr. Morley adds, " The remaining two will appear

in good time."]—(Vol. 2, p. 240.)

Mr. Gladstone, that is, in brief, was a discerner of

the signs of the times. He knew when the cat was

about to jump better than any man ; but he never

hesitated to twist its tail in order to expedite the

jumping if the cat did not fulfil his expectations. He
was, in one sense, a supreme opportunist. As Mr.

Morley says :

—

When acts of policy were not of great or immediate concern,

he took them as they came ; but when they pressed for treat-
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mient and determination, then he swooped down upon them
with the strength and vision of an eagle.—(Vol. 2, p. 284.)

MR. MORLEY'S ESTIMATE.

Mr. Morley gives us many estimates of his hero,

a few of which I extract here :

—

He, beyond all other modern statesmen, with perhaps here and
there a doubtful exception, gave us the impression of a man who
regarded politics as a part of Christian duty.—-{Vol. 2, p. 506.)
He presented the world with the astonishing spectacle of a

politician with the microscopic subtlety of a thirteenth-century

schoolman wielding at will the new democracy in what has been
called " the country of plain men."—(Vol. t, p. 4).

Not for two centuries since the historic strife of Anglican and
Puritan, had our island produced a ruler in whom the religious

motive was paramount in the like degree. He was not only a
political force. He strove to use all the powers of his own
genius and the powers of the State for moral purposes and
religious. Nevertheless his mission in all its forms was action.

-(/*., p. 2-3.)

Lord Salisbury called him a great Christian ; and nothing
could be more true or better worth saying. He not only accepted
the doctrines of that faith as he believed them to be held by his

own communion ; he sedulously strove to apply the noblest

moralities of it to the affairs both of his own nation and of the

commonwealth of nations. It was a supreme experiment. People
will perhaps some day wonder that many of those who derided
the experiment and reproached its aulhor failed to see that they
were making manifest in this a wholesale scepticism as to truths

that they professed to prize, far deeper and more destructive than
the doubt and disbeliefs of the Gentiles in the outer courts.

(P. 3-4).
Well was it said to him, " You have so lived and wrought

that you have kept the soul alive in England." Not in England
only was this felt.

On the day that Gladstone died it was said, not by an
Englishman, "the world has lost its greatest citizen."

—

{lb.

P-5)-
.

His inexhaustible patience, his active attention and industry,

his steadfast courage, his talent in debate and the work of
Parliament ; his genius in espying, employing, creating

political occasions, all made him, after prolonged conflict against

impediments of every kind, one of the imposing figures of his

time.—(Vol. 2, p. 245.)

Mr. Morley says that in a horoscope cast for Mr.
Gladstone by Bulwer Lytton,

—

One curious sentence declares Mr. Gladstone to be "at
heart a solitary man." Here I have often thought that the

stars knew what they were about.—(Vol. 1, p. 197.)

CHARACTERISTICS.

In the Chapter on Characteristics, Mr. Morley
attempts an analysis of the most notable features of
Mr. Gladstone's character. It is curious to note that

Mr. Morley bestows the dignity of capital letters to

the qualities which he attributes to Mr. Gladstone,

an honour which he refuses to a multitude of words,
such as Catholic, Vatican, etc., usually capitalised.

But Mr. Morley has always been original in his use
of capitals. He says of Mr. Gladstone :

—

He was never very ready to talk about himself, but when
asked what he regarded as his master secret, he always said
'* Concentration" . . . There was nobody like him when
it came to difficult business, for bending his whole strength to

it, like a mighty archer stringing a stiff bow.—(Vol. I, p. 186.)

After Concentration, Mr. Morley regards Courage
as the chief Gladstonian characteristic. As to his

Humour, opinion is divided, but in force of moral
and political Imagination he had no superior among

the rulers of England. He abounded in native

capacity for righteous Anger. He had it under
severe control, having succeeded in the struggle since

he was twenty-three.

. . . First by the natural power of his character, and second
by incessant wrestling in prayer—prayer that had been abun-
dantly answered.—(/£., p. 189).

*He had an unequalled gift of throwing his mind
into the common stock. He knew that not all

questions are for all times. He was consummate
in oratory. To great physical advantages for bearing
the orator's sceptre was joined " the gift and the glory

of words" (Ib.y p. 191). "Active hatred of cruelty,

injustice and oppression is perhaps the main
difference between a good man and a bad
one ; and here Mr. Gladstone was sublime." Yet
he was exceedingly charitable and held closely to

the command, Judge not that ye be not judged. But
" the fundamental fact of Mr. Gladstone's history was
religion. One of the strangest things in Mr. Glad-
stone's growth and career was the unconscious raising

of a partially Rousseauite structure on the foundation

laid by Burke. Possibly he went no further for this

than the Sermon on the Mount, where so many secret

elements of social volcano slumber." " Life was to him
in all its aspects an application of Christian teaching

and example. If we like to put it so, he was stead-

fast for making politics more human, and no branch
of civilised life needs humanising more." In his early

days he said :

—

I contemplate secular affairs, chiefly as a means of being
useful in Church affairs.—(/£., p. 183.)

And to the last his devotion to the Church never
wavered.

MIRTH AND GOOD MANNERS.

Yet he was a merry man. He relaxed the severe

rule of his youth which debarred him from the

theatre.

He delighted in good comedy, and he reproached Mr. Morley
severely for caring less than one ought to do for the " Merry
Wives of Windsor."

He laughed till the perspiration ran off him at

Lord Dundreary's inanities. He had a good musical

voice, used to sing at night, and rumour hath it,

although Mr. Morley does not stoop to the detail,

that he was inimitable in the nigger minstrel song of

"Camptown Races."

What is certain is that nobody of hie time was a finer example
of high good manners and genuine courtesy than Mr. Gladstone
himself.—(/£., p. 213.)

Mr. Gladstone might be playful, courteous, reserved, gracious,

silent, but the House alway.s knew that he had a sledge-hammer
behind his back, ready for work on every anvil in that resound-

ing forge.

Those formidable powers of contention and attack Mr.
Morley compares to some tremendous projectile describing a
path the law of whose curves and deviations, as they watched its

journey through the air in wonder and anxiety for the shattering

impact, men found it impossible to calculate.— (/£., p. 261.)

Yet with all his powers of concentration, "No-
body that ever lived tried to ride so many horses

abreast."
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SOME GLADSTONIAN SAYINGS.

Mh Gladstone wrote to the Duchess of Sutherland

in i860 :

—

There is one proposition which the experience of life burns
into my soul ; it is this, that man should beware of letting his

religion spoil his morality. In a thousand ways, some great,

some small, but all subtle, we are daily tempted to that great

sin.—(Vol. 2, p. 185.)

Surely with most men it is the safest rule

—

... to make scanty records of success achieved, and yet more
rarely to notice praise, which should pass us like a breeze,

enjoyed, but arrested.—(Vol. 1, p. 213.)

We are to respect our responsibilities, not ourselves. We are

to respect the duties for which we are capable, but not our

capabilities simply considered.—(/£., p. 214.)

Setting a tired mind to work is like making a man run up and
down stairs when his limbs are weary.—(/£., p. 187.)

Mr. Gladstone dined in 1835 with Lord Lyndhurst,

and carried away from the dinner table this sage

lesson :

—

" Never defend yourself before a popular assemblage, except

with and by retorting the attack ; the hearers, in the pleasure

which the assault gives them, will forget the previous charge."

As Disraeli himself put it afterwards, Never complain and
never explain.—(Vol. 1, p. 122.)

Mr. Morley says that the three bright crystal laws

of life—to resist the tyranny of self ; to recognise the

rule of duty ; to maintain the supremacy of the higher

over the lower parts of our nature—were to him like

pointer stars guiding a traveller's eye to the celestial

pole by which he steers.—(Vol. 1, p. 217.)
" I never allow myself," Mr. Gladstone wrote, " in

regard to public life to realise, to dwell upon, the

fact that a thing is painful" (Vol. 1, p. 549). Well

may Mr. Morley say :

—

Such steadiness, such under-sense and feeling of the whole,

was Mr. Gladstone's gift and inspiration, never expending itself

in pensive musings upon the vain ambitions, illusions, cheats,

regrets of human life—such moods of half-morbid moralising

were not in his temperament—but ever stirring him to duty and
manful hope, to intrepid self-denial and iron effort.—(Vol. 2,

P. 547 )

VIII.—HIS RELIGION.

Mr. Gladstone told Manning, in the days before he
was Cardinal, that his " four doctors " were Aristotle,

Augustine, Dante and Butler (Vol. 1, p. 207). But

he came to recognise them gradually. Among his

disadvantages in early life he mentioned that he had
been educated in an extremely narrow churchmanship

—that of the Evangelical party.

A STRICT EVANGELICAL.

His mother, he said, was a woman of warm piety

but broken health, and he was not directly instructed

by her. But his mind was oppressed by deplorable

servitude for a number of years to the belief that

every Unitarian, and I suppose also every heathen,

must as a matter of course be lost for ever. One
of his brothers married a Unitarian beauty, which
occasioned Mr. Gladstone much mental difficulty and
distress. But as far back as 1829 Mrs. Gaskell, the

mother-in-law of another Unitarian lady, had sown in

his mind the seed of a larger hope :

—

She said to me, " Surely we cannot entertain a doubt as to the
future condition of any person truly united to Christ by faith

and love, whatever may be the faults of his opinion. Here she
supplied me with the key to the whole question." At this hour I
feel grateful to her accordingly, for the scope of her remark is

very wide, and it is now my rule to remember ner in prayer before
the altar.—(Vol. I, p. 160.) (Query, Was this prayer for the
dead ?)

CONVERTED TO THE HIGH CHURCH.

Hooker, the judicious Hooker, converted him in 1829
to his belief in Baptismal Regeneration. The study of
Butler at Oxford laid the ground for new modes of
thought in religion the full position of which was not
attained until several years after by larger perusal of
the works of St. Augustine. The Oxford movement
had no direct effect upon him.

He left Oxford an Evangelical, as he entered it. It

was a visit to Rome and Naples in the year 1832 which
first woke him up to a conception of the nature of the
Christian Church, to which he remained true to his

dying day. Rome set him studying the occasional

offices of the prayer-book on Tuesday, May 13th :

—

They made a strong impression upon me on that very dayr
and the impression has never been effaced. I had previously-

taken a great deal of teaching direct from the Bible as best I
could, but now the figure of the Church arose before me as a
teacher, too, and I gradually found in how incomplete and
fragmentary a manner I had drawn divine truth - from the
sacred volume. Such .... in its silence and its solitude was my first

introduction to the august conception of the Church of Christ.
It presented to me Christianity under an aspect in which I had
not yet known it : its ministry of symbols, its channel of grace,
its unending line of teachers joining from the head : a sublime
construction, based throughout upon historic fact uplifting the
idea of the community in which we live, and of the access which
it enjoys through the new and living way to the presence of the
Most High.—(/*., p. 87.)

The blow struck by the Prayer Book in 1832 was
followed up by the writings of Alex. Knox, and later
by the conversion of Manning from the Evangelical to
the Anglican faith. In 1837-8 he writes :

—

While I was busy about my book (on Church and State)
Hope made known to me Palmer's work on the Church, which
had just appeared. It took hold upon me ; and gave me at
once the clear, definite, and strong conception of the Church
which, through all the storm and strain of a most critical period,,
has proved for me entirely adequate to every emergency, and
saved me from all vacillation.

HIS TEACHERS.

In 1842 he reduced his convictions into form, and
he conceives that in the main Palmer completed for
him the work which the inspection of the Prayer Book
had begun. He says :

—

I am as closely an adherent to the doctrines of grace
generally and to the general sense of St. Augustine, as at the
date from which this narrative set out. I hope that my mind
has dropped nothing affirmative. But I hope also that there-

has been dropped from it all the damnatory part of the opinions
taught by the Evangelical school ; not only as regards the
Roman Catholic religion, but also as to heretics and heathens ;

Nonconformists and Presbyterians I think that I always let ofX
pretty easily.—(Vol. I, p. 162.)
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Of this growth in grace, or, as it may be

held, declension from the true faith, Mr. Morley

rightly says :

—

This is not the place for an exploration of Mr. Gladstone's

strictly theological history, nor is mine the hand by which such

exploration could be attempted.

But he notes with satisfaction the fact that with a

steadfast tread Mr. Gladstone marched along the

High Anglican road to the summits of that Liberalism

which it was the original object of the New Anglicans

to resist and overthrow.—(Vol. 1, p. 153.)

HIS GROWTH ON TOLERANCE.

He soon discovered how hard it is to adjust to the

many angles of an English political party the seam-

less mantle of ecclesiastical predominance.

In 1866 he wrote to a Unitarian :

—

I am, as you know, one altogether attached to dogma, which
I believe to be the skeleton that carries the flesh, the blood, the

life of the blessed thing we call the Christian religion. But I

do not believe that God's tender mercies are restricted to a small

portion of the human family. ... I was myself brought up
to think otherwise, and to believe that salvation depended abso-

lutely upon the reception of a particular and a very narrow-

creed. But long, long have I cast those weeds behind me. Un-
belief may in given conditions be a moral offence, and only as

such, only like other disobedience, and on like principles, can it

be punishable.—(Vol. 2, p. 137.)

Here we are on the foundations, exclaims Mr.

Morley :— .

Tolerance means reverence for all the possibilities of truth

;

it means acknowledgment that she dwells in diverse mansions,

and wears vesture of many colours, and speaks in strange

tongues ; it means frank respect for freedom of indwelling

conscience against mechanic forms, official conventions, social

force ; it means the charity that is greater than even faith and
hope. Marked is the day for a man when he can truly say, as

Mr. Gladstone here said, " long, long, have I cast those weeds
behind me."

mr. Gladstone's texts.

Of the extent to which Mr. Gladstone made his

religion the law and life of his every day the book
tells us much. He loved the heroes of Homer better

than the saints and sages of the Old Testament, but
he had all the old Puritan's eager recognition of a

chance text from the Bible as a message from God to

his soul. Mr. Gladstone wrote, in 1854 :

—

On most occasions of very sharp pressure or trial some word
of Scripture has come home to me as if borne on angels' wings.
Many could 1 recollect. The Psalms are the great storehouse.
Perhaps I should put some down now, for the continuance of
memory is not to be trusted. 1. In the winter of 1837, Psalm
128. This came in a most singular manner, but it would be a
long story to tell. 2. In the Oxford contest of 1847 (which was
very harrowing) the verse, " O Lord God, Thou strength of my
health, Thou hast covered my head in the day of battle." 3. In
thcGorham contest, after the judgment : "And though all this

be come upon us, yet do we not forget Thee ; nor behave our-
selves froward ly in Thy covenant. Our heart is not turned
back ; neither our steps gone out of Thy way. No, not when
Thou hast smitten us into the place of dragons ; and covered us
with the shadow of death." 4. On Monday, April 17th, 1853
(his first Bidgct speech), it was :

** O turn Thee then unto me,

and have mercy upon me : Give Thy strength unto Thy servant

and help tbe son of Thine handmaid." Last Sunday (Crimean
War Budget) it was not from the Psalms for the day :

" Thou
shalt prepare a table before me against them that trouble me

;

Thou hast anointed my head with oil and my cup shall be full."

—(Vol. 1, p. 201.)

HIS BELIEF IN PROVIDENCE.

When he became Prime Minister after Midlothian

in 1880 he wished he had noted in his diary more
particularly

the new access of strength* which, in some important

respects, has been administered to me in my old age, and the

remarkable manner in which Holy Scripture has been applied

to me for admonition and for comfort. Looking calmly on this

course of experience, I do believe that the Almighty has em-
ployed me for His purposes in a manner larger or more special

than before, and has strengthened me and led me on accordingly.

-(Vol. 3, p. 1.) .

On his sixtieth birthday, when he was beginning his

first Premiership, he wrote in his diary :

—

I descend the hill of life. It would be a truer figure to say I

ascend a steepening path with a burden ever gathering weight.

The Almighty seems to sustain and spare me for some purpose

of His own, deeply unworthy as I know myself to be. Glory

be to His name.—(Vol. 2, p. 256.)

CHRISTIANITY FIRST.

Five years later, in April, 1874, when the electors

had installed his opponents in power, he wrote to Mrs.

Gladstone :

—

I am convinced that the welfare of mankind does not now
depend on the state or the worlds of politics ; the real battle is

being fought in the world of thought, where a deadly attack is

made with great tenacity of purpose and over a wide field, upon
the greatest treasure of mankind, the belief in God and the gospel

of Christ.— (Vol. 2, p. 500.)

Two years before he had written to the Duke of

Argyll

We politicians are children playing with toys in comparison to

that great work of and for manhood, which was to be done, and
will yet be done, in restoring belief.—(Vol. 2, p. 524.)

But now I must close this rapid survey of some of

the innumerable interesting things in Mr. Morley's

masterpiece.

THE END.

For Mr. Gladstone also in due season the Veiled

Shadow did not tarry :

—

On the early morning of the 19th, his family all kneeling
round the bed on which he lay in the stupor of coming death,

without a struggle he ceased to breathe. Nature outside—wood
and wide lawn and the cloudless far -oft" sky—shone at her

fairest.

Mr. Morley's parting words are as follows :

—

Let us leave off with thoughts and memories of one who was
a vivid example of public duty and of private faithfulness ; of a
long career that with every circumstance of splendour, amid all the

mire and all the poisons of the world, lighted up in practice even
for those who have none of his genius and none of his power,
his own precept, 44 Be inspired with the belief that life is a
great and noble calling, not a mean and grovelling thing, that

we are to shuffle through as we can, but an elevated and lofty

destiny.
M

Amen and Amen !
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WARWICK CASTLE.*

Warwick Castle is one of the most precious of the

heirlooms of Britain. It ranks high among the famous
historic buildings which draw like an irresistible lode-

stone the reverent pilgrims of our race from the

remotest corners of our world-scattered Empire. Too
often these romantic piles are in the custody of resi-

dents who appear to be incapable of appreciating the

importance of the edifice which serves them as a
place in which to eat and to sleep. These old castles are

to them often but troublesome and somewhat antiquated

substitutes for an hotel. Warwick Castle is fortunate in

having as its chatelaine a lady whose imagination is

aglow with the glories of the past, and who realises with the

keen insight of genius the political and social importance
of the building in which she holds her court. In these

two handsome volumes Lady Warwick has endeavoured to

introduce the vast

outside world to
_

the secrets of her
treasure house.

The historic as-

sociations that

cluster round the

towers ofWarwick
Castle could not

have found a more
sympathetic
chronicler. Thou-
sands from all

lands have en-

joyed the hospi-

tality of the fair

lady whose pres-

ence adds a fresh

charm to her
castle, but many
more thousands
who have never
been favoured
with an oppor-
tunity to visit this

shrine of English
romance will rind

no mean substi-

tute for that rare

pleasure when in

these pages they
are conducted
through this en-

chanted palace by a guide so familiar with every nook
and cranny for whom the old walls have revealed

all their secrets. I congratulate Lady Warwick upon the

production of these copiously illustrated volumes, and
commend her example to the occupants of other famous
Duildings of Britain.

t

THE ALIEN IMMIGRANT, t

This is a very interesting and useful book, if one with

the main tendency of which I am unable to agree. Major
Evans-Gordon was a prominent member ot the Royal
Commission on Alien Immigration, and his book is put

* "Warwick Castle and its Earls." By the Countess of Warwick.
(Hutchinson and Co.). a vols , pp. 882.

+ "The Alien Immigrant." By Major W. Evans-Gordon, M.P.
map and nu.u-rous illustrations. (Hciuemann.) Pp. 323.

Amsterdammer.

England's Offer to the Jews of Territory in South-West Africa.

John Bull :
" A free land, and autonomous, but under my suzerainty."

The Zionist :
" But if I rind diamonds there ?

"

John Bull: "Then I will come myself."

With

forward as a justification of his views then expressed.
Put briefly, it is a record of a journey through West
Russia, Poland, Austria, and Roumania, made with the
special objects of studying at home the conditions of
those Jewish immigrants whose influx into this country
he regards as a portent of national ruin. Major Evans-
Gordon visited St. Petersburg, Riga, Libau, Warsaw,.
Lodz, Buda-Pesth, Bucharest, Lemberg, and a host of
less important centres of Jewish population ; and as
far as such an object can be accomplished in a hurried
journey, he seems to have found out at least all the super-
ficial facts of Jewish life in Eastern Europe. His book is

illustrated with a map and a large number of excellent

photographs taken by himself. The greater part of
Major Evans-Gordon's space is naturally devoted to
Russia and Poland. In Russia, he concluded, the Jews
are not really as much persecuted as is believed, and very

little more than

___^^___^^_t__^^^^m tne rest of tne
1

1 population. Over-
crowding in the
East, as in Eng-
land, is what the

Jewish population
suffers from ; but
more than once
Major Evans-
Gordon remarks
that the housing
conditions in Rus-
sian towns are not
worse than, or not
as bad as, those
in the East End
of London. In
Poland since 1816
the Jews have in-

creased no less

than 5i8per cent.r
while the Chris-
tians have in-

creased only 220
per cent. Major

[Aug. 30. Evans-Gordon
concludes that the
legislative restric-

tions in Russia
and Roumania are
not the sole cause
ofJewish distress,

as the position of the Jews is as bad in Galicia as else-

where. In Roumania the root of the Jewish question is

that Jews are classed as " foreigners," they have i\o
country, and since 1879 only eighty-five Jews have been
admitted to citizenship. Even the children of naturalised
Jews are not held to be naturalised, and each individual
case must be the subject of a vote in Parliament. Major
Evans-Gordon concludes his book by describing the condi-
tions ofJewish emigration to America, and by summarising
the work of the Royal Commission. The' report of the
Commission shows that every European country exercises
the right of excluding undesirable persons, and as Major
Evans-Gordon emphatically regards the mass of Jewish
immigrants as undesirable, he concludes his book by
urging that we should shut the door against the Jews.

410
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THE ENGINEER IN SOUTH AFRICA.*

THIS is an interesting and on the whole a reassuring

book. Mr. Ransome was the special commissioner of

the Engineer in South Africa, and in this volume he gives

us a review of the industrial situation in South Africa

after the war, and a forecast of the possibilities of the

country. Mr. Ransome holds that the industrial prospects

of South Africa are brilliant, but they will not be sprung
upon the world suddenly. Trade, however, is increasing

surely and steadily, and in spite of all that has been said

concerning the shortcomings of the British manufacturer
Mr. Ransome does not find any foundation for these

accusations in the state of business in South Africa.

Our imports into South Africa in 1902 were double the

figure of the British imports into that country in 1898.

Of engineering imports Great Britain has 6o per cent, of

the total, and the imports of all classes from all sources

from Great and Greater Britain into South Africa

amounted to 76 per cent, of the whole.

Mr. Ransome's book, although not technical, is full of

information which will be of interest to practical men.
It is elaborately illustrated, and would be a model book
of its kind, if it were not for the fact that he has omitted
an index. He maintains that the Boers have no pre-

judice against British machinery. They take English
and American with impartiality, but they have a great

dislike of German goods, and are extremely bitter against

Germany. Hence for this and other reasons the United
States is our only serious competitor in South Africa.

MEMOIRS OF A SOCIAL ATOM.t
Two volumes of very interesting reading are published

under the title of " Memoirs of a Social Atom." The
title is needlessly modest, for Mr. W. E. Adams, the
author, is much more than a soci.il atom. He is a
veteran journalist in the North of England who for the
lifetime of a generation has exercised no little influence

in Tyneside from the editorial chair of the N ewcastle

Weekly Chronicle. Mr. Adams has risen from the

ranks, and has long honourably sustained a leading

position among journalists of the North of England. His
memoirs are full of interesting gossip. They cover a

wide span of English history, and deal, naturally, with

many of the men and movements which found in Mr.
Cowen, Mr. Adams's friend and employer, a warm
supporter. Mr. Adams is a genuine hero-worshipper,
and is full of enthusiasm for Mr. Cowen ; but this enthu-
siasm carries him away so far as to declare that in Mr.
Cowen's speeches " every word is a stroke, every sentence
a poem or a sermon." Mr. Adams towards the close of

his long career has come to very mournful conclusions
as to the degeneracy of the age and the decadence of

man. He tells us that he sees no evidence of any moral
progress whatever. There was far less drunkenness when
he was a boy than there is now. He has also much to

say concerning the spread of the gambling spirit, and
also concerning the influence of the Press. * As editor of

the Newcastle Weekly Chronicle his withers are unwrung,
but those who remember the extent to which the Newcastle
Daily Chronicle pandered to tile betting mania of the

day must marvel that he should combine such enthusi-

astic devotion to the character of Mr. Joseph Cowen
while recognising so frankly the disastrous results that

followed Mr. Cowen's method of journalism.

• " Tbe Engineer in South Africa." By Stafford Ransome, M. Inst. C.E.
(London : Constable and Co. ) 320 r p. pi ice 7s. 6d.

t " Memoirs of a Social Atom." By W. K. Adams. 2 vols. (London

:

Hutchinson and Co.) 24». net. With pj. tr^i.b.

MANKIND IN THE MAKING.*
Mr. H. G. Wells has collected in this volume the

series of essays which he contributed to the Fortnightly
Review, and which month by month have been noticed
at considerable length in previous numbers of the
Review. He has written a preface and added as an
appendix a paper which he read before the Fabian
Society on the need of social organisation. Mr. Wells
is among our younger writers by far the most original.

His speculations are always suggestive. His conclusions,
although sometimes admittedly something of the slap-

dash order, are eminently provocative of thought.
In a world where all are drifting more or less heedlessly,

not knowing whither the current is carrying us, it is well
to have some courageous thinker who endeavours to fore-

cast the trend of the drift, and thereby affords some ofus
at least with useful hints as to how best we can employ
our energies. There is not a dull page in this fascinating
volume. In ten years' time Mr. Wells will probably find

much to correct
?
and perhaps a few things to erase. But

the book as it is may be confidently recommended as a
most interesting and suggestive contribution to con-
temporary speculation. Mr. Wells has his face set

towards the future, and there is in his writings a steadfast
faith in human progress and the possibility of improve-
ment which is very refreshing in these evil days, when a
vampire brood of the pernicious fallacies of a buried past
are once more confronting the light of day.

" CHRIST, ANTI CHRIST, AND THE MILLENNIUM."
In an age in which the taste for serious reading seems

in some danger of being extinct in large classes of the
community, it is remarkable that such a book as " Chiist,

Anti- Christ, and the Millennium," by the Rev. D. Rutledge
(Marshall Bros. Price 7s. 6d. net), should find a pub-
lisher, and should therefore presumably find readers. It

is a solid volume of over eight hundred pages, a good
deal of it in small print, which is devoted to an elaborate
and painstaking exposition of the interpretation of the
prophecies He deals with all the various schools of
commentators, and sets forth his own views as to the
future of the world. It is a book which it is impossible
to criticise in the brief space at our disposal, but those
who are interested in theories of the second coming of

Christ, and who endeavour to forecast the future by an
examination of the Apocalypse, will find in the volume a
mine of interest. Mr. Rutledge tells us that the result

of his studies has been not only to establish his faith in

the Bible, but to beget in him a deep hatred of and a
contempt for the rationalistic criticism which has as its

foundations the denial of miracles and the contemning
of prophecy. In one respect he may claim that one
of his forecasts is in a fair way of being fulalled in

Macedonia at this moment, for after describing the
Armenian atrocities he tells us that, horrible as
they have been, they are to be eclipsed for horror and
suffering in the days that have yet to come. There is to

be, he tells us, a fiendish, fanatical, diabolical religious

persecution resulting in massacres, tortures, and atroci-

ties, compared with which for intensity, duration and
horror all the times of trouble and massacre in past ages
will sink into insignificance. The guillotine will be again
brought into operation, and the number of those who
died by it in the French Revolution will be far eclipsed
by that of those who will be beheaded during the three
and a half years of the great tribulation.

Chapman and Hall. 6s.,
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LA MACEDOINE.
Le Chemin de Fer de Bagdad.

The British public has now lost all direct interest in

the Bagdad Railway. But its indirect interest is as great
as ever, especially if the contentions in M. Che'radame's
well-informed and interesting book are true. (Paris :

Librairie Plon. 397 pp.) The best way to read this book
would be in conjunction with M. Che'radame's former work
on " Europe and the Austrian Question on the Eve of the
Twentieth Century. 7

' In that book, M. Cheradame ex-

posed in detail the ambixions and aspirations of the Pan-
•German party. In the Bagdad Railway scheme he sees
merely a detail of the greater German scheme. The Ger-
mans have gone to work systematically, as usual, gradually
gaining the control of the existing Anatolian lines, and
controlling the European approaches by a skilful diplomacy
Avith the Porte. The Bagdad Railway is really the com-
plement of this, and with the coming absorption of Austrian
Germany, a German sphere of influence will extend from
Hamburg to the Persian Gulf. M. Che*radame gives a long
chapter of facts and figures justifying his contention that

such is the Kaiser's ambition. Jndeed, there is no other
explanation of German ardour. The railway will cost

from eight to nine hundred million francs ; and it cannot
possibly pay directly. It will save three or four days on
the journey to Bombay as compared with the route via
Brindisi, but the passenger traffic will be very small.

Through the Suez Canal in 1901 there passed only

270,221 passengers, and the Bagdad Railway could not
under any circumstances divert to itself the whole
of these. The total receipts of the line will not

be more that 11,200,000 francs a year. Germany
nevertheless will profit, and so will Turkey. The Sultan's

influence in Asia Minor will be increased, which means
more administrative centralisation. In this M. Chdradame
sees progress, but many equally good authorities have
declared that the railway and telegraph have been the

ruin of Turkey. The greatest profit, however, will be
reaped by Germany. She risks nothing ; her influence

in the Ottoman Empire will be enormously increased, and
Asiatic Turkey will form a new outlet for her commerce
and colonisation.

A MONTHLY INDEX TO THE TECHNICAL PRESS.
The " Index de la Presse Technique," which is pub-

lished monthly in Brussels, is a praiseworthy illustration

of enterprising indexing. The object of the periodical is

to give in a series of indices—the title (with a brief

explanation), the name of the author, the origin, the date
of publication, and the length of the articles of general
interest appearing in the principal journals of the

Technical Press throughout the world. What our own
Annual Index does for periodical literature generally

this publication does monthly for the Technical Press, and
commercial men will find it a very useful guide. Owing
to the material impossibility of publishing a polyglot

index or series of indices, the " Index de la Presse
Technique " is issued in the three principal languages,
commercially and industrially speaking. The English,

French and German journals and reviews are indexed in

these languages respectively. For those journals pub-
lished in languages of Latin origin— Italian, Spanish,
etc., as well as the Russian papers—the French language
is employed. The Scandinavian and Dutch journals are

indexed in German. The art of the engineer at present

monopolises attention, but other indices will follow at an
early date dealing with chemical technology, the textile

industries and numerous other branches. The subscrip-

tion is 4s. per annum.

THE GOLD COAST OF AFRICA.
The West Coast of Africa produces so very little

literature at present that we must give a welcome to
Mr. Casely Hayford's book on " Gold Coast Native
Institutions ; with Thoughts upon a Healthy Imperial
Policy for the Gold Coast and Ashanti " (London : Sweet
and Maxwell. 397 pp.).

Mr. Hayford sets himself to indicate the true nature of
the problem which we have to face in the administration
of the Gold Cbast and its hinterland. He examines
minutely the aboriginal state system which prevails in

that region, and suggests as a key to the solution of our
difficult problem in those regions the Imperialisation of
the Gold Coast and ofAshanti on purely aboriginal lines.

The natives took a prominent part in the agitation which
led to the defeat of the Lands Bill of 1897 and secured
the aborigines of the Gold Coast the possession of their

land. Mr. Hayford at one time edited the Gold Coast
Echo, and he writes with much vehemence and even
passion concerning the way in which our arbitrary
colonial officials are wrecking the chances of Imperialism
in South Africa. He concludes his book with an earnest
prayer that the aborigines of West Africa may now be
allowed to take part in the work of legislation for their

native land.

Biography and Autobiography.
The month of October begins the high-tide of the

publishing season. It is impossible to do more than
mention some of the more notable books that have
already appeared or are on the point of appearing.
Among the biographical books about famous per-

sonages of our time, special mention should be
made of :

—

4

4

The Story of a Soldier's Life," by Lord Wolseley. Con-
stable. 2 vols.

41 The Life of Midhat Pasha," by his Son. Murray. 12s.

.

44 Lord Beaton field," by Wilfrid Meynell.
44 Mr. Chamberlain," by Mr. Jeyes.
4 '.Correspondence of William I. and Bismarck." Heine-

mann. 20s. 2 vols.

Of a lighter vein, but full of matter that sheds illumina-

tion on the great events of recent history, are the enter-

taining volumes of M. Blowitz's Reminiscences and Mrs.

Wilson's sketch of the late King and Queen of Servia,

which she calls
44 Belgrade, the White City of Death." 10s. 6d.

Among autobiographies may be mentioned :

—

44 Helen Keller, the Blind and Deaf Mute," whose story of

her life is published by Hodder and Stoughton at 7s. 6d.
44 W. Simpson," of Crimean fame. Unwin. 21s.

And
" The Five Nations" (Methuen), a volume of verse, by

Rudyard Kipling, contains some of his best work written

before the war and some of his worst of later date.

The British Empire Year-Book.
This is a very valuable addition to the number cf year-

books. In the compass of its 1,200 pages we have all

the statistics that have hitherto been scattered among a

multitude of Blue-books issued by the Colonial Office

and the various Colonial Governments. It is a monument
of the Empire, and I congratulate the editor upon the

pains with which he has compiled such an immense mass

of information within a single volume. The Empire

Yearbook is safe to take its place among the indis-

pensable books of reference in every library and editorial

office (Edward Stanford. 21s.).
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SOME LEADING PUBLICATIONS OF THE MONTH.

BIOGRAPHY, HISTORY, AND POLITICAL
ECONOMY.

.Warns, w. E. Memoirs of a Social Atom, a vols
( Hutchinson) net 24/0

Brown, John Taylor. Dp. John Brown. Edited by W. B. Dunlop.
(Black) net 5/0

Barbe. Louis A. ViSCOUTlt Dundee (Oliph mt) net 1/6

Branson, G. A. H. The Stock Exchange and Its Machinery
(London Chamber of Commerc;) net 2/6

Cuthbert, Cape. J. H. The First Battalion Seats Guards in
South Africa, 1898-1902 (Harrison)

Doon^r, Wildred G. The Last Post Simpkin and Marshall)

Fwting. Gab/bile. 0.1 the Distaff Side (Nesbit 6/0
Fahie, J. J. Galilee : His Life and Works (Murray) net 16/0

Giulot, Paul. Love and Lovers of the Past.^Chatto and Windus) 6/0
Gibson, J. Y. Tha Story of the Zulus (Davis.)

Hjyford, Casely. Gold Coast Native Institutions
(Sweet and Maxwell) 15/0

Haggard, Lieut -Colonel A. C. P. Sidelights On the Court of
France (Hutchinson; 16/0

J.-yes, S. H. Mr. Chamberlain : his Life and Public Career
(Sands • 16/0

Kellir, Helen. The Story Of My Life ...(Hodder and Stoughton) 7/6
Ury, J. H. Short Studies in Economics

(P. S. King and Son) net x/o

Mclntyre, J. Lewis. Giordano Bruno 'Macmillan) net io/o

Martin, Stapleton. Izaak Walton and his Friends
(Chapman and Hall) 10/6

Mahaff/, R. P. Calendar of the State Papers Relating to
Ireland, 1612-1659 (Eyre and Spottiswoode) 15/0

MjyncU, Wilfrid. Benjamin Disraeli. 2 vols Hutchinson) net 24/0
Midhat-Bey, Ali Haydar. Life Of Midhlt Pasha (Murray: net 12/6
Morley.I. Life of Gladstone. Vol. Ill (Macmillan)

None, w. Drummond. The Life and Adventures of Prince
Charles Edward Stuart. Vol. II. (The Caxton Pub. Co ) net 25/0

Pinckoey, G. M. Life of John C. Calhoun ;S. C. Walker)
Pitman, B-snn. Sir Isaac Pitman (Phonographic Institute)

Simpson, William, The Autobiography of. Edited by G. Eyre-
Todd (Unwin) 21/0

Siyce, A. H. The Hittites (Religious Tract Society) 2/0
Temple-Mann, F. Marine Insurance

(London Chamber of Commerce) 2/6

Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of England.
Vol. IV., 1899-01 (Macmillan] 16/0

ESSAYS, BELLES LETTRES, ART AND
ARCHITECTURE-

A Phil May Medley {The Grafi'ic Office) net 1 /o
Bjsant, Waller. Essays and Hlstorlettes ...(Chatto and Windus) 6/0
B-1U Louise. The Art of Illumination Constable 10/6
Bruhl, Levy L. The Philosophy of Auguste Comte

(Sonnenschein v xo/6
Chilsom, G. G. Handbook of Commercial Geography

(Longmans) net 15/0
Crichton-Brown, Sir J. The Nemesis of Froude 'L*n:l nst 3/6
Cronise. Florence, and H. W. Ward. Bunnle Rabbit, Mrs. Spider
• and the Others (Sonnenschein) 5/0
Darling, Hon. Justice. Scintilla Juris and Meditations in the

Tea Room (Stevens a:id Haynes) n^t 5/0
E*eritt. Nicholas. Shots from a Lawyer's Gun (Everett) 7/6
Gallatin, A. E. Aubrey Beardsley*s Drawings

(Elkin Mithe.vs) net ao/o
Gu>tp. H. B., M.B., F.R.S.E. Observations of a Naturalist

in the Pacific between 1896. Vol. I M icmilian v net 15/0
Henkkel, Caesar C. History, Resources and Products of the

Country Between.Cape Colony and Natal
(Effingham Wilson^ net 12/6

His Majesty's Judges...(The Law Publishing Co.) £2 2 s. and £1 is. each
Love Letters of Margaret Fuller. Introduction by Ju'ia Ward

Howi (Unwin) net 5/0
Murmeil, J. Vittorlo Emanuele, Prince of Piedmont

(Franklin Printing Co.^ 75c.
Mantxius, Karl. A History of Theatrical Art In Ancient

and Modem Times. Vol. 1 and 2.. ..(Duckworth) net. 3 vols. 30/0
Oaian, J. C. The Mystics, Ascetics, and Saints of India

(Unwin' net 14/0
Potter, Mary Knight. The Art of the Vatican Bell 6/0
Robinson, C. M. Modern Civic Art Putnam) net 10/6
S/motis, Arthur. Plays, Acting and Music (Duckworth net 5/0
South, R. The Divine Aretino J. I^ng) net 7/6
Thompson. R. Campbell. The Devils and Evil Spirits of

Babylonia (Luzac) net 15/0
Wbibtey, c. William Makepeace Thackeray (Blackwood) net 2/6

FICTION.
Baison. E. F. The Relentless City (W. Heinemann) 6/0
The Heart of a Heretic (B. Johnson n*t 5/0
Bloundelle-Burton. J. The Intriguer's Way 3/6
Clee.e, Lucas. Eileen (J. Long 1 6/0

Cmiksbank, G. Loving Ballad of Lord Bateman (Methuen) n»t 1 /6
Cooper, E. H. Viscountess Normanhurst (G. Richards) 6/0
Carey, R. N.. A Passage Perilous ( Macmillan) 6/0
Frassr, M. H. The Stolen Emp3ror J. Long) 6/0
Gilbert, G. The Island of Sorrow (J.Long) 6/0
Hyns, Cutcliflk. MoTodd (Macmillan) 6/0
Horniman, Roy. That Fast MiSS Blount (T. Fisher Unwin) 6/1
lnman. H. Escott. Jarl the Neatherd Ward and Lock) 3 "1

I^e, Vernon. Ariadne in Mantua B. H. Blackwcll) net
Marchmont, A. W. When I was Czar (Ward and Lock) 6/0
Oppenhdm, E. P. The Yellow Crayon (Ward and Lock) 6/0
R.ei, Myrtle. The Shadow of Victory (G. P. Putna nj 6/0
Rayner, Emma. Handicapped among the Free

^ Hodder and Stough on) 6/0
Falkine-, C. L. Poetry Of Thomas Moore (Macmillan) net 2/6
Tracy, Louis. Rainbow Island (Ward and Lock) 6/0
Turner, Ethel. Betty and Co. Ward and Lock) 3/6
John, F. C. The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come

(Constable) 6/0

TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY AND SPORT.
Bryan, B. Matlock . Manor and Parish Bemrose) mt 12/6
Cooper, Rev. T. N. Round the Home of a Yorkshire Parson

(A. Brown)
Headlam, Cecil. Ten Thousand Miles Through India and

Burma (Dent) 7/6
Hewett, G. M. A. The Pedagogue at the Play (Allen) 6/0
lose, A. TWO Awheel Dent) net 3/6
McMullen, R. T. Down Channel (H. Cox) 5/0
Mead, Lucas Ames. Milton *S England (Nash) nit 6/0
Parker, E. H. China Past and Present

Chapman and Ha\\) net xo/6
Perkins, Rev. T. Saint Albans (Bell) n.t x/6
Roth, H. Ling. Great Benin King and Sons)
Stafford, Ransome Mantle. An Engineer in S. Africa Constable) 7/6
Ward, Rowland, F.Z.S. Records of Big Game

, Rowland Ward) n^t 30/0

THE HOME OF THE ARYAN RACE.
The question of the site of the original home of the

Aryan nations has often been discussed, but we have
seldom had such an audacious and startling theory as
that which is set forth by Mr. B. G. Tilak in his book
" The Arctic Home in the Vedas." It is published in

Poona by the Manager, Kesari, and in Bombay by
Messrs. Ramchandra, Govind and Son.

Mr. Tilak has formed a theory that the original Aryans
lived at the North Pole ; that the beginnings of
Aryan civilisation date back to 8,000 years B.C., or

3,500 years before the age of the oldest Vedic period.

In this book he devotes nearly 500 pages to

proving by an elaborate analysis of passages in the
Vedic poems and by references to recent scientific

researches that the original cradle-land of the Aryans
was a region where the sun shone but once a year, and
that it was destroyed by the invasion of snow and ice.

The climate at the Pole, he says, during the interglacial

times was mild and not unsilited for human habitation.

This gives the key, in Mr. Tilak's opinion, to many
passages otherwise inexplicable in the Vedas and the.

Avestas, and necessitates the re-writing of Aryan history.

A similar theory, not only in relation to the Aryans, but
to the whole human race, found expression in a book
written by Dr. Warren, of Boston, 44 Paradise Found, or,

the Cradle of the Human Race at the North Pole." The
subject is not one which can be discussed here, but those
interested in such speculations will find Mr. Tilak's work
full of food for thought.

The GeographicalJournal for September 15 th reports
an interesting address delivered by M. Elise*e Reclus,
recommending the use of globes instead of niaps in

schools. M. Reclus described a Belgian invention by
which maps in relief can be st invred out of metal at a
very low cost.
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(T/tis story was bsgun in the January number of the Review of Reviews. Copies of any of the pr ceding

issues can be sent by post for V?d. each. The story will be continued month by month without end)

CHAPTER XXXVI.—THE CRASH IN THE
CABINET.

" The best way," said the Grizzled Gordon as he
came into the office of the New Paper in the middle
of the Cabinet crisis, " to bring out into clear relief

the enormity of what has actually happened is to

throw it into the shape of a dream in- clairvoyant

vision of things to come, ante-dating it, of course.

But the problem is, how can that be done ?
"

" Why not imagine a clairvoyant consulted by the

King at the time of his Coronation?" suggested

young Nibbs, a young member of the staff of the new
paper.

" Humph ! " said his chief. " I reckon His Majesty
did not take much stock in clairvoyants just then,

considering the way his Coronation had falsified all

their predictions."

" I don't know about that," said the young man.
" Madame de Thebes was right and the Gipsy was
wrong, and Royalties have always a curious leaning

towards the occult. Did you ever hear how one of

the Princes of the Blood consulted a crystal-gazer

before the Prince Imperial went to South Africa ?
"

"Well," said the Editor, " what happened?"
"Only this, that the seer described with minute

detail the death scene of the young Frenchman. It

made such an impression upon her visitor that he
did everything he could to dissuade the Prince from
going to South Africa. He failed, and the Prince died
exactly as the crystal-gazer had foreseen."

" Crystal-gazing won't help us in the present case,"

said Gordon. " We want to hear as well as to see."
" I think I've an idea," said Ni})bs ; " let me go and

work it out !

"

" Off with you," said his chief, " and let me have
the copy to-night."

Punctually at seven Nibbs came back with his copy.
" How will this do ? " he said. " It is, of course,

purely imaginary. I don't know that his Majesty has
ever used a clairvoyant in all his life. But, as

a fable, I think it's not s« bad."

His chief glanced over the typewritten pages and
smiled. " Let it pass. But I fear some idiots will

consider it actually happened."
" That can't be helped," said Nibbs. And so it

came to pass that the next morning's issue contained
the following story :

—

The King, the Crisis, and the Clairvoyant.
We have received the following from a contributor

who refuses to vouch for the truth of a single word of

the story. He took no notes at the time, and there-

fore his narrative will not be investigated by the

Psychical Research Society. There is, it must be
admitted, much internal evidence to suggest a strong

probability that the vision was written after the event.

Some things seen, however, have not yet been reported
in the papers. It will be interesting to note whether
time will bring the fulfilment of the prophecy.

Soon after the Coronation, Madame X., one of the

famous sisterhood who, from the dim interior of

Bond Street boudoirs, claim to see far down the

shadowy aisles of time, was asked to make an
appointment with an anonymous visitor. The friend

who asked for the appointment added, " Your client

will be strictly incogtiito. Make no sign of recogni-
tion even if you should discover his identity."

Punctually at the hour appointed a hansom drove
up to the door. A well-preserved man of advanced
middle age and comfortable physique descended, dis-

missed the cab, rang the bell, and was immediately
admitted.

Madame X. started slightly as her dark lustrous eyes
fell upon her visitor

; but, recovering her self-posses-

sion, she said, " Mr. Smith, I believe ? Would you
take a chair ?

"

" They tell me," said Mr. Smith, " that you can see

things that are about to happen."
"Sometimes," replied Madame X. "But I can

promise nothing. The vision is often denied ; then
the sitting is a failure. But at other times it is as if a
shutter were withdrawn, and I could look through a
window into the landscape of the future."

" Will you give me a sitting and have a try ? * said

her visitor.

" Give me something of yours to hold while I am
in a trance. If I go out of myself and see things, do
not hold me responsible. What I shall say I know
not, nor can I remember what I have said after I have
spoken. Do not be angry with me if I see things
dimly, or misunderstand. I am not learned in politics,

and you, I see, are a great statesman."

Without saying a word " Mr. Smith " took a ring
from his finger and placed it in Madame X.'s hand.

She grasped it tightly, held itior a moment against
her forehead, then, holding it in her lap, she closed her
eyes, and appeared to subside into sleep.

Her visitor watched her keenly. Perfect silence
prevailed in the heavily-curtained, dimly-lighted room,
with the exception of the persistent ticking of a small
clock on the mantelpiece. The air was heavy with
scent. On the hearthrug a black cat slept in peace.
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One, two, three, four minutes passed in this way.

Then the sleeper stirred uneasily, and moaned.

Another ten minutes passed. Then the woman in the

chair spoke, but her voice was changed.
" Give me your hand !

" said the new voice im-

periously,

Her visitor complied. She gripped it in both of

hers, the ring falling unnoticed in her lap.

She held his hand for a time, and began.
" Confusion ! All is confused. I am in a king's

palace. Things seem upside down. People have

changed places—now here, now there. It is autumn.

Yes, I see they are in the Highlands. The Prince

has killed a great stag. But there is unrest. I feel

impatient. Now all is dim."

She sighed and was silent. Then she said

—

" Give me: your other hand !

"

He did so. She clasped both and exclaimed, " Now,
that is better. The vision comes back. I am still

in the same place. I see the King now. He seems
troubled and worried. He has been reading some-
thing that upset him. I see. It is one, two, three,

four thick books with blue paper backs. I can see

that it is something about war. Yes, listen. He
speaks

"

" Can you hear what he says ? " asked " Mr. Smith."
" Hush ! It is far away. The words escape me. But

he seems very angry. Park, it is plainer now. He
repeats, ' My Army ! My Army ! And this is what
they have made of my Army !' Oh ! how stern he
looks. I would not like to meet him in that mood.
Oh ! it has gone. I can see no more."

The sleeper, however, did not wake from her trance.
" Mr. Smith " sat expectant. Presently the speaker

began again.
" I see a short, spare man, with a hard mouth and a

smooth-shaven face. He carries an eye-glass in his

right eye. He has a hatchet in his hand, and he is

hewing at a great tree. Why should he do that ? For
our people shelter under its shade and the fruit of its

branches gives food to the nation. But he chops and
chops and chops, but he makes no progress. And as

he chops, trying to destroy, he cries ' Protection !

Protection ! '—What does that mean ? The trunk of

the tree is hard, and the sound of his chopping alarms

the people, and they cry out for fear they may starve.

But he chops and he chops and he chops "

Suddenly she paused, and then asked in a bewildered

tone

—

" Consols—what are Consols ? Consols 86 ; that

is what I see over the head of the man with the axe.

Oh, yes !

"

" Nonsense," said the visitor. " Consols at 86—
never heard of such a thing ! That would be blue

ruin."

"I don't understand," said the woman. "I only

tell you what I see. Now all is vague and cloudy

again." Again a pause.
" Oh ! now it clears. I am in another place.

Men are moving about. Something underhand.

Something is being kept back. Oh, now they seat

themselves. The man with the eye-glass is there.

But he has not the hatchet in his hand. There are

more than a dozen—nearly twenty, I should say.

They are excited. They are talking—a long time."
" Can you not see where they are and who they

are ? " said her visitor.

She paused. Then she said, " I cannot say. But
there is one man with a pleasant face and long, thin

legs; he seems to be the Chief of them, but he is

afraid of something. He is swaying back and forth

between the man with the eye-glass and an old sleepy-

looking man, who has friends—one, two, three friends

behind him. Now they all talk tog ther, and I can
make out nothing in the hubbub."

" Mr. Smith " muttered to himself. " It seems to

me like a Cabinet Council, but where is Lord Salisbury ?

I can't make it out."

Madame X. began again. " I sense deceit. It is

shameful. Why do they cheat like that? It is all

arranged between them."
" Between whom ? " asked her visitor impatiently.
" The man with the eye-glass and the long-legged

man. They understand each other. They wink at

each other. They are keeping something back.

And see—one, two, three of them get up and go out

rather than stay with the man with the eye-glass.

But, oh, how strange ! The man with the eye-glass is

not going to stay either. But they kept it back—they

kept it back in order to force the others out. Oh,
how mean ! What a dirty trick ! I do not understand
what it means, but I scent deceit, treachery."

" Stop," said her visitor. " Can you get the name
of the long-legged, pleasant-looking man ?

"

The clairvoyant was silent. " I cannot get the

name clearly, but it seems like Arthur. What the other

name is I cannot hear."
" I thought so," said " Mr. Smith." " And I don't

believe a word of it—not a word, madame. There
is not an honester and more straightforward man in

all the land than Arthur Balfour. I don't care a straw

for your clairvoyance," he said, with increasing heat.

"Arthur Balfour do anything tricky, or mean, or

underhand? If it had been the other one I could

have understood. But Arthur Balfour deceive his

colleagues and jockey them into resignation ! Never !

And Consols at 86 ! Stuff and nonsense !

"

With that he departed in wrath, leaving Madame X.
slowly to return to consciousness alone, to discover his

ring still lying on her lap.

That night " Mr. Smith " was talking to some friends

about his experiences with Madame X.
He said, " Such rot you cannot imagine. Why,

she actually said Consols would stand at 86, that Mr.
Chamberlain would attack Free Trade, and that

Balfour, Arthur Balfour, would play a dirty trick upon
his colleagues in order to jockey them out of office.

It was this last that stuck me. I could not stand that.

There must be some limits to the demand upon one's

credulity."
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" Funny, is it not?" said one of the men to whom
he was talking after he had left the group. " What
would the King do if such a thing really happened?"

" What do you mean ? If Arthur Balfour jockeyed

his cDlieagues into resigning ? The thing is unthink-

able."

"Yes; but suppose somebody else, not Mr. Balfour,

were to compel three of his colleagues to resign by
concealing from them the vital fact that the author

of the policy they disliked had left the Cabinet.

What would the King do?"
"Humph!" said the first speaker. "•His mother

would have given such a trickster a bee in his ear

which he would not forget for many a long day. The
King may be a horse of another colour."

" I don't agree with you," replied the other. " The
King is a gentleman, at any rate. Don't forget what

odium he faced rather than shield the man who was

caught cheating at cards at Tranby Croft. I would

not envy the lot of any Minister who had to face him
with such a tale as that. I just fancy I see his face.

* What ! and you let my Secretaries of State resign in

the belief that Mr. Chamberlain remained in the

Ministry, although you knew all the time he was going

out ! I do not understand such conduct/ See ?
"

" Yes, I agree. It would be the case of

—

4 Cassio, I love thee, but never more be minister of mine.' "

So far Nibbs's story. When it appeared in the new
paper there was some criticism, but the public for the

most part acquiesced in its verdict. " After all," they

said, " what is the use of having a King if he cannot

prevent trickery and chicanery in his own Cabinet ?

How can he accept the resignations of his own Secre-

taries of State for India and Scotland and his Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer without asking them how it is

they have resigned from his service ? And if they tell

him how it came about, is it possible for him to place

confidence in his Prime Minister ?
"

Lord Gordon, the head of the clan, looked in at

the office next day. He had just been down in the

Highlands, and looked bronzed and cheerful.

" How is the King?" asked the Editor.
" Oh, very hearty ! Better than could be expected,

both in health and spirits."

" Is he going to send for Rosebery?" asked Mildred,

who was in the sanctum receiving final instructions for

her next commission.
" Rosebery ? " said Lord Gordon. " Why Rose-

bery ? Who is Rosebery ? I mean from a Constitu-

tional point of view. He is by his act in an entirely

private position. He is neither leader in the Lords
nor in the country. If the patched-up Cabinet breaks

down the King will send for Lord Spencer. He is,

going to be a model of Constitutional correctitude.

Oh, by-the-bye," said Lord Gordon casually, " have

you he^rd that the Duke is out ?
"

"What—at last?" said the Editor. "When will

the news be out ?
"

" Not till next week, so don't mention it. He

would have come out last month, but Mr. Balfour

pulled wool over his eyes, and made him think things

were going on pretty much as before."
" Then what waked him up ? The resignations of

the threes?
"

" Oh, dear me, no ! That did not affect him in the

least. He only wondered why they should have gone
out. But what waked him up was not so much the

Sheffield speech, as the way the Sheffield speech was
received by the Unionist Caucus. It came to him like

a thunderclap to find that behind all the pretty phrases

and academic dissertation of Mr. Balfour there was a
definite and unmistakable adoption of the principle of
Protection. The Duke could not stand that. So out

he came, and the dismay of Mr. Balfour is piteous to

behold."
" How strange ! " said the Editor. " It is only

another instance of the old saying . that outsiders see

most of the game. The Duke with his lazytongs

mind was the insidest of insiders. Yet it was not

until the great outside public proclaimed the obvious

truth that the Duke could be made to see it."

" What the Duke needs," said Mildred, " is to have
everything thrown on to a screen with the limelight of

a magic lantern. Otherwise he blinks and cannot see

what is as plain as a pikestaff to all outdoors."
" It would be a better illustration," said Lord

Rockstone, "to say that he is too sound a sleeper to

be roused by anything but the Megaphone of the

Caucus. The roar from Sheffield would have waked
the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. And when the Duke
really roused himself he lost no time about resigning."

" Will the Cabinet carry on ? " asked Nibbs.
" Till the New Year," said Lord Rockstone. " The

new Ministers deserve a four months' run, if only to

enjoy the reminiscence of having been in a Cabinet."

"And then?"
" Dissolution and the General Debacle."

CHAPTER XXXVI I.—THE TANCHESTER
ELECTION.

" I don't know but what I may soon follow your

example, Percy," said Sir Lewis, knocking the ash off

his cigarette, with a thoughtful expression on his fine

face. " A life of money- making and money-spending

is not, after all, the most satisfying to look back on in

one's lonely moments."
" What !

" laughed the Duchess of Cheshire, " are

you also a yearning soul ? It is really amusing to the

feminine mind to see how the masculine ideal grows

;

the perfect life is Politics /
"

" Percy made up his mind to politics from the

beginning, or so far back as I can remember," re-

marked Mildred ;
" and if legislation is the easiest way

of benefiting one's fellow creatures -"

"Why not?" broke in the Duchess mockingly;
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" you will be wanting a seat in ' Swate Parlimint ' for

yourself next
!

"

" I should be quite as ornamental as Mr. Rodbrick,

and less expensive/' retorted Mildred, with a flash of

her long eyes, " and I could reform the Army with

another German cap, or, perhaps, a puttee."
u My dear lady," said Sir Percy sentimentally, with

a hand on his heart, " do not suggest such a possi-

bility as Parliament; there would be absolutely no
business done if you sat on the Front Bench. Come,
pull yourselves together and think of what you can do
to help me in the fight for Tanchester."

"Come into the library and think comfortably,"

suggested the Duchess, leading the way. She had
been recalled suddenly from Scotland with her

husband by the split in the Cabinet, and, incidentally,

by the fact that Sir Percy Gordon, her favourite

cousin, was standing for Tanchester, against a popular

local candidate, in the interests of the Liberal Party.

Sir Percy was confident of success; but Sir Lewis,

who knew something of the constituency, was not

impressed by his chances.

The local man had grown up and risen to riches

among the inhabitants of the grey old city by the

Swayle. The man who has commanded fate may
always command the popular favour, he is the darling

of the gods.

Sir Percy had been much out of England ; his

travels had taken him to remote corners of the

Empire ; he had a vast experience in dealing with

men, a blunt, imperative manner, and the quick de-

cisiveness of the soldier. Politics were a new field,

to which he had been forced by the ineptitude of the

Government and their listless policy of iaissez /aire.

The travelled man, above all others, knows most the

need of strong virile administration. Therefore, he
was standing for Tanchester, greatly to the admira-
tion of the Clan, which regarded his daily doings with
an ever-increasing interest. The Tanchester election

meant a good deal, it was the straw which would
indicate the coming wind.

" What I want you womenfolk all to do," remarked
Sir Percy, plaintively, " is to come down in a body
with me to-morrow, and fascinate the Tanchester
people."

" As how ? " inquired the Duchess. " I can't sing."
" I don't want you to sing," replied Sir Percy,

" only to sit in a carriage decorated with blue, and
look pretty. The ClirTe ladies drive about from
morning till night, smiling away the hearts of the

electors. It is time the Clan rallied around me. Let
the youth and beauty I see before me come and
carry the day. I see plainly, if I get in, I must take a
wife."

" What you want for a fight of that kind," remarked
the Canadian laconically, " is brains—youth and beauty
don't coun t for much with the British workman."

" But beauty and brains," said Sir Percy, bowing to

his cousins', " are an irresistible blend. Mildred, I can
count upon* you ?

"

" As a matter of fact," began the Grizzled Gordon,
rising with his thumbs thrust through the lapels of his

dress coat, " I am sending Mildred down to Tan-
chester for the paper. She has to do a column a day,

and has no time to lounge round in carriages."

If she did," added Sir Lewis feelingly, " she might
have been mistaken for Mrs. Gordon ; .that would
complicate matters

"

" Lady Gordon you mean ?" said Mildred.

The Duchess lighted another cigarette and laughed
melodiously.

"That's a joke," explained Sir Percy, chuckling

merrily, " and a fine exposition of the relations between
their late member, Lord Welborne, and the con-
stituency. He and his wife were never known to the

labourers at the wharves and leather works other than

as Mr. and Missus Welborne."
" Seems to require elucidation, that joke," drawled

the Canadian. " But where ignorance
"

" It's really quite simple," interrupted Mildred
witheringly. " It means they knew absolutely nothing

about him, and probably he knew as much about
them."

" Ha ! ha ! " laughed Sir Lewis. " Did you gather

the Leather Worker's opinion on the AVar Com-
mission ?

"

" He simply gaped," returned Sir Percy. " One
of them told me he was in favour of ' Presidential

traffics'—I suppose he meant preferential tariffs.

His political outlook was sorely circumscribed
"

" By a Cathedral, a Dean, and some half-dozen

Canon," broke in the Canadian. " My observations

while with you, Cousin Percy, lead me to think you
will have a harder fight than you bargain for. The
ClirTe is racy of the soil."

" You are a Colonial," retorted Sir Percy. " My
chance, unless something untoward crops up, is a
much better one than Cliffe's, for I have Strale, to a

man. They are all Liberal : and something of Dock-
ham too."*»***'

Tanchester was humming and buzzing like some
gigantic hive on the golden September morning when
the Gordon party left the hotel and set out on their

drive around the ancient city. The carriage, as Sir

Percy had promised, was hung about with blue

garlands. The Duchess looked picturesque and
charming in her blue dress and big black hat. Sir

Percy followed in a carriage with Lewis and the

Canadian, who was " seeing the thing through

"

completely to his own satisfaction.

" There are thirteen polling stations," remarked Sir

Percy thoughtfully. " It seems a good many for the

36,000 inhabitants."

* " They look considerably more than that," said Sir

Lewis. " I never saw a place so packed with people."

Tanchester has only one main thoroughfare, which
climbs, steeply uphill towards the ancient cathedral

and the still older Guildhall. The tall, grey, old-

fashioned houses hang brooding over the narrow street
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as if bent with the weight of stormy, long-past years.

Up and down it there are glimpses of old seventeenth-

century interiors, that c'elijht the wandering artist,

cobble-paved yards, green-shuttered windows, and
mouldering wooden galleries. The pavement was
crowded with working-men. It was the weekly half-

holiday, and the labourers from wharf and barge and
cement works were augmented by the burly dock
labourers from Dockham, near by, who had come to

share the joys of the election. Strale, too, the Liberal

stronghold, poured forth its hundreds to add their

strength to the contest. The roadway was filled with

vehicles : drags and waggons, gigs and waggonettes,

and motor-cars innumerable, their occupants bedecked
with the rival colours—blue or pink—and chaffing

each other mercilessly. Uproarious and merry, the

rival parties alternately cheered Sir Percy and groaned
at him, and a regiment of small boys were enjoying a

momentous occasion to the full, cheering and groaning

with a delightful impartiality, as they marched from
one party to another, fervently pursued by the

bewildered police.

The carriages drew up to make way for an enor-

mous conveyance, carrying a huge barrel of beer,

surmounted by a huge loaf, and flanked by a prime
sirloin. Then came a waggonette filled with a noisy

party, some of whom were carrying cameras, and
others performing an ear-splitting obligato on a brass

instrument, which bellowed like a bull of Bashan.

Tin trumpets, tin whistles, concertinas, and a big

drum added to the amazing din. The crowd poured
out of tap-room and public, and roared and laughed

interminably, parading the while, elbow to elbow, up
and down the narrow street

" This is fine," said the Canadian ; " I do like a

cheerful noise !

"

The carriage was met by that containing the Duchess,

who was looking about, very still and observant under
the shadow of her broad-rimmed hat.

"That's a lovely woman!" remarked a burly

labourer from the kerbstone to Sir Lewis, as the

Duchess bowed and smrled her way among the crowd.
" Lovely's all very well," returned another beside

him, " but give me a family I know. Cliffe 'e's bin

here all 'is life. 'E stays at 'ome, Cliffe does."
" Homestaying youths have ever homely wits,"

observed Sir Percy thoughtfully.

The man stared at him open-mouthed, and the

carriage moved on. Sir Lewis bent over the side and
laughed. The Canadian smiled into the distance.

Sir Percy drove from one polling place to the

other ; then to the Committee rooms, one after the

other, followed by and greeted with ovations great

and small. After a time progress on wheels became
impossible, and the three men proceeded on foot

amidst an ever-growing throng, Sir Percy expounding,

arguing, persuading, to the crowds gathered around
him at every stopping place.

" Speak to you private, sir?" said a voice behind
him, at one of the packed comers in the street.

Sir Percy nodded brusqjuely. " Go on," he said.
" There's three 'undred of us," said the man,

hesitatingly ;
" we'd like to plump for Gordon."

" Then why not do it ?" returned Sir Percy promptly.
" You are the ' coalies,' are you not ?

"

" We are," the man nodded, cap in hand. He was
black with coal dust from head to foot. " We was
thinkin', sir, you'd like us to drink your 'ealth—three

'undred of us."

Sir Percy looked the man fair in the eyes, but they

never faltered or fell. He looked fair and squarely

at him, as any honest man might do. Tanchester is

an ancient city ; it clings to old traditions and
customs. Time was when a vote was a recognised

marketable commodity—perhaps the extreme con-

servatism of the surroundings had delayed the

knowledge that such time was past. But what a
falling off ! A. gallon of arsenicated beer

!

" My friend," said Sir Percy, " I am not purchasing
votes, thank you."

" Naw," commented the man laconically as he
replaced his cap; "mabby 'twould be worth while
then!"
He stepped back and was lost in the human stream

hastening up and down the pavement. Sir Lewis
peered inquisitively over his cousin's shoulder and
was joined by the Canadian, who had overheard
the whole dialogue.

Sir Percy laughed softly and gazed down at the
muddy river, where a heavily-laden barge was tacking

down stream, its sails a ruddy sienna in the after-

noon sun.
" Pretty," said the Canadian, " but not cricket

!

Still—perhaps he may find a market for these three

hundred."

Sir Percy made a few impersonal but energetic

remarks to no one in particular, reminding his rela-

tions that a tropical sun does not often nourish
patience. They were enjoyed thoroughly by a
passing group of pink-ribboned dock labourers. They
wondered what had put Sir Percy out.

A rumour that the Duke of Derbishire had
resigned made the crowd noisier and more unruly
than ever. Sir Percy and his companions found
it no easy matter to work their way along the pave-
ment towards the Guildhall, where the ballot boxes
had been carried. The crowd was hurrying to the
open space before the Guildhall, where it packed
itself in a dangerously close manner. There it seemed
to become one vast monstrous individuality, which
swayed and cheered, and groaned as if it were pos-
sessed by some fierce, wild, untamed force, the
Spirit of the Crowd. Crammed into that narrow
space, and stretching half way down the ste<p street,

it roared below the overhanging grey eaves, as if the
stormy times of Roundhead and Cavalier ?iad come
again, and there was hanging, drawing, and quartering

toward.

It was a bad place for nervous people. Coloured
fires blazed intermittently from the windowfs, crackers
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exploded in unexpected places with disconcerting

suddenness, and the air throbbed with the unspeakable

din from a thousand tin trumpets and tin whistles.

A man appeared at one of the Guildhall windows
and made some inaudible announcement, then retired.

The crowd cheered him loudly, and he made a second
appearance, after which the news ran like wildfire

that the local candidate had been elected. Instantly

the packed mass of excited humanity swayed forward

and from side to side, making hideous outcry.

The Duchess, with Mildred, sitting in the window
of their hotel, shrank back for an instant in dismay.

The Duchess covered her face with her hands.
u Something dreadful will happen !

" she cried.
u They are still crushing in at the back."

Mildred made no reply; she was gazing at the

spectacle with the impersonal interest of the writer

;

it was all just so much "copy" for the new
paper.

The Liberals groaned, hooted, and yelled in remon-
strance ; the victorious party cheered and roared.

There was a continuous discharge of explosives, and
a succession of coloured fires from the high windows
lent a touch of weirdness to a scene that was already

sufficiently un-English ; the mass swayed tumultously
in an outburst of stentorian multisonous clamour, in

the midst of which a man displayed on a signboard

from one of the windows the result of the poll, and
there was a deafening volley of cheers which drowned
all the remonstrating cries. Mr. Cliffe, within the old

hall, turned to the perspiring mayor and thanked him
;

to Sir Percy he said many pleasant things. " Never
had he met so chivalrous an opponent, never had fight

been fought with such pleasant feeling on both sides.

It was indeed an honour to have been preferred to

Sir Percy Gordon !

"

Sir Percy, in whom defeat could not quench a strong

sense of humour, looked at him with a twinkling eye.

He guessed just what had turned the scale in favour

of his opponent. He congratulated Mr. Cliffe on his

amazing popularity, and they measured each other

mentally, each wondering how much the other

knew.
The three friends fought their way across to

Duchess Flora in her window.
" Oh, Percy," she exclaimed, rising from her seat,

*' I am so sorry."
** Never mind," said Sir Percy philosophically,

<l better luck next time."

The Canadian dropped into a chair behind Mildred.

She glanced at him over her shoulder.
" What do you think of a county town election ?

"

she asked.
" This particular election ? " began the Canadian.

Well—what price coal dust and leather ?
"

Sir Percy frowned him down. " It is a great

victory for the Government," he said quietly.

" But," interjected Sir Lewis, with an undercurrent

6f laughter in his voice, " as Tandy said just now, it

is scarcely cricket." /

CHAPTER XXXVIII.—BONDS OF STEEL.

It was some time since anyone had seen much
of Daisy, but various rumours were being circulated

among her numerous English relatives, and at last

these rumours came to the ears of Lady Augusta. She
was extremely annoyed. To spend money lavishly

seemed to her a fairly just cause for existence, and to

give it away in moderation seemed to her the most
effective manner of keeping her conscience books
evenly balanced. But to reverse this process—to

spend in the minimum, and give away in the maximum
—seemed nothing short of insanity to her.

The rumours about Daisy were to the effect that

she was open-handedly bestowing large sums of money
left and right wherever she deemed it necessary. In
these acts of charity she consulted no one. She was
staying with her grandmother, who being quite deaf
and almost blind, knew nothing of what was happen-
ing. All she knew was that Daisy was an extremely

wealthy girl, the happy possessor of a large income
derived from steel.

Daisy's father, the late John Gordon, had left his

Iceland steel works to her, his only child. Since

his death Daisy's trustees had sold the works to

the great Greenland Steel Trust, and then in-

vested the capital for her in the same company.
Reports of the company had rapidly assumed colossal

proportions. Millions and billions chased themselves

playfully over the accounts. Daisy's prospects looked
rosy in the extreme. Her ^500,000 would soon be
bringing her ^70,000 a year.

Suddenly Lady Augusta's fears were justified. One
of Daisy's lawyers came to see her. He wished, he
said, to ask her to remonstrate with Miss Daisy

Gordon, who was drawing large sums of money in a

most alarming way. Het latest scheme was a cottage

hospital of her own, for little ailing orphans from the

city. He looked at Augusta with a frankly appealing

glance. She returned it with a lcok of extreme
annoyance.

'"She must be stopped making ducks and drakes of

her money. I shall send for her. She has kept out

of my way of late, staying down in Sussex with her

grandmother as much as possible. I'll send for her.

I'll talk to her. I'll do something. Leave her to

me.

The lawyer's glance said "Wise woman of the

world!"
" Miss Gordon is very young and unsophisticated,"

he said. " She does not seem to realise that these

constant drains will affect her income. She gives

away a thousand pounds where another woman will

give five."

Augusta gasped with horror.
" And ten thousand pounds where many women

would give nothing."

Augusta turned pale.

" I shall go to her myself," said she. " She must
be going out of her mind. She certainly was very
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strange all last season—would have nothing to do
with any of the young men in town, and seemed to

think of nothing but getting back to her grandmother.

I consider she has been extremely deceitful. I am
extremely disappointed in her."

The lawyer departed, feeling his cause was now in

the right hands.

But it happened that several weeks elapsed before

Augusta could find Daisy. First the child had gone

to Edinburgh to find some poor architect of whom
she had heard. Then she had journeyed to Germany,
accompanied only by her elderly Aunt Eliza, her

mother's only sister. Then Augusta learned that the

cottage hospital was soon to be an accomplished

fact. The little lady had worked her scheme out

with great completeness, seeking all the while to put

work in the way of those who most needed it,

exquisitely illustrating that ungainly action of killing

two birds with one stone.

Poor Augusta ! She was very worried. But she

caught the culprit at last. Late in September Daisy

came to her for a few days, and the night of her

arrival Augusta had a quiet little dinner of four.

" You're dressing batter," said Augusta to Daisy,

as the latter made her appearance in a simple frock

that yet mysteriously heralded Paris in its white folds

and billows. " I'm glad to see you spend something

on yourself."

" Of course," said Daisy.
" Not at all," said Augusta. " No * of course

'

about it."

" I shall have to be more economical," said Daisy.
" Things are not going well with my money, Mr.

Lorton tells me. I've promised him to be careful.

Fancy, Augusta, he came to me and actually

cried!"

A chill went down Augusta's back.
" He was so earnest," continued Daisy, " so anxious

to irhpress upon me the danger of spending my own
money."

" On other people," amended Augusta.

Then the others came and their talk ended, but

every now and then that same strange chill ran up
and down Augusta's back as Daisy's words returned

to her—" Fancy, he actually cried !

"

The Millionaire was among the party that night,

also the Rising Sculptor, who was rising still by way
of being a celebrity.

In a lightning flash Augusta saw that both these

men desired to marry Daisy. Then, in another

flash, it came to her that the Millionaire was the man
in whom she must confide her present anxiety with

regard to Daisy's financial affairs. How glad she

was when dinner was over, and the men were in the

drawing-room ! And yet how strangely uneasy she

was at the same time. She called the Millionaire to

a seat beside her on the sofa. Daisy and the Sculptor

were deep in conversation the other end of the room.
Had Augusta only known it, they were discussing a

fountain for the cottage hospital garden, and the

Sculptor was recommending a poor young 'apprentice

with original ideas.

" It is ages since I saw you," said Augusta.
" I have been away," said the Millionaire.
" Chasing billions, no doubt," said Augusta.
" And not catching them," said he, but his tone

belied him.
" Where have you been to ? " asked Augusta.
" Round the world," said he. " Africa, America,

Australia. I spent the last three months in the

States."

" Then you're the very man I want," said Augusta.
" Charlie's away drinking waters abroad, so I shall

consult you. Tell me, what do you think of the

Greenland Steel Trust ?
"

She put her question point-blank, and eagerly

awaited his answer.
" Are you dabbling in them ? " he asked
" Not at all. I merely wanted to know."
Then he decided that Augusta was merely making

conversation of a kind suitable for him.
" Splendid," said he. " Splendid ! I think no end

of them. Perfectly safe."

" But they're dropping," said she.
" No, no, they'll be going better," he said. " I've

put a couple of millions in."

Her face lit up. "Have you really?" she said.

She little thought that couple of millions might be

assisting in wrecking the property of her own young
cousin, Daisy Gordon.

" Yes, I tell all my friends they're going better,"

said he. He did not add that he kept on selling,

that he was dealing in Greenlands, and was making
money every day.

" I'm very glad to hear it," said Augusta.

At the other end of the room Daisy had risen and
was going towards the piano. The Sculptor followed

her, and bent over her as she played.

"That won't do," thought Augusta; "I don't

intend Daisy to marry him." Aloud she said, " How
pretty Daisy is looking to-night—isn't she ?

"

" Charming," said he, jealously watching the young
couple at the piano.

Augusta noted the look in his eye, and yielded to a

sudden impulse. " I've been so worried about Daisy,"

she said.

He turned to her quickly, his face full of a quickened
interest. " Why ? " he questioned bluntly.

" I've been worried about her money matters," said

Augusta. " She's been throwing away most ridiculous

sums on charity—behaving as if she had unlimited
means, and brooking no interference from anyone.
Generosity is a dangerous virtue in an heiress, how-
ever well it may become an heir."

" ' What I give I have/ " he quoted softly, looking
at Daisy's bright face full of hope and happiness, and
in her eyes that sweet strange quality of romance,
so fascinating to Edgar Allan Poe, who declared
it the rarest and most irresistible of feminine
attractions.
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"Very nice," said Augusta. "Will it wash?"
"That's for the woman to decide," said he, "but

I should say that whatever Miss Daisy gives would be

returned threefold." And his eyes said plainly, " If

she would only give me her love I should return it

three hundredfold."

"I'm glad you think so well of that Greenland

stock. You see Daisy's money is all in that."

He started violently.

" That was really why I was questioning you," she

added. "You have relieved my mind of a great

weight. Something she told me to-night about her

old lawyer made me quite uncomfortable."

The Millionaire had suddenly assumed a mask-like

stolidity of expression, through which his eyes gleamed
with a sudden strange unrest.

" Daisy in steel !
" he murmured ;

" is it possible ?
"

" Why of course—didn't you know ?
"

"Why should I?

"

" She ought to be getting about ,£70,000 a year

from them."
" Good heavens !

" he said, " that might mean that

she has no more than a thousand a year."

"What on earth do you mean?" said Augusta,

startled out of her wits.

" Or perhaps she has nothing at all, if she's been
throwing away big sums as you say."

He rose, and began to pace up and down in front

of the sofa, while Augusta sat bolt upright, white and
trembling.

A moment's restless striding, then he stopped in

front of her.
" If I had only known !

" he said. " I thought the

Trust bought up her father's steel works— that was
all I knew of her affairs."

" Yes, and then the money was invested in the

Trust," breathed Augusta, her agitation increasing.
" Look here, Lady Augusta," he said. " I didn't

understand ; this is a bit of a blow to me. I can't

bear to think of that child losing anything."
" Losing ! " repeated Augusta, turning whiter than

ever.

" It may be so."
" Then what did you mean just now when you

reassured me so emphatically ?
"

" That was just my ' gag,' " said he. " One always

speaks that way to the world, of course. But I didn't

know it was Daisy. That makes all the difference.

They've gone from fifty-two to fifteen. The fact is

I'm selling all the time."

J* Daisy ruined !

"

" Oh, but perhaps not," said he ;
" and anyway—oh,

anyway, Lady Augusta, I—well, I want her to marry me.
I'm only waiting for a chance to ask her. Then ."

He delicately left the rest unsaid.

"Oh!" said Augusta, in a deep and wrathful

voice. " I know my cousin only too well. If you
ever had a chance before you have none now."

" Let me speak to her alone," he pleaded. " I'll

wait till Mr. Lethbridge goes."
" Or perhaps he'll wait till you go," said Augusta

;

" he too wants to marry Daisy."

While this conversation was going on there was a
dialogue at the piano, accompanied by soft snatches

of music.
" I haven't told Augusta," said Daisy ;

" I've only

learned to-day that I may possibly be a beggar."
" Oh, I say, what jolly hard luck !

"

" Yes, isn't it ? It's steel," said Daisy ruefully.

" Not that rotten Greenland Steel Trust ? You're

not in that ?
"

"Yes."
" Oh, I say ! I'm awfully sorry. . .

."

About there their conversation grew dangerously

indistinct, for the Sculptor found suddenly that a young
and pretty girl in a white frock who has just lost her

fortune is in need of consolation, and that all he had
been wanting to say to Daisy had suddenly grown easy.

And when Augusta and the Millionaire advanced
towards them with pale perturbed faces, Daisy and her

Sculptor carried in their eyes a story so plainly writ

that the Millionaire decided not to wait for Mr. Leth-

bridge to depart, and Augusta decided suddenly that

it was she who would feel most keenly Daisy's losses,

and that in the strange perspective of Love the most
gigantic company ever founded, ever pricked and
burst counts for as little as these things count in the

perspective of Time and Death.

We have to acknowledge the following further contri-

butions to the Piggies'* Holiday Fund:—D. Hamilton
Smith, 1 os. ; E. and C. Blackman, jQi ; G. R. and
O.E.R., 5s. ; S. H. Millard, £\ ; Eric and Hilda Pitt>

Rhodesia, j£i.
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Wake Up! John Bull.
An Illustrated Supplement to the 4'Review of Reviews."

No. 28.] Issued as an integral part of the Review of Reviews of October, 1903.

The Cabinet, the Commission and the Country.

THE result of Rochester Election, where a supporter

of the Ministry, who was also a stout opponent of

Mr. Chamberlain's policy of taxing food, was

returned in the place of Lord Cranborne, has to a

certain extent dashed the

hopes of those who be-

lieved that at last John
Bull was waking up. For

the return of the Minis-

terial candidate involved

the defeat of Sir Harry
Johnston, who based his

candidature very largely

upon his indignation at

the state of things re-

vealed by the Royal Com-
mission on the South

African War.
It is to be regretted that

a very large number of the

electors of Rochester had
never heard "of the Report

of the Commission, and
many of them failed, even

when it was explained to

them, to take in its ominous

significance. Rochester,

however, is a cathedral

city, and it is unfortu-

nately notorious that with-

in the shadow of a cathe-

dral tower citizens are as a

rule more venal and more
>

.

ignorant than in other constituencies. That the nation

at large is either as ill-informed or as apathetic as the

electors of Rochester is not to be credited by any one

who realises the significance of the Report in question.

There is, however, some danger that in the excite-

ment occasioned by the break up of the Cabinet and

the desperate endeavours of Mr. Chamberlain and his

felllow-Protectionists to persuade the country that dearer

bread means a fuller belly, and that wages will rise when

artificial restrictions are put upon its trade, win for the

moment obscure the vital issues raised by the Report of

the Commission. But in the end it will be perceived

that the Report on the way in which the great Imperial

business of making war was carried out bears directly

upon the other issue. Mr. Gould as usual hit the nail

upon the head when he represented John Bull address-

ing Lord Lansdowne, " Give you a revolver ? No, sir,

after reading this I would not even trust you with a

pop -gun."

It is, however, necessary that the public should be
afforded every opportunity of learning the facts of the

case, and I have therefore prepared, and will publish

almost immediately, as The Review of Reviews
Annual for 1904, a
handy, readable digest of

the more important evi-

dence given before the
Commission. The ma-
jority even of editors and
candidates have no time
to wade through 2000
pages of Blue Book. In

my forthcoming Annual
they will find all that is

necessary to wake up John
Bull, if only they can in-

duce him to listen.

The situation is a serions

one. Even the Conserva-
tive caucus at Sheffield

passed the following resolu-

tion with unanimity :

—

" That in view of the serious

nature of the Report of the

Royal Commission on the War,
and the evidence given before

them, this Conference earnestly

trusts that steps are being taken

by his Majesty's Government
to insure that the experience

gained by the late war shall

not be thrown away, and par-

ticularly that the army, in all its departments, shall be kept readv

for prompt and efficient action in any future emergency which

may arise."

The Daily Mail, which has suddenly transferred its

fickle devotion from Mr. Balfour to Mr. Chamberlain, has

published a pamphlet on the Ghastly Scandals of the

Commission. It denounces Mr. Balfour for ignoring this

subject in his speech at Sheffield :

—

There was not a word of apology, excuse, or justification for a

policy of negligence which in the past has cost us thousands 01

lives and hundreds of millions of money, and in the present is

allowing the affairs of departments of State to drift at the mercy

of men whose capacity for Imperial responsibility has either been

found wanting or has never been put to the test.

Upon this the Government are now arraigned at the bar of

public opinion, and it is useless for them to shut their eyes to the

fact that the electorate intend to choose the battleground of the

next contest for themselves, and that field will not be protection,

nor retaliation, nor freedom of trade—it will be the efficient and
capable administration of the business of the Empire.

By special permission of the Pre

Unready ! Aye, Unready !

(John Bull on Sentry Duty.)

" We reeret to say that we are not satisfied that enough is being done

to place mature on a better footing in the event of another emergency. -
EitrTctfrom Report ofRoy.U Commission on the War in South Afrtca.
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THE TYPEWRITER IN PEACE AND WAR.
THE STORY OF THE CONQUESTS OF THE SMITH-PREMIER.

AN interesting article might be written on the famous
psns of history. When the Treaty of Peace
between France and Germany was signed at

Versailles, in 187 1, great care was taken that Bismarck
was furnished with a pen worthy of the occasion, and

Hon. Timctty L. Woodruff.
President, Smith- Premier Typewriter Company.

that pen has since been preserved as a sacred heirloom
in the Fatherland. Other pens that have signed famous
capitulations are to be found in historical museums, or,

as more frequently happens, among the private treasures
of the descendants of the victors. Some of these famous
pens have been manufactured out of the feathers of
eagles, a fact which in itself imbues them with an element
of romance ; but even fountain-pens can have their asso-
ciations. I count among my treasures a fountain-pen
with which M. Mijatovitch, the Servian plenipotentiary,

appended his signature to the Hague Convention. Pens,
even fountain pens, therefore, have their historical

association. As a Smith- Premier typewriter was used to

record the proceedings at the Venezuelan Arbitration at

Paris, it would seem that typewriters are now also coming
into line, both in peace and war, and in future we may
expect to find them occupying a conspicuous place in

historical museums. That they have not done so already
is due to the fact that they are but things of yesterday.
They have, however, proved themselves in so short a

time a necessity of civilisation that they are to be
found everywhere.
The frogs in the plagues of Egypt were hardly less

ubiquitous than the American typewriter, which has long
ago made the circuit of the world, and is now reckoned
an indispensable part of the baggage and impedimenta of
armies. The Smith-Premier is the first that has made a
distinct record for itself in modern war. When Baden-
Powell was shut up in Mafeking he had the good fortune
to count among his battery of defence a Smith- Premier
typewriter. That typewriter went through the siege and
afterwards did a little campaigning on its own account,,

with some of the columns which pursued but never over-

took the indomitable De Wet. It had its own adventures,,

both in the siege and in the veldt. Its case was per-

forated by Mauser bullets, and a shell from the Boer
Long Tom knocked the back gear to pieces. After the
siege was over, when it was carried about the veldt in

a waggon, it shared in all the vicissitudes of the
campaign, and among other experiences found itself in

Rustenburg Gaol, where it was deposited for safety
by the British before their evacuation of the town.
It is one of the few things in the Transvaal which
have survived the war. It is still in existence, in
good working order, and capable of serving through
another campaign. War, which tests all things, has tried

its best on this typewriter ; and it must frankly be
admittel that the Smith-Premier has come out of the
crdeal a great deal better than the British War Office.

This was not the first war in which the typewriter
figured. A Smith- Premier was on the s.s. Maine when
it was blown up in Havana htrbour. It remained in
the water for over a week, when it was recovered by the
divers, and is now in possession of the firm, and still in

Rear view of New Factory Buildings.

good working order. Wherever the American armies
went in Cuba or the Philippines they took Smith- Premiers
with them. They were only less indispensable than their

rifles.

It is little more than a dozen years since the Smith-

Premier first made its appearance in the British capital.
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I rather prided myself on the fact that the first machine
which was placed in any newspaper office in London
found a place in Mowbray House, in the offices of the
Review of Reviews, where it did such good service that
when ex-Queen Natalie of Servia wrote asking me what
typewriting machine I would recommend for her use in

the Royal palace of Belgrade, I replied "The Smith-
Premier, of course." Whether Queen Natalie took the
Smith-Premier with her when she quitted Servia, or
whether it was left behind as an heirloom for the use of
the luckless pair whose assassination was so marvellously
foretold by Mrs. Burchell last spring is to me unknown.

then unquestionably there must be an effluence given off

by the operator, which would be felt by a sensitive who
operated the same machine. A nice question would arise

in cases where typewriters are used by stenographers.

Would the machine absorb the influence of the person-

ality of the stenographer, or take on to itself the

condition of the person whose thoughts were being

transcribed ?

Even without this, however, the popularity of the type-

writer is steadily extending. Of this the most remarkable

recent instance is supplied by the recent reconsiitution of

the Smith- Premier Company, a firm which is now, thanks

New Factory Buildings of the Smith-Premier Typewriter Company.

The number of authors who compose their works upon
typewriters is comparatively few, but a well-known writer

who always uses the machine was approached the other

day by a juvenile admirer with a humble petition that she
would sell her old typewriter. It was an old machine,
pretty well worn out, not worth at the present time,

but her youthful adorer was willing to have pinched and
saved to an extent in order to have the cherished privilege

of having the famous Blank's typewriter to use in her own
journalistic work. If there be any truth in psychomctry,

to the extraordinarily rapid extension of its premises,

able to manufacture 200 complete typewriters a day. The

output before was 38,000 a year, and in future promises to

be double that amount. This is the more remarkable

because the speciality of the Smith-Premier is that it is a

tough machine—how tough the experience of Baden-

Powell in the war is sufficient to evidence. No one

knows how long a Smith-Premier will last, for in the

twelve years it has been in the world none of them have

worn out. If there is a Methuselah among typewriters,
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one that will outlast centuries, it will probably be the

Smith-Premier, which from its simplicity of mechanism
and steady working will probably have a chance of out-

living all its competitors.

Anticipating this enormous extension of demand for

the machine, there has been a complete change made
this year in the personnel of the directorate. Mr.
Woodruff who, as Lieutenant-Governor of the State of
New York, to which office he had been three times
appointed, had given ample proof of his great executive

ability, and who was besides one of the largest holders

of typewriter stock in the United States, was elected

to the presidency, while the inventor of the Sihith-

Premier, Mr. Alexander T. Brown, became vice-

president. No sooner did Mr. Woodruff take hold
of the reins, on February 10th, 1903, than he began
to hustle round to find a site for a new factory. On
the 2nd March, the City Council of Syracuse con-
sented to give him an option upon the site of the old

city Haymarket, and the very next day they began laying

out the new building. As a sample of American energy,

and ofthe breathless rapidity with which great undertakings
are carried out in the United States, the building of the
new factory of the Smith-Premier Company takes a high
place. The accompanying illustration gives some im-
pression of the dimensions of the new factory. It affords

ample accommodation for 1,000 workmen, and under its

roofs every operation is carried out necessary to convert
a chunk of raw steel into the finished machine. Presi-

dent Woodruff no sooner found himself in possession of
the Haymarket site than he willed that the building
should be completed in four months' time. Everyone
laughed at him, and said it was impossible. Like
Napoleon, President Woodruff had no use for such a
fool of a word. " I tell you it has got to be done," he
replied. The architects to whom he went for plans told

him that eight or twelve months was the very shortest
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Old Factory of the Smith-Premier Typewriter Company.

possible time in which so huge a building could be put
up. For four months it would take a good part of that

time merely to prepare the finished drawings. "All
right," said the President, " we will do without finished

drawings. In four months' time I have got to be into that

factory.n

Where there's a will, there's a way, and the builders

Alexander T. Brown.

Inventor of the Smith-Premier Typewiiter.

worked from some rough sketchy plans, starting pait of

the foundation before the exact length of the building was
determined upon, and so from floor to floor. The
architect kept just one floor plan ahead of the builders,

so that the roof was on on June 1st, and on July 1st the

building was not only entirely completed, but some of the

machinery installed. It is declared that the building is

one of the most thoroughly-constructed factories in the

State of New York. The mere assembling of the

materials was no small task, necessitating the building of

a bridge across a neighbouring creek and the construc-

tion of a branch railway, by which the bricks were
brought to the door of the factory. They used 4,000,000

bricks in putting up the building, 2,200 tons of stone,

250 tons of iron, and a million feet of lumber.

It is said to be the largest factory building for its

purpose in the world. It is six storeys high, and has

windows occupying an area of half an acre. Most of the

machines in the building were specially invented for

building up the typewriter, for nothing is more remark-

able in reading an account of great American inventions

than the fact that the original machine seems to breed a

dozen or a score or a hundred different machines in

order to enable the inventor more expeditiously and
accurately to carry out his work. Another curious thing

was that not only were the workmen recruited from

nearly all the nations of Europe, but conspicuous among
the busy throng were a number of Onondaga Indians

from Onondaga, the Indian Reservation near Syracuse,

New York.
Although the new factory is in full work the old factory

is not less busy, for there is apparently no limit to the
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View of Room where are a'igned.

world's demand for Smith- Premiers. Altogether, whit
with manufacturing machines and selling them, the

Smith-Premier Company employs a standing army of

2,000 men. The Smith- Premier is not a visible-writing

typewriter. Mr. Brown, the inventor, who is a great autho-

rity, is convinced that there is an inherent mechanical
weakness in all such machines. Mr. Brown is very enthu-

siastic, and he believes that just as truly as the original

invention of the writing machine was a step in advance
over handwriting, so the Smith- Premier is a step in

advance of the older type of machines. He paid special

attention to the importance of adapting his machine to

all kinds of business documents, such as bills, telegrams,

cards, indexes, postcards, etc., etc. The work which the

machine turns out is clean-cut, and attractive. This
exceeding adaptability to every kind of business docu-
ments is one of the special features which have no doubt
led to its adoption by great business concerns, and also

in public libraries. The Great Western Railway use over
100 Smith- Premiers ; the North British Railway over 50 ;

Messrs. A. Guinness, Sons and Co., Limited, 70 ; Bass,

RatclifT and Gretton, 30 ; Cory Bros., of Cardiff, over 50 ;

Cadbury Bros., 40. The new secretary of the Smith-
Premier Company is a Canadian, and the Smith-
Premier has always been a great favourite in the

Dominion. Nearly 70 per cent, of all the type-

Avriters bought by the Canadian Government in 1902
were Smith- Premiers. More than 50 per cent, of

the great libraries of the United States have found by
practical experience that it is the best for cataloguing and
indexing purposes, and the municipalities also made great

use of the machine, Philadelphia having no fewer than

160 in her city departments. The Medical Supply Dep6t
of the United States uses several hundreds of Smith-
Premiers, and the Postal-Telegraph Company over 200.

Over 200,000 business firms are using the Smith- Premier
at this moment, and their number is added to daily.

The Smith- Premier is not a light machine, for the know-
ledge gained by long experiments shows that for a

machine which is to stand wear and tear and the

knock-about of the world, lightness means weakness.
One word should be said as to the new management.

The Hon. Timothy L. Woodruff is a business man wel -

known both in London ^and in the United States. It is

nearly two years since I had the pleasure of meeting him
at lunch at the Hotel Cecil, and found him a man ofgreat

energy of character and prompt decision. He has been

actively engaged in connection with salt, paper and
pharmaceutical companies, and has also had a good
deal of experience in banking. The vice-president,

Mr. Alexander T. Brown, is the son of a New York
farmer. On leaving school he became a mechanic,
and before he was out of his tee is showed su:h inventive

genius that he rapidly made his wav upward. He
look out a great number of patents, connected with mow-
ing machines, bicycles, gas-engines, etc. Mr. F. Peard,

the secretary, is a Canadian giant standing six-foot-three

in height, and massive accordingly. He is still in hi»

early thirties, and before he became secretary of the

Smith- Premier was business manager of Baltimore
papers. The treasurer, Mr. Dyer, is thirty-eight years of

age, and is a graduate of Brown University ; the factory

manager, Mr. John H. Barr, is also a university man,
who has studied at Cornell, and at the University of

Minnesota. He is a man of letters as well as a man
of science, and was employed to write the report on the

machining tools at the last Paris Exhibition by the

United States Commissioner-General. The new manage-
ment, therefore, possesses all the qualities which are

calculated to secure success—youth, energy, business

experience, and university training.

Their London office is under the management of Mr.

E. Spencer Harrison, of 14, Gracechurch Street, who is

one of the pioneers of the type-writing business in this

country. He was a member of the first staff sent over by

the Remington Company when they opened their office in

London. When the Smith Premier Typewriter was first

placed on the market some thirteen years ago he went

back to New York to open their business in that city,

and returned here about eight years ago to open their

business in England. The success of the undertaking in

England has been so great indeed that the company has

now some fourteen different offices outside of London.
Their building at 14, Gracechurch Street, is entirely given

up to offices, and they are now negotiating for the next

two buildings, Nos. 15 and 16, to provide accommodation
for a business which has altogether outgrown its present

premises. They have a large warehouse and workshops
in Creechurch Lane, E.C. The English business this

year up to the present time shows an increase over last

year of nearly forty per cent. It would be as unsafe to

place a limit to the further extension of its premises as it

would be to predict the halting-point of the frontier of the

British Empire. r

Another view of Aligning Room.
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X.B.—The Editor of the Review of Reviews regrets that owing to the exigencies of space the Contents of

Periodicals received after date can no longer be inserted in these columns. The following Table includes only

the leading articles of the Periodicals published in England for the current month received before going to

press and those of the Foreign Periodicals for the past month.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN.
American Journal of Sociology.—Luz\c. 35 cts. Sept.
O.i the Origin and Use of the Wo. d " Sociology." Victor V. Branford.
Trie Union Label. James E. Boyle.
Social Discontent and the Labour Trouble*. Wilfiam A. Giles.
Moot Points in Sociology. Contd. Edward A Isworth Ross.
Whu Attitude should the Government assume towaid the Trusts ?

Walter Frederick Meier.
Introduction to Sociology. Contd. G. De Greef.
The Civil War as seen through Southern Glasses. H. E. Belin.

Antiquary.—Sto j k. 6d. Oct.
The Restoration of the Temple Cnurch in 18x0. J. JekylL
The Isle of St. Honorat. Illus. Florence Moore.
The Orpington Parish Registers. J. Russell Larkby.
Bridge-Building i 1 the Middle Ages. Mrs. Isabel Suart Robsen.

Architectural Record.—14, Vksby Street, New York. 25 cts.

Sept.
Th.« Building of a Parisian House. Illus. A Master Mason.
The Spanish-Mexican Missions of thv« United States. Illus. O. Z. Cervin.
The Modern Style in Jewellery. Illus. P. Calinettes.

Architectural Review.— j, East Harding Street. 6d. Oct.
The Hospital of St Cross. Illus. Basil Champneys.
Further Strand Improvement. Illus. Mark H. Judge.
A^ii.cctural Education in France. J. Guadet.

Arena.

—

Gay and Biro. 25 cts. Sept.
The Demands of Art in this New Republic. William Ordway Partridge.
The Bible versus Plutocracy. George McA. Miller.

Consciences of the Spanish and Philippine Wars. Judge Samuel C. Parks.
Islam and Democracy. Muhammad Barakatullah.
Iliect Legislation in New Zealand. H. G. Ell.

Professor Stimson's Work on Art ; Symposium.
Fashions in Fiction. B. O. Flower.
Caucus or King. William Heuutreet.

Art.—47, Great Russell Street, is. Sept. 15.

The Pacully Collection at Paris, illus. M. Rooses.
I*. Wig^ers. Illus. L. Simons.
" The C»rape-Pressing Faun with Tigress" by Rubens. Illus. M. Rooses.

Art Journal.—H. Virtue, is. 6d. Oct.
Frontispiece :

—" Under the Old O.ik " after Charles Jacque.
The Rutland Monuments in Bottesford Church. Contd. Illus. Lady

Victoria M inners.

The St. Anna Cartoon of Leonardo da Vinci. Illus. Addison McL2od.
Sir John Watson Gordon. Illus. R. D. Watson.
Portraits of Charles I. and Oliver Cromwell after Van Dyck's "Charles 1."

bv Pierre Lombart ; a Much-altered Engraved Copper Plate. Illus.

H\ M. Cundall.
Cloisonnt? Emmel. Illus.

• laiasbarou jh's *' Hon. Mrs. Gnham " Illus. Geo. Aikmin.
Ta e National Companion. Illus. Ernest Radford.

Atlantic Monthly.—Gay and Bird. is. Sept.

Why Women do not wish the buffalo. Lymau Abbott.
The Bible in Public Schools. H. W. Horwill.

Some Early Imp essions. Sir Leslie Stephen.
Indifferent ism. B. P.

The '"Literary Centre." M. A. Dewolfe Howe.
Christopher North. W. A. Bradley.
An Educated Wug>Earner. J. Lewis.
Elizabeth,of Bohemia : the Queen of Hearts. H. A. Beers.
Of Girls in a Canadian Village. A. M icMechan.
The Secret of Wordsworth. Bradford Torrey.

Badminton Magazine.—Eyrk and s.ottiswoode. is. Oct.

St. Audrie*. Illus. A. Acland-Hood.
Driving the Modest Motor. Contd. Major C. G. Matson.
Hunting Costume. Illus. L. Corbally.

On the Cromaty Firth. Illus. A. F. L. B*con.
The Past Cricket Season. Home Gordon.
The Wild Goose and Its Chase. Illus. L. H. de Visme Shaw.
On Lake Menzaleh. Illus. C. E. Eldred.

Bookmakers and Bookmaking. A Bookui iker.

Turkish Peasants. Illus. Marquise Ivrea.

Bankers* Magazine.—Waikklow. is. 6d. Oct.

The Bink Reserve and the Rate of Discount.
The Bradford Old Bank Illus.

Blackwood's Magazine.—Blackwood, as. 6d. Oct.

I-ord Sali-bury.
Homes and Haunts of Edward FitzGerald. Mary Eleancr FitzGerald

Kerrch.
An Irish Salmon-River. Sir Herbert Mix veil.

A Malay Deer-Drive. George Maxwell.

Personalia : Political. Social, aud Various. Contd.
How to Walk for and Shoot Snipe. Scolopax.
Marco Polo. Charles Whioley.
Musings without Method. Contd.
The War Office ; Humiliation.
What I saw in Macedonia. Reginald Wyon.
Tne Fiscal Crisis.

Bookman.

—

Hodder and Stougiiton. 6d. Sept. 15.

Mrs. Huinphrv Ward. Illus. A. St. John Adcock.
The Scenes of Mrs. Humphry Ward's Novels. Illus. F. Hamel.

Bookman.—^America.) Dodd, Mead and Co., New York. 25 cts.

Sept.

The Poems in " Alice in Wonderland." Florence Milner.
The Real E.angeioe. Illus. H. L. Sayler.

The History of the Nineteenth Century in Caricature. Illus. Contd.
F. T. Cooper and A. B. Maurice.

The Prophecy of St. Malachy. A. I. du P. Coleman.
The Copyrighting of Plays. Elizabeth McCracken.

_

Canadian Magazine.—Ontario Publishing Co., Toronto. 25 cts.

S.pt.

The Romance of Sealing. Illus. J. Gordon Smith.
The Woman in Business. Illus. Annie Merrill.

Preferential Trade. G. W. Ross.
The War of 1812. Co ud Illus. James Hannay.
Lo.d Du Serin and British Columbia. H. Sands.

Captain.—Newnrs. 6d. Oct.
Highgite School. Illus. A. E. Johnson.

Cassell's Magazine.—Casseix. 6d. Oct.
The Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria. Illus.

Hythe and Its School of Musketry. Illus. Leslie Stewart.
A Madman's Museum at Paris. Illus. G A. Raper.
The Last of the Treadmill. Illus. T.Hopkins.
Women Artists Who paint Children. Illus. Mrs. L. Bingeu.
Caves in Greater Britain. Illus.

lu Pu.suit ol Big Game. Illus. H. Scherreu.

Cassier'S Magazine.—33. Bedford Street. Strand, is. Oct.
I.ate Developments in Ordnance and Armour. Illus. J. F. Meigs.
The Equipment of the Foundry. Illus. loseph Hornet .

Electric Railways in the United States. L. W. Serrell.

Steam Waggons fur Commercial Use. Illus R. G. L. Matkham.
The R ulway Town of Crewe, illus. Charles S. Lake.
British and Ame:ican Railways. Langdon.
Gas for House-Heating. Illus. Walter Forestall.

The Present Attitude of Organised Labour in the United States. Dr. R. W.
Raymond.

The Elect, ical Fire Hazard. J. C. Forsyth.

Catholic World.—22. Paternoster Row. is. Sept.

Pius X. With Portrait. A. Di irista.

Final Word on Socialism. Rev. W. J. Madden.
Gli npses of Chateaub. iand. illus. G. Lenotre.

Venerable Anne of Jesus, Second Founder of Carmcl.
Eccle-a 1st cal Scuptu.e in Americ:. Illus. S. H artmann.

St. Fiancis of Assisi. F. D. New.
The Missions of thi Congo. Illus. J. B. Tugman.

Century Magazine.—Macmillan. is. 4d. Oct.

When the French President goes Hunting. Illus. A. Castaigne.

The Signal Corps in War Time. Illus. Brig -Gen. A. W. G/eely.

Powerscourt and D.ummond Castle ; Two Biitish Game Parks. J. M.
Gleeson.

The Destruction of Phila?. Illus. A.C.Robinson.
Yellow Fever and Mosqu toes. Illus. Dr. L. O. Howard.
The Wild Bird by a New Approach. Illus. F. H. Herritk.

With the Hounds of the Ducness d'Uzes. Illus. S. Heilig.

The Census in Foreign Countries. With Map. W. R. Merriauu

Field Sp >rts of To d iy. Illus. D.W.Huntington.
The New Woman in Turkey. Anna Bowman Dodd.
Anecdotes of L.-schetizky. Countess Angele Potocka.

Chambers's JournaL—47, Patkrnostbr Row. 76. Oct.

The Menace of Ethiopiauism.

Famous Disused Roads.
The Glass-Trade in Bohemia. J. Baker
In Scutari. R. Wyon.

Chautauquan.

—

~hatt v qu\ Prj->s, Cleveland, Ohio. 20 cts. Sept.

The Pope and the Italian N.aion. Illus. F. A. Ogg.
Quebec and the Mai iiime Provinces. Illus. T. G. Marquis.

R ,cial Composition of the American People. Illus. John R. Commons.
Washington : the Pioneer Investor. Illus. A. B. Hulbert.

The New Civic Spirit. Charles Zueblin.
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Church Missionary Intelligencer.—Church Missionary Society.
6d. Oct.

Industrial Missions in India. Rev. E. Pegg.

Connoisseur.—Otto. xs. Oct.
Supplements :—" Gladiator " after J. F. Herring, Senr. ;

" Sarah, Duchess
of Marlborough " after Sir G. Kneller; 4 ' Innocence " after Angelica
Kauffnann, etc.

Sir Walter Gilbey's Collection. Illus. B. Kendell.
Hallmarks and Other Marks on Old Scottish Silver. Illus. A. Butler.
Thomas Chippendale. Illus. Contd. R. S. Clouston.
The Locko Park Gallery. Illus. A. C. Taylor.
Lady Di's Scrapbook. Contd. Illus. Mrs. Steuart Erskine.
English Lowestoft China. Illus. Mrs. Willoughby Hodgson.
The Art of the Locksmith. Illus. W. E. Wynn Penny.
The Coinage of the Isle of Man. Illus. Dr. P. Nelson.

Contemporary Review.—Horace Marshall, as. 6d. Oct.
The Amendment of the Education Acts. Sir G. W. Kekewich.
Mr. Balfour and Economic Fact. T. S. Mann.
The Trade of the Empire. Mark Warren.
The French Peasant after the Revolution. Madame Mary Duclaux.
The Truth about Christian Science. E. Wake Cook.
The Political Position at the Cape. Prof. H. E. S. Fremantle.
William II.

The Government and the South African War. A. O. F.
Pius IX. and Leo XIII. An English Roman Catholic.
Persecution in France To-day and Fifty Years Ago. Hannah Lynch.
Macedonia, Bulgaria and the Powers ; M. Wine's Fall ; and the Breakhg-

up of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Dr. E. J. Dillon.

Cornhill Magazine.—Smith, Elder, xs. Oct.

In Guipuzcoa. Contd. Mrs. Woods.
The Old Colonial System and Preferential Trade. Sidney Low.
Some Recent Speculations on the Constitution of Matter. W. A. Shsnstoue.
The Pleasures of Fishing. Stephen Gwynn.
A Visit to " Le Proces Humbert."
A Pastoral. Rev. H. G. D. Latham.
Poetic Justice. W. Basil Worsfold.

Cosmopolitan.—International News Co. 6d. S.pt.
Summer Types of Men and Women. Illus. Rafford Pyke.
Architecture as a Profession. Illus. J. M. Carrere.

The Education of a Debutante. Illus. Emma B. Kaufman.
My Efforts to win the " America's " Cup. Illus. Sir Themis Lipton.

iubal A. Early. Illus. Miss Clara Morris,
low to win a Man. Lavinia Hart.

Joseph W. Folk. With Portrait. F. C. Howe.
A Study of the Servian Tragedy. Illus. Elbert Hubbard.
Mankind b the Making Coocl. H. G. Wells.
Lewis Nixon. With Portrait. C. C. Wells.
The Papal Conclave. F. Z. Rooker.

Craftsman.—907, South State Street, Syracuse, New York.
25 cts. Sept.

A Summer Chapel. Illus. H. Ellis.

Chinese Pots and Modern Faience. Illus. Irene Sargent.
Shakespeare's Caste Prejudices. S. A. Tannenbaum.
Leonardo da Vinci : the Forerunner of Modern Science. E ..gene Scho:n.
A Simple Dwelling. Illus. Claude Fayette Bragdon.
The Lace-Makers of Europe, Illus. Florence G. Weber.
' * Critical Review.—Williams and Nokgate. xs. 6J. Sept. 15.
DuxTs •• Spinoza's Political and Ethical Philosophy." Prof. J. Iverach.

East and West.—ax. Paternoster Square, x rupee. Sept.
India Economic Problem. Sir Henry Cotton.
A Needed Research Institute ; Geographical and Social. Prof. P. G.ddes.
A Silent Revolution in India. A. Nundy.
Leo XIII. Rev. E. R. Hull.
Keshub Chunder Sen. Miss Frances Power Cobbe.
The Caste Codes and Popular Theology of India. J. F. Hewitt.
Industrial Progress in India. E. B. Havell.

The East and the West.—19, Delahay Street, Westminster, xs.

Oct.
The Chinese. Rev. J. Campbell Gibson:
The Christian Martyrs of Japan in the Seventeenth Century. S. Ballard.
Education in South Africa. Rev. S. A. Donaldson.
The Anglican Church in the South Pacific. Bishop Montgomery.
The Teaching of the Higher Criticism incompatible with Missionary Work.

James Monro.
The Higher Criticism consi lered as an Aid to Missionary Work.
Work in the Non-Christian World, 1872-1902. E. Stock.
The Prayer-Book and Missions to the Heathen. Rev. C. R. D. Biggs.

Economic Journal.—Macmillan. 5s. Sept.
The Fiscal Enquiry. J. W. Root.
Statistical Methods and the Fisc il Controversy. A. L. Bowley.
Effect of Export and Import Duties examined by the Graphic Method. H.

Cunynghame.
The Grainmilling Industry. H. W. Macrosty.
On Some Neglected British Economists. Prof. E. R. A. S^ligman.
The Public and the Anthracite Coal Strik;. J. Graham Brooks.

Educational Review.—ao, High Holborn, is. 8d. Sept.
The Baccalaureate Course in Its Relation to the Professional Schools.

Elmer E. Brown.
The Length of the College Course ; Symposium.
The Thing to do. W. Reid.
The American College Couise from the Point of View of a Recent Graduate.

G. Showerman.
Visual Inaccuracies in School Chi'.d. en. Alida S. Williams.

Educational Times.—89, Farringdon Road. 6d. Oct.
The Living Teaching of Living Languages. S. Barlet.

Empire Review.—Macmillan. xs. Oct.

Some Advantages of Preferential Tariffs :

Increased Exports and Higher Wages. Albert Swindlehurst.
Commercial Prosperity in Ireland. F. St. John Morrow.
Effect on Canada. Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper.

Highland Soldiers of the Indian Border. D. M'L.
The Anti-Imperial Policy of Australia. James Reid.
Irish Universities and the Allied Colonial Universities Conference. Prat

F. S. Boas.
Civil Officials in Northern Nigeria. G. D. Hazzledine.
The Chinese Servant at Home and Abroad. Douglas Knocker.
A Colonial View of Cambridge. S. B. Kitchin.
The Pearling Grounds of Australia. Alexander Macdonald.
Trinidad ; its People and Resources. By an English Visitor.

Engineering Ttme3.—P. S. King. 6d. Sept. X5.

Great Britain's First Transparter Bridge. Illus.
The Raising of Water from Deep Wells and Borings by" Compressed Ai\

Illus. W. H. Maxwell.
High-Speed Electric Railway Service. Contd. A. H. Armstrong.
Specifications for Material and Workmanship for Steel Structures.
The Principles of Steam Engines. Contd. J. H. Dales.

English Illustrated Magazine.—Hutchinson. 6d. Ocl
The Story of Lord Leighton's " Phoenicians Bartering with the Aociett

Britons." Illus. F. Dolman.
Haddington and the Carlyles. Illus. Rev. J. Burns.
A Day on Lake Garda. Illus. E. M Lynch.
Bodily Oddities. Illus. W. M. Webb.
La Maison de Victor Hugo. Illus. T. Beaugeard.
Pope Pius X. Illus. Mary Alice Vnlls.

Expositor.-^-Hodder and Stoughton. is Oct.
The Atonement and the Modern Mind. Contd. Prof. J. Denney.
The Teaching of Ch 1st in the Fourth Gospel. Contd. Prof. H. B. Swetr.

The Name Jehovah in the Abrahamic Age. Rev. C. H. W. Johns.
Value-Judgments of Religion. Contd. Prof. A. E. Garvie.
The Life of Christ according to St. Mark. Contd. Prof. W. H. Bennett.

Expository Times.—Simpkin, Marshall. 6d. Oct,

The Secret of the Triumph of Christianity over the Ancient World. P.£
Grutzmachar.

The Theologv of Auguste Sabatier. Prof. E. Menegoz.
The Songs of the Ascents. Contd. Rev. David Smirh.

Fellden's Magazine.—104, High Holborn. 6d. S-pt. 15.

The Viaur Railway Bridge. J. Walter Pearse.
The Egyptian Water Problems. Illus. W. N. Twelvetrees.
The " Houille-Blanche " Congress in France. Co.itd. M. F. Loppe*.
The Bursting of Emery Wheels. Illus. C. H. Benjamin.
The Diesel Engine. Illus. H. Ade Clark.

Folklore.—David Nutt. 5s. Sept.

A Solution of the Gorgon Myth. Illus. F. T. Elworthy.
The Natives of N^w Caledonia. J. J. Atkinson.
Greek Votive Offerings. A. B. Cook.

Fortnightly Review.—Chai«man and Hall. as. 6d. Ocl
The Unionist Plunge into Protection. Autonomos.
Lord Salisbury. Sidney Low.
The Evolution of Frencn Contemporary Literature. Octave Uzanne.
The Present State of the Case for Mr. Chamberlain's Policy. Prof. W. T.

Hewins.
Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Chamberlain. Harold Spender.
Will a Preference Tariff eppress the Poor? David Christie Murray and

Prof. J. W. Atkinson
The Future of the Army. Major Arthur Griffiths.

Macedonia ; a Possible Solution. H. N. Brailsford.

Legend and Marie Bashkirtseff. Prince Bojidar Karageorgjvi.ch.
French Friendship and Naval Economy. Archibald S. Hurd.
Children's Prayers and Prayer Manuals. Edward H. Cooper.
What Ireland really needs. Sampson Morg in.

Sir Harry Johnston ; a Maker of Empire. Shan F. Bullock.

Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.—141, Fifth Avenue, N^w Yokc
35 cts. Sept.

The War for the Range. Illus. W. M. Raine.
Off the Banks of Newfoundland. Illus. P. McGrath.
W. E. Corey ; Head of the Steel Trust. Illus. Earl May.

Gentleman's Magazine —Chatto and Windus. is. Ocl
The England of the Paston Letters. Chas Menmuir.
Vulcan ; the Planet of Romance. E. V. Heward.
The Dover Road : a Literary Highway. W. Dexter.
About Cuckoos; Mrs. Vickery's Record Ag:d Cuckoos. A. H. Japp.
Gout the Nemesis. N. E. Yorke-Davies.
Jane Austen's Novels. Percy Fitzgerald.

Geographical Journal.—Edw. Stanford, as. Sept. 15.

Bathymetrical Survey of the Freshwater Lochs of Scotland. Maps and Illus.

Earth-Movements in the Bay of Naples. Illus. R. T. GQnth.T.
Spherical Maps and Reliefs. Prof. E. Reclus.
Antarctic Sledge Travelling. Illus. Sir C. R. Markham.
New Lnk^s and»a Little-Known Part of Central Newfoundland. Maps aw

Illus. J. D. Millais.
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Girl's Own Paper.—4, Bouvbrie Street. 6d. Oct.
Japanese Girls and the Aristocracy of Dolls. Illus. D. Sladen.

Girl's Realm.—xo
t
Norfolk Street, Strand. 6d. Oct.

Children of the Royal Family of Austria. Illus. Caroline Comer-Ohlnvatz.
Droll Zoo Babies. Illus. L. J. Vance.
Miss Marie Hall. Illus. Miss I. Brooke-Alder.
Miss Dorothy Menpes. Illus. Edith Young.

Good Words.—Isbister. 6d. Oct.
Inebriety from a Dipsomani ;c's Point of View.
Vanished London Rivers. Illus. A. W. Jarvis and P. G. Cambray.
The Fiddler in Ireland. Seumas MacManus.
Gnats and Mosquitoes. Illus. J. J. Ward.
Raskin's Gardening. Illus. W. G. Collingwood.

Great Thoughts.—4, St. Bride Street. 6d. Oct.
The Waverley Novels. Illus. W. J. Dawson.
An Early English Expert ; a Talk with Dr. F. J. Furni.all. Illus. W.

Durban.
Mary Lamb. Illus. Rev. R. P. Downes.
Delagoa Bay ; the East African Port of the Futu-e. Illus.

Religion and th: Working Man ; a Talk with Rev. Frank Ballard. Illus.

K. Blathwayt.

Harmsworth Magazine.—Harmsworth. 3*d. Sept. 15.

The Timet. Illus. K. Snowden.
The Most Beautiful House in London, New York, Paris. Illus.

Modistes' Models. Illus. Mary Howarth.
Who's Who in Literature. Illus.

Submarine Nests built by Fishes. Illus. W. J. Wintie.

The Romance of the Piano. Illus.

Harper's Monthly Magazine.—45. Albemarle Street, is.

Oct.
Industrial Education in the South. Illus. Mary Applewhite Bacon.
Belgrade and Sofia. Illus. A. S mons.
A Lapp Fishing Trip. Illus. J. B. Connolly.
The South in American Letters. Prof. G. E. Woodberry.
Kid apping Ants and Their Slaves. Illus. H. C. McCook.
Literary Portraits from the Sixties. Justin McCarthy.
Ancient South American Civilisation. Illus. Max Uhle.

Harvard Graduates' Magazine.—517, Exchange BuIlding, 53,
State Street, Boston. 75 cts. S.pt.

The True Harvard. W. James.
The Course and Influence of Romantic Socialism. C. D. Wright.
George Shattuck Morison. With Portrait.

Henry Barker Hill. With Portrait. C. R. Sanger.

Homlletio Review.—44, Fleet Street, is. Sept.
Dr. Alexander Maclaren. T. Harwood Pattbon.
The Missing Link between Theology and Modern Science. C. B. Waring.
The Foreign Preachers of the Church of England. Prof. A. S. Hoyt.

Humane Review.—6, York Street, Covbnt Garden/ is. Oct.
Non- Resistance. A. Maude.
Crime and Criminals. C. S. Darrow.
Henry David Thoreau and the Human Study of Natural History.
The Philosophy of Vivisection. John M. Robertson.
Theology versus Humanity ; Criticisms of Mgr. Vaughan.
George Forester and Ellen Tighe Hopkins.
The Democratic Ideal in Literature. C. F. Sixsmith.
The War against the Sparrow. J. Collinson.

Idler.

—

Chatto and Windls. 6d. Oct.
Society's Amateur Circus. Illus. H. S. Archer.
Talis of the North-West Mounted Police. Illus. Agnes C. Lant.

Independent Review.—Unw in. 2s. 6d. Oct.
A ?iea for a Programme.
Principles of Social Reform. Canon Barnett.
England and Germany. Theodor Mommsen.
The Near East. James Bryce.
The Obligation of the Creeds. Dr. Sanday.
Ecclesiasticism. G. Lowes Dickinson.
Colonial Preference. Edwin Cannan.
Protection and the Steel Trade. Hugh Bell.

Elementary Education. Augustine Bi.rell.

The Intellectual Condition of Scotland. Hector Macpherson.
Dante and Statius. A. W. Verrall.

Irish Monthly —M. H. Gill. Pabtin. 6i. Oct.
Sir Charles Gavin Duffy. Rev. M. Russell.

Success. Rev. Patrick Dillon.

'Juridical Review.

—

Green and Sons, Edinburgh. 3s. 6d. S.pt.

Studies in the Law of Contract. A. Hindenburg.
Judicial Bias. W. C. Smith.
The Incidence of Estate Duty. P. J. Hamilton Grerson.
The Recent Case of Treasure Trove. Robert Munro.
Property in Wild Animals. Contd. W. F. Trotter.

Journal of the Board of Agriculture.—L\ughto*. is. Sept.

Grading and Pack.ng of Fruit and Vegetables. R. Lewis CastL.
Cider Factories in Fiance.
A Cucumber Leaf Disease. Illus.

Thirty Years of Milling* C. R. Jackson.
Agricultural Education in Germany.

Journal of the Manchester Geographical Society.— 16, Sr.
Marv's Parsonage, Manchester. Sept. 15.

The Land of the Sikh. E. Lafond.
The Roman Wall near Hex.iam. J. J. Gleave.
Slam. A. R. Colquhoun.

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution.—J. J. Keuhbr.
as. Sept. 15.

Departments in War. Capt. C. Ross.
Military Bands and Military- Music. J. Mackenzie Rogan.
Rifle-Shooting as a Winter Evening Pursuit. Major-G-n. C. E. Luard.

Knowledge.—336, High Holborn. 6d. Oct.
Radium. Edwin Edser.
Man's Place in the Universe. E. Walter Maunder.
The Claws on the Wings of Birds. W. P. Pycraft.
Cycles of Eclipses. Illus. A. C. D. Crommelin.
The Chemistry of the Orion Stars. Illus. A. Fowler.

Lady's Realm.—Hutchinson. 6d. Oct.
Solomon J. Solomon. Illus. Marion Hepworth Dixon.
Glimpses of Eastern Women. Illus. Shibly Tainal.

Bishop Carr Glynn of Peterborough. Illus. Mrs. S. A. Too'ey.
Happy Days in Italy. Illus. Constance, Countess De La Warr.

Leisure Hour.—4. Bouverib Street. 6d. Oct.
The Witchery of the Great Sahara. Illus. Mrs. A. Le Blond.
The Five Hundredth Anniversary of the Stat'oners' Company. Illus.

Editor.
The Tin; Story of Seth Bede and Dinah Morris. Illus. Contd. W.

Mottram.
Falkirk, Past and Present. Illus. R- Cochrane.
Mechanical Products of Nature and Fulgurites. Illus. R. Kerr.
Historical Flowers. May Crommelin.

Library Journal.—Krgan Paul. 50 cts Sept.
Reference Work in a Small Public Lib arv\ Ewa L. M jore.

The Harris Collection of American Poetry at B.-own University. H. O.
Brigham.

Library World.—i8x, Queen Victoria St tsET. 6d. Sept.

Fiction in Libraries. Contd.
Indexing. Contd. A. L. Clarke.

Longman's Magazine.—Longmans. 6d. Oct.
Wagers. D. A. Wilson.
Lo .fing Time. Fred Whishaw.
Eg piian Irrigation Works. L. Gibbs.

McClure's Magazine.—10, Norfolk Street, Strand, xo cts. S p*.

Capital and L bour Hunt at Chicago. Illus. R. S. Baker.
The Great Work of the Pasteur Insti utes throughout the World. Cleveland

Moffett.
Andrews' Railroad Raid, 1803. Illus. Jacob Parott and F. C.

Dougherty^
Alessandro Saivini. Illus. Miss Clara Morris.

Macmlllan's Magazine.—Macmillak. is. Oct.
Wreckage of Empire. Hugh Cl ftjrd.

The Sayings of Sir Oracle.
Borough Councils and Ri>ing Rat«-s. Aloys N. Emmel.
The Amusements of the People. J. G. Leigh.
Som± Opinions of a Pedagogue. S. T. Irwin.

The Irregulars of the Navy. W. J. Fletcher.

Magazine of Art.—Cassbll. is. Oct.

Supplement : " The Woodman " after Jan van Beers.

James A. McNeill Whistler. Illus.

(1) Val Prinsep.

(2) M. H. Spielmann.
Electric Light Fittings. Contd. Illus. F. Hamilton-Jackson.
Landscapes of Jan van Beers. Illus. Prince B. K. trageorgevitch.

Casket by Mr. H. Wilson presented to Mr. Chamberlain. Illus.

Art Forgeries and Counted", its. Contd. Illus. M. H. Spielman.

J. B. Fulton's Drawings in Spain. Illus. N. Prentice.

Magazine Of Commerce.—75> Coleman Street, is. Oct.

The New Fiscal Policy
The English Manufacturer's Side of the Fiscal Question. H. Dickson.
Advance Australia ! Illus. H. Talbot.
Modern Seed-Testing. Illus. D. F.

The Signs of Old London. Illus. Contd. J. K. Colford.

American versus English Methods in Business. An Englishman.
Bu>iness System and Organisation. Illus. D. N. Duokip.
Ocean Greyhounds. Illus. H. C. Fyfe.

Missionary Review.—44. Fleet Street, is. Sept.

John Wesley and His Mission. Dr. A. T. Piirson.

Christian Mis-ions in Haiti. Illus. Bishop J. T. Holly.
Guido F. Verbeck. Rev. E. S.'Booth.
Arc.ic Experiences. Illus. Rev. E. J. Peck.

Month.

—

Longman, is. Oct.

State Interference in Papal Elections. Rev. H. Thurston.
F. W. H. Myers. Rev. George Tyrrell.

Pre- Reformation Women. A. ShLld.
Fasting and Leprosy.

Monthly Review.—Murray, as. 6d. Oct.

Lord Salisbury. Contd.
Mr. Chamberlain's Fiscal Policy. Sir Edward Grey.
Preference and Retaliation. Lord Hugh Cecil.

Canada, the Empire, and Mr. Chamberlain. Gold win Smith.
British Policy and the Balkans. Sir H. D. WolrT.

Th; War Commission ; Found Wanting. Julian Corbett.

A Study at Assisi. Illus. Basil de Seiincourt.

Hankers and Brokers in Anci.-nt Rome. Prof. Rodolfo Lnnciani
Koaiance v. Realism ; th_* OH Controversy. H. B. Marrio t Watson.
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Munsey's Magazine.—Horack Makshmx. 6d. Oct.
The Next Ameiicin President, lllus. Hartley Davis.
The Centennial of Chicago. Illus. E. E. Sparky.
Can Men visit the Moon ? E. G. Dodge.
Ji. National Menu rial Park. Illus. Zella Armstrong.

Musical Times.—Nov kllo. 4d. Oct.
Bangor and Its Cathedral, lllus. Dotted Crotchet.
Vincent Novelb. Contd. Illus. F. G. Edwards.
Berlioz in England. Contd. F. G. Edwards.

National Review.—Edward Aknold. 2%. 6d. Oct
The Doom of Free Imports. Observer.
The Reign of Labour. Richard Bell.

The Practical Aspects of the Mono-Rail. F. B. Beh#.
Some Early Impressions. Sir Leslie Stephen.
The Recommendations of the War Commissioners.
The Powers of Clubs. T. Cyprian Williams.
American Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
Of the Genuine Text of Shakespeare. Judge Webb.
The New Naval Training. John LejMand.
Oa Teaching the Old lestament to Children. Hon. Mrs. Edward Stuart -

Wortley.
Ireland and the Tariff; the Nationalist Standpoint. Matthew J. Kenny.
Greater Britain.

Imperial Defence. H. F. Wyatt.

New Ireland Review,—Burns and Oates. 6d. Oct.
The New Land Purchase Act. E. McHugh.
The Faust Legend. Mary Ryan, M.A.
On the Shores ofThough Derg. Delia Gleeson.
Data of Earl v Irish History. Arthur Clery.
Leo XIII. John Paul Dalton.

New Liberal Review.—Temple Chambers, is. Oct.
The Office of Commander-in-Chief. Sir George Arthur.
Dissolution Pro£p*cts in Scotland. An Old Scottish Democrat.
How We wan Argyll. J- S. Ainsworth.
Protection and the Stock Exchange. Walter W. Wall.
Free Trade i i England. Edwin Maxey.
Thj; Fiscal Camp ign ; the Book of Good Hope. Arthur Lawrence.
A Red-Letter Day with Woodcock. John B. Grahame.
The Riddle of a Russian Novelist. Francis Gribble.
Same New Letters of the Cromwell Family. Edited by C. E. C. Weigall.
Theory and Mi hael Angclo. C. G. Cotnpton.
The Art of the L b.ettist. S. A. Herbert.

New Shakesp^areana.—Shakkspkare Press, Westkield, New
Jkrshv. 75 cts. Oct.

Mr. Mallock'sTitle»P»ges. R. L. Astwrst.
Shakespeare and John Davies. R. L. Ashurst.

Nineteenth Century.—Sampson Low. as. 6d. Oct.
A Colonhl Vijw of Colonial Loyalry. Arthur H. Adams.
The Fiscal Controversy—Not enable Facts and Extracts. Otto Eltzbacher.
The Organisation of thi Admiralty and War Office. Admiral Sir Mic'aael

Culme Seymour.
London Educ ition. Sidney Webb.
The Negro Problem in the United States. John A. Hobson.
The Present Position of Religious Apolog;tics. Walter R. Cassels.
Joan of Arc. Concl. Hon. Mrs. Maxwell-Scott.
The Gardens of AncL-n> Rome, and What grew in Them. St. Clair Baddeley.
London in the Lane. Walter Raymond.
A Movement in Aid of Our National Art Collections. R. C. Witt.
Augusta, Frincess of Wales. W. H. Wilkinsl
Tne Noucanformist Uprising. Dr. J. Guinness Rogers.

North American Review.—Hkinbmann. 2s. 6d. S;pt.
Leo XIII.—His *Vork and Influence ; Symposium.
The Problem of the Balkans. A. L. Snowdm.
lames McNeill Whistler. Josepk Pennell.
British Naval Progress. A. S. Hurd.
Why the Panama Route was o iginally chosen. C. Medina.
Rival Systems and the Malayan Peoples. Hugh Clifford.

The Ideal of a Uni versity. Charles Waldstein.
How Shakespeare learned His Trade. Brander Matthews.
Tue Anti-Salodn Leigu*. H. G. Furbay.
Lcfthandedncss and Leftsidedness. C.sare Lombroso.

Open Court.

—

K".g*n Pacl. 61. Sept.
Charles Carroll Bonney. With Portrait. Dr. Paul Carus.
Mesha's Declaration of Independence. Illus. Dr. Paul Carus.
The Taj Mahal. Ilius. A. Christina Albe.s.

The Praise of Hypoc isy. G. T. Knight.

Overlani Monthly.—San Francisco. 10 cts. Sept.
The Mitla Ruins, .\|exico. Illus. G. F. Paul.
An Imperial Girden Party in Tokyo. Illus. En.i'y J. Hamilio i.

King of Hoiticultu e. Illus. Luther Bui bank.
Juliet and Her Interp ete-s. Illu>.. R. Hunter.
A Commonscnsj V iew of Trusts. J. O. Curwood.

Page's Magazine.—Jlun H<iu*k, Surkkv Street, is. Oct.
Th^ T.ikasima ^o»i Mi nes of Nagasaki, Japan, lllus. E. W. Nardin.
The Spier Falls Dam, Hudson River. Map and Ilius.

The Revision of a Drawing Office. With Diagrams. W. Stanley Bolt.
The Equipment of th* Robinson Mine. Johanne>ujrg. Illus. E. Smart.
Some Foundry Practice at Sotteville Locomotive Wo.ks. Witu Diagrams.

Concl. C. R. Kiig
The Iron and St.-el Institute Meeting at Barrow-in-Furness.
The Forth Naval Base and Forth and Clydj Ship Canal. W«th Maps.

B. Taylor.
Business System and Organisation. D. N. Dunlop. «

Pall Mall Magazine.— to. Charing Cross Road. is. Oct.
Our Colonial Naval Reserve. Illus. P. T. M'Grath.
The Brighton Road and the Motor-Car. Illus. C. G. Harper.
Pie-re and Mme. CurL ; the Discoverers of Radium. Illus. Frede.k Lees.

"

General Booth. Illus. Harold Beg'ae.
Phil May. lllus. George Halkett.
Hotels and Hotel Life in New York. Illus. W. T. Ftephenson.
Literary Geography of the English Lakes. Illus. W. Sharp.

Pearson's Magazine.—C. A. Pearson. 6d. Oct,
Marvels of the Mighty Atom, lllus. James L^adbeater.
The National Trust. Illus. Nigel Bond.
The Kangaroo ; Old Man Jack. Illus.

The Corps of Indian Princes, lllus. Col. Sir Howard Vincent.
Shooting with the King, lllus. A One-Time Guest.
The Passing of the Black Rat. Illus. D. English.
Celebrities, Their Noses and Chins. Illus. Harry Furniss.

Philosophical Review.—Macmillan. 3s. S;pt
The Idea of Space. Prof. W. Smith.
Pragmatism as a Philosophic Method. Dr. Irving King.
The Philosophy of Emerson. Prof. C. M. Bakewell.

Physical Review.—Macmillan. sacts. Sept.
Diffusion and Supersaturation in Gelatine. H. W. Morse and G. W.

Pierce.

The Hypotheses of Colour Vision. F. Allen.

On the Asymmetry of a Mercury Break. I. E. Ives.

Do Falling Bodies Fall South f E. H. Hall.

3d. Oct.

3s. Sept.

Max Meyer.

7-t.

Positlvist Review.—Wm. rkbves
Nationalists and Positi.ists. Prof. Beesly.
Right and Wrong. J. H. B idges.

The Empty Churches. S. H. Swinny.

Practical Teacher.—331 Paternoster Row. 6d. Oct.
Sir Norman Lockyer. lllus.

Crabs. Illus. J. O. Bocley.

Psychological Review.—Macmillan.
The Case of John Kinsel. G. B. Cutten.
The Distribution of Attention. J. P. Hylan.
Some Points of Difference concerning the Theory of Music.

Public Works.—22, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, is. Sept
The Electric Elevated and Underground Riilway of Berlin. Illus.

Bashford.
The London County Council and Housing. Illus. G. P. Knowles.
Hotels de Ville of Belgium. Illus. G. A. T. Middelton.
Steel Road Experiments and Problems. Gm. Roy Stone.
The Staines Reservoir. Illus. R. E. Middleton.
The Trinity House and Its Work. Illus. Thorn is Williams.

The Planning of Cottage Homes fo. Poor Law Child reu. Illus. A. C.

Freeman.
A Through-Sea Railway at Rottingdean. lllus. R. St. George-Moore.
Public Elementary School Buildings. W. G. Wilson.

Quiver.

—

Cassbll. 6d. Oct.

Bi')le Blooms. Illus. Rev. H. M icmillan.

The Wesley De icoiiess Institute. Illus. C. A. Porter.

Rev. Charles Silvester Home and His New Work, lllus. R. Blathwayt.

Benefit Societies and Benevolence, lllus. A. F. Robbins.

Railway Magazine.—30, Fetter Lvnk. 61. Oct.

British Locomotive Practice and Performance. Illus. Contd. C Rous-

Marten.
Gradients of Our Chief Railways, lllus. C\>ntd. W.J.Scott.
The Gauge Crisis in India.

Steam and Electric Traction. Illus. D. N. Dunlop.
Broad Gaugj Working on the Wilts and Somerset Section of G. W. R.

lllus. W. E. Edwards.
Valuation of Scottish Railways for Rating Purposes. R. B. Mathieson.

Camb.iin Railways' Modern Rolling Stock. Illus.

About Footplates. Illus. C. S. Stock.
New Regulations for Private Owners' Wagons. Illus. Private Owner.

What the Railway Staff Officer did du ing the War. Illus.

Reader —Lamlev. 25 cts. Srpt.

Bad Portraits by J. S. Sargent, lllus. A. B.ennan.
Some Literary Blunders. Rodney Blaki
The G--ntler Side of Mr. Whi>tle:. Earl Stetson Crawford.
R iminiscences of an Interviewer. Contd.
Walter Pate.-. Edw. Hutton.

Review of Reviews.—13. Astor Place, New York. 25 cts.
" e Pu " '• * ~ '

""• " " Oct.

Our Farmer Youth and the Public Schools Prof. W. M. Hays.
** Learning by Doing" for the Farmer Boy. lllus. O. J. Kero.
The Future of Canada and Reciprocity with the United States. E. G.

Hay.
Municipal Reform and Social Welfare in New York. E.T . Devine.

The Macedonian Struggle. With Map. An American in Turkey.
Lord Sali>bury as a Statesman. With Portrait.

Some Further Notes on the Pope's Personality, lllus.

The Socialistic Legislation of New Zealand. Dr."L. C. Warner.
Trade- Unionism and Democracy in Australia. A Tired Australia. .

Review of Reviews.—Melbourne, yd. August.
Conciliation and Arbitration Bill.

Smallpox at Launceston, Tasmania.
F. C. G. of the IV. G. Illus. W. T. Stead.

A Clairvoyant Vision of the Assassination at Belgrade. Illus.
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Royal Magazine —C. A. Pearson. 4d. Sept. 10.

The Training of a Policeman. Illus. J. E. Doyre.

The Birth of the Pipe. Illus. G. Western,

life 00 a Lightship. Illus. Walter Wood.

Scottish Geographical Magazine.—Stanford, is. 6d. Sept. 15.

BathrmetricaJ Survey of the Fresh-Water Lochs of Scotland. Mips and
Illus.

Reminiscences of China after the Recent 'Doubles. B. W. Mainprise.

Scribner's Magazine.—Sam -son Low. is. Oct.

The Wastes of a Great City. Illus. J.M.Woodbury.
tJen. On? V. Henry. Ulus. C. T. Brad v.

TIk* Sooth-West from a Locomotive. Illus. B. B-ooks.

Journey from St. Peter&bu-g to Paris* 1815. Illus. Mrs. John Quincy
Adams.

State Universities. Illus. W. S. Harwood.
Some Phases of Trade Unionism. Waltejr A. Wyckoff.

Strand Magazine.—Nkwnes. 6d. Oct.

Qoeen Elisabeth of Roumania. Illus. Hdlene Vacaresco.
A School for Chauffeurs. Illus.

The Greatest Athletic Festival in the World at Zurich. Illus. F. Hayes.
Whales at Horns. Illus. F. T. Bullen.
The Fm?st Statue in England ; Symposium. Illus.

Sunday at Home.—4. Bouverik Street. 6d. Oct.

The Religious Census of London. Contd. F. A. McKenzie.
Span and Its Religious Life. Concl. London City Missionary.

A Talk with Lady Hope. Illus. David Williamson.
English Chaplaincies in Foreign Lands. Illus. Emma Brewer.

Sunday Magazine.—Isbister. 6d. Oct.

Charles Haddon Spurgean. Contd. Illus. Charles Ray.

Sunday Strand.—Newnhs. 6d. Oct.
The Leeds Art Gallery. Illus. A. T. Story.
Moddsofthe Mosaic Tabernacle. Illus. H. J. Shepstone.

Temple Bar.

—

Macmillan. is. Oct.

G.Tinany and France ; Sidelights on a Page of History.
Eaerwo ; the Sage of Concord. Walter Jen-old.
Napoleon at Elba.
Word4Iunting. D. Forsyth.
Rambles with an American. Christian Tearle.

Theosophleal Review.—3. Lavgham Place, is. Sept. 15.

Rome a Centre of Religi.ms Life in the Twentieth Century. Dr. Tavani.
The Precession, Climatic and Declination Cycles, Their Influence in the

Formation of Polar Ice and the Existence of Nations. David Gostling.
W31, Desire, and Emotion. Contd. Mrs. Annie Besant.
u
Human Personality " and Theosophical Thought. B. Keightley.

Treasury.—G. J. Pat.mer, Portugal Street. 6d. Oct.
B istol and Its Bishop. Illus. Canon Tetley.
Animal Colouring Illus. Rev. F. C. Kempson.
The Qewer Sisterhood. Illus. James Adderley.
Nicholas Ferrar. Illus E. Hermitage Day.
Iceland's Treasury. Ill is. Mrs. D. L-ith.
The Passing of the Wirral. Illus. J. G. Leigh.

Westminster Review.—H. Brimley Johnson. 25. 6d.

Oct.

Ecclesiastictsm and Imperhlism. Contd. J. G. God\rd.

Liberalisfn in Chaos. 1). S. 'A. Cosby:
'

The Political Situation in Poland. '1 . Filipowicz.
Suggestion for a Criterion of the Credibility of Certain Hi-tor ans. F. W.

Rolf.*. '
.

The Humour of Rusk in. G. Tfobridge.
The Battle of the Books. H. W.
Multatuli and the " Max Havelaar." C. Louis Leipoldt.
The Old Faith and the New. P. V:
Want of Confidence in the Clergy. One of Them.
The Ethics of Church Music. Stanley Chipperfield.

Wide World Magazine.—Nbwnes.
Oct.

With the British to Sokoto. Illus. Contd. Capt. C Foulkrs.
A Motor-Car Caravan in Algeria. Illus. Viscount de SoUsons.
A TJramp in Spain. Illus. Contd. Bart Kennedy.
A Rational Pawnshop. Illus. Herbert Vivian.
Among the South Sea Cannibils. Illus. Cont,d. dpt. II. Cayley

Webster.
The Wild Tribes of Sakhalin. Illus. C H. Hawes.

Windsor Magazine.—Ward, Lock. 6.1. 6ct.

What ihe Trout Stream saw. Illus W. D. Hulbert.
Hints on Sea-Swimming. Illus. H. Blair.

The Nelson Room at Trafalgar. Illus. W. H. Ho*king.
The Money Kings of the Modern World. Illus. Contd. W. T. Stc id.

The Fiscal Policy of the Empire. ' I Hus: Contd. J. Holt Schooling. ,

Woman at Home.—Hodder and Stoi-ghton. 6d.

Oct.

Daughters of British Statesmen. Illus. Ignota.

World's Work.—Heinhmann. is. Oct.

Mr. Bilfour's Economics. A. Emmott.
German Agriculture under Protection. W. H. Dawson.
Why the British Navy costs so much. A. S. Hurd.
W. H. Smith and Son. Illus.

The Goat ; the Poor Man's Cow. Illus. " Home Counties."
Osea : a Teetotal Island. C. T. Bateman.
What Theatres cost. F. Gardner.
Russia i*i Manchuria. Illus. Alfred Stead.
The Art of Swimming. Illus. M. A. Holbein.
The Social Life of the Soldier. lllu*. Horace Wyndham.
The Royal Commission and the War Office.

Ocean Sanitori* Eustace Miles.

The National Physical Laboratory. IMus. H. C. H. LVpcntcr.

Young Man.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Oct.

W. J. Pirrie ; Intervi;w. Illus. A. S. Moore.
Dr. A. McLaren Illus. Rev. J. E. Roberts.
Byways of Fame. Illus.- A. Mee. •

The Secrets of the Apple. Illus. J. Scott.

Young Woman.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Oct.

A Visit to Dean Hole. Illus. E. I.

A Ramble in Holland. Illus. Lilhas Campbell Davidson.

THE GERMAN MAGAZINES.
Deutsche Revue.

—

Deutsche Vrrlags-Anstalt, Stuttgart.
6 Mks. per qr. Sept.

More Unpublished Letters by Count von Roon.
Th; Manu-uffel Era. Contd. A. von Puttkame-.
Hebe and Emanuel Geibel. R. von Gottschall.
The Peace of VUlafranca. G. Bapst.
Notes by Freiherr von Cramm-Burgdorf. Contd.
H* Development of Art in the Life of the Child. Concl. Prof. C.

Riehlmnnn.
Clascal Studies To-diy. Prof. Bhss.
Villi Malta and the Germans in Rome. D. . T\ Noack.

Deutsche Rundschau.—Gebr. Paetei., Berlin. 6 Mks. per qr.

S-Pl -

Psalm XLV. H. Gunkel.
Hong Kong. A. von Janson.
Itilian Discoveries in Crete. F. von Duhn.
Corsica. Concl. M. Kuttner.
^ly Dutch Art. W. von Seidlitz.
r mlcZoli. E, Platzhoff Lrieune.

Kunstgewerbeblatt.—E. A. Seemaw, Leipzig, i Mk.
Sept. •

The Arts and Crafts School at Scherrebek. Illus. H. Peters.
Ar* Forgeries and Counterfeits. Illus. J. Brinckmann.

Honatsschrlft far Stadt und Land.-Mart in Warneck, Berlin.
3 Mks. p:r qr. Sept.

Darwinism. Pastor W. Stud ?mund.
fnedrKh Dettzscb and the Cure of Deaf-Mutes. Pfarrer W. Haend.er.
German Missions in the Ge man Protectorates. U. von Hassell.

Sociaiistische Monatshefte.—Beuthsts. 24 Berlim, S.W. 50 Pf.

Sept.

The Social Democ -atic Election in Dresden. I. Auer.
The New Reichstag and the Task of .Social Democracy. E. Be nstein.

Utopi is. W. Heine.
Kant's Philosophy of History. Dr. C. Schmidt.

Stimmen aus Marla-Laach.—Hfrder, Fkeirl kg, Baden.
10 Mks. 80 Pf. per ann. Sept.

Housing Reform. H. Pcsch.
Monuments in Churches. J. Laurentius.
M. Combes and the Concordat Question. H. Gruber.
Westphalian Decorative Art of the Thirteenth Century. Illus. S. Bessel.

Ueber Land und Meer.—Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, Stcttgart.
1 Mk. Oct.

Extinct A urn tls. Illus Dr. F. Knauer.
Nerves ; How They Work. T. H aller.

Art and Women's Dress. Illus. A. Mohrbutter.
Future Ad nirals. Illus. J. Wilda.
Training. Illus. K. Doerry.
The Mont Blanc Group Illus. Maud Wundt.

Zeitschrlft fur Bildende Kunst.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig. '26 Mks.
per ann. S^pt.

Albert Belleroc'ie. Islus. K. E. Schmidt.
The Origin of Romanesque Art. Illus. J. Stzyg wski. '

.
; >

Rec.-nt Danish Art. E. Hannover.
Mediaeval Art. Illus. E. Kumsch.

,

Zeitschrlft der Intematbnalen Muslkgesellschaft.—Breitkopf
und Haertel, Leipzig. ' 10 Mks. per ann. J5.pt.

'

The Teaching of Music. Assii Spiro-Rombro. ••. '• ' • ' '
*

Wagner's ' Nibelungenring " at Munich. A. May£tf-R inr.ch.'
"
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432 The Review of Reviews.

THE FRENCH MAGAZINES.
AnBales des Sciences Polltlques.—xo8, Boulevard Saint-Germain,

Paris. 3 frs. 5c. Sept. 15.

Gcriicia. Mrurice Lair.
Siberia and Transibsria. S. Litman.
The Bill of Apil 7, 190a, on the Merchant Marine. A. de Lavergne.
Speranski. G. Budin.

Association Catholique.— 14, Rue de l'Abbwe, Paris, a frs. /

Sept. 15.

The Doctrinal Work of Lso XIII. G. de Pascal.
Jean Coulazou. Paul Lapeyre.

Blbliotheque Universale.—Hachette. 20s. per ann. Sept.
The Question of Savoy, X860. Edmond Rossier.
Why One Grows Old. Contd. Henry de Varigny.
Eugene Carriere. Louis Gillet. *

Paul Chaix, 1808-1901. Contd. Arthur de Claparede. V

Correspondant.—31, Rub Smnt-Guillaums, Paris, a frs. 50c.
• Sept. 10.

The Pootificat. Etienne Laney.
Th« Congress at Cologne, 1903. Mgr. Kamengieser.
The War on the Alps and Italian Projects. J. Delaporte.
The Condition of Labour in the United States. Louts Riviere.
The Statue of Renan. Pierre Bernard.

Sept. 2$.

Sedan and General Ducrot. Gen. F. Canongi.
Ihe Alps and the Italian Army.
The Future of the Belgian Congo. Paul Bourdarie.
Agriculture in France. Xavier des Genets.
The Letters and Journal of Mgr. Hacquard. E. M;-.riri.

General de Lamorinere. Cte. Albert de Mun.
The Romances of E.-M. de Vogue*. Henry de Bordeaux.

Humanlte* Nouvelle.—t6, Rue de Condb, Paris. 2 frs. S^pt.

Kthics and Social Revolution. Z. R. Walcsewski.
Intel let: ualism. R. de Le GrasSerie.
Lecomte de Lisle and His Country. Marius-Ary Loblond.

Journal des Econoralstes.— 14. Rue Richelieu, Paris. 3 frs. 50c.
Sept. 15.

Competition. G. de Molinari.
Anarchism in the United States. Paul Ohio.

Mercure de France.—15, Rub de l'Echaude St. Germain, Paris.
Sept

W. R. Henley. Henry D. Davray.
ULrich Guttinguer and His Correspondents. Contd. Leon Seche*.
Francois Coppce and Ferdinand Brunetiere. Leon Bloy.

Nouvelle Revue.—Hachette. 55 frs. per ann. Sept. t.

The Concordat and the Disestablishment of the Churches. C. Dupuy.
Italy and Austria-Hungary. RaquenL
The Conclave and the New Pop:. R. Delbeuf.
An Eye-witness and the Transvaal War. L. N. Baragnon.

Sept. 15.

The Peril of the Sahara. Africus.
French Colonisation in Indo-China. J. Crepjt.
M. de Plehve ; nd Mr. Stead.
The Dances of Death. L. Cbarpentier.

Questions Dlplomatlques et Colonlales.—19. Rue Bonaparte,
Paris, i fr. S.pt. 15.

The Congo Concessions : Reply to Cha-hs Bos. E. D. Morel.
The First French Voyages to China. Henri Froidevaux.
France and England.

R6forme Soolale.—54. Ru* de Seine. Paris, x fr. Sept. 16.

French Education Methods and the Expansion of the Race. Joseph
Chailjey-Bert.

The English Education Bill of 190a. Concl.
Progress. Concl. M. Faviere.

La Revue.—xa. Avenge de l'Opbra, Paris, i fr. Sept. 1.

France and England during European Anarchy. Jean Finot.
The Infirmities of Genius. Dr. Gatanes.
Influence of French Literature in Spain. Manuel Ugarte.
National Maladies. Dr. Daniel G. B inton.
Madame de Staei and the Duke of Palmella. Concl. H. Faure.
Love versus Aesthetics. Eugene de Robert/.

Sept. 15.
Madame d'Arbonville. Leon Se*che\

The Pre-ti^e of War. Moncur D. Conway.
J.-H. Rosny. Manus Ary Leblond.
Dwarfs and Giants. Illus. D. R. Roniine.
Vladimir Korolenko. G. Savitch.
Symbolism. Adolphe Rette.
Tobacco. Dr. Caze.

Revue Chrdlienne.—n, Avenue db l'Opbra, Paris, t fr. Sept.

Renan. Raoul Allier.

The Ufe of Carthage in the Second Century and Christian Propaganda,
A Alc.iis.

Revue des Deux Mondes.—Hachette. da frs. per sua.

From Boulogne to Austerlitx. A. Sorel.
,

European Budgets.
(
R. G. Levy.

Religious Episodes in the Seventeenth Century. A. RebeUiao.

Vegetable Oils. Comte de Saporta.
The popularity of the Serial. M. Talmeyr.

S^pt. 15.

From Boulogne to Austerlitx. Contd. A. SoreL
The Persian Gulf. M. Rcuire.
Ibsen. A. Souare*s.

New America. Mrs. J. Van Vorst.

Revue d'Eeonomle Politique.—aa, Rue Soufplot, Pakh «
per vuin. Sept.

The Monetary Problem. Jacques Dumas.
Isaac de Bacalan. Concl. Sauvaire-Jourdan.
The Linen and Cotton Industry. Contd. A. Aftallon.

Revue Francalse de I'Etranger et des Colonies.-**. Ret

Victoire, Paris, ao frs. Sept.

French-Canadian and the Census of 1901. With Map. Odessa.

North French Soudan. Contd. Capt. P. Ducret,
E. A. Martel. Peres Blancs.

Revue G6n6rale.—16, Rub Trburenbbrg, Brussels. latay
Sept.

Catholic Missions of the Independent Congo State. Baron Leon Bai

Occult Sciences. Concl. Victor Du Bled.

The Excavations at Knossos. Alphonse Roersch.
Contemporary Evolution. Joseph Ageorges.
The " Kulturkampf" in France and the Associations Law

Vanlaer.

Revue Internationale de Sociology.—x6. Rue Soupflqt,

18 fr. per arm. Sept.

Patriotism and Ethics. Henre* Blonde).

Questions of Military Sociology. Dr. Campeana.

Revue Mltaphyslque et de Morale.—5, Rue de Meztkus,

3 frs. Sept.

Biology. F. Houssay.
Mathematics. Pierre Boutioux.

Essay on Ontology. F. M.

Revue du Monde Catholique. — 76* des Saints Psus,

x fr. 50c Sept. z.

Pius X. Mgr. J. Fevre.
Remonstrances of the Clergy of France. P. At.
Charles Perin. Contd. Mgr. Justin Fevre.

The Abbey of Saint-Victor, Pans. Contd. Fourier BonnanL
The Health of the French Soldhrs. ConcL Jean d'Estoc.

Sept. x5.

Remonstrances of the Clergy of France. Contd. P. At.

The Sophism of National Unity. Mgr. Justin Fevre.
The Abbey of Saint-Victor, Paris. Contd. Fourier Bonnard.
Charles Perin. Contd. Mgr. J. Fevre.

d. Jean Kerys.Penal Law in Ireland.

per ana. Sept 1.Revue de Paris.—Unwin. 60 frs.

Old Recollections. A. Targe".

. A Benedictine Reformation. L. Batifiol.

French Composers, 1836-1850. A. Adam.
Leo XIII. V. Bc*rard.

Sept. is.

Some Notes on Renan. M. Breal.

French Composers. 1836-1850. Contd. A. Adam
Jena or Sedan? E. Seilliere.

Memoirs of Bagatelle. C. Yriarte.

The Bulgarian Memorandum. V. Berard.

Revue SocialIste.—37, Rue db Richelieu, Paris xfr. 50c*

Socialist Systems. Contd. E. Fourniere.

The Source and Juridical Origin of Sod ilism. Andre* Mater.

Children in Swiss Home Industries. Jean Sigg.

Revue Unlverselle.—17, Rub Montparnassb, Pajhs. 7Sr- S

T. Mc. A. Whistler. Illus. G. Geffroy.

The Milk Industry. Illus. H. Desmarest.

Srpt. 15.

The Basque Country. C. Begum.
The Emigration of the Basques and Their Colonisation.

Lorin.

Universite Catholique.—35, Rue db Plat, Lvow. xx firs.

year.

Poetry and Mystery. Henri Morice.
Literary Decentralisation. Abbe* Delfour.

Palestinian Topography. Jean Arb.-Are*tas.

Charles Chesnelong. Contd. M. de Marcey.
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THE ITALIAN MAGAZINES.
Civllta CattoHea.

—

Via di Ripetta 346, Rome. 25 frs. per ann. Sept. 5.

On the Recent Glories of the Papacy.
Popular Culture and Social Reform.
Discoveries in Crete and Their Chronological Bearing.
Religious Conditions in Italy according to an Anglican Periodical.

Sept. 19.

The Author of the Fourth Gospel defended.
Social Duty of the Upper Classes.

Pontifical Documents. /
A New Life of Kepler.

The Glorious Exploits of a Hero in Japan.

Emporium.—Bergamo. Sept.

Giuseppe Mentessi. Illus. V. Pica.

Tombs of the Popes. Illus. A. I. Rusconi.
Impressions and Recollections of Morocco. Illus. G. Dainelli.

Leo XIII. With Portraits.

Nuova Antologia.

—

Corso Umber i" t, Rome. 46 frs. per ann Sept. x.

The Religious Idea after 1815 and Shelley's " Prometheus.' M. Pratesi.

Rome and Italy in the Works of Marion Crawford. Amy A. Bernardy.
Manfredo F. Garibaldi and Luigi Farini. L. Rava.

'

, and the Vatican. XXX.
Iforka of Gabrielc d'Annunzio. G. A. Borgese.

Sept. x6.

The Economic Relations of the United States with Italy. L. Luzzatti.

The Monuments of Southern Italy. Illus. A. Colasanti.

The Whims of Children. Paola Lombroso.
The Central Co-operative Bank in Prussia. F. Garneri.

The Poetical Wo;

Nuova Parola.

—

Via della Mbrcrde 50, Rome. 15 frs. per ann.

Sept.

The Papacy. E. Pinchia.

The Conscience of Journalism. Cesare Sobrero.

Sleep and Dreams. Carlo du Prel.

Spirit Hypotheses and Scientific Theories. F. Porro.

Rassegna Naztonale —Via Gixo Capponi 46, Florexce.

30 frs. psr ann. Sept. 1.

The Golden Rose in the Republic of Lucca, 1565. C. Sardi.

Internal Navigation in the Valley of the Po. G. Belgiojoso.

A Missionary in China. P. Barnaba da Cologna. .

Conflicts of Ideas. T. M.
Sept. 16.

Fatherland and Religion. L. Vitali.

The Basilica of St. Lorenzo in Florence. L. Ozzola.

The New Verses of G. Manni A. Zardo.
A Missionary in China. P. Barnaba da Cologna.
Finance and Public Credit in Italy. T. M.

Rlforma Soclale.—Turin, ios. par ann. Sept.

Christian Democracy. A. Cantono.

The Main-Morte Tax and Ordinary Savings Banks. L. Paolini.

The New Education Act in England. Lorenzo Ratto.

The Question of the Referendum in San Marino. Nino Tamassia.

THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE MAGAZINES.
Cludad.de Dios.

—

Real Monasterio del Escorial, Madrid.
ao pesetas per ann. No. 16.

Pitus X. By the Editors.
Penal Law according to Spanish Writers of the Sixteenth Century.

Montes.
No. x7 .

The Two Trials of Joan of Arc. A. M. Tonna-Barthet.
Francisco Picard, Apostle and Martyr. Julian Rodrigo.
Catalogue of Spanish, Portuguese, and American Augustinian Writers.

^ del Moral.
Theories concerning Immunity from Infectious Diseases. F. M. del Rio.

Espafia Moderna.

—

Cubsta de Santo Domingo 16, Madrid.
40 pesetas per ann. Sept.

'

The Diplomacy and the Encyclicals of Leo XIII. E. Gonzalez-Bianco.

The Social White Lie. Eloy L. Andre.
Toledo Cathedral and Its Royal Tumuli. R. A. de los Rios.

The Spanish Violin in Contemporary Musical Art. J. P. de Guzman.

NllOStra TiemjK).

—

Fuencarral 114. Madrid. 34 frs. perann. No.
;

The Two Catholicisms. E. Gonzalez-Blanco.

V.

La Lectura.—Cervantes 30, Madrid. 24 frs. per ann.

No. 32.

Spain in the Congress of Historical Science. R. Altamira.

The Cathedral of Ciudad Rodrigo and Salamantine Architecture.

Lamperez y Romea.
Sociology. Prof. Adolfo Posada.

Revlsta ContdmpOFanea.

—

Calle de Pizarro 17, Madrid. 2 pesetas.

Sept. 15.

The Last Queen of Aragon. A. B. de Unquera.

The Poems of Campoamor. By Various Writers.

Alliances. Damian Isern.

Almeria. J. Roca de Togores.

Industrial Conditions in Segovia. M. S. Romero.

-Rua Nova do Almada 74, Lisbon. 15 frs.

per ann. No. 71.

The Works at the Port of Lorenzo Marques. J. Vasconcellos.

Portugal and the Congo Free State. Faria Leal.

Penal Transportation and Colonisation. Silva Telles.

The Expedition to Quincunguilla. J. Jardin.

Revlsta Portuffueza.-

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
Elsevler's Geillustrterd Maandschrlft.—Luzac. is. 8d. Sept.

C. A. van Waning, Artist. Illus. P. A. Haaxman, Junr.
A Panorama ef The Hague during the Nineteenth Century. Illus.

Johan Gram.
Henri Albers. Illus. Dr. J. de Jong.

De Gids.

—

Luzac and Co. 3s.

Greek and Indian Fables. Prof. H. J. Polak.

Leaves from the Memorials of Vice-Admiral Boelen.

Sept.

L. A. A. van Kervel.

Vragen des TUds.—Luzac. is. 6d. Sept.

The Experienaes of a Doctor in the Dutch Indies. Dr. J. H. *.

Remarks onfhe Moral Conditions of Our Times. D. S. C. Pekelharing.

Qnze E©UW.—Erven F. Bohn, Haarlem, as. 6d. Sept.

Europe's Instructive Art in Its Origin. Prof. Holwerda.

Modern Theosophy. Prof. Chantepie de La Saussaye.

An Ascent of the Petit Dru. Isabella F. Muller.

An Incident in the History of" The Company." N. P. van den Berg.

THE SCANDINAVIAN MAGAZINES.
Dansk Tidskrlft.—Copenhagen. 12 kr. per ann. Sept.

Christianity and Morality. Valdemar Ammundsen.
Thomas Buntzen. Paul Hennings.
M. Waldeck-Rousseau. P. Munch.
Mr. Chamberlain's Tariff Policy. Erik Givskov.

Det Ny Aarhundpadet.—Copenhagen. 2 kr. psr qr. Oct.

Reminiscences of Childhood. Georg Brandes.

Daily Life in a High School. Niels Kierkegaard.

KHngrsJaa.—Christiania. 2 kr. per quarter. Sept. 15.

Agricultural Schools h Denmark. Isak Bjaerknes.

Commerce, Culture, and Politics. Macody Lund.

THskuOPen.—Copenhagen. 12 kr. per ann. Sept.

The Bruges Exhibition Exchanges. Karl Madsen.

The Papacy and Culture. Joh. J6rgensen.

The Sanitary Condition of Copenhagen. S. Hansen.

THE RUSSIAN MAGAZINES.
Mir Bozhi.

—

St. Petersburg, Raziezzhaya, 7. Sept.

The Town and Country in Western Europe. Yevgeni Lozinksy.

Lord Bcacon«field. E. P.

European Politics and Religious Thought. Y. Tarle.

The Feminist Movement in the Last Fifty Years. Tatiana Bogdano-

vitch.

Angelo Sechi. K. Pokrovsky.

IstOFitCheski VIestnlk.—St. Petersburg. A. S. Suvoris. Sept.

The Eve of the Great Reforms. N. A. Kruilof.

Sketches of Ocetia. A. P. Andreisf.

The Mineral Waters of the Caucasus. I. N. Zacharin.

Russkoe BagatstVO.—St. Petersburg, Spasskaya i Backavaya.
August 30.

Recollections of the Cholera Epidemic. A. Payevskaya.

Villaeo Administration. V. Hessen.

Idealism in Russian Literature. M. B. Ratner.

The Idea of a National State. M. P.

Life in a Russian Factory. P. T.

Viestlllk YevropuL—St. Petersburg, Galernaya, 20. Sept.

Impressions of the English Midlands. S. I. Rapoport.

Emile Zola. Z. Vengerova. ,

The Lyrical Poetry of Ogaref. M. Hershenson.

Recollections of an Old Zemstvo Membsr. P. A. T.
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Che Rcoicu) of ReuietDS" Annual, 1904
WILL APPEAR AT THE END OF OCTOBER.

How Britain went toWar
By the Author of " The Truth about the Navy."

Dedicated without permiBBion to the King.
CONTAINING

The Essence of the War Commission's Report
WITH PORTRAITS OF THE MORE NOTABLE COMMISSIONERS AND WITNESSES.

This Shilling Pamphlet of 220 pages, carenilly#indexed, gives the substance of the appalling revelations of

INCOMPETENCE. INDOLENCE, AND IGNORANCE.
which the Royal Commission buried in four Blue Books of 2,000 pp., costing sixteen shillings and fivepence,

The NATIONAL REVIEW for October says:—
" The Report is generally regarded as one of the most important

contributions to our unsolved military problem which has appeared
during this generation. It has caused a profound and painful
impression by endorsing the gravest charges which the severest critics

have at any time brought against the management of the Army,
As is usually the case with regard to Blue Books, for which there

is likely to be any serious demand, it is exceedingly difficult to procure
either the Report or the Minutes of Evidence, and many of our
readers have probably been disappointed in their quest for these

volumes Great Britain was in a defenceless and perilous

condition, thanks to the incapacity and want of foresight in her
rulers. We cannot pursue the inquiry any further, but we earnestly

hope that some attempt may be made to popularise the story told

by the War Commission.0

TABliE OF
DEDICATION.
THE ACCUSED :

I. LIST OF CABINET IN 1895-99.

a. LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF 7)HE
WAR OFFICE SINCE THE BEGINNING OF
THE YEAR 1899.

THE JUDGES.
THE WITNESSE6.
THE VERDICT.
PREFACE.
Chap.

I. BY WAY OF PREPARATION.
II. ON OUR PREPARATIONS FOR WAR IN

GENERAL.
III. ON OUR PREPARATIONS FOR WAR IN SOUTH

AFRICA.
IV. THE WARNINGS OF GENERAL BUTLER.

CONTENTS.
Chap.

V. THE DELUSIONS ABOUT THE ©RANGE FREE
STATE.

VI. BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND.
VII. THE NEW DIPLOMACY ON THE EVE OF WAR.
VIII. AT WAR AND UNPREPARED.
IX. THE EMPTINESS OF OUR ARSENALS.
X. THE QUALITY OF OUR ARMS AND ACCOU.

TREMENTS.
XI. THE QUALITY OF OUR SOLDIERS.
XII. THE DEFICIENCY AND DEFECTS OF OUR

OFFICERS.
XIII. SAVED IN SPITE OF THEMSELVES.
XIV. THE MEDICAL SERVICE AND ITS EQUIPMENT.
XV. THE TRAGEDY OF THE HORSES.
XVI. THE WAR OFFICE AND ITS MANY MANSIONS.
XVII. HOW DO WE STAND NOW?
XVIII. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GUILT.

INDEX.

Order from any Bookseller or Newsagent, X/—; or post free, 1/3.

"REVIEW OF REVIEWS" OFFICE, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.



Travel and Recreation.

VIENNA, THE CAPITAL OF THE AUSTRIAN EMPIRE.

VIENNA, one of the great cities of Europe, and
the capital of the Austrian Empire, belongs to the
province of Lower Austria ; it is situated on the

banks of the Danube and the Donaukanal, a narrow arm
of the river, and stands in a plain with conspicuous
mountain boundaries at ten to twelve miles distance on all

sides. Vienna was originally a Celtic town, which was
fortified by the Romans, and called " Vindobona." The
history of Vienna is a very interesting one, but our space
is too limited to enlarge upon this section of the subject.

Let us first cast a glance at " Old Vienna," which is

the inner city, and presents a picture of development
covering a thousand years. A walk through the streets,

many still narrow and winding, offers the lover of art a
wealth of delights which he could not find in a modern

•city. The Cathedral of St Stephen, a lofty cruciform

Gothic structure, still overtowers the city ; the Ruprechts
and St. Mary Church and Salvator Chapel, and some
parts of* the Imperial Palace, are the last relics of•the

Middle Ages ; the period of the seventeenth and the first

decades of the eighteenth century has given Vienna, in

its palaces and churches, the most typical aspect.

We leave the inner city and take from the Stephen
Square a last view of the cathedral and its famous spire,

and proceed through the Kaernthnerstrasse, the chief

thoroughfare, to the Ringstrasse, which encircles Vienna
like a magnificent belt, and has been constructed upon
the ground of the former fortification walls. One
of the most noteworthy buildings is the Palace of the

Archduke Ludwig Victor, and not far away is the
Karlskirche near the Gallery of Arts. Our route brings
us past the beautiful Stadtpark and 'several fine

monuments, under this the bronze monument of
Beethoven and of Franz Schubert ; a little farther

stands the Arts and Crafts Museum, and close by the
school for industry and art. The two Imperial Museums
for art and history, at which we now arrive, are
perhaps the finest monumental buildings of Vienna.
Between them stands the imposing monument
of the Empress Maria Theresa. The Burg, as

The Austrian Alps.
Arlberg Railway, Brenner Railway, Oisela Railway,

The Semmering and Pustervalley Railways.
Most magnificent scenery. The Dolomites, Ortler, Gross Venediger, Gross
Glockner, Alpine Lakes, Spas, Mineral Springs, and summer and winter
health resorts. Chamois shooting and excellent fishing. First-class hotel

accommodation at moderate terms. Write to the AUSTRIAN TRAVEL
BUREAU, 301, Birkbeok Bank Chambers, London, W.C.

LandesYerband far Fremdenverkehr in Tyrol.
Address Central Bureau des Landesverbandes,

Meinhartstrasse 14, Innsbruck.

Verein fur Fremdenverkehr fur
Vorariberg and Liechtenstein.

Address—BUREAU FREMDENVERKEHR BREGENZ ;

LANDESYERBAND FUR FREMDENVERKEHR IN SALZBURG.
Landesverband fur Fremdenverkehr in Oberosterretch (Upper

Austria) ; at Franz Josefplatz, N.34 Linz, for the renowned
Salzkammergut, Ischl, Gmunden, etc.

THE above Associations, which have been officially established for the
* purpose of placing their services at the disposal of the travelling public,
are always glad to give the best information respecting Tyrol, Vorarlberg,
Lake of Constance, Liechtenstein, and the Bavarian Highlands. They advise
as to hotels, winter and summer resorts, mineral springs, etc., and also about
journeys, mountain excursions, guides and expenses, etc., and forward
oamphlet, terms, etc., free.

The following places are to be recommended for the Winter :—

BREGENZ and LINDAU. Winter sports.

BOTZEN—ORIES. Renowned winter resorts.

BRIXEN. Favourite winter resort.

MERAN. The pearl of health resorts. Semi-tropical
climate. Pure mountain air. Amusements. English chaplain.

RIOA and ARCO. Mild winters.

SALZBURG, Excellent winter resort.

TRENT. Sheltered position, mild climate.

INNSBRUCK. Seat of an English colony. Headquarters
of winter sports—Skating, Tobogganing, Ski-ing : every winter sport
par excellence.

MERAN
THE PBAITIi OF TYROL.

4. 4. 4.

HEALTH RESORT for

AUTUMN, WINTER, and SUMMER.
Specially Suitable for Winter—noWinds, Sunny and Mild*

Amusemexts of All Sorts. Very Moderate Tariffs.

•$••{

For Particulars: Austrian Travel Bureau,
301, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, London, W.C .

WHERE TO STAY.
AUSTRIA.
BREGENZ : Hotel Montfort. On the lake of Con-

stance. Best situation. First-class. Moderate charges.

BOTZEN : Hotel Bristol. One of the finest hotels in

Austria. New, elegant. Moderate charges.

INNSBRUCK : Hotel Tirol. Near the station. Open
all the year round. Headquarters of English and Americans in the

Austrian Alps. Vice-consul and chaplain.

LANDECK : Hotel zur Post. Arlberg Railway.
Tourist centre.

MERAN : Hotel Archduke John (Erzherzog
Johann). One of the most perfect hotels in Tyrol. Patronised by
royalty. Moderate terms. Semi-tropical gardens.

Hotel Meranerhof. First-class. Fine gardens.
Marble vestibule.

SALZBURG : Hotel Bristol. Excellently situated near
the Mirabel Gardens and the Theatre. First-class. Latest im-
provements. R. Fleischman, formerly proprietor of the Hotel
Nile, Cairo.

Grand Hotel de TEurope. Situated near the railway
station, surrounded by a beautiful park. Excellent .cuisine. Old,

renowned. Every modern improvement.

TRENT : Imperial Hotel Trento. One of the finest

and best hotels in Southern Tyrol. Open all the year.

VIENNA: Hotel Kaiserin Elisabeth. Central, old,

renowned. Near St. Stephen's Dome. Up-to-date. Moderate charges.
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the Imperial Palace is called, is a building of over-

whelming magnitude. We here get a view of the Volks-

theater and approach the famous Rathaus Platz, which
brings the Ringstrasse to a worthy conclusion. In the

middle stands the magnificent Gothic Rathaus (Town-
hall), and the fantastically conceived details of the great

tower as well as the four smaller towers are most striking

;

on the right and left are the Houses of Parliament and the

University, opposite the new Burgtheater, and in the

centre of the whole a lovely garden ; this is the most
magnificent square in the world. Ail styles of archi-

tecture have been brought together to compete with

each other—Classic, Gothic and Renaissance. Vienna
takes a high place for Music and Art. Haydn,
Beethoven and Mozart lived there, and Strauss and
Lanner were born there. Love for music and dance is

natural to the Viennese.

LONDON to VIENNA via ARLBERG.
LONDON to INNSBRUCK via ARLBERG.

(28 liouLPa.)

The Arlberg Railway passes through some of the grandest

scenery in Europe. Beautiful valleys, surrounded by fir-

crowned mountains, are seen on either side. From Innsbruck

to Vienna, through Zell-am-See, Salzburg, and Linz.

LITTLE PLAYS for CHILDREN'S PARTIES!

No. 1. Cinderella. , Mo. 3. Dick Wnlttington.

No. 2. The Sleeping Beanty. No. 4. Beanty and the Beast
{Ready Nov. i.

Specially written and arranged for Children's Performance.

WITH ORIGINAL SONGS AND CHORUSES.
(Music Size, in Old Notation.)

ONE SHILLING EACH (Post Free).
Words only, price id. ; by post, Hd.

Miss Ellaline Terriss wrote as follows on receiving a copy of
" Cinderella " :—" I think it is excellent ;

just what is wanted.
_

Miss Lily Hanbdry wrote:—''Your little edition of 'Cinderella' I

consider charming for children's parties, etc."

Miss Violet Vanbrugh wrote: — "I have read your little play
* Cinderella ' with pleasure. I think that it is just the thing for children."

" Books for the Balms " Office : Mowbray House, Norfolk St, W.G.

Whoever desires to make acquaintance with the jovial

characteristics of the Viennese should go and see them

at the Sunday recreations in the " Prater." Many a

glimmer of golden humour and hearty good nature makes

itself felt in the merry outbreaks of the people's mood
How well they understand one another, these throngs

around the Punch and Judy show, among the musical

delights of the merry-go-round and the five kreutzer

dances ! The races, the exhibitions, the brilliant array

of carriages in double and triple rows in the " Nobel

Alley " on a fine spring day, the tens of thousands of

spectators, the thousands of the " admired "
: all form

part of the picture of the Prater. The climate of Vienna

is a very healthy one, and Vienna is suitable for a visit

at any time of the year. 'The accommodation is

excellent, and Vienna possesses many very fine hotels

with every comfort.

GUIDE to the TOWER OF LONDON

AND TALES OF THE TOWER.
By CHAS. MORLEY and WM. STEAD, Junr.

No one visiting London's most historical monument should omit

buying this guide, the most up-to-date and best published. The

Tales, which occupy half of the 188 pages, add a special interest,

and make the book worth purchasing even by those who do not

contemplate visiting the Tower.

Illustrated with Photographs and Drawings, a large Plan of

the Tower being a special feature.

Morning LeadOP.—-"Nothing of value in the wonderful historical

associations of the place is omitted, and the reader is helped by plans,

sketches, and photographs to cover every inch of the ground/
Westminster Gazette.—"Sure to be popular. ... Is certainly one

of the most up-to-date and best guides to the Tower that we have seen."
(

St. JameS*S Gazette.—"It may be commended and recommended."

The Observer.—"A handy and interesting handbook to the Tover,

which should prove of great service to visitors."

Notts Daily Guaralan.—"It is the only popular handbook to the

famous stronghold worth buying."

Price 6d. net of all booksellers, or 8d. post free from

HENRY STEAD, 14, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM for the "REYM OF REYIEWS."

To t/ie Manager, Review of Reviews,

Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London, W.C. Date

Please send (he Review of Reviews for Twelve Months, beginning with the number,

For which I enclose Eight Shillings and Sixpence (or IO.75 Francs, or 8.50 Marks).
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|
The Best Verse of the Best Poets

| of the Nineteenth Century

for 2/- down

and nine further instalments of a/- a month, after you receive the books.

J& J£

The Little Masterpiece

Library of Poets
consists of 12 Handsome Volumes (6 inches by 4 inches), bound in green cloth—handy for the

pocket—type clear and distinct. There are 2,500 pages in all in the set and 620 poems,

J* J* J*

The Library is edited by William Stead, Jun., and it has been his task to gather all that is best

in the work of each Poet into a dainty volume in such a way that the purchaser of these twelve

books will possess the finest poems of the great poets of last century.

SPECIAL OFFER OF
LITTLE PAYMENTS.

In order to make it easy for everybody to obtain

this splendid collection, an initial payment of 2/- can

secure its despatch, carriage paid, at once. Purchasers

must sign and send in the form, agreeing to make
further payments of 2/-.

A payment of 18/- cash would also close the

transaction.

Residents abroad must send 19/- cash. Special

Offer is not extended to them.

THE TWELVE VOLUMES
ARE DEVOTED TO:—

Tennyson. Robert & Mrs. Brown-

Byron. ing.

Scott and Macaulay. Wordsworth.

Lowell. M.Arnold& Coleridge.

Keats and Shelley. Longfellow.

Whittier. Emerson and Minor

Burns. American Poets.

/ KCtfit
your "Little
Masterpiece
Library* 1

Offer
nnA enclose 2S> /
hereby agree to make
further payment* of 2S«

And a Bookcase at Cost Price. t
Many purchasers are anxious to have a bookcase to keep the set in. I have,

therefore, arranged to supply one at the absolute cost price of One

•r payments of as, x Shilling. It is made of wood, covered in dark cloth, and would be an

ornament to any drawing room.
havepaid 20s. in a/I.

%» u. */
/ also enclose Is.for the bookcase [cross 2& 3r 7^
out if not required).

Signed If you do not care to order the books at once drop

Address - -^^S^ me a Postcar<i *°r further particulars and pur-

i
.^S. chasers' opinions. -

-

To HENRY STEAD. 14, Norfolk Street, London, W.C. ffl
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KEATING'S LOZENGES

EASILY CURE
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tins everywhere.
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THE

Review of Reviews.

No. 167, Vol. XXVIII. NOVEMBER, 1903.

The Progress of the World.

Real Progress.

LONDON, Nov. 2nd, 1903.

If the progress of the world be a

fact and not a fiction, the most

important event in October was the

unexpected and most welcome bene-

diction pronounced by the Russian Emperor upon

the rapprochement between England, France, and

Italy. Count Lamsdorff brought with him to Paris a

letter from Nicholas the Second, in which he gave the

seal of his Imperial approval to

the improved relations now happily

existing between the three great

(Jemocratic nations. It is a wel-

come reminder that, although the

Tsar unfortunately hesitates to

assert his authority to restrain his

Ministers from such mischievous

folly as that which is now going

on in Finland, he may be counted

upon as a potent factor in the

evolution of a higher civilisation

among the nations of the world.

Time was, not so very long ago,

when such an utterance from the

Autocrat of all the Russias would

have been regarded as altogether

outside the pale of practical

politics. To-day all the world

welcomes it as a conclusive proof

that the peace-loving sovereign on

the Russian throne clings tenaci-

ously to his lofty ideal—the union of the nations on

the basis of international peace. Let us hope* that

this may be speedily followed by an intimation from

the Russian Foreign Office that Russia is ready to

conclude, with all the signatories of the Hague
Convention, those supplementary treaties for obliga-

tory arbitration which four years ago were regarded

as the necessary and natural corollaries of the con-

stitution of the International Court of Arbitration.

The following is

The published 'as the
Tsar's Note. text 0f the Tsar's

letter which Pre-

sident Loubet read to a Council

of Ministers at the Elyse'e on
October 30th, stating that he had
just received it from Count
Lamsdorff

His Majesty, after again expressing his

affectionate feelings towards the President,

dwelt upon the satisfaction which he ex-

perienced at everything which brought

happiness to France. He had accordingly

welcomed with profound sympathy the

recent arrangement with England and the

rapprochement so happily effected with

Italy. In such events, the Emperor said,

he saw a fresh pledge of the maintenance

of general peace, which was the constant

object of his policy as it was that of the

French Government, and was consequently

one reason the more why friendly and

allied nations, sure one of the other, should

continue on every opportunity to manifest

their perfect conformity of views and their

solidarity based on mutual sympathy and

on their respective interests.

Internationa1

Maker.
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The signature of the Anglo-French
Arbitration Treaty of Arbitration on the 14th of

the Air. kst month is likely to be the fore-

runner of many other treaties of the

same kind. Similar treaties are in negotiation

between France and Sweden and France and Hol-

land. It matters little that the Anglo-French treaty

carries us but a very small step forward towards the

ultimate goal. The great thing is that it is a step in

the right direction. The world moves after all, and

it is not moving backwards. The treaty, which is

concluded for a term of five years, consists of only

three articles, of which the first alone is vital :

—

Article 1.—Differences of a juridical order or such as relate to

the interpretation of the TreaUes existing between the two con-

tracting parties which may arise between them, and which it

may not be possible to settle by means of diplomacy, shall be
submitted to the Permanent Court of Arbitration, established

at The Hague by the Convention of July 29, 1899, on condition,

however, that they do not involve either the vital interests or the

independence or honour of the two contracting States, and that

they do not affect the interests of a third Power.

The limitations are considerable, and the treaty is

defective in that it does not contain a clause making

it obligatory on the contracting parties to refer to a

Commission d'EnquSte ail questions in which there is

disagreement as to the facts ; but that stipulation can

be added later. It is natural that the Tsar should

rejoice over this recognition of the soundness of the

principle of obligatory arbitration which Russia cham-

pioned at the Hague, and which was defeated there by

the opposition of Germany. Note that Mr. Thomas
Barclay, in securing the signature of the Anglo-

French Arbitration Treaty, has transferred his

energies to the other side of the Atlantic, and

has set on foot an agitation for an Anglo-

American Arbitration Treaty. His address at Yale -

was so well received that a Conference has been

arranged on the subject at New York. It would be

well, however, not to build too great hopes upon any

success in the United States. The approval of the

Senate is necessary before any such Treaty can be

signed, and that approval, unfortunately, cannot be

counted upon so long as Ireland is denied Home Rule.

The Tsar's message expresses satis-

Kln^o/ltaly
âct^on w*tn tne improved relations

on Tour. between France and Italy which

have just been publicly demon-

strated by the visit of the King of Italy to Paris.

President Loubet referred to the Royal visit as " the

striking manifestation of the close accord now
established between the two Governments," and the

King in reply declared that he saw in his welcome
" something more than a simple manifestation of

that exquisite politeness which is one of the
-

The King of Italy and Mmc Loubet

traditional qualities of the noble French nation.

France rightly considers my presence in Paris

as the natural result of the work of happy

rapprochement

between our

two countries."

Yet Italy is a

party to the

Triple Alliance

which the
Franco-Rus-
sian Alliance

was created in

order to
balance, if not

to check.
Russia is also

acting in close

alliance with Austria in the Balkan Peninsula. As

if to remove any suggestion that this interpretation

of the alliances does not mean the isolation of

Germany, the Tsar and the Kaiser meet at Wiesbaden

early in November.

Royalties are becoming more and

King and*Queen more the commis-voyagcurs of inter-

of national goodwill. The English

people will this month have an

opportunity of welcoming to their capital the

sovereigns who at Easter gave so hospitable a

reception to

our King. It

is not the first

time that he

who is now
King of Italy

has visited

London. When
he was here

before he was

returning from

his cruise in

the high lati-

tudes, and he

began his ex-

plorations
down Wapping

way. His
Queen will

pay her first

visit to our

country. It is

the first time M. Loubet and Queen Helena of Italy.

Italy in London.
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that a Montenegrin Princess has honoured England

with her presence. In welcoming her we shall not

only do honour to the Queen- of Italy, but also to

the heroic race which for centuries was the sole

bulwark of freedom in the Balkans. Her Majesty is

worthy of her heroic ancestors. There is a charming

story current in Rome that indicates the nerve and

vitality of this daughter of the Black Mountain.

When her last baby was born the physicians were all

at fault, and despite her warning that they were

mistaken, persisted in ignoring the near approach of

her accouchement. The result was that when the

critical moment arrived the Queen was absolutely

alone. Her English nurse had hurried off to seek the

doctor, and when she returned the child was born.

The Queen refused to allow anyone to wash

the infant. " If I have brought her forth alone,"

she said, " I insist upon being allowed alone to

attend to her needs." And she was as good as her

word.

Last month a company of friendly

More English invaders nearly 300 strong
International ,

&
„ , , t, , . ?

Junketings. descended upon the French capital.

They were representatives of English

commercial associations, and they were received by

the French Government and the people of Paris with

every demonstration of enthusiasm. The Ministers

of the Republic attended the banquet. There was a

gala night in their honour at the Opera. They were

taken to see the sights of Paris, driven about in

carriages adorned with the Tricolour and the Union

Jack. " They are not so ugly after all," said a gamin

of twelve to his chum. If only we could have had

three hundred Boers from the Transvaal as guests

in London in the summer of 1899, and discovered

that they were actually human beings and white men
who used soap and water like ourselves, it would have

rendered it much more difficult for the Tories to

plunge us into war. This month the return visit of

the English members of Parliament will take place,

and their reception will be, if possible, even more

cordial. This is all very delightful, and it is interest-

ing to see how the growing good feeling between

England and France tends to create a sentiment of

absolute incredulity as to the possibility of our being

drawn into war by the obligations of our alliances with

Russia and Japan. Yet, if we help Japan, France

will be bound to go to war with us in support of her

Russian ally, and vice versd. That is probably one of

the best reasons for believing that Russia and Japan

will not go to war ; or, if they do, that they will be

left to fight it out between themselves.

The Venezuelan arbitration suspended

High Court f°r a month will be resumed and
at concluded in November. The arbi-

The Hague.
trators will reserve their judgment;

but the pleadings will be over in a fortnight. The
question at issue is so important that it is much to

be regretted that of the three arbitrators two are repre-

sentatives of the same nation. It could not be helped,

owing to the number of nations that were interested

in the dispute ; but if there had to be two Russians

on the judgment seat, care should have been

taken that both were equally familiar with English,

which the Americans succeeded in making the official

language of this particular arbitration. The question

at issue is very imperfectly understood in England.

It is one which goes to the root of international

relations. Venezuela owed money to the subjects of

many nations. She was distracted by revolution, and

she refused, or at least neglected, to pay what she now
admits were just debts. Three of these nations—first

Britain, then Germany, and afterwards Italy—appealed

to arms, and by means of a blockade, which is called

pacific, but which, nevertheless, is an act of war, com-

pelled Venezuela to allocate a certain proportion of

her customs revenue to pay the claims of her creditors.

Britain, Germany and Italy claim that as they

levied the execution they are entitled to preferential

treatment in the distribution of the funds allocated to

the payment of the foreign claimants. This is resisted

by the others who did not appeal to arms, on the

ground that to grant such a preference would act as a

premium upon high-handedness. If the analogy from

private life holds good, no State can create a prior

claim upon a debtor's estate merely by being the first

to make him bankrupt. Costs of levying the execu-

tion are a first charge, but after that is defrayed all

ordinary creditors share and share alike.

The question which M. Mouravieff,

A Possible M. de Martens, and M. Lammasch
Danger. have to decide is whether the Powers

who declared the blockade ought to

be rewarded for taking the law into their own hands.

If they do, then every creditor nation will vie with its

rivals as to who shall be first to appeal to the sword.

If, on the other hand, they refuse the claims of

the blockading Powers to rank as preference creditors

they will be held to have indirectly condemned the

resort to force. No such inference would have been

drawn but for the somewhat unfortunate speech of

Mr. McVeagh, who opened the case by a vigorous

attack upon the action of the British Government,

couched in terms which made the diplomatists
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Mr. Wayne McVeagh,
Counsel for Venezuela before the Hague Tribunal.

stand aghast. When Mr. McVeagh was speaking

it seemed as if the Court were being asked to

condemn the action of the British Government,

which, be it

noted, is at

the Hague re-

gardedby every

one as the

power respon-

sible for Vene-

zuela. The idea

that the Ger-

mans dragged

us into it as

their catspaw is

universally ridi-

culed. It is in-

deed difficult

to maintain
such a thesis in

the face of the

evidence in our

own Blue Book.

It was freely

said that if counsel are to have the licence claimed

by Mr. McVeagh, arbitrations might easily inflame

more disputes than they composed. Unfortunately,

there is no official note of what the American orator

actually said. The High International Court has no

funds at its disposal to pay stenographers, and the

proceedings, instead of being officially reported from

day to day for the archives of the Tribunal, are

reported, if at all, by the stenographers of the

litigants.

Very different in this respect was the

The Alaskan care taken during the Alaskan arbi-

Declslon. tration, so called, in London to

preserve a full and accurate report of

the proceedings. Not only were the speeches of

counsel reported fully, but. the reports were printed

and circulated after each sitting. What is still more

remarkable—it is, I believe, without precedent—the

speeches were not only reported and printed, but

elaborately indexed from day to day by Miss

Bailey and her staff of indexers—a feat never

before attempted in any previous arbitration.

Of the arbitration itself there is little to be said. The

Canadian case was bad, and known to be so bad by

the British Government that it is impossible to believe

they assented to what they called the appointment of

an arbitral commission with any other expectation but

that the decision would be given against them—if the

question was to be settled on strictly judicial, and not

on political, grounds. To agree, therefore, that the

British delegate—in this case the Lord Chief Justice-

should be left absolutely free to decide the question

with the same impartiality arid the same judicial

spirit that he would decide any case pleaded before

him in the courts of justice, was to give the case

away in advance. In this sense it may be regarded

as a "put-up job," arranged to save the face

of His Majesty's Ministers. But to admit this

is not to condemn the policy which created the

Commission. If the Senate had not been absolutely

assured that the verdict would be given in their

favour, which is the same thing as saying that it

would be decided on judicial grounds by a compe-

tent lawyer, they would never have agreed to the

Commission. Lord Alverstone played his part to

perfection. He certified the justice of the American

contention as to the frontier, but endorsed the

Canadian claim to the Portland Canal, with the

exception of two small islands- of no importance

which lie off its mouth. At first he was inclined to

give all the four islands to Canada, but the arguments of

the American counsel convinced him he was wrong,

and judgment went accordingly. The Canadians

are naturally not over well pleased at the decision,

but their own maps rose up in judgment to condemn

them, and the two islands which the award gives

them are worth far more than the two which are

given to the United States.

American telegrams state that Sir

The Attitude Wilfrid Laurier has declared his inten-
of

Sir Wilfrid Laurier. tion to work for the loosening of the

bonds which unite Canada to the

Empire. What Sir Wilfrid himself said was that Canada

ought to have the right to make her own treaties, which

would no doubt be one step in the direction of

loosening the tie which at present unites Canada

to the Mother Country. There is an uneasy

conviction in the minds of the Canadians that

John Bull is so anxious to make friends with Uncle

Sam that he never hesitates to purchase American

support at the cost of Canada. It is difficult, however,

to see how the Canadians could do better for them-

selves if they were an independent Power than they

do when they are part and parcel of the British

Empire. At Washington the opinion is that the

Americans would get their own way with the

Canadians much better if John Bull had no voice in

the matter. Whatever the truth may be, it is well

that our present Ministerialists should be reminded

of the extreme delicacy of the relations between us
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and our Colonies. They habitually close their eyes

to the fact that Sir Wilfrid Laurier has publicly stated

that Canada reserved for herself the right to declare

her neutrality on the outbreak of any future war in

which England might be engaged. He refused to

admit that this was equivalent to a threat of seces-

sion at the moment when the British Empire might

be entering upon a life and death struggle. How-
ever he may regard it, the fact that he has decided

on' this course should never be left out of the account.

By special pern
.

Punch."]

How It strikes our Ally.

Iohn Bull :
" Hullo ! Reading that, are you ? I'd almost forgotten it."

LittlbJap: " Oh. just glancing through it." [Aside) "Well, thank
goodness, til do want his help, it'll be a question of ships I

"

To the Hague!

The advantage of having a perma-

nent International Court of Arbi-

tration in being at the Hague has

been illustrated this month Jby the

latest phase in the evolution of the Congo control

versy. The British Government complained that the

Congo State was violating in its administration nearly

every principle it was constituted in order to uphold.

King Leopold replied combatting the indictment. To
him Lord Lansdowne replied by suggesting that the

dispute should be referred to the Hague Tribunal for

adjudication. Against this the culprit monarch pro-

tests—criminals always have a natural objection to

the impertinent intermeddling of courts of justice

—

declaring that "the current, doctrine" has always

excluded certain questions of sovereignty and internal

administration from decision by arbitration. If so, the

current doctrine must be current no longer, for

the Hague Convention expressly declared that

the question of the
;

interpretation of Inter-

national Conventions was specially suitable for

arbitration. If the French in their Congoland, or

the British in Nigeria, can be accused of violating the

principles laid down by the Berlin Treaty, then by all

means let us all be haled up to the judgment seat

together. Possibly the first preliminary step would

be for Lord Lansdowne to propose the appointment

of a Commission d'Enquete, under the aegis of the

Hague Convention, to ascertain the facts. The case

would then be ripe for adjudication. At present the

arbitrators would be blocked by constant disputes as

to the facts. Judging from the evidence published

last month by Mr. Morel in the West African Mail—
an admirable journal, which is rendering yeoman's

service to the cause of humanity—there will not be

much difficulty in the way of obtaining necessary

evidence to convict, if once the Commission d'Enquete

were on the spot.

While in Europe and America the

^and*
nations have been drawing together

Japan. an(* indulging in visions of friendship

and brotherhood, the newspapers have

kept telling us day by day that in Asia the world

trembled on the brink of war. Russia and Japan

have been, according to the correspondents, almost

at ultimatum point for the last six weeks. As yet,

however, the ultimatum has not been delivered. It

is sincerely to be hoped that it never will. Russia is

in practical possession of Manchuria. The conditions

stipulated for as indispensable preliminaries to her

evacuation of the territory seem to be as difficult of

attainment in the Far East as we have found them to

be in Egypt. Meanwhile, Japan has been for some
years doing her best to recover the position which

she lost in Korea when, as a result of the schemes

of her minister, the Queen was killed and the

King kidnapped. Negotiations have been going

on for some time past, the object of which has been,

on the part of Japan, to limit Russia in Manchuria

;

and on the part of Russia, to limit as much as possible

the ascendency of Japan in Korea, The two Powers

are pursuing antagonistic objects, which may sooner

or later bring them into collision. But it had better

be later rather than sooner, and it ought not to be
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difficult to bring about a modus vivendi which would

practically secure the status quo. If it be objected, on

the part of Russia, that this will facilitate the economic

exploitation of Korea by Japan, it may be equally

objected to on the part of Japan that from a naval

point of view she is not likely ever to be comparatively

so strong as against Russia as she is to-day. Neither

Power is in a position to face the incalculable mis-

chances of immediate war with a light heart, and

therefore there is ground for hope that they will agree

to postpone the evil day.

The Prospects ^he opinion is growing in Russia

of that M. Witte's great scheme for the
Russia

extension of the Siberian railway to

the Far East. Port Arthur has been a mistake, at

least from a military and naval point of view. The
Port of Dalny, which was to have been the Liverpool

. Royal Commission on the South African war has

effectually damped any enthusiasm that may have

prevailed in Japan over the prospect of having

England as a fighting partner; our share would no

doubt be, as Punch suggests, chiefly naval. But the

Japanese would only be human if they were to enter-

tain a lurking suspicion that a Power which could

make such a mess of its Army might mismanage its

Navy when the matter came to the test of war.

England ^e Station in this country on the

and subject of the horrors perpetrated by
the

Quett£n
nlan the Turks in Macedonia has suc-

ceeded in rousing Lord Lansdowne
into action. He sent to the Austrian Government a

detailed memorandum of suggested reforms which

Count Goluchowski was pleased to read, inasmuch as its

ideas had already been embodied in the note which had

Photograph by] [Russell. Photograph by] {Elliott ana Pry.

Mr. Arnold-Forster, M.P. Marquis <?f Salisbury.
Secretary of State for War. Lord Privy Seal.
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Hon. Victor Cavendish.
Financial Secretary to the Treasury.

of the Far East, does not seem to attract trade, and

Port Arthur, so far from being an impregnable

Sebastopol, is dangerously liable to be cut off from

supplies on the land side. It is, therefore, not very

surprising to hear reports from St. Petersburg that if

war should break out with Japan the Russians would

transfer their headquarters to Vladivostok. They
would be frozen up in winter time, but they would

he much safer than at Port Arthur. The possibility

that a Russo-Japanese war might involve us in

hostilities can never be left out of account. Opinion

is divided as to whether the famous Anglo-Japanese

Treaty operates in the direction of peace or of war.

There is a general conviction that the report of the

been drawn up and approved by the Austrian and

Russian Emperors at their meeting at Murzstegg-

Lord Lansdowne suggested that Macedonia should be

put under a Christian Governor, unconnected with

the Balkans, or if that were impossible, that the

Mussulman Governor should be assistecj by two

European coadjutors. He also proposed thar

the Turks should withdraw their irregular troops, that

European military attachks should accompany the

Turkish troops in the field, and that the gendarmerie

should be reorganised by European officers. The
Austro-Russian note does not go so far as the English

memorandum ; but it insists upon the appointment

of European assessors, the rebuilding of burnt villages.
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etc. To these the Sultan objects. Meanwhile the

work of Kitchenerising Macedonia goes on, with the

usual Turkish frills. The Bulgarians have demobilised

their army, and war, it is understood, is now post-

poned till Spring.

The question as to what ought to be
The Reform done to take advantage of the impres-

War Office. S10n produced by the report of the

Royal Commission on the War is

still involved in some obscurity. What is clear is that

the only member of the Commission who put forward

a definite scheme for the reform of the War Office was

offered the post of the Secretary of State for War and

that he refused it. Mr. Brodrick, who was definitely

opposed to Lord Esher's recommendation, has been

removed to the India Office. But he still remains a

member of the Cabinet, and his first speech after his

change of office contained a protest against Lord

Esher's proposal. On the other hand, Lord Esher,

with the aid of Sir John Fisher and a British general,

has been commissioned to reconstitute the War Office

in accordance with his own recommendations in the

Photograph by] [Bassano.

Mr. E. G. Pretyman, M.P.

v Secretary to the Admiralty

Photograph by] [Elliott ok

Earl Percy.
Under-Secretary of Foreign Affairs.
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Lord Stanley.
Postmaster-General.
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The Position
of

Lord Mllner.
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The Great Passive Resistance Meeting in the City Temple.

note which he appended to the report of the Commis-
sion. Mr. Arnold-Forster, it is assumed, will consent

to the whole matter. However, at the time of writing)

this is still involved in obscurity.

When Lord Esher refused the War
Office, Lord Milner was equally

obstinate in declining the proposal

that he should succeed Mr. Cham-
berlain at the Colonial Office. Various motives have

been alleged as a reason why he refused the pressing

appeal of the King and of Mr. Balfour. It is not true

that he refused because of any financial considera-

tions, neither is there any foundation for the sugges-

tion which was charitably made by his old friends

that he objected to Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal heresies.

He did nothing of the kind. Lord Milner, it must

be always remembered, is a German subject by

birth, and is much more German than English in

his habit of thought. He was reared under the

influence of Bismarckian traditions ; this predisposed

him to the policy of blood and iron which has deso-

lated South Africa, and made him an easy victim to

Mr. Chamberlain's Imperial economics. Why did he

refuse the Colonial Office ? The answer is that he

has left things in such a mess in South Africa that he

feels no one else but himself can straighten them out.

The possibility that he may be the chief cause of the

mess naturally dQes not commend itself to him,

therefore he returns to South Africa and intends to

remain in office so long as the Unionist

Party is in possession of Downing

Street, that is to say he will resign

immediately after the General Elec-

tion. That is good news, inasmuch

as it delivers us from the danger of

a new Bartle Frere incident It adds

also another reason for wishing that

the appeal to the constituencies should

take place as speedily as possible.

It is believed that

The Date Mt. Balfour has de-

General Election, termined to hold on

by "his eyelids" to

office rather than face the music of

an early appeal to the constituencies;

The Conservative Whip has relegated

the dissolution to the year after next,

alleging with amusing naivete' that

the Party was pledged to the publican,

and he would not consent to throw

the trade to the Liberals, whose

return to office he evidently re-

gards as the inevitable corollary of an appeal to the

country. The Irish Nationalist vote has been pledged

in advance by the promise of a Catholic University

under the title of a college. So Mr. Balfour, leaning

with his right hand upon the publican and his left

upon the Pope, believes he will be able to hobble

through next Session without coming a cropper.

" The best laid plans of mice and men," however,

" gang aft agiey."

The determined opposition offered

The Primate by Nonconformists in all parts of the

Passive Resistors. .
countrv t0 tne administration of the

Education Act continues unabated.

One notable instance in the campaign of Passive

Resisters was the series of enthusiastic and deter-

mined meetings held in the City Temple last month

for the purpose of givingi emphatic expression to the

sentiments of Nonconformists concerning what they

regard as the new Church rate. In consequence of

this movement, the Archbishop of Canterbury has

extended the olive branch to Dr. Horton in a letter,

in which he invites him and his other Nonconformist

friends to a conference, at an early date, upon the

subject. This conference, he thinks, might profitably

discuss :

—

What ought to be the minimum or maximum of religious or

denominational instruction allowed ?

In what way and under what limitations ought a teacher's

qualifications to give such teaching to be ascertained ?

Ought denominational teaching to be allowed under proper

safeguards in all elementary schools in which the parents o
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children desire it ; or ought it to be restricted, and, if so, under
what conditions, to schools in which a denomination pays the

cost by supplying gratuitously the school buildings ?

These questions undoubtedly would require careful

and considerate handling, and Dr. Horton is now

engaged in ascertaining, by communication with

Nonconformist leaders, whether they would be willing

to meet the Archbishop in a conference to discuss

what is needful to remove existing causes of offence

or misunderstanding on either side. With the best

intentions in the world, it is to be feared that the

Archbishop will not be able to remove this stone of

stumbling and rock of offence from the path of the

Unionist Ministry before the next election.

The by-elections continue to afford

The Doomed unmistakable evidence as to the

Ministry. certain defeat of the Government

when the dissolution takes place. In

October contested elections took place at Warwick

and Leamington and at West Belfast. In both cases

the old member appealed for re-election on his accept-

ance of an office of Cabinet rank. Both were safe

Unionist seats, but in both cases there was a slump in

the Unionist majority. In West Belfast the Nation-

alists were divided, owing to the decision of the

Catholic Bishop that the representative of a Ministry

which has promised a Catholic University should

be shown quarter, but, after value has been received!,

it appears to be certain that Mr. Arnold-Forster will not

again be returned for West Belfast At Warwick and
Leamington Mr. Lyttelton only escapedJ defeat by

vigorous repudiation of Mr. Chamberlain's policy, but

even then his majority went down from 831 to

190. It is a significant fact that up to the present

time no Unionist candidate has been found who would

venture to say he was in favour of taxes on food.

Lord Balcarres, who is standing for Chorley, is almost

pitiful in his assertions of the injustice of saddling him
with the odium of being a food taxer ; " his policy," he

said, " was not Mr. Chamberlain's, and he did not

know why he had been attacked." It is odd, if Mr.

Chamberlain is going to sweep the country, that

candidates of his own Party should be so particularly

careful to assure the electors that they are free from

any taint of Chamberlainism.

;
An altogether exaggerated degree of

\ Mr. Chamberlain's importance has been attached to the

Diversion. series of speeches by which Mr.

Chamberlain has endeavoured to

divert public attention from the blunders and crimes

of the Unionist Administration, by raising an entirely

futile and mischievous controversy upon what is called,

out of compliment, " The Fiscal Question." There is

no fiscal question before the country ; there is a
" Chamberlain Question," but that is a very different

matter. The Member for West Birmingham, and late

Secretary for the Colonies, has chosen to pound his

head against a stone wall, and is performing this task

with great vigour and perseverance. The spectacle,

although painful for his friends, supplies entertainment

to his opponents. Mr. Chamberlain has been making

speeches on the Clyde, the Tyne, and the Mersey,

in favour of his quack nostrum of saving the Empire

by taxing the food of the people, whose sacrifices

alone make the Empire possible. Mr. Chamberlain

displays, on every occasion, the qualities which have

made him at once an element of power and peril to

the Empire. He is a great demagogue, and he is

never so much in his element as when he is appealing

to the combative instincts of his hearers. But his

speeches have shown an astonishing ignorance of the

rudiments of the question with which he attempts to

deal.

His selection of the year 1872,
Specimens when prices were highest and the

His "Arguments." Franco-German War had given us

practically a monopoly of the world's

market, as the standard of comparison with the exports

of previous years, was disingenuous to say the least,

but Mr. Chamberlain in controversy is as unscrupulous
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as he is honest in his intention. His speeches are

saturated through and through with the fallacy that

we can do without imports, and that the foreigner is

doing us a positive injury when he pays dividends

upon British capital, and the freight earned by British

shipping, by sending us his goods. It is difficult to argue

with a man who seems to take it for granted, that we

would be better off if foreigners did not pay interest

on British loans, or did not employ British shipping.

But for these two great sources of our prosperity the

preponderance of imports over exports, which so

harrows the protectionist's mind, would disappear. Mr.

Chamberlain, who began his campaign last spring by

declaring that his policy would entail an increase in the

cost of food, is now reduced to asseverating on every

platform that it will entail no increase. His triumphant

confidence that he would be able to go into the

cottage of the working man and induce him to assent

to increase in the price of his food has vanished into

thin air. He now says that the taxes which he puts

on bread and beef he will take off tea and sugat

ignoring the fact that the latter are war taxes and

ought to be taken off anyway. His assurances that

he will secure the working men more regular employ-

ment at higher wages if only thev will give him a

mandate to abolish free trade, remind us of the Cheap-

Jack at the street corner, whose pills are guaranteed to

remedy every ailment. That a certain proportion of

the Conservative Party will throw up their caps for

Protection, as they would throw them up in favour of

religious persecution or any other horror of the Dark

Ages, is not likely to mislead anybody as to the hope-

lessness of Mr. Chamberlain's crusade He is fighting

single-handed against everybody whose opinion counts

for anything in this country. It is magnificent, but it is

not business, neither is it politics, excepting in so far

as it confuses the ministerialists, who find themselves

between the " Devil and the deep sea."

The chief political interest of the

A Ministry month has been the attempt of Mr.

Caretakers. Balfour to reconstruct his " Ministry

of caretakers." At Sheffield he dis-

covered that all the fighting element of his own Party

was in favour of Mr. Chamberlain, who is regarded by

the Jingoes as their natural chief. Mr. Balfour is, in

their eyes, but a stopgap and a warmina.nan Tn

Sheffield, however, he was buoyed up by the befid

that he had succeeded in keeping the Duke of Devon-

shire in the Cabinet. This confidence led him to

indulge his Protectionist sentiments to such an e.\t< r

that the Duke girded up his loins and fled from

the administration. Mr. Balfour reconstituted his

Cabinet as best he could, filling up the vacant
|

with young men who have still their spurs to

win. For most of them oftVe will be

more than an agreeable reminiscence in a

short time ; it is, however, worth being a

Minister, if only for six months. This

administration, this reconstituted rump of the Unions

Party, whose policy has driven out of the Cat

both Mr. Chamberlain on the one han<l and the Duke

of Devonshire on the other, excites no enthusia§ji^B

policy of " Retaliation but no Preference

an appeal to the vague spirit of resentment]

combative instincts which are always potent

Bull. Ministers have no definite idea asJ
they are going to do or whom they are

attack. All that they ask for is a mandate

somebody's head if that somebody, who is

should become too aggravating, and to

of appeal it is difficult for an ordir

bative Englishman to give a negative rMjrfr. Btt

it means nothing. Its only practical result \Brooi
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offend the agriculturist constituencies, who, as Mr.

Rider Haggard has pointed out, have everything to

lose and nothing to gain by the adoption of Mr.

Balfour's policy
;
they might possibly gain something

by Mr. Chamberlain's, but they lose all round by

Mr. Balfour's. Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamberlain

seem to be co-operating together with the end, but not

with the intention, to secure a three-figure majority for

the Liberal Party at the next General Election. Mr.

Chamberlain will alienate the towns

and Mr. Balfour the country.

Much surprise as

The Fate of well as deep re-
the "Newcastle . . ,

Leader." g r^t has been occa-

sioned by the sale

of the Newcastle Leader by the Free

Trader Sir J. Joicey to the Pro-

tectionist Mr. Pearson. If Sir J.

Joicey had been hard up this might

have been explained, although even

then the sale would have been re-

sented. But as the late owner is

one of the richest coal owners in

the North of England, this realising

of his capital by the sale of the one

Liberal newspaper in Northumber-

land to an out-and-out supporter of

Mr. Chamberlain is as inexplicable

as it is regrettable. Surely the time

has conic when capitalists should understand that to

sell a party organ in the midst of a national crisis to

a political opponent is perilously like the act of a

traitor who sells the pass to the enemy.

The death of the greatest of the

nineteenth century historians who
were spared to see the twentieth

century dawn leaves a great gap

among our contemporary scholars. Mommsen was

more than a great historian. He was in a very excep-

tional degree the exponent of the historical conscience

of Germany. His censure of the British method of

Death
of

Mom rnsen.

Dowie, "the New Elijah," speaking in Madison Square Garden.
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making campaigns by desolating countries remains on

record as the decisive verdict of the contemporary

conscience upon the South African War. The

severity of his censure only emphasises by contrast

the graceful and kindly nature of his last contribu-

tion to the discussion of the relations between

Germany and Britain. Would that all of us had the

scholar's detachment from the passions of contem-

porary strife, so that we could at once condemn

unsparingly what is worthy of condemnation, and yet

preserve that balance of mind and spirit of charity

which enabled him to do justice to the nation

whose misdeeds he so unsparingly condemned.

From Madrid to Washington is

Sip Mortimer Durand not exactly the via sacra of promo-

Washinffton. ^on usually trodden by British

diplomacy. Sir Mortimer Durand,

however, has always been an exception. He went to

Madrid from Persia, after achieving his first great

success in Kabul. He went to Madrid after the war

in 1900, and now he has been appointed the successor

of Sir M. Herbert at the British Embassy at Wash-

ington. He is fifty-four years old. He has a good

record. He brings a fresh and powerful mind to

the consideration of Anglo-American questions.

He has, besides, the great advantage of having been

trained as a lawyer. " Always send a lawyer to

Washington," Lord Pauncefote said one day to me

when we were talking at the Hague, " Anyone who

is not a lawyer is at a disadvantage in dealing with

men almost ail of whom are lawyers." Sir Mortimer

Durand was called to the Bar in 1872, and his first

appointment in India was judicial. He has been

succeeded at Madrid by Mr. Egerton, late British

Minister at Athens.

Photosrafih 6y] . Xnilictt and Fry,

The Late Sir Michael Herbert,

British Ambassador to the United States.

Photograph 6y] \EUictt and Fry.

Sir H, M. Durand,

New British Ambassador to the United States*
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Diary for October.
CHIEF EVENTS OF THE MONTH.

Oct. I.—The Conference of the National Union of Conser-

vative Associations meets at Sheffield ... At a public meeting at

Nottingham a resolution is carried offering support to the Govern-

ment to press upon the Great Powers of Europe the immediate

duty of enforcing the Treaty of Berlin ... Sir William Harcourt,

in acknowledging a resolution passed at Cardiff in favour of Free

Trade, says that no action on his part will be wanting to aid in

defeating the attempt to re-enact taxes on the food of the people

... The Australian Federal Senate reject a resolution of the

House of Representatives for a joint sitting to select a site for

the capital ... The Venezuela Arbitration Tribunal holds its

first sitting at the Hague ... The monument to Richard Wagner
in the Thiergarten, Berlin, is unveiled ... The supplementary

estimates for the present fiscal year are presented to the

Canadian House of Commons ... At the Massachusetts State

Democratic Convention a resolution in favour of reciprocity

with Canada is carried.

Oct. 2.—Mr. Balfour, is present in Sheffield at a luncheon.

He announces that Lord Milner will not accept the post offered

to him in the Government, but will in due course return to his

duties in South Africa ... The Conference of the National Union
of Conservative Associations concludes its meeting at Sheffield

... The United States Minister expresses to Lord Lansdowne
the deep grief which the President and the Secretary of State

feel for the death of Sir Michael Herbert ... Count Lamsdorff
and Count Goluchowski engage in a long conference at Vienna
... The delegation of the Hon. Artillery Company arrives at

Boston, U.S.A.
Oct. 3.—Mr. Chamberlain publishes his fiscal proposals in

the form of a Preface to a pamphlet ... The text of the

communication made to Turkey by Austria and Russia is

published ... The Tsar leaves Vienna for Darmstadt ... A new
Servian Cabinet is arranged ... The Mosely Educational

Commission to America leaves Southampton for New York ...

The Governor of the Gold Coast announces by telegram the

opening of the Kumassi Railway ... The Pope publishes his

first Encyclical.

Oct. 5.—The resignation of the Duke of Devonshire is

announced along with the correspondence on the subject

between Mr. Balfour and the Duke ... The appointments to

the vacant positions in the Cabinet are announced : Mr. Austen
Chamberlain to be Chancellor of the Exchequer ; Hon. Alfred

Lyttelton, Colonial Secretary ; Mr. Arnold-Forster, Secretary of
War

; Right Hon. Graham Murray, Secretary for Scotland ;

Lord Stanley, Postmaster-General ; and Mr. Brodrick, Secre-

tary for India ... The Colonial Office decide that no gold

standard can be entertained at Hong Kong while Chinese
currency remains unaltered ... The Venezuela Arbitration

Tribunal decide that all documents in Spanish shall be accom-
panied by an English translation. Mr. MacVeagh continues his

address on behalf of Venezuela ... The Danish Parliament
opens ; the Budget is introduced.

Oct. 6.—Mr. Irvine, State Treasurer for Victoria, makes his

Budget statement in the Legislative Assembly at Melbourne ...

The text of a remarkable proclamation by the Turkish Authorities

at Monastir is published ... The report of Mr. Skinner on the

result of his visit to the Far East to inquire into the possibility

of importing Asiatic labour for the Rand is submitted to the

Johannesburg Chamber of Mines ... Lord Monkswell, as

Chairman of the London County Council, reviews the work of
the Committees for the year ending March 31st, 1903.

Oct. 7.-—The Right Rev. Dr. E. A. Knox, Bishop Suffragan
of Coventry, is appointed Bishop of Manchester, on the resigna-

tion of Dr. Moornouse ... The Miners' Federation, in conference
at Glasgow, carries a resolution in favour of the Eight Hours'
Bill ... The Baptist Union, at its meeting at Derby, carries a
resolution in favour of the Passive Resistance Movement ...

M. Jaures expresses disapproval of any Socialist and Repub-
lican demonstration in Rome on the occasion of the Tsar's visit

... A violent gale visits north-west Germany and causes great

damage to property and shipping.

Oct. 8.—Mr. Dickinson concludes his address on behalf of the
United States before the Alaska Boundary Tribunal ... The
United States Commercial Treaty with China is signed at
Shanghai ... The New Zealand House of Representatives pass the
Coastwise-Trade Bill ... The Lord Mayor receives an invitation

from the President of the Paris Municipal Council to visit Paris
at the same time as the International Commercial Association,
but on account of duties in London he is compelled to declinej...

A resolution is passed at the Conference of the Amalgamated
Society of Railway Servants, at Peterborough, expressing extreme
dissatisfaction at the absence of direct representation of workmen
on the Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the relations

between capital and labour.

Oct. 9.—The King holds a Privy Council at Buckingham
Palace, when the seals of office are transferred from the retiring

Ministers to their successors ... At the conclusion of the Miners'
Federation Conference at Glasgow resolutions are passed in favour
of the *' living wage" and old age pensions" ... Excesses
are perpetrated by the Turkish troops, and fighting takes place
near Kostendil.

Oct. 10.—Further appointments in the Government are
announced ... Mr. Winston Churchill, in a letter, declares
himself to be bluntly opposed to Mr. Chamberlain's policy ...

The Hon. Artillery Company are received by the American
President at the White House .... The Federal House of
Representatives in Australia, by an exhaustive ballot, select

Tumut, near the Murray River, New South Wales, as. the
Federal capital.

Oct. 12.—The Ministerial crisis still continues in Hungary ,..

Baron Kodame succeeds General Tamura as Vice-Chief of the
General Staff in Japan.

Oct. 13.—Lord Londonderry is appointed Lord President of
the Council ... The members of the Alaska Boundary Tribunal
are entertained by the Lord Mayor at the Mansion House . .

.

The Church Congress opens at Bristol ... The Royal Assent is

given to the Victorian Constitution Reform Bill ... The
Treasurer informs the Legislative Assembly of Queensland that

there will be a deficit of nearly ^200,000 in the current year.

Oct. 14.—An Anglo-French arbitration agreement is signed

by Lord Lansdowne and the French Ambassador ... The King
and Queen of Italy arrive in Paris on a visit to M. Loubet and
France ... The text of a circular of the Evangelical Free
Churches sent to every minister in England and Wales is

published ; it favours a national system of unsectarian educa-

tion under complete public control ... The Congregational

Union passes a resolution which calls upon the British Govern-
ment to fulfil the obligations entered into by this country in

regard to Macedonia.
Oct. 15.—Mr. Chamberlain," through his secretary, replies to

a Leicester manufacturer on the proposed duties on manufactured
goods ... Lord Onslow, President of the Board of Agriculture,

replies to a deputation in Edinburgh who desire the removal of
restrictions on the importation of Canadian cattle ; he is unable
to accede to their request The Australian Federal Senate by
a large majority reject the choice of Tumut as the Common-
wealth capital and substitute Bombala.

Oct. 16.—The Church Congress at Bristol comes to a

close ... The Duke of Devonshire accepts the position of

President of the Free Food League on conditions which he
states ... A meeting is held at Newcastle-on-Tyne, where it is

resolved to form a league to oppose the taxation of food ... A
Parliamentary paper is issued containing further correspondence
respecting the affairs of South-eastern Europe ... The New
Zealand Government introduces a Naval Defence Bill into their

Parliament for the annual payment of ,£40,000 towards the
maintenance of the Australian squadron . . . Good rains fall and
break the drought in Orange River Colony and Basutoland,
South Africa ... Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman receives a depu-
tation from Liberals at Bolton on the Education Act ... A
National Convention in defence of the civic rights of women is

held in London.
Oct. 17.—The National Liberal Federation issue a circular
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on the present political situation ... Mr. Seddon introduces a

Loan Bill into the New Zealand Parliament ... The Sultan

issues an Irade sanctioning reforms in Macedonia ... A special

•commission, under the presidency of the Tsar, is formed to

consider affairs in the Far East ... Mr. C. S. Dickson, K.C.,

is appointed Lord Advocate, and Mr. D. Dundas, K.C.,

Solicitor-General for Scotland ... The 266th Council Meeting
of the Radical Federation is held in London.

Oct. 18.—The body of Miss Hickman is found in a wood
in Richmond Park.

Oct. 19.—Proposals for uniting the Dutch Reformed Churches
in all the South African colonies is favourably discussed in the

Cape Synod ... The Ministerial crisis in Hungary is settled

by an understanding among the different sections of the Liberal

party of that country ... The Emperor Menelik promulgates a

decree prohibiting the slave trade throughout Abyssinia ...

Mr. Ritchie publishes a letter in which he says that Mr.
Chamberlain's proposals will be detrimental to the working
classes ... H.M.S. Prince George is seriously damaged in

collision with the battleship Hannibal.

Oct. 20.—The Award of the Alaska Boundary Tribunal is

published. It is signed by Lord Alverstone and the United
States Commissioners, the Canadian Commissioners declining to

sign ... A public meeting is held in Glasgow which expresses

indignation at the massacres in Macedonia ... The Federal

House of Representatives of Australia reinstate Tumut in the

Bill fixing the site of the new Federal capital ... The French
Senate and Chamber of Deputies reassemble ... The Liberal

Unionist Conference opens at Newcastle ; a letter is read from
the Duke of Devonshire.

Oct. 21.—Signor Zanardelli, the Italian Premier, resigns on
account of his health ; his colleagues decide to resign with

him ... The Norwegian Ministry resigns ... There is a

discussion on the fiscal policy of British trade at the Constitu-

tional Club in London ... The King in Council approves of an
amendment of the statutes of the Ixmdon University, which will

have the effect of facilitating the entrance of women who have
passed degree examinations at Oxford or Cambridge ... The
inquest on the body of Miss Hickman is opened at Richmond ...

The Miners' National Conference is opened in London.
Oct. 22.—At a sitting of the miners' delegates at Westminster

a resolution is unanimously carried declaring continued support

to the Free Trade policy of the last fifty years ... At a town's

council at Liverpool, the Lord Mayor presiding, a resolution in

sympathy with Macedonia is carried ... The Australian Federal

Parliament is prorogued ... The Synod of the Dutch Reformed
Church resolves to lodge a protest with the Government on the

subject of martial law grievances ... The French Chamber dis-

cusses various interpellations on the general policy of the

Government ... The Austrian and Russian Ambassadors in

Constantinople present to the Sultan their precise instructions

for the execution of reforms in the Balkans under the control

and surveillance of the Powers.

Oct. 23.—The Unionist Free Food League meet in London
-and elect the Duke of Devonshire as their president ... An
accident to Lord Nelson's flagship Victory occurs in Ports-

mouth Harbour, owing to a collision with the old battleship

Neptune ... There is a discussion in the Dominion Parliament

on the Alaska boundary decision ... The Turkish fort at

Merkaze is captured by the insurgent bands ... The King of

Italy invites Signor Giolitti to form a new Cabinet ... The first

section of the Japanese railway from Seoul to Fusan is opened ...

In Chili a new Ministry is formed by Don Arturo Besa ... Lord
I,ansdowne issues a despatch to certain foreign Powers on the

subject of the Congo.
Oct. 24.—Sir Mortimer Durand, British Ambassador at

Madrid, is appointed in room of the late Sir M. Herbert as

Ambassador at Washington ... A conference of headmistresses

of public schools and women members of educational committees
is held in London to discuss educational questions ... The text

of the Austro- Russian instructions for the new scheme of control

over the reforms in Macedonia is issued at Vienna ... Dr. de
Lukacs reports to the Austrian Emperor the resolutions adopted
by the Hungarian Select Committee.

Oct. 26.—The opinion of the United States members of the

Alaska Boundary Tribunal Is published ... The London Water

Arbitration Court opens its sittings at the Institute of Mechan-

ical Engineers ... The National Free Labour Association

pledges itself to support Mr. Chamberlain's proposals ... Tbe

Cheshire Chamber of Agriculture passes a motion in fa\<urof

the principle of preferential tariffs ... The Emperor of Austria

entrusts to Count Tisza the formation of a Hungarian Cabinet

... Sir West Ridgway opens the Legislation Council of Ceylon

.... Mr. Skinner, the United States Consul-General at Marseilles

leaves for Abyssinia to negotiate a treaty of commerce between

the United States and the Emperor Menelik.
Oct. 27.—The Queen gives ^1,000 to the Ntw Buildings

fund of St. Bartholomew's Hospital ... Count Tisza submit*

his programme of military concessions to the Liberal Select

Committee at Budapest .. A congress of non-socialist, demo-

cratic German workmen is held at Frankfurt ... A state of

siege is proclaimed at Bilbao in consequence of the strike there

... Mr. Ritchie lays the foundation stone of a new harbour of

refuge at Pwllheli ... Indignation prevails at Woolwich

consequent on the Government's call on all Arsenal employes

standing for the Borough Council either to retire from their

candidature or their employment ... The Congo State sends an

evasive reply to the British circular note.

Oct. 28.—Over 200 delegates of the London International

and Commercial Association arrive in Paris ; they are entertained

at a banquet at which the Premier and Members of the French

Cabinet are present ... The Council of the Dublin Chamber of

Commerce declares in favour of a rearrangement of the Fiscal

System ... Count Lamsdorff arrives in Paris ... The Federa-

tion of Workmen at Bilbao decide to continue the strike ... The

thirteen employes at the Woolwich Arsenal decide to persist in

their candidature for the Borough election.

Oct. 29.—Arrangements are completed at Pretoria for drafting

500 convicts for surface labour in the mines ... Lord Rosebery

withdraws from nomination to the Chancellorship of the

University of Oxford ... A conference of "passive resisters
,,

takes place at the City Temple, Dr. Massie in the chair ... The

employes engaged in the provision trade in Paris hold a largely-

attended meeting at the Labour exchange in Paris, in order lo

demand the suppression of registry offices. The police inter-

fere, and a riot takes place, in which 45 police and 150 people

are injured.

Oct. 30.— The Tsar's letter to M. Loubet is read at the

Cabinet Council ; he expresses satisfaction with the recent

agreement between France and England ... The British Com-

mercial Delegates visiting Paris are present at a sitting of the

Chamber of Deputies ... The conference of the Liberal Party

at Budapest closes with the adoption of Count Tisra's pro-

gramme, no vote being taken.

Oct. 31.—The Toronto Board of Trade supports Mr. Cham

berlain's proposals ...The Miners' Strike at Bilbao ends ... Count

Tisza forms a Hungarian Cabinet ... Lord Goschen is elected

Chancellor of the University of Oxford ... The Commercul

Travellers Alliance of the United Kingdom emphatically toie

against Mr. Chamberlain's proposals ... Sir Wilfrid Lawson

issues a manifesto on the Publichouse system in England.

By-Elections.
Oct. 3.—A vacancy occurs in North Leitrim owing to Mr.

P. A. Mcllugh being disqualified by bankruptcy. An election

takes place, when Mr. McHugh is re-elected without opposition.

Oct. 9.—Owing to the death of Mr. Carew a vacancy occurs

in the representation of Meath (South Division). Polling takes

place, with the following result :—

Mr. David Sheeny (U.I.L.) 2,245

Mr. J. Parnell (I.) 1,031

League majority 1,214

Oct. 23. -On the appointment of Hon. A. Lyttelton to be

Secretary of State for the Colonies, a vacancy occurs in the

representation of Warwick and Leamington. Polling take*

place, with the following result :
—

Hon. A. Lyttelton (U.) 2,689

Mr. B-rridge (L.) 2.499

Unionist majority I93

I.: 1895 the Unionist majority was 580.
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Oct. 23. —On the appointment of Mr. Arnold- Forster to be

Secretary of State for War, a vacancy occurs in the representa-

tion of Belfast (West). Polling takes place, with the following

result :—

Right Hon. H. O. Arnold- Forster (U.) 3,912

Mr. Patrick Dempsey (X.) 3,671

Unionist majority 241

Oct. 24.—Lord Stanley is re-elected to the Westhoughton

division of Lancashire without opposition.

Oct. 28.—The Marquis of Hamilton is re-elected for London-
derry without opposition ... Mr. A. H. Lee, who vacated the

representation of the Fareham Division of Hants on his appoint-

ment as a Civil Lord of the Admiralty, is re-elected without

opposition.
^

SPEECHES.
Oct. I.— Mr. Balfour, at Sheffield, on tariff reform.

Oct. 2.—Mr. Lloyd-George, at Pembroke Dock, on Educa-
cation and Free Trade.

Oct. 3.—Mr. A. Baldwin, at Worcester, advocates preferential

treatment of the Colonies.

Oct. 5.—Lord Brassey, at Hastings, condemns the fiscal

changes proposed by Mr. Chamberlain ... Mr. Arthur Cham-
berlain, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, and Dr. Farquharson, at Glasgow,

emphatically protest against compensation to publicans, and
oppose Mr. Balfour's retrograde and dangerous proposals.

Oct. 6.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Glasgow, opens his campaign
in exposition of his fiscal proposals ... Mr. Bryce, at Sheffield,

on current political events ... The Bishop of Lincoln, at Lincoln,

on the Macedonian atrocities and the Education Act.

Oct. 7.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Greenock, on Cobden's argu-

ments and his own conversion to a change of fiscal policy ... Sir

JohnGorst, at Woolwich, repudiates retaliation and all meddling
with Free Trade ... Mr. Bryce, at Hilifax, on trade and other

countries ... Mr. T. W. Russell, at Auchnacloy, declares him-
self against the taxation of food and a policy of retaliation which
would make the rich richer and the poor poorer ... Mr. Morley,
at Bala, in appreciation of Mr. Tom Ellis.

Oct. 8.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Cupar, on his fiscal proposals
and his confidence in the working man ... Mr. Asquith, at

Cinderford, says that Mr. Chamberlain's statement, that unless

we establish preferential tariffs the Empire will break up, is a
pure assumption without proof ... Mr. Gerald Balfour, at

Leeds, declares that the Prime Minister's line has united the
rank and file of the Unionist party ... Mr. Long, at Sheffield,

expresses confidence in the newly constructed Cabinet ... Sir

John Gorst, in London, condemns the taxation of food ... Mr.
Bryce, at Lancaster, condemns a policy of retaliation.

Oct. 9.—Mr. Ritchie, at Croydon, explains to his constituents
the views on fiscal policy which caused him to resign office in

Mr. Balfour's Ministry ... Lord Spencer, in London, on the
situation in Macedonia and our fiscal policy ... Lord Stanley,
at West Houghton, declares himself in hearty agreement with
Mr. Balfour's proposals.

Oct. lo.-f-Mr. Lloyd-George, at Oldham, on the loss to this

country if Mr. Chamberlain's proposals were carried out.

Oct. 12.—Sir H. Fowler, in Glasgow, says he does not
believe in Mr. Chamberlain's assertions as to the condition of
British Trade or the Colonial Empire ... Mr. Austen Chamber-
lain, at Acocks-Green, says that Mr. Balfour's proposals are
necessary for the welfare of the Empire ... Mr. Bromley-
Davenport, at Macclesfield, says he entirely approves of Mr.
Balfour's policy ... Mr. Bryce, at Tunbridge Wells, criticises

and condemns Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal policy.

Oct. 13.—Lord Rosebery, at Sheffield, on the fiscal questions
forced on the consideration of the country by Mr. Chamberlain.

Oct. 14.—Lord Rosebery, at Sheffield, on Mr. Balfour's
amazing audacity in his Sheffield speech, considering the con-
dition of the Unionist Party and the revelations of the War
Commission ... Mr. Herbert Gladstone, at Leeds, describes
Mr. Chamberlain's scheme as an unproved hypothesis.

Oct. 15.—Sir H. Campbell-Bannermann, at Bolton, says that

Mr. Chamberlain's case is completely vitiated by his own
figures ... Mr. Alfred Lyttelton, at Leamington, argues in

favour of a fiscal policy of retaliation ... Mr. Gibson Bowles, in

Glasgow, strongly deprecates the idea of Great Britain throwi ^
away the splendid position of having ports open to all natio..*

of the world.

Oct. 16.—Lord Goschen, in Ixmdon, gives his reasons why
taxation of food is unwise and inexpedient for this country ...

Sir
J.

Gorst, in Ixmdon, also deprecates the taxation of food-
stuffs ... Mr. Asquith, at Largo, on retaliation.

Oct. 17.—Mr. Asquith, at Ladybank, on Protectionist

fallacies ... Mr. Brodnck, at Hull, on the Volunteers.

Oct. 19.—Mr. John Morley, in Manchester, affirms that the

whole weight of his knowledge, both practical and theoretical,

is against Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal policy ... The Emperor of
Germany, at Potsdam, on religion.

Oct. 20.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, contends
that he is right in his fiscal proposals ... Mr. Lloyd-George, at

Fulham, on the dangers of Protection.

Oct. 21.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Tynemouth, defines and
explains his position and his policy .. Mr. Austen Chamber-
lain, at Bromsgrove, on the future of our tiade ... Lord Hugh
Cecil, at Oldham, says that money, which is supposed to be the
root of evil, seems to be Mr. Chamberlain's policy for uniting

the Empire ... Mr. Brodrick, in London, on Army reform.

Oct. 22.—Lord George Hamilton, at Ealing, refers to hi.,

resignation of office ; he is opposed to the policy being no.«-

advocated by Mr. Chamberlain ... Sir H. Campbell-Bannerma . >,

at Stirling, argues against Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal proposals
dangerous to this countiy ... Sir E. Grey, at Alnwick, maintains
that a return to Protection is impossible.

Oct. 23.—Mr. G. Wyndham, at Dover, says he accepts the

position of both Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamberlain ... Mr.
Chaplin, at Croydon, is strongly in favour of Protection ... Lord
Tweedmouth, at Bath, speaks of the curious Cabinet procedures

disclosed lately.

Oct. 24.—Mr. Brodrick, at Guildford, on the War Office ..

Mr. Asquith, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, traverses all the assumptions
on which Mr. Chamberlain bases his proposals.

Oct. 27.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Liverpool, on the origin of
Free Trade and its results in this country ... Mr. A. Elliot, at

Durham, deals with the circumstances of his recent resignation

of office ... Mr. G. Wyndham, at Dover, deals chiefly with the

questions of education and War Office reform.

Oct. 28.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Liverpool, deals with Lord
Goschen's arguments on the food question ... Mr. George
Wyndham, at Dover, says that with fiscai reform Canada could
become the granary of Great Britain ... Mr. Walter Long, at

Trowbridge, says he firmly believes in the Government's fiscal

policy.

Oct. 29.—Mr. A kers-Douglas, at Canterbury, in support of

Retaliation ... Mr. Burdett-Coutts, in London, in praise of M \

Chamberlain ... Mr. Deakin, at Ballarat, defends the pro-

tective policy of Australia, but supports Mr. Chamberlain's
reciprocal proposals ... Mr. Ritchie, in Aberdeen, on Social

progress.

Oct. 30.— Lord Londonderry, at Liverpool, defends tin

Education Act ... Lord Portsmouth, at Winchester, condemn;
Mr. Chamberlain's proposals.

Oct. 31.—Sir William Harcourt, at Rawtenstall, says tin:

Mr. Chamberlain's statements are not in accordance with fac:

... Mr. Asquith, at Paisley, says that Mr. Chamberlain in all

his speeches ignores the home trade, the most important of all.

OBITUARY.
Oct. 12.—Mr. R. H. Savage (American novelist), 56 ...

Dr. Valussi, Prince-Bishop of Trent, 66.

Oct. 16.—Sir William Colville, 76.

Oct. 17.—Mr. Lewis Tallerman.

Oct. 19.—Mr. T. C Horsley, R.A., 86.

Oct. 23.—Mr. Lecky, 59.

Oct. 24.—Mr. Samson Fox (engineer), 65.

Oct. 26.—M. Wilfred J. Cripps, C.B., F.S.A., 62. ... Mr.
Albert Dresden Vandam, 60.

Oct. 20 —Mrs. Booth Tucker, S.A.
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Current History in Caricature

O wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see ourselves as ithers see us."

—

Burns.

IN home politics, as usual, Mr. Gould holds the field,

and his chronicles of the progressive development
of the fiscal campaign continue to afford the best

illustrated commentary on the extraordinary manoeuvres
of Mr. Chamberlain and his former colleagues. The one
advantage of Mr. Gould's cartoons is that they always
speak for themselves, and there is no necessity for any
further explanation. Last month he gave us Mr.
Chamberlain as the White Knight armed cap-a-pie with

all manner of armour and weapons ; this month this

noble and gallant Knight has developed into Mr.
Chadband, whose unctuous discourses concerning the
" Terewth " seemed to have formed the moral of Mr. .

Chamberlain's latest speeches.

// Papagallo continues to devote its attention to the
whole European question with special reference to the

East in the accompanying cartoon, and the explanations
in broken English which accompany it are almost as

amusing as the cartoon itself. In this cartoon John Bull

figures in a new guise, with the serpent of commerce
wound round his neck and hissing in his ear while he
administers a potion to the Turk. For the first time

// Papagallo has given us a picture of Diplomacy—an
ancient dame with a pince-nez on her nose and a Urge

quill pen in her right hand, with her hair done after the

fashion and time of Madame de Pompadour. Hie

reason why Diplomacy is looking down the throat of

Russia is because of the sudden change in the Tsar's pro-

gramme, and his refusal to visit Rome.
At the other end of Europe the Dutch artist of the

Amsterdammer pokes fun at the latter-day flirtations of

the French Republic with her neighbours. France,

typified as Mary Ann, attracts the attention of President

Loubet to various historical paintings representing her in

the arms at one time of the Tsar, and another the King

of Italy, while the King of England kisses her hand and

the King of the Belgians ogles at less close quarters.

The trouble which Emperor Franz-Joseph is expe-

riencing in Hungary is the subject of a very amusing

cartoon in Simplitissimus, in which the Austro-

Hungarian arms are first of all hacked to pieces in a

time of crisis, then carefully put together again with glnt

and red tape. The process is a painful one, and the\ring>

of the reconstructed Eagle are in a very bad way.

// Papagallo.}

A General Surrey of the State of Europe.

454
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Lt Grelot.} [Oct. 15.

William and the Journalists.

" Now you will report to iny dictation."

Simplicissimus is also the author of another very effective

cartoon, in which the artist goes as near the crime of

fcse-majcstd as is safe, even in Bavaria. Some time ago
the Kaiser gave the King of Italy a statue of Goethe,

and, in -return, the artists suggest the King of Italy

should set up in the German capital a statue of Nero,

the inventor of Ihe-majesti. The best pendant to this

cartoon is a sketch in Grelot entitled " The Journalists,"

which expresses in vigorous French fashion the w$y in

which the modern imitator of Nero treats the German
Press.

Lustige Blatter.]

August Fourteenth (King Bebel)*

" I am the (future) State."

Simplicixriwns. \

The King of Italy, wishing to show his appreciation of the Goethe statue,

presented the City of Berlin with a statue of Emperor Nero, the inventor

of the " Uu Majesty"

[No. aS.

The Austrian Double-Eagle.

x. The Crisis.

2. The Ausgleich.
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Le Grrlot.} [Oct. 18.

The Anglo-French Understanding:.

M. Delcassc' and Lord Lansdowne dancing the dance of peace.

Lese-majesty is not a crime when committed against

foreign potentates, otherwise the German caricaturists

would this month have had a bad time. Here, for instance,

is Der Wahre Jacob picture of the Russian situation, in

which the giant industry born in Russia, thanks to the

policy of M. Witte, startles the Emperor and the late

Minister of Finance by donning the Phrygian bonnet and
appearing arrayed in Socialist garb. Still more offensive

to the Sovereign is the cartoon in which the same paper
represents King Edward seated upon a throne carried
upon the shoulders of starving men, who are groaning

lift

»

i * i

Wahre Jacob.]

Found out Too Late.

[Oct. ao.

Calcutta Recorder.]

Tommy Atkins as he was and as he will be.

The Tsar :
' Witte, this woman you have brought into my 1 ind is really a

Socialist !

"

Wrongly Speculated.
Edward :

" Begone, Joe, and take Hunger with you. The noise spoils

my appetite."

Chamberlain :
" Edward, would you sacrifice me for the sake of your

belly ? Is that the thanks I get for all my trouble to make your throne safe .'

I go ; but take care, / shall come again.
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under the lash of hunger, made up
remarkably like a Chinaman.
The third cartoon is guilty of no

offence against crowned heads, but

it can hardly be said to be a car-

toon calculated to promote friendly

national relations. The well-meant

effort of Professor Mommsen in the

Independent Review of October to

conciliate English opjnion is the

subject of a cartoon in Kladdera-
datsch. The British Lion shrinks

away from the Professor's proffered

milk, and a fat little John Bull and
a typical Chamberlain laugh at the

Professor for his pains.

Few topics have afforded more
subject for cartoons in Germany
than the recent struggle in the

Socialist Party between Bebel and
the more Liberal and modern group.

Since Bebel succeeded in asserting

his authority it has become the

fashion to represent him as a

dictator or a sovereign. The latest

of these cartoons is that which I

reproduce from Kladderadatsch, in which the Socialist

leader figures as August XIV., King Bebel, with a head-
man's axe in one hand and the fetters in the other.

The scandals concerning the ill-treatment of German
privates, which have multiplied so rapidly of late in the

papers, have given the Neue Gliihlichter a suggestion for

a very cruel cartoon on the Prussian non-commissioned
officer.

Amstent*

France and her Gallery of Distinguished Visitors.

A cartoon of another kind, although designed from the
opposite standpoint, is that which the Calcutta Recorder

Cublished on Tommy Atkins, as he was and as he will

e. The Recorder's cartoon is an apt illustration of the

way in which certain sections of the Anglo-Indians resent

every effort to bring to justice soldiers who maltreat the

natives.

Neur Gluhlicktcr.\ [Oct. 23.

The Prussian Under-Officer.

Mother: "Ah, my darling ! Where did you get all those med;ils?

Have you been in a war ?
"

Son :
" No. mother. I got them all in service. For every ill treatment

of soldiers one medal."

Kladdtradatsch.]

The Apostle of Peace.

[Oct. xi.

In England they also find that milk is no palliative to meat-eatinj; anim.ls
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Westminster Gazette.] The Doomster. [Oct. X2.

The Fiscal Missionary :
" Prepare to meet your creditors ! You are

rushing headlong to perdition and bankruptcy J This is your last chance !

If you want to be saved read my tracts !

"

Westminster Gamttei Gamekeeper and Poacher. [Oct. n-

The Gambkbkpbr :
" All right, father, I can't see you !"

Westminster Gazette.] I'm Ridin' NoO ! [Oct. 15.

" The family pet in the Scotch home was a parrot whose wings had been
clipped, and whose efforts to fly had amused the youngsters of the [house-
hold. One day, as Mr. Glannery was walking in the garden, a hoarse voice
attracted his attention. From the region of the air came the following
sentiment uttered by the parrot in tones of great satisfaction, ' I'm ridin' noo,
Johnnie Glannery.' When Mr. Glannery looked up he saw the unfortunate
»ird being carried away over the garden in the clutch of a hawk."

Westminster Gazette.} SpOlling^the Funeral. t^ct - *4«

The Undertaker : " I never did set such a corpse ! What's the use

of saying you ain't dead, when I tell you you are!"
The Corpse :

" But I'm not dead."
The Premier Mourner :

M Pray be more considerate ! You are spoil-

ing a beautiful funeral !

"

Westminster Gazette.^ Wonderland Figures* [Oct. 16.

["In this controversy which I am commencing here I use figures as illus-

trations. I do not pretend that they are proofs ; the proof will be found in

the argument and not in the figures ; I use figures as illustrations to show
what the argument is. . . . Sugar has gone—let us not weep for it ; jam and
pickles remain."—Mr. Chamberlain, at Greenock, Oct. 7, 1903.

J

Westminster Gazette.] The Vanishing Loaf. [Oct. x*

How the Big Loaf Disappears from the Poor Man's Shelf.

There has been a good deal, in the papers lately about the mysterious

dwindling and disappearance of loaves from a " haunted" farm at Beverley.

Rats have been suggested, but not detected. In Germany the Little Folk

would be held responsible, as the sketch above illustrates.
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Westminster Gazette.

\

A Fiscal Attack.
(With apologies to Mr. W. Weekes and his picture " Fallen Amongst

Thieves.")
Wettminst*rG*m*tt*.\ Ministerial Hymnology. [Oct. a7 .

1 " One step enough for inc.'
1

|

M Remember not past years."

Earl Percy quoted from the well-known hymn in regard to the fiscal

proposals :
" I do not ask to se- The distant scene : one step enough for

me." Sir Edward Grey retorted that when the Government went to the

country they had better take as their motto another extract from that

hymn !
" Remember not past years."

HJCt. 31.Westminster Gazette.

\

The Alarmist Game.
Dr. Chamberlaw: "Dear, dear ! Mr. Bull, your Imperial organ is in

a most dangerous condition. Nothing but an immediate Preferential opera-
tion can save you. "

>

.

Dr. Balfour (who has hurried in on hearing' Dr. Chamberlain's voice) :

'* I really must examine you, Mr. Bull. Ah ! Just as I thought, your com-
mercial symptoms are most grave."
Dr. Chamberlain :.

" You're a dead man unless T operate.M

Mr. Bull :
" Bosh 1 I never felt better in my life."

_
Dr. Balfour :

** He is quite right—we are both right, bur since an open*
cioo is painful and unpopular, all 1 propose to advise officially is—a little

Retaliation tonic."

;autu.\ Another Demonstration.Westminster

The Mad Hatter: "You see that John
Bull is overweighted by Imports. I have a

simple plan to remedy this. I will cut the
Cf»»"d. :<nd vou will «er

"

[Oct. 39.

An immediate result.

Westminster Gazette.] [Oct. 23.

Colonial Preference.

Canadian Corn :
" Ah ! .

Mr. Chamberlain is going to give me a
Preference."
Australian Wool :

" What's he'' going to do for me ?

"

Canadian Corn :
" Nothing ! You're Raw Materi il."

Australian Wool: " So are you, for the matter of that !

M

The "Terewth." [Oct. 30.

(With apologies to Mr. E. T. Reed's " Unrecorded History, No. VII.,"
representing the constitutional inability of George Washington to tell a lie.)

Mr. Joseph Chadband Washington: "Oh, my friends! Would
that I could tell you, the toilers and moilers, that you would have to pay
more for your food. How I should like to appeal to you, my human
workers, to make your lowly sacrifices for the great Empire which I have
founded. But, alas ! I cannot, for it is borne in upon me that I must speak
the Terewth !

" [vide Mr. Chambkrlain, at Liverpool, October 28, 1903.]
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CHARACTER SKETCH
THE DUKE.

L—OF DUKES IN GENERAL.

WHICH Duke? There is only one Duke. The
Duke of Devonshire.

It is curious, when you come to think of

it, how small a part Dukes play in modern England.

We have in these democratic days travelled a long

way from the time when a Duke was a veritable Dux
—leader of men. Take the peerage and run down
the roll of Dukes, asking yourself how much they

stand for in the world of politics. Here they are in

alphabetical order :

—

Abercorn. Hamilton. Portland.

Argyll. Leeds. Richmond.
Atholl. Leinster. Roxburghe.
Beaufort. Manchester. Rutland.
Bedford. Marlborough. St. Albans.
Buccleuch. Montrose. Somerset.
Devonshire. Newcastle. Sutherland.

Fife. Norfolk. Wellington.
Grafton. Northumberland. Westminster.

I omit Royal Dukes, such as Cambridge and Con-
naught. Every one of these Dukes is a little king in

his own domain. A duke is a duke, be he never so

homely. But among all the ducal crowd—many of

them men of illustrious parentage, who is there who
counts in the Empire at large but the Duke of Devon-
shire ? The Duke of Bedford is said to draw ^10,000
a year from Covent Garden, and Bedfordia covers 120
acres of London ground. The Dukes of Argyll and
of Fife married into the Royal Family, the Duke of

Marlborough married a Vanderbilt, the Duke of Nor-
folk has been Postmaster-General, and the Duke of

Rutland lives in history as the author of the immortal
couplet

—

Let laws, and learning, arts and manners die,

But leave us still our old nobility.

The Duke of Westminster, like the Duke of Northum-
berland, has a great rent-roll, and so has the Duke of

Sutherland. But although many of them are most
estimable men, they have no personality. They
form a submerged decimal point of the popula-

tion
;
submerged not by poverty, but by wealth and

rank : the Dukedoms which exalt, also depress. It

takes all the vital energy their holders possess to keep
up the position into which they are born, and they have
not enough left to enable them to make a mark in

public affairs.

With the Duke of Devonshire it is different. He is

among the wealthiest of nobles, a grandee of the

grandees, but before the ducal coronet descended
upon his brow he had made his mark and established

his position among the Commons of England. The
dukedom could not extinguish Lord Hartington. He
towers aloft among his fellows, visible all over the

world.

Among the democracy a great noble, such as the Duke

of Devonshire, appears like a mastodon or megatherium
of a pre-historic time among a herd of cattle. He is

of another world. His movements are stiff and slow.

His ponderous bulk and stately habit bespeak a
certain spaciousness of existence. He does not lord

it over the sheep of his pasture. His superiority is so
much in the nature of things it does not even need to*

be asserted. He is a landmark rather than a mobile
creature of our common clay.

II.—OF THE DUKE IN PARTICULAR.
And now the landmark has shifted—not for the

first time—and the Duke has again become the
central figure in the political arena. His slow but
sturdy and resolute opposition to Mr. Gladstone
killed the Home Rule Bill. And although this year
he is a septuagenarian, it is felt that he will tread as
heavily, as decisively, upon the Protectionist heresies

of Mr. Chamberlain.

HIS SEVEN RESIDENCES.

To form some idea of the displacement of social

force that took place when the Duke left the Cabinet,

it is only necessary to glance at the many mansions
of this many-acred noble. Devonshire House, in

Piccadilly, unlike other palaces that front the Green
Park, retires from the bustling world of busi-

ness and of pleasure, and stands aloof behind
its high brick walls, but condescends to be
visible through the ironwork of its lofty gate.

Chatsworth, his lordly pleasure-house, and Hardwicke
Hall, are both in Derbyshire, a county which has
had a Duke of Devonshire for its Lord-Lieutenant

ever since the seventeenth century. In Westmoreland,
from Holker Hall he can look out towards Barrow,
that Vulcan's Forge which his father called intobein^

on the West coast. In Yorkshire the Duke's seat is

Bolton Abbey. On the South coast, at Compter*
Place, he is in the presence of Eastbourne, which his

father founded as a fashionable watering-place, and
over which he presided as Mayor in 1897. He has
no seat in Scotland, but in Ireland no man has a
lovelier home than that which the Duke possesses at

Lismore Castle, in the County of Waterford. If he
divided his year impartially among his seven resi-

dences he could not spend eight weeks in any one of
them.

HIS TITLES AND POSSESSIONS.

To read the list of his titles and dignities recalls the

grandiose enumeration of the dignities of British

peers given by Victor Hugo in " L'Homme qui Rit."

He is the eighth Duke of the House of Cavendish,

the dukedom dating from 1694, or six years posterior

to the Great Revolution. One of his ancestors was
employed by Henry the Eighth in the harrying of the
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monasteries. His banner hangs among those of the

Knights of the Garter in St. George's Chapel, Wind-

sor. He is Chancellor of the University of Cam-
bridge, leader of the House of Lords, chief of the

Liberal Unionist party, and, until the other day

Lord President of the Council and Chairman of the

Committee of National Defence. He owns 180,000

acres of land. He is P.C., D.C.L., and LL.D., and
Lord-Lieutenant of the County of Derbyshire. He is

Lord Paramount of Barrow and of Eastbourne. His

are not only the cattle of a thousand hills, but the

Photograph by\

An Early Portrait of the Duke.

[Bassano.

hidden treasures of the mine. He has health and
wealth and a wife to whom he is devoted. One
thing only is denied him. The joy that meanest
peasants have is withheld from the greatest of the

Dukes. He has no son to inherit his vast possessions.

The title and the estates will pass to Victor Cavendish,

his nephew, who has joined the Ministry which his

uncle has abandoned.

HIS CAREER IN THE COMMONS.

Nor is it only the extent of his acreage, the

multiplicity of his palaces, or the titles and honours
heaped upon him which give distinction to the Duke.
He is not a man indifferent to the pleasures of the

Turf or the Chase. But from his twenty-fourth year

he has been in public life. He was first elected to

Parliament for North Lancashire in 1857. He had

been twenty years in the House of Commons before

Mr. Chamberlain passed its portals. He has had

his share of the ups and downs of political life, and he

has fought not without honour more than one contested

Election. He lost his seat at the General Election of

1869, and found refuge in the Celtic fringe, New
Radnor doing for him the same service which West

Monmouth rendered to Sir W. Harcourt some years

later. His fight for Rossendale in 1880 was only

second in importance to Mr. Gladstone's triumph in

Midlothian.

If the Duke, as Lord Hartington, served the people

in the Commons House of Parliament for thirty-four

years, he has been not less assiduous as a peer in the

House of Lords since 1891, when the death of his

father gave him a seat in the Upper House. On the

death of Lord Salisbury he succeeded to the leader-

ship of the Lords.

AS MINISTER OF THE CROWN.

There • are few departments of the State in

which the Duke has not served. He held for

a few months in 1863 the post of Junior Lord

of the Admiralty under Lord Russell. In

1866, when only thirty-three years of age, he

became Secretary of State for War. Mr. Gladstone,

in 1868, made him Postmaster-General, while he was

without a seat in the House of Commons. In 1871

he became Irish Secretary, and held the post till the

Liberal debdck of 1874. When the Liberals returned

to power in 1880, Mr. Gladstone insisted upon making
him Secretary for India, against the earnest protests

of the Queen, who wanted to see him at the War
Office. Two years later, the Afghan question being

out of the way, her Majesty had her way, and Lord

Hartington was at the War Office from 1882 to 1885.

1886 was the year of the great schism, when Lord

Hartington shook the dust off his feet against Mr.

Gladstone and Home Rule, and joined himself unto

the forces of the Conservatives. For nine years he

supported his new allies from without the fold. Lord

Salisbury, it is reported, repeatedly offered to serve

under the Duke if he would accept the Premiership.

In 1895 he took office in the Unionist Cabinet as

Lord President of the Council, an office which he

held until last month.

THE NESTOR OF BRITISH STATESMEN.

The Duke, therefore, has been seventy years in this

world. Of these, he has spent thirty-four in the House
of Commons and twelve in the House of Lords. It is

forty-six years since he first entered public life. Of
these forty-six years twenty-one were spent in the

Ministry. He was thirteen years in the Liberal and

eight in the Unionist Cabinet. He has served under

Lord Russell, Mr. Gladstone (twice), Lord Salisbury,

and Mr. Balfour. He is now the Nestor of British

statesmen.
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"LIBERAL LEADER 1875 TO 1880.

The Duke's early career as a Minister calls for little

comment. Almost the only thing that is remembered
about hira before 1880 was the story told concerning

his nonchalance and the uninspiring character of his

oratory. He was making a speech which was explain-

ing some measure which he had in charge, and the

House found his exposition extremely dull. His
hearers were hardly prepared to find that it was as

dull to the speaker as to his audience, but in

the middle of the speech Lord Hartington

indulged in the luxury of a yawn and apolo-

gised, saying that after all it was so dull. It

was not only after his election as Leader of the Party

in the House of Commons, on the retirement of Mr.
Gladstone, that he loomed large before the nation.

When Mr. Gladstone, after his defeat in 1874,
decided that the time - had come for him to

devote his few remaining years to prepare his soul

for the next world, the Liberals were divided between
the claims of Mr. Forster and Lord Hartington. Mr.
Forster would probably have been chosen but for the

prejudice against him due to his twenty-fifth clause

of the Education Act. Lord Hartington excited no
enthusiasm, he provoked no antipathy. Lord Gran-

ville became the Leader of the Party in the House of

Lords and in the country, while Lord Hartington was
his lieutenant in the House of Commons. It was a

Whig leader who was always presented by the

Radicals. Lord Hartington, however, acquitted

himself fairly well, • although his somewhat tepid

temperament was in little sympathy with the ardour

evoked by the Bulgarian agitation. Mr. Gladstone

excused this lack of zeal on the part of his nominal
leader in a letter to Madame Novikoff, in which he
explained to: her that as Lord Hartington was the

leader of the whole Party, he had " to bear in mind
more or less opinions of the Fitzwilliam stamp,, so as

not to break with them."

HIS RECORD AT THE INDIA OFFICE.

Lord Hartington steadily opposed the Afghan War.
With his speech on this subject the Whigs and
Radicals found themselves in hearty agreement. It

is, however, not generally known that he was almost
as staunch an opponent of the annexation of the

Transvaal as Mr. Chamberlain. The declaration in

favour of abandonirig the country to the Boers which
he made as Leader of the Liberal Party before the

General Election of 1880 was much more emphatic
and precise than anything that fell from Mr. Gladstone
in his Midlothian speeches. When the Cabinet
was formed and he became Minister of India it fell

to his lot to explain, defend, and ultimately impose
upon his Sovereign the policy of evacuating Kandahar.
It will be remembered that the Queen was extremely
difficult about Kandahar; she flatly refused to

agree to the Queen's speech prepared by Mr. Glad-
stone at the opening of the new Parliament because
it announced the decision to evacuate Afghanistan.

It was only after a special deputation of the

Whig Cabinet, headed by Lord Hartington, had
gone to Osborne and insisted that the Cabinet was
unanimous and that she must give way, that she reluc-

tantly abandoned her opposition and telegraphed her

consent to the delivery of the speech which was made
in her name. It was probably the painfu^ recollection

of the strong fight the Queen had made against with-

drawing from Kandahar that led Lord Hartington

and Mr. Chamberlain to refrain from insisting on the

restoration of the independence to the Transvaal to

which they were both deeply committed.

AT THE WAR OFFICE.

Lord Hartington acquiesced in the Majuba settle-

ment, and after he had evacuated Afghanistan he was
transferred to the War Office, for which he had been

nominated by the Queen from the first. Mr. Brodrick's

recent transfer to the. India Office has been repre-

sented as a promotion. But all Secretaries of State

are supposed to be equal, and the importance of

the office depends chiefly upon the importance of

the questions which have to be dealt with by the

various departments. Lord Hartington was at the

India Office when India was the centre of interest, he

became War Minister when the troubles in Egypt
involved us in the long series of Egyptian campaigns
which culminated in the death of Gordon.

GENERAL GORDON.

Lord Hartington was one of the four Ministers who
first decided to send General Gordon to deliver the

garrisons and evacuate the Soudan. It was his duty

afterwards to prepare the relief expedition which

arrived . too late. During all the trying time Lord
Hartington had his own troubles with Mr. Gladstone,

who was too much like General Gordon in his

enthusiastic and religious temperament to tolerate the

rapidly shifting policy of the hero of Khartoum. " Two
of a trade never agree," and Mr. Morley's complaint

as to the rapid revolution which General Gordon's ideas

underwent after his arrival at Khartoum might have

been softened if he had recalled how frequently

a similar complaint was brought against Mr. Gladstone

for his change of views in relation to Ireland. There
was, however, a difference—General Gordon went out

to give the Soudan Home Rule, and became converted

to the necessity of establishing a government over

the revolted tribes. . Mr. Gladstone, on the other

hand, being elected in order to govern Ireland with

a British majority independent of the Irish vote,

decided to meet Parliament with a programme of

Home Rule. Lord Harrington's tenure of the War
Office was no bed of roses, for he frequently found

himself between the devil and the deep sea with the

Queen on the one hand and Mr. Gladstone on the

other. The strained relations with the Queen cul-

minated when he received her famous open telegram

from the stationmaster on the platform expressing her

regret and bitter resentment at the dilatory policy

which had led to the sacrifice of Gordon's life.
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:IIS POSITION IN THE CABINET.

During the whole of the Gladstone Ministry of 1880

Lord Hartington found himself at the head of the Whigs

and in opposition to the Radicals, of whom the most

pushful was Mr. Chamberlain. In those days Mr.

Chamberlain made the remark that Lord Hartington in

Photograph by\

Devonshire House, Piccadilly. The Duke's London

council often seemed to be slow, but he always gave

you a nut to crack. The fight went on between the two

sections with varying fortune. For a time Mr. Chamber-
lain was supported by Mr. Gladstone, but in the later

years of the Cabinet the influence of Lord Hartington

was in the ascendency. In the last year of the

Ministry, the Peers under Lord Harrington's Cabinet

secured such an ascendency that both Mr. Chamberlain

and his ally were in a state of suspended resignation.

III.—HOW HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.

That which is peculiarly interesting in the

Duke's political career is the fact that the present

political position of the nation reproduces with

curious exactitude situations in which he had already

played the leading rble. On both a flood of new
light has just been thrown by Mr. Morley's " Life of

Mr. Gladstone." The two questions which dominate

the two parties to-day are personal. In the Liberal

party the question is—What is to be done about Lord
Rosebery ? In the Unionist party every other subject

is overshadowed by the question—What about Mr.

Chamberlain ? It is a mistake to say that the nation

is excited about the fiscal question. There is in

reality no fiscal question apart from Mr. Chamberlain.

There is a Rosebery question, and there is a Cham-
berlain question. The career of the Duke contains

two interesting episodes, which curiously resemble the

questions which trouble the two parties to-day.

1880 and 1903.

It was in the year 1880 that we find the parallel to

the difficulty raised by the position of Lord Rosebery.

In 1875 Mr. Gladstone had abandoned the leader-

ship of the Liberal part}'. Lord

Rosebery twenty years later followed

his example from very different

motives. In 1876 the Eastern crisis

brought Mr. Gladstone back into

active political life. In 1902 Lord

Rosebery was compelled, by the

ineptitude of the Ministry, to reap-

pear on the public platform. Mr.

Gladstone at Blackheath and Lord

Rosebery at Chesterfield made

dramatic reappearances which led

their friends and admirers to assert

that their return to the leadership of

the party was essential to its chances

of success. But parties do not go

leaderless, and both Gladstonians and

Roseberyites were confronted by the

obvious fact that there was no

vacancy in the Liberal leadership.

In 1876 the Liberal party was led

by Lord Granville and Lord Harting-

ton. In 1902 the Opposition had

as its recognised chiefs Lord Spencer

and Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman.
The existence, outside the leadership,

of men who filled the public imagination much more

than the official chiefs is therefore no novelty. And
it is extremely interesting to note how Mr. Gladstone

and Lord Hartington solved the problem which now
confronts Lord Rosebery and Sir H. Campbell-Ban-
nerman.

LORD ROSEBERY AND MR. GLADSTONE.

Of course the parallel is faulty. Lord Rosebery is

not Mr. Gladstone ; Lord Rosebery has not made the

running against the Ministerial high crimes and mis-

demeanours in South Africa ; Lord Rosebery has as

yet not even ventured to essay a Midlothian campaign.
In 1880, when the General Election swept Lord

Beaconsfield out of power, everyone knew that the

majority was Mr. Gladstone's majority. Mr. Glad-

stone had never paltered with the principles of his

party in order to hold a candle to the devil that was

devastating South Africa. He represented the most

extreme root and branch opposition to Jingoism and
all its works. Therein he resembled Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman much more closely than he

resembled Lord Rosebery. But after making allow-

ance for all that, the analogy between the difficulty of

the Liberals in 1880 and of the Opposition in 1903 is

close enough to give much piquancy to the story of

how Mr. Gladstone and Lord Hartington dealt with it

in 1880.

[Topicai.
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LORD HARTINGTON AND MR. GLADSTONE.

During the Bulgarian agitation Lord Harrington

acted with great judgment and good sense. He was
the leader of the whole party, and he was in a special

manner the representative of the Whigs who had
supported the Crimean war, and who resented not a

little the sudden and violent break in our old tradi-

tions for which Mr. Gladstone was responsible. Lord
Harrington, instead of going on the stump in England,

went to the East of Europe, and remained there until

Mr. Gladstone had demonstrated his power to wield

at will the democracy of Great Britain. Then Lord
Harrington returned home, and made a famous speech

at Keighley, which was quite a masterpiece in its way.

It delighted theWhigs, because of its studied moderation
and its careful avoidance of the Gladstonian watch-

word. But, as I wrote the day after I had listened to

his weighty, although somewhat halting, discourse,

the extreme agitators against the Unspeakable Turk
could find nothing to complain of. 1 said in the

Northern Echo—
his speech was a skilful and masterly attempt to unite not

merely all Liberals, but all Englishmen, in support of certain

general principles of action in the East, which faithfully applied

would carry us not merely as far as, but much farther than, the

position taken up by Mr. Gladstone in his celebrated pamphlet.

. . . For practical purposes Lord Hartington's speech amounts to

this. It commits the whole Liberal party, so far as the speech

of a leader can commit his party to anything, to the demand

that the Great Powers, and especially England, shall make it

the object of their policy in the East to bring about as rapidly

as is consistent with the extent of the change the extinction of

Turkish sovereignty not over Bosnia and Bulgaria alone, but

over the Christians of Turkey. This policy, which embraces all

that Mr. Freeman ever asked for, was yet stated so mildly as to

secure, we hope, the support of Mr. Grant Duff, who contem-

plates the fortunes of empires with the sub-

lime composure of a naturalist watching the

metamorphoses of a caterpillar.

It was a good speech, although it

was a dull one". I remember writing

to Mr. Gladstone after hearing it,

expressing myself with the fervid

enthusiasm of youth, concerning the

painful contrast between the enthu-

siasm of Blackheath and the stum-

bling deliverance at Keighley.

THE CRISIS OF MIDLOTHIAN.

But Lord Hartington did his

duty, and kept his party in hand.

A year later there was a moment of

danger when Mr. Gladstone pro-

posed to move his famous resolu-

tions in favour of the coercion of

the Turk, and found himself con-

fronted by the veto of Lord Hart-

ington and the Whigs. It was
notable that at that moment when

Mr. Gladstone seemed likely to break with Lord
Hartington, he found his most zealous lieu-

tenant in a ^certain Joseph Chamberlain, whose
parliamentary dkbut was watched with much in-

terest, on account of the reputation as a Red
Republican which he* had brought with him from
Birmingham. The difficulty was surmounted; and
when the General Election came, Lord Hartington,
as recognised leader of the party, issued his

address to the electors of Rossendale before Mr.
Gladstone published his address to the electors of

Midlothian.

The relation between the two statesmen on that

occasion was somewhat like that of Mr. Balfour and
Mr. Chamberlain to-day. Lord Hartington was the

official, Mr. Gladstone the real leader of the party.

But such duality is more defensible when a party is in

Opposition than when it is in possession of place and
of power. This, however, by the way.

SIR H. CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN AND LORD
HARTINGTON.

To revert to the parallel between the position

of Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman to-day and that of

Lord Hartington in 1880, the distribution of parts

was very convenient for the Liberal party. The
Moderates and anti-Russians swore by Lord
Hartington, the Radicals and anti-Turks rallied

round Mr. Gladstone. The propriety of asking

Mr. Gladstone to lead in name as well as in fact

on the eve of the election was considered by
the Liberal leaders and rejected, Lord Hartington,

curiously enough, being the only man who advocated

that course. The supersession of Lord Hartington

would, it was thought, have alienated the Moderates,

whose support was essential for the success of the

The Grand Marble Staircase in Devonsh're House.
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party. The calculation of the party managers was
justified by the event. The Tories were smitten hip

and thigh from Dan even to Beersheba. Then came
the difficult question as .to who should be selected to

form the new Ministry. It is one which the King will

have to decide next spring. The Queen tried to

settle it by sending for Lord Hartington, as the King
will try to settle it by sending for Sir H. Campbell-

Bannerman or Lord Spencer. Mr. Gladstone thought

the Queen had done wrong in passing over Lord

Granville, and the King will probably avoid that

mistake by sending for Lord Spencer ; he will certainly

not send for Lord Rosebery. The question will then

arise whether Lord Spencer or Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman, as the case may be, will attempt to form
a Ministry.

THE QUEEN AND THE TWO LEADERS.

What happened in 1880 is told by Mr. Gladstone
in his note of

his conversation

with Lord Hart-

ington after he
had received the

Royal com-
mand :—

• .

|

The Queen told

him that she desired

him to form an ad-

ministration, and

pressed upon him

strongly his duty

to assist her as a

responsible leader

of the party now in

a large majority.

She indicated to

him her confidence

in his modera-
tion. ... By this

moderation the

Queen intimated
that Hartington was

distinguished from

Granville as well as from me. Hartington, in reply to her

Majesty, made becoming acknowledgments, and proceeded

to say that he did not think a Government could be satis-

factorily formed without me ; he had not had any direct

communication with me, but he had reason to believe that I

would not take any office or post in the Government except

that of first Minister. Under these circumstances he advised her

Majesty to place the matter in my hands. The Queen con-

tinued to urge upon him the obligations arising out of her

yosition, and desired him to ascertain .whether he was right

f\ his belief that I would not act in a Ministry unless as first

Minister. "This," he said,/" is a question which I should not

have put to you except when desired by the Queen." ... I

said . ^ ."I have only to say that I adhere to my reply as

you have already conveyed it to the Queen."—(Vol. 2, p. 622.)

v

Lord Hartington had previously been informed by

Lord Wolverton that Mr. Gladstone would take part

The Duke of Devonshire's Study, Devonshire House.

in no administration in which he was not the chief.

Mr. Gladstone was quite uncompromising. Despite

the expressed wishes of the Queen he adhered to his

determination ; he was to be Premier or nothing

at all. It will be interesting to see whether Lord
Rosebery will adopt the same attitude. Mr. Glad-

stone's reasons for refusing to serve under Harting-

ton did not, however, apply to the case of Lord
Rosebery :

—

I conceive that I was plainly right in declining it, for had I

acted otherwise I should have placed the facts of the case in

conflict with its rights, and with the full expectations of the

country. Besides, as the head of a five years' Ministry, and as

still in full activity, I should have been strangely placed as the

subordinate of one twenty years my junior and comparatively

little tested in public life.—(Vol. 2, p. 620.)

mr. Gladstone's attitude in 1880.

Lord Hartington, therefore, having received the

explicit state-

ment from Mr.

Gladstone as to

his refusal to

serve in a sub-

ordinate capa-

city, returned

to the Queen,

who then, very

reluctantly, sent

Lord Granville

to summon Mr.

Gladstone to

her presence.

Meantime Mr.

Gladstone had

formulated in

writing what he

conceived would

be his duty as

an outsider to a

Granville - Hart-

ington Cabinet.

This document

has a curiously menacing ring, which contrasts some-

what with his previous expression of loyalty to the

titular leaders of his party. Mr. Gladstone said :

—

It was my duty to add that in case a Government should be

formed by him or by Granville with him, . . . my duty would be

plain. It would be to give them, all the support in my power,

both negatively, as by absence or non-interference, and positively.

Promises of this kind I said stood on slippery ground, and must

always be understood with the limits which might be prescribed

by conviction.—(Vol. 2, p. 623.)

When finally Granville and Hartington came to

him with" the summons to the Queen, Mr. Gladstone

read to them this probably inspired passage from the

Daily Ncivs

:

—
Without their full acquiescence—and indeed their earnest

pressure—he could not even now take a step which would seem
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to slight claims which he has amply and generously acknow-
ledged. If either now or a few days later he accepts the task of

forming and the duty of presiding over a Liberal administration,

it will be because Lord Granville and I^ord Hartington, with
characteristic patriotism, have themselves been among the first

to feel and the most eager to urge Mr. Gladstone's return to

the post to which he has been summoned.

—

Daily Xcws
%

April 22nd.

Mr. Gladstone told them " that letting drop the

epithets, so I understood the matter. I presumed,
therefore, that, under the circumstances, as they were
established before their audience they had unitedly

advised the Sovereign that it was most for the public

advantage to send fox me. To this they assented."

-{Ib. p. 625.)

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA.

Granville and Hartington could hardly have done
other than assent, although it would have been curious

to know what was at the back of Lord Harrington's

mind when he was thus dexterously cornered by the

G.O.M. Mr. Gladstone treated Lord Hartington as

his natural successor ; and when Lord Granville had
accepted the Foreign Office, he insisted upon Lord
Hartington taking the India Office, which was then,

owing to the Afghan war, the centre of the situation.

When Mr. Gladstone found himself in the Royal
presence, he discovered that the Queen had very

strong objections to this arrangement. She wanted
Lord Hartington at the War Office. For she said

that Lord Hartington had told her that the system of
short service had entirely broken down, and that

nobody supported it except Lord Cardwell himself.

Mr. Gladstone, however, stuck to his point. He
said :

—

Lord Hartington knew the War Office, and she thought he
would make a good War Minister. I said that it seemed to me
in the present state of the country the first object was to provide
for the difficulties of statesmanship, and then to deal with those
of administration. The greatest of all these difficulties, I thought,
centred in the India Office, and I was very much inclined to
think Lord Hartington would be eminently qualified to deal
with them, and would thereby lake a place in the Government
suitable to his position and his probable future.—(Vol. 2^

p. 627.)

Lord Hartington became Secretary of State for

India, where he had the very difficult task of persuading
the Queen to assent to the evacuation of Kandahar.
The whole story rejigs like a curious foreshadowing of
what may happen next spring. One thing, however,
must be noted, and that is that Mr. Gladstone, until

the actual moment when the Tory Cabinet resigned,

appears to have behaved to the leaders of his party

with a scrupulous loyalty.

GOOD READING FOR LORD ROSEBERY.

Mr. Morley publishes several letters which may be
recommended to the careful, attentive consideration

of Lord Rosebery. For instance, before the election

in December, 1879, Lord Wolverton, reporting to Mr.

Chatsworth.
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Gladstone the result of an interview which he had

with the Liberal chiefs, writes :

—

I then (with anxiety to convey what I knew to be your desire)

most earnestly impressed upon Lord Granville that you had upon
every occasion when the .subject was alluded to prefaced all you
had to say with the strongest expressions of loyalty to Harring-

ton and himself. That I felt convinced that nothing would
induce you to encourage, or to even listen to, any attempt which
others might make to disturb the existing state of things as to

the leadership unless the wish was very clearly expressed to you
by Harrington and himself, and you would demand full proof

that their interests and that of the party strongly pointed to the

reconsideration of your own position."—(Vol. 2, p. 601.)

Mr. Gladstone reporting his visit to the Liberal

chiefs :

—

Nothing could be more cordial and kind than Granville and

Harrington, but I hardly think till to-day they quite realised the

position, which I confess seems to me as clear as the sun at

noon.

—

{lb. p. 620.)

Acknowledging this on the following day (April

13th), Mr. Gladstone says to Lord Wolverton :

—

The claim, so to speak, of Granville and Harrington, or

rather, I should say, of Granville with Harrington as against

me, or rather as compared with me, is complete. My labours

as an individual cannot set me up as a pretender. Moreover, if

Lord Londonderry.
Lord Crewe. The Duke of Devonshire.

Lord Shrewsbury. Captain Seymour H.M. The King. Lord Shaftesbury.
Fortescue, R.N. The Duchess of Devonshire.

Mrs. Arthur Paget. Lady Londonderry. Lady Castlereagh.

The Latest Portraits of the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire.

Writing after a visit from Lord Wolverton, after the

election, who acted as confidential go-between at the

time between Mr. Gladstone and the Whig leaders,

Mr. Gladstone said :—
Wolverton arrived to dinner and I spent the evening in full

conversation with him. He threatens a request from Granville
and Hartington. Again I am stunned, but God will provide.

—

</*. p. 616.)

In the first of his Midlothian speeches Mr. Glad-

stone said :
—

I hope the verdict of the country will give to Lord Granville

and Lord Hartington the responsible charge of its affairs.

But in p88o, as Mr. Morley truly remarks, " events

had wrought a surprise and transformed the situation."

How great a transformation it was Lord Hartington

did not at first realise. Lord Wolverton wrote to

they should, on surveying their position, see fit to apply to roe,

there is only one form and ground of application, so far as I

see, which could be seriously entertained by me, namely, their

conviction that, on the ground of public policy, all things con-

sidered, it was best in the actual position of affairs that I should
come out.—(P. 621.)

Mr. Morley quotes a letter from Mr. Bright which
shows how strongly the Great Tribune felt the

obligations which Mr. Gladstone owed to his chiefs.

Certain it is that if Lord Rosebery could but bring

himself to speak and write to Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman as Mr. Gladstone wrote and spoke of

Lord Hartington, much of the present difficulty would
disappear. Yet Mr. Gladstone towered far more con-

spicuously over Lord Hartington than Lord Rosebery
does over the present Leader of the Opposition in the

House of Commons.
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1885 AND 1903.

The second episode, which may be said to be
prophetic of the present situation, is that in which

Lord Hartington broke with Mr. Gladstone when the

latter, after much dubitation, made the plunge for

Home Rule. And here we see the Duke acting in

1885 very much as he acted in 1903. But the story

is too recent to be told at length.

Mr. Morley says :

—

In spite of urgent arguments from wary friends, Lord Hart-
ington at once proceeded to write to his chairman in Lancashire
(December 2Dth) informing the public that no proposals of

Liberal policy on the Irish demand had been communicated to

him ; for his own part he stood to what he said at the election.

This letter was the first bugle note of an inevitable conflict

between Mr. Gladstone and those who, by-and-by, became the

Whig dissentients. To Lord Hartington, resistance to any new
Irish policy came easily, alike by temperament and conviction.

—(Vol. 3, p. 267.)

Mr. Morley, speaking of Lord Harrington's attitude

towards Home Rule, says :
—

The two Liberal statesmen, Lord Hartington and Mr. Cham-
berlain, who were most active in this campaign, and whoso
activity, was well, spiced and salted by a lively political

antagonism, agreed in a tolerably stiff negative to tne Irish

demand. The Whig leader wixh a slow mind, and the Radical
leader with a quick mind, on this single issue of the campaign
spoke with one voice. The Whig leader thought Mr. Parnell
had made a mistake and ensured his own defeat; he over-

estimated his power in Ireland and his power in Parliament ; the

Irish would not for the sake of this impossible and impracticable
undertaking forego, without duress, all the other objects which
Parliament was ready to grant them, and it remained to be seen
whether he could enforce his iron discipline upon his eighty
or ninety adherents, even if Ireland gave him so many.—
(#.233.)

It was a great niscalculation. Bat, right or wrong,
Lord Hartington declared definitely against Home
Rule. Mr. Morley says :

—

The decision was persistently regarded by Mr. (ihidstone as

an important event in English political history. With a small
number of distinguished individual exceptions, it marked the

withdrawal from the Liberal party of the aristocratic element.

Up to a very recent date this had been its governing element.

Until 1868 the Whig nobles and their connectiorij held the reins

and shaped the policy. After the accession of a leader from
outside of the caste in 1868, when Mr. Gladstone for the first

time became Prime Minister, they continued to hold more than

their share of the offices, but in Cabinet they sank to the

position of what is called a moderating force. After 1880 it

became every day more clear that even this modest function was
slipping away. Lord Hartington found that the moderating
force could no longer moderate. If he went on he must make
up his mind to go under the Caudine forks once a week.— (//*.,

P- 293.)

During Mr. Balfour's coercionist regime the Duke of

Devonshire gave an unflagging support to the Ministry.

When the Unionist Administration was defeated, and
Mr. Gladstone came in to make his last effort on
behalf of Home Rule, the Duke was as resolute in

Opposition ; and when another General Election put

the Unionists in power, he and Mr. Chamberlain
entered the Cabinet as an outward and visible sign

that the fusion between the Liberal and Conservative

Unionists was complete.

IV.—THE DUKE'S RESIGNATION.
What happened about Home Rule has now

happened again about Protection. The Duke bore a
great deal, and made many concessions for the sake

of party unity under Mr. Gladstone. But as Mr.
Gladstone proved too much for him in 1885, so Mr.
Chamberlain has proved too much for. him in 1903.
The story of his first resignation, his temporary recon-

ciliation, and his final breach with the Unionist

Administration, are still fresh in the public memory.
The Duke has a lazy tongs sort of mind, but he is a
level-headed man, of good judgment, no temper, and
his intellectual apparatus, although slow, is within its

range . almost as automatically exact as Babbage's

calculating machine. What he thought of Mr.
Chamberlain's mad plunge in May we do not know,
although we may imagine. He consented in an
indolently arrogant, aristocratic way to acquiesce

in the grotesque farce of an inquiry into

the results of Free Trade, hoping, mayhap,

that Mr. Chamberlain might recover his wits and
abandon the hopeless attempt to persuade John Bull

that two and two make sometimos three and some-
times six, according as it suits the political convenience

of the operator. He seems to have ignored the

academical dissertation on Insular Free Trade with

which his chief amused his leisure and bewildered his

Cabinet. To him it was probably "only pretty

Fanny's way," and a wise man has too many serious

interests in life to attend to for him to waste his time

upon the barren dialectic of a sophistical philosopher,

even when that philosopher happened to be his own
Prime Minister.

THE JOCKEYING OF THE FREE TRADERS.

When Ministers met in the famous Cabinet of the

Disruption, they debated the question for three hours.

Mr. Balfour had Mr. Chamberlain's resignation in his

pocket all the while, but never a hint passed his lips as

to the removal of the apple ofdiscord from their midst.

Mr. Ritchie, Lord George Hamilton, Lord Onslow, and
Mr. Chamberlain have all given us glimpses of that

memorable sitting. From Lord Onslow's account,

Mr. Chamberlain appears to have intimate J that if the

Cabinet would not adopt his preferential tariff he
might consider it necessary to resign. Mr. Ritchie
says that this hint was received with a general chorus
of dissent, with which the incident seems to have been
closed. Mr. Balfour seems to have made it clear

that he was enamoured of a vaguely indefinite

scheme of something or other which he called

retaliation, but beyond that nothing was decided.

Retaliation, however, emphasised as it seemed
by Mr. Chamberlain's remaining in the Cabinet,
convinced the Duke that there was no room for

Free Traders in the Ministry. Together with Mr.
Ritchie and Lord George Hamilton the Duke sent

in his resignation. Lord Balfour of Burleigh- and
Mr. Arthur Elliot resigned afterwards. It? appears to

have been arranged between Mr. Balfour and Mr.
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Chamberlain, as one of the changes consequent upon
the acceptance of the resignation of the Colonial

Secretary, that Mr. Ritchie must be "jockeyed"

—

" conveyed," the wise call it'—out of the Exchequer,

in order that " my son Austen " should be installed in

office to hold the fort for his temporarily absent parent.

It was also necessary to make a place for Mr. Arnold-

Forster, one of the few who had openly espoused
Mr. Chamberlain's policy. So far from regretting

these resignations, Mr. Balfour may be said with

justice to have precipitated them on purpose, in order

to make places for Mr. Chamberlain's men. By doing

so he not only placed two Protectionists inside the

Cabinet, but he got rid of the Free Trade guard. But
' the loss of the Duke was another kettle of fish.

THE DUKE BROUGHT BACK—
So Mr. Balfour sent for the Duke, and apprised him

of the fact that Mr. Chamberlain, the fons et or 'go ma/i
y

had left the Cabinet. To the Duke, of course, as to

every other member of the Ministry, this put an alto-

gether new complexion on the situation. If Mr.
'Chamberlain was out there was no reason why Free
Traders should not stay in. So the Duke naturally

withdrew his resignation. But in doing so he remem-
, bered his Free Trade colleagues, and being a straight-

dealing, loyal Englishman, he is said to have told Mr.
Baliour that he ought in justice to communicate the

fact to Mr. Ritchie and Lord George Hamilton, in

order that they might have the same opportunity that

had been given to him, of reconsidering their attitude

in face of a situation revolutionised by the disappear-

. ance of the Minister whose reckless, ignorant wilful-

ness had alone occasioned the crisis. But this course

would have upset the whole apple-cart. Mr. Balfour

would not hear of any communication being made to

Mr. Ritchie and Lord George Hamilton. The Duke
reluctantly and, as he probably sees to-day, very

unwisely consented to sever himself from his Free
Trade colleagues. He went back into the Ministry,

and they were left to learn from the newspapers
which published their letters of resignation that Mr.
Chamberlain was also out.

•—AND RESIGNS AGAIN.

The Duke was profoundly uncomfortable. Any-
thing approaching to underhand intrigue or personal

treachery is alien to his nature. He began to regret

his return to the Cabinet almost as soon as he yielded

to Mr. Balfour's entreaties. His doubts thickened as

the days passed. Then came the Sheffield Caucus,

with Mr. Balfour's famous declaration of war against

the old-established fiscal policy of this country, and
with the not less significant revival of Protectionist

enthusiasm in the Caucus itself. The scales fell from
his eyes. The Duke felt that he had been "done."
The gloss peeled off the glozing assurances of the

Prime Minister. In the light of the magic lantern

of the party Caucus, the Duke saw that behind Mr.
Balfour's misty nonsense about Retaliation lurked the

j}tfrm and unclean monster of Protection. He then

acted exactly as he did in December, 1885, wn^n
behind Mr. Gladstone's professions of anxiety for

inquiry into Irish Local Government he discerned

the lineaments of Home Rule. He lost no time in

coming to a conclusion and in acting upon it. He
severed his connection with the leader who had gone
in for Protection as decisively and as speedily as he

had severed his connection with Mr. Gladstone when
he went in for Home Rule.

mr. balfour's banshee wail.

The wail of anguish which Mr. Balfour raised on
receiving the Duke's final resignation is the most
signal testimony to the severity of the blow. Mr.

Balfour is a man of imperturbable serenity of soul.

He never blenched when the Government, of which he

was a leading member, knew that they had brought

England face to face with an unfriendly Continent

without even having a cartridge apiece for the phantom
army of home defence which existed on paper. But

even his iron nerve and gay insouciance failed under

the stroke of the Duke's resignation. Mr. Balfour's

letter had in it the wailing note of the Banshee which

is heard when Death is near.

Since then the Duke's conduct has been like himself.

He has not moved hastily. But he has gone stolidly,

steadily forward on his appointed path. He has

accepted the Presidency of the Free Food League.

He is no longer a young man, but he is on the war-

path once more. Nor will he rest until there has been

given unto him the hairy scalp of the enemies of Free

Trade.

THE DUKE AND THE LIBERALS.

The story goes that before the disruption the

Duke caused soundings to be made in Liberal waters

as to whether there was any prospect of a new

coalition. These overtures met with an unfavourable

response. Anxious as the Liberal leaders were to

defeat Protection, they believed that they would be

able to do it without having to admit that they could

only govern the Empire by the aid of his Grace. The

Education difficulty offered insuperable obstacles to

the acceptance of a Devonshire Ministry as a substitute

for the present Government. The Duke was Lord

President of the Council, and as such nominally

responsible for the Education Act, which has driven

the Nonconformists into that form of Rebellion

(Limited) which is known as Passive Resistance. The

D ake was also President of the Council of National

Defence at a time when the land was left defenceless

against its enemies. So the overture from Chatsworth

was declined with thanks, whereat, gossip says, the

Duke was in no small dudgeon. But that was before

he came out from the Cabinet and shook the dust

from off his feet against the Protectionist party.

THE POSITION OF HOME RULE.

Now he is once more a free man. No one credits

him with any burning zeal for clerical atmosphere in

public schools. No one blames him very severely

for allowing Mr. Chamberlain and Lord Lansdowne
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to plunge us into a war for which we were unprepared.

If he would but consent to amend the Education Act

a compromise might be agreed upon. The Irish

Nationalists have sold themselves in advance to

Mr. Balfour, and will vote, so it is said, in exchange

for value received and to be received hereafter, as

one man with the Tory Whips. The Land Act is

working very well. The Irish are more interested in

buying the fee simple of their holdings with the aid

of British capital than in exacting from their former

allies the immediate concession of Home Rule. It is

probable that the Duke might be disposed to go as

far in the direction of Home Rule as Lord Rosebery.

His recent letter to the Liberal Unionists of the

North is very significant.

IS HE A POSSIBLE PREMIER?

If we are not to have a Home Rule Cabinet next

year we might do worse than accept a Devonshire

administration, pledged to Free Trade, peace,

retrenchment, efficiency, social reform and the

amendment of the Education Act. Of course this is

put forward not as a thing desirable in itself but

as a pis aller. What we hope for is a Lib-Lab.

majority, which will instal a Lib-Lab. Ministry,

with a mandate to effect much more radical changes

than the Duke would ever sanction. But if we are

to be shut up to a Liberal Leaguer anti-Home Rule

Jingo-and-water Administration, might we not find the

Duke a better Prime Minister than any of the others

whose names are before the public ?

A HINT FROM GATSCHINA.

I have often told the story, bur it will bear telling

again, of the talk which I had fifteen years ago with
Alexander the Third about Lord Hartington. It was
at the Imperial Palace at Gatschina when, towards the
close of an intensely interesting conversation upon the
drift of Russian policy in all parts of the world, the

Tsar suddenly asked me who was to succeed Mr.
Gladstone. " Mr. Gladstone," I replied, " can have
no successor. There is no second Mr. Gladstone."
" Yes," said the Tsar, " but you will have to put some-
one in his place?" "There is Lord Rosebery," I

remarked. The Tsar made a gesture of dislike—" He
is too much with Bismarck," he said. "There is

Lord Spencer," I went on ; " but we are very short of
leaders." " But is there not another one ?" said the Tsar.
" What do you call him ? He used always to be with

Gladstone. Hartington I think his name was."
" Ah, yes ! " I exclaimed. " Alas ! it is impossible."
" But why impossible ? " said the Tsar. " I met him
when I was in London. I liked him. Why can you
not have him as your leader when Mr. Gladstone
goes ? " " No," I replied ;

" it might have been. But
now the Home Rule split has made it impossible."
" Oh, no," said the Tsar. " You will settle that

before long." And then he said, with almost wistful

eagerness, " Then you can have Lord Hartington !

"

It would be curious and interesting if the nomina-
tion of Alexander the Third in 1888 were to take

effect in 1904.

By spe:ia> prrtuisswn of the proprietors of " Ptiftck."] [Oct. 14.

The "Accomplished Whist Rayers."

{Not according to Cavendish.)

D-ke of D-v-NSH-RE :
" Ritchie was quite right. You're not pLying
th? came. I'm oflf !

"
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BORIS SARAFOFF, THE MACEDONIAN LEADER.

Boris Sarafoff.

LADY correspondent, who has recently returned

from Sofia, sends us the following interesting

account of the leader of the Macedonian

revolt :

—

A talented young soldier, Boris SarafofT quitted the

regular army
and devoted his

energies to the

cause of free-

dom. One of

the prime
leaders of the

revolution, he

is the hero of
" young Mace-
donia " and the

idol of his fel-

low- country-
men, who look

up to him as

their chosen
deliverer from

the Moslem
yoke. Postal

cards bearing

the portrait and
autograph of

Sarafoff have
been much in demand for some years past and prove

his popularity in his native land.

AS BRIGAND CHIEF.

In his hatred of the oppressor, in his despair of

making the indifferent Western world understand the

true nature of Turkish rule, or misrule, which, severe

in persecuting defenceless Christians, is yet powerless

to maintain law and order, Sarafoff determined on a

bold stroke. Some of his adherents disguised as

banditti, in defiance of the Sultan's weak government,

captured the American missionary, Miss Stone, and
the young Bulgarian woman Zilka, and then, retreat-

ing to mountain fastnesses, kept their pursuers

at bay during six months, while they laughed to scorn

the rotten state of things in Turkey. Everyone knows
the sequel : how the captives were invariably treated

with respect, and Zilka's infant daughter even with

tenderness, by the so-called brigands. Those, indeed,

who knew of Sarafoff's share in the adventure —myself
among the number—had not the slightest fear for the

women's personal safety. Such a strange blending

of lawlessness and chivalry has not its parallels in the

annals of highway-robbery in Western lands and
under better rule than that of the Sublime Porte.

AS SOCIETY MAN AND CHILDREN'S PLAYMATE.

I met Sarafoff some little time ago in Germany,
whither he had come to confer with a kindred spirit,

a Servian exile, a personal friend of my own. Ours

The most recent Portrait.

was no ordinary interview such as is granted to press

reporters, wherein the interviewed tells only just what

he wishes the public to hear and no more ; it

was but an in-

formal gather-

ing of sympa-

thisers with the

cause of free-

dom, where
each spoke his

mind and no
one took notes

o£ what was
said.

The 'Mace-
donian hero

impressed me
most favour-
ably. Hand-
some, young,
intelligent, with

courteous and
winning man-
ners, full of tact

and sympathy,

he struck me as one who would make his

influence felt far and wide. He speaks French
fluently, is gay
and good-
humoured.
There was a

little boy in

the company
with whom he
played, show-

ing the child

how to handle

his toy pistol

in correct
style. On tak-

ing leave Sara-

foff pressed my
hand cordially,

thanking me
for the sym-

pathy I showed
with the Mace-
donian cause.

Whatever this

man's faults

may be, his

persevering de-

votion to his

country cannot
fail to awaken
interest among
all lovers of

freedom.

Saraf.ff giving instruction in

pistol practice.
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Leading Articles in the Reviews.

THE YELLOW BOSPHORUS.
The Rival Ambitions of Russia and Japan.

In the Fortnightly Review* for November Mr. Alfred

Stead writes an article full of useful information, with

quotations from the diplomatic documents which cover

the Japanese question of Korea. The article is

coloured, perhaps, by the strong Japanese sympathies

of the writer, which lead him to accept the cdmmon
Russophobist assumption as to the Machiavellian per-

sistent purpose of the Russian Government.

The facts of the case are very simple. According

to an eminent Japanese statesman, quoted by Mr.

Alfred Stead, " Korea is like an arrow with^he point

aimed ai our hearts." To maintain the independence

of Korea, or,

failing that, to

secure Korea
for Japan, is

declared to be

the settled pur-

pose and the

'

burning passion

of the people
;

a Japanese
Korea is re-

garded as a

guarantee of

the safety of

the Japanese
nation. On the

other hand, the

Russians re-

gard the inde-

pendence of

Korea from
Japanese influ-

ences to be of

vital import-
ance, " With
Korea hr the

hands of the Japanese,'* says M. Levi toff, the editor of

Xhe JVoviRrai, the official Fort Arthur newspaper, 4

1 there

will be an end to the importance of Vladivostock as

a trading port, whereas if Russia held the Straits of

Kor.ea jt would become the leading naval power of

the far East." It is probable that both .of these

disputants exaggerate the importance of Korea. If

the Yellow Bosphorus were held by the Japanese the

importance of Vladivostock as a trading port would
not be impaired, and yet, undoubtedly, as a naval

base it would be somewhat in the air. Even
according to this article the Japanese have largely

themselves to blame if at present their position in

Korea is endangered. After the Chinese war the

Japanese were supreme in Korea, and for two years

the country was practically their own, but their

Map illustrating: the Far Eastern Crisis. Yongannho lies in the North

of Korea, close to Wiju, on the Yalu River.

Government was not equal- to its opportunity. They
sent a new Minister to the Legation at Seoul every four

months
;
they underrated their unpopularity with the

Korean jiation, and they overrated their ^ability to

introduce reforms. The desire of Japan to monopolise

all chances of money-making in Korea led the other

Powers to support the Korean Government against

Japanese ascendency. The Japanese, losing patience,

put a soldier in office who was absolutely without

diplomatic experience or skill. He planned a kind of

Jameson Raid or Napoleonic coup detai, the object of

which was to seize the King and Queen of Korea
and keep them in the Japanese pocket, in order thaf

the other Powers might have no opportunity of pre-

venting the
Japanese as-

cendency. The
deadly complot

failed misera-

bly, the Queen
was murdered

by a Korean
mob, and the

King captured,

but later
escaped and
sought the pro-

tection of the

Russian Lega-

tion.

This marked
the downfall of

the Japanese
asce n dency,
and who can
deny that the

Japanese, in

some degree at

least, deserved

the disaster
which befell them ? Their coup

s

d'etat had miscarried as

badly as the Jameson Raid, and with a similar result.

In February, 1896, Russian ascendency began, the

Japanese rule was cut off, and Japan was herself

definitely deposed for the time being from the position

which she had previously exercised. All that could

be done was tp endeavour to recover as much influ-

ence as possible by means of diplomatic negotiations

with Russia. The situation is now governed by
three conventions : the first, known as the Waeber-
Komura Memorandum, gave the Japanese the right of

maintaining Japanese guards in the Japanese settle-

ments and in the capital, the Russians being also

allowed to keep a garrison, not exceeding the number
of the Japanese, for the protection of their Legation.

In June, 1896, a formal treaty was drawn up between
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Diagram showing, firstly, the comparison of the
Japanese and Russian fleets at present in the Far
East ; and secondly, the comparison should Russi i

send all her fleet to the Far East

Marquis Yamagata and Prince Lobanow. This
treaty confirmed to Japan the right to administer

telegraphic lines in Korea, but reserved to Russia the

right to establish a telegraph line from the capital to

the frontier.

The last convention between the two States was
signed at Tokyo on April 25th, 1898, between Baron
Rosen and Baron Nissen. In this convention both
Powers recognised the sovereignty and entire inde-

pendence of Korea, and mutually agreed to abstain from
all internal interference in the affairs of the country.

To avoid any misunderstanding, they further agreed
not to take any measure, such as the appointment of

military instructors or financial advisers for Korea,
before having come to a mutual agreement between
themselves on the subject. Lastly, in view of the

great development of Japanese commercial industrial

enterprise in Korea, and the many Japanese in the

country, the Russian Government bound itself not

to thwart the industrial relations between Japan and
Korea. Being thus guaranteed the right to carry on the

financial and industrial exploitation of the country,

Japan has covered the country with her banks, she has

made railways, controls the finances, and owns 80 per

cent, of the ships that enter the Korean ports. At the

present moment the Japanese have a garrison of four

hundred men in the Korean capital, a number which
the Russians have a right to equal should they so

desire. Mr. McLeavy Brown, the Koreanised Briton,

is at the head of the Korean Customs, and Great
Britain is bound by a Treaty of Alliance with Japan,
who recognises her right to conduct such measures as

may be indispr/isab!? in order to safeguard their

interests in the country if threatened by the aggressive
action of another Power.
The present trouble between Russia and Japan

appears to have arisen out of a timber concession
credited by the Russian Government to a Russian
subject in 1896, two years before the conclusion of the
Nissen-Rosen Convention. This Convention gave the
Russian merchant in Vladivostock the right of felling
lumber and planting trees, on the Korean bank of the
Yalu and Tiumen rivers in North Korea. The con-
cession provided that workshops might be put up in the
immediate vicinity of the forests covered by the con-
cession. Seven years after the original concession
was granted, sixty Russian soldiers in civilian uniform,
crossed the Yalu, in the neighbourhood of the
original concession, and bought twelve acres of land
in Yong-ampho in the name of two of their Korean
employers. The Korean Government objected to this
Russian settlement of their territory, but the Russians
went on steadily; they made a stone embankment
along twenty-one miles of the Yalu, put up a factory
and other stone buildings, which are said to include a
fort duly furnished with munitions of war. The
timber concessionists have extended their operations
beyond the limits of the concession. The Russian
Government, meantime, appears to have been
pressing the Korean Government for the lease

Japanese bluejackets parading for landing duty. In the
Japanese Navy there are no marines, the blue-
jackets undertaking their work.
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of the territory upon which the Russian subjects

had been erecting the buildings and extending their

timber-cutting operations. The Japanese Government
on August 25th sent an ultimatum to the King of

Korea, declaring that if the lease were granted they

would consider it equivalent to a suspension of diplo-

matic relations, and would hold themselves free to

act on the assumption that the whole of the Korean
territories had been opened to the world. .They then

demanded that the Yalu port of Wiju should be

opened. The Korean Government, delighted at the

prospect of sheltering itself behind a European Power,

replied that it would be delighted to comply with

Japan's request, but Russia objected. " This," says

Mr. Alfred Stead, " is virtually a breach of the Nissen-

Rosen Treaty." That, however, is to take for granted

that the Korean Government had justification for

imputing to Russia any action in the matter. This

might be so if the only evidence were the un-

corroborated statement of the Korean Government,
which, like most Oriental Governments, does not

regard scrupulous veracity as an indispensable element

of good diplomacy. In this case, however, the

Japanese claim to possess proofs of Russian pressure

brought to bear in Seoul. There is nothing to show,

as yet, that the question of Yong-ampho is not capable

of diplomatic settlement
;

and, excepting on the

ground that conflict between the two Powers is

inevitable some day, and that as Japan is relatively

stronger in relation to Russia at present than she is

likely to be in the future, she had better precipitate

the conflict rather than wait until the chances are

more heavy against her, there seems to be no
reason for anticipating any immediate appeal to arms.

If the Japanese are prepared to recognise Russia's

position in Manchuria, the Russians are not likely to

make any casus belli out of the refusal of the Korean
Government to grant them a re-lease for their settlement

on Yong-ampho, a settlement which Mr. Alfred Stead

admits is of no value from the military point of view.

Russian Cossack Cavalry in Manchuria crossing '.he

destroyed railway line.

f.
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m

Russian Artillery in action in Manchuria.

It is of interest to note, however, that popular

opinion in Japan rejects the Manchuria for Korea
argument on the principle that while Japan has every

right to stand for Korea, where Russia has no material

interests, Russia must recognise that if Japan gives up
any claim to the fulfilment of Russia's promises with

regard to Manchuria, she relinquishes many material

.

rights granted to her in her treaties with China. In

the matter of Manchuria, Japan represents in this

matter the Americans and the British, as well as all

nations who stand for the " open door " in China.

This fact renders her opposition to Russia a much
more serious affair than if she had been standing only

for her own hopes in Korea.

A Tribute to Japan's Fleet.

In the North American Review Mr. A. S. Hurd
writes enthusiastically of " Japan's Growing Naval

Power." He says :

—

The Japanese are sailors by instinct. They are secured by
conscription, and do not volunteer for service, as is the case in

England. Japan has a fishing population of about two million

men, and from this section of the community she draws her best

seamen, men of intelligence, resource, and sea-lore, and capable

of quickly acquiring sufficient mechanicj! skill to enable them
to control the complex mechanism of their modern men-of-war

with complete success. They desire no pampering, and they

can live on the simplest food and sleep anywhere ; but in their

new ships they have more air and, in some respects, greater

comforts than are to be found on many, if not most, British

men-of-war.
They keep their vessels as spotlessly clean as British or

American ships-of-war ; than this no higher praise can be paid.

But in the men of the fljet one also notices some remnant of the

savage fighting qualities which have made these proud lit lie

people the dominant military factor among Far Eastern nations.

The Position of Japan.

Mr. Henry Norman, M.P., writes very ahly in this

month's World's Woik on the Far Eastern situation.

He says :

—

In the past and at the present time Japan is ur questionably

stronger than Russia at sea, and the command • f the sea would
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General Terauchi, Japanese Minister of War.

virtually decide the issue of any war. Japan, however, has

practically reached the limit of her naval expansion. She is as

ready as she is likely to be. Russian naval strength in the Far

East, on the other hand, is steadily growing, and when her new

and old battleships, now on their way to the China sea, have

reached their destination, Japan would have but little reason to

expect a result favourable to herself from the arbitrament of

war. It is, therefore, for her a case of now or never, and in

this fact lies the urgency of the danger. What Russia wants,

nobody knows. For Japan, on the other hand, an independent

Korea, or one controlled by herself, is a matter of life and

death. And for this she wouli and must under any circum-

stances fight.

A TRYING SITUATION.

The position of Japan, indeed, is a trying one. Owing to her

alliance with ourselves, which would compel England to take up

arms if France should support Russia, every pressure is being

brought to bear upon her by England to prevent war, just as

undoubtedly France is doing all she can to restrain Russia.

Bat meantime the Russian naval reinforcements are on their

way, and when they have arrived Russia will be able to say that

she can no longer bear this uncertainty, and that the matter

must be settled by war if necessary.

IS THERE A SOLUTION ?

The best solu'ion to be found would be for an irresistible

combination of Powers, in which England and the United

States would be the chief, to announce that they could not

tolerate the occupation by Russia of any Korean territory at any

time or under any circumstances. But there is a rooted convic-

tion in European Foreign Offices that America will never go

beyond the writing of despatches. Therefore, for some time to

come, peace in the Far East will hang by a thread. Perhaps

the best hope that the thread will not break lies in the fact that

in case of war between Japan and Russia, China would un-

doubtedly side with the former ; that this would almost inevit-

ably drag in other Powers, one after the other, and that in the

end neither Japan, nor Certainly R issia, could expect to gain

anything from a terrible and devastating struggle.

Blackwood gives the first place to an account of the

relations between Russia and Japan. The writer

states very decidedly that the Japanese have only

themselves to blame for the loss of their moral prestige

in Korea, which, he says, is entirely due to their

grievous blundering, unscrupulous and high-handed

method of dealing with the Korean people. The
writer hopes that a modus vivendi may be found

which would enable peace to be preserved.

The Russian Naval Strength.

There has been so much uncertainty as to what

Russia's naval strength in the Far East actually is that

a table given in the United ServiceJournal is of value.

This gives the number of first-class battleships as six—
Petropavlovsk, Poltava, Sevastopol, Peresviet, Retvisan,

Pobieda. Of armoured cruisers of the first class there are

three

—

Rossia, Gromoboi, and Runk—while the first-

class cruisers number five

—

Askold, Boga/yr, Pallada,

Diana, Variag. There are four third-class cruisers

—

Novik, Boyarin, Djigit, and Zabiaka. The gunboats and

other small vessels number eight, and there are twelve

torpedo-boats. It is probable that there are many
more torpedo-boats on the Far-Eastern stations, since

the three ships at Port Arthur have seldom been

vacant during the last few years. En route to the

Pacific are the following vessels : battleships—

Osliabia, Tsarevitch ; first-class armoured cruiser

—

Bayan ; training-ship— Ok 'an . torpedo-boats— 2 1 2,

213, 221, and 222.

THE CHINESE ARMY.
General Frey contributes a careful, and what the

French call documented, study of the Chinese Army
to the Revue des Deux Mondes. Unlike most of those

commanding the Allies during recent operations in

China, he was very much struck by the marked im-

provement which had taken place in the Chinese

military organisation ever since 1894. At the present

moment an immense effort is being made to improve

the Chinese Army, and several of the most notable

statesmen in Pekin and in the provinces are giving

up an immense portion of their time to this

question. To give an instance, the Viceroy

of Pe-chi-li has laid down a number of rules

which have been strictly followed. That section of

the army raised by him consists entirely of young men
from twenty to twenty-five years of age. Before a

man can enlist he has to prove that he can read and

write, and he must also bear with him, from his native

place, a certificate of character and morality. He
touches lightly, but with significant emphasis, on the

question as to who among the European nations will

be chosen by China to help her to reorganise her

army. Several of the Mandarins have actually

thought of asking her old enemy, Japan, to send

instructors and officers; but, he says, this proposal

has met with violent opposition. General Frey

would naturally like to see, France become the guide,

philosopher, and friend of the Chinese military

• authorities. Russia has also a claim to be considered,

and Germany has lon^ been the favourite military

teacher of Eastern nations. The French military

writer dreams of seeing the Franco-Russian Alliance

strengthened by the addition of China, and he goes so

far as to say that such an event's coming to pass might

bring about an era of concord and universal peace.
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. THE BALKAN INFERNO.

Dr. E. J. Dillon devotes the whole of his chronique

of " Foreign Affairs " in the November Contemporary

Review to Macedonia. He has been a long time in

Bulgaria, on the Macedonian frontier, and what he has

seen has only accentuated his wrath at the shameful

inactivity of the. European Powers, who, as he says,

despatch naval squadrons to compel payment of a

few thousand pounds, but refuse to put a stop to . a

diabolical saturnalia of blood and fire, against which

all Christendom should rise as one man. The only

active factors in the problem at present are Turkey,

Bulgaria, Russia and Austria ; and unless some new
factor is introduced, the Christians of Macedonia will

disappear from the face of the earth. The reforms

elaborated by
Count LarasdorfT

and Count Golu-

chowski aremere-

ly a mock ;ry.

AN INFERNO OF
BLOOD AND
RAPINE.

Dr. Dillon
gives a heart-

rending account

of the sights he

has witnessed on
the Bulgarian

frontier. He wit-

nessed the
harassed fugi-

tives crowding

across the bor-

der, and gives

the following
picture of the

state in which
'

they arrived :—
One must be superhu man to be able to look upon the hunger-

ing victims of Turkish bestiality who now inundate Bulgaria

without wishing to see every vestige of Ottoman misrule swept

out of existence. I witnessed myself some of those scenes of

misery, and I Was heartily glad to escape from them again.

They can only be likened to a nightmare of the soul which

makes one wish for instant annihilation.

It was impossible to
:

look upon these friendless but self-

respecting outcasts who had been 'hiding in the forests, sleeping

in the open air with the thermometer down at thirty-four, fasting

for days, marching by night, and running the gauntlet of the

Turkish posts, without feeling respect and admiration for the

race which they represented. They were people of strong will,

considerable but undeveloped intelligence and splendid physiqu e

There were lovely little children there with soft blue eyes and

flaxen hair, trudging wearily along without shoes or socks over

a road which was tearing my boots into strips ; there were hand-

some boys and girls with jet black hair, brown or black eyes and

almost swarthy skin, lagging behind with hollow cheek and

haggard and jaded looks., Old women, with the stamp of

terrible suffering in their faces, hobbled painfully along, >oiue of

them bearing the remnants of their possessions in bundles on

their backs, others carrying one or two grandchildren strapped

on to their bent bodies. There were many handsome maidens,

whose comeliness was almost blotted out by hardships greater

rnozograptn ry\

Fugitives from Macedonia—Just Over the Border.

than a West .European male could have undergone and lived,

and there were many plain lasses carrying bundles of clothing

or household chattels, or a pail of curds in their hands
and bab*> in baskets or in bags hung from their shoulders.

The uniform sadness of these pictures was sometimes
intensified by contrast ; thus the narrowed look of many
a worn-out young mother, often a widow, for whom the

faint joys of life had vanished for ever, was rendered

more piteous still by the wondering eyes of her pretty little

child, whose back was turned to hers, and whose tiny feet hung
out of the sack, its gaz? turned upon the scene of desolation

around. The new generation and the old were gathered together,

homeless and hopeless, exiles and beggars. It was £ven moie
sickening still to note the tottering steps and the sallow, writhing

features of the women who weie about to become mothers, and
yet had had to face the dangers and undergo the privations of

that long and terrible flight. Oner females there were, and they

were among the most comely, who slunk back at the approach of

the stranger as might a criminal before an inexorable judge :

when I was about
to question one of

these I was informed
that she and some
of her companions
had saved their lives

only after having

been subjected to

nameless outrages*

Hence they shunned
all questions which
would have dis-

closed their shame.
Old men, too, there

were, doubled up
and blear - eyed

—

veterans who had
been in the flower

of their age when
the whole Balkan
]'enin* ula was still

Tuikish ; a few were
men of superb figure

and massive build,

whose frames had
been shattered by
age, misery and
physical suffering,

their gaunt arms
hanging like dead
bone within its

shrivelled skin ; the cheeks of others were coloured with the
flush of a consuming fire, but their eyes were still intelligent

and mild. Lastly, there were a few youlhs who had been
wounded by stray Turkish I ullets or crippled by imprisonment
and torture in noisome dungeons.

WHAT GERMANY HAS TO ANSWER FOR,

Mr. Dillon puts down a great deal ofthe blame to

the German Government ; and the belief -that the

Germans must bear a share of the guilt seems to be
widespread among the Macedonians themselves :—

-

" Why," I asked, "do you suppose that the annihilation of
the Christian races in the three provinces was resolved upon?"
"There are many plausible reasons," was the answer, 44 but the
most probable motive was, we are told, suggested to the Porte
by the Germans, who assured the Turks that the moment
statistics could be quoted against the Slavs of Macedonia the
Powers would never raise the question again. For at present
the Slavs are in the majority ; they stamp their impress upon the
population and the country, and they claim Russia's aid by
reason of identity of race and identity of religion."

NON-TURKS ALL AGREED.
Altogether, the article is intensely interesting, and

glows with a humane and generous feeling. Dr.

\\jeQ. Lynch.
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Dillon, among other things, "refutes Mr. Balfour's

allegation about the discord among the Macedonian
Christians. " Greeks, Serbs, and Vlachs are all now
in accord with the Bulgarians " ;

and, indeed, they

may well be, for the pro-Turks have no better measure

dealt out to them than have the rebels :—

>

It is also a matter of common knowledge that Krushevo was
attacked, pillaged, destroyed solely in order to give the Bashi-

boozooks a chance of getting loot and women. For it was loyal

to the Turks and hostile to the bands. And when the fell deed
was done the bodies of the tortured and the slain were left

rotting away under the broiling rays of the sun. Three weeks
passed and they were still there, or what the unclean birds had
left of them ; and in their midst were women and children still

lingering on, suffering exquisite torture from festering wounds,
dying piecemeal, with no friendly hand to alleviate their pains

or to end them.

The Moslems Increasing.

Mr. Stephen Bonsai, in an article in the North
American Review mentions a fact which is not

generally known—that is, that the Mohammedan
population of the Macedonian vilayets has largely

increased during the last twenty years, partly owing
to the Sultan's policy of encouraging immigration

from Asia, and partly owing to the advent of

peasants from Turkey's lost European provinces.

The estimate that four-fifths of the people of Mace-
donia are Christians is an exaggeration.

The Effects of Russophobia.

Dr. Karl Blind contributes a characteristic paper

to the Nineteenth Century. His hatred of Russia

blinds him altogether to the horrors in Macedonia

;

he implies pretty plainly that the Christians deserve

no better fate, owing to their dissensions, praises the

Turks, and in order to make out a good case, even
quotes the virtuous young Turks as enemies of the

Macedonians. How is it, he asks,

that the preachers of a crusade for the liberation of race-divided,

polyglot, impossible " Macedonia " express no desire to have
the sword of Europe flashed by an attack upon tyranny in

Russia ?

The reply to which is that the crusaders do not wish

to see swords fleshed anywhere, and that the people

who condemn oppression in one empire condemn it

equally in another. Dr. Blind is the only exception,

for all his wrath is reserved for the wickedness of

Russia. The Turks he apparently thinks are long-

suffering innocents.

A Remedy.

Mr. Maurice Gerothwohl, writing in the Monthly
Review, urges that the Western Powers, which are not

directly interested in the problem, should intervene.

He says :

—

An independent Macedonia, modelled on the lines of Crete
or Lebanon, can offer no harm to us ; on the contrary, it is the

first quisi -indispensable condition of the Balkan confederation,

the establishment of which, if we encouraged it, would put an
end to our apprehensions.

"Nothing Short of a Miracle" Needed.

The Quarterly Review
y
in an article on " Macedonia

and the Powers," sums up very gloomily. It declares

that any serious attempt to carry out Mr. Lasarevitch's

project would mean war. But, as all roads lead to

Rome, so every other suggestion considered by the

reviewer seems to lead to war. He says, "The
conclusion forced upon us after a careful consideration

of the factors involved in the problem is that nothing

short of a miracle can bring about a peaceable solu-

tion. In the Balkan peninsula knots are not untied

but cut."

The Austro-Russian Agreement.

In the second instalment of his article in the Monthly
Review for November, Sir Henry Drummond Wolff
makes the following statement as to the nature of the

agreement between Austria and Russia in regard

to Turkey in Europe. He does not guarantee the

accuracy of the statements, but declares his faith in

the bona fides of his informants, and argues that

Austria's and Russia's rejection of Lord Lansdowne's
proposal that the Pov.ers should depute military

attaches to accompany the Turkish forces is a
confirmation :

—

Austria concluded in 1897 an arrangement with Russia

—

renewed in 1902—which cuts the Balkan Peninsula into two
spheres of influence—Salonika and Servia going into the

Austrian sphere and Constantinople and Bulgaria into the
Russian.

Austria concluded in 1902 an understanding with Italy

concerning Albania.
Austria has an arrangement with Germany concerning the

Balkans. This understanding seems especially directed against

English interests.

It deals with three points. The first point relates to internal

Austrian questions, especially as to the succession ; the second
point is a promise of support by Germany of Austrian interest in

the Balkans, as defined in the Austro-Russian agreement of 1897,
and renewed in 1902, settling the partition of the Balkans
between Austria and Russia.

The third point in the Austro-German understanding
stipulates for a Zoliverein between Austria and Germany.
By these aixangements Salonika will become a German port.

By an arrangement with Russia, made in 1901 and ratified in

1902, Bulgaria becomes virtually a Russian province. The
Minister of War is to be approved by Russia, as is the

nomination of all the superior officers of the Bulgarian Army.
Montenegro has similar arrangements with Russia.

Servia, until the assassination of King Alexander, had no
Treaty binding her to Russia or Austria. But there is said to

be now a secret understanding with Russia, which places Servia

on the same footing as Bulgaria and Montenegro.
The whole policy of Russia and also of Germany concerning

the B.ilkans is similar to their policy in 1876. The armed inter-

vention of Austria and Russia, backed by Germany, is decided

upon.
Austria is to occupy Servia and advance to Salonika ; Russia

is to occupy Bulgaria and to go to Constantinople
;

Italy to

co-operate in Albania and perhaps in Tripoli. This may now
have been modified.

Sir Henry declares that England should take the

initiative in settling once for all the Balkan Question,

as she has a vital interest in delaying the progress

eastward of the other Powers :

—

That result can be obtained without war if England takes the

initiative in settling once for all the Turkish question in Europe.

This result can be obtained by the creation of four autonomous
provinces—Macedonia, Thracia, Kossovo, and Albania. These

would later form a BJ lean Federation u ider the supjr\i&ion of

Europe.
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i THE FISCAL CONTROVERSY.
Mr*. Winston Churchill's Manifesto.

A speech or an article from Mr. Winston Churchill

is almost a party Manifesto. Mr. Churchill is a party

in himself, and when, as in his admirable paper in the

Monthly Review^ he laments the decline of the private

member, he ought to remember himself, and reflect

what clear thinking and resolution can do. His
article is about the only one in all the reviews this

month on the fiscal question which goes to the root

of the matter instead of wandering around its tactics,

contingencies, and possibilities. What is more, it is

a straight blow for Free Trade.

who is to retaliate ?

Against Protection in any form, Mr. Churchill is

uncompromising. First, he takes Retaliation, which,

he says, is only a device to keep the party together.

We can gain nothing by it, as we already have all

that foreign nations are willing to concede. Nothing
but a prolonged and ruinous tariff war is likely to

secure more. And how is Retaliation to be carried

out?

Is Parliament seriously to be asked to surrender the power to

tax or untax to a party Cabinet ? It is not possible to conceive
a greater constitutional change. On the other hand, imagine a
succession of Sugar Convention bills fought out on the floor of
the House of Commons amid the clamour of conflicting interests !

The truth is, we lose nothing by not adopting
retaliation :

—

-Swiftly and surely, directed and impelled not by a muddled
Government and a harassed Legislature, through the agency of
stupid and expensive Customs officials, but by the steady
workings of inexorable laws, come the Retaliations of Free
Trade. Consider bounded sugar. Sugar becomes cheap in

England and dear in Germany. Manufactures in England re-

quiring sugar thrive ; manufactures in Germany requiring sugar
starve. The raw material is thrust upon us below cost price

;

we retort by sending back the finished article. The German
dumps sugar at a loss. We return higher-grade manufactures
of sugar at a profit.

THE WORN-OUT SHIBBOLETH OF • PROTECTION.

Retaliation would merely become a stalking horse
for Protection. And what is Protection ? Firstly, it

is subject to just the same stupid accusation as is

Cobdenism—of being out of date :
—

Any one who chooses to read Lord Farrer's book, *' Free
Trade v. Fair Trade," can see every single argument used by
Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Balfour to-day. . . . But Mr. Chamber-
lain's Is not new, and still less is it original. The principles on
which it rests were tried in the world in all the ages from Adam
to Adam Smith. The arguments by which it is advocated are
to be found with their refutations in every library.

Against this, we have " undoubted evidence of

commercial prosperity." What would result from
Protection ? Mr. Churchill's reply is picturesque,

and strictly in accord with foreign experience :

—

The first set of tariffs may be framed to serve the trade of
the country. The second set will be arranged to suit the

fortunes of a party. This to catch the iron vote, that to collar

the cotton ; this other, again, to rope in the woollens. Every
dirty little monopolist in the island will have his own 44 society"
to push his special trade ; and for each and all the watchword
will be, "Scratch my back," and the countersign, 44

I'll scratch
yours." Every election will turn on Tariff. Something for

Newcastle I Something for Birmingham ! Something for

Glasgow ! See already how Mr. Chamberlain has advanced.
Protection for the English miller. Offal for the Irish pig. Here
we conciliate the country party. There we appeal to the artisan.

All who will organise effectively shall share the spoils. All who
cannot organise will pay the costs. Every Member of Parlia-

ment will be a dockyard member. Apart from all the bribery

—

direct and indirect—which cannot fail to creep in, who will dare
to set himself above the needs of his own constituency ?

" Pedantic Dogmatism."

M. Yves Guyot contributes to the Monthly Review
some severe criticism of Mr. Balfour's pamphlet :

—

What is it that Mr. Balfour actually proposes? Because
other nations have shown themselves more or less refractory to
the lesson of Free Trade, he proposes to his fellow-countrymen
that they should inflict a fine upon themselves every time they
make a purchase—an odd method surely of fostering their

powers of production and expansion !

FISH-WIFE BARGAINING.

Mr. Balfour calls for a tariff, that he may be in a position to

make concessions. He is like the fish-wife in the story, who
over charges at first in order that she may afterwards come
down in price and seem to be treating her customer handsomely.

Mr. Balfour once championed bi-metal 1ism with arguments of
the same kind as those, by which he now seeks to advocate
Protection. The recollection of his last economic campaign is

not calculated to add much weight to the authority of his M tes

on Insutar Free Trade.

Mr. Harrison's Strong Censure.

In the PositivistReview for November Mr. Harrison
'

speaks his mind as a Positivist in terms which come
nearer to being adequate to the occasion than those

that are to be found in any other publication. Mr.
Harrison compares Mr. Chamberlain's scheme to

the coup d'etat of Louis Napoleon, or to the action of
a man who sets fire to his own house in order to

conceal his crimes. If what Mr. Chamberlain says be
true as to the condition of our trade and our Empire,
then the attack on the South African Republics

becomes even more criminal and insane than anyone
had imagined. The v.1 ole thing is a tissue of roguery

and mendacity. So far from British trade having

been ruined, the marvel is that with such tremendous
competitors it has held its ground so long. It is now
falling behind in the race, and is destined to fall

behind still moie. This slipping back is inevitable

owing to the stupid arrogance, the ingrained con-

servatism and general slackness of our people. The
true remedy for the commercial decay is in pressing

on social reforms which the Fiscal Problem was
invented to stifle.

The Two Quarterlies.

The Quarterly Review remains staunch in its

allegiance to Free Trade. It is entirely free from the

distressing malady of dumpophobia. The reviewer

ridicules Mr. Balfour's scheme of retaliation, which

is "weak to feebleness and futility." The first

retaliatory duties would be like the letting out

of water; they would create new grievances and
new difficulties and every attempt at cure would

produce more. As for Mr. Chamberlain's scheme,

the reviewer scoffs at the idea that any self-governing
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colony would for a moment consent to put on the

fetters % that he would forge. Yet the reviewer

admits that Mr. Chamberlain plays a stronger game
than Mr. Balfour, if only because his wider outlook

points to a higher ideal, and appeals not only to the

pocket but to the heart.

There is an article in the Edinburgh Review on
*' Politics and Parties," which puts the case against

any tinkering with our present fiscal policy very

well. The reviewer makes an appeal to the

Liberal Unionists to act with decision in defence

of Free Trade. The Duke of Devonshire's resigna-

tion has emphasised the gravity of Mr. Balfour's fiscal

policy, and the disapproval of it which is felt by all

thoughtful and sagacious men. Mr. Balfour is now no
more than the agent ofa powerful and reckless politician

outside the Administration, and neither he nor his

Cabinet has any weight at home or abroad.

The Isolation of Mr. Chamberlain.

In the World's Work Mr. Norman writes as follows

upon Mr. Chamberlain's speech-making tour and its

results:—

Mr. Chamberlain has shot his bolt. If he had anything more
to say, he would have said it before now. He has added
nothing to his original pronouncement at Glasgow. His dates

have been shown to be unfairly chosen, his figures to be inaccu-

rate, his economics to be amazingly uninformed. He is rapidly

descending to his familiar platform methods—" When 1 am hit,

I like to hit back." " Will you take it lying down ? " " They
spatter me with their vulgar abuse," and the like. He continue*
to a>k whether we will refuse the offer of the Colonies, without
ever telling us when this offer was made and what it is. As a

matter of tact, he cannot, for it does not exist.

The Future of the Four Parties. *

.

Mr. J. A. Spender contributes to the Contemporary
Review a paper on " The Party Situation," in which
he gives a detailed summary of the development of

parties and men up to the present stage. He now
distinguishes four distinct parties, the Chamber-
lainite Protectionists, the Balfour Protectionists, the

Liberals, and the Unionist Free Traders, or Free

Fooders. He predicts that the first two will

ultimately coalesce.

Pinchbeck Protectionism.

The Fortnightly Review for November opens with an
excellent article by " Autonomos " under the above
title. "Autonomos" regards the alliance between
Mr. Balfour and Mr. Chamberlain as a settled point,

and declares that the Government has evolved a new
functionary, whom we shall perhaps in time come to

know as " His Majesty's Agitator." The practical

difficulty is that Protection means either despotism or

Socialism. The Protectionist leanings of the English

Socialists are due to the fact that these gentlemen
see that Protection is paternalism, and paternalism,

under a democracy, is nearly akin to Socialism.

Indian Censure of Mr. Chamberlain's Ethics.

Mr. B. J. Padshah writes in East and West on
"Dumping: Facts and Theories." The writer says

of Mr. Chamberlain's appeal to the baser passions of

the multitude :

—

The " Justice " he proclaims is the primitive Lex Talionis,

the return of an injury for an injury, and has no affinity with the

passion of the Sermon on the Mount, to do unto others as you
would that those others would do to you—to give benefits in the

faith that they must draw out their like ultimately from others.

Therefore, in the political vocabulary of Mr. Chamberlain's
supporters, phrases su?h as " retaliations," " we will not take

things lying down," " fo'reign invasion," " Pro-Germans,"
"dumping," " pistol," 44 big revolver," and the like, loom very

large.

The Feeling in Scotland.

The Fortnightly Review contains a reassuring article

on Scotland's attitude to the new departure. Mr.
Chamberlain, says the writer, has unintentionally

hastened the ascendency of the working man in

Scottish politics by a quarter of a century. And the

working man will have nothing to do with Protection.

The great majority will declare for Free Trade.

The Moral Issue.

About a third of the Independent Revieia is occupieJ
with a discussion of various aspects of the Fiscal

Problem. There is an editorial deliverance on "The
Moral Issue," which declares that— *

The political unity and the moral value of our Empire both
depend on the continuance of our old policy. Free Trade for

Britain and her Crown Colonies, and free leave for Australia,

New Zealand, Canada, and Sou.h Africa to do as seems good
to them, without interference and without bribes.

Our Prosperity on the Decline.

Mr. R. H. Inglis Palgrave contributes to the

National Review an elaborate article, the purport of
which is that our prosperity, if not actually declining,

is growing much less rapidly than in earlier years.

He analyses the Income Tax statistics in great detail,

and attempts to show that, if population be taken
into account—
the produce for each penny of the tax during the last twenty
years is shown to have increased little more than 10 per cent. ;

while it had nearly doubled in the period, about forty years,
between 1843 a"d 1881. The general conclusion is that our
irade, whether of exports or imports, does not so largely employ
British labour as before.

THE FREE FOOD CHAIRMAN.
Sir Charles Follett, writing in the same Review,

criticises what he regards as Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's
inconsistency for becoming Chairman of the Froe
Food League, he haying been the author of the Corn
Tax of 1902.

The Views of Mr. Benjamin Taylor.

Mr. Benjamin Taylor is one of the few writers on
economic questions who are usually sane, and it i? a
pity, as it appears from his article in the Nineteenth
Century, that he has gone over to Chamberlainism.
He thinks that a tariff can be constructed with higher
or lower duties, according as materials are raw, partly

manufactured, or wholly manufactured ; and he declare*
that the customs duties to be paid by the different

articles of import can be fixed according to the amount
of labour put into them.
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MORLEY'S LIFE OF GLADSTONE:
A Chorus of Eulogy.

Frederic Harrison, in the Positivist Revieiv for

November, is almost dithyrambic in his praise of

Mr. Morley's book, which, he declares, will prove a

prominent landmark in English literature in ages to

come. " It is an astonishing masterpiece of literary

a»t; it raises the reputation of Mr. Morley to the

front rank of the prose writers of our language." He
doubts if any biography in our language can be set

beside it in the essential qualities of a complete and
vivid and artistic biography of the life of a man of

action. Boswell's " Johnson " alone can be compared
to it, but " in weight, in thought, and in range of sub-

ject, Mr. Morley is immeasurably beyond the reach

of'Bozzy."

Bv Mr. Birrell.

Mr. Augustine Birrell contributes his dole of

approval in the opening pages of the Contemporary
Review. He says :

—
Mr. Morley's " Life of Gladstone" is a big bx>k as well as a

long one. It is co.nposed on a generous scale. You can live in

it comfortably for ten days, for it is not only full of matter, but
oflife and literature. It is a roomy book, touching many points

and suggesting an infinity of thoughts. There is philosophy in

it, and passion, scholarship and party feeling.

As a man we do not meet Mr. Morley in the pages of his

own book, but as a temper, a spiri a "wandering voice," he
pervades it from first to last. Not a chapter but bears his

signature it the clo>e. It is all his. This is of the essence of
true authorship, of true biography as distinguished from editor-

ship and the collection and correction of letters.

Lord Welby.

Lord Welby opens the Empire Revieiv this month
with a criticism on Mr. Morley's work, which he says

more than comes up to our anticipations. As one
who served long under Mr. Gladstone as Permanent
Secretary to the Treasury, he naturally turned with

special interest to the chapter on Mr. Gladstone's
finance. The following remarks may be quoted :—

Mr. Morley tells the story [of Mr. Gladstone's finance] most
skilfully and impressively. . . . Men who, at the present
moment, are hesitating over the proposal to revert to taxes on
consumption and restrictive legislation would do well to read
this masterly chapter on finance.

Of Mr. Gladstone's amazing memory Lord Welby
says that :

—

Facts and figures were packed there ready for immediate use,

and, what is more extraordinary, facts and figures stored half a
century before were as available as those of yesterday. . . .

Mr. Gladstone was a model— I might say fascinating— chief.

He was exacting. His standard of duty was high, and he
impressed it on his subordinates. He expected them to know
their business, to devote themselves to it ; and he marked with
^verity omissions, and especially want of exactness. ... Mr.
Morley's work places Mr. Gladstone on a pedestal from which
he will not be removed.

Sir Wemyss Reid.

Sir Wemyss Reid, in his Chronique in the Nineteenth

Century, says of Mr. Morley's Life :

—

Its accomplishment is almost a marvel ; for the biographer
has overridden all his difficulties with what seems to be
triumphant ease, an ease, however, secured by an expenditure of

labour hardly to be described in words. As a political biography,
which perhaps is almost more of a history than a biography, I
repeat, Mr. Morley can rightly claim to have produced a
masterpiece.

The " Quarterly."

The Quarterly Review is enthusiastic about Mr.
Morley's book. It says that it is by this biography
that Mr. Morley may claim to be finally judged, both
as a man of letters and as a man of affairs :

—

Mr. Morley has discharged his supremely difficult task with
consummate skill and discretion. In all his long and brilliant

career as a man of letters, he has seldom, perhaps never, written
with a more sustained ethical fervour or a more triumphant
literary dexterity, with a shrewder insight into motive and
character, a defter adjustment of literary and historical " values,"
or a more ju licious handling of materials.

It is therefore not surprising that the reviewer
declares that he cannot place Mr. Morley's biography
in any class lower than the first. It is a great portrait

of a great man. It even seems to have converted
the Quarterly Review to a despairing admiration of
Mr. Gladstone, whom it certainly did not worship
during his life. It laments that the ideas which he
represented have lost some of their influence. It

says :

—

He stood for one ideal—the rarer one by far -in political life

and action, as Bismarck, his greatest contemporary, stooa for

the other—the commoner and the more acceptable to the natural
man. On the one hand, the gospel of force, nakedly avowed,
the policy cf blood and iron ruthlessly pursued, the ethics of
Machiavelli combined with the duplicity of our own Elizabeth ;

on the other, a sustained conviction that what is wrong in
private life cannot be right in public life, a large and expanding
love of freedom, a life-long endeavour to raise politics to the
ethical level of Christianity itself—in a word, the materialism
of politics contrasted with their idealism.

" Blackwood."

Bliickivood is too inveterate a partisan to allow the
" Life " of Mr. Gladstone to appear without publishing

more or less hostile criticism upon the life and career

of the statesman for whom it never had a good word.
It devotes several pages to a very depreciatory account
of Mr. Gladstone's statesmanship. All his vast intel-

lectual power, it says, was absorbed in bursting through
the thick panoply of prejudice with which he started in

life. Considering that his youthful prejudices were
imbibed from the party of which Blackwood has
ever been the champion, this is rather ungrateful.

Not even Blackwood's prejudice is proof against

the excellence of Mr. Morley's work. It accepts his

book with gratitude.

Gladstone as Foreign Minister.

Mr. E. T. Cook writes in the Monthly Review on
" Mr. Gladstone as Foreign Minister." He says that

Mr. Gladstone's effort to keep down the expenditure
on the Army and Navy was both an effect and cause
of his desire to prevent any extension of the Empire

;

his reluctance to face the inevitable involved some
serious lapses. Mr. Cook suggests that if Mr. Glad-
stone had not been the greatest Home Minister of
our time he might have been a great Foreign
Minister.
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ON THE WAR COMMISSION.

Mr. Spenser Wilkinson Contributes to the

Quarterly Review an article, "The Cabinet and the

War Office," which deals with ungloved hands both

with the Government and the Commission. He quotes

Mr. George Wyndham's statement in the House of

Commons on October 28th, that the policy which the

Government adopted was deliberately adopted with

the fullest knowledge of all that it might involve, and
then proceeds with ruthless cruelty to point out how
utterly the Government failed to realise the magnitude

of tfce task which they had so recklessly undertaken.

THE GOVERNMENT PROVED A FAILURE.

It is plain that the Government stands convicted

•of failure to harmonise strategy and policy, and
from June 8th to September 8th the Cabinet delibe-

rately neglected the most important part of all the

strategical advice which it received. Mr. Wilkinson

defends Lord Wolseley against the censure of the

Commission by pointing out that although the rein-

forcements which he recommended in June were

shown to be ludicrously inadequate in September,

this hardly justifies the conclusion of the Commission
that ten policemen at the beginning of a riot may be

better than forty after it has been given time to develop.

A FEEBLE AND HALTING INQUIRY.

He complains that the Commission dealt haltingly

and feebly with the question before them.

The terms in which the Report expresses these balanced and
guarded opinions, reflect the character and composition of the

Commission. Its members were sincere, impartial, considerate,

reluctant to censure anyone.

They were conscious that they were treating a diseased

organism ; but their diagnosis was uncertain, their prescription

/or treatment timid and tentative. The nation that should

attempt to cure itself according to such halting advice would
become a confirmed invalid. If a remedy is to be found, it

must be based upon a diagnosis guided by principles beyond the

reach of controversy.

And he maintains :

—

The excuses, therefore, set up by the Commission in palliation

of judgment on the action of the Cabinet cannot be admitted ;

and the judgment must stand that the Cabinet as a body, and
Lord Lansdowne in particular, failed in discharging their prime
duty to the nation in regard to preparation for the war, namely,
that of maintaining the harmony between their policy and their

military preparations.

MR. BRODRICK'S BLUNDER.

He points out the evidence which convicts Mr.

Brodrick of having overruled the view of Lord
Roberts on the vital question of organisation, for Mr.

Brodrick thinks that he understands the " brain" of an
army better than the man to whose unparalleled record

he pays a verbal tribute of admiration. Mr. Wilkinson

says :

—

If Mr. Brodrick had been willing to be guided by military

opinion he would have found that Lord Roberts, in consultation

with Sir Henry Brackenbury, would dr.ift in a single day the

Order in Council needed to place both the military administra-

tion and the command of the army upon a sound footing.

He objects to the proposal to give executive autho-

rity to a Commission or a Board, as the War Office

Council gives all the needed facility for the establish-

ment of a mutual understanding between the heads of

departments.

Why not Indict the Ministers?

Mr. J. W. Fortescue, writing in Maemillatfs on "The
War Commission and Afterwards," concentrates his

attention on Ministerial responsibility. He objects to

the present system of injustice to British officers and
impunity to British Ministers. He says :

—

The only remedy is to insist that Ministers shall be as liable

to trial for incompetence or misconduct as officers ; and that

upon conviction before a jury they shall be subject to fine or

imprisonment, or to such detention as will permanently secure

the country from the dangers of their imbecility.

THE REFORM OF FRENCH SPORT.

An anonymous article in the first October number
of the Revue de Paris deals with the question of the

reform of " la chasse " in France. As is well known,
the great difficulty which concerns sportsmen across the

Channel is the scarcity of game, and yet, as this writer

justly points out, the soil of France, with its infinite

variety of mountain and valley, its cultivated fields and
its desolate solitudes, its marshes, lakes, meres, and
large, gently flowing rivers, would seem the most natural

resort ofgame of all kinds. The country is large enough
too to present the widest extremes of climate. The
conclusion, therefore, is irresistible that the scarcity of

game is due, not to France, but to Trench people.

The fact is that shooting in France has now become
democratised much more completely than it has in

this country. There were actually issued in 1902 not
far short of half a million shooting licenses, while of
course the number of sportsmen who do not trouble

to take out a licence can only be conjectured. The
writer of the article makes some astonishing revelations

about the extent to which poaching has gone in

France— indeed, he declares roundly that while

the sportsman kills the game, so to speak, retail,

the poacher kills it wholesale. Poaching has

attained the position and the stability of a great

industry, and this writer urges that the provincial

prefects should be strictly ordered to suppress the

trade in poached game. The poacher's best cus-

tomers are restaurant keepers and hotels, and domi-
ciliary visits to these gentry are recommended. It

will be news to most people to hear that an Inter-

national Convention has been recently signed by
thirteen European countries, including France,

Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Belgium, but not

including Great Britain, which not only protects the

little birds which feed on insects destructive to

agriculture, but also stipulates that the various game-
birds should no longer be captured by wholesale

means. Henceforth game-birds are only to be shot

in a sportsmanlike way. This is undoubtedly a great

step, and should do much good if only the provisions

are properly enforced.
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MR. CHAMBERLAIN: A MASTER WORKER.
Mr. Harold Begbie, in the Pall Mall Magazine,

begins what is quite the most interesting article on
Mr. Chamberlain that has appeared for a long time,

possibly at any time hitherto, by recalling some words

uttered by Matthew Arnold in 1887—"I think the

man with a future is Chamberlain." " Matthew
Arnold," says Mr. Begbie, " knew the Mr. Chamberlain

of whom the public may almost be said to know
nothing." And certainly in his article Mr. Begbie

goes full tilt at many of the widely-accepted views of

the ex-Colonial Secretary's character.

THE GREATEST MAN MR. CHAMBERLAIN EVER MET.

I remember asking Mr. Chamberlain once whom he regarded

as the greatest man he had ever met. He answered with quiet

and as it were reverent sincerity, " Mr. Gladstone—a marvel-

lous, an extraordinary personality." Then he added—I can
Tecall the very words :

44 And yet, when one reads again those

Midlothian speeches which once set everybody on fire, it is

astonishing to find how very little real and solid substance they

contain. One realises in reading those speeches the extraordinary

spell of his character."

Some people may have been making a strangely

similar criticism about some more recent speeches

that also set everybody on fire.

MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S MOST STRIKING CHARACTERISTIC.

The dominant characteristic which Mr. Begbie sees

in this " master worker " is frankness :

—

The popular notion of secretiveness, of sinister plotting, of

Machiavellian subtlety, is as false as the caricature which pre-

sents him as a lean and hungry-looking man with thin lips and
sharp querulous chin. Mr. Chamberlain does not plot ; he does
not whisper black thoughts to his subliminal consciousness.

When the public supposed him to be hatching diabolical surprises

during the present autumn he was taking new meadow-land into

his garden, and thinking nothing at all of the "campaign of

rhetoric."

"Do you think of your work while you are gardening?" I

asked him.
" Good gracious, no !

" he said, smiling delightedly. " My
garden is my forgetfulness."

Like Bismarck he loves old trees, tumbling lawns, a garden
seat, and all the infinite vivacity of nature. With something of

a like detachment he talks about politics and flowers in the same
breath.

HIS SECOND CHIEF CHARACTERISTIC.

Mr* Begbie continues :
—

Mr. Chamberlain is one of the most restful men I have ever
met. There is no flurry or haste or bustle in his manner. He
is what our grandfathers would have called "a dry stick." His
voice in conversation has a quizzical tone, his wit is dry, his

manner is that of a shrewd and somewhat bored observer rather

than that of an active participant. He leans back in his chair,

sitting rather low, his hands folded, his eyes studying those

about him with quiet contemplative interest.

MRS. CHAMBERLAIN AND HIS HOME LIFE.

Without laying himself open to one of Mr. Cham-
berlain's greatest objections to modern journalism,

Mr. Begbie thinks he may say a few words as to

the happy life at Highbury. Mrs. Chamberlain " is

one of those gentle, sweet-voiced women who make
their guests welcome without words, and at home
without fuss." It is easy to believe that " the united

and deeply affectionate household of Highbury has

been the statesman's principal support throughout his

stormful and momentous life, and that no one can form
an adequate estimate of Mr. Chamberlain's charactet

until they have seen him in the midst of his family."

SOME OF HIS POLITICAL VIEWS.

Asked who would lead the Liberals should the

Unionists be defeated, Mr. Chamberlain said :

—

" I don't know, but I know very well who »ught to lead

them."
"Who?"
" Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman. Who else has done the

work ? Who else has borne the brunt of the fighting ? I don't

like his views, but I respect the man. He has fought, on the

whole, openly and frankly for Little Englandism. I can under-
stand his methods. But," he went on, " I can't understand, and
I don't like,^the methods of the Liberal Imperialists."

He is " a warm friend of that most noble and gracious

Liberal, Mr. John Morley ; and yet he has attacked

the Morley gospel pitilessly and even cruelly, while

he has said very little about the newer gospel of Mr.
Asquith and Sir Edward Grey—for which he has a
profound contempt." He even understands the
" Little-England doctrine."

Mr. Begbie is particularly severe on the " base and
unworthy tarradiddle " which makes him out " a
green-eyed traitor " to Mr. Balfour :

—

Mr. Chamberlain is not jealous of Mr. Balfour, and he
makes a mock of those stupid people who regard the Prime
Minister as a weak man.
"A weak man !

" he once exclaimed to me. "

W

rho but trie

strongest of men could have got the Education Bill through
the House of Commons ?

"

A PEN PORTRAIT OF MR. CHAMBERLAIN.

Both Mr. Chamberlain and Mr. Balfour, we are

told, have suffered at the hands of the caricaturist.

Mr. Chamberlain is no thin-lipped, lean and hungry
Cassius. Rather is he

substantially clothed with mortal flesh, and has features which
correspond with his bulk. The nose is broad and strong, even
solid, denoting strength and power rather than eagerness and
activity. The lips are markedly full, a little bitter perhaps

—

not, however, vengefully acrid. . . . The chin is broad and
strong, full of alertness, but steady and restrained. The eyes,

which are the most notaMe features in his face, are grey and
shrewd and kindly. . . . They are rather tired eyes, and only
when the laughter comes into them do they reveal the mind's

agility. His complexion is bronzed, with beneath it that tint 0/

greyncss which is so strong and dominant in the face of thd

Bishop of London, and in almost all hard workers. . . . The
face is charming, in some respects beautiful.

His most remarkable physical characteristic, how-
ever, is the poise of his head. " It is the kind of

head which one cannot imagine thrown back either

in righteous indignation or in justifiable pride. It is

essentially a watcher's head, the head of a man never

carried away by gusts of emotion, always intent upon
something ahead."

He reads most of the Opposition journals, we are

told, except (now) the Daily News. " Do you feel

all this personal abuse and calumny ? " Mr. Begbie
asked him. " Well, one would rather have it other-

wise, perhaps," was the reply ;
" but since it is there,

well !"
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LABOUR AND FREE TRADE.

Mr. John Burns, M.P., has a first-class fighting

article in the Independent Review on " Labour and

Free Trade."

Mr. Burns, as a true Imperialist, declares his adhesion

to Burke's standard of helping the Colonies :

—

My hold of the Colonies is in the closer affection which

grows from common names, from kindred blood, from similar

f>rivileges and equal protection. Those are ties which, though

ight as air, are as strong as links of iron Do not

entertain so weak an imagination as that your registers and your

bonds, your affidavits and your sufferances, your cockets and

your clearances, are what form the great securities of your

commerce.

A tax on tea, Mr. Burns says, cost us the richest

portion of the world's surface, and a tax on British

food for Colonial people will make for Imperial dis-

content and dissolution. Mr. Burns will have none

of Mr. Chamberlain's or Mr. Balfour's figures. The*

foundation of 1872 leads him to say that that year is

the " jumping-off place for this last dervishes' raid

into the peaceful domain of trade statistics and in-

dustrial expansion."

Mr. Balfour's pamphlet leaves out coal, and
machinery, and shipping :

—

In the matter of coal (bunker and other sorts), this is one-

fourth of our total output, viz., fifty-eight millions, and gives

employment to 200,000 men directly, and a larger number
otherwise. Why machinery was excluded I do not know,
except that it has risen from j£8,ooo,ooo in the blessed year

1872 to ^19,619,000 in 1900.

RECORD IN SHIPPING.

And what has shipping done that it should be excluded from
our export trade ? Mr. Balfour ought to know that we have
sold m the past twenty-eight years no less than 7,643 second-

band steamers and sailing vessels to foreigners. He should not

have conveniently forgotten that, since 1870, we have made
21,000,000 tons of new shipping, and, during its construction,

not a single vessel has been built by the foreigner direct for this

country. He also might have remembered that it is not at all

infrequent for any one of out northern rivers to turn out more
shipping than the total European output, and for two yards at

Belfast to equal in one year the commercial tonnage made by
all Germany, and that cheaper, better, and quicker, by its highly

organised Trade Union labour, on higher wages and shorter

hours than that country enjoys. Yet here are three industries,

employing on their export branch of foreign trade alone pro-

bably 400,000 workpeople, with at least a million people

dependent on them, and a total trade of sixty to seventy

millions.

This mighty industry is ignored in a calculation on behalf

of a scheme which, in its wildest expectations, can only yield

^10,000,000 to the Colonies, by taxing the food of the workmen
so energetically employed upon an industry of which the Colonies

take so small a proportion. Surely suppression, misrepresenta-

tion, or ignorance could no further go.

THE TRUST THET FIRST-BORN OF PROTECTION.

Mr. Burns marshals many facts to prove that under

Free Trade the lot of a workman has wonderfully

improved, and he is not scared by any of the

'

ex-Colonial Secretary's bogeys :

—

It may, perhaps, please Mr. Chamberlain to know that, in

spite of his threats to that country some time back, Germany in

1902 took 70 million yards of piece goods of all kinds, as

against 56 millions in 1 900.

Mr. Burns thinks that America would be richer,

happier and better if it were to adopt Free Trade,

and quotes the Diplomatic and Commerce Report for

September, 1902 :

—

Within the last five years living expenses have increased more

in the United States than in the previous twenty years. ... It

is hardly open to question that the cost of living has advanced

much more rapidly than wages in recent years.

He goes on :
—

If this is the type of " protected " industrial elysium into

which the British worker is invited to enter, I would advise

him, on American examples, to avoid the thorny paths of

Preference, and the mazy byways of Retaliation, lest they may
lead him, by the high road of Protection, to the labyrinth of

Monopoly, with the Trust as warder, and himself a prisoner.

I rejoice to know that American Labour is successfully com-
bating this tendency, and we in England wish it all success in

its fight against the Trust, the firstbarn of Protection. . . . The
Imperial Parliament will be used as a clearing houre for pushful

manufacturers to put a member in the slot and get a tariff out.

Any member courageous enough to resent this will be

challenged, not by his political opponents, but by his com-
mercial masters, and his industrial dependants. . . . To this

vast and never ending scheme of trade favouritism, commercial
subsidies, corrupt colonial trafficking, I refuse to subscribe.

And I hope, believe, and am certain, that the workers as a class

will refuse also.

MUNICIPAL ODDITIES.

Mr. Harold Macfarlane enumerates a variety of

corporation curiosities in Casselfs. A few may be
mentioned. The Mayor of Leicester is said to have
been chosen in old times in this way :—The aldermen
sat round, their hats filled with beans, and a sow was
turned in. The first hat from which she took beans
conferred on its owner the dignity of Mayoralty. In

Grimsby three nominees for the high office stood in the

pound, each with a bunch of hay. The first that a

hungry calf approached, to satisfy his appetite on the

hay, became Mayor. The Mayor of Newcastle, after

sailing down the Tyne to claim the rights of the

city over the foreshore, on landing on the green was
allowed to kiss the prettiest girl present, and give her
a sovereign by way of compensation. At Bourne-
mouth the retiring Mayor kisses his successor. In
Nottingham there was a make-believe burying of the

mace, which the retiring Mayor finally unearthed and
handed to his successor. In Harwich the councillors

and aldermen annually throw buns or " ketcheis

"

from the Mayor's house to the people below.

Every year the Mayor of Cork hurls a dart into

the sea, as an assertion of his authority over the

adjacent coast. A gold oar is given every twenty
years and silver oars every year to the Mayors of
Lostwithiel, Boston, Yarmouth, and Southampton.
The recent creation of metropolitan boroughs has
added to the stock of municipal jewellery. The
Mayoral chain of Chatham is composed of two
separate chains, one of which was once worn by
the Doge of Venice. The Mayoress's chain is a
recent revival. The Mayoress of Hull had a chain
in 1604, which was eventually sold as useless in

1885. The Brightlingsea freemen had the privilege

of wrecking the house of any freeman who refused to

act as Mayor when he had been elected.
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THE DEGENERATE AMERICAN WOMEN.
As Seen, of course, by an Englishman.

The American woman has already had some severe

admonitions addressed to her by President Roosevelt,

but even that strenuous and wordy statesman is mild

compared with Mr. H. B. Marriott Watson. Mr.

Watson writes this month in the Nineteenth Century

on " The Deleterious Effect of Americanisation upon

Women." From the title I gathered at first he meant

Americanised Englishwomen ; but on reading his

article I find that his wrath is poured out only on

Transatlantic women. His argument is this : America

presents the extreme development of industrial society

;

it is supposed to be an advance upon Europe ; and

Europe, if so, is tending in the same way. America

is therefore an example to us. Now, Mr. Watson sees

nothing but rottenness in America, owing to the

deterioration of American women. Therefore he

warns us against the sAns fate, if our society develops

in the same way.

"American civilisation," he says, "is presented to

us to-day as the type of the new order to which effete

Europe must approximate or perish. But things in

America are bad. The men are deteriorating " :

—

The experience of individual m?n, particularly in America, is

undoubtedly that the weir and strain of moiern commercial

coalitions is dcleleriois to health. In point of fact, the

Americans have more widely departed .than* any other nation

from the conditions suitable to the normal healthy man.

THZ CHILDLESS AMERICAN WOMAN.

And the women are almost too far gone for repair.

Her worst defect is her boast that she seldom loses

her heart and never her head.

Mrs. Van Vorst declares that she never heard of a baby in

Perry, the factory town in which she worked. She says ** the

American woman is restless, dissatisfied. Society, whether

among the highest or lowest classes, has drawn her towards a

destiny that is not moral. The factories are full of old maids

;

the colleges are full of old maids ; the ball-rooms in the worldly

centres are full of old maids. For natural obligations are

substituted the fictitious duties of clubs, meetings, committees,

organisations, professions, a thousand unwomanly occupations."

The American woman, says Mr. Watson, is destroy-

ing the State :

—

The evidences that American wom^n are deliberately turning

their backs on natural laws have accumulated of recent years.

Their cold-bloodedness is, in effect, a signal of degeneracy,
testifying to the dessication of natural sentiment. And that this

exists in all classes, and not alone in the moneyed classes, is

apparent from a perusal of the instructive book, " The Woman
who Toils," by Mrs. Van Vorst and Miss Van Vorst, to which
President Roosevelt recently contributed a prefatory note. The
attitude of the factory girl is representedas something like this :

"I ain't ready to marry him yet. Twenty-five is time enough.
I'm only twenty-three. I can have a good time just as I am."
That is precisely where the mischief lies, in the good time !

QUACKERY—AND THE YELLOW MAN.

Mr. Watson even regards European faults as

heathier than American virtues :

—

That the human spirit should vibrate with pasMonate human
feeling and fall, is to me, I confess more estimable than that
it should starve of coldness in vir'uius orthodoxy. But the

ideal of the Germani is gone, and gone also is the ideal of the
feudal times. We are face to face with a newer type. Whereas
the savage woman acted as beast of burden to her lord, the

American man works lik2 the beast ot burden beside hi?

triumphing lady.

Americans are the victims of quack medicines, and

quack religions, and quack theories. No country

since the beginning of time was so abject before false

pretensions and false prophets. Here alone they

approximate to savagery
;

they have lost all the

sturdier savage qualities. All this, says Mr. Watson,

is due to their women ; and if European civilisation

follows the same path, he predicts that their exter-

mination by the yellow man, at present a remote

possibility, will become a certainty.

REPUBLICS VERSUS WOMEN.
A Reply to Mrs. Woolsey.

The North American Rev'mv for October contains

a counterblast to Mrs. Woolsey's " Republics versus

Women " from the pen of Mrs. Gaffney, Hono'rary

President of the National Council of Women of the

United States. Mrs. Gaffney declares that so far

from women being better off in England than in

America, the emancipation of British women from

their historic thraldom is coincidental with the growth

ofdemocracy and with the waning of monarchism—in

fact, with the Americanisation of England. Mrs.

Gaffney reproaches Mrs. Woolsey for her love of the

spectacular. Mrs. Woolsey, she says, argues that as

women can be queens they have attained full freedom,

but women have been placed on thrones merely as

figure-heads :

—

Evidently Mrs. Woolsey has not the Republican spirit. The
vicarious honours showered on a few women easily satisfied her

pride of sex, and she hastily " realised that a woman can be the

political head in a monarchy, but that in no republic can a woman
ever reach this zenith and pinnacle of power." If the Queen or

her attendants had held place by election, comparison might be

made between them and the women of republics, It was accident

of birth alone which gave them place ; and, by a similar accident

of birth, the great mass of English women are, by the same sys-

tem, debarred from such exaltation to place and honour.

Mrs. Woolsey lost sight of another general fact when she re»

marked that the Government of Great Britain, unlike that of (h©

United Slates, is not one of males. Parliament is compost qf
men, the political offices are absorbed by men, The late

Queen's advisers were men, and the Governors of hor Colonies

were men. The same is true of all other monarchies, with such

signal exceptions as but prove the rule of male supremacy in a

monarchy.

Moreover, what rights English women have, says

Mrs. Gaffney, have not been the gift of the monarchy,

but have been won by the hard-fought battles of

women. Finally, Mrs. Gaffney quotes the following

attestation from Susan B. Anthony, which she considers

clinches the matter :—
" To say, in this age of the world, that women under* any form

of government on the face of the globe are better off than the

women in the United States, is false. Our schools are absolutely

free. With two or three exceptions all colleges are open to

women. Half our States have granted school suffrage. Tax
suffrage exists in five or six, and municipal in Kansas. Besides,

we have four with full suffrage—Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and
Idaho. The women of the United States, the nearest a true

republic, are vastly freer in every department of life than under
any form of monarchical government under the sun,
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THE TSAR ON WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES.
Mr. Sergius Volkhoffsky, in Pearson's Magazine,

in describing how the Tsar is said to be contemplating

setting aside the law preventing a woman from
occupying the Russian throne, in favour of his eldest

daughter, reports him to have made the following

interesting pronouncement of his views on a vexed
question to an old Austrian diplomat and trusted

friend :

—

Count, I regard many of the restrictions placed on women's
activity in the world to be unjust in the extreme. I see no
reason why men should exclu le women so jealously from the

sphere in which they might gain distinction and confer benefits

on all mankind. Women are, in my opinion, capable of par-

ticipating in many branches of professions and commercial
occupations, and there is no reason why educated women should
not take part in politics. The participation of women in public

affairs would certainly have to be limited to those of the upper
classes, but it would not be totally impracticable. My own
daughters will all be systematically instructed in politics and
current public affairs, so that they may take an intelligent interest

in the welfare of the country, and learn something of the duties of
a monarch.

The Tsarina, it seems, does not share the Tsar's

views as to altering the succession. The Grand
Duchess Olga, the subject of this article, is described
as a sweet little girl, overburdened already with

lessons quite twice as hard as those usually given to

children of her age, and obliged to rise at 6 a.m.

winter and summer to study, and perpetually guarded
by a staff of twenty-four secret service detectives.

IN PRAISE OF THE EXTRACT.
Mr. G. K. Chesterton, whose brilliant pen com-

mands the admiring respect of the literary tribe, writing

in Good Words on an abridgment of BoswelPs " John-
son," turns his pen against the " more cultivated people

of the modern world " who protest against the practice

of selecting from masterpieces, and denounce the

process as " mangling," "lopping," and "torturing."

He says :

—

It is overwhelmingly probable that almost all the documents
upon which we base our belief in the existence of Jesus Christ,

or Socrates, have been mangled and edited again and again.

The art of selection has not been invented by modern editors.

It is a process which goes on by inevitable operation in all

historic things. Every great philosophy, every great religion

is founded not upon a diary, but upon a scrap-book. . . The
act of making selections from a writer is simply the crown
which awaits his fame ; it is the proof of his immortality.

There is that interesting object the earth, for instance ; we
cannot see it in its entirety, except by going to the moon, and
then somewhat obscurely ; we see as much of it as we can get

hold of. The universe itself cannot show us its unity ; we have
to judge of it in selections. If there is really no justification

for dipping into a book, as is the habit of some of us, it seems
really doubtful whether there is any justification for dipping into

existence, as we all of us do. . . . Once establish the propo-

sition that good things are useless if they are fragmentary, and
all our lives, religion, principles, politics and habits become
useless indeed. For, whether they are good or bad, they are all

fragmentary.

Mr. Chesterton concludes by arguing that Boswell

was a great artist, and one of the great men of the

eighteenth century.

THE GREAT ASSASSIN:
" Ueing in Torment."

Good Words contains a paper by an ex-attache* in

the Turkish War Office on the Sultan Abdul-Hamid.

It may help many to understand how the torturer of

Armenia and Macedonia is himself enduring the

tortures of the damned. " Fear hath punishment,"

says the old Book, and of this punishment the Sultan has

his share. The writer says that since the unfortunate

ending of the Russo-Turkish war, for which he felt a

little guilty, Abdul-Hamid has gradually kept away

from the capital :—
Since then, isolated from the rest of the universe on the

heights of Yildiz, defended by thick walls, barracks, and body-

guards, the voluntary captive, in spite of the extraordinary pre-

cautions with which he is surrounded, supports with difficulty the

burden of an existence filled with suspicion and terror.

So some idea can be had of the anguish that seizes his soul

when he is obliged once a year to emerge from his retreat and

come in close contact with the crowd he fears, and to pass

through the city he abhors, in order to attend the ceremony

of Hirkai-Cherif—adoration of the Cloak of the Prophet ami

other sacred relics.

.... Compelled by tradition, he submits to the ordeal with a

terror that he plainly shows long before the fifteenth day of

Ramazan, the day fixed for the ceremony.

This is the vivid picture of how he drives :

—

Crouching at the back of a victoria—he never rides in a

closed carriage, fearing not to be able to, get out quick enough

in case of an accident—the raised hood of which conceals a steel

shield between the outside leather and the cloth lining, the

Sultan, with his two magnificent horses at full gallop, passes

like the wind, surrounded by a living fortress of aides-decamp

and courtiers, who hide him almost completely from the gaze of

the crowd.

The luxury and beauty of the carriages and liveries, the

glittering uniforms of the horsemen acting as escort, form a

striking contrast with the look of consternation impressed on

the face of the unwilling pilgrim. Bent double, his shoulders

sloping, his consumptive body turied in the loose folds of a

long dark overcoat, his thin face of a pallor that even his rouge

cannot entirely conceal, his enormous red fez pulled down over

his eyes, his long hooked nose, his badly dyed beard, lantern-

shaped jaws, and sombre glances, uneasy and fugitive, which

his piercing eyes cast ceaselessly around him, the Sultan is that

day particularly repellent-looking and of neither imposing nor

royal demeanour.

After these occasional glimpses into the life of the

world, the Sultan, says the writer, once more sets to

work on " the hard task he has undertaken, the pre-

servation of his own existence and the destruction of

the Empire."

CasseWs for November is full of interesting reading.

The paper on Corporation Curiosities claims separate

mention. John Vandercook describes the Fifth Avenue,

New York, and mentions, among other singular facts,

that vacant lots appear along the Avenue which are

occupied by squatters, mostly Irish, who keep a pig and

a goat, " and reproduce the life of the Kerry bogs on the

richest thoroughfare in America." It is also mentioned

that the Rockefellers have never been received in New

York society, and they entertain very little. They are

plain people of quiet tastes, and find their chief interests

in Standard oil and the Baptist Church. Many whimsical

stories are told concerning the Stock Exchange at

play.
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GEORGES CLEMENCEAU.
Brittany has produced Renan, Chateaubriand, and

a host of other distinguished men. M. Georges

Clemenceau, of whom there is a charmingly written

character sketch by George Brandes in the Con-

temporary Review^ is not unworthy to be counted with

them. He is one of those powerful political forces

which have never received official recognition
;
yet

with pen and word he has made and unmade more
French Ministries than any man that ever lived.

"the inclement."

M. Brandes begins by telling us that M. Clemenceau

Jjelieves that his own surname means U pen clement.

And that, though it needs some qualification, seems

to be the keynote of his character and the explanation

of his success. He is a bitter fighter, " a man who
never compromises with any one," a man who has

fought as many duels with words as with pistols, who
" treats folly, stupidity and cowardice with a harshness

which is in strong contrast to the ordinary moderation

and courtesy of his demeanour." M. Clemenceau is

now sixty-two years old, and more than forty of these

years have been years of incessant activity and struggle.

When he was nineteen he was thrown into prison

for shouting " Vive la Republique!" After that he

practised as a doctor. He spent four years in

America, living by teaching literary history; and,

having married an American lady, returned to France

just before the German War. In the events of the

Commune period he played a great part both as

leader and mediator; and for four years he fought

steadily for amnesty to the Communards, and finally,

in 1880, saw the cause of mercy triumph.

the master of ministries.

Since then he has been a prominent figure in all the

great events and causes of French politics. Of his

part in Ministry-unmaking M. Brandes gives the

following account :— •

It was he who, in March, 1879, insisted on the indictment of

the Fourtou-Broglie Ministry, and who, in March, 1883, de-

manded the revision of the Constitution ; it was he who com-
bated the Colonial policy of Jules Ferry, because it was only

instigated by Bismarck, who would have been pleased to see the

French occupied in Tongkingand withdrawn from Alsace. He
unseated Freycinet two or three times, and, notably, the Frey-

cinet Ministry in December, 1886. When Dahomey was con-

quered, he overthrew Cavaignac, who was Minister of Marine,

because he and the Minister of War not only had not workeil

together, but (as also later Ministers at the time of the conquest
' of Madagascar) had acted in direct opposition to one another.

It was he who, when Bjulanger made his first appearance as a

Radical, and became a popular hero, made him Minister of War

;

and it was also he who, when Boulanger broke his word—for

he had pledged himself to act only according to Clemenceau's

views and Clemenceau's advice— went to him in the War Office

and said to him :
41 Now I will •overthrow you," and did it

the same day.

BOULANGIST AND DREVFUSARD.

M. Clemenceau used Boulanger as a tool, but never

foresaw how that pretender's characterwould deteriorate

through vanity. He has blundered more than once

through " insufficient knowledge ofhuman nature." But

he did not blunder in the Dreyfus case, although, like

most people, he believed in Dreyfus's guilt at first.

When he realised the truth he became Dreyfus's most
effective champion. It was he who gave the stirring

title " J'accuse " to Zola's famous letter, and it was
in his newspaper that the campaign for justice was
carried on.

M. Clemenceau has always been a poor man, yet

the Panama case brought accusations against him as

well as others—accusations which he was obliged to

repel by showing that the only luxuries he permitted

himself were a horse and a shooting licence, and that

he had had to borrow money from a notary to pay
back the debts of his youth. It was of this man that

one of his political adversaries estimated his annual

income at 400,000 francs.

AS AUTHOR, ORATOR, AND MAN.
M. Clemenceau has written a novel, drama, and

other works, and it is characteristic that his novel was

a plea for social justice. " His hero is the man who
loves his fellow-men, and works, and for love of work
he will pray and worship." His appearance

gives one an impression of concentrated energy ; he is not

tall, but vigorous, and inclined to be thick-set ; his carriage is.

firm and composed. He has prominent cheek-bones, and his.

black eyes dominate his face ; his eyebrows are black and bushy,

,

his beard thick, and he is rather bald. He is not unlike one's

preconception of a Russian general, but has an expression of

great kindness.

His few, abrupt movements have something impetuous, and to-

a certain extent brusque, about them, a tendency, however,

which is controlled by an iron will, so that an ordinary observer

might judge him to be phlegmatic. His voice is clear and
decided, without being particularly strong. He is admitted to be
a magnificent orator, aud the ugh I have never heard him speak

in public, I do not speak without authority concerning him, for

I know him as one knows very few men, having for two years,

running spent a month in his society— a month of uninterrupted

dai y intercourse from morning till evening ; and have also read

all his printed speeches—which rank far higher than Oambetta's

—and indeed everything he has written, many volumes in all.

Both as an orator and as a writer he belongs to the severe

school of French literature, opposed to all ornament and
elaboration. He aims at clearness and decisiveness ; his style-

.

is as polished as a rapier, and his art is the art of the fencer.

And yet behind all this, almost hidden by the politician, lurks,

the lover of beauty—almost, I might say, the poet, if by the

word poet one understands a worshipper rather than a dreamer.

Altogether Georges Clemenceau is one of those

men of whom Brittany and France may be proud.

By his election to the Senate in April, 1902, con-

cludes M. Brandes, that body had gained a member
who "might be called the alert conscience of the

Government." ^^^^**s*>^s+
Miss Anneslev Kenealy, in the Lady's Realmy

describes her adventures in a balloon with the one
private balloon owner in the United Kingdom, Mr. Leslie

Bucknall. An average balloon ascent, it seems, costs

^20. Lady Romilly, Lord Kilmarnock, Lady Hamilton,
and Mr. Oscar Browning discuss the question,

44 Do the

dead return," and all, except Lady Hamilton, who does

not deny the question, agree that they do, or, at least,

that the evidence points most strongly to their doing so

at certain times. Mr. Oscar Browning remarks that
44
to

believe in the supernatural is nowadays rather the mark
of a cultivated intelligence than of an uneducated mind. ?>

A very interest inK discussion, on the whole.
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LIFE IN MR. SEDDON'S COLONY.

By One of His Subjects.

An interesting, but somewhat too colloquial, article

on "Life in New Zealand as It Is" appears in the

Empire Rev'teio^ from the pen of Miss Constance A.

Barnicoat. She is impressed by the prevailing ignor-

ance of Britishers who do not understand the New
Zealanders, who, although not a million all told, seem
to require a Very great deal of knowing. In the

-bid country we perversely confuse New Zealand with

Australia, and give letters of introduction to emigrants

.-settling in Queensland to residents in New Zealand,

an the belief that they are next-door neighbours. We
-do not even care to remember that the Maories live

in the North Island and not in the South, that the

^climate varies from that of the sub-tropics to the

glacial temperature of Mount Cook. Perhaps the

most suggestive thing she has to tell us is that " a

: great deal of "New Zealand is still most distinctly

* backwoods.' " Most of the differences between the

old land and the new are explained by that fact.

Where ladies have to make their own soap and cure

their own bacon, without the help of any domestics,

many things follow as a matter of course.

THE YOUNG AND RISING GENERATION.

But it is difficult to see why, even though they have
no servants, they should stagger humanity by what
Miss Barnicoat describes as the rampagious character

of most of the children. " One wonders if they really

are the worst brought up in the world. Parental

control is very slight, and the disrespectful way in

which parents seem to allow their children to treat

them must have caused many an English visitor,

vpermanic^j to. make big eyes."

- ' NEW ZEALAND WOMEN.

Of her.Colonial sisters, Miss Barnicoat says:

—

• Colonial women are more presentable, have belter manners,

and are far -better dressed than the men, whereas in England, in

the corresponding classes, the reverse is noticeably the case. T.ie

colonial man; ,
undoubtedly, dresses far worse, relatively to

Englishmen^ than the colonial woman relatively to English-

women. .....
But although' they dress better, they are too often

mere household drudges :
—

They frequently become increasingly absorbed in children and

housework, and are sometimes apt to discuss, in season and out,

feminine details;of recipes, patterns and infantile management
with which the masculine mind gets a little bored. The
Colonial woman is apt, for one cause or another, to become pre-

maturely aged arid to lose her freshness and good looks, and too

often also her. health.
,

Anyhow, she frequently, though it may
not al ways' be"her faultj does not manage her menfolk as well as

she might.

DEMOCRACY WiTH A D G D.

The root of all differences l>et\veen New Zealand and England

lies in the former being ruled by democracy —omnipotent, omni-

yorous, omnipresent ^and with a very big capital D. If your

sentiments are," oil' profanurn vutgus" then avoid New Zealand

as you wouVl ten thousand plagues. For there profanum valgus

has as much power as it very well can have, all that is good for

"it, and, it might "be thought* a little more. It, or its incarnation

in the person of Mr. S«-ddon, regulates the affiirs of the entire

colony, and of all who therein dwell, on the whole wisely, though
sometimes with a minuteness of detail which causes the unre-

generate to blaspheme and say rude things about fatherly

governments and grandmotherly legislation.

There is nothing on which democracy has not left its mark

—

from the council which rules the State and the highest Govern-
ment departments down to the schools, the hours of work of all

employes, even the dress and deportment, especially the deport-

ment, of your domestics.

THE DOMESTIC SERVANT DIFFICULTY.

Well for you if you have command enough of your counten-
ance not to betray your amazement at the latter ; still better for

you if you have sense of humour enough to laugh (in private)

when your maid comes with a request, it may be, for the loan

of your bicycle to go for a ride with her young man. " I've

tried it round the lawn several times already "—in your absence,

of course— " and I can ride it quite well."

From this very democracy, as well as from the extraordinary

prosperity of the colony, arises no doubt that extreme scarcity of

servants, which is one of the most patent differences between
English and colonial life.

This servant difficulty^ indeed, affects the whole arrangement
of life, at least, among those who rank as gentle-folks. The
dinner-hour, if not midday, as it very frequently is even in towns,

can hardly be put later than 6.30, for the young lady in the

kitchen likes to get the washing-up done early and have her

evening free to go out, from at any rate eight o'clock.

As to the charms of the Colony as a place of

residence, the article states :

—

New Zealand, in fact, except in certain parts for the botanist

and the explorer of an adventurous turn of mind, is no paradise

for any one but the working man, not even a climatic paradise.

If you have capital enough, and care for open-air life on land, a

runholder's life in New Zealand would probably seem one of the

most delightful in the world.

The Future Meat-store of Mankind.
The peculiarity ofArgentine farming is lucidly described

by W. Singer Barclay in Macmillan's. The wealth of

Argentina consists of the deep alluvial mould of her
pampas and the success with which the nitrogenous
lucerne is grown there. Strange to say, the ordinary
progress of civilisation is reversed. Pasturage in Argen-
tina succeeds tillage. The great pampas are first of all

broken up by the plough and made to grow cereals.

Then, after three or four years of agriculture, the land
is sown with lucerne, and becomes extremely profitable

pasture. As the growing of wheat is undertaken
principally as a means of preparing the land for

the lucrative growth of lucerne, " wheat can be grown
at a profit under cost price." As yet, however,
only one-seventh of the available farm area of the

Republic has felt the plough. "Meinwhile, agriculture
may be likened to a wave which, sweeping inland from
the coast, leaves green fields and grazing herds behind
it." Argentina is supposed to contain 1 10,000,000 sheep,
more than are in Australia and New Zealand combined

;

and 25,000,000 cattle, two-thirds of what are found in the

United States. The Argentine output seems within
measurable distance of controlling the world's mea/
markets. Butcher's meat is the main staple of Argentine
prosperity, but the growth of wheat, as has been seen,

and the export of butter, are important by-products.

The Treasury for November is chiefly distinguished
by an admirable portrait of the Bishop of Stepney, and a

eulogistic sketch of his career by the Rev. A. D. Tuppcr-
Carey.
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ALASKA IN ANOTHER LIOHT.
The decision of the Alaskan Boundary Commission

once more fixes the eyes of the world on that far-away

region of the North-west. An article in the World's

Work by VV. R. Stewart does much to dispel the

popular notion of Alaska, a country which equals

in size the British Isles, France, Germany, Portugal

and Belgium put together, a? a land of snow and ice.

The Japan current tempers the air in south-eastern

Alaska, and the thermometer rarely falls to zero :

—

Daily observations during five summers in the Klondike
region show that on the average the temperature there rises to

70 deg. or higher on forty-six days, and to 80 deg. on fourteen

days; 90 deg. was recorded in Dawson in June, 1900, and

95 deg* i° July of the same year. From end to end of the

Yukon, mightiest of the rivers of the world, the traveller may
wander during four months of the year and never see snow.

Instead, there will be a tangle of rich vegetation, of great

forests of grass that grows as high as a man's shoulder, and
endless fields of beautiful plant-life. . . . Throughout the

Klondike country live stock can find sufficient feed to sustain

life outdoors even in winter.

The last five years have seen extraordinary develop-

ment. Ten thousand miles of railroad are already in

construction. Cities have sprung up with hotels,

stores, newspapers, electric light, telegraph and
telephone. The Yukon is navigated by palatial

steamers :

—

Dawson enjoys almost as many municipal advantages as any
place of its size in the world. It has a splendid system of

water-works, a local telephone system and long-distance connec-

tions with the principal mines, telegraphic communication with

the world, churches of every denomination, large Federal and
municipal buildings, and good schools. There are a number of

clubs and lodges, as well as theatres and other places of amuse-
ment, and three banks. Th£ personal and realty assessments of

the city exceeded £2,200,000 last year, and post-ofrV:e orders to

the value of ^360,100 were sold. The streets are all thoroughly

lighted by electricity. Lines of steamboats along the wharves,

loading and unloading, and steam dredges at work in the river,

give an animated aspect to the water-front.

The wheat-growing tract in one valley alone is

estimated at fifty million acres. Even so far north as

Fort Yukon, within the Arctic Circle, oats, rye, barley

are now grown regularly. The timber wealth is very

great. The oil fields contain unfathomed wealth

;

the first oil gusher struck last autumn flung' oil 150
feet into the air. The fisheries are among the

richest in the world, there being 125 thousand

miles of cod fishing along the Alaskan coast. It will

be a great cattle-growing territory, in many places

stock being able to subsist in the open during the

winter. The Aleutian Islands are being turned into

vast cattle and sheep ranges. The total foreign trade

for the year ending last June amounted to seven

millions sterling.

A FEW gleams from Chateaubriand make Mr. D. W.
Duthie's sketch of him and his English neighbours in

the November Cornhill very readable. A sprightly girl

in Dublin rallied him on his gloomy mien, and said,
" You carry your heart in a sling." On his second visit

to England he summed up his impressions of Society

in the aphorism, "All the English are mad, by nature

or by fashion."

THE UNIVERSE RESOLVED INTO ELECTRICITY.
Sir Oliver Lodge's " Modern Views on Matter"

is reviewed by J. H. Jeans in the Hibbert Journal
Matter, first regarded as composed of molecules, next

resolved into atoms, is now, we are told, being

further resolved into electricity. The atom, from
being the s'mp'est and irreducible unit of matter, has

now become a populous little universe of its own. The
reviewer says :

—

Briefly stated, the proposed solution is as follows. Elec-

tricity is a substance : further than this, it is the only kind of

substance, and all matter is merely an accumulation of electric

charges. Going further into detail, it appears probable that

these electric charges are all of exactly the same amount,
although some are positive and some negative ; and that the

atoms of the chemical elements are formed by varying numbers
and arrangements of these charges, or electrons, as Sir Oliver

Lodge calls them. There are, for instance, about 700 electrons,

350 positive and 350 negative, in the hydrogen atom ; there

must be about sixteen times as many in the oxygen atom ; and
about 225 times as many, say 160,000, in the radium atom,
which is the heaviest atom at present known.

To those whose imaginations once felt the strain

of conceiving the atom of hydrogen as probably the

final unit in the universe, the idea of its extremity

of tininess being the home of seven hundred more
elementary substances may well seem a " staggerer."

The material universe now appears as a system of

organised lightning. The reviewer points out a

further stage. Matter having been resolved into

electricity, it only remains to find out its relation

to the luminiferous ether, that is, to explain the

electron in terms of the ether or to explain both in

terms of a single ultimate medium, of which the

material universe is constructed.

In the same journal Mr. Poynting reviews Dr.

Osborne Reynolds' theory of the structure of the

universe. He describes it as "the first working model

of the universe, which will make bodies gravitate,

and, by the same machinery, transmit waves of light."

The Jew to the Forefront.
Munse/s Magazine contains a very fully illustrated

paper on u The Foremost Jews of To-day," which in some
ways is positively startling. What other nation has or

ever had anything like the same intellectual* pre-eminence?
All over the world, in all ranks and professions, at the very
top is the Jew. To mention only a few of the best known
names : In America there is Mr. Oscar Stratls (once
U.S. representative in Turkey), now on the International

Peace Tribunal, and Judge Lwentritt, ir> the Supreme
Court of New York ; in Britain there is Baron
Rothschild, Mr. Rufus Isaacs, K.C., and Lord Burnham,
the controlling hand in the Daily Telegraph ; in Italy,

General Ottolenghi, War Minister, is a Jew ; in Austria

everyone knows the names of Dr. Herzl and Max
Nordau ; in Holland one of the most famous artists is

Josef Israels, a child of Israel ; in France the hated Jew
directs the Paris Observatory (M. Loewy) and pronounces
judgments in the Court of Cassation (M. Alphandery) ;

a Jew is a German Privy Councillor (Hen* Goldberger),

while the influence of Herr Ballin. (director of the Ham-
burg-American Line) with the Kaiser- is well known ; and
even in Denmark the best known man of letters (BrandesJ
is a Jew.
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REVELATIONS OF RADIUM.

Mr. A. S> M Hutchinson writes in Pearson's

Magazine on this new " element," the discovery of

Professor and Mme Curie, of Paris, following on the

experiments of Professor B^cquerel. The great

peculiarity of radium is that it is a metal that is

practically an inexhaustible reservoir of energy, which
not only imparts vitality to another body, but does not

appreciably lose any of its own in the process. It can
melt its own weight of ice without suffering any per-

ceptible change. Everything brought in contact with

radium becomes radio-active. A piece of cardboard
box which had held radium was radio-active after three

weeks. Its rays, which travel at . 1 20,000 miles a

second—light travels at 186,000 miles a second

—

easily penetrate steel and other opaque substances.

Sir William Crookes, carrying a minute particle of

radium in his pocket, found it penetrate his clothes

and blister his skin. He now carries it about, when
necessary, in a brass case enclosed in a thick lead box.
Professor Curie considers that a man going into a

room containing a pound of radium would lose

certainly his eyesight and probably his life. Radium
is known immediately to destroy all bacilli ; its success

with superficial forms of cancer is proved, and experi-

ments are now being made with it in the healing of

consumption. " Pitchblende," the substance from
which radium, so to speak, is extracted (5,000 tons

of pitchblende going to one pound of radium), is

found chiefly in Bohemia, although a vein has been
found in Cornwall, and a little exists in Saxony. The
value of radium is estimated at ,£700,000 a pound.

Its Three Kinds of Ray.

The Edinburgh Review for October contains a

very interesting and illuminating paper under this

title, in which practically everything that is known
about the most mysterious of elements is summed up.

Radium, so far as is now discovered, gives off no
less than three kinds of rays, besides an emanation.
Some are material atoms positively charged with

electricity, and travelling at about 16,000 miles a

second ; others are matter in " a fourth state," that is

swarms of flying corpuscles, also electrically charged,

of which it takes about a thousand to equilibrate an
atom. The third form of metallic radiance moves in

straight lines, and will traverse thick barriers of lead.

The "emanations" are heavy gases, which can be
condensed by cold.

HOW RADIUM IS MEASURED.

Experimentation with the properties of radium is

carried on by incredibly delicate methods. The
spectroscope can detect the burning of less than a

millionth of a grain of sodium
;
yet the electric test for

radio-activity is five thousand times more delicate than

this. The energy of radium is almost incredible :

—

A gramme of radium, according to Professor Rutherford's

indisputable statement, contains a store of power sufficient to

raise 500 tons a mile high. An engine of one thousand horse-

power should be kept working for three hours, then, to produce
that small quantity of the heaviest of known metals. Whence
did this power come? How and why was it directed in this

particular channel ! Here we meet the impenetrable secret of

creative agency. Further discussion would be futile.

But it is not believed that the energy of the element

is inexhaustible. The substance itself disintegrates

slowly, and it loses its energy The riddle how, or

whether, it has kept its energy from time immemorial
is, therefore, insoluble. It has been suggested that

radium in a certain proportion in the sun would supply

all the heat now received from that orb.

THE BREAK UP OF THE UNIVERSE.

Not only has radium overthrown the belief that the

atom is the ultimate unit of matter, it has cast a

light upon the most difficult problems of physics. It

is now believed that most ordinary substances are to

a certain slight extent radio-active, and that implies

disintegration :

—

"This fatal quality of atomic dissociation," Sir William
Crookes declared in his address io the physicists at Berlin on

June 6th, "appears to be universal, and operates whenever we
brush a piece of glass with silk ; it works in the sunshine and

raindrops, in lightnings and flame ; it prevails in the waterfall

and the stormy sea." Matter he consequently regards as

doomed to destruction. Sooner or later it will have dissolved

into the " formless mist " of protyle, and " the hour-hand of

eternity will have completed one revolution." The "dissipation

of energy" has, then, found its correlative in the "dissolution

of matter." We are confronted with an appalling scene of

desolation —of q.iasi-annihilation—surveyed, nevertheless, with

cheerful serenity by those evoking it. And they are rightly

cheerful, since the law of continuity is far from being so inexor-

able as is sometimes asserted, and the Designer of the universe

may be trusted to see to it that the "treasure of nature's

germens" is not spoiled or wasted until they have fully served

their turn, and satisfactorily discharged the function allotted to

them.

All Nature now Alive !

Mr. J. Butler Burke writes in the Monthly Review

on "The Radio-Activity of Matter." One effect of

recent discoveries, he says, is that the biological

distinction between living and dead matter will pass

away, and all Nature appear as a manifestation of life.

Of the latest theories of the instability of matter,

he says :

—

We have shifted the whole responsibility of the universe upon

the properties of the electrons instead of the seventy-seven

elements, which not long since formed the foundation-stones of

Nature.
yfcons of time are after all great or small only relatively

to our own experience ; the resolution of matter into its constituent

element—electricity— is now slowly taking place around us, and

time will witness the ultimate disintegration.

Radium as Energy.

In the American Review of Reviews Mr. G. F.

Kunz describes the following experiment :

—

Radium bromide, of 300,050 activity, was placed in a sealed

glass tube inside of a rubber thermometer-holder, which wa*

tightly screwed to prevent anv emanation of any kind from

passing through the joints. Tiiis was placed under a heavy

silver tureen fully one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness ;
upon

this were placed four copper plates, such as are u^ed for

engraving ; upon this a heavy graduated measuring glass,

ten centimetres in diameter ; tiiis was filled with water to a

depth of six inches. A diamond was suspended in the water and

immediately phosphoresced. Whenever the tube with radium

was drawn away more than two or three feet, the phosphor-

escence ceased ; whenever it was placed under the tureen the

diamond immediately phosphoresced again.
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TUBERCULOSIS:
And a Possible Remedy at Last.

There are two articles in La Revue—one of great

importance—on the subject of tuberculosis. That

hy Dr. Lowenthal deplores the terrible ravages of the

disease in the French Navy, especially in such part of

its personnel as is stationed about the French coasts

;

and Dr. Romme seriously discusses the question,

"Have we a remedy for tuberculosis?" a question,

however, which he finally answers negatively,

although he at last really begins to hope that the

remedy is in sight. The French Navy shows the

ravages of tuberculosis fully twice as much as that of

the other Powers. In 1901, 15*4 per cent, of the

men in the French Mediterranean squadron were

found to be tuberculous ; and of the rest of the Navy
12*5. In the Army the figures are much lower,

akhough they are still three times heavier than those

of the German Army.
It is no wonder, then, that Dr. Romme turns to the

experiments of Herr Behring, the famous German
bacteriologist, as to the cure of this scourge :

—
Accurate experiments have convinced him that the milk of

cows treated with intra-veinous injections of tuberculous growths

contained antitoxic substances, which acted upjn tuberculosis

just as the Roux serum does upon diphtheria. Me concluded

from this that such milk mi^ht be considered as a vaccine, and

that if given to a very youn^ infant it ought to vaccinate it

against tuberculosis in the same way as the vaccine of a heifer

preserves it against smallpox.

The question is, why give the milk only to a very

young infant and not to an adult ? The reason is that

in the adult the epithelial cells covering the mucous
membrane of the intestine form a consecutive film

preventing the passage of the microbes : whereas in

the newborn infant the epithelial membrane is per-

meable and not continuous, so that microbes can pass

through into the blood :
—

A vaccine introduced into the digestive tube of the new-born
infant is absorbed without being modified and confers immunity
against disease in the same way as when it is injected through

the skin. Also, consumption in the adult always dates from

some tuberculous infection caught during the first months of life.

It is alarming to find that in almost every one of

thirty and over, from whatever cause thsy have died,

the presence of tuberculosis is detected. The weak
point in Herr Behring's plan of combating the disease

is that the effect of anti-tuberculous milk lasts so short

a time—a difficulty, however, which he has great hopes

of overcoming.
t

The Food Supply on the Atlantic Voyage.
To those who are interested in figures, the following

extract from the Worlds Work will give a fair idea of the

average consumption of ordinary articles of diet in an
Atlantic liner between London and New York—the table

representing the amount consumed by one hundred first-

saloon passengers during a seven days' voyage : Butcher-

raeat, 2,450 lbs. (this includes all the " stock" necessary
for preparing soups, broths, and beef- tea) ; game and
poultry, 100 head; eggs, 1,750; fish, 225 lbs.; bread,

700 lbs.
;
milk, 112 gallons

;
tea, 15 lbs. ; coffee, 35 lbs. ;

butter, 100 lbs. ; ice-cream, 80 quirts ; fresh fruit and
vegetables ad libitum and in season.

THE BLACK MASS.
In the first October number of the Notivelle Revue

M. Coquiot describes his experiences as a spectator of

a Black' Mass which was celebrated one June evening

during the last Paris Exhibition. Up to this time he
had been extremely sceptical and had not hesitated

to say in print that such horrible celebrations only

existed in the imaginations of crazy religious writers or

of journalists at a loose end. for copy. He was imme-
diately approached with the offer, which he accepted,

of being allowed to see the actual thing. What took

place was so horrible that he fled from the room before

it tfks finished, or rather before it was well begun.

He was there long enough, however, to see a figure of

Christ loaded with insults and broken in pieces,

while the celebrant delivered a kind of address full of

blasphemies. The address had, he complains, none
of the literary merits of that of Canon Docre, which
readers of Ld-Bas will remember. To his account of

this orgie—for such it really was—M. Coquiot pre-

fixes a short historical resume, in which, of course, he
relies on Huysmans as the great authority on the

subject. He might perhaps have also consulted the

writings of M. B^is, who also knows a great deal about

it ; but still it is interesting to be reminded of the part

which demonism in general has played in the past. It is,

in his view, the correlative of mysticism, to the

prevalence of which at any particular period it seems

to bear a direct relation. Religious persecution also

appears to have favoured the growth of Satanism, as

was proved in the sanguinary persecution of the Duke
of Alva in the Low Countries, especially in Flanders.

Some famous names in history are soiled by a con-

nection with this appalling horror—notably Catherine

de Medici ; while it is well known that Madame de
Montespan actually employed the Black Mass as a

means, so she hoped, of obtaining the favour of the

King. Indeed, throughout history we find Satanism

intimately associated with sorcery, and it may be
added, with poisonings, love philtres, and the like.

The first question which must occur to everyone who
considers the subject, even slightly, is : are the people

who do these things mad? Huysmans, of course,

replies that the worship of Satan is no more insane

than that of God, and he takes the view that these

people are mystics, of an abominable kind, it is true,

but still mystics. It is not difficult to gather that M.
Coquiot takes the more charitable view that they are

all mad, though he does not expressly say so.

The Young Woman for November sketches the distinc-

tions of some athletic Members of Parliament.

" Public Men in the Sunday School " is the title of an
article in this month's Quiver, devoted to an account of
the labours of Lord Kinnaird, Sir John McDougall,
Mr. George Cadbury, Sir Nathaniel Barnaby, and other
familiar characters. For more than forty years, we are
told, Mr. Cadbury has never failed to rise every Sunday
morning at six o'clock to conduct a Bible-class in

Birmingham. In all weathers he cycles to the school in

time for brenkfast with the teachers.
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OUR ORCHARDS AND FRUIT GARDENS.
The Quarterly Rtvieiv publishes a very interesting

article upon this subject. The increase of the acreage

of British orchards between 1873 and 1902 has been
from 148,000 to 236,000, an increase of small fruit

gardens from 36,000 acres in 1888 to 75,000 in

1902. In deciding to lay out an orchard, the first

question is one of site. It should be sufficiently high

as a protection against frost ; it should be open to the

south, or south-east
;
protected from wind from other

directions by higher land, and near a good market or

railway station :

—

With respect to small fruits, the gooseberry will grow well

enough wherever the apple or the plum flourishes. The raspberry

needs a warm and friable soil, while the black-currant prefers a
damp situation. Strawberries do best in a somewhat stiff

calcareous loam, although they will grow fairly well in almost

any soil that will withstand drought.

Probably the fruits that have proved most profitable on a large

scale in the past are the plum and the gooseberry. Black-

currants paid handsomely until the fatal mite invaded the

plantations, many of which have been grubbed up in conse-

quence of the destruction wrought by this most invincible of

insect pests. The planter of standard apples has usually to wait

eight or ten years for a remunerative return for his outlay, and
in the meantime he incurs an annual loss.

Recent legislation in a curious and unexpected way
has increased one of the difficulties which the fruit-

grower has to face :

—

Wild birds have increased so enormously since young boys,

who were inveterate bird-nesters, were banished from farms by
the Education Acts, that their destruction of fruit-huds and
their consumption of ripe fruit have assumed very serious

dimensions.

One question which is much discussed seems to be
finally settled by the Woburn experiments, namely,

whether fruit-trees do better or worse when planted in

pastures :

—

Four years after the planting, when some of the trees were
taken up and weighed, tho ;e in land under grass had increased

by only about two-thirds of their original weight, while trees of
the same varieties and age, planted at the same time and
grown close to them in land kept free from grass, were from
ten to thirteen times their original weight. Some comparative
trials with grassed and badly planted and neglected trees have
led to the conclusion that no ordinary- form of ill-treatment

—

including even the combination of bad planting, growth of

weeds, and total neglect—is so harmful to the trees as growing
grass round them. The grass has some actively malignant effect

on the tree, some action on it akin to that of direct poisoning.

The production of fruit under glass has enormously
developed of late years. At the present time the

reviewer estimates that 1,300 acres are under com-
mercial glasshouses in England and Wales. About a

quarter of these houses are devoted to flowers, the rest

mainly to grapes, peaches, nectarines, strawberries,

tomatoes, and cucumbers. One grower near London
raises 160 tons of grapes every year. The Channel
Islands sends 1,400 tons of grapes :

—

As a rule, foreign fruit is much better graded and packed than
home produce ; and native growers lose greatly by their care-

lessne^ in this respect. Their best prospect of success, in the

face of increasing home and foreign supplies, lies in the produc-
tion of choice varieties, and in careful attention to culture,

thinning, grading, and packing, together with co-operation for

the purposes of reducing the cost of transport and improving the

system of marketing fr uit.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE UNEMPLOYABLE.
Canon Barnett contributes an admirable paper to

the Economic Review on the unemployed and the

unemployable. The first step, he says, is the distinc-

tion between these two classes. The unemployed
ought to be left to their friends and to the trade

unions. The unemployable it is both the interest and

the duty of society to undertake. The duty rests on

the community to do something for the men and

women who are not worth a living wage. The present

theory of deterrence, with a prison-like workhouse and

a prison-like casual ward, is out of date and inhuman.

LABOUR SCHOOLS WANTED.

Canon Barnett insists that what is wanted is not

deterrence, but education, which will make people

work :

—

The first thing necessary, therefore, is to replace the iroTk-

houses and casual wards with what may be called " labour

schools"—a 14 school of restraint" for men and women, and a
** school of freedom " for men only, at which, under certain

conditions, there would be freedom to come and go. Both
schools should be established in the country, so that there would
be ample provision l6r space, air, and exercise, but both should
offer facilities for variety of work indoors as well as on the land.

The control would probably be more efficient if the Governors
were appointed partly by the County Council and partly by the

Local Government Board. The area for the selection of
Governors, as well as for the admission of people, would thus

be wider than that of Poor Law Unions, and it might be well

to dissociate the new schools from old associations. Part of the

txpense might fairly be borne by the nation, as the unemploy-
able cannot be said to be the creation of any one locality or,

indeed, to have any settlement. The Local Government Board
would thus have the right to nominate certain of the Governors,
and would take advantage of their power to put on men and
women of known intelligence and humanity.

The school cf restraint would be for the homeless.

On the second or third application the period of

restraint should cover three or four years. They
should be well fed, enjoy outdoor exercise, have the

means of education, receive medical attention, be
educated, and be freed from all vexatious or humili-

ating treatment. The school of freedom would be
for men who have homes of their own. It would be
set up in huts or in barracks on unreclaimed or
derelict land. The men would be put to work, and
money sufficient for the upkeep of their homes would
be sent by sure hands to their wives. Each man
would be allowed at regular intervals to visit his home
and seek work. The hope of occupying, as State

tenants, homesteads and gardens laid out by them
might be held out to men who proved their qualifica-

tions for country life, or they might be passed on to

the Colonies. So might arise Mr. Booth's industrial

communities, midway between pauperism and inde-

pendence, which should realise the intention of the
workhouse. By simply changing the workhouses and
casual wards from prisons to schools the result might
be obtained.

Thomas Linacre, M.D., 1460-1524, mediaeval master
of medicine, is sketched appreciatively in Ttmft'e Bar by
Mr. Sydney Denton.
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THE AMERICAN INVASION - OF CANADA.
M. Dumoret contributes to the first October

number of the Nouvclle Revue a striking article on the

American invasion of Canada, which will be read by

the typical British Jingo with rather mixed feelings.

The French inhabitants of Canada naturally engage

M. Dumoret's particular attention. He is impressed,

as every intelligent observer must be, by the capacity

which this people have shown to retain their national

characteristics and even their language in a country

that was— at any rate, originally— foreign soil.

M. Dumoret makes the startling suggestion that

France should send out colonists and capital in

order to strengthen the men of her own race

in the approaching struggle with the Anglo-Saxon.

Be it noted that by Anglo-Saxon he does not mean so

much the Britisher as the Yankee. The extent to

which Yankee immigration and Yankee capital have

penetrated Canada has, he says, actually alarmed the

Canadian Government itself. From 1890 to* July,

1902, no fewer than 135,000 American farmers

established themselves within the Dominion. This, it

must be admitted, was the direct result of the Cana-

dian Government's action in 1898, when it sought by

every possible means of advertisement and State assist-

ance to attract American immigration into the vast terri-

tories of the north-west. But the Yankee invasion is not

confined to farmers. Business men of all kinds have

crossed the frontier, and have brought their capital

and their commercial intelligence to bear on the

development of manufactures, mines, railways, and,

indeed, every conceivable business proposition. M.
Dumoret declares that there is already one American

to every three Canadians, and the proportion is

becoming steadily greater, so that soon there will be

—in the north-west, at any rate—more Americans

than Canadians. In fact, whether Canada is or is

not annexed to the United States, he regards it

as certain that the greatest part of the wealth

oi the Dominion will become the property of the

Yankees or of American companies ; and he foresees a

time when America and Canada will combine against

Europe, which would mean ruin for the agriculture

and the industry of the Old World. Nothing could

stand against such an alliance, he thinks, except a

combination of all the European States into one

commercial union. This he regards as a visionary

scheme, and he prefers the plan already mentioned of
sending French colonists and French capital to get a

slice of the cake in Canada itself. Incidentally

he brings a remarkable charge against the Hudson
Bay Company, whose agents, he says, were long aware

of the prodigious fertility of the Canadian north-

west, but systematically represented it as a barren,

snow-clad, uninhabitable region, fit only for the

pursuit and capture of wild fur-bearing animals. It

was in 1879, M. Dumoret says, that Mr. Taylor, the

then United States Consul at Winnipeg, revealed the

truth, namely, that three-quarters of the arable land of

North America was to be found on the Canadian side

of the frontier.

A BUSINESS DOCTOR.

When your business is not thriving, call in the

doctor, and have it medically examined. This is

what, according to the Magazine of Commerce, is

about to be done in England, and has been for some
time past in the States, where there are at least half a
dozen "business doctors," experts, with a stock-in-

trade of brain and experience, who are called in to

investigate when a business is not what it should be,

to prescribe remedies, and generally order the whole
staff until the weak points are discovered and made
strong. At the instance of a well-known firm of

tobacconists, one of these experts, Mr. Martin Koll-

mann, with sixteen years' American experience, is now
" practising " in England :

—

It need hardly be said that, in business as in health, the
patient who would obtain a safe cure must repose absolute

confidence in his doctor. On his side the business doctor

realises that absolute secrecy is essential in the interests both of
his client and of himself.

When the doctor is called in to a business he takes absolute

control of every department for the term of his engagement

—

which usually varies from two to six weeks. During that

period he acts in much the same relation to the business that a
pilot does to a ship. Advertising, buying, floor and counter

arrangements, economy of space and labour, and the complete
systematising of everv department are his particular duties. . . .

It is contended that he rarely fails to find something wrong, by
remedying which he can materially increase the profits of the

enterprise. According to one " doctor," the greatest difficulty

experienced by the expert is to teach men to advertise properly.

One man uses a two-inch space to advertise a product when a
page should be used. Another is wasting his advertisement

fund without getting results.

As an instance of a cure effected by a business

doctor, one of these experts recently detected, in a

large American manufacturing concern employing
thousands, that owing to too great trustfulness the

workmen were managing to carry off per day, in their

dinner pails and otherwise concealed, tools to the value

of ^400. At least, such was their value on the

particular day when the men were hauled up and
examined as they passed out of the gates for the

night :

—

If the stories of parties most interested are to be believed, the

"doctor" often effects enormous reductions of staff. The
particular expert referred to at the beginning of this article

records a case in which he was able to reduce a force of six men
engaged in posting ledger accounts to a total strength of one.

And even that one man, we are told, works at the task only
three hours a day ! The system adopted provides, amongst
other things, for a series of duplicates, so that the sudden
destruction of a set of ledger records can be almost instantly

replaced. This same expert answers the question :
" What will

the best of modern systems save a large business?" by stating

that one manufacturing establishment has been saved, through
his agency, in its pay-roll and time-keeping departments alone,

the *' tallish " sum of ^20,000 a year.

The one difficulty seems to be that the business

doctor is a very expensive person, whose high fees a

tottering firm would never be able to meet. The
article gives many other interesting instances of cures

effected by the business doctor. He is, of course, a

terror, not only to all evil-doers, but to idlers
;
indeed,

to everyone who does not keep himself and his work
in the highest state of efficiency.
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MOROCCO'S MALADIES AND MANY PHYSICIANS.

»The Contemporary Review for October contains

a very interesting article by Mr. S. L. Bensusan on
the relations of Great Britain, France, and the

Moorish Empire. Mr. Bensusan has recently returned

from travelling in Morocco, and he gives a lucid

account of the state of things out in the Moorish
Court, which seems to be about as bad as it could

be ; and also of the intrigues which, he states,

are going on for the purpose of making French
influence paramount in the country. It appears,

indeed, from his story that it was only the intervention

Le Grrloi.] [Oct. 4.

The Question of a Prote:torate over Morocco.

Allah ! Allah ! Why did you make Morocco so beautiful ?
"

of Germany which prevented the surrender of the

country to France. The negotiations between Paris

and London last year got as far as an outlined

scheme recognising French interests as paramount in

Morocco ; but when knowledge of this came to the

ears of the German Minister, he informed his Govern-
ment, which in turn informed Spain, with the result

that Berlin and Madrid declared that they must be
consulted before the Moorish question could be settled.

THE STORY OF A FRENCH LOAN.

Mr. Bensusan accuses the French Government of

sharp practice, and gives the following account of the

amp effected by the French Government in regard to

the Morocco loan :

—

Shortly before President Loubct came over, the young Sultan,
-with whose extravagance I will deal presently, wanted a further

Joan. It was being negotiated in France, when Downing Street,

with a burst of activity that mast surely have been prompted
outside the Foreign Office, woke to the fact that it was not wise
to allow France to be Morocco's dominant creditor. A message
was sent to Paris Fu^gesting that the Moorish loan should be
supplied by France and Britain jointly. On behalf of Mons.
Delcasse, the suggestion was agreed to in principle and the Quai
d'Orsay asked for a few days to settle details. On the following
night the money was sent in specie from Marseilles to Morocco
and forwarded post haste to Fez. When the transaction was
•complete the Quai d'Orsay informed Downing Street that as the
French money had already reached the Sultan the incident was
closed.

MULAI ABD-EL-AZIZ—
The original cause of these intrigues is, of course,

the weakness of the Shereefian Government ; and the

Sultan is the centre of that weakness. Of him Mr.

Bensusan gives the following picturesque account :—

Mulai Abd-el-Aziz is a charming, kindly, headstrong man,
suffering badly from youth, who delights in reforms for the sake

of their novelty and lacks the brain power that distinguished

his father, Mulai el Hassan, and his grandfather, Mulai
Mohammed. While he stayed in his southern capital he was com-
paratively free from the attacks of commercial attaches and other

rogues, whose designs upon his treasury should have been obvious,

though he was guilty of many extravagances, including displays

of fireworks that made his envoy to England speak slightingly

of the special dispiay arranged in his honour at the Crystal

Palace. In Fez the agents surrounded him like summer flies.

He has twelve motor-cars and no roads to ride them over ; he

paid between three and four thousand pounds for a yacht, sixty

feet long, that was to be used on the Sebu river, which is no

more than thirty feet wide ; in spite of the Koran's prohibition,

he has purchased a crown at a price I am afraid to name. He has

put some of his soldiers into European uniforms and boots, only

to find that they runaway from Bu Hamara as readily as they did

when dressed in native garments. He has developed an enthu-

siasm
7

for photography—I have seen some of his work—and in

addition to cameras with cases of pure gold, he has one apart-

ment' of his palace loaded from floor to ceiling with dark plates,

and he was persuaded to order ten thousand francs' worth of

printing paper. He has a menagerie in the grounds of the Palace

at Fez, and on a day when it was reported that the lion sent from

England had quarrelled with and killed the lion sent from Berlin,

one of the European visitors to the Court suggested to him that

a contest between the victorious lion and the Bengal tiger

would afford good sport. " No," said Abd-el-Az :

z, " the lion

cost me three thousand pounds !
"

— AND HIS RIVAL.

The present Government survives merely because

the country is altogether tribal in its constitution, and

there is no unity between the tribes. Otherwise Bu
Hamara's rebellion might have put an end to it, and

Mr. Bensusan apparently still thinks the Pretender

may put an end to it, for he is a very able man :

—

Not working for his own hand, a master, says rumour, of the

French and Spanish tongues, an adept at sleight-of-hand trick*

that seemed to the untrained Moors to justify his claims to be a

real wonder worker, it is clear that he has travelled and

studied, and that he has received substantial assistance and

advice from parties anxious to sec some disturbance

of the status quo in the Sultan's -ealm. Round the

camp fire at nights, when the tent was up and supper

was over, my servants and the soldier would discuss Bu
Hamara and his wonderful deeds with the hjad men of the

village, lying gravely and with unction, like men -t home when
they talk of sport after dinner in the billiard-room. To the

village folk Bu Hamara was no more than one of the heroes of

Arabian Nights legend
; they were interested to hear how be

turned the bullets of the Sultan's soldiers to sand or water, and

how he allowed the first lot of assassins sent from Fez to fire at

him at close range before he sent them back unharmed to their

master with the news that he was invulnerable, but had the

second lot dipped in petroleum and lighted, in order that the

risk of these ventures might be more prbperly appreciated.

Mr. Bensusan's solution of the problem is that a

mixed tribunal should be appointed to assist the Sultan

in the administration of his kingdom. He thinks that

the Sultan would welcome it. The Atlas mountains

should be made the extreme limit of the French

advance.
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THE REVIEWS REVIEWED.
THE AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
The American Review of Reviews for November is

an extremely interesting number, copiously illustrated,

and full of current and interesting topics. I have dealt

elsewhere with the article on " Radium and its Wonders."

JAPAN AND THE LATIN ALPHABET.

Mr. Stanhope Sams contributes a paper on " The Re-
birth of the Japanese Language and Literature " which
is to follow from the adoption of the Latin alphabet,
which the Japanese Government has decided to investigate

thoroughly. This reform means the sweeping away of the

most hideous and difficult system of writing ever devised.

It has been agitated for many years, but the classical

associations of the old system, and indeed its practical

use—for it can be read by 600,000,000 people—delayed
its adoption. The reform will change not only the system
of writing but the language itself, as the so-called " book-
language," which is largely composed of Chinese charac-
ters, will now be abandone.1, and Japanese literature will

be written in the spoken idiom. The services which the
reform will render to practical study may be realised

from the fact that at present it takes a Japanese child

three or four years to acquire enough signs even for

elementary studies. Moreover, it will now be possible
for foreigners to learn literary J ipanese —at present it is

practically irnpossi 1

1

THE RESURRECTION OF GALVESTON.

A brief but interesting paper describes the great sea
wall which is to protect the future city of Galveston
from any repetition of the terrible storm of 1900. Galves-
ton was built on a spit of sand only three miles broad
and thirty-one miles long, the land being only a few feet

above high tide. So bad was the situation that many
advised the abandonment of the site, but local pride
triumphed :

—

As a result a remarkable breastwork is being completed by
which it is believed that the city will be able to defy any
further attacks of the sea. The structure is available not only
as a protection, but in other ways. It is over three miles in

length, or nearly 18,000 feet, skirting the shore of the island in

front of the most exposed portion of the city. Its top is three
feet above the highest point reached by the water in the storm of
1900. Here the wall is five feet in width, gradually extending
to sixteen feet on the bottom. It is concaved on the side

exposed to the Gulf, in order to minimise the force of
the waves ; but an additional barrier is provided in what is

called 41
riprap " work, composed of blocks of granite laid

along the water face of the wall. This formation is twenty-
seven feet in width, and the stone is piled to a height ranging
from three to five feet above the surface of the water. When it

i> stated that some of the single blocks weigh a ton apiece, an
idea of the massiveness of this protection can be gained, while
special care has been taken to prevent the wall from being
undermined, since the island is composed so largely of sand.

Even the low-lying land outside the wall is being raised
to a height equal to that reached by the storm of 1900,
the area being covered with sand and mud pumped from
the bottom of the sea. Fifty million dollars have been
spent in rebuilding the portions of the city that were
devastated.

THE NEW AMERICAN SERVICE RIFLE.

Mr. C. L. Leach writes on the new Springfield rifle

which has been adopted by the United States Army.

He claims that it is the best rifle invented. It has been
tested by allowing it to rust, and by throwing sand into

the mechanism. The rifle has a muzzle velocity of

2,300 feet, being exceeded in this only by the Spanish
Mauser. It has a range of five miles, and when fired at

a range of 1,000 yards the bullet rises only 20 67 feet.

The bullet has penetrated 54 feet of pine boards at a
distance of 53 feet, and over 6 feet at 1,500 yards.

Mr. J. D. Whelpley write? on the Government Printing

Office, which he says is governed largely by labour
unions and Congressional influence rather than by the

executive head.

REVIEW OF REVIEWS FOR AUSTRALASIA.
The September number seems to suggest that what

the Fiscal question is to us at home, the Labour question

is in Australia—the all-absorbing theme of public interest.

The " History of the Month " is full of the " too grasp-

ing " policy of the Labour Party. Both the editor and
" A Tired Australian " dilate on Tom Mann's avowal of

his goal as " a State wherein there will be no room for

any private receiver of rent, interest, and profit,"

and wherein incorrigible idlers will be shot. The
Labour Party is resolved to allow no man to stand in its

interest who has not been a manual worker. It also

requires every one of its members to put his resignation

signed, but undated, in the hands of its leader. New
Zealand is considering another great experiment—a Bill

for the abolition of trade monopolies. Under this

measure a petition from fifty respectable persons will set

a Court in motion to investigate the trade in question.

On higher prices and abnormally high profits being
proved, the combination is declared to be illegal, and all

contracts made with it to be null and void.

The appalling geyser explosion at Rotorua, in New
Zealand, whereby four lives were lost, occasions a paper
by Professor Gregory on " The Secret of the Geysers,"

wherein various theories are advanced.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
A military writer describes the autumn manoeuvres

in the West of England with as much vigour as if it had
been an actual campaign. The literary articles include

a paper on Thackeray and his critics ; a review of Mr.

Henry James' biography of W. W. Story, the American
sculptor. Mr. H. Clifford begins one of his charming:

stories of Malayan life entitled "Sally: a Study."

A writer signing himself "Active List" discusses what
would happen to the Empire in a naval war, and pas-

sionately adjures Canada and Australia to take part in the

maritime defence of the Empire. " Active List " assumes

that Canada and Australia would necessarily be involved

in any war to which England was a party, but he does not

appear to know that the present Canadian Prime Minister

has always publicly declared that Canada asserted

an absolute right to choose when England goes to war
whether she will take sides with her, or whether she will

stand aloof and declare her neutrality. It is a mis-

fortune that most of our Jingo writers and politicians

ignore the fundamental facts of the situation in the

Colonies, of which they write so much and know so

little.
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THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW.
GLADSTONE AND CHAMBERLAIN.

The four articles in the Independent Review which
deal with Protection are noticed elsewhere. Mr. G. W. E.

Russell reviews Mr. Morley's 44 Gladstone," for which, of

course, he has nothing but praise. Mr. Russell was a
friend of Mr. Gladstone, and he has naturally blended
reminiscence with review. He testifies to Mr. Glad-
stone's vehement hostility to Socialism in any sense of

the word, and to his failure to appreciate the strength of

Mr. Chamberlain. He says :

—

On Oct. 2nd [1879] I went toHawarden for a four days visit, and
during some part of the time I was alone with Mr. Gladstone.

I then learned, to my amazement, that he considered Lord Gran-
ville the most authoritative and influential person in the Liberal

Party, and the one whose obvious duty it would be, as soon as

the General Election was over, to call the Liberal leaders together

for a consultation on results and prospects. Of Mr. Chamberlain's
popularity, capacity, and ascendency over the Radical part of the

party, he seemed to have no conception. I confessed myself an
adherent of the '* unauthorised programme," and Mr. Glad-
stone evidently believed me to be— what I was not—in Mr.
Chamberlain's conn lence.

44 What does Chamberlain mean?"
he asked. I replied that, so far as I knew, Chamberlain did

not mean to dethrone my host from the Liberal leadership, and
probably felt that he could not do so, if he wished ; but that I

thought he most certainly meant to prevent Lord Hartington
from succeeding to the leadership when Mr. Gladstone should

surrender it.
44 Hut," I added, 44

surely the best way would be for

you to ask Chamberlain to come here, and talk it out with him."
My host could not have looked more amazed if I had suggested

inviting the Pope or the Sultan ; hut my persuasions prevailed

over his reluctance *to mix political with private life, and
the invitation was duly despatched and accepted. The visit

proved infructuous. Socially all was pleasant, but to the merits

'of the 44 unauthorised programme" Mr. Gladstone remained

impervious ; and Mr. Chamberlain justly felt that if, just on the

eve of the election, he abated the policy which had carried him
to the first place in the affections of the Radicals, 44 the stones

would immediately cry out." It has always been my opinion

that, after this acute disagreement, Mr. Chamberlain could never

again have worked harmoniously with his former chief; and
that Home Rule was only the signal and the occasion for a

severance which was inevitable.

ARMY BUSINESS.

Mr. Havelock Ellis has a suggestive article on " Are

the Anglo-Saxons Dying Out ? " which sounds a note of

mild alarm at the decreasing birth-rate among native-

born English-speaking peoples,

Mr. John Fyvie contributes an interesting paper on
" The Eccentric Author of * S indford and Merton,' " which

shows Thomas Day to have been a crank of cranks ; and
" Supply " under the heading of

44 The Business of the

Army," deduces lessons from the report of the Royal

Commission on the Boer War. He thinks that the

growth of the Army estimates in fifteen years from

sixteen millions to twenty-seven millions has had some-

thing to do with the increasing tendency towards the

management of the business of the Army, by the Army,
for the Army. The other articles do not call for special

mention.

A PAPER in the Sunday at Home on " Explorations in

Bible Lands" tells of the discovery of an elaborate

system of drainage dating from 4500 B.C. Sanitary

officials would probably be interested in knowing that

cities had their system of drainage some time before,

according to the traditional chronology, the world was

created.

THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
The National Review for November begins by

reprinting Mr. Chamberlain's Glasgow speech, revised

by himself. There is more grammar in it, but no more
sense, than before.

A i«ERMAN STRATEGIST ON THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR.
General Von der Goltz contributes an elaborate paper

on '* The Military Lessons of the South African War."
He condemns both the Boers and the British for

dividing their forces, thinks the Boers should have made a
properly organised attack upon Ladysmith, and not have
abstained from pursuit after the British repulses. But
the great tactical lesson is this :

—

That mere mechanical massing of troops has no effect in the

battle of to-day. This is perhap the most important result, the

most striking revelation which it has brought us, and the one
which will probably exercise the greatest influence on the de-

velopment of the art of war in Europe.

MODERN FRENCH CARICATURISTS.

Mr. W. Roberts has a very interesting paper on this

subject. He says :

—

With us the caricature is regarded as an occasional diversion ;

with the French it has become as essential as the daily news-
paper. For everyone in England who earns a reasonably good
income as a caricaturist there are probably at least a score in

Paris who find the gift a profitable one. Many of them, as a
matter of fact, keep luxurious establishments, and maintain
motor-cars. Some of the earlier men found it difficult to make
lx>th ends meet. The French have a very keen sense of the

ridiculous. To them nothing is sacred— life, death, eternity, the

great problems of which mankind has been seeking the solution

for thousands of years, and failing in the attempt, afford food for

the most ribald jest. The Pope is as frequently a target as the

cabman, and Monsieur Loubet as the King of England.

The lower-class English comic paper could not exist

more than a fortnight in France. The French have the
advantage of being able to touch upon all subjects.

Not content with the ephemeral appearance in the daily or
weekly press, the moment a caricaturist makes a 44 hit" his Lest

works are collected into a single volume—usually with about
one hundred designs—coloured or plain as the case may be, and
published at from three francs fifty centimes to five francs. The
popularity of some of these volumes is remarkable.

CARLYLE.

Sir Leslie Stephen continues his " Early Impressions,"
this month dealing with journalism. He gives the
following picture of Thomas Carlyle :

—

Carlyle was still to be seen tramping sturdily enough the
Chelsea and Kensington region, with an admirer or two

—

Froude or the charming Irish poet, AUingham—forming a
little bodyguard to the

44 grand old Diogenes," as Huxley
called him. Certainly he looked the character. His love of
portraits fortunately included a love of his own ; and, though
they were apt to remind him rather of a 44

flayed horse-head "

than of the originil features, they seemed to others to give a
vivid enough impression. The grand brow overhanging the
keen eyes and the worn features told sufficiently that his long
pilgrimage had led through regions of gloom and sorrow, and
showed scars of the many hard struggles through which he had
won his way to fame.

•The chief feature of the Sunday Strand is the story of
Sir Alfred Lewis Jones t

told by Rudolph de Cordova.
From office boy he has risen to be practically the firm of
Elder, Dempster and Co. He is said to believe in

making the best of both worlds in the best sense. To
every man the greatest of all lessons of the gospel of

v

wealth is to be useful to himself.
44 Send your missionary

with a Bible in one hand and a pickaxe or a hatchet in the
other, and let him teach the native hew he may preserve
his bodv alive, as well as Save hi« soul.*

1
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The November Nineteenth Century is a readable but

not an exciting number. There are three papers dealing

more or less directly with the fiscal controversy, and Mr.

Knowles has had the good sense to relegate them to the

end, for assuredly never a drowsier economic polemic has

ever been carried on since the days of Adam Smith, or

Adam of Eden, for the matter of that. Mr. Archibald

Hurd, who is becoming tediously omnipresent in the

monthly reviews, writes about " The Success of the Sub-

marine" ; and Mr. W. J. Fletcher on " Naval Tactics of

the Past." Mr. Fletcher declares that the whole system

of tactics for modern fleets has to be worked out yet, as

the few wars in which ironclad vessels have taken part

have not yet evolved, any recognised system. I have
noticed elsewhere Dr. Karl Blind's paper on Macedonia,
and Mr. Marriott Watson's on the degeneracy of

American women.
SUNSPOTS.

Sunspots ought to be a topical subject, for it is generally

believed that they are associated with heavy rain ; but

Father Cortie, who devotes a paper to the subject, says

that the connection is still a matter of doubt. It is not

yet even certain whether the dark spots aie cavities or

prominences, though the balance of evidence seems in

favour of the former. The spectroscope proves that the

spots are composed of the vapours of metals, among which
vanadium and titanium are specially predominant ; and
the spectroscope also proves that these masses of vapour
are under pressure. A sunspot is in reali y intensely

bright ; its apparent darkness merely results from con-
trast against the still more brilliant photosphere.

DICKENS.

Mr. Walter Frewen Lord writes a good article on
Dickens, whom he sums up as follows :

—

We may say of his work, as a whole, what Tourgueneff said

of'Le Nabab," that it may be described as being in some
parts very great, while much of it is hackwork. If there is

something in Dickens that we would prefer to forget, there is at

least as much that we cannot forget if we would. He is often a
caricaturist, but at least as often he is far above all caricatu-

rists. His place is not with the greatest artists. He does not
live with the Veroneses and the Titians, but he is far apart from
the Caraccisti. He is hardly Rembrandt, but we cannot leave
him with the Jan Steens and the Ostades. He is not academic,
he remained to the last untrained, undrilled, recognising no
models, consciously or unconsciously, one would even say that
he despised them. As a result he often created, and he often

drivelled. He cheers us biyo id any other writer that ever
lived ; and he bores u~, worse than the daily newspaper. He
stands alone : Charles Dickens.

THE ENGLISHMAN'S CRITERION.

Mr. C. B. Wheeler writes amusingly on "Criteria " :

—

The untravelled Englishman is, as a rule, distinguished by
one very simple criterion ; so well schooled has he been in

Union Jack lore, so familiar with the history of all our national
heroes from King Alfred to Lord Kitchener, that for all people
and practices he has one unvarying test—are they or have they
not been English ?—for if not he will have nothing to say to them.
The legend "Made in Germany" is enough to condemn
anything in his eyes, from a kitchen utensil to the higher
criticism. Think of the depth of contempt underlying the word
" un-English "— is there in the mouth of a Saxon any term
whereby he can express more fitly the utmost repudiation and
contempt ? As commonly used it is a synonym for all that is

had, with the added advantage of not obliging the user to
particularise the special form of badness he has in mind.
-Less favoured nations cannot boast of a term which will in the
same breath vilify an action and extol their own nationality,

but, of course, such a term would be meaningless in any other
country.

WANTED : WOMEN DOCTORS.
Mary L. Breakell has an article on " Women in the

Medical Profession," in which she says that many women
suffer in health because they dislike going to men
doctors, and distrust doctors of their own sex. She
makes the following excellent suggestion :

—

Probably every town (and village) of consequence in this

kingdom is now provided with its staff of district nurses, and an
excellent work they do. Would it not be possible for Boards
of Health and local authorities to go a step further than they
already have done, and appoint in every township of importance
a qualified medical woman Officer of Health, who, without
encroaching on the duties of others, would be at hand to

minister to the needs of her own sex when required ? Doubtless
one result of such public appointments would be that women in

general would soon begin to place more confidence in doctors of
their own sex, and would make use of them. Then probably
the nervous diseases of women, so prevalent to-day, treated by
medical women, who may understand how to deal with them
almost better than doctors of the opposite sex, would decrease

;

and men, as well as women, would ultimately reap the benefit

of the innovation, in happier homes, made possible by the
improved health of their womankind.

Miss Breakell mentions that out of 249 women doctors
in this country, 49 hold the degree of M.D., and some of
them that of M.S., a higher proportion of the total number
than is held by medical men.

OTHER ARTICLES.
Lord Burghclere gives us another instalment of his

translations from Virgil ; Mrs. Ady writes on 41 The
Ladies of the Italian Renaissance ;

" and there is a vivid
description of the outbreak of the Mutiny at Meerut from
the pen of the lady who sent the famous telegram giving
the first news of the revolt.

THE EMPIRE REVIEW.
The Empire Review for November is a good number.

Lord Welby's review of Mr. Gladstone's Life and the
article on " Life in New Zealand as It Is " are separately
reviewed.
The editor discusses why Asiatic labour is necessary

on the Rand, the answer to which is simply because
of the great shortage in native labour.

" South African " argues strongly in favour of the
Rhodes scholars going direct from the schools to Oxford.
Canada and the States prefer a post-graduate course, on
the principle that the sending of scholars straight from
school at so impressionable an age would make them
" plus anglais que les anglais," which says little for
American and Canadian national spirit. The post-
graduate idea means that the terms of the will as
regards Cape Colony must be altered, and the direct
bequests to the originally named four schools annulled :

besides which it is pointed out that the system of marks
becomes virtually impossible.
There is an interesting article on " Cancer in Ireland

'*

by Dr. Hill-Climo.

Another paper of especial interest to those acquainted
with Indian women and their awakening is on "The
Rani of Kharighur," an enlightened and highly educated
Indian lady.

The Girl's Realm contains an article by Miss Alice
Stronach on the work of Miss Brooke-Hunt on behalf of
the soldiers, first in South Africa, in the Colonial Club,
and lastly in her support of Miss McCaul's " Union
Jack Club " for soldiers and sailors, which was described
in the Review of Reviews a short time ago.
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THE WORLD'S WORK.
The World's Work for November is a happy illustra-

tion of the way in which industrial facts can be made
almost as interesting as the events in a romance.
Reference has already been made to Mr. Stewards
account of Alaska and its prospects, and Dr. Court's

sketch of the new disease among miners.
A very interesting account is given of the origin and

progress of the Utility Poultry Club. Poultry shows
have hitherto aimed at encouraging "feathers/ The
new club aims at developing " eggs." The first thing

was to begin a winter laying competition. The champion
egg-layer has proved to be a white Wyandotte pullet,

which laid seventy-eight eggs in sixteen winter weeks.
The aim is to breed from eggs of the best layers, and so to

help in increasing the home produce of eggs. At present
we import more than two thousand million eggs a year.

Railway motor-cars, according to Mr. H. G. Archer's

sketch, are being introduced into this country, to obviate
the use of heavy engines and trains for light passenger
traffic. The North Eastern Railway was the first to

announce its intention of introducing the auto-car train

service to compete with the electric trams in populous
centres. The Great Western Railway has a service of

railway motor coaches on the line between Ghalford and
Stonehouse. The idea is that these motor-cars will

provide cheap and rapid transit on suburban lines in

times of the day when the number of passengers is small.

The marvellous processes by which hillsides ofAberdeen
granite are transformed into the polished pillars and
entablatures and sculptures of our great buildings are

described by William Diack. The industry employs
fifteen thousand people in Scotland alone. The granite

is cut by a toothless saw working in iron grit, or small
rough grains of chilled metal. The latheing and the

polishing are done by machinery, and the pneumatically-
driven tool enables the masons' and sculptors' work
to be done with remarkable rapidity.

A sketch of the day's work of a ship's captain contains
the interesting fact that the Una of the Bailey and
Leetham Line, sailing between London and St. Peters-

burg, has followed the Swedish custom of employing, for

all domestic arrangements on board, women only. The
male steward has been ousted by his female rival.

Cold storage and ice-making are described by Mr.
R. M. Leonard with a picture of the new cold stores near
Southampton, said to be the best and one of the biggest
storehouses in the world.

Dr. C. W. Saleeby describes how the Battersea
Borough Council has reduced the death-rate from 170 to

96 per thousand by supplying municipal milk, sterilised.

The Battersea municipality urges that municipal milk,

however, is only second best. Mother's milk is best.

The need of immediate attention to this problem is thus
succinctly stated by the writer :

—

As the marriage age of both sexes steadily rises and the birth-

rate steadily falls amongst all white peoples, whilst brown and
yellow multiply as fast as ever, it is clear that the whole future

history of mankind is bound up with this question of infant lives.

Mr. Clarence Rook vividly describes the work of a lady
health lecturer, and Miss Leahy tells the philanthropic
romance of Irish lace. Mr. Chamberlain's case and the
answer are compactly stated.

Natural history told in the form of autobiography
receives a fresh recruit in Frank T. Bullen. He con-
tributes to the Sunday at Home the first of '* The Lives
of Some Deep-Sea People." A sperm whale tells its

life story in a very charming way.

PAGE'S MAGAZINE.
This magazine is very technical this month, but there

is much solid information to be found in it for the lay

reader. The first article is by John Leyland, and deals

with the new dockyard at Gibraltar. The author discusses

the Admiralty plans, and deals with the controversy as to

the site of the works. " English people," he says, " have

the settled conviction that upon the retention of Gibraltar

depends not only the naval position of Great Britain in

the Mediterranean, but also her access to the East

through the Suez Canal." But this is apparently not the

case at all, for he continues :

—

We must dismiss from our minds any idea that Gibraltar is

the key of the Mediterranean. It has no value apart from the

fleet, of which it is the great strategic base, and to this con-

sideration the great Naval works, which I propose to describe

in some detail in a subsequent article, are altogether due.

Gibraltar is a position of signal importance upon the most

valuable commercial route in the world. It is a place at which

the ships of His Majesty's fleet may be coaled, victualled,

supplied with stores and ammunition, and, in case of need, be

repaired in security. Its strategic importance is indicated by

the fact that it lies in the mid-position of a vast strategic theatre

—between the divided fleets of Russia, between the two fleets of

France, and between Germany and her purposes in the East.

But the changed conditions of naval warfare had deprived old

Gibraltar of much of its value. It possessed no dock that could

receive modern leviathans, no workshops through whose agency

they could be thoroughly overhauled and repaired, and no

harbour wherein a fleet could lie secure from torpedo attack.

In short, one of the most important positions in the organisation

of our imperial defence bad so far fallen behind in the march of

progress as to become a source of weakness rather than of

strength.

The steps being taken to remedy this weakness are

detailed by Mr. Leyland. That they are extensive may
be deduced from the fact that a sum of ,£6,000,000 wiil

be required to cover the estimated cost.

A writer gives some interesting figures concerning the

Uganda Railway, which do not give a too rosy view of

the results of the great expenditure that has been in-

curred :

—

Excluding the receipts for the carriage of construction

material, booked at actual cost incurred, the receipts from

public traffic during the fifteen months under review were

,£115,313. The falling-off in receipts is due to a reduction in

rates which has already secured a larger tonnage of goods lifted,

especially under the heads of salt, kerosene oil, beads, and brass

and other wire. But the policy of this reduction will in all

probability be still further justified by increased receipts, the

business done, as measured by traffic ton-mileage per mile open,

having increased by 44 per cent, as compared with 1901.

During the fifteen months, January, 1902, to March, 1903, the

total expenditure on w orking both construction and public traffic

trains was ^325,574, the receipts from public traffic were

,£115,313, and the capital account has been debited with

,£148,148, the actual expenditure incurred, as nearly as it can

be calculated, in running construction trains and carrying con-

struction material in ordinary trains. The net result during the

official year, the 1st April, 1902, to the 31st March, 1903, was

a deficit of ^49,690.
^N^^^x^v^^vy^N-

THE Glasgow Herald and its present editor, Dr.

Charles Russell, are sketched by Jesse Quail in the

Christian Realm for November. At the Centennial

banquet in 18&2 Dr. Russell's predecessor made this

boast concerning the Herald :
*' During the hundred

years of its existence it never was at any time the tool

of any party in the State ; it never was kept ; its advocacy

was never bought ; its opposition was never soM ;
its

independence and its freedom were never corrupted. In

that respect it has a clean record."
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THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
The Fortnightly Review for November is an excellent

number. I have dealt with the Fiscal articles under that

heading, also separately with Mr. Alfred Stead's paper on
44 The Question of Korea.* The number contains several

good literary articles, of which the best is Mr. Chester-

ton's on " The Political Poetry of William Watson." Mr.

Chesterton gives us much less paradox and much more
sense than usual. He says :

—

In Mr. Watson's political poems may be found what can be

found nowhere else in modern England—the old and authentic

voice of the England of Milton and Wordsworth. Nothing is

more striking than this parallelism between Mr. Watson's diction

and his moral policy.

Mr. Watson is essentially democratic, but he will never

be popular :

—

One cxr'se of his necessary isolation is that he is fundamentally

democratic. I know that the word will be misunderstood. With
music-hall refrains ringing in our ears, with torrents of books

about the brutality and ignorance of the East End flooding the

market, with every halfpenny paper peppered with slang, and

every public speech filled with appeals to the common sense of

working men, it seems ridiculous to point to the most lonely, the

most polished, the most academic and elaborate of modern men
of genius and call him democratic. But he is democratic. He
does not appeal to the lower classes, which is appealing to an

oligarchy. ,

Mr. Chesterton's paper contains some very acute

criticism on Mr. Kipling.

THE MENDING OF THE EDUCATION ACT.

Dr. Macnamara writes on <4 The Education Act in the

New Parliament," on the somewhat doubtful assumption

that the New Parliament when it comes will have a
strong enough Liberal majority to amend the Act.

He declares that the Education Committee for

each area should be a Committee of the Municipal

Council, composed of the elected members of the

Council, with one or two seats offered to consul-

tative experts. The selection of managers should be
left unreservedly in the hands of the Education Authority.

As to religious instruction, every school should be opened
daily with prayers, the singing of hymns, and the reading
of Scriptures :

—

Following this opening service, Scripture lessons should be

given in each class, consisting of the committal to memory of

certain selected portions of Holy Writ, such as the Ten
Commandments, portions of the Psalms, and the Proverbs, the

Beatitudes, and so on. Attendance at this service and lesson

would be subject to the "conscience clause."

The free use of the former Board schools should be
granted for the purpose of denominational religious teach-

ing. A rental should be paid to the trustees of school

buildings erected by denominational agencies. The
Education Authority should fix its own tests for teachers.

These changes, he says, would satisfy the Liberal claim
for full control and the Conservative claim for specific

denominational teaching.

THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN DEADLOCK.
Mr. Maurice Gerothwohl contributes an elaborate paper

under this heading, much of which deals with the past
relations of the component parts of the Dual Monarchy.
He does not see any prospect of the disruption of the
Empire ; and declares that if Austria had a really

national statesman, the Hungarians would come to their

senses. Mr. Gerothwohl, of course, takes a primarily
German view. The Emperor has made the non-inter-
ference of the Hungarians with the army the condition
of many concessions. The concessions of the present
Hungarian demands would lead to similar demands from

the other nationalities, and this would involve the rupture

of the technic and moral unity of the army. Mr.
Gerothwohl altogether regards the Hungarians as the

spoilt children of Austrian politics.

ALFIERI.
There is a very interesting article by Count Rusconi or*

" The Alfieri Centenary." Count Rusconi says :

—

Alfieri raised a new building in Italian literature. Other
writers had hidden the temple of Tragedy with flowers and
wreaths, but he transformed its very foundations. An essential

of his scheme was the powerful excitation of good and evil

passions, without which tragedy would have no meaning. It is.

the secret of his influence upon posterity. Villemain^ denned
Alfieri as 44 un democrat feodal, poete de la meditation*

solitaire." He has been compared with Byron, and has certain

points of likeness to the English poet in his love of women and

horses, his adventures and travels, his passion for liberty. Ever*

in his magnificent head there is a distinct resemblance to-

41 Handsome George," as Byron is called in Venice to this day.

Both were extraordinarily complex characters, whose strength

of will went hand in hand with wild excesses and nobility of

soul—strange examples of human regeneration, and of the.

power of fate.

THACKERAY AS A CRITIC.

Mr. Lewis Melville writes on " Thackeray as a Reader
and Critic of Books." One of Thackeray's favourite

writers was Montaigne ; he apparently preferred Schiller

to Goethe, and declared that Dumas was " better than
Walter Scott." Of Swift's writings he preferred the
" Journal to Stella "

; and he declared the u Song of the
Shirt " to be the finest lyric ever written—a fact which
certainly justifies Mr. Melville's judgment that " as a
rule he preferred second-rate books of the first class to
the greatest." Thackeray's review of Robert Mont-
gomery's poetry beats Macaulay's for brevity and wit :

—

These are nice verses. On examination, we find that the

compositor, by some queer blunder, has printed them back-
wards ; but as it does not seem to spoil the sense, we shall not

give him the trouble to set them up again. They are as good
one way as the other.

OTHER ARTICLES.
Miss Elizabeth Robins contributes a vivid picture of

local sentiment on the subject of the Alaskan Boundary
controversy. There is an article by Mr. Andrew Lang
on the origin of marriage, a contribution by Fiona
Macleod, and a delightful poem by Mr. Laurence Hope.
We also have the second instalment of Mr. Frederic
Harrison's romance.

The Forum.
The Forum for October to December is as usual nearly

all chronique, the most interesting contribution under
this head being Mr. H. H. Suplee's "Applied Science."'

Dealing with the question of power, Mr. Suplee mentions
that with the steam engine the efficiency is not more than
one-sixth of the total energy in the fuel, and that forty

years ago it was only one-tenth, while the internal-

combustion motor gives an efficiency of one-third. Mr.
Suplee comments also on the fact that electricity is

superseding hydraulic power for port and harbour service.

Another new use of electricity is in testing wines. Experi-
ments have shown that the resistance offered by a given
wine in its natural state to the passage of an electric

current is very nearly constant, while this resistance is

greatly increased by the addition of water. The special

articles in the number are three. Professor Trent com-
pares Mr. Stopford Brooke's " Browning " with Mr.
Chesterton's. Mr. C. B. Gilbert writes on " The
Administration of Public School Systems," and Mr. A*
S. Hurd, briefly, on British and French submarines.
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THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW.
The Westminster Review for November is a good

number. It opens with some somewhat far-fetched

papers touching on the fiscal controversy, which I have
briefly summarised elsewhere.

THE BURIED TREASURE MANIA.
Mr. W. A. Atkinson writes a thoughtful paper about

this and other " New Developments in Journalism." He
says quite truly that most of these competitions are
nothing but gambling, as the " skill * element is a mere
pretence. The tendency is to produce a community of
fretful prize-hunters instead of a community of hard
workers and deep thinkers. The influence upon journalism
as a profession is equally bad :

—

For the struggler in journalism the movement is fraught with
serious danger. It introduces a new element into the struggle.

The success of a journal, and indirectly of its contributors, is

less than ever a matter of superiority of information, character,
aad morality ; it now depends very largely upon the magnitude
of the money prizes offered and the open character of the com-
petition, or, what is practically the same, the puerility and
worthlessness of the sweepstake or lottery.

WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE.
Mrs. Mcllquham contributes a very interesting survey

of the Women's Suffrage movement in the last century,
dealing with Mat*}- Wollstonecraft, Count Segur, Mill,

and other advocates of the feminist cause. She men-
tions the following foct as showing the much greater
interest that was taken in the movement half a century
ago than to-dav :

—

In 1 841 the Edinburgh Review criticised no less than six

important works dealing with the social, educational, and
political status of women !

THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN.
" Dewi *' contributes a short paper entitled " Save the

Children." He demands that the age limit for child-
workers should be raised, and that child neglect should
be made a greater crime than shooting a rabbit. The
system of infant insurance which leads to baby-farming
must be abolished. He attributes many of the cases
of death among children, which arc generally ascribed
merely to ignorant and improper feeding, to a deliberate
intention on the part of parents to rid themselves of
disagreeable burdens.

SUN MYTHS AND SUN-WORSHIP.
Karl Blind writes interestingly on the bronze sun-

chariot which was recently discovered in the Danish
island of Seeland. It-is supposed to have been made in

the older Bronze Age, about three thousand years ago.
The discovery throws important light on the sun-
worship which was common to all the Teutonic and
Scandinavian tribes. Dr. Blind says that it can be
shown that the tale of the Heliades must have come to
the Greeks from the Baltic, the Greeks merely expanding
and beautifying the tale.

Mind for October, after a series of articles with titk*s

as unintelligible and as repellent to the ordinary reader
as Chinese characters might have been, contains a
critical notice by W. Macdougall on Mr. Myers'
u Survival." The critic considers the hypothesis of the
subliminal self to be no great conception, but " an
elaborate and gratuitous mystification and monstrous
confusion of things by nature disparate and distinct/'
He has no doubt that future generations will accord to
Myers a place in the history of the intellectual develop-
ment of mankind, but does not think they will remember
the hypothesis of the subliminal self as a part of his
achievement.

THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
The Contemporary Review for November is a good

number, but 1 have dealt with the most prominent con-

tributions elsewhere.

THE REBIRTH OF SOUTH AFRICA,

Mrs. Fawcett contrasts two visits to South Africa, one

paid in 1901 and the other this year. She gives a very

favourable account of what has been done towards
resettling the country :

—

Gentle peace had not yet made the valleys smile with waving
corn ; but the difference between 1901 and 1903 was comparable

to the difference between death and life ; or, if that be too

extreme an expression, it was like the -difference between the

agony and weakness of mortal sickness and steady progress

towards convalescence.

Mrs. Fawcett considers the new school system a

success, but as she considers the school system in the

Concentration Camps was also a success, it is evident

that her approval has only a relative value. The article

is indeed on the whole written in a rather unsympathetic
tone. Writing of the Labour Question, she mentions the

fact that the domestic servant problem is as acute as the

mining labour problem. She mentions cases of women
cooks getting as much as ^1 1 a month. Capable women
servants can easily get from £7 to £12 a month, and
board.

THE NEGRO IN THE STATES.

Mr. Maurice Sheldon Amos has a brief paper on this

subject, in which he contrasts the policy of Dr. Booker
Washington with that of Prof. Du Bois, who opposes Dr.

Washington's policy of restricting negro education to

industrial training :

—

To the mind of Mr. Du B )is the American negro has his tra-

ditions, which are not without elevation and pathos ; he has

already made his contribution to the civilisation of his country ;

and he is called upon in the future to fill a place to the dignity

of which there are no necessary limitations. From his African

home he brought a genius both for religion and for music, which

in the bitter experience of slavery has been stimulated and

refined rather than repressed. We are reminded that the most

characteristic American contribution to art is to be found in the

beautiful and plaintive plantation songs of the negro. Nor,

remembering Toussaint l'Ouverture and the exploits of the

coloured regiments in the Civil and Spanish wars, can we deny

to the American negro a tradition in sterner paths.

Mr. Du Bois insists on civic equality for the negro,

and the education of negro youth according to their

ability, and condemns Dr. Washington's "attitude ol

adjustment and submission."

The Economic Review.

The chief value of the October number lies in Canon
Barnett's paper on the unemployed and unemployable,

noticed elsewhere. M. Jacques Bardoux shows that

thirty years of Republican government in France have

been marked by a vast increase in the economic activity

of the country. Mr. Woollcombe writes wisely on the

value of social clubs for working men, and lays stress on

the personnel of the management. The Rev. H. Rash-

dall supplements Mr. Booth's account of Church work in

London with considerations likely to diminish the melan-

choly impression left. Mr. A. W.* Pickard-Cambridge,
writing on rural depopulation, suggests as remedies the

erection of remunerative cottages with small holdings

attached, the extension of the system of allotments, the

extension of small holdings, and the training of school-

masters in sympathy with the country and able to train a

race of countrymen.
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THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
The new Quarterly Review is a very admirable

number. From a literary point of view the Quarterly
has almost the same pre-eminence among English
periodicals that the Revue des Deux Mondes has
possessed so long in France. All the twelve articles in

the current number possess a note of distinction.

THE GENIUS OF SOPHOCLES.

The first article is an essay, learned and eloquent, on
Sophocles and the Greek Genius, by the President of

Magdalen. Dr. Warren maintains that the ruling secret

of the real success of Greek tragedy is to be found in

Sophocles. He was one of the most consummate artists

of all time, a joy and a standard of joy for eVer :

—

If, then, the world were ever to give up Greek as a part of the

general culture of its most cultivated minds, the greatest treasure

it would lose is Sophocles, and for this reason. He is the least

translatable, the least imitable, the most Greek of the Greeks.

But the sage^ sanity, the sculpturesque serenity of Sophocles,

the just blending of philosophy and passion, thought and expres-

sion, wedded like soul and body in a form of breathing, sentient,

mobile beauty—this only Sophocles can give, and only Sophocles

in his own incomparable tongue.

THE NOVELS OF MR. HENRY JAMES.

Another admirable literary article is Professor Oliver

Elton's estimate of the novels of Mr. Henry James, which
leads up to an elaborate review of his last story, " The
Wings of the Dove." Professor Elton says that in

nearly every story of Mr. James there is a conflict

which is often waged between American and Euro-
pean, the latter usually preying on the wealth and
simplicity of the former. It is the conflict of com-
plication and corruption with what is simple, single-

hearted and fresh. He resembles Tourguenieff and
George Eliot by virtue of the emphasis he lays on women,
and of his keen feminine insight into men. The stories

are liable to raise an obscure discomfort in the English

reader, resembling that caused by want of air. In " The
Wings of the Dove," his heroine, the Dove, is the soul of

New England, his own country. In that book the

conflict between the world and the spirit has ended in a
drawn battle ; but the spirit has conquered in its own
sphere, the world has been disconcerted and baffled.

Professor Elton concludes his essay by saying that

Mr. James is " trebly representative of the temper of his

time—one of the finer voices that may be heard telling

the future for what sort of things our time cared."

THE "TIME-SPIRIT" IN GERMAN LITERATURE.

One of the most interesting essays in the Review is

Mr. Walter SichePs very careful and informing analysis of

the spirit which finds expression in contemporary German
writers. He begins with a criticism, somewhat hostile

but very interesting, of Mr. Houston Stewart Chamber-
lain's " Die Grundlagen des Neunzehnten Jahrhunderts."

Mr. Chamberlain's aim was to prove " the constant and
ultimate superiority of the Indo-European mind and the

predominance of the Germanic race." His two chief

refrains are the apotheosis of the Germanic and the

indictment of the Semitic race. The whole book is an
Iliad of conflict between Aryan and Semitic tendencies.

But Mr. Sichel thinks that his notions are per-

Elexed by an initial and fundamental error, due to

is failure to recognise that the national idea

depends far more on continued and assimilative associa-

tion than on the bond of identical blood. Germany is

far from sharing Mr. Chamberlain's invincible hopes for

the Germanic race. Otherwise, the literature of united

Germany would be hopeful in the extreme, instead of

being cankered by a chafing pessimism. Nietzsche
Mr. Sichel regards as Rousseau's naturalism revived in

the shape of a physical relapse into exaggerated and
unlimited instinct. The " time-spirit " in Germany has
exhibited two principal and often contrary factors—one
tending towards social revolution, the other towards
political nationality. Both tendencies find expression in

German literature. Mr. Sichel then turns to an analysis

of the work of Sudermann, and he thinks his work, notably
" Heimat," is typical of a time when the sense of home
is fast vanishing from literature. Mr. Sichel does not
like the German time-spirit. Its very hopefulness verges

on despair. It is all ebullition, emotion. Its wider
sympathies alone redeem it, but even these are constantly

extravagant and neurotic. He thinks it will change
some day, for the supreme instinct of man is a
craving for something above and beyond instinct. He
looks forward to the advent of some great leader

who will be more heroic than either the Overman
of Nietzsche or the Rebellious Atoms of Sudermann.
Such leaders must be truly national, who will be glad to

bear the burden of their generation upon their own
shoulders, instead of shifting it upon the shoulders of
heredity or posterity, souls who will teach Germany to

realise her completeness.

POPE LEO XIII. AND HIS SUCCESSOR.

The anonymous writer of this article detects a certain

note of exaggeration in the panegyrics upon the late

Pope. He thinks that Leo XIII. was much too

political, and that a large number of Catholics regard
with not a little uneasiness the materialisation of Roman
Catholicism which took place under his guidance. His
Pontificate witnessed the organisation of a militant party

and a militant press in every State, which was not
favourable to the peace ajid welfare of any country. He
pays a high tribute of praise to Cardinal Rampolla, who,
he says, should not be regarded as responsible for the

Pope's policy. He says : "We have the very best

authority for suggesting that neither Rampolla nor any
other individual was ever permitted to oppose his

pleasure with impunity."

The election of Pius X. he regards as an indication of

the reaction against the political policy of his predecessor,

which weakened the spiritual influence of the Church,
and will be found to be a source of future danger and
embarrassment in the fight waged by Roman Catholicism
for supremacy over the mind and conscience of mankind.

WAKE UP, JOHN BULL !

Professor Henry E. Armstrong, in an interesting article

entitled "The Reign of the Engineer," sets forth in a
very lucid and convincing fashion the theory of those who
hold that we have only ourselves to blame for the extent

to which the Germans have succeeded in dispossessing

us of the supremacy we enjoyed in many fields of industry.

He says English manufacturers have simply given away
their chances. They had held the market so long and
amassed such large fortunes that they did not see the

need of new inventions, and therefore kept no adequate
scientific staff in their employment. He attributes the

change to the German system of education. The German
public know what research is, the British public do not.

Our breakdown is traceable to the attitude adopted at our
universities, and unless we can change this we shall

make little progress. It is the nation at large that needs
training, not any one section of it, and both technical

and secondary schools must be improved if either is to do
their work in a satisfactory manner.
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THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.

The Edinburgh Review for October is an interesting

but not very quotable number. There is the usual paper

on current politics, which I have quoted from elsewhere,

and a very clearly-written article on radium which also

calls for separate notice. The number opens with an
article on "The Pontificate of Leo XIII.," of whom the

writer says :

—

He was a diplomatist rather than a statesman ; hence the

instability of his constructions and combinations. As a teacher,

he fell below the level of teachers whose pretensions were less

exalted. He kept silence from good words when good words

were called for ; he spoke, not as the Spirit gave him utterance,

but with human economy, at the dictates of policy, in ignorance

;

poetry, art, literature, science—not one but struck a loftier note

than ne. History will judge him more by the possibilities that

he opened out than by the results that he achieved. The former

were greater than the latter.

A TEST FOR SPIRITS.

The article on " Modern Spiritualism " deals sceptically

with the subject in general and with Mr. Myers' argu-

ments in particular. The writer regards the following as

a satisfactory test—a test so satisfactory that no alleged

medium will pass it :

—

The only convincing proof that a given communication is the

work of a spirit (whether a disembodied human being, or a

sixth rounder, or an elemental, or a sylph) must be found in

clear evidence that no human intelligence would have been

equal to produce it. The man of science at once suggests

satisfactory tests. If any medium would answer twenty

questions about the near future—stating such facts as the
' maximum temperature at Greenwich on three days a month

ahead, the price of Consols next settling day but four, the

winner of the Derby and the Oaks and the St. Leger, the sex

of the next child born in a royal family, and the number of

claims made on a given insurance company in December next

—

there would be general conviction that some superhuman

intelligence was at work. All these facts are beyond the

present knowledge of any human being, and it is inconceivable

that chance could produce correct answers to all of them.

TURNER.

The writer of a very interesting paper on Turner lays

great stress on the deterioration of the great painter's

work in his latter days when he painted chiefly to please

the public. He says :

—

We are far indeed from suggesting, or even believing, that

the work of such an artist as Turner, even in its wildest aban-

donment, could ever be wholly vain. But we are not of those

who find the wrecks of his decaying genius best to their taste.

Artists may be forgiven for loving every stroke of Turner's

pencil, so winning and so absolute is the great master's sway
over his material. But surely we do the best homage to the

incomparable artist, and serve and strengthen the better part of

ourselves, by fixing our admiration on the undimmed splendour

of the work done in the plenitude and maturity of his rich bodily

and mental powers.

The wrecks of Turner's spirit are of great artistic interest.

To artists these eccentric efforts often seem to furnish tantalising

hints towards an enlargement of the kingdom of tradition.

Standing alone they are enough to guarantee immortality to any
other artist. We should have less right to condemn them were
not Turner himself on our side. His other works possess

beauties of a higher order, are amazingly bold, subtle, and
definite in expression. Beside the *' Spithead," " Frosty

Morning," "Windsor," and "Greenwich," the last Venice
pictures seem perverse, petulant, childish. His earlier works
crush his later pictures into insignificance ; they prove their

ineffective eccentricity.
,

THE REAL DISEASE OF THE ARMY.

The Report of the Royal Commission on the War
claims the inevitable article. The writer takes the point

of view that the real failure was not the failure of the

system, but the failure of the men. The Report fills him
with despair as to the men. He condemns the soldiers

as much as the politicians, and says that Lord Lans-

downe did not get from Lord Wolseley or Sir Redvers
Bulier the support he had a right to expect. The re-

viewer also criticises the Report severely, owing to the

fact that the Commissioners did not lay the blame directly

on individuals. They drew a picture of confusion, and
charge it on the War Office system :

—" A more inconclu-

sive document was probably never put before a public

hungering for precise guidance."

RENASCENT BOHEMIA.

There is a useful paper on " Bohemia and the Austro-

Hungarian Empire." The present conflict, says the

reviewer, can be solved only by a compromise with

bilingual education at the root ; it cannot be solved by
one race imposing its culture on the other. Certainly,

judged by the following facts, the Germans have little

chance of Teutonising the Slavs :

—

The Parliamentary progress of the Czechs is accompanied by

a corresponding numerical, economic, and intellectual develop-

ment. The census of 1900 gives the number of Czechs as exactly

5,955,397 (whereof rather .•lore than 1,600,000 are Moravians),

testifying to an increase of nearly 800,000 within a period of

twenty years. This vitality explains the rapid Slavonisation of

the urban centres in Bohemia, Moravia, and even Silesia, and

the progressive erosion of purely Germanic districts. We must

also take into account the scientific fixation of the Czech idiom, as

yet unsettled in i860, whence have blossomed forth, by the side of

the national schools of music and fine arts (the former illustrated

by such popular names as Smetana and Dvorak), literary and

scientific monuments which have found translators among the

very exponents of " Deutsche Wissenschaft " and " Kultur."

Lastly, the Czechs, thanks to their invasion of the industrial

field, until recently monopolised by the German-speaking
element, are hailed by the artisan poletariat as their future

liberators from the selfishness of both the Teuton and Jewish

bourgeoisie. But, politically speaking, the most significant factor

is the growing solidarity of the other Slav peoples, who, aban-

doning their petty jealousies and local interests, are gradually

uniting their forces to the Czech group, with a view to the

ultimate conquest or restitution to the Slavs of an influence pro-

portionate to their majority.

OTHER ARTICLES.
There is a very good critical article on Mr. Watson's

poetry, which, in the opinion of the reviewer, has every

element of poetry except the individual note. Another
paper deals with the insurrection^ of Robert Emmet.
There is a paper on Pierre Loti, whom the reviewer calls

" the greatest descriptive writer of modern times." But

it is necessary to have a feminine element in one's nature

thoroughly to like him.

The Pall Mall Magazine.
The excellent article on Mr. Chamberlain, by Mr.

Harold Begbie, and the shorter one, by Mr. S. L.

Hughes, both noticed separately, are the features of the

Pall Mall this November. But there is much else of

interest, notably Mr. Arcner's " Real Conversation" with

Mr. Sidney Lee on his American tour, in which they both
agree that " there's nothing like spending a few months
in America for teaching you the pointlessness of some of

our stock jokes at her expense." There are, besides, three

good literary articles. That of M. Pascal on " Edmond
Rostand " and his life at Cambo-les-Bains will interest all

readers of " Cyrano de Bergerac." Mr. Wilfrid Meynell
contributes a sketch of Whistler and his work, and Mr.
William Sharp has a second article on the " Literary

Geography of the English Lakes."
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THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
The North American Review for October is not up to

its usual level. I have quoted elsewhere from Mrs.
Gaffhey's reply to Mrs. Woolsey in regard to the rival

advantages of Republics and Monarchies in the treat-

ment of women, also from Mr. BonsaFs paper on
" Macedonia," and Mr. Hurd's on " Japan's Growing
Naval Power."

THE CAUSES OF LYNCHING.

Mr. H. M. Somerville, writing on " Some Co-operating

Causes of Negro Lynching," points out that the particular

crimes of which lynching is usually the punishment take

place only in localities where the negro holds the balance

of political power, and where, as a voter, he is " coddled,

petted, and magnified." The educational and property

qualifications for voting lately introduced by the Southern
States will, he declares, be vindicated by history as an
attempt to rescue civilisation from ruin. Mr. Somerville

condemns President Roosevelt's attitude towards the

negro as over-zealous friendship which only irritates

Southern feeling.

THE RETURN OF THE IRISH EMIGRANT.

Mr. Charles Johnston, who writes a cheerful article on
the new Irish Land Bill, thinks that Ireland may be again
enriched by the return of some of its successful sons from
the United States :—
Through a piece of good fortune, I recently met a good many

sons of the older Irish race who, for two generations or more,
have been at home in the New World. They have gained all

the capacity, energy, command of the arts of life, which one
thinks of as American ; yet they have retained, deep in the

heart's core, that tradition of Ireland as a land to be reverenced

and loved, which only a few chosen countries in the world's

history have been able deeply to inspire. These men are

returning to Ireland, but in a new rdle. They are buying and
restoring some of the castles and great country houses that the

aristocracy of the English garrison are letting slip through their

fingers. They are restoring, without premeditated or conscious

intention, the older Gaelic nobility, in eclipse since Anglo-
Norman days. It is the beginning of a movement which will

undo the Flight of the Earls. These returned colonists will be,

in a sense, the flower of the American genius and temperament

;

yet they will be profoundly and genuinely Irish ; and few things

promise better things for the future of Ireland than the movement
of repatriation which has thus set in, almost unobserved and
unrecorded.

CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.

Mr. F. B. Tracy—writing before the decision was
announced—declares that the Alaskan settlement will

not completely harmonise the relations between the two
great states of North America. He condemns the

present separation as unnatural, and declares that

Canada is a solitary example of the policy of past

centuries :

—

That condition is abnormal, even though we have been used

so long to regard it as natural, permanent and inevitable. It is

abnormal, because it violates a simple law of ethnological and
sociological science. That law is : that contiguously situated

peoples of like origin and race grow great only when united ;

when separated, they become weakened by conflicts, jealousies,

and recriminations.

Mr. Tracy, therefore, declares that union is inevitable,

but it will not come by the gobbling-up process which
some Canadians fear, but by the will of the Colonists :

—

I wish at this point merely to set forth this opinion (in which
I am sustained by almost all the intelligent Canadians with

whom I have conversed), that the great mass of the people

north of the Great Lakes are, consciously or unconsciously,

dissatisfied with their form of government, and regard it as only

temporary.

THE UNIVERSITY AND THE BUSINESS MAN.

President Thwing writes strongly in favour of college

training for business men. He says that nearly all

American leaders of industry prefer college-trained men,
not for what they have learnt, but because they have
been taught how to think :

—

First of them all is the intellectual element. The leader in a
great business primarily needs, of all the intellectual parts, the

power to think. " what do the men whom you employ," I

asked the n.inager of one of the great industrial combinations,

"need the most?" "Brains," was the prompt answer.
" What do those men lack ? " I said to a great manufacturer of
steel and iron products. " Accuracy, the power to take a large

view and to investigate thoroughly," was the reply. The
merchant and the manufacturer are called on to analyse and
synthesise phenomena, to relate fact to fact and truth to truth,

to assess every fact or truth at its proper value, to determine the

significance of the symbol, to reason logically, to relate principle

to rule and rule to principle, to trace effect to cause, to

distinguish the essential from the accidental, and to hold the

necessary and essential under a large variety of conditions and
circumstances.

These qualities, Mr. Thwing maintains, are most
easily acquired by means of university training.

THE DUBLIN REVIEW.
The Dublin Review devotes its first two articles to the

late Pope and the prospects of his successor. The first

article is written by Dr. William Barry, who says :

—

Leo XIII. preached with the New Testament in his hand.
He taught from it, not as a barren philosophy, but as a code
of living laws. To be civilised, he held, was to be a Christian ;

this world had an outlook into the next. When all is said,

the nineteenth century leaves ,the Church visibly stronger than

she was a hundred years ago, not merely or chiefly in the

relations of politics, but as a spiritual power. She has always
" upheld the value of human reason and asserted the natural

rights of man." This it is which justified Pope Leo's measures
of conciliation ; his title to fame will be that, relying upon St.

Thomas Aquinas, he dared to sketch the outlines of the new
Christian order.

The Editor's paper on " The New Pontificate " is more
interesting. The tributes given to the new Pope by those
who watched his career at Venice are, he says,

the echoes of deep impressions which have been left upon the

hearts of a people who have known and loved him for more than
half a century. If one trait of his disposition may be singled

out as predominantly characteristic, we note that all seem to

agree that he brings to the Papacy a heart full of Christ-like

sympathy for the labouring and suffering masses. "He has

compassion on the multitude." More than once he has thrown
himself as an apostle of conciliation into the disputes between
capital and labour. In the great strike of the cigar-makers in

Venice, which threatened such injury to the trade of the city, and
such stress of suffering and destitution to multitudes of the people,

it was mainly by his tact and zeal that a settlement was happily
arrived at, and a restoration of peace and goodwill established

between employers and workmen. His charity in Venice is

proverbial. It is said that his alms-giving is so unmeasured
that his steward or Economo has bad to put him on an allowance.

The allowance, which ought to last for the month, is generally,

like a schoolboy's pocket-money, gone in three days. It is well
in keeping with tne character of one who was called to the
Chair of nis great fellow-countryman, St. Laurence Justinian,

that more than once the episcopal ring of the chief pastor of
Venice was in pawn, in order that the cry of the indigent poor
should not be left unheeded.

The Rev. T. Croskell, writing on Modern Spiritualism,

deals with Mr. Myers' book, and concludes with a warning
as to the danger with which the Spiritualist movement
threatens religion.
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THE NOUVELLE REVUE.
'We have noticed elsewhere M. Dumoret's article on

the Yankee invasion of Canada and M. Coquiot's on the

Black Mass.
It is rather interesting to learn from a paper by M.

Touchard in the first October number that already there

is a prospect that the revolutionary law of 1898 (by which
every workman injured while at work obtained the right

to compensation, whatever might be the cause of the

accident) may be extended to all employe's without

distinction, including domestic servants and agricultural

labourers.

The everlasting question of Morocco is dealt with once
more by " Africus," who wants that country in order to

round off the North African empire of France. He says
there are three methods open for adoption : (1) pene-
tration by economic and moral influence

; (2) a pro-

tectorate as in Tunis
; (3) annexation as in Algeria, of

which he strongly recommends the second.

THE REVUE DES DEUX MONDES.
The October numbers of the Revue des Deux MoncUs

are singularly lacking in any article calling for very
special notice. Still the editors are evidently making a
great effort to suit the more modern of their readers.

The place of honour is given to an excellent translation

of Mrs. Humphry Ward's novel, "Lady Rose's Daughter,"
and doubtless the similarity of this modern romance to

one of the most famous of French real love stories

—

that of Mdlle. Lespinasse—gives particular point to its

publication.

INDIA THROUGH FRENCH EYES.

Under the general title of " In Buddha's Country," M.
Chevrillon publishes a portion of a diary kept by him
during a recent visit to Rangoon. As is always the case
when the literary traveller is a Frenchman, he is far more
occupied in giving vivid and picturesque word-pictures

of the beautiful and varied scenes presented to his notice

than in discussing the manners and customs of the

country. Here and there is a word of criticism of the

British administration, but the French tourist's whole
interest is centred on the natives, their ways, and their

religions.
4

FRANCE IN AFRICA.
Africa is now looming very large in French imagina-

tion, and the Revue devotes an important article to the

French Congo, its history and its development, and also

to Figuig and French policy in Morocco. It is clear that

what the British Empire has become in South Africa,

France dreams of becoming in North Africa, and this in

spite of the Egyptian question. Both writers have
apparently been supplied with several diplomatic docu-
ments bearing on Morocco and the French Congo, and if

M. Lorin can be trusted, France has proved herself a
far more civilising agent in the Congo than has her
neighbour, Belgium. It is significant that the writer

registers a violent protest against the attacks made in

this country against the administrators of the Congo as

a whole. He implies—though he nowhere says—that

the French are in the matter of humanity very superior

to their Belgian brothers, and he says with great bitter-

ness that neither the English nor the Germans should
pose after the Transvaal War, and the more recent

German colonial scandals, as professors of humanity.

THE PERSONAL NOTE.

The personal note is in the Revue this month particu-

larly interesting, for it consists of a hitherto unpublished
collection of letters written by the great Sainte-Beuve to

two friends, a husband and wife, with whom he seems to

have had a life-long intimacy. The letters are vivid and
charmingly written, and might be studied with advantage
by all those who are attempting to learn colloquial French.

Yet another set of unpublished letters which will perhaps

be of more wide interest to British readers is that con-

sisting of a portion of the correspondence between

Chateaubriand and Madame de Stael. These pages are

valuable as showing this remarkable woman, of whom
even Napoleon declared himself afraid, in a new light.

A very different class of reader will turn eagerly to the

article entitled " The Youth of Schopenhauer." In it

M. Bossert tells the story of the philosopher's childhood

and youth, his education, the influence of his early travels

on his character and mind, and his career at the Univer-

sity of Gottingen.

THE REVUE DE PARIS.
Among the articles in the Revue de Paris for October

we have noticed elsewhere M. de Malleray's notes on the

comparative temperance of different European armies, and

an anonymous article on the reform of s^ort in France.

VICTOR HUGO'S SCHOOL DAYS.

M. Simon receives the place of honour in the first

October number for his article on Victor Hugo as a

schoolboy. Hugo himself has left us in various of his

works a pretty good idea of his childhood ; but M. Simon
has been allowed to extract some fresh material in the

family archives. Most interesting are the reproductions

of the little boy's drawings, done when he was about

eleven, which, childish as they are in many ways, show

nevertheless an ide^t of composition extraordinary in one

so young. Like Thackeray, he illustrated his school

books with these extraordinary drawings. Naturally,

the young Victor wrote a tragedy in five acts, as well as

a long poem on the Deluge. M. Simon concludes his

paper by giving the text of the remarkable agreement

which Hugo drew up with some of his comrades for the

publication of a weekly review of politics and literature.

One clause in the agreement provided that each contri-

butor should have to suffer the corporal punishment

which his article might bring upon him, but pecuniary

penalties were to be paid out of the common fund

!

RECOLLECTIONS OF 1815.

Some Recollections of 18 15, left by Commandant
Jolyet, who was an officer in a line regiment in the

French Army from 1805 to 1830, make up an interesting

article, which is increased by the fact that the Com-
mandant's nephew, who served in his uncle's old

regiment, the 35th, in the Franco-German War, has now

reached the rank of general and would be entrusted, if

war broke out now, with the command of the army of the

Alps. The Commandant begins his Recollections with a

description of the stir in Paris before the famous 20th of

March. M. Jolyet is very severe on the disorganisation

which prevailed in the French general staff during the

few days before the battle. "No one knew who was in

command," he says ;
" since our arrival on the field of

battle we no longer saw a single general." He was

severely wounded, and taken as a prisoner of war

to Brussels. As regards Waterloo itself he expresses

the conviction that if it had not been for the arrival

of Blucher and his Prussians the British army

would have been annihilated. Captivity in England,

at Odiham, thirty-seven miles from Portsmouth, followed,

and M. Jolyet is very bitter about the boasted humanity

of the English, and certainly the poor prisoners seem to

have been treated with extraordinary brutality. The one

exception was the Vicar of Odiham, who lent music and

books to the captives, and invited them to meals.
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THE ITALIAN REVIEWS.
On October 3rd, 1803, Vittorio Alfieri, poet and

dramatist, died at Florence, and this first centenary of
his death is being marked by commemorative articles in

all the Italian magazines dealing with literary subjects.
It is, however, the Rivista d?Italia that pays the poet the
greatest honour, for the whole of the October number has
been dedicated to the centenary. There are a series of
articles by distinguished writers, a number of illustrations,

and a very complete bibliography, the whole forming a
critical and biographical record, which admirers of Altieri

will be very glad to possess.

In the Rassegna Nazionale for October Papal affairs

still predominate. Interesting articles deal with Leo
XIII. and his attitude towards intellectual problems,
and with the Pope in his relations with the learned
ecclesiastic, A. Stoppani, and with the Rosm«nv-ins. The
magazine, which is noted for its " Liberal- Catholic n

tendencies, emphasizes its satisfaction in the election of
Pius X. by printing his first Encyclical in extenso, with
favourable comments. E. S. Kingswan, whose fortnightly

chats on foreign books and reviews form one of the
pleasantest features of the magazine, has much to say
concerning the old and the new Pope, and also the new
Archbishop of Westminster.
The Nuova Antologia (October 1st) is full of excellent

matter. F. Mornigliano writes on Zionism. " Victor "

sums up the economic situation in England in an article

very friendly to our country, and on the whole sym-
pathetic to Mr. Chamberlain's policy ; D. Chilori dis-

cusses school libraries, and the best means of bringing
the right sort of books to rural readers, and C. Sforza
writes with very full knowledge concerning the really

marvellous growth ofthe French religious orders through-
out Syria and the Holy Land during the last half-century,

and gives also many interesting details concerning the
various Eastern religious bodies that are now in union
with the Holy See. In the mid-October number the
Deputy, L. Luzzatti, describes, with warm approval, the
expiatory monument to Servetus just erected at Geneva,
but he criticises the inscription as wanting in generosity,
Dr. Lino Ferriani writes forcibly and gloomily on
"nervous children." Thirty-nine per cent, of children of
the present day he declares to be abnormally nervous,
with unhealthy, even criminal, tendencies more or less

latent within them. This he attributes to the acuteness
of the modern " struggle for life," to inherited weakness
and to unintelligent methods of education, but above all to

the abuse of alcohol.

The Civiltd Cattolica (October 17th), in anticipation of
the now abandoned visit of Nicholas II. to Rome, pub-
lishes an historical sketch of earlier visits from Russian
Tsars to the Eternal City. Paul I., it would appear,
visited Rome as the Comte du Nord, and Nicholas I. was
therein 1845 i

DUt a much-debated visit from Alexander
I., in 18 14, never took place, although the pious emperor
had repeatedly expressed a strong personal desire to

make the acquaintance of Pius VII.
English readers will be pleased to find a lavishly

illustrated article, on the recent Arts and Crafts Exhibition
in London, in Emporium, one of the best of the Italian

art magazines. The author, while bestowing considerable
praise on much of the work exhibited, deplores, on the
one hand, a certain monotony of type observable through
the rooms, and on the other the eccentricity of much
that goes by the name of art nouveau.

In La Nuova Parola, Neera, one of the best known of
Italian women authors, writes with candour and common
sense on feminine conscience in matters of sex morality.

THE DUTCH REVIEWS.
Onze Eeuw has a deeply-interesting article on ?r.u-

perism in the Dutch-Indian possessions ; it is a study of
the question calculated to make the readers reflect very
seriously concerning the stewardship of the owners of .he
territory. Such articles have a reflex bearing on our own
position, as we have similar possessions and may not be
acting in any better manner towards our own subjects.

The writer distinguishes between mere poverty and pau-
perism, and he goes on to show that the pauper *s

generally of the native class, whereas the merely
indigent person is of European birth. "Why is

it that the native does not feel that he has
any place among the ruling inhabitants ? " That
question embraces a great deal, and does not speak well

for the nature of the laws passed by the European
masters. It would seem that the vice of the white man
has much to answer for ; he will mingle with the native

population, ~and then leave for Europe and forsake the
mother and children, who receive scant treatment from
those who remain. The native woman and her children

lead a wretched existence till, in many instances, death
releases the mother and maturity enables the children

to make a fight for themselves. The army has to \ car
its share of the blame ; such " little affairs

n as the expe-
dition to Atjeh have their effect in increasing the sum of
pauperism. The natives have practically no status. The
same review contains articles on the Legal Regulation of

Labour Combinations and the Question of Educational
Promotion, which are also good reading, but I have not
space enough to touch upon them here.

De Gids takes up the subject of the colonies in a
different manner, giving a review of two books on two
expeditions into the interior of Surinam ; one expedi-

tion had geological research for its object, while the other

dealt with natural history. Naturally, there is much that

is of importance in ths discoveries of the explorers, and
the books serve at least, -o far as the ordinary public is

concerned, to hasten the revival of interest in the country
mentioned ; the Dutch public has been apathetic of late.

Of more general interest is the article on "Student
Life," which is also a review of two books, one German
and the other American. "The College Student ?.nd

His Problems " is the title of the latter. The writer says
that the German author, whose book is a collection of

lectures delivered to students at the Strasburg Hoch-
schule, acts as one who merely introduces you to the
student, whereas Mr. Canfield acts as a complete guide.

The " fateful first year n of the American ctudent is

dwelt on, and the article gives a good insight into the

lives of the respective students and makes us desire to

read the books ourselves.

Vragen des Tijds has an article on the strike question,

like its contemporary, Onze Eeuw, but it d^als more
particularly with the immediate results of the inquiry

instituted by the Government in connection with the
railway strike at the commencement of the year ; the

Government is criticised, which is the fate of all Govern-
ments, to say nothing of other people ! The Commission
is not doing quite as it should, but there is good reason
to hope that its work will be beneficial. The third article

is a review of " The Case for the Factory Act," by such
well-known ladies as Mrs. S. Webb ; a similar contribu-

tion was published in the same review six months ago,

and was noticed in these columns. It shows that .he

Dutch are keenly watching our labour legislation.

Elsevier has an illustrated article on . " Batik " xrzr\ ;

this is a decorative art, brought from the West IhTies.

It is the ornamentation of articles by means of wax.
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THE MONTHLY REVIEW.
The Monthly Review for November is an exceedingly

good number. There are articles by M. Yves Guyot and
by Mr. Winston Churchill on the fiscal problem, which are
noticed elsewhere, as are Sir Henry Drummond Wolffs
and Mr. Gerothwohl's papers on the Balkans, Mr. Butler

Burke's on Radioactivity, and Mr. E. T. Cook's on Glad-
stone as Foreign Minister. Indeed, nearly all the articles

are worthy of longer quotation than I can give.

THE TWO-POWER STANDARD.
Captain Garbett, R.N., writes on " The Russian Pro-

gramme and the Two-Power Standard" :

—

Whatever the value of the two-Power standard, however, may
have been ten or twelve years ago, when we only had for prac-

tical purposes France and Russia to consider, that standard is

now out of date and can no longer be considered as a satisfactory

margin of safety, in view of the new situation created by the

steadily growing strength of the German Navy. Whether the

two-Power standard should be raised to a three-Power standard

is a moot point, but it is certainly becoming a matter for serious

consideration whether the time is not near for some material

increase in our building programmes, which, as far as battleships

are concerned, have certainly since 1899 been cut down to a
point hardly compatible with a due margin of safety, if we are

to be in a position to hold our own against possible coalitions

against us.

GARDEN CITIES.

Mr. Ralph Neville, M.P., writes optimistically of the

future of the Garden City :

—

Will the enterprise succeed ? I think it will. The readers of
this article must judge what weight, if any, attaches to my
opinion on the subject. I will only say that I have long studied

the question, and that thirty years at the Bar and nine in the

House of Commons are calculated to dispel any tendency to

extravagant idealism. To me it seems a practical and practic-

able scheme, the success of which is mainly a question of

management and money. A reference to the Garden City

Association will satisfy the inquirer that the enterprise is in the

hands of business men. With regard to money, some ^75,000
has been found by those immediately concerned in the move-
ment, and I cannot believe that the public will allow the scheme
to fail for want of funds when the impending appeal is made to

them. It holds the field as the only practical suggestion for

dealing comprehensively with the questions of overcrowding and

agricultural depression, and bears within it the promise of

ultimate success. And something must be done.

OTHER ARTICLES.

The Earl of Iddesleigh writes on " Lord Beaconsfield's

Novels." There is an interesting literary paper by Pro-

fessor Brander Matthews.

Knowledge.
Knowledge is always interesting, and the November

number is exceptionally so. The issue contains an inset

plate of drawing of the planet Mars made this year, and
two interesting articles on the mysterious markings. Mr.
Antoniadi, who writes one article, gives reasons for

refusing to admit the existence of all the canals, though
he considers that some of them exist, without, however,

regarding them as really artificial. Many of the markings
he regards as optical delusions. Mr. E. Walter Maunder
describes optical experiments made by him which con-

firm Mr. Antoniadi's contention. Mr. Lloyd Praeger's

interesting articles on "Familiar British Wild Flowers

and their Allies" are continued ; this month Mr. Praeger

deals with Mr. Chamberlain's favourite flower in its

indigenous form. There are several other interesting

features in the number, not the least intsresting being

the correspondence section.

GERMAN MAGAZINES
* In the \Deutsche Revue for October there is a further

instalment of hitherto unpublished letters of the great

German Field-Marshal Van Roon. The letters given in

this number deal with the events leading up to Van Roon's

appointment as Minister of War, and the beginning of

the reorganisation of the army. Alberta v. Puttkamei

contributes a fourth paper on Alsace-Lorraine, which,

while interesting in itself, gains additional interest from

the new German military ordinance for the recruiting ol

the inhabitants of these provinces as regular soldiers in

the German Army. Dr. v. Shulte writes very well oq

the subject of what may be expected of the new Pope.

After outlining his early career, which seemed to point to

liberal ideas, the writer summarises the acts of the Pope

since his accession. First his choice of a name, although

possibly unintentionally significant, could not fail to have

a considerable effect on the world. The name of Pius

stands in the history of the Popes for reactionary senti-

ments and actions. The incidents of the blessing of the

people from the inside balcony instead of the outside

one in St. Peter's, as well as the crowning ceremony,

appear to the writer to prove that the new Pope does

not let himself be led blindly, nor be carried away by

passion. If the Pope remains victor over the Curia and

the machinations of the reactionaries, the writer sees a

prospect of the dawn of a new era of internal peace in

Italy, and a reconsecration of the efforts of the Roman
Catholic Church to the saving of souls.

In the Deutsche Rundschau the greatest number of

articles deal with literary subjects. The»-e is a very

painstaking and well-thought-out article on the taxes and
the taxation reform in Prussia. J. von Verdy du Vernois

contributes some personal recollections of the Russian

army in Poland in 1863, in which occur several incidents

in connection with the Grand Duke Constantin
Nicholaivitch, who was in command. There is also a

sympathetic account of Louise, Grand Duchess of Saxe-

Weimar, who was one of the greatest figures that the

kingdom ever contained.

The CornhilL

The November Cornhill is full of light and holiday

papers, entertaining, but not lending themselves to pur-

poses of extract. The cult of the gipsy takes on a lawless

phase in Lawrence Housman's poem, " Good Living,"

wherein he exclaims, in admiration of the gipsies, "Ah,
give to me the sturdy soul which ten commandments
can't control "

; from which it appears that one need not

travel with Kipling east of Suez to find a place where
"there ain't no Ten Commandments.'' Mr. H. A.

Vachell describes a rodeo, or round-up, or festive sports

in Southern California. Mrs. Woods takes as back
again to the old Basque world, az it ccems to modern
eyes. The Rev. J. M. Bacon ^scrijcs a balloon voyage
from Sydenham into Esse::, under the title of u Mid-
night in Cloudland." It was an experiment in the

transmission of sounds through different strata of the

atmosphere. The bombs fired from the balloon were

rarely heard by listeners near at hand, but the most
complete series of reports were recorded by distant

observers. The most complete record came from twenty

miles away. A thoroughbred racing mare, by her

startings, which synchronised with the explosions, showed
that she continued to hear the reports after they had
ceased to be audible to her owner's ears.
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Learning Languages by Letter-Writing

THE " Exchange of Homes " system appears to have
taken much stronger root in Germany and France
than with us, if I may judge by testimony given.

M. Toni-Mathieu has been working one year ; I have

been doing my utmost for five years. In that one year

he has twenty letters from different people in France

and Germany who have exchanged for their sons and
daughters, and all written in the same vein of grateful

pleasure. These letters are published in the October
number of Concordia. I have about four letters of the

kind only ;
yet I know many more than four English

boys and girls have had a stay in France through my
means. I do not want to write bitterly ; the fault

may be mine. Yet will my readers ask themselves

whether they do not get into the way of taking all that

we give without for a moment thinking of saying
44 Thank you," because there is some idea of this exchange
being in some way a source of profit ; in ordinary words,

Oh, they would not do it if they did not gain something ?

Of course we gain something
;

i.e., the pleasure of being
usefiil. But if I work unceasingly, and do not know that

I have been useful, what then ? True, I know when I

am unsuccessful. Here is a case in point. A gentle-

man wished his son to be exchanged for a French boy.

I wrote many letters, mada many inquiries, and finally

arranged for an exchange. I then receive a letter,

briefly saying that his son had a position in England,
and so need not go. Now, balance this with the fact

that not even a postage stamp have I received, that I

remember, towards the large expenditure of time and
money, and say if I do not deserve a little encouragement,
in the shape of a letter, from any who have benefited,

either directly through me or indirectly through the
scholars' correspondence.

PEDAGOGIC CORRESPONDENCE CLUB.

I gave in last month's Review a notice of a letter on
this subject from Mr. Simmons, of 22, Elmstone Road,
S.W., which was printed in the September number of the
School World. Teachers have not largely responded, it

appears, and yet, of all things which should be done, this

plan of Mr. Simmons stands in the front rank. Very few
teachers care for the worry and labour involved in writing
of their experience, and fewer journals could spare the
space to print them if they did. I refer my readers to the
original letter for information.

INTERNATIONAL HELP.

Cousine Yvonne, in LesAnnates Politique* et Littiraires,

writes :
—" The fate of women teachers has always

appeared to me extremely interesting. These educators
of the nation, with the responsibility which they assume
in taking charge of the little ' consciences ' which are
entrusted to them, have a very noble task, but a very
heavy burden. They have to expend soul and body
if they wish to accomplish their high mission. Well, I

have been charmed to find at the watering-place of
Ems-Baden, where so many throat and chest cures are
made, a charming house, which may well be called the
little palace for governesses of all nations. Founded by
Dr. Aronsohn, all who teach and who need the treatment
can be received here for the space ofone month for the sum
of three francs a day. This includes pension, entrance to

casino, treatment, a doctor, etc., for some places even
half fares on the train are arranged for. A formal appli-
cation, with proof of being a teacher, must be sent to the
Committee of the Burg-Stein, Ems-Baden, Germany."

Concordia this month contains another international

list of situations open and wanted. The only one of the

first which may interest English people is the following :—" To three English teachers in a provincial boarding
school for girls. Place au pair? The announcement is

not quite clear ; does it mean that three young English
teachers can obtain au pair engagements in France ? I

think so. Inquiries should be addressed to M. Ponjol,

Concordia, 77, Rue Denfert-Rochereau, Paris, and one
shilling sent for inquiry expenses. So far as I understand,
an advertisement of two lines can be entered for the same
amount ; but this advantage may be reserved for members
of Concordia.

HELPS IN HISTORY.

Mr. Mead/who has always taken a keen interest in the
scholars' correspondence, and whose special enlargement
of it took the form of a home and colonial exchange of
letters, has started a history and literature help in the
pages of Early Days (id.), Kelly, 26, Paternoster Row.
An almanack for the month is arranged with a daily
" event," and in a parallel column is some informa-
tion or the name of a book detailing the event. For
example : September 14th—(tf)Moscow taken by French,
etc., and (b) Wellington died, etc.; (a) Henty's "Through
Russian Snows," (b) Longfellow's " The Warden of the
Cinque Ports." Another old friend, Dr. Foat, is giving a
wonderful series of lectures illustrated by limelight
pictures from Punch cartoons—a delightful way of learning
the duties of citizenship.

NOTICES.

An English girl living alone in London will share her
tiny abode of a room and side-room with a French girl

who needs to stay in London for a time and has but
small means.
A young German lady of seventeen would like to ex-

change homes with an English girl for three or four months.
There are sisters and brothers at home, and she would of
course like to go into one where there would be similar
opportunities of talking. Fraulein Rottger lives in
Leipzig, and I can answer for it that an English girl

would be at home in that town if anywhere.
The remark about postcards in our last issue has had

so many answers that I can only beg to be excused if I

have neglected any. There were about four French people
for thirty English inquirers.

The list of books for boys and girls, sent me by
Madame Bieler, was published last month

; they are all

stocked by Hachette and Co., 18, King William Street,
Charing Cross. I have just received from them the
delightful " Kalif Storch," one of HaufFs German tales,

an English rendering of which was given in the Books
for the Bairns, The little book before me has vocabulary
and grammar, and costs 6d.
TheModern Language section of the Practical Teacher

(Nelson and Sons) is admirable this month. A holiday
course at Lausanne was described, from which it would
appear that the students Were accommodated in the
university itself. A London matriculation paper is

set : a paper on French idioms and one on French versi-
fication. Does anyone remember being puzzled by the
hymns in a French eglise protestante f
No one has yet offered to exchange homes with the

young Spaniard of Vittoria.

Quatres Langues has now become Cinq Langues, and
its editorial preface has therefore five versions.
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Esperanto: The International Key Language.

THERE is so much to tell this month, that the

difficulty is to compress. When you have some
charming details to give, and those details have to

fit into two lines, they become dry announcements and
lose their interest.

Some of our Esperantists have been abroad and
have brought back a keener enthusiasm, and all sorts of

information. For example : A traveller returning from
Boulogne reports that M. Michaux, President of the

Esperanto Club, has two hundred students in his classes.

He himself is learning Spanish from a Spaniard, who is

staying in Boulogne, but who knows no French. Both,
however, speak Esperanto, and so the lessons are given

in that language. The same gentleman is also teaching

a Russian lady French by means of Esperanto. The circle

in Boulogne meets at a cafe*, and there the supposed
unspeakable is the only spoken language, and there is a
fine for every French word used.

THE NEW JOURNAL.
The first English magazine for Esperantists has now

been published, and considering that Esperanto is com-
paratively new to English people, I think the members
of the various groups deserve to be congratulated on the

fact. The magazine is not a very large one, it is true,

but it is arranged upon the principle of "good stuff is

tied up in small bundles," and we may hope that it will

have such a success that before the end of its first year
nf life its size may be doubled.

The contents of five of its pages are in duplicate, that

is to say, an Esperanto and English version side by side.

Every number of the journal will have a synopsis of the
grammar, so that the magazine itself may be used for the

purpose of propaganda.
The editor's page gives the aim of the work. Mr.

Bicknell's contribution is a translation of " The Last Rose
of Summer," and a description of summer in Italy. Mr.
Ellis gives us Esperanto in daily life. There is a contri-

bution in shorthand, a poem translated by Mr. Elmy,
information about foreign Esperantists, together with a
page of answers to correspondents, a list of the groups,

and what is being done there, and of free classes, and
the music of a new setting to Dr. Zamenhofs hymn
" Espero." Last, but not least, the first instalment of
" The Tempest " in Esperanto, by Mr. Motteau, and a
translation of " God Save the King," which goes with a
fine swing.

I have not of course given the whole of the contents,

but I do want my readers to realise that an enormous
amount of time and pains has been spent over it, by
editor and contributors, and that we earnestly hope that

everyone will do his best to make a success of it, by
buying copies and so at least cover its printing expenses.

The Hon. Secretary of the Esperanto Club, who is its

editor, will gladly welcome such help, which should be sent

to 41, Outer Temple, London, to H. Bolingbroke Mudie.

THE AUTUMN SESSION.

Mr. Mudie began this in London by giving some
interesting lectures in two well-known public schools.

Mr. O'Connor followed with one, which was given to a
hundred students of Pitman's shorthand, at the Arcadian,

8, Queen Street. The meeting was a most enthusiastic

one, and special classes will be started at once. It was
not by any means an uncritical audience. Mr. O'Connor
started by giving the elements of the language and spoke
of its wonderful adaptability ; the words were written on
the black-board by shorthand signs, and no difficulty

was experienced in understanding them. Then Mr.
O'Connor was assailed by a fire of questions, and we who
know how much we have wanted a dictionary can under-

stand what it must have meant to be asked point-blank

for such words as flying-machine, escutcheon, etc., etc.

Perhaps readers will like to know the words and the

Esperanto, which Mr. O'Connor had, so to speak, to

compound on the spot. Shorthand, stenografio ; short-

hand writer, steno-grafisto ; flying machine, flugmaseno

;

insurance company, asekura kompanio
; philatelist,

filatelisto ; escutcheon, blazonSildo.

In Newcastle a splendid meeting was addressed by
Mr. Clephan, prefaced by a recitation of Dr. Zamenhofs
hymn, and followed by a discussion, afterwards the follow-

ing resolutions were moved and passed : This meeting
desires to promote the study and practice of Esperanto
both orally and written ; to advocate the use of Esperanto
in commercial, technical, and other schools, and to

disseminate information concerning it in every way. A
society, consisting of a president, a committee, and a
membership of thirty, was at once formed. The President
is B. Noble, Esq., the Vice-President J. A. Jameson,
and the Hon. Secretary W. Clephan, 3, Cotfield Terrace,
Gateshead.

In Edinburgh Mr. Latour had a most enthusiastic

audience at his language school.

FREE CLASSES.

There are now six places in London and its neigh-

bourhood where lessons are given gratis. The following
are the addresses of some of them, and also addresses
where other classes will be formed so soon as sufficient

students desire it.

The Gouin Schools, 16, Finsbury Circus. Thursday
at 6.30 p.m. Teachers, Miss Schafer and Mr. Goody.
Gouin School, 34, Harrington Road, S. Kensington.

Monday at 6.4$ p.m. Teacher, Mr. O'Connor.
Wandsworth.-—On Friday, Mr. Hayes, of48 Swanage

Road, kindly receives and gives lessons to students in his

own home on Friday, at 7.30 p.m. He also teaches a class

at Battersea under the auspices of the Rev. E. G. Maxted,
who is giving most welcome help.

Surbiton.—Here at the Bungalow, Cranes Park,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard welcome students on Wednesday,
at 8 p.m.

The Reading Circle meets at Mowbray House the
second Monday of the month, at 6.30 p.m. Mr. JerTery,

42, Park Road, Ilford ; Mr. Bacon, 170, Clapham Park
Road ; and Mr. Eagle, 21, Kellett Road, Brixton, are
Hon. Secretaries in those places, and will be pleased to

give information about the groups there.

Mr. Motteau has formed a local society to be called
the Forest Gate Esperanto Group. The hon. secretary
is E. J. Beale, Esq., 74, Claremont Road, Forest Gate.
The yearly subscription is 3s. 6d. I hope all in his

neighbourhood will join to form a strong group.
In last month's issue, the magazine mentioned should

have been called the Typist? Review. Will readers
refer back for the notice ? I should also add that the
Yost typewriter is now arranged for Esperanto.
The books published at this office are " The Complete

Text Book," by J. C. O'Connor, price is. 6d., and the
small manual by M. Cart, price sixpence.

Mr. O'Connor's English-Esperanto dictionary, price
2s. 6d., will be ready by December, and orders can be
booked at once. The Esperanto grammar in Braille is

now ready, and can be had here.
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THE BOOK OF THE MONTH
THE GOSPEL, THE GENESIS AND THE APOCALYPSE

OF MATERIALISM *

TWO remarkable books were published in London
last month. They were the work of two of the

most illustrious scientists of our time. One
was " The Nature of Man," by Professor MetchnikofF,

which gives us the last word of the modern materialist

on the Gospel of Science. The other, " Man's
Place in the Universe," by Dr. Alfred Russel

Wallace, is an explanation and a defence by
the most eminent of scientific spiritualists of his

theory that this planet of ours is in reality the

centre of the visible universe. The two books have

few points of resemblance. But they both appeal to

the reader as attempts, more or less conscious, df

the leading scientific minds of the day to restore

mankind to the position which in the orthodox

days of our ancestors we all used to believe we occu-

pied. Materialist and spiritualist alike minister to the

craving of the human race to think much of itself. The
ancient cosmogony, in which the sun, the moon, and
all the stars were created to give light to the bipeds

who inhabit one of the smallest of the planets, seems
to reappear before our eyes in the pages of Dr.

Wallace's fascinating volume. Man, no longer an
insignificant cheesemite on a remote pin-point of

matter, is restored to his old dignity as Lord of

Creation, and it no longer seems so incredible that

for the salvation of such a being the forces of Heaven
and of Hell should be in conflict. It would really seem
as if Science, after dethroning Man, the Monarch of the

Universe, is restoring him to his rightful heritage.

Professor MetqhnikofFs book suggests a somewhat
similar train of thought, although there is little in

common between his standpoint and that of Dr.

Wallace. For there is in " The Nature of Life " an
attempt to restore to mankind something of a sub-

stitute for Genesis, somethingto replace the Apocalypse.
Even in details this suggestion crops up. As Dr.

Wallace restores the world to its central position in

the visible universe of space, so Professor Metch-
nikoff tries to restore in strange paradoxical

fashion some of the so-called absurd myths of
the Scriptures. Take, for instance, what has
been such a stumbling-block to many a devout
soul, the excessive length of years allotted in

Genesis and Exodus to the patriarchs. Professor

Metchnikoff does not, indeed, vindicate the accuracy
of the traditional age of Methuselah, but he most
emphatically asserts the extreme probability that the
post-diluvian patriarchs actually lived as long as they
are said to have lived in the Old Testament. So far

from regarding one hundred and forty years or one
hundred and fifty years as an impossible age, this

•"The Nature of Man," by Professor Elie Metchnikoff. (Heinemann,
ias. 6d. net.)

eminent authority declares from that Sinai of
Modern Medicine, the Pasteur Institute, that there is

no reason in nature why we should not all live quite

as long as Moses, or even longer. Science, he assures

us, will give us back the length of days enjoyed by
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.

In like manner Professor Metchnikoff recognises

the longing of the human mind for a book of Genesis.

He has tried to give us one up-to-date. He recog-

nises also that men need some support against the

approach of death ; and he promises us that science

will first indefinitely postpone the date of our dissolu-

tion, and then will revive the instinct of death, so as

to make us welcome annihilation. If the compensa-
tion seems but meagre, it is at least welcome as a
recognition that something is due to us poor mortals
who, after having been stripped by these materialists

of all hope of any existence after death, have hitherto

been left shivering without even a fig-leaf to warm our
nakedness. Professor Metchnikoff is diligent in the

manufacture of his scientific aprons, and who knows
but some future professor of the Pasteur Institute

will provide the skins of beasts which, according
to the old-fashioned Genesis, were forthcoming
in due time? In more than one passage the

eminent Russian scientist shows evident signs of

recognising the justice and the wisdom of the law
which denied to Adam the right to take of the for-

bidden fruit. And what is even more curious,

although he expressly and repeatedly condemns the

pious folk of old who despised and maligned their

carnal bodies, several chapters in his book are devoted
to a vindication of the contempt with which this

carcase of .ours has been regarded from of old by the

saints and sages of the world. It is true that they
mortified the body from an altogether different stand-

point from that of the Russian scientist. But the net
conclusion is the same. The human body comes far

short, not merely of the glory of God, but even of the
ideal physical constitution which Professor Metchnikoff
would have provided if he had been given the con-
tract for the creation of the world.

To those of us who know, or if you prefer it, who
believe we know—not as a matter of a belief received
on the authority of others, but as the actual result of
our own experience, an experience as visible, audible
and tangible, although necessarily not so invariable

and constant as the ordinary experiences of our
physical existence—that the mind and soul and spirit,

or whatever we may call the thinking, feeling, im-
mortal part of man, does function independently of
the body during physical life, and does survive the
decay of the physical frame at death, Professor

Metchnikoffs arrogant dogmatism would be amusing
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The Review of Reviews.

if it were not so sad. If one of the Ephemerids which

he describes, which 'are born at sunrise and die ere

sunset, were to lay down the law that the sun that

set in the west would never rise again, Professor

Metchnikoff would not argue with the Ephemerid, he

would smile and pass on. And when he tells us that

man will never live again after he puts off this mortal

body, of which Professor Metchnikoff, like the Apostle

Paul, has so low an opinion, we also smile and pass on.

But as we pass we recognise the need—now,

indeed, a positive necessity—for the scientific verifi-

cation, under conditions that would satisfy Professor

Metchnikoff himself, of the truth upon which, as he
truly says, all the great religions have been founded

in the past or flourish in the present.

I do not, however, desire to enter into controversy

on the subject. I prefer to allow Professor Metohnikoft

to speak for himself, quoting as far as possible his

own words, so that my readers may be able to form

some idea of the Gospel of Modern Materialism with

its Genesis and its Apocalypse. We may be tolerably

confident that this version will fare as ill at the hands

of some future investigator as " the Books of Moses "

fared at the hands of the Higher Critics, but that in

no wisa affects the interest and curiosity with which
we listen to what this high priest of the Pasteur

Institute, that Holy of Holies of the Tabernacle of

Modern Science, has to tell us.

THE HIGH PRIEST AND HIS LABORATORY.

Mr. P. -Chalmers Mitchell, secretary of the Zoolo-

gical Society, in an eloquent preface, introduces

Professor Metchnikoff to the English public as one
of the most illustrious of the new order of the priests

of science who in the vigils of their laboratory are

working ceaselessly for the welfare of humanity.

Elie MetchnikorT, who was born in Kharkoff in 1845,

was one of those who left all to follow Pasteur, the

founder of this new priesthood. He is best known in

Britain as the discoverer of the fascinating truth that

health and disease are chiefly due to the fortunes of

pitched battles waged in our bodies by innumerable

hosts of certain corpuscles of our blood called

phagocytes, which, when victorious, defeat and devour

the germs of disease, thereby restoring us to health

;

or, if discomfited, doom us to death as the conse-

quence of their defeat. It was from observations

originally made on water fleas that this Russian student

with his microscope discovered this law of life and
death. Mr. Chalmers thus describes him and his

fellow students of the Pasteur Institute :

—

A little body of men, forsaking the world and the things of the

world, had gathered together under the compulsion of a great

idea. They had given up the rivalries and personal interests of

ordinary men, and, sharing their goods and their work, they

lived in austere devotion to science, finding no sacrifice of health

or money, or of what men call pleasure, too great for the common
object. Rumours of war and peace, echoes of the turmoil of

politics and religion, passed unheeded over their monastic seclu-

sion ; but if there came news of a strange disease either in China
or Peru, a scientific emissary was ready with his microscope and
his tubes to serve as a missionary of the new knowledge and the

new hope that Pasteur had brought to suffering humanity. The

adventurous exploits and the patient vigils of this new Order
have brought about a revolution in our knowledge of disease, and

there seems no limit to the triumphs that will come from the

parent Institute in Paris and from its many daughters in other

cities.—(P. vii.)

THE GENESIS OF MAN.

Professor Metchnikoff devotes a chapter to a review

of the evidence which seems to him to demonstrate

conclusively that we are all the direct descendants of

simian ancestors. Man, he says, is a kind of monster,

a miscarriage from the anthropoid ape. But how did

man become a living soul ? Dr. Wallace believes that

when our simian ancestors had evolved a body suf-

ficiently developed to afford accommodation for a

soul, the soul descended into the hitherto soulless

body of the anthropoid, from the invisible world of

spiritual beings which encompasses us all, and the

anthropoid became a human being. Professor

Metchnikoff does not believe in the existence of

spiritual beings, and he is therefore compelled to

resort to the hypothesis of a freak of nature. He
points out that from time to time men are born with

talents far greater than those possessed by their

parents. It is possible, for instance, that the miracu-

lous arithmetical faculty possessed by Inaudi the

Piedmontese peasant boy, or our own Bidder, the

calculating boy, differed more from the faculty of

their parents than the difference, say, between the

most degraded Hottentot and the most intelligent

anthropoid. Professor Metchnikoff says :

—

De Vries cultivated for fifteen years the Evening Primrose, a

plant of American origin {Onotera lamarckiana). He obtained,

suddenly, a set of flowers quite distinct from those of the original

plant. They presented such great differences that he could

separate them as several quite distinct species.

It is probable that man owes his origin to a similar pheno-

menon. Some anthropoid ape having at a certain period

become varied in specific characters, produced offspring endowed

with new properties. The brain, of abnormal size, placed in a

spacious cranium, allowed a rapid development of intellectual

faculties much more advanced than those of the parent and

those of the original species. This peculiarity would be trans-

mitted to the descendants, and, as it was of very considerable

advantage in the struggle for existence, the new race would hold

its own, propagate, and prevail.—(P. 57.)

And so man came into existence. Professor

Metchnikoff thinks that :

—

The facts seem to indicate that, at a very remote period, the

ancestral vertebrates were hermaphrodite, and that they became

divided into males and females only gradually, still retaining

in each sex traces of the other sex. Such traces occur frequently,

even in the adult man, in the form of rudimentary organs

(known as the organs of Weber, of Rosenmuller, and so forth).—

(P. 78.)

The mammary glands of males are functionless rudiments.

They must be interpreted as vestiges of organs that were more

highly developed in remote ancestors, among which both sexes

gave milk to nourish the young. This function remains in a

latent condition in the males of living mammals. He goats and

rams have been known to provide milk in considerable quan-

tities, whilst married men have suckled children with milk

secreted by unusually developed glands.—(P. 298.)

UNICELLULAR IMMORTALITY.

To this monstrous miscarriage of an anthropoid

ape Professor Metchnikoff denies the possession of

other than a physical unicellular soul, which has an
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immortality of its own, which has nothing to do with

consciousness. He says :

—

Observation of members of the lowest grade of animal life,

such as infusorians and other protozoa, has shown that these

reproduce by simple division, and in a very short time multiply

to an astonishing extent. Generation succeeds generation, with

the utmost rapidity and without the intervention of death ; no
single corpse appears in the swarming masses of animalculse.

-(P. 263.)
The theory of the immortality of unicellular organisms is now

generally accepted. However, there are animals, higher in the

scale of life, to which natural death does not come.—(P. 264.)

The sexual ceils of the human body are immortal, and when
they succeed in conjugating they produce an individual of the

next generation to which they transmit what Haeckel called the

cellular soul. This soul, then, is really immortal, inasmuch as

the bodies of the reproductive cells are immortal. Although it

is true that our bodies contain elements endowed with immortal
souls, it by no means follows that our conscious souls are

immortal .... A child before birth possesses psychical quali-

ties much more numerous and more perfect then those of the

productive cells. It is capable of responding to certain sensa-

tions and of performing movements. A child, in the later

months of its pre-natal existence, possesses the senses of touch
and taste and, within limits, the sense of sight. This soul is

outside the consciousness of the mother. The mother cannot
even tell by her consciousness if she bears under her girdle one
or two embryonic souls. And so the immortality of the cellular

soul has no relation to the problem of death.—(P. 269.)

THE DOCTRINE OF ANNIHILATION.

Professor Metchnikoff vigorously combats the theory

that the Buddhist or any other religions deny the

immortality of the soul. He says :

—

I need no longer accumulate details to show the falseness of
the view that a third of humanity profess materialism to the
exclusion of any belief in survival after death. On the other
hand, it is quite certain that the vast majority of mankind is

convinced that death puts no definite term to existence, and
that this life is no more than a passing stage leading to a life to

come.—(P. 149.)

The chief function of religions has been consoling
men for the inevitableness of death*. All of them were
based on a belief in the persistence of the individual

after death. But science, says Professor Metchnikoff,

has demolished all that :

—

Since the awakening of the scientific spirit in Europe, it has
been recognised that the promise of a future life has no basis of
fact to support it. The modern study of the functions of the
mind has shown beyond all question that these are dependent on
the functions of the body, in particular of those of the central
nervous system.—(P. 159.)

Anaesthetics, he says, completely abolish conscious-
ness. So does sleep when it is dreamless, but it is

during sleep and similar states, in which the physical

or waking consciousness is abolished or suspended,
that the inner or psychic consciousness often receives

its most vivid illuminations, and is able to function
at a distance without the aid of the physical conscious-
ness or the central nervous system. This, however,
by the way. Professor Metchnikoff should read Mr.
Myers* book on "Human Personality." After he
reads it he will hardly venture to say so dogmati-
cally :

—

The idea of a future life is supported by not a single fact,

while there is much evidence against it.—(P. 161.)

What he does not know is not knowledge. He does
not hesitate to assert :

—

Just as our consciousness comes out of nothing in the first

months, or years, of our life, so it will pass into nothing at the

end of our life.—(P. 160.)

It is easy to see why the advance of knowledge has diminished
the number of believers in the persistence of consciousness after

death, and that complete annihilation at death is the conception

accepted by the vast majority of enlightened persons.—(P. 161.)

If religions teach immortality, modern philosophers

have given it up. He says :

—

On reviewing all the systems of philosophy which have
attempted so strenuously to solve the problem of individual

death, it becomes plain that all, or nearly all, of them deny the

existence of a future life and the immortality of the soul.

—

(P. 199)
" All, or nearly all," reminds one of the famous

"What, never?" in "H.M.S. Pinafore," and the

answer, " Well, hardly ever." But the downthump
assertions of materialists are in keeping with the

dogmatic declarations of the orthodox.

OUR VILE BODY.

Professor Metchnikoff is on firmer ground when he
arraigns our vile bodies. The Spanish monarch who
thought the universe very badly constructed, inasmuch
as he himself could have made it a great deal better,

has a successor in Professor Metchnikoff, who is very

much dissatisfied with our bodies. Helmholtz and
Muller are quoted to prove that the human eye is no
credit to the creative or evolutionary optician. " Its

power of correction for aberration of light is poor."

"Nature seems to have packed this organ with

mistakes." But it is not the eye only that is faulty.

We are full of what he calls disharmonies. In the

process of evolution we have dropped many a useful

organ and remain encumbered with a multitude of

organs which are no longer of any use and which are

sources of actual danger and disease :

—

A very distinguished German anatomist, Wiedersheim, has
given in a pamphlet a rhumt ofour actual knowledge of the organs
of man from the point of view of their descent. He has found
fifteen organs which show in the human species a considerable

advance on those of anthropoid apes. But besides these pro-

gressive organs, Wiedersheim has counted seventeen decaying
organs still able to fulfil their physiological function in a more or

less incomplete manner (amongst these are the decadent muscles
of the leg and foot ; the eleventh and twelfth pairs of ribs, the

toes, the caecum, etc.), and not less than one hundred and seven
rudimentary organs which serve no useful physiological purpose
(to this category belong the coccyx—the vestige of a tail—the

thirteenth pair of ribs in the adult, the muscles of the ear, the

vermiform appendage, etc.).—(P. 59.)

In one respect, and in one respect only, Professor

Metchnikoff is satisfied with the body. He says :

—

The human form, as created by Nature, cannot be surpassed.

The ancient conception of the human body as the artistic ideal

has been fully justified.—(P. 62.)

But when he examines it in detail he finds it all

wrong. Take, for instance, the fine hair which covers

our bodies as a legacy from our simian ancestors :

—

We may take this as an example of a disharmonious condition
of the human body. Hairs incapable of protecting the body
from cold survive merely as an ancestral relic and may become
even harmful.—(P. 63.)

As it is with hair on our bodies so it is with our
wisdom teeth, which appear to be so named because
it is the height of unwisdom to have any wisdom
teeth at all. Professor Metchnikoff says :—
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The loss of the wisdom teeth is on the whole to be regarded
as an advantage. Certainly from the " physiological point of
view the part played by the wisdom teeth is subordinate. Their
power of masticating is feeble ; the loss does not appreciably
interfere with mastication. The complete absence of all four
has no influence on mastication."—(P. 64.)

In man they are rudimentary organs, and provide another
proof of our simian origin.—( P. 66.

)

For which surely the Professor ought to be more
grateful.

OUR FAULTY INSIDE.

The organs of digestion fill him with indignation.

Why have we not long ago got rid of our vermiform
appendix ?

—

Appendicitis is usuilly a grave disease, and is fatal in 8 to 10
per cent, of cases. It would be difficult to find anywhere else
in the human body so flagrant a case of natural disharmony.
The organ in question may be obliterated or removed without
disturbance of function, and, moreover, in its normal condition,
is a frequent cause of serious illness. ... It is no longer rash
to say that not only the rudimentary appendage and the caecum,
but the whole of the large intestines are superfluous, and that
their removal would be attended with happy results.—(P. 69.)

In the legacy acquired by man from his animal ancestors,
there occur not only rudimentary organs that arc useless or
harmful, but fully developed organs that are equally useless.

The large intestine must be regarded as one of the organs
possessed »by man and yet harmful to his health and life. The
large intestine is the reservoir of the waste of the digestive

Processes, and this waste stagnates long enough to putrefy. . . .

n fine, the presence of a large intestine in the human body is

the cause of a series of misfortunes. The organ is the seat of
many grave diseases, among which dysentery is notable.

—

(P. 74.)

The stomach is an organ that the human body would do well to
be rid of. It is not so useless as the large intestine, since it is the
chief seat of digestion of albuminous substances, but the small
intestine could take its place.

"OUR ABERRANT INSTINCTS," ETC.

Not only ought we to be without hair on our
bodies, without wisdom teeth, vermiform appendices,
caeca, the larger intestine and stomachs, our instincts
are sadly at fault :

—

While the large intestine, acting as an asylum of harmful
microbes, is a source of intoxication from within, the aberrant
instinct of man leads him to poison himself from without with
alcohol and ether, opium and morphia. The widespread results
of alcoholism show plainly the prevalent existence in man of a
want of harmony between the instinct for choosing food and the
Instinct of preservation.—(P. 76.)

Our organs of digestion are bad, our organs of
reproduction are worse. The sexual instinct develops
either too soon or too late :

—

Sexual irritability and amorousness not only appear before
sexual maturity and general fitness of the organism for marriage,
but they remain after the disappearance of these. It is remarkable
to notice how profound is the difference between the disharmonies
of the reproductive functions in man and the perfect condition
of the adaptation of the same functions in the higher plants.

—

(P. 98.)

The instinctive love of life resembles the sexual instinct in a
great many women. Just as the love of life goes on increasing
when the best of life is past, sexual pleasure is often unfelt by
women until their beauty is already faded.—(P. 132.)
The reproductive organs show rudiments which are not only

functionless, but sometimes, as frequently happens with atrophied
structures, form the starting-point of monstrous growths, or of
tumours, that interfere with health.—(P. 80.)

In the male sex, the difference between man and the anthro-

poid ape is the loss of an organ ; in the female sex, it is the

acquisition of an organ which is peculiar to the human race.—
(P. 81.)

This organ, the hymen, the destruction of which
has caused numberless deaths, and which is the seat

of many diseases, has been recently acquired :

—

It seems impossible to conclude otherwise than that in existing

races it has practically no functional value. Its atrophy as the

result of sexual congress not only is no bar to sexual relations,

but removes an unpleasant impediment. In many races the

structure is removed as soon as possible.—(P. 83.)

II.—THE APOCALYPSE.
So much for the Gospel. Now for the Apocalypse.

It is satisfactory to find that Professor Metchnikoff
admits the need of an apocalypse. He says :

—

As things are, it is not wonderful that many people decline to

educate their children in an exclusively scientific spirit, which is

destructive to faith, as they cannot substitute for faith something
equally consoling. Perhaps ideas of this kind lie behind the

story of the apple of the Garden of Eden, and the invention of
the words of Jahveh :

" But of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil, thou shalt not eat of it ; for in the day that thou eatest

thereof thou shalt surely die."—(P. 226.)
If science do no more than to destroy faith, and to teach us

that the whole living world is moving towards a knowledge of

inevitable old age and death, it becomes necessary to ask if the

perilous march of science should not be stayed ! Is it that the

attraction of mankind to knowledge is as dangerous to the race
as the attraction of moths to the light is fatal to these wretched
insects?—(P. 227.)
To modify the human constitution, it will be necessary first to

frame the ideal, and thereafter to set to work with all the

resources of science. If there can be formed a kind of ideal

able to unite men in a kind of religion of the future, this ideal

must be founded on scientific principles. And if it be true, as

has been asserted so often, that man can live by faith alone, the
faith must be in the power of science.—(P. 302.)

THE SCIENTIFIC IDEAL.

What then must this ideal be ? Professor Metch-
nikoff rejects Herbert Spencer's ideal, which he
describes as the complication of the mode of life.

Here is his own definition, which demands not com-
plication, but simplification. He says :

—

The rectifying of the abnormal human cycle to a normal
cycle is the true goal of life.—(P. 293.)

If, on the other hand, my view be correct, that true progress
consists in the elimination of the disharmonies of human nature
and in the cultivation of physiological old age followed by
natural death, the conditions for realising progress would be
different and very clear. ... It would be true progress to
abandon modern cuisine and go back to the simple dishes of our
ancestors.—(P. 292.)

Progress would thus consist in simplifying many sides of the
lives of civilised people.—(P. 293.)

WHAT WE SHOULD GAIN BY IT?
Professor Metchnikoff thinks that mankind has lost

religion, and is losing patriotism as a basis of union.
He says :

—

Recognition of the true goal of life and of science as the only
means by which that goal may be attained would form an ideal
on which men might unite ; they would group themselves around
that, as in former times men were held together by religion.—
(P. 297.)

^
On the other hand, the knowledge that the goal of human

life can be attained only by the development of a high degree
of solidarity amongst men will restrain actual egotism.

Conviction that science alone is able to redress the dishar-
monies of the human constitution wifl lead directly to the
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improvement of education and to the solidarity of mankind.

—

(P. 301.)

1 HEALTH AND LONG LIFE.

Science, he says, is rapidly making conquests over

disease. It is as yet baffled by cancer, but sooner or

later it will triumph all along the line. But Death ?

What of Death ? Can science triumph over Death,

which is the last enemy to be put under our feet?

Professor Metchnikoff thinks that we can to a certain

extent vanquish death :

—

Humanity would make a great stride towards longevity could

it put an end to syphilis, which is the cause of one-fifth of the

cases of arterial sclerosis. The suppression of alcoholism, the

second great factor in the production ot senile degeneration of the

arteries, will produce a still more marked extension of the term

of life. Scientific study of old age and of the means of modi-

Jying its pathological character will make life longer and
happier.—(P. 261.)

Death, he says, is not natural before 140 or there-

abouts, and when men reach that age the instinct for

death, now latent, will reappear—so far from dreading
death, we shall welcome it with delight

WHY DO MEN DIE?

In discussing this question Professor Metchnikoff
has some extremely interesting pages. Death is due
to the phagocytes. He says :

—

A conflict takes place in old age between the higher elements
and the simple or primitive elements of the organism, and the
conflict ends in the victory of the latter. This victory is signa-
lised by a weakening of the intellect, by digestive troubles, and
by lack of sufficient oxygen in the blood. The word conflict is

not used metaphorically in this case. It is veritable battle that
rages in the innermost recesses of our beings. Distributed
throughout every part of our bodies are certain cells which fulfil

special functions of their own. They are capable of independent
movement, and also of devouring all sorts of solid matter, a
capacity which has gained them their name of phagocytes or
voracious cells. The function these phagocytes fulfil is a very
important one, for it is they that congregate in vast numbers
around microbes or other harmful intruders in order to devour
them. Effusions of blood and other elements, on penetrating
to parts of the body where their presence is disadvantageous, are
absorbed by these phagocytes. In cases of apoplexy, where
blood is shed into a part of the brain, setting up paralysis, the
phagocytes cluster round the clot and devour the blood corpus-
cles it has encased. This absorption is a lengthy process, but
by degrees, as the pressure of the effusion of blood is removed
from the brain, and paralysis disappears, the health of the
organism may become completely restored, recovery in such a
case being due to the work of the phagocytes.—(P. 239.)
The phagocytes may be divided into small active phagocytes,

generally known as the microphags, and larger phagocytes called
macrophage, which are sometimes active and sometimes still.

The former, which are produced in the marrow of the bones,
circulate freely in the blood, and occur as some of the white
blood corpuscles, or leucocytes. They are distinguishable by
their oval shape, which facilitates their easy passage through the
smaller blood-vessels, and allows of their accumulating in great
numbers in the exudations that form around microbes. These
exudations may be formed extremely rapidly, and so may arrest

infection in the case of many diseases. The phagocytes are
endowed with a sensitiveness of their own, and by means of a
sense of smell or taste are able to recognise the nature of their

surroundings. According to the impression made upon this
sense, they approach the object which arouses it, exhibit in-

difference to it, or withdraw from its vicinity. When, however,
an infectious microbe finds its way into the body, the micro-
phags are attracted by its excretions and swarm into the
exudations surrounding it. The macrophage play a very

important part in bringing about senile decay. The atrophy of
the kidneys in old persons is attributable to their agency. They
accumulate in large quantities in these organs, clustering round
about the renal tubes, which they ultimately cause to disappear.

... I am justified in asserting that senile decay is mainly due
to the destruction of the higher elements of the organism by
macrophags.—(P.

#
24i.)

HOW DEATH CAN BE KEPT AT BAY.

The weapon by which we can prevent the

macrophags—these policemen of the body—from
eating up the organs, which their duty is to protect, is

by the use of serums :

—

Serums may be prepared that dissolve only the red corpuscles

of particular species of animals, and that are without action on
the other organic elements. These serums are all prepared in the

same way. The cellular elements in question, spermatozoa or

red corpuscles, cells of the liver or of the kidney, taken from one
animal, are injected into an animal of another species. After

several injections have been made, the serum of the animal
operated on become* active with respect to the cells introduced

into its body. . . . The serums are specifically cytotoxic—that

is to say, they poison particular kinds of cells. . . . Now it

has been shown that such serums, employed in small doses, do
not kill or dissolve these specific elements, but actually strengthen

them.—(P. 245.)

Here there seems to be a rational method by which we may
strive to strengthen the higher elements of the human body, and
so prevent them from growing old. The task, at first sight

indeed seems an easy one, only necessitating the injection of a
horse (or any other animal) with finely minced atoms of human
organs—sucn as brain, heart, liver, kidney, etc., when serums
could be drawn off in the course of a few weeks, capable of
acting upon those organs.—(P. 246.)

The phagocytes, being cells of an inferior order, are less sensi-

tive to these poisons, which accounts for their victory over the
poison elements.—(P. 247.)

HINTS ON DIET.

We can assist the serums which are not always avail-

able by drinking sour milk :

—

The slow intoxications that weaken the resistance of the
higher elements of the body and that strengthen the phagocytes
may be arrested by the use of kephir, or still better of soured
milk. We should eat no raw food, but confine our diet rigidly

to food that has been thoroughly cooked or sterilised. To
strengthen the resistance of the higher elements and to transform
the " wild " population of the intestine into a cultured popula-
tion, these are the means by which the pathological symptoms
may be removed from old age, and by which, in all probability,
the duration of the life of man may be considerably increased.

—

(P. 256.)

THE COMING RULE OF THE CENTENARIAN.

When we have banished syphilis and alcoholism,
cut out our vermiform appendix and larger intestine,

simplified our life, forsworn uncooked food, and drink
copious quantities of soured milk, we shall all live so
long that we shall make our politics scientific, and
allow no one to rule who is not a hundred years old.

From twenty to fifty a man will live for himself and
his family, from fifty to 100 for science and humanity,
from 100 to 150 he will live for the State. Then the
instinct for death will revive and he will rejoice to die.

The foregoing extracts will suffice to give the
reader a very fair idea in outline of one of the most
interesting and suggestive books published this year.
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BOOKS OF THE SEASON.
THE REAL DICKENS-LAND/

A valuable addition to the literature on Charles

Dickens has just been made by Mr. and Mrs. H.
Snowden Ward. In " The Real Dickens -Land," which
they have published, we have not merely an outline of

the life of. Dickens with a description of the places

associated with his life, but systematic treatment

accorded to each of his works in chronological

order, explaining and identifying whenever possible

the various local allusions contained in them.
Sometimes, of course, identification is uncertain,

but in the cases which the novelist has left more
or less vague the authors have been guided by the

following very reasonable considerations : (i) That the

place was known to Dickens ; (2) that it is in keeping

with such description as is given ; (3) that it is at least

as likely as any other place ; and (4) that it still recalls

the spirit of the scene. The work does not pretend to be
a complete topography of Dickens and his works, for the

Continental and American scenes are not included in it

;

and with regard to the illustrations, the subjects selected

form only a small proportion of the photographs specially

taken ; but those which are reproduced in the book are

carefully chosen, and, it need hardly be added, are ad-

mirably done. London naturally comes in for a good
many allusions throughout the volume, while " Pickwick

"

as a work, with innumerable place-references, has a long

chapter devoted to itself.

The first chapter, dealing with Dickens's childhood

(181 2-1823), gives us scenes in Portsmouth, London,
Chatham, and first glimpses of Gadshill ; also it records

some interesting facts about some of the Dickens
characters. A Chatham friend, George Stroughill,

became Steerforth in " David Copperfield "
; Lucy Stroug-

hill, George's sister, was Dickens's childish sweetheart

;

she gave her name to several characters. The years

1 823- 1 83 1 are described as the boyhood and youth of

Dickens in London, and a third period, 1 831- 1836, deals

with his newspaper work and " Sketches by Boz," with

scenes in London, Ipswich, Bath, etc. The writing of
" Pickwick" occupied the years 1836- 1837, and again we
have scenes in London, besides a great number of local

allusions to Rochester, Ipswich, Bury, Bath, etc. For
the next two years, 1837- 1839, Dickens was busy editing

BentUys Miscellany\ and writing " Oliver Twist " and
" Nicholas Nickleby."

London, the Midlands, Tong, Chigwell, etc., and the

writing of " Master Humphrey's Clock," " The Old
Curiosity Shop," and " Barnaby Rudge " are associated

with the years 1840-1841. In "The Old Curiosity Shop"
we are taken through some of the loveliest landscape
in England, and the writers say that, " although its

localisation is not absolutely definite, it has been possible

by study of the evidence, in connection with Dickens's
known journeys in the Midlands, to fix the important
points with reasonable certainty." Tong is usually

understood to be the original of the village where Little

Nell died. Dickens's first American tour, "American
Notes " and " Martin Chuzzlewit " fill up the next two
years, 1842- 1844. Amesbury, and not Alderbury, is the
village now assigned as the place of Mr. Pecksniffs
practice, The authors write :

—

* " The Real Dickens-Land," by H. Snowden Ward and Catharine Weed
Barnes Ward. Chapman and Hall. Crown 4to. Cloth. Pp. 240.
ios. 6d. nett.

Anyone who really studies the story of Chuzzlewit, with

ordnance map before him and a knowledge of the old coach

routes, will find that Amesbury, some eight miles to the north

of Salisbury, answers in every detail save that its church is

described as having a spire (really it has a square tower), just as

Dickens talks of the towers of Salisbury Cathedral coming into

view, although he well knew that its single tall taper spire is its

great characteristic. Though Amesbury has no " Blue Dragon," it

has a "George Inn." The unsuitability of Amesbury for an

architect's home is specially provided for by Dickens making
Pecksniff a teacher, and distinctly stating that "of his archi-

tectural doings, nothing was clearly known, except that he had
never designed or built anything."

There are two or three coach-roads, as are necessitated by the

story, one running from London to Salisbury without touching

Amesbury ; the other running right through Amesbury and over

Salisbury Plain for the west country. Ignorance of this latter

coach route has led some Dickens topographers into difficulties

;

but with it everything becomes clear. The turnpike house exists

at which Tom left his box, and the church at which he played

the organ is a fine old structure, and though there is no walk
through a wood from the house we have selected as Pecksniffs,

there is a path through a little plantation which would make
quite a short cut to the north-west corner of the churchyard.

There is not a 41 descent of two steps on the inside " of the bed-

room behind the "Dragon," but one of the rooms in the
" George " has a descent of one step, quite enough to trip an

unwary person;

In another chapter Mr. and Mrs. Ward deal with the

Christmas books, " Pictures from Italy," " Dombey and
Son," and " David Copperfield," and these cover the

years 1843-1850. The first of the series of Christmas
books—"A Christmas Carol"—was published in 1843.
" An old knocker on a door in Craven Street, Strand, is

believed to be the one that suggested the fancy of

Scrooge's knocker (in "A Christmas Carol") changing
into Marley's face ; but we understand that the

request of a photographer for permission to photo-

graph the knocker led the lady of the house to

have it removed, and stored in her banker's safe

deposit." The home where Tiny Tim cried " God bless

us, every one," cannot be identified. Other chapters deal

with " Bleak House," " Hard Times," " Little Dorrit,"

and the later works from 1850 onwards, and the localities

alluded to in them.
By their enthusiasm and industry Mr. and Mrs. Ward

have made their book not only an interesting but an

indispensable companion in the study of Dickens. The
novelist's rule of life, taken from " David Copperfield,"

may bring this notice to a close :

—

Whatever I have tried to do in life, I have tried with all my
heart to do well. What I have devoted myself to, I have

devoted myself to completely. Never to put one hand to

anything on which I could not throw my whole self, and never

to affect depreciation of my work, whatever it was, I find now
to have been one of my golden rules.

"Love and Lovers of the Past." By Paul Gaulot.

(Chatto and Windus. 6s.)—Is a collection of historical

sketches extracted from the National Record Office,

compiled and made readable to show, in different ways,

what love and passion were in that charming though
terrible eighteenth century, which is, notwithstanding,

credited with having reduced the first to a synonym for

mere pleasure, and with having scarcely known the

second. An extremely readable book, done into English

by F. Charles Laroche, M.A., LL.D.
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THE STORIES OF TCHEKHOFF.
When this Review was started, one of its special

features was the periodical publication of a literary

causerie devoted to new literature of Russia, written by
Dr. E. J. Dillon. Looking back over them, I find the
name of Anton Tchekhoff mentioned more than once
as the most promising and most characteristically

Russian writer of the day. That is a good dozen years
ago ; yet Tchekhoff has delayed his appearance in an
understandable tongue, while Russian writers so different

in style and merit as Gorky and Merezhkovsky have
been familiarised to every Englishman interested in

foreign literature. Tchekhoff, however, has at last

appeared in an English translation ( " The Black Monk ;

and other Stories." By Anton Tchekhoff. Translated
from the Russian by R. E. C. Long. Duckworth and
Co. Pp. 302. Price 6s.) Mr. Long, in his preface, makes
the inevitable comparison between Gorky and Tchekhoff,
and remarks that the popularity of the former abroad is

due to his striking incidents and lurid colouring.

Tchekhoff, certainly a subtler and more restrained

writer, is, like Gorky, a pessimist. But after reading the
writings of both, I should be inclined to say that Gorky's
pessimism is based on the temporary unpleasantnesses of
life, and Tchekhoff 's on the nature of life itself.

Judged by the number of his editions in the original,

TchekhofTs popularity in Russia must be greater than
that of any of his contemporaries. His stories deal
with all spheres of social life, from that of the university

professor to that of the Siberian convict-exile ; and,
indeed, one of the most charming stories in this

book deals with the ways of children. The link

between all is a somewhat hopeless outlook upon
life. " Pessimism," says Mr. Long, " inspired by
fatalism and denial of the will, but tempered by humour
and apathy," is the keynote of everything Tchekhoff
has written. The motive of three of the stories in this

selection is the inferiority in the struggle for life of thinking
and aspiring men to the ruder but healthier personalities

around them. Thus in the story which gives its title to

the volume we trace the progress towards madness and
death of an university professor, whose feverish aspira-

tions are contrasted with the peaceful, unintelligent life

of a horticulturist, whose daughter he marries, and into

whose home his strange mania brings ruin. In "Ward
Number 6 "—the longest story m the volume—a provin-

cial doctor, the only intelligent man in the dirty,

squalid country town, is finally incarcerated as a
madman merely because he has the discernment to

see that one of his lunatic patients has more intelligence

than any of his free but ignorant and animal fellow-

townsmen. The motive of" On the Way," perhaps the

best story in the volume, is much the same. Here we
are introduced to a typical Russian—enthusiastic, ardent,

and speculative—but in actual life ineffectual, shiftless

and despairing. In short, " If you wish to be healthy
and normal, go with the herd ... all those things

which distinguish poets, prophets, martyrs to ideas

from ordinary men are incompatible with health."

This seems to be the fundamental idea in TchekhofTs
writings.

But it by no means exhausts his range. There are

altogether twelve stories, and each has a distinct point of

view. One of the best is the story called " Two Trage-
dies," in which the writer holds up to solemn mockery the

weaknesses which men display under the stress of great

grief. A country doctor is called away from the bedside
of his dead child by the husband of a dying woman.
When he arrives at the supposed patient's house, it is

discovered that the woman's illness is a pretence made
in order to get her husband out of the house so
that she may fly with her lover. The author paints
dramatically the wrath of the bereaved father and
of the betrayed husband ; and comments somewhat
cynically on the great stratum of egoism which underlies
ail human grief. The husband, overwhelmed by the
sudden shock of betrayal, is indignant that the bereaved
doctor will not listen to his story of unrequited devotion ;

the doctor in turn cannot understand the husband's
grief, and feels that he has been dragged from home to

play a part in a trivial comedy. In general, the weak-
ness of men and their inability to rise above the every-
day banality of life seem to be TchekhofTs favourite

themes.
But it is not their motives nor their philosophy which

give these stories their individual tinge. The philosophy
is merely what we generally recognise as Russian
philosophy. But as works of art the stories are excellent.

The pictures and the motives are slight and not elabo-
rated. Russian life, the objectivity of the characters,
their sayings and doings, the subtle, kindly humour
which illumines the general gloom, are a pleasant contrast
to our English short stories, not one in a thousand of
which has anything to recommend it save an impossibly
ingenious plot. The ability to dispense with striking

incidents is perhaps the best test of a writer of fiction,

and Tchekhoff, tested by this test, is an artist of a very
high order. There is, indeed, a restraint, a unity, and
a complete subordination of details to the general effect

which mark the writer out as a master of the difficult art

of short story writing.

A HUNDRED YEARS OF RUSSIA.

"The Expansion of Russia, 1815-1900." By Francis
Henry Skrine, F.S.S. (Cambridge University Press.)

Price 6s. pp. 386.—This book, issued as one of the
Cambridge Historical Series, has a somewhat misleading
title, for it is nothing more or less than a complete history
of Russian at home and abroad during the nineteenth
century. Mr. Skrine has already a considerable reputa-
tion as a writer on politics, and on the whole it may be
said that his latest work will enhance it. He has
studied his subject carefully, as shown by his list of
authorities and the precision of his details. Everyone
nowadays wants the truth about Russia, and hitherto

while we have sometimes had the objective truth, and
the truth as seen in the light of English ideas and
English interests, we have never had the truth as the
Russians regard it. It is this last truth, though he does
not profess to do so, which Mr. Skrine details. That is

to say, he takes the autocracy and all that it entails as
necessary and praiseworthy institutions

; and, writing
like a rather reactionary Russian, gives an account of
its development. For instance, dealing with the Finnish
question, he implies that the original sin was on the
Finnish side, speaks of the " fallacious doctrines of
liberty, etc.," and tells us that the history of France
lost much of its charm when that country gained its

freedom. In short, he writes his history much as
Mr. Pobiedonostseff might have written it, and ignores
the Russian liberalising movement as something really

alien to the country's interests. But his book is all the
more interesting because he gives the Russian point of
view, and it ought to be read by everyone interested in

foreign politics. The historical part is the best ; the
account of Russia's present condition is defective, and
omits many important considerations.
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ANOTHER STORY BY SELMA LAGERLtfF.
"Jerusalem." By Selma LagerlSf. Translated from

the Swedish by Jessie Brochner. (William Heinemann.
Price 6s.).—It is like travelling in a new country to read
these pictures of Swedish life. The interest is absorb-
ing, you feel that each study is true to life. The
authoress tells you just what happened ; she recites

all the humour, the tragedy, the happiness, the religious

fervour and the worldliness, yet lets you draw your own
conclusions as to what was right or wrong. The story is

not written to show you " these people behaved well,

behold their reward " ; or " see from the results how
wickedly they did." As in human life, it is impossible to
judge from results of actions. One can only feel, for

example, that Karin Ingmarsdotter believed she was
doing God's will when she sold up her ancestral farm, with
all its hereditary plenishings, to go to Jerusalem. Whilst
you think it a mistake, you go with her to Jerusalem, see
what the Colony is doing, and exclaim, " Who knows ?"

Each can walk only as the tiny piece of the road opens
in front of him, for the length of the road is hidden,
and no forecast is possible. The sketches centre
around the Ingmars and their homestead. The first

one shows a curious picture of Swedish domestic
custom. The young bride does not choose her husband ;

moreover, he does not at once marry her—she comes to
his home to learn from his mother. A child is born,
and still, for reasons hard for any but his neighbours to
understand, there has been no wedding procession.
Brita thinks herself unloved, kills the infant she thinks
unwelcome to its father, and is imprisoned for three
years. Then, shall this man marry her? His struggles
between the question of which is right or wrong are
given ; and then, helped by the thought of his father,

he chooses, as he thinks, the right, expecting to suffer

and be despised in consequence
; instead, all say with

relief, " Ingmar is now Ingmar's son."
The pilgrims leave for Jerusalem, for they have learned

to think that the old home life, ,with its everyday cares
and interests, is wrong for those called of God. One old
woman has been most eager to go. She has never
realised what the others are giving up. One by one
each announces that God has called him or her ; but
Eva Gunnarsdotter began to moan, " I have not heard
anything, I must not go with you ; I am like Lot's wife."
" Dear Eva," said the Helegumians, " we cannot take
you with us if God does not call you."
The travellers start.

41 When the long train of car-
riages had at last driven through the village, they came
to a birch wood. Here the travellers for the first time
noticed they were followed by two persons whom they did
not know. Sometimes the carriage was first in the pro-
cession, at other times it slackened speed and allowed
others to pass it. It was driven by an old man who was
quite bent, who had wrinkled hands, and a long white
beard. No one knew him, or the horses he drove. By
his side sat a woman whom they thought they ought to
know. No one could see her face, for she had a dark
shawl over her head, and she held it so closely together
that they could not even see her eyes. Several persons
tried to guess who she was, but no two guessed
alifce. Gunhild said, 'It is my mother.' Israel
Thomasson's wife declared it was her sister. Halvor
thought it was Eva Gunnarsdotter. The carriage
accompanied them the whole way, but the woman did
not draw away her shawl for a single moment. To some of
the travellers she became one whom they loved, to others
someone they feared, but to most she was one whom they
had forsaken. . . . When they arrived at the station, got

down from the carriage and looked for her, she had gone."
The whole book is as full of allegories as are Watts'
pictures. One strong note strikes throughout. The
people are peasants, and remind us of our country life

one hundred years ago. But—there is no squire—no
Lady Bountiful—no obsequious villagers. There is a
self-governing, self-respecting community—free as the
Saxon settlements in the old Germany of the hero stories.

THE BIBLE AND THE BATTLEFIELD.
This is an interesting book (Marshall Brothers, 3s. 6d.)

to those who can stand a fervent evangelical piety dished
up with a somewhat high-falutin' Jingoism. Mr. Vernon-
Harcourt went out intending to distribute 200,000 soldiers'

NewTestaments to the troops in the field, and in this volume
of 329 pages he describes his adventures. He was more
than once very nearly killed, and he was knocked over
with enteric. He seems to be a good man, fervent in

spirit, and equally anxious to save the soul of Tommy
Atkins and to administer a backhanded blow to our
brother Boer. He is honest enough in his way, and tells

with much disgust of the junketting that went on at Cape
Town one night, when nearly everybody was dancing and
drinking, and one hundred Boer prisoners made a deter-
mined and very nearly successful attempt to escape. His
moral is that there is great need for a freer circulation ofthe
Bible among the ranks of the Army. Give them plenty
of Bibles, and " our Army, instead of proving a source of
moral contagion, as unhappily it sometimes does, might
become the centre of religious activity." Even without a
lavish supply of Bibles, Mr. Vernon-Harcourt says the
British soldier has only to get wounded for all his best
qualities to swim te the surface. Fortunately, it would
appear from this good man's narrative that Tommy
Atkins was much better cared for by the Boers when
wounded than by our own people. He quotes from
Mr. Hales, of the Daily News, an account of his

experience when a prisoner in a Boer hospitaL He
says " The Boers appear to have better surgeons
than we possessed and more of them." The atten-
tion which he received from the Boer was better, far

better than he ever received from a Briton. The food
was better and more comfortable, and there was a desire

to make one comfortable rarely seen in a British field

hospital. Mr. Vernon-Harcourt expresses himself freely

as to the scandalous way in which gross blunders
were passed over without punishment. His experience
at Sanna's Post led him to speak his mind very freely as

to Colonel Broadwood and another prominent member
of the staff. When the news of Sanna's Post reached
Bloemfontein, Lord Roberts flew into a towering passion

;

several well-known officers were present, looking exces-

sively scared and nervous, and Bobs was lashing out all

round, denouncing those responsible for the disaster as
" blundering idiots " and " consummate asses." The author
gives a very interesting story of how he sang hymns
against the drunken songs of his fellow-passengers in a
railway train. " It was a vocal contest," he says,

"between Christ and the Devil." He was zealous in

season and out of season, and you cannot help liking the

man, although he does lay himself out to give the worst

account possible of the way in which the Boers looted

and polluted Colesberg.

T. Fisher Unwin has brought out an edition of Ben
Jonson, in three volumes, in the Mermaid Series, which

speaks well for that series, if all are as attractively

gotten up as these three volumes. Printed on thin paper,

they are most portable and pleasant to the touch.
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MISS HARRADEN'S NEW NOVEL.

The many thousands of readers who cherish pleasant

memories of " Ships that Pass in the Night " will

turn with interest to Beatrice Harraden's new novel,

Katharine Frensham." The novelty of this novel

is that the authoress jumps off with a tragedy at the very

beginning, and works through the chapters until we

reach a satisfactory ending, when the widower finds his

destined mate ;
and, as the story-books say, they all live

happily ever afterwards. There is daring originality in the

machinery by which the tragedy is brought about. A
man married to a woman with a very bad temper finds

separation necessary, and on the eve of carrying this

Tesolution into effect, he and his wife, falling asleep

in separate rooms, have simultaneous dreams. He
dreams that he tells her with vehemence the whole

story of his disappointment in his married life, and
tells her that she has spiritually murdered him and
made his life a burden and a curse. At the same time

his wife dreams that he has been telling her everything

that he had dreamed he had told her, with the effect that

she became terribly excited and suddenly died by failure

of the heart's action due to the shock. The Psychical

Research Society may be invited to investigate the nature

•of this curious dual dream. It would be curious to know
whether Miss Harraden ever heard of such a dream, or

whether she invented it out of her own head. The man,
now suddenly a widower, regards himself as the murderer

•of his wife. His fifteen-year-old son, who is torn in twain

between love of his parents, to whom his father had
communicated the contemplated separation on the very

eve of his mother's death, adds to his grief. From
this somewhat melancholy beginning the father anp!

the son start on their pilgrimage through many
adventures, the situation being alternately aggra-

vated and alleviated by the various views taken by
persons whom they meet as to the character of the wife.

Ultimately the father meets his affinity, they recognise

•each other at once, each feeling that they had met before,

either in a previous existence or in a dream—Miss

Harraden does not say which—and after the necessary

•differences and separations the lady to whom he had
•confided the tragic story of his wife's death, and who
-clairvoyantly sees the vision of the dead wife as she lies

<lead in her chair, ultimately insists that they should

marry, and married they are accordingly. The action

of the story culminates in Norway, a country for which
Miss Harraden seems to have a great affection. The
old Danish nurse " Knutty " is one of the most admirable
•characters in the book. " Katharine Frensham " may not

achieve the success of " Ships that Pass in the

TCight," but it will take its place in line with that popular

•novel.

"Climate and Exploration in the Canadian
Rockies." By Hugh E. M. Stutfield and J. Norman
Collier, F.R.S. (Longmans, Green and Co. 12s. 6d.net.)

—An admirably illustrated book and interesting text

on the wonderfully interesting country of America.

Messrs. Cassell publish, in a pocket edition, two of
R. L. Stevenson's delightful books. The first chosen are
" Kidnapped" and its sequel, " Catriona." The price

is moderate, being two shillings net each volume. The
type is clear, and the paper good. It is to be hoped that

these volumes will soon be followed by other of Stev enson's
works.

A GOOD WORD FOR HYPNOTISM.
Dr. J. M. Bramwell, a duly qualified medical practi-

tioner, has made a speciality of the use of hypnotism in

his practice for the last twelve years. Mr. Grant Richards

has just published a volume of 450 pages, entitled

" Hypnotism : its History, Practice, and Theory," in

which Dr. Bramwell gives us a treatise upon the whole
subject. It is a book for which there is much need. Dr.

Bramwell seems to have done his work with great care ;

he draws largely, as is right and proper, upon the lessons

which he has learned in his own practice, and I am very

agreeably surprised at the emphasis with which he
repudiates the popular belief that the practice of hypnotism
is attended with serious dangers to its subject. He
declares that he has never seen a single hypnotic
somnambulist who did not both possess and exercise the
power of resisting suggestion contrary to his moral sense.
Cases in which it has been clearly proved that hypnot-
ism has done undoubted harm are neither numerous
or important. Dr. Bramwell is willing to admit that it

is possible that harm may be done through the mis-
management of hypnotic cases, but he has not seen any
evidence of this either in his own practice or in that of
others. He also says he has never seen a bad effect in a
carefully conducted hypnotic experience. The chief
advantage of hypnotism is the extent to which it is able
to develop the patient's control of his own organism. He
says that when it is judiciously used, the volition is

increased and the moral standard raised. He concjudes
his book by holding out the hope that hypnotism may da
more than it has yet done in curing and p eventing
diseases, alleviating pain, and improving mo al states.
The book is well indexed and is accomp?aied by a
copious bibliography of books on the subject in French,
German, and English. It is to be noted that Dr. Bram-
well does not seem to have experienced any evil results
in his own person, although he holds a clinique three
times a week, and sometimes hypnotises from thirty to
sixty patients in an evening. He rarely uses any
mechanical methods, and relies mostly on verbal
suggestion and careful study of the patient's mental
condition.

Thirty Years of Music in London.*
A delightful volume of musical reminiscences and

musical gossip, entitled " Thirty Years of Musical Life
in London, 1870- 1900" (Heinemann. 12s. 6d. net), has
just been published by Mr. Hermann Klein, the well-
known musical critic and teacher of singing. Mr. Klein
may be said to have known everybody in the musical
world of the past half century, and for a quarter of a
century at least his work as a musical critic must have
made him intimately acquainted with the works and
doings of all the musicians of his time. The most
important feature in the book is the history of Opera
in England under the late Sir Augustus Harris. Mr.
Klein also describes the Wagner Festival at the Albert
Hall, in which Wagner conducted some of his works,
and many other interesting functions. Altogether it is

an interesting account of musical progress in London
during the latter part of the nineteenth century which
Mr. Klein has presented to us.

* " Thirty Years of Musical Life in London." By Hermann Kleiru
(Heinemann. Cloth. Pp. 482. 12s. 6d. net.)
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NOVELS OF SORTS.
"Minnows and Tritons." By B. A. Clarke.

(Ward, Lock.) Cloth, 293 pp. 3s. 6d.—This is a

very interesting series of short stories concerning the

idventures of a family of three boys and a girl. It is

evidently written by one who understands the small boy
as he really is, and not as most grown-ups think he is.

The stories are both amusing and pathetic, and are well

illustrated.
" Theodora Phranza." By the Rev. J. M. Neale.

(Society for P.C.K.)—This story of the fall of Constanti-

nople is valuable for its careful information. The
incidents are varied and the interest of the story is fully

kept up. Perhaps it is doubtful if the refinement of the

characters is quite natural, but they are so lovable that

it is a relief to read that some amongst them find

happiness at the finish.

"More about Pixie." By Mrs. George de Home
Vaizey. (Religious Tract Society.) 2s. 6d.— Pixie is

charming, wherever we find her, coming out of a picture

frame, pretending at sixteen to be a Frenchwoman, and
as such applying for a post as governess ;

only making
her application with a charming brogue, having for the

moment forgotten her role. Sylvia Trevor, with her

pathetic fear of lameness, her lonely life and sweet

courage, is a new acquaintance, whom Jack and Bridget

are happy in knowing. It is quite •delightful to meet
the O'Shaughnessy family again, and that most girls will

agree in this, we are sure.
" The Golden Stair." By Father Bearne. (Burns

and Oates.) Price 3s. 6d.—A series of studies upon the

practical and religious life, being episodes, with scarce c
thread »f story, in a village of which the Squire and
most of the cottagers are Catholic. The old Dower
House h s been turned into a singing school, where
orphans h. ve the first right to be received. The Squire

is a benevolent despot, and gives his life and his means
to his people.

" On Angels' Wings." By the Hon. Mrs. Greene.
(Nelson and Sons.) Illustrated. Price is. 6d.—

A

sorrowful story of the time of the Franco-German wnr.

A motherless child, who is humpbacked and otherwise
delicate, has to be left by the heart-broken father, who is

called out with the other reserves. The little Violet has
many pitiful friends in the town, but a careless maid, so

that when she falls from the window of her room at the

same moment that a telegram arrives announcing her
father's death m battle, all who love her say, "It is well.

The child has: the wings she longed for."

"By Love Impelled." By Harriet Colville. (Reli-

gious Tract Society.) 2s. 6d. Illustrated.—A story of

modern-day perplexities of religious thought. The
vicarage children lost their mother early, and the elder

sister, who has " mothered " the other girl and the boy,

has influenced them into moral uprightness, but has
never, guessed at their spirit wanderings. The brother is

ordained, loves, marries his squire's daughter, and losing*

her at the birth of their first child, he loses his faith.

His sorrowful [struggle at last ends, for he returns to

Christianity through the loving talk of his friend's little

child. Margaret, the elder sister, has always been " by
love impelled."

" Viscountess Normanhurst." By E. H. Cooper.
(Grant Richards.) 6s.—An extraordinary picture of the

life possible to a society leader, with all the troubles

brought upon her own little daughter and others by the

unprincipled, vicious, selfish, beautiful lady who occupies

the forefront of the picture. The story of two young
journalists who take charge of the neglected child

Margery, and of the reward they obtain after saving the
life endangered by that neglect, is certainly unusual,
and one can only hope that the author has translated

one of the old stories of a wicked witch into modem
dress.

" The Quest of a Simple Life." By \V. J. Dawson.
(Hodder and Stoughton.) 6s.—The author gives the
experience he acquired in his search, and those who have
ever thought of emigrating because of their need for a
simpler life will discover that they can find what they seek
in England, if only they have a secure income of £yo a
year: Mr. Dawson's book is most interesting because
the thoughts he gives utterance to are those which many
dimly feel—but have never expressed. Incidentally he
makes the odd remark that suburbanites would do better
to have a house in London. He plainly never attempted
to find so costly an abode.

" Count Zarka." By Sir Wm. Magnay. (Ward, Lock
and Co.) 6s.—A romance with plenty of adventure in

it and a little mystery. Is not the kidnapped one named
Roel of Rapberg with deep intention ? And the faithful

friend, the unscrupulous plotter, and the rival beauties
are not wanting. The duel of these ladies is a rather
uncommon way of settling a difficulty.

" The Dayspring." By Dr. William Barry. (T. Fisher
Unwin.) Price 6s.—A story that will not be laid down
until finished, wherein manslaughter, rebellion, psychics,
and devotion all have a place. The young irishman
who stands in the foreground is a creature of flesh and
blood. His description of the death of his parents is

simple, but effective. The friends he finds in France*
the sweet girl he loves, the great lady who protects

him, and the magician who deceives are all characteristic.
44 Eileen." By Lucas Cleeve. (John Long.) Price

6s.—A curious story of a petted young heiress who is

introduced with a boy lover, Sir Reginald Forkley.
written apparently to show the mistake of a too early

marriage. They become engaged at eighteen and thirteen-

Their guardians insist upon a separation for a time.

Reginald thinks Eileen dislikes him and engages himself
to a woman of forty, then realises his mistake, and he
and Eileen marry, but after the honeymoon get more and
mor: apart. The story ends well, but the telling is

strange.
44 The Parables of Our Lord." By Hesba Stretton.

(Religious Tract Society.) Price 3s. 6d.—A book from
Hesba Stretton will always command attention, and the

short comments on the Parables here given will be-

especially helpful to those engaged in Sunday-school
work, or to parents giving Sunday talks to theif children.

Written so that a child could understand, there -is yet

a fresh light shown upon many passages which present
difficulties.

44 Turf and Table." By Henry Johnson. {Religious
Tract Society.) Price 2s. 6d.—This story with a moral is

written against the dangers of betting and gambling,
which seem to take increasing hold upon our people, The
story certainly shows up well the misery which falls upon
the innocent victims of the craze for gambling which has
now seized upon their dear ones. The story is oddly put
together. Why represent a vicars daughter as taking
a situation as lady's - maid, and let a man offer an
extra £$oo to an auctioneer for a farm he has already
bought ?

•'The Intervening Sea/' By David LyalL
(Religious Tract Society.) Illustrated. Price 3s. 6d.

—

Business life has terrible complication in these days, and
few masters can see the worker's side as well as their

own—the keen competition helping to blind them. This
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story of a self-made, arbitrary factory owner and his

sons is full of sympathy and interest, and we follow the

fortunes of the Holts, their friends and dependants with

great pleasure. The awaken i-ng of the hard old man to

the needs of the workers and the ideal of life held by the

second son shows that
44 some souls have commerce with

heaven and ships upon the intervening sea."
" A Sleeping Giant." By Henry Tipple. (Guten-

berg Press.)

—

44 In these days of enlightenment," says the

preface,
44

it is surprising to find how many intelligent

people regard hypnotism as a branch of the conjuror's

art," and the principal aim of the writer is to make
apparent its advantages and dangers, and awaken the

public to the necessity of legislation so that only qualified

medical practitioners may make use of it. The story is

said to embody actual experience ; the two chief cha-

racters are half-brothers—the one a doctor, the other a
clergyman. There is sufficient interest in it and no word
to which anyone could object ; more, if there is any proof

that hypnotism is practised by doctors in so sane a

mmner the medical press should surely take note of it.

"Thraldom." By Helen Prothero L,ewis. (John
Long.) Price 6s.—Miss Lewis tells an attractive story.

The young heroine, who hates thraldom all her child life,

and who eagerly seeks an 44 open road," only to realise

when she attains it that when our desires come wc
have lost relish for them, is an attractive little creature.

Her innocent address to the bishop as
44 Aprons " and

44

Old gaiters," her half understood elopement, and her

wholly fortunate return to her father, are characteristic.

"The Soul of Chivalry." (Swan Sonnenschein.)

Price 6s.—The name of the author is not given ; presum-
ably it is a first book, and, romantic as it is, readers will

ask for another. Something of Edna Lyall speaks in it,

something of Anthony Trollope. There i' no mysterious
plot. Alured Crellin's life of simplicity and self-devotion

is told quite simply, and his hopefulness for a regenerated

England carries conviction. If we wonder that a great

brewer can shut up his public-houses because they have
wrought ruin, we know of the devotion in real life of a
great brewers son. Here is a speech from the lips of a

workman :
** It's the ignorance of some of us that keeps

us down," said J^:k. *' First the Liberals come and say,
' Fellow men, vote for us ; we are the people's friends.'

Then the Conservatives wave their flags and say,
* Brothers, we are patriots ; vote for us and we'll make the

country great ; ' and between the two the working-man
gets puzzled and doesn't know what to say, s6 it's like

a tug of war and we get no forrarder. It's just like as
if yon Dude, as is coming, had said before he started

fighting, * Now then, you blackguards, the best way to

fight the Russians is to divide up and fight one another.'

"

"Doctor Xavier." By Max Pemberton. (Hodder
and Stoughton.) Price 6s.—A brilliant and cleverly-

written romance. The opening pages suggest the

weirdness of an Aladdin's Palace, and one imagines a
design quite other than that of Doctor Xavier. We are

introduced to Esther Venn, an intelligent English girl

with a pleasing face and a sweet voice. Her mother
dead, her careless, unpleasant stepfather is glad to get
rid of her, and she comes to London to seek her fortune
as a writer. Failing in this, she hopes to get an engage-
ment at the Casino Theatre, and goes there accompanied
by her dog. Knowing nothing of theatrical life, she has
some chance of getting a small part in the chorus because
of her height and figure, but is so nervous that she does
not do justice to her voice, arnd the manager simply takes
her address. Thence she wanders in the park in despair,

and sitting by the water's edge, resolves that life is

no longer possible. But a third person had been
in the manager's room, and has followed her into

the park. Now he introduces himself to her notice,

tells her he needs the service of such as she, and that

he will take her to his sister. After some hesitation she
consents ; it is a choice of possible life or of death, and
he takes her home to a dream of beauty. Here the

sister meets her, and the doctor explains that he is a
scientist, and that his speciality is the perfecting of
human beauty. Esther fears some hidden danger, but
for six months of a life of luxury and pleasant occupation
sees nothing but an occasional incident. From then to

the end is but a week or two, crammed with exciting

incidents which Max Pemberton knows well how to tell.

Doctor Xavier's true identity is disclosed, a wonderful
little kingdom in the Pyrenees described, and the book
closes with torchlight processions, bands of music, and
cathedral bells.

44 Hugh Brotherton, Curate." By Francis Home.
(Ward, Lock and Co.) Illustrated. — This strongly

dramatic story has a ring of truth about it that must
make its unobtrusive moral all the stronger. Hugh
Brotherton is ordained, and on the eve of the ceremony
learns that his grandfather, the imbecile old prodigal

who has had his home with them, was himself once a
clergyman. Strong, athletic, full of fervour, he makes
his way amongst the colliery workers with whom his lot

is cast. There he meets Dr. Mann, one of the few in

the village not teetotal, who argues that for a degenerate
abstinence is needful, but not for the stalwart. Hugh,
from some fatal influence, supposes that it would be wise

himself to court the temptation of drink. He does not
then know that his grandfather's fall was caused by it. The
taste of spirit awakens a craving, and from that time the

curate is a secret drinker at night ; and an earnest

worker by day, but is rapidly losing heart for the struggle,

knowing now that he inherits the fatal thirst. Strength and
courage are given him, and the manner of the gift is good
reading. The characters in the story are racy enough.
When Hugh first goes visiting he has everywhere
apparently been preceded by an energetic worker, Miss
Milner, and her praises are sung as a contrast to his

failings. He never can meet her, and it occurs to no
one for a long time to tell him that she died as a result

of nursing a fever patient. The teetotal address to a
gathering of abstainers is comically put.

Campbell of the City Temple.
Mr. C. T. Bateman has written a very pleasant,

appreciative, and sympathetic sketch of the new pastor

of the City Temple in the New Century Leader series.

It brings the narrative down to the return of Mr. Camp-
bell from America. Mr. Bateman is full of enthusiasm
for Mr. Campbell—so full that he does not even seem
to see the need for any apologetic reference to his

backsliding from the path of peace under the malarious
influence of South African Jingoism. He thinks that, if

God gives him life and health, Mr. Campbell will prove
one of the great moulding features in the religious life

of England. Mr. Campbell habitually overstrains his

nervous system, and breaks down periodically. He is

very fond of riding, and if he would ride more and write

less he would probably live longer and do more.

"The Heart of Rome." By Marion Crawiord.
(Macmillan and Co.) 6s.—An interesting novel, full of

movement, and displaying throughout Mr. Crawford's
unique knowledge of mediaeval and modern Rome.
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CHILDREN'S BOOKS.
"The Round Tower.'' By F. M. Scott and A.

Hodge. (Nelson and Sons.) Price is. 6d. Illustrated.

—This story of the rebellion of '98 contains the uncom-
fortable adventures of two small boys, one of whom was
taken prisoner by the French contingent just before
they took the town of Castlebar, whilst the other was left

I?ke a trussed pig to die of starvation in the Tower.
"The Children who Ran Away." By Evelyn

Sharp. (Macmillan and Co.) Price 6s.—A charming
kind of fairy tale, which elder folk would be wise to read
themselves to their youthful friends, giving thorn a moral
by the way, for fear they might be seduced into following

the example of Prue and Ricky.
" The Castle of the White Flag." By E. Everett

Green. 384 pp. (Nelson and Sons.) 5s. Illustrated.

—

A tale of the Franco-German war. A castle in Alsace,
eventually ceded to the victorious empire, was occupied
by two English families, who, when war broke out, turned
their abode into a hospital, where wounded soldiers from
both armies were nursed with care under the shelter of
the u white flag."

"Cambria's Chieftain." By E. Everett Green.

384 pp, (T. Nelson and Sons.) Illustrated.— Is the
story of Owen Glendower's rebellion in Wales, told by
his son Madoc. The book is full of interest, and
narrates Glendower's misfortune at Shrewsbury, and
how King Henry V., in 14 15, condescended to treat with
him, but Owen died during the negotiation.

" A Fair Jacobite." By May Poynter. (Nelson and
Sons.) Price 2s. 6d. Illustrated. The Queen of James
II. is not very well known, and this picture of her life at

St. Germains is very welcome. The heroine of the story,

Maria Beatrice Fremlyn, travelled much for her times,
* and finished her days in Pennsylvania—the then newly

established colony ; but her stay at St. Germains as
reader to the Princess Louise of England occupies most
of the sbory, and her English freshness and frankness are
very pleasing. The writer has delved in old histories to

some purpose. There is a printer's mistake which makes
William III. alive in 1708.

"The Head-hunters of Christabel." By Alfred
Penny. (Society for P.C.K.) Illustrated.—Just such a
story of adventure as boys and girls alike will love, and
with more heroes than one. There are desert islands

and cannibals ; a noble missionary and native Christians.

Here is a passage by way of illustration :
" The old

chap, ill as he was, kept munching betel-nut, but his

medic*ne-man carefully overhauled every nut, lest an
enemy should have taken a morsel to make a charm.
Well, I got a couple of nuts and I charged one with

morphia. I stuck the needle in close to the stem where
the puncture would not be noticed and shoved it right up
to the kernel. The medicine man examined it carefully.

When Rogani began to chew, I said,
4 You will sleep

presently, I have put power in the nut.'

"

"John Maxwell's Marriage." By Stephen Gwynn.
(Macmillan and Co.) 6s.—Mr. Stephen Gvvynn's readers

may be congratulated upon the chance they have of

reading an old story of North Ireland told in a most
picturesque way. The country is described by one who
knows its glamour and loveliness in the sun, its dourness

when grey. Few south country folk know of the bitter

feeling with which even yet an Irishman regards that b'ot

on English policy, when a starving nation were forbidden

to sell in a foreign market, close at hand, the only things

they had to make a living out of—their wool and flax,

' raw or manufactured, and their eggs and butter. John
Maxwell, a young man coming into a fortune, falls

into the hands of an unscrupulous elder, upon whose
property he has inherited a mortgage. Mr. Nisbet
intends him to marry his daughter. She, however, on
the wedding morning, runs away with the playmate of

her childhood, whose only fault is his poverty ; and a

second daughter is forced into an instant marriage
instead, the young husband being drunk with surprise,

shame, and wine. His remorse, expiation, and his

daughter's own love story are well told.

"The Child Wonderful." By W. S. Stacey.

(Cassells.) 2s. 6d. Illustrated.—The story of the birth

of Christ and His life up to the meeting with the doctors
in the Temple, very simply told, suited to children about
five to eight years of age. The nine illustrations in

colours are very well done.
Very brightly illustrated books of nursery rhymes for

very little children are " The Book of Horses "
;
" Silver

Bubbles," pictures by Ruth Cobb, verses by R. Hunter
and E. Shirley (3s. 6d.).—The pictures are very pretty,

drawn and coloured somewhat after the fashion of

Hassail's posters;
u Our Dogs" (2s.) and " Crackers *

(3d.), all published by Messrs. Thos. Nelson and Sons.
Mr. Brimley Johnson also publishes a little book with

coloured pictures and rhymes about the seaside, which
will please all little children who have spent a holiday
in some seaside resort (is. 6d.).

Messrs. Longman and Co. have published an admirable
book entitled "The St*ashore " (6s.). It is the latest

volume of their Outdoor World Series. It is illustrated

with eight coloured plates and over three hundred other

illustrations. It is a little bit too scientific for young
people, but much will be forgiven the author for the sake
of his copious illustrations. The type is rather small,

and the nomenclature is rather long. But, nevertheless,

it is a capital book for young people. The opening chapters,

which deal with the formation of a marine aquarium and
the preservation and examination of marine objects, are

capital.

Among the almost forgotten works of W. M. Thackeray
are his Christmas books, which have been resurrected

by Messrs. Methuen and published as a new volume
in the Little Library (is. 6d). There are half a

dozen short stories, namely:—" Mrs. « Perkins's Ball,*'

" Our Street," " Doctor Birch and his Young Friends.*'
" Rebecca and Rowena : Romance upon Romance,"
" The Kickleburys on the Rhine," " The Rose and the

Ring." The last is the only one of the lot that young
people will read with any interest. It is described as a

fireside pantomime for great and small children.

"A First Book in English Literature." By C.

L. Thomson. (Horace Marshall and Son.) 2s.—This

delightful book meets a long-felt want of something that

should provide a simple chronological account of English

literature, and should form a framework into which later

details might be fitted. This cheap and easily portable

book not only does this, but contains also sufficiently

long and interesting extracts from contemporary literature

to illustrate the thought and social movements of the

period studied. Illustrated.
44 When It was Dark." By Guy Thorne. (Greening

and Co.) 6s.—An absolutely hopeless and uninterestii g
story, containing no excuse for being written and le>s

for being read.

The November English Illustrated Magazine con-

tains an account of how the Ojibway Indians give a

dramatic and musical performance of Longfellow'*
" Hiawatha " every summer. The only rival in effective-

ness of this is said to be the Ober-Ammergau Passion-play.
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Among the sets of books for Christmas presents the

Little Library of Methuen and Co. should be specially

mentioned. Each volume is published at is. 6d. net in

cloth, and 2s. in leather. The last volume issued at the

end of November contains selections from the poems of
Longfellow. This "

1 -ittle Library " now contains nearly
forty volumes, so that anyone who wishes to make a
present of from is. 6d. to 50s. in value can find what he
wants at Messrs. Methuen's.
The last two Christmases I have drawn special atten-

tion to the extremely good value you get for your money
when on the look-out for attractive and useful books as
Christmas presents in the World's Classics, published
by Grant Richards. Those readers who made presents
of the set last year will probably find no more acceptable
present than an addition to their former gift of the volumes
published in the last twelve months. The following is a
list of those published :

—

The World's Classics.—Poe's Tales of Mystery and
Imagination. White's History of Selborne. DeQuincey's
Opium Eater. Bacon's Essays. Hazlitt's Winterslow.
Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter. Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome. Thackeray's Henry Esmond. Scott's Ivanhoe.
Emerson's English Traits. George Eliot's Mill on the
Floss. Selected English Essays.—Chosen and arranged
by W. Peacock. Hume's Essays. Burns' Poems.
Gibbon's Roman Empire.—Vol. 1. Pope's Odyssey of
Homer. Dryden's Virgil . Dickens's Tale of Two Cities.

Longfellow's Poems.—Vol. 1. Sterne's Tristram Shandy.
Buckle's History of Civilisation.—Vol. 1. Chaucer's
Works.—Vol. 1 (from the text of Professor Skeat). The
Prince. By Niccolo Machiavelli. Translated into

English by Luigi Ricci

.

Another similar collection of famous books, known as
the Unit Library, published last year, contains the
following volumes :—Doran's Monarchs Retired from
Business. 2 vols. Lytton's Last Days of Pompeii.
Miss Mitford's Our Village (first series). Sir W. Laird
Clowes' Four Modern Naval Campaigns. Delitzsch's

Jewish Artisan Life in the time of Christ. Benvenuto
Cellini's Autobiography. Dickens's Christmas Books.
Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Madonna. Keble's
Christian Year. Sheridan's Plays. Wilkie Collins's A
Rogue's Life. Leigh Hunt's The Town.
The price of the Unit Library volumes varies. The

price of the World's Classics is is. paper, is. 6d. cloth,

and 2s. leather, net.

Another collection of books (Henry Stead, 14, Norfolk
Street, W.C.) which are very suitable for a present,
are the collection of Little Masterpieces of the
Poets, twelve neat volumes in a handy little cloth-

covered case, published at 19s. net, or which can be
supplied for^i is. on the instalment system—2s. down,
and 2s. monthly payments afterwards.

"The Origin of the Nature of Man." By
S. B. G. McKinney. Part II. (Oliphant, Anderson and
Ferrier. Price 6s.)—This part of Mr. Mc Kinney's work
deals with Inorganic Evolution, the writer's conclusion
being that the evolution theory enables us to form a
comprehensive conception of the universe as made by
the Divine Mind on a definite system. Four more parts
are to follow.

" Paraphrases and Translations from the
Greek." By the Earl of Cromer. (Macmillan. 5s.)

—

Lord Cromer as poet will surprise many people, but this
little volume of translations shows that the practical life

is not incompatible with the pursuit of the Muses. Lord
Cromer, in his preface, says that he never learnt Greek

at school, but first learnt the modern dialect in Corfu, and
afterwards the classic tongue—probably the best way of
learning it.

" Problems and Persons." By Wilfrid Ward.
(Longmans, Green and Co. pp. 377. 14s. nett).—

A

volume of essays, most of which have appeared in the
leading reviews during the last eight years. Most of them
deal with philosophical and religious problems, and the
most interesting of these is that on " The Time-Spirit of

the Nineteenth Century." To the ordinary reader, however,
the papers on Tennyson and Huxley will prove most
attractive. They are full of good stories.

" Morals : the Psycho-Sociological Bases of Ethics."

By Professor G. L. Duprat. Translated by W. J.
Greenstreet, M.A.—(The Walter Scott Publishing Co.

pp. 382. 6s.).—A translation from the French. There
is a useful bibliography at the end.

Mr. G. Armitage-Smith, principal of the Birkbeck
College, has added a chapter on " Preferential Tariffs " to

his handbook on "The Free Trade Movement and
its Results." It was published by Blackieand Son in 1898.
Mr. Armitage-Smith is sounder in the faith, and is more
convinced than ever that Free Trade policy is not only
essential to the well-being of the country, but that it is

the policy best calculated to strengthen the ties with the
Colonies, and to secure the consolidation and prosperity
of the Empire.
"Chums." Annual Volume. (Cassells.)—A mine

of reading for boys is Chums, attractively bound up into

a large volume, full of all manner of interest, fiction,

hairbreadth adventure, photography, puzzles, picture

postcards, pets—everything that is likely to engage a

boy's attention. Not the least attractive feature is the
series of special interviews, among the interviewed this

year being Mr. Frampton, R.A., Mr. Will Crooks, M.P.,
whose account of his early life might interest many who
are supposed to be beyond the age of a reader of Chums,
Mr. Storey, A.R.A., and a number of sporting celebrities.

A useful department is the " How to Make " series of

articles, with directions as to simple carpentering jobs.

"The Boy's Own Annual" (Bays Own Paper
Office, 4, Bouverie Street, E.C.) Price 7s. 6d.—This,
the twenty-fifth annual volume of the Boys Own Paper,
is dedicated by special permission to Prince Edward of
Wales. It is also, like Chums, a mine of reading and
interest for boys, but for rather older boys. There are
articles on mountaineering, aeronauting, photography
of various kinds

;
any number of competitions, and

papers on " How to do useful things," in fact, there is

surely no subject likely to interest any boy that does not

find a place in this Annual. Fiction, mostly of the

adventure type, of course occupies much space.
" The Quiver." Annual Volume. (Cassell and Co.)

7s. 6d.—The annual volume of the Quiver contains a
great many articles, for the interest of which the names
of the contributors are sufficient guarantee—the Arch-
deacon of London, Ian Maclaren, the Rev. R. J.
Campbell, Mrs. W. K. Clifford, and many others. The
principal serial is by Mr. Joseph Hocking ; and though,,

of course, the volume is mainly intended for adults, the
children from time to time are remembered also.

For those politicians who think, as distinguished from
those who merely prate, Messrs. Constable's reprint of
Mr. Godkin's " Unforeseen Tendencies of Demo-
cracy" will be a very welcome present. Mr. Godkin,
who for very manyyears was editor of the New York Even-
ing Post, discussed in these essays the various ways in

which the evolution of democracy has disappointed or,

at least, surprised those who hailed its advent as the
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dawn of a new era. For the most part the book deals
with the phenomena familiar to Mr. Godkin in the United
States, but the last essay upon Australian Democracy is

very interesting, although the author was unable to bring
his survey down later than the year 1897.
A good present for a good Protestant is the second

edition of Joseph McCabe's "Twelve Years in a
Monastery," which has just been brought out by Smith,
Elder and Co., at 3s. 6d. Mr. McCabe wrote his book,
six years ago, and now he re-issues it in a revised form.
Mr. McCabe was formerly Father Anthony, and it is

interesting to note the conclusions which he sets forth in

his finally reconstructed pages. He declares that the
ascetic spirit is rapidly decaying in the Church of Rome.
The law of abstinence from flesh meat on certain days is

relaxing year by year. The decay of dogmatic feeling is

less patent, but hardly less real. Before many decades
are over Latin will cease to be the universal liturgical

language. In the course of the present century he thinks
that the Vatican will gradually approximate to the model
of the actual Free Church organisation, and the Pope
will be succeeded in the year 2000 by a President of
the Church Catholic, who will resemble Leo XIII. as
little as the President of the then German Republic will

resemble Kaiser Wilhelm.
Another book which is quite as much likely to interest

Catholics as Protestants, although it will probably cause
the former to blaspheme, is the Rev. C. S. Isaacson's
" Rome in Many Lands," a 2s. 6d. volume, published
by the Religious Tract Society. The author claims to

give a fair and unbiassed account of the exaggerations
.and distortions of Christian doctrine which have taken
place in the Church of Rome. The second object is to

-show that reform is in the air in every Roman Catholic
country.

Another natural history' gift-book that is also very
beautifully got up is " Nature Curious and
Beautiful," by Richard Kerr, published by the
Religious Tract Society at 3s. 6d. Mr. Kerr has had
the opportunity of making notes and drawings from the
Hon. Walter Rothschild's museum at Tring, and he
has certainly succeeded in producing a very attractive

book in which some of the marvels of Nature are very
strikingly set forth. It is a book of miscellaneous essays,

but none the worse on that account, for it is often only
by the reading of such books that the interest of the
reader is excited.

For those who enjoy stories of Indian domestic life,

written by one with real knowledge of his subject, there
is Mr. Romesh Dun's stbry, "The Island of Palms,"
published at 5s. by Mr. Fisher Unwin.
"The Handbook of Commercial Geography."

By Geo. G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc. (Longmans, Green
and Co.) i$s. net.— Is a most comprehensive exposi-

tion of the subject, and, at a time when economic
problems are so intense, will be a useful factor in enabling
one to form some reasonable estimate of the future course
of commercial development, so far as it is governed by
geographical conditions.

"A Pleasure Book of Grindelwald." By Daniel
P. Rhodes. (The Macmillan Co.) 6s. net.— Is a most
sympathetic description of Grindelwald and the Ober-
land—of the things of interest, of the valley and the neigh-

Jtouring mountains, which lie outside the province of the

Tegular guidebook. It is illustrated by the most fascinat-

ing photographs.

"The Moon Considered as a Planet, a World,
and a Satellite." By James Nasmyth, C.E., and

James Carpenter, F.RA.S. (John Murray.' 5s. net.

—

Is the result of a long course of careful scrutiny of hinar
surface, and a consequent familiarity with the wonder-
ful details there presented, and contains much of

interest that existing works on astronomy do not touch
upon.
"The Advance of our West African Empire."

By C. Braithwaite Wallis, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. (T. Fisher
Unwin.) 21s.— Is a work upon the stirring events which
took place in Sierra Leone in 1898. A most compre-
hensive plain statement of facts, containing many hints

on bush fighting and for the preservation of health, that

might be applicable to West Africa.

"A Short History of Ancient Peoples." By
Robinson Souttar, M.A., D.C.L. (Hodder and
Stoughton.) 12s.—The history of the Ancients is,

owing to exploring zeal, becoming more interesting every
day ; but to follow its development access must be had
to so wide a field of literature that the present work has
endeavoured to give the main and most important facts

in a readable and get-at-able one-volume form, in order to

alleviate this difficulty. A most successful effort, with
valuable maps.
"The Art of the Italian Renaissance." By

Heinrich Wolfflin, done into English by Walter
Armstrong. A curiously successful attempt to deal

with the great period of the High Renaissance in Italy

from the somewhat novel point of view of the craftsman
himself. This book is of modest dimensions, and its author
does not claim to have dealt exhaustively with his art

theme, but rather to be a pioneer in a field of pure
aesthetics. He deals with problems of form alone ; the

result is a trustworthy guide to the schools of pure design,

as distinguished from those which place their chief

dependence on colour and chiaroscuro. Abundantly
illustrated.

" Castilian Days." By John Hay. Illustrated by
Joseph Pennell. (William Heinemann.)—A most delight-

ful and unusual book, full of the spirit and colour of the

places described. One of the most attractive books of the

kind ever published. Mr. Pennell's illustrations are with-

out comparison.
" Portraits of Julius Cesar." A Monograph. By

Frank Jesup Scott. (Longmans, Green and Co.)—

A

successful volume, whose aim can best be described

by a quotation from the dedication :
" To sculptors of the

Present and the Future who may study to embody the

living expression, spirit and genius of Julius Caesar."

The Religious Tract Society sends us two books, similar

in size and general appearance, entitled respectively,

"The Girl's Own" and "The Boy's Own Reciter."
They are a very cheap half-crown's worth. Of the two,

" The Girl's Own Reciter,'' which is edited by Mr.

Peters, the editor of the Girts Own Paper, is far the best

so far as the general public is concerned. For the Girts

Mr. Peters has collected many of the best short poems for

public recitation to be found in the English language,

including translations from Victor Hugo, Schiller,

Berengcr, etc. The Bo/s Own Reciter is exclusively

composed of the original verses contributed in the last

quarter of a century to the Bo/s Own Paper. Many of

the boys' verses are very good, they are certainly original,

and therein, of course, they have an advantage over the

time-honoured extracts, at which Mr. Hutchison, the

compiler, sneers slyly in his preface. The two volumes

make capital Christmas presents for either boys or girls,

and the family library will do well to have both on its

shelves.
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Aidrich, Wilbur. Money and Credit (G-jfton P.ess)

Allhgham. Hilen. Happy England A. and C Black; net 20/ j

AIlsopp, Henry. The Voice or One (Watts and Co. net 3/j
Avery. Hat>ld. The H0U» Oil the Moor [Nelson) 1/0
A Missionary Roll ;E. Stock) net 1/6
Browne, Rev. G. F. St. AldheJtn fS.P.C.K.) 5/0
Barne. D., S.J. The Golden Stair Burns and Oates) 3/6
Boyd-Bayly, fc. Under trie Sne-Oaks R.T.S.' 3/6
Brown, Chas. Ligrtt and Lite R.T.S. 3/6
Berdoe, Dr. A Catechism of Vivisection ... Sw in Sonnenschein) x/o
Bateman, C. T. R. J. Campbell. M.A (S. W. Partridge) net 1/6
Bdlantyne, R. M. The Coral Island (Nelson) x/o
Becke, Louis. Helen Adair X Fisher Unwin' 6/0
Blaki. B. C. The Peculiar History of Mary A. Susan 3 6

Bevan. Tom. Beggars of the Sea (Nelson) 3/6
Boole, M. E. Lectures on the Logic of Arithmetic

(Cla-endon Press* 2/0
Caldecotr. R. Bracebridge Hall + >lacmillan) net 2/0
Caldecott, R. Old Christmas '.Macmillan) net 2 0
Co«rp>r , E. E. Calder Creak ;s.P.c.K.) 3/6
Crawford, F. M. The Heart Of Rome ^ Macmillan) 6/0
Chatterton, G. G. The Gate of Never 6/0
Children's Papar Covered Books (Nelson)

Cromer, Earl of. Paraphrases and Translations
^Macmillan) net 5/0

Cobb, Ruth. Sliver. Bubbles (Nelson.1

3/6
Crockett. W. S. Sir Walter Scott ...;Hodder and Stou^ht m net i/>

Clarke, B A. Minnows and Tritons .(Ward and L .ck) 3/6
Dutt, Romesh. The Lake Of Palms '.Fisher Uuwin) 5/0
Deeping. Warwick. Uther and Igralne G. Richards) 6/o
Daiis, Alex The Native Problem 'Chapman and H ill) 6/j
Dolling, Father. Ten Years in a Portsmouth Slum

(S. C. Brown and Lang iam) 6/0
Darwin, L. Municipal Trade lj. Murray; net 12/0
Dixon, Thos.. Jun. The One Woman (Win Heinemann) 6/0
Dickeson, Alf Tychiades (T. Fisher Unwin) 6/0
Dawson, W. J. The Qusst of the Simple Life

(Hodder and Stoughton) 6/0
Dixie, Lady F. The Agnostic Annual 'Watts and Co.) 0/6
Duprat, G. L. Morals : The Psychosociological Basis of

Ethics (Scott Publishing Co.) 6/0
Eady, K. M. andR. Rlverton Boys Nelson) 1/6
Egerton, H. E. Origin and Growth of English Colonies

(Clarendon Press) 2/6
E. J. F. An Ethical Calendar. (Watts and Co.) nst 1/6
Everett-Green, E. Cambria's Chieftain Nelson) 3/6
Everett-Gre;n, E. The Castle Of the White Flag Nelson 5/0
Everett-Green, E. The Conscience of Roger Treherne

(R.T.SJ 3/6
Fitmemore, E. P. The Mark of Cain (S.P.C.K.) 3/6
Faithfull, L. M, Poems of H. W. Longfellow

(Messrs. Methuen' net 1/6
Frarer, N. L., B.A. Selections from Frolssart's Chronicles 2/0
Gubbins, N. Told in "Tatt's" 3/6
Gwynn, Stephen. J. Maxwell's Marriagd (Macmillan 6/0
Gr*n, B. A. DatltCSQUe • .(E. Mathaws) net 1/0
Gift. The Faith of Science and Science of Faith

V
E. Stock 1 net 2/0

G. G. The Chaser's Luck (John Long 3/6
Gidkin, K. L. Unforeseen Tendencies of Democracy

^Constabb) 6'o
Greene, Hon. Mrs. On Angels' Wings (Nelson) x/5
Hill, M. Cinderella Cassell and Co.) 0/6
Harraden, Beatrice. Katharine Frensham (W. Blackwood) 6/>
Haaie, Fergus. The Silver Bullet 6/0
Hooper, w. G. Aether and Gravitation

^Chapman and Hall) net 12/6
Hutchison, G. A. The Boy's Own Reciter ;R.T.S.) 2/6
Hayward. The Critics Of Herbartianlsm Sonnenschein
Henkd, C. C. Native or Transkelan Territories... ;e. Wilson)
Hope, Laurence. Stars Of the Desert Heinsmann) net 5/0
Hall. Moreton. General George (T. Fisher Unwin) 6/0
Harris, Thomas Lake. The Marriage of Heaven and Earth ...

(C. W. Pearce and Co.) net 3/6
Hawfiiid. 'i£, L. Daddy's Lad (N-lson) 1/6
Isaacson, Rev, C. S. Rome in Many Lands .R.T.S.) 2/6
J E. Leaves Worth Turning 'H. R. Allenson) net 1/0
Joyce, P. w. Social History of Ancient Ireland. 2 vols

[ Longman and Co.) net 21/0
Keep, M. I. Old Testament Lessons iH. R. Ailenson) 3/6
Ksrr, R. Nature, Curious and Beautiful (R.T.S.) 3/6
Kens, John. The Eve of St. Agnes A. C. Cu tis

v

net 1/0
Knight, E. F. South Africa after the War ... Longmans 1 net 10/6
Kfctn, Hermann. Thirty Years of Musical Life in London ...

' (Heinemann' net 12/6
Kitsort, A. The Money Problem Grant Richards 3/6
Lang, Andrew. The Valet*S Tragedy (Longmans net 12/6
Lumsden. J. Through Canada in Harvest Time

^1'. Fisher Unwin) net 6/0
Malory, Sir T. The Story of Elayne (A. C. Curtis^ net x o

MetchtiikofT. The Nature Of Man (Hanemann) net 12/6
Meri ate, J. Cross Purposes E. Stock) 6/0
Morris. T.J. Britain's Peril ^Greening and Co ) 1/0
McClelland, J. The Fiscal Problem (T. Fisher Unw.nl 1/0
Means, S:ewart. St. Paul and the Ante-Nlcene Church

iA. and C. Black) 6/0
Moray, Chas. George Savtle A. ;md C. Black) 6/0
Moore, c. C , LL.D. Dens!ow's Night Before Christmas

;\v . Heinemann)
Metcilfe, Edith Pyramids Of Snow (Ward and Lccki 3/6
Macfill, Haldane. The Masterfolk (Wm. Heinemann^ 6/0
Menpes, M. Durbar (A. and C. Black) net ao/o
Mitch .-11, K. H. The Wrecker's Farm ;SP C.KJ 3/6
McCabe, Jo«*. Twelve Years in a Monastery ... Smith Elder* net 3/6
Mr. Chamberlain's Proposals .<». Richards) net x/o
Neale, Rev. J. M. Theoiora Phranza S.P.C.K.) 3/6
Officer. Smith of the Shamrock Guards ;Greening and Co.) 2/6
O'Reilly, E. Boyle. My Candle and other Poems

iLee and Shepard '

Oxenborough, H. Granny's Brocade S.P.C.K.) 3/6
Pa kir, G., and Bryan, C. G. Old Quebec ^Macmillan) net 15/0
Penny, Alf. Head Hunters of Christabel iS.P.C.K.) 3/6
Poynter, H. May. A Fair Jacobite ... (Nelson) a/6
Prescott, E. L. Donny's Captain (R.T.S.) ,a/o
Pen.berton, Max. Doctor Xavier 1 Hodder and Stoughton) 6/0
Piatts, w. Carter. Flusn Times and Scimp

v
Digby Long and Co.) 3/6

Peters, Charles. The Girl's Own Reciter (R.T.S.) 2/6
Pitt- Lewis. Commissioner Kerr (T. Fisher Unwin) net xo/6
Reade, Compton. Vera Effigies (E. Stock^ 7/6
Rollo. H. A. His Political Conscience (Kcgan Paul) net a/6
Routh, w., M.A. Some Elements Towards the Atonement

of Knowledge and Belief (K. Stocks net 3/0
Scott, Frank J. Portraitures of Julius Caesar. (Longmans) net 20/0
Speight, E. E., B.A. Children of Odin x/o
Sidney, Rev. W. W. The Silent Christ Simpkin Marshall) 3/6
Stoddart, J. T. W. Robertson NiCOll (S. W. Partridge) net x/6
Skrine, F. H., F.S.S. Expansion of Russia ...(C. J. CI iy and Son? 6/0
Smith, R. J. Ireland's Renaissance (Simpkin Marshall) net 4/a
Sampson, G. Lyrical Ballads, 1798-1805 (Methuen) net 1/6
Stevenson, R. L. Kidnapped (Cassell and Co.) net 2/0
Stoker, Bram. The Jewetof Seven Stars (W. Heinemann 1

6/0
Stacey, W. S The Child Wonderful Cassell and Co.) 2/6
Souttar, R. A Short Story of Ancient Peoples

v
Hodder and Stoughton) 12/0

Slater, T. E. Higher Hinduism in Relation to Christianity
(E. Stock,' 6/0

Scott, F. M. S. Round Tower (Nelson) 1/6
Stevenson, R. L. Catriona ^Cassell and Co.) net 2/0
Spielmann, Mrs. M. H. Llttledom Castle (G. Routlcdge) 5/0
Sharpby, A. S. I've Seen the Sea R. B. Johnson) 1/6
Stewart. H. F. Isabel's Secret Nelson) 2/0
Sharp, Evelyn. Children Who Ran Away (Macmillan) 6/0
Sweren, G. Limanora, The Island of Progress (Pu-nam) 6/0
Trollop©. A. Three Clerks. Cloth (John Long) 2/0
Treherne, Philip. A Monte Carlo Venture (T. Fi>ber Unwin) 3/6
Thorne, Guy. When It Was Dark (Watts and Co/* 6/0
Titton. D wight. Miss Petticoats [

Ward and Lockv 6/0
The Ancestor (Constable) net 5/0
The Boy's Own Annual (R.T.S.) 8/0
The Conquests of the Bible B. and F. Bible Society)

The Girl's Own Annual (R.l* S.) 8/0
The Quiver, 1903 Cassell and Co.^ 7/6
The Student's Handbook (C. U. Press) net 3/0
The Zenana Work in India S. w. Partridge)

Tnomson, c. L. A First Book in English Literature. Part ]I, 2/0
Trevelyan. The American Revolution. Two Vols

: Longmans) net 21/0

Thomson, C. L. A First Book in English Literature. Part I.

(H. Marshall) 2/0

Thomson, C. L. Stories from Chaucer iH. Marshall) 2/0

Trollope, A. Three Clerks - John Long! leather 3/0
Thackeray, W. M. Book Of Snobs . (Macmillan) 3/6
Thackirav, W. M. Christmas Books ^Methuen) net 1/6

Vaizey. Mrs. G. de H. More About Pixie (R.T.S.) 2/6

Wharton, E. Sanctuary (Macmillan) 3/6
Williams, Rev. T. R. God's Open Doors (A. and C. Black) net 3/6
Woodroffe, D. The Evil Eye (W. Heinemann) 6/0
Wallis, C. Braithwaite. The Advance of Our W. A. Empire ...

V
T. Fisher Unwin) 21/0

Ward. Wilfrid. Problems and Persons (Longmans and Co.) net X4/0

Wright, Henry Smith. The Aeneid of Virgil Kegan Paul) net 5/0
Weyman, Stanley. The Long Night Longmans and Co.) 6/0
wehs, H. G. Twelve Stories and a Dream (Macmillan^ 6/0

Winston, A. S. Memoirs Of a Child (Longmans) net 2/6

Ward, J. J. Minute Marvels of Nature ilsbister) 7/6
Webb, Sidney and Beatrice. The History of Liquor Licensing

In England ;
Longmans) net 2/6

Wallace, A. R. Man's Place In the Universe
v
Chapman and Hall) net 6/0
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(This story was begun in the January number of the Review of Reviews. Copies of any of the preceding

issues can be sent by post for Z\d. each. The story will be continued month by month without end.)

CHAPTER XXXIX.—THE COMING OF.

THE NEW PAPER.

" So the new paper is coming after all," said Lord
Gordon to his niece Mildred as they stood in the

porch at Rockstone Hall, " and you are not married.

I always wondered which event would be pulled off

first."

Mildred fidgeted uneasily on the doorstep. " Do
you think it is my fault ? " she said.

" Well, yes, if you ask for my opinion quite frankly,

I think it is. Lord William has been imploring you

for the last twelve months to name the day, and here

you are with the wedding-day apparently farther off

than ever. Really, I think you will end as an old

maid."

Mildred sighed. " I don't like old maids," she

answered. " But just because they are in such

disrepute I feel tempted to try and begin the

regeneration of the order, by showing in my own
person what a dear delightful thing jt is to be an old

maid."
;

" My dear child," said Lord Gordon, " you are

such a flirt you would never succeed. You would

even bring additional discredit upon the whole class."

" I am not a flirt," said Mildred somewhat languidly.

" But if I were an old maid I would have no end of

men in love with me, and keep them in love with me
all the time. When one marries you have to send all

the dear fellows packing but one, and I really feel

sometimes as if I were not hard-hearted enough to do
it. And the one must be a very extraordinary

creature if he can make up for all the rest."

Lord Gordon drew his pretty niece to his side, and
looked down at her somewhat quizzically.

" So that is your programme ? " he said.

" I did not say so," she replied, " I only said if

But here comes the carriage."

" And here comes Lord William," said Lord Gordon,

as he caught sight of the familiar figure of Mildred's

suitor riding down the long avenue towards the hall.

He looked round to see if Mildred showed any sign

of interest in the approach of her betrothed. But

Mildred had vanished.
" Humph," muttered her uncle as he noted her

sudden disappearance. " A good sign, I think. I

wonder if they will pull it off after all."

The welcoming of the various members of the clan

as they arrived in quick succession soon diverted his

thoughts. It was no ordinary family festival, but one

of the special musters which were summoned from

time to time when anything of grave import was about

to happen in the clan. And the thing that was about
to happen was the coming of the new daily paper, so
long anticipated, which was actually to appear at last.

In the evening, after dinner, when the Gordons
mustered in their Hall of Assembly, a spirit of cheerful

expectancy and of eager curiosity prevailed among
the company. A few, a very few—Lord Gordon,
Mildred, the Countess of Hayhng, and, of course, the
Grizzled Gordon—knew all about it. But the others,

who had come from near and far to hear of the new
venture, were impatient to hear what the new paper
was to be like, and what was the ^reat new venture on
which their kinsman was to embark,

. " Now," said Sir Harry Gordon, vhen the servants

had left and the Gordons were alone—" now tell us
all about it. When is the first number to appear ?

"

" On the first Monday in the New Year," said the
Editor gravely ;

" that is if all goes well."

" You will be saying * Deo volente ' next," said the

lawyer, Sir Louis.
" No," said Daisy, " he'll never say that, but he

keeps thinking it all the time."
" Why, yes, I reckon that's so with the Chief," said

Perkin Jones, one of Daisy's American cousins.
" And if it is not D.V. with him, it is Kismet, and
there's no more to be said."

" But do tell us what is to be the most original

feature of the new paper?" asked the Duchess of

Cheshire.
" They'll never guess," said Lord Gordon, " so

you might as well tell them right off."

" I don't know if you ought to call it original," said

the Editor. " It is old enough in all conscience—two
thousand years old. But I think it will be rather a

novelty in daily journalism all the same."
" I am frankly sceptical," said Colonel Charles

\

" there is nothing new under the sun. Everything
that the wit of man can conceive has already been
tried over and over again. There may be a fresh

combination, but the ingredients are always the

same."
" You are quite right," said the Editor meekly. " I

have never laid claim to originality for anything that

I have ever done all my life long. But I think that

my paper will be something of a novelty, be-

cause
"

" Because why ? " said the Duchess. " Don't keep
us in suspense."

" Because," said the Grizzled Gordon, " because the

central principle of the new paper will be this

—

" 4 Love your Enemies, bless them that Curse
you, do good to them that hate you.'"
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" Jee-ru-sa-rem ! " ejaculated Jones. " You don't

mean it really !

"

" Why not ? " said the Editor. " It will at least, as

I said before, have the advantage of introducing a

novelty into daily journalism."
" Don't believe it is possible," said Sir Louis.
" Oh, he'll have no difficulty in loving his enemies,"

laughed Sir Harry. " He never loves anyone else

—

Russians, Boers, Irish, Americans ; he has always been
the friend of every country but his own."

"That's not fair," said Mildred. "You cannot
show more love to your country sometimes than by
opposing the policy of its Government."

" Sometimes, yes," retorted Sir Harry. " Always,

no. Your country cannot always be in the wrong.

But are ycu really going to turn over a new leaf, and
live peaceably with all men ?

"

" As much as lieth in me," said the Editor. " Even
with Mr. Chamberlain."

" Oh, oh, come," laughed the Duchess, " you can
hardly expect us to believe that."

" I'm going to try, anyhow," he answered. " My
paper is to be a breezy, genial optimist, and it will

see the good points in everything. It will be difficult,

I know, but I am going to try to discover the bright

points in a London fog and the good points in Mr.
Chamberlain."

" It won't do," said Lady Hayling. " Remember
Mouravieffs counsel, * Never leave the vinegar out

of your salad.' Your paper will be mighty insipid if

it is all sugary and buttery."

"No fear," said Sir Louis. "There is too much
of the Old Adam in him to run his paper on those

lines all the time. He'll break out, see if he

doesn't."

" Come, come," said the Bishop, " don't discourage

him. It's about time someone tried to see if our

Lord's teachings would work out better in Journalism
than they have done in the Church."

" Magnificent, but not business," said Sir Louis.
" No slashing articles any more ! No pulverising of

opponents ! none of the fierce joy of combat to the

death ! Why, man, on such a paper your right arm
would be disabled in advance !

"

"And how deadly dull it will be," said Colonel
Charles.

" Nonsense !
" said Lord William, suddenly break-

ing into the conversation. " I think the Chiefs quite

right. Even if it is a little monotonous in its cheery
optimism, it will be a welcome change to the depress-
ing monotony of the prevailing pessimism. When I

read the papers nowadays, I feel just as I have done
during the downpour of the last fortnight. All is damp
and muggy and wretched. Oh for an hour of bright

sunlight ! We may get tired even of the sun, I suppose,
but it is so long since we have seen his bright and
honest face, I can hardly believe it."

Mildred flushed with pleasure. "The Chief will

never be dull," she said. " There is no more neces-
sity to be monotonous in optimism than to be mono-

tonous in pessimism. Some people are monotonous
in both. But

"

Lord Gordon interposed. " Better tell us all

exactly what you mean to do," he said. " How do»

you intend to work it out ?
"

" It is very simple," said the Editor, " simple irk

theory, although I admit it will often be difficult in

practice. I mean to try to make a newspaper which
will honestly try to do to others what it would wish
others to do unto it."

" And give away all your scoops ? " cried Perkin

Jones. " Never have a * beat ' or an exclusive all the

days of your life."

"Not at all. If I am running a race I want
my rival to do his best to beat me, as I do my best to
beat him. All the zest would be out of the race if he
were to act on the theory that the Golden Rule com-
pelled him to go slow in order to let me reach the
winning-post first."

" Right you are," said Jones. " Go ahead with your
plan."

" All my life I have been making frontal attacks upor>

the position of the enemy."
" A man of war from his youth up," whispered Lady

Hayling. " Even in the cause of peace he declared

war."
" And I think the time has come to try and see

whether I cannot operate more successfully on the
flank. I am going to try to make people see the

good points cf their opponents, and to combat evil

by describing the good that might be rather than by
attacking the wrong that actually exists. And, if any
one is particularly nasty to us, we shall lay ourselves

out to be particularly nice to him."
" Won'; chat be putting a premium upon hostility ?

If you're going to be so good to those who crab you,"

said Sir Louis, "why, we shall crab ycu as the

necessary oreliminary to asking a favour."

"Maybe," said die Editor. "I'll take the risk.

I've tried it long enough the other way. It's only

fair to give the Christian principle a trial. No doubt
it will have its disadvantages. But there is more
common sense in it than most people imagine."

"Then are you going on Tolstoy's line?" asked

the Bishop. " Resist not evil."

" On the contrary, if I am to do to others what I

wish them to do unto me, I must resist evil all day
long, and that both by moral and physical force.

You cannot do a man a greater kindness sometimes
than by knocking him down, and I can quite conceive

a situation in which, ifmy brother were to act upon the

Golden Rule, it would be his duty to slay me."
" I guess the newspaper'll have some fight in it

after all," said Jones to his neighbour.
" It's all a question of tactics, or rather of temper,"

said Lord Gordon.
" I agree," said the Bishop. " But I am afraid

that once more the light will shine in the darkness,,

and it will be the case again that the darkness-

comprehendeth it not."
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" What does it matter," said Jones, " if the daskness

quits ?
"

" And you can get more darkness out of a room by
a farthing rushlight than by all the swords in the

-world," said Mildred.
" The older 1 grow," said the grizzled journalist,

*" the more convinced I am that there is nothing, evil

in the world which is not keeping out some worse
evil or preparing some greater good than could have
been attained if it were destroyed and nothing better

put in its place."
#

" So you will preach the goodness of badness," said

Lord William.
" Yes," put in Mildred. " But always only in order

to pave the way for something better." .
»

" And about religions ? " asked the Bishop.

"I hope," said the Editor, "that every religious

man and woman may feel that to read my paper will

deepen and strengthen and brighten his faith, whatever
it may be. * All paths to the Father lead* When Self

the feet have spurned/ I shall try to be tolerant to

the intolerant, reasonable with the superstitious, and
sympathetic with the sceptical."

" It'll need a lot of trying, 1 guess," said Perkin

Jones.

"I'm going to try," said the Editor.
" Wish you good luck," said Sir Harry. ",A year

hence we shall see how you have got on. I wish you
joy with your Jingoes and your two Prots—the
Protestants and the Protectionists." ,

As the company were breaking up, they missed
Lord William and Mildred. She had gone into the

library, whither he had followed her.

" Mildred," said he. There was a tone of entreaty

in his voice,

" Well," she replied, taking up as she spoke
Lawrence Hope's " Stars of the Desert," and turning

over its pages, hardly heeding the verse vibrant with

the passion and the glory of the East.
" You are on the staff of the new paper, are you

not?"
" Certainly," she replied. " You know that from

the first I was to be the Chiefs right hand."
" And you accept its principle ?

"

" Of course. Otherwise I would not be on the

staff."

" Mildred, don't you think that the principle of the

Golden Rule applies to persons as well as to papers ?
"

" I don't understand," she began, then suddenly
realising his drift, she began again turning over the

pages. As h?r eyes fell upon the verses which she
knew so well, although he saw them not, they dimmed
with sudden tears :

—

And day by day the ripples broke
Around the fishers in the bay

;

Night after night alone she woke,
Till all her youth had passed away.

The swift sweet years when she was young,

v
Her golden years, stepped lightly past ;

And thus the 9ong remained unsung,
The rose ungathered till the last.

" Mildred," he began again, " Mildred, don't you
think, before you began preaching to all the world the

duty of doing to others what we wish they would do
to us, you might

"

" I might, yes ; but might not you also ? " She
spoke with vehemence, not untouched with scorn.
"1?" said Lord William. "How does it apply

to me?".
" How ? Thus. If you love me enough to let me

be myself, as you wish to be yourself ; if you will do
to me in all that relates to my aspirations what you
wish me to do to you in all that relates to your
ambitions, I will marry you to-morrow. But if not,

then never. And, in that case, don't talk Golden Rule
to rpe again, if you please !

"

* * * *

It was an hour later that they rejoined Lord
Gordon in his study.

There was a strange, new, happy look in Mildred's

eyes as she met the inquiring glance of Lord Gordon.
" Really ? " he said. "At last !

"

,
" Uncle," she said, " we are to be married as soon

as the first number of the new paper has been put to

press."

" Yes," said Lord William. " And we are to see
how the Rule works elsewhere than in the newspaper
office."

So on January 4th will be pulled off the Double
Event.

CHAPTER XL.—THE FLOOD-TIDE.
"When do you think we are likely to go on

again ? " inquired Rosamund over a streaming
shoulder. " If I sit out in this rain much longer my
conscience will be reduced to pulp. Are we ever
going to make a start ?

"

Tandy Gordon pulled his cap down over his ears,

and thrusting his hands to the bottoms of his pockets,

stood with his long legs well apart, as a man born to
the saddle always does.

" Don't ask me," he replied sentimentally. " I hope
it will be weeks and weeks. All I ask is to see you
sitting on that picturesque wet wall, with these
diamond drops falling around you, and look and
long." .

Rosamund tossed her head angrily.

" Precisely what I object to about you," she
remarked. " Go and ask Theo if his wretched motor
is ever going to budge again. If it's not, Flora and I

will walk to Teddington."
The Duchess laughed aloud. " Oh no ! " she said,

" we're miles below Teddington, and we couldn't get
near the station there if we tried."

" We'd better tramp it to Barnes."
" Theo is at this particular moment flat on his back

under the car. It is as much as my prospects are
worth to disturb him," remarked Sandy complacently.
" I'll say good-bye for you both. An' it's a fine growin*

day, God bless it, as they say in Ould Ireland. Don't
let me detain you. Let me know when you arrive."
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Rosamund got off the wall and shook a shower of

drops off from her long cloak.

" Don't be such an ass ! " she exclaimed petulantly.

" Look here, Flora, do you think they would give us

some tea on that barge down there ? They have a

fire."

Duchess Flora hung over the rickety paling which

ran along the high banked road, and saw a large barge

moored by a couple of ropes to an overhanging tree

trunk. The Canadian whistled softly, and returned

to where Mr. Skeffington lay in company with his

chauffeur in the mud, tinkering up the winded motor
car.

' Rosamund was as erratic in temper as a March
day, and about as genial. She had acquired two

upright lines from chin to nose, and two that curved

up round her mouth. • The rain had washed the rouge,

used to supplant her once glorious complexion, into

little channels down her hollow cheeks, and her eyes

were at once too bright and too large. Duchess
Flora felt herself in front of a problem. She watched

the barge tugging at her ropes while the muddy
Thames waters swirled in eddying pools around her.

" Yes," she concluded thoughtfully. " Perhaps

they would
;
anyhow, a barge seems about as safe a

place as we could arrange, though for choice I would
rather takes shares in an ark."

They scrambled over the wooden fence, and down
the steep, clayey bank, arriving at the yellow water-

edge more quickly than they had bargained for. The
Duchess brought out a dog whistle and blew a loud

blast, hanging on to a tree the while. Rosamund sat

down among the hundred little streams charging to

the turgid river, her chin in her hands, and the rain

beating wildly down on her. Suddenly a youth thrust

his head out of the gaily painted hatchway and looked
at them with wide, dreamy eyes, and hastened on
deck. The Duchess gasped with surprise. It was
the face and form one would expect in some picture

of the Sabine shepherd piping on his oaten straw

beside some classic stream. The wide, thought-

ful brow and dark eyes, the melancholy, curving mouth
and square-cut chin, and the rich dark hair, blowing
in damp locks around a finely-formed head. He
hurried along the gunwale and stood expectant.

" Our car has broken down," explained the Duchess,
as Rosamund did not speak, " and we would like to

take shelter, if you would allow us,"

The young man instantly seized a plank and threw
it across to the slippery shore. *

" Mother Nan !
" he called loudly. " Make some

tea, these ladies are clemmed wi' the wet."

A woman came out of the narrow companion, and
stood to receive them as they came cautiously over
the narrow bridge. She led her visitors into the tiny

cabin, where they admired the wonderful paintings in

the small panels, and wondered what kind of life

confined itself into the straight confines of this narrow
space.

" Surely," mused the Duchess, " it is a dull,

'monotonous little life, without passion or scope.

How I should hate it !

"

Rosamund's burning eyes met hers, and she said

pretty much the same thing. "The sameness, the

dulness of a life like this \
" she remarked. " It

would be almost as bad as my own." She laughed

fitfully, and stared into the tiny stove, while the

woman looked at her with a kind of magnificent pity

and comprehension.
" Not so dull, none so same as .you think, lady,"

she said, as she handed the Duchess tea in a cup of.

thick delft ornamented with purple and orange roses.

Ah ! the calm serenity which distinguished Duchess

Flora was severely tested as the barge suddenly seemed
to run backwards, straining at her ropes, and then

violently rammed herself into the bank, only to break

away and go hurrying down stream. , The woman
flew up on deck, followed by the Duchess, and
Rosamund.
They were in mid-stream, and going with the

current at a tremendous pace ; far as they could see

the waters had spread out, covering meadow and
ploughed fields, hamlet and farm dwellings ; here and
there, like islets in the flood, stood fortunately-placed

houses on little heights, while around them whirled

the dearly saved hay, stocked against the winter, corn

like strewed sunshine, golden on the muddy stream,

and a thousand things, carried away from homes along

its banks. It was a scene of far-spread desolation,

meaning ruin to many.
Rosamund shuddered and drew her mackintosh

closer round her. Her mental condition was almost
unbearable. The woman beckoned her to the tiller

where she stood, the young man, with a long pole in

his hand, stood at the bows, pushing haystacks and
tree trunks out of the way of the barge, and watching
another and larger lighter in front of them, which a girl

in a white sun-bonnet was steering nervously in the

middle of the river.

"Well," said the Duchess thoughtfully, "this
savours of romance ! Pity we didn't mention we were
leaving in haste. Theo will be anxious."

Rosamund made no reply. The old woman's
expression .had fascinated the Duchess.

" Is there any danger ?
*' she asked.

The woman looked at her and nodded.
" Plenty danger," she replied ;

" we're adrift, and
goin' wi' the flood-tide. I knowed it ud come. It

come to his father, and his father afore him, and they
went out on the flood-tide, and so will he. Look out,

Ismay !

"

The boy nodded silently and drove at a tumbling log.
" There's a clear way till we come below Barnes,"

she went on, " an' below that is the death trap
;
every

flood-tide takes one of we river folk—happen 'twill be
me, happen 'twill be him. Sit ye down, lady, an' I'll

tell ye summat. See that barge ahead—that's the
Miracle ; an' that gel—well—that gel's Mir'cle Tash,
an' she an' my boy Ismay, my son's son, niver spoke
till she was eighteen an' he twenty-two, an' then they
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met on Brentford Bridge, an' she says to him, ' Ismay, .

ye're the one man for me,' and he looks her in the big

grey eye, an' says he,
4 You're my woman right enough,

Mir'cle !
' an' he gave her a ring. But he went down to

the Pool wi' a big cargo in July, an' when he comes
back Mir'cle she's joined the Salvation Army, an' he

an' me b'long to the old Church, an' he couldn't have

his wife shakin' a tambourine an' singin' in the

streets—so they said good-bye. But I knowed,
an' I alius knowed, that they two were but

the halves o' each other, an' they're boun*

to come together again in the en'. Ismay he say

nothin', but he hears her when the birds sing, an'

sees her in the dark, for my boy isn't like other boys

;

he niver knew the touch or taste of drink, nor stayed

away from me a night since he was born. An' he

sees what I can't see, an' hears what many don't hear.

But the shadows folk that touched his eyes and his

ears forgot to kiss him on the mouth an' give him
the gift of words. So he muses all by himself in the

gloam, an' Mir'cle she's got a cough, an' she looks

white as a sheet of paper, an' what wi' her yelly hair

an' her big eyes, an' the little sad mouth on her, she's

purtier now than when she shook the tambourine in

Brentford Market. Two halves they are, an' she'll

niver put that barge through Barnes death-trap, for

she's alone on it, an' Ismay knows, for he seen it break

away from moorin's, same time as we went ourselves,

fslow what is Ismay goin' to do ? Lady, can you tell

me that?"
" I don't know," exclaimed Rosamund feverishly

;

" but, oh, lucky Mir'cle ! Do you think, Mother Nan,
she is afraid ?

"

Mother Nan shook her head.
" Naw," she replied simply ;

" why should she be ?

Death comes to us all, lady."

Suddenly out of the grim autumn twilight a bridge

loomed low on the swirling tide, the lights of London
twinkling unsteadily within its arches.

" This is Barnes Bridge," said Mother Nan in a

curious level voice to Rosamund, " an' after that

—

well, he'll have to do something soon ; there ain't

much further."

^ Ismay stood at the bows, tall and erect, poised as

if to spring, with the pole balanced in his hands. The
current brought his barge within touch of the Miracle,

which was tacking clumsily towards the middle arch.

He leant forward and set the pole right broadsides,

and the Nancy shot ahead. Both barges came through

the middle arch in safety, but the girl on the Miracle

had lost her head. She was steering wildly, so that

the barge was coming down stream almost stern first.

Suddenly it was caught in an eddy, righted, and came
on, with the girl leaning on the tiller as if her confi-

dence were quite restored.

Ismay stood watching her with every muscle in his

body strained and strung beneath his streaming gar-

ments.

Rosamund's eyes ached as she watched him through
the swiftly-closing darkness.

" An' now," said Mother Nan, with quiet emphasis,
"it comes to the death-trap, an' the flood-tide is

here."

Even as she spoke the waters seemed to swell

beneath them, and the barge would have spun in the

tide but for the old woman's strength at the helm.
The girl on the other barge fell silently over the tiller,

and knelt with her white face raised to the wet skies,

luminous with the reflection of a million lights.

A train rumbled hollowly across Barnes Bridge, a
steamer hooted dismally down the river—sounds that

seemed to come from infinite distance to ears filled

with the roar of many waters, and the continuous

multisonous rush of the rain. The banks disappeared
in a grey haze, there was no definite outline anywhere,
the world was swallowed up in grey-green darkness,

out of which loomed portentous and threatening

great vague shadowy shapes lit by phantasmal fires.

Low on the tumultuous eddying flood rose, outlined

in circles of livid light, the ominous span of Hammer-
smith Bridge—the death-trap.

" Not yet, Ismay !

" The old woman's voice rang out

with the clear emphasis of a bugle-call, thrilling the

two women beside her with fear. " No, not yet !

"

The man's answer came as calm as if he were under

a summer sky

—

" Keep her nose to the middle arch."

All at once the bridge shot up above them, high

and fearsome in the soaking rain. The current gripped

the Miracle and spun her like a teetotum, and she

came crashing on broadside against the pier of the

middle arch.

" Help me, both of you !

" cried Mother Nan,

throwing her whole weight suddenly on the tiller.

Instantly Rosamund and the Duchess, inspired by

sheer panic, threw themselves alongside her, and

there was an echoing roar behind them, reverberating

hollowly in the arches, filled with the sullen murmurous
voice of the swelling flood-tide.

" Ismay ! Ismay ! Ismay ! " The old woman's

voice rang out pver rain and flood with all the energy

of hopeless despair.
" Hush ! " cried Rosamund, patting her hysterically

on the shoulders. " He is not here. I—I— I saw

him go. And 1 saw them go past on the water. She

was in his arms, Mother Nan, and oh ! oh ! 1 would

barter all the wealth in the world if I could go down

to the death-trap as that girl did
"

The Duchess put an arm round her and drew her

head on her breast. Rosamund was crying like some

whipped child.

" Hush ! hush \
" said the Duchess steadily. " It

will pass. I felt like that too, Rosamund, and it

passed."

Mother Nan stood peering into the darkness, where

the lights whirled in giddy reflections on the broken

water.

"An' it's taken Ismay an' left me; but I knew

once they'd met they'd come together at the last. An"

the flood-tide comes to us all—ay, lady, to us all."
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Wake Up! John Bull.
An Illustrated Supplement to the "Review of Reviews."

No. 29.] Issued as an integral part of the Review op Reviews of November, 1908.

The Process of Awakening.

THE raging, tearing agitation which Mr. Chamberlain
is conducting thoughout the country, although
mischievous enough in its intent, may, neverthe-

less, bear some good fruit if it helps to awaken John
Bull and direct his

attention to the

needs of bring-
ing his machinery
and processes of

production up to

date. The danger
is that this method
of waking him up
merely in order to

induce him to swal-

low the deadly poi-

son of Protection,

may, ultimately,
consign him to a

slumber from which
he can only be
roused by the trump
of the Archangel.
Fortunately, how-
ever, there is no
sign that Mr. Cham-
berlain's campaign,
although full of
sound and fury, is

converting anybody
to his extraordinary
belief that the best

way to revive trade

is to lay taxes upon
food, even when re-

commended upon
the not less extra-

ordinary notion that

it is possible to tax-

commodities with-

out raising their

prices. Apart from
Mr. Chamberlain's
" Promenade " of

Protection, the work
of waking up John
Bull is kept on vigor-

ously in many quar-
ters. The accompanying cartoon represents Sir Thomas
Lipton's contribution to the awakening process. But it

is probable that Mr. Mosely's Educational Campaign,
which is now busily engaged in investigating the

educational equipment of the United States, will

be even more useful in bringing home to our
leading people the necessity of thinking of some-
thing else in education besides the claims of rival

churches.

Puck.] A Sound Sleeper.

" There is no more loyal Britisher than myself ; but I can't close my eyes to one thing, aud
that is we are a decaying nation, commercially, as compired to your country, and the United
States is the greatest country on the face of the earth to-day."—Speech of Sir Thomas Lipton.

THE
UNEMPLOYED

THIS
WINTER.

There is a cer-

tain proportion
of workmen unem-
ployed every winter
in London, but al-

though the fact is

undisputed, there is

an astonishing ab-
sence of provision

to meet the con-

stantly recurring

need.

Last year two
Conferences were
held upon the sub-

ject and various re-

solutions were
passed, which,
taken together, set

out a practical policy

for dealing with this

difficulty. The
policy is there ; it

is the application

that is needed. In

the beginning of

November a Con-
ference was ar-

ranged for the pur-

pose of bringing

pressure to bear
upon the authorities

on the part of the

representatives of

the Free Churches
of London.
The following

summary of the

recommendations made at last year's Conference

will be found useful by all those who are confronted by
the chronic difficulty of providing work for those tempo-

rarily thrown out of employment during the winter

season.

[Sept. a3 .
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SUMMARY OF RECENT PROPOSALS FOR DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEMPLOYED.

(L.C.C.C. means suggested by the London County
Council Conference on the Unemployed last Spring

;

G.C., the Guildhall Conference, held February 27th

and 28th, 1903.)

A.—WHAT CAN BE DONE AT ONCE.
I.

—

By the National Government.
i. Expediting all work already decided on, under any

Government department, and employing thereon as many
workmen as can properly be employed (G.C).

ii. Keeping the necessary indoor cleaning and painting

of Government buildings to the slack season of the year

(L.C.C.C.).

iii. Embodying the Militia during the slack months,
and not as now during the months when trade is brisk

(L.C.C.C.).

iv. Reduction of long hours in Government works and
consequent increase in the numbers employed (L.C.C.C).

vOn taking over the Tramways, the London County
Council reduced the hours to 60 a week, and had there-

fore to employ 20 per cent more men).
v. Relief works of public utility, including (1) afforesta-

tion, (2) reclamation of foreshores, and (3) making a

national road round the coast (L£.C.C.)
; "(4) carrying out

the recommendations of the Royal Commission on the
Port of London (G.C.).

vi. Promptly granting loans and other facilities to local

authorities for carrying on relief works of public utility

(G.C).
vii. Exempting from disfranchisement, during special

distress, persons receiving Poor Law relief for not more
than one month in each of two successive years ( L.C.C.C,
G.C).

viii. Forming an Office of Industry, or special depart-

ment, to deal with recurring periods of depression, to

watch for and notify signs of approaching lack of employ-
ment, to obtain and disseminate information as to open-
ings for labour, to help in distributing labour where it is

most needed, and to devise means for the public use of

surplus labour (L.C.C.C, G.C.) ; with a Minister of
Industry having a seat in the Cabinet (G.C), granting
statutory powers, if needed, to local authorities (1) to

form local offices of industry, and (2) to provide shelters

for the homeless unemployed (G.C).
k II.—By Local Authorities.

i. Expediting all work already decidec} on, and employ-
ment thereon of as many workmen as can properly be
employed (L.C.C.C., G.C).

ii. Keeping to the slack season of the. year the indoor
renovation of public buildings (L*CCC).

iii. Reducing the lojig hours ifof municipal workmen,
and so increasing the numbers employed (L.C.C.C.).

iv. Relief works of public utility, including (1) the
raising of marshy land, (2) the cleansing and improve-
ment of streams (L.C.C.C.), (3) draining and reclaim-

ing foreshores and other waste lands, (4) demolishing
slums, (5) laying out villages near large towns, (6) and
making lines of transit thither from the crowded centres

(G.C).
v. Forming an Office of Industry' in each borough and

county (1) to register all the unemployed in the given
area ; (2) to get to know and to let the public know
where labour is Wanted and where it is not wanted ; and
(3) to co-operate with the national government in finding

useful work for the unemployed (L.C.C.C, G.C).
vi. Opening Shelters for the homeless unemployed in

times of exceptional distress (G.C).

III.—By Private Societies, Companies or
Persons.

i. Keeping to the slack season all indoor renovation or
decoration of churches, chapels, schools, hospitals, rail-

way stations, etc. (L.C.C.C).
ii. Reduction of long hours and consequent increase of

the numbers employed (LC.C.C).
iii. Endeavour of benevolent societies to dissuade dis-

charged soldiers and sailors and others from seeking work
in the great cities (L.C.C.C)

iv. Direction of church visitors, city missionaries and
others to observe the economic condition of the house-
holds visited, and to report thereon to suitable centres of

help and guidance.

B.—WHAT WILL TAKE TIME.
I.—By the National Government.

i. Prohibition of child labour under the age of twelve
years (L.C.C.C).

ii. Extension of compulsory education, at least in even-
ing schools, until the age of sixteen (L.C.C.C).

iii. Medical observation of all children leaving school,

and detention, on probation, of the unfit (L.C.C.C).
iv. Improved technical education with something of

the nature of apprenticeship (L.C.C.C).
v. Empowering guardians to acquire land on which to

employ the unemployed without disfranchising them
(L.C.C.C).

vi. Replacement of workhouses and casual wards by
" labour schools " in the country ;

(1) Schools of restraint for homeless men and women,
with detention possibly for three or four years ;

(2) Schools of freedom, for men who have homes, to

enable them to support wives and children at

home, while they qualify for country life or

emigration (Canon Barnett, L.C.C.C).

II.—By Local Authorities.

Training by Poor Law Guardians of unemployed town
families to fit them for work on the land (1) at home or

(2) in the Colonies (at L.C.C.C.).

III.—By Private Societies or Persons.

i. Mapping out of areas of actual or probable distress

among local religious and charitable bodies, • so as to

ensure that every street has in it a friend or friends com-
petent and willing to observe and report on the need of

every household in the street, and to bring such help or

guidance as is procurable from the right quarters.

ii. Development of Trade Unions, Friendly Societies,

the organisation of charities (L.C.C.C.).

iii. Development of such institutions as the Social Wing
of the Salvation Army, the Church Army Labour Homes,
the Training Farm at Langley, Essex, the Home Coloni-

sation Society (L.C.C.C).
iv. Lectures by responsible persons in crowded centres,

on emigration, giving information as to our Colonies and

dependencies (L.C.C.C).

" FROM Stenographer to Cabinet Minister" is the title

given to a sketch by David Williamson in the Young

Man of the remarkable career of Mr. Cortelyou. . Ten

years ago Mr. Cortelyou was a typist and stenographer in

the Post Office. He became stenographer to President

Cleveland, and then private secretary to Presidents

McKinley and Roosevelt.
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The Largest Mail-Order Business in Britain:
An Object-Lesson of Up-to-date Enterprise.

I
WENT down to Sheffield last month to hear Lord
Rosebery. The Albert Hall was crowded with an
enthusiastic audience, who gave Lord Rosebery a

royal welcome. It was a great speech and a memorable
occasion. Lord Rosebery has seldom spoken better, nor

has he ever had a more enthusiastic audience. The
famous mustering place of political parties in Sheffield is

estimated to hold three thousand persons, and there was
not a seat vacant. Of the many fine passages in Lord

Rosebery's speech few were more appreciated than that

in which he indicated as the alternative policy which

England should adopt for coping with the dangers of

foreign competition—more education, greater energy, more readiness

to adopt new methods, the application of more intelligence to the

development and maintenance of business. This sound doctrine

was cheered and cheered again by the men and women of the

town which has supplied one of the most remarkable object-lessons

in support of Lord Rosebery's doctrines which is to be found in all

England. And the author of that object-lesson was a conspicuous

figure in the gallery immediately facing the speaker. As I joined

Mr. J. G. Graves at the close of the meeting I could not help*

remembering that this man of business who had acted by antici-

pation on Lord Rosebery's advice had built up a colossal business

out of nothing—a business so huge that next day there would

assemble under the personal direction of this modern captain of

industry as many thousands as were packed that night in the

Albert Hall.

THE RISE OF THE HOUSE OF GRAVES.

The rise of the house of J. G. Graves is one of the romances

of modern industry and a standing illustration of what can be
done when intelligence and energy are combined in the building

up of a great business. As I drove home with Mr. Graves (who*

was my host on that occasion) I had an opportunity of hearing from

his own lips something of the story of how his great "Mail Order *

business was built up. The Mail Order business is of comparatively

recent growth. In America there are firms which conduct ant

enormous business through the Post Office. In England Mr. Graves

stands almost alone. There are some who profess to have grave

moral scruples against doing business by means of the Post Office,,

and still more who regard the method of selling goods on the

instalment system as heinously immoral. But one thing even his

worst enemies cannot deny, that it was Mr. Graves, and Mr. Graves

almost alone, who saved the watch trade for England at a time wheo
that industry was almost beaten out of the field by the American invaders.

THE INVASION OF THE AMERICAN WATCH.

Twenty-five years ago the ordinary price for a first-class English made watch was about five pounds. A watch

was the luxury of the middle- class, and it was the exception rather than the rule for a working man to possess

a timekeeper. It is not surprising, therefore, that when the enterprising manufacturers of machine-made watches

of the United States were looking round for fresh fields, they perceived their opportunity in the watchless millions of

the United Kingdom. They imported their cheap watches in enormous quantities, and in a very few years it seemed
as if watch making was likely to cease to be an English Industry. " We cannot stand up against American com-

petition," was the general complaint, and the weak brethren sighed in vain for a Protective duty which

would prevent the dumping of American watches upon the English market—fortunately for the working classes,

who were now for the first time enabled to secure a cheap and reliable time-keeper for themselves. No

Lord Rosebery speaking at Sheffield.
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Mr. J. G. Graves.

practical statesman could be found to propose such a

remedy for the depression of the watch trade. About

the year 1890 some spirited men, with Lord Derby at

their head, decided that the only thing

to be done, if the watch trade was not

to be lost to Great Britain, was to take

a leaf from the American book and fight

the invaders with their own weapons.

Watch factories were put up at Prescot,

Coventry, and Birmingham, fitted with

the latest and most improved machinery.

In a very short space of time English

watches were turned out as good as

those of America. But unfortunately

there was not sufficient demand for the

new English watch to permit of it being

produced in sufficient quantities to

enable its makers to cope with the

low price of the Waltham and other

American watches. If there were orders

enough for the English watch it could

be produced as cheaply as Me American
But the demand was limited owing to the

small output. The American watch wr.s

thirty shillings cheaper than the English

From 1890-3 the watch factories fought

bravely a losing battle ; but it was all in vain—ruin seemed

to be staring them in the face. It appeared to be only a

question of time when they would have to close their

doors and the shareholders would lose their money. But

in the year 1893 help came to the ruined industry from an

unexpected quarter.

HOW THE AMERICANS WERE DEFEATED.

A young Sheffield man who had started business some

years before in a very small way conceived the idea of

selling watches on the instalment system. Mr. Graves

(for it was he) threw the whole of his energy into popular-

ising the English watch. His method was to render the

acquisition of a watch easy by the same system of pay-

ment by instalment which the Tiynes adopted some

years later with singular success in selling the " Encyclo-

paedia Britannica." He began by offering a watch at

three pounds ten shillings, payable in instalments. Very

soon orders began to pour in with such rapidity that the

factories were able to increase the output, and as the

demand went up the price went down. Mr. Graves was

soon selling the watch at three guineas, and then taking

courage he boldly put the first-class English watch on

the market at two pounds ten shillings. The advent of

the fifty shilling watch purchased on the instalment

system marked the turning of the great fight. From that

day the English watch has held its position upon its own

mtrits. In ten years' time the English watch trade was

lifted from the slough of despair into a condition of

vigorous prosperity, giving constant employment to

thousands of skilled artisans. To-day the standard

watch in use in Great Britain is a watch of entirely

English make, and, so far as appearances go, there

seems to be no danger that any efforts on the part of

foreign competitors will be able to dispute its supremacy.

American watches are still sold in England in great

Mr. Graves's Private House, near Sheffield.
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quantities. Mr. Graves himself sells

jiumbers of them, but he regards the

English made fifty shilling watches as

folding an impregnable position.

A ROMANCE OF ENGLISH TRADE.

I sat up till the small hours of the

morning, in the well planned and

beautifully situated house (built by

-one of the Firths and subsequently

purchased by Mr. Graves) in the out-

skirts of Sheffield, listening to the

story of his early struggles. I spent

the morning of the next day in going

over some of the many departments

of his flourishing business. It seems

to me at such a time, when the air is

thick with the exploded fallacies of

Protection, the story of the rise of the
u House of Graves " is well worth the

telling.

Mr. Graves was born in the year

1865. He had what an American
millionaire described as the first great

requisite for making a fortune : he

began his career at the bottom of the ladder. He
was apprenticed when a lad to a watchmaker, and

during his apprenticeship considered himself ade-

quately paid by being boarded and lodged by his

employer. He started in business on his own account

when he was only twenty, without any capital,

but with any amount of energy and enthusiastic con-

fidence in his own ability to get on if he only got the

chance. He was a Methodist and a member of the

Young Men's Christian Association ; of a genial disposi-

Ths Typewriting Room in J. G. Graves's Office.

Correspondence Office, London Sections.

tion, and with a profound faith in the importance of

character as a business asset. As he himself says, he
had plenty of ideas, but very little experience and even

less money, but he believed that what one man could do
was not impossible for another to do who had the same
capacity, energy, and perseverance.

FROM THE PEDLAR'S PACK.

His first business premises were a small upper room,
the rent of which was half-a-crown a week. He furnished

it for 8s. 6d. The furniture consisted

of one table and a chair, which he and
a friend carried through the streets to

the little room of which they consti-

tuted the sole furniture. He fell back
upon his character to raise a small

stock . of watches and jewellery, and
then set about selling them. The
method which he adopted was
primitive, differing little from that

in which our ancestors prob-

ably pushed their business in pre-

historic times. He got a pedlar's

licence from the Chief Constable, and
with a pedlar's pack on his back

sallied forth into the country on
shanks's mare and industriously can-

vassed Derbyshire, Lincolnshire, and
Nottingham. For two years he sys-

tematically and thoroughly canvassed

the whole district. Looking back

upon these early years, he maintains

that these years of itinerancy were by
no means the least happy of his life ;
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Manufacturing Spoons by the Thousand.

he made hundreds of humble friends, many of whom he

has kept to this day. He gained invaluable experience,

£.nd, in his own phrase, what he lost in dignity he gained

in sense. From such humble beginnings sprang what is

now the greatest business of the kind which exists in

England. It will be remembered that another highly

successful man, who is now a millionaire and a baronet,

began life in very much the same way, bu^,he made his

fortune in other fields than those in

which he first started life. Mr. Graves,

although well on the way to be a

millionaire, and possibly a baronet to

. boot, never deserted the business in

which he started in life. .

FINDING THE HELPMATE,

After two years' peddling he shifted

from the upper room to another street,

where he opened a shop as a watch-

maker and jeweller. The premises

were rather large for his slender

business, and, in his own words', he

lacked on some side lines which were

entirely selected on the plan of making
the most show at the least expense. He
lived on the premises, working with-

out an assistant or shop-boy. As he

had two front doors he had two street

numbers which he always printed

upon his note-paper, a shrewd turn

which gave promise of advertising

ability of no mean order. For a

time it looked as if he would not be

able to make both ends meet. He

has never forgotten the struggle which
4

he had to put together the rent when
quarter-day came round. At this

time, when working night and day to

keep his head above water, he fell in

love, and greatly daring, forestalled

his rivals by making a proposal of

marriage. To his immense delight

he was accepted. From that moment
luck began to turn.

SMALL BEGINNINGS.

H e furnished acouple ofempty rooms,

made a bed for himself by stuffing a

bed-tick with straw and stretching

it across a broad shutter, which he laid

across some chairs, where he slept

happily enough till his business im-

proved and he indulged in the luxury

of a seven-and-sixpenny bedstead-

His friends of the Y.M.C.A. stood by

him. He was recognised as a young

man of indomitable energy and good

principles, and month by month his

prospects improved — improved so

much that he was able to move to another street

and engage an assistant, for whose accommodation
he purchased the first desk used by the firm of J. G.

Graves. To-day he has no fewer than two miles of

desks in use in his offices. He has three thousand

men and women in constant employ, and eighty-seven

clerks are employed solely in opening the letters

which reach him by post. Twenty thousand letters

Girls Burnishing Spoons.
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At Work on Mr. Graves's Periodical 44
Opportunities."

arrive every day at his head office, and his annual

turnover is well on to a million pounds sterling. This,

it must be admitted, is no small result to have been

achieved by one young man in a provincial town, without

a rich friend in the world, without any particular advan-

tages of education, and with no business connection to

start with except those country folks among whom he

travelled with his pedlar's pack and his companions of

the Y.M.C.A. and the Methodist chapel.

THE INSTALMENT SYSTEM.

How was this great result achieved ?

According to Mr. Graves's own account

it was due chiefly to the fact that

from his early manhood he was pos-

sessed by a great ambition to succeed

in business, believing that to be a just

and resourceful employer was one

of the noblest callings open to any

man. He was naturally of a sanguine

disposition ; he thought well of his

fellow-men : he believed that English

men and women were honest and

deserved to be trusted, and that if

confidence was placed in them they

would prove themselves not unworthy

of the trust. He believed this, he

says, as a youth ; he is certain of it

to-day as the result of his enormous

experience. " The net result," he told

me, 44 of an extended business has

been enormously to deepen and con-

firm my esteem of my fellow-creatures.

The mass of mankind is honest, and

in most cases where there is default

it is far more frequently due to negli-

gence than any dishonest intent." It

will be remembered that Messrs.

Catesby have also put on record a

similar statement as the result of their

system of universal credit. Consider-

ing the depravity of mankind, it

is almost incredible that a business

conducted in this fashion can work

out with such good results. Mr. Graves

sells his goods, sends them by post

to anybody who will send him a

first instalment on account, and of

every hundred persons whom he

trusts there are not three— the exact

number is 2\—who ever need be

approached wiih legal proceedings to

induce them to pay up their instalments

to the last penny. As a matter of

fact, only I per cent, of his annual

million of turnover is collected by legal

process. This is a record which few

tradesmen will not envy.

GOODS SENT 44 ON APPRO."

But Mr. Graves's method of doing business is not

merely that of allowing universal credit to anyone who
pays in instalments ; he goes much further than that. If

any customer, in any part of Great Britain, orders any

goods from him and sends him the stipulated instalment,

he sends on the goods and allows the customer seven

days in which to examine them, test them, compare them

Despatching Parcels at Sheffield:
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with similar goods provided by trades-

men in his own locality, and at tlie

end of that period, if he is not

satisfied, he has only to return th^

goods to Sheffield and Mr. Graves

will refund the instalment. So high

is the character of the goods sup-

plied, however, that it is very seldom

that a customer returns any article

that has been sent him on approba-

tion. The enormous majority pay up

their instalments with punctuality

;

but there is a minority which require

to be reminded by post that the in-

stalments have come due, and 2{ per

cent, need to be summoned, but in

only one case out of a thousand is

such a summons more than a mere

formality. Mr. Graves, however, is

dissatisfied even with this irreducible

minimum ; and he is elaborating a

system of collection within the three

kingdoms which he is convinced will

enable him to dispense altogether

with the appeal to the Civil Courts. "Those of my
customers who do not pay," he said, "do it for the

simple reason that they are not personally asked

for it
;

" but in no case has there been any complaint

from any customer, even from those he has prose-

cuted, that he has dealt hardly with them. Mr.

Graves, until recently, was a member of the Sheffield

City Council, and he discovered in that capacity that

the proportion of the revenues of the Corporation which

had to be collected by legal process was larger than the

proportion of debts incurred in his business under the

instalment system. There is no mystery about the

instalment system. It is very simple. If any one wants

Cabinet-makers at Work.

Workmen's Tool Department -all English Made.

to buy any goods from Mr. Graves up to the value of

£$ he can obtain them by sending a P.O. for 14s., with

a promise to pay a similar amount of 14s. a month until

the ^5 is paid off. If a customer only buys goods worth

15s. he pays 3s. deposit and 3s. per month afterwards.

If he prefers to pay cash down, he has discount allowed

him in the shape of goods valued at 5 per cent, of the

original purchase. This system, which was first worked
out in relation to watches, has been extended to all kinds

of goods.
VICTORY OVER THE POST OFFICE.

A large portion of his gigantic business is transacted

through the agency of the Post Office. It will be remem-

bered that a few years ago questions

were asked in Parliament concern-

ing a dispute between Mr. Graves

and the Post Office, which led to a

block in the Post Office business,

which attracted attention throughout

the whole country. This was caused

by the withdrawal of some conve-

niences which were formerly allowed by

the Post Office. Mr. Graves retaliated

by sending his staff to buy stamps

and register parcels at the public

counter, with the result that the Cen-

tral Post Office was blocked, and the

general public could neither buy a

stamp, send a telegram, or cash a

money order. The inconvenience was

such that the Postmaster - General

capitulated, and Mr. Graves went on

his way triumphant. The extent to
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The Dining Hall at Westville.

which Mr. Graves uses the Post Office may be inferred

from the fact that from his turnover of one million

sterling only ,£15,000 represent the goods sold in Sheffield

itself ; all the rest is sold through the post to customers

who may have never been in Sheffield in their lives, and
only known of Mr. Graves through the advertisements

in the papers.

" OPPORTUNITIES n
: CIRCULATION, 400,000 MONTHLY.

Whatever criticism may be showered upon Mr. Graves
for his business methods, no one can deny that the

business itself is a great and solid fact. I had the

pleasure ,of going over a few of the premises, all of

which are of his own creation, and are directly under
his own management and control. The first place

visited was that where a large staff of

women and girls are employed in

putting up, addressing, and stamping

the circulars and the magazine which
Mr. Graves publishes ; for«Mr. Graves,

among other things, is a publisher

of one of the most widely-circulated

periodicals in Britain, entitled Oppor-

tunities, and 400,000 copies are cir-

culated every month through the post.

Although it was primarily a trade

circular, it is now much more than

this, and it has in it the promise and
potency of a magazine for the general

reader. The office where the maga-
zine is addressed, folded and tt.imped
was a hive of busy industry. I have

never seen any girls work so briskly

since I saw some Scotch fisher-girls

making nets at the Fishery Exhibition

in London twenty years ago. Most

of them are quite young girls whom
Mr. Graves has recruited from the

scholars when they leave the Board schools. Their dress,

their appearance, their good looks and their general

refinement reminded me of the descriptions which

we used to read of the young ladies who were employed

in the Lowell Mills, to whom it used to be said it seemed

almost grotesque to apply the term of " millhands." A
bonnier set of young ladies I have seldom seen assembled

together in one establishment.

A VISIT TO WESTVILLE.

From the despatching o^ces we went down to the

great pile of new buildings which, under the name of

" Westville," were opened this year for the accommoda-
tion of part of the staff. The pile of buildings is erected

upon a splendid site, from which the visitor can look out

Mr. Graves and so ne of those employed in his business, who played " The Pirates of Penzance

"

after business hours.
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J. G. Graves's New Offices at Westville.

over the smoky city which lies at his feet. On the north

the windows look out over the site of the Sheffield

University ; the west faces the children's hospital

and Weston Park, with the museum and Mappin

Art Gallery. The buildings themselves are worthy

-of their site. It is doubtful whether any business

premises in Britain are their equal. All the rooms are

fifteen feet high, admirably ventilated, excellently lighted

and tastefully decorated. They stand in their own
grounds, and are complete with every convenience which

the most enlightened employers have provided for the

comfort of their employe's. Wardrobes are provided

for hats, coats, umbrellas, etc. All the rooms are tele-

phonically connected with each other. The buildings

are in two large blocks connected by corridors. The
South Blo:k has four floors devoted entirely to business,

but the other block contains five floors and is much the

most interesting. The basement is used entirely for

stores. The first, second, and third are occupied as

offices. On the top floor is a large hall used as dining-

room and for recreation, and in the adjoining kitchens

and offices every convenience exists for providing meals

for the employe's at cost price. There are also green-

houses and ferneries which provide the plants which

decorate the offices. From the roof garden an extensive

view can be obtained over the whole city. From the

roof to the basement nothing is loud, but everything is

substantial. The doors are of polished walnut with

bevelled panels. The building is heated throughout by

hot-water pipes, and all the most modern appliances

have been adopted for ventilating the building. Large

as these premises are, Mr. Graves is already designing

further extensions, tilf he expects to be able to cover an

area of 5,000 square yards. The accompanying illustra-

tions g.ive a better idea than any description of mine.

THE HEADQUARTERS AND ITS WATCHES.

Leaving Westville, we went down town to Division

Street, to the old headquarters of J. G. Graves. Here the

banking business is carried on, and here also is Mr.

Gravest own special sanctum. It is more like an annex

to an art gallery than a business office. Mr. Graves took

me through room after room, introducing me to his editors,

explaining to me, with a detail which I cannot reproduce

here, the manner in which he stored his jewellery and
provided accommodation for the staff engaged in handling

the watches and jewellery. With watches Mr. Graves
began, and the sale of watches still forms the sheet

anchor of Mr. Graves's business. Of late the trade in

tools has attained such great dimensions that it promises

to take the first place ; but watches still hold their own.

Mr. Graves sells his watches at the prices current

throughout the country. Recently a somewhat curious

complaint was made by his less successful rivals in other

parts of the country. The usual complaint is that their

competitor undersells in the market, but the complaint

against Mr. Graves was that he sold his watches

at a higher price than some of the watches
equal in quality were sold by other watchmakers.

To settle this controversy, Mr. Graves, through his

agents, bought watches all over the country, and found

that in every case his rivals charged as much for their

watches as he did, and in many cases charged more.

Mr. Graves guarantees his w itches for seven years—

a

longer guarantee than any other maker. If any watch
which he sells goes wrong, gets dirty in that period, he
cleans it, mends it, and returns it free of charge. He
reckons that the nctt cost of guaranteeing is equal to a

shilling a year on each watch. To keep up this system of

guarantees he finds it necessary to keep a staff of from
sixty to seventy skilled watchmakers constantly on the

premises. Although his staple is a £2 10s. watch, he

supplies watches of every kind, both the keyless and those

of the older fashion which are still in demand in some
quarters.

WAREHOUSES AND FACTORIES.

From the Headquarters we went to another establish-

ment where stores of ready-made clothes are kept. Mr.
Graves not only supplies clothes ready-made but will

make them to order on receiving measurements. A great

business is done in this way in all parts of the kingdom.
Here also I saw the room in which the electro plates

are prepared to illustrate Mr. Graves's advertisements.

I did not see the artists who are employed in

drawing illustra-

tions, but they

also are at work
on the premises/

From there we
went on to see

the whole process

of the manufac-

ture of the electro-

plated spoons and

forks. Here both

men and women
are employed, and

although at the

best the work is

laborious, as muchAnother of the Firm's Buildings.
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x Where the Business Started.

as possiblehas been done to utilise machinery in the heavier

branches of the work. Mr. Graves has carried his social

improvement ideas into the working of this factor}', and

some time ago he was pleasantly surprised by being pre-

sented by the workpeople at the Enterprise Factory with

a complete set of Ruskin's works in acknowledgment of

his personal interest in their welfare.

I had not time to visit the other departments where

the cabinet-makers are at work, nor had I time to see the

place from whence the Sheffield tools are despatched to

all parts of the world. But everywhere the best feelings

seem to prevail between the employer, the foreman, and

the men and women in his employ. If Mr. Graves's

ambition was to be a just and resourceful employer, he

-certainly seems to have realised his ideal.

HIS PENSION SCHEME.

Some time ago I published particulars as to the pension

scheme which Mr. Graves established so as to secure due

provision for the retirement of his aged employe's. The

idea was suggested to him as Chairman of the Financial

Committee of the Sheffield Corporation. In that capacity

it was his duty to draw up a scheme for the superannua-

tion of the employe's of the Municipality. The

principle of his scheme is very simple. Every work-
man drawing 30s. a week contributes ninepence to a
pension fund, and for every ninepence paid in by the work-

man Mr. Graves contributes another ninepence. After

ten years' service any employe* who has been disabled in

the service of the firm will be entitled to draw one-sixth of

his wages for the rest of his life ; if he had been twenty

years he would draw two-sixths of his wages. In like

manner, at the age of sixty-five, any man who had been in

the service of the firm for ten years could get a retiring

pension equal to one-sixth of his salary ; those who have

been fifteen, a quarter, and those who have been twenty,

half. The same rule applies both to men and women, but

the provision is made that when women leave to get

married they receive as dowry all the money that they

have paid in to the pension fund together with an equal

amount from their employer. Mr. Graves claims that,

although this scheme entails on him an annual payment of

,£1,750, it is a sound business proposition, for that ,£1,750

has far more than recouped him ;
first, in the increase of

the sense of solidarity between himself and his workmen
;

it also enables him to have the pick of the labour market,

and gives an additional security for the honesty of th ^

employe's ; and, best of all, it enables you to honourably

and satisfactorily retire your superannuated employe's

instead of turning them adrift.

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION.

Mr. Graves has covered the whole country with a net-

work of agencies which make the firm of J. G. Graves

a national institution. It would, however, be a great

mistake to think that the business is only done with

the working people : this extraordinary constituency of

customers is composed of every rank and class of society,

including every trade and profession, the clergy and

ministers of every faith, officers of every rank in both

Services, clubs and societies in large numbers, and, in

short, from the House of Lords down through every rank

and stratum of society this extraordinary concern has

gained the support of the purchasing classes.

One of the Works of Mr. Graves.
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HIS ONE SHOP-WINDOW.

The Graves catalogue of 944 pages is a model of

exhaustive detail. It is the one great shop-window of

the business into which all the world can look. Its

pages are crammed, though in orderly and attractive

fashion, with illustrations and descriptions of one of the

most marvellous assemblages of merchandise ever

h.indled under the same management. To dress this

shop-window and prepare it for the public eye costs over

£7,000. So far as tasteful and attractive management
is concerned the Jewellery and Fancy Goods section will

find most admirers, but in point of importance the

sections illustrating Tools, Machinery, Complete Furnish-

ing, Vehicles, Gas Engines, etc., are those which account

for a considerable proportion of the trading transactions.

The immense variety and extent of the stocks illustrated

in the catalogue make this volume one of the most

convenient works of reference available for the Foreign

and Colonial trade, and the book is eagerly welcomed in

all British Colonies and foreign countries to the uttermost

ends of the earth. 1 suggested that to show the e: tent

and variety of the Foreign trade it would be a good idea

to detach the stamps from a single day's Foreign

mail, and after grouping to take a photo for

reproduction. This.was done, but the assemblage

proved to be much too large to allow of repro-

duction being satisfactory.

A FAMILY WITH TWENTY-ONE HOMES.

The warehousing and manipulation of the

enormous aggregation of merchandise described

in the catalogue is carried on in twenty-one

buildings situate in various parts of Sheffield and

connected by telephone and an organised mes-

senger service. Needless to say the best pro-

curable brains are employed in the management
of each department, and from top to bottom one

finds an exhibition of esprit de corps which is

alike creditable to the staff and the management.
Every employe* has a fortnight's holiday in the

year at the cost of the firm. It would be diffi-

cult either in England or America to find a

better cared for industrial family than that which

Mr. Graves has organised in building up the

greatest mail order business in the United

Kingdom.

THE MAINSPRING OF "GRAVES."

Mr. Graves is only thirty-eight years of age,

and is active, abstemious and energetic. He is

a good Wesleyan Methodist and the President

of a large Sunday Afternoon Men's Meeting.
As a fluent and eloquent speaker, his lectures

are much appreciated by the large audiences

of men to whom they are addressed. Though
keenly interested in local and national affairs he
mclines to the idea that such administrative

ability as he possesses can find more useful

occupation in the guidance and active manage-
ment of his own concerns, for, while they are

presumably conducted in the first instance for his own
advantage, at the same time he carries' on his shoulders

the responsibility of the welfare of the thousands of

workers on his pay roll, and indirectly he influences

the prosperity of very many manufacturing concerns
throughout the country. It is a broad and thorough
conception of responsibility, and there is much to be said

for it.

THE SOCIAL SIDE.

On the social side of the undertaking the concern is

a veritable Polytechnic. Helpful societies and clubs of

all kinds are carried on and thrive. The firm provides

a fine recreation ground, and several flourishing cricket

and football teams are maintained. The large recreation-

hall is furnished with a splendid equipment of gymnastic

apparatus, and large classes, both of girls and young^

men, are held weekly. The musical and elocutionary-

talent of the firm provides splendid entertainment for

the staff, and illustrated lectures by well-known speakers

are given during the winter. The choral society, with a

hundred and twenty selected voices, is a magnificent

success, and every year, at the firm's annual Social*

A Quiet Walk in Mr. Graves's Garden.
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Festival, which occupies three evenings, a well-known

musical work is performed. There are, besides, holiday

clubs, a strong literary society, a girls' guild, and other

pleasing features. During the summer parties of

employe's are constantly entertained by Mr. and Mrs.

Graves in their beautiful grounds, which extend from their

residence to the River Porter.

THE NEW BUSINESS SPIRIT.

Now in all this detail there would seem to be a striking

similarity with the outstanding features which distin-

guish such firms as Levers, Cadbury, The National Cash

Register, and others whose practical interest in their

workpeople seems to be equalled only by their success.

Is this merely coincidence or is it Cause and Effect?

When all allowance has been made for personality

there still remains strong reason for believing that the

interesting features now just touched upon foreshadow

the New Business Spirit.

The huge commercial undertakings of to-day provide

scope for generalship and opportunities for the play of

loyalty and enthusiasm to an extent unknown in the days

of Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill, and the part which

these qualities are destined to play in the commercial
successes of the future was hardly dreamt of by those

•eminent economists.

THE EMPLOYER OF THE FUTURE.

We are witnessing to-day the first signs of the passing

of the old dispensation under which the employe's were

merely " hands," and the interest between employer and

employed practically limited to the payment and receipt of

wages, and we are slowly waking up to the boundless

possibilities which will be realised under the new rigime

of mutual interest and mutual co-operation. The great

lesson which the Graves enterprise teaches is—the

extraordinary manner in which the social, intellectual,

moral and physical welfare of a great community of

workers may be studied and assisted as a recog-

nised feature of the firm's daily routine, and the

undoubted resultant effect which such policy has

upon the permanent fortunes of the concern. The

business prizes of the future will go to the ablest generals,

and the ablest business general will be the man who

most commands the enthusiasm and confidence of

his employe's, and who knows best how to draw into the

working of his concern the latent talent and the diver-

sified ingenuity which every- large body of workers does

certainly possess, but which it has been the practice

of the old dispensation to regard with suspicion and

sometimes with selfish fear, rather than systematically to

encourage and educate. Whatever honours the future

may hold in store for Mr. J. G. Graves, he will certainly

earn no distinction of which he will have a better right

to be proud than the honour of holding place in the

ranks of the pioneers of the New Commercial Dispen-

sation.

A Meeting of Mr. Graves's Athletic Club.
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American Catholic Quarterly Review.—Burns and Oates.
i dol. Oct.

Most Rev. Patrick John Rvan.
Leo XIII. P. L. Connellan.
Ireland in the Twentieth Century. B. J. Clinch.
Dm Training of the Teacher. Rev. J. A. Burns.
The Papacy as a Naval Power. Donat Sampson.
Heg:l and the Schoolmen. R*v. W. H. Kent.
Hume Rule and Mr. Chambsrl tin's Zollv^rein. Rev. G. McD-irmot.
The "Twelfth Promise." Rev. V. McN.ibb.
A Fatal Error in Education and Its Remedy. Rev. R. Schwickerath.
chapters in Irish History connected with the Union and the Attempt to

enact the Veto. R. R. Elliot.

I he reaching of the New Testament and of the Church regarding Divorce.
Rev. H. Pope.

(American Historical Review.—Macmillan. 3s. 6J. Oct.

Historical Synthesis. F. M. Fling.
Two Lives of the Emptor Charles V. E. F. Henderson.
The Failure of the Humble Petition and Advics. R. C. H. Catterall.
EL*ct on of Delegates from New York to the Second Continental Congress.

Carl Becker.

Antiquary.—Sto:k. fia. Nov.
The Orpington Parish Registers. Concl. J. Russell Larkby.
The Museum of the Wiltshi-e Archae )lozic il and Natural History Society

at Devizes. Illus. Rev. E. H. Goddird.
Notes from the Nile, 1902. Contd. John Ward.
Warwick Castle and Its Earls. Illus Rrv. J. Charles Cox
Rackstrow's Museum. G. L. Apperson.

Architectural Record.—14, Vbsby Street, New York. 25 cts.

Oct.
A Co-operative Studio Building. Illus. A. C David.
The Ark of S. Dominic Illus. C Coleman.
The Work of Wilson Eyre. Illus. J. Millard.

Architectural Review.—?, East Harding Street. 6d. Nov.
Giol 5o Romano at Mantua. Illus. H. Ricardo.
English Mediaeval Figure-Sculpture. Contd Illus. E. S. Prior and A.

Gardner.

Arena.—Gay and Bird. 25 cts. Oct.

Old Foe* with New Faces. Walter Clark.
Emerson the Man. R. Heber Newton.
Mob Rule. Prof. Edwin Maxjy
National Currency or Bank Currency ? Wharton Barke-.
Should the People or the Corporations light Our Cities? F. F. Ingram.
Education for the Home. Prof. Chrisman.
Necessity of the People's Party. William V. Allen.
The Dignity of Labour. F. Edwin Elwell.
A Neglected Phase of the Housing Problem. R. H. Knorr.

Art Journal.—H. Virtue, is. 6d. Oct.
Etching:—" Oriel College and St. Mary's Church, Oxford" by W. Monk.
William Monk. Illus. E. G. Hahon.
Philip Gilbert Hamerton. Illus. Lewis Lusk.
The Royal Academy in the 1 ith Century. Co:it. Illus. G. P. Leslie and

F. A. Eaton.
The Rutland Monuments in Bottesford Church. Cont. Illus. Lady

Victoria Manners.
Alfred Stevens. Illus. J. Morris-Moore.

Art Journal Christmas Annual.—H. Virti e. 2-.. 6d.

John MacWhirter. Illus. Archde icon Sinchir.
Supplements :—"GL-n Affaric," Au Alpina Meadow," " A Winter Fairy,"

&c, after J. MacWhirter.

Asiatic Quarterly Review.—Oriental Institute, Woking.
5s. Oct.

The Anglo-Persian Commercial Treaty. H. F. B Lynch.
The Peasant Proprietors of India. Romesh Dutt.
Indian Revenue and Land Systems. Gen. J. H. Fischer.
Recent Educational Changes in India. M. Prothero.
A Muslim University. A. Heidborn.
The Bashgali Kafir Language. Indicus Viator.
Kokang : a Chinese Corner of B.itish India. Pinya.
The Early Christian Road to China. E. H. Parker.
The Western Branch of the Early Turks. E. H. Parker.

Atlantic Monthly.—Gay and Bird. is. Oct.
The Power of the Senate. S. H. McCall.
?uixotism. S. M. Crothers.
he Fruits of Industrial Training. Booker T. Washington.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN.
The Studv of English Verse

"
> and r

H. Van Dyke.
Walks and Walking Tours. A. Haultain.
College Rank and Distinction in Life. A. L Lowell.

Some Early Impressions. Contd. Sir LetlU Stephen.

Henry Ward Bcecher. Lvman Abbott.
Pius X. and His Task. H. D. Sedgwick.

Badminton Magazine.—Eyre and Spottiswoods, is. Nov.

Eton. Illus. Col. W. N. Lloyd.
Modest Mjto-ing Considerations. Illus. Contd. M ijor C. G. Matson.
Sport in the Neilgherries. Illus. G.m. Sir George Wolseley.

Grouse-Shooting. Illus. P. Stephens.
Sport and Camp Life in British Columbia. Illus. R. Leckie-Ewing.
After Barbiry Sheep in Algeria. Illu*. H. P. Highton.
Schooling 'Chasers. Illus. H. G. Harper.
Sea-Fishing rouad about Aden. Illus. A. Willcock.

Bankers' Magazine.—Waterlow. is. 6d. Nov.

The Basis of the Mrmey Market.
The City and the Fisc il Crisis. W. R. Lawson.

BlackwoDd's Magazine.—Blackwood. 2s. 6d. Nov.

Russia and Japan.
Mr. Gladstone.
Manoeuvres ; the War in the West. With Map. Martini.

W. W. Story : the Portrait of an American.
A Peril nu R dein India. lMgrira.

Thackeray and his Critic;.

Musings without Method * ontd.

The Empire in Maritime War. Active List.

Mr. Chamberlain's Tariff.

Bookman.—Hodder and Stoughton. is. Oct. 15.

William Shakespeare. Illus. Thos. S^ccomb.-.

Stratford-on-Avon and the Vale of the Red Horse. Illus. H. Snowden
Ward.

W. E. Henley. Old National Observer.

Bookman.—(America.) Dodd. Mead and Co., New York. 25 cts.

Oct.
Venezuela and Kingsley's " Westward Ho !

" Illus. Louise Closser Hale.
The Confessions of a Literary Quill Driver. E. L. Didier.

The Scenes of Mrs. Humphry Ward's Novels. Illus. F. Hamel.
The N;w School of Journalism. Lincoln Steffens.

Henrik Ibsen. Illus. Jessie BrSchner.

25Canadian Magazine.—Ontario Publishing Co., Toronto.
Oct.

The Imperial Commercial Congess. Illus. E. H. Cooper.
The Threshing of the Grain. Illus. W. A. Belford.
Ancient and Modern Conceptions of Liberty. Prof. W. S. Milner.
The British Embassy at Washington. Illus. W. Fawcstt.
The War of 1812. Illus. Contd. J. Hanney.

Captain.—Newnes. 6d. Nov.
The Boys' Aviary at Stonyhu-st. Illus. A. E. Johnson.
John Smeaton and the Eddystone Lighthouse. Illus. Charles F. Shaw.

Cassell's Magazine.—Cassei.l. 6d. Nov.
Corporation Curiosities. Illus. A. Macfarime.
Fifth Avenue. New York. Illus. J. Vandercook.
Health from Scientific Exercise. Illus. W. H. Hodgson.
The Stock Exchange at Play. Illus. A Member of the House.
Our Women Dramatists. Illus. Marie A. Belloc.

Cassler's Magazine.—33, Bedford Street, Strand.* ts. Nov.

The Imperial German Navy. Illus. Archibald S. Hurd.
Superheated Steam for Steam Engi les. Illus. John Goodman.
The Apartment Hotel in New York. Illus. Reginald P. Bolton.
Electric Search Lights. Illus. Frank C. Perkins.
Locomotive- Building in Germany. Illus. A. von Borries.
The Microscope in Engineering. Illus. J.L.Hall.
Fuel Losses in Steam Plants. G.orge H. Barrus.
Oil-Fired Fu-naces. Illus. A. M. Bell.

The Steamship of the Future. Illus. Stephen P. M. Tasker.

Catholic World.—32, Paternostkr Row. is. Oct.

Dr. Briggs and the Catholic Church. G. Devereux.
Christian Unity. A Missionary.
Grottaferrata. Illus. E. C. Berry.
A Narrative of the Missions on the Congo. Illus. Contd. A. B. Tugman.
Cellini and His Memoirs. T. B. Reilly.

Canterbury. Illus. E. Schreeber.
Divorce and Its Effects on Society. Dr. George Giglinger.
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Century Magazine.—Macmillan. i*. 4d. Nov.

The New York Stock Excha )ge from Wi.hia. U!us. E. L. Blummschein
and Otto H. Bacher.

Florentine Villas. Ulus. Edith Whanon.
Fighting the Hudson; an Adventure ii the Hudson River Tunnel, lllus.

H. A. Bruce.
Thackmy's Fri.-ndship with an Ame ican Family. Illus.

My Recollections of Bismarck. A. D. White.
The Present Epidemic of Cri.ne. J ones M. Buckler.
The Li>n-House in the Ne*' Vork Zoolog'cul Park. I lus. CharLs R.

Knight.

Chambers's Journal.—47. Paternoster Row. 8d. Nov.

James Abbot McNeill Whistler. Harry Quilter

The Evolution of Trinity House. H. Leach.
The Aborigines of Victoria.

Sidelights on the Appin Murder Trial.

Round an Active Volcano. Violet TweedaL*.
On the Skirts of the Pentlands.
Th.* Care of Lace. Mrs, Campbell.

• Thirty Years of First Nights. W. Mo/ Thomas.

Chautauquan.

—

Chautauqua Press, Cleveland, Ohio. 20 cts. Oct.

Racial Composition of the American People. Ulus. J. R. Commons.
Ontirio and the Canadian North-West, lllus. Agues C. Lant.
Daniel Chester French. Illus. N. Hudson Moor^.
Washington ; the Promoter and Proph it. Illus A B. Hulbert.
The Training of the Citizen. Illus. Chas. Zu-blin.

Christian Realm.—Essex Street, Strand. 3d. Nov.

Sir George Gabriel Stokes. With Portrait.

Tne Glasgow Ht roll and Dr. Russell. Portraits. Jesse Quail.
Holly. Ivy, and Mistletoe IUus. J. Ward.

Church Missionary Intelligencer.—Church Missionary Society.
6d. Nov.

A New Weapon for the Mohammed in Controversy. Rev. W. A. Ri:e.

Church Quarterly Review.—S«>oiTiswoor>E. 6,. Oct.

Churc'i Worship and Church Order.
The Golden Legend.
The Holy Eucharist. Contd.
Welsh Methodism ; Its Origin and Growth.
A Puritan Utop a.

Joan of Arc.
Some Notes on theChu ch in Australia.

The Imperialism of Dante.

Commonwealth.—44> Victoria Street. 3d. Nov.

Macedonia. C. R. Buxton.
Dogmas of Free Thought. Contd. G. K. Che terton.

Connoisseur.—Otto. is. Nov.

Sir Walter Gilbey's Collection at Cambridge House. Contd. Illus. B.
Kendell.

Thomas Chippendale. Contd. lllus. R. S. Clouston.
Ai t for Schools in the Re gn of George III. Illu<. Campbell Dodgson.
Plate at Pembroke College Cambridge. Mis. H. D. Catling.
Decorative Tiles. Illus. F. W. Phillips.

Thomas Bewick. With Portra:
t. D. C. Thomson.

The Countess of Blessington. Joseph Grego.
Plates :—" Man's Head " after Franx Hals ; The Marchio ess of Towns-

hend " after Angelica Kauffmann, etc.

Contemporary Review.—Horace Marshall, as. 6d. Nov.
Mr. Morley's Life of Gladstone. Augustine Birrell.

The Party Situation. J. A. Spender.
Impressions of South Africa, 1901 and 1903. Millicent Garrwtt Fawcett.
M. Georges Clemenceau. Georg Brandes.
Great Britain, France and the Moorish Empire. S. L. Bensusm.
De Profundis ; the Race Problem in America. M. S. Amos.
Christianity in the Modern World. D. S. Cairns.
The Syntax of De Quincy. Vernon Le:.
The Commercial Audit of Municipil Accounts. R. Donald.
Macedonia and the Powers. Df. E. J. Dillon.

ComhUl Magazine.—Smith. Elder, is. Nov.
Blackstick Papers. Mrs. Richmond Ritchie.
In Guipuzcoa. Contd. Mrs. Woods.
The Queen's Brooch : a Postscript. Sarah Sisson.
Chateiubriand and His English Neighbours. Rev. D. Wallace Duthie.
A Rodeo in Southern Cplifornii. Horace Annesl*y Vachell.
A House in Hertfordshire. Urbanus Sylvan.
Midnight in Cloudland : an Experiment. Rev. John M. Bacon.
The Sorrows of Mrs. Charlotte Smith. Viscount St. Cyres.

Cosmopolitan.—International News Co. 6d. Oct
Henry Hudson. Illus. T. A. Janvier.
Risking Life for Entertainment. Illus. C. R. Sherlock.
The Handsome Man. Rafford Pykc.
Captains of Industry. Illus. Contd.
Civil Engineering as a Profession. D. Willard.
The Fascination of being Photographed, lllus. Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
The Carnegie Steel Company ; the World's Largest Corporation. Illus.

T. H. Bridge.
The Future of International Yacht Racing. Illus. Si Thomas Lipton.

Craftsman.—aay, South State Street, Syracuse, New York.
25 cts. Oct.

L'Art Nouveau. IUus. S. Bing.
The Halo : a Mark of Honour. Illus C. Coleman.
The Use of Wood in Switzerland. Illus. W. G. Corthell.
The Racial Art of the Russians. Illus. Irene Sargent.
Japanese Colour Prints. Illus. M. LouUe Stowell.
Pottery of Newcomb College ; an Art Industry of the Bayous. Illus.

Irene Sargent.

Critic—Putnam, New York. 25 cts. Oct
Balzac's Short Stories. F. Bruretiere.
Men of Letters at Columbia. Illus. G. S. Hellman.
Composite Photog aphy applied to the Portraits of Shakespeare. Illus.

W. R. Furness.
Margaret Fuller as Teacher. Illus. Annie Russell Marble.
Gladstone's Closing Years. W. H. Rid.ing.

Dublin Review.—Burns and Oates. 6s. Oct.
Leo XIII. : a Retrospect. Rev. W. Barry.
The New Pontificate. Canon Moyes.
The First Gatha of the Avesta. L. C Casartelli.

Modern Spiritualism ; Its Psychological Phenomena. Rev. T. Croskell.
Mediaeval Hospitals. Elizab.th Sp.akman.
The Concordat of 1801. D. Moncrieff O'Connor.
The Growing Estrangement from God. J. Godfrey Raupert.
The Position of the Catholics of Scotland in 1715. Hon. J. R. Erskine.
The Writings of the Venerable English Martyrs. Rev. J. H. Pollen.
The Tao-Teh King. Prof. E. H. Parker.

East and West.—21. Paternoster Square, i rupee. Oct.
Dumping ; Facts and Theories. B. J. Padshah.
Women as Empire- Builders. M. Lamont.
The C iste Codes and Popular Theology of India. J. F. Hewitt.
Free Trade and Protection. J. C. Coyaji.
The Discovery of the Seychelles Islands. A. A. Fauvel.
Akbar the Great as a Social Reformer. R. P. Chanda.
The Government of Asiatics by England and Russia. F. H. Sk ine.

Sir Alex^nd.-r Miller on the Exchange Compensation Allowance. G. S.
Iyer.

The Confessions of an Eccentric Free Trader.

Economic Review.—Rivingtons. 3s. Oct.
The Unemployed and the Unemployable. Canon S. A. Barnett.
Thirty Years of Republican Government in France. J. Bardoux.
Orlandinus de Podio of Lucca. Miss Alice Law.
The Valui of Soci il Clubs for Working Men. Rev. H. S. Woollcombe.
Mr. Booth's Account of Church Work ia London. Rev. H. Rashdal.
Rural Depopulation. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge.

Edinburgh Review.—Longmans. 6s. Oct.
The Pontificate of Leo XIII.
Modern Spiritualism.

The Emmet Insurrec ior..

Turner.
The Revelations of Radium.
Pierre Loti : An Appreciation.
Christopher Columbus and the Discovery of America.
The Truth about the Army.
Bohemia and the Austro- Hungarian Empire.
Mr. Watson's Poems.
Oxford in 1003.

Politics and Parties.

Educational Review.—20, High Holborn, is. 8d. Oct.
The Separation of the Church from the Tax-Supported School. W. T.

Harris.

Education as a University Subject. W. H. Burnham.
Exercises in Thinking about Number and Space. C. J. Keyser.
The Combined Course for the Collegiate and Professional Degrees. M.

Smith.

Empire Review.—Macmillan. is. Nov.
Mr. Morley's ** Lile of Gladstone." Lord Welby.
Why Asiatic Labour is Necessary for the Rand. C. Kinloch Cooke.
The Policy of L^i^sez-Falre. E. A. Brayley Hodgetts.
The Rhodes Scholarships. South African.

Life in Ne.v Zeal »nd as it is. Miss Constance A. Barnicoat.

The Internationalisation of Marketable Securities. Edward E. Gellender.

Cancer in Ireland: an Economic Question. Brigade-Surgeon Lieut-Col

William Hill-Climo.

The Rani of Kharighur. L.
B itish Emigrati* n ; an Appeal to England. David Mills.

Engineering Magazine —222, Strand, is. Oct. 15.

Republic of Colombia and the Panama Canal. Illus. J.
The Coal-Mining Industry of the United Kingdom. Illus

The llus. J. G. Leigh

R. A. S

Redmayne.

Electric Trolley Vehicles without Rails. Illus. E. Guarini.
Recent Developments of the Steam Turbine. Illus. A. Rateau.
British Practice in Designing Locomotive Boilers. Illus. C. S. Lake.

The Issues between Labour and Capital. E. P. Watson.
Diamond-Mining in the Kimberley Field, lllus. C. V, Allen.

Engineering Times.—P. S. King. 6d. Oct. 15.

The Proposed Change in Our Fiscal Policy.
The R.-storement ot Dangerously Crystalline Steel by Heat Treatment.

J. E. Stead and A. W. Richards.
A Method of Testing G is Engines. Illus. E.C.Oliver.
Twenty-Five Years' Progress in Final and Sanitary Refuse Disposal. l^u --

A. F. Goodrich.
Defective Machine insulation. ' C. E Farrington.
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English Historical Review.—Longmans. 5 s. Oct.

Chroniclers' Estimates of Numbers and Official Records. Sh J. H.
Ramsay.

The Anarchy cf Stephen's Reign. H. W. C. Davis.

The Dutch on the Amazon and Negro in the Seventeenth Century. Rev.
G. Edmundson.

James I. and Sir Edward Coke. R. G. Us»her.

Th; Northern Question in 1716. J. F. Chance.
Letters from Colonel William Napier to Sir John Colborne. Prof. Moore

Smith.

English Illustrated Magazine.—Hutchison. 6d. Nov.

"Hiawatha" dramatised by the OJibways. Illus. A. Converse.
Mezzotint-Col lectinr. Illus. Fred Miller.

Some Impressions of a Douro Vintage. Illus. Ethel R. Barker.
Some Byways of Holland. Illus. H. T. Timmins.
The Mounting of the Stuart Masques. Illus. W. J. Lawrence.
Queen Anne's Farthings. Illus. A. Pryor.
Inside a Government Office. Illus. An Old " Place- Holder.

"

Englishwoman's Review.—Williams and Nokgate. is. Oct.

Notes on the Census. Miss Boucherett.
Emigration to South Africa. Lady Knightby of Fawslev.
Women's Franchise for the National Church Council. Mrs. Harcourt

Mitchell.

EzpOSitOr.—HODDKR AND StOUGHTON. TS. Nov.

Studies in the First Epistle of John. Prof. G. G. Findlay.
The Resurrection of Our Lord. Rev. D. Smith.
The Relation of Religious Knowledge to Science and Philosophy. Prof.

A. E. Garvie.

The Apostolic Benediction. Dean Bernard.
The Epistle to the Hebrews as the Work of Barnabas. Prof. V. Bartlet.
The Life of Christ according to St. Mark. P. of. W. H. Bennett.

Expository Times.—Simpkin, Marshall. 6d. Nov.
Christ the Wisdom of God. Rev. H. B. Swete.
Problems in the Gospels. Prof. C. A. Briggs.
Christianity a Popular Religion. Rev. W. F. Cobb.

Fellden's Magazine.—104, High Holborn. 6d. Oct. 15.

The Valve-Gears of Modern Mill Engines. Illus. Chas. Hurst.
Trouble Prevention on Electric Mains. Illus. J. H. C. Brooking.
The Restoration of Dangerously Crystalline Steel by Heat Treatment. J.

E. Stead and A. Richards.
Rivet-Spacing in Merchant Vessels classed at Lloyds. C. C.

Fortnightly Review.—Chapman and Hall. as. 6d. Nov.
Pinchbeck Protectionism. Autonomos.
Mr. Chamberlain ; The Protagonist and the Future. Calchas.
The Economic Prejudice against Tariff Reform. L. L. Price.
The Political Poetry of Mr. William Watson. G. K. Chesterton.
The Alfieri Centenary. Count Rusconi.
Tribe and Family. Andrew Lang.
The Alaskan Boundary. Miss Elizabeth Robins.
The Education Act in the New Parliament. Dr. T. J. Macnamara.
An Old World Governess. D. W. Rannie.
The Austro-Hungarian Deadlock. Maurice G*rothwohl.
T' ackeray as a Reader and Critic of Books. Lewis Melville.
Th. Question of Korea. Alfred Stead.
BcLnd the Scenes of Scottish Politics.

Forum.—Gav and Bird, socls. Ocr.

American Politics. H. L. West.
Educational Research ; Results of a Test in Language. J. M. Rice.
Two Estimates of Browning. Prof. W. P. Trent.
The Administration of Public School Systems. C. B. Gilbert.
British and French Submarines. A. S. Hurd.

Genealogical Magazine —Stock, is. Nov.
How an Armorial Ancestry was successfully traced. Amateur Gene ilogist,
Curious Charitable Bequests.
-Some Extinct Irish Baronetcies. C. M. Tenison.
Crests, Coronets and Chapeaux. A. C. Fox-Davies.

Gentleman's Magazine —Chatto and Windus. is. Nov.
Schoolmaster Followers of Bacon and Comenius. Foster Watson.
She5p.Finding after a Snowstorm. W. T. Palmer.
I'hose Shadowy Recollections. Pauline W. Roose.
W illiam Barnes and Thomas Hardy ; Two Delineators of Wessex. M. M.

rurnbull.
The Countess of Cork and Orrery ; an Eccentric Leader of Society. C. J.

Hamilton.
Literary Forgeries in England. Gordon Goodwin.

Geographical Journal.—Edw. Stanford. es. Oct. is.
Cilicix, Tarsus, and the Great Taurus Pass. Illus. and Maps. Prof. W. M.

Ramsay.
A Scheme of Geography. Illus. Prof. W. M. Davis.
A Journey across the Ny ki Plateau. With Map. J. McClounie.

?«* £Ia8ncUsn» ^ Its Relation to Geography. With Maps. dpt.
E. n . Creak.

Girl's Own Paper.—4. Bouverie Street. 6d. Nov.
Princess Charlotte. Illus.
On Brasses and Brass-Rubbing. Illus. Gertrude Harrad, \

. ,
Girl's Realm.— 10, Norfolk Street, Strand. 6d. Njv.

^.e Harvest Mouse. Illus. Douglas Engl sh.
N)me Lonely Girls of the Empire. Illus. J. V. Bates.

Miss Violet Brooke-Hunt ; a Girl Patriot and Her Work among Soldiers.
Illus.

^
Miss Alice Stronach.

Secret Societies at American Girls' Coll.-ges. Illus. Rene I Linus Jason.

Good Words.—Isbistbr. 6d. Nov.

Boswell's " Johnson." G. K. Chesterton.
Echo Haunts. Illus. Miss Gertrude Bacon.
The Peace that came to Tennyson. Illus. Clara E. Laughlin.
The Scholar in Ireland. Seumas MacManus.
Asaina-Yama : a Volcano in Japan. Illus. S. Ballard.
The Sultan Abdul Hamid ; an Unwilling Pilgiim. An Ex-Attach6 in the

Turkish Foreign Office.

Great Thoughts.—4, St. Bride Street. 6d. Nov.

Dante Pictures. Illus. Honora Twicross.
Mr. Hall Caine in the Isle of Man. Illus. Raymond Blathwayt.
Madame de Se*\igne\ Illus. R. Grey.
Thackeray. Illus. W. J. Dawson.
Joseph Parry. Illus. J. T Rees.
Bossuet. Illus. Rev. R. P. Downes.
The Manchester Wesleyan Mission ; a Talk with th= Rev. S. F. Collier.

R. Blathwayt.

Harmsworth Magazine.—Harmsworth. 3+d. Oct. 15.

Mr. Joseph Chamberhin. lilt s. W. J. Wintle.
The Jockey Club. Illus. R.P.Buckley.
Old Lace. Illus. Mrs. F. Nevill Jackson.
Seats of the Mighty. Illus.

The Cigarette from Leaf to Lip. Illus.

South African Magnates. Illus.

Do You believe in Plaochette? Illus. J.F.Wilkinson.
How a General Election is run. Illus. A. Pratt.
Penal Servitude for Life. Illus. Contd.

Harper's Monthly Magazine.—45. Albemarle Street, is.

Nov.
The Ten Temples of Abydos. Illus. W. M. Flinders Petrie.

Winter in the Country. Illus, E. S. Martin.
The New Problems of the Universe. S. Newcomb.
London from a 'Bus-Top. Illus. S. Brooks.
Caracas : a City of Leisure. Illus. Otto von Gottberg.
The Scientist and the Food Problem. Illus. R. S. Baker.
Champlain. Illus. Henry Loorais Nelson.

Hlbbert Journal.—Williams and Norgate. as. 6d. Oct. 15.

St. Paul and the Idea of Evolution. Edward Caird.
The Present Attitude of Reflective Thought Towards Religion. Contd.

Henry Tones.

Mr. F. W. H. Myers on " Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily
Death." G. F. Stout.

Babylon and the Bible. Canon T. K. Cheyne.
Morality in /Eschylus. Prof. L. Campbell.
Plato's Conception of Death. B. Bosanquet.
From Agnosticism to Theism. Rev. C. h . Dole.
Doctrinal Significance of a Miraculous Birth. Rev. C. E. Beeby.

Homlletlc Review.—44, Fleet Street, is. Oct.

The Fact of Sin. Dr. S. H. Howe.
Pulpit Prayer. Prof. E. J. Wolf.
Is the Deluge Story in Genesis Self-Contradicrory ? Prof. W. J. Beech sr.

Independent Review.—Unwin. 2s. 6d. Nov.
The Moral Issue.

Labour and Free Trade. John Burn:*.
Protection and Labour in Germany. F. Bernstein.
Protection and the Cotton Industry. E. H^lm.
" To follow the Fisherman :

" a Dante Problem. A. W. Verrall.
The Business of the Army Supply.
Are the Anglo-Saxons dying out ? Havelock Ellis.

Thomas Day, the Author of " Sandford and Merton." John Fyvie.
Mr. Morleys "Gladstone." G. W. E. Russell.

International Journal of Ethics.—Sonnenschein. as. 6d. Oct
The Special Moral Training of Girls. Alice Henry.
The Right of Fre* Thought in Matters of Religion. F. Granger.
Were the Church Fathers Communists? J. A. Ryan.
Byron and Morals. G. Rebec.
Art and Morality. J. Laing.
Religion as an I.He.i. W. R. Benedict.
Th»-ee Stages of Individual Devc'opment. Rev. J. D. Stoops.
Empirical Data on Immortality. J. H. Leuba.

Irish Monthly.—M. A. Gill, Dublin. 6d. Nov.

Items about Irishmen. Contd. Rev. M. Russell.

About Foreign Proverbs. O. Oakleaf.

Knowledge.—326, High Holborn. 6d. Nov.

Th_* Stnigele for Existence in Sociolog". Contd. J. Collier.

O.chia,. Illus. R. Lloyd Prnger.

Considerations on the PUnet Mars. Illus.' E. M. Antoniade.
The Canals of Mars. Illus. E. Walter Maunder.
Modern Cosmogonies. Miss Agnes M. Clerke.

Lady's Realm.—Hutchinson-. 6d. Nov.

John H. Bacon. Illus. Marion Hepworth Dixon.
The Jeweller-Poets of Paris. Illus. J. N. Raphael.
Ame:icin Peeresses. Illus.

A LadyV. Adventures in a Balloon. Illus. A. Kenealy.
Do the D.ad Return ? Symposium.
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Leisure HOUP.—4, Bocverib Street. Gd. Nov.

Pure Skies for London. Illus. Rev. J. M. Bacon.
My Rise from the Slums to Manhood. Illus. Owen Kildare.

Lord Avebury. Illus. W. Sidebotham.
Schools for the Blind. Illus. H. B. Philpott.

Versailles, Past and Present. Illus. F. C. Houston.
Some Notes on Savage Marriage. Tighe Hopkins.

Library Journal.—Kegan Paul. 50 as. Oct.

Charles Ammi Cutler. With Portrait. W. E. Foster.

The Day's Work ; Some Conditions and Some Ideals. A. E. Bust wick.
Report on the Card Distribution Work of the Library of Congress. C. H.

Hastings.
The Question of Public Library Expansion.

Library World.—x8i, Queen Victoria Street. 6d. Oct. 15.

The Leeds Conference of the Library Association.

London Quarterly Review.—Cm as. h. Kelly, as. 6d. Oct.

Family and Popular Religion in Germany on the Eve of the Reformation.
T. M. Lindsay.

The New Mysticism. W. Burkitt Dalby. 1

Principles of Colonial Government. U. A. Forbes.
The Spirit and the Letter. J. Robinson Gregory.
Euripides as a Preacher of Righteousness. A. S. Way.
The Doctrine of Immortality as reflected in " In Memoriam." J. D.

Thompson.
The New Pc pe and the Old Papacy. A. We*t.

Longman's Magazine.—Longmans. 6d. Nov.

"The Nemesis of Froude." A. L.
Young Russian and Young Englishman. N. W. Clayton.
Old-fashioned Accomplishments. Miss Clementina Black.
Canada in the Sixties. Contd. Paul Fountain.
On a Cuban lngenio. Naranja Amarga.

McClure's Magazine.—10, Norfolk Street, Strand. 10 cts. Oct.

Chicago ; Half Free and Fighting on. Illus. L. Steffens.

The Barbizon School. Illus. T7 La Farge.
Babies of the Zoo. Illus. A. H. Rolker.
How the Dutch propose to drain the Zuyder Zee. Illus. H. Wdlman

is. Nov.Maemlllan's Magazine.—Macmillan.
The Argentine Farm. W. Singer Barclay.
An Old-Time Slaver.

The London Workman's Wife.
The Evolution of a Colonial Governor. J. ColKer.
Mademoiselle Alsse*.

'

Mr. Morley's " Gladstone "
; a Lesson in Biography.

The War Commission—and After ? Hon. J. W. Fortescue.

Magazine of Art.—Cassbll. is. Nov.

Supplements :
—" A Provencal Farm " after H. H. La Thangue ; Study in

Chalks by J. McN. Whistler ; etc.

H. H. La Thangue. Illus. lames Stanley Little.

James A. McN. Whistler. Illus. M. H. Spielraann.

Furnishing and Decoration of the Hall. Illus. Aymer Vallance.
Popular Portrait-Painting. Illus. Prof. H. von Herkomer.
Phil May. Illus.

Forgeries and Counterfeits in Art. Contd. Illus. M. H. Spielmann.
The Will and Intentions of Sir Frances Chantrey.

Magazine of Commerce.—75. Coleman Street, is. Nov.

The Reconstructed Cabinet. H. C Richards.
A Business Doctor. A. Neil Lyons.
The Decimal System of Money, Weights and Measures. M. Newton.
The Town and Port of Swansea. Illus. S. P. J. Merlin.

Land and Land Companies in South Africa. C. D. Brownfield.

The Story of Salonica. Illus. J. Cassidy.
Agricultural Machinery. Illus.

A Practical Effort in Educational Reform at Clayesmore. Illus. W. J.
Lomax.

Manchester Quarterly.—Sh erratt and Hughes, Manchester. 6d.

Oct.
The Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson. Illus. F. Smith.
Some Aspects of Washington Irving. John Mortimer.
The Drama and Its Prospects. W. Butterworth.
The Knights and Dames of the " Morte d' Arthur." George Shone.
Pastor IWoritz's Visit to England in 1782. J. J. Richardson.

Mind.

—

Williams and Nobgate. 4s. Oct.

The Refutation of Idealism. G. E. Moore.
Kant's Transcendental Idealism and Empirical Realism. C. M. Walsli.

The Physiological Factors of the Attention-Process. Contd. W. McDougall.
The Disjunctive Judgment. G. R. T. Ross.

Missionary Review.—44. Fleet Street, is. Oct.

International Service Missions. James S. Denis.
?uintin Hogg and the London Pulytechnic. Dr. A. T. Pierson.

he Work for the Orphans in Armenia. Illus. Emily C. Wheeler.
Industrial Training for India's Christians. Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Lawson.
The Cause of the Trouble in Macedonia. Rev. J. H. House.

Monlst.—Kegan Paul. 2s. 6d. Oct
Space and Geometry from the Point of View of Physical Inquiry. With

Diagrams. Prof. E. Mach. 9

Ants and Some Other Insects. With Diagrams. A. Forel
Bel : the Christ of Ancient Times. Dr. H. Rad;<u.
Christianity as the Pleroma. Dr. Paul Carus.

Monthly Review.—Murray, as. 6d. Nov.

Mr. Balfour's Economic Notes. Yves Guyot.
Sheffield and Its Shadow. Winston Churchill.
British Policy and the Balkans. Contd. Sir H. Drummond Wolff
European Policy and the Balkans. Maurice A. Gerothwohl.
The Russian Programme and the Two-Power Standaid. Capt. GarbetL
Mr. Gladstone as Foreign Minister. E. T. Cook.
Lord Beaconsfield's Novels. Earl of Iddesleigh.
Garden Cities. Ralph Neville.
The Radio- Activity of Matter. T. Butler Burke.
A Theme with Variations. ProfT Brander Matthews.

Munsey's Magazine.—Horace Marshall. 6d. Nov.

Kentucky : the Land of Feuds. Illus. Hartley Davis and C. Smytb.
American Golf in 1003. Illus. J. F. Marsten.
America's Tribute to Lafayette. Illus. A. E. Ingram.
The Foremost Jews of To-day. Illus. F. Mortis.
As the Padres built. Illus. Sarah Comstock.

National Review.—Edward Arnold, as. 6d. Nov.

The Policy of Imperial Preference. J. Chamberlain.
The Military Lessons of the South African War. Gen. Von der Goltz.

England, France, and Morocco. Walter B. Harris.
The Economic Condition of the Country. R. H. Inglis Palgrave.
Some Early Impressions. Contd. Sir Leslie Stephen.
American Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
The Duties of a Consul. Sir Dominic Colnaghi.
Modern French Caricaturists. W. Roberts.
The Growth of the German Navy. Enquirer.
Sir Michael Hicks-Beach and the Free Food League. Sir Charles Folktt.

Greater Britain.

New England Magazine.—5, Park Square, Boston, as cts. Oct.

The Return of the British to Boston in iooj. Illus. A. T. Lovell.

The Pole in the Land of the Puritan. E. K. Titus.
Detroit. Illus. Helen E. Keep.
Every Woman a Cook. Zitella Cocke.
Whistler's Father. Illus. G. C. Teall.
Mondamin ; the Spirit of Indian Corn. Illus. Helen W. Davenport.
Radium ; a New Light for the World. G. E. Walsh.
The Boston Athenaeum. Illus. Augusta W. Kellog.

New Ireland Review.—Burns and Oates. 6d. Nov.

Irish University Education. Rev. Albert Barry.
How Ireland Suffers by Centralized Control of Public Departments.

William Field.

A Plea for a Native Art. Ethel Goddard.
Private Trading and Company Trading. M. McCrae.
Early Irish History. Arthur Clery.
What the Irish have done for Australia. Rev. J. A. Knowles.

Nineteenth Century.—Sampson Low. is. 6d. Nov.
Reorganisation of the War Office. Sir George T. Lambert.
The Success of the Submarine. Archibald Hurd.
Naval Tactics in the Past. W. J. Fletcher.

Macedonia and England's Policy. Karl Blind.

Sun-Spots. Father Cortie.

Chai les Dickens. Walter Frewen Lord.
The Deleterious Effect of Americanisation upon Woman. H. & Marriott

Watson.
The Ladies of the Italian Renaissance. Mrs. Ady Julia Cartwright}.
Criteria. C. B. Wheeler.
Women in the Medical Profession. Mary L. Breakell.
At Meerut During the Mutiny. Kate Moore.
Mr. Chamberlain s Scheme. Benjamin Taylor.
Foreign Tariffs and Welsh Industries. F. W. Gilbertson.
Poor Lancashire. J. W. Cross.

North American Review.—Heinemann. as. 6d. Oct.
Congress and the Currency

;

1. William A. Nash.
2. James H. Eckels.

The Gordian Knot in Macedonia. S. Bonsai.
Some Co-operating Causes of Negro Lynching. H. M. Somei-viHe.

The Vice of Reading. Edith Wharton.
Flood Prevention and Irrigation. J. R. Burton.
The Few Cunard Agreement and American Shipping. E. T. Chamberlain.

Woman's Actual Position in a Republic. Fannie H. Gaffhey.
Ireland's Bright Prospect under Recent Legislation. Chas. Johnston
Educational Effici-ncy of Our Museums. Dr. A. G. Mayer.
Japan's Growing Naval Power. A. S. Hurd.
The Dominion and the Republic. F. B. Tracy.
College Training and the Business Man. Chas. F. Thwing.
The International Position of the Pope. J. G. Whiteley.
American Courts-Martial. W. Larremore.

Open Court.—Kegan Paul. 6d. Oct.
Charles Carroll Bonney. L. P. Mercer.
Chevalier Pinetti—Conjuror. Illus. H. R. Evans. .

Chinese Refugees of the Seventeenth Century in Japan. Illus.

Clement.
Chastity and Phallic Worship. Dr. P. Carus
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Overland Monthly.—Sam Francisco.
The Native City of Shanghai and the Tempi*

Dtschamps.
The Myths concerning th: Great Wall and Its Build.rs,

Loam jr.
'

Bret Hartc in Switzerland. Illus. S. H. M. Byers.
Imperialism : an Historical Development. J. b . Simmons.
Oakland ; a Gre.it Metropolis. Illus.

10 cts. Oct.
of Ages. Illus. E.

Illus. C. E.

Nov.Page's Magazine.

—

Cuun House, Surrey Street.

The New Dockyard at Gibraltar. Illus. J. Leyland.
Motor Transport for Goods. Illus. D. Mackenzie.
The Steam Turbinj. Illus. F. A. Waldron.
The Glasgow Main Drainage System. Illus. B. Taylor.

Palestine Exploration Fund.—33, Conduit Street. 2s. 6d.

Oct. 15.

Excavation of Gezer. Illus. R. A. Stewart Macalister.

Human Remains found at Gez;rf 1902-3. Prof. A. Macalister.
The Tomb of Nicanor of Alexandria. Miss Gladys Dickson.
The Immovable East. Contd. Philip G. Bildenspergjr.
The Site of the Church of St. Mary at Jerusalem, built by the Emperor

Justinian. Concl. Col. C. M. Watson.

Pall Mall Magazine.— 18, Charfng Cross Road. is. Nov.
Joseph Chamberlain. With Portraits. H. Begbb.
Joseph Chamberlain ; the Orator and Debater. Illus. Spencer L;igh

Hughes.
Autumn near London. Illus. W. Hyde.
Real Conversation with Mr. Sidney Lee. Illus. W. Archer.
Recollections of the Chatsworth Theatricals. Illus. Leo Trevor.
My First Stag—And Some Others. Illus. Sir Henry Scton-Karr.
Literary Geography of the English Lakes. Illus. Contd. W. Sharp.
Edmund Rostand. Illus. F. Pascal.

James Abbott McNeill WhistL-r. Illus. W. Meynell. .

Parents' Review.—26, Victoria Street. 6d. Nov.
On the Teaching of.Modem Languages. A. S. Tetley.
When and How to begin Modern Languages. Clara L. Daniell.

Edward Thring M. MacEacharn.
The Educational Value of" Paradise Lost." W. Osborne Brigstocke.

Pearson's Magazine.—C. A. Pearson. 6d. Nov.
Waimangu. Illus. Miss C. Barnicoat.
The Life Story of a Woodcock. Illus. S. L. Bensusan.
The Riddle of Radium. Illus. A. S. M. Hutchinson.
A Railway's Fight with Natu e. Illus. S. Williams.

A Human Clearing House in New York. Illus. Vivian Carter.
The Little Girl Who may become Empress of Russia. Illus. S. Volk-

hoffsky.
Our Descent from Monkeys. Illus. S. S. Buckman.
Celebrities ; Their Eyes and Eyebrows, illus. Harry Furniss.

Posltivlst Review.—Wm. Reeves. 3d. Nov.
The Big Fight. Frederic Harrison.
The Catholicity of Positivism. S. H. Swinny.
The Third Centenary of Queen Elizabeth. L. Baraduc.

Practical Teacher.—33. Paternoster Row. 6d. Nov.
Eight-Day Educational Trips for London Board School Boys. G. G.

Lewis.
How to mount Birds for the School Museum. Illus.

Primitive Methodist Quarterly Review.—48. Aldhrsgate Street.
2S. Oct.

The Hartley Lecture for 1903. R. Hind.
The Problem of Conduct. M. Johnson.
Present-Day Methodism ; What would AVesley think of It ? F. Jeffs.

James Bryce. R. A. C. Andrews.
Life after Death. W. Jones Davies.
Pascal and the Port Royalists. H* Yooll.

The Educational Impasse. W. Beckworth.

R.J. Campbell. Henry Warwick.
A Plea for a Simpler Life. J. D. T.
London ; the Daily News Census of Church Attendance. J. Johnson.
Sorrows of Genius ; Thorn and Laurel. P.Chester.

Princeton Theological Review.—MacC alla, Philadelphia.
80 cts. Oct.

Our Lord's Teaching concerning Himsslf. J. P. Sheraton.
The Imprecations in the Psalms. C. Martin.
Vicarious Suffering the Order of Nature. Jacob Cooper.
The Question of Authorship ; Prac:ice versus Theory. W. M. McPheeters.
The Outlook of Science and Faith. G. Macloskie.
Gnosticism as a Philosophy of Religion. J. Lindsay.

Public Works.—22, Bride Lane, Fleet Stref.t. is. Oct. 15.

The Profit Side of Refuse-Destruction. Illus. Wm. Naylor.
Cheap Dwellings in Paris. Iilus. P. Strauss.

The Restoration of the Acropolis. Illus. E. Vicars.

Construction and Control of Pub ic Highways in Norway. Illus. J.
Skougaard.

The Bridges and Chaussees in France. Illus. Henry Chabal.
Paints and Painting for Public Works. Illus. A. S. Jennings.
The Hotel de Ville of Tours. Illus. H. Mazet.
Brussels Water Supply Problems. Illus. E. Putzeys.

Quarterly Review.—Murray. 6*. Oct.
Sophocles and the Greek Genius. T. Herbert Warren.
The Religion of Napoleon I. J. Holland Rose.
The Novels of Mr. Henry James. Prof. Elton.
Our Orchards and Fruit-Gardens.

The Time-Spirit in German Literature. Walter Sichel.
Leo XIII. and His Successor.
The Reign of the Engineer. Prof. Henry Armstrong.
Macedonia and the Powers. With a Map.
La France et les Congregations.
The Life of Mr. Gladstone.
The Cabinet and the War Office. Spenser Wilkinson.
Retaliation and Reciprocity.

Quiver.—Cassbll. 6d. Nov.
Bishop Ingram. Illus. . R. Blathwayt.
The Victo ia Cross of Peace. Illus. F. M. Holmes.
Wanted—A Revival. Rev. F. S. Webster.
Public Men in the Sunday School. Illus. A. W. Myers.
An American Welcome for Sailors and Soldiers. Illus. D. A. Willeyv

Railway Magazine.—30, Fetter lane. 6d. Nov.
New Railway from Yarmouth to Lowestoft. Illus.

Railways of Rhodesia. Illus. H. Hensman.
Gradients of Our Chief Railways. Illus. Contd. W. J. Scott.
British Locomotive Practice and Performance. Illus. C. Rous-Marten.
Conception of the Midland Railway. Illus. H. Rake.
Southern Mahratta Railway. Illus. Victor L. Whitechurch.
Private Railway Stations. Illus. G. A. Wade.
Soft Water for Locomotives. Illus.

Steam and Electric Traction. Illus. Contd. D. N. Dunlop.

Reader.—Lamlbv. 25 cts. Oct.
The Under-World in Books. Josiah Flynt.
Seeing Literary New York. Henry Tyrrell.
Reminiscences of an Interviewer. Contd.
The Play's the Thing. M. J. Moses.
With Holger Drachmann at the Skaw. J. Moritzen.

Reliquary.—Rsmrosb. 2s. 6d. Oct. 15.

On Purses. Illus. W. Heneage Legge.
Archbishop Whitgift's Hospital of the Holy Trinity, Croydon. Illus. A. C.

Jonas.
The Mediaeval Chapbook as an Educational Factor in the 'Past. Illus. I.

Giuerne Sieveking.
St. Mary's, Reculver. Illus. Francis Grayling.
Some Pre-Norman Finds at Lancaster. Illus. W. G. Collir.gwood-

Review of Reviews.—13, Astor Place, New York. 25 cts. Nov.
The Nation's Print Shop and Its Methods in the United States. Illus.

J. D. Whelpley.
The Fort Riley Manoeuvres. Illus. P. Eastman.
The New Springfield Rifle and Improvement in Small Arms. Illus. C. J.

Leach.
Galveston's Great Sea Wall. " Illus.

A Defence of Russia's Policy in Finland. M. de Plehve.
Rebirth of the Japanese Language and Literature. S. Sams.
Radium and Its Wonders. G. F. Kunz.

Scottish Geographical Magazine.—Stanford, is. 6d. Oct. 15.
Terrestrial Magnetism in Its Relation to Geography. Capt. E. W. Creak.
Meeting of the British Association.
Progress of the Ordnance Survey.

Scribner's Magazine.—Sampson Low. is. Nov.
John S. Sargent. Illus. Royal Cortissoz.
Through Bret Harte's Country. Illus. E. C. Peixotto.
The Senate. Henry Cabot Lodge.
How We bought the Great West. With Map. Noah Brooks.
The Literary Merit of Our Latter-Day Drama. Brander Matthews
Camp Life in Arctic America. Illus. A. J. Stone.

Strand Magazine.—Newnes. 6d. Nov.
Queen Margharita of Italy. Iilus. HCIene Vacaresco.
The Making of Stars. Illus. Sarath Kumar Ghosh.
An English Judge's Dress. Illus.

Whales at Home. Illus. F. T. Bullen.

John Bull through Foreign Spectacles. Illus. Serge Nelidoff.

Some Hunting Mishaps. J. Crawford-Wood.
Conductors and Conducting. Illus. Hugh Scott.

The New Sculpturing Machine. Illus. M. Dinotbin Griffiths.

Sunday at Home.—4, Bouvbrib Street. 6d. Nov.
The Lives of Some Deep Sea People. Illus. F. T. Bullen.
Foreign Roman Catholic Orders in Britain. Illus.

Explorations in Bible. Illus. Editor.

Sunday Magazine.—Isbister. 6d. Nov.
Charles Haddon Spurgeon. Illus. Contd. Chas. Ray. ^

Sunday Strand.—Nbwnbs. 6d. Nov.
Methodists and Their Hymn-Book. Illus. Dora M. Jones.
A Chat about Pulpits. Illus. Rev. F. Hastings.
Sir Alfred Lewis Jones. Illus. R. de Cordova.

*

Dinners for the Dinnerless. Illus. Editor.

The Sun and Other Stars. Illus. Miss Agnes Giberne.

Temple Bar.—Macmillan. is. Nov.
Dr. Thomas Linacre, 1460—1524. S. Denton.
Nice People.
A Light Side of Martial Law. Major G. F. McMunn.
The ".Ueber" Movement in Germany. Anita MacMab^on.

Theosophical Review.—3, Langham.Place. is. Oct. 15.
The Forgiveness of Sins. H. L. Congdon.
Will, Desire, and Emotion. Contd. Mrs. Annie Besanti
Sound, the Builder. Illus. G. Dyn*
Vicarious Suffering. Miss Edger.
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Treasury.—G. J. Pa- mer, Portugal Str-rt. 6d. Nov
Bishop Lang of Stepney. Illus. Rev. A. D. Tupper-Carsy.
The Woman Missionary Doctor. Illus Mabel St -veuson.

Keats's Poems. Oscar Browning..
The Gunpowder Plot. Illus. E. Hermitage Day
Dry Bones. Illus. F. Claude Kempson.
Liurence Sterns. Illos. Rev. W. H. Hutton.
Some Famous Tombs. Illus. Alice Isaacson.

John Angell's Will. Illus. H. P. Masksll.

United Service Magazine.—w. Clowes, as. Nov.

The Admiral's Flag. Telescope.
Claims to Sovereignty over the Open S;a. LL«ut. A. G. Le.ch.
Naval R^ids and Home Defence. Commander the Hon. Henry N. Shore.
The Evolution of Modern St. at:gy. Lieut.-Colonel F. N. Maude.
The Study of Military History. S. T. Sheppird.
The Instructional Use of Manoeuvres. One of the Instructed.

Reflections on the Manoeuvres. Spectator.
The Artillery at the Manoeuvres. R.F. \.

How the Loafer's bred. Captain W. A. Adams.
Th.» Promotion and Examination of Army Officers. Viator.

Recollections of the Late Crisis. Reservist.

Russia. Contd. Chersonese.
The Recruiting Question. Colonel M J. Kng-Harman.

Westminster Review.—R. Brimlev Johnson, as. 6d. Nov
A Plea for Absoluts Free Trad.*. L. M. Burrell.

Free Trade or Federation ? Evelyn Ansell.

Comraerc alism and Imperiilism. J. G. Godard.
Science and Sentiment in Temperance Reform. J. Dowman.
Priz; Competitions : a Recent Development in Journalism. W. A. Atkinson.
Women's Suffrage in the Early Nineteenth Century. Haniit Mcllquham
A Pre- Historic Sun-Chariot in Denmark. K. Blind.

Sive the Children. Dewi.
The Physique of the Present and the Evolution of the Future. Arthur R.

Hunt.
Wi'liam Watson.

Wide World Magazine.—Newnes. 6J. Nov.
From Pekin to Paris by Riil. Illus. G. Lynch.
Our Trek into Griqualand. Illus. Mrs. Fred Matu in.

Where Corn is King Illus. Jeremy Broome.
Among the Boobies. Illus. Capt. Boyd Alexander.
The Wild Tribes of Sokhalir. Illus. Contd. Charles H. Hawes.
My Visit to the Ameer of Bokhara. Illus. Lieut. Olufsen.

Windsor Magazine.—Ward, Lock. 6d. Nov.
Elmer Keene ; a Painter of the Sea-Coast. Illus. A. M t-gnux.

Rajah Brooke : a Viking of the East. Illus. H. S. CanneTd.
The Chestnut-Seller. Illus. F. Glen Walker and G. Vane.
Pictures in Postage-Stamps. Illus. E. Charles.
Capturing a Sperm Whale. Illus. Charles H. Kctv.

Woman at Home.—Hoddkr and Stoughthn. 6J. Nov.
"

Their Majesties' Household. Illus. Mondaine
The Earl and Countess of L jnsdale at Lowther Castle. I!!u* Mrs S. A.

Tooley.
World's Work.—Hhinhmann. is Nov.

Mr. Chimberlain's Case and the Answer.
Alaska and Its Prospects. Illus. W. R. Stewart.
Railway Motor-Cirs. Illus. H. G. Archer.
How Milk saves Life. Illus. C. W. Saleeby.
A Ship's Captain. Illus.

The New Disease among Miners. J. Court.
Making a Protective Tariff C. Roberts.
Life in the Zoo. Illus. R. I. Pocock.
Cold Storage and Ice-making. Illus. R. M. Leonard.
The Scottish Granite Industry. Illus. W. Diack.
The New Poultry Movement. Illus. " Home Counties."

Young Man.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Nov.
Joseph Hocking. Illus. Rev. J. Thomas.
G. B. Cortelyou : President Roosevelt's Private Secretary. Illu*.

An Experiment in Journalism : a Talk with Williim Hill of ih: Wett-
minster Gaxcttt. Illus. E. J.

A Pilgrimage to Somersby ; Tennyson's Birthplace. Illus.

Young Woman.— Horace Marshall. 3d. Nov
Some Athletic Members of Parliament. Illus. C. T. Bateman.

THE GERMAN MAGAZINES.
Deutsche Revue.

—

Deutsche Verugs-Anstalt, Stuttgart.
6 Mks. per qr. Oct.

Rechberg and Bismarck, 1863-4. FrLdrich Graf Reverter*.

The Strength of the German Army. Gen. Rothe.
Italian Dramatic Art in the Sixteenth Century. T. SalvinL

Unpub'ished Letters by Count von Roon. Contd.
Teaching the Blind to See. Prof. W. Mauz.
The Manttuffel Era. Contd. A. von Puttkamer.
Pius X. Dr. von Schulte.
The Peace of Villafranca. Contd. G. Bapst.

Macedonia.

Deutsche Rundschau.—Gebr. Pabtbl, Berlin. 6 Mks. per qr.

Oct.
Correspondence betwe;n Theodorr Storm and Gottfried Keller. A. Koster.

The Headquarters of the Russian Army in Poland, 1863. J. von Verdy du
Vernois.

Botany in the Rivbra of the Levant. E. Strasburger.

Taxation in (iermany and Prussia. G. Cohn.
Princess Lbven. M. von Brandt.

Monatsschrlft fur Stadt und Land.—Martin Warneck*. Berlin.
3 Mks. psr qr. Oct.

Christoph Ernst Luthardt. F. J. Winter.
Armi s and Navies. C. von Zepelin.

Tyrol. U. von Hassell.

Education in the United States. V. Wilker.

(Edipus. Dr. T. Eichhoff.

Kunstffewerbeblatt.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig, t Mk.
Oct.

Arts and Crafts in Berlin. Illus. Anna L. Plehn.

Sociallstlsche Monatshefte.—Bbuthstr. », Berlin. 50 Pf. Oct

1878 and 1903. Eduard Bernstein.
Kautsky on Agrarian Problems. Contd. Dr. E. David.
Sugar. Dr. C. Schmidt.
Politics of the Centre. Dr. A. Erdmann.

Stimmen aus Marla-Laach.—Hfrdbr, Freiburg, Baden.
10 Mks. 80 Pf. per ann. Oct.

Christian Brentano. «0. PfQlf,

The Descent of Man. E. Wasmana.
Perfect Life. M. Meschler.
New Philosophical Fields. S. von Dunin-Borkowski.
Westphalian.Art in the Thirteenth Century. Concl. Illus. S. BersseL

Zeltschrlft fur Blldende Kunst.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig. 26 Mks.

per ann. Oct.
Anders Zorn. Illus. W. Lristikow.
Karl KOpping. Illus. R. Graul.
Karl Larsson. Illus. K. G. Laurin.

Zeltschrlft der lnternatlonalen Musikgesellschaft.—Breitkopf
und Haertel, Leipzig, jo Mks. per ana. Oct.

Public Music Libraries. W. Altmann.

THE FRENCH MAGAZINES.
Art du Theatre.—51, Rue des Ecoles, Paris. No. 33.

Edmond Rostand. Illus. G. Deschamps. G. Bourdon.

Association Cathollque.— 14, Rue l'Abbave, Paris, a frs.

Oct. 15.

Encyclical Letter of Pope Pius X.
The Economic Wotk of Henry IV. of France. Concl. J. de Pascal.

Agricultural Associations in Belgium.

History of th.? Christian-Social Movement in Austria. Antoine Orel.

BIbllotheque Unlverselle.—h^chktte. aos. per ann. Oct.

Physical Training of the Young. Dr. A. Jaquet.

Thj Conservati ire and Schools of Dramatic Art at the End of th-* Second
Empire. M'chel Delines.

Impressions of Childhood. Contd. M. L. Tyssandbr.
The Question of Savoy, 1860. Contd. Edmond Rossier.

Corraspondant.—31. Rue S yint-Guillaumb, Parcs. a frs. 50c.

Oct. 10.

The Conchve. £tienne Lamy.
The Ita'ian Army in the Alps. Contd.
Antarctic Exploration. With Map. A. d^ Lapparent. .

Eugeni Fromentin. Fe dinand Brunetiero.

Sedan and General Ducrot. Concl. General F. Canonge.
President Roosevelt and the American Ideal. Bernard de Lacombe.
President He*nault and Due de Liincourt. L. de Lanzac de Liborie.

Oct. 95.

The Catholics of the Triple Alliance. Arnold Muller.

Italian Emigration. Humbert de Pianti.

Arbitration Treaties and the French and English Treaty of Oct. 14. «9°3'

Charles Dupuis.
Science and the Landscape. A. de Lapparent.
David d'Angers and the Greek Tragedies. Henry Jouiru

The Indian Durbar. M me. Jules Lebaudy.
,

Letters of Mdme. de Stael to Henri Meister. L. de Lanzac de Labone.

Grande Revue.—50, Rue des Saints-Peres, Paris. 3 frs. Oct t.

The Projects of Mr. Chamberlain. Henry D. Davray.

The Librrty of the Theatre and the Censorship. Emile Magne.

International Arbitration. B. Sax.

Trade-Unionism in England. Jean Longuet.

The New Reichstae and the German Elections. Charles Chanvin.

The Housing Question in England. Paul Strauss.

Humanlte Nouvelle.—x6. Rue de Conde, Paris. 2 frs Oct.

Poland and Russia. W. M. Kozlowski.
Leconte de Lisle and His Country. Marius-Ary L^blond.

Anarchy. Alfred Naquet.
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JoomiU des ficonomlstes.—14. Rub Richelieu, Paris. 3 frs. 50c.
Oct. 15.

Parliamentary Work and the Chamber of Deputies, 1902-1903. Andre*
Liesse.

Maritime Transport. H. L. Follin.

Mercure de France.—15, Rub de l'Echaude St. Germain, Paris.
a frs. Oct.

Stendhal. Casimir Stryrinski.
Feminism in Nature. Remy de Gourmont.
Casanova at Dux. Arthur Symons.
Bernard Laxare. Andrt Fontainas.

Nouvelle Revue.—Hachbttb. 55 frs. per ann. Oct. x

The Yankee Invasion of Canada. M. Dumoret.
Beethoven's House at Bonn. L. F. Sauvage.
Agricultural Colonisation. J. Gleixe.
The Black Mass. G. Coqutot.

Oct. 15.
France in Morocco. Africus.
Croauans and Magyars. Un Croate.
Business. A. Carnegie.
Religious Drama in Persia.* E. Laut.

Questions Diplomatiques et Colonlales.—19, Rub Bonaparte,
Paris, i fr. Oct. x.

French Politics in Morocco. Robert de Caix.
Russia and the Powers. Fleury Ravarin.
Bizerta. Emilc Duboc.
Simplon Tunnel. Charles Loiseau.

Oct. 15.

Germany. Fleury Ravarin.
Permanent Arbitration and the Limitation of Armaments in Argentina and

Chili. Charles David.
Havre, Brest, and the Transatlantic Packet Boats. Louis Brindeau.

Rlforme Social©.—54. Rub de Ssinb, Paris, i fr. Oct. t.

Joseph Ferrand. E. Cheysson.
Alcoholism in Brittany. Louis Riviere.

Oct. x6.

Gratuitous Functions of the Advocate. Edward Montier.
Martinique. J. B.

La Revue.—xa, Avenue db l'Opera, Paris, i fr. Oct. x.

Unpublished Letters of Victor Hugo. Illus.

Sex in Handwriting. Alfred Binet.
King and Queen of Italy. Paolo Lombroso.
Charles X. on the Road to Exile. Baron A. de Maricourt.
My Private Journal. Contd. Count Leo Tolstoy.
The Centenary of MeVimee. Emile Faguet.
Cdouial China. A. Siegfried.
Marie BashkirtseiT. Pnnce Karageergevitch.
Foreign Ideas in French Art since 1870. Camille Mauclair.
The Language of Action in Animals. M. d'Aubusson.

Oct. 15.
The Book Crisis in France. Symposium.
The Dreyfus Affair and French Literature. G. Pellissier.

Tuberculosis in the French Navy. Dr. V. Lowenthal.
Sedan. Alfred DuqueL
The Repertoire Bibuographique Universel. H. La Fontaine.
Young Writers of Italy. M. Muret.
lite Mormons. Illus. L. de Norvins.
Tuberculosis. Dr. R. Romme.

Revue Chl*6tlenne.—xx, Avenue db l'Opera, Paris. 1 fr. Oct.
Michel Set-vet. Hyacinthe Loyson.
Michel Servet, E, Choisy.
The Marriage of Paul Guerard.

Revue des Deux Mondes.—Hachette. 6a frs. per arm. Oct. x

The Chinese Army. Gen. Frey.
The Ladies of Befle^arde. E. Daudet.
Rangoon ; In Buddha's Country. A. Chevrillon.
Chateaubriand and Mdme. de Stael. P. Gautier.
French Policy in Morocco. R. Pinon.

Oct. xs.
Sainte-Beuve : Unpublished Letters.
The French Congo. H. Lorin.
Rangoon and Mandalay. A. Chevrillon.
The Ladies of Bellegarde. Contd. E. Daudet.
The Youth of Schopenhauer. A. Bossert.

Revue d'Eeonomle Politique.—22, Rub Soupflot, Paris, ao frs.

per ann. Nov.
Competition in Political Economy.
Irrigation. J. Gabriel.
The Linen and Cotton Industry. A. Aftalion.

Revue Francalse de llttransrer et des Colonies.—99, Rub db la
Victoirb, Paris. 20 frs. Oct.

French-Canada and the Census of 1901. Contd. Odessus.
North French Soudan. Cant. P. Ducret.
France and Savoy. Louis Laroche.

Revue Grlnerale.—x6, Rub Treurenbbrg, Brussels, xa frs. per ann.
Oct.

Anti-Catholicism in France. Ch. Woeste.
Assyriology. A. J. Delattre.
Charles de Sprimont. Henri Davignon.
The Betrothal of Tsar Paul I. of Russia, 1776. J. de Nouvion.

Revue Internationale de Socloloffie.—x6, Rue S6ufflot, Paris.
x8 frs. per ann. Oct.

Logic in History. Arthur Bauer.
Patriotism and Ethics. Contd. Herve' Blondel.

Revue du Monde Cathollque. — 76, Rub dbs Saints-Pbrbs, Paris.
1 fr. 50c. Oct.

The Two Circulars of M. Combes. Paul de Reclancourt.
Renan. Louis Bascoul.
The Abbey of Saint-Victor, Paris. Contd. F. Bonnard.
Charles Perin. Contd. Mgr. Justin Fevre.

Oct. xs.
Encyclical Letter of Pope Pius X.
Charles Perin. Contd. Mgr. I Fevre.
Remonstrances of the Clergy of France. Contd. Pere At.
The Two Circulars of M. Combes. Concl. Paul de Reclancourt.
Renan. Concl. Louis Bascoul.
The Abbey of Saint-Victor, Paris. Contd. F. Bonnard.

Revue de Paris.—Unwin. 60 frs. per ann. Oct. x.

The Schoolboy Victor Hugo. G. Simon.
The Centenary of the Civil Code. M. Leroy.

The Reform of French Sport.

Recollections ofx8x 5. Com. JoJyeL

My Cats. Mdme. J. MicheleL

Chasseur
Oct. 15.

The Attack of Taghit. X. X. X.
The Centenary of the Civil Code. M. Leroy.
The Journey of a Teetotal Officer. Capt. H. de Malleray.
Hands off Rome. V. Berard.

Revue Socialist©.—27, Rub db Richelieu, Paris, x fr. 50c. Oct.
Ch. Renouvier. Paul Baquet.
Socialist Systems. Contd. E. Fourniere.
The Nationalisation of Swiss Railways. Marius-Ary Leblond.

Revue Universal!©.— 17, Rub Montparnassb, Paris. 75c. Oct. 1.

The " Songes Drolatiques " of Rabelais. Illus. Peladan.
Oct. X5.

Art Exhibitions in Paris. Illus. Charles Saunier.

Revue Unlversitaire.—5, Rub de MBzibres, Paris. 10 frs, p.-r ann.
Oct.

Organisation of a New Regime in Secondary Instruction. H. Doliveux.
Pedagogic Instruction in Normal Schools. Paul Gerard.

Revue de l'Universlte de Bruxelles.—4. Rue du Frontisucb,
Brussels, x fr. sec. Oct.

The Teaching of Law. Maurice Vauthier.
The Rehabilitation of Magic Cte. Goblet d'Alviella.

Universlte Cathollque.—as. Rue db Plat, Lyon, xi frs. per half-

year. Oct. 15.

The First Encyclical of Pius X.
On the Highways of Old France. O. C. Retire.
Charles Chesnelong. Contd. M. de Marcey.

THE ITALIAN MAGAZINES.
CivUti Cattollea.—Via di Ripbtta 346, Rome. 25 frs. per ann. Oct. 3.

Poi«Vif^us (537-5ss).. . „
Archaeological Dxscovenes in Crete.
The " Cursus " in History and Liturgy.

Oct. 17.
First Encyclical of Pope Pius X.
Russian Emperors in Rome.
The Authors of the Fourth Gospel Reinstated.
The Union of the Greco-Ruthenian Church with the Latin.

Emporium.—Bbkcamo. Oct.
Knrile Claus. Illus. V. Pica.
Ralph Waldo Emerson. Illus. U. Ortensi.
The Recent Arts and Crafts Exhibition in London. Bins.
The Transformation of Modern Industry. Illus. M. Morasso.

Huova AntOlOgla.—Corso Umbbrto I., 131, Rome. 46 frs. per ann.
Oct. x.

Aesthetic Criticism. Prof. G. A. Cesareo.
Ancient Problems concerning C. Columbus. Prof. C. de Lollis.

Russia and Italian Independence. E. Artoni.
Zionism and the Jewish Race. Illus. F. Mornigliano
Catholicism in the East. C. Sforza.
A Journey through Bosnia. Gen. L. dal Verme.
Circulating Libraries, D. Chiloni.
The Ministerial Crisis in England. Victor.

Ocl x6.

The Expiatory Monument to Servetus. L. Luxxatti.
Vittorio Alfien as Poet. E. Masi.
Vittorio Alfieri at Pisa. Prof. V. Cian.
Nervous Children. Lino Ferriani.

Nuova Parola.—Via della Mbrcbdb 50, Rome.
Radium and Its Lessons. F. Porro.
New Harmonies. K. Schure*.

pante and the Modern Man. A. S. Forte-Randi.
The Problem of the Soul in Modern Life. Reader
The Feminine Conscience. Neera.
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Rassegna Nazlonale.

—

Via Gino Cafponi 46, Florence.
30 frs. per aon. Oct. z.

The Daily Press. Senator T. Canonico.
Agrarian Credit and the Bank of Naples. P. Manassel
Plus VII. at Genoa and Turin. Senator G. di Revel.

Leo XIII. and Antonio Stoppani. A. M. Cornelio.

Leo XIII. G. Morando.

Oct. 16.

The First Encyclical of Pius X.
The Alfieri Family at Florence. A. Gotti.

The Autumn Meeting of the Bishops of Tuscanv. Francesco.

The International Exhibition at Venice. M. Mo

Rlvlsta dItalia.

—

Via del Tritone aox, Rome. 35 frs. per ana. Oct
Vittorio Alfieri in his Art and His Life. A. FarinelU.

The Personality of Alfieri. G. Serzi.

Monologue in Alfierian Tragedy. M . Scherillo.

Alfieri's Comedy 44 The Divorce." I. della Giovanna.
Alfieri and Tragedy. T. Salvini.

Alfierian Bibliography. G. Maxxatinti.

Rlvlsta Italiana di Soclologla.—8, Via Venti Setteubre, Rome.
xs frs. per ann. Oct.

The Psychology of History. L. Gumplowitz.
The Illusions of Sociology. G. Sergi.

Cause and Effect in Historical Science. G. Vitali.

Contemporary Russia. G. B. de Martini.

THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE MAGAZINES.
Cltldad de DiOS.—Real Monasterio del Escorial, Madrid.

ao pesetas per ann. No. z8.

Visual Impressions. Marcelino Arnaiz.
The Influence of Greek Lyrics in Spain. B. Hornpanera.

Pedro Compostelano. P. Blanco.
No. 19.

The Two Trials of loan of Arc. A. M. Tonna-Barthet.
Catalogue of Spanish, Portuguese and American Writers of the Augustinian

Order. B. del Moral.

Bspafia Moderna.—Cuesta de Santo Domingo x6, Madrid.
40 pesetas per ann. Oct.

Mesonero Romanos and His Centenary. Camille Pitollet.

The New Record Office in London and Its Treasures. Count de las Navas.
Value of the Conscience and Reflective Intervention. Dorado.
The Statue of Ernest Renan. E. Gonzales-Blanco.

La Lectura.—Cervantes 30, Madrid. 24 frs. per ann.
No. 33.

University Extension in the Asturias. A. de Albornoz.
The Bacon-Shakespeare Controversy. C. Navarro Lamarca.

Maeterlinck. Ramon Perez de Ayala.
Reclus's Method of Teaching Geography. A. Blazquez.

Nuestra Tiempo.—FuENCARRAL 1x4, Madrid. 04 firs, per ann. No. 33.

Making a District Sanitary. Dr. Montaldo.
The Globular State of Bodies. S. Calderon.

Labour in Aragon. S. Corella.

The Extension of Langosto. Rivas Moreno.

Revlsta Contemporanea.

—

Cali.e de Pizareo 17* Madrid. 3 pesetas.

Oct. 15.

Social Character of Art. U. Gonzalez Serrano.

Wind Motors. Silverio Mendez.
Philology as a Science of Observation. E. Gonzalez-Bianco.

Realism in the Russian Theatre. P. Gonzalez-Blanco.

Studies in Anthropology and Criminal Sociology. M. G. Maestre.

Revlsta Portugmeza.—Rua Nova do Almada 74, Lisbon, is frs.

per ann. No. 7a.

The Famine in Cape Verde. A. F. Barros.

Penal Transportation and Colonisation. Silva Telle*.

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
BlMvtor'g Gelllustpeerd Maandsehrift.—Luzac is. 8d. Oct.

Hobbe Smith. Illus. E. Tsoe Meiren.
Dutch Historical Prints. Illus. Drs. Brugmans and W. van der Meulen.
Batik Work ; a Curious Decorative Art. Illus. Adr. Boer.

De Glds.—Luzac and Co. 3s. Oct.

Greek and Indian Fables. Contd. Prof. Polak.
Student Problems. R. P. J. Tutein Nolthenius.
Impressions of Vondel's " Japhta." L. Simons.
Exploration of the Interior of Surinaam. Prof. F. A. Went.

Onze Eeuw.—Erven F. Bohn, Haarlem, as. 6d. Oct
The Law of Strikes and Labour' Combinations. H. Smissaert.

Pauperism in the Dutch Indies. E. B. Kielstra.

Vittorio Alfieri. Anna Polak.
Qualifications for Promotion ; a New Education Law. Prof. W. van der

Vludt.

Vraffen des TUds.—Luzac and Co. is. 6d. Oct.

The Provisional Result of the Railway Enquiry. M. W. F. Treub.

The Present Position of the Kuvper Cabinet. J. A. van Gilse.

Legal Regulation of Female Labour. Anna Polak.

THE SCANDINAVIAN MAGAZINES.
Dagny.-—Stockholm. 4 kr. per ann. No. 0.

Female Emigration and Its Dangers. Gertrude Adelborg.
Reminiscences. Cecilia Milow.
Paraske ; the Rune-Singer. Maria Durling.

Nos. xo-ii.

Life Among the Women-Students of Upsaja. Lydia Wahlstrom.
The Female Shop-Assistants in Germany. Else Conrad.

Danskerea,—Copenhagen^ 12 kr. per ann. Oct.
Will Modern Development lead to Socialism ? Jens Warming.
Law and Right in the Pagan Days of the North. Karl Mortensen.
Denmark and Polar Exploration. Morten P. Porsild.

Flnak Tidskrift.—HKLSiNoroRS. is kr. per ann. No. 6.

Carl Snoilsky. C. G. Estlander.
Constantine the Great and Christianity. I. A. Heikel.
The New Tendency of German Social Democracy. Leo Ehrnrooth.

Nordlsk Tidskrift.—Stockholm, xo kr. per annum. No. 5.

The Laws of King Hammurabis. Fr. Buhl.
Orla Lehmann. P. Munch.
The Scientist's Mode of Work. Aug. Wijkander.
Pseudo-Classic Art. Georg Gdthe.

Kringsjaa.—Christiania. a kr. per quarter. Oct. 15.

The Jutes in Modern Danish Literature. Dr. H. Christensen.

Ord oeh Blld.—Stockholm. 10 kr. per annum. No. 7.

Jacques Callot. Oscar Levertin.

Magdalene Thoresen. Clara Bergsoe.

No. 8.

Libraries for All. Haakon Nyhuus.
An Autumn Market in Castella di San Martino. Ellen Lundberg.
The Religious Philosophy of Professor Hoffding. Hjalmar Bergstrom.

Samtlden.—Christiania. 5 kr. per ann. No. 6.

Edvard Grieg. Gerhard Schjelderup.
Bruges. Carl W. Schnitler.

TUskueren.—Copenhagen. ia kr. per ann. Oct.

The Land-Thing under Parliamentarism. Eduard Larsen.

The Danish West Indies. Oscar Hansen.
Letters from Hauch to Bodtcher. S. Gundel.
The German Social Democracy. Robert Michels.

THE RUSSIAN MAGAZINES.
Istorltcheskl VIestnlk.—St. Petersburg. A. S. Suvofin. Oct.

Types and Characters of the Black Sea Coast of the Caucasus. S. I.

Vasiukoff.

The Amateur Stage in the Reigns of Paul and Alexander I. E. M.
Studenskaya.

Two Meetings with L. N. Tolstoy. Prince B. A. Shtchetinin.

Characteristics of Souvaroff. P. L. Yudin.
TchernigofFand its Holy Places. A. L. Firsoff.

MiP Bozhl.

—

St. Petersburg, Raziezzhaya, 7. Oct.

A Criticism of Historical Materialism. N. Berdayef.
Politics and Religious Thought in Western Europe. Concl. E. Tarle.

The Political Economy of Ruskin. A. RuikatcherT.

Nietzsche's Philosophy. G. MarkeloC
The Labour Bureau of Milan. S. K.

Russkoe BagatStVO.—St. Petersburg, Spasskaya i Backavata
Sept. 3e.

The Village Commune and Volost. V. Hessen.
Schurtz on the Origin of Society. N. Mikhailovsky.
Idealism in Russian Literature. Contd. M. B. Ratner.
Journalism in Russia. A. Gukovsky.

VIestnlk Yevropul.—St. Petersburg, Galernaya, ao. Oct.

Recollections of a Zemstvo Member. P. A. T.
Religio-Psychical Epidemics. Dr. P. Jacob!.
Ten Years of Russian Finance. V. V.
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The Times says : "The very numerous photographs are all new,
and the coloured plates are from pictures by well-known artists

;

while the letterpress is bright, popular, and intelligent."

NOW READY, the First Tiro Fortnightly Parts, Price 7d.

net each, of

AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK, ENTITLED

The
British Isles

DEPICTED DY PEN AND CAMERA,
WITH A SERIES OF

Magnificent Coloured Plates,
REPRODUCED FROM PICTURES BY

J. MACWHIRTER, R.A.
DAVID MURRAY, A.R.A.
ALFRED EAST, A.R.A.
C. E. JOHNSON, R.I.

C. W. WTLLIE.

J. AUMONIER, R.I.

J. FULLEYLOVE, R.I.

A. W. WEEDON, R.I.

EDWARD HAYES, R.H.A.
HARRY HINE, R.I.

AND OTHER ARTISTS.

TOGETHER WITH A PROFUSION OF

I Illustrations from Bhotograplis expressly
taken for the Work.

B— Part 2 for Particulars of Valuable

A NEW AND IMPROVED ISSUE OP

CAS5ELU5

NATIONAL LIBRARY
WITH

ADDITIONAL VOLUMES
Containing Introductions by Eminent Writers,

INCLUDING :

Austin Dobson, 0. K. Chesterton, L. P. Austin, A. T. Quiller-

Conch, Stuart J. Reld, A. D. Innes, Tlgbe Hopkins,
and A. B. Walkiey,

IN WEEKLY VOLUMES,
Price 6d. net, choicely bound in Cloth.

Vol I now ready.

SILAS MARNER. By GEORGE ELIOT.
Witli Introduction by STUART a. RRID.

Vol. II ready November 25.

A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY.
By LAURENCE STERNE.

With Introduetimi by I- F. AUSTIN.
Vol. Ill ready December 2.

SHAKESPEARE'S RICHARD II.
Witti Introduction by Professor HENRY MORLE Y.

CASSELL & COMPANY, LTD., LONDON, and all Booksellers.

Index
of the

Technical
Press

mm*
INDEX

PE LA

Pl^ESSE

TECHtflQUt

An INDEX of the

Principal Articles

published by the

ENGINEERING
PRESS OF THE
WORLD.

vTedjniscljen

prcssc

2,000 Resurofe Monthly.

Subscription, 5s. Yearly.

Specimen on Application.

ii, Queen Victoria St.,

LONDON, E.C.

HEROES OF THE BOER WAR.
By FREDERIK ROMPEL

{Late Parliamentary and War Correspondent ofthe Volksstem, Pretoria)

With 144 Illustrations and Two Maps. Super royal 8vo.
f

200 pp., cloth. Prices*.

POPULAR NOVELS
At all the Libraries and Booksellers 9

.

A Roumanian Vendetta.
By "Carmen Sylva* (Queen of Roumania).

A Son of Mars. By Major Arthur Griffiths.

The Gentlemen from Qobdwood. By H.Cooper.
Before the British Raj. ByMaj. Arthur Griffiths.

A Sportswoman's Love Letters.
Fourth Edition. By Fox Russell.

The Strange Adventures of a Magistrate.
By T. R. Threlfall, J. P.

The Extraordinary Islanders. By Aston Forest.

A Frontier Officer: Tale of the Punjab.
By H. Caldwell Lipsett.

The Qhost. By Mrs. Campbell Praed.
By Clive Holland.

By Fox Russell.

By Nat Gould.
By Walter Jeffery.

By G. B. Burgin.

My Japanese Wife.
A Sporting Adventurer.
In Royal Oolours.
The King's Yard.
The Man Who Died.
Daoobra; or, the White Priests of Ahriman.

By Harris Burland.
Barcaii, the Mutineer. By C. Dudley Lampen.
The House that Jack Built. By "DarleyDale."
Into the Sunlight. By £. Joyce Tomlinson.
Richard Brice : Adventurer. By C. Junor.
The Daughters Of Job. By " Darley Dale."
The Viking Strain. By A. G. Hales.
Thomas Asshetbn Smith.

By Sir J. E. Eardley-Wilmot, Bart.

Boxers and* their Battles. By "Thormanby."

" Review of Reviews," Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, W.C. R. A. EVERETT & CO., Ltd., 42, Essex Street, Strand.
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THE BEST CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR CHILDREN.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST BOOKS IN THE
WORLD ARE THE

Books for the Bairns.
NO HOME SHOULD BE WITHOUT THEM.

THEY ABE THE CLASSICS OF THE NURSERY,

Issued Monthly. Price One Penny ; by Post, lid. Fully Illustrated.

There are about 90 different numbers, but the following Selection will be
sufficient to show the scope and variety of the Series :—

43. King Arthur and his
Inls

1. jfisop's Fables.
2. Tales and Wonders of

Jesus.
3. Nursery Rhymes.
4. Nursery Tales.
6. Reynard the Fox.
6. Brer Rabbit.
7. Cinderella, and other

Fairy Tales.
8. Bunyan's "Pilgrim's

Progress.w

9. The Story of the Robins.
10. The Christmas Stocking.
12. Stories from Hans Ander-

sen.
13. Stories from *'Grimm's

Fairy Tales."
15. Gulliver among the

Giants.
22. The Christmas Tree.
23. Travels of Baron Mun-

chausen.
24. Tale of a Donkey's Life.
25. Slnbad the Sailor.
27. Labours of Hercules.
28. Robinson Crusoe. Part x.

29. Robinson Crusoe. Part a.

30. Perseus the Gorgon
Slayer.

33. Aladdin and the Won-
derful Lamp.

35. Hymns with Pictures.
36. Great Events in British

History.
37. The Stolen Princess.
38. Seven Champions of

Christendom.
39. Tom Thumb's Adventures.
40. The Trotty Book.
41. Fairy Tales from Flower-

land.
42. Punch and Judy.

Knights.
46. The Sleeping Beauty.
47. Jan. to Dec. (Nature

Studies.)
49. The Enchanted Doll.
51. Tales of Long Ago.
62. Fairy Tales from China.
63. The Red Cross Knight.
65. Story Book of Country

Scenes.
66. Indian Fairy Tales.
68. The Snow Queen.
60. The Wonder Book.
61. Brer Fox's Adventures.
64. Stories from Ancient

Rome.
65. Uncle Tom's Cabin. Partz.
67. King Alfred the Great.
68. Shock-Headed Peter.
69. Cinderella: A Musical

Play.
70. Father Christmas.
71. Don Quixote. Part x.

73. Don Quixote. Part a.

77. Fairy Tales from Persia.
78. Fairy Tales from Japan.
79. Fairy Tales from Africa.
81. Dick Whittlngton: A

Musical Play.
82. John Gllpfn.
83. Stories from Chaucer.
84. Illustrated School Reci-

tations.
86. The Babes in the Wood.
86. Animal Stories.
87. The Pled Piper.
88. Little Snow-White.
92. Tales from Shakespeare.
93. Beauty and the Beast : A

Fairy-Tale Play.

Music (VoeaWcore) for Nos. 46, 69, 81, and 93, price la, each.

These particulars will saw you endless trouble when you come to consider
how you may give the greatest amount of pleasure either to your own or
other people's children at CHRISTMAS or in the NEW YEAR ; and the
same particulars will introduce you to an illustrated edition of the Classics of
the Nursery, which will astonish you if you have never seen it before.
A Parcel of 84 different books|will be sent to any address in the world post

free for 10/6. or to*ddresses in the United Kingdom for 7/6.

A BOX OP 70 BOOKS FOB 7s.

Ifyou are able to spend 7* on a present for a boy or girl, a Set of 70 books
mav be sent in a neat box to any address in the United Kingdom for
SEVEN SHILLINGS. Such a Set contains over 4,000 pages, with about
4,000 original Illustrations. What a pictorial treasure for any nursery !

SMALLER PARCELS.
If you desire to make smaller presents, it is only necessary to choose your

numbers from the above list, and if you want to have the books sent abroad,
«cnd us iid. for [each book selected. If, however, the address is in the
United Kingdom, the following prices would be sufficient to include
postage

For 6 books, 9d. : for xa, Is. 4d. ; for x8, Is. lid. ; for 84, 2s. 5d. ;

for 30, 3s. : for 36, 3s. 6d.
It would be a kindly deed if you ordered a parcel to be sent to some

hospital ward or workhouse, school or cottage homes.

Address :

—

THE MANAGER, "Books for the Bairns" Office,

Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.

A NEW AND REVISED EDITION NOW READY.

ESPERANTO:
THE STUDENT'S COMPLETE TEXT-BOOK.

Containing full Grammar, with Exercises, Conversations,

Commercial Letters, and two Vocabularies.

Edited by J. C. O'CONNOR, B.A.

And Revised and Approved by Dr. ZAMENHOF.

PRICE ONE SHILLING AND SIXPENCE. By Pott, 1/7.

Esperanto possesses all the advantages of a natural tongue without its

difficulties, it lends itself admirably to all forms of expression, and is

mastered in a few weeks. Esperanto is equally easy to all nationalities
belonging to European civilisation. There are already 80,000 adepts in the
world, and various agencies are at work spreading a knowledge of the new
language among the English-speaking peoples.

"Review of Reviews" Office, Mowbray House, Norfolk St, London.

PHOTOGRAPHS OP
ENGLISH SCENERY

A Hundred Permanent Photographs of some
of the Best Scenery in England for SIX
SHILLINGS post free to any part of the
World.

These permanent photographic prints are un-
mounted (size 9 inches by 7 inches), and the 100
different views will be sent to any address on
receipt of Six Shillings.

Only obtainable on application to the Manager,

"Review of Reviews" Office, Norfolk Street, London.

The Cheapest Edition of the
Best Poets,

THE PENNY POETS.
A series of 65 numbers post free for 6s. 6d.

(If sent to foreign addresses the cost is 8s.)

Rev. W. J. Dawson, writing in the Young Man, reported the
result of an inquiry which he conducted, by means of correspondence
with the readers of that popular magazine, as to the extent and
nature of their reading of the poets. He received several hundred
letters, for the most part from men engaged in business—shopmen,
engineers, clerks, artisans, and others. Mr. Dawson remarked
that the service rendered to poetry by Mr. Stead's M Penny Poets"
was evident in at least one-quarter of the replies. " The obligation
of my readers," he says, "to Mr. Stead's 'Penny Poets' is again
and again confessed. One of my correspondents plainly says he is

so poor that he could not possibly have read poetry at all but for
Mr. Stead."

The Masterpieces ot Enp-lish, Scottish, Irish, and American
and Colonial Poetry.

Well printed, neatly bound, handy tor the pocket. 1d. each, or lid. if sent
by post. Send three halfpenny stamps for Sample.

' REVIEW OF REVIEWS" OFFICE, MOWBRAY HOUSE,
NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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Cfte "Reuieu> of RcdIcids" Annual, 1904
PRICE ONE SHILLING.

How Britain went toWar
By the Author of " The Truth about the Navy."

Itedieatecl without permission to the King.
CONTAINING

The Essence of the War Commission's Report.

WITH PORTRAITS OF THE MORE NOTABLE COMMISSIONERS AND WITNESSES.

This Shilling Pamphlet of 220 pages, carefully indexed, gives the substance of the appalling revelations of

INCOMPETENCE, INDOLENCE, AND IGNORANCE
which the Royal Commission buried in four Blue Books of 2,odo pp., costing sixteen shillings and fivepence.

The NATIONAL REVIEW for October says:—
" The Report is generally regarded as one of the most important

contributions to our unsolved military problem which has appeared

during this generation. It has caused a profound and painful

impression by endorsing the gravest charges mhich the severest critics

have at any time brought against the management of the Army.

As is usually the case with regard to Blue Books for which there

is likely to be any serious demand, it is exceedingly difficult to procure

either the Report or the Minutes of Evidence, and many of our

readers have probably been disappointed m their quest for these

volumes Great Britain was in a defenceless and perilous

condition, thanks to the incapacity and want of foresight in her

rulers. We cannot pursue the inquiry any further, but we earnestly

hope that some attempt may be made to popularise the story told

by the War Commission."

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
DEDICATION.
THE ACCUSED:

t. LIST OF CABINET IN 1895-^

2. LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE
WAR OFFICE SINCE THE BEGINNING OF
THE YEAR 1899.

THE JUDGES.
THE WITNESSES.
THE VERDICT.
PREFACE.
Chap.

I. BY WAY OF PREPARATION.
II. ON OUR PREPARATIONS FOR WAR IN

GENERAL.
III. ON OUR PREPARATIONS '.OR WAR IN SOUTH

AFRICA.
IV. THE WARNINGS OF GENERAL BUTLER.

Chap
V.'THE DELUSIONS ABOUT THE ORANGE FREE

STATE.
VI. BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND.

VII. THE NEW DIPLOMACY ON THE EVE OF WAR.
VIII. AT WAR AND UNPREPARED.
IX. THE EMPTINESS OF OUR ARSENALS.
X. THE QUALITY OF OUR ARMS AND ACCOU-

TREMENTS.
XL THE QUALITY OF OUR SOLDIERS.
XII. THE DEFICIENCY AND DEFECTS OF OUR

OFFICERS.
XIII. SAVED IN SPITE OF THEMSELVES.
XIV. THE MEDICAL SERVICE AND ITS EQUIPMENT.
XV. THE TRAGEDY OF THE HORSES.
XVI. THE WAR OFFICE AND ITS MANY MANSIONS.
XVII. HOW DO WE STAND NOW?
XVIII. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GUILT.

INDEX.

Order from any Bookseller or Newsagent, 1/-; or post free, 1/3.

"REVIEW OF REVIEWS" OFFICE, NORFOLK STREET. LONDON, W.C
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A combination of Fry's Pure Cocoa and Allen & Hanburys 9 Extract of Malt.

REMOVES & PREVENTS ALL ROUCHNESS, REDNESS, IRRITATION, CHAPS, &c
DELIGHTFULLY SOOTHINGAND REFRESHING INVALUABLE

for the COMPLEXION after Cycling, Tennis, Motoring Ac. I

' 6d.,ls., m 2b. 6d. of .01 Chemists &Sfr.-„ M. HI 1. 1 HAM &So\, t l„.;.mlum, J

CONNOISSEURS OF

COFFEE

RED
DRINK THE

WHITE
& BLUE

Delicious for Breakfast
& after Dinner.

In making, use LESS QUANTITY, it being so much
stronger than ordinary COFFEE .

sor.n TB&OVGHOVT rm: WOBLih

Top Section

9! in. Section

"GUNN"
Sectional Rookc

Y-'ii C-Hi h.-^in \ritfi i.«r*

with Top at

Bookcase, and
|

adding to it J|„_
Library ore < .'.enad. ! Ir%

one iolid compactf^^^H

WM. ANCUS & COMPAMY,

ROBIJ> JL The New

Starch
Is

for Hot (

Best
old Water

TRADE MARK

BUTTER - SCOTCH
The Celebrated Sweet for Cht'dren).

Crosse & Blackwell
Soups in Glasses, Tins, and Tablets,

ABE SOLD BY LEADING f! ROC'EBS AND STOBEi

nted by William Clowes and Sons, Liuhted, Duke Street, Stamford Street, S.E., and Gwal
Proprietor at Mowbray House, Norfolk Street. London W'.C.—.Wnrml

Sole Advertisement Contractor. JOHN HADDON cr* CO., Central Advertisement Otua, Bouverie Hcutf.
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$1 Rt. Hon. Sir MICHAEL HICKS BEACH. C*»""'.

COLl£
ecember 15, 1903.

. . . Contents . . .

Progress of the World
(Illustrated).

Cbe Reu> Pawl Secretary or Slate,

CARDINAL MERRY DEL VAL.

The Aims, Objects, and Methods of

THE DAILY
PAPER

by its Founder, Editor, and proprietor,

Mr. W. T. STEAD.

THE STORY OF A
SOLDIER'S LIFE.
By VISCOUNT WQLSEJLEY.

Wake Up! John Bull.
A Forgotten Chapter in Recent History.

THE SEASON'S BOOKS.

THE LEADING ARTICLES AND
CARTOONS OF THE MONTH.

PRICE SIXPENCE.

New Perfame.
nine, 2/6 bottle

FLORODORA " Sweetes
uiqiiizea

DELIGHTFULLY REFRESHING) AND FLORAL IN CHARACTER,

ours.

Soapp/-, Powder, I/-



lOOHT COUCH fit

HEATING'S LOZENGES!

EASILY CURE

THE WORST COUGH.
One gives relief. An increasing
sale of over 80 years is a certain

test of their value. Sold In 13id.
tins everywhere.

You can

pay a high price

for a Typewriter,

when better

value at half the

money is offered in the

ENSDERFER

but WHY?
Send for Booklet No. 55*

BLICKENSDERFER Typewriter Co.*

Head Office : NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE*
London; 9, Cheaps.de, EX.; and most Large Towns.

ENVELOPES " .WUSF
Every siw\ shape, and quality in stock. Sample* pout free.

LANGLEY & SONS, Printers £^anufSsurta^Stationers
HUSTON WORKS, GEORGE BTKEET> LONDON. M.W.

RUPTURE
ATKINSON S PATENT TRUSS FOR THE RADICAL CURE OF RUPTURE.

A GUARANTEED REMEDY.
.

Simple, Rapid, and Effective. Motical Retorts and Testimonials on receipt »f

• stamped a<i<ltess.

B. F. ATKINSON & CO., 7, Mill St., Conduit St., London, W.
The Only Truss Worn and recommended by SIRASDHEW CLARK,

Late President of the Royal College of Physicians.
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A grim shudder passed over the

The Health world on November 7 th, when a

the Kaiser. bulletin was published announcing

that the Kaiser had undergone an

operation for a polypus on the vocal cord, the

existence of which had until that moment been

entirely unsuspected by anyone outside the immediate
'

entourage of the Emperor. The doctors cloaked up
the significance of the operation as best they could.

It was an entirely benign polypus, consisting

of a very soft connective tissue, containing only

a few cells. At first everyone endeavoured to believe

the doctors, but gradually as the days passed, and it

was evident, despite the satisfactory progress which

the Emperor was said to have been making, that he

was really very ill, a sickening doubt began to find

expression, privately rather than publicly, both in

Germany and abroad. No one can forget the family

history. Both father and mother died from that dread

disease, which up to the present has baffled all the

efforts of medical science. It was not, however, until

the news came that the Emperor was still speechless,

and had been ordered to Italy, that these forebodings

became general. A private correspondent, repeating

the rumours current in Continental courts, declares

that it is an open secret that the Kaiser is going as

his father went, and a statement was added that he is

only too well aware of his own condition. We all

hope that these stories may be entirely without

foundation, but the haunting doubt casts a sombre

cloud over the future of Germany. Apart altogether

from its political importance, it would be difficult to

to conceive a more tragic and pathetic figure than

that of the Kaiser in the full vigour of his executive

activity suddenly clutched at the throat by the inex-

orable hand of fatal disease. To everyone upon this

earth Death cometh soon or late; but to see the

strong man rejoicing in his youth and strength fall

out just as he has got his work well in hand is enough

to touch the most callous heart.

It is premature, and would be
The Future improper to speculate upon the

Fatherland. consequences which might follow

the prolonged indisposition, not

to speak of the possible decease of the strong,

capable, active ruler who, ever since he dismissed

the old pilot, has taken Germany full steam

ahead past all the rocks of foreign affairs, and

through all the shoals and quicksands of her domestic

problems. For the last dozen years the Kaiser has

been Germany to such an extent that it is difficult to

conceive of the German Empire without seeing him in

the fbretop of the State. His lithe, energetic figure,

and his strongly marked features, with the turned-up

moustaches, which serve the Continental caricaturist as

well as Mr. Chamberlain's eye-glass serves our local

artists, his ebullient self-confidence, and the gaiety of

heart in which he attacks with the air of an invincible

conqueror every problem in art, science, literature,

and politics, are so familiar that even his temporary

seclusion creates a void which is felt far beyond the
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Viva Italia!

[Nov. ra.

His Majesty (to Britannia- : " Allow me to preseat to you, madam,
another of my friends."

limits of the Fatherland. Germany, which has enjoyed

the benefits, would, in the case of such a misfortune as

his premature removal, suffer all the disadvantages ofan

autocracy. There can be no mistake greater than to

imagine that autocracy only exists in Russia. It

existed in the Liberal party for years under Mr.

Gladstone. It exists at the present moment among
the rank and file of the Conservative party under Mr.

Chamberlain. Great individualities confer great

services upon the nations and the parties whom they

lead, but neither in politics nor in any other realm

does Nature allow us to have anything for nothing.

E/verything has its price, and the price of a Gladstone

or a Kaiser must be paid for heavily by his successors.

The monopoly of initiative, the superb self-assertion

of the dominant will, are very apt to leave those over

whom these gifts have been exercised in a state of

training very unfit for the responsibilities which they

are liable at any moment to inherit. With the

exception of Von Biilow and the Socialist leaders,

there are singularly few German personalities visible

outside Germany. As for the heir-apparent, he is at

present the darkest of dark horses.

In these days there is no danger of

King and Queen
belittling even the titular office of

of Italy. Kingship. Of this we have another

. reminder in the visit paid last by the

King and Queen of Italy to England. It was a

return visit for that which King Edward VII. paid to

Rome in the spring of the year. From a merely

scenic point of view the visit was a great success, but

no one, not even the greatest democrat, can deny that

the presence of King Victor Emmanuel and his Monte-

negrin Queen brought much more vividly home to the

mind of the average man the fact that Italy and
Britain were on friendly terms, than the visit of half

a dozen Prime Ministers in succession. Royalties,

even if they have no other function, serve

the purpose of national antennae. When ants com-
municate they appear to converse by means of these

sensitive filaments. No other parts of the body seem
able to convey the ideas which find a channel of expres-

sion through the antennae. So it is with the visits of

monarchs. In the case of the King and Queen of

Italy, their visit possessed somewhat more than

ceremonial significance. The King counts for much
in the direct government of his country, and he un-

doubtedly was impressed, and rightly impressed, by
the enthusiastic heartiness with which he and his wife

were received by every living being whom they met
between Windsor and the Guildhall. Friendship for

Italy is an old tradition with the masses of our people,

and there was no mistaking the heartiness of the

popular welcome given to the King and Queen as

they drove through the gaily-decorated streets of

the City.

In Republics, which have for reasons

good or bad divested themselves of
their royal antennae, nothing remains

to be done but to make the best shift

we can with such substitutes for monarchical cere-

monial as can be supplied by the international picnics

which have been this year so happily introduced into

the recognised means of the fraternal intercourse of

nations. Last month quite a drove of members of

Parliament of both Houses, headed by Lord Avebury

and Lord Brassey, descended upon France and spent

a week enjoying the hospitality of the nation. They
visited Paris, and were feted everywhere, and then

made an excursion to Bordeaux in the provinces,

finding in every part of France the same warm
welcome which they received in the capital. For

years past a handful of stalwart friends of peace and

The
Anglo-French

Rapprochement.
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arbitration have visited countries on the Continent

with messages of peace and goodwill, but it is only in

our time that we have seen a whole regiment of ordi-

nary M.P.'s such as Sir William Houldsworth hasten-

ing across the Channel for the purpose of expressing

national goodwill. The English party which arrived

in France on November 25th numbered 200 persons,

including ladies, who formed a new and welcome

addition to the international picnic. Baron d'Estour-

nelles may be congratulated upon the success of the

return visit which was entirely due to his public-

spirited initiative last summer.

England had the opportunity of

welcoming last month another dis-

tinguished visitor, who, although not

a crowned head or the chief of the

great nation, may nevertheless be

regarded as a representative personage of the first

rank. Mr. William J. Bryan, who spent some busy

weeks last month in studying English institutions,

and visiting English and Irish cities, may be out of

the running as Democratic candidate for the next

American Presidential election, but nothing can take

away from William J. Bryan the fact that on two

occasions he was regarded by very nearly half of one

of the greatest nations in the world as its ablest

leader, the man whom of all others they would have

Mr. Bryan
in

Britain.

executive of a

elected to rule over them. Half the American

people represent a popular aggregate almost

equal in number to the whole population of

the British Isles. Mr. Bryan told me that he

enjoyed his visit immensely. He discovered with

great delight that the American notion that English-

men cannot enjoy a joke and have no appreciation

of humour is . entirely without foundation. He re-

joiced especially in finding the solidarity of ideas

which united the English-speaking people on both

sides of the sea. Mr. Bryan made a very good im-

pression in England wherever he went, not merely on

account of his fine commanding personality and his

sonorous eloquence, but still more because of the

simplicity and fervour with which he expressed his

belief in moral principles. It may make some of his

followers squirm, but he reminded Englishmen much

more of the type of the great American evangelists,

such as Moody, than the politicians who have hitherto

visited us from the Western world.

Since our last number appeared a

Panama— new sovereign state has been added

Latest Republic. *° tne sisterhood of nations. In such

grandiloquent phrase may be de-

scribed the result of the local revolution in the

Isthmus of Panama which has led to the severance

of Panama from the Republic of Colombia. The

\Hill and Saunders.

A Royal Group at Windsor.
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new state contains a population of 300,000 persons,

or fewer than the inhabitants of Sheffield. This

handful of people, however, possess an importance

altogether out of proportion to their numbers. For
they sit astraddle of the route by which the United

States Government proposes to dig the Interoceanic

Canal.

Nothing more convenient for the
The Cause United States could possibly have

the Revolution, happened ; and it was so convenient

, that cynical persons who believe

that nothing ever happens conveniently for anybody

unless it has been a put-up job, have been casting

announced that they would transfer their attention t»

Nicaragua. Seeing themselves left out in the cold,

they promptly decided to make a revolution and set

up a sovereign state of their own. They received

immediate moral, and promise of material, support

from the United States Government, which is bound

by treaty to secure the safety of the railway across

the Isthmus. The Colombian Government was unable

to attack Panama except by sea, and the sea route

being barred by the United States, the new republic

came into existence on November 3rd- On the

6th Mr. Secretary Hay issued a statement claimn^

that the United States was entitled to exercise pan-

odious doubts on the sincerity and good faith of the

United States. There is, however, no reason to

resort to any such sinister explanations of the success

of the revolution. The Government of Washington
had been negotiating a treaty with the Colombian
Government by which the United States were to take

over the Panama Canal, buying out the French
Company at a price of eight millions sterling. The
United States pledged themselves to raise all the
necessary funds for completing the Canal. To the
inhabitants of Panama, especially to those who lived
jn the line traversed by the Canal, the advantages of
such a treaty were overwhelming. They were
naturally chagrined when the Colombian Legislature

refused to ratify the agreement, and the United States

mount control over Isthmian transit. This right, he

declared, ran with the land, quite irrespective of the

personnel or central location of the Government

Seven days, later President Roosevelt received the

diplomatic representative of the new Republic at

Washington ; a few days later Panama was recog-

nised by the French Government—both governments

having personal interests in the creation of a small

State, with which they could deal, free from the

complications of South American politics. On
November 18th a new treaty was signed by me
representatives of the United States and of Panama,

which gives the United States supreme jurisdiction

over a strip of territory several miles in breadth

running across the Isthmus.
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Some sarcastic comments have been
T
ofthe

le indulged in about the share, moral

United States: or otherwise, of the United States

Government in the hatching out of

this chicken of a Panama Republic. The new Treaty,

which practically secures to the United States sovereign

rights over the belt of territory through which the

canal is to be cut, is a long step towards the realisation

of the popular view of the American people frankly

expressed by Dr. Shaw in the current number of the

American Review of Reviews, when he says :

—

We have long maintained that there were soand reasons why
Panama should be detached, freed from all future connection

with wars and revolutions, whether in South America or in

Central American states, and brought under the peaceful pro-

tection of the United States for its own welfare and for the

.good of all.

President Roosevelt, in his message to Congress, laid

down very strong doctrine as to the rights and duties

of the United States in its dealings with the Central

American peoples who might presume to object to

the construction of a canal through territory hitherto

regarded as their own. He said :

—

The United States should finally decide which is the best

route, and should then give notice that it can no longer submit
to trifling and insincere dealings on the part of those whom
accident of position has placed in temporary control of the

-ground through which the route must pass. If they fail to come
to such an agreement, we must forthwith take the matter into

our own hands.

The phrase in which the rulers of a Sovereign State

are described as " those whom accident of position

has placed in temporary control of the ground " is

superb. What a pity no one was clever enough to

invent it for our own use when we " took the matter

into our own hands " in South Africa.

The warning note which I sounded

The some months since in these pages as

Tlald on Thibet, to the probability of a new war in

the heart of Central Asia has proved

to be only too well founded. Lord Curzon, it is now
announced, has ordered an expedition to advance

into Thibet. The Grand Lama or his advisers in the

City of Lhassa object now, as they have ever done,

to the intrusion of the foreigner. There is not a

scrap of evidence to show that they regard the

Russians with more favour than they regard the

English. But Anglo-Indian officialdom is uneasy.

The Thibetans appear to regard foreigners bringing

imports into their country much in the same light as

Mr. Chamberlain regards the foreigners who dump
their goods into Britain, and, therefore, they are to

be brought to sounder economic views by Maxim
guns and mountain artillery. For months past

Colonel Younghusband with a small British force has

By Special Permission ofthe Proprietors of" PmhcA.")

Forced Favours.

The Grand Lama of Thibet :
" Now then, what's your business f

"

British Lion : " I've come to brine you the blessings of Free Trade."
The Grand Lama of Thibet :

*' I'm a Protectionist. Don't want 'em."
British Lion : " Well, you've got to have 'em !

"

been encamped at Khamba Jong, eighty miles within

the Thibetan frontier, waiting for envoys from the

Dalai Lama, who were expected to arrive from the

capital to discuss questions of trade. The expected
envoys did not arrive, and so Colonel Younghusband,
it is now reported, will advance ninety miles further

into the country to a point within 150 miles from
Lhassa. This is regarded as a menace of invasion,

and the Thibetans are distributing rifles to the people
in order to bar the passage of the invader. Thus
questions of peace and war, of invasion and of con-

quest, are decided without any hint being given to

Parliament as to what was i» the wind. Yet we are

supposed to be a self-governing people.

Not content with meditating a cam-
More Bloodshed

paign on the frozen housetop of the

Somallland. world in Central Asia, the Govern-

ment has begun again the aimless,

barbarous and perilous campaign against the Mad
Mullah in Somaliland. The worst feature of this
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renewed campaign is the extent to which we are not

merely fighting ourselves but are stirring up the

Abyssinians to fight also. Why should we embroil

these African tribes in our quarrels ? This time we

are assured the Mullah is to be smashed once for all.

But hitherto these confident predictions have seldom

been justified by the event, and we had better not

calculate too confidently that we shall be able to

celebrate the festival of the Prince of Peace this

Christmas time by mowing down the Mullah and his

men by the rapid fire of our Maxim guns. On the

other side of the sea, in the hinterland of Aden, we

have been administering summary chastisement to

Arab tribes who were accused of looting His Majesty's

mails, by the simple process of blowing up the houses

of their villagers with gun-cotton and destroying the

crops upon which they had to live through winter,

just for all the world as if the Royal Irish and Dublin

Fusiliers employed in the task had been Turkish

Bashi-Bazouks let loose in Macedonia.

The news from Macedonia is as bad
Th© Truce as could be expected. The Turks

Macedonia. having dealt with that province as

we dealt with the Boer Republics,

the unfortunate inhabitants are perishing of starvation

and cold amid the blackened ruins of their former

homes. Fighting is off for the present. Dying

is now the order of the day. Mr. Balfour and

M. Delcasse' having both declared that the demands

of Austria and Russia were an irreducible minimum
that must be enforced, the Sultan, with many groans,

has accepted the Austro-Russian Reform Scheme

in principle. It will come to nothing. Accept or

reject, it is all the same to the unfortunate Mace-

donians, for no reform is worth the paper on which it

is written so long as the direct executive authority of

the Sultan continues to prevail in Macedonia.

Mr. Balfour has done well to appoint

Mr. Balfour's Lord Esher, with Sir J. Fisher and
Apologia. sir q Clarke, as a triumvirate

charged to remodel the administra-

tion of the War Office on the lines of the Admiralty.

Sir T. Wemyss Reid, curiously enough, ascribes this

to the initiative of Mr. Arnold Forster—much,

probably, to the latter's surprise. But Mr. Balfour

did not do well when, in attempting to defend his

administration for the hideous maladministration of

the war, he tried to shuffle out of it by laying all the

blame—for his own misdemeanours—upon those

horrid Liberals who, in their three years of office, left

the Army in such a state that even after three years

of Unionist Administration it was still unable to cope

with the Boers. Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman's retort

is unanswerable. Speaking at Newport, he said :

—

In 1896, after I had been out of office for more than six

months, and they had had time to* look about them, Mr.
Balfour, this same gentleman who says I starved the Army, went
to Manchester on January 15th, and said: " No, gentlemen,

there never was a moment. I believe, in the recent history of this

country when the British Empire was a better fighting machine
than it is at this time, thanks to the energetic efforts of successive

Governments, principally the Unionist Government, which
existed between 1886-1892, and the Home Rule Government
which succeeded between 1892 and 1895. Chiefly through their

efforts in the last decade or more an addition has been made to

the fighting power of the Empire, of which the Empire itself, I

believe, is unaware.*'

Mr. Balfour made no attempt to explain away the two

supreme blunders of the Government : (1) the refusal

to recognise the fact that the Orange Free State was

certain to join the Transvaal, and (2) the pettish

obstinacy with which they refused to listen to the

repeated warnings of General Butler, the British

Commander-in-Chief in South Africa. As there was

nothing to be said, as there could be nothing said in

extenuation or mitigation of these decisive mistakes,

Mr. Balfour said nothing, and he was right. But he

allowed judgment to go by default, and that judg-

ment is registered against him.

The papers continue to publish

"The copious accounts of speeches on
Rake's Progress." what is called by courtesy the Fiscal

Controversy, but which in reality is

little more or less than an exposure of the ranting

rhetoric by which Mr. Chamberlain continues to

endeavour to inflame the public mind. One gets a
little weary and even impatient at having to treat

seriously such arrant nonsense as the great demagogue
serves up with curried sauce to his admirers. So
far as argument goes, there is nothing more to be
said. He makes promises which he cannot per-

form, repeats assertions which are proved to be
false, and always winds up with suggestions that

everyone who does not accept his lightest word as

gospel truth is a " little Englander," and, therefore,

little better than a traitor. He is refuted point by
point next day, but the day after he gets up and
repeats once more all his old fallacies, trots out all

his exploded statistics, and tears passion to tatters in

his appeals to the gallery not to " take it lying

down," but to hit somebody somewhere. The fact that

we should have to deal the hardest blow against

ourselves he conveniently ignores. And he is equally

oblivious to the fact that there is not a single Colony

in the Empire which shows the slightest inclimation to

make the preference, about which he naves so

constantly, a stepping-stone to closer unily. He
adjures us to make sacrifices writh one breath, land then
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tells us in the next that if we do what he asks it will

be money in our pockets all the time. He tells us

that the Empire will promptly go to pieces unless 'we

tax our children's bread, and waxes hysterical about

dumping, and then, almost in the same breath, waves

the flag in praise of Canadian loyalty, regardless of

the fact that Canada dumps more manufactured iron

into our ports than any of the foreign nations whose

imports he professes to dread. If any other man but

Mr. Chamberlain were to make such an exhibition of

himself habitually on public platforms, sensible men
would give up listening to him; and would no more
dreary of wasting time in answering his nonsense than

they would devote their leisure to demonstrating the

rotundity of the world or the truth of the multiplica-

tion table.

The only reason for this extra-

The Secret ordinary condescension on the part

His Strength, of serious politicians is to be found

in their timidity, not to say cowardice,

and their utter lack of confidence in the common-sense

of the average citizen. If our people are such

imbeciles and dupes as to be led rainbow-chasing by

any voluble stump orator who chooses to bawl out

falsehoods at the top of his voice, then we are not fit

to be a self-governing people. And why Liberals, of

all people in the world, whose whole system is based

upon confidence in the people, should pay the nation

so ill a compliment as to assume that such a man,

with such a record, dealing with matters of vital

interest to every citizen, might possibly secure the

support of the electorate, can only be explained by

the demoralisation which resulted from the exploits

of the same adventurer at the last General Election.

But they forget two things : first, that the nation was

then in the middle of a war into which it had been

inveigled unawares
;
and, secondly, that the memory

of the fraud practised upon it on that occasion is

quite sufficient security that the nation will not permit

itself to be befooled a second time. Once bit, twice

shy. A nation which has just opened its eyes to the

ghastly mess which Mr. Chamberlain made of one

little war with a handful of farmers, is not going to

give him carte blanche to declare fiscal war against all

the world. If we cannot trust the sober second

thoughts of the British public, where are we, and what

becomes of our faith in democracy ?

There would be some reason for this

almost superstitious dread of Mr.
A Baseless Fear. .

Chamberlain if there were any signs

in any quarter that any considerable

section of the community, outside his own immediate

party following, showed any disposition to admit that

two and two make five just because Mr. Chamberlain

says so. Let us look at the matter dispassionately and

see how we stand. Up to the present time every Con-

servative candidate who has faced the ballot box has

found it absolutely necessary, in order to secure his

election, to issue an emphatic repudiation of any desire

to tax food, although the food tax is the very pivot of

Mr. Chamberlain's policy. Notwithstanding these

disclaimers, the taint of Chamberlainism has been

sufficient either to lose the seat or to diminish the

majority of every Conservative candidate who has

faced a constituency since last May. He has rent his

own Party in twain from top to bottom, with the result

that no fewer than seven or eight ofhis former colleagues

in the Salisbury Cabinet felt themselves constrained to

appear on a platform in support of the Duke of Devon-

shire's unsparing denunciation of Mr. Chamberlain's

nostrums. While he has split his own party, he has

united the Liberals ; Lord Rosebery has -fallen on the

neck of Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, who has

returned the embrace with enthusiasm. There is no

longer a rift in the Liberal lute, and the rallying cry of all

is " Down with Chamberlain !
" The shipping interest,

almost invariably Conservative, sees with reason in

Mr. Chamberlain its most dangerous enemy ; while

as for the masses of the country, there has not in our

time been any great political question upon which all

the articulate representatives of labour were so

absolutely at one as they are to-day in opposition

to Mr. Chamberlain.

The timorous Liberals keep on talk-

The Evidence ing as if Mr Chamberlain has a

His Failure. ghost of a chance. The fact is, Mr.

Chamberlain is a beaten man, and

when the General Election comes, come it soon or

come it late, the Liberals will marvel that they should

have been so long hag-ridden by a nightmare. But the

doubting Thomases exclaim :
" What, then, do you

make of Mr. Chamberlain's meetings?" What infants

must men be to talk of a crowded and enthusiastic

meeting as if it afforded any proof of the real trend of

public opinion in a constituency. Over and over

again in London elections it has been remarked that

all the enthusiasm and all the great meetings were in

favour of the Liberals, who were always at the bottom

of the polls. Mr. Chamberlain is a very effective

demagogue, he is fighting hard against tremendous

odds with splendid pluck. He is fighting his last

battle, and every hour brings him nearer to irremedi-

able ruin. Under those circumstances, " E'en the

ranks of Tuscany could scarce forbear to cheer." But
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do these timorous folk imagine that there are no

enthusiastic meetings on the other side ? There has

not been a Free Trade meeting held in any part of

the country, addressed by any speaker approaching

to Mr. Chamberlain's fighting capacity, that has

not been just as crowded and equally enthusiastic

as those which he addressed. Ask John Burns,

for instance, who has been addressing two meet-

ings a week up and down the country for a

month past, and he will tell you that he has never

seen such meetings as those great assemblages which

with unanimous enthusiasm applauded his invective

against Mr. Chamberlain and the food tax. As the

result of his recent experiences Mr. Burns declares

that, whereas last May he said he thought Mr.

Chamberlain would be snowed under, now he thinks

that " steam-rollered " over would be the more accu-

rate description of the fate awaiting him. It is not

meetings which scare our Liberals, for, as I have said,

there are meetings on both sides, and many more

meetings in opposition to Mr. Chamberlain than those

in his support What really hypnotises them with a

kind of helpless terror is the fact that they have

allowed the press of the country to pass into the hands

of men who, for reasons of their own, have converted

their newspapers into sounding-boards for Mr. Cham-
berlain. In Birmingham, for instance, we have

within an area inhabited by two millions of people

five daily papers, and not one of them Liberal ; and the

same kind of thing is to be found elsewhere. Liberals

allow these lively oracles of the press to be tuned by

their political opponents, and then, finding that they all

sound the same note in horrid chorus, their hearts fail

them for fear. But it will take more than all the

newspapers who take their cue from Birmingham to

induce the electorate of this country to follow the

rabble rout of Gadarene swine who are rushing head-

long down the steep way into the sea, where they will

all miserably perish.

It is not necessary, in recording the

The progress of the world, even to

Crucial Fallacy, tabulate the wearisome debates on

the fiscal question. The whole

bottom is knocked out of the Protectionist case if

once it is admitted that the balance of trade is in our

favour, and not against us, when imports exceed

exports. Yet how obvious that is if,- instead of

nations, we speak of individuals. If I export from

my pocket a ^ioo banknote, and Mr. Chamberlain

imports that note into his pocket, giving me nothing

in exchange, the balance on that transaction, as even

Mr. Chamberlain would admit, is in his favour,

not in mine. If, however, Mr. Chamberlain were

then to export from his pocket thirty five-pound

notes, which I were to import into mine, it is

equally obvious that the* balance of £$0 excess

of my imports over my exports would be in my
favour, not in his. Has anyone ever met any

Protectionist who would consent for one moment to

apply to his own pockets the doctrine which he

declares to be essential for the prosperity of the

nation ? All those whom I know are as keen as

any Free Trader in desiring to import more into than

they export from their breeches pocket; and the greater

the excess of their imports over their exports the richer

they believe they become. They never seem to perceive

that this is as true of nations as it is of individuals.

We shall this month have an oppor-

A Miniature tunity of seeing how far Mr. Cham-
General Election, berlain's apostolate of Fiscal War and

Taxed Bread has affected the con-

stituencies. There are, at the time of going to press,

four by-elections pending. Three of the seats were

held by Unionists by thumping majorities. One was

the Liberal seat for Mid-Devon, in which the Liberal

majority varied from 251 in 1886 to 771 in 1900.

Two of the seats—those of Dulwich and Lewisham

—

were such Tory strongholds that there were no contests

in 1900, and in one of them—Lewisham—the Liberals

did not even put up a fight in 1895. In Dulwich,

in 1895, Sir John Blundell Maple polled 5,253 votes as

against 2,176 recorded for the Liberal candidate. In

1892, Mr. Penn, the Unionist, carried Lewisham with a

poll of 5,309 against 2,895 votes given to the Liberal.

In both these constituencies, therefore, the Unionists out-

numbered the Liberals by nearly two to one. In both

these constituencies the Liberals have started candi-

dates who base their appeal to the electors on their

uncompromising hostility to Protection in every shape

and form. The fourth election is at Ludlow, where the

Unionist majority in 1892 was 3,819. It is as yet too

soon to say how far the Unionist candidates will venture

to commit themselves to the Taxed Food programme.

If they come out into the open and fight under the

Birmingham flag, the result will be interesting. But
the odds are heavy that whatever they may have said

before the election, they will issue placards before

the poll repudiating as a Liberal calumny the state-

ment that a vote for them is a vote for Mr.
Chamberlain. Note that at Dulwich the Unionists

have put up Mr. Rutherfoord Harris, whose services

in holding his tongue before the Hush-up Committee
certainly deserve this recognition from the friends of
Mr. Chamberlain.
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fhe Duke
on

the War Path.

The chief political

event in home
politics last month

was the spirited

and decisive attack which the Duke

of Devonshire delivered upon the

Government, of which he was so

lately the most influential member.

The Duke excelled himself in his

speech at the Queen's Hall. The
reasoning to which we are forced

to listen, he said with characteristic

scorn, " would prove that it would

add to our prosperity if a ship which

is approaching our shores and about

to add to the volume of our imports

were lost at sea. I cannot take

either part or lot in a policy

founded upon these inversions of

fact. I am content," he continued,

" to accept Mr. Chamberlain's description of myself

as a drag on the wheels. More than ever is a drag

necessary now, when the engine driver has got down
and allowed another to take his place, and when that

other is running the locomotive at full speed down the

line and against all the signals." His final appeal to

Ministers was excellent. " How long do they intend

to sit still as silent spectators or listeners when their

late colleague assumes all the duties, all the privileges,

and all the responsibilities of leadership ? " Listening

to the Duke, after hearing Mr. Chamberlain, is like

taking part in an intelligent conversation after being

deafened by the persistent, monotonous beating of a

barbaric tom-tom. Lord Goschen was also in fine

form, and his ridicule of the pot-valiant Protectionist

who scorned taking it lying down, but all the while

refused to fight in the open, preferring to skulk behind

a tariff wall, and to rely for the defence of our trade on

the old Marteilo towers, armed with guns spiked sixty

years ago by Sir Robert Peel, was telling in the extreme.

While the politicians are wrangling,

the engineers are inventing ; and the

experiments recently made in Ger-

many of the ease and safety with

cars can be driven at the rate of

hour will probably do more to wipe

than all the arguments of the Free

Swift Transit.

which electric

120 miles an

out tariff walls

Traders. Add to this excessively rapid transit, which

will before long enable us to cross Europe between

189 Kilometres in One Hour (nearly Two Miles a Minute).

Railway speed trials have just taken place between 'Marienfelde and Zossen, Germany, when a

speed of 183 kilometres in an hour was obtained, 1a kilometres more than has ever previously been

reached. The current of 13,500 volts was supplied from a station 13 kilometres from where the trials

took place.

breakfast and dinner, the possibility that the air-ship

and the submarine will convert fortresses into dust-

heaps and battleships into old iron ; and it is evident

that the eye of the statesman should not be so

exclusively confined to politics or even to arma-

ments. The philosopher's stone may be discovered

yet— a few years ago radium would have been

derided as an impossibility—and then ?

Wanted— ^ *e Pn^0S0Pner s stone were t0 De

Manacled Chinese discovered, it would at least settle

the Mines
the vexe(* laD <>ur question in

Johannesburg, for if everyone

could transmute lead into gold there would be no

need to work either deep or low level mines on the

Rand. The Labour Commission has reported by a

majority that no labour can be got in Africa adequate

for the needs of the gold industry, and the way has

thus been cleared for the much-dreaded importation of

Chinese slaves. I call them slaves, because, in the

admirable phrase of a mining magnate, the Chinese

are to be "well manacled by indentures," and a

manacled labourer is a slave to all intents and purposes.

It remains to be seen whether Lord Milner, who is now

on his way back to the land which he devastated by

his policy, will saddle the nation with the responsi-

bility of importing manacled Chinamen to work the

mines of the land which thousands of Britons watered

with their blood " to make the bounds of freedom

broader yet."
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Diary for November.
PRINCIPAL EVENTS OF THE MONTH.
Nov. I.—The National Union of Women Workers1 Con-

ference opens at Cheltenham ... Mr. Will Crooks receives a

letter from Mr. Arnold Forster allowing the Borough Council
candidates at Woolwich to submit themselves for election on
certain conditions.

Nov. 2.—The King, as Master of the B^nch of the Middle
Temple, dines with the Benchers in Hall ... The elections to

the Borough Councils of London and also of England and Wales
take place ... The Lord Mayor and the Lady Mayoress unveil

the tablets over fifteen beds founded in the London Hospital in

honour of the visit of the King and Queen during the summer ...

The Bulgarian elections result in the triumph of the Government
;

the defeat of the Zankovists is complete ... A fire occurs at the
'

Vatican.

Nov. 3.—The King lays the foundation-stone of the King
Edward VII. Sanitorium for Tuberculosis at Lord's Common,
near Midhurst ... The count of the London Borough Council
elections is declared ; the result is a Progressive majority

... The reply of the Porte to the A ustro-Russian reform

scheme is communicated to the Embassies. Barbarities by the

Turkish offic'als still continue ... The new Hungarian Ministers

take the oath at Vienna and return to Budapest.

Nov. 4.— Mr. McClellan, the Tammany candidate for Mayor
of New York, is elected with a majority of 63,617 over Mr.
Seth I>ow ... A revolution takes place at Panama ; a formal

proclamation of the independence of Panama from Colombia
is made ... The United States sends cruisers to protect

and keep open the traffic on the railroad across the Isthmus
... The Tsar arrives at Wiesbaden, and is met by the

Emperor of Germany ... Count Tisza and his fellow Ministers

appear before the Chamber of Deputies at Budapest, but owing
to constant opposition are unable to set forth their programme.

Nov. 5.—The Canadian Government establishes a police post

at the mouth of the Mackenzie river with a view of stopping

depredations on the part of American whalers ... The Turkish
reply to the Powers is one of obstinate resistance ... The States

Department at Washington receives notice from Panama of

the establishment of the new local Government ... Mr. W.
O'Brien announces his intention of resigning his seat for Cork
... The inquest on Miss Hickman is resumed ~t Richmond and
again adjourned ... The funeral of Professor Mommsen takes

place at Berlin.

, Nov. 6.—The Committee appointed to advise the creation of

a board for the administrative business of the War Office is

announced ; it consists of Lord Esher, Admiral Sir J. Fisher,

and Colonel Sir G. S. Clarke ... The Rev. Dr. Horton repli#»

to the letter of the Archbishop of Canterbury suggesting a con-

ference on the education question ... The Naval Defence Bill,

providing for an annual contribution of ,£40,000 towards the

maintenance of the Australian Squadron, passes the New
Zealand Parliament ... The Colombian troops abandon Colon

;

the Panama revolutionists are in possession of L>oth ports, and
United States troops keep order along the railway route.

Nov. 7.—At a mass meeting held at Bediesda the majority

vote in favour of returning to work in the Penrhyn Quarry ...

The civic inauguration of the Liverpool University takes

place ... The report on the French budget for the Colonies is

submitted to the Chamber of Deputies ... The Emperor of

Germany undergoes a successful operation for polypus of the

vocal cord ... The Czech party in the Reichsrath issue their

programme of national requirements ... The Sultan issues an
Irade ordering disbandment of certain battalions and the

mobilisation of others ... Mr. Secretary Hay issues a memo-
randum setting forth the considerations which actuate the

United States Government in their policy with regard to

Panama.
Nov. 9.—The Lord Mayor's banquet takes place ... An

inquest is held at Peckham on the bodies of the two murdered
Armenians ... The Panama revolution is quietly arranged and

America approves of President Roosevelt's policy ... Pope Pius
X. holds a Consistory ... Count Tisza replies to the questions
raised by M. Kossuth in the Hungarian Parliament ... The
Russian confiscation of the property of the Armenian Church
causes a revolutionary agitation among the people.

Nov. 10.—A special Session of Congress assembles at Wash-
ington ; President Roosevelt's address is exclusively devoted to

reciprocity with Cuba ... At a meeting of the United States
Cabinet all the steps taken with regard to Panama are approved
... A party of Hottentot rebels crosses the Orange River at

Ramend's Drift, but are driven back by the Cape Police.

Nov. 11.—Mr. W. O'Brien declines to withdraw his resigna-
tion ... A Committee of the New Zealand House of Repre-
sentatives reports against the establishment of meat shops in

England ... The Ambassadors of Austria-Hungary and Russia
reply to the recent Note of the Porte by repeating the demand
for the acceptance of the Miirzsteg programme ... The text of
the petition which three important representatives of the exiled
Finlanders presented to the Tsar is published.
Nov. 12.—The Archbishop of Canterbury replies to Dr. Mor-

ton's letter of the 6th inst. ... The inquest on Miss Hickman is

concluded at Richmond ; the jury find death due to suicide by-

morphia ... The Naval Agreement Bill passes its final stages in
the New Zealand Legislative Council ... The trial by court-
martial of Lieutenant Bilse, at Berlin, for libelling his superior
officers in a novel, concludes with a sentence of six months' im-
prisonment and the destruction of all copies of his novel ... A
conference of business men '.z held at Denver to ask President
Roosevelt to mediate in the Colorado coal strike.

Nov. 13.—The King of Denmark is gazetted a General in the
British Army ... Mr. Chamberlain writes a letter to Miss Milner
of York, on "purity of Parliament" ... The Venezuela Arbi-
tration Court holds its final sitting at the Hague. Notice when
judgment will be pronounced will be given ... A motion for the
appointment of a commission to inquire into the alleged com-
plicity of politicians in the Humbert frauds is carried in the
French Chamber ... President Roosevelt receives M. Bunau
Varilla as Minister from the Republic of Panama ... Mr. Green,
a prominent citizen of New York, is killed by an insane person.

Nov. 14.—The Bulgarian Sobranje is opened by Prince
Ferdinand in person ... The Home Office issues a memorandum
to County Councils calling attention to the powers conferred
on them by the Employment of Children Act, 1903 ... The
Penrhyn Quarry strike is formally declared to be ended ... The
Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress issues

a manifesto against Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal policy.

Nov. 15.—Lord Kitchener, while riding, meets with a severe
accident near Simla.

Nov. 16.—Mr. Grosvenor Lee, a Birmingham Liberal
Unionist, resigns his connection with the Liberal Unionist
Association, as it has declared itself in favour of Mr. Chamber-
lain's proposals ... The report on the Budget for Foreign Affairs,

is presented to the French Chamber ... The King and Queen
of Italy arrive at Cherbourg, where the British Squadron meets
them ... Mr. Seddon introduces into the New Zealand House
of Representatives proposals for additional duties on foreign

goods ... Sir W. Harcourt writes to the Times on Mr. Balfour's

import proposals.

Nov. 17.—A Yellow Book is published in France on the
Arbitration agreement with Great Britain ... The King and
Queen of Italy arrive at Portsmouth

;
they are met by the Prince

of Wales and proceed to Windsor ... The French Government
instruct their Ambassador in Washington to recognise the
Republic of Panama ... The Austrian Budget is presented to

the Reichsrath ; it shows a small surplus ... The Cape elections

result in a majority of one for the Progressives.

Nov. 18.—The King and Queen of Italy are entertained at a
State banquet in St. George's Hall, Windsor ... Mr. Chamber-
lain attends at the Colonial Office in order to take leave of the
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Colonial Agents-General ... At a Board of Trade meeting at

Montreal an amendment favouring free trade within the Empire
and reciprocity or retaliation against the rest of the world is

not seconded, so is dropped ... The first Dragomans of the

Russian and Austrian Embassies at Constantinople proceed to

the Porte in order to demand instant acceptance of the memoran-
dum delivered on the 10th inst. ... Count Tisza has a warm
reception on appearing at the Liberal Club at Budapest ... The
Hay-Bunau Varilla Canal Treaty is signed at Mr. Hay's resi-

dence at Washington ; it differs from the Colombian treaty in

favour of the United States. Panama is to receive 10,000,000
dollars on the ratification of the treaty ... Lord Curzon arrives

at Muscat.
Nov. 19.—The King and Queen of Italy pay a visit to the

City of London and lunch at the Guildhall
;
they have a warm

welcome ... An appeal for financial support, signed by the

Duke of Sutherland and Mr. Chamberlain, is issued by the Tariff

Reform League ... The Boards ofTrade all over Canada endorse

Mr. Chamberlain's policy ... Mr. Seddon's preferential pro-

posals pass their third reading in the New Zealand House of

Representatives ... Count Tisza's speech is warmly endorsed in

the Hungarian Press.

Nov. 20.—The Legislative Council at Wellington unani-

mously passes the Preferential Trade Bill ... The French
Senate adopts, by 147 to 136 votes, an amendment to the

Education Bill, excluding from the work of instruction the

members of authorised as well as unauthorised religious

bodies ... The election of Deputies to the Prussian Diet

electoral colleges takes place ... In the Austrian Reichsrath

the Premier replies to Count Tisza's speech in the Hungarian
Parliament on the 1 8th inst. ... The Panama Republic rejects

all the proposals of the Colombian envoys.

Nov. 21.—The King and Queen of Italy conclude their visit to

the King ... Lord Peel, as Chairman of the South Wales Coal
Conciliation Board, agrees to a reduction of five per cent, in

miners' wages ... The report of the Transvaal Labour Commis-
sion is published at Johannesburg ... The New Zealand House
of Representatives vote £ 15,000 as a contribution to the Queen
Victoria Memorial Fund ... Sir H. Blake leaves Hong Kong
for Ceylon ... The lull text of the treaty between the United
States and Panama is published ..*. A severe gale occasions

wrecks and loss of life.

Nov. 22.—General Manning reoccupies Galadi in Somaliland
... The French Chamber discusses the Budget for Foreign
Affairs, when M. Delcasse explains the reasons why the Govern-
ment recognised the Republic of Panama.
Nov. 23.—Dr. von Rottenburg makes an interesting statement

on freedom of education at the University of Bonn.
Nov. 24.—Sir George Clarke, the Governor of Victoria,

leaves Melbourne for England ... In the French Chamber a

discussion takes place on the continuance of the embassy to the

Vatican ... Captain Irizar gives an account, on arriving at

Buenos Ayies, of his rescue of the Nordenskjold Antarctic

expedition.

Nov. 25.—A large party of members of the British House of

Commons and some members of the House of Lords arrive in

Paris on a visit to members of the French Parliament ... Lord
Curzon holds a Durbar off the Persian coast ... St. Petersburg

suffers severely from floods on the Neva ... The Austrian and
Russian Embassies in Constantinople receive a communication
from the Porte to the effect that Turkey assents in principle to

all the nine points of reform, but stipulates that humiliation to

Turkey may be avoided.

Nov. 26.—Lord Rosebery unveils a memorial tablet at

Campden Hill, erected by the London County Council to mark
the house in which Macaulay lived during his later years ...

The American Society in London holds its Thanksgiving Day
banquet ; Mr. Choate and Mr. W. J. Bryan are the principal

speakers ... The British Parliamentary visitors to Paris are

received at the Elysee by President Loubet ... The text of the

Turkish reply to the Austro-Russian note is published ... Count
Tisza having proposed energetic measures for overcoming Par-

liamentary obstruction with the assent of the Liberal Party,

Count Albert Apponyi, with a few followers, secede from the

party.

Nov. 27.—The majority and minority report of the Trans-
vaal Native Labour Commission is published at Johannesburg
... The Tibet expedition under Colonel Younghusba^d makes
its base at Siliguri ... King George of Greece returns to Athens
after his Continental tour ... A Cabinet Council is held at the
Foreign Office.

Nov. 28.—Lord Milner sails from Southampton for the Cape
... Mr. Chamberlain sends a letter from the chairman of the
Ebbw Vale Steel Company to the Press ... Sir M. Durand
arrives in New York ... There is persistent obstruction in the
Hungarian Chamber ... The Star, of Johannesburg, strongly
criticises the Transvaal labour majority report.

Nov. 30.—There is great distress in Cape Town owing to the
arrival of people for whom there is no work ... Further con-
victions of non-commissioned officers of the German Army for

ill-treating recruits are reported ... In the Hungarian Parlia-

ment M. Francis Kossuth makes overtures of peace to Count
Tisza, which are cordially received ... The Right Rev. Dr.
Knox is enthroned in Manchester as the new Bishop ... The
prize winners of the Times Competition are announced ... The
British Parliamentary party leave Paris on a tour of the pro-
vinces ... The Executive of the Free Church Council at
Leicester decide on a scheme of education.

By-Elections.

Nov. 4.—Owing to Lord Balcarres being appointed Junior
Lord of the Treasury, an election is held in the C norley Division*

of Lancashire. Polling takes place, with the following result :

—

Lord Balcarres (C) 6,226
Mr. James Lawrence (L) 4»79^

Majority 1,428

The death of Mr. John Penn (C) causes a vacancy in the
Parliamentary representation of Lewisham.

The death of Mr. Seale-Hayne creates a vacancy in the
Parliamentary representation of the Ashburton Division of
Devonshire.

SPEECHES.
Nov. 2.—Mr. Augustine Birrell, at Okehampton, strongly

condemns the policy of the Government ... Sir Charles Dilke,

at Norman ton, condemns the new fiscal proposals and urges

Radicals to press on for political and social reform.

Nov. 3.—Mr. Morley, at Nottingham, states the secular

solution of the Education question ; he also gives his views on
Protection, work and wages ... Mr. Austeu Chamberlain, at

Aberdeen, criticises Sir W. Harcourt's speech ... I^dy Bat-

tersea, at Cheltenham, on "Ideals of Work ... Mr. Alesworth,

at Toronto, gives an explanation of the Alaska award.

Nov. 4.—Mr. Chamberlain, in Birmingham, discusses the
question of the results of Free Trade here and elsewhere ...

Mr. Morley, at Nottingham, expresses confidence in the develop-

ment of a working alliance between Liberalism and direct

labour representation ... Sir E. Grey, at Gainsborough, on
the subject of fiscal reform. ... Mr. Deakin, at Sydney, says,

that it would repay Australia to enter into trade unity with
Great Britain ... Dr. Jameson, at Cape Town, says he is-

against the introduction of Chinese labour.

Nov. 5.—Sir Michael Hicks Beach, at Manchester, entirely

repudiates Mr. Chamberlain's proposals ; he supports Free Trade
as being beneficial to the welfare of this country.

Nov. 6.—Lord Goschen, at Liverpool, on u Tariffs "— Pro-
tective, Preferential, Retaliatory ... Sir H.Campbell-Bannerman,
at Meigle, says that the fiscal question affects every trade in the

country ... Mr. Robson, at Cottenhara, says he is in favour of a
just, contented, and a well-fed England.

Nov. 7.—Lord Rosebery, at Leicester, comments on the
strange position of the Government and the Prime Minister.

Nov. 9.—Mr. Balfour, in London, on the problems of the fat

East and near East ... Lord Balfour of Burleigh, in Glasgow,
explains the reasons why he resigned office and his adherence to
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the principle of Free Trade ... Mr. Asquith, at Worcester, says

that Mr. Chamberlain's fiscal proposals imperil the very founda-

tions of British prosperity.

Nov. 10.—Sir Edgar Vincent, at Exeter, criticises Mr.

Chamberlain's proposals.

Nov. II.—Lord Hugh Cecil and Mr. Winston Churchill, at

Birmingham, on fiscal policy and against a food tax ... Mr.

Arnold-Forster, at Belfast, on Army administration ... Mr.

Hyndman, in London, on Fiscalism and Socialism ... Mr. Benn,

in London, on Mr. Chamberlain's policy.

Nov. 12.—Sir E. Grey, at West Bromwich, says that the cry

for retaliation was unpractical, and had never done any good to

any country which had tried it ... Mr. Haldane, at West-

minster, subjects Mr. Chamberlain's proposals to an elaborate

-examination, and shows how impracticable they are.

Nov< 13.—Mr. Balfour, at Bristol, on the history of the fiscal

question from his own point of view ... Sir M. Hicks Beach, at

Bristol, supports Mr. Balfour's policy as laid down at Sheffield,

but condemns Mr. Chamberlain's schemes .. Sir H. Fowler,

at Bristol, comments on the uncertain attitude of the Govern-

ment, and contends that Mr. Chamberlain's proposals are full

of danger to this country ... The Duke of Marlborough, at

Carlisle, follows Mr. Balfour's policy.

Nov. 14.—Lord Percy, at Oxford, says that he believes fiscal

union will lead to federation of the Empire ... Mr. Gully, in

London, on the Press ... Mr. J. Redmond, at Limerick, on the

necessity of union in the Nationalist party ... Sir J. West

Ridgeway, at Colombo, speaks highly of the condition of Ceylon.

Nov. 16.—Lord Hugh Cecil, at Oxford, says he cannot

support Mr. Chamberlain's proposals ... Sir John Gorst, at

Oxford, says that Mr. Chamberlain is making his appeal to

greed and covetousness ... Mr. Winston Churchill, at Oxford,

says that Unionist Free Traders will not be coaxed into Pro-

tection ... Sir J. Cockburn, at South Norwood, supports Mr.

Chamberlain's policy ... Mr. Chaplin, at Sleaford, expresses his

anxiety to see agriculture protected ... Mr. Seddon, at Welling-

ton, New Zealand, says that in consideration for the industries

of New Zealand a reduction of duties on British imports is

impossible.

£jov# iy t—sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, at Frome, criticises

the Government in its past and present policy.

Nov. 18.—Mr. Chamberlain, at the Colonial Office, expresses

his views on colonial relations with Great Britain ... Mr.

Ritchie, at Thornton Heath, deals with the circumstances

attending his resignation of office ; he declares his firm deter-

mination to resist Mr. Chamberlain's proposals ... Lord George

Hamilton, at Acton, gives political advice to his party ... Mr.

Shaw, at New York, on the building by America of the Panama

Canal ... M. Clemenceau, at Paris, on the Fiench Education

Bill.

Nov. 19.—Mr. Seddon, at Wellington, New Zealand, draws

an alarming picture of the United Kingdom under a Free Trade

policy ... The King of Italy, in London, on the peace of the

world and the friendship between Italy and Great Britain ...

Mr. John Morley, at Dumfries, says that the statement that

this country is being bled to death is mere moonshine ... Mr.

Asquith, at St. Neots, says that the country cannot stand the

present fiscal controversy for an indefinite time ... Sir John

Gorst, at Glasgow, says that the Protective movement is finan-

cially supported by great capitalists whose names are not dis-

closed to the public ; Protection would make the rich richer and

the poor poorer ... The Marquis of Ripon, at Harrogate, dis-

putes the accuracy of Mr. Chamberlain's figures ... M. Paul

Deschanel, in Paris, on the improved relations between France

and Great Britain.

Nov. 20.— Mr. Chamberlain, at Cardiff, on his programme for

the prosperity of the country.

Nov. 21.—Mr. Chamberlain, at Newport, explains his views

>n the danger of the present fiscal competition.

Nov. 23.—Sir E. Grey, at Salisbury, says the Government

does not treat the fiscal question with sufficient seriousness ...

Mr. Bryce, at Walsall, says Mr. Chamberlain's scheme is full ot

fallacies and rhetoric.

Mr. McClellan.

Tammany Mayor of New York.

Nov. 24.—The
Duke of Devon-

shire, in London,

says he entirely

opposes the taxa-

tion of food, and

will resist any at-

tempt to impose

protective duties

generally ; he also

sharply criticises

Mr. Balfour's
Sheffield speech...

Mr. Asquith, at

Barnstaple, says

that Mr. Cham-
berlain never
answers his oppo-

nents, but repeats

his assertions as if

they had never

been questioned...

Mr. Silas Hock-

ing, at Chesham,

declares for Free

, . Trade and against

the EducationAct.

Nov. 25.—Lord Rosebery, in London, contravenes every one

of Mr. Chamberlain's gloomy and despairing views of the com-

mercial and industrial position of Great Britain ... The Lord

Chancellor, in London, expresses entire agreement with the

views of the Duke of Devonshire ... Mr. Asquith, at Bodmin,

welcomes the Duke of Devonshire's pronouncement as opposed

to Mr. Chamberlain's proposals ... Lord Curzon, at Sharja, on

Britain's friendship with Persia ... Dr. Von Korber, in the

Austrian Reichsrath, reviews the question of nationalities.

Nov. 26.—Mr. Austen Chamberlain, at Cambridge, on the

fiscal question ... Mr. Ritchie, at Croydon, says he does not

anticipate any great remission of taxation in the next Budget ...

Mr. Asquith, at Penzance, says the Colonies have no ground of

complaint and have put forward none ... Mr. John Burns, at

Shrewsbury, says that Mr. Chamberlain knows that depression

of trade follows war, and is vainly endeavouring to attribute the

result to Free Trade ... Mr. Lloyd George, at Oxford, says

that Mr. Balfour's schemes are futile ; he is merely assisting Mr.

Chamberlain to hatch his.

Nov. 27.—Mr. Balfour, in London, on Army reform ... Mr.

Wyndham, in Edinburgh, contends that the policy of Mr.

Balfour is wise ... Speeches on the fiscal question are made by

Mr. Asquith, at Truro ; by Mr. Foster, in London ; and Lord

Stanley, in Manchester.

Nov. 28.—Lord Rosebery, in Edinburgh, on Scottish history.

Nov. 30.—Sir H. Campbell-Bannerman, at Newport, replie>

to Mr. Chamberlain's recent speeches on the fiscal question ..

Mr. Haldane, Sir W. Foster and Mr. Yerburgh speak on the

fiscal question.

OBITUARY.
Nov. 9.—Lord Rowton, 65 ... Signor Pietro Rosana (Italian

Minister of Finance).

Nov. 11.—Rear- Admiral Beardslee, U.S.A., 67.

Nov. 12.—Sir John Lackey, K.C.M.G. (Sydney), 73-

Nov. 13.—Canon H. L. Watson.

Nov. 14.—Due d'Ursel (President of the Belgian Senate).

Nov. 16.—Princess Elizabeth of Hesse, 9.

Nov. 19.—Mr. H. S. Scott (Henry Seton Merriman), 4«.

Nov. 21. Prince Dimitri Soltykoff, 75 ... Mr. John Penn,

M.P., 55-

Nov. 22.—Mr. Seale-Hayne, M.P., 70.

Nov. 23.—Sir John Blundell Maple, M.P., 57.

Nov. 25.—Mr. Jasper More, M.P., 67.

Nov. 30.— Sir Frederick Bramwell, 85.
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Current History in Caricature
" O wad some power the giftie gie us,

To see ourselves as ithers see us."

—

Burns.

SOME of the best caricatures of the month can
hardly be reproduced in black and white. Some
offend English conventional ideas as to what is

seemly, others owe most of their effect to the colour in

which they are printed. Last month one of the wittiest

cartoons appeared in Simplicissimus, which never loses

an opportunity of thrusting its knife into the foibles of

the oermans. The cartoon I referred to represented a

party ef youngsters looking up at the star-strewn sky.

Look !

n says one child to the other. " See the decora-

tions which have been bestowed upon the bon Dieu for

His services to the House of Hohenzollern !

11 Simpli-
ctssimus is the most caustic satirist of the excesses of

subservient loyalty, and it is well-nigh a miracle that it

escapes prosecution for lese-majesti.

Last month, as usual, the place of honour among
British cartoonists belongs to Mr. Gould, whose cartoons

in the Westminster are almost exclusively devoted to the

fiscal controversy. As in a mirror they reflect from day
to day the ever-varying phases of the discussion which
rages round the person of Mr. Chamberlain. The Morning
Leader has developed a caricaturist whose somewhat
rough but often very effective cartoons are to be found
upon the fourth page of our spirited morning con-

temporary. The Daily Express has also evolved a

caricaturist whose compositions are more obvious than
humorous.
Among the caricatures of the month one of the most

effective is the lesson in the rule-of-three, which, according

to our brilliant New York contemporary, Puck, Diplomacy-
is teaching the nations of the world. The cost of the
Boer War was over 1,100,000,000 dollars, not 825
millions, but the moral is not affected by the under-
statement.
The other cartoons illustrative of the fiscal controversy

will be found among the advertisements. The cartoon
from Lustige Blatter illustrates the German conception
of British policy in the Far East. It represents King
Edward VII. thrusting poor little Japan into Korea, on
the frontier of which the Russian Bear lies in wait to.

devour.
The King figures in another German cartoon. He is

represented as in deep colloquy with the Tsar. Eager
listeners outside the door imagine that the two potentates
are settling great questions of State. At last they do
hear something that is said, for the Tsar says to the
King, u The last two hours you have talked to me of
nothing but your clothes ; now I think you might give me
the name of your tailor !

"

The Italian artist of // Papagallo represents the lull in

the Near East with more than his usUal skill. The Turk
is carrying off his stuffed owls of Reform, and with his

bandogs at his heels walks away from a desolated region,

in the centre of which vultures are gathering around the
prostrate form of outraged Macedonia. The Bulgarian
hunter empties his bottles of Reserves, and Winter carries

away the bundle of faggots of policies and negotiations
with which to keep himself warm

Puck.}
Figuring It Out
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URirf.\ Mr. Carnegie—A King of Trusts.

Kladderadatich.\ [Nor. 15.

The Ideal Reception for the Tsar in Germany.

Police Minister Von Hammerstein declares that although he is a Minister,

he does not consider it his work to suppress the popular enthusiasm.

Puck.Y
Captains of Industry.

[Nov. it. t
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King Edward (to the Mikado) :
" After you, if you please

!

"

The visit of the Tsar to Germany and the excessive

precautions taken by the police to secure his safety have

furnished German wits with a facile theme for their

satirical pencils. I have only room for one of the many

issued last month—that from Kladderadatsch, in which

the Tsar in a bomb-proof carriage is being driven furiously

down a street from which the enthusiastic populace is

shut off by a huge police-guarded fence.

Another cartoon also devoted to the Tsar represents

him as fleeing from the whistles with which the Italian

Socialists had prepared to welcome his appearance in the

streets of Rome.

The French are devoting more and more attention to the

American millionaire. The portrait gallery which Le Rire

devotes to the Trust Kings of the New World begins with

caricatures of Mr. Carnegie and Mr. Pierpont Morgan.

The recent disastrous drop in the shares of the Steel

Trusts and other great combines in the United States

has suggested to Puck the happy but somewhat cruel

parody of the well-known picture " The Retreat from

Moscow," with Mr. Pierpont Morgan as Napoleon, while

Schwab, Frick, Perkins, Dresser, Nixon and Gates ride

disconsolately through the snow.

[Nov. 1.

Winter brings with him politic peac?—Teh bulgar hunter wides his bottles to corroborate himself—The turk starter goes back home with,

his bottles, and there, on the meadow, lays the dyfng wounded woman, helpless, poor body fit for cravens.
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Westminster Gazette. ] [Nov. 3.

Glued Down.
" The boy is said to be father to the* nun, and in the case of young

Joseph Chamberlain we have an illustration of the truth of the proverb in an
amusing incident that has been recorded of his youthful days. He once

Westminster Gazette. J f Nov. 6.

Won't Take it Lying: Down.
{With apologies to the advertisement ofProvost Oats.)

He does his best the Lion to dose,

His doubts he would allay

By saying that tho' the prices r

'fit

Westminster Gazette.] [Nov. 5.

Reviving; a Decaying- Industry.

Ghost or Smuggler :
" Here's a health to you, sir ! J hope you'll

succeed in bringing back the good old timet."

Westminster Gazette.]

The Idol that He Loves.
Mr. Jesse Collings :

" You are perfectly lovely—I will never examine
OUR JOE!"

[" He pleaded guilty, with many others, to having taken what was falsely

called Free Trade as an idol—that was to say, he had never inquired into it.

It seemed almost an irreverence to question it. As long as that attitude was
continued no reform or alteration was possible. But it was a notorious

historical fact that when men bigan to examine their idols it was generally

bad for the idol*."—Mr. Jesse Collings, at Birmingham, November 9th.

1003 ]

Westminster Gazette.} [Nov. 10.

No Flirtation Allowed.
The Chaperone: "Now, Clara, remember! You've unfortunately

promised Michael a dance, and you can't very well get out of it, but don t

encourage him. No flirtation, mind !

"

[Much speculation and some anxiety have been caused by the announce-
ment of the appearance at the same function at Bristol of Mr. Balfour and
Sir Mxhael Hicks-Beach. In hU speech at Birmingham last week Mr.
Chamberlain argued that no reconciliation was possible between Mr. Balfour
nd the Free-Fooders.]

Westminster Gazette.] |,

The Unhappy Child.

Ni rse :

M Now, child, don't play with t

Child :
" I ain't playing with t*

[Nov. 13.



CURRENT tllSTORY IN CARICATURE

Westminster Gazette.}

Fox and Rabbit
[Nov. tj.

First Rabbit: " Come and play with me, Michael—I'm a fox, and I'll

catch you."
Second Rabbit :

" No ! I'm the Fox, and 1*11 catch you**
The Rbal Fox :

" I'll catch you both."

Westminster Gazette.] [Nov. x8

Mares' Nests.

The Mad Hatter discovers some more of those dreadful dump birds.

Treble and Bass.
[Nov. 19. Westminster Gazette.}

His Game.
The Concertina Player : " I'm quite sure no one can hear my tune."
[" If a company of itinerant musicians comes into your street and the

comet strikes up a military march of a resounding character, the gentleman
with the concertina cannot expect to attract much notice. His performance
may be very meritorious, for all we know, but we cannot hear it ; and
perhaps I may carry this musical illustration a little further. When your
door-bell rings and the gentleman with the concertina comes to solicit recog-
nition, you take it for granted that anvthing you give him will be shared with
the noisier performer outside."

—

Sir H. Campbbll-Bannbrman at Frome,
Nov. 17, 1903.]

. Ve have ventured to make the noisy performer with a drum instead of a
cornet, as drumming seems a more apt description.)

Mr. C. :
" Have you begun to think about next year's Budget ?

"

The Chancellor :
" Well, father, I've given them a hint about taking

something off the Income-tax, but I don't quite know what to do about
Indirect Taxation. I suppose if I reduce the Income-tax I ought to do the

same with tea and sugar and that sort of thing."

Mr. C :
" For heaven's sake, my boy, don't do that ! You'll spoil my

game. You must keep the taxes on tea and sugar and coffee, because I've

promised to take them off against the duties on bread and corn and dairy
produce."

> Gazette.]

"What I Have Said "

{With apologies to Sir John TennUl.)
^

The Mad Hatter goes to his Publishers.

Mr. Chamberlain undoubtedly has said what he has said, but there are
woe remarkable omissions from his speeches on the fiscal question just
published in pamphlet form. Perhaps he dropped some of the sheets on his
nay to hi* publishers.

Westminster Gazette ]

His Own Breath.
[Nov. a6.

An old negro " Mamnv
and then sit on it, rush*

wus sottin' on 'er own bref.

my," having seen her mistress inflate an air-cushion

ted out in great excitement declaring that " Missus

aref." TDigitized byAjiUuVl'





THE DAILY PAPER.

BY ITS FOUNDER, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

I.—RETROSPECT : A*TER FOURTEEN
YEARS.

FOURTEEN years ago in January I started the

Review of Reviews, and from that time

down to the present many thousands of sub-

scribers in all parts of the world have welcomed the

magazine as a monthly visitor charged with a personal

message from the editorial sanctum at Mowbray
House. The relationship that has thus sprung up has

been impersonally personal, for although most of my
subscribers have never seen me, there is not one of

them who has not felt as if he were better acquainted

with me than with many of those whom he met every

day of his life. For weal or for woe, for good or for

evil, I have had the privilege of saying, with a freedom

seldom vouchsafed to mortal, whatever seemed good

in my own eyes from month to month for ail these

fourteen years. That I have often failed to carry my
readers with me is undoubtedly true, and when

differences became very acute I have from time to

time had to lament the loss of friends who were

unable to show the large tolerance of honest difference

of opinion which has been extended to me with no

stinted hand by the majority of my readers.

I therefore make no apology for informing them, as

a matter in which many of them will take almost

personal interest, that, after an exile from daily

journalism that has lasted exactly as long as the twice

seven years which Jacob served for Rachel and Leah,

I am about to return to the familiar field in which I

spent twenty years of my life. I am not going to

give up the Review of Reviews. On the contrary,

I venture to hope that the magazine will become even

more useful and more widely known than ever before

;

but when I next address my readers it will be in the

double capacity of editor of The Daily Paper and

editor of the Review of Reviews.

THE CHANGES TIME HAS BROUGHT.

Few of my readers are unaware of the fact that I

never regarded my exile from the arena in which my
first successes were won as other than temporary ; and

sometimes I may possibly have felt a little sad that my
period of seclusion lasted so long. As usually happens,

however, I am quite convinced that it has been much

better for me, and I hope better for the public, that I

should have had so long a ripening time. My beard

is grey ; I am fifty-four years of age ; but on the whole

I think I am younger to-day than I was when I

issued the first number of the Review of Reviews
—younger, that is to say, in the buoyancy of spirit,

in the fervour of enthusiasm, and a childlike confi-

dence in the goodness of my fellow-men. My ideals

have broadened. Looking back upon the profession

of faith which I issued when I started the Review of

Reviews, I still subscribe to it, with this difference- -

there was a certain note of parochialism in my then

survey of the world and the men that dwell therein.

a widened faith in man.

I believed less in mankind as a whole, and more
in that particular section of it which spoke my
own language. Now, it seems to me, after wider

opportunities of making the acquaintance of my
fellow-men in many lands, that the English-speaking

man, although a very fine fellow no doubt, has by no-

means such a monopoly of all the virtues as that

with which in those days I was wont to credit

him. Even " God's Englishmen," as Milton used

to call them, are liable to be afflicted from time to

time by a kind of demoniac possession, in which they
" see red " and give themselves up to all manner of

evil doing. Even when they are at their best they

have a tendency to think too much of themselves and

too little of their neighbours—a failing to which I am
afraid in former days I ministered not a little. But

whatever I have lost of complacent faith in the*

English-speaking man, I have gained in knowledge

and understanding of the good qualities of those who
have the misfortune to speak in other tongues. In

all fundamentals I stand where I did, only more
firmly than before.

judgments confirmed or reversed.

The experience of these fourteen years has opened

my eyes to the dangers which I had under-estimated,

and to temptations the subtle force of which I did not

adequately appreciate. But I can honestly say,

looking back over the twenty-eight volumes of the

Review, that I have had very little occasion to revise

the estimates of our public men which were

expressed in the first years of our existence.

671
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Mr. Chamberlain, for instance, has triumphantly

demonstrated in the last few months the distrust with

which I ever regarded the headstrong impulsiveness

of that ill-informed politician. On the other hand, I

must admit that in the last fourteen years I stand

convicted of one stupendous miscalculation, for which

I do penance daily. In those days I believed with

a whole heart fervently in my old friend and colleague,

Lord Milner. I still believe in him as a charming,

fascinating, well-meaning, upright, patriotic and con-

scientious man. But down to 1898 it was absolutely

inconceivable by me that a man so gifted and so good

could possibly have been guilty of such a colossal

blunder as that of forcing on a war for which he

ought to have known we were totally unprepared.

THE PEACE CRUSADE.

On the other hand, as a set-off to some extent of a

blunder the consequences of which have been so

disastrous for South Africa and the Empire, I have

to reflect upon what is on the whole the brightest spot

in this long retrospect—the part which during my
editorship of the Review of Reviews I was

privileged to play in the Peace Crusade which cul-

minated in the establishment of an International

Court of Arbitration at the Ha^ue. Only those who
were behind the scenes and knew how often the: whole

success of that movement trembled in the balance,

can understand the feeling of profound gratitude

which I feel at being privileged to play the part which

fell to my lot in 1898 and 1899.

II.—" THE DAILY PAPER "
: ITS DISTRIBU-

TION.

But sufficient of the past. Now for the future.

On January 4th next I hope to issue the first number

of The Daily Paper. It differs materially in shajre

and also, to a certain extent, in spirit from the daily

paper which I projected ten years ago, and which

many thousands of my readers in the Review
encouraged me to start. The Daily Paper, which will

see the light with the New Year, will be a twelve-

page penny evening paper, somewhat larger than the

Westminster Gazette. Although a penny evening

paper, it will be delivered at the door of sub-

scribers in London every morning between' ten

and twelve o'clock for less than a halfpenny a

day—to speak exactly, for is. a month, paid

in advance. In many respects it will differ

from any paper which has yet been published, and will,

I venture to hope, tend to bring about in some respects

as great a revolution in the production and distribution

of the English newspaper as it was my privilege to

accomplish in the spirit and methods of journalism

in the days when I edited the Pall Mall Gazette. Of

course, I am not forgetful of the warning that though

Man proposes God disposes, and it is not for him

that putteth on his armour to boast as he who putteth

it off. But the principles upon which The Daily Paper

will be circulated are, I venture to believe, financially

sound, and will bring about much-needed improvements

in the newspaper world.

THE AIM OF "THE DAILY PAPER."

It is my aim in founding The Daily Paper to earn-

out to its legitimate
%
and logical consequences the

principle which has ever guided me in my journalistic

career. From the first moment that I sat in an

editorial chair I revolted against the old convention

according to which an editor was a kind of Grand

Lama of Thibet, who, seated invisible in the recesses

of his sanctum, discoursed oracularly to readers whom

he never met and by whom his personality was never

felt. It is my aim to band together all the readers of

The Daily Paper into a great co-operative partnership

for the achievement of common ends ; to make the

newspaper itself not merely a nerve centre for the col-

lection and distribution of news, but for the inspiration,

direction and organisation of the moral, social, polit-

ical and intellectual force, of the whole community.

Hitherto, so far as was possible to anyone limited to

the mere writing out and printing of intense personal

convictions, I am fairly well satisfied that no one

could have more absolutely expressed himself in print

than I have done ; but there was still a gulf fixed

between the editor and his readers. When the paper

or the magazine was printed it went out into the

void, nor was there any means by which I could

follow up every individual copy and place even-

individual subscriber in personal communication with

myself. The fundamental principle of the organ-

isation of The Daily Paper is that this gulf must be

bridged, so that it will be possible for me not merely

to fling my words out into the world, trusting to the

winds to carry them whithersoever they will, but to

know exactly the residence of every subscriber, to

render it possible for that subscriber, without even the

cost of a postcard, to piace himself in communication

with me. I wish to make him feel by every issue

that The Daily Paper is a journal existing for his

service, dependent for its success upor 1 his co-opera-

tion, counting upon his assistance not jmerely in the

furnishing of news, suggestions and conAributions, bur

also offering him advantages of publicity and of
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organisation which have hitherto been unattainable

through the agency of the newspaper press.

A CO-OPERATIVE PARTNERSHIP OF MUTUAL SERVICE.

To do this it was necessary to undertake the some-

what arduous task of creating an entirely new system

of distribution from that which has hitherto existed.

In the papers published up to the present time in this

country the editor has no knowledge how many sub-

scribers he has in any particular street or any particu-

lar constituency, who they are, what manner of men
and women they may be, or how he can appeal to

them directly for any particular information or

assistance. Neither can he make his organ available

for their service. The newspaper as it exists, even if

it has £ circulation as the sands of the seashore for

multitude, has to admit that its subscribers also re-

semble the sands in that they are indistinguishable one

from the other, and are without any means whereby

the various grains can be supplied with the principle of

cohesion. This defect is inseparable from the exist-

ing method of sale and distribution of newspapers, and

this system has hitherto been an insuperable obstacle

towards the achievement of the end which I have in

view.

THE METHODS OF ORGANISATION.

The Daily Paper hopes to surmount this obstacle

by an endeavour to introduce into London a system

of distribution which has for many years been working

with brilliant success in Berlin and in several American

cities. That system consists in the organisation of a

method of distribution by which the name and
residence of every subscriber is on the books of the

newspaper. That residence is visited every day by a

representative of the newspaper, who leaves the paper

at the door and brings back in return any letters or

communications which the subscriber may wish to

make to the office of the paper. It is, of course,

impossible for me to create such a system complete

in all its details before January next, but I am glad

to know that sufficient progress has already been made
in the organisation of our Messenger Brigade to justify

me in anticipating with every confidence that before

the end of the year messengers from The Daily Paper
will visit every morning the house of every subscriber,

and that not merely for the purpose of leaving the

paper, but also for the purpose of collecting messages,

orders, letters to the editor, and advertisements

OUR MESSENGER BRIGADE.

The method by which this will be achieved is briefly

as follows. I map out Greater London, which con-

tains a population of 6,000,000 persons, into 60

districts, averaging each 100,000 inhabitants. In

each of these districts, when the scheme is in full

working order, I shall establish a branch depot, which

will act as a centre for all subscribers in that area.

In each depot I shall have my representative, whose

sole duty will be to serve the interests of the paper

and look after the needs of the subscribers. Under

the orders of this central agent there will be a

company of from thirty to forty members of the

Messenger Brigade, who will be on duty from ten till

one, and whose normal duty will be each to deliver

on an average one hundred papers to the subscribers

in that district.

THE RED ENVELOPE.

To every subscriber, on payment of his first

monthly subscription, will bo given a packet

of half a dozen red envelopes, with as many
advertisement forms, with string passed through

the corner, so that they can be hung up con-

veniently for use when needed. When the messenger

goes on her round she will simply leave the paper

at the door and pass on, unless one of the red

envelopes on which is printed the address of the

paper iz prominently exposed in the window of the

house as householders now expose a Carter Paterson

card. When such an envelope is displayed in the

window, the messenger delivering the paper will ring

the bell and ask fjr the letter. Every subscriber will

be invited to communicate with the paper upon any

subject which interests them and to make complaints

when the delivery has been late. In this envelope

also will be placed answers to puzzles, papers for

prize competitions, letters to the editor, or any other

of the thousand and one things on which the sub-

scriber may wish to communicate with the paper.

HOW IT WILL WORK.

Messages can also be placed in these envelopes for

transmission by telephone from the local depot on the

return of the messenger to the office on completing

her rounds. Advertisements not only of the

ordinary "Wanted" class, but also of the more

intimate kind which at present are exclusively mono-

polised by that admirable publication the Bazaar

\

Exchange, and Mart, can be enclosed in the envelope

with the remittance. It will also be possible to utilise

the services of the Messenger Brigade for the collection

of orders for tradesmen who advertise in the paper,

and who will undertake to deliver in the afternoon for

cash on delivery any orders collected by the girls on

their morning rounds. No girl will be permitted to
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enter the house of any subscriber, nor must she remain

at the door longer than necessary to collect the

envelope, which she will take with her and hand over

on her return to the manager of the local depot. By

him all these envelopes will be opened and their

contents sorted. Messages to be sent by telephone

will be despatched at once ; orders for goods will be

forwarded immediately to their destination, while the

advertisements will be made up and despatched to

the central office, puzzle and prize competitions will

be forwarded to their respective departments, and

letters to the editor and news matter to the news

department.

By this means, with the aid of sixty sub-offices and

the Brigade of 2,000 Messengers, it will be possible

to bridge the gulf between the editor and the public,

and The Daily Paper will be a constant reminder of

the desire of the editor to keep in close and constant

touch with the needs, the ideas and the grievances of

his readers.

III.—OUR CENTRES OF SOCIAL
CONVENIENCE.

In order to carry out the original design of the

paper side by side with the sale and distribution of

the daily issue to the greatest possible number of

readers, I have divided my subscribers into two

classes. The first class, or full subscribers, become

members of The Daily Paper Benefits Association
;

the second class, or half subscribers, subscribe for the

paper only, without benefits.

OUR BENEFITS ASSOCIATION.

The former pay one guinea a year, or if they prefer

the instalment plan they can pay two shillings down

and make eleven other monthly payments of two

shillings each. The latter pay half-a-guinea a year,

or if they prefer the instalment plan they pay one

shilling down and make ejeven subsequent monthly

payments of one shilling each. Both classes of sub-

scribers receive The Daily Paper delivered at their

homes every morning. Both will enjoy equally the

services of the messengers. Both will be insured for

^100 against death resulting from accident to any

train, tram, cab, or passenger steamer. Both will

receive as a bonus upon the payment of their first

subscription a portfolio of coloured pictures ; but in

the case of full subscribers of the first class the port-

folio will contain twelve pictures, the second class

only six.

BENEFITS OFFERED TO FULL SUBSCRIBERS.

Every full subscriber to The Daily Paper who pays

a guinea a year, or two shillings a month, a charge less

than the penny daily—the price at which it will be

sold at the news stands—will receive in addition to

The Daily Paper, with its insurance policy and the

services of the Messenger Brigade, the following

advantages :—
1. The use of the Local Centre as a kind of

full subscribers' club.

« 2. The Review of Reviews delivered free

on the 15th of each month.

3. The Twentieth Century Home, or some

other first-class family magazine, delivered

on the 1st of each month.

4. A portfolio of twelve beautifully coloured

pictures by modern artists.

As the selling face value of the magazines and

pictures offered as a bonus to full subscribers * repre-

sents a total sum of twenty-four shillings a year, this

offer is equivalent to an offer to supply every full

subscriber with the paper daily and the use of a local

centre of social convenience in his own district for

three shillings less than nothing if he pays annually,

or for nothing if he adopts the instalment plan. I do

not think that anyone will gainsay me when I say

that never before have any such advantages been

offered to any subscribers to a new daily paper.

THE LOCAL CENTRE.

Every local depot will afford full subscribers in

that district the advantages of a social centre, enabling

them to enjoy many conveniences which at present

are supplied nowhere in London. As a beginning I

decided only to start with twenty depots, each of

which will have two sub-depdts, which I hope will

speedily develop into branch offices.

They are situated in leading thoroughfares with good
window frontage on the street. At each, in addition

to a supply of publications of The Daily Paper, the

Review of Reviews, and the Bazaar, Exchange, and
Marl, there will be for the use of subscribers a local

poste-restante, one of the conveniences of civilisation

which is to be found in every Continental town, but

which in London is practically non-existent, for there

is only one poste-restante—that at St. Martin's-le-

Grand, to which everyone must make a pilgrimage

who has no postal address of his own. There will also

be a telephone which can be used by any full subscriber

to The Daily Paper, free of charge. Each of these

offices will also be fitted, when the scheme is in full

operation, with an automatic restaurant and one of

those admirable, recently imported American conve-

niences, the Tabard Inn Library. The offices will

also be available as a Servants' Registry. These
things are on the ground-floor.
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OUR READING ROOMS.

Above, the first floor will be fitted up as a kind of

social meeting-place, resting-place, reading-room, and
news-room for the subscribers of The Daily Paper. It

will also serve as a showroom for all books, magazines

and goods advertised in the paper which the advertisers

may care to send for exhibition. This will not only

be a great convenience to the subscribers, who can use

the room for meeting their friends and for leaving

parcels, but it will come to be one of the few places

in London at which new books can be seen and

examined without any attendant looking as if he

expected that the inquisitive reader ought to complete

an inspection by a purchase. At first only the more

enterprising publishers will send their new publications

for exhibition at these branches ; but I have already the

assurance that many of them would welcome an oppor-

tunity which would afford them immediately twenty

centres frequented by intelligent newspaper-reading

people,whereall their newbool: :would be displayed and

where orders would be taken for them. These books

at the end of the month, if unsoiled, could be returned,

or if soiled would be taken over by The Daily Paper

at cost price. The publisher would, therefore, be

absolutely guaranteed against loss ; he would have his

book on show at twenty centres where it would other-

wise not have been seen ; the agent of the paper would

book orders, and at the end of the month he would

either have his book back or the money it cost him to

produce it. It ic obvious that this method of creating

a social centre, a kind of common club-room or meet-

ing-place for the subscribers ir. a given district, is

capable of indefinite extensio The branch offices

may in time come to be the common meeting-place of

men and women of all sects and parties, while the

rooms would be available for meetings of committees

clubs, etc., which at present are too exclusively con-

fined to premises erected primarily for sectarian or

partisan purposes.

IV.—THE LAUNCHING OF THE PAPER.

It may be noticed that I have always referred to

the purchasers of the paper as monthly subscribers.

My reason for doing so is because I would not on

any account allow my messenger girls to sell papers

from door to door or to act in any other capacity

except as the deliverers of goods which have been

bought and paid for in advance. I do not object to

sell the paper in single copies to anyone who cares to

buy it in the ordinary channels of supply ; but who-

ever buys it over the counter or from boys in the

streets will have to pay a penny for it, whereas every

person who subscribes for it, either by paying an
annual subscription or on the instalment system,

will receive the paper delivered at his door in the

London district every morning. Subscribers at a

distance can have the paper on the same terms, but

they will have to pay postage, which will amount to

13s. a year. Even then, however, subscribers in the

country will be able to have a daily paper delivered by
post for less than what they would pay for it if they

bought a single copy at a news-stand in London.

THE CRUX OF THE SYSTEM.

But payment in advance is indispensable, and this,

many persons declare, is impossible. It is the in-

variable custom of the British householder to pay for

his paper at the end of a week or a month, after he

has had it for that week or month, and to induce

him to pay for it in advance is, in the opinion

of many, an absolute impossibility. I do not believe

in the impossibility. In Berlin, the monthly sub-

scriptions are collected in advance without difficulty,

and when once this system has been set going,

everyone admits that it can be worked easily enough,

the only trouble being with the first payment. Once
subscribe for a paper, if you pay at the end of

the month, it docs not occur to you particularly

to enquire whether you are paying for the month
that has passed or for the ensuing month. The whole

difficulty lies in the extraction of the first payment.

It has oeen suggested in some quarters that the

best method of overcoming this obstacle was to

give away the paper free for the first month ; but

against this there is the natural prejudice against

anything that is given you, for nothing, and the

depreciation of the newspaper as an advertising

medium, for advertisers naturally discount the value

of papers that are freely distributed.

But that is not the only reason. The one security

for the efficient working of any system of distribution

is that the subscriber acts as a check upon the dis-

tributor. In case of a gratis distribution the house-

holder feels he has no right to complain if his paper

does not arrive at the proper time and with due

regularity, whereas when the papers are specially paid

for in advance every subscriber is justly irate and

gives prompt expression to his feelings if the paper

is not in his house to time.

HOW IT WILL BE OVERCOME.

It is therefore necessary to devise a method by

which the public could be induced to subscribe in

advance for a new paper which they have not yet
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seen. There is Only one way of doing this, and that

is by offering them a premium or inducement which

would be good enough to tempt them to pay a month's

subscription to the paper in order to secure it. While

I was still considering this difficulty, I suddenly hit

upon a method by which I was able to give every

subscriber to my paper for the New Year value for

his money several times over in the shape of a port-

folio of coloured pictures, finished in a style which

casts far into the shade all other pictures that have

yet been prepared for general circulation. For

some time past pictures printed by the Colortype

Company, in what is known as the three-

colour process by the great combination of colour

printers of New York and Chicago, have been

sold freely in London at prices from 2s. to

2s. 6d. unmounted, and are now on sale in Regent

Street and the City at art shops at prices varying

according to the frame, from 5s. nd. at Peter

Robinson's to 10s. 6d. at Maple's, and 15s. at other

places.

OUR PORTFOLIO OF PICTURES.

The idea occurred to me that as the pictures

were very good in themselves; and were eminently

calculated to brighten and beautify the walls of the

home. I could not do better than by offering half a

dozen of these picture" which now sell at is. each,

placing them in a portfolio^ and giving them away as

a bonus upon the first subscription to the paper. That

is to say, every second clasc subscriber tc The Daily

Paper who pays is. for the first month's instalment

will receive on the payment of tha: first instalment a

portfolio of six pictures which he could not obtain at

this moment for a penny lesr than 6s.
3
any one of

which when framed, or even when mounted upon a

dark mount, would adorn the wallc of any room. By

giving away 6s. worth of pictures—which of course I

do not pretend cost me, buying wholesale, anything

like that sum—Ithink I shall have no difficulty in

securing in this month of December and the first week

of January 200,000 subscribers, each one of whom,

besides receiving the pictures, will be entitled to

receive a copy of The Daily Paper delivered at his

house every morning before noon. I am perfectly

satisfied that if I can secure the entry as of right for

my paper into 200,000 houses every day in the month

of January, it will be recognised as a necessity of the

household, and the future instalments will be paid with

ready punctuality, for when the next shilling comes

due at the end of January, the subscriber who feels

that he has six times his money's worth in the port-

folio will pay the shilling in the ordinary way, as if he

were merely paying for the paper which had been
delivered at his door in the month of January. In
reality he will be paying for the February paper, and
paying for it in advance ; but it means that bad debts

will be avoided, returns will be minimised, and the

success of The Daily Paper will be an accomplished

fact. Such, at least, is the calculation on which the

paper is launched.

V.—A PAPER FOR THE HOME.
But the launching of the paper, although extremely

important, is only the beginning. The most successful,

launching in the world could not keep a dull paper

afloat. The subscriptions would not be renewed

unless the paper, to use the hackneyed phrase, supplied

a felt want. Upon that point I have no misgivings -

T

and now I will proceed to explain the lines upon
which this paper will be conducted.

THE KEYNOTE OF HOME.

In the first case, while it will be of necessity a-

political paper as well as a social paper, it will

not be a partisan paper. Its dominant note will

be an appeal to the home. Its primary idea is

not so much to get voters to the polling booth

for one party or the other as to brighten the home,
and to add fresh interest to family life. It is the

home rather than the individual class, the city, the

State, or the Empire that will be the unit of our appeal.

Our politics will be the politics of the home. In the

home we shall find a key to the solution of many
grave Imperial problems, as well as the great incentive

for the promotion of all kinds of social, moral

and political reform. All papers which appeal

primarily to the voters appeal almost exclusively to-

men. The home ir the only unit of organisation ir>

which the woman holds her rightful place. The home
is neither male nor female, but is representative of the
whole of humanity, and in the germ-cell of our slowly-

evolving civilisation a little child holds the leading

place. Hence, as I have for years past published

every month a " Book for the Bairns," which has met
with widespread acceptance both from the bairns and
from the parents, I shall devote a whole page every

day to provide reading, pictures, puzzles, and all

manner of interesting matter for the reading of
children, who, it may be noted in passing, probably

constitute one-half of the population of London.

WHAT WILL BE LEFT OUT.

Adhering to my fundamental conception of the

province of this paper, I shall exclude from it every-

thing that ought not to be read in the family. Racing,
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betting in all forms, including that great gambling

arena the Stock Exchange, will not be reported,

neither shall I publish any advertisements which

minister to the vices of the day. On this point I

confidently rely upon the vigilant censorship of my
readers, many of whom I have no doubt will, from

mere Schadenfreude, take keen delight in pointing out

wherever my advertisement department or news editor

fails to live up to this ideal.

But what is much more important than the exclusion

of racing and gambling and advertisements of strong

drink, is the exclusion of the rancorous and unkindly

spirit which is, of all things, most fatal to the true

atmosphere of home, with its kindly spirit of

charity, tolerance, and long-suffering patience.

AN ORGAN OF CHEERY OPTIMISM.

The Daily Paper is to be an organ of cheery

optimism, not of ignorant self-complacency, but that
.

of cheerful confidence in the progress of the world

and the gradual, steady evolution of a higher and

nobler civilisation than that which we at present

possess. In other words, we shall endeavour to make
the atmosphere of home permeate as far as possible

the municipality and the State. As we said when

we began our series of character sketches in the

Review fourteen years ago, we shall endeavour

to see people as they appear to themselves at their

best moments, and not as they appear to their

enemies at their worst; so even in criticising Mr.

Chamberlain or in discussing the Sultan of Turkey we

shall endeavour to speak the truth in the spirit of charity

and sympathy ; we shall endeavour to see good every-

where, and to remember that whatever is evil in the

world keeps out something worse. This does not in

the least imply that we should not constantly endeavour

to get rid of evils and abuses of the existence of which

we are only too painfully conscious ; but we shall do

so, not by delivering a headlong frontal attack of

vituperation and denunciation, but by the more

effective and subtle flank attack, which is delivered

by pointing out how much better the world would be

if these evils ceased to exist.

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT IN JOURNALISM.

All this leads up to another point. I am going to

try to make the experiment, for the success of which

1 shall depend very largely upon the vigilant and

even censorious criticism of scoffing subscribers, of

seeing whether in the conduct of a daily paper it is

possible to " do unto others as you would have others

do unto you." It will be difficult, no doubt, always to

bless them that curse you and do good to those who

despitefully use you, but if only as a novel and some-

what original experiment it is worth while trying to

see how it works out. Hence I intend, so far as in

me lies, to live peaceably with all men, to rely upon

the soft answer to turn away wrath, to turn the other

cheek to the smiter, and when I am hit, not only to-

take it lying down, but to think out when I am on the

ground what good turn I can do to the man who*

dealt the blow. When I was expounding this project

to one of the most successful newspaper proprietors-

in London, he laughingly remarked that it might

succeed, for there was nothing in the world so good

in starting a paper as to begin with some startling and

sensational novelty; and this he probably was not

alone in thinking would be supplied by a simple

honest, straightforward attempt to act on the advice

of the Sermon on the Mount. After nearly 2,00c

years it ought not to be such a feat after all.

A PAPER FOR WOMEN AND MEN.

The Daily Paper will not be a woman's paper, any-

more than it will be a man's paper. It will carefully

abstain from converting all its pages into fashion-

plates, nor will it insult our mothers and our wives by

assuming that they are interested in nothing in the

world so much as the cut of a blouse or the pattern

of a ball dress. Topics that are specially interesting

to women will be dealt with from time to time>

together with topics specially interesting to men ; but

the paper will provide reading for the household—it

will not attempt to compete with the special papers of

the man milliner and the mantua-maker.

At present it is s.-
1 that women do not read daily

newspapers, and that is probably true of five women
out of six, and it is not in the least surprising thar

such should be the case. How many newspapers are

there which seem to remember that they have women
among their circulation? If one page a week xs

devoted to half of the community, all the rest of the

week the pages are filled with political, financial, and

economical discussions which women, as a rule, have

never been trained to read with interest ; and who
can be surprised that the daily newspaper is regarded

with so little interest by women that men do not

think it worth while to take the trouble of carrying a

paper about all day in order to bring it home to their

wives at night ?

A DAILY PAGE FOR CHILDREN.

If this is true about women, it is still more

true about children. Of late the Daily News, alone

among the morning papers, has shown some signs

of waking up to the fact that the children of London
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are numbered by the million. Some publishers have

found it out. Messrs. Harmsworth, for instance, earn

no small proportion of their dividends by printing

millions upon millions of halfpenny papers for boys,

which can hardly be said to tend to edification. I am
not saying anything against tales of adventure, nor

evei against tales of pirates, cowboys, bandits, and

adventurers. They are probably necessary in order

to attract the attention of lads whose taste for reading

is not very well developed ; but the great mischief of

these publications is that these doses of exciting and

sensational fiction are served up neat, whereas if they

formed a part of a miscellany of more serious reading

matter, the reader, as his eye wanders over the

printed page, might be shunted from more sensational

romance to take an interest in the great romance of

the world's history as it is reported from day to day.

I shall publish stories in The Daily Paper ) I shall not

shrink from tales of sensational adventure, feeling sure

that it is necessary to put the foot of your ladder

very low down if you have got to get the people who

are at the bottom to begin to climb. The great thing

is to interest the boy or the girl in the printed page,

and to lead them on by slow and even stealthy

gradations across the expanse which lies between

the adventures of Buffalo Bill and the Dialogues of

Plato and the philosophy of Herbert Spencer. All

serious minded people go about wringing their hands

over the fact that people do not read serious bcoks,

and then, by way of a starter, they expect their

growing boys and girls just leaving school to enjoy

the foreign correspondence of the Times newspaper

or the leaders of the Standard, There would be

more sense if, instead of groaning over the admitted

evil, they would set to work to remedy it. That is

what I, for one, am going to endeavour to do in my
small way in The Daily Paper

SOME POPULAR FEATURES.

In order to excite interest and induce the idle,

desultory, and more or less unintelligent reader to

look out for the paper and to regard it as a necessity of

his daily existence, I shall not hesitate to bait my
hook with as many attractive lures as experience can

suggest or imagination can invent. Of course, it is

quite unworthy of the dignity of a serious journalist

who aspires to wield direct influence in moulding the

legislation of a State or assisting to decide questions

of peace or war, to condescend to what may be

described as the Cheap Jack attractions of a Barnum's

Show. I have no such prejudices. No one can be

blind to the fact that puzzles and prizes do attract a

great many of the very people whom you wish to get

hold of. Hundreds and thousands of citizens, both

old and young, are attracted by a prospect of earning

money by the exercise of ingenuity. The highest

form of this prize competition may be taken to

be the prizes offered by the Times as a means of

selling " The Encyclopaedia Britannica." One of the

lowest forms, but perhaps of all others the most

popular, was the gamble which Mr. Pearson established

by his missing word competition. Midway between

these stands Sir George Newnes' ingenious device of

burying ^500 in a country roadside, and giving the

clue for its discovery in chapters of a serial story pub-

lished in Tit-Bits. People who compete for the Times

competition would probably look down with infinite

scorn upon the hunters for the buried treasure who

read Tit-Bits, but to me they all stand very much on

the same level. They are pgople who would not

otherwise read or buy a certain publication, but

whose interest and curiosity is piqued by the

offer of a substantial prize for which many com-

pete but which only one can carry off. I shall

certainly not attempt any competition limited to so

few competitors as those which entered for the Times

competition, neither shall I dig holes in the ground in

order to set people grubbing for hidden treasure ; but

I venture to believe that in The Daily Paper I shall

be able to offer as substantial rewards for prizes and

puzzles as have been offered by any publication yet in

existence.

INTERESTING ADVERTISEMENTS

—

There is another department in which I hope to

make a much-needed improvement, although at first

the change must necessarily be somewhat gradual. I

refer to the advertisement department In all matters

of newspaper advertising we in the Old Country are

simply miles behind our more enterprising go-ahead

kinsmen across the Atlantic. The Americans

have discovered that in order to induce people

to read advertisements they must be made

interesting. The art of writing advertisements

is as yet in its infancy in this country. We are im-

proving, no doubt, but the majority of our advertisers

still seem to imagine that there is nothing more likely

to sell their goods than by displaying their noble

names in large capitals across a page, and to keep up

day after day the same block advertisement, regardless

of the fact that it has long ceased, from the very

monotony of its appearance, to attract excitement or to

provoke remark. The great ideal of the advertisement

of the future is that it should be as interesting as any

other part of the paper. The principle of the write-up
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or a description of the really interesting features of

articles that are advertised or establishments that

wish to attract customers to their doors, is beginning

to gain recognition amongst us, and its development

and extension will be one of the duties of the adver-

tising department of The Daily Paper,

We are not yet "within sight of the rise of a depart-

ment store in London whose manager is enterprising

enough to emulate Mr. Wanamaker, who publishes

day by day what he calls an editorial page devoted

to chronicling the news of the store, what goods

have arrived, what specialities are on sale, and, in

short, all the happenings in a great establishment,

which is a world in itself. The first big house which

did adopt this principle would probably be crowded

day by day, and the others would be compelled to

follow suit. But for that and for many other things

we may yet wait for a time.

CARICATURES AND MAPS.

I need hardly say that, so far as the mechanical

resources at my disposal permit, I shall illustrate

The Daily Paper, although in this, as in other

things, I shall have at first to go somewhat

slowly. One thing, however, I shall do from

the very first number, and that is to print in the very

middle of the front page the best cartoon I can beg,

borrow, or invent, for the illustration of current events

and of the social tendencies of the time. The
Leader alone among English morning newspapers at

present has recognised the importance of the daily

cartoon, but as if it were ashamed of it, it tucks it

away on the back page, where it is often overlooked

among the advertisements. The Bairns' Page also

will be illustrated, and one very important feature

will be the constant publication of maps with tables

of distances from point to point, calculated both in

mileage and in time, without which it is almost

impossible to have an intelligent understanding of the

significance of news from abroad.

THREE LAUGHS A DAY.

The mention of caricatures leads up to another
feature which I hope will be constant in each issue of
The Daily Paper, and that is the publication of some
paragraph, article, or story which will make the reader
smile. Most good jokes are old jokes, but every old
joke is a new joke to a person who hears it for the
first time, and the element of humour in a paper is

one which is seldom given by our metropolitan
dailies. I remember Sir James Stansfield telling me
many years ago that the only column he ever read in

the provincial weekly paper to which he subscribed

regularly was that headed " Facetiae," and there are

probably a good many grave and reverend signiors

who would plead guilty to the same foible if they

were put under cross-examination. A merry heart

doeth good like a medicine, and there are few

prescriptions of the faculty which would be more

efficacious for maintaining health and banishing

nervous depression than the obligation to have three

good hearty laughs every day.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.

This leads me to another point upon which The Daily

Paper will have much to say. There is a great deal

written and spoken concerning the improvement of

our political institutions ; but there is very little notice

ever taken about the enormous improvement that

might be made in our own bodies, or in the develop-

ment of the undeveloped faculties of the human mind.

Physical culture is hardly recognised amongst us.

Sandow deserves great praise for his pioneer work in

this line ; for while we do not all wish to be athletes,

the fact that a comparatively sickly weakling can be

converted into a very Hercules by attention to a few

plain rules and the steady practice of physical exercise,

is an excellent object-lesson as to the extent to which

our bodily faculties could be improved and developed

by care and attention. There is hardly any part of

the human body, from the hair of the head to the

corns upon the feet, in which changes could not be

made if people would but think about them a little,

and realise that most inconveniences which we suffer

from physical failings can be reduced, and often

entirely removed, by what is popularly known as

"physical culture."

THE LATENT POWER OF THE MIND.

What is true of physical culture is equally true

concerning the culture of the memory, and the de-

velopment of the latent faculties of the human

mind. The success of the various memory schools

which thrive in our midst is standing testimony

to the fact that some at least have learned that it

is profitable to teach people how to improve their

memories, and what is true of memory is also true

of other mental faculties. Take, for instance, that

mysterious but fascinating subject of the skth sense.

Everyone is aware that animals and savages have

senses which in civilisation have been allowed to

disappear. The faculty, for instance, of finding one's

way, by what is called instinct, through a dense forest

is as common to a Zulu as the still more marvellous

faculty of making immense journeys across sea and

land is common to every swallow. These disused
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faculties are capable of being to some extent revived.

Psychometry and telepathy, to name only two

branches of this study, can be practised without the

slightest danger by anyone, and are capable of

developments which throw the marvels of wireless

telegraphy into the shade. For the discussion of all

these subjects The Daily Paper will afford a free

arena, in which nothing will be regarded as impossible,

but where everything will have to be demonstrated.

THE MAGIC AND MYSTERY OF NATURE.

There are good grounds for believing that the

twentieth century will witness an immense advance in

the discovery of the unknown properties of matter,

and the discovery of substances and methods of

utilising existing forces of which we at present have

no idea. The discovery of radium, and the commercial

use of wireless telegraphy, may be mentioned as good

instances of the new inheritance which is opening up

before the eyes of men in this generation. In order

to train my readers to appreciate the marvels of

science, it is necessary to begin at the beginning, and

teach the children to use their faculties in the

observation and study of the magic world of mystery

which lies round all of us in the everyday processes

of Nature. "And among those faculties there is none

so important as the faculty of inquisitive curiosity,

which unfortunately at present is usually checked and

discouraged by those who are too lazy or too ignorant

to attempt to answer the innumerable questions which

a child is perpetually asking, when there opens more

and more before its wondering gaze the marvels and

mysteries of the world.

A "REVIEW OF REVIEWS" OF THE MORNING PAPERS.

But while endeavouring constantly to interest and

excite the attention of those who now belong to the

non-newspaper reading public, due attention will be

paid to those who wish to keep track of all that is in

the papers, but who find it an utter impossibility to

scramble even in the most cursory manner through

the acres of printed matter that are poured from the

press every day. Going back to the old tradition of

the Pall Mall Gazette during my editorship, I shall

publish every day a carefully classified index and

epitome of all the special articles of importance which

appear in the morning papers. By this means it will

be possible for anyone at ten o'clock in the morning

to obtain a bird's eye view of the contents of all the

morning dailies, and when a man's eye has run down
the column he will be freed from the haunting dread of

having missed something which he ought to have seen.

This department will be a kind of Review of

Reviews of all the morning papers, and will, I hope,

be as useful in daily journalism as the Review of

Reviews has been in the world of periodical litera-

ture.

A NOVELTY IN DRAMATIC CRITICISM.

The inexorable limits of space forbid my publish-

ing in a paper containing so many novel features the

ordinary conventional reports either of Parliament,

concerts, theatres, or public meetings, which we all

expect to find in our daily paper. Something must

be left out, and if the new features have to come in,

the general principle would be to leave out what will

not interest the home. I hope, however, to be able

to publish an illustrated sketch of Parliament when

it is in session, and in dramatic criticism I have

at least one surprise in store for my readers. Many

years ago, Sir Henry Irving sent to me, when I

was editing the Pall Mall Gazette^ to propose that I

should undertake a personal tour through all the

London theatres. The point of view which he put

before me was as follows :
—" Every dramatic

critic at present employed in the London press

has seen hundreds of stage plays. He there-

fore accepts as natural and necessary all the

conventions of the stage. You are the only journalist

who has arrived at a position to have the ear of the

public and the control of a newspaper, who has never

seen a stage play. It is in your power," said Sir

Henry's messenger, " to confer a greater benefit upon

British dramatic art than any living man, for you alone

could bring a perfectly fresh mind to the criticism of

the stage. Go round to all the theatres in London, and

write down exactly how the presentation of the drama

strikes one who knows nothing about the drama.

You will see many absurdities, to which use and wont

have accustomed both actors and the regular theatre-

goers, and such a fresh criticism of a mature man,

whose powers of observation have not been blunted

by a daily familiarity with the business of the stage, is

a service which you owe to the British theatre." It is

nearly twenty years since I had that message from Sir

Henry Irving, but I have never forgotten his words, and

with a view to the undertaking of such a pilgrimage

I have sedulously preserved the virgin innocence of

my mind in all matters theatrical ; and although I

am fifty-four years old, I have never seen a stage play

in a British theatre. I have seen the Passion Play at

Ober-Ammergau several times, but the whole wonder-

world of dramatic art has been to me a closed

book. In the New Year I propose to turn over the

pages for the first time, and write out simply and frankly,
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without fear or favour, exactly how the whole thing

presents itself to my mind.

VI.—A LONDON LOCAL PAPER.
One advantage of taking the organisation of the

distribution of the paper into my own hands will be

appreciated by every journalist who has any practical

experience of the difficulty of securing local advertise-

ments for London papers.

THE SCARCITY OF LOCAL ADS.

There is not a single provincial paper of any

importance which does not obtain three or four

times as many local advertisements as those which

appear in the columns of any London daily paper,

with the exception of the Daily Telegraph, The
reason for this contrast between the London and

the provincial press is not far to seek. Every London
newspaper takes London as its primary unit of circu-

lation, and all the rest of the country as a secondary

area. The result is that any tradesman in Hamp-
stead or in Whitechapel, in Kensington or in

Balham must, if he wishes to secure the advan-

tages of publicity obtained by newspaper adver-

tising, pay rates which are fixed with reference

not to the area to which he wishes to appeal,

but to an enormously wider area in nine-

tenths of which his advertisement is absolutely

useless. That is to say, as London rates for local

advertisements are fixed with relation to circula-

tion over an area in the first instance inhabited by

6,000,000 of people, and in the second over an area

co-extensive with the nation, they are necessarily too

high for it to be worth the while of a local tradesman

to advertise when he only wishes to reach a com-

munity within three miles of his own door.

HOW THE DIFFICULTY IS SURMOUNTED.

As long as the newspaper distribution is organised

as it is at present there is no possibility of altering

this ; but the difficulty disappears the moment the

distribution is in your own hands and it is possible

for the publisher to know the destination of every

paper that issues from his press. In the case of the

Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin this difficulty is surmounted

by the publication of local sheets, specially printed for

.he North, South, West or East district, as the case

may be. The bulk of the paper is common to all the

four issues, but the pages which are occupied with

advertisements of the North district are printed only

for the North district, while a similar set of pages are

printed for the South, West and East respectively.

In my case I shall not print separate sheets, but one

page will contain interchangeable local news and

advertisements—that is to say, eleven pages in 7he
Daily Paper will be common to all editions, while

I shall set up page 9 four times over, so that by

the simple process of changing a plate upon the

machine I can print one-fourth of my total edition

for the North, and then, stopping the press for a

moment, change the Northern page 9 for the Southern

page 9, and so on. By this means, while I am only

selling to the public a twelve-page paper, I am really

setting up every day a fifteen-page paper, but four

pages of that only appear each in one quarter of the

city.

LOCAL EDITIONS.

It is obvious that this principle can be carried to

an extent only limited by the amount of your circula-

tion and the rapidity of your machines. It would be

peifectly possible, given sufficient demand, to bring

out The Daily Paper with twenty-nine separate editions

for each of the twenty-nine boroughs into which

London is divided. The question as to whether it is

worth while depends entirely upon whether there are

sufficient advertisements in each of the twenty-nine

boroughs to make such a number of editions financially

profitable. If there are, it can be done ; if not, it

cannot. I have taken an extreme case, but I hope to •

cipher it out sufficiently closely to be able to say to

any particular section of the community that I will

print for them a special edition containing one page

or more devoted exclusively to their interests, if they

will pay me in advertisements or otherwise sufficient

to compensate me for the additional cost of composi-

tion. By this means our advertisement department

will acquire an elasticity and adaptability to local

conditions otherwise impossible.

ITS ADVERTISING ADVANTAGES.

But that is by no means the only advantage of

what may be described as a self-controlled system of

distribution. At present no advertiser can be afforded

absolute proof that the paper in which he advertises

enters the homes of exactly the kind of people whom
he wishes to reach. Under the self-controlled system

it will be possible to afford any advertiser who is

curious an opportunity of examining the subscription

lists of the paper, not only in any district, but in any

particular street. The era of secrecy is rapidly dying

out in the business of advertising. The newspapers

have to stand upon their circulations. The mystery

by which in times past newspapers were sometimes

kept going by the advertiser alone, without a single

bond-fide subscriber, cannot' stand the pressure of
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modern conditions. The organs of publicity ought

themselves to be the last to shrink from publicity, and

instead of relying upon ridiculous fictions, and

declaring in vague terms that they each possess the

largest circulation in the world, they should welcome

the closest investigation a9 to their actual sale.

RETAINING SUBSCRIBERS.

From another point of view the self-controlled

circulation offers great advantages to the publisher

of a paper. At present, when the circulation of a

paper dwindles, it is impossible, in nine cases out of

ten, to know the name or the address of the subscriber

who is stopping his paper. In Berlin, when any

subscriber fails to renew his subscription, the fact is

at once nDtified to the central office, and special

inquiry is made as to the reason why the paper has

been dropped. No application is ever made to any

person who stops his paper to renew the subscription

;

he is only asked as a special favour to state the

reason why he is no longer a subscriber. It is put

as a matter of personal favour to the proprietor that

he should be informed of the reasons; and even when
the correspondence does not result in the renewal of

the order, it often calls attention to defects either in

the administration or in the editing of the newspaper

which can easily be remedied, and when remedied

avert the loss of other subscribers.

WHY PUBLISHED AT TEN.

Some objection has been raised as to the hour chosen

*or publication. Between ten and twelve o'clock is the

time when busy men are at their busiest, and there-

fore the worst time in the whole day to induce them

to buy newspapers. But I do not wish to induce busy

men to buy a newspaper in the busiest part of the day.

The Daily Paper, as I cannot too frequently repeat, is

a journal for the Home. It is not, like the morning

papers, intended to fit a man for the business of the

day by telling him all about the markets, and posting

him upon the matters that are essential for the conduct

of his business. Probably the majority of morning

papers in London are read in the train, as men hurry

to their offices or workshops, and as often as not they

are left in the railway carriage after twenty minutes or

half an hour spent in scanning their contents. The

Daily Paper does not appeal to such a public. Its one

aim is to get into the Home, and to stay there when
it reaches its destination, to become a source of

interest, amusement and instruction to all the

members of the* home, beginning with the mother,

going on to the children, and then finally affording a

pleasant half hour's reading for the head of the house-

hold when he returns home in the evening. If any-

one wants to buy it in the City to read at lunch, it can

be delivered to him then, but we are not after the

busy men in the rush hours of the day. They are

already sufficiently catered for. I have in my eye a

constituency which does not go to business, which

does not travel to town in morning trains, a constit-

uency which stays at home all day, and which, I verily

believe, will be found only too ready to welcome a

bright, lively, clean, cheerful newspaper, in which each

member of the household will find something that suits

his or her tastes.

VII.—THE POLITICS OF "THE DAILY
PAPER."

The politics of the paper will be always attuned to

the keynote of Home. To make the world more Home-

like—is it possible to have a loftier ambition ? But

in a newspaper the ideal must ever be translated

into the real. How does this keynote sound in the

midst of the jarring controversies of the day ? This is

how it seems to work out in practice.

The Politics of the Home.

The politics of The Daily Paper are the politics of the

Home.
That does not imply that this paper is to be non-

political ; still less that it is to be indifferent to the true

Imperial ideal which recognises all English-speaking

lands as the Home of our Imperial race.

It will not be a partisan paper, written by party men in

the interests of a party, but it will pursue an independent

course, appealing to members of all parties and of none,

for the furtherance of all that contributes to the well-being

of the Home—at home and beyond the seas.

Our programme, dictated by the Home and its interests,

places the Home far above the individual on one side,

and above the State on the other. It is the Home which

humanises both.

" Homes, more Homes ; that is what I work for !
*' was

the exclamation of Cecil Rhodes as he stood on the

summit of the Matoppos, where so soon he was to be laid

to rest. " Homes, more Homes," happier Homes for our

children, and our children's children ; that is what all

true Empire-builders work for. The Empire that is not

based upon the Home will perish.

To enable our people to fulfil their great destiny, we

must begin with the Home, for as Lord Rosebery has

declared, " In the rookeries and slums an Imperial race

cannot be raised." " The Home," said Mr. Moody,
" was founded before the Church ; and you in Britain

stand more in need of homes than you do of churches."

The more impressed we are with a conviction of the mag-

nitude and importance ofthe.wOrk of the English-speaking

race in its world-scattered Colonies, States and territories,

the more zealous must we be to promote everything that
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tends to strengthen, purify, and brighten our Home
Life.

It is in the Home we shall seek the clue to the solution

of all political problems.

Peace, which a Conservative Foreign Minister declared

to be the greatest of British interests, is the atmosphere

of Home. In foreign politics, therefore, we shall always

cultivate a spirit of friendly brotherhood, and when dis-

putes arise, our watchword will always be To the Hague !

where disputes between nations may be settled by the

International High Court of Arbitration.

Yielding to none in our desire to foster a living

sense of Imperial unity, the experience gained in the

domestic circle teaches us to avoid any attempt to

impose any restraint or to exercise any authority over

the self-governing Commonwealths, in which the children

sprung from our loins have set up homes for themselves.

The condition of family unity is the absence of any bond
save the silken tie of affection ; even the potent instinct of

self-preservation will fail to keep together our inde-

pendent sister-nations if preferences begat jealousies, or

any attempt were made to limit their fiscal or political

liberties.

India to us is a hundred millions of homes in which

many millions go hungry all their lives. We shall

shoulder the White Man's Burden, not dump our share

upon our starveling wards.

On 'the question of Imperial defence our position is

very simple. We are for the Home, and we are against

the Barrack. We need a supreme Navy, if only to save

the sons of our homes from the curse of Conscription.

And having that supreme Navy, we can provide old age

pensions for the outworn veterans of Industry by reducing

our bloated military estimates to reasonable dimensions.

The Fiscal question is pre-eminently one to be decided

from the point of view of the Housewife. It is a cupboard
question. Until the House-Mother—the Loaf Giver—is

represented in Parliament we shall offer uncompro-
mising opposition to any proposal to tax her children's

bread.

On the Education question, we are for the Home and
its interests, first, last, and all the time. We hold no
brief for any sect or religious party. We are for the

Home and the Children of the Home. The Homes
should control the Schools, as against the conflicting

interests of rival Sects. In this matter a little child

shall lead us ; and we shall do what in us lies to

improve the status and exalt the office of his teachers,

especially of his mother, whom recent legislation has
deprived of her rights to sit as an elected member on the

Educational Authority.

In social legislation the Home dominates everything.

The Housing Question is the question of providing

Homes. The Drink Problem is the problem of Home
protection. The Land Question in London is chiefly a
question of providing sites on which to build Homes.
The Tramway Question is the question of getting Home.
The Woman Question is the question of restoring the

Queen of the Home to her proper position in the State,

which has invaded the Home and usurped many of her

ancient prerogatives.

This is not a Party programme. It echoes none of the

party shibboleths. But it embodies the politics of the

Home, and these 'are the politics of The Daily
Paper.

This may not be party politics. It is real politics,

and it gives us a programme on which good men and

women of all parties can unite—not only in the polling

booth.

For the great aim and purpose of The Daily Paper

is to make a strenuous effort to create out of the

multitude of its readers a real living organism of

men, women, and children, linked together by a com-

mon purpose expressed day by day by the newspaper

of the home, which will not merely formulate their

aspirations, but give them practical help to carry them

out.

In this rough sketch of our great design I have

indicated in outline some of the ways and means by

which I hope to make The Daily Paper helpful in

helping its readers to help each other by helping

themselves. It is the old ideal which this Review
was founded to realise, towards which we have

struggled with many a stumble, but with unfaltering

purpose, for fourteen years. What the monthly maga-

zine failed to accomplish over the whole wide world

may, I hope, be brought to more practical results by

The Daily Paper in the more manageable area within

which* its efforts will at first be confined.
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CHARACTER SKETCH.
HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL RAFAEL MERRY DEL VAL,

PAPAL SECRETARY OF STATE.

THE society, whatever may be its name, which
affixes to houses the interesting tablets telling

us who have lived or died there, should keep
its eye on No. 33, Gloucester Place, Portman Square.

London, for as lately as the 10th October, 1865, was
bom there His Eminence Cardinal Rafael Merry del

Val, the one and only Secretary of State of Pius X.,

Sovereign of 400,000,000 willing subjects, embracing
every nationality, colour and tongue.

The accident of his birth in London is not the only

connection which the Cardinal has with the United
Kingdom. His father, then Secretary at the Spanish
Embassy, is descended from an Irish family who
emigrated to Spain from Ireland at the end of the

seventeenth century ; hence the name " Merry."

On his mother's side also he is connected with

Britain. His grandmother was Miss Sophia Willcox,

eldest daughter of the late Brodie M'Ghie Willcox,

Member of Parliament for Southampton. His first

schooling he received at Baylis House, near Slough, an
excellent school kept by the well-known Butt family.

When he was ten years old the scene of his education

shifted to Namur and Brussels, his father having

meanwhile become Spanish Ambassador to Belgium.

He returned again, however, to complete his educa-
tion in England, spending two years in philosophy at

the well-known Catholic college, Ushaw College,

Durham, where he remained until October, 1885. He
seems at no point of his school career to have earned
the reputation for brilliancy—well conducted and
industrious was the most that was said of him.

In amusements he developed into a good cyclist and
a really excellent shot. He was fond of riding and had
a pretty taste for dancing—so much so, that when, at

the age of twenty, he told his parents of his desire to

adopt a religious life, his mother had to warn him,

with mock gravity, that his dancing days were over.

His desire was to enter the Jesuit Order, with the

ambition of being sent to one of their Missions in the

East of London, but his father having presented him
to his Holiness Pope Leo XIII., the venerable

Pontiff, a great judge of men, at once insisted upon
his father sending him to the Accademia dei Nobile
Ecclesiasticci. Here he acquitted himself with credit,

and obtained a degree in philosophy, theology and
canon law. His entrance into the Accademia was no
doubt intended as a compliment to his distinguished

father, who has in succession been Ambassador to

Belgium, Austria and the Holy See for the Court of

Spain ; but his subsequent rapid promotions are no
doubt due to Leo XIII., who recognised the talents

possessed by Merry del Val, who from this time

seems to have impressed every one with whom he

came in contact as a young man of singular

promise.

His promotion was rapid. He was first of all

appointed one of the Camerieri Segreti, and as such

he accompanied Mgr. RurTo Scilla in 1887 to

represent the Holy See at the Jubilee of Queen
Victoria. A few months later with Mgr. Galimberti

he attended the funeral of the Emperor William I. In

1888 he represented the Holy See on the occasion of

the Jubilee of the Emperor Francis Joseph, and on
three occasions was Appointed by the Queen Regent
of Spain as religious instructor to her daughters, and
he prepared the present King for his Confirmation.

These appointments, like his visit to London as repre-

sentative at the Coronation of Edward VII., were no
doubt more honourable than responsible, but as time

went on the confidence shown in him by Leo XIII.

increased.

In 1892 he was appointed Camerieri Segreto Par-

ticipante, which entailed his taking up his residence

within the Vatican itself, with an apartment in close

proximity to that of the Holy Father, a member of

whose family he thus became. A few years later he
was appointed to the responsible and onerous position

of Secretary to the Special Commission appointed to

examine into and determine the validity of Anglican

Orders. This may be called his first responsible

appointment. The Commissioners were unanimous
in their appreciation of the able manner in which he
discharged his duties. His minutes, drawing together

and digesting as they did the daily discussions of the

Commission, were regarded as extraordinary in their

faithfulness and lucidity.

In 1897, when Canada was ablaze from end to end
over the burning question of the Manitoba Schools,

Merry del Val was selected by Pope Leo XIII. to

visit and study the question on the spot, and report

to the Holy See on the matter. His visit to Canada
was a noteworthy success and marked an epoch in

its religious history. It was only to be expected
that he would be well received in the Catholic Pro-

vince of Quebec, but the singular personal enthusiasm
which he kindled everywhere turned his visit into a
triumph. To the English-speaking population he
appeared the cultured Englishman, while the French
found that he spoke their language quite as perfectly

as themselves, and at the Laval University and the

great seminaries he somewhat astonished his audiences,

on orations in Latin being addressed to him, by at

once replying, with the utmost fluency, in the same
tongue. His reception in the Protestant Provinces
was scarcely less cordial, his charm of manner and
fine presence winning all hearts. At Ottawa both
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parties vied with each other in showing him respect

and consideration and at Toronto the Cabinet gave

him a public reception which was attended by mem-
bers of all faiths and creeds.

In connection with his visit to Toronto an amusing

incident occurred. Whilst journeying in the Catholic

Province of Quebec,
(

he was, in accordance with

custom, at liberty to wear the somewhat gorgeous

dress of a Monsignor*
t

In Ontario, a Pro-

testant Province, the

custom is different,

and a Catholic clergy-

,

man, as in England,

wears broadcloth and
,

the plain Roman
(

collar in the street., .

However, through an
accident, his luggage

containing the plain

garments miscarried,
f

and he realised that

he. must involuntarily

break the law, and
suggested that ho

should turn
,
back.

This was not to be
heard of, and during

his sojourn, in,

Toronto he appeared

in his Monsignoral

,

robes without excit-

ing the least adverse
:

criticism. In fact,

his picturesque ap-

pearance seemed to
,

be approved.

The task he had
.

to perform was one
of singular difficulty

for any diplomat, and
especially for one so

young. He had to.

inquire into the con-

duct and actions of

men—his elders in

years and superiors in

ecclesiastical status
;

and if the rumours

that were current had
foundation, some of

them were not parti-

cularly anxious that his mission should succeed.

However such opposition may have stung him, he

neither showed resentment, nor was he in the least

overawed by it. His power of self-effacement, his

singleness of purpose and energy, carried all obstacles,

an,d his youth was soon forgotten and forgiven.
.

Many predicted the failure of his mission and the

end of his career: some perhaps wished it. Even in

Photograph fy]

Cardinal Merry del Val,

Rome men are but human. It was an absolute

success. A modus vivendi was found betwet.n Church
and State, and the internal peace of the Church was

secured by the appointment of a permanent apostolic

delegate. Catholic priest or layman, instead of a

tedious and expensive appeal to Rome, now receives

justice at his door.

The circumstances immediately leading to the

appointment of Car-

dinal Merry del Val

to the high office of

Secretary of State

are so peculiar that

some of the faithful

trace in them the

finger of Providence.

The dying Pontiff

nominated Mgr. Vol-

pini to be Consistorial

Secretary, but he died

a few days before the

Holy Father, and the

knowledge of his

death was kept from

the Pontiff so as not

to distress him. Had

Mgr. Volpini lived,

he would by right

have been the Secre-

tary of the General

Congregation of the

Sacred College which

met to elect the new

Pope*

Monsignor Vol-

pini's death necessi-

tated the election of

a new Secretary, and

the choice by the

vote of the College

of Cardinals, con-

vened after the de-

cease of the Pope,

fell on Mgr. Merry

del Val, who was

thus brought into

daily personal con-

tact with His, Holi-

ness Pius X., to

whom, on his elec-

tion as Pope, Mgr.

Merry del Val acted

as temporary Secretary of State pending a per-

manent appointment. One day, when Mgr. Mem
del Val was leaving the Pope's room with a

basketful of correspondence and papers which had

just been dealt with, Pius X. called him back and

handed him another letter, remarking casually,
44 Mon-

signor, this is also for you." Mgr. Merry' del Val

pushed it into his pile and passed to his own apart-

[ Elliott afid Fry.
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cnent, where he began to go through the various papers

and letters. In due course he took up the last letter

handed to him, and to his surprise, indeed to his horror,

found that this letter, written by the Pope's own hand,

appointed him permanent Secretary of State, inform-

ing him further that the capability he had shown for

the delicate task, his devotion to his work and abso-

lute self-negation in all that he had undertaken under

the Pope's eye, had convinced His Holiness that he

«eed look no further for a competent Secretary of

State. The shock was so great that it caused him
to almost lose consciousness, and a friend who was in

the room ran to his assistance, snatching the letter

-which had so affected him from his hand—and thus

its contents became known.
Of Merry del Val's suitability for the post there

•can be no doubt. The son of a distinguished

diplomatist, he has spent the last twenty years

in the greatest school of diplomacy in the world.

Other Sovereigns can back up their diplomacy

by force, but the Pope has no second weapon.

It is doubtful whether any modem diplomatist has

•ever started better equipped for his task. His wonder-

ful gift of languages places him in a position of

superiority over all his predecessors. Spanish is his

mother tongue ; English he speaks as an Englishman,

French like a Frenchman, and he also has a fluent

command of German. Italian he speaks without

accent/and he hasbecome so much to beregarded as one

of themselves that there was no feeling of opposition

from the Italians to his appointment to a post they

had always regarded as belonging to an Italian. He
is the first Cardinal Secretary of State who has been

able to deal with Catholics of the Anglo-Saxon race

in their own language, and this has been, perhaps, a

large factor in his apppintment. He is art indefatigable

worker and a man of strong character. He has a

temper kept well in control, which betrays itself some-

times by the appearance of an indignant flush on his

face and by a dash from his dark eyes.

Those who know the Cardinal best assert that he is

a man of broad mind and deep human sympathies.

On the other hand, there * is no doubt that on one

subject at any rate, viz., the Semitic question, he is

not entirely free from prejudices which are said to have

their origin in a curious family tradition connected with

the death of an ancestor. That there will be any great

change in the general policy of the Vatican is. hot

likely ; but Cardinal Merry del Val will greatly dis-

appoint his admirers if he makes no attempt to bring

its methods more up to date. He has already introduced

shorthand writing and typewriters in the Vatican, and
there are actually rumours of. telephones, elevators and
electric light.

There is one side of his life that is but little known,
•but upon which it is pleasant to dwell—and that is his

private life as a priest in Rome. The position of

Camerieri Segreto Participante is not unlike that

occupied by the Lords in Waiting to the King. They
are busily occupied with distinguished duties for a
certain number of hours a day, but, on the other

hand, they have ample leisure which is entirely their

own to dispose of. Nobody would think of blaming
a young ecclesiastic who, when the duties of the day
were finished, should consume that leisure either in

visiting his friends or in private study or legitimate

recreation ; but Mgr. Merry del Val has found other

and greater uses for it. His duty finished in the

Pope's apartment, he. may often be seen racing

with youthful vigour along the frescoed loggias and
up the marble staircases of the Vatican, his purple

robes flying behind him, until he reaches his

own little private apartment situated high up near

the roof with an outlook on to the top of the

porch of St. Peters. A hasty and ascetic meal
consumed, the purple robes are thrown aside for

the plain black soutane,,and in less than half an hour
from leaving the Pope's apartment Merry del Val is

hastening along the streets across the Tiber to the

Trastavere, where the great work which he, has organ-

ised amongst the poorest of the poor of Rome has its

headquarters in the poor boys' school and club. This

club, developed by him for years with unfading energy,

now. contains hundreds of members, many of them
saved from ruin by its influence. With these poor
urchins and their families Mgr. Cardinal Merry del

Val is a hero and a saint. This is the kiud of work
to which, beyond others, he would wish to; devote his

whole life.

Time after time he has begged permission of his

superiors to be allowed to leave the paths of diplo-

macy, along which he has been reluctantly driven,

and take up the hard life of a working
;

priest^ but

Leo XIII. felt that the Church had oth^r work for

him, and his petitions were- refused.

It was not only in the Trastavere that he laboured.

He had his confessional at San Silvestro, and later at

San Georgio, and late into . the night numberless

penitents, many of them the poorest of, the poor,

might be seen waiting their turn at his cpnfessional,

seeking for his consolation and direction. It was
characteristic that on November 9th lasf, when he

was created a Cardinal, he substituted for the feast

which new Cardinals usually offer their friends and rela-

tions a banquet for his poor penitents and boys in the

Trastavere. Sorrow was mingled with the joy of the

occasion, for the banquet was a final parting from his

poor friends. The arduous duties of his new post

will leave, alas, no leisure for Cardinal Merry del Val

to pursue further this side of his priestly calling which

he loves so well.

Not alone in Rome will he be missed. In our own
New Forest, here in England, summer will have lost

much of its charm for many friends now that the

Cardinal can no longer spend his annual vacation

there. C. R.
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THE HON. W. JENNINGS BRYAN.
Ex-Democratic Candidate for the United States Presidency, who is on a visit to Europe.
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Leading Articles in the Reviews.

THE NEUTRALISATION OF DENMARK.
Professor de Martens' Scheme.

In the Revue des Detix Mondes> the well-known

international jurist writes on the subject of the possi-

bility of neutralising Denmark and on the probable

results of such an action. Enabled both by his vast

experience and by his unique position in inter-

national affairs to judge of any such question in

the best possible way, Professor Martens has also

for many years thought over the Danish problem.

Nor does the article express only his private opinion,

since we read in a note that "in the spring of 1889,

the author had occasion to raise in the very highest

Russian Government circles the question of the neu-

tralisation of Denmark. The memorandum which he
drew up on this question was honoured by the most
sincere and the most flattering sympathy. Modified
somewhat by developments and necessary changes,

that memorandum forms the basis of the present

article."

Denmark, both because of its geographical position

and because of the chain of circumstances which has

led to its being the home of the European reigning

family circles, possesses an opportunity for sanctioned

experiment unobtainable elsewhere. It is very

doubtful whether any of the great States connected by
blood through their head? with the Danish sovereign

would place great obstacles in the way of any reason-

able desire on the part of Denmark.

WHY NECESSARY.

Professor Martens gives many good reasons why
the neutralisation of Denmark should be considered
necessary :

—

By her good sense, her political manners, her national
customs, founded on a sort of social probity, also by her bound-
less veneration for her old King and the Royal family, the little

nation of Denmark has succeeded in conquering the deepest
sympathies of all those who know her.

This idea of neutralisation is as keenly supported
by the Danes themselves as it is by their foreign

friends. The writer sa\s :

—

In Denmark herself the best patriots have seen in the question
of the neutralisation of their country a practical means of safe-

guarding her integrity and her independence. Quite recently,

thanks to the Hague Conference, this question has been dis-

eussed and examined from every point of view by the author-
ised organs of public opinion not only in Denmark, but in

Sweden and Norway. In the last two countries the hope is

entertained that the neutralisation of Denmark would inevitably
be followed by the permanent neutralisation of the two
Scandinavian States.

NEUTRALISATION ALWAYS A SUCCESS.

Professor Martens traces in an able manner the
progress of the idea of national neutrality through
history. Everywhere it has met with practical success,

and this alone should encourage those who are

sceptical as to the practical nature of the project

Switzerland has remained neutral for more than a
century, and in 181 5 the allies declared in the

Treaty of Paris that "the neutrality and inviolability

of Switzerland, as well as her independence from all

foreign influence, is conformable with the true

interests of European politics." Since 181 5 thii

neutrality has been scrupulously maintained, even
during the wars which have raged near the Swiss

frontiers. This neutrality is guaranteed by all the

signatory powers of the Vienna Conference. Professor

Martens points out very clearly in this connection

that, whatever -may be the additional reasons for the

neutrality of a State, the voice of the people is the

only foundation upon which such a state of affairs

can be built.

Belgium became neutral in 183 t. In the terms of

the Convention " it will form a State independent ana
perpetually neutral within the indicated limits." This

neutrality was guaranteed by the five Powers, who, in

intervening in the Belgian revolution, thought it

necessary to bring into being the kingdom of Belgium.

In 1870, when Belgian neutrality was seriously men-
aced, Great Britain, as one of the guarantors, gave an
absolute assurance against any possible violations of

neutrality.

ITS ADVANTAGES.

" Neutrality," says Professor Slartens, " gives to a
State a special and exceptional position

;
during wars

between other States it remains perpetually peaceful,

and does not engage in hostility directly or indirectly.

The neutralised State renounces every idea of con-

quest, every political ambition. It wishes to live in

peace with all the world, and devote itself entirely to

the moral and economic progress of its citizens.

International politics do not exist for it, and its

historical mission consists, for example, in the

propaganda of peace and normal "pacific progress.

This conception of perpetual neutrality is founded on
experience, and conforms to the highest aspirations of

modern nations."

Denmark has the advantage that the possession of

Copenhagen has never seemed so vital as did that of
Constantinople when at Tilsit, in 1807, Napoleon
and the Emper®r Alexandra redrafted the map of

Europe. Many things Napoleon granted to Ru&ia
without comment, but when it came to be a question

of Constantinople, he placed his finger on the map
and said, " Constantinople, no ! Never ! It means
the empire of the world."

BALTIC PRECEDENTS.

Already, in 17 81, England, France, and Holland
agreed in principle to the neutralisation of the Baltic.

This agreement was later broken, but Professor

Martens argues, and argues well, that now is the
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time ^for something practical to be done in this

direction :

—

The only efficacious and practical means is the proclamation

of the perpetual neutrality of Denmark, charged also perpetually

with the rdle of guardian of the entrance to the Baltic. The
neutralisation of Denmark must of necessity extend also to the

Sund and the Belts.

To proclaim the perpetual neutrality of Denmark
is to proclaim also her perpetual independence :

—

"Denmark has the incontestable right to declare of her own
will her unshakeable determination to remain perpetually

neutral, and not to intervene in any way in conflicts between
foreign Powers. The two other Scandinavian States, Sweden
and Norway, have the same right, and the right also of joining

with Denmark in order to maintain their perpetual common
neutrality. A declaration made in this form would command
the same observance of the neutrality of these States as if it was
guaranteed by the wish of the great Powers.

NEUTRAL DENMARK'S FUTURE.

The Danish nation, perpetually neutralised, would devote
herself exclusively to her material social progress. She
would remain her own mistress in her own territory, and she

would continue to receive with the same hospitality all nations,

under the express condition that they observe the laws of

the country and respect the perpetual neutrality of Denmark. In

the case of a war among foreign nations, Denmark would
have no need to declare neutrality formally and to compel all

vessels passing the Sund to respect her neutrality. All the

nations would know in advance that this little country has

nothing to do with international complications which may
trouble the world's peace. Every accusation or suspicion that

she wished to intervene in the combinations of the Powers would
disappear and, in a word, the neutralisation of Denmark would
be her defence and refuge."

Professor Martens goes on to develop his theme,

and. shows how the neutralisation of Denmark may
well lead to further neutralisations of small States.

In time these States would become a power in the

world, all actuated by peaceful ideas and all in

favour of arbitration. He quotes M. Leon Bourgeois
1

speech at the Hague, in which he said :

—

That in conflicts of brute force, when it is a question of putting

into line soldiers of flesh and steel, there are large natures and
small, feeble and strong. When it is a question of throwing
into the balance the swords of the conflicting Powers, one may
be more heavy and the other more light. But, when it is a
question of throwing ideas and rights into the balance, all

inequality ceases, and the rights of the smallest and weakest
weigh equally with the rights of the greatest.

Professor Martens is convinced that the small

neutral States will be the most ardent adherents to the

idea of disarmament and arbitration.

" Old Quebec." By Gilbert Parker and Claude G.
Bryan. (Macmillan and Co.) 15s. net.—An admirable
volume, being an assimilation of the history of the ancient
capital of Canada. Gilbert Parker paints Canada always
with a sympathetic brush, and the result in this case is as
true as anything he has done.
To young people about to be married, or who have

recently been married, E. C. Harvey-Brooks' book on
" Marriage and Marriages," published by Longmans,
Green and Co., may be recommended. The writer is

well stricken in years, and this book is a parting word of
help and counsel to those who are either about to marry
or who are still in the early days of a married life.

JOE AS THE BRITISH BOSS CROKER,
By Mr. Frederic Harrison.

Mr. Frederic Harrison, in the Positivist Review
for December, declares that Mr. Chamberlain and his

followers constitute an organised force of the evil

elements in Society, and that every word used by the

Times in denouncing Tammany Hall applies exactly

to the Birmingham Protectionists and their Big Boss>

whom Mr. Harrison regards as the British Boss Croker.

The Protectionist syndicate, engineered by Mr.

Chamberlain, appeals to the greed of every " interest

"

in turn ; its whole force comes from the prestige which
Mr. Chamberlain has gained by years of bluster,,

assertion, chicanery, and prostitution of high office.

By arrogance, by self-advertisement, by a glozing

tongue, by underground arts, and by daring mal-

practices and secret plots in his own department,

Mr. Chamberlain has made himself the pet of all

"blackguardism of the nation." Mr. Harrison de-

plores that Mr. Chamberlain's opponents will not call

a " Spade a Spade," or say what they think concerning

this Moloch of our time. Those who feel certain

that Mr. Chamberlain has been stumping this country

with "a bagful of false assertions, cooked figures,

rotten sophistries, malignant slanders, and swindling:

personal pledges," ought boldly to say so, and
not to load him with- compliments. It is

true, says Mr. Harrison, that every argument
has been refuted and turned inside out again and
again, never was a political scheme so pulverised,,

riddled, and made ridiculous. But this is not enough.

The rabble to whom the Birmingham swindle is

addressed care nothing for sound reasoning ' or

economic principles. If cool and honest men cannot

now be convinced how rotten is the Birmingham
scheme, how fraudulent are its statistics, how palpable

are its tricks, they cannot be persuaded, though Cobden
and Bright, Peel and Gladstone rose from the dead.

What is now wanted is to break up the bubble reputa-

tion of the Arch Impostor himself, to show that

his career has been one* long story of mis-

chief, fraud and failure.- • The only results of

the political activity of " The
,
greatest Colonial

Secretary of our age " are a horrible war, South Africa

a desert, and a babel of factions, " the .
Empire in

danger," " Consols" sunk twenty-five, National Debt
increased by about one quarter, and permanent
expenditure increased by a ' third, if not doubled.

And on the top of all a series of preposterous,

impracticable, and irreconcilable nostrums. And yet,

despite his mountain of bluster, trickery, and impos-

ture—the thoughtless, the idle, and the greedy are all

for " Our Joe " and the "South Sea Bubble ".of the

twentieth century.

Mr. Hugh B. Philpott contributes a second article

in his series of " London School Board Pictures
n
to the

Leisure Hour. In this he deals with schools for the

deaf, and his article will be a revelation to many as to

the completeness of the provision for the education of

those suffering from this physical infirmity.
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THE TRIUMPH OF TAMMANY.
*By which Every New-Yorker Comes to His Own.

The saying that every people gets the government
that it is fitted for, is admirably illustrated by the

interesting article which Mr. Sydney Brooks, under

the title of " Tammany Again," contributes to the

Fortnightly Review for December. Mr. Brooks dis-

likes Tammany and its methods as much as the most
zealous Reformer. But he declares quite frankly that

the.only explanation of the success of Bossism is that

Mr. Murphy, Leader of Tammany.

it is the form of government most suited to the people
of New York, the most after their own hearts, and,

even in a sense, the best protector of their own
interests. The occasional return of the Reform Party

is, he declares, merely a temporary incident caused by
some particular indiscretion of Tammany. But
Tammany will always come back ; it would never be
driven out if it only practised its abominations without

crying outrages; and it is in fact a real system of

"popular" government dear to American hearts :

—

After a residence of some years in New York, I find it diffi-

cult to doubt that the relaxed tone and the unrestricted license

that prevail under Tammany's rule are really in consonance
with the wishes and temperament of the majority of its

inhabitants.

WHAT THE REFORMERS DID.

There is no other explanation of Tammany's
triumph. The Reformers had everything on their

side, except one thing—the sympathy of : a people

which likes the profits and pleasances of corrupt rule.

Their record was good. For twenty-two months Mr.

Seth Low had provided the best Government that any

American city had ever known :

—

Industry, thrift, dispatch, a rigid guardianship of the public

rights and the public treasury against corporations and con-

tractors, and a spirit of sober enterprise and development, again

found a place in the City Hall. Fundamentally, Mr. Low
accomplished what he set out to do. He cleaned up the

Tammany mess ; he crushed the league between the police and
crime and vice, on which Tammany had battened ; he enforced

the laws impartially ; and he furthered a really extraordinary

number of projects for the. improvement of the health and
convenience of the people, for the development of the city's

resources, and especially for the redemption of the festering

East Street.

But all that does not weigh one grain with New
York. Tammany won by • 60,000 votes; and no
explanation is there of its victory save New York's

love of lax rule. Tammany's win cannot even be

explained by corruption. Of actual buying of votes

there was very little, and it is impossible thus to

•explain the turn-over of nearly 100,000 votes. The
causes are deeper.

THE FAILURE OF PURITANISM.

Mr. Brooks cites from an American writer who puts

the truth plainly. This writer says

The " Puritan," the immoderately "good " citizen,' is rcalfy

Tammany's unconscious but most efficacious ally. ** The
refusal of the Puritan to * compromise with vice

1
is, he says,

Tammany's opportunity ; and Tammany has never been slow

to make the most of it. The Puritan arouses public sentimeni ;

Tammany, holding office, sees to it that the law demanded by
public sentiment is inserted upon the statute-book, and looks to

the inevitable violations to supply the mainspring of its power."

HOW TAMMANY COMPROMISES.
Impossible laws find their way on the statute-book*

and satisfy the American ' conscience by placing a
formal condemnation on wickedness. But nobody
wants them to be put in force; and Tammany,
by neither resisting the laws nor putting them in

force, satisfies both New York's, conscience and its

instincts -

<

f- The Tammany method is, after all, the most consistent and*

the easiest. To the proprietor of the saloon and the gambling-
den and the disorderly house, Tammany, through the mouths
of its police officers, simply says,

11 Pay me so much a month
and I will protect you." In the result, everybody is contented.

The law remains on the statute-book, a glowing testimony to

the " morality " of New York ; it is not put into action, so

nobody feels its inconvenience ; and Tammany grows rich and
is able to subscribe handsomely to a monument for Parnell, and-

"the suffering poor of Cuba," out of the proceeds of its non-
enforcement. A league with vice ? Yes, but a league that the

idealism and hypocrisy of American politics have combined to-

make all but inevitable.

EVERYONE'S FAIRY GRANDMOTHER.

Other objections to Mayor Low, however, says Mr.
Brooks, played a small part compared with ' " the

decisive fact that the majority of New Yorkers actually

and deliberately prefer the Tammany system to any
other form of government." Everyone and every-

thing, except virtue, profit from Tammany. It is not

the scum of the city that keeps the Boss in power :—
Some of the New York papers expressed amazement at the

number of weal thy, r/eputable citizens who voted for Tammany
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oh November 3rd. But the reason why they did so is surely

obvious enough. There are in New York about 2,500 corpora-

tions that are subject to regulation by the law. Their fortunes

are therefore no less dependent than the saloon-keeper's or the

owner's of a gambling den upon the goodwill and 44 protection
"

of the city government. At this very moment the municipality

of New York is prosecuting claims that amount to nearly

,£5,000,000 against various water, gas and electric lighting com-
panies. The Reformers have been moving heaven and earth to

bring these cases into court and press for judgment ; Tammany,
for a consideration, will abandon them. If you were a director

or stockholder in one of these companies, very much intent on
money-making, very little concerned in politics, for whom
would you vote—the Reformers or Tammany? And even if

you voted for the Reformers, would it not be a mere act of

prudence to guard against accidents by a thumping contribution

to Tammany's campaign fund ? One is constantly told in New
York that Tammany is good to the poor ; it is also good to the

rich, and the rich appreciate and reciprocate its kindness.

The East Side looks upon Tammany as a sort of infinitely

multiplied Santa Claus, a centre of charity and benevolence, a

mysteriously beneficent body that in return for a paltry vote

will radiate good-fellowship and practical help, will pay a man's
rent and doctor's bills, will give him a start in trade, or find a

job for him in the municipal service, or 44
see him through"

when he is in difficulties with the police. And Tammany
unquestionably can and does contrive all this. It never forgets

or 44
goes- back on 1

' a friend, and it is in the name, and also

from certain points of view in the spirit, of friendship, that it

pads the city pay-roils and dumps down upon each department
vast cohorts of its hangers-on. There is no need to ask whether
a government that does this is popular.

NO MORE HOPE OF REFORM.
And Tammany has to-day better prospects of con-

tinued triumph than it ever had. The unblushing

robbery of Tweed's time was too much for New York
;

but the more polished methods of to-day arouse almost

as much amusement as indignation. It is only when
Tammany goes too far, or rather too openly, that it

kfrperils its success :

—

/ Short of extremes of infamy, I should not care to set any
Jirnit to the forbearance of the average voter. If only Tammany
nas the sense to parade an outward decency, if only it will con-

sent to stand astounded at its moderation, if it will but steal
44 oq

the ^Ulet," and blackmail without too scandalous a publicity,

then there is no reason why its tenure of office should ever come
to an end. It knew before that New York suited it ; it now
Jcnows that it suits New York. .

, AN IMPEACHMENT OF THE MONARCHY.
By an Anglo-American.

A Writer signing himself " Anglo-American " con-

tributes to the North American Review for November
a very interesting article which he describes as " An
Indictment of the British Monarchy." He begins by

remarking the fact that England alone among the

Great Powers has entered the twentieth century in a

spirit of depression and foreboding. He sees signs of

this in many directions. John Bull has gone from the

extreme of self-sufficiency and national complacency

to the depths of despair :

—

Such a movement always runs to wildness and extremes at

this or that point, as Mr. Chamberlain's revolt from Free

Trade, a sign of pessimism and a confession of failure in itself,

has already shown.

" Anglo-American " thinks it not surprising that the

English should feel in doleful dumps :
—

They see their Parliament slipping down almost to the Con-
tinental level of incapacity and public indifference ; they see an

immense falling-off, actually and relatively, in the standard of

administration ; they see how politics are growing more and
more an affair of friends, and of rich friends at that ; they see,

at a time when science is everything, their educational system

made the battleground of theologians : they see the vast domina-
tion of privilege and vested interests and nepotism in the army,

the consular and diplomatic services ; they see, in short, a state

where the career is not yet open to talent, where almost every

form of inefficiency is condoned so long as it is not too palpably

tainted with dishonesty. Among an astonishing number of

Englishmen, the sight of all this has aroused something akin to

a sense of desperation. An awakening is at hand, has, indeed,

already begun, which, however crudely and with whatever mis-

takes, can only end in a re-adaptation of the national spirit and
possibly of the national framework to the new needs of these

changing times.

But although the English are dissatisfied with all

their institutions, there is one great exception. While

everything else is being criticised and condemned,
no one proposes to lay a profane hand upon the

Monarchy. This gives "Anglo-American" his

chance, and he proceeds to impeach an institution

which to the overwhelming mass of Englishmen has

almost become a law of nature. He says:—
"Politically, the direct power of the British Crown
is largely a convention; socially, it was never so

much a reality, never so extensive and so intensive,

as to-day/' This ought not, in his opinion, to be the

case. The English Monarchy serves some good

purposes; but it is worse than useless in the vital

matter of efficiency. He says :

—

The plain fact is that the English Monarchy is not an intel-

lectual force. No stimulus radiates from it ; it patronises

naturally the wrong thing. England's instinct for mediocrity is

already terribly keen, and stands in not the slightest need of the

Royal imprimatur. It is, therefore, a double misfortune that

the Monarchy, like the whole kingdom, should live contentedly

in an atmosphere of mental sluggishness ; that taste and thought

and achievement should all be compressed by its influence into

the obvious, the objectionably unobjectionable moulds ; that the

Court should hang like an oppressive fog to blind and stifle every

free intellectual breeze.

But are these more or less indirect and intangible ways the

only ways in which the Monarchy works to the detriment of

England? I think an increasing number of Englishmen

are coming to see that the Monarchy does an even gTeater

disservice to the country by directly handicapping efficiency.

It confirms that caste system and that caste spirit which are the
44 note" of British administration and the British social

atmosphere.

The consequence is that in every British Ministry you find a

wholly disproportionate number of places reserved for the aris-

tocracy, whose title to them is based solely on the non-essentials

of birth, manners and social position. Nobody pretends they

are the best men for the offices they fill, or that the country

receives from them anything like full value for its money. They

are there simply because they are born in the purple and cannot

be got rid of. I feel sure that if one could follow the work-

ings of the caste system into their uttermost details, one would

find that the hopelessness and servility bred by it are responsible

for perhaps half the commercial inefficiency and unprogres-

siveness of England.

It is rather surprising to find after this sweeping

condemnation of the Monarchy that " Anglo-Ameri-

can " is constrained to confess, as the last word of his

article, that the only hope for our salvation is to be

found in the throne. He says, " The Monarchy must

lead England into the path of efficiency ; but, to do

so, it must first become efficient itself."
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THE FISCAL FIZZLE.

The Big and Little Loaf.

In the Fortnightly Review^ Mr. \V. H. Mallock com-
pares the tradition of the big and little loaf with a

solar myth. He declares that there is only a faint

substratum of truth in the belief that the repeal of the

Corn Laws marks the real division between cheap and
dear bread. His article is illustrated with several

diagrams, the effect of which is to show that the high

price of wheat in the early part of last century was
brought about by other causes than the import duty

;

and that the low price to-day is due mainly to increase

of production in America and elsewhere. The real

famine prices ended in 1823, and never returned ; and
wheat rose to a higher price during the Crimean War
than it was at for many years before the Repeal . .

But nobody ever denied this ; the point is that wheat

even now is dear enough, and that, even if it must
rise, owing to the causes with which we cannot inter-

fere, that is no reason for accentuating the rise artifi-

cially.

Mr. Mallock, however, does not take this point of

view. He estimates that ijd. per head per week
would be the cost of a duty of even fourteen shillings

a quarter, and asks, Is that a high price for saving

our agriculture from ruin? Mr. Mallock forgets that

the whole Chamberlain case rests upon the assump-

tion that even a much smaller duty would flood this

country with Canadian wheat, and therefore our

agriculture would not be " saved from ruin " at ail.

The Impossibilitv of Retaliation.

Mr. Shaw Lefevre contributes to the same review

a searching examination of Mr. Balfour's declarations

about retaliation. He points out that the two nations

which place the most prohibitive duties on our goods

are precisely those against which we cannot retaliate

^according to Mr. Balfour), as both Russia and the

United States send us mainly food and raw materials.

We should therefore be in the paradoxical position of

retaliating only against nations like Germany, which

do not tax our goods with anything like the same
severity. Mr. Lefevre shows that the retaliatory

policy has always failed on the Continent ; and he

-compares Mr. Balfour's declarations with his former

vague bimetallist proposals :

—

We may await without fear the production of Mr. Balfour's

scheme. Just as, in the case of Bimetallism, the supporters of

that foolish cause were able to gull the public with plausible

and specious generalities, so long as they could avoid the pro-

duction of a specific scheme, but were landed in contemptible

failure when at last they propounded a scheme, so it may con-

fidently be expected that the present specious promise 0/ a

retaliatory policy will not survive the production of a specific

scheme.

A Retaliation Experiment.

In the World's Work Mr. Henry Norman proposes

a little experiment in retaliation on the principle that

John Bull is in the position of an individual determined

to try upon his own constitution the effect of a powerful

drug concerning which the doctors differ, and that,

therefore, he would be wise to begin with a small dose.

Thus, if John Bull wishes to try retaliation in a small

dose, Mr. Norman shows him the method to be
employed :

—

In all probability a Reciprocity Treaty between the United
States and Cuba- will shortly be voted by Congress, and under
this treaty British trade with' Cuba will be placed at a dis-

advantage in comparison with American trade. But Parliament
has the power, which Mr. Balfour desires should be placed in

the hands of the Government, to pass any fiscal law it thinks
proper in such cases as this ; and as the Government has a large
majority in Parliament, Mr. Balfour has the power he desires.

Therefore, I suggest, that when Parliament meets he should at

once cause to be passed a Bill imposing heavy retaliatory duties
upon Cuban tobacco, wherever manufactured.

Mr. Norman, "as one who cannot discover that

retaliation has ever promoted trade," believes that the
experiment would be foredoomed to failure.

Mr. J. A. Spender, who, as editor of the West-
minster Gazette, bears so notable a part in the fiscal

fray, contributes a valuable article to the Worlds
Work on " Some Practical Points and their bearing
upon Business and Commerce." After touching on
seven special points he concludes with a caution that

while Free Traders may accept for the sake of argu-

ment the Protectionist assumption that exports are
the measure of commercial prosperity, they must
remember that it is often only an imperfect test :

—

The home market remains by far the greater interest, and
there are occasions when increasing exports may even be a sign
of trade depression. It is by no means certain that this is not
the case at the present moment.

An Extreme Conservative View.

Mr. J. M. MacLean, writing on " The Political

Upheaval in England," in East and West, gives vent
to views interesting from their extremeness, but hardly
likely to find much favour with the Colonial reader.

He says in effect, what is perfectly true, that the
Colonies are apt to think first of their own interests,
"
f
We gave them Free Trade, but they had no sooner

got self-government, than they set up Protection to shut
out English manufactures." " Even the boasted trade

of the Colonies with the Mother Country is artificial

and unreal. India buys our goods in immense quan-
tities, and pays for them with her own money. India,

therefore, is a real bulwark of the Empire. But the

imports of Australia and the Cape from the Mother
Country are chiefly paid for with the hundreds of
millions of capital which these enterprising Colonies
borrow from us on the London Stock Exchange.
Truly, except for the name of the thing, our Colonial
Empire is hardly worth having."

The Western Canadian Vimw.

Mr. R. P. Roblin, Premier of Manitoba, contributes

to the North American Review an article on the
Western Canadian point of view, which, needless to

say, is one of approval. Mr. Roblin says that the

acceptation or rejection of Mr. Chamberlain's pro-

posals means the advancement or retarding of her
development by at least two decades. He suggests
that we should impose a grain tariff of two shillings a
quarter, and give Canada a preference of half that

amount, retaining the other shilling for the benefit of
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*home agriculturists. But as Mr. Roblin declares that

prices are not affected at all by such a duty, it is hard
to see where either the Canadian or home grower
would benefit. Mr. Roblin says that Mr. Chamber-
lain's scheme, if carried out, will attract a large

population to the colony.

India and Preferential Tariffs.
Sir Charles Elliott, writing on this subject in the

Empire Review, considers a system of preferential

tariffs would, on the whole, benefit both India and
this country.

Colonial Opinion on the Fiscal Question.
The editor of the Empire Review devotes an article

to this neglected side of the question. He deals,

however, mostly with the Colonial Conference in

1887 in Downing Street, and easily proves his con-

tention that the sense of those present was distinctly

favourable to fiscal union.

The Truth about German Exports.
Mr. Edouard Bernstein contributes to the Contem-

porary Review an article packed full of figures on
" The Growth of German Exports." He denies that

this growth is due to Protection, which, as it is alleged,

enables German manufacturers to obtain high prices

at home, and sell at less than cost price abroad. It

is impossible to practise this policy in any large

number of trades for a lpng period ; and it is also

difficult to do it in the absence of syndicates, whereas
in most German exporting industries there are no
syndicates at all. The only trades that can dump at

less than cost price are those which enjoy a real

monopoly at home; and these are the trades that

produce raw and half-made-up material. Mr. Bern-

stein declares that the real origin pf Germany's
industrial .growth is the greater \ attention paid to

public instruction :—
,

It is the greatest mistake to believe that the increase of the
German exports is due to her Protectionism. The greatest items
in her exporting list—coals, cotton goo<is, Woollen goods,
machines—are either not protected at all, or are more damaged
than benefited by the Protective duties. And the greatest
increase took place when the Protective duties had been
lowered.

Protection and Shipbuilding.
The Independent Review contains a no less conclu-

sive repudiation of the benefit of Protection in one of
our most important industries. This article is by Mr.

J. M. Denny, M.P., and deals with the shipbuilding
industry, needless to say authoritatively. Mr. Denny
declares that his own industry stands to lose much
and gain nothing by Mr. Chamberlain's scheme. If

the price of living is increased, the increase of wages
which Mr. Chamberlain promises would hamper the
industry, which cannot rely upon increased orders
from abroad, as we already build every ship
required for our Colonies and India, while in no
case will foreign nations allow their shipbuilding
industries to bz destroyed for the purpose of giving us
more work. Protective duties on imported steel would
raise the cost of shipbuilding and be tantamount to

a bounty to foreign competitors.

Sweden and' Protection.

Mr. Chamberlain recently cited Sweden as a Pro-

tectionist Paradise for working people. Mr. E. H.
Bayley, writing in the New Liberal Review, quotes

the following passage from the Goteborg Fasten to show
that his information was an agreeable surprise to the

Swedes themselves. The extract runs :

—

The last thing which any Christian soul here would have
dreamed of is that Protectionist Sweden would one fine day be
held up by England's most influential and popular statesman as

an argument that Free Trade England should put faith in

Customs duties as its only salvation. Chamberlain was very
careful not to mention that Sweden under Protection has become
one of the dearest countries in the world to live in, whereas Free
Trading Denmark is one of the cheapest, where prosperity

is unusually evenly spread over all classes, and where the popular
contentment is unusually great even in these times of general
discontent. This Mr. Chamberlain entirely forgot to mention.

Real Cobdenism.

Mr. Franklin Thomasson contributes to the same
Review a brief article on " The Retaliation Fallacy,''

in which he shows that the benefits of Free Trade are

sure, whether it is one-sided or not

-

Protective tariffs, if they do not raise prices, do not benefit the

trade they are designed to protect. If they do so benefit it,

either competition for the increased profits will result in more
trade at no greater profit, or else, by making possible a combina-
tion of capitalists now freed from foreign competition, the tariff

must result in high prices to the consumer, and high profits to

the capitalist.

The Prophecy of Cobden.

Mr. T. Artemus Jones, in the Liberal Review, has

no difficulty is showing from CobdenV speeches and
writings that he did not regard Free Trade as a good
thing only if other nations adopted it :

—
(1) Cobden hoped Free Trade had usTiered in the dawn of

international peace; (2) he believed that European tariffs on
foreign corn would be lowered in live years ; and (3) the
principal European countries did, as a matter of feet, lower
their tariffs from 1850 to 1870. The dominant idea running
through these pages is clearly that universal Free Trade must
come with universal disarmament. How db these facts bear ,oo

the point so nersisteritly raised by the Prime Minister and the
ex-Colonial Secretary? At no time, upon no occasion, did
Cobden utter a sentence to warrant Ihe assumption that Free
Trade was a bad thing for England unless other countries

adopted it.

An Alternative Policy.

Mr. Emerson Bainbridge, in the New Liberal

Revieiv, argues that the real remedies for any evils

we suffer from, or are threatened with, are to be
found in social reform, in education, in outrooting

intemperance, and in greater enterprise on the part of

our traders.

Economics of Empire.

The National Review this month has another instal-

ment of " The Economics of Empire," which runs to

sixty-two pages. The writer deals with " Preference

and the Food Supply." He begins by declaring that

the Corn Laws were repealed as the result of an
immense error of national calculation; and ends as

follows :

—

The maintenance of Cobdenism must put in the long run a
premium on separation. We can have free imports without an
Empire, but we can have no Empire without preference.
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A MENACE OF SECESSION.
'How Canada Regards the New:

'Imperialism.

Judged by its importance for Englishmen, the

article on " Canada and the New Imperialism," which
comes first in the December Contemporary Review,

has a good right to its prominent place. The author

of this article is Mr. E. Farrer ; and the bent of his

argument is that Canada is not Imperialist, is be-

coming less Imperialist, and in particular feels nothing

but aversion for . the developments of Imperialism

which are associated with the name of Mr.
Chamberlain. '

CANADIANS AND ENGLISHMEN.

There is a great gulf fixed, says Mr. Farrer,

between Canadians and Englishmen. The physical

and mental outfit diners. The British Canadians are

much more like Americans than like Englishmen,

while the French Canadians are attached to their

country where Englishmen are attached to their

.sovereign. French Canadian sentiment is loyal to

England to the extent of not being consciously dis-

loyal. But neither French nor British Canadians
will have the New Imperialism. The French are

particularly opposed to it, because they see as its

object the uprooting of little nationalities within the

Empire :

—

" To suppose that the French Canadian would voluntarily return

to slavery and serve England whenever she saw fit. to summon
him against Germany, Russia, or France—he, who, with the

key of Canada, the St. Lawrence River, in his possession, would
be welcomed any day into the neighbouring Republic, taken into

partnership, so to say, with Rothschild, is, according to his way
of thinking, as wild a dream as ever entered an Englishman's
head.

Mr. Farrer says that Sir Wilfrid Laurier's reluctance

to contribute to the Imperial forces is based upon the

fact that such a policy would anmhrlate his party in

Minneapolis Ttmc$.\ . [Oct. ax.

Miss Columbia (to Canada) :
" Never mind, dear, you will get that

territory back when you become a member of my family."

Quebec ; and that the English-speaking provinces are

equally opposed to any such scheme. All the French
and 75 per cent, of the British Canadians would resist

any such attempt, and would resist equally any
narrowing of the sphere of Canadian self-government

.

Mr. Farrer says :

—

I venture to think, indeed, that Imperialists have done a good
deal to weaken the British connection by bringing forward
schemes that involve reactionary changes in our relations with
Britain.

He ridicules the idea that we give any protection

to Canada. Canada's territory and her shipping are
liable to no attack except such as would result

from her connection with us. Under the Monroe
Doctrine only one Power could attack Canada, and
that is the United States, against which England
could not and would not protect her.

THE AMERICANISATION OF CANADA.

Mr. Farrer insists that the whole tendency is to

•increase Canada's solidarity with the rest of the

American Continent and to operate against her
solidarity with us. A Canadian thinks less of settling

jn the States than a Scotchman of removing to

London, and there are now a million Canadians,

south of the frontier. In fact, owing to this cause

the ten million dollars spent during the last thirty

years in immigration work in Europe has had no
result. Intellectually and socially, the two North
American States are one. A Canadian who attains,

success in any intellectual department is annexed at

once by the States ; and even British news comes to

Canada through American channels.

AGAINST FEDERATION.

Mr. Farrer ridicules the idea that any form of
Imperial Federation is possible. This he calls the
u Sentimental vision of our Imperialist friends." Repre-
sentation at Westminster would result either in the

Colonies being always overruled, with an obvious bad
effect, or the still greater anomaly of the Colonies

dictating the policy of the Mother Country. Mr.
Farrer might have added, as Mr. Chamberlain is trying

to make them. He says :
—" The whole theory of the

New Imperialism rests on the flimsiest sort of under-

pinning."

The attempts made by the New Imperialists to

attach Colonial politicians by distributing titles awakes
his ridicule.

THE PREFERENTIAL SNARE.

For this Mr. Farrer has most contempt of all. He
says flatly that whatever we may offer, it is absurd to

think the Colonies will make any large concessions to

the British manufacturer. Even as it is, thousands of

factories exist in Canada whose owners are constantly

complaining that theyhave not sufficient Protection

against British goods. Moreover, Canada's demands
from us would be without limit. Only the North-

West would profit materially from preference in grain.

The other provinces would, therefore, demand prefer-

ence for their, own particular products, which include

all kinds of food and raw material.
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JAPAN AND RUSSIA.
The Bone of Contention.

Mr. R. J. Farrer contributes to the Nineteenth

Century a brief but picturesque account of his
41 Impressions of Korea." He lays stress upon the

hatred which the Koreans feel for the Japanese, and
•declares that if the latter ever hold the country it will

be in chains of conquest, not in bands of loyalty.

The Koreans he regards as the stupidest, and at the

same time the happiest, people in the world :

—

The character of the Koreans is a riddle. They seem a race

-sovereignly indifferent to the changes and chances of this mortal

life. They front life and death with the same uninterested

placidity. Fate leads them onward, and they go quietly like

cattle led to the shambles. Little wonder that the nations of

the East have always treated them like cattle. Opportunity

-excuses tyranny. The Korean is a fine stout fellow with plenty

of vigour, who takes pleasure in wild and brutal stone lights

;

and yet he is also a passive, silent dolt, who will allow himself,

even when in force, to be beaten, bullied, and boxed by one
Japanese so small that he almost requires a stool to reach his

victim's ears. The Korean is not to be moved by love nor by
hate. His pleasure in life is to go with his pipe to a hilltop, and
there to sit all day in an unbroken silence. His memory is long
4ind stolid, but without result in action. At present, if he had a

feeling at all, it might be resentment for the queen murdered now
4en years ago.

The Emperor of Korea has exchanged his fealty to China for

a complicated slavery to most of the hotelkeepers in the remoter

East. He is obseded by a crowd of advisers to the throne,

appointed by almost every European Power, and recruited from
-every possible rank of life. He has a further taste of Western
blessings in the religious massacres that from time to time

threaten his security by a sanguinary convulsion between
-Catholic and Protestant converts, with their pastors. Such a
trouble is at present going forward in the interior with a zeal

that may result at any moment in a revolution. The govern-

ment as it now stands is a pure despotism tempered by abject

poverty, and by many Western notions translated into the ver-

nacular from his Majesty's Western advisers. In the domain
of finance the waste is phenomenal, and bribery on the wildest

scale governs the Emperor's ministers in every department.

Torture and punishment are still barbarous. Literature and art

«an never be said to have existed in any developed forms

—

unless we make an exception in favour of the exquisite and
.-delicate white porcelain that is quarried occasionally from the

tombs of forgotten kings. The people is as it was two thousand

years ago in its contemptuous indifference to life, to well-being,

and to all the resources of prosperity.

War Improbable.

The menace of war in the Far East between Russia

and Japan continues to attract the attention of review

writers. Dr. Dillon's " Foreign Affairs " in the

December Contemporary are chiefly Russo-Japanese

affairs. Dr. Dillon does not believe in the alleged

imminence ofarmed conflict. He speaks of " the recent

acute stage of a chronic quarrel," and declares that the

-danger has receded, if not vanished.

Dr. Dillon thinks that the Japanese will not be so

foolish as to go to war, as he holds they will certainly

be worsted. Peace or war, the result is inevitable in

Russia gaining her ends. At the same time he admits

that Russia would at present find Japan a difficult

mouthful, whereas in a year or so her position will

be so much stronger that the difficulty will have dis-

appeared. He says ;

—

Has Japan any chance of beating Russia on sea or land?

Can she bear the strain even of a successful campaign ? Can

she run the risk of defeat ? And it is the obvious answer to

these questions which causes her statesmen to curb the vehemence
of the crowd. I have talked the matter over with some of the

most prominent public men of Japan, and their view is that the

matter is one of ways and means : the spirit is willing, but the

flesh is weak. Thus the Japanese land forces are admirably

disciplined, fearless to the point of foolhardiness, and endowed
with wonderful staying powers over and above. But their

numbers are limited, while those of Russia will give out only

when means of transport fail. The Japanese nation is unfortu-

nately as yet only an Empire in miniature. Given another fifty

years with a free hand in China, Japan would hold her own
against the world. To-day her very existence as a great Power

is at stake.

Among the considerations which militate against a declaration

of war by Japan are the want of money, the hopelessness of a

single-handed onslaught on Russia, and the utter ruin which

defeat would involve.

Dr. Dillon gives a melancholy account of the weak

economic position of the Japanese, and declares that

while war would merely mean for Russia a paying for

luxuries, Japan would be risking her national existence.

BARON D'ESTOURNELLES ON THE ANGLO-FRENCH
RAPPROCHEMENT.

Writing in La Revue for November 15th, on

"The Peace Movement and the Anglo-French
Rapprochement," Baron d'Estournelles remarks that

this rapprochement is full of promises or of deceptions,

according to what we expect from it :

—

Full of promises for those positive spirits who. insist on seeing

in it not a solution but a step forward, a happy change after

so many years of misunderstandings. . . . This change
certainly solves no problem, but it renders easier the solution of

all problems ; it gives an impulse to business, increases travel,

buying and selling, and dissipates hostility. Commerce benefits

by it to the extent of millions : and in the future,' how shall we
estimate the value of the moral advantages and the example
given to so many other States, hitherto undecided ?

As for the deceptions, they are great for those who flatter

themselves that they are practical, and are in reality dreamers;
those who imagine that the difficulties, always liable to arise

between two great nations whose rival colonies are everywhere
adjoining, can disappear as if by magic.

Such pessimistic people point at once to the present

fiscal controversy. What is the use of rapprochement

if England only builds a tariff wall against our mer-

chandise? Baron d'Estournelles gives them some
hard knocks :

—

We must really begin to look facts in the face. England is

the only Free Trade country against a whole Protectionist

Europe, and not only Europe but America, even her own
Colonies. . . . We must get used to the economic system of

other Slates, as they get used to ours. Is not this exactly what
we do with Russia ? Does not she put such heavy duties on oar

products as indirectly to favour those of Germany, who is nearer

ner frontiers ? And do we not try to put a stop to this inequality

of treatment ? Let us do the same with England ; let us try to

avail ourselves of this present rapprochement to prepare the

best possible solution of the fiscal question as far as France is

concerned.

Diplomacy, which had fears for its importance after

the Hague Conference, may put those fears aside ; it

has still plenty to do.- " For the bad feeling, some-
times even blind animosity, which so widely separated

the Parliaments of London and Paris, when everything

should have brought them together, we aim at gradually

substituting a just realisation of common interests."*
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VICTOR EMMANUEL III.

One of the most interesting articles in the Decem-
ber Contemporary Review is that which " Ivanovich "

contributes concerning our recent visitors, the King
and Queen of Italy. It is a pleasant and, on the

whole, favourable character sketch. Of the King,
" Ivanovich " says :

—

Victor Emmanuel III. is not more gifted than his father,

grandfather, and great-grandfather with artistic sensibilities, and
he is more the descendant of the last in his love of order, his

mathematical preciseness of mind, his conception of duty, and
his standard of personal deportment, than of Humbert, or of

// Re Galantuomo. But, like his grandfather, he has an eye for

the beauty of a horse, and his stables are the best appointed of

any in Europe. The pomps of the Catholic Church scarcely

impress him, and he could never take in the works of the great

musical composers of Italy. His father, in the way of music,

only cared for the rat-tat-too of the drum, his grandfather for the

French fanfare, and Charles Albert for the music of the cannon,
which woke him up well and pulled him out of himself.

He is extremly irredentist, but after the fashion of his fore-

fathers, who sought to eat the Italian artichoke leaf by leaf. His
mind from infancy has been imbued with the history of the

House of Savoy, which he regards as a predestined house, and
he is on the watch for circumstances favourable to an irredentist

policy, with the help of France and Russia, or of Germany, or

even the assassins of Belgrade. He remembers how an ancestor

wore the crown of Cyprus, and that the Venetian Cornara held

that island, and that Venice, to draw it from the ownership of

Catherine Cornara, made her their Doge. I do not imagine
that Victor Emmanuel thinks of adding Cyprus to his crown,

so long as it is well governed, or Great .Britain (retaining her

present strength) cares to keep it. He would be more keen on
the recovery of Nice and Savoy. In his opinion, the territory

of the world being incapable of increase, the Powers will always
have to be vigilant conservators of their real estate, and lose

no chance of acquiring more. He therefore attaches great

importance to military competence.

DOMESTICITY ENTHRONED.

And of the Court and Queen :

—

The former Court of Italy reproaches the present with too

domestic tastes. Queen Margaret played the part of a main-

spring in social, literary, artistic matters, in giving industrial

impulses by setting fashions, in patronising the movement for

higher education for the daughters of the upper classes, and in

bringing into elementary schools for girls teachers of small

handicrafts. She acted so smoothly that her hand scarcely

appeared in the many affairs to which she turned it. She recon-

ciled the upper classes of those different Italys, the great cities,

to unity under the House of Savoy. The old Court speak of

the King and Queen as preferring the small apartments to the

large, and conforming to bourgeois ideals. This is unjust, for

the young Queen appears nobly magnificent on gala nights at

the Opera, when she receives Imperial or Royal visitors, and on
all state or stately occasions. She has become a marvellously

handsome woman, and does not seem too tall under the high

pitched ceilings of the Italian palaces.

THE KING AND HIS VISITORS.

The following observations of the Kind's de-

meanour are probably based upon personal ex-

perience :

—

The private apartments of the King of Italy are on the second
floor of the Quirinal looking towards the Barberini Palace. A
visitor is taken up a private stair by General Brusati, or some
other aide-de-camp in waiting, and shown to a seat in an ante-

room, where he awaits his turn for an audience. When it

comes round the general opens a floor, bows low, and the

person to be next received enters a small room, with white walls,

decorated with eighteenth century gold mouldings and furnished

with red chairs in gilded frames. The King is standing. He

has a military air, and the habits of mental tension and of the

habitual strain on his power of insight to read what is hidden in

the recesses of the brain, are stamped on his countenance. He
moves easily, points with a gentlemanly and polite gesture to ai

chair, sits down himself, and opens the conversation also with
ease. As he does not smoke he has not the resource of breaking
the ice with a cigar when he knows the visitor well and suspects

that the matter which brought him may be embarrassing for

both. The King made up his mind when a mere lad not to

smoke, because he saw that the abuse of the cigar had had a badf

effect on his father's health. He is a good linguist, though he
speaks French less well than the Queen, and is familiar with all

the dialects of Italy. He is apt to speak to French visitors in

the third person, a courteous Italian custom in the higher,

classes.,

" Ivanovich " says that the King is terribly afraid of
being laughed at, and never receives a stranger of

distinction without learning of his pursuits and reading1

up subjects connected with them
He abhors chatter, seeks to draw out those to whom he grant*

audiences on the subjects which he thinks they best understand,

and confesses thai he likes psople to talk '* shop." Osio taught
him to take his life in his hand.

THE STORY OF HIS MARRIAGE.

His devotion to domestic life is a marked feature in

his character. His family life is beyond reproach ;

he is economical and a good manager
;
and, finally r

he married for love, under what circumstances.
" Ivanovich " retails in the following passage :

—

The Prince of Naples went to Venice. He saw there a girl„

simple and gracious, sweetly serious, entirely free from the

coquetry of which he had seen too much at Naples, tall, slim r

with a figure that would have matched those of the caryatides ot"

the Erectheum on the Acropolis, and with amber complexion*

and eyes just as dark as his nurse's. They differed greatly, how-
ever, from the ardent eyes of Maria Maista, which expressed*

passion only ; those of Helen of Montenegro expressed sentiment

and pensiveness ; they had the softness of velvet, set round with

glowing embers, ami they could beam like the sun's rays ii>

spring. She spoke French like a Parisian, had played the violin

by ear when a child, and had perfected this talent under a pro*

fessor, who said the year before that she had no further need for

his les-ons. The young princess went on to St. Petersburg.

The Tsar Alexander died ; the Princess of Hesse decided

to enter the Orthodox Church, and the new Tsar married
her. Helen's relations could no longer hope to see her
Empress of Russia ; but as she had become enamoured of Italy,

she did not share their disappointment, for something whispered
to her of the impression she had made at Venice, and she pre-

ferred the orange groves along the Mediterranean and the inter-

esting or enchanting cities of Italy to the birch and pine woods
on the shores of the Baltic. She scarcely regretted losing the

Imperial Crown of Russia. It is not true that she conveyed
indirectly to the Prince of Naples her sentiments, hopes and
fears, by means of poems published in the Nadalia% a Russian

literary review ; but a sweet sonnet on Venice, fresh as a sum-
mer's morning, from her pen appeared in that periodical. Venic*
appeared to her the city of poetry and romantic love, and the

Prince of Naples read this sonnet, which somebody sent him from
Lucerne, with an Italian translation. It contained no declara-

tion, such as that given in La Vision—attributed, but wrongly,
to Helen, and given in the same review. The Queen of Italy

has a delicate touch, vibrating sensibilities, ease, and a musical

ear in writing poetry. She is, as in all else, free as a poetess

from affectation.

The Gentleman's Magazine for December contains
several articles of interest. Mr. Van de Velde writes on
Bret Harte, and Mr. H. Sheffield Clapham retails vividly

the amazing life of Francois Villon.
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THE UNITED STATES OF EUROPE.
%

What with Royal tours, Parliamentary tours, and
arbitration treaties, the cause of international union

never looked so bright as to-day. It has even pene-

trated the monthly reviews, those hoary citadels of

<iislike of anything savouring of idealism in politics.

Mrs. Emily Crawford proclaims it aloud in the

December Fortnightly Review. Mrs. Crawford

•declares that Europe is now ripe for federation, and
•she implies that had it not been for the war of 1870,

it might have been realised ere now.

THE INTERNATIONALISATION OF THOUGHT.

Europe, Mrs. Crawford points out, is not half so

divided as its statesmen are :

—

European middle-class minds are united in scientific knowledge
:and faith. They have received an almost identical high-school

and university training. Their different patriotisms— I would
lay great stress on this remark—are of similar quality ; ideal

and historical, very different from the realistic patriotism of
newer countries. Europeans are growing cosmopolitan ; a
Frenchman and an Englishman are more alike than their fathers

were. They are bound closer than ever by business relations,

and see one another in their holiday travels. They read

in all the capitals the news of the day telegraphed

irom their own country. Every high-class author now
has a European public, though he write in such a
high latitude as Norway. The king of European critics,

Brandes, lives at Copenhagen. Tolstoy declares his gospel

*irbi et orbi from his remote country house of Yasnaia Pollana.

When Castelar lived, his warm eloquence, stirred all Europe.
Darwin and Herbert Spencer are foreigners nowhere. The
Socialist economists write for the European millions. Labour
•congresses and conferences hasten the process of denationalisa-

tion. Railway traffic suffers from State frontiers, and share-

holders would be glad if they were blotted out. The burden of

vast armies and navies becomes intolerable to all classes.

Theological dogma has died out among leaders of thought, and
it is all but dead among the middle and even working classes,

though outward conformity may long remain—as it remains in

Japan, where beliefs have died out too.

THE COMING FEDERATION.

My forecast of Europe is federation. The lessons of the B^er
"War and the commercial competition of the United States bid

Europe to federate. Submarine destroyers will work in this

'direction. Russia wants quietly to digest her more recent

acquisitions.

A universal impulse in favour of peace may be felt everywhere
•n this continent. The action of three monarchical States in

sending squadrons to Algiers to salute President Loubet is a
hopeful sign. Europe has been lopsided since 1871 ; firstly,

•under the diplomatic supremacy of Bismarck ; and, secondly,

tinder the effect of the Russian-French alliance, which has been
<tnore or less of a mystification for the French.

Europe is manifestly recovering her balance. France sees

that she has drawn too many chestnuts out of the fire for Russia,

and is sick of militarism. She would gladly revert to her

«eighteeenth-century status, when she had an intellect uil sway
and was supreme in art and fashion from the Neva to the Tagus.
She does not ask better than to refer troublesome international

questions to the Hague Conference.
Nothing short of a revolution has taken place since the death

of President Faure in French ideas, about military prowess and
glory. The French begin to feel that they are too good for the
rough colonial work of the world, and that, in addicting them-
selves to art and science chiefly, they can hold an enviable
primacy in the world. Americans should not imagine that
Europeans are their inferi6rs. The nations of the old world are
chained down by survivals of ihc bad old times, by vested interests

based on birth privileges and monopolies, and by the disunion

among the European peoples which necessitates big armies.

Circumstances render Americans free of all these fetters.

When a European can follow an avocation without any let or
hindrance, he d.>es as well as the best American, and may do
better, on the very high peaks of intellect, whether in science or
in literature. Berthelot has no parallel anywhere. Marconi
and Hertz equal Edison—to put it very mildly—and Lord Kelvin
is illustrious as an inventor.

The emancipation of Europe from the military incubus would
free her genius give it wings, and enable it to soar to heights

yet undreamt of. Hope and joy could not but stimulate the

sense of beauty, so strong in most European races, and better

material conditions give scope to warm-hearted, generous senti-

ment. The European man or woman values happiness more
than great wealth—a state of mind, that helps the artist, author,

or scientist, and is the beginning of wisdom. The French and
the Germans enjoy more than the British, save the Scotch, the

use of their higher intellectual faculties. The Spaniard is happy
in feeling he has a highly-wrought soul, and Italy is a country

of great mental and aesthetic capabilities. The neutral States

are forward in the production of middling people and a decent

working class population, but are not distinguished for high

thought. A small country breeds small minds. Ibsen, however,

relieves Norway from this reproach, and Maeterlinck Belgium.

Denmark boasts of a great critic, Brandes. Nobel, whose peace

prizes have rewarded the efforts of Frederic Passy and Ducom-
mun, was a Swede. He looked forward to a federated Europe,

but never hoped to see it.

THE JEWS, THE TSAR, AND TOLSTOV.

Mrs. Crawford thinks that the Jew is one of the

most powerful factors making for federation :

—

He is cosmopolitan by heredity, instinct, and interest, by hb
keen sense of the madness of war, and his insight into individual

character. The Jews rule in the newspaper office, in the

theatre, and in politics.

And she even thinks that Nicholas II. has obtained
some of his love of peace from the one of his subjects

who represents, in everything that relates to external

position, his antithesis :

—

I have before me two portraits of Tolstoy, one taken last year
and the other in 1855, when he served as a lieutenant in the

Russian army. The former is as the gnarled oak, and bears the

impress of intellectual emotions that rose to stormy height and
violence. The earlier one reveals the genius of a thinker, Uit,

as yet, nothing of the apostle. Its most striking feature is its

resemblance to the present Emperor, and for this reason I now
mention it. This fact may be due to some blood relationship
that will for ever remain a mystery, or to the spirit of the tinv
in which Tolstoy has been writing. Nicholas is a feminised
and an abridged edition of the lieutenant whom the hellish

conditions of the siege of Sebastopol transformed into a seet and
apostle of humanity.

This resemblance is a sign, I take it, of an affinity of some
sort between the Tsar—a man of but middling intellect—a&1
the great author of " Peace and War." This hook may have
sunk into the mind of Nicholas—it has probably done so—and
aroused in him the ambition of winning, without usurpation, tb?

name of the Pacific Tsar. His manifesto which led to the

Peace Conference of the Hague was at first taken by European
diplomacy to be a huge mystification. It rather strikes me as

the suggestion of the Tolstoyism that is abroad in Russia.

The family gatherings at the palace of the Danish
King have been another powerful factor. The King
of Denmark tasted the bitterness of war early in his

reign ; and his late Queen, Louise, was a pronounced
advocate of peace ideas. "Their parental lore

for their children and, lastly, their love for Denmark
made them long for the realisation of a popular

dream ;. The United States of Europe.*'
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THE MUSCOVITE BOGEY AGAIN.

English Demosthenes and Russian Philip.

Mr. Edward Dicey, C.B., excels himself in this

month's Nineteenth Century. Comparing the Tsar to

Philip of Macedon, and himself—by implication—to

Demosthenes, he digs from its forgotten grave the

corrupt corpse of our old friend the Russian Bogey,
and tries to frighten us out of Our lives. For this

is the genuine, unmistakable Bogey of Crimean
times, the creation of the lamented Mr. Urquhart,
not the mere simulacrum of a Bogey that we have had
of late. The latter-day Bogey is merely Russia
absorbing Manchuria, intriguing in Persia, bribing

Turks, and buying Afghans. The genuine Crimean
Bogey is a much more terrifying spectre. It is a big,

barbarous, ruthless, insatiable Empire, whose main
ambition is to overrun and despotise Europe, crushing

'

civilisation, thought, art, liberty—everything, in fact,

that we pride ourselves on. I thought this particular

Bogey was dead for ever. But there is no limit to

the enterprise of the resurrection man.

THE BONES OF THE BOGEY.

Poor Mr. Dicey is frightened to death by the

terrific successes of Russia during the last century. No
other political event during that age is of any im-
portance, he tells us, save in so far as it bears upon
Russia's growth. She has the most homogeneous
nationality in the world. She will neither fall to

pieces or be revolutionised by the popular demand
for constitutional government. She spreads where she
conquers, neither higher civilisation nor morality, and
she could not do so, as she possesses neither at home.
" The moral darkness of Russia's rule is spreading
continuously over the face of the terrestrial globe,"

and will continue to spread :—
I have often thought that if in a future state of existence the

power to see moral darkness should be granted to celestial beings,

jost as the power to recognise physical darkness is bestowed on
the denizens of this planet, disembodied spirits, if such there be,

who take an interest in our affairs, must watch with alarm how
the moral darkness of Russia's rule is spreading continuously over
the face of the terrestrial globe.

. • MR. DICEY'S IDEAS ABOUT RUSSIA.

To justify this Mr. Dicey, who is evidently pro-

foundly ignorant of the internal condition of Russia,

draws a wholly imaginary picture both of her material

success and of her national polity. I will give only
one quotation to show the value of the facts which
Mr. Dicey has the assurance to put before the educated
readers of a first-class review :

—

The professional classes, lawyers, doctors, journalists, and
professors, are, in most cases, Jews by birth, if not by creed, and
in spite of the intense animosity with which they are regarded
in tne country of their adoption, they fill all learned professions

by virtue of their intellectual superiority to their Slav fellow-

citizens.

This is, of course, the most utter nonsense that was
ever written ; and Mr. Dicey ought to know it is

nonsense, because later on in his article he condemns
quite justly the persecution of the Jews, and is yet

ignorant of the fact that one feature of that per-

secution is that the detested Jews are almost totally

excluded from the universities and higher schools,

without going through which it is impossible to become
" professors, lawyers, doctors."

Altogether, Mr. Dicey's statements of fact are

crudely ridiculous ; much more refined amusement
may be extracted from his opinions. The"Russifi-
cation of Europe," he proceeds to explain, is an
imminent danger :

—

But I should hesitate to assert that within the lifetime of men
now in their childhood the world may not behold iuch an
aggrandisement of the great Slav Empire as to constitute a
serious peril to the cause of Western civilisation and Western
institutions.

The Tsar is a cipher " compelled by fate to follow

in the footsteps of his predecessors." The Crimean
War was not such a mistake after all, and many
English Liberals, Mr. Dicey complains, would even
be wicked enough to regard the advent of Russia to

Constantinople " as a triumph for civilisation." There-
fore, says Mr. Demosthenes Dicey, the position of

Europe towards Muscovy is the position of Hellas

towards Macedon ; and Europe is blind to her peril,

just as the Hellenes could not imagine danger from
their unknown, barbarous Northern neighbours,

THE " RIDICULUS MUS."

So Mr. Dicey sounds the tocsin. But after sixteen

pages of this kind of stuff, he proceeds to tell us how
we can ward off this threatening danger. By attack*

,

ing Russia at once ? By forming a coalition to des- .

troy her, or resist her, with Western Europe ? Not at

all. These might be mad schemes, but they are not

comical enough for Mr. Edward Dicey, C.B. So in

the last two pages of his article Mr. Dicey brings

forth his ridiculous mouse, and tells us that " consoli-

dation " of the British Empire, according to Chamber-
lain's plans, is the only thing that caA save Western
civilisation from the Russian barbarian. We can
imagine the Australians landing at Lisbon to roll back
the tide of Muscovite conquest.

But really Mr. Chamberlain and his plans must be
in a bad way when they have to enlist such extrava-

gances as Mr. Dicey's.

Seven millions, according to Mr. Granville Greenwood's
sketch in the Sunday Strand of " A Century of Sunday
School Work," is the number ofchildren attending Sunday-
school in England and Wales. This figure exceeds that

of the population of Scotland and Wales and seven
English counties ; and forms seven-eighths of the entire

number who could be in Sunday-school. The . United
States contain nearly 11,000,000 Sunday scholars. The
Sunday-schools of the world with teachers arid officials

are declared to number 25,000,000, or " an army of peace
2,000,000 more numerous than all the world's armies on
a footing of war." The oldest member of a Sunday-
school is said to be a lady of Taunton, now ninety-two

years of age, enrolled sixty-four years ago, and counting
eighty -one descendants engaged in, Sunday-school
work.
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THE NEW POPE.

Dr. Alexander Robertson, D.D., in the Pall

Mall Magazine, gives what he calls "an anecdotal

narrative " of the new Pope, the remarkableness of

whose career, he says, is nowhere realised more than

in his own village, where, on a marble tablet, recently

affixed to the house where Sarto was born, may be
read these words (in Italian) ; " A testimony to the

world how Christ-God knows how to unite to a poor

and holy humility the highest altitude of power and of

grandeur."

THE FIGURE " NINE " AND THE POPE.

Dr. Robertson says :

—

Speaking of his past life in Venice, just before the Papal
election, .... [Sarto] said: "My life has been strangely

ruled by the figure nine. For nine years I was a schoolboy at

Riese ; for nine years a student at Padua ; for nine years

a curate at Tombolo ; for nine years a priest at Salzano ; for

nine years a canon at Trevizo; for nine years a bishop at

Mantui ; and now for nine years I have been Cardinal-Patriarch

at Venice, and when I am Pope, as long as God wills, possibly for

another nine years."

THE FAMILY AT RIESE.

Sarto's father, as messenger of the local Town
Council, was passing poor on eightpence a day, with

a family of eight children. The wife, however, was
a tailoress, and often toiled till midnight to add to

these slender earnings. The chief, indeed the only

shop in Riese, still belongs to the brother-in-law and
sister of the Pope. In it, as might be expected,

everything is sold, from groceries and clocks to post-

cards and ropes.

"THAT RAGAZZINO, GIUSEPPE SARTO."

Even in Sarto's amiable character it seems there

were blemishes; and one of these blemishes was a

boyish weakness for throwing stones :

—

The other day a poor woman, driving in a diligence with a
?riest, said to him, " I am very poor, and I have many children ;

wish you would take one to train him up as a priest." "And
perhaps to be Pope," replied the priest, going on to say, ** Who
would have thought that that ragazzino, Giuseppe Sarto, who,
with his habit of throwing stones, once stoned the carriage of a
priest on the Castelfranco road, would have become our
Pontifex?"

A CLERICAL GAMBLER.

Dr. Robertson says that he does not know a

single Italian priest exempt from gambling, and
Sarto was no exception. He regularly played the

game of chance known as briscolo ; and another
clerical weakness which he shared was that of

contracting debts-—a consequence entirely of his

habit of giving and lending to every man that

asked of him. Not until he was Bishop of Mantua
did he succeed in paying off all his Tombolo debts.

As parish priest at Salzano his open-handed generosity

heaped up still more debts ; and his possessions were
often tied up at the pawnshop. When he left Salzano

the testimonial given him (in the form of money to

the value of ^40) all went to pay debts. It was even
said that while at Mantua the episcopal ring was
oftener chez ma /ante, as the French say, than on the

finger where it should have been.

SARTO AS POPE.

It is too soon, the writer admits, to speak of Sarto

as Pope. It is, however, well known how much he
felt at first the restrictions involved by his position :

—

He set aside the unwritten law that the Pope should not leave

his rooms without notice, in order that an escort might be
provided. He broke through the custom, observed scrupulously

fcy Leo XIII. and by his immediate predecessors, of dining

alone. He has had his sisters at table with him, and many
friends besides.

Certain members of the Curia have even mildly

remonstrated with him on this score, with the result

that on their taking leave the Pope gravely

announced the names of those who were to dine with

him next day. He will have his way, the writer says,

but only up to a certain point.

JOHN BURNS THE HAN.
In the World's Work there is an interesting article

in which are chronicled the answers made by John
Burns to a series of questions propounded to him by
Mr. George Turnbull. Many interesting views are

expressed—amongst others the following on the

triumph of Lord Penrhyn :
" Fortunately for British

industrial conditions, every employer is not a Lord
Penrhyn ; if they were, it is not subscriptions that we
would be organising, but men." Mr. Turnbull
supplies a character sketch in brief of the famous
Labour leader :

—

John Burns is forty-five and looks fifty-five, but his arm feels

like twenty- five. He is a rebel, but a master rebel, with great

power of self-restraint. He has been ever a fighter, but he will

hot jump the fence. Standing in the dock of the Old Biiley

seventeen years ago, he declared, in a speech of convincing
eloquence :

'* I have from my earliest infancy been in contact

with poverty of the worst possible description." Hence his

unbounded sympathy with the wants of the working classes, a

sympathy that is ever ready to make itself felt in action. Bui
that only partly explains his influence with the people he is

addressing, whether it be railway - men, miners, dockers,

Jew tailors, confectionery girls, rope girls, stevedores, or

matchmakers. The secret of his power is that he is entirely

disinterested. He is thus able to throw his whole amazing
force into whatever cause he takes up. He has a wide know-
ledge of M the best that has been thought and known in the

world," and he speaks upon the question of the moment not only

from a practical acquaintance with the facts, but out of a pro-

found study of the authorities who stand on his carefully ordered

bookshelves. An hour on the river, or an occasional game of

cricket, supply his muscular recreation ; in his loving labour on
behalf of London he makes vigorous use of his bicycle ; and for

his ten days' holiday this year the Member for Battersea chose
to walk two hundred miles with the soldiers at the Army
Manoeuvres. His industry is unwearied. Few men in Europe
are harder worked. " I have no time to be ill," he said, in

answer to a casual inquiry about his health. To mention only his

work in I^ondon, his native city, there are eighty fire-stations,

one hundred parks, and scores of other departments for Count)*

Councillors to look after. And what is the incentive ? He has

described it in a passage which reveals his ideals.
44

1 see

coming into the face of this London of ours the realisation of

my early dreams and visions, the rearing in happy homes of

strong men and fair women, from whose loins will come proud,

healthy, and strong children, rejoicing because they knew not

sorrow in their childhood nor the lack of proper food." John Burns

has certainly still great work to do, and you have only to look at

him to see that he is ready for anything. But we were speaking

in his study, and here he is only a quiet grey man with a joy in

his home and his books, and an infinite pride in his little son.
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THE PRINCE OF MODERN HISTORIANS.

Views and Stories of Mommsen.

The reviews this month, as might be- expected,

devote a good deal of space to the late historian of

Rome. Mr. Sidney Whitman, who knew the historian

personally, contributes a very interesting paper to the

Contemporary Review. He describes him as :

Of medium height, of slight figure ; his face clean-shaven and
full of wrinkles, set off by a head full of long silvery hair. A
pair of dark illuminatingly expressive eyes peered through his

spectacles.

MOMMSEN AND NAPOLEON III.

Mr. Whitman tells the following tale of Mommsen
as unpaid proof-reader to the PVench Emperor :

—

Napoleon caused the history of the princely family of B)r-
ghese to be written, and he again approached Mommsen and
asked him whether he would consent to revise the proofs. This
Mommsen agreed to do, but here again he declined to accept

the 50,000 francs which the French Emperor had set apart for

him in return for his services. The soul of the German
Professor stood above cash payment, even from an Emperor.
He had bejn too busy with the dust of whole dynasties of
Caesars to attach much importance to the favour or the rewards
of monarchs.

Mommsen's reputation in Italy was so great that the

reply "Sono Theodore Mommsen" once disarmed a

band of brigands who were about to rifle the pro-

fessor's pockets, the brigand chief saying that he would
scorn to rob anyone who had done so much for

Italy's renown.

MOMMSEN AND ENGLAND.

Mommsen told Mr. Whitman that the unpopularity

of England was not due directly to the Boer War ; it

was partly a reaction against a former exaggerated

German admiration for everything English, and partly

the inevitable outcome of long-standing political and
sentimental grievances. Mommsen did not cherish

the Colonial ambitions which are often attributed to

German professors ; he took a black view of the future

of Austria, which would becDme "The Turkey of

Europe "
; and regarded German municipal govern-

ment as something reflecting honour on Geraian
civilisation.

A German of thz Past.

The Master of Trinity contributes a brief article on
Mommsen to the Independent Review. The great

historian was, he says, the produce of a Germany which

seems vanishing before the advance of manufactures

and millionaires :—
To this Germany Mommsen belonged ; and he linked it with

the Imperial Germany of to-day. He perpetuated its best

traditions in his simplicity of life, his ceaseless industry, but also

in his keen, constant interest in the problems of the day. Hardly
less characteristic is the poetic feeling which again and again

lightens up the pages of his most severely scientific writings.

In all ways he was a worthy descendant of the great scholars and
teachers who helped to place Germany in the van of Eu.opean
thought.

Dr. Pelham cites the following interesting judgment

of Gibbon, sent by Mommsen during the Gibbon cen-

tenary of 1894 :
—

Acknowledging in the highest degree the mastery of an un-

equalled historian, speaking publicly of him, I should be obliged

to limit in a certain way my admiration of his' work. He has
taught us to combine Oriental with Occidental lore ; he has
infused in history the essence of large doctrine, and of theology

;

his *' solemn sneer" has put its stamp upon those centuries of
civilisation rotting and of humanity decaying into ecclesiastical

despotism. But his researches are not equal to his great views :

he nas re*l up more than a historian should. A first-rate writer,

he is not a plodder.

His Defects as a Historian.

Turning to the Monthly Review article by Dr. Emil
Reich, I find Mommsen criticised quite as severely as

he had criticised Gibbon. Dr. Reich warns us against
over-estimating the methods of historical study of
which Mommsen was the most illustrious represen-

tative, which method increases the number of books
of a purely archaeological interest rather than augments
the amount of real historical knowledge. He argues
that Roman history could not be written by a
German :

—

For the Roman world within the times of the Republic, or in

the times of the Empire, was so utterly different from anything
that had developed or grown up in Germany, that no diligence
in research nor any philosophical effort of the self-sustained mind
could enable a German to write up events utterly different

in character and drift from those of his own country and time.

Every one of Mommsen's great treatises was rather

a collection of monographs than a work giving a
direct and full insight into the working principles of
Roman institutions. Mommsen's authority has steri-

lised the study of the history of Rome; and the

scholars of the world are under his hand. Mommsen
had neither the passion nor the highest capacity of
the historian proper.

MOMMSEN AS A WORKER.

The amount of work accomplished by Mommsen
may be judged from the following :

—

In his works, which already in 1887 counted 949 numbers,
representing 6,824 folio pages, 1,402 quarto, and 19,319 octavo
pages, the great scholar investigated all the problems of Roman
political history, chronology, numismatics, law, and religion.

I

A Mistaken M.P.

In the Magazine of Commerce Mr. James Galloway
Weir, M.P., is credited by an interviewer with holding the
most extraordinary views on Japan—a country in which,
to use his own words, he has " spent months." This long
sojourn in the country, and the fact that he 44

talked to her
Ministers," does not prevent Mr. Weir from making the
grotesquely absurd statement that "Japan is built upon
foreign loans, which it has used to enable it to masquerade
as a European Power."' Such ignorance should make
any well-informed reader wish that Mr. Weir had listened

while the Japanese Ministers talked to him instead of
learning about the country by talking his own views to

them. Mr. Weir may be astonished to learn that at the
present moment the total national indebtedness of Japan
only amounts to under ^60,000,000, including a temporary
loan. This total is composed, for by far the greater

portion, of loans raised in Japan, and not in the foreign

market. Even assuming that the whole of the National
Debt was owed to foreign financiers, is it an extraordinary

debt for a people whose normal revenue is close on
^30,000,000 each year ?
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ADVICE TO SINGERS
By Madame Patti.

In the Windsor Magazine Madame Patti gives very

valuable advice to singers, which will earn her the

gratitude of all her thousands of followers and
admirers. " The true secret of preserving the voice,"

she says, " is not to force it, and not to sing when we
ought not to." " There is an old Italian proverb that

I hold fast as my guide" :

—

" Who goes slowly goes safely ; who goes safely goes far." I

have always followed that course in the use of my voice. Con-
sequently I have it at command when I need it. I never sang
when I was not well enough, neither did I sing when I was
doubtful of -the -condition of my voice. I simply went to bed
and said there was " no one in." Managers came, besought,

pleaded, and entreated ; but I was not well, and I would not

sing. The opera-house might remain closed ; but if there had
been opera then, there would be no opera now.

On one occasion she refused to sing at a Court

concert arranged by the 'King of Prussia, later the first

German Emperor, for the same reason :

—

"If you want to sing for years," she says, "do not strain

the natural compass of the voice. That is like living on capital.

I have always lived within my income, and I have always had
something to put aside."

a singer's everyday life.

In the matter of diet and its relation to the voice, I can only

say that I have been able to eat and drink in moderation any-

thing I like. During a performance I do not take anything,

unless it may be a little chicken soup, nor at such times do I feel

like eating. Eating after singing I consider injurious, for one is

then always more or less fatigued.

Fresh air and plenty of it is of vital importance to the singer.

Every day that is not too inclement I take from two and a half

to three hours' exercise in the open air, driving and walking.

To this regimen I attribute in great degree my good health and
powers of endurance. There is nothing like fresh air and
exercise for keeping the voice in good order.

AN AWKWARD SITUATION.

Madame Patti also relates some stories demon-
strating the necessity in an operatic singer of presence

of mind and self-command. On one occasion there

was demand for presence of mind in an episode of

a different description! :

—

The opera was 44 Traviata," and the tenor a forgetful one. In
the duet in the last act he suddenly began to sing my part.

In a flash I had to take up his until, as suddenly, his memory
returned. When the curtain was rung down he thanked me
with tears in his eyes. It was the second incident of the kind

that had happened to him, and the first had not been so fortunate

for both singers.

MR. 6. H. BOUGHTON, R.A.

In The Windsor Christmas number there is an

interesting article, well illustrated, dealing with Mr.

Boughton's work. Always an artist, it is not strange

that he has succeeded so well while yet so young. Of
English birth, he was taken to America at the age of

two, and spent there his early years. His method of

choosing his profession and of leaving the New World
was as follows :

—

Great things come about very simply ; and an accident that

befell the boy Boughton made ah artist of him. ** He may not

read, he may not write," said the doctor. 44 But may he draw ?"

asked the sister on the spot. 44 Can he?" was the doctor's

counter-question. The boy's sketches were produced, and the

doctor was in effect his first friend and patron.

Another millionaire friend came along. 44 Don't you think

you should go -to Europe ? " \ie asked, after seeing some of the

young artist's work. 44 That is what I have been saving for,"

said the potential Royal Academician; 44 but I happen to be

about £200 short." 44 Here's a cheque for the amount ; paint

me two pictures for it when you are away," said the millionaire,

who was accounted 4

4

close" by the world.

England was not at once friendly to the new-comer,

and discouraged in the extreme, Boughton bought his

steamer ticket to return to America :

—

Then he walked down Regent Street, and met a friend fresh

from New York. 44 Say, you ought to try your luck here," was
the friend's advice, after seeing his work. So Mr. Boughton
sold his ticket. He also sold the pictures he had in hand. One
of them was hung at the British Institution ; and the Times msufe

it a big bow, from the very head of its column. Next morning
the dealers were sitting on his doorstep ; and, as all the world

knows, they have metaphorically sat there ever since.

MR. JOHN MACWHIRTER.
The Christmas number of the Art Journal is a

monograph, by Archdeacon Sinclair, on Mr. John

MacWhirter, the Scottish landscape-painter. The
writer says of the painter's attitude to Nature :

—

Hs is not a mere transcriber of beautiful scenes in Nature, but

is essentially an interpreter. Many men can choose a lovely

view and give a faithful record of it. Even a photographer can,

by great care and patience, and attention to light and shade, fix

an impression of charm which gives satisfaction, and is useful, at

any rate, as a centre of association. But MacWhirter approaches

the visible creation as the treasure-house of all our ideas of

magnificence, mystery, splendour, beauty, grace, and idealism

;

of the infinite suggestiveness of contrast ; of the endless variety

of glory in which the awful and mysterious Power which lies

behind Nature has chosen to be revealed to human eyes. He
is, in short, not merely a faithful limner with a strong and

sympathetic sense of colour, but an introspective poet who
himself sees, and suggests to the spectator those 44 thoughts that

do often lie too deep for tears."

It is the quiet seriousness and deep devotion to Nature from

the beginning possessing the mind of MacWhirter which have

made him so great a favourite with cultured English people,

who, when they cannot afford original paintings, rejoice in the

engravings and black and white reproductions which are the

nearest approach they can obtain to the reality of the original.

And thougn the wonderful power of colour is lost, tone is there,

and suggests it. Living in so beautiful a country as their own,

and in so busy and unquiet an age, the English people love

landscape as a nearer ascent to the ideal and the divine than can

easily be found in a method of living which tends to congregate

more and more in cities.

It is Nature as the kindly friend of man that he sees, the veil

of the Hidden Thought of the Unseen Power, the revealer of

Beauty to the sons of men, the magic Enchantress that shows

her divine origin by the infinity of the variations of loveliness

which she daily and hourly weaves. The painter with the

poet's mind, even if he cannot probe the whole mystery, can

catch and fix us thoughts which are too shadowy and fleeting

for the general mass ; and so his work becomes not only a true

satisfaction to the eye, but an inspiration to the soul, and a

lasting consolation to the heart.

As to what the picture is to represent, he tells the student in

no hesitating language that
44

if he is to be a landscape painter

worthy of the name, he must do more than merely select a

pretty scene and sit down and paint it. He must study the

moods of Nature. His picture must be a moment of the day, and

should suggest peace or unrest, quiet or storm, joy or sadness,

glory or gloom." ,

—
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AN EDITOR'S REMINISCENCES.

The instalment of his " Early Impressions," pub-

lished by Sir Leslie Stephen in the December National

Review^ is exceedingly interesting. It deals with that

portion of the author's life which was spent in editing,

and brought him into touch with every one worth

knowing. Sir Leslie Stephen began by editing the

Cornhill Magazine in 1871, and ended by editing

The Dictionary of National Biography." His article

contains many pieasant pictures of authors. Tenny-

son, he says, was childlike in his little vanity, and he

was surrounded by worshippers :

—

I remember a dinner from which I fled precipitately in com-

pany with a man highly distinguished in official life and solid

literature. We confided to each other that it was perfectly

«ght of the ladies of the party to show a certain preference for

the man of genius ; but that it was too much to be treated as

pariahs outside of the pale of social equality.

ARNOLD.

Of Matthew Arnold he says :

—

Arnold had a touch of the intellectual coxcomb. He preached

to the Philistine with a certain air of superiority, and repeated

xis pet maxims too often and too confidently. If he showed,

like Tennyson,, a simple-minded delight in receiving compli-

ments, his vanity was equally harmless. He was so full of good
nature that even the Philistine and the dissenter, or the barbarian

in flesh and blood, appealed to him at once, and he could drop
.his magisterial robes to talk in the friendliest terms. The im-

pression whkh' he made was that he was too kindly to be able

really to despise even the objects of his theoretical contempt.

And of Ruskin :

—

Ruskin's intense sensibility and impetuosity was a disqualifi-

cation. He could never work out any definite line of thought

;

and his writings became a mass of more or less incoherent

•denunciations and exhortations, most amazingly keen and telling

at a number of particular points, but leading to unsatisfactory

and inconsistent conclusions.

DARWIN.

Darwin, he says, was as free from pretensions as if

his investigations had no more claims to respect than

those of a commonplace pigeon-fancier :

—

The simplicity of the man was evident in the delightfully easy
terms in wnich he lived with a family which was worthy of his

affection. I could sympathise with the young German who
burst into tears on leaving the house, touched by contrast

between the famous thinker and the sweet-natured, quiet country
gentleman, so free from the pedantry which sometimes haunts
ihe professor's chair.

Sir Leslie Stephen says that Darwin found the

labour of expressing his thoughts on paper very
trying. Huxley declared that he was like an inspired

dog, at once inarticulate and full of the most valuable

thoughts.

Sir Leslie had not, however, always to deal with

people like these. He seems to have found
authors, as a rule, difficult people to deal with.

Apparently Mr. Gladstone had a good deal on his

conscience :

—

Gladstone, in the midst of his multitudinous occupations,
found time to read minor poets and to applaud them with
characteristic warmth. One or two of these came to me with
heads turned by such praises, and thought me painfully cold in

comparison.

A LEARNED HUMBUG.

But worse troubles than the minor poet were in

store for the editor of " The Dictionary of National

Biography " :

—

I remember the horror with which I discovered the misdoings
of a writer (long since dead) who had the highest recommenda*
tions, and in som'e sense deserved them. He was a man of
really wide learning, but demoralised by impecuniosity. He
saved trouble, as I discovered, by copying modern and still

copyright books, and made a ** bogus ,r
list of authorities which

had no reference to the statements supposed to be established.

When I informed him that I no longer reauired his services he
wrote a reply which I remember as a model of epistolary dignity.

I was oppressing him, if appeared, because he was a poor man,
and might as well have struck a woman or a child ; but the

saddest part, he concluded, of all this sad business was, that it

destroyed the ideal which he had formed for himself of Mr.
Leslie. Stephen.

Sir Leslie Stephen concludes that " authors are an
enviable race." But what about editors ?

A RHAPSODY ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The average Philistine, to whom a primrose was

but a yellow primrose, " and it was nothing more," to

whom also the chrysanthemum is but a chrysanthe-

mum, will be startled to learn what Maurice Maeterlinck

finds in it. In the Century Christmas number that

human mystic describes a chrysanthemum show, or,

to use his own words, " The year's gentle and gor-

geous floral feast " of " the noble flowers of the

month of fogs." Two characteristic passages may be
quoted:

—

Here, for instance, is the marvellous family of the stars : flat

stars, bursting stars, diaphanous stars, solid and fleshly stars,

milky ways and constellations of the earth that correspond with
those of the firmament. Here are the proud plumes that await
the diamonds of the dew ; here, to put our dreams to shame,
the prodigious poem of unreal tresses : wise, precise, and
meticulous tresses ; mad and miraculous tresses ; honeyed
moonbeams, gplden bushes, and flaming whirlpools ; curls of
fair and smiling maidens, of fleeing nymphs, of passionate

bacchantes, of swooning sirens, of cold virgins, of frolicsome

children, whom angels, mothers, fauns, lovers have caressed

with their calm, mysterious, or quivering hands.

The writer next touches on the proscribed colours,

the reserved shades which autumn denies to the

flowers that represent it; and thus he glorifies

autumn :

—

Lavishly it bestows on them all the wealth of the twilight and
the night, all the riches of the harvest-time : it gives them all

the mud-brown work of the rain in the woods, all the silvery

fashionings of the mist in the plains, of the frost and the snow
in the gardens. It permits them, above all, to draw at will

upon the inexhaustible treasures- of the dead leaves and the
expiring forest. It allows them to deck themselves with the

golden sequins, the bronze medals, the silver buckles, the copper
spangles, the elfin plumes, the powdered amber, the burnt
topazes, the neglected pearls, the smoked amethysts, the calcined
garnets, all the dead but still dazzling jewelry which the North
Wind heaps up in the hollows of ravines and foot-paths ; but it

insists that they shall remain faithful to their old masters and
wear the livery of the drab and weary months that give them
birth.

Nevertheless, green has slipped in, and to that

extent opened the way for fresh departures from the
rigid rule of autumn.
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THE RELIGION OP NAPOLEON I.

Mr. J. Holland Rose, in the Quarterly Review,
examines the religious belief of Napoleon Bonaparte.
He started with the impressions gained from his

mother's training, which were never lost. When he
was Emperor he frequently made the sign of the

cross quite involuntarily at the news of any great

danger or deliverance. At St. Helena he said, " The
first principles that one receives from one's parents,

that one takes along with mother's milk, leave an
ineffaceable influence." But these early impressions
had little effect upon his conduct.

# In his later years
he remarked that the happiest day of his life was that

of his first communion, which he received on his

birthday during his sojourn in Paris ; but his over-
weening egoism was proof against all appeals to

the religious sentiments.

A FOLLOWER OF ROUSSEAU.

Rousseau's geometrical designs for the creation of a
perfect polity appealed to the methodising instinct of
the young officer, and drew him for many years far

away from Christianity. When he was a boy of
eighteen he wrote a fierce polemical essay against a
Protestant pastor of Geneva, who had criticised

Rousseau's social contract. In this essay* he declared
that human welfare could be attained by the State,

the aid of religion being superfluous, if not actually

harmful. His enthusiasm for Rousseau, however,
perished and left him morally rudderless. His
invasion of Italy brought him into close contact
with the Papacy, and the discovery that the Pope
should be dealt with as if he had 200,000 men under
his orders re-awakened his respect for the creed of
his childhood. This, however, did not prevent him
from telling the Mahomedans when he went to Egypt
that he had overthrown the Pope, who said that men
ought to make war on the Moslems. Have we
not," he said, " for centuries been the friends of the
Grand Signor (may God accomplish his desires !) and ,

the enemy of his enemies ?"

A CATHOLIC EMPEROR.

It was his visit to Egypt, however, which cured
him of Rousseauism. It would not stand the test of
actual experience of savagery. "Savage man is a
dog," he exclaimed. But although he coquetted with
Mahomedanism, he never had the least sympathy
with Protestantism, nor did he recognise the right of
private judgment which ran counter to all his ideas
for the solidarity of the State. When he became
Emperor, he founded his rule on Catholicism, because,
as he frankly said, the support of the Pope gave him
a lever of opinion for the rest of the world. His
attitude towards religion was always dominated by a
crude political materialism. " Society cannot exist,"
he said, "without inequality of fortunes, and in-

equality of fortunes cannot exist without religibn."
There is a famous passage by Lacordaire
which rests upon, the

T
authority of Chevalier de

Iteauterne ; but the reviewer thinks that this eloquent

monologue must be pronounced suspect on internal
grounds.

WHAT NAPOLEON BELIEVED.
His most authentic utterance on the subject of reli-

gion is in Montholon's Notes :

—

" Everything proclaims the existence of God : it cannot be
doubted. As soon as I had power I made haste to restore reli-
gion. I made use of it as the basis and root ; it was in my eyes
the support of morality, true principles, and good manners. The
restlessness of man is such that he must have this vague and
mysterious element that religion presents to him." Someone
having remarked that he [Napoleon] might finally become a
devout man, the Emperor replied that he feared not, but that
with him unbelief sprang neither from caprice nor from an un-
bridled spirit. "Man," he added, "ought to asseverate about
nothing, especially about what concerns his last moments.
To say whence 1 come, what I am, whither I am going, is.

beyond my thoughts, and yet the thing exists. I am the watch
which exists, and does not know itself. The religiou; sentiment
is so consoling that it is a heavenly boon to possess it.

"

And on another occasion he said :
" One believes i

because everything around us proclaims Him, and the \
minds have believed in Him—not only Bossuet, but Ne
Leibnitz. Such, literally, has been the case with me in t

gress of my mind. I felt the need of belief, and I
But my belief was uncertain after I reasoned. Perhaps X\
believe blindly once again. God grant it. I do not oflfer ratat-
ance—assuredly not ; I do not ask for anything better. . . .

I have never doubted about God."

A REASON FOR RELIGION.
In the conversations reported by Gourgaud there is

little trace of his belief in Christianity. In his last

will he made no declaration of faith. He merely
warned his son that religion had a power far greater
than certain narrow-minded philosophers would allow,
that it was capable of rendering many great servic*Mr>
humanity. By standing well with the Pope an
ence can be maintained over the conscie
100,000,000 people :

—

It is hard to reconcile the last authenticated words ofl
with any heartfelt belief in Christianity. The probafa
seem to be that he wavered between materialism a
inclining more and more to the latter belief as the
on, but never feeling for religion the k;en interest thati
manifested for the arts of war and of government. R;
as he was in all that pertained to the life of action, <

means lacking originality and taste in the spheres of
and literature, his nature was singularly barren on
religion. His best certified utterances on this topic j

the politician rather than of the believer.

A Plea to Abolish Christmas.
"How I Like to Spend Christmas " is the title "of an

amusing and interesting symposium m Pearson's, which is
the work of a number of contributors, including Arch-
deacon Sinclair, Sir William Treloar, Dr. Garnett the
Terrys, Justin McCarthy, H. G. Wells, Lord Brassey/and
George Bernard Shaw, who thus replies :

—

I don't like it at all, under any circumstances.
Why the nation should tolerate a detestable orgie of mendicity,

and gluttony, and drunkenness for the sake of encouraging shop-
keepers to pay excessive rents, on the chance of 44 making it up
at Christmas," is a question worth asking.

*

Nobody likes Christmas.
Children like toys, clerks like holidays, shopkeepers like bfe

sales, and everybody likes tips ; but Christmas is too high a price
to pay for these.

Abolish it—or, if you can't, at least allow me to forget it foe
another twelve months.
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SHALL WE TURN BUDDHISTS?
The Failure of Western Civilisation.

Buddhism, the new quarterly periodical, established

in Rangoon for the propagation of Buddhism, pub-

lishes in its first number a vehement assertion of the

failure of Western civilisation. The editor says :

—

THE SUPERIORITY OP THE EAST.

If we set aside such general calamities as plagues and famines,

Jthere is more real poverty, more starvation, more utter misery in

England and America to-day than yet exists in any Buddhist

land, where the people are poorer indeed in this world's goods,

•but richer, incomparably richer, in that trained attitude of mind,

born of a deep appreciation of the realities of existence and of

a cultured aestheticism, which alone can give rise to true content-

ment, to mental peace, to a happiness which finds its goal rather

Photogtaph by] {P. Klier, Rangoon
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in the inalienable delights of the exercise of the higher mental
faculties, than in the possession of innumerable means of advanc-
ing wealth and commerce, of gratifying sense and avarice, of
promoting merely bodily comforts.

And surely herein lies the right aim of all Civilisation, the
true test of the value of any effort after progress, whether it be
called Civilisation or Religion or Philosophy .-—does that system,
in its application, tend to promote the general welfare of man ;

to enlarge their hearts with love, to expand their mental horizon ;

-<ioes it diminish the world's misery, its poverty; its criminality

;

does it, in a single word, increase the happiness of those who
pursue it ?

While Western civilisation has failed so utterly to

increase the happiness of the Western world, there is

no prospect of its doing so by its own resources. Its

religions and philosophies are, in the opinion of this

Eastern writer, perishing before the inexorable tread

of the advance of science. If, therefore, salvation is

to come to the millions who are perishing under the

miseries of Western civilisation, it must come by
means of religion

;
they must embrace Buddhism,

which, according to these expositors, is absolutely

agnostic on all questions as to the relation of things

or the existence of a Supreme Being,, which denies

emphatically the immortality of the individual soul,

and has no use for prayer. He says :

—

Buddhism is a religion of here and now, it is a practical solu-

tion of many of the difficulties of life. Unconcerned with
Yesterday or To-morrow, its interest is centred on one question
only : What can we do for the attainment of Happiness ?

Buddhism not only does not seek to answer the

eternal problems which vex the minds of Western
thinkers, such as the problem of the origin of evil or

the freedom of the will. Buddhism

—

is fixed only on the life we live ; its search only for the truth

about existence, the secret of the attainment of good, the way
of coming to a true and lasting happiness.

WHAT THE WEST WANTS.

This, he maintains, is exactly what the West wants :

—

There is need in the West to-day of a religion which shall

contain in the highest degree a philosophy, a system of ontology,
founded on Reason rather than upon Belief ; a Religion contain-

ing the clearest possible enunciation of ethical principles ; a
Religion which shall be devoid of those animistic speculations

which have brought about the downfall of the hereditary faiths

of the West, devoid of belief in all that is opposed to reason ;

a Religion which shall proclaim the Reign of Law alike in the
world of Matter, and in the world of Mind.

Such a Religion exists—a Religion unparalleled in the purity
of its ethical teaching, unapproached in the sublimity of its

higher doctrine ; a Religion which, more than any other in the
world, has served to civilise, to uplift, to elevate, to promote the
happiness of mankind ; a Religion whose proudest boast it is

that its altars are unstained by one drop of human blood—the
Religion of the Law of Truth proclaimed by the Great Sage of
India, the knowledge and the practice of which has brought peace
into the lives of innumerable men.
Buddhism, on the other hand, albeit it now numbers five

hundred millions of adherents, albeit that its dominion extends
amongst races so far apart as the nomad dwellers of the steppes
of Tartary and the inhabitants of tropical Ceylon, can, alone
amongst the great Religions of the world, make the proud boast
that its altars have been from the beginning unstained with
human blood—that not one life has ever been sacrificed in the
name of Him who taught love and pity as the chiefest Law of
Life. What good Buddhism has done in the world—and it has
been the redemption of the savage tribes of Thibet and Tartary,
it has augmented fhe immemorial civilisation of China, it has
ennobled the national life and nature of the great people of
Japan—what good it has done has been good unalloyed ; and
we think that the fact that its dominion over its adherents has
been so great for good that they have never fallen into the dark
abyss of intolerance, have never dared employ the Master's
Name as excuse for their own cruelty, is perhaps the best proof
of ail of the perfection of its ethical teaching, of its true

value to humanity, its true power as a civilising agent.

It will be interesting to see how this bold assertion

of the infinite ethical superiority of Buddhism is re-

garded by the Western world.
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THE CURE FOR OVER-EATING.
^ Most doctors assert that much more disease is

caused by over-eating than by over-drinking; some
even go so far as to declare that everyone eats too

tnuch, with the exception of the unhappy ones who
are not able to eat enough. If Lazarus goes to

heaven, Dives nowadays goes to Carlsbad. Why he

goes, and what is the use of his going, are told us

from sad experience in the December Nineteenth

Century by Mr. Henry Cunynghame, C.B.

CARLSBAD.

Carlsbad, to put it briefly, is a city where the

migrant visitor walks up and down hill until a

pedometer in his pocket shows that he has walked

24,000 steps daily. For the rest, he leads a quiet life,

eats about a third less than at home, and drinks daily

a few glasses of water containing a little sulphate or

bicarbonate of soda, with traces of magnesia, potash,

and iron. He could do all this at home, especially as

the chief curative agent is not the water, or the walks,

but the dieting.

HOW MUCH TOO MUCH WE EAT.

I expect Mr. Chamberlain will quote Mr. Cunyng-
hame's article in his next speech. For its whole
burden is that we eat too much. A man, he says,

could live on 1 lb. of butter a day (though he would
be rather bilious), 2 lb. of oatmeal, 3 lb. of bread,

3 lb. of meat, or 8 lb. of fish. Any of these is a
" food-unit " containing about 3,400 calories, .ail that

the human body wants. Ideas about diet are all

wrong. A pound of bread has rather more nourishing

power than a pound of meat, and a pound of <lried

peas more than either. The working power of food
is enormous. When we say that the work-doing
power of a pound of butter is 3,400 calories, that

means that, if consumed in the human body, it would
raise 3,400 kilogrammes of water 1 degree Centi-

grade. A man who worked a foot-lathe steadily for

three hours would not have expended more than the

energy contained in an ounce of fat :

—

A man who had in addition to his usual day's work to ascend
Mont Blanc need in theory only eat about a pound of bread
extra to enable him to do it, or else consume half a pound of his

*>wn fat in the process. In actual practice a man who has been
tip Mont Blanc comes down rather hungry, but the extra amount
he eats next day is hardly perceptible.

Mr. Cunynghame estimates that when in London he
disposed of '934 of a food-unit, or a little less than
the i-food unit necessary for the average man. But
even this is much too much for an elderly man of

sedentary life. At Carlsbad he was allowed to eat

only '606 of a food-unit :

—

It requires some strength of purpose to persist in the Carlsbad
rigime. It is wearisome to eat only very plain food, to rise

hungry after every meal, to give up alcohol, tea and tobacco,

and to go long monotonous walks. But the result is that gout
and fat are eliminated from the system. The plan simply is to

make fat people live on their own fat, and as 1 lb. of fat is about
the equivalent of a day's food, then, if you are 20 lb. too heavy,
you must curtail your food till you have abstained to the

extent of twenty full days' food. You cannot do it all at once
by complete starvation

;
you must do it gradually, in sixty days

or less, according to your health. But while starving, man is

peculiarly susceptible to disease, and therefore care must be
taken in the process.

He lost \ lb. daily, and reduced his weight o£ lb.

in four weeks. That is all the " Carlsbad Cure."

THE CURE AT HOME.

This summer Mr. Cunynghame determined to see

whether similar results could not be obtained by a

similar regime at home. He drank a pint of warm
water with fifty grains of Carlsbad salt every morning,

and walked ten miles, or spent three hours in cutting

timber. The result was that he lost weight at almost

exactly the same rate as at Carlsbad. So he con-

cludes that the only use of the foreign watering-place

is that the visitor can free himself of business worries.

The purely physical operations of cure can be carried

out just as well at home.
it is a pleasant thing—this human body. Fancy a

locomotive that persisted in devouring double the coal

that was necessary to keep it going.

THE GLASS INDUSTRY IN FRANCE.
M. Benoist continues in the first November

number of the Revue des Deux Mondcs his series on

great industries with a paper on the glass works of

France. These were anciently established in the

near neighbourhood of forests for the sake of the fuel.

The figures for 1896—which are apparently the latest

available—show that the industry then employed

40,700 persons, and that there were eighteen works

employing more than 500 persons each. M. Benoist

mentions an interesting factor which tends to preserve

the industry in its bid home, in spite of the increased

use of coal instead of wood—namely, the hereditary

aptitude shown by the families of the workmen and

workwomen. And this brings us to the question of

child labour. Modern sentiment has endeavoured to

check the employment of very young children,

but employers and inspectors alike are apt

to be deceived by false statements of age made
by the parents of the children. Trade writers

have declared that the industry is really very

healthy, but statistics shdw that glass workers do not

live as long as the general average of the nation.

Wages, however, are high ; thus the most highly

skilled make five shillings and sixpence a day, while

foremen make as much as eight shillings. These

figures represent a considerable advance on what was

paid some thirty-five years ago. The whole industry

appeared curiously ancient and primitive to M.
Benoist's eye ; he did not find in it, as in so raany

other industries, that constant application of mechanical

improvement in order to economise the human
material at work. On the contrary, there seemed to

him to have been but Httle progress in that respect

since the days of the old Egyptians.
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"THE FOOD OF THE GODS."

The sensational feature of Pearson's December
number is the beginning of a serial by Mr. H. G.

Wells, entitled " The Food -of the Gods." The first

instalment tells of the discovery of the food by two

eminent men of science. One of them had noted

that living things grow not at a regular pace, but with

bursts and intermissions. Next came the hypo-

thesis :

—

Redwood suggested that the progress of growth probably

demanded the presence of a considerable quantity of some
necessary substance in the blood that was only formed very

slowly, and that when this substance was used up by growth/ it

was only very slowly replaced, and that meanwhile the organism

had to mark time. He compared his unknown substance to oil

in machinery. A growing animal was rather like an engine, he
suggested, that can move a certain distance and must then be
oiled before it can run again. (" But why shouldn't one oil

the engine from without ? " said Mr. Bensington, when he read

the paper.)

.Redwood argued

—

that the blood of puppies and kittens and the sap of sunflowers

and the juice of mushrooms in what he called the "growing
phase " differed in the proportion of certain elements from their

blood and sap on the days when they were not particularly

growing,

and concluded that the difference might be due to

the presence of just the very substance he had recently

been trying to isolate in such alkaloids as are most
stimulating to the nervous system. An experimental

farm was taken. Chickens reared on the food
" Herakleophorbia " grew to gigantic size. The
fun of the story comes in through the sloven-

liness of the caretakers. They upset a pot of

the new food, and the canary creeper grew like a

forest. The wasps got at it, and developed into

uncanny monsters 18 inches long, 27^ inches acrdss

the Open wings, with a sting three inches long. Ear-

wigs grew to the size of lobsters. The chickens when
just out of their shell were visited by a cat on an
errand of prey. Only its skeleton was found; and
the chickens were hungrier than ever. Later, when
the door of the henhouse had been incautiously left

open, the chickens, now the size of emus, escaped and
startled the village by taking up a small boy and
running off with him as ordinary chickens do with a

worm. The rats grew to the size of wolves, and
devoured a doctors horse, the doctor himself only

escaping with heavy wounds. As two of the pots of

the growing food are carried off by a sedulous grand-

mother, anxious to see its effect on babies, the next

chapters will probably be even more startling and
amusing than the first.

The Lady's Realm Christmas number has a good deal

of interest. Very charming reproductions of the work of

Mile. d'Epinay, a Paris miniature painter, are given in an
article about her. Harry Furniss writes of and carica-

tures " celebrated women," from Rosa Bonheur to Mrs.
Tree ; and it must be admitted that a caricature of a
woman has somehow something repellent about it that

we do .not feel about caricatures ,of men . There are

several articles specially reminding one of Christmas.

" CANNIBALISM M IN CANADA.
In the second November number of the Nouvelle

Revue M. Montclavel devotes an amusing paper to

the cannibals of Vancouver. M. Montclavel con-

siders that the most extraordinary of all these secret

societies is that of the Cannibals of Vancouver,

which flourishes among the Kwakiutl Indians. The
Provincial Government of British Columbia also

has certain habits, among which is that of hanging
without more ado anyone found guilty of cannibalism.

This has naturally had a discouraging effect upon
the Indians, and indeed may be said to have
practically stamped out the custom, consequently

the Society of Cannibals at Vancouver has nowadays
only a symbolical interest, for it is most curious to

note how persistently the tradition of anthropophagy
has coloured all their ceremonies and beliefs of

to-day. This tribe of Indians have a regular

mythology, based upon the adventures of certain

of their ancestors, who either fell from the sky or

rose like Venus from the bosom of the ocean, and
to whom every well-born Kwakiutl traces his pedigree.

The constitution of their Society is theocratic, all

power residing in the priests, who are clever jugglers.

The principal ancestor, the founder of the whole
tribe, descended from heaven with the power of

conferring life upon everything that he chose,

however low in the scale of nature it might be.

This deity was, however, obliged to kill some living

thing—a man, if possible—in order to transfer its

life into the inanimate object. He owed this power
to a little animal, which is described by the Indians

in terms which vaguely suggest a frog. This lived in

his stomach, and caused him acute hunger. It was
to satisfy this hunger that the deity killed and
ate all the human beings he met. On fete days the

priests equip themselves in terrifying masks and
announce to the excited crowd of Indians that the

great cannibal deity has delegated to them all his

powers. Then a neophyte is initiated, and the priests

announce that the gods have duly taught him how
to eat human beings according to the manual of the

perfect cannibal

!

" We are little friends, we are happy little friends of

Jesus." So sang two little cripple children sheltering from
the bitter wind in the lee of a doorway. Crippled,
neglected, half-clad and half-starved, yet happy ! But
hands had been held out to love and teach and help to a
knowledge of good and gladness even in the dirt and
squalor. There are hundreds of such children to-day in

the courts and alleys of our great cities ; hundreds to

whom their only glimpse of Christmas cheer and joy
must come from outside home : inside is only pinching
poverty and want. Coals, dinners, garments, toys—all

are needed to set the hearts of the poor chiming to the
glad message of Christmas. All, or any of these gifts,

better still the money to purchase them, will be thankfully
received by F. Herbert STEAD, Warden, Browning
Settlement, York Street, Walworth, S.E.
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THE POSITION OF WOMEN IN BURMA.
All those who read " The Soul of a People " will

remember the fascinating picture which the author

drew of the position of women in Burma. It was
therefore with very great interest I turned to the

article on the same subject which appears in the first

number of Buddhism, an article which is all the more
interesting because it is written by a Burmese lady.

According to her, the position of women in Burma
deserves all the good things that were said of it by Mr.
Fielding. She says :

—

I have travelled in various countries, in West and East alike ;

and have seen something of the lives the women of those countries

lead ; have heard something of their sorrows, of their ambitions,

and of their desires. And there is one thing that I know, better

than aught else in life—that I would sooner be a Burmese woman
than one of any other land—sooner live the sweet and happy life

of the Burmese village girl than that of the proudest in the

Nations of the West.

This pre-eminent felicity of Burmese women she

attributes entirely to Buddhism, and to the fact that

every Burmese child learns before she can understand

what the words mean to lisp the formula of Burmese-
Pali devotion :

—

Okasa, Okasa, Okasa, I take refuge in the Three Most
Precious Things ! Never, either by Thought or Word or Act
may I bring harm to any living thing, nor steal, commit im-

purity, nor lie. Whatever wrong I do ; may I be pardoned by
the Sacred Three :—The Jewel of the Buddha, the Jewel of the

Law, the Jewel of the Order of the Yellow Robe !

NO SEX DISTINCTIONS.

The formula probably has very little to do with it

;

but as another writer in the same review says :

—

Buddhism is the only great religion in which the injurious

distinctions between the sexes are entirely absent ; and where, as

in Burma, that religion is thoroughly practised and lived up to,

women are in every respect as free as men—free in the holding

of property, free to claim divorce on the same grounds as men,
having an equal claim with men upon their children —freer by
far in all essential points than are their sisters of the Western
Nations.

THE GREATEST OF NATIONS.

Perhaps it is on account of this that " true Burmans
hold ourselves the greatest of all the nations of the

earth, because, we think, we enjoy life the best."

The Burmese lady, writing on the condition of her

sisters, says :

—

There are but few Burmese women, even in the villages, who
are unable to read and write, and this is indeed essential in a
land where a large proportion of the retail trade of the country

is in women's hands. Buddhism, and Buddhism alone, has

formed the character of the Burmese woman, and has made her

life happy, busy, and intellectual. I say happy, busy, and intel-

lectual in this order, because if there is anything one can say

without fear of criticism it is that the Burmese maiden is happy,
that the Burmese wife is busy, taking full share in the up-keep
of her home ; and that the old lady is intellectual, finding her

chief delight in discussing the intricacies of the Buddhist
Philosophy.

Marriage, in B irma, is not a religious, but a secular function,

—it is a compact on the part of husband and wife, which is

made before the elders of the village, and which, for proper

cause shown, can be termimted by either party. And the

causes sufficient for the breaking of the marriage tie are very

different from, and much more numerous than, those which
prevail in the Western lands. Drunkenness, the opium habit

(worst of all follies in Burmese eyes), spendthrift ways, or

differences of temperament, are all, if proved, a sufficient cause

for the elders to grant a divorce ; and yet, in spite of this

freedom, or perhaps because the very ease of it makes the

marriage bond more easy, the proportion of divorced to married

couples is very small in Burma—which is the best proof of all

of the loving and faithful nature of the Burmese, men and

women alike.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR ON FEMINISM.
In the Strand Magazine Mile. Helene Vacaresco

gives some interesting reminiscences of the German
Emperor. At her first meeting with him, the

Emperor deplored the fact that he had "enjoyed

almost all the sight-seeing worth the trouble, but

have never seen Victor Hugo nor any literary

genius." She gives two remarkable descriptions of

the sternness of his face. When arriving on a Royal

visit, Mile. Vacaresco notes that

—

No smile parted his lips as he threw his eyes upon the

multitude gathered in his honour, and whose repeated and

joyful exclamations seemed to leave him quite unmoved ; but

that look as it lingered and plunged to the very depths of the

assembled people made every nerve thrill, like the muscles of

the Arabian steed who feels its master's fingers creep lazily

through its mane.

And again, when the Emperor was leading a cavalry

regiment, she says :

—

That set, resolute expression hardened his visage, again his

eyes looked far into the darkness of the forest with an awe-

inspiring light in their dilated pupils. Like a statute of stone,

like an image of Fate, he passed on, heedless of our presence,

without casting-a glance on the carriages and their occupants.

But the most interesting portion of the article

relates to a conversation in which the Emperor

explained his views on feminism :

—

To me a woman who writes is a ridiculous being.

Clever women are dangerous women, one and all, who ought

to be muzzled before they can bite. But do you believe it

is necessary to be a clevei woman in order to be a woman who

writes? On the contrary, women's cleverness consists in

avoiding ridicule, and clever women care for their good looks.

Now, can a woman who writes remain pretty? The gestures,

the attitude of a woman scrawling away with all her might, rout

every icsthetical effort on her part. Can a woman remain

pretty when she is obliged to put on that particularly stem

kown with which one pursues an idea or studies any serious and

important subject ?

I am going to concede one or two points to you, though you

do not seem to care whether I esteem pushing women or not.

Music and painting may render a woman's existence very happy

and beneficial to her family, and—well, I will allow that a

woman is not quite unsexed by being a poet. Women are

unreasonable, so are poets. Women are born to comfort and to

enhance the joy of living ; so are poets.

The speciality of the Christmas number of the

Treasury is a presentation coloured plate of Monsieur

Tissot's last great picture. There are slight sketches of

Tissot, Dr. Knox, the new Bishop of Manchester, and

"the great adventurer," John Law, whom Mr. Andrew
Lang describes as a combination of Cobden, Chamberlain,

Carnegie and Claverhouse. Francis Cribble brings to

light R. S. Hawker, the author of 44 And Shall Trelawney

Die ? " and gives some idea of his work both as parish

priest and as poet. Mr. A. G. B. West gives a brief

sketch of Christmas Day in Australia. The illustrated

supplement gives an account of John Keble as a leader

in tbc Churcty by,Canon Knox- Little, and as a poet by

Dr. Lock.
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THE FUTURE OF THE MOTOR.
In the Badminton Magazine Major C. G. Matson

writes well upon " the modest motor," and includes in

his article some prophecies. Firstly, he thinks we
can contemplate the possibility within a few years of

there being " 100,000 road vehicles propelled by
machinery." The general interest evinced by business

men in the motor he ascribes to the rise in rents near

town, and the corresponding increase in expenses and
cutting down of accommodation :

—

Now, he says, eligible building sites on the outskirts of a
good town will fetch ^1,000 an acre, whereas three miles away
along a good road a house can be rented at about half the

amount of one giving similar accommodation in the town, to say

nothing of the absence of those borough rates and assessments.

THE ADVANTAOKS OF THE MOTOR.

Here, I think, the motor car will come in. A man who
pays ^150 per annum for a house in the town can get a very

similar one out in the country three or four miles distant for

£80. He can even now buy a motor car, which can be kept
going for, say, £20 a year at the outside, and a smart youth for

j£40 more ; total, >£6o. " Yes ; but." an objector nuy urge,
44 where is the advantage of saving ^70 on rent if you are to

spend on motor driving ? " I say there is every advantage.

To begin with, the owner himselfofthe new purchase, instead ofan
excited rush every morning on foot to the station, has an exhila-

rating ride thither of fifteen minutes, and he loses his dyspepsia
in consequence. Tradesmen nowadays, on account of the com-
petition, will deliver goods to any distance, but if anything is

omitted, 44 James," the chauffeur, can and does fetch it on the

-way home. Children can be, and are, daily sent to school and
fetched home in it ; and the lady of the house, instead of the usual

dawdle into town and back on foot, now has a carriage of her own
in which she takes out her less fortunate friends who have it not,

and exchanges visits with those who have. One may imagine,

perhaps, hozu dull, all out in the country. Well, everyone knows
that the country is impossible to live in without abundant vehi-

cular communication, and country houses have in this respect

been served heretofore by horses, and horses only, and at a
grievous expense. The motor car, that can be bought at the

cost price ol a carriage and pair well turned out, will do six

limes the work of the carriage at about a tenth of the cost, will

do it equally comfortably, and far quicker. In the time to come,
not very far distant, everybody at all comfortably off will have
a motor car of some sort, and then, I take it, the charm of
country life will be greater than ever.

The New Act.

Mr. Henry Norman, in the World's Work, has an
illuminating article on the new Motor Car Act, which
comes into force in January, 1904. Why, he asks,

should a motor car pay to the revenue £4 7s., while

a four-wheeled carriage pays only £2 17s. ? He also

finds fault with the regulations with regard to the

number plates, and quotes French examples to prove
his argument in favour of smaller plates. He answers

the question as to why motorists go in for cars of

such high horse-power, capable of forty, fifty, or sixty

miles an hour, by explaining the great gain it affords

in maintaining an even speed up hills without dis-

comfort. Mr. Norman replies at length to Mr. Briton

Riviere's letter to the Times
y
with which he disagrees

on almost every point. On the score of safety from
accident he recalls the figures collected by the A utc-

tar with regard to the dangers of horse traffic. This
demonstrated that in one year in the United King-
dom there have been $,991 accidents, with 411
persons killed and 2,991 injured.

IF I WERE A MILLIONAIRE.
In the Lady's Realm for December there are two in-

teresting articles by well-known ladies on the way in

which they consider great wealth could best be utilised.

I.

—

By the Countess of Malmesbury.

After reviewing all the many fields of philanthropic

endeavour, the Countess of Malmesbury considers

that there is still one left practically untouched :

—

This is the hereditary improvement of man, physically,

Mentally, and morally, by carefully selecting the best specimens,

enabling them to live and bring up their families under the best

hygienic conditions which money and common sense combined
could procure.

All her endeavours would be directed towards

discouraging " the peopling of this beautiful earth

with ugly, unhealthy, and immoral inhabitants."

Near some large town she would select land, which
she would people with carefully selected young
persons, to be employed in market gardening, stock-

rearing, and trades (not unhealthy ones). They
would be paid specially high wages, and should enjoy

privileges and leisure not usually possible to those in

their class. She would particularly attend to the welfare

of the women, and in every way encourage them to

have large families, controlling the amount of work
they did after marriage, although not putting a stop

to some light field labour, " which is undoubtedly

good for their health." She would make it worth the

while of her employe's to remain in her service, and to

keep sober and honest by giving them pensions andgood
cottages near their work, if they married. No one with

bad heredity could possibly be admitted into such a

village ; and all children should be brought up total

abstainers. This the Countess considers (in italics)

" no Utopian scheme, but one which could really be

carried out " by the right kind of millionaire.

II.

—

By Lady Jeune.
Lady Jeune considers that with so much already

spent on charity, that door is virtually closed to the

millionaire. We are thrown back to try to discover

among the well-born and gently nurtured pauper

of the better and upper classes some means of

mitigating the dreariness and bareness of their

lives. Dowering undowered girls is hopeless; they are

too numerous. " The sorrows of the distressed

gentlewoman are best left to be relieved by the

charitable." No; Lady Jeune's pity is for "the
young men we meet in ballrooms," for A.

Briefless, Esq., eating dinners and dreaming of the

Woolsack ; for the younger sons of poor, well-born

families with extravagant habits, who cannot live

without getting into debt—who have no money for

cabs, and yet could not do anything so low as ride in

an omnibus ; who have not the moral courage to put

up with a second-rate tailor until they can meet the bills

of a first-rate one. It is these young men to whom she

would give the money necessary for cabs, tailors, etc.

Another object of compassion is the young girl without

money enough to dress tip to her rank in life, and she

is to have her allowance augmented ; and there are

devoted lovers who cannot marry for want of means.
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L"THE HOUSE" AND ITS INMATES.
What Old Age Means in England.

There is a painful but impressive picture of the

fate of our aged poor in the article contributed by

Miss Edith Sellers to the Nineteenth Century for

December. If the " rural workhouses " which Miss

Sellers has been visiting are typical of their kind,

there can be no doubt that the workhouse system is

the most cruel and extravagant means of providing

for the aged poor that has ever been devised. Miss

Sellers has been making a tour through workhouses

in the country; and everywhere she has seen the

same thing ; honest, hard-working men and women
lodged together with idiots and criminals; and a

universal sentiment that the extremest poverty com-
patible with life was preferable to existence even in

the most comfortable workhouses.

HOW THE POOR REGARD THE HOUSE.

And many workhouses, judged merely by their

material provision, are extremely comfortable. Miss
Sellers again and again saw paupers eating food and
wearing clothes infinitely superior to anything they

could have been accustomed to. Yet among these

people the complaint was universal
;
they hated the

house, and avoided it as long as there was the least

hope of keeping life together by work outside :—
A poor, half-starved old creature assured me one day that she

was "getting along quite nicely." She had half-a-crown a
week out-relief—she was too old to work, and in her life she

had never begged. Yet when I ventured to suggest that she

would be more comfortable in the union, she was quite shocked.
" Go to the workhouse ! " she cried indignantly. " No,
indeed ; I would rather die."

Miss Sellers gives some graphic glimpses of the

kinds ofpeople found in workhouses. In one of the

most comfortable workhouses she had ever been in :

—

The very first of the twelve to whom I spoke seemed to have
but one wish on earth—to shake the dust of the place from off

his feet with all possible speed. As soon as ever he could get

back a bit of his strength he should betake himself off, he said

gruffly. i#And he was seventy-seven years old, and penniless, of
course, otherwise he would never have come to the House.

^ ~ " COMFORTABLE—BUT NOT HAPPY."

In another workhouse she found two half-imbecile

murderers, living among honest, hardworking people,

whose only offence was that their strength had at last,

given way. "We are very comfortable, but not

happy at all " was the verdict of an old woman in a
" model workhouse."

Among the inmates there was an old termagant, a harridan of
the worst sort—she was known throughout the district as the

Tigress—and she practically ruled the roast there so far as the

old women's ward was concerned. She cared no more for (he

Guardians than she did for the fish in the sea, she drove the

master and the matron to their wits' end, and fendered the lives

of her fellow-inmates a burden to them. Meanwhile she herself

was as happy as the day is long : in the House she had found a
real home, she said, and nothing would induce her to leave it.

Here is a picture of what the respectable aged poor
have to put up with :

—

No attempt is made to keep the insane apart from the sane, or

even from the invalids—there is not a single nurse or attendant in

the place, only the master and matron, and they are both well
advanced in years. In one of the wards I saw a quite pitiable

sight one day. There were thirteen men (here, old and feeble for
the most part, and they all with three exceptions had a troubled,
anxious look on their faces, and were positively cowering before
a great strong fellow—he and two hopeless idiots were the only
able-bodied men in the place—who was lolling back in the most
comfortable seat, keenly enjoying, evidently, the fear he excited.

He was a dangerous lunatic, and all these poor helpless people
knew it, and were sitting there in dread of what would happen
next—he had threatened to " knife " them more than once.
Already, some little time before my visit, an old man, although
he had nowhere on earth to go to, had left the workhouse
because, as he said, " that fellow will do for us all some day,"
and he did not wish to be done for.

THE LAST RESOURCE OF OLD AGE.

In all workhouses men and women are to be found
who have struggled on to the last, and only entered
the " house " through extreme old age and infirmity :

—

In one workhouse there is a worthy old dame who earned her
own living until she was seventy by hawking, and yet looks on
herself as a social failure because she gave up the fight so soon.
In another there is a village dressmaker, " a lone woman," who,
although she struggled on unaided until she was sixty-seven, is
harassed by the thought that she might have struggled on a little

longer had she but tried hard enough. In another there is a.

widow who worked as a servant until she was seventy-four, and
who would have scorned to go into the house even then, she
declared, had not her legs failed her. In another, again, there
is a master-miller's widow who, although she stinted herself of
everything, found that the few pounds her husband had left her
were all spent before her days were ended. And in yet another
there is an old spinster who lived in all comfort until she was
nearly seventy, when owing to some fraud she found herself
without a penny. All these poor old women—and there are
many more of their kind—are either alone in the world or have
relatives only of the order of those of whom a man once said he
had "a gey few, but I wadna thank ye for one out o* the lot."

WHAT THE SYSTEM COSTS.

The maintenance of all these victims costs nearly
£z% a head per annum, yet Miss Sellars gives ax*
instance of a woman who preferred to live on 2s. 6d.
a week rather than enter the workhouse. Most of
the money goes in waste and the maintenance of
officials. In Denmark all who become paupers, old
and young alike, have their past gone into, and are
sifted and sorted according to their merits. Miss
Sellers, who has examined this system, says that all
the paupers in England could be thus classified in the
course of a single winter. There is no other remedy,,
for "nothing will ever make up to respectable old
men and women for being placed on a par with
ex-criminals, and forced to go with them share and
share alike."

Nigeria.

In the Magazine of Commerce, Mr. R. C. Nicholaus
writes of Nigeria as a future market.. He takes a very
hopeful view of the country, as may pe judged from the
following quotation :— \

It can scarcely be many decades now before Northern Nigeria
will be a solvent and prosperous branch of our great Empire,
with exports of cotton, coffee, cocoa and tobacco, for which the
soil is so eminently adapted, along with the rtfesent-day produce
of oils, nuts, gums and rubber. Apart from ^ these exports, the
wealth of the country lies in the unbounded scbpe for agriculture,
cattle and horse-breeding on the two to three-thousand-feet-high
salubrious plateaux, amongst the hill ranges of which that fore-
runner of commercial enterprise, mining, has already auspiciously
begun. \
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"CASH ON DELIVERY."
' Mr. J. Henniker Heaton, M.P., contributes to

the Nineteenth Century a brief but important article

under this title, in which he discusses the system

whereby any article ordered from a shop by post is

paid for direct to the postman, the priee being

remitted by the Post Office to the vendor. This

system is already in force in many Continental

countries, and is largely patronised. Mr. Austen
Chamberlain has undertaken now to adopt the system.

It is stated, however—an exceptional thing—that in

this instance the Post Office is in advance of, and
not, as usual, behind, public opinion.

THE GAIN OF THE PUBLIC

—

The threat of opposition does not come from the

public at large :

—

Every lady will appreciate the convenience of being able to

"shop by post." Of course such critical matters as the choice

of silks, the matching of colours and jewels and the like, can
hardly be transacted through the clumsy agency of the postman.
But why should personal attendance at a shop be required in

order to obtain a well-known book, a pound of listed tea, sugar,

or other of the countless items in the domestic economy ? She
may, it is true, send for a postal order, but that is as troublesome
as going to the grocer direct, and there is the added cost of a

letter enclosing it, which is only too frequently stolen eti route.

In Germany or Switzerland the housewife simply despatches a

card, goes about more important business, and, with a speed that

seems magical, the required commodity—anything, from the

latest novel to a case of champagne—appears at her door.

—AND THE CITY SHOPKEEPER.

But not only buyers are concerned ; the sellers are

also having their say. The larger shopkeepers in

cities favour the system ; and Mr. Heaton quotes a

letter from a firm in Piccadilly which estimates that

the reform would save them jQi.,000 a year :

—

The great retail shopkeepers of our principal cities would be
considerable gainers by the change. They would be saved the

cost and trouble of maintaining convoys of carts, troops of horses,

and regiments of drivers
;
they would receive the bulk of their

orders early in the day ; and they would be enabled to do busi-

ness with every part of the country. But the grand advantage

which the Continental tradesman enjoys under the C.O.D.
system over his English cottfrtre is (not to speak of fraud and mis-

take) that to him bad debts are unknown. How much anxiety,

private inquiry, bookkeeping, and county court work are thus

>saved, who shall compute ? How real is the benefit of the con-

sequent reduction of prices, and the abolition of the credit

system, none will deny.

THE PLAINT OF THE COUNTRY SHOPKEEPER.

On the other hand, the country shopkeepers resist

the change, as they fear it would lead people who
now deal with them to carry on their shopping by post

with the traders in big towns. These good people

also urge that it would lead to fraudulent advertising.

Mr. Henniker Heaton does not agree. He says :

—

It is probable that some squires and parsons would prefer to

deal with London. But it is also probable that the bulk of his

customers would be faithful to the local tradesman (given equal

prices and equal quality of goods), simply because they would
get their purchases delivered at least twelve hours sooner.

Accordingly, on my last visit to Australia, I was assured by
the Postmaster-General that the '* up-country " tradesmen, who
had deprecited the introduction of the system on grounds practi-

cally identical with those above given, had profited so much by

it that they were now its most enthusiastic supporters.

If I thought there was any risk' of the extinction of the country
shopkeeper under the plan before us I would go so far as to
advocate a reduction on postal commission on local (say within
ten miles) V. P. business. But in no country that has adopted
the system has it been found necessary to protect the country-

shopkeeper, who, in the competition for business, has the deci-

sive advantage of being on trie spot. Les absents ont toujour*

tort.

So presumably we shall have our Cash on Delivery

system.

A FRENCH DENUNCIATION OF THE INCOME TAX.
M. Roche, a French Deputy, makes in the second

November number of the Revue des Deux Mondes a
vigorous attack upon the scheme for imposing an
income tax which M. Combes has announced. He
enumerates fourteen similar schemes by name—and
even that is not an exhaustive list—which have been
presented to the Chambers since 187 1, and he says

roundly that this, the latest of them all, is destined

to follow them "into that Parliamentary sepulchre

where false ideas go to rot." The argument derived

from the example of other nations— such as
England and Germany—he rejects with scorn, de-

claring that the income tax does not exist in

those countries under the conditions in which it

would be administered in France. He begins by
distinguishing the idea of a tax on the revenue of
the individual from a tax on revenues in the plural

;

and in connection with the latter he warmly recom-
mends the 4 per cent, duty which is at this moment
imposed upon all dividends in France. This tax is

automatic, being deducted from the coupons before

they are received by the owner, and varying precisely

with the amount of the coupons. So, too, with the

tax of 3 per cent on the rent of houses. This, also,,

is not in its essence a personal tax, but is levied on
the house, regardless of who the owner is, or how
many other houses he may possess. It is any con-

sideration of the personal income of the citizen which
seems to M. Roche so dangerous. He endeavours to-

state it in the form of a dilemma. The State can
only proceed by arbitrary taxation of the citizen

—

that is, deciding in a sort of d priori way what it

thinks his income is ; or by declaration, which
involves an inquisition into the citizen's private affairs

which is particularly horrible and odious to the

French character.

In an interesting historical retrospect M. Roche
traces the idea of a personal income tax back to the

Constitution of Servius Tullius, which is 2,458 years

old. He gives a moving description of the ancient

Roman, subject to the penalty of death if he made a
false return of his income. Later in French history he
shows us the same conception as a potent instrument

of tyranny in the hands of kings. All this is interesting

enough, but M. Roche does not appear to deal—in

spite of the length of his article—with the chief justifi-

cation of a personal income tax, namely, that it is the

only method which permits of a graduated impost, the

amount of which varies according to the amount of
each income.
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HOW THE GREATEST SHOP IN THE WORLD
IS RUN.

In the Woman at Home Mr. David Williamson

writes of the wonderful business built up by Marshall

Field and Co. in Chicago. This great business has

grown to its present magnitude practically within

fifteen years. The ideals of the firm are thus

expressed in their own words :

—

To do the right thing, at the right time, in the right way ; to

do some things better than they were ever done before ; to

eliminate errors ; to know both sides of the question ; to be

courteous ; to be an eximple ; to work for love of the work ; to

anticipate .requirements; to develop resources ; to recognise no
impediments ; to master circumstances ; to act from reason

ratner than rule ; to be satisfied, with nothing short of perfection.

Every encouragement is given to employes of both

sexes to rise, and it is a remarkable fact that, of the

150 managers in the Chicago house, only two have

not graduated in the business :

—

Mr. H. G. Selfridge, the managing director of this vast

organisation, is a living embodiment of the principles whipi
have developed the business so extraordinarily. He entered

the firm's employment about twenty years ago, at a salary,' as he
told me with a smile, of about ten shillings a week.

TAKE TROUBLE.

Asked for an explanation of his methods, Mr.
Selfridge replied :

—

If you asked me to give you our keynote, I should say it was
"Take trouble." Success does not come unearned to anyone ;

it has to be worked for. We have never rested content with
our achievements, but have always been striving to overcome
some defect in our machinery or add to our efficiency. Another
point I should like to emphasise is that we believe in being
happy in business. Personally, I enjoy thoroughly my work,
and I believe everyone in our employment does. They can
afford to feel happy. They have security of tenure, for they

know that they will never be dismissed except for gravest

reasons. They have access to the manager for any suggestion

or complaint ; and they have the encouragement of knowing
that promotion goes by merit.

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY-
" We believe in pushing responsibility as far as it will go,"

said Mr. Selfridge to me. 44
It is fatal in a great house to con-

centrate the control too much. The managing director trusts

the section managers with as much power as possible ; they, in

their turn, devolve trust on their staff, right down to the youngest
member. In this way all are made to feel that the success of the
business depends on individual energy and skill. The system acts

excellently, and, as a result, we are always able to promote to the

best positions those who have served for years in the lower places."

ATTENTION TO DETAIL.

In one of the private letters of instruction which the manager
sends at intervals to the staff, I read something like this :

4

4

Pay
{Particular attention to the small customer. It is a matter of
more importance to him or her as to whether the purchase is

satisfactory than it is to a wealthy customer. If a poor woman,
for instance, buys a bonnet, it will be probably her only new
bonnet for at least a year. See that she buys a bonnet which
suits her and is what she desires. To Jaer that purchase is

4 an
event,' and you must take all possible trouble to satisfy her."

There is a fine spirit of consideration underlying that instruction,

but every business man will admit that there is alsoa?cund prin-

ciple for the extension of trade. In such a store a. Marshall
Field's the small customer outnumbers the well-to-do caver by
thousands, and it is by satisfying the small purchase] 01a. big

businesses, have been built.

COURTESY AN OBLIGATION.

Assistants are not allowed to urge customers to buy. ^e
firm recognises, what some of our shops have yet to learn, that

people have a perfect right to see goods without spending a

penny. Strict civility is the order of the day. 44 Courtesy is an

obligation, a necessity, an introduction, a recommendation, 1

passport, a lesson, an influence, an opportunity, an investment,

a peacemaker, and a pleasure," are the words on one of the

''friendly councils " circulated among the emplyyts.

THE NEEDS OF THE WORKPEOPLE.

Every attention is paid to the well-being of those

employed in the store. They are not neglected in

the endeavours to attract the purchaser.

There are two fine gymnasia, as well as bathrooms, "rest

rooms," dining-rooms, and reading rooms. The ** cash boys
w

and younger lads have to attend a school for at least two hours

twice a week, where useful education is given. A hospital ward

exists on the premises for the treatment of sudden accidents, and

a doctor is always ready to render help in any emergency. Ir

would indeed be difficult to suggest any reasonable addition to

the marvellous completeness of the store.

THE MING TOMBS NEAR PEKING.

The Leisure Hour contains an article by Antoinette

Duthoit describing a visit paid to the Great Wall of

China and the Ming Tombs in 1900. The Ming

dynasty was the last Chinese dynasty to hold sway

over the empire, being followed by the present

Manchu dynasty :

—

The justly celebrated and beautiful Ming Tombs near Peking

are the mausolea of thirteen of the Ming Emperors. They are

approached by a remarkable avenue ofgreat stone figures, all mono-

liths. Elephants, lions, camels and fabulous animals, placed at re-

gular intervals, form the longer part, and at the end near the tombs

are four pairs of gigantic statues of civil and military mandarins

;

the presence of all these strange figures being supposed to suggest

their existence in the spirit world, in the service of the dead

monarchs. The avenue is entered through a magnificent marble
<4 pai

r
lou," or memorial a/ch. A little beyond this entrance tsa

red, golden-roofed pavilion with open archways on the four sides,

in which stands a colossal tortoise cenotaph of marble, bearing

inscriptions in Chinese and Mongolian, eulogies of Yung Ia
third Emperor, whose tomb is generally understood to be the

finest of the thirteen. Close by stand some curiously-winged

marble columns covered with mythical carvings, and then

begin the long lines of monoliths, guarded by hills on

either side. A paved way of at least half a mile in length,

leading across a fine but ruinous marble bridge, lay between

the end of the avenue and the Tombs ; the long intermediate

distance being indicative of the highest possible rank.

The 44 Tomb" includes several acres of land, enclosed within

high walls and divided into a series of courts lying one beyond

the other, with porcelain- roofed halls, gateways, pavilions, and

porcelain pagodas ; for as if in pursuance of the idea already

suggested with regard to the stone figures, the Royal Tomb is

constructed on the same plan as the Palace.

The Great Hall standing between the second and third courts

is a magnificent building, and opens upon either court by three

large doorways exactly similar and opposite to each other. It

contains the entombed monarch's 44
spiritual tablet," set upon a

canopied throne, richly carved and gilded, a table with varioos

sacred emblems standing before it. The ceiling is composed of

hundreds of decorative square panels, showing gold dragons 00

a blue ground ; but in every other respect this vast interior im-

presses one with its dignified simplicity, and the numerous
pillars which support the massive roof are simple trunks of teak,

each six feet in diameter and fifty feet high. It took many
years to bring these enormous trunks by sea, in junks, from

Siam, and to float them on rafts up the Grand Canal and tke

Peiho to Peking, from whence they had still to be carried with

immense labour over nearly fifty miles of the plain of ChiJi,

before the Emperor's tomb was reached.
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THE BOOK CRISIS IN FRANCE.
For some time past it has been said that French

books have been selling badly : the trade in them has

been in a parlous state. Into the truth or the falsity

of these assertions the editor of La Revue has sent

M. Max Leclerc to enquire, and the result is a most
interesting symposium in the October 15th number.

The French Customs showed for French books
exported in 1900 ^413,520, against ,£565,200
in 1899; and in 1901 things were but slightly

better.

The replies of the great Paris publishing houses are

singularly unanimous. They one and all deplore the

fact that as few French journals criticise new books,

descriptive advertisements—more or less misleading,

because they are advertisements—are all that most of

them insert as a guide to current literature. Almost
with one accord they admit a crisis in the book trade,

and attribute it to over-production. M. Flammarion,
in particular, deplores the excessive production.

Twenty new books a day is his average. It is espe-

cially the sale of novels that is affected
;
serious, books,

especiallyworksof science and philosophy, are generally

admitted to be as much in demand as ever. It is the

novel of pure imagination and the over-elaborated

psychological romance which are losing favour, while

French taste, according to M. Fasquelle, demands
works such as those of Urbain Gohier and Clemenceau,

treating of great social problems ; and even in novels

those in chief demand tend to be such as are debating

some social/ principle, or marshalling historic facts

(M. Bourgef, for instance, MM. Paul and Victor

Margueritte). M. Fasquelle also deplores the

American pirated editions of French works, and urges

an international treaty protecting French copyright.

Time was when authors wrote for pleasure, witness

Daudet and Maupassant ; now they are book-making
machines. Talent now abounds, court les rues, in

fact; the difficulty is the selection. One reason

urged for less reading, and consequently less hook-

buying, is, as in England, le sport.

The replies of the newspapers as to why they do
not publish more criticisms of new books are generally

—that they do. LEclair, however, says—first, there

must be time to read a book before criticising it ; and
secondly, after advertisements, which are virtually

criticisms, naturally always laudatory, what can the

critic do ? We cannot, they say, publish a eulogium

ofa book on one page and a depreciationof it on another.

Le Gaulois remarks that it published six critical

articles on " L'Etape," by M. Bourget, a book which

MM. Plon-Nourrit said had sold up to 60,000 copies

already. Le Gil Bias considers that what is most

injurious to book, and especially to novel sales, is the

competition of newspapers and magazines. The
public reads fiction in the form of feuilletons and
serials. " Moreover " (it continues, in the person of

M. Ollendorff), " abroad French literature, which used

to have almost all the triumphs, has encountered the

competition of various recently^made national reputa-

tions : Rudyard Kipling and Thomas Hardy in

England, Sudermann in Germany, D'Annunzio and
Matilde Serao in Italy, have disputed with our writers

for the intellectual market."

M. Schwarz, one of the chief publishers of illus-

trated periodicals, remarks that, in his opinion, the
harm done to "booksellers is done by their '* frantic

and sometimes cynical competition with one another."
4< You cannot have an idea in the publishing trade

without twenty imitators immediately seizing on it."

He published Le Frou-Frou. Result : Seventeen
imitations one after the other. Lt Pile-Mele succeeds.

Result: Nine imitations, and so forth. And the

remedy ? There is only one. " The author of a new
idea in the way of a publication should take out a
patent."

In the November 1st number this discussion is

continued and concluded. The powerful firm of
Hachette et Cie. do not consider that books in

general sell less in France, but merely that, since there

are so many more publishers, no individual one sells

so many ; of novels, however, fewer are sold, largely

because of the good daily papers publishing fiction.

One practical suggestion is made by several firms, and
that is that booksellers should receive a technical

education, for lack of which they often fail to recom-
mend to customers the books they really require.

Abroad, said the representative of the Librairie

Larousse, this is more or less done ; and this is why,
in Belgium, they still do five .or six times more
business in proportion to the population than in

France.

The President of the French Booksellers' Syndicate,

M. Baranger, is very strong on this point :
—

Vox a long time past I have advocated the creation of a book-
sellers' school (Ecole de Librairies) similar to those working in

Germany, and in particular at Leipzig. Booksellers' apprentices

would there receive lessons in general literature, in French,
German, and English, and in bibliography. They would learn

everything more directly concerning the practice of their trade

—

how to draw up a catalogue, how to judge of a book without

reading it thoroughly, and thus know to what kind of public

it would appeal.

M. Baranger, be it noted, agrees with the great

publishers in saying that, after all, it is chiefly books
without literary value and immoral novels which are

prejudicially affected.

Under a delightful portrait of Lord Kelvin, Pearson'*

tells this pretty story of his lordship's second marriage.

"In the early seventies he was studying methods of

signalling at sea ; and once, when with a friend in

Madeira, he explained his system. No one present

seemed to understand it, with the exception of his host's

daughter. He was greatly struck by the way in which
she grasped his points. She declared that she would be
able to read a signal. It was arranged that she should

be put to the test, and on returning to his yacht the

scientist sent a message, which the lady not only

succeeded in reading, but in answering. The question

was :

1 Will you marry me ?
' , and the answer was :

4
Yes.'

"
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snakes.
Mr. A. W. Rolker contributes to the Windsor

Magazine an interesting article upon snakes and their

habits, chiefly relating to their life in captivity.

THE CANNIBAL COBRA.
The most atrocious cannibal among all the snakes is the king

cobra. The sight of this snake feeding is not one for sensitive
nerves. In its natural state this monarch of reptiles contents
himself with lizards when nothing better offers ; but when cap-
tive he declines to touch food unless tempted by the morsel of
a squirming six-foot snake. The spectacle of a frightened
*' black-racer " being introduced into the cage would be more
pitiful were it not that he himself is a cannibal. For an instant
the dread brown head peers around a corner of the water tank
at the doomed one, who has not a chance in a thousand in his

«

favour. But he makes a single frantic attempt for his life. His'
motion is lightning. Cornered hopelessly as he is, he whips out like
a streak of light in one mighty effort to coil about the enemy's
throat to choke him. But the cobra is quicker still. One dart—too quick for the human eye to follow—and the black head
is between the relentless jaws, which, with their back-set teeth

.

and alternate outward and inward motion, steadily draw the
fighting, squirming thing inward.

A FASTIDIOUS SNAKE.
Among the most interesting specimens in respect to their food

and their habits while eating is the great American viper—the
rattlesnake. At large, the splendid brownish-black reptile

—

there never was a fairer in a fight—roams the corn and the
wheat fields of the farmer, hunting rats that threaten crops.
Quick and fearless in attack in his natural haunts, when in
captivity he develops a dignity which, if interfered with, would
lead even to starvation, for few full-grown rattlers will deign to
eat with more than a single companion in the cage.

When fed on rats in a small cage it is necessary to
kill the victims before placing them in the cage,
because the little brown animal with his activity

presents no mean adversary to the huge viper, and
might succeed in landing on the neck of his foe,

biting the backbone, and thus destroy the valuable
snake.

FEEDING SNAKES.

Frequently snakes in confinement refuse to be fed,

and then the keepers have to use strategy or force
to induce them to partake of a meal :

—

A most famous instance of snake-feeding happened a year ago
in the New York Zoological Park, when Czarina, a twenty-
foot regal python, one of the largest specimens in captivity, and
known to very many naturalists, was fed against her will. Like
all big pythons in captivity, she was trying to starve herself to
<leath. Imagine a creature in length the height of a two-storey
house ; in weight 280 lb.

;
girth measure bigger than a large

man's thigh
;
possessing within its tremendous frame the strength

of twelve men ; of a brown and purple coloured skin ; with a
head big as a wolfs

;
eyes like russet shoe-buttons, and a pair

of jaws capable of swallowing a full-sized Newfoundland dog.

It required the full force of twelve grown men to
control the python and stretch it out to receive a
repast of thirty pounds of rabbits, which was pushed
down its throat with a bamboo rod. At times,
during the initial struggle, it seemed as if the reptile
would gain the upper hand, and in that event the
lives of some of the keepers would have been almost
assuredly sacrificed.

A SNAKE EXTERMINATOR.

Besides the universal animosity of mankind and
beasts and birds, the snakes of the world have to put

up with the enmity of one of their own race, who
attacks and kills snakes, not to eat them, as do the

v

cobra and other cannibal species, but simply to
destroy them :

—

The most relentless exterminator of reptiles is a member of
the family itself—the beautiful, lithe, yellow and black kmg-
snake, the friend of man and the avowed enemy of anything
that creeps or crawls, regardless of size or poison-fang. A
native of South America, the kingsnake is between five and
eight feet long, and no thicker around than a man's thumb.
Built in every muscle and bone for speed and tremendous con-
stricting power, there is not another snake on earth that can

^
withstand his assault. He is immune to the poison of the cobra

- and of the rattler alike, and the strength of a thirty-foot python
has no terrors for him. Within five minutes from the opening
of the fight, the kingsnake could kill the biggest python that ever
lived. Ferocious as the little constrictor is towards his own kind, \

towards man he is friendly, and rarely tries to escape when met
afisld. If picked up in the hand, he will coil about his captor's
arm, evidently pleased at the exhibition of friendliness.

THE EXTRACTION OF SNAKE VENOM.

The extraction of the venom from live specimens for experi-
mental purposes is a process of much interest. For the larger
snakes a special apparatus hasheen devised ; but in the handling
of the smaller sized vipers, like the mocassin, the experts use
little ceremony. They work boldly and quickly, and think
little more of handling a wicked viper with the sting of death in
its head than of capturing a vicious cat.

A mocassin, for example, lies in the diminutive swamp of his

cage, all thoughtless oftrouble, when suddenly the door of his cage
is thrown open. A hand holding a stout stick intrudes. In. an
instant the viper has coiled and struck cut at the nearest
object threatening— the stick. Almost before he can withdraw
his fangs, the stick comes down across his back, right behind the
head, pinning him to the floor of the cage, while the hand
reaches in, grasps the neck, and bears the snake to ihe operating-
room. To a casual observer it seems ridiculously simple and
easy, but the snake-man takes no chances.

To collect the venom, an ordinary sheet of writing paper
is used. This is folded once upon itself, cylinder fashion, and
approached to the mouth of the reptile. At first it refuses to

bite. It is necessary to nag it with the bait. Then the mouth
opens, like the mouth of a cat, showing the long, thin poison-
fangs and the back-set teeth in a setting of sickly pink. As the
jaws come together, there is a pricking of the paper, and later

only these punctures show on the exterior of the roll. But when
the sheet is unwrapped, the venom is found—canary yellow in

colour, viscous as milk—enough to fill a tablespoon and to kill

three strong men.

An interesting statement is made as to the con-

stituency of the venom in the varying snakes. In the

case of the cobra the poison contains about 95 per

cent, of nerve-destroying and 5 per cent, of blood-

destroying elements. Rattlesnake poison contains, on
the other hand, about 95 per cent, of blood-destroying

and about 5 per cent, of nerve-destroying elements.

The results of a cobra bite are a painless death or

else a possible total recovery, while a rattlesnake

inflicts excruciating tortures, and where life is saved

long suffering from blood diseases.

The new number of the J\ivis(a Mtisicale kaliana
contains several interesting articles. Music in Shake-
speare is dealt with by H. G. Conrat ; J. G. Prod'homme
writes on the Forquerays ; the setting of Dante's " Vita
Nuova," by E. Wolf- Ferrari, is noticed at length by L~
Torchi ; and there are several other interesting articles

which go to make up an excellent number.
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A GLOOMY VIEW OF UGANDA.

In the Sunday at Home Mr. Charles W. Hattersley

writes in a pessimistic vein regarding that most
expensive protectorate, Uganda.
There are no seasons in Uganda, roughly speaking. It is

always hot, and it has been said that the heat penetrates

into the ground six feet all the year round, as against one foot

in England in July and August. There are what are called

rainy seasons, commencing about March and September, but

they are very uncertain, and, even in the rainy seasons, rain

rarely falls continuously for more than a few hours. Rain is

plentiful most of the year. June and December being the only

really dry months. Hailstorms are frequent and sometimes severe.

Thunderstorms are frequent and sometimes terrific, houses being

constantly struck by lightning and destroyed. It does not seem
as though Uganda proper is a country for settlers, but probably

the heat is not the greatest barrier to this. The elevation is

high, over 4,400 feet above sea-level, and probably the rarity of

the atmosphere has something to do with the feeling of depres-

sion which one constantly feels, after four years' residence in the

country without a furlough. When the atmosphere is so rare

the lungs cannot perform their full amount of work, and the

liver is called on to help, with the result that it cannot perform

its own functions properly, and indigestion and dyspepsia are

the result. Malaria is a great enemy and source of danger to*

life, the natives suffering a great deal from it, much more so in

proportion than Europeans. No doubt it is conveyed from
natives to Europeans by mosquitoes.

These are not the only difficulties in the way of colonisation.

Insect enemies to plant life and cultivation of cereals are very

numerous. Many experiments have ended disastrously, but the

British Administration is making every effort to find out what
productions can most suitably be grown. It seems at present as

though the country called East Africa, that is, east of the lake,

is most suitable for colonisation by Europeans, both from a health

point of view, and that of remuneration for their labours as

planters. Though on the highlands of the Mau escarpment,

7,000 feet, we have heard of cases of mountain sickness.

The disease called sleeping sickness, which has of late wrought
such havoc amongst the natives, is of a most distressing character.

It has been found that a parasite carried by a fly which attacks

human beings is responsible for the disease. The parasite was
first found in the fluid surrounding the spinal cord, hence the

brain is the first vital organ attacked.

A Christmas Gift to the Lonely.

The Correspondence Club has proved itself helpful to

those who live lonely lives at home and abroad, and who
seek friends and friendships. By means of its member-
ship correspondents in all civilised parts of the world can
be found, ladies and gentlemen interested in various

languages, arts and sciences, sports and pastimes, topics

of the day, etc. Indeed, membership of the Correspond-
ence Club is an education in itself, as it enables those

interested to keep in touch with intellectual people of all

sorts and conditions. As a Christmas and New Year's

Gift to those who seek interest in their lives I offer

membership at a reduced rate between the dates of

December 15th to January 15th inclusive. To save time,

those living abroad should send a remittance of 13s.,

which will entitle them to a year's membership and to

a monthly copy of Round-About', the post-bag of the
members/ The Club was founded in 1897 in order to

bridge the gulf that exists between the sexes, the classes

of society, and the nations of humanity, to bring the

peoples together into intellectual touch with each other,

and to create that cosmopolitan interest which should
exist among the English-speaking races. All particulars

will be forwarded by the Conductor, Mowbray House,
Norfolk Street, W.C.

MORE ABOUT RADIUM.
In the World's Work Dr. J. A... Harker writes on

" The Mystery of Radium," an article which will help

many to understand better the properties of this rare

substance. The value of radium is very high :—
.The first radium sold commercially in this country realised

about £1 per milligramme (1 mg. = y^rn part of an ounce). In
order to comprehend the meaning of this price it may be com-
pared with that of the largest diamonds of the first water, such
as the celebrated " Hope " diamond, which weighs 44 carats, or
about 8,800 milligrammes, and last changed hands for about, it

is understood, ,£25,000, or nearly £$ a milligramme. For the

very finest stones of more ordinary size £10 a carat, or is. a
milligramme, is a high price, while the price of pure radium
chloride five months ago was still 7s. a milligramme, and even
at this figure the demand was far in excess of the supply.

The discovery of radium has upset chemistry

—

there are as yet no scientifically known bounds as to

its possibilities. An extract from the Times of

July 17th, dealing with two important points of

utility, may be quoted :

—

A case of Mr. Mackenzie Davidson at the Charing Cross
Hospital may be cited as illustrating the work of English
medical men in this field. A rodent cancer of the nose which
had recurred after operation and had been treated unsuccessfully

with X rays, was subjected to a short exposure to radium.
Four exposures, aggregating about an hour, were given at

intervals of a few days. In three weeks the diseased part was
healing well, and in six weeks, after two further exposures, the

cancer had disappeared completely—almost miraculously, as it

seemed—not leaving even a visible scar.

A small fraction of an ounce of radium, properly employed,
would probably provide a good light sufficient for several rooms,

which, at any rate during the present century, would never need
renewal.

A Collection which left Carnegie Penniless.

The December number of the Quiver heralds the

holidays by an article on Santa Claus by Sarah A.
Tooley, which gives an account of aspects of Christmas
in the various countries. The secret of Mr. Carnegie's

success is tabletted by Bruce Low, M.A. It is rather a
threadbare subject, but one of his stories of Mr. Carnegie

is fresh. It is told by Carnegie himself, with a laugh at

his own expense, of his visit along with another American
millionaire to hear one of London's famous preachers.

After an eloquent sermon came an appeal for contributions

to some charitable object. At first the two strangers

smiled at each other, thinking that such matters are

common to both sides of the Atlantic, and selected

a modest coin to meet the case. As the speaker

proceeded, however, the appeal struck such a respon-

sive chord in Mr. Carnegie's heart that he emptied
the contents of his purse into the collection plate. On
reaching the street, after the conclusion of the service, he
was about to call a cab when he turned to his friend to

inform him that he would have to pay the fare, as he him-
self was penniless. " What, did you give him your last

dollar ? " said the friend. " So did I." They determined

to conceal their poverty and excess of charity by walking

the distance, some miles, to their hotel. " The Charities

of Children," by E. S. Curry, gives a good account of the

work done in this direction and its growth.

Those interested in our French neighbours will enjoy

a pleasantly written account of u Restaurant-keeping in

Paris," from the pen of Miss Betham- Edwards, in

Longman's Afagazine for December.
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THE REVIEWS REVIEWED.
THE AUSTRALASIAN REVIEW OF REVIEWS,

The Australasian Review of Reviews for October is as

full as usual of matter which no one interested in Colonial

affairs can afford to miss. The editor publishes a map of

the siteofthe new Federal capital Tumut, which consists of

a ribbon of land nearly one* hundred miles long by ten

broad. Mr. Fitchett regards the disputes over the

site as evidence of how imperfectly Federal ideas

have as yet overcome State jealousies. Miss Con-

stance Barnicoat contributes an interesting and
well-illustrated paper on "Travelling in New Zea-

land." Miss Barnicoat says that it is possible to

travel in New Zealand less expensively than elsewhere ;

the difficulty is that if you are going anywhere more than

two hundred or three hundred miles, you must go by
steamer, which is expensive. Railway rates are reason-

able, and a ticket over all the South Island Railways,

available for four weeks, costs only £6. The number
also contains plenty of caricatures, and the usual u Lite-

rary Gossip."

THE AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS.
"The Progress of the World" in the American

Review of Reviews is, as might be expected, largely

devoted to the Panama revolution, and all that it entails

for the United States. Dr. Shaw says that it has been

evident for years that the Isthmus would be some time

delivered from Colombian rule. The special articles in the

number are numerous and varied. There is a Character

Sketch of Mr. Cannon, the ne v Speaker of the House
of Representatives, who is described as a " character,"

and his portrait bears out the description. Mr. Henry
Hale writes briefly about M. Bunau-Varilla, the French

engineer, who seems to have engineered a good deal of

history into existence of late. There are two art papers,

one describing the treasures at the Carnegie Institute at

Pittsburg, which contains, among other things, Whistler's

portrait of Sarasate ; and a paper by Mr. Frank Fowler

on " The Portrait Exhibition at New York." The Rev.

C. S. Bateman describes " Progress among the Philippine

Moros," who, he says, have pronted largely by the work*
instituted by the Americans.

English Illustrated Magazine.
The Christmas number of the English Illustrated

Magazine is of exceptional interest. It is beautifully

illustrated, and the contents are very varied. The
opening paper describes " Moated Houses of England,"
by Mr. Oscar Parker, with charming drawings by Mr.
Herbert Railton ; it is followed by a dainty paper entitled
" Frost- Flowers," by Mr. Henry Lee, illustrated by
photographs which bring out the beautifully varied forms
of frost crystals and frost flowers. There is an art paper
entitled " The Medici as Magi "

; and another, written and
illustrated by a Japanese artist, Yoshio Markino, tells

"The True Story of the Geisha." Mrs. Sarah Tooley
describes " Old English Customs in the Counties." Mr.
Frost tells all about the mystery of Christmas crackers.

The birthday papers are devoted to Mr. Morley, Dr.
Samuel Smiles and Mr. Rudyard Kipling. The rest of
the migazine is illustrated fiction.

THE NEW LIBERAL REVIEW.
The New Liberal for December is a varied number,

and resembles the other reviews this month by giving the
fiscal articles a secondary place.

JEWISH LANGUAGES.

Mr. Zangwill writes on " Language and Jewish Life."

In England and America, he says, there is practically no
specific Jewish language ; but Yiddish is the most alive

of languages, and its literary and journalistic activity

exceeds even that of Hebrew. In American Jewry the
tendency to exclude all traces of Jewish nomenclature ,

has been pushed so far that even words like kosher have
disappeared.

A TUNNEL TO IRELAND.

Mr. R. P. Croom Johnson has an interesting paper on
the project for a tunnel between Great Britain and
Ireland. The route most favoured by engineers is that
between Port Patrick in Wigtonshire and Donaghadee,
a distance of only 22 miles, with a maximum depth
of 900 feet below sea level. Between Holyhead and
Howth, near Dublin, the depth is only 432 feet, but
the distance is 5 2 miles, and the length of tunnelling
required 75 miles. This scheme, if practicable, would
be, of course, the best, and the former route would be a
convenience chiefly to Scotland and the North of Ireland.

In spite of the much greater length, the cost would not be
proportionately increased. The Scotch route represents
great engineering difficulties, whereas the great length is

the only difficulty in the VVelsh route. Either tunnel
would have to be 150 feet below the sea-floor.

THE L.C.C. AND EDUCATION.

Mr. F. Dolman, L.C.C., writing on the new London
Education Act, approves of Dr. Macnamara's proposal
that the numerical strength of the Council must be
increased by one-third :

—

In muiicipal administration the size of an undertaking by no
means governs the time and toil entailed in its management;
the Highways Committee of the Council, for example, could
doubtless control the working of the whole of the London
tramways. Like added to like increases the official staff, lut
not necessarily the labours of the responsible Committee.
Elementary education, however, is a new subject to the genera!
body of the members. In dealing with it they will be navi-
gating an unknown sea. With the exception, to a limited
degree, of some of the members who have taken an active
part in the affairs of the Technical Education Department,
there is a danger that they will for a time have to place
themselves too much in the hands either of the present
School Board officials or of the non-elected minority of the
Education Committee, who have no direct responsibility to the
ratepayers. To free themselves from such dependence, Coun-
cillors on the Education Committee will have to devote
themselves almost entirely, for a time at least, to obtaining a
mastery over its work. The services of such members— and
they must necessarily include some of the ablest Councillors

—

will thus be practically lost to their present work in the
administration of the ordinary municipal services.

OTHER ARTICLES.

There are several other articles of interest in the
number. Dr. Macnamara shows the parallel between
South Africa and the Crimea as regards Army in-

efficiency. I have dealt elsewhere with the fiscal

articles.
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THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
The National Review for December is a bulky

number. It contains sixty-two pages of the supplement
"The Economics of Empire," by the Assistant- Editor,

which was begun in an earlier number, and it is to be
hoped is finished in this. I have quoted from it else-

where, briefly. I have also made a special article of Sir

Leslie Stephens " Early Impressions." Some of the

other papers are of considerable value, but space is of

more value still, so I must limit myself.

CAUSES OF GERMAN SOCIALISM.

Herr Georg von Vollmar, a member of the German
Reichstag, describes the causes of German Social

Democracy, which he urges are not all to be found in the

taxation of food. He gives a gloomy account of the

medievalism and despotism still existing in the Empire.
There is really no protection for workers ; the right of

combination js limited. In some States it is legal to

inflict " moderate " corporal punishment on employe's ;

and domestic and agricultural servants are criminally

punished in most of the States for leaving their work,

and even sent back forcibly to their employers. Consti-

tutional Government is a semblance and a pretence ; and
the Press is fettered by the law of Ihe-majeste' and by
the obligation of editors to disclose the names of contri-

butors. In short :

—

The position of affairs in the Empire is, politically, one of

extreme seriousness. It is impossible for Germany to endure
any longer the existence of the contradiction presented by her

external development and her internal backwardness, and of the

harsh discord presented by the striving for power and material

gain of the ruling classes on' the one hand, and, on the other

hand, by the educational development, the increased sense of

power, the general feeling of discontent, and the straining effort

of the nation to put an end to the period of tutelage, and to

attain at last its political majority. The future of Germany
depends on her path being swept clear of the hindering rubbish

which encumbers it and can no longer be tolerated, and on her

transformation into a State of modern democratic type, in which
all the forces of political and social progress can develop them-
selves unhindered, and freer conditions can obtain.

AMERICA AND RUSSIA.

Mr. A. M. Low tries to make out that America is

immensely excited over events in China :

—

It is not inevitable that Russia and America should clash over

Manchuria, but it is not improbable. Whatever the future may
bring, one thing is absolutely certain : Russia can no more cany
on things with a high hand in Manchuria without considering
the United States than she can attempt the Russianisation of
Corea without running foul of Japan. Russian diplomacy has

placed a red-hot poker on top of a barrel of gunpowder.

AMERICA AT HOME.
But it is quite plain from another portion of his

chronicle that the United States has plenty to do at

home :

—

Once again a Southern State has shown that killing is no
murder, and that it is the privilege of every Southern gentleman
to shoot down from .behind the unarmed man who has offended
him. The acquittal of former Lieutenant-Governor Tillman, of.

South Carolina, for the murder of N. G. Gonzales, the editor of
a South Carolina newspaper, is quite in accordance with the best

traditions of the South and its own code of morals. Never was
there a fouler or more wanton murder than this. Tillman, a
man of coarse habits, loose character, and violent temper, left the

Senate-chamber, over which as Lieutenant-Governor of the State
he had presided, and in the public street shot down Gonzales
from behind

; Gonzales, a man of high character, who had
incurred Tillman's malignant enmity because he had criticised

his public acts. Gonzales was unarmed. The facts were incon-

trovertible. Tillman had committed unprovoked murder, and
in any civilised community he would have expiated his crime

with his life. Tillman, next to the Governor, the highest

representative of the law in his State, had shown his contempt
for the law by taking the law into his own hand to avenge a
fancied wrong, and further, to make a travesty of the law, he

was subjected to a farcical trial and acquitted. When the

verdict was announced, we are told, "Tillman's friends

crowded around him and shook his hand. He was pleased

with this demonstration. He shook hands with Judge Gary
' and the jurymen, and walked out of the court-house." Nobody
thinks any worse of the murderer, and the judge and jurymen

evidently feel themselves honoured in having their hands shaken

by a cowardly murderer.

Mr. Low says that " there Is a fine field in the Southern
States for men and women of English birth who feel it

their duty to labour in uncivilised countries as mission-

aries." Murder seems to be the particular god at present

worshipped :

—

In Kentucky in the last five years, according to a writer in

the New York Independent, there have been 798 homicides and
only nine legal executions. "The murderer may be fairly

snowed with sympathising letters," to quote this writer, "and
women crowd the court-rooms and admire the assassin, telling

their children how brave and handsome he looked."

THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW.
FlSCALlSM and feminism are the questions which

dominate the December number. Mr. W. M. Lightbody
writes on taxing the foreigner, and while opposing
Protectionist proposals, grants " the whole question is

involved in obscurity. The incidence of taxation is a
chapter of economics yet to be written, and the most we
could say is that it is not altogether impossible that the

foreigner might be forced to bear a part." Mr. J. G.
Godard continues his discussion of Commercialism and
Imperialism, and exposes the vicious circle which would
extend Empire to find markets for our trade, and would
then fetter trade to consolidate Empire. " Imperialism
does not pay," is his contention. Mr. L. M.Burrell pleads

for an Imperial Parliament, representing all Parliaments
within the Empire, to arrange a fiscal system intended to

encourage the retention of our foreign markets while

ousting the foreigner from the supply of markets within

the Empire. The Free Trade within the Empire which
he aims at is advocated by him as a step to his ultimate

goal—universal Free Trade.
The Essential Equality of Man and Woman is the

theme of Mr. W. K. Hill's article. He lays stress on the

rapidity of feminine development in all spheres recently

opened to her.

Miss Annie L. Diggs calls attention to the fact that

"co-education from kindergarten to university is very
nearly universal 4 in the United States." With the

experience thus acquired, she opposes most of the argu-

ments advanced against youths and maidens being
educated together. Far from marriage and domesticity

suffering in consequence, she reports " a predominance
of congenial marriages, well-ordered households, excep-

tional motherhood, and high record of social usefulness "

among co-educated college women. Perhaps under the

same heading may be entered L. E. Tiddeman's study of

Charlotte Bronte's novels.

Mr. Hugh H. L. Bellot reviews Mr. Morley's great

biography, and pronounces the moral, not the religious,

to have been the dominant factor in Mr. Gladstone's life.

Mr. Lloyd applauds Esperanto as a suitable international

vehicle of thought.
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
The Nineteenth Century for December is an excep-

tionally varied and interesting number. It opens with

Mr. Edward Dicey at his best—and Mr. Dicey at his

best is inimitable. The articles on Korea, workhouse
life, the proposed Post Office " Cash on Delivery " system,

and Mr. Cunynghame's paper on " The Carlsbad Cure "

are all quoted from elsewhere.

MORE ABOUT ARMY REFORM.
The Hon. J. W. Fortescue, writing on " History and

War Office Reform," makes a number of suggestions
worth noting :

—

A Commander-in-Chief, then', there must be ; but his title

might with advantage be changed to that of Captain-General

;

and he should be the effective head of the military government
of the army, and nothing more. As the senior officer of the

army he should have a seat in the Secretary of State's council,

of which presently ; but he should not be the sole military

adviser of the Secretary of State. His duties should consist in

the maintenance of discipline and instruction, of expending the

moneys allotted to him by the Secretary of State for current

services of the army ; and he should be responsible for keeping
the army up to the strength fixed by the Cabinet for the main-
tenance of its military policy. The Captain-General should be
assisted in his duties by a Staff organised upon the lines of that

ibr an army in the field ; and through this Staff all military*

material should be supplied to the army, as is now the case in

War. In a word, the army should be organised in peace as it is

in war.

Mr. Fortescire says that this would abolish in great
measure the civil side of the War Office ; and that this

policy is right, as the whole progress of military reform
/or two and a half centuries has been towards the
substitution of military for civil organisation.

WHY FRUIT-GROWING FAILS.

Mr. Sampson Morgan has a long article somewhat
overcrowded with detail on " The Foreign Fruit Trade
in Britain." He says that the growing foreign imports

are the result of the failure of the British fruit-grower to

efficiently satisfy the wants of the public :

—

To a very great extent this increase is attributable to there

"being in many English orchards millions of worn-out, unprofit-

able, and unsaleable varieties of fruit trees which ought, in the

interest of the whole industry, to be removed. I am satisfied

that the foreign fruit exporter in California, New York, the

Canaries, and various produce centres in France, Italy, Spain,

Germany and Holland, knows more about the wants of the fruit

salesmen and dealers of Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow and
Dublin than do the majority of English fruit growers. One
instance will suffice. In December last choice Blenheim orange

apples were advertised in a Herefordshire paper to be sold and
despatched in sacks ! And at that very time choice apples from

California were sent to Covent Garden put up in one-layer

strawboard boxes, with divisions, so that each apple was packed
separately, as new-laid eggs often are. Each of these boxes

contained eighteen fruits, and were eventually retailed in the

Oity of London at 2s. a dozen, or 3s. for each box. We may
•expect to see the foreign fruit bill of the nation growing larger

every year.

A TALE OF THE MAGPIE'S NEST.

Mr. Bosworth Smith, who writes another of his admir-

able bird articles, tells the following legend as explaining

the apparent clumsiness of the magpie's nest :

—

When the world was still young, so runs the story, the magpie,

though she was sharp enough—too sharp, perhaps, in other

things—found herself, I suppose by way of compensation, quite

unable to construct her own nest, and called in other birds to

help her.
44 Place this stick thus," said the blackbird. 44 Ah,"

said the magpie, 4
' I knew that afore." Other birds followed

with other suggestions, aitd to all of them she made the same

reply. Their patience was at last exhausted by her conceit, and
they left her in a body, saying with one consent, 44 Well, Mistress

Mag, as you seem to know all about it, you may e'en finish the

nest yourself" ; and so, with its dome unfinished and unable to

keep out the wind and rain, it has, in consequence, remained to

this very day.

Mr. Smith, however, declares that in reality the mag-
pie displays great constructive art.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Mr. Charles Eastlake, late Keeper of the National
Gallery, opposes the introduction of artificial light and
the opening of the gallery after dusk. Lord Hindlip has
a brief paper on British East Africa, and Mrs. Frederic
Harrison retails the unpleasant revelations made in Miss
Von Voorst's book " The Woman Who Toils."

THE MONTHLY REVIEW.
The Monthly Review for December is an average

number. The best contribution is the opening " Second
Voyage to Laputa," which is done in the style of the
former Swiftian papers on fiscalitis which everyone has
read. I have noticed elsewhere Mr.. W. P. Reeves'
article, " The Daughters of the House," also the highly
critical paper on the late Professor Mommsen. "Eques"
contributes some severe criticism of the War Office's

action in abolishing; the cavalry lance. He argues that

the substitution of rirearms does not, as is believed, mean
the abolition of shock tactics, but merely substitutes being
charged for charging. In the later stages of the Boer
War, the Boers, armed only with rifles, charged our men.
" Eques " declares that not a single cavalry leader of dis-

tinction supports the War Office's action. Another service

matter is dealt with in Mr. Julian Corbett's paper on "The
Report of the Fleet Manoeuvres."

MACEDONIA.

Messrs. Noel Buxton and Charles Roden Buxton con-
tribute a paper on " Public Opinion and Macedonia," in

which they plead for direct British intervention. If the
present reform scheme'proves a failure we must substitute

a plan of European control of our own. They urge that

it is unlikely that Russia would withhold her consent,

and that it is absurd to think that Russia would go to

war over the matter. If not, it is highly probable that

Bulgaria herself will undertake a war.

OTHER ARTICLES.

There is an interesting paper describing the efforts of

Charles II. to bring about a reunion with Rome. In

1662 the King sent an Irishman named Bellings on a
secret mission to Rome, which did not suceeed, and if it

had succeeded would have cost him his throne, for

Charles appears to have had no idea of the strength of

anti-Catholic feeling in England. Mr. Innes Shand
takes " A Ramble in Clubland." He thinks that clubs

have a beneficial influence, especially in restraining

young men from extravagances.

Temple Bar for December consists entirely of fiction.

In Macmillan's for December Mr. J. C. Tarvcr calls

attention to the inadequate remuneration of school-

masters and assistant masters in our secondary schools.

He suggests the need ofmore esprit de corps amongst head-

masters, that the profession may be more compact, and
the cultivation of a more generous ideal of the teachers
craft.
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THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
The Contemporary Review for December is a good

number ; and I have noticed all its more important con-

tributions among the Leading Articles.

LONDON'S UNIVERSITY.

Sir A. W. Riicker has an elaborate article on the

changes which are needed to bring the University of

London up to a level which will make it worthy of its

position as the central university of the Empire. He
says that a sum of ;£300,000 is urgently needed for three

objects. The first is the incorporation of University Col-

lege ; the second, the foundation of an institute of prelimi-

nary medical studies ; and the third, the organisation of

the higher technical education of London around a great

college of technology on the South Kensington site. Each
of these schemes would require about £ 100,000 to carry

out. Prof. Riicker passes a very favourable judgment on
the work already being done by the University.

A GREAT PRELATE'S WISDOM.

Archdeacon Boutflower contributes an interesting

paper of " Sayings of Bishop Westcott." The following

is some of the Bishop's wisdom :—

-

" The only man I despair of is the man who thinks all things

iire easy. I have no hope of him at all—none—none."
The Bishop hopes that one effect of the "special" War

prayers and services recently issued will be "to persuade people

how incomparably better the Prayer Book is than anything we
can do."

The Bishop says, " It constantly fell to my lot to read the

Book of Jeremiah during my residence at Peterborough, and it

made a deep impression on me. I could not help applying it to

England now—that wilful and spurious patriotism which refuses

to recognise that the way to the best for a nation that has sinned

may have to lie through submitting to suffering."

The Bishop did not approve of the Church Hymnal :

—

" Do you think so of Hymns Ancient and Modern, my
Lord?" asked . "I think Hymns Ancient and Modern
liave done more harm to popular English theology than any
other book—except Milton's poetry," said the Bishop.

Or of the Review of Reviews :—
The Bishop's pet aversion is the idea of a Review of

Reviews, as illustrating the spirit of the age. A review is bad
enough as a substitute for knowledge : a Review of Reviews
the quintessence of mental abomination. Imagine, then, his

horror on reading a letter inviting him ** to lend his powerful

support" to a " Church Review of Reviews much needed and
about to be started."

A NATIVITY LEGEND.

Mr. Austin West contributes an extremely interesting

article on the origin of the legend of the Ox
and Ass at the birth of Christ. Probably even many
people fairly familiar with the Gospels think they could

easily turn up the reference. But the first mention of

the Ox and Ass as present when the infant Christ was
**laid in the manger" occurs in Origen. The first

materialisation of the legend is found in the pseudo-
Matthew Gospel in the fifth century, wherein the Ox and
Ass are made to adore the Saviour.

On the third day after the birth of the Lord, the Blessed Mary
•went forth from the cave and entered into the stable ; and there

she laid her Infant in the stall ; and the Ox and the Ass adored
Him. Then was fulfilled what was spoken by Isaiah the Prophet,

saying, " The Ox knoweth his owner, and the Ass his master's

crib." And these animals having the Child in their midst

unceasingly adored Him. Then was fulfilled what was spoken
by Kabam (Habakkuk) the Prophet, saying, " In the midst of

two animals thou shalt be known."

By the thirteenth century there was even an explanation

of how the two animals came to be present at the Nativity,

the story being that Mary went to Bethlehem riding on
the Ass, and that Joseph led the Ox to sell to meet current

expenses. St. Bonaventure even related that :

—

The Ox and the Ass on bended knees placed their mouths
upon the manger, breathing through their nostrils, and as though

endowed with reason were aware that the Child so scantily pro-

tected was in need of warmth at a time when the cold was so

intense.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Sir Robert Hunter contributes " Reminiscences of Sir

Joshua Fitch," and Lieut.-Col. James reviews Lord
Wolseley's M emoirs.

THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW.
The Independent Review for December is a good

number, but most of its contents come under the heading
of leading articles. Mr. Belloc continues his political

satire "Mr. Burden," and his description of the birth of

Imperialism in " M'Koria," and " Mr. Barnett's" adroit

capture of the Jingo Press, is intensely amusing.

INSECTS AND DISEASE.

Mr. A. E. Shipley writes on the various diseases pro-

pagated by flies, of which malaria is the best known.
Yellow fever, the " sleeping sickness," and " nagana " or

the disease caused by the " tse-tse " fly, are all caused by
different flies. The ravages of sleeping sickness are so

deadly that whole districts , have been depopulated.

Flies do not cause disease by the poison of their bites,

as used to be believed, but because they themselves are

the victims of various kinds of bacteria.

THE IRISH LAND ACTS.

Judge Overend contributes a useful but somewhat dry
summary of the various Irish Land Purchase Acts, the

effect of which he sums up as follows :

—

As to the moral and social effect of these Acts upon the

tenants, there can be no two opinions. They brought a sense of

contentment and security into the remotest cabin. They stimu-

lated small improvements of every kind. They increased the

desire for agricultural knowledge, and produced improved
methods of farming. The tenant's power of borrowing mone"
at cheaper rates has been greatly increased.

THE TURKS AND MACEDONIA.

There are two interesting articles dealing with Turkey
and Macedonia. Victoria Buxton describes her travels

in Mesopotamia, and the purport of her article is that
here the Kurd is the villain of the piece. Miss Buxton
travelled in these distant parts with another lady, and
she gives a very favourable picture of the way- in which
she was treated by all, though it appears that fear, not
love, was the mainspring of the protection and hospitality

which she enjoyed. Mr. E. Hilton Young deals with the
Macedonian question. He sees no solution save in a
Christian governor appointed by the Powers and irre-

movable by the Sultan, a representative administra-
tive council charged with the supervision of finance, and
a complete system of local self-government by religious

committees.

The School World.

The Corresponding Club for the study of pedagogics
is explained fully, and so is the scheme of the University
of London for the " study of the humanities." Mr. C. W.
Bailey gives information about " The Reformation of the
Offender," schoolboy sinners being meant in this case,
and Lord Avebury contributes " A Study of Nature."
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THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
THE Fortnightly this month contains only two articles

on the Protectionist issue—a sign of declining interest,

which is the best proof of the unsubstantiality of that

ogre. I have noticed these as leading articles, also the

articles on Tammany and on Continental politics.

A BOARD OF WAR.

Lieut.- Col. Alsager Pollock's proposal for the reform
of the War Office, is that both the Navy and the Army
should be placed under one " Board of War," at the head
of which should be placed a genuine " Minister of War."
The other members would be the " Secretary of State

for the Navy," the Commander-in-Chief of the Army, and
the " Secretary of State for the Army." The Naval Office

and Army Office would each be divided into two
branches—the combatant and the financial : each would
have its own board. Colonel Pollock supplements this

by declaring that it must be worked on a system of

individual responsibility, every official being considered
guilty of any deficiency unless he can prove that he has
done his part faultlessly.

MR. MORLEY'S "GLADSTONE."

Judge O'Connor Morris contributes a paper on
Mr. Morley's " Life of Gladstone," which is not very
sympathetic either to Mr. Gladstone or to Mr. Morley.
He says that the book is rather an elaborate panegyric
than a really correct biography. Judge Morris sees

nothing good in Mr. Gladstone save his love of liberty.

He condemns him as a writer and a speaker :—
Impartial history will hardly place Gladstone among the

great masters of British statesmanship. His best achievements
were in the province of finance, and even these have been much
censured. He was a failure in the conduct of our foreign affairs

;

he committed enormous mistakes in domestic politics, especially

in his vehement advocacy of Home Rule ; he was not a cautious

or a far-seeing pilot of the State. And his career was too

erratic, too inconsistent, too often marked with questionable

nets, too much a display of an ambition by no means scrupulous,

and seeking in politics personal ends, to deserve the high

praise due to our truest patriots ; his emotional nature was
wanting in sagacity, in judgment, in plain common-sense ; few
public men have provoked such distrust.

BUDDHISM.
SELDOM has a stranger periodical challenged the atten-

tion of the magazine-reading world than the yellow-covered
quarterly which reaches me from Rangoon. It is called

Buddhism, and its declared object is to do what it can to

convert us of the West to the Buddhist faith. It is printed

and published—and very well printed—and excellently

i;lustrated by the International Buddhist Society at the
Hanthawaddy Printing Works, Pagoda Road, Rangoon.
Buddhism, says the editor, quiescent for a thousand years,

is stirring into a new awakening. This quarterly is to be
the organ of that Buddhist revival. The following is a
summary of the threefold programme of the magazine :

—

Firstly, to set before the world the true principles of our
Religion, believing, as we do, that these need only to be better

known to meet with a wide-spread acceptance amongst the

peoples of the West,—an acceptance which, if manifested in

practice, would in our opinion do much to promote the general

happiness :

—

Secondly, to promote, as far as lies in our power,
those humanitarian activities referred to in the latter portion of
The Faith of the Future*.—and, Thirdly, to unite by our

Journal, as by a common bond of mutual interest and brother-

hood, the many Associations with Buddhist aims which now
exist.

The first of these objects we shall hope in some measure to

achieve by the matter which will occupy the larger portion of

each number of our Review. This will consist of (a) an Editorial
dealing with the general aspects of our Religion, and their appli-

cations
;

{b) Essays on the doctrines of Buddhism, written by
Oriental and Occidental students of the Religion ; (c) Articles,

and Notes on Buddhist History and Archiealogy, and on
obscure points in Pali philology

; (d) Tales and sketches illus-

trative of the effects of applied Buddhism ; and (e) Poetry.
The second portion of Buddhism will be devoted to the exposi-

tion of such humanitarian movements as the abolition of warfare,

capital punishment, the slaughter of animals for food, and other
relics of barbarism

; temperance ; the removal of injurious dis-

tinctions, legal and other, between the sexes ; the promotion of
the higher education, etc.

The third and last portion of our Journal will consist of a.

review of the position and progress of the Religion ; and wilt

consist of (a) Reviews of works on Buddhism and kindred sub-
jects

; (b) News and Notes of general interest to Buddhists ; (c}

Correspondence ; and (d) Notices of all Buddhist Activities,.

Societies, Periodicals, and similar Buddhist works.

The first number opens with a poem by Sir Edwin
Arnold which has as its text the founding of the Temple
in Rangoon, in which are preserved some shining golden
hairs from the head of Buddha. The story is one which
bears some resemblance to the mediaeval legend of the

wanderings of the body of St. Cuthbert. Professor Rhys
Davis is another contributor, but the more important
articles are anonymous. I quote elsewhere from the

impeachment of Western Civilisation, and also from the

charming account of Womanhood in Burma.
The review is edited with vigour and zeal. Whether it

will succeed in winning the Western world to adopt the

faith of the East is a matter upon which opinions witf

differ, but there can be no doubt as to the sincerity and
zeal with which these apostles of the Buddhistic revival

plead the cause of their faith.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW.
The North American Review for November contains

only one article which calls for lengthy quotation. That
is "Anglo-American's" "Indictment of the British

Monarchy." I have also quoted briefly elsewhere from
Mr. Roblin's paper, " How Western Canada Regards the
Chamberlain Scheme ;

" and from the article entitled
" A Mahomedan View of the Macedonian Problem.''

THE COMPOSITION OF CONGRESS.

Mr. S. J. Barrows has an interesting article entitled

"Is Our National Congress Representative?" from
which it appears that the two branches of the American
Parliament are mainly composed of lawyers. Out of

357 members of the House of Representatives, 236 are
lawyers ; and out of 85 members of the Senate, 61 are

lawyers. The average age of the Senators is sixty, and
that of the Representatives only forty-eight. Mr. Barrows
says that

—

Of 357 members (actually 352) of the Fifty-seventh Con-
gress, but 89 were new members, 79 were serving their second

term, and 76 their third ; 108 members, or thirty per cent.,,

were serving four terms and upwards
; 69 members, or nineteen,

per cent., served in Congress ten years.

LORD SALISBURY.

Mr. M. W. Hazeltine writes on " The United States

and the late Lord Salisbury," of whom he says :

—

Lord Salisbury personified, as no other man could personify,,

the remarkable change that has taken place during the last fifty

years in the attitude of England's governing class toward the
American people. He was a typical British aristocrat, and the

ultimate transformation of his posture toward the United States

must be regarded as a triumph of enlightenment and conviction

over social and political prejudice.
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THE CENTURY MAGAZINE.
The Christmas number of the CeJitury has many

brightly coloured illustrations, notably those of scenes

tiear Sienna, and of sacred themes. There arc numbers
of other pictures, tinted and in black and white. Maeter-
linck's rhapsody on chrysanthemums is noticed elsewhere.

Thackeray's hitherto unpublished letters to an American
family are noticeable for the poetic effusions of the old

man to an American girl, which are characteristically

humorous, for the pictorial embroidery by the author, and
for his reference to Mrs. Henry Beecher Stowe. He says

that he was very agreeably disappointed in her :

—

In place of the woman I had imagined to myself after the

ihideous daguerrotype, I found a gentle, almost pretty person,

-with a very great sweetness in her eyes and smile. I am sure

she must be good and truth-telling from her face and behaviour ;

And when I get a country place and a leisure hour, shall bujkle

-to
44 Uncle Tom " and really try to read it.

Mr. Franklin Clarkin's sketches of the daily walk of
the Walking Delegate, or, as he is now called, the
** Business Agent," the American counterpart to our Trade
Union secretary', is noticeable for snowing that the
example of corruption set by municipal chiefs in American
cities is only too well followed by the Trade Union
441
boss." The contrast with the purity of British Trade

Union officials is gratifying to British patriotism. Andre
Saglio sketches the Bigoudines, the old-world folk who
live in the extreme west of Brittany, whom he regards as
the first wave of westward immigration from the Asiatic

plateaux—the petrified survival of a race that is barbarian
and Mongolian. Dr. James Buckley subjects fanaticism
in the United States to analysis and rebuke. The three
dangers of the Republic are, he says, immorality, indif-

ferentisrn and fanaticism. Three articles deal with
ameliorative efforts among the poor of great cities. Miss
A. K. Fallows tells of what she describes as 44 Tempta-
tions to be Good," more ordinarily known as boys' clubs,

settlements, play-spaces and Boys' Brigades. Mr. J.

Riis, under the title of " Children of the People," tells

how a preacher in a Pennsylvanian country* church
twenty-seven years ago, appealing to the farmers to

receive children from the slums of New York, originated
the Fresh Air Holidays that are now well-nigh universal.

Miss Fuller tells of Phillips Brooks' intense interest in a
Girls' Club which he frequented and favoured with lantern
lectures.

Munseys Magazine lor December is very much of a
Christmas number ; that is to say, it has more fiction and
less general articles than usual. The only paper requiring
mention is that on "The Street Car Kings," which is

illustrated with portraits of pioneers of electric traction.

Mr. S. R. Crockett's " Adventurer in Spain " comes
to an end in this month's Good Words. Mr. G. S. Layard
contributes an amusing paper on 44

Jokes that Have
Miscarried "—that is, drawings in comic papers that have
failed to tell their story. There is a well-illustrated paper
on " American Memorials in London."

One of the most interesting papers in the Pall Mall
Magazine is that by Lady Sarah Wilson on 44 Six Weeks
in North-Western Rhodesia," a British territory only

since 1897, with a capital called Kalonio, and a British

.resident administrator (Mr. R. T. Coryndon). The
article is well illustrated. Other articles are Mr.
Begbie's sketch of Mr. Morley as 4< a master worker "

;

-a well-illustrated account of Lansdowne House; and Lady
Edgecumbe's account of her visit to St. Vincent and La
•SoufTriere.

THE EMPIRE REVIEW.
The Empire Review this month is very interesting.

Brief abstracts of the fiscal articles appear else-

where.
The paper read to the Colonial Institute by Major

Ronald Ross, of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medi-
cine, on 44 Malaria in India and the Colonies," is repro-

duced here.

Mr. O. T. J. Alpers has an amusing article on "The
Humours of Antipodean (/>., New Zealand) Politics";

and Miss Ella Hart-Bennett's account of life in the little-

known and desperately-lonely Falkland Islands is very
interesting.

Retired Judge D. W. Prowse tells the story of the

French Newfoundland difficulty, and offers as a solution,

that the Newfoundlanders should allow the French free bait,

and anchorage for their ships. Then, he thinks, France,

would probably give up the shore or all claim to exclusive

rights, together with granting other highly desirable

concessions.
Mr. Theobald Douglas, writing from Wr

iesbaden, on
" How to increase Britain's Agricultural Production,"
says that the great thing is to teach the British farmer
to use those different artificial manures already used with

so much benefit in Germany and France. Germany, for

instance, uses seven times as much basic slag as Great
Britain. With proper manuring of the soil (a subject

specially investigated and popularised throughout Ger-
many), the writer believes that Great Britain could be
made to become almost self-sufficing.

Marion Leslie, in the Woman at Home, paints a
most attractive picture of the Winter Holiday Resorts in

Switzerland. Now that the changing seasons seem to

preclude the possibility of snow and ice in England, jaded
Londoners might very easily do worse than take their

holiday in the winter, and be braced up in the keen dry
air of St. Moritz or Crindelwald.

44 Irish Viceroys of Two Centuries " provide Mr. Escott
with a theme in the Lc sure Hour upon which to build

an interesting and instructive article. He deals at

greater length with the earlier Viceroys, commencing
with Lord Clarendon, who was Lord- Lieutenant of
Ireland on the occasion of King Edward's (then Prince
of Wales) first visit to that country in 1849.

In the Young Man for December "A Professional
Writer" gives his experiences of journalistic free-lancing,

but, as he admits, when he began competition on the
whole was less severe than now. Engaged as he was in

another profession, he made ^65 the first year, ^92 10s.

the second, and £175 15s. the third. Then he gave up
his profession, which he did not like, for journalism, which
he did like. His conclusions are that :

—

You have to be exceptionally alert, exceptionally vivacious,

exceptionally well-informed on all
44

live " matters to make way
with the new journalism. If I were asked to say whether, in

my opinion, free-lancing is a desirable profession, I should
answer No. It is very arduous work, it keeps your mind con-
tinually on the stretch. You have to be eternally thinking of
subjects for

44 copy." Moreover, it is precarious. You may
make a handsome income this year ; next year you may not
make half as much. A war may quite upset your calculations

;

even the present fiscal policy discussion is lightening the purse
of many a poor free-lance who detests politics and has not made
a 44

line " of it. Stick to your hundred a year as a clerk or a
mechanic, and try to make it two hundred by the practice of
the pen*
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THE NOUVELLE REVUE.
The NouvelU Revue for November, though containing

nothing striking, is nevertheless of average interest. We
have noticed elsewhere M. Montclavel's paper on the
curious reminiscences of bygone cannibalism, afforded by
the rites of certain Indians of Vancouver Island.

FRANCO-ITALIAN RELATIONS.

M. Georges Villiers, in a paper which traces the
modern history of Franco- Italian relations, naturally

dates their improvement from 1896, the fall of Crispi and
the definite condemnation of his policy. He is careful

to distinguish the three main questions— tariffs, the
Mediterranean, and the Triple Alliance—and he shows
how Bismarck utilised Italian Gallophobia to the great
advantage of Germany. There is, however, nothing
in the Franco- Italian accord which need give umbrage
to the Triple Alliance. Rather is it to be likened to the
accord established long ago between Russia and Austria,

and to both nations it brings equal benefit, for it is based
or reason and is sealed with the seal of popular appro-
bation.

AN EARLY JOKE OF SHELLEY'S.

M. Savine describes with humorous appreciation that
ludicrous mystification which Shelley played on the
public when he was an undergraduate at Oxford. His
friend Hogg inspired his jest, which consisted in pub-
lishing some posthumous fragments of one Margaret
Nicholson, who attempted to murder George III. in

1786, in the name of a supposed nephew. Poor Peg
Nicholson, as a matter of fact, was not dead, but was
confined in Bedlam. The book had an extraordinary-

success, as well it might, for it contained the epithalamium
of Ravaillac and Charlotte Corday, two tyrannicides,

whose marriage, of course, existed only in Shelley's

vivid imagination, as well as " Despair," and Peg's
lamentations from the madhouse.

OPIUM.
The terrible curse of opium is described in a moving

article by M. Coquiot, who says that the governor of
French Cochin-China recently requested his officials to

abstain from the use of the drug. This circular letter,

M. Coquiot prophesies, will remain a dead letter. French
officials in the East, it seems, would not know what to

do with their time if they did not smoke opium, and M.
Coquiot is inclined to take their side in the matter,
arguing that the dangers of the drug are less grave than
those of alcohol. Naval and military officers have brought
home this vice from the East, and you can smoke opium
as comfortably at Toulon as at Hong Kong. In London
there are dens kept by Chinamen, and in Paris there are
some in the neighbourhood of the Arc de Triomphe.
Hashish seems to be less popular, but it is significant

that the paternal Egyptian Government has forbidden its

sale, at any rate in the interior of the country.

THE REVUE DE PARIS.
The Revue de Paris for November is hardly equal to

its usual standard of interest.

FRANCE'S PLACE IN THE WORLD.
An anonymous writer, discussing France's present

position among the nations, observes that a certain pride
in herself takes so great a pi ice in France's national

character that any renunciation of it would be, so to

speak, the beginning of the end. It is easy for this

writer to dispose of the fallacy involved in contrasting
the France of to-day with the France of Louis XIV. or
Napoleon. He sees clearly how France missed her
opportunities in Egypt, and with what extraordinary lack
of preparation, both diplomatic and military, the Mar-

chand expedition to Fashoda was planned. The idea

of a Franco-German understanding against England by
way of revenge for Fashoda he rejects as impossible, and
points out that already much progress has been made
with the peaceful settlement of various outstanding ques-

tions with England. But he lays most stress on the

Franco- Italian understanding, as affording the possibility

of a pacific regulation of Mediterranean problems. In a
general survey the writer is able to claim that France has
largely reconquered her ancient place in the world not by
war but by peace. 44 We have not wasted our time since

Sedan and Fashoda."

THE PORT OF HAVRE.
M. de Rousiers contributes a study, reinforced with

statistics, of the position and progress of the great port

of Havre. The only danger he perceives as threatening
its prosperity is the danger of isolation, and he urges,

that every effort should be made to link up Havre as
closely as possible to the great consuming region which
lies at the back of it.

THE REVUE DES DEUX MONDES.
There is but little that is topical in the Revu* des

Deux Motides for November. We have noticed else-

where M. de Marten's important article on the neutralisa-

tion of Denmark as a preliminary to universal peace ;

M. Roche's on the proposed income tax in France ; and
M. Benoist's paper on the conditions of the glass industry

in France.

LETTERS OF SAINTE BEUVE.

Two more instalments are given of the hitherto unpub-
lished correspondence between Sainte Beuve and M. and
Mdme. Juste Olivier. They cover the period from July,.

1838, to the end of 1839, and are full of interesting side-

lights on the literary and political movements of that

stirring time. In one letter addressed to both his friends

the great critic seems to regret for a moment that he bad
played no part up to that time, January, 1839, in politics.

But, as a matter of fact, there is reason to believe that he
did not really feel any permanent regret. He had no per-

manent political ambition, and when he afterwards became
a Senator it was more for the sake of freeing himself from

his money troubles than from any desire to play a part in.

politics. The whole correspondence shows a most charm-
ing and delightful friendship. Sainte Beuve is much
interested in the Olivier children, to whom he refers by
their pet names.

A FRENCHMAN IN MANDALAY.

M. Chevrillon gives a most vivid description of the

Buddhist Fete of Death in Mandalay. He was fortunate

enough to see the funeral rites of a Buddhist Archbishop,

the highest ecclesiastical dignitary of the whole of

Burmah. He describes in exquisite French the strange

and picturesque ceremonies of the curious patriarchal

life of the Burmese.

OTHER ARTICLES.

Among other articles maybe mentioned an anonymous

one on the position of the French Government, which is,

of course, a vigorous attack upon the authors of the

Associations Law. Its interest for English readers r

however, lies in the suggestion that M. Combes and his-

colleagues are docile mediocrities, whose performances

are dictated and inspired by some mysterious personages

remaining in the background. A study by M. Meziexes

of certain recent attempts to whitewash the reputation of

General Dupont, the author of the capitulation of

Baylen ; and a paper by M. Bellaigue on the musical

ideas of Aristotle may be noted*
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LA REVUE.
The November numbers of La Revue are both full of

interest. The articles on the book crisis in France and
the Anglo-French rapprochement are separately noticed.

M. Philippe Berger devotes a long article to his recol-

lections of Renan in his Breton home, not far from
Lannion Station.

M. Jules Sageret has two long and interesting articles

on Paul Bourget, the first of a series on " Great Converts,"

converts, it seems, to the Catholic faith.

M. Emile Faguet, of the French Academy, publishes

for the first time some letters of Mme. de Stael. They
are mostly to Meister, a Swiss habitue' of the Necker
salon, and Schlegel, written from London and Stockholm.
M. Lefevre, discussing the question of " How to regain

beauty, strength, and health/' answers uncompromisingly,
" Give up meat." It is a very able plea on behalf more
of fruit-eating than of vegetarianism.

BACKWARD AND DEFICIENT CHILDREN: WHAT TO DO
WITH THEM.

M. Paul Strauss discusses the difficult question of

what to do with children, who from hereditary disease or

some deficiency such as deafness, come into the world
quite unfitted to make their way in it, and, consequently,
frequently swell the ranks of the criminal.

THE ENGLISH IN MODERN FRENCH NOVELS.

M. Leblond discusses the treatment of Englishmen and
women at the hands of the modern French novelist,

maintaining that on the whole the English have nothing
to complain of on that score. Edmond de Goncourt has
done much to correct wrong impressions of the English.

Daudet, on the other hand, drew impossible English
people, outrageously and insufferably English. Maupassant,
in ** Miss Harriet," shed tears over the distressful story of
the old maid in England. M. Bourget's Englishwomen
are exquisite creations. '* Perhaps no Englishman can
appreciate so keenly as a Frenchman the poetry of
a pretty Englishwoman." J. H. Rosny, who lived a
long time in London, has most sympathetically depicted
the life of a lower, middle, or rather artisan class girl,

" Nell Horn," who marries a Frenchman. Anatole
France and the brothers Marguerite are among other
modern French novelists who have sympathetically de-
picted the English character, especially women's character.
It would be interesting to know if an equally good case
could be made out for the sympathetic treatment by
modern English novelists of French men and women

From the "Positivist" Point of View.
The Positivist Review for December contains two

articles upon contemporary politics, one by Mr. Frederic
Harrison, entitled the

14
British Tammany Hall," the

other by Professor Beesly. The two Positivist Pundits
differ. Processor Beesly says of the Panama Revolution,
"Nothing need be said but that President Roosevelt has
successfully played the game that Mr. Joseph Chamber-
lain played unsuccessfully at the Jameson Raid. Mexico
and the Central American Republics now know what
they have to expect from this unscrupulous Imperialist ;

also Canada. If he would only spare the world his

preachments." To him Frederic Harrison replies as
follows :

—" Imputations on the United States Government
in respect to Columbia, Mexico and Canada rest on un-
supported suspicions, which we have no right to assume.
Nor would unscrupulous statesmen have made such
efforts to defend the Negro, to suppress corruption and
the anti-social action of Trusts." The Editor makes no

attempt to harmonise the conflicting opinions of his emi-
nent contributors. Professor Beesly, in another paragraph,
declares that we are now about to undertake the conquest
of Tibet in order to satisfy the thirst of British officers
for promotion, decorations, and appointments. History
does not record any invasion of India by way of Tibet.

Pearson's.
The chief feature of the double Christmas number is

Mr. H. G. Wells' comical pseudo-scientific romance,
" The Food of the Gods," noticed elsewhere. The frontis-

piece is a gallery of portraits of public men, half life-size,

the finest of which is perhaps that of Lord Kelvin.
Marcus Woodward tells how Norwich has become a
canary-bird city. A ship, in the seventeenth century, laden
with green singing-birds, was wrecked in the Mediter-
ranean, and the birds escaped to the island of Elba. Then
they were taken to Italy, spread to Germany and to Flan-
ders. They were driven out by Alva's persecution, and the
Flemings took with them their canaries to the eastern
counties, and made Norwich the chief breeding centre.
In their European habitat the birds developed from green
to yellow. Bailey Millard gives a photograph- illustrated
sketch of his experience of flying down a fifty-mile flume,
as the wooden canals down which hi Tiber is carried by
aid of water are called in the Wr

est. There is any
amount of oddities, humours, and beautiful portraits,
along with the inevitable fiction.

Three Pioneers in Illustration.

The Century\ Harper's
y
and Scribners, always in the

van of the progress of illustration, this month add to their
laurels. To illustrate Mrs. Edith Wharton's description of
" Italian Villas and Their Gardens," the Century reproduces
in colours a series of striking pictures by Mr. Maxfield
Parrish. The frontispiece of Scribner's, too, is a drawing
by the same artist, also reproduced in colours, and
employed, by an odd coincidence, to illustrate another bit

of Mrs. Wharton's writing— in this case an amusing
story of "A Venetian Night's Entertainment."

In Harper's, the place of honour is granted to Mr.
Howard Pyle, four of whose paintings illustrate Miss
Olivia Howard Dunbar's " Peire Vidal—Troubadour,"
one of the four serving as the frontispiece of the number.
Other fine examples of colour-printing in the December
Harper's—meeting the requirements of a wholly different
form of illustration—are Mr. W. T. Smedley's paintings
accompanying Mark Twain's capital sketch of "A Dog's
Tale."

To revert to the more purely imaginative and allegorical
in magazine pictures, Mr. Albert Sterner contributes
several notable drawings for Mildred McNeal's " Ride of
the Valkyries," in the Century, and in the same magazine
Violet Oakley's two Christmas pictures are decidedly
effective. Two beautiful series of child-pictures are
Jessie Willcox Smith's " The Child in a Garden," in
Scribner's, and Elizabeth Shippen Green's paintings in
Harper's accompanying verses entitled " The Little
Past," by Josephine Preston Peabocly.
Among the most successful travel pictures of the

month are Mr. Edward Penfield's colour sketches of
" Holland from the Stern of a Boeier," in Scribner's. In
Harper's, several paintings by Andre Castaigne have
been reproduced in tint to illustrate Guy Wetmore Car*
ryl's " Playground of Paris." In plain black and white,
Mr. E. C. Pcixotto has done some capital drawings to
go with Frederick Palmer's description of " Buda and
Pest," in Scribner's.
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THE ITALIAN REVIEWS.
The fiscal controversy in England is naturally enough

exciting considerable interest in Italy, where economic
science is the subject of far more serious study than here.
One of the editors of the Riforma Sociale, Professor
Luigi Einandi of Turin, who stands in the first rank
among Italian economists, summarises for his readers
both Mr. Balfour's pamphlet and many tables of statistics
from the recent Board of Trade Report, and comes to
the conclusion that so far the Protectionists have not
proved their case. Of Mr. Chamberlain's utterances he
complains that they are clothed " in an artificial obscurity
of language which renders it difficult to follow his thought."
The well-known deputy, Luigi Luzzatti, is somewhat less
emphatic in the Nuova Antologia (November 1st),

for though he cordially condemns Mr. Chamberlain's
proposal, he seems to regard those of Mr. Balfour with an
open mind. He concludes an interesting article with two
suggestions. As a change in English fiscal policy will
necessarily affect the economic position of every country
in Europe, he proposes that fiscal treaties between any
countries should be "hung up " until such time as
England has decided on the principles of her future
policy. Secondly, he suggests that England and Russia
should combine at the earliest possible date to summon
a great international fiscal congress, at which agreement
on certain fundamental principles might be arrived at.

The same number of the Antologia publishes a
selection of poems from D'Annunzio's record volume of
" Laudi," each one being descriptive of some old Italian
city-—Bergamo, Ferrara, Ravenna and others. Full of
rhythmical beauty, they are at the same time so over-
laden with historal allusions that the majority of non-
Italian readers will find themselves hopelessly at sea.
The mid-November number is largely taken up with the
visit cf the King and Queen to England, described by an
anonymous writer as " The most popular of all the foreign

journeys of the King." The whole article is very pleasant

reading in its sincere and cordial tone of friendship for

England. An illustrated article by G. Chiesi,describingthe
Guildhall and the position ofthe Lord Mayor, is evidently

intended to prepare Italian readers for the Royal journey.
The Italian authoress, well-known under her pseudonym
of " Neera," writes a sensible warning to her sex to

abstain from rushing foolishly into authorship from wholly
inadequate motives. In Italy, where journalism is still

practically a closed profession to women, their chances
of pecuniary success would appear to be even smaller than
in other countries. The struggle is hard even for able
and qualified writers : for the mere dilettante there is no
room at all.

Vltalia Modcrna publishes a most appreciative article

on Mr. Arthur Symons as a poet, his work as the trans-

lator of D'Annunzio's plays having made his name well-

known in Italian literary circles.

An anonymous contribution on Leo XIII. and biblical

criticism in the Rassegna Nazionale, November 1st,

sums up very ably the attitude of intelligent Catholics
towards biblical exegesis—an attitude of far greater free-

dom than that of orthodox Protestants—and traces the

development of Leo's interest in the subject culminating
in the appointment of the Biblical Commission, one of
the most far-reaching acts of his pontificate. Papal
policy is still apparently the dominating interest in the
peninsula, and the mid-November issue leads off with a
very laudatory article on Pius X. by the senator,

Tancredo Canonico. The Rassegna, owing to its views
on the Temporal Power, is so persistently accused of
" Liberal Catholicism " that it is anxious, whenever
possible, to testify to its fundamental orthodoxy.

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
Elzevicr opens with an article on an artist and his

work, giving reproductions of pictures by Evert Pieters,

some of them rather quaint. It follows this with a sketch

of the Papal Palace of Avignon, the residence of the

Sovereign Pontiffs during the greater part of the fourteenth

century. The edifice was begun by Pope John XX II., who
amassed a large fortune while within its walls

; his

successor, Benedictus XII., enlarged and altered the

building, which became practically a fortress. This
striking edifice had a striking history, and the

writer tells us of the trial of the Bishop of

Cahors, and the dreadful punishment inflicted upon
him, among other interesting details. The palace is one
of the sights of this ancient town, which is so full of

churches that Rabelais called it la ville sonnante (or the

city of bells) ; there are still churches in plenty in the

old city of Southern France, although that of the Cor-

deliers, with the tomb of Petrarch's Laura, was demolished
in 1 79 1. The next article is equally interesting, as it

deals with what the writer calls the smallest republic in

the world ; this is the neutral territory, Moresnet,
between Holland, Belgium, and Germany, in extent

about seventy acres, with 3,000 inhabitants. It originated
in the early part of the nineteenth century and has

managed to retain its neutrality for nearly a hundred
years. International troubles brought it into existence,
and it is sometimes facetiously termed a " republic by
mistake."

As a matter of course, the fiscal campaign in the

United Kingdom is exciting the keenest interest abroad,
with the natural result of a goodly crop of essays on the

general subject. Onse Ecuw contains one of these ; it

is called " Free Trade and Prosperity," and treats of the

conditions as they exist in Holland. The conclusion
arrived at appears to be that the prosperity of the Dutch
people is not a result of extreme protectionist measures,
but of the more liberal treatment of imports from
1862 to the present time, and that the welfare of

the people will not be increased by heavy pro-

tectionist duties. At the head of his article the writer

places a phrase which may be freely translated :
" By

their fruits you shall know them." There is, in the

same review, an article on the necessity for propagating
instruction in sanitary' science and curative and preventive
measures and medicine in the Indian colonies of Holland.
Things seem to be in a bad way out there. For thirty-

years the writer has played the part of one crying in the

wilderness, and with very little result, in his attempts to

attract attention to this state of things. Public opinion

is now being aroused, and good may come at last. " The
Lamentation of Faust " is a thoughtful essay on the cry,

" I see that we can know nothing," to which is added
another quotation, " I know much, but I would fain

know all." This article is a weighty sermon in reality.

Space prevents me from dealing at lenejh with De
Gids and Vragen des Tijds this month. The tormer has a

good rendering of some Roumanian folk songs and ballads,

the originals of which bear the name of Helene Vacaresco.
There are also articles on Socialistic Instruction and on
Idealists. Vragen des Tijds has two articles, the second
of which will be the more generally interesting, as it is on
Class Struggles and Public Welfare.

The GirVs Realm for December is an excellent

Christmas number. Among the varied and very fully

illustrated papers are articles on "How I Began," by

Ethel Turner ; the Goldsmiths' Institute School, in the

City of London ; and Nursing as a Profession, by Miss

Frances Low. '
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INDEX TO PERIODICALS, 1902/

The new volume of the " Annual Index to Periodicals,"

which has now been completed, does for the periodicals

of 1902 what the previous twelve volumes of the *' Annual
Index" have done for the years 1890-1901 inclusive.

There is a story told of the writer of a recent famous
biography to the effect that he found the already existing

literature of his subject so voluminous that he began his

task of perusing it by rejecting all the books and bio-

graphies which contained no index. Now an index has
been aptly described as " the bag and baggage of a book,

of more use than honour ; even such who seemingly
slight it, secretly using it, if not for need, for speed of

what they desire to find." If this be true of the index to

a book, how much more true must it be of an index

which arranges and classifies for permanent reference

all the articles of any importance which have been pub-
lished throughout the year in the pages of nearly two
hundred files of reviews and magazines ?

The compilation of a catalogue is invariably looked
upon as an extraordinary piece of labour. To say the

least, the compilation of a catalogue does not usually

represent more work than an index of similar dimensions
;

and very often a catalogue is nothing more than a
mechanical alphabetical arrangement of the books by
author and title, without any reference to the subject

matter at all, except, perhaps, where the subject happens
to be indicated in the title. When, however, any classi-

fication is attempted, it is only a very general one as a
rule, and the titles of books are rarely repeated more than
once or twice in the catalogue. To compile a catalogue

on a more extensive scale would no doubt represent an
enormous labour for each library, but it might be worth
while to do something of the kind once for all for use in

all libraries, and have it kept up to date by supplements
issued at regular intervals. Under the present system
each library publishes its own catalogue to much the

same class of books, and the labour is done oyer and
over again.

What a good classified catalogue might do for books,

the 44 Annual Index to Periodicals " seeks to do year by
year for our periodical literature. When the Review of
Reviews was projected in 1890, the periodicals—that is,

monthlies and quarterlies—did not amount to more than
about one-third of similar periodical literature of to-day ;

and yet, fourteen years ago, the Review of Reviews
was immediately welcomed, and found absolutely indis-

pensable to the busy man who desired to keep abreast

with the best contemporary thought of the day. In fact,

it was inconceivable that such a review could have been
done without so long. Now our periodical literature has
more than trebled itself, for we have not only three times

as many periodicals to cope with, but, in addition, must
take into account the fact that almost all the older

reviews have been considerably enlarged, and contain, in

many cases, nearly twice as many articles as before.

To keep pace with this enormous development in

periodical literature the Review of Reviews has been
greatly enlarged, and yet it becomes more and more
impossible each month to refer to more than a small

proportion of the articles of interest and value about
which the serious reader would like to know something.

A selection of a few dealing with a comparatively limited

number of subjects is the most that can be attained, and
for the rest the reader must make shift with the monthly
Table of Contents appended in the Review of Reviews

• " Index to Periodicals, 190a." Cloth, 15s. net. Review of Reviews
Offic:, Mowbray House, Tempb.

till the " Annual Index " can be completed and the
articles suitably indexed and classified by subject in

more convenient form.
Thus the "Annual Index" is the necessary comple-

ment of the Review of Reviews. In place of a
selection of the best, it includes practically all the
articles, a few which are of little value amongst the
number being unavoidable ; it arranges and classifies

them under suitable headings and sub-headings, and
brings the whole together under one alphabet of authors
and subjects ; and to make the volume still more useful

the references to the notices which have appeared in the
Review of Reviews have been added. When an article

is illustrated or accompanied by a map, it is mentioned
in the Index

; also, when the same article has been
published in two reviews, sometimes under different titles,

or when part of an article appears in a second review,
the fact is stated in the Index. Dates, too, have been
inserted. Fiction and sermons are not indexed, and it is

a small drawback that the author-index, owing to exigen-
cies of space, is not quite complete. Still, a large number
of better-known writers and poets have been included,

and the biographical and critical articles relating to

them in the periodicals, as well as the articles which they
themselves have contributed, are all tabulated under the

authors* names in their proper place in the alphabet.

And as the number of periodicals has increased, so

also has the " Annual Index " gradually increased in size,

and each year it has become more and more difficult to

cope with the number of items ; the leading headings
have had to be broken up, and numerous sub-headings
have had to be introduced, so as to make reference not
merely to a subject, but to a particular branch of a
subject easy and sure. The great advantage of the
arrangement is that, taken in connection with the cross-

references, which are made as full as possible, the whole
work supplies complete bibliographies of every subject

which has been discussed in the periodicals during the

year.
,

To give a general idea of the amount of space devoted
to each periodical, it may be explained that 194 files

published in the year 1902 have been indexed, and allow-

ing about 250 pages for the index proper, it will be seen

that each rile occupies over i~ pages in the Index.

Further, if it is taken that each article requires two lines,

we get in round numbers, say 24,000 entries. Some
articles need to be entered only once, others several

times, but allowing that on an average each is entered

twice, it will not be an unfair computation to say that

12,000 articles have been indexed and classified in the

present volume.
It is much to be regretted that the libraries in this

country do not make a greater feature of periodical

literature in the reference departments. At present the

reader who consults the " Annual Index " in the library

must procure for himself many of the reviews he wishes

to see, even for only one article in each ; and if the

numbers date back several years, as they are very likely

to do, he may find that what he wants »is out of print.

Surely a special library of periodicals is an object which
might appeal to some millionaire ; and there is the

additional interesting object of a library of bound volumes
of articles on selected subjects, which ought to be made
up from the periodicals, and which would prove to be
anything but ephemeral in character.

The Woman at Home contains a specially printed

supplement, entitled " Some Beautiful Englishwomen," to

which the Duchess of Sutherland forms the frontiipiecev-
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Learning Languages by Letter-Writing.

BEFORE this Review is published the International

List of Teachers will be ready. This list, as most
of our readers know, consists of teachers in several

countries who have found the exchange of letters between
their pupils admirable as a means of education. The
lists are published in the Modern Language Quarterly,

the organ of the Modern Language Association, and will

be renewed twice a year. All language teachers can have
the lists upon application at Mowbray House ; a few pence
will probably be charged to cover printing costs. With
these lists language professors will be enabled to correspond
direct with their confreres. Hitherto they have known
only the schools to which their pupils write ; henceforward
they can make acquaintance with the professor, and thus,

we hope, many good purposes will be served. Has a
master a promising boy who would be benefited by a
residence abroad ? It is almost certain that one or the
other of the professors will know of a similarly situated

boy ; and in many cases a profitable exchange of homes
may thus be made. I need not enlarge upon the greater
value of these exchanges for any student than the merely
being sent to a foreign school

;
any mother will understand

the difference between home chatter and either a soli-

tary and forlorn boarder or a clique of Britishers speaking
as little of the foreign tongue as possible. Suppose a
teacher himself needs to pass a holiday in another
country'? Or, perhaps, he only wants to ask a professional

question. Well, I can assure him, from personal experi-

ence, that he may be certain of the utmost courtesy
and kindness. However, the primal use of the lists

is to forward the Scholars' Correspondence. It is said

that our teachers will not take the trouble to write and
?air their pupils themselves. I simply do not believe it.

can well understand an overburdened teacher, with a
hundred pupils wanting correspondents, finding it impos-
sible to write a hundred cards ; but this would not often

happen, and I am always ready in a case of need to do
the work as usual ; perhaps if a hundred such names
were sent to me I might ask for postage stamps to send
with, but I cannot too emphatically declare that in every
way I will arrange as hitherto when necessary, and
that I earnestly hope all teachers will keep 'me in

touch with them in this work. A note of triumph
must be scunded. In December, 1896, when the
idea was first mooted, only three English teachers, four
Scotch, and one Irish approved. The present list con-
tains the names of seventy-one British teachers. This
list, not the ///// international one, was published in the
Revue Universitaire of November, and it is quite likely

that instead of having to write for names, teachers will

have simply to receive requests.

STUDENT TEACHERS.
The Revue Universitaire for October contains an

interesting article by M. Sebert, of the College of
Mauriac. He recounts the experiment of appointing a
young German as a sort of reader. His duties were to
spend the recreation hour with the boys, speaking German,
of course, and to read aloud, for about ten minutes, occa-
sionally from some German book. In no way were the boys
compelled to be with Mr. Henning, yet the results were
very remarkable. The least eager profited little, but about
twenty-five boys made great progress in their knowledge
of German, their fluency in conversation and in pronun-
ciation. Several boys entered the modern language
side who would not otherwise have done so, and the
classes as a whole received, a great impetus. One
noticeable fact was this : The younger boys began to

talk much sooner than those who had nearly finished

their course ; these appeared much more timid of making
attempts, a natural result of the old grammatical method
of teaching in the one case, and the new method only
lately introduced in the other. I must not forget to men-
tion here that several colleges now receive educated
young Englishmen in the same way—an invaluable boon
to those who intend to become language teachers.

SOME LETTERS FROM MY BAG.

Intermediate School for Boys.
October 15th, 1903.

Dear Sir,—I am a firm believer in the new method of language
teaching, and I think that it has been a great success in our
school. Last Summer Vacation I took two of my boys for a
walking tour from Le Havre to Paris, via Caudebec and Rouen,
and am pleased to find that they profited greatly by the experi-

ment, which I hope to repeat in the future. One of my pupils

spent his holidays with his French correspondent, this being the

reverse of last year, when his correspondent came to him. The
English boy's parents were included in the invitation, and his

mother accepted it and enjoyed her stay in France very much.
—Yours truly, M. G.

October 24th, 1903.
Dear Sir,—Allow me to express my best thanks for your

kind help in putting me into communication with Miss O. We
are progressing very nicely now, after several delays which were
caused by holidays, and a letter returned by the Post Office.

It is a very great help to both of us, and I am quite sure creates

an interest in the study of langmges, which is very uphill work.
—Accept the best thanks of yours sincerely, II. S.

Dear Secretary,— I am much obliged to you for recommend-
ing Lcs Annates Politiques. I find much interesting reading,

and I also notice that I read much more, receiving it as I do
regularly once a week. The reprint of the blind man's dog is

full of pathos ; the blind man's loss, his search in the building

where homeless dogs are taken and destroyed, and his final

recovery of BDurriquet, are described in a lifelike way. One
sentence puzzled me, "Cherchcur de pain par metier, " etc.

Does this mean that blind men outside Paris are permitted by
law to beg ? —Yours faithfully, S. L.

NOTICES.

A chemist in Bangalore is very anxious to correspond
with an Englishman interested in medicine.

The heads of two French colleges would take well-

educated Englishmen au pair. The duties would take

about two and a half hours daily
;
they would be free of

all the classes and receive board and lodging.

The Free International Employment Agency is greatly

extending its work. The only condition is a fee of one
shilling towards the postage costs. Address, with full

particulars, M. Poujol, Concordia, 77, Rue Denfert

Rochereau, Paris. This is a matter of importance for the

heads of business houses.

Adults desiring foreign correspondents should state age
and tastes, and send one shilling towards cost of search.

I learn from the School World that Mr. Simmons's
Teachers' Correspondence Club, has formed one group
and that another will be arranged so soon as a few more
teachers co-operate. The Teachers Guild is making a

new departure, and is arranging a holiday course for

foreigners in the Christmas vacation. Unfortunately

we go to press too early to give full information. It is

earnestly to be hoped that all will co-operate to make
this course a success, and to make our foreign visitors

feel " at home." In summer teachers are absent from

town, and thus do not meet the foreign teachers who
come over. Please write at once for particulars to H. B.

Garrod, Esq., 74, Gower Street, E.C.
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Esperanto: The International Key Language.

THERE have been one or two interesting communi-
cations about the Esperanto Grammar in Braille.

In America the subject is awakening interest, and
here are the reasons given for promoting Esperanto

amongst the educated blind. Borne with all courage as
• their misfortune may be, still it is a great deprivation, and

for this amongst many other reasons : Given an ordinary

invalid, reading is a necessity of life, travelling in reality

i is often impossible, but in imagination, by the help of

books, it is a great resource. •Now this kind of travelling

is not easy for the blind on account of the great cost of

Braille literature, and more especially is this the case with

foreign books ;
few, indeed, are published. It would be

interesting to have a catalogue or the Braille books in all

languages. But with Esperanto there are no limits
;

books of general interest translated into Esperanto would
command the readers of many nations, instead of one,

and thus make Braille copies possible. But whilst wait-

ing for this development one progressive step could be
taken at once. Every blind person who knows Esperanto

• can exchange letters with blind people in at least four

countries, and this means a new interest. Therefore, I

beg those of my readers who can, to tell about Esperanto

to the friends of the blind, and also to buy the Braille

grammar and give it away. Its cost is four shillings ; but

M. Cart assures me that the full charge will not be
demanded in cases of need. He has sent a certain

number of copies to Mowbray House, and the little

corresponding book for sighted people we have also.

The list of Esperanto books in Braille sent me numbers
forty works.

"la lumo."

I have so little space that rarely have I been able to

do more than mention this spirited Canadian magazine
and its enthusiastic editor, Mr. Saint-Martin. If I may
so say, VEsperantiste is the Conservative journal, with

the steady-going thoroughness which such a term theo-

retically covers, whilst La Lumo is the Radical fighter,

who " wants to know." Last month La Lumo insisted

that capitals at the beginning of a sentence were a
nuisance ; a little before it started a most interesting

discussion about names of places. I may add that the

ladies of the Virina Klubo Progreso, No. 79, Rue St.

Christophe, Montreal, will gratefully welcome postcards
and send return ones.

VISITS.

It has sometimes been said, " Ah ! well, Esperanto
may be all very well for strangers coming to this country,
but I never heard of an Englishman finding it useful

abroad." Here is a testimony from a young Englishman,
the whole of whose letter I may give another time. It

recounts his journeys amongst Esperantists, and the help
he found Esperanto to be. " I certainly find Esperanto
more plastic than any national idiom ; it is remarkable
how readily it may be moulded to one's thought. In
Paris I had a unique experience—to wit, a meeting of the
representatives of four nations in the Place St. Michel :

two French editors, a technical student from Prague, an
Italian! engineer, and yours truly from the grimy Midlands.
We passed a very interesting afternoon, comparing views
and things, with Esperanto as a medium."

In' "La Histoire de la Langues Universelle," of
which a much fuller account is given on another page,
the answers of Esperantists to their various objectors are

given at length. I have only space here to notice

several points. Regarding the objective case, it is

pointed out that Esperanto is used by nations such as
the Germans, their construction of sentences being so>

different to ours the objective is absolutely necessary ii>

their case ; also that for scientific purposes it gives pre-

cision, and that even in English the objective is impera-
tive for pronouns

;
thus, Esperanto being logical, cannot

have any exceptions, and the rule for cases of nouns and
pronouns must be alike. The value of the j as a plural

is given, and it is pointed out that for the Czechs,

Poles, Slavs, Magyars and Roumanians the accented "g,"

"c," and " s," are all important. As for the accented " h"

—

that is given up to the objectors with the remark that ir*

most cases " k" would replace it well. For telegraphy the

accented letters can always replace the accent by adding
" h " to the letter. There is a list of words given with
the reasons for their choice, such as why "monat" was
selected for month instead of the Latin "mens." This
being that "mens" in Latin means "spirit," whilst
" mensa " is table, and " mensis " month

;
therefore, fc*

avoid the infraction of the rule, one word one idea, it is

much better to take the word "monat" as the root andsc*
avoid all chance of misapprehension.

For these and all such questions it is pointed
out that it would scarcely be possible cither for

private people or governments to decide authorita-

tively. There must necessarily be some international

congress, such as that of the electricians, which, gather-

ing in 1 88 1, decided authoritatively upon certain subjects

in dispute. Such a congress, gathering adequate repre-

sentatives from every European nationality, would be
enabled to decide not only on the subject of an
auxiliary language, but also from time to time to settle

any points in dispute. Volapuk failed not only because of
inherent defects, but largely because of the differing

wants ofdivers countries. Those interested in the idea of
a congress should write to M. Leau, 6, Rue Vavin, Paris.

A new Esperanto directory, to include adherents in all

countries, is being compiled by M. Menil, 46, Boulevard
Magenta, Paris. Esperantists are earnestly entreated

to send their names and addresses. There is no charge
for insertion.

London Free Lessons.—Monday, 6.45, at 34, Har-
rington Road, South Kensington. Thursday, 6.30, at

16, Finsbury Circus. Friday, 7.30, at 48, Swanage Road-
For Forest Gate write to Mr. Beal, 74, Claremont Road-
The Reading Circle meets at Mowbray House the-

second Monday of each month at 6.30. For the many
other meetings readers are referred to The Esperantists

the British Esperanto organ. A single copy costs 4d >?.

yearly subscription 3s. Its editor is H. Bolingbroke
Mudie, Esq., 67, Kensington Gardens Square. We
earnestly appeal to all who favour the idea of an inter-

national key-language to send in a yearly subscription*

to Mr. Mudie, who willingly gives his whole leisure and
infinite pains to our great work.

The first number of the Internaeia Medicina Revue
ean now be obtained from M. Fruictier, 27, Boulevard
Arago, Paris. This Esperanto journal has doctors in all

countries as contributors. " The Esperanto Sintakso,'
r

is. 6d. ; and "Tourists' Phrase Book," 6d., can also be
had from him.
Review of Reviews' Office : O'Connor's 14 Complete

Manual,*' is. 6d. ; Cart's Grammar, 6J. ; in Braille, 4s.
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THE BOOK OF THE MONTH.
THE STORY OF A SOLDIER'S LIFE*

THIS is a charming book. It is the story of part

of a soldier's life, for it breaks off when Lord
Wolseley was still a young man in the seventies.

It is the story of a young soldier's life told by an old

Field-Marshal in retirement, who has renewed his youth

by jotting down his reminiscences of the adventurous

scenes of his earlier days. We have only the first

half of the book in these two volumes. In the second

instalment, for which I hope we shall not have long

to wait, we shall have the story of the occupation of

Cyprus, of the Egyptian Expedition, and his career as

Commander-in-Chief, culminating in the story of the

South African War. The first instalment includes the

Crimean War, the Indian Mutiny, the Chinese War of

i860, the Red River Expedition, the Ashanti War,
and the reform of the British Army carried out by
Lord Cardwell and the Army reformers, of whom
Lord Wolseley was the chief.

AN OLD EOY STILL.

It is a book full of stirring adventure, and of the

kind of story with which Othello won the heart of

Desdemona. Lord Wolseley seems to have had a
charmed life ; both on sea and land he was often face

to face with death, and, although he is scarred with

the wounds received in many battlefields, he emerged
safe and sound to become Commander-in-Chief of the

British Army, and to retire in hale old age to delight

his fellow-countrymen by the simple, boyish glee with

which he recounts many picturesque incidents of his

varied career. Boyish is the exact word for the book.

Lord Wolseley is still an old boy with a boy's heart

despite his grey hairs, and the book is pitched

throughout in the note of a high-spirited schoolboy,

to whom the perils of the tented field are but a

gorgeous lark. There is also a great charm in the

unconscious self-revelation of his own character given

us in these two volumes.

AN ENGLISH IRISHMAN.

Lord Wolseley is an Irishman born and bred, but

it would be difficult to find any book in which the

salient characteristics of the typical Englishman are

more faithfully set forth. There is throughout

assumed, rather than asserted, a sense of the supe-

riority of our race which sometimes finds somewhat
naive impression. There is together with that the

most serene complacency in his race. Simplicity of

religious faith has distinguished many famous English

Generals in our day. General Gordon was the most
conspicuous example of these warrior saints in our
time, as Cromwell was in the seventeenth century.

Lord Wolseley lays no claim to the halo of the saint,

yet repeatedly expresses himself in phrases which
remind us of Havelock and betray a childlike con-

• " The Story of a Soldier's Life." By Field-Marshal Viscount Wolseley.
Two volumes. .Constable, Westminster.)

fidence in the sense of his being in a special manner
a protegt of the Almighty.

A BLEND OF AMBITION AND PIETY.

There is a curious blend in him of personal

ambition which jars somewhat with this pietistic

strain. We are all familiar with the saintly soul

which, having forsaken the world and trodden self

under foot, feels that it is in some special manner
the instrument of the Almighty in the working out

of His designs. But that is not Lord Wolseley's

note; no man can be more frankly assertive of

intense personal ambition, and yet at the same
time no one could more confidently assert his convic-

tion that the Almighty was in working partnership with

him to enable him to attain his intense self-seeking

end. Take, for instance, the following passage in the

first volume :

—

I can honestly say the one dread I had—and it ate into my
soul—was that, if killed, I should die without having made the

name for myself which I always hoped a kind and merciful God
might permit me to win. All through my life—sinner though I

have been—I trusted implicitly in God's providence, I believed He
watched specially over me and intended me for some important

work. My numerous hair-breadth escapes in action confirmed

me all the more in what perhaps others may deem my pre-

sumptuous belief.

Providence has often been invoked for the

achievement of many objects, but it is seldom that

the doctrine of special providence has been invoked
for the achievement of personal ambition.

A COMFORTING BELIEF.

Another curious note that we meet at times in

these pages is the comforting conviction he has that

politicians who have neglected the British Army are

now being punished in the next world for their high

crimes and misdemeanours in this. Speaking of the

Ministers who were responsible for the Crimean war,

he says :

—

I trust that in the next world they may be the slaves of the

noble spirits who died of want before Sebastopol throjgh their

ignorance of war, of its wants, and of its stupendous difficulties.

But he expresses the same belief again. He says :

—

If the curses of brave men affect the future life of those who
have injured them, many of the Members of the Cabinet who-'

sent us to the Crimea must have found some warm quarters

somewhere.

WHERE ALL GOOD SOLDIERS GO.

But Lord Wolseley is equally certain of the destina-

tion of good soldiers who die for their country. Of
his great friend Barnston, who died in the Mutiny, he

says :

—

He died of his wounds soon after, and without doubt he went
to the right abode that is surely reserved for all good soldiers

who die in action.

The same conviction leads him to indulge in a

curious observation about another friend of his, Major
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Olpherts, of whom he speaks with great enthusiasm,

for at the end of the chapter he says :

—

Would that he were alive to read these pages : I wonder if

there be a lending library in heaven.

Lord Wolseley has frankly confessed that his ambi-

tion as a soldier knew no limits. He is the only

author known who is not content with a circulation

limited to this side of the grave.

A PAGAN KIND OF A CHRISTIAN

Lord Wolseley tells us :

—

The Old Testament had always and still has a deep, a holy

charm for me. It is so human, and its heroes come so near

in character and in faith to those of early Christianity.

But the heroes of early Christianity are very little

to his taste ; he is of the Berserker breed, and his

ethical conceptions are much more those of the old

Norse believers in Odin and in Thor than those of the

early Christians. Over and over again he sings the

praises of war :

—

For surely war, with all its horrors, exercises a healthy

influence on all classes of society.

The drastic medicine of war can alone revive its former

manliness and restore the virility that had made its sons

renowned. Storms, we are told, drive away noxious vapours

injurious to bodily health.

War, though it may mean a hard struggle for national exist-

ence, is the greatest purifier to the race or nation that has reached

the verge of over-refinement or excessive cultivation.

And again he says :

—

That " war is a horrible thing " is a very nice heading for a

schoolgirl's copybook ; but I confess candidly that in my heart

I always enjoyed it. Surely it has a glorious side to it. You
find man at his best and at his worst there.

wolseley: berserker.

There was in him at all times a passion for the

excitement of the battlefield. For instance, he tells

us :

—

It is only through experience of the sensation that we learn

how intense, even in anticipation, is the rapture-giving delight

which the attack upon an enemy affords. 1 cannot analyse nor
•weigh, nor can I justify the feeling. But once really experienced,

all other subsequent sensations are but as the tinkling of a door-
bell in comparison with the throbbing toll of Big Ben.—(P. 25.)

When he went off to the Crimea, he says :—
Our whole battalion was composed of young men full of life

and spirit, and impressed with the one idea that the world was
especially created for their own wild pleasures, of which, to most
of us, war with all its sudden changes, and at times its madden-
ing excitement, was the greatest.—(P. 229.)

Yet although he thus revels in the frenzy of battle,

he tells us :—
The sight of raw meat even to this day gives me nausea, and

to pass a butcher's shop is always a trial.— (P. no.)

GENERAL GORDON.

As might be expected, he is full of enthusiasm for

General Gordon—" God's friend," as he calls him.

He was in many ways the most remarkable man he
ever met :

—

In a conversation I had with him the year he left England,
never to return, he told me he prayed daily for two men, of
whom I was one. I believe the other was Colonel J. F.
Brocklehurst, C.V.O., C.B., then commanding the Royal
Horse Guards, and of whom I know he was very fond and of
whom he had the highest opinion.

He absolutely ignored self in all he did, and only took in

hand what he conceived to be God's work. Life was to him
but a Pilgrim's Progress between the years of early manhood
and the Heaven he now dwells in, the Home he always longed
for.

When in any difficulty his first thought was, " What would
my Master do were He now in my place ! " It was this con-
stant reliance upon his Maker, this spiritual communing with,

his Saviour upon every daily occurrence in life, that enabled
him absolutely to ignore self and to take no heed for what to-

morrow might bring forth,—(P. 147.)
His absolute single-mindedness of purpose startled me at times,

for it made me feel how inferior I was to him in all the higher
qualities of character, and how inferior were all my aims in life

to his.— (P. 148.)

He does not seem to have cared so much for

General Havelock, but he is full of admiration for

Sir Hope Grant, who read few books excepting the
Bible. He says :

—

His religion was of the simplest kind, an implicit trust in
God, whom he knew to be his helper in all he did.—(P. 344.)

STONEWALL JACKSON.

He was also immensely attracted to Stonewall
Jackson, whom he met in the early days of the
American War. Stonewall Jackson, like General Lee,
was deeply religious; but although both were great

soldiers, neither had any Goth-like delight in war,
wherein they differed somewhat from Lord Wolseley.

He speaks enthusiastically of the intense benignity

which his Maker had stamped upon the countenance
of John Jackson. He records a curious remark made
to him by the great Confederate General who, it

appears, had once paid a visit to England :

—

I asked him which of all the recollections he had carried

away with him from England was that upon which his memory
loved most to dwell. He thought for a couple of minutes, and
then, turning upon me those remarkable eyes, lit up for the
moment with a look of real enthusiasm, he answered, " The
seven lancet windows in York Minster."

In the midst of a bloody war, in which his life was to be
eventually given for his country, his thoughts were at least

sometimes fixed upon peace as its blessed quiet appeals to most
of us when in any of our Gothic cathedrals.— (P. 141.)

A soldier's BOYHOOD.

What a rollicking broth of a boy was Lord
Wolseley ! When, he made his first sea voyage, he
tells us : "I usually took my place with the reefers on
the mizzen -topsail yard, and enjoyed the fun and
excitement immensely."

As he was at sea, so he was on land. He was in

the thick of every milee, in the heart of every fight.

In the Indian Mutiny on one occasion, he tells

us, " I had nearly a hundred good men behind me,

whom I trusted and who I believe trusted me. What
more could any young captain of four-and-twenty wish

for?"

It is perhaps characteristic of the schoolboy in

him that he never took kindly to the Greek heroes and

the Greek mythology :

—

But, from toyhood to this day, I have always had the poorest

opinions of Homer's heroes as fighting men. My servant,

Private Andrews, of I Company 90th Light Infantry, was in

every way worth a dozen of them, though he never found a

great poet to record his deeds. But he died for his country.

—

(Vol. I, p. 13.)
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And thoroughly characteristic of the schoolboy is

his reference to his mother. He says :

—

As a boy I always thought hers the fairest and sweetest face

in the world, and she still looms before my memory a beautiful,

gracious, tail, and stately woman, full of love an4 tenderness

for all about her.—(Vol. I, p. 2.)

Poets imagine that men say to themselves the night after a

battle, "What will they sav in England?" I believe that by
far the largest proportion of men think of their mother, and of

her valued love for them.—(Vol. 1, p. 15.)

His pages bristle with anecdotes and episodes, just

such for the most part as a schoolboy would remember,

which give vivid, Plutarch-like glimpses of warriors

dead and gone and of battles almost forgotten. An
officer tells him, for instance, that on the evening of the

battle of Chillianwallah the dead bodies of thirteen

of his brother officers lay on the dining-table in their

mess tent. He says :

—

There was an heroic grandeur about it that recalled to memory
my badly learned stories of fights before Troy. I was barbarian

enough to feel more enthusiastic over this wounded officer's

matter-of-fact narrative than I ever felt when poring over

Homer's heroic verse, trying to learn and doing my best to

appreciate it. I confess that this Englishman with his arm in a

sling was to me a far greater hero than either Hector or Achilles.

—(Vol. 1, pp. 12, 13.)

SOME SOLDIER STORIES.

Take another instance. He is writing of Sir John
Pennyfather, the swearing General, at the battle of

Meeanee. Addressing the thinned ranks of his officers

when the battle was won

—

with tears coursing down his cheeks, he said to them : " I can't

make you a speech, my lads, but by ,
you are all gentle-

men. " Never I believe in classical or in modern times has a

more effective speech been made by a leader to his men after a
battle.—(Vol. I, p. 14.)

Here is another story of a terrible martinet, Colonel

Franks :

—

Just before the battalion moved into action the day of Sobraon,

the colonel said to his men :
" I understand you mean to shoot

me to-day, but I want you to do me a favour ; don't kill me
until the battle is well over." It was quite true. They had
meant to shoot him, but the coolness with wtyich the request was
made so won their admiration that they allowed him to live.

—

(Vol. 1, p. 17.)

Here is a curious little dig at Sir Charles Napier,

whose kit consisted merely of a spare shirt, a towel, a

piece of soap, and some few other necessary articles :

" Those who knew him, even by sight, thought he

might have omitted the soap."—(Vol. 1, p. 263).

These extracts will help to explain something of

the charm of the book. It is the book of a first-class

gossip who has the stores of half a century to draw

upon for his stories.

GRIM TALES FROM INDIA.

Some of his anecdotes are somewhat gruesome,

others grotesque. When the Sikh Rajah of Kuppertola

came to Sir Hope Grant's camp near Lucknow, he

found the English were much troubled by thieves.

The young Prince, " a nice young fellow " who spoke

English well, calmly and seriously advised the British

commander to adopt his father's methods of dealing

with the pest :

—

The father had with much difficulty succeeded in catching

one of these thieves. He had him profusely anointed with
sulphur and brimstone, and then set fire to him, everyone in

camp being obliged to watch the burning operation.—(Vol. I,

p. 357.)

At a successful engagement in pursuit of the rebels

on June 13th, 1858, Lord Wolseley came upon the

place where the surgeon was patching up * the

wounded :—
A young lieutenant who had been hit in the foot had just

had one of his toes amputated, which the surgeon threw from
him as he finished the operation. Almost before the toe had
reached the ground a big kite—of which many were then flying

about-w-swooped down, and the young officer had the excite-

ment of seeing his toe carried away into the air to be devoured
at the kite's leisure.—(Vol. 1, p. 374.)

A TALE OF A TIGER AND A SNAKE.
Once, when marching up country, the bullocks

stampeded when a tiger had suddenly jumped in

among the wagons. It missed its spring and took up
a position under a tree not fifty yards distant. Lord
Wolseley saw it plainly in the clear Indian moonlight.

He was sorely tempted to fire at it, his gunner wished
to open fire with canister, but he remembered
Lucknow's hard-pressed garrison, and forebore. Col-
lecting the bullocks, he resumed the march :

—

As we did so, I could see the silhouette of the tiger as it stood
out distinctly in the clear Eastern moonlight, with the forest as
a dark background. He looked imposing, and I was glad to

get so safely out of this unpleasant meeting with a lord of the

Bengal jungles.—(Vol. 1, p. 267.)

On another occasion, when bathing in a tank, " a
yellow snake put his head up over the surface close to

my face, and shook his tongue at me as he did so."

Lord Wolseley fled as if he were pursued by a whole
zoological garden full of hostile and man-devouring
beasts and reptiles

I have never been able to get over this horror of reptiles, and
still fly even from the harmless toad.—(Vol. 1, p. 353.)

A TEST OF VALOUR.

The adventure that gives me the best impression of

the bravery of Lord Wolseley was that which he en-

countered when shipwrecked in the Straits of Banca.

His company was on the lower deck, "a horrible

quarter below the water level, lit only by one solitary

candle-lantern." The ship struck upon a rock and
began to fill with water. Lord Wolseley ran down to

his company :

—

I fell the men in, half on one side, the other half on the opposite

side of the deck. I told them there was no danger—an allow-

able fib—adding that no man upon any account was to open his

lips unless I spoke to him. There we stood in deadly silence,

and I know not for how long. The abominable candle in the

lantern sputtered and went out. We were in almost absolute

darkness. The ship began to sink by the stern, so it was
evident to all thinking minds that we hung on a rock somewhere
forward. The angle of our deck with the sea level above us
became gradually greater, until at last we all had to hold on to

the sides of our dark submarine prison. My predominant feel-

ing was of horrid repugnance at the possibility, which at last

became the probability, of being drowned in the dark like a rat

in a trap.

How long they remained there he does not know,
every minute seemed an hour. " At last a face

appeared at the aperture ordering us on deck." They
all reached land safely, but the ordeal was surely
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more trying than that which tested the discipline of

the men on board the Birkenhead. Well may Lord
Wolseley say :

—

What a boon to man is discipline ! If I could afford it, I

would erect a monument to that most admirable of soldierly

virtues.—(Vol. 1, p. 242.)

IN PRAISE OF TOMMY ATKINS.

But not less admirable and monument deserving

are the rank and file of the British army :

—

If ever I became rich, I would erect a splendid monument to

the memory of the private soldiers, who in their thousands have
fought round the world to make England the great Empire she

is now.—(Vol. I, p. 351.)

He is full of admiration for their brave and uncom-
plaining valour. He watched them drop exhausted

on one of the terrible marches ordered by Sir Hope
Grant in the hot season in Oudh. He says :

—

I had a good helmet with an unusually long turban wound
round it, yet the sun seemed to gimlet a hole through it into my
brain. My very hair seemed to crackle from the burning heat,

and the nails of one's fingers became as if made of some brittle

material that must soon break.—(Vol. I, p. 364.)

The men fell out by dozens and perished by the

way. But they never complained. No wonder Lord
Wolseley is so enthusiastic over his men. Well
led, they will go anywhere. Whoever is to blame, it

is never the private soldier. But there are others to

blame, and Lord Wolseley does not stint his censure.

IN DISPRAISE OF BRITISH OFFICERS.

The vials of his wrath are emptied upon the politicians

who starve the Army—that was to be expected; but we
were hardly prepared for the savage fashion in which he
handles the British officer. Of course, the most of his

censures were directed against the British officer at the

time of the Crimean War. But there is some of it

left, even for the British officer of the seventies who,
ninety-nine out of every hundred, " liked to do little,"

and never studied his profession. Our old generals

and their following understood next to nothing of the

science of war or of its recent practice in Europe, and
had a horror of those who, having studied the matter,

set any store by it. His account of the British officer

of 187 1 as an indolent ignoramus may seem severe,

but about the officers in the Crimea he has much
worse things to say. For instance, he says :

—

It is difficult, even after the lapse of time, to write in moderate
terms of those commissioned creatures who, able to fight and
work, crowded into our hospital ships, and, when they could do
so, sneaked home to England, leaving others to do their duty.

—

(Vol. 1, p. 91.)

And again :

—

The great bulk of the staff at home, and most of those who
had been selected for staff work with the army sent to Turkey,
were chosen for family reasons. . . . And they were not men
whom I would have entrusted with a subaltern's picket in the

field. Had they been private soldiers, I don't think any colonel

would have made them corporals.—(P. 100.)

The most striking examples of military ignorance were the great

majority of those who had been selected to be our generals and
our brigadiers, and for the staff of the Army generally.—(P. 106,

)

No new light, no useful gleam of imagination or originality

whatever may have been their reasoningever illuminated \*

ikerman could never have taken place had
and intelligence been shown by those who

selected the positions for our outposts, whose purpose it was tc

watch the enemy's movements, to ferret out his intentions, and
so to protect us from surprise.—(P. 143.)

He does not even spare the great Duke of

Wellington :

—

All soldiers knew that the Duke of Wellington had to the

last resisted the introduction of the rifle musket, and there

could be no appeal from this decision.—(Vol. 1, p. 80.)

AND OF POLITICIANS.

As for the politicals—only the flames of Hell can

adequately punish their crimes :

—

We had then no military transport of any kind : and yet our

Cabinet did not hesitate to declare war with one of the very

greatest military nations in the world !—(Vol. I, p. 83.)
But we are told that it was done through ignorance. Ignor-

ance, forsooth ; and of what greater crime can a War Minister

be convicted ?—(P. 92.)

The Government of the day, plunging stupidly into war with

a great European Power of whose military strength it was

apparently ignorant, had invaded the Crimea with little know-
ledge of its geography and less still of its rigorous climate.—
(P. 171.)

As it was then so it is now, and so it ever will be :—
And so it will always be, until poor deluded John Bull insists

upon a certificate being annually laid before Parliament by the

non-political Commander-in-Chief that the whole of the military

forces of the Empire can be completely and effectively equipped

for war in a fortnight ; or should he be unable conscientiously to

sign such a certificate, he should be obliged to specify ail our

military deficiencies.—(Vol. 1, p. 224.)

IN PRAISE OF THE CHINESE.
Of Lord Wolseley's political observations the most

interesting are his remarks about the Chinese, of whom
he has a very high opinion :

—

To me they are the most remarkable race on earth, and I

have always thought, and still believe them to be, the great

coming rulers of the world. They only want a Chinese Peter

the Great or Napoleon to make them so. They have every

quality required for the good soldier and the good sailor, and in

my idle speculation upon this world's future I have long

selected them as the combatants on one side of the great Battle

of Armageddon, the people of the United States of America,

being their opponents.—(Vol. 2, p. 2.)

A FEW FAULTS.

His history is occasionally at fault
;

as, for instance,

when he repeats this oft-exploded calumny about the

Crimean war :

—

The Tsar, misled by some foolish Quakers and others of the

peace-at-any price party, believed their nonsense, and thought
that nothing would induce us to fight. This made war inevit-

able.—(Vol. , t p . 82).

There is not a single word of truth in this, as Lord
Wolseley can satisfy himself if he will but take the

trouble to look at the date of the Quaker mission to

St. Petersburg, and the state into which his detested

politicals had got the two nations by their diplomacy
before that mission was undertaken.

Even more grotesque is the confusion of thought

which seems to lead him to identify the Liberal Party

with Macdermott's refrain, which gave its name to

the Jingoes—who then and now are the worst enemies

of Liberalism.

These are, however, but spots on the sun, and it

would be a mistake to find fault too seriously with so

brave a gossip whose entertaining pages I have sampled

rather than reviewed.
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Other Books of the Month
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

Sir G. Trevelyan has given us a second instalment
of what promises to be a classic history of the American
Revolution. It is rather difficult to see why he should
have broken off the second part where he does. For the
end of the second volume leaves the opposing armies
still in the field, and the narrative breaks off with the
story of the final settlement of the difficulties which had
beset the Episcopal Church in America.

The English readers, especially those who have just

passed through the prolonged and unavailing struggle

waged by the pro-Boers against the South African War,
will be more interested in Sir G. Trevelyan's analysis

of the agitation against the American War which
is to be found in his chapter on the Nation
and the War. Sir George Trevelyan maintains that

the war against our revolted Colonists . was never
popular in this country. One strong proof on which
he lays great stress is the fact that the anti-war

meetings were never broken up in the way peace meetings
*were two or three years ago. Sir George Trevelyan said

all the while that our armies were fighting Washington
in America the art of Constitutional agitation at home
was brought to perfection and pursued with an amount
of success surpassing anything that had ever been known
before. At many county meetings there was a resolution

;

at most banquets a whole string of flowery sentiments, all

of which denoted friendliness towards America, and
excellent hearty wishes for immediate peace. Indeed, war
meetings always took place quietly between 1776 and 1782.

Not a few officers of every grade flatly refused to serve

against colonists, and their scruples were accepted by their

country in general, by the King and his Ministers as well.

Vice-Admiral Keppel refused to serve against America,
with the result that he attained an extravagant popularity

in all ranks in the Navy, and when the European war
broke out he was placed in charge of the Channel Fleet.

Lieutenant-General Amherst absolutely refused to sail

for New England in order to lead troops in the field.

The King entreated him in vain, but nothing could over-

come his objection ; but he was retained as Commander-
in-Chief, and died a Field-Marshal. Another officer,

afterwards Field-Marshal Conway, declared as strongly

against drawing his sword in a quarrel. But he also

gained in popularity and public repute. The American
War from the outset to the finish was an open question

in English society. The soldier who had refused to serve

against the Americans lived comfortably and pleasantly

-with his country neighbours. Much harder things would
have been said of him if he had shot foxes, or given a
piece of ground for the site of a Nonconformist Chapel.

Lord Chatham withdrew his own son from the Army
rather than allow him to serve against the Americans.
Earl Effingham became celebrated and vastly popular
For throwing up his commission when his regiment was
ordered for service in America. Public thanks were
voted to him by the Corporations of London and Dublin.

Lord Frederick Cavendish also refused to serve in the

American War, but he was afterwards made a General
by the Whigs, and a Field-Marshal by the Tories.

When Lord Howe begged Major Cartwright to join

him and the American expedition, he refused outright.

Lord Howe replied that opinions in politics of such
national moment as differences existing between England
and America should be treated like opinions in religion,

wherein everyone was at liberty to regulate his conduct

* " The Americ.in Revolution." Second part, a vols. By Sir George O.
Trevelyan. ^Longmans, Gre^n and Co.) ?is. net.

by the ideas which he had adopted on due reflection and
inquiry. From these and other pieces of evidence it would
seem that our Jingoes at the beginning of the twentieth
century are much more intolerant and violent than their
ancestors in the reign of George III. It is not a comfort-
ing reflection that in one hundred and thirty years liberty

of conscience and the right of private judgment should
appear to have lost favour with the British public.

A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE.
This French book of 570 pages is a wonderful example

of patient research and logical conclusion, and is invalu-
able for all who desire to study the subject. The Secretary
of the Academy of Sciences, of Paris, remarks that :

" The scientific movement which, at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, was limited to a small number of
nations, extends to-day to the whole world, and, more
than this, its importance in every nation has increased
more than we have any idea of." He then regrets the
time lost in useless research, because a scientific man
may not know what has been done by a scientist of
another nationality ; and more, the variety of names and
classifications which add to the difficulty of comparing
results. The authors point out that the matter is scarcely
one for Governments to decide upon ; that an inquiry
into the need of some one language for extranational
purposes is the work of a special commission, or of a
body such as the International Association of Academies.
The idea is, of course, no new one, but so many people

have laughed at the idea of an International key
language, that one is quite astonished to find how many
attempts of the kind have been made since Latin became
practically a dead language. The history of more than
fifty such attempts is given in this book, together with
examples of the language and a critical essay upon each.
The authors in their preface point out that if in the
sixteenth century such a key language was interesting,

in the twentieth it has become a necessity. When every
part of the world is colonised by Europeans, and the
exchange of merchandise is so enormous, the frequent
congresses, if they are not to become a dead letter, must
be conducted in one language, and not in a variety.

This remark of necessity applies to any kind of inter-

national arbitration also. Railways, telegraphy, weights
and measures, and geology are fully international.

The authors point out that it will be impossible to
obtain the consent of either England, France, or Ger-
many to the choice of either of their languages as an
international one. The grammars of all are cumbrous,
and require years for their perfect study ; whilst

attempts to make either exactly phonetic or entirely

simple as regards grammar would be resisted by all who
love their mother tongue, and in a sense this applies to
Latin also. The authors do not themselves pretend to
advocate any one artificial language, and in fact they
have formed a society the aim of which is to influence

public opinion, so that some decision may be made. (The
progress of this society will be explained to any inquirers

by M. Leau, of 6 Rue Vavin, Paris.) But, whilst criticising

Esperanto in its due order, the confession is made thac

the few imperfections are easy to correct, that the forma-
tion of Esperanto words are admirable, and that this self-

governing language, with its illimitable resources, has an
originality and a soul of its own, that it is as full of life,

as capable of development, and as supple as any of the
so-called natural languages.

• " Histoire de la Langui Ur.iverselle." By Dr. Couturat aud Dr. Lean.
Hnchette and Co. xo francs.
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HOW BRITAIN WENT TO WAR.
' The Review of Reviews Annual this year is

entitled " How Britain went to War." It is a digest and
' an analysis of evidence taken by the Royal Commission
on the war in South Africa, compiled from the Blue
Books for the information of the public. It is a
substantial volume of 256 pages, of which twenty-three

are devoted to a copious index. It is illustrated by
portraits of the leading members of the Commission, with
the portrait of Lord Esher as a frontispiece. It is dedi-

cated "with, all 'respect, but without permission, to His
Majesty King Edward VII., to whose Ministers is

entrusted the responsibility of seeing that his forces are

in an adequate posture of defence, and that 4 Ready, Aye
Ready/ should be the watchword of his War Office as

well as of his Navy." The compilation has been under-
taken by the author of " The Truth about the Navy,

'

who claims that the average citizen and British elector

;\vill probably tind all that he needs to know before

making up his mind on the question as to the contents
of the two thousand pages of the Blue Books, which are

published at 16s. 3d.

MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S RESPONSIBILITY.

The chapter on " Mr. Chamberlain's Responsibility "

brings into clear relief the fact that Mr. Chamberlain,
who has been ignorantly credited with having been the
only Minister who foresaw the need «for strengthening
our garrison, stands convicted of having shown no appre-

ciation of the needs of the situation. On more than one
occasion he brought the Empire to the verge of war with

the Powers, but all the preparation he even suggested
should be made to cope with the situation which he had
created was the increase of the strength of our South
African garrison from 6,300 to 8,000. The author of the

Annual maintains that it is proved that Mr. Chamberlain,
being Colonial Secretary when conducting negotiations

"with the Transvaal—negotiations which the British

General Commander-in-Chief in South Africa warned him
would certainly result in war—misled his colleagues in the

Cabinet, and in particular his colleague (the Secretary of

State for War), ,by professing a belief that peace was
assured, and by stating " he saw no occasion for rein-

forcements ; " he thereby secured the rejection of the
earnest entreaty of Lord Wolseley, the Commander-in-
Chief, for the immediate strengthening of the South
African garrisons as late as the middle of August.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GUI-LT.

The chapter entitled " The Distribution of the Guilt n

declares that few who read the report of the Commission
and the evidence upon which it is based will not be
driven irresistibly to the conclusion that the one man
who, above all others, must bear the responsibility for

letting loose upon the Empire the innumerable evils of a
war for which we were unprepared is Lord Milner, the
High Commissioner. He was placed in supreme power
in South Africa to act for Britain. He was our eyes and
our ears. He was our brain. We trusted him absolutely

to sec the truth and to make it known. Unfortunately
he did neither. Or rather, if he did one he did not the
other. Whichever alternative is selected leaves him
equally guilty. We trusted him blindly, and wilfully or
unintentionally he misled us as cruelly as if he had
invited us to a camp on a slumbering kraken in mid-
ocean by assurances that the monster's back was terra

Jirma. Upon the head of Lord Milner more than upon
the head of any living man lies the burden of all the
innocent blood shed in the land that was given him to

rule in peace and prosperity. Lord Milner stands apart,

conspicuous and alone, as the man who,, with the best of

intentions, brought upon the Empire the greatest disaster

that it has had to suffer in the memory of living men.

GENERAL BUTLER VINDICATED.

In striking contrast to the chief of the condemned,
stands the figure of the chief of the acquitted. Of those

\
who were accused of responsibility for the War no one

has been more triumphantly vindicated by the Royal
' Commission than General Butler. The long series of

warning despatches which he sent home would, if they

had been attended to, have averted the series of disasters

which have befallen us. It is now proved that General
' Butler knew the facts, thrust them persistently and

insistently upon the Government, and as a reward was

recalled, snubbed, ignored, and calumniated. To-day,

however, there is no general name in the Army Lisf

which shines with so much of the lustre of a courageous,

far-seeing statesman as that of General Sir W. F. Butler,

now commanding at Devonport. He knew the truth

and told it to unwilling ears. We are only beginning to

realise what the refusal to listen to his faithful warnings

has cost the country and the Empire.
The book contains all the more salient passages in

the evidence given by the chief witnesses before the

Commission.

THE CONCLUSION TO BE DRAWN.
The conclusion at which the compiler arrives is not

very consolatory. He says :
" We close the examination

of the Report and the evidence taken by the Commission

with profound uneasiness. Although we spend more

money over our Army than our Continental neighbours,

we have to show for the greater expenditure a smaller

ar»*ny, of lower intelligence and very inferior training.

That is not a satisfactory' result. And the worst of it is

that if we doubled our military Budget an'd introduced

conscription we should not be any stronger than we are

to-day. It is brain and character that we want, and

these things unfortunately can neither be improvised nor

bought in the market-place

The "Start in Life" Series.

Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton render a valuable

service to all young people by their admirable new series

entitled " The Start in Life," which are published at

3s. 6d., and are an indispensable investment for anyone

in doubt as to what profession he will adopt. " Journal-

ism as a Profession," by Mr. Arthur Lawrence, with a

chapter by Mr. Alfred Harmsworth and a preface by Dr.

Robertson Nicoll, is the first of the series. The book is

full of sound, practical advice, and deals, with even

branch of journalism, from free-lancing to the editing of

a daily newspaper and writing for monthly reviews.

There is a separate chapter on " Women in Journalism."

Mr. Lawrence thinks that the writing of serial fiction is

one of the best openings for women. Mr. Harmsworths

chapter deals with " The Making of a Newspaper": he

declares himself in favour of a school for journalists, and

laments
#
the scarcity of competent sub-editors. The

other two volumes of the series are " A Guide to the

Legal Profession " and " A Guide to the Civil Service,"

both of which seem excellently done and very complete.

" The Wingless Psyche." By Morley Robert?-

(Elkin Mathews.) 110 pp. 2s. 6d.—An interesting

little book of essays, but somewhat pretentiously intense,

like Mn Roberts's novels.
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THE LIVING WHEEL.
The Living Wheel." A Drama in Five Acts. By

T. J. Uniacke. (Philip Wellby, 6, Henrietta Street.)

3s. 6d.—This is one of the most remarkable books that

I have read for many a long day. A daring book, a
puzzling book, one that suggests more than it says and
raises questions innumerable to which it supplies no
answers. To attempt to solve the mystery of the virgin

birth in a novel surely represents the very summit of

audacity. Yet the writer is no irreverent blasphemer or

flippant hunter after sensation. There is in every page
the utmost sincerity, the most profound conviction, born,

it would seem in some measure, of personal experience.

And difficult as the theme undoubtedly is, it is handled
with the utmost delicacy and reserve. In this remarkable
and somewhat weird story, a man and a woman, who are

true soul mates, meet and love and are separated. The man
marries anotherwomanwhom he really loves, but who is not

his soul mate. The woman remains single. After the death
of the man's wife she has a strange and persistent dream,
in which, half in waking and half in sleeping state, she is

visited by the spirit of her lover, and in due time brings

forth a spirit child, visible to clairvoyants, and subse-

quently visible to both his parents, although he never
materialises to the sight of ordinary mortals. The
parents of this spirit child meet, but agree to regard
marriage in the material plane as forbidden to those who
have been united on the loftier plane. They stick to

their resolve until a kind flash of lightning relieves them
frpm their mortal bodies, and enables them to join their

spirit offspring in another world. The experiences of

the virgin mother suggest to the author that this kind of

immaculate conception may have been foreshadowed
by the Incarnation. The ghostly father thus explains

the theory which the book was probably written to

expound :

—

In all questions of the highest development of the human
being we cannot do better than look to the history of the one
perfect Human Being the world has known—ours is only one
farther step towards that goal. Christ alone, hitherto, has

made the absolute and complete link, for He alone, being born

through a perfect union on the higher planes, was provided

with a body which would bring Him within the sense percep-

tions of tnose he came to succour. The Blessed Virgin's

intense faith generated the force necessary to produce this result.

No law was contradicted nor suspended, but it required far

stronger exercise of faith than a birth under similar conditions

on the psychic plane alone would have done. This power was
provided through the amount and quality of Mary's faith,

which acted then as it would act now

—

i.e., as true Force. The
persistent thought which produces a physical effect, a blister or

the stigmata, or a beautiful and peaceful expression of face, gives

us a hint of how spirit moulds matter. The physical body of

our Lord was a more perfect exposition of the same law. The
psychic germ was enclosed in a physical covering through the

constant action of the blessed Virgin's faith, working on the

higher plane as well as on the normal one, and so our Lord's

body was positively materialised. Now, had it been an outer

materialisation only, the constituent parts would have dissolved

with the force that brought them together, as you and other

psychic students have often seen occur. But in this case the

materialisation took place within the womb. The psychic germ
was u clothed upon " by the flesh covering, as a necessary result

of Mary's magnificent power of faith, which provided the appro-

priate conditions by which Spirit can influence and mould matter.

As a rule, psychic union would result in psychic offspring, but a

Messiah must appear in the body necessary for manifestation on
the sphere which He redeems and lifts. Happy for the world
that in one pure woman's heart was found a faith equal to the

stupendous task ! This is the truth of the Incarnation, the

mystery and grandeur of which the angels sang in the moonlit

fields of Bethlehem. They knew, none better, the almost

miraculous exercise of faith necessary for the superhuman task

—

i.e., to produce offspring under the only conditions possible

to absolute purity, and yet to provide for that offspring the

only type of body that could come within the consciousness of
the world.
" It may be that once again the Christ will take on a physical

body, for purposes of manifestation. When he comes again,

we must trust that some, at least, will have reached the high-

water mark of Mary's transcendent faith, and be able con-

sciously to realise the method of His Incarnation. With
advancing spiritual science the mystery of Christ's birth will

melt away on the horizon of an advancing evolution, but the

mystery of God's love which sent him will remain ; a mystery
to be solved only when in the rolling ages we shall come to be

known even as we are known."

THE STORY OF THE ORGAH.*
The latest addition to the "Music Story Series,"

edited by Mr. F. J. Crowest, is the volume entitled
44 The

Story of the Organ," by the well-known musician and
writer, Mr. C. F. Abdy Williams. The known history of

the organ, beginning with the invention of the mechanic-
ally blown trumpet of Ctesibius of Alexandria in the

third century B.C. to the erection of the great organ, said

to be the largest in the world, in the Town Hall, Sydney,
New South Wales, is here given in outline. Ctesibius is

described as a barber of a mechanical turn of mind, and
it was from his discovery of a wind instrument not blown
by the human lungs that the organ has been developed.

The writer says :

—

Ctesibius observed that the counterweight of a movable mirror,

used for the purposes of his trade, produced a musical sound by
the force with which it drove the air out of the tube in

which it moved. Experimenting with the principle thus

noticed, he succeeded in making a machine consisting of a
hollow vase inverted, with an opening on the top, to which
was attached a trumpet producing a very powerful sound.

The idea was enlarged by Hero, Ctesibius's pupil, and
since water was the motive power, the instrument was
named the Hydraulus. This was the predecessor of
our organ. The Rev. F. W. Galpin, the enthusi-

astic collector of ancient instruments, has succeeded
in constructing a working model of this instrument
by following the instructions given by Hero of Alex-
andria and Vitruvius, and an illustration and a
description of it are included in the book. How our
organ grew from this old-world instrument is told in an in-

teresting and not too technical a manner ; there are stories

of interesting organs and builders, like Renatus Harris
and Father Smith, who competed for the building of
the organ in the Temple Church by each setting up an
instrument in one of the halls of the Temple, so that the
Benchers might choose that which pleased them best ;

and to make the history as complete as possible, lists of

organ-builders, mediaeval and modern ; explanations of
organ-stops and technical terms ; a bibliography of the
principal works on organ-building ; and a number of

specifications of interesting organs of various dates are
added. Mr. Abdy Williams has given us an interesting

educational work, but the index is not so satisfactory.

"Fifty-two Sundays with the Children" is the
title of the book published by H. R. AUenson at 3s. 6d.

The addresses are written by the Rev. James Learmount
as a series of Sunday morning talks. Mr. Learmount has
the knack of interesting children ; and those who have a
family of youngsters will rind this book a very valuable
addition to their library.

* " Story of the Organ." By C. F. Abdy Williams*
I
Walter Scott.)

Cloth. Pjx 328. 3s. 6d. nett.
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some Art publications.
The Art Journal for* 1903.

THE bound volume for 1903 of The Art Journal is

replete with interesting articles. The only one of really

any great international interest is the discussion of the

Loukmanoff cartoons, which is ably dealt with by Lady
Colin Campbell :

" There have been many strange

surprises and discoveries in the history of art, but it is

doubtful if any have ever equalled in interest the story of

the series of cartoons by Raphael, known as the Louk-
manoff cartoons. Their claims to be the original

cartoons by Raphael for the tapestries in the Sistine

Chapel (instead of those in the Kensington Museum) are

supported by too great a bulk ofevidence and data to allow

them to be brushed aside .... in 15 15 Pope Leo X. com-
missioned Raphael to design cartoons in colour for the

tapestries wherewith he desired to adorn the Sistine

Chapel. In the memoirs of the Venetian patrician

Marcantonio Michel, a contemporary of Raphael, it is

left on record that the painter received one hundred ducats
for each cartoon. . . . This . . . price paid to a painter

already famous supports the contention that the hundred
ducats paid for each cartoon only represented the right

of reproducing the design in tapestry, and that the

cartoons remained the property of Raphael." Vasari

testifies that they were returned to Rome to Raphael. It is

stated also in the Michel memoirs that the cartoons were
sold to Cardinal Sigismond Gonzaga. His nephew,
Duke Ercole Gonzaga, employed (about 1539) Nicolas

Karcher, u Master Wever of Brussels," to execute tapestries

from the Raphael cartoons. These were mentioned in

detail in his will, and bequeathed to his nephew Gugliclmo.

He was a dissipated spendthrift, and had two series of

tapestries, part of which he sold in Venice, and it

is supposed he also sold the cartoons. The tapestries

are now at Schonbrun, near Vienna, in admirable
condition, and identical with the Loukmanoff cartoons.

Count Jagozinsky, Russian Minister to Vienna, bought in

1725 the Raphael cartoons. Professor Schivyreff states

in 1 85 1 "that these cartoons were brought from Rome
by Count Jagozinsky in the reign of Peter the Great."

At the count's death they passed into the hands of his

wife, who sold them to Loukmanoff, a bric-a-brac dealer

in Moscow. The canvas on which they are painted has
been pronounced to be of the time of Raphael. The designs

are painted on this porous undressed canvas in vegetable

colours. They are also whole, which was necessary for

the long and expensive haute lisse process of weaving.

They contain more detail than their Kensington rivals,

though of smaller dimensions, and they are of exactly

the same dimensions as the Vatican tapestries at

Rome, and the Mantuan tapestries at Schonbrun. The
Kensington cartoons, on the other hand, as every one
knows, consist of strips of paper which have been gummed
together by the edges. This was the method necessary

for tapestries woven by the basse lisse process, where the

design had to lie in strips of paper placed beneath the warp.

The Kensington cartoons are made on strips of paper,

executed first in black lines and coloured afterwards, and
while showing considerable discrepancies with the Vatican

tapestries in size and detail, agree in every respect with

the Berlin tapestries, which are known to be those given

by Pope Leo X. to Henry VIII. For in 1520 Pope
Leo X. desired to have a set of tapestries woven
in the same subjects as those designed by Raphael to

send as a present to the King. The. first series, how-
ever, woven in the haute lisse manner, had taken
four years to make and were very costly. Leo X.
therefore ordered basse lisse tapestries, and not having

Raphael's originals—of which he had only bought the
right of production—commissioned Tomaso Vincidor di
Bologna, a pupil of Raphael's, to make designs from the
Vatican tapestries, which Vincidor executed in black
tones and took with him to Flanders, where Antoine de
Hollande helped him to cofour them. These tapestries

were finished in 1521, the year following the Pope's
order to Vincidor, and were presented by the Pope,
before his death in the same year, to King Henry VIII.,
in recognition of his published treatise against the
principles of Luther, conferring on him at the
same time the title of Defender of the Faith. These
tapestries, as has been said, are now in the Derlin
Museum, and agree in all details with the Kensington
cartoons. The strips for these drawings of Vincidor di
Bologna, pricked along the edges with pins as having
served for weaving the tapestries in the basse lisse

manner, were abandoned to the Flemish weavers. In 1630
these strips were found by Rubens hanging on the doors
and walls of the workshops of the weavers ; and Rubens,
ignorant of the fact that the original cartoons on canvas
had been returned to Rome, jumped to the conclusion
that these strips were the original Raphael designs, and
persuaded Charles I. to purchase them for the use of a
tapestry manufactory at Mortlake. On the death of
Charles I., Cromwell bought the cartoons for ^300.
They remained for a long time in the lumber room at
Whitehall, until William III. commissioned Sir

Christopher WTren to erect a room for them at Hampton
Court, where they remained till they were brought to the
South Kensington Museum in 1865.

The appearance of so important a translation as
" Rembrandt, His Life, His Work, and His Time," by
Emile Michel, done into English by Florence Simmonds,
and edited by Frederick Wedmore (Wm. Heinemann,
£1 is. net), hardly needs the explanation contained in

the note to this third edition that the steady demand for

M. Emile Michel's
44

Life of Rembrandt," which has
definitely taken its place as the standard modern work on
the great Dutch master, seems to point to the need for a
popular edition of this admirable study. The present
volume contains all the illustrations and the com-
plete text of the former editions, with the author's

latest corrections. Certainly this cheaper form should
meet this want and place the work within the

reach of a wider public. No student seriously and
vividly interested in Rembrandt's life and work can
expect to acquiesce absolutely with the point of view ot

any other student, even so careful and sound a critic as
M. Michel ; but certainly Rembrandt's life was so wholly
given to his art that the two cannot be divorced in narra-

tive, and all students are indebted to a work so com-
pactly explaining the cruces of Rembrandt's biography
and the secrets of his mysterious existence, and the
tracing more closely of the union between the two. The
illustrations are as a whole almost better than in the
original French production.

In "The Durbar," Mortimer Menpes has added
another brilliant success to his already celebrated and
delightful series of " impressions." Mr.- Menpes's
sketches are too well known to need dissertation as to his

colour and technique, but the illustrations of the Durbar
are—outside their artistic merits—so clever in giving an
adequate idea of that really historical event, and hold
the spirit and the sentiment of that wonderful East in a
way no photograph can ever do, that the book assumes
the importance of an historical essay. There are a
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hundred or so full-page sketches of the Durbar and people

and events relative to it—all of them full of colour and
charm. The portrait of Lord Kitchener is perhaps the

least artistic of them all. The text accompanying the

illustrations is clever and readable. Published by Adam
and Charles Black.

" Happy England," as painted by Helen Allingham,
R.W.S. (Adam and Charles Black), is a successful

endeavour of some eighty plates to illustrate in colour an
artist's impressions of a particular country—as, for

instance, John Fulleylove's of the Holy Land, Talbot
Kelly's of Egypt and Mortimer Menpes' of many lands.

The title, it is said, brought down " the disapprobation
of certain of the artisc's friends," who, recognising her as

a resident in Hampstead, have associated the title with

that alliterative one which the northern suburbs have
received at the hands of the Bank Holiday visitant, and
they facetiously surmise that the work may be called
44 'Appy England ! By a Denizen of 'Appy 'Ampstead !

"

In both life and landscape the work is a portrayal of

youth rejoicing in youth. For the most part it represents

childhood, and if we are to believe Mr. Ruskin, for the

first time in modern art ; for in his lecture on Mrs.
Allingham at Oxford, he declared that " though long by
academic art denied or resisted, at last bursting out like

one of the sweet Surrey fountains and, all dazzling and
pure, you have the radiance and innocence of reinstated

infant divinity showered again among the flowers of

English meadows of Mrs. Allingham." Certainly the

book gives one a.sense of England at her best—a happy
England.

"John Constable, R.A." By Lord Windsor.
(Walter Scott Publishing Company.) 3s. 6d. net. The
sixth of the series of " Makers of British Art " is one of the

best that has so far appeared.
Practically all that is known
of this famous English artist

is told in "The Memoirs of

John Constable, R.A.," by C.
R. Leslie, R.A., his life-long

friend. This book is now only
to be obtained at the second-
hand booksellers, and is

therefore inaccessible to the
majority of readers. The
present volume, therefore, is

of interest.

making a special feature of reproducing tne works of

modern artists. The " Asti " series of reproductions from
the works of the late French artist is one of the finest of

these sets of" Raohotypes," as they are called.

Of postcard albums also there is great variety at

prices from is. up to 27s. 6d. Of calendars the variety

is endless, from handy little pocket and purse calendars

at id. to beautifully coloured pictorial calendars at 6d., is.,

up to ios. 6d. each.

I have received two volumes from Mr. T. Lake Harris,

who has returned to Florida from his all too short visit to

Glasgow. They are volumes of lyrics entitled "The
Marriage of Heaven and Earth" and "The
Triumph of Life," published by G. W. Pearce and
Co., 139, West Regent Street, Glasgow. The following

is the official description of their contents, to which I

hesitate to add a word. " These lyrics, with their intro-

ductions, are intended to declare some methods and pro-

cesses whereby the Divine One-Twain Creator trans-

poses the natural bodies of all such as receive and embody
the Redemptive Lifj of the Saviour-Saviouress, from the

separated sex- lines of the third dimension of ever-dis-

solving nature ; to those of the re-united twain-one sex of

the fourth dimension of eternal Arch- Nature whereby Sin
is abolished in the flesh, and its wages, Death, abolished
in and for the body."

Photograms for the Year.
One of the most copiously illustrated annuals of the

year is " Photograms," which is published for the

Photogram by Dawbarn and Ward at 2s. It is now in

the ninth year of publication, and is quite indispensable

to photographers, especially to amateur photographers.
There is a reproduction of a photograph upon very nearly

every one of the 172 pages, and its contents are fully as

varied and as interesting as in previous years.

Christmas Cards and
Calendars.

In Messrs. Raphael Tuck's

Christmas cards and sou-

venirs, picture postcards

naturallv take a large place.

In all, there are 150 packets

to choose from, as much
picture and as little writing

space as possible—just what
the collector likes. They are

both in colours and in black

and white, and as low in price

as 3^d- for a packet of six.

The colour-printing is very

fine. Both in postcards and
in other Christmas cards

Messrs. Raphael Tuck are Reproduced from " Photograms for the Year."
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SOME NOVELS OF THE SEASON.
In "The Long Night," Mr. Stanley Weyman has

produced an excellently readable book, which deals with

the famous escalade of Geneva in 1602, which was the

culmination of the last attempt of the House of Savoy
to recapture the city. Mr. Weyman writes on a founda-

tion of historical facts, many of his figures are drawn
from characters of the period, and throughout the book
he contrives to maintain an atmosphere quite suitable

to the story. Intermingled with the exciting adventures

of the hero, readers will catch a glimpse of that religious

intolerance of the Protestants which is too often forgotten

in denunciation of the Inquisition. (Longmans. 6s.)

Mr. E. F. Benson's new book carries him to America
and provides him with a stick wherewith to beat the

social extravagances of a certain class of American
Society. The writer of " The Relentless City " seems
to cherish the mistaken idea that the class the foibles of

which he betrays so relentlessly represents the whole of

American Society. That such persons as he portrays do
exist is probable, but that they represent even a con-

siderable portion of American Society is an absurd con-
tention. The book is amusing, although the humour is

often perilously near vulgarity. (Heinemann. 6s.)

Frank R. Stockton's last book must necessarily be
associated in the minds of its readers with a touch of

sadness, although the book itself is full of the delightful,

humour which always characterised this writer. Mrs.

Stockton writes, in the introductory memoir, that " he
had nqt the heart to make his stories end unhappily "

—

a quality which is of inestimable value in these days of

depression and grey skies. The adventures of the heroine,

Olive, after she has made up her mind that she ought to

marry, are told with a charm and brightness which are

bound to make " The Captain's Toll-Gate" a
popular book. (Cassell. 6s.).

"The Jewel of Seven Stars." By Beam Stoker.

(Heinemann. 6s.)—A more extraordinary story can
hardly be imagined. Those who like the weird and the un-

canny, a mixture of black magic with a dash of spiritualism,

astral bodies of ancient Egyptian mummies committing
assault* which baffle specialists and London detectives,

of symbolism and mystery, of the inexplicable and
unexplained of every kind, will curdle their blood and
possibly addle their brains over this mystifying medley of

ancient Egypt and the twentieth century of the Christian

Era.

other contributions to Punch. It makes a handsome
volume of 472 pages, copiously illustrated with the
original pictures. In addition to the " Book of Snobs,"
it contains " Mrs. Tickletoby's Lecture on English
History," "The History of the Next French Revolution/
" The Wanderings of our Fat Contributor," and miscel-

laneous contributions to Punch.

"Tragedy of Chris." By Rosa Milholland (Lady
Gilbert). (Sands and Co.)—This forceful novel treats

the question of the trade in young girls with a delicate

hand. The heroine, a brave young Irish girl, brought
up in a workhouse and supposed to have been a deserted
child, has upon her all her young days the stigma of her

workhouse upbringing. Thrown upon the world by the

sudden death of her protectress, she makes her way to

Dublin and there is received by a young flower girl in

a most friendly fashion. Later on it is Sheelia who
protects Chris and her blind father. Chris has been
entrapped on board a boat which sails between Dublin
and London, and the tragedy of her life and the story of

Sheelia's search for her is of the most intense interest.

" Gutter Tragedies," published by Treherne and

Co., 6s., is a collection of short stories of low life. The
author, Mr. G. Sydney Paternoster, is thoroughly at

home in the description of Nile Street, Hoxton, whose
vernacular, only slightly shorn of its adjectival emphasis,
iy reproduced in a style which will make the book the

despair of the intelligent foreigner. The stories, however,
are instinct with life. There is a good deal of pathos in

these crime tragedies of the gutter.

" Mary of Magdala" is the title of a story written

by Edgar Saltus and published by Greening and Co.,

3s. 6d. Mary of Magdala, of course, is the Magdalen ;

but one could hardly congratulate Mr. Saltus upon the

success of his effort. His picture of John the Baptist,

whom he calls " Iohanan," is possibly the last word of

latter-day realism. " Iohanan was hideous. About his

body were tattered furs, his hair was tangled, the face

drawn and yellow. Vermin were visible on his

person. His lips twitched, and his gums, discoloured

were as those of a camel that has travelled too far. A
tooth projected, green as a fresh almond is ; the chin

projected too ; and from it, on one side, a rill of saliva

dripped upon the naked breast." Such was Iohanan as

he appeared before King Herod immediately before his

execution.

W. Carter Platts, to whom we owe the farcically

humorous creation of Mr. and Mrs. Tuttlebury, breaks

out this Christmas in a new phase. Messrs. Digby, Long
and Co. have published a 3s. 6d. volume of his, bearing

the strange title of "FLUSH Times AND SciMP IN THE
Wild West." They are a collection of five short stories

of adventure in the Western States of America. They are

told with a spirit that indicates that Mr. Carter Platts is

capable of writing in a very different vein from that in

which he first made his name and fame as a Yorkshire

humourist. Some of the stories are full of exciting

adventure, and the book is very good reading.

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. have published, in good

time for Christmas, Thackeray's " Book, of Snobs," and

I congratulate Mr. Heinemann upon the production of

his Portfolio of Photogravure reproductions of the

finest works of the most famous painters from 1400 to

1800. The introduction and descriptive texts of these

pictures are contributed by Sir Martin Conway, and each

part contains four pictures, 15 by 20 inches. They are

certainly equal to pictures which have hitherto only been

purchasable at £1 is. Two parts are published every

month, and each part (5s. net) contains four pictures-

Part I. contains specimens of the work of Jan Steen, Sir

Joshua Reynolds and Hackaert. One part is pub-

lished every fortnight, and the first four parts will form a

very handsome Christmas or New-Year's present. It is

not often that you can get twenty as good as guinea

pictures for 20s. the lot.
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BOOKS ON IRELAND.
"The Green Republic," by A. P. A. O'Gara. (Fisher

Unwin. 244 pp. 6s.).—The title of this book, " The Green
Republic," shows the quality of the writer. It is a deeply

thoughtful disquisition on the Irish agrarian question by
a medical man, who, having been educated in America,
brought to the subject just the power of unprejudiced
opinion which is almost as impossible to an Englishman
as to an Irishman. His solution of the question tends to

the formation of large joint-stock holdings under one
competent manager—an opinion worthy of respect from
all who have studied the question, as it deals with the

small holdings worked by families, which in time become
divided and subdivided, so that even existence, much less

flourishing life, upon them becomes impossible, and
with owners who are absentees or incapable. It is a
book which should be carefully read as a whole.

"A Social History of Ancient Ireland." By
P. W. Joyce, LL.D. (London: Longmans, Green and Co.
2 vols. Price 21s.).—This is one of those works which
by both nature and bulk it is quite impossible to do
justice to in a review. In its thirteen hundred pages
will be found a complete picture of social Ireland

before the Anglo-Norman invasion. The book is divided
into three sections, the first dealing with the government,
military service, and law of ancient Ireland ; the second
with its religion, learning and art, and the third with its

social and domestic life. A book like this is absolutely

essential to anyone who desires to understand the
significance of the present Gaelic revival. There are

several hundred illustrations, well reproduced, those
illustrating Irish art being particularly attractive.

Another book about Ireland is Mr. R. J. Smith's
"Irish Renaissance" (Dublin: Hodges, Figgis and
Co. pp. $49. Price 4s. 2d.), the object of which is to

combat what the author regards as the extravagances of
Irish Nationalism and Irish Roman Catholicism. The
author is much too long-winded and preachy, and there
is little in his book except generalities.

Poetry.
"The Phcenix Lyre." By Oswald Davis. (Kegan

Paul, Trench.)—This small book of poems is apparently
the work of a young poet who is as yet scarcely able to

manipulate his materials. His metaphors are* so rich
and Varied that they are occasionally difficult to follow.

I quote the opening words of one entitled " Beethoven" :

—

The vision of a driven ship—no maze
Of moving spar, soft grace of clinging sail

—

But bark of gaunt bare masts vexed Heavens assail

In vain ; Truth's brow ; a mouth whose lips might raise

Rebellion.

Chapman and Hall have published in a 7s. 6d. volume
the " Collected Poems of Lord de Tablev." Lord
de Tabley's verse fills nearly 500 pages. About one-half
of the themes deal with classical subjects, but there are
many shorter pieces of a more popular character. At
the same time some of his songs are very charming, but to
the great public most of these poems are almost unknown.

"Faces Towards the Light." A book for the
devotional home and Sabbath reading. By Sylvanus
Stall, D.D. (Vir Publishing Company.) 4s.—A quota-
tion from one of these readings will best show the scope of
the book :

—" No one can be a man of God until he is

first a true child of God."

CANADIAN WORKS.
"Old Quebec." (MacmiHan.) 15s.—Sir Gilbert

Parker's name is bound to assure this new volume of
success. He and Mr. Bryan have told the story of this

most interesting of cities in a most interesting manner.
The subject defies the possibility of dulncss, and the
authors have not failed to make the most of their oppor-
tunity. The, early history of Quebec is the early history

of Canada, and this makes the volume of great value at.

the present moment, when, with a French-Canadian at
their head, the Canadians seem to be preparing to go
their own ways.

"Through Canada in Harvest Time " is the title

of a study Of life and labours in the Golden West, written
by James Lumsden, and published by Fisher Unwin. (6s.)

It is an illustrated write-up of the Dominion of Canada.
Mr. Lumsden travelled all over the Dominion during the
harvest of 1902. He sets forth with enthusiasm and
eloquence the impression which Canada made upon him.
Like everyone else who has been in the Western Pro-
vinces, he is full of faith in the future of the Dominion,
and there is nothing that he longs for so much as a great"

emigration from Britain to Canada. Unfortunately, the
great majority of the immigrants pouring into {he country
are not Britons, but Americans and Europeans. The
dormant manufacturing resources of Canada are being
developed by American capitalists ; the farms are being
largely taken up by American agriculturists. The
foreigners who have settled in the country appear to take
much more pains to make homes for themselves than the
Britons, who, according to Mr. Lumsden, are very careless

about making their homesteads comfortable and beautiful

;

they are not nearly so good as the Germans in this

respect. Nevertheless, the drying-up of British immi-
gration is exciting much bitterness in Canada, and
Mr. Lumsden almost weeps over the thought of the vast
and fertile lands which are being abandoned by the
English and Scotch to the Russian and the American.

" Ranching with Lords and Commons." By John
R. Craig. (William Briggs, Toronto.)—Mr. Craig in this

book tells the story of how, in conjunction with certain
well-known English " nobility and gentry/' he formed a
great cattle-ranching company (the Oxley Ranch Co.)

in Southern Alberta, which finally turned out a dismal
failure. It is altogether an extraordinary story, and
Mr. Craig lets it plainly be seen that not only does he
think the principle of de mortuis nil nisi bonum may be
carried much too far, but that next time he promotes a
company he will have much less nobleness and gentleness
and much more common honesty. The events narrated
are said to have been " notorious " in Alberta and
Montana some fifteen years ago. The chief value of the
book is for the light it throws upon the way not to succeed
in cattle-ranching, and for the information it contains

about the Rocky Mountain cattle country and other parts

of the North-West Territory. Anyone meditating
emigration to this part of the world might do worse than
read Mr. Craig's strange narrative.

Two of the latest volumes of the well-known " Golden
Treasury Series," issued by Messrs. Macmillan, are
"The Golden Sayings of Epictetus" and "The
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table." " Epictetus,"

which is translated and arranged by Mr. Hastings
Crossley, includes " The Hymn of Cleanthes." The work
of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes contains as an introduc-

tion a reprint (with alterations) of Sir Leslie Stephen's
chapter on Holmes from " Studies of a Biographer

.

w
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CHILDREN'S BOOKS.
"The Conscience of Roger Trehern." By E.

Everett Green. 420 pp., one illustration. 3s. 6d.

(Religious Tract Society.)—The story of a young man
whose ambition has always been to become a minister

;

but when the time came for his ordination his conscience
prevented him from entering upon such a life, as he had
no spiritual call, but only earthly ambitions towards the
higher life. The book is very interesting.

"Riverton Boys." By K. M. Edy and R. Edy
(Thomas Nelson and Sons. is. 6d.).—A tale of the
rivalry between two schools, diversified by the merry
exploits of the boys ; it is not without excitement, for the
incidents include rescues from fire and water. The tale

ends with a description of the war on the veldt, where,
the former enemies are fighting side by side with a fine

stalwartness.

" The House on the Moor." By Harold Avery.
(Nelson's, is.).—A tale well suited to boys. Brief and
full of incident. It deals with the adventures of some
good everyday schoolboys, owing to their having forgotten

to post an important registered letter.

" Donny's Captain." By E. Livingston Prescott. (Reli-

gious Tract Society).—A dainty little story, in which the
small hero is a means of redeeming one of his elders who
is on the down-grade.

" Laura's Legacy." By E. H. Strain. (Fisher
Unwin.) Price 6s.

—" Laura's Legacy " is full of inte-

rest from first to last. Once or twice we wonder at

Lady Laura's extraordinary self-delusion, and how she
can possibly risk the doing a great wrong ; but in the
end this is explained. Her charming legacy shows the
great power of environment.

" Under which King/' By H. P. Rendel. (Nelson
and Son.) Illustrated. Price 2s. 6d.—A vivid word-
picture of some Paris notorieties of the year 1757, and of
some details of the Seven Years' War, chiefly known to

the average schoolboy on account of its uncomfortable
dates.

"The Gayton Scholarship." By Herbert Haynes.
(Nelson and Sons.) Price is. 6d.—The scholarship is

to be competed for by the boys of the various school
boards in a certain district, and it will give free tuition

for some years in a high school. The story concerns
itself chiefly with three boys in the Deanery School.

"The Mark of Cain." By Emily Finnemore.
(S.P.C.K.).—An interesting story of a murder in English
rural life, which, like other murders, eventually " would
out." The end, however, is happiness and the long-
delayed marriage of the two lovers whose fortunes the
reader has followed with interest.

" The Wrecker's Farm." By Elizabeth F. Mitchell.
(S.P.C.K.).—This is a brightly-written, wholesome tale

of rural life telling how a wife combats, in the end
victoriously, the unhappiness caused by a man's folly

and obstinacy. Everything ends happily, and the right
man even marries the right woman.
"Calver Creek." By Edith E. Cowper. (S.P.C.K.).—A story of smuggling on the south coast of England.

The characters are mostly seafaring folk and coastguards-
men, and the story is full of excitement. There is some
pathos, even tragedy, but the ending is happy.

"Granny's Brocade." By Helen Oxenborough.
(S.P.C.K.).—A pleasantly-written story, suitable for girls

of sixteen and over. There is a distinct moral, showing
how personal prejudices can be lived not only through
but down.

"The Girl's Own Annual" (Religious Tract
Society. 8s.).—For a gift book for girls nothing could
be better than the handsomely bound annual volume
of the GirPs Own Pap:r. Not only is it fully illustrated,

but it contains articles on a great variety of subjects,

from fields for women's work to new homes for London's
girl-clerks, and, needless to say, plenty of stories by
popular writers. Among the contributors to this volume
are the Queen of Roumania, Mr. Douglas Sladen, Ella

Wheeler Wilcox, Helen Marion Burnside, Mile. Vaca-
resco, and many other well-known writers.

"Popular Natural History of the Lower.
Animals." By Henry Scherren. 3s.6d. Illustrated. (Reli-

gious Tract Society).—This copiously illustrated book,,

with its good paper and pleasant type, fills a gap by
giving us a description of the Invertebrates in clear,

simple language. It is a fine book for the collector, for
most of the creatures described can be found in our ponds
or round our coasts. The descriptions are charming and
not hackneyed. Every boy, for instance, knows the
word wampum, but we do not all know what it is made of,

and Mr. Scherren tells us. One of the most fairy-like of
the pictures is the metamorphoses of the gnat.

"The Holy Land and the Bible." By Cunning-
ham Geikie. (Cassell and Co.) Illustrated. Price 2s.6d.

—This most acceptable present for the Sunday-school
teacher and Bible student is an abridgment of the
larger book so well known. The present so well exem-

C
lines the past in Palestine that reading Dr. Geikie's

00k is like walking in the footsteps of our Lord, and
yet it also helps us to understand the present problem
of the Zionist movement. The excellent index and
Scripture references are of great value.

"The Life and Work of the Redeemer." Illus-

trated. Price 2s. 6d. (Cassell).—The book consists of
twelve sketches by famous present-day divines, and was
gathered by the editor of the Quiver some few years
back. In its present form it is a reprint in less costly

guise than the original work.

Truly Royal.

It is doubtful whether in the whole range of gift-books
issued for the Christmas season any better value can be
found than the "Royal Library of Reward Books,"
announced by Nelson and Sons. There are three series,

priced at^s., is.6d., and is., and including many of their
popular copyright tales and stories as well as a selection
of the works of standard authors. All are bound in

attractive cloth cases, with square backs ; they are
printed on thick paper, and nearly all the stories have
eight illustrations executed in colours. In the 2s. series,,

for example, we have " The Chronicles of the Schonberg-
Cotta Family," nearly $00 pages, in a most attractive

binding. " Salome," by Mrs. Emma Marshall, in one of
the eighteenpenny series; and " The Gorilla Hunters,"
by Ballantyne, 224 pages, in similar binding and with*

coloured illustrations, is a wonderful shillingsworth.

Nelson and Sons have indeed always maintained a high
standard of excellence, but they seem to have surpassed
themselves in their " Royal Libraries," which are
irreproachable as reward books or for school libraries.

Ray Stannard Baker tells, in IVorltfs Work, of the
amazing story of Sam Parks, the notorious " walkings

delegate " and labour ** boss " of New York, and the light

it shows on the labour unions in America, and on the
relations between trusts and labour.
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MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.
Mr. John Murray has published, and Mr. John Wright

has written, a book of 435 pages at 12s. net. It will be a

very acceptable present for lads of twelve years old and
upwards. It is entitled "The Home Mechanic,* and

is written by a practical engineer who has learnt his

trade for the purpose of giving boys instruction in

joiner)', metal-work, and all manner of turning, drilling,

boring, etc. The amateur will find everything that he

needs to know about tools, and the best way of using

them. There is also an admirable chapter on the

general repairs required within a house which the

amateur ought to be able to execute. There is a good
index at the end of the book, which will probably take its

place as a standard work of reference for home mechanics.

To those who have practised in London law-courts, to

the reporters on the London press, and, indeed, to those

who have followed the reports of Law Cases heard in the

City of London Court, of which he was for forty-two

years a central figure, nothing will be more acceptable

than Mr. Pitt-Lewis's sketch of
41 Commissioner Ker,"

whom he describes as
44 an Individuality." This is a

new 10s. 6d. volume published by Messrs. Fisher Unwin.
Mr. Commissioner Ker was a Scotchman, whose indi-

viduality was as marked as the thistle of his native land,

and in Mr. Pitt-Lewis, K.C, he has found an appreciative

biographer. It is not two years since he passed from
our midst, and those whom he sentenced as well as those

whom he acquitted will be glad to have Mr. Pitt-Lewis's

book on their shelves.

Mrs. Meredith was one of the philanthropic saints of

our time, one who recalled, at the close of the twentieth

century, memories of Mrs. Fry. Messrs. Hodder and
Stoughton have published in a 3s. 6d. volume a little

record of her vigorous life, written by her sister. Her
work in founding a mission for the relief of women after

their discharge from prison brought her into contact with
many of the most forlorn of her race and her sex. She
was a profoundly religious woman, and displayed great

common sense and inexhaustible sympathy in dealing
with those to whom she ministered, and those who knew
and esteemed her work will rejoice to have this record
of it. Note that Mrs. Meredith, as the result of her
experience, came to the conclusion that women in prison

could stand monotony much worse than men. She also

says that when women of a criminal or even of a vicious

type reform they usually die, as they cannot stand the

mortification of their animal instincts. It is perilous

to differ from Mrs. Meredith on such a question, but I

would not accept such a statement, even on her authority,

without very careful investigation;

"Municipal Trade," by Major Leonard Darwin
(London : John Murray, pp. 464. Price 12s. net), is

a very complete summary of the advantages and
disadvantages resulting from the substitution of repre-

sentative bodies for private proprietors in the manage-
ment of industrial undertakings. It professes to

be an impartial study of the question, and therefore will

probably please neither of the contending schools,

especially as Major Darwin's conclusions and recom-
mendations are strongly qualified. Major Darwin's
central point of view is that the advantages and dis-

advantages of municipalisation must be balanced against

one another without regard to its effect as a step towards
Socialism or on the Labour question. His solution of

the question is that in moderation municipal trade has a

stimulating effect on local authorities, but if extensively

undertaken it tends to lower their efficiency. That being
so, he lays down rales as to what trades may, and what
may not, be municipalised. For instance, he disapproves
of the municipalisation of tramways, but is in favour of

municipal waterworks. He claims that the probability

of making a gain should never be held out as a legiti-

mate inducement to cities to adopt municipal trade.

He is against municipal house-building, and against all

municipal trading in competitive enterprises. His con-

clusion is that local authorities are advancing too rapidly

in the path of municipal trade.

Mr. Travers Buxton, the secretary of the British and
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, has written, and the

Religious Tract Society have published, a is. 6d. illus-

trated book about William Wilberforce, entitled
44 The

Story of a Great Crusade." It is a famous chapter

in English history that Mr. Buxton has written. It is

illustrated by two portraits of Wilberforce at the age of

twenty-nine and sixty-nine ; it has also a very remarkable
portrait of Thomas Clarkson.

Those who love historical gossip will find a pleasant

dish very much to their liking in Mr. Justin McCarthy's
* ; Portraits of the Sixties." Mr. McCarthy settled

in London forty years ago, and he has done well to jot

down his reminiscences of the notable men and women
that he met in those years. His book covers a wide
range of notables from Charles Dickens to the Emperor
of Brazil, from Sothern, the actor, to Carlyle and
Tennyson. Thackeray, Kinglake, O'Connell, Mazzini,

Don Carlos, Lord Shaftesbury, and John Ruskin all

figure in this portrait gallery, which is further illustrated

by reproductions of photographs of his subjects. Of the

606, Mr. McCarthy maintains, some have a history entirely

their own, and will claim to be ranked as a distinctive

epoch, but questions whether any other decade 'produced

a larger amount of original matter (Fisher Unwin).

Mrs. Creighton has edited a collection of her husband's
historical letters and addresses, and Messrs. Longman
have published them in a handy volume at five shillings.

Several of the lectures have never before been published.

Of these, one of the most notable is his inaugural lecture

at Cambridge on "The Teaching of Ecclesiastical

History." Two other lectures are devoted to the Con-
gregationalists and Baptists ; they were also delivered

at Cambridge five years later. The reporters' notes

have been utilised for reproduction of his lectures in

St. Paul's on 44 The Coming of the Friars." There are

three lectures on 44 Bishop Grosseteste and His Times."
There is a charming lecture upon Elizabethan London

;

an excellent address on " The Study of a Country."

Papers on 44 The Picturesque in History" and "St. Edward
the Confessor " appeared in the Cornhill Magazine.

44 History of Socialism in the United States."
By Morris Hilkjuit. (Funk and Wagnalls Co.) 371 pp.
6s.—Socialism in the United States has never attained

the popularity which it enjoys in Germany ; but on the
other hand it has developed, at least for a time, in more
varied ways. This book is a careful account of all the
different forms of Socialism which have been tried in

America, and is the only complete and up-to-date book
on the subject in English. Mr. Hillquit predicts that

the Socialist movement is on the eve of great develop-

ments, which within a few years will make it a potent
factor in American politics.
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"A Reply to Harnack on the Essence of
Christianity." By Professor Hermann Cremer.
(Funk and Wagnalls.) 4s.— Is less of a reply to

Harnack than a vehement counterblast to certain

defects which the writer has found in Harnack's doctrine

of the Person of Christ. Against Harnack's endeavour
to be strictly historical according to the use of that term
by unbelievers, Dr. Cremer asserts with great vigour the

dogmatic position of the evangelical school. The effect

-would have been greater had he developed Harnack's
positive teachings instead of fastening on his negative

utterances, such as " Jesus does not belong to the

Gospel " ; and if he had borne in mind how much of his

own evangelical position lay implicit in the conclusions

of Harnack. The weakness of Dr. Cremer's own
position is shown in the sentence " God entered, in

Christ, into the ordered course of history after He had
-allowed the world till then to go for centuries and
millenniums its own way, and only endured it that it

might not perish before the time." His strength consists

an his stress on the super-historical nature of Jesus'

personality, and in his affirming that in the miracle of

forgiveness we 44 experience Jesus " as a living Person, as

risen therefore, as the Christ therefore, and as Divine.

" British Industries." Edited by W. J. Ashley.

{Longmans, Green and Co.) Price 5s. 6d. net.—These
ten lectures, by such men as S. S. Jeans, B. Ginsburg,
Sir R. Lloyd Patterson, etc., are primarily intended to

supplement the instruction given to students of the
Faculty of Commerce, but they will be welcomed by a far

wider circle of readers. Delivered by authorities in their

respective spheres, the lectures are marvels of lucidity

and logical force. No fair specimens of them can be
given in a few words, but amongst explanations of great

interest may be mentioned those of Elijah Helm, on
our paradox of more spinning machinery and less

weight of cotton than the Continent or the States ; what
is required of a general manager, by Stephen Jeans ; the

great work of the Bradford Chamber of Commerce ; the

loss to Ireland by reason of the small amount of acreage
under flax ; and the use and abuse of ship-building

bounties. British iron and steel industries take up two
lectures.

The Unit Library has sent us two volumes. Charles
"Waterton's delightful "Wanderings in South
America," published at 8d., is., is. 9d., and 2s. At the

same price is the Unit Library's edition of Thomas a
Kempis' " Imitation of Christ." The only novelty in

this edition is the long preface written by the Jesuit

Father Tyrrell. It is rather more apologetic than might
have been expected. Father Tyrrell admits the justice

of some of the criticisms levelled against the Imitation

on the ground that it is a kind of Christian Buddhism,
supplemented and corrected, but not yet completely
transformed by ethics out ofan " otherworldly "supernatural
life. He contends vigorously, however, against what
he admits is a plausible criticism, that the " Imitation"
is a manual of sacred selfishness. " For the higher
self," says Father Tyrrell, '* Hell and Heaven are only

names for the absence and presence of God and of

Divine Life." If to fear such a Hell and to long for

-such a Heaven is a selfishness, it is indeed a sacred
selfishness for which we may well hope and pray.

The Unit Library has published as its latest volume a
copy of a very delightful book in Miss Betham- Edwards'
Reminiscences." It is one of the most interesting

volumes of the kind that have appeared In these latter

days, and we are glad that Miss Edwards has under-
taken such revision as was necessary to make it as perfect

as possible.

"./Ether and Gravitation" by W.G. Hooper, F.S.S.

(Chapman and Hall. pp. 358. 12s. 6d.), is a fascinating

book which, though on a somewhat abstruse subject, can
nevertheless be understood by anyone with a smattering
of physical science. Mr. Hooper propounds an entirely

new theory both of the action of the aether and of

gravitation. He maintains that the centrifugal- force

which keeps the planets from falling into the sun is

nothing but repulsion exerted through the ether by light,

heat, and electricity, while gravitation is nothing but

electrical attraction. Mr. Hooper maintains that the

aether is only ordinary matter incomparably; more
tenuous, and has weight, atomicity, and friction. The
old theory was that the planets moved through space
at an undiminished speed because there was no friction

between them and the aether. Mr. Hooper, on the

contrary, maintains that there is friction, or would be if

the aether did not move with the planets; but that in

reality the planets are kept in motion by floating in

currents of aether, which circulate around the sun and
are induced by the sun's rotation. If his theory is right,

Mr. Hooper is the first man of science to give a physical
explanation to the mathematical laws of Newton and
Kepler. It will be interesting to see whether his theory
is accepted or not.

" After Prison—What ? " by Mrs. Ballington Booth
(Miss Charlesworth that was). For the last seven years
Mrs. Ballington Booth has been a visitor of American
prisons. The convicts, whom she calls her boys, regard
her as their mother, and in a volume of nearly three
hundred pages, published by Fleming, Revell and Co., of

Chicago (5s.) she tells the story of her experiences in gaol.

Mrs. Ballington Booth writes from a full heart with a
facile pen. Her observations and recommendations are
full of good sense, and I heartily commend an observa-
tion on the need of employment in gaol to those working
men who are carried by passionate animosity to all prison-

made goods ; after all, the convict in gaol is in most
cases a working man, and to deny him the opportunity
of useful labour is to doom him in many cases to insanity,

and in all cases to a torture much worse than that of the
treadmill. The book is a valuable addition to the library

of prison literature.

Messrs. Page, Davis and Co., who have founded a
school for teaching people how to write advertisements
in this country, may be regarded as the latest American
importation. Their pamphlet is a very readable and
interesting publication, but it would probably carry more
weight if it uerc in a less flowery strain. It is not to be
doubted that people with a natural turn for putting things
effectively will profit by Messrs. Page, Davis and Co^
and there is certainly ample room for improvement in

the education of the writers of most English advertise-
ments. But after a time Messrs. Page, Davis and Co,
will probably find that whatever may be the case in

America, the promises which they hold out to their

subscribers ought to be readjusted to English standards
before they can be accepted as sober fact. When the
advertiser wakes up in this country no doubt he will, as
on the other side, appreciate the importance of well

written advertisements attractively displayed, and then
will come the chance of Messrs. Page, Davis and CoJs
pupils, but at present the advertiser needs a great deal of
waking up.
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Publications of the Month*
A Lawyer, By. Guide to the Legal Profession

fodder and Stoughton' 3/6
Anderson. K. C. The Larger Faith (A. and C. Black^ net 3/6
Alice's Adventures In wonderland *Macmillan| 1/6
Buckton, A. M. The Burden of Engela Methuen' net 3/6
Becsly, E. Spencer. A Discourse on the Positive Spirit

(W. Reeves) net 2/0
Bodkin, Rev. R. C. CM. HOW to Reason .(Brown and Nolan ^ net 1/6
Buckland, A. R. Champions of the Truth ;

R.T.S. 1 3/6
Booth, M. Ballington. Alter Prison—What? (Revelll net 5/0
Berlioz, Hector. Faust (Novello and Co.) 2/6
Betham-Ed wards, M. Reminiscences lUnit Library 1 net 3/6
Buxton, Travers. William Wllberforce R.T.S. 1/6
Brinton, Selwyn, M.A. Bartolozzl (A. Siegle^ net 1/6
Buxton, Sidosy. Handbook to Political Questions... J. Murray]

net 12/0
Calvert, A. F. Impressions of Spain tC». Phiiiposi) 10/6
Cremer. Reply to Hamack ; or. Essence of Christianity

^Funk and VVagnalls net 4/0
Conway, Sir M. Great Masters Heineinann) net 5/0
Creightou, L. Historical Lectures and Addresses

(Longmans and Co.) net 5/0
Craig. W. J. Seven Volumes of the Little Quarto Shake-

speare (Methuenl each net 1/0
Chesterton and Garnet t. Tennyson ^Hodder and Stoughton) 1/0
Dewhurst, E. M. Sunday Afternoons ^Marshall Brothers) 2/6
Dobson, Austin. Fanny Bumey (Macmillan) net 2/0
Elias, F. The Political Advertiser (T. F. Unwin) i/o
Emerson. Insist on Yourself ((iay and Bird) 1/0
Farrar, F. W., D.D. Life of Christ [Cassell and Co.; net 10/6
Forbash, W. Pomlnk (Marshall Brothers) 2/0
Free Trade a Failure from the First .Macmillan) net 2/0
Grant, A. Rambles in Arcadia (A. and C. Black) net 3/6
Geikie. C. Holy Land and the Bible .Cassell and Co.) net 2/6
Gibson, W. W. The Golden Helm IE. Mathews) net 2/6
Grant, Cecil. A School's Life .Marshall Brothers' 2/6
Grecoruis, F. The Tombs Of the Popes Constable 1

net 3/6
GUhe. Rev. R. C, M.A. The Kinsfolk and Friends of Jesus

A. C. Black) 6/0
Hohler. Mark's Princess Nelson and Sons) 1/6
Hagen, C. Von. Plunder and Hunger H. K. Allenson) t/o
HiiTquit. History of Socialism in the United States

^Funk and Wagnalls 6/0
Hercat. Latest Sleights, J. M. Reading Dean and Son 1/0
Hayens. H. The Clayton Scholarship Nelson 1/6
Hebert, Rev. S., M.A. Glimpses into Paradise.

VJ. Finch and Co.) net a/6 .

Hocking. Joseph. Follow the Gleam Hoddc and Stoughton* 3/6
Herrick. Robert. Their Child Macmillan, Nov. 10th net 2/0
Vol. V. The Jewish Encyclopedia Funk and Wagnalls^ 4/0
Nicholson, B. Vols. I., II. and III. Ben Jonson The Mermaid

Scries^ >T. F. Unwin' each net 2/6
James, G. Toby and his Little Dog Tan

^ Hodder and Stoughton^ 6/0
Kendall, F. C. Poems Of Henry C. Kendall (Longman and Co.) 6/0
Kempis, T. A'. Imitation Of Christ Unit Library) net 1/0
Kemp, B. Marjorie and Benny Nelson) x/o
Koch, Prof. R. The Prevention of Consumption

(Longmans and Co.) net 5/0
Lawrence, A. Journalism as a Profession

Hodder and Stoughton) 3/6
Leamount, J. Fifty-two Sundays with the Children

V H. R. Allenson> 3/6
Lee, J. Fitzgerald The Greater ExodUS ;E. Stock net 2/6
Lockyer, F. London Lyrics Mcthuen) 1/6
Lodge, R. B., M.I. Knowledge and Diary 1904..

Kn ivl'd . r) net 3/0
Lodge, Sir Oliver. Mrs. Piper and the Society for Psychic

Research .B. Johnson; net 3/6
Macdonagh, M. The Life of Daniel O'Connell

i.Cassell and Co/ net 16/0
Massingham, H. W. Labour and Protection (T. Fisher Unwin) 6/0
Money, L. G. Chioiza. Fiscal Problem B. S. King and Co.) 3/6
Montgomery, F. An Unshared Secret (Macmillan 6/0
Mason. D. M. Macedonia and Great Britain's Responsi-

bility (T. F. Unwin) 1/0
Mathers, Helen. The Juggler and the Soul J. Long) 6/0
Mulholland, Rosa. The Tragedy Of Chris (Sands and Co.)

Moule, Archdeacon. TuftS and Tails C. M. Soc.) 1/0
McCarthy, Justin. Portraits Of the Sixties —,T. F. Unwin' net 15/0
Metcalfe, R. Essays and Notes on Hydrotherapeutlcs

iSimpkin Marshall)

Mitchell, John. Organised Labour ...^Book and Bible House dol. 1.75

Maclaren, A., D.D. Last Sheaves ; Hodder and Stoughton) 5/0
Melville, Andrew. The Possibilities of Life

(Regan, Paul net 6/0
Overton. Gwendolen. The Golden Chain Macmillan) net a/o
Oxenham, John. Barbe of Grand Bayou

(Hodder and Stoughton 1 6/0
Pitman, Sir J. Pitman's Year-Book Diary, 1904

t
Pitman and Sons) x/o

PhotOgrams Of the Year Dawbarn and Ward) net a/o
Plowdcn, A. C. Grain or Chaff. iT. Fisher Unwin) net x6/o
Paternoster. G. S. Gutter Tragedies Treherne) 6/0
Pike, G. Holden. John Wesley 1 Religious Tract Society) 1/6
Pratt, Lieut. -Col. Sisson C. Military Law Examiner

Gale and Polden) net 4/6
Quiller-Couch, A. T. Two Sides Of the Face--. F. W. Arrowsmith! 6/0
Ready, c has. The Cloister and the Hearth J. I-ong) net a/o
RivLve, Briton, R.A. The Art Journal Volume, 1903

(Virtue and Co.) 21/0
Roberts. M. The Wingless Psyche E. Mathews) net a/6
Rendel, H. P. Under Which King f Nelson) a/6
Smith, J. and H. Rejected Addresses (Methuc-u) net 1/6
Strain, E. H. Laura's Legacy [T. F. Unwin) 6/0
Sergeant, Adeline. Future of Phyllis (J. Long) 0/6
Stott, B. Rosemonde iT. F. Unwin) 6/0
Sp.'Rce, Rev. w. M. Life and Work of the Redeemer

(Cassell and Co.) net a/6
Sidgwick, H. Development of European Polity. Macmillan; net xo/o
Sch.'iren. Henry, F.z.s. Natural History of the Lower

Animals (R.T.S.) 3/6
Smith, Jos. The Founder Of Mormonlsm VV. Hcincmann) net. xo/o
Stall, SyKanus, D.D. Faces Toward the Light

v
V u- Publishing Co. • net 4/0

Salt us, Edgar. Mary of Magdala Greening and Co.' 3/6
Tabley, Lord de. Collected Poems Chapman and Hall} net 7/6
Thackeray, w. M. The Yellowplush Correspondence

1
Macmillan'1 3/6

Through the Looking Glass (Macmillan) net x/6

The Scripture Pocket-Book R.T.S.) net x/6

Uniacke, T. J. The Living Wheel P. Wellby 3/6
Whymper, A. What can I do to help Missions? {

R.T.S.) x/6
Winder, Lord. John Constable, R.A ;W. Scott) net 3/6
Wodehouse. P. G. Tales Of St. Austin's A. C. Black 3/6
Whistler, Chas. W. For King or Empress ^Nelson 3/6
WarpjL--Bond, J. A. Bird Life in Wild Wales lT. Fisher Unwin 7/6
Wright, John. The Home Mechanic (J. Murray xa/o
Watson, A. E. T English Sport .Macmillan) net 12/6
Waterton, T. Wanderings in South America

[Vnil Library) net x/o
Young, F. Ireland at the Cross Roads [G. Richards.) 6/0

LABOUR AND PROTECTION.
Mr. Massingham does good service by obtaining and

editing this volume of essays (" Labour and Protection :

A Series of Studies." Edited by H. W. Massingham.
Fisher Unwin, 323 pp., 6s.), every one of which is an
unanswerable exposure of Mr. Chamberlain's pretension
that increased cost of food will be compensated for by
higher wages and more constant employment. Alto-
gether there are ten essays in the book, from the pens of
such well-known writers as Mr. John Burns, Mr. J. A.
Hobson, Mr. Holyoake, Mr. Seebohm Rowntree, and Mr.
George N. Barnes. The opening essay, by Mr. Burns, deals
with 44 The Political Dangers of Protection," one of the
greatest of which dangers is the subordination of the
Legislature to capitalistic influence. Mr. Hobson points

out with equal validity that the reduction of employment
which would follow Protection would prevent the rise of
wages. But not only would Protection lower wages, but
it would weaken the ability of the workers to raise them
again by combination. That is to be witnessed already
in America, where the diminution of the independence of
the workers is proceeding, paripassu , with the tightening

grip of the captains of industry and finance upon the
machinery of government.

Mr. G. J. Holyoake draws upon the memories of his

long life to show what Protection really was. He gives
a vivid picture of the misery then endured by the mass
of the workers ; a picture of starvation, nakedness, sick-

ness, the slavery of the young, and the hopelessness of all.

" Pawnshops were the Providence of the people." Life
in the workshop and life in the househcld were equally
repulsive and pathetic. Altogether, the book is a very
instructive one, and a useful handbook for Free Trade
lecturers and writers.
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A CHRISTMAS STORY.
(Being another sequel to the story of Piggy in the July number of t/ie Review of Reviews.)

The Little Girl and the Old Gentleman both shook

hands with him again, and left him standing against

the pavement, his papers flapping in the bitter north-

east wind. Arthur had thought before the Old
Gentleman stopped and pointed him out to the

Little Girl that it was really the coldest w'md that

ever blew ; but there was something hard and warm
in his palm now, that glowed right down to his heart.

It was warm because the Little Girl had carried it

inside her glove all the way from Kensington, but

Arthur could not know that. She told him that it

" was all her very own, saved up for a Christmas-box

for him, for he was a friend of Aunt Mary's "—Aunt
Mary being the pretty lady who had driven Arthur

about in her pony-carriage what time he had campei
beside the sea in that long-past summer, six months
ago.

Arthur was so surprised at the appearance of the

Little Girl, that he stood looking after them, and
coughing softly for quite ten minutes, before he

gathered courage to see what the coin was she had
left in his hand. The wind came blustering round

St. Paul's again and stabbed him like a sharp knife.

Arthur winced, and drew back : Zephyr might have

carried him away bodily, so wasted and transparent

was he in the five chill, wet months since Piggy's

departure. He lifted his hand and looked into it

:

Lo S a little golden sun, which warmed him to the

core—half a sovereign !

He stood gazing at it in the centre of a shrivelled

hand, scarlet and purple with the cold, a curious feeling

of unreality holding him fast. Half a sovereign !

ten glorious, splendid shillings ! His brain fairly

reeled under the enormous burden of his unexpected

wealth. And what did the Old Gentleman mean by

saying " Buy something warm, and remember Piggy."
" Remember Piggy ! " Arthur's pinched little face

crinkled up in a thousand lines.

Remember! The difficulty would be to forget; he
missed Piggy every night and morning and moment
of the day, even more than the low-voiced Irish

mother, whose heritage looked out from his burning

eyes on the cold December day. Oh, if Piggy were

but with him to share this wealth ! Arthur looked

down on the yellow coin with desolation tugging at

his heartstrings.

" Hi ! " called a friendly voice ;
" comin' to the feed

ter-night, Arthur ? " Arthur shook his head ; to go to

the Settlement Club to-night would be to realise his

loneliness more than ever, for there was no Piggy

to talk things over with.

" No," he replied, " I'm not."
" Catch, then ! " cried the boy, who was wheeling a

coster's barrow, and a paper bag shot across the pave-

ment and fell at Arthur's feet. " I bought 'em for

yer," said the boy, jovially. " Guessed you wouldn't
come," and he walked off, whistling cheerily, without
calling Arthur "butter-fingers," as he had intended.

He was so struck by the look in the crippled boy's
eyes.

It was half-past seven, and Arthur, when he had
picked up the bag, and discovered its contents to be
bananas and cake, counted his We^t.ninsters and found
he had but three to dispose of. At nine he had only
one, and that one he folded across his chest to keep
out the wind, fastening his inadequate coat, his

trembling fingers bungling with the little pieces of
string doing duty for buttons till the flower-girl who
stood on the kerb came and fastened them, giving

him a little impatient shake for looking so thin.

He smiled up at her and went hobbling away
in a kind of blissful dream, lingering at all the

confectioners' windows along the Whitechapel Road,
telling himself he could buy this or that, and buying
nothing nevertheless, so that when he began to climb
the dark stair to his garret, he still had the half-

sovereign clutched in his thin right hand. At the

bottom of the second flight he stumbled, and nearly

fell over some object crouching on the lowest step.

" Hullo, Tab ! " he exclaimed softly. " Wot's up ?
"

There was a burst of piteous sobbing, and a small

voice cried through the dark :

—

" I'm bin an' los' me tickut !

"

Arthur dropped on the step and felt blindly

sympathetic. " Not the tickut for the sister's tea ?
"

he asked.

There was another wild outcry.
" Yus : " panted Tab. " An' the man won' let me

in, an' me wash me fice an' hall
!

"

The utter waste of this concession to convention-
ality completely overcame the invisible Tab, and she

threw herself flat on the filthy landing and beat her

head against the floor in wild and ineffectual despair-

Arthur was at a loss ; what could he do or say to

comfort her ? Alas ! he knew the utter inadequacy
of comfort, unless it takes the shape of another
" tickut."

" An' I'm hall the sime 's Polly wot never 'ad no
tickut at hall

!

" declaimed Tab with tearful violence,

sitting suddenly up against his knee. " An' Billy 's

got none, nor them two French kiddies, an' me 'aving

Biby an' hall. Wish I wus dead, blowed hif I don't
"

Arthur did not reply ; he was thinking. Thinking
with a strange little glow at his heart, and the half-

sovereign clutched in his hand. Half alarm, half

delight, the idea sprang forth fully armed and mature.

He would give a party.

"Tab," he began in a voice that compelled her
silence, " you stop cryin'. See 'ere, I'll give a party,

an* you an' Billy an' Polly an' the Biby '11 all come.
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Dodger won't be 'ome till four. We'll 'ave it up in

my plice."

" Eh !
" panted Tab, " an' a proper Chrismus tree

an' hall?"

Arthur hesitated. He was not quite sure of the

purchasing power of ten shillings, but it seemed
illimitable

;
yes, he could promise a Christmas-tree.

Tab sighed herself away somewhere in the darkness,

and Arthur turned on the stairs and went out again.

Half-way down the street he came upon a desolate-

looking bundle surmounted by a small, white face,

propped against the wall and gazing up at the Christ-

mas stars, large and bright in the strip of sapphire sky

above the grimy street.

" H'low, Arfur," said the object in a melancholy

pipe. " Wot cheer ?
"

Arthur stopped and swung his crippled leg to keep

it from freezing in the frosty haze.

"Wot cheer yourself?" he inquired. "Old man
bad, Tommy ?

"

Tommy plaintively shook his head.
" Naw," he answered, " but ole wumman's got 'em

pretty bad
;
you 'ear 'er."

Arthur stood for a moment to listen to a low animal

crying that sounded from a room in the long lobby,

a sound that made the blood creep in his veins,

though it only meant that old Molly Clemens had
another attack of D. T.

"Tommy," he said in a trembling undertone, " I'm

givin' a party, an' I want ye to come ; cut along up to

my room, an' I'll see ye soon,"

Tommy regarded htm with considerable anxiety in

the light of the street lamp.
" Ye ain't a bit balmy, Arfur ? " he asked.

Arthur laughed, and set off, shaking a fist at him as

he went. It was painful to look backwards, it made
him cough again, and there was a curious dry patch

in his throat which troubled him terribly. But despite

all this, he was wonderfully light-hearted, and strangely

happy. It had occurred to him with a sense of great

delight that he " was getting back on Piggy " in a

manner great and glorious, such as he had never even

dreamt of. He would spend every penny of the half-

sovereign in food, he would gather in all the left ones,

and they would rejoice together. It would be Piggy's

party. Piggy would not be there it was true, but for

all that Arthur, who had seen with his eyes and knew,

dared to ask his friend back from the joys of Paradise

to the slum where he had lived. In spite of the long

stabbing breaths which kept him now and again

motionless on the way, Arthur was not more than

half an hour in making his purchases, and climbed

upwards to his garret as if Piggy were once more there

with a firm hand under the weary right arm galled by
the hard crutch.

"Are ye all here?" he panted as he dropped his

parcels carefully on the floor.

There was a subdued chorus from the dark. They
were all there.

Arthur struck a match and lighted a candle which

he took from one of his parcels, then another, and
fastened them with their own grease on the sole chair,

and looked at his guests. Trjere were nine of them.

Tab explained

—

"Billy 'ee tol' 'em. Will ye let 'em come too,

Arfur?"
Arthur nodded, dumb with happiness, there was

enough. How glad he was ! He had brought a
dozen of everything. They stood around and stared

at him, nine gaunt little images of famine, ragged,

dirty, unkempt, hollow-cheeked, their eyes blazing

with excitement, as their host brought out a small toy

Christmas tree, and stood it up between the candles on
the chair. They sighed like anight wind as he lit the

tiny candles. It was a truly magnificent illumination,

all the little glass balls danced and sparkled and the

pieces of tinsel glittered, it was the most splendid

thing they had ever seen. The baby stuck one grimy
thumb into his mouth, and pointed at it in speechless

delight, the others stared in sheer fascination; all

silent. Arthur spread the two pages of the Westminster

and the party began. There were sausages, hot, and
mashed potatoes, mince pies, a cake with a sugar top

and a Merrie Christmas on it in pink letters. Apples,

rosy and big, and a bag of sweeps of which the pepper-

minty odour was delicious in itself.

This was something like a party ! Never, never in

all their brief famished lives had they contemplated
such a gorgeous spread save through shop windows

;

that it was there for them to eat seemed an incredible

joy. The memory of the Sister's tea was clean

wiped out of remembrance : they did not have
sausages on scraps of paper at the Sister's feast.

Nor did they sit with their eyes glued on the

Christmas tree, which glowed and scintillated between
its two candles like ten thousand sparkling jewels.

And when they had eaten, there was ginger beer, for

which Tommy and Billy departed in the middle of
the feast.

There were many parties in London on Christmas
Eve. Fine feasts, merry gatherings, where there was
laughter and music and much mirth, but the most
regally splendid of them all was the feast given by
this crippled newspaper boy in his dismal garret to

wipe out a debt to his dead friend. And at length it

was done, Arthur had fed his guests, waited on them,

and after the baby had been put to sleep, he had
played all manner of queer games with them. Games
unknown to the children who have nurseries and dolls

and rocking horses, but none the less enjoyable

because they are unknown to the outer door-mats of

decent folk. Then Arthur gave each of his guests a

present. A very small present, but it filled each
child's heart to overflowing—not one of them had
ever been possessed of a gift before.

They went as they had come, speechlessly ; the

magnificence of this party held them dumb. The
solitary candle left spluttered out into darkness, and
Arthur crept into the heap of rags that served him for

bed feeling weary, but wonderfully happy. He lay
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for a long time looking up at the strip of blue sky,

whence one great star glowed down upon him,
reminding him of the pretty lady's smile. There was
a pleasant confusion in his mind when he thought of
her, which was sadly disturbed by the dry spot in his

throat; it had grown colder, too, and the stabbing
pain fought with him across the confines of conscious-
ness into his dreams.

It was early in the dawn of our Lord's birthday
that he awoke with a cough, not violent or loud.

Dodger, the cab-tout, sleeping on the floor beside
him, never heard a sound. But it shook Arthur like

a north-east gale for nearly five minutes. Then
something seemed to give in his chest, there was a
sudden salty feeling in his mouth, and an immediate
sensation of delicious relief. He fell back on his

rags, and something liquid and warm flowed down
over his chest and arms. But Arthur never noticed
it, he was filled with a heavenly feeling of perfectly

delightful rest and content. His eyes were fixed on
a little thin baby moon flying on a bank of fleecy

cloud, flecked with all tints of rose and carmine and
ruby, and in the middle of this cloud was one bright

of Reviews.

spot which grew and grew, till it filled the sky-light,

and was in the room standing beside him. Then he

recognised it was Piggy. Not Piggy as he had

known him, but Piggy for all that ; the eyes of perfect

love see through all changes. He held up his hands

shakily.

" Ah, Piggy ! " he whispered, " Fse even wif you
now ? Did ye see my party, Piggy ?

"

And Piggy shook out his pinions, rose-tinted like

the dawn, and raised his friend up.
" Come ! " he said.

And Arthur, having done his part, went.

"TO BE CONTINUED IN OUR NEXT."

Our readers who have followed with interest

month by month the fortunes of the Gordon family,

on which so many topical stories have been strung,

will be interested to know that it is to be continued

in our next issue of The Daily Paper, the advent of

which was foreshadowed last month in the chapter
" The Coming of the New Paper."

THE STORY OF HELEN KELLER.*
Mark Twain is reported to have said that the two

most interesting characters of the nineteenth century are

Napoleon and Helen Keller. Everybody has heard of
Napoleon, but comparatively few English readers have
heard of Helen Keller. The publication of her intensely

interesting autobiography by Messrs. Hodder and Stough-
ton affords the British public an opportunity of making
her acquaintance. Helen Keller was born twenty -three
years ago in Alabama. When she was nine months old

she was attacked by acute congestion of the stomach and
brain, and her life was despaired of, when she suddenly
recovered ; but when the fever left her it carried off her
hearing and her sight. Blind and deaf she was then,

and blind and deaf she has remained to this hour. But
by patient perseverance and loving care, she has been
able to surmount these almost insurmountable obstacles,

and is now a well-educated woman, who has written a
charming book describing her own struggles. She has
learned to speak ; she uses the typewriter freely, and
although still deaf and sightless, she is able to take part
in conversation and hold her own in company almost as
well as if she had been in possession of all her senses.

Since the case of Laura Bridgeman, there has been
nothing quite so remarkable as the • experience of Helen
Keller. There is something infinitely pathetic, even
tragic, in the spectacle of a human soul imprisoned
in a body with two of its gates closed for ever, the
ear-gate and the eye-gate. Only the greatest skill,

patience, and loving tenderness on the part of thoroughly
competent instructors could have enabled her to over-

come the disadvantages of her lot. Strange to say, her
sense of touch is not by any means so finely developed
as in some ofher blind people. Nevertheless the high-
way by which she entered into the domain of literature

was by the manual alphabet. As everyone knows,
deaf people can learn to converse by manual letters,

but that is because their eyes see the movements
of, the fingers. Helen Keller had to feel them,

* " The Story of My Life." By Helen Keller. ^London : Hodder and
Stoughton.) Price 6s.

and soon became so expert as to be able to
carry on a conversation by merely feeling the fingers

of the person with whom she was talking. She puts her
fingers lightly over the hands of anyone talking to her,

and gets the words as rapidly as they can be spelled, and
how rapidly they can be spelled may be inferred from
the fact that her teacher spells fast enough with her
fingers to take down a slow lecture, but not fast enough
to get every word of a rapid speaker :

—

Anybody can' learn the manual letters in a few minutes, use
them slowly in a day, and in thirty days of constant use, talk to

Miss Keller or any other deaf person, without realising what his

fingers are doing.

The volume is intensely interesting, for it is not only
a record of the triumph of mind over matter, and the
ability of the human soul to communicate with the out-

side world, even although the ordinary channels of inter-

course are closed, but from the psychological and educa-
tional point of view it is a work of the first importance,
for here we have the careful analysis of the formation
of abstract ideas. The chapter describing how she first

made her acquaintance with the literature of the world is

full of intense interest. Although she sees nothing with

her outward eye, she has great visualising capacity.
" Macbeth " made a great impression upon her :

—

For a long time the ghosts and witches pursued me, even into

dreamland. I could absolutely see the dagger within Lady
Macbeth's little white hand. The dreadful stain was as real 10

me as to the grief-stricken Queen.

Greece had a great fascination for her :

—

In my fancy the Pagan gods and goddesses still walked on

earth, and talked face to face with men.

This was before she had learned to read Greek in the

original.

Of Miss Keller's own personality those who know her

speak in the highest praise. Charles Dudley Warner
says he believes she is the purest-minded human being

ever in existence. I am glad to see that she was intensely

pro-Boer.
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN MARKET.
An Official Report on Foreign Competition.

Mr. Henry Birchenough, who was specially com-
missioned by the Board of Trade to visit the South
African Colonies, and report on their industrial and
commercial standing, has produced an extremely optimist

paper as to the South African market. The Daily
Telegraph declares that Mr. Birchenough's comments
and conclusions " form one of the most clear, straight-

forward, interesting, confident and stimulating volumes
that have ever been issued within the official blue covers.

No newspaper epitome can do justice to this mass of

cheerful information."

WHERE RR lTON'S HOLD THEIR OWN.
In the second part of this pamphlet Mr. Birchenough

deals with the question of foreign competition in South
Africa, which he says is not so great as is supposed in

I.] [Melbourne.

An Australian View of Chamberlain.

The Foremost Man of all this World.

The New C>esar :
" This invasion of England by foreign traders must bs

beaten off for England's sake and the Empire's."

some quarters. If the United Kingdom is taken sepa-

rately, we have 64 per cent, of the trade and the rest «f

the world only 26 per cent. If non-competitive articles

were eliminated, it would be found that we have 75 to 80

per cent, of the trade, but even 20 to 25 per cent., says

Mr. Birchenough, represents very serious competition,

and needs very careful examination. Foreigners are at

least as much alive as we are to the importance in the

future of the South African market, and are attacking it

with considerable vigour and enterprise. In most of the

articles connected with the person and the home we

monopolise the trade, but in hardware and cutlery we
encounter America, Germany, and Belgium. Germany
and America have secured the bulk of the trade in

fencing wire and wire nails. America, Germany and
Belgium again are rivals in manufactures of metal, while
America and Austria compete with boots and shoes, and
America, Germany and Switzerland compete in supplying
machinery in all its branches.

WHERE WE ARE BEATEN BV THE FOREIGNER.

In a third class we are practically beaten. Americans
have beaten us in agricultural implements and in steel-

frame construction, while Germany and Switzerland have
the bulk of the trade in electrical engineering. The
chief competitors, therefore, are America, Germany,
Belgium, and Switzerland, and of these the most for-

midable rival, present and future, is the United States.

American imports are rapidly growing, both in volume
and variety. It is impossible, says Mr. Birchenough,
to visit ports, warehouses, stores, or mines without being
struck by the extraordinary vitality of American trade in

South Africa. As for our German competitors, they are
handicapped by the anti-German feeling on the part of
many British buyers ; but the Germans, says Mr. Birch-
enough, are prepared to make great sacrifices in order to

effect their purpose. They are very persistent, and are
not deterred by difficulties at the first outset. British

manufacturers should certainly watch them very carefully,

and take careful note of their business methods, which
are often worthy of imitation. There is nothing in Ger-
man competition to excite apprehension, though there is

much to stimulate watchfulness.

WHY THE FOREIGNER SUCCEEDS.

* The following summary of Mr. Birchenough's con-

clusions may be read with interest and profit :

—

15. American competition has been materially aided by the

low freights at which competing British steamship lines have

carried American cargoes from New York to South Africa as

compared with the freights from British ports to the same desti-

nation. There is abundant evidence to show that by this means
a great impetus has been given to American-African trade, and

that many American manufactures have been brought into the

market which otherwise would not have found their way there

for years to come.
16. German competition is to some extent assisted by lower

freights, especially in the case of sailing vessels, but is

appreciably helped by the low preferential charges made by

German railways for the conveyance of goods for over-sea from

the place of manufacture to the port of shipment. These low

railway charges practically constitute a bounty upon export, and

often explain the difference in price between English and

German goods, quoted f.o.b. at South African ports.

1 7. Among particular causes of the success of foreign competi-

tion are the following :

—

Superiority of some natural resources.

Experience in dealing with similar local conditions.

Greater exercise of ingenuity and inventiveness.
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Closer study oflocal requirements, resulting in the adaptation

of goods to special local needs.

Greater alertness and adaptability—less conservatism.

Superiority of some business methods.

Quicker delivery and closer adherence to contract dates.

Adoption of standard types and standardisation of parts.

Better finish and make-up.
More scientific packing.

Dumping in South Africa of surplus goods from protected

home markets.

In the case of the engineering trades a better system of

representation.

The presence on the mines of American engineers favourably

disposed to American machinery.

The practice of German mining groups in giving their orders

to German makers.

18. No evidence could be obtained one way or the other to

show whether foreign bounties upon products, competing with

similar British products, have or have not materially assisted

foreign trade in South Africa.

19. Foreign traders do not give their customers in the

Colonies better terms than British traders, except in the mining
industry, where they appear to be more accommodating and
liberal.

20. The practice of false marking of foreign goods does not

prevail to any serious extent in the Colonies, either in the form

of piracy of trade-marks or false indication of origin. The sale

of gross weights instead of net weights without any indication

upon labels is somewhat prevalent.

21. The practical monopoly of the steamship carrying trade

from Europe in the hands of the
44 Conference " lines has been

less injurious to British trade than their action in carrying goods
from America at almost nominal rates of freight.

SUMMARY OF GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MORE
EFFECTIVE MEETING OF FOREIGN COMPETITION.

1. A more careful study on the part of British manufacturers

of the local conditions and special requirements of the South
African market. Nothing will stimulate this so much as the

personal visits of principals and directors of British firms.

2. In view of the great and increasing importance of the

market, more vigour and enterprise in attacking those branches

of trade in which we are weak, and less conservatism in general

business methods.

3. Better and more authoritative representation, especially in

Johannesburg, where direct representation is absolutely necessary.

If firms cannot afford a representative of their own, members of

allied trades should combine and employ a man to represent

them jointly.

In the engineering trades, representatives should be men of

both technical and business training, and should be given as

much discretion as possible in quoting prices for large contracts.

4. A more liberal system of credit in Johannesburg involving

a frank acceptance of the Mines' terms. Business should be
financed from the British side and not in Johannesburg.

5. Prompter delivery and a closer adherence to contract dates.

6. Larger stocks of standard types of machinery, of fittings,

and of spare parts.

7. Standardisation wherever possible.

8. Greater attention to make-up and finish.

9. More scientific packing in all branches of trade.

10. Further improvements in catalogues and advertising.

11. More information to be given, especially to the engineers

and buyers of Colonial Governments and municipalities.

12. More attention to small details of all sorts.

13. The training of Britisli engineers to take a larger share of

the most important posts in the mines.

14. Maintenance in British hands of the financial control of as

many undertakings as possible.

15. The cheapening of production by the better and more
modern organisation and equipment of works and manufactories.

16. Uniformity of British and foreign freights.

17. Through rates and through bills of lading from the place

of manufacture to destination.

A FORGOTTEN CHAPTER IN RECENT HISTORY.

It is very curious, in view of the raging and tearing

propaganda which Mr. Chamberlain is making on
behalf of Protection, to note the extraordinary way
in which he has boxed the compass within a very few

years. The cry of " Wake up ! John Bull " was first

raised in the columns of the Review in July, 1896, when
I published a review of Mr. Ernest Williams's pamphlet
" Made in Germany," using it as a text from which to

preach to both Houses of Parliament the duty of passing

Sir John Gorst's Education Bill. My review had the

immediate result of calling the attention of Lord Rosebery
to the matter, and he made a speech about the subject at

Epsom. Lord Rosebery said :

—

A little book has been lately published called "Made in

Germany,'* to which I think your attention ought to be called,

but if that l>e too long to read there is an extract of the argu-

ments of the book in the last nnmber of the Review of

Reviews, which I do think is worth the attention of every-

body who is interested in the prosperity of the country of

which his prosperity is a part.

LORD ROSEBERY'S CRY OF ALARM.
Lord Rosebery then went on to summarise some of the

grave and striking facts the importance of which I had

emphasised, and he went on to say :
—" We can see what

had led to Germany's success, and we may perhaps

inquire of ourselves whether there have not been internal

causes among ourselves, a certain lethargy, a certain

indifference, a certain haughty feeling ofsuperiority, which

has led to our decline. We have to form an educated public

opinion in order to give an impulsion to Governments," and

he went on to urge that a commission of inquiry might

yet be instituted—which might be short, which might

be practical, which might be exhaustive—into the

causes of the decline of British trade and the alarming

increase of our foreign rivals. " What is really wanted,"

he afterwards explained, "is a small commission of

inquiry to present in a compact form information which

already exists, and to collect the testimony of men of

experience as to the causes of and remedies for the evil

They ought to be able to complete their inquiry, and to

report in six, if not in three months."

NO TAMPERING WITH FREE TRADE.

I received letters on the subject from Mr. Asquith, the

Duke of Devonshire, Lord George Hamilton, and other

notable men, which I published in a pamphlet in the

month of November, under the title of " Wake Up ! John

Bull. It is time to save our threatened industrial

supremacy, our ruined rural districts." I issued the

pamphlet in favour of a rousing campaign during the

recess in favour of education. It is in the common school

that the victories of the future must be won. What was

wanted was an agitation directed definitely towards the

aim of raising the age of attendance, and of improving

instead of impairing the efficiency of our elementary

schools, so as to afford a basis upon which to raise the

technical schools which are so urgently needed. The

idea of a return to the onions and garlic of Protection I

contemptueusly dismissed, merely remarking that Mr.

Williams might be right or he might be wrong, but dis-

cussion of that question was as profitable as a discussion

as to what would have happened if Adam had quarrelled

with Eve instead of making her the mother of his

children. " We are committed to Free Trade ; we have

taken it for better or for worse, and it involves no

disloyalty to our allegiance to the true principle of Free

Trade to recognise that it involves the sacrifice of
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certain minor advantages which the Protectionists
can claim."

MR, CHAMBERLAIN'S OPTIMISM IN 1896.

Here, therefore, seven years ago we have the whole
question raised, discussed, on almost exactly the same
lines as those which were raised this year in Par-
liament, the only difference 'being that the rdles of the
two parties have been completely reversed, and that the
objective with which the question was raised in 1896 is

the practical one of quickening public interest in popular
education, whereas this year Mr. Chamberlain has chosen
to divert the movement into the barren channels of an
impossible and suicidal Protection. The same methods
also were suggested by Lord Rosebery, which were
afterwards adopted by the Cabinet, but the strangest and
most remarkable thing is that the great opponent of the

Fuck.]

The Substance or the Shadow?
[Nov. 4.

Wake-Up movement in 1896 was no other than Mr.
Joseph Chamberlain. There seems to be some curious
fatality by which, no matter how unintentionally, I

always find myself in the opposition camp to that of the
right honourable gentleman.

THE ANTI-PATRIOTS SEVEN YEARS AGO.
In 1896 I set out within the compass of twenty pages

the gist of the whole case which he has of late presented
for the purpose of rousing John Bull from his lethargy,
by bringing before him the evidence as to the threatened
loss of our industrial supremacy and the ruin of our rural
districts. Looking over Mr. Chamberlain's speeches, it

is difficult to see that he has advanced any facts—excepting those invented by him for the occasion

—

which can hardly be regarded as facts, which were
not set forth succinctly in the Review of Reviews in
1896. But what was Mr. Chamberlain's attitude in those
days ? So far from sharing our alarm and assisting in the

campaign for education which we were conducting from
Mowbray House, he raised a cry of anti-patriotism
against those who were supporting us in the move-
ment, and ridiculed the idea that there was any
reality in the danger to which we were endeavouring
to call the attention of the nation.

BOXING THE COMPASS.
Lord Rosebery last month opportunely reminded

us of this extraordinary fact which had been generally
forgotten. It was on July 24th, 1896, that Lord Rosebery
called the special attention of the nation to the article
in the Review of Reviews, appealing to it to wake
up, to recognise that owing to lethargy and indiffer-

ence to education we were falling behind in the
industrial race. Speaking in Southwark on November
25th, Lord Rosebery referred to the fact that he had
at one time felt gloomy concerning British commerce,
and had given expression to his forebodings in the
speech to which I have already referred. He then went
on to say that he had been rebuked for his warning by no
less a person than the late Colonial Secretary :—
At Birmingham on October 22nd, 1896, Mr. Chamberlain

said :

—

" It is a curious thing, and I think it accounts for some of
the national prejudices to which Mr. Goschen has referred, that
we as Englishmen, or some amongst us, at any rate "—I am
afraid I was one of them—" take delight in depreciating our-
selves and our own work, and always entertain a gloomy view
of our comparative position amongst the nations of the world."
I am not going to read the whole of the extract, but it continues
in a vein of rebuke :

—

" And I do not sympathise with the great statesman who keeps
awake in the silent watches of the night, in constant fear, with a
perpetual nightmare before him, lest German competition
should overpower us. I have a conviction in my mind that,
in spite of all our defects, we have power enough to hold the pro-
perty which has come to us from our ancestors. We still have the
ability to keep the trades that we have made and to hold them
against all competitors. When I look back, when I see in one
department alone the measure of progress that has taken place
during my own lifetime, I am unable to share those pessimistic
anticipations, or to suppose that we shall be worsted in the
conflict that is still before us. There is room for all. I do not
envy the success of our neighbours ; I am glad of the competition
which keeps us constantly alert ; but I say that it is unworthy
of our people to suppose that we are not still able to maintain a
fair and reasonable position. I admit, as I have said, that there
may still be much to be done, but the experience of the past
ought to leave us without any serious anticipation as to the
future."

These wise words proceeded from Mr. Chamberlain seven years
ago. (Laughter and cheers.) They were then directed against
your humble servant, and I only cite them to show how time
works strange changes, and that our respective positions seem to
some extent to have altered.

I had forgotten, until reminded by this speech of Lord
Rosebery's, how curiously history repeats itself. Lord
Rosebery and Mr. Chamberlain have changed their
respective rdles. The Review still keeps on in the old-
way, turning neither to the right nor to the left. As I
sounded the tocsin of alarm in 1896, so I have kept on
repeating the cry, "Wake Up! John Bull," in almost
every number ever since. There is need to wake up-
great need—but as for Protection, that way madness lies.

As "a practical effort in educational reform" the
Magazine of Commerce has an interesting paper on the
Clayesmore School at Pangbourne, Bucks, the success of
which has been so great that, though it has only just
removed to larger premises, the question of additional
buildings has already to be considered.
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Notes from the Nile, X902. John Ward.

Architectural Record*—14, Vbsey Street, New York. 35 cts.

Nov.
The Evolution of a Skyscraper. Illus. M. Schuyler.
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Goodyear.
St. Anselm's Church, May-fair. Illus. F. H. Mansford.
New Light on Michelangelo. IHus. K. Cox.
Modern Architecture in Italy. Illus. Concl. A. Melani.

Arena.—Gay and Bird. 25 cts. Nov.

Is the Republic passing? B. O. Flower.
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The Tariff Issue in England.^ Prof. Edwin Maxey.
Henry Thoreau. Walter Leighton.
Art and American Students. L. Scott Dabo.
Charles Francis Adams's Mistakes about Public Ownership. W. P. B.

Holmes.
The Absence of Woman in Literature. Alma A. Rogers.
The Rights of Property and the Rights of Man. Rev. Owen R. Lovejoy.
The Rising Tide of Social Righteousness. Prof. J. Ward Stimsou.

Art.—47, Great Russell Street, is. Nov. 15.

Frans Courtens. Illus. G. Eekhoud.
Saxon Porcelain and Its Imitations in the Willet-Holthuysen Museum.

Illus. F. Coenen, Jun.

Art Journal.—H. Virtue, xs. 6d. Dec.
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Phillips.
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Thomas Bewick. Illus. -D. Croal Thomson.
The Royal Academy in the Nineteenth Century. Contd. Illus. G. D.

Leslie and F. A. Eaton.

J. T. Ross and T. Blacklock. Illus. G. Aikman.

Atlantic Monthly.—Gay and Bird. is. Nov.

The School. Chas. W. Eliot.

Trasimene. Arthur Colton.
Journalism. Contd. Sir Leslie Stephen.
Economic Conditions for Future Defence. Brooks Adams.
The Problem of the American Historian. William Garrett Brown.
A Great Municipal Reform in New York. B. J. Hendrick.
Walt Whitman as an Editor. Chas. M. Skinner.

On Growing Old. Norman Hapgood.
Bryce's Biographical Studies. Harriet Waters Preston.
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Beaulieu. . Illus. Hon. John Scott-Montagu.
More about the Modest Motor. Major C. G. Matson.
Curling at St. Moritz. Illus. E. H. Lawson Williams.
Touts and Touting. A Tout.
Tunny-Fishing near Syracuse. Illus. Major-Gen. D. O'Callaghan.
Shooting Accidents. Illus. Leonard Broke Willougbfoy.

Bankers* Magazine.—Waterlow. is. 6d. Die.

Coming Problems and Their Treatment by the Bankers* Magazine.

Blackwood's Magazine.—Blackwood, as. 6d. Dec.

The Duke de Rippirda. Walter B. Harris.
Oxford Revisited.
Outside Pets.

Bogtrotting, etc. Scolopax.
The Avatar of Bishwas Dass. T. Hart-Davies.
Voltaire.

Musings without Method.
A Proposal for the Irrigation of Mesopotamia. With Maps.
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?ir Walter Scott ; the Last Minstrel. Illus. T. M. Parrott.
he Poetry of W. D. Howells. Illus. R. Arthur.

The Child in Art. Illus. Estelle M. Hurll.

,

What Religion stands for To-day. Illus. A. H. : Bradford.
The Frost King at Niagara. Illus. O. E. Dunlap.

Book Monthly.—Simpkin, Marshall. 6d. Nov. 15.

Byron and the Murrays. Illus.

The Problem of Book-Titles. J. Shaylor.
Mr. Kipling as Poet. A. Waugh.

Bookman.

—

Hodder and Stoughton. 6d. Nov. 15.

Dante Alighieri. Illus. J. S. Carroll.

Bookman.—(America.) Dodd, Mead and Co., New Yohk. 25 cts.

Nov.
Charles Reade's Opinion of Himself and His Opinion of George Eicc

Illus. M.
Alfieri and Louise, Countess of Albany. Illus. F. Paronelu.
Prison Journalism. Illus. Number 1,500.

Burlington Magazine.—14. New Burlington Street. «.6d
Nov. 15.

English Portraits of the Eighteenth Century at Birmingham. Illus.

Kikuchi Yosai. Illus. Arthur Morrison.
Mr. J. W. Singer's Collection of English Eighteenth Century DrinloK-

Glasses. Illus. Concl. W. E. Wynn Penny.
The Threatened Destruction of Old Westminster. Illus. A. Fahey.

Whistler as Etcher and Lithographer. Illus. Joseph Pennell.

Sassetta, Painter of the Franciscan Legend. Concl.
a

Illus. B. Bcrenss.

Ancient Weapons of the Chase. Illus. W. A. Baillie-Grohman.
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^
Miller Christy.

The Invention of Wood-Engraving. Campbell Dodgson.
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The Art of G. A. Reid. Illus. M. L. Fairbairn.
The Approaching Timber Famine. E. Stewart.
The Homes of Working Men. Illus. A. Bridle.
The War of 1812. Illus. Contd. A. R. Carman.

Captain.—Newnes. 6d. Dec.
Christmas with Alfred Pearse. Illus. A. B. Cooper.

Cassler's Magazine.—33, Bedford Street, Strand, xs. D«c

Recent Developments in Niagara Power. Illus. H. W. Buck.
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Lourdes and the National Pilgrimage of 1903. Illus. L. R. Lynch.
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Some Impressions of South Africa.

Some Relics of the Past. H. Valentine Geere.
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Recollections of Sir Frederick Ldghton. W. W. Fenn.
London I ife in the Eighteenth Century.
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,
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—
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Expository Times.—Simpkin, Marshall. 6d. Dec.

The Spiritual Discipline of Science. Rev. J. Campbell Gibson.
Scripture-Teaching in Girls' Schools. Miss H. L. Powell.
St. Luke's Passion-Narrative and the Synoptic Problem. Canon Sir John
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Charles F. Murphy. Illus. Walter L. Hawley.
The International Dramatic Exchange. Illus. F E. Fyles.
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G. Ambrose Lee.

Modern English Heraldic Art. A. C. Fox-Davies.
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.

Bret Harte's Tales of the Argonauts. M. S. Van de Velde.
A Chapter on Names. L. D. Dowdall.
{ainaica Wit and Wisdom. A. R. Loscombe.
listory in Fiction. P. Sidney.
Abraham Cowley. John T. Curry.
Among Warwickshire Pea-Pickers. H. W. Tompkins.
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How I began : Interview with Miss Ethel Turner. Illus. Grace Burrows.
The Goldsmiths' Institute. Illus. E. Mitford.
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Good Words.—Isbister. 6d. Dec
The Noctes Ambrosianx.
A Sidelight on Comic Journalism ; Some Pictorial Jokes That have mis-

carried. Illus. G. S. Layard.
American Memorials in London. Illus. T. K. Colford.

The Vagabond in Ireland. Seumas MacManus.

Great Thoughts.—4, St. Bride Street. 6d. Dec.
Dante Pictures. Illus. Contd. Honora Twycross.
W. E. Henley. With Portrait. Rev. R. P. Downes.
Mankind in the 'Making; Interview with H. G. Wells. Illus. R.

Blathwayt.
Rev. W. L. Watkinson • Interview. Illus. W. Durban.
The Watts Naval Training School ; Interview. Illus. R. Blathwayt.

Harmsworth Magazine.—Harmsworth. 6d. Nov. 15.

The Art of Ernest Meissonier. Illus. A. Anderson.
How Yuletide is spent at Sandringham. Illus. Mary Spencer Warren.
The Luck of Mr. Balfour. Illus. T. P. O'Connor.
The Life Story of the Redbreast. Illus. W. T. Wintle.
The Reversions of Fashion. Illus. Mrs. F. N. Jackson.
Smugglers' Haunts. Illus. Chas. G. Harper.

Harper's Monthly Magazine.—45. Albemarle Street, is.

Dec.
Peire Vidal—Troubadour. Illus. Olivia Howard Dunbar.
The Bois de Boulogne ; the Playground of Paris. Illus. Guy Wetmore

Carryl.
Tennyson's Suppressed Poems. J. C. Thomson.
Beginnings of the American Navy. J. R. Spears.
Is English becoming corrupt ? T. R. Lounsbury.
The Birth of a Satellite. Illus. G. H. Darwin.
The Touaregs ; the Lords of the Sahara. Illus. W. J. Harding King.
The University of St. Petersburg. Illus. C. F. Thwing.

Homlletie Review.—44. Fleet Street, is. Nov.
Mormonism. F. F. Ellinwood.
The Gospel Miracles and Modern Thought. Prof. J. B. Thomas.
Dr. B. M. Palmer as a Preacher. R. Q. Mallard.

m
Independent Review.—Unwin. 2s. 6d. Dec

An Educational Concordat. Contd. A Liberal.

Colonial Ideals. W. Pember Reeves.
Soldier and Peasant in Furthest Turkey. Victoria Buxton.
Prof. Bury on History. G. M. Trevelyan.
The Free Man's Worship. Hon. Bertrand Russell.
Infinite Torment of Flies. A. E. Shipley.
From Tenant to Owner. Judge Overend.
Protection and Ship-Building. J. M. Denny.
Theodor Mommsen. The President of Trinity.
The Near East ; a Plan. E. Hilton Young.
M. Ostrogorski's " Democracy and the Organisation of Political Parties" ;

the American Analogy. Graham Wallas.
The Blowitt Memoirs. Karl Blind.
Mr. Kipling's Message. M. N.

Irish Monthly.—M. H. Gill, Dublin. 6d. Dec.
About Rings. O. Oakleaf.
Dawn. R. M. Sellard.

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution.—J. J. Krlihbr.
as. Nov. 15.

The Royal Naval Reserve. Commander W. F. Cabornc
The Brigade of Grenadiers of Sardinia. LieuL-Gen. F. H. Tyrrell.

Knowledge.—326, High Holborn. 6d. Dec
The Struggle for Existence in Sociology. Contd. J. Collier.

The Markings and Rotation Period of Saturn. Illus. W. F. Denning.
The Chemistry of the Stars. Illus. A. Fowler.
The Sunspots of October, 1903. Illus. E. Walter Maunder.

Lady's Realm.—Hutch insom. is. Dec.
Mademoiselle Marie D'Epinay. Illus. Tiburce Beaugeard.
Christmas with the Old Masters. Illus.

Dances of the Eighteenth Century. Illus.

The Modern Servant. Illus. W. Cadby.
Celebrated Women; Their Heads, Hair, Eyes, etc. Illus. Harry

Famiss.
If I were a Millionaire. Susan, Countess of Malmesbury and Lady Jeune.
Indian Trades and Industries. Illus. M. A. Rutherford.
The Mansions of Mayfair. Illus. Evelyn M. Lang.
Authentic Christmas Ghosts. Illus. E. Maude.
Reminiscences of the Court of Hanover. Illus. Countess of Munster.

Law Magazine and Review.—37, Essex Street, Strand.
5s. Nov. 15.

The Attitude of the British Government towards Legal Conferences. Sir
Walter G. F. Phillimore.

Liws and Law-Making. H. H. Brown.
The Working of the Registration of Title Act in Ireland. R. J. Kelly.
Specific Performance. W. Donaldson Rawlins.
Lord Chancellor Loughborough. T. A. Lovat-Fraser.
Souie Decisions under the Companies' Acts, x862- x900. N. W. Sibley.

Leisure Hour.—4. Booverie Street. 6d. Dec
Irish Viceroys of Two Centuries. Illus. T. H. S. Escott.
Johannes Brahms. With Portrait. Sir Chas. Villiers Stanford.
Schools for the Deaf. Illus. H. B. Philpott.
The Great Wall of China and the Ming Tombs. Illus. Antoinette Duthoit.

Library Journal.—Kecan Paul. 50 cts. Dec.
A National Headquarters for the American Library Association

;
Sympo-

sium.

Library World.—x8x, Queen Victoria Street. 6d. Nov. t5.
University Extension Lectures and Public Libraries. H. Keatley Moore.
Indexing. Contd. A. L. Clarke.
The Library in Fiction. J. D. Stewart.

Longman's Magazine.—Longmans. 6d. Dec.
Parliament in the Making. William Auld.
Restaurant-Keeping in Paris. Miss M. Betham-Edwards.

MeClure's Magazine.—10, Norfolk Street, Strand, tc cts. Not.
The Wonders of Radium. Illus. Cleveland Moffctt.
The Labour Boss. Illus. R. S. Baker.
New York ; Good Government in Danger. Illus. L. Steflfens.

Maemillan's Magazine.—Macmillan. is. Dec
A Chapter in Old Portuguese History. Charles Edwards.
The Scott Gallery.
School Fees and Schoolmasters. J. C. Tarver.
The Poetic Aspect of Life. H. H. Dodwell.
The War Commission—and After ? Contd. Hon. J. W. Fortescue.

Magazine of Art.—Cassell. is. Dec
Supplements :—" Le Moulinet" after Lancret; "Church Parade "after

Yoshio Markino.
The German Emperor's Collection of French Paintings. Contd. Ilh-u

L. de Fourcaud.
Electric Light Fittings of To-day. Contd. Illus. F. Hamilton Jacksoc.

Alexander Keighley ; an Impressionist in Photography. Illus. A. Honkr
Hinton.

The Furnishing and Decoration of the Dining-Room. Illus. Aratr
Vallance

Jacob Alberts. Illus. Yma.
Art Forgeries and Counterfeits. Contd. Illus. M. H. Spielmann.
Pierre Roche, Sculptor. Illus. Prince B. Karageorgevitch.
Recent British Bookplates. Illus. J. J. Guthrie

Magazine of Commerce.—7^ Coleman Street, is. Dec.

A United Empire means a United British Parliament. J. van Sommer
Coming Commercial Architecture in London. Illus. R- W. Bradsb?-

Needham.
Nigeria as a Market of the Future. Illus. R. C. Nicholaus.
Typewriting by Electricity. Illus. T. Large.
The Argentine Republic. Illus.

Westinghouse Enterprise in Europe. Illus. D. N. D.
Commercial Education.
The Manufacture of Mining Machinery. Illus.

Missionary Review.—44. Fleet Street. 6d. Nor.
Who's Who in Missions. Belle M. Brain.
Twenty Hints to Young Missionaries. H. H. Jessup.
A Journey into Borneo. Map and Illus. Rev. B. r. West.
The Caste System of the Hindus. Rev. W. E. Hopkins.
A Great Opportunity in South Africa. Rev. C. T. Wood.

Month.—Longmans, is. Dec
Religion and Work. Rev. G. Tyrrell.

The Latest Blue Book on Education. Rev. W. D. StrappinL
Rome and Lavengro. R. H. J. Steuart.

Jewish Immigrants. J. F. Whittington Howley.
Freemasonry.
M. Henri Joly on the Nancy Nuns. Rev. S. F. Smith.

Monthly Review.-Murray, as. 6d. Dec
A Second Voyage to Laputa.
The Colonies ; the Daughters of the House. W. Pember Reeves.
The Cavalry and Its Principal Arm. Eques.
Theodor Mommsen. Emil Reich.
The Report on the Fleet Manoeuvres. Julian Corbett.
Public Opinion and Macedonia. Noel Buxton and Charles Burton.
Charles II. and Reunion with Rome. Rev. Arthur Stapylton Barnes*
A Ramble in Clubland. A. Innes Shand.

Munsey's Magazine.—Horace Marshall. 6d. Dec
The China of the Presidents. Illus. A. G. Baker.
Hadrian IV. ; the English Pops. Illus. D. Hunter.
The Street-Car Kings. Illus. E. J. Edwards.
The CleveJand Boys* Club. Illus. W. F. McClurc

Musical Times.—Novello. 4d. Dec
The Charterhouse. Illus. Dotted Crotchet.

Berlioz'ana.
Vincent Novello. Concl. Illus. F. G. Edwards.
A. E. Rodewald. With Portrait. A. Johnstone.

National Review.—Edw. Arnold. *s. 6d. Dec
The Social Democracy in Germanv. Georg von Vollmar.
Apostles of Peace. Sir Rowland Blennerhassett.

Authority for a Closer Union with the Colonies. C. A. Whitmorc
Editing. Sir Leslie Stephen.
A Plea for the Protecti m of Shakespeare. Miss Godley.
American Affairs. A. Maurice Low.
The Story of Nigeria. F. I. M.
Progress in Education. Hon. and Rev. Edward Lyttelton.
Admiral Cervera and the Cuban War ; a Modern Forlorn Hope. V-

Vivian.

Ireland—Retrospect and Forecast. Richard Bagwell.
Preference and the Food Supply. Assistant Editor.

New England Magazine.—5. Park Square, Boston. 35 cts.

Miss Macomber's Paintings. Illus. W. H. Downes.
The Old Corner Bookstore at Boston. Illus.

The English Sparrow in New England. Illus. F. Osgood.
The Tale of Tantiusques. Illus. G. H. Haynes.
The Readers Our Grandparents used. Illus. C. Johnson.
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New Ireland Review.—Burns and Oates 6d. Dec.

How Ireland suffers by Centralised Control of Public Departments.
Contd. William Field.

Private Trading and Company Trading. M. McCrae.
The Dignity of Labour. Mary Curran.
The Economic and Other Effects of Trusts and Combinations of Capital.

M. J.
Kelly.

Early Irish History. Arthur Clery.

New Liberal Review.—Tbmplb Chambers, is. Dec.
Language and Jewish Life. Israel Zangwill.

The Crimea and South Africa. Dr. Macnamara.
The L.CC. and London Education. F. Dolman.
Mr. Chamberlain and Sweden. E. H. Bayley.
An Alternative Policy. Emerson Bainbridge.

The Truth About Cobden's Prophecy. T. Artemus Jones.
The Retaliation Fallacy. Franklin Thomasson.
The Coming Redistribution Bill. John Stokes.

The Irish Tunnel. R. P. Croom Johnson.
Portraits. C. G. Compton.
The Book as an Instrument. J. Rigby Smith.
The Deliverance of Dante. Rev. H. Morrison.

Nineteenth Century.—Sampson Low. as. 6d. Dec.

The Rival Empires. Edward Dicey.
British East Africa. Lord Hindlip.

History and War Office Reform. Hon. J. W. Fortescui.

Impressions of Korea. R. J. Fairer.

The Administration of the National Gallery. C. L. Eastlake.
The Carlsbad Cure at H.ome and Abroad. Henry Cunynghame.
The Foreign Fruit Trade in Britain. Sampson Mo-gan.
Cash on Delivery, or Shopping by Post. J. Henniker Heaton.
The Magpie. R. Bosworth Smith.
Shifting Scenes in Rural Workhouses. Miss Edith Selters.

Constable's Landscape. F. Wedmore.
The Woman Who toils in America. Mrs. F. Harrison.

English Style and Some French Novels. Mrs. Margaret L. Woods.
Hammurabi's Code. Prof. Carl Lshmann.

North American Review.—Wm. Heineman*. as. 6d. Nov.

An Indictment of the British Monarchy. Anglo-American.
The Preliminary Wireless Telegraphy Conference. J. I. Waterbury.
How Western Canada regards the Chamberhin Scheme. R. P. Robin.

A Postscript on Ruskin. Vernon Lee.

Putting China on the Gold Standard. Chas. A. Conant.
Is Our National Congress representative? S. J. Barrows.

The United States and the late Lord Salisbury. M. W. Hazeltine.
Augustus St. Gaudens, Sculptor. Royal Cortissoz.

A Mohammedan View of the Macedonian Problem. Muhummad Barakat-

ullah.

Purpose and Method of Forest Reservation. Henry Michelson.

'

Is Football Good Sport ? Dr. G. E. Merrill.

A Unique Municipal Crusade. F. W. Carruth.

Oxford Point Of View.—Simpkin Marshall, is. Nov. 15.

The Proper Pronunciation of Latin. Robert Bridges.

The Religion of the Undergraduate.
The Ethics of the Oar. A. Stuart.

Fiscal Reform. H. Cholmondeley Thornton.
William Davenant. R. O. Winstedt.

Jane Austen. H. P. Cooks.

Pall Mall Magazine.—Newton Street, Holborn. xs. Dsc
Six Weeks in North-Western Rhodesia. Illus. Lady Sarah Wilson.

The Rebuilding of London ; the Site of the Great Fire. Illus. C. M.
Lansdowne House. Illus. E. M. Jessop.
John Morley. Illus. H. Begbie.
The New Pope. Illus. Rev. A. Robertson.
St. Vincent and the Souffrier;. Lady Ernestine Edgcumbe.

Pearson's Magazine.—C. A. Pearso*. 6d. Dec.

Norwich
;
Canary-Bird City. Illus. M. Woodward.

Why not a Weather-Vane ? Illus. M. Tindal.

Ellis Roberts ; the Popular Painter of Fashionable Beauties. Illus. Lenore

Van der Veer.
When You meet a Bsar. Illus. W. T. Long.
The Humours and Dangers of Drag- Hunting. Illus. Fox Russell.

How I like to spend Christmas ; Symposium. Illus.

Flying down a Fifty-mile Flume in California. Illus. B. Millard.

Celebrities ; Their Beards and Moustaches. Illus. Harry Funuss.

Posltlvist Review.—Wm. Reeves. 3d. Die.

Unpublished Letter of Comte on Prayer.

The British Tammany Hall. Frederic Harrison.

Positivist Conference on India. S. H. Swinny.

Practical Teacher.—33, Paternoster Row. 6d. Dec. '

Just into Spain. J. H. Yoxal!.

The late Mr. James Bailey. J. H. Cowham.

Quarterly Journal of Economics.—Macmillan. 3 dols. per ann.

Nov.

The Irish Land Purchase Act of 1903. C. F. Bastable.

The United States Steel Corporation
1
* Bond Conversion. E. S. Meade.

The Real Capital Concept. Chas. A. Tuttle.

Branch Banking for the West and South. T. Cooks.

The Outlook for Currency Legislation. A. Purve*.

Quiver.—Cassell. is. Dec.
Round the World with Santa Claus. Illus. Mrs. S. A. Tooley.
The Secret of His Success ; Some Golden Rules of Mr. Andrew Carnegie.

Illus. E. Bruce Low.
Christmas in Recent Art. Illus. A. Margaux.
Why I am an Abstainer. Archdeacon Wilberforce.
The Charities of Children. Illus. E. S. Curry.
Jerome the Scholar. Illus. Dean Spence.

Railway Magazine.—30, Fetter Lane. 6d. Dec.
The Midland Railway's New Manchester Hotel. Illus.

Southern Mahratta Railway. Illus. Contd. V. L. Whitechurch.
Conception of the Midland Railway. Illus. H. Rake.
New Zealand Railways.
Railways of Rhodesia. Illus. Contd. H. Hensman.
Gradients of the L. and N.W.R. S. M. Philip.
Rhaetian Railway. Illus. T. E. Elliott.

Steam and Electric Traction. Illus. D. N. Dunlop.
Fast Trains in the Summer of 1003. Illus.

British Locomotive Practice and Performance. Illus. C. Rous-Marten.

Reader.—Lamlev. 25 cts. Nov.
Prof. S. A. Sinding, Danish Sculptor. Illus. H. Wisby.
The Haymaking of Authors. Louise Bgtts Edwards.
The Poet in Modern Life. Bliss Carman.

Review of Reviews.—13, Astor Place, New York. 25 cts. Dec.
" Parsifal " in New York. Illus. Lawrenc: Reamer.
Fine Arts at the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburg. Illus. E. Knaufft.

Review Of Reviews.—Melbourne, od. Oct.
Travelling in New Zealand. Illus. Miss Constance Barnicoat.
PiusX. Illus.

Report of the Royal Commission on the War. W. T. Stead.

St. Nicholas.

—

Macmillan. zs. Dec.
The Signs of Old London. Illus. J. K. Colford.

Scottish Geographical Magazine.—Stanford, is. 6d. Nov. 15.

Bathymetrical Survey of the Fresh-Water Lochs of Scotland. Maps and
riius.

Sand-Buried Ruins of Khotan. Illus.

Serlbner's Magazine.—Sampson Low. is. Dec.
Buda and Pest. Illus. F. Palmer.
Holland from the Stern of a Boeier. Illus. E. Penfield.

Strand Magazine.—Newnes. is. D^c.
The German Emperor. Illus. Helene Vacaresco.

The Loss of the Enigma. Illus. E. S. Hodgson.
The English House of the Future ; Symposium. Illus.

The Favourite Costume. Illus.

The Royal Academy Gold MedaL Illus.

Cupid. Illus. S. K. Ludovic.
Father Christmas. Illus. R. de Cordova.
Snow-Waves. Illus. J. Swaffham.

Sunday at Home.—4. Bouvbrik Street. 6d. Dec.

The Lives of Some Deep-Sea People. Illus. Contd. F. T. Bullen.

Life in Uganda. Illus. C. W. Hattersley.

Foreign Roman Catholic Orders in Britain. Illus. D. Williamson.

Sunday Strand.

—

Nrwnes. 6d. Dec.
An Old-Fashioned Christmas. Illus. P. Preston.

A Century of Sunday School Work. Illus. W. Granville Greenwood.
Sunday in Constantinople. Illus. Miss L. M. J. Garnett.

Derelicts ; Work at Medland Hall. Illus. Charity Commissioner.

Theosophical Review.—3. Langham Place, is. Nov. 15. J

Sound the Builder. Contd. G. Dyne.
#

Jacob Bahme the Theosopher. Miss Kislingbury.

The Forgiveness of Sins. Contd. Horace L. Congdon.
Creator and Creation. G. R. S. Mead.
Karma as a Spectre. Miss McQueen.
Will, Desire, and Emotion. Contd. Mrs. A. Besant.

Treasury.—G. J. Pai mer, Portugal Street, is. Dec.

Dr. Knox ; the New Bishop of Manchester. Illus. S. Roylc Shore.

Old Christmas Customs. W. Henry Jewitt.

James Tissot. Illus. Rev. E. McClure.

John Law of Lauriston ; the Great Adventurer. Andrew Lang.

Robert Stephen Hawker. Francis Gribble.

Christmas Day in Australia. Illus. A. G. B. West.

Women's Settlements. J. R. Chitty.

John Keble as a Leader in the Church. Illus. Canon Knox Little.

John Keble as a Poet. Illus. Dr. Lock.
Personal Reminiscences of Keble. Illus. Hursley Parishioner.

United Service Magazine.—W. Clowes, as. Dec

Log of H.M.S. Minotaur 9X "The Nile"; with Introduction by Adm.the
Hon. Sir E. R. Fremantle.

The Defence of Our Naval Fortresses. Capt. A..S. Morse.

The Future of Coast Defence. Lieut. W. Agnew Moore.

The Naval Policy of Canada. A Canadian Imperialist.

The Turks in the Channel : Mohammedan and Barbary Pirates on and off

the British Coasts during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

Major C. Field. ^ , ^ ^T w .

The Evolution of Modern Strategy. Lieut.-Col. F. N. Maude.

Transport and Supply. Hon. J. W. Fortescue.

The Strategy of the Paardeberg Campaign. Icona.

The Promotion of Regimental Officers. Infantry Subaltern.

The Position of Military Law in the Constitution of the Batuh Empire.

Willhm Marshall.

Medal Ribbons. D. H. Moutray Read.
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Westminster Review.—R. Brimlby Johnson, as. 6d. Dec.
Mr. Morlcy's Life of Gladstone. H. H. L. BelloL
Taxing the Foreigner. W. M. Lightbody.
An Imperial Parliament and Its Work. L. M. Burrell.
Commercialism and Imperialism. J. G. Godard.
Migration : An Example and an Opportunity. Evelyn Ansell.
The Essential Equality of Man and Woman. W. K. Hill.
Co-Education in the United States. Annie L. Diggs.
On the Economic Value of an International Business Language. R. J.

Lloyd.
The Novels of Charlotte Bronte*. L. E. Tiddeman.

IWlde World Magazine.—Newnes. 6d. Dec.
The Dry-Land Voyage of Lightship " 50." Illus. D. A. Willey.
Among the Boobies. Illus. Capt. Boyd Alexander.
The Cave-Dwellers of Ezy. Illus. J. N. Raphael.
The Boiling Lake of Dominica. Illus. Captain Chas. Foulkes.
Our Trek into Griqualand. Illus. Contd. Mrs. F. Maturin.
The First Wireless Newspaper. Illus. E. Leslie Gilliams.
Rain-Making at Broken Hill. Illus. R. de S. Magnussen.
The Corroborees of New South Wales. Illus. C. H. Kerry.

Windsor Magazine.—Ward, Lock. is. Dec.

. The Novice in Parliament. Illus. Sir Gilbert Parker.
Highland Games. Illus. Duke of Argyll.
The Art of Mr. G. H. Boughton. Illus. T. Oldcastle.
Major Pond ; an American Impresario. Illus. Ian Maclaren.
?uaint Survivals of Ancient Customs. Illus. E. Protheroe.
he Clouds. Illus. F. S. Hoppin, Junr.

The Superstitions of Some Famous Men. Illus. Harry Furniss.
The Story of the Snake. Illus. A. W. Rolker.

Woman at Home.—Hodder and Stoughton. is. Dec.
Winter Holiday, Resorts in Switzerland. Illus. Marion Leslie.
A Lady's Camera above the Clouds. Illus. Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond.

Messrs. Marshall, Field, and Co., Chicago : the Greatest Shop in the
World. Illus. D. Williamson.

.

The Duke of Roxburghe and His Bride. Illus. Mrs. S. A. Tooley.

World's Work.—Heinkmann. is. Dec.
The Fiscal Controversy ; Some Practical Points and Their Bearing upon

Business and Commerce. J.;A. Spender.
Motors and Men. Henry Norman.
John S. Sargent. Illus. Mrs. MeynelL
Trusts and Labour in America. Illus. R. S. Baker.
The Problem of the " Incorrigible Offender." Tighe Hopkins.
An Engine-Driver. Illus.

Cyclists for Home Defence. Illus. Guy Speir.
Breeding for the World's Markets. Illus.

Life. Labour and Hope ; a Talk with Mr. John Burns. George TurnbulL '

The Revolution among Women Who work. Lady Jeune.
The Mystery of Radium. Illus. J. A. Harker.
Irish Toys for Christmas. Illus.

Yale Review.

—

Edward Arnold. 75 cts. Nov.''' *

Administrative Centralisation in Mexico. L S. Rowe. •

The Present Condition of Russia. N. T. Bacon.
A Sociological View of the Native Question. A. G. Keller.
Effects of the Stiver Standard in Mexico. M. G. Gaines.

Young Man.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Dec.

In the Far North-Wes* ; Interview with Roger Pocock. Illus. A. F»
White.

C. B. Fry. Illus. W. Randal Roberts.
My Experiences as a Free-Lance. Professional Writer.

Young Woman.—Horace Marshall. 3d. Bee.
Christmas with.the Queen. Illus. Mrs. S. A. Tooley.
Reminiscences of Celebrities; Interview with Miss Henriette Corkraru

Illus. E. J.

THE GERMAN MAGAZINES.
' Deutsche Revue.—Deutsche Verlags-Ahstalt, Stuttgart.

6 Mks. per qr. Nov.
Rechberg and Bismarck, 1863-4. Contd. Friedrich Graf Revertera.
Count von Roon. Contd.
The Crossing of the Danube by the Russians, June 27, 1877. Gen. von

Steinmetz.
Adm. Wilhelm von Tegetthoflf. Vice-Adm. Paschen.
Accidents caused by Agricultural Machinery. Prof, von Bruns.
The Manteuffel Era. Contd. A. von Puttkamer.
Egypt, Babel, and Bible. Prof. J. Lieblein.
The Peace of Villafranca. Contd. G. Bapst.
Bluebeard. Prof. F. Funck-Brentano.

Deutsche Rundschau.—Gsbr. Pabtsl, Berlin. 6 Mks. per qr.

Nov.
Correspondence between Theodor Storm and Gottfried Keller. Contd. A.

Koster.
Wilhelm Dilthey. L. Stein.

The Headquarters of the Russian Army in Poland, 1863. Contd. J. von
Verdy du Vernois.

Karl Neumann's " Rembrandt." O. Seeck.
Taxation in Germany. Concl. G. Cohn.

Kunstgewerbeblatt.—E. A. Skemank, Leipzig, x Mk.
Nov.

The " New Group " by Richard Guhr. Illus. Anna L. Plehn.
Modern Art. Illus. Prof. K. Widmer.

Monatsschrlft fur Stadt und Land.—Martim Warneck, Bbrlik.
3 Mks. per qr. Nov.

Making the World better. Prof. G. Kanig.
Education in a Wertheim Village School, 1576. Dr. R. Kern.

' Soclallstische Monatshefte.—Bbutkstr. 2, Berlin. 50 Pf. Nov.
The Prussian Elections.

J. Bruhns.
Socialism and Liberalism in the Prussian Elections. E. Bernstein.
Population in Germany. H. Marbot.

Ueber Band und Meer.—Deutsche Vbrlags.—Anstalt, Stuttgart.
x Mk. Nov.

National Costumes in Volendam. Illus. L. Holthof.
Berlin Porcelain. Illus.

The City of Nancy. Illus. Bruno Bruni.

Zeltschrift fur Bildende Kunst.—E. A. Seemann, Leipzig. 26 Mks.
per ann. Nov.

Edouard Manet. Illus. F. Laban.
Italian Medals. Illus. W. Bode.
Unknown Pictures by Titian. Illus. L. H. Fischer.

Zeltschrift der Internationalen MuslkgeselIschaft .—

B

reitkopr
und Habrtel. zo Mks. per ann. Nov.

Schubert's Mass in G major. F. Spiro.

Tschaikowsky as a Critic. W. Altmann.

THE FRENCH MAGAZINES.
Annates de Geographic.—5. Rue de Mezierbs, Paris. 4 frs.

Nov.
Volcanoes. A. de Lapparent.
The Jura Mountains. Louis Rollier.

From Lausanne to Zermatt. Abbe* L. de Lacger.
Navigation Canals and Irrigation in Indo-China. With Maps. Pierre

Association Catholtque.—14, Rue de l'Abbaye, Paris. 2 frs.

Nov.
Labour Syndicates and Social Catholics.

Labour Syndicates. Henri Bazire.

BIbliotheque Unlverselle.—Hachette. 20s. per ann*
Nov.

The Question of Savoy, i860. Edmond Rossier.
Impressions of Childhood. Contd. M. L. Tyssandier.
The Conservatoire and Schools of Dramatic Art at the End of the Second

Empire. Michel Delines.
The Physical Education of the Young. Contd. Dr. A. Jaquet.

Correspondant.—31, Rue Saint-Guillaume, Paris, a frs. 50c.
Nov. 20.

From Jules Ferry to M. Combes. G. de Lamarzelle.

The Political Situation in Italy. Cte. Joseph Grabinski.

The Two Years' Service Bill. General Kessler.

The Sahara Empire.
France and England in Africa. L. Dufougeray.
The Letters of Beethoven and Wagner. Henry Bordeaux.

Nov. 25.

Three Years' Exile in San Sebastian. Marcel Habert.
Japanese Expansion. F. Mury.
Napoleon II. L. de Lanzac de Laborie.
The Work of Preservation and Rehabilitation in France. Paul Delay.
The White Fathers in French Africa. E. Marin.
Mgr. Dupanloup. H. de Lacorabe.

Humanity Nouvelle.—x6, Rue de Conde, Paris. 2 frs. Nov.
Crime and Criminals. Clarence S. Darrow.
The Socialist Congress at Rheims. Lucien Deslinieres.

Journal des Economlstes.—14, Rue Richelieu, Paris. 3 frs. 50c
Nov.

The Liberty of Work and Labour Laws. C. Lavollee.
Maritime Transport. H. L. Follin.

Merclire de France.—15, Rue de l'Echaude St. Germain, Paris*
2 frs. Nov.

Madame de Montmorency and Others. Louis Le Cardonnel.
Paul Gauguin. Charles Morice.

Nouvelle Revue.

—

Hachette. 55 frs. per ann. Nov. z.

Franco-Italian Relations. G. Villiers.

Opium. G. Coquiot.
Vcrga and Annunzio. G. Kahn.
Lamartine and the Concordat. J. Regnier.

Nov. ic.

French Exhibitions in Foreign Lands, f. Glebe.
Peres Galdos and the Spanish Novel. Aguilera.
The Japanese Red Cross Society. M. DumoreU
The Cannibals of Vancouver. M. MontclaveL
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Questions Dlplomatiques et Colonlales.—19* Ru* Bonaparte,
„ Paris. x fr. Nov. z.

British Imperialism. Henry Ravarin.

The Visit of the King of Italy to France. Rend Henry.
The Franco-English Treaty:of Oct. 14. G.;L. Jaray.

The Alaskan Dispute. J. H. Franklin.
Nov. 15.

The Monroe Doctrine. Henry Ravarin.

Morocco. E. Fallot.

Mauritania in X903. J. Xior.

Reforme Soclale.—54, Rue de Seine, Paris, x fr. Nov. x.

The Evolution of Free-Masonry. A. Boyenval.

A Proposed Museum and Central Library of Missions. Abbe* J. B. Piolet.

Nov. 16.

The Institute of the Brothers of Christian Schools in 1903. A. Delaire.

The Family and the Expansion of the Race.

La Revue.—xa, Avenue db l'Opera, Paris, x fr. Nov. x.

Panslavism and the Unity of Russia. Elisee Reclus.

Paul Bourget. Jules Sageret.

Unpublished Letters of Madame de Sta€l. Emile Faguet.

The Education of the Feeble-Minded. Paul Strauss.

The Tomb of Myrithis and the Origins of Graeco-Roman Magic Illus. Al.

Gayet.
The Book Crisis in France. Contd. Symposium.
Consumption in the French Navy. Contd. Dr. V. LowenthaL

Nov. 15.

Renan. Philippe Berger.

The Franco-English Rapprochement. P. d'Estournelle* de Constant.

How to regain Beauty, Strength, and Health. J. Lefevre.

The English in Modern French Romances. M. A. Leblond.

Holbein?s Attempt to swim the Channel. Dr. Cabanes.

Paul Bourget. Concl. Jules Sageret.

The Art of Writing and the Corrections of Great Writers. G. Pellissier.

L'Aiglon. Maurice Muret.

Revue Chretienne.—xi, Avenue db l'Opera, Paris, x fr. Nov.
Religion in the United States. Albert Schinx.

Sweaenborg. L. Randon.

Revue des Deux Mondes.—Hachette. 6a frs. per ann. Nov. x.

Unpublished Letters of Sainte Beuve.
Where is Our Government ? X. X. X.
In Buddha's Country. A. Chevrillon.

The Glass-Making Industry. C. Benoist.

Aristotle and Music. C. Bellaigue.
Nov. xs.

A French Income Tax. J. Roche.
Unpublished Letters of Sainte Beuve.
The Neutralisation of Denmark. F. de Martens.
The Ladies of Bellegarde. E. Daudet.

Revue Francaise de TEtranger et des Colonies.—9*, Rue de la
Victoire, Paris. 20 frs. Nov.

Russia and Japan. Moriak.
The Franco-English Arbitration Treaty. H. T.
North French Soudan. Contd. P. Ducret.

Revue Generate.—16, Rue Treurbnberg, Brussels, xa frs. per ann.
Nov.

The Betrothal of Tsar Paul I. of Russia. Concl. Jacques de Nouvion.

Sl Francis of Assisi. Contd. C. L. Legrand.
The Belgian Provinces under the Government of Charles de Lorraine.

Sully Prudhomme. F. Care*.

Revue Internationale de Sociologie.—x6, Rub Soufflot, Paris.
x8 frs. per ann. Nov.

The Intervention of the State in Colonisation. L. Aspe-Fleurimont.

The Legend of Jesus and Popular Traditions. Wladimir Lessevich.

Revue Metaphysique et de Morale.—5, Rue de Mezierss, Parjs.

3 frs. Nov.

Prof E. Platter's Philosophy. J. Lachelier.

Some Aspects of Mechanics. G. Sorel.

The Organisation of the Living Machine in Greece in the Fourth Century

B.C. A. Espinas.

Revue du Monde Cathollque. — 76. Rue des Saints-Peres, Paris.

x fr. 50c Nov. x.

The Case of Mgr. Turinaz. Mgr. J. Fcvre.

The Faith of the Saints. R. P. Constant.

Gallican Canon Law. Contd. Pere At.

The French Manoeuvres of 1903. Jean d'Ostoc.

The Abbey of Saint Victor, Paris. Contd. Fourier Bonnard.

Nov. 15.

Gallican Canon Law. Contd. Pere At.

The Case of Mgr. Turinaz. Concl. Mgr. J. Fevre.

The French Manoeuvres of X903. Concl. Jean d'Ostoc.

Revue de Paris.—Unwin. 60 frs. per ann. Nov. x.

Our Place in the World. X. X. X.
My Cats. Mdme. J. Michelct.

Havre. P. de Rousiers.

The " Djinn " Balloon in England. Un Aeronaute.
Nov. 15.

The English in Tonkin, 1672-1697. P. Villars.

The Deforesting of the Pyrenees. H. Cavailles.

My Cats. Mdme.
J.

Michelet.

Admiral Pottier. V. Berart.

IRevue Soclaliste.—27, Rue dh Richelieu, Paris, x fr. 50c. Nov.

Socialist Systems. Contd. Eugene Fourniere.

The Nationalisation of Swiss Railways. Marius Ary Leblond.

Official Colonisation in Algeria. Emila Viollard.

Revue Universelle.—17, Rue Montparnassb, Paris. 75c. Nov. 1.

Maurice Denis. Illus. Gabriel Mourey.
Nov. 15.

Orion. Illus. Andre* Hallays.

Revue Unlversitalre.—s, Rue db Mezieres, Paris, xo frs. per ann.

Nov.

The Reform of the Boarding School.

The Teaching of Spanish and Italian.

Revue de TUnlversitS de Bruxelles.—4. Rue du Frontispice,
Brussels, x fr. 53c. Nov.

The Law Course at the University Libre at Brussels. Paul Errcra.

Does the Earth turn round? Lucien Anspach.

Universlte Cathollque.—25. Rue de Plat, Lyon, ii frs. per half-

year. Nov. 15.

The Golden Legend. J.-C. Broussolle.

Charles Chesnelong. Contd. M. de Marcey.

Dante. P. Fontaine.

THE ITALIAN MAGAZINES.
Civilta Cattollca.—Via di Ripetta 246, Rome, as frs. per ann.

Nov. 7.

Unsupported Distinctions.

The Tsar's Postponed Visit to Rome.
The Cursus in History and the Liturgy.

The Catacombs, St. Peter and the Ostrian Cemetery.

Nov. 21.

Allocution of Pius X. in the Consistory, November 9.

The Golden Age in Mediaeval Art.

The Author of the Fourth Gospel reinstated.

War to the Duel

!

Emporium.

—

Bergamo.*
1

Nov.

Max Liebermann. Illus. V. Pica.

J. Bellini. Illus. Prof. C. RiccL
Eduard Rod. Illus. Rina Faccio.

Passenger Steamers. Illus. Jack la Bolina.

Italia Moderna.—Via Ludovisi 35, Rome. 30 frs. per ann. Nov. x.

The Industrial Condition of Naples. A. Monzilli.

Rome between London and St. Petersburg. The Observer.

Arthur Symons. Diego Angeli.

G. Pallavicino Trevulzio. Contd. Senator A. Pierantom.

The Socialist Schism. Dr. F. Carli.

Nuova Antologia.—Corso Umberto I., 131, Rome. 46 frs. per ann.

Nov. 1.

The New Fiscal Situation in England. Deputy L. Luzzatti.

Among the Southern Slavs. Illus. Guido Cora.

Vitto'rio Alfieri. With Portrait. T. del Lungo.

The Gobelins Tapestry presented to Queen Elena. Prof. Gerspach.

Visits and Ambassadors. XXX.

Nov. x6.

Three Stormy Days in Roman History. G. Ferrero.

The King of Italy at the Guildhall. G. Chiesi.

The Problem of Culture. Prof. P, Foa.

To Masaccio. A. Chiapdli.

The Woman Writer. Neera.

Italy and England. XXX.
Nuova Parola.—Via della Mbrcede 50, Rome. Nov.

The Duty of Living. Neera.

On the Threshold of the Unknown. Prof. P. Visani Scozai.

The Problem of the Soul in Modern Life. Reader.

Women and Peace. Countess de Lysle.

Rassegna Nazionale.—Via Gino Capponi 46, Florence.

30 frs. psr ann. Nov. x.

Leo XIII.'s Biblical Criticism. X.
A Disciple of Alfieri. G. Gallo.

The Character of Nations. F. Nunriante.

Masaccio and his Brother Giovanni. J. del Badia.

The Industrial School in Vicenia. B. Clementi.
Nov. 16.

The First Acts of the New Pontiff. Senator T. Canooico.

The Character of Nations. Concl. F. Nuoziante.

Ugo Foscolo and the " Gracis.*' G. Montanan.

Rome and the Renaissance. G. Grabinski.

Theodor Mommsen. L. de Feis.

Rivlsta dltalia.—Via del Tritone aox, Rome. 25 frs. per ann. Nov.

The Casuistry of Innocent III. A. Luclieure.

The Teaching of Colonial Medicine. V. de Giaxa.

The Palace and Necropolis of Festo. L. Pernier.

Secondary Schools in Italy. E. Pierini.

Theodor Mommsen. D. Voglieri.
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RiVista Interaazlonale.—Via Torek Argentina 76, Rome. Nov.

The Problem of Workmen's Dwellings. L. C. di Chiusano.
Religion and Civilisation in Two Contemporary Authors. G. Ellero.

The Law and Women's Labour. A. Cantono.
The Recent Congress at Basle. X.

Rivlsta Muslcale Itallana.—Fratblli Bocca, Turin. L4.50. No. 4.

Autographs of Great Musicians. G. Roberti.
Music in Shakespeare. H. J. Conrat.
The Forqueray Family. J. G. Prod'homme.

Giulio Caccini. A. Solerti.

E. Wolf-Ferrari's " Vita Nuova." L. TorchL
Lyrics and Musical Art in Giacomo Leopardi's " Pensieri." R. Giant
The Mascagni-LiceQ di Pesaro Question. N. TabanellL

Vita Internazlonale.—Milan. Nov. 5.

Zanardelli and Giolitti. E. T. Moneta.
The Visit of the Tsar to Italy. Leroy Beaulieu.
Theodor Mommsen. G. Cafvi.

Nov. ao.

The Teaching of Facts. E. T. Moneta.
The Venezuelan Arbitration. Justus.

THE SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE MAGAZINES.
Cludad de Dlos.—Real Monastbrio del Escorial, Madrid.

30 pesetas per ann. No. ao.
The Pontifical Programme.
The Two Trials of Joan of Arc. A. M. Tonna-Barthet.
The Pope's First Encyclical.

No. ax.
The Beautiful and the Artistic. L. Villalba Mufioz.
Location and Movement of Images is Space. M. Amaiz.
Catalogue of Augustinian Writers. B. del Moral.
Physiology of Digestion. F. M. del Rio.

Espafta Moderaa.—Cubsta db Santo Domingo x6, Madrid.
40 pesetas per ann. Nov.

Interment and Cremation. E. Gonzalez-Blanco.
Social Psychology of the Spanish Municipality. Eloy L. Andre*.
Hispano-American Arbitration. J. Becker.
The Opening of the Courts ; an Archaic Celebration. Prof. P. Dorado.

Nuestra Tlempo.—Fubncarral 1x4, Madrid. 34 frs. per ann. No. 34.

The Morality of Love. Pio Baroja.
English Protectionism. A. Aguilera y Arjona.
The Socialist Revolution. G. Maura Gamazo.

La LectUWU—Cbrvantes 30, Madrid. 34 frs. per ann.

No. 34-
Chimeras. Emilia Pardo Bazan.
What Spain did in the Historical Science Congress. R . Altamira.

Chambers of Commerce. Eleuterio Delgado.
Sociology. Prof. Adolfo Posada.

Revista Contemporanea.

—

Calls de Pizarro 17, Madrid, a pesetas.

Nov. X5.

Contemporary English Painting. F. C. de Monterry.
The Lady of the Waters ; a Sojourn in Catalonia. Si. Andre.
Industrial Conditions in Segovia. M. S. Romero.
Anthropology and Criminal Sociology. M. G. Maestre.

Revista Portugueza.—Rua Nova do Almada 74, Lisbon.
per ann. No. 73.

The Famine in Cape Verde. A. F. Barros.

Chinese Fireworks. Filippe Pavia.

The Atlas of Viscount de Santarem. M. A. Ferreira da Fonseca.
Transportation and Colonisation. Silva Telles.

IS frs.

THE DUTCH MAGAZINES.
Elsevier's Gelllustroerd Maandschrlft.—Luzac. is. 8d. Nov.

Evert Pieters, Artist. Illus. Edward B. Koster.
Avignon and Its Papal Palace. Illus. T. B. van Lelyveld.

De Gids.—Luzac 3s. Nov.
Roumanian Folk Songs and Ballads. H. Lapidoth-Swarth.
Social Instruction. M. G. Muller-Lulofs.
Vincent van Gogh. G. H. Marius.
The Flemish Student in the Literature of Southern Holland. Paul

Fredericq.

Onze Eeuw.—Erven F. Bohn, Haarlem, as. 6d. Nov.

Fre; Trade and Prosperity. H. Smissaert.

Medical Instruction for the Colonies. Dr. C. L. van der Burg.
Our Constitution. Prof. W. van der Vlugt.

The Lamentation of Faust. Dr. J. D. Vierens de Haan.

Vragen des TUds.—Li zac. is. 6d. Nov.

From Wagenaar to Fruin. Dr. G. W. Kernkamp.
Class Struggles and the Welfare of the People. K. Reynes.

THE SCANDINAVIAN MAGAZINES.
Dansk TldskrlffL—Copenhagen, xa kr. per ann. Nov.

Forty Years. H. L. Mdller.
Jonas Lie. Carl Naerup.
England and the Dano-German War in 1864. Ellen Jorgensen.
Russia and Finland. N. C. Fredriksen.
Political Conditions in Hungary. Al. Schumacher.

Flnsk TIdskrift.—Helsingfors. 13 kr. pjrann. Nov. 3.

The Restoration of Abo Cathedral. Jac. Ahrenberg.
Language in the Finnish Towns. Georg Estlander.
Memoirs of E. Stjerovall-Walleen. M. G. Schybergson.

Kringsjaa.—Christiania.
The Jutes in Modern Danish Literature.
Arthur Schopenhauer. Richard Eriksen.

Nordisk Ttdskrift.—Stockholm,

Maurice Maeterlinck. H. Nyblom.
The Laws of King Hammuraois. Contd. Fr. Buhl.
Thomas Fearnley. Andreas Aubert.

a kr. p;r qr. Nov. 15.

Dr. Hjalmar Christ :nsen.

10 kr. per annum. No. 6.

Nylaende.—Ckristiania. 3 kr. per annum. Nov. 1.

Jonas Lie. Gina Krog.
Erika Misscn. G. K.
Alexandra Gripenberg. Fr. Mdrck.

Ord OCh Blld.—Stockholm, xo kr. per annum. No. 10.

Zoroastrian Worship. Nathan Sdd *rblom.
Carl Westman. Ina Almen.

Social Tldskrift.—Stockholm. Kr. 3.50 pa- annum. No. 10.

Social Education for the Young. Anna Whitlock.
The Superiority of the American Workman. Albert Woods-B^ckmann.

Samtlden.

—

Christiania. 5 kr. per ann. No. 7.

Hans Fredrik Gude. fust Bing.
A Reform in Workmen s Pay. Oscar Tschudi.

Tllskueren.—Copenhagen. Kr. xa per ann. Nov.
Jonas Lie. Poul Levin.
Imperialism and Cosmopolitanism. Gudmund Schutte.
Oar Folk-Songs. Sofus Larsen.

Varla.

—

Stockholm. Kr. 7.50 per ann. No. 10.

North Holland and Its Artists. Gustaf Ullmann.
Meyer Rothschild. Ts.
Italian Authoresses. With Portraits. Astrid Ahnfeldt.

THE RUSSIAN MAGAZINES.
IstoritCheskii Vlestnlk.—St. Petersburg. A. S. Suvorin.

The Rising in Daghestan in 1877. A. P. Andreyef.
The Borodino Historical Museum. A. A. Yartseff.
Tchernigoffand Its Holy Places. Concl. A. I. Firsoff.

MiP Bozhi.

—

St. Petersburg, Raziezzhava, 7. Nov.
Tchaikowsky. Victor Walter.
New Tendencies in the Philosophy of Social Science. R. Vipper.
Political Economy of Ruskin. Contd. A. Ruikatcheff.
Nietzsche's Philosophy as a Cultural Problem. G. MarkelofE
The Reading and Interests of Russian Students. K. Levin.
The Revolutionary Movement in China. V. V. Korsakoff.

Nov. Russkoe BagatStVO.—St. Petersburg, Spasskaya i Backavaya.
Oct. 30.

The Need for Land in the Russian Village. A. Piesekhonoff.

The Freedom of the Theatre in France. A. G.
Idealism in Russian Literature. Concl. M. B. Ratner.
Macedonia and the Macedonian Question. I. K.
George Bernard Shaw. Dioneo.

Viestnik Yevpopul.—St. Petersburg, Galbrnaya, ao. Nor.
N. A. Mekrasoff._ A. N. Puipin.

University Questions. Count P. A. Kapnist.
Recollections of a Zemstvo Member. Contd. P. A. T.
Religio-Psychical Epidemics. Dr. P..YacobL
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THE BEST PRESENT for CHILDREN.

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST BOOKS IN THE
WORLD ARE THE

Books for the Bairns.
NO HOME SHOULD BE WITHOUT THEM.

THEY ARE THE CLASSICS OF THE NURSERY.

issued Monthly. Price One Penny ; by Post, 1\d. Fully Illustrated.

There are about go different numbers, but the following Selection will b>:

sufficient to show the scope and variety of the Series :

—

43. King Arthur and his
2.

jEsop's Fables.
Tales^wid Wonders of

3. Nursery Rhymes.
4. Nursery Tales.
5. Reynard the Fox.
6. Brer Rabbit.
7. Cinderella, and other

Fairy Tales.
8. Bunyan's "Pilgrim's

Progress."
9. The Story of the Robins.
10. The Christmas Stocking.
12. Stories from Hans Ander-

sen.
13. Stories from Grimm's

Fairy Tales."
15. Gulliver among the

Giants.
22. The Christmas Tree.
23. Travels of Baron Mun-

chausen.
24. Tale of a Donkey's Life.
25. Sinbad the Sailor.
27. Labours of Hercules.
28. Robinson Crusoe. Part i.

29. Robinson Crusoe. Part 2.

30. Perseus the Gorgon
Slayer.

33. Aladdin and the Won-
derful Lamp.

35. Hymns with Pictures.
36. Great Events In British

History.
37. The Stolen Princess.
38. Seven Champions of

Christendom.
39. Tom Thumb's Adventures.
40. The Trotty Book.
41. Fairy Tales from Flower-

land.
42. Punch and Judy.

Knights.
46. The Sleeping Beauty.
47. Jan. to Dec. (Nat ire

Studies.)
49. The Enchanted Doll.
51. Tales of Long Ago.
62. Fairy Tales from China.
53. The Red Cross Knight.
55. Story Book of Country

56. Indian Fairy Tales.
58. The Snow Queen.
60. The Wonder Book.
61. Brer Fox's Adventures.
64. Stories from Ancient

Rome.
65. Uncle Tom's Cabin, Pnrtx.
67. King A fred the Great.
68. Shock-Headed Peter.
69. Cinderella: A Musical

Play.
70. Father Christmas.
71. Don Quixote. Pan 1.

73. Don Quixote. Part a.

77. Fairy Tales from Persia.
78. Fairy Tales from Japan.
79. Fairy Tales from Africa.
81. Dick Whittlngton: A

Musical Play.
82. John Gilpin.
83. Stories from Chaucer.
84. Illustrated School Reci-

tations.
85. The Babes In the Wood.
86. Animal Stories.
87. The Pied Piper.
88. Little Snow-White.
92. Tales from Shakespeare.
93. Beauty and the Beast : A

Fairy-Tale Play.

Music (Vocal Score) for Nos. 46, 69, 81, and 93, price is. each.

These particulars will save you endless trouble when you come to consider

how you may give the greatest amount of pleasure either to your own « r

other people's children at CHRISTMAS or in the NKW YKAR ; and the

same particulars will introduce you to an illustrated edition of the Classics of

the Nursery, which will astonish you if you have never seen it before.

A parcel of 84 diff.rent books will be sent to any address in the wcrld post

free for 10/6, or to addresses in the United Kingdom for 7/6.

A BOX OF 70 BOOKS FOR 7*.

Ifyou are able to spend 7s on a present for a boy or girl, a Set of -o books
may be sent in a neat box to any address in the United Kingdom for

SKVEN SHILLINGS. Such a Set contains over 4,000 pages, with about

4,000 original Illustrat ons. What a pictorial treasure for any nursery !

.SMALLER PARCELS.
If you desire to make smaller presents, it is only necessary to choose your

numbers from the above list, and if you want to have the books s^nt abroad,

*end us \\d. for each book selected. If, however, the address is in the

United Kingdom, the following prices would be sufficient to include

postage :

—

For 6 books. 9d. : for 1a, Is. 4d. ; for iS, Is. 1 Id. ;
for 34, 2s. 5d. ;

for 10, 3S. : for 36, 3s. 6d.
It would be a kindly deed if you ordered a parcel to be ^ent 10 some

hospital ward or workhouse, school or cottage homes.

Address :—

THE MANAGER, "Books for the Bairns" Office,

Jlowbray House, Norfolk Street, London, W.C.

DISCONTENT
with old-fashioned and faulty methods
of warming the home has resulted in

the evolution of an apparatus which,

while giving better results, economises
time and money.

The ashes, dust, and coal gases

caused by the use of open fire-places

and stoves can be entirely obviated.

Why therefore continue to have this

annoyance when by the adoption of a

modern

HOT WATER HEATING
SYSTEM

it can be banished, and a saving

effected in' fuel sufficient to pay—in

time— for the whole apparatus ?

Why lose all the comfort, conveni-

ence and healthfulness associated with

the use of

Ideal Boilers And

American Radiators

when a constant genial warmth can

be assured on a reduced coal bill ?

Send for valuable booklet

:

" THE HOMES HEALTHFUL."
Post free.

AMERICANRADIATORrOMPANY

SHOE LANE, LONDON, B.C.
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PURE
CONCENTRATED

OCOCL
41 Unrivalled as a Chocolate Confection."-Afe<//ca/ Magazine.

Reckitts
PARIS

Blue.
The Besr is Mie Cheapesr.

TRADE MARK.

UTTER - SCOTCH
(The Celebrated Sweet for Children).

Crosse & Blackwells
Soups in Glasses, Tins, and Tablets,

ARE SOLD BY LEADING GROCERS AND STORES.

The best foundation
for

CYCLES, MOTORS
and CARRIAGES.

Duniqp Tyres
i

i

Known by the trade mark (Dunlop's

head) on cover and tube.

Adopted by all the Government

Departments.

I

IWii

he

>MJJ pA ned by WlLl

>wn by theen

head) onno (b~

TXADS MAKK.

Write for booklet to the iHmlop Tyre Co., Ltd., Aston, 1 Chain;

and 14, Regent Street, London, S.W.

CONNOISSEURS OF

COFFEE

RED
C RINK THE

WHITE & BLUE
Delicious for Breakfast & after Dinner.

In making, use LESS QUANTITY, it being so much stronger than
ordinary COFFEE.

sold throughout Tin: non i n.

Still the Best Stove Polish ! ! !

NKEY'S &
LEAD

BLACK, BRILLIANT, BEAUTIFUL.
//; Solid Blocks, or as a Stove Polishing Paste in Tins.

an d Sons, Limited, Duke Street, Stamford Street, S.E.. and Great Windmill Street, W., and Published by the

Proprietor at Mowbray House, Norfolk Street, London. W.C.— December, 1903.

r. JOHN HADDON e- CO., Crftrml Advertisement Ofrces, Bouve^e Mff^rffg^piggQi
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NOT RETURNED TO THE LIBRARY ON i

OR BEFORE THE LAST DATE STAMPED
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